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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION
.

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1975

nOUSE or EEPRESE.S.TATIVES,
,,

SUBC0;:q3UffEE ON ELEYIENTARY,,
SECONDARY AND VOCATTONAL EDUCATION,
Or THE COM3111TEEON EISUOATON AND LAI)OR

"Wdshinuton,D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9 :10 q.m.I pursuant to call, in room 21.5,

Rayburn House Office Building, IIon.,Carl D. Perkins' (chairnaati of
the subcommittee) and Hon. Ted Risenlioover, presiding.,

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Thsenhoovey, Lehman,
Mil ler, Mottl, Quie, 13 ell, Pressler, quid Goodling.

Staff Members iiresent : John Jennings, counsel; Toni Painter, staff
assistant, an& Yvonne Franklin, minority legislative associate. C2

Chairman P:iuuxs. At this time I :tin bingo call on Dr. Jack
Xi,x superintendent of schools, Georgia State Department, of Edu-
.caiton, whom I have knpwn fOr many, many years.

Dr. Nix, we will be delighted to hear from you at this time. Go
, ahead.

STATEMENT OP Dlt, TACK NIX, SUE EtDENT,,GEORGIA
DEPARTMENT OF ED1 ATION

Dr. Nix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. '
Chairman PER Risenhoover is here. I have already told

your constituency of your great work 01) this committee.
'Go right ahead.
Dr. Nix. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it

is indeed a privilege to hate ,this opportunity to tome back before
your committee again nail bring.to.3 our attoition smile concerns that
wa.have itt our State for the continuation of our total educational plan
as it relates to oectpatio4a1 education.

You are personally, Mr. Chairmansomewhat frunilhir with our
area vocational-technical school development that we started sel oral
years ago.

Hulce in the written doonnent rather detailed description, but I
\Muhl just like to briefly summarizeit.

Chairman Piincxxs.` Without objection, your prepared statement
will be entered in the record, and you may summarize it.

Dr. Nix. Thank you, sir.
[Tile prepared statement ollows :I

,PART,AKED STATEmEKT or Dm JACK P. Nix, GEonott SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committe,e, I am :lack P. Nix, State Super-
inteidenbof Schools in Georgia. I am distinctly hunored to have this uppurtuulty
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to offer testimony on stout educational programs ee in GeorgiaxeOrgia are concerned
.about us tiiiey relate to the extension of the 196S vocational education amend-
ments..

Let nie pc"bin, Chairman, by commendbig you and members of the Con-
gress for ttieelemenistreited 'support you 'tato given to the tutll educational effort
nail,-purticulArly, the emphabis placed on edue.oilun as it relates to
an individual's ability to earn a Your continuous Xmcerii for the de% Cop-
xnent of knowledge and skills toward employment contributes to the

ations high level of productivity ania support for the flue: enterprise system.
emphasis Congres3 has placed on vocational education the tough the y l.cs,

beginning with the Smith Hughes Act In 1017, )Is contributed intnicie.ely to
slate .t.i}a loud veitpationtil efforts to .tubre adequately stale the people of do,
Nation. "

Prcueto my liccomin^ ,State Superintendent of S111.01:4 in January 1966, I 1''
served the and ene-hall 'y ears as State Director of Vocational Education. This
period. u as preceded with expel:mute as it system smock intentlent and ele %
years as a vocational to .,;her. This baelsgrountl experience, incl,ulmmig the past
Mite years as State Superinteutlent of Sellouts, has reinforeed lily belied ijr the
Act:essay for a realistic, functional prugram .uf cdue.itiuu use that is reles ant
and viable to the needs of Individuals to lite a productive and rewarding
Certainly, such a life must, of necessity, include meeting the (11113 challenges of
it taret r Agile ILIA! compatible with it persull':, interest and ttbilkties. In order

e)4
to meet his basic needs for food. clothing and shelter, an 11141h14141 must be .tkle
somehow, to support himself financially. We need only .to look at the ticeliiit in

tt.o.oub problems cicatt1 by toitemploy &el toour Nation's economy and ...to treinte
give proper significance to this statement.

The tImitliNlIuglies AU of 101T.apd succeeding acts, suck as the George Barden
Act of 1916, the ,George Deal Act of 1036, Title VIII of the National Defense
Etlatation .A.et,deliling- with technical mho-talon, the N'oucational Ed ileatiou Act of
1963, and more.reeeptly the 1Q63 vuutt;unal amendments. have all assisted Gem.-
gin In hnilaing our present program of voietitional education. I C that
without these federal statutes as a stimultis.. it is Wild hate beun extremely (11(11-
,14 if not ivillbssiblq, for our State% to lots e begun (Aleut% e vocational education

.programs and to haste des eloped them to their prebejit levels;Nt service. Time"
doelnut permit me to give yua"ti detailed deseription of law ctRaly of these -lets

like to share with you some of the highlights.
culittibuted to the development of vocational Georgia, taut I would

In July 1960, when I became 'State Dire( for of Vocatluifill Educed:on, one of
the, first duties assigned .to me by the State S-chool soo.rio.b..toleilt mot slat.

' hoard of EtIlleation was to initiate the construction of a nei.ettile of arca peep"
secondary vylcatiunal-teclinical. schools. Our plan svgs to build 26 of tin e cenjers
so that no Georgian }souk]: live more ,than 35 miles from a school. '1111,t, Zone._
struction program, which is complete halo*. required a state local paititershio
evangel-tient inv,ols lug 50 pefeent state and :in pereeftt local funds for both Emaa-
lag itntl equipment eests. The planning eiTort required lot al ad, Aboo cuninat tees
to work with local educators, local boards and state staff in selecting it
design dila lit identify log 'they ovilpationotl training trots and ,equiptotvitt lit edcd A
for tii6 instraetional program. It was our plat% Unit these scheols be so do: igf.el
and operated that tuition-free courses .could of:toted to many tivutglillth,:ztTk-
hig training or retriehling opportunities. This would Ind ude the high school (hop- .,out as well as the graduate and unemPloy ed ur ittitleremplo et1 )obrstais la;
wis.hed, to upgrade thenosels es. This tuition.-free policy -is still In eft'N I. The unlit
fee 1 114M4Vat la a consumable supply fee. Fur students who are not able to meet
even thin obligation, qt.lootfl officlals calywaik out arranguiieuts Lou- a scholarship,
a local grant or a work-stmly program.,

lo.,Educational opportunities pustsecondary Vbeational teennical seluts flre.t1
substantial departure trout the traditionally acatlendeallv oriented college pru
grain. In the 197I fist al year, the; e seitosjs had'inoattelidalle 21.900 full-time and .
101,400 part-time students, with a total- loperational expenditure of $20,6 million
in state fujitis and KS federal funds. Since k on,truttion began hi 1960.
we hate expended state, local and federal equipment and ct nstruction funds
amounting to $59.1 million, excluding the Cost of laud. st

Mr. Chairman, you are familiar with our area vocationnNecionleal si;lionl pro-
gram. As you rhea, Ice were privileged. to have you as therspeaker at the dull-
cation of one .,f the schools honoring it forme!' elibtinguislietUneAlber of this
comniittee---IjonorablePhIl Lnn(l'rum. .
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le was mitt)te evident, alto I lie Initiation of our area vocationalteelimeal

schools. that this. program (solid also stale existing business end, intittstr4, inGeorgia and help some of these companies expand. However, we Iteeded'anadditional activity to attract new Industry into our historically predonitnantiy
:agricultural State. )tai see, Mr. Chairman, we were attempting to bring abouta balance in our Stato's etointany between agrlealture and itultet my. We ne, ilea toprovide employment. tar those persons dIsimlatlst trout the farm because of the
rapid meelmanization of agriculture. In 196S, at our request, the Georgia Genevad 'Assembly: enacted a law authorizing, the Georgia I lepartvient of :due:Mon todevelop atraining program we call "Quick Start." .Cutier .this Aet. money hiappropriated eacli year to train people fur specific Jobs in a riven company.Our state mid Veal vocatyaiiii staffs, NNorlting with industry eilicials, eau design.
and conduct training plogranis that- w4I1 _gun rantee that when a specific t ompanyopens' for linsines:, it will have a trained work,foree to do the jobs noetie.l. Wefeel "Quiek Slate." has been an Important factor in Mir:WHIM new ,industries
moving Into Georgia. Sinee the program heron, nearly 200 businesses and in-dustr:, si have taken advantage of some or all of its provisions. last year alone
we trained 1.306 indivitinals for immediate employment in 57 industries. An old-Orli of the Georgia Chamber of Commerce recently stated that he rarely sendsit loiter ty an liolustrhil prospect without (tests:11)111g tl-e advantages offeredincoming industry by the Quick Start programa. Ile mibm claims that the 'Inlet:Start training elf irt is part of an economic mix of Industrial services whichhas brought in :tiiest one and a, half billion dollars in new (leorgin industryduring 1973 and 197.We are now getting eleeironias and metal italustiles
the high-paying Job.; -In tile South, . .)

Mr Chairman, lifter opeutting the area yoeationaltechnical school networkfor approsialately live years, we began the second Phase of a plan 'to InIrrnve:Mr nta I vat item 1 Niue:Ail qi eiirt. We initiated the comprehensive high
seivoil prow ain.lieles Were adolitell 11a. 19(15 and four eenters Were Wiltified,
'rids year, FY 197o, we have 70 comprehensive high ,sehools in operation witlhan;enrollment of 39,500 students, An adititional 37 aro currently fended, for a totalof 113. We estimate thiS to lac approximately. half the number needed to ade-
quately serve the seeondary school students in Georgia.

Let me share with you briefly the 'MX14111170 we followed in developing this
program. It was our decision again to follow a partnership arrangement withlocal school systems. The State Canninitteil itself to contributing 59 percent ofthe cost far eonstruction and equilitnent, plus reimbursement for the staff whooperlite the schools. It is fle. agreed that no center would offer courses in less
than i:3*; otopational (treas. The tvs,tal hi\ estwent of $(139 million in this`
program singe It was itegim Ineltales 4711.2 million in state finals: $27.2 million,
in leemil funds. anti S24.1 million. In felleial funds. Of the federal funds, $19.3million mule from Appalltelilan andComlotal Pfains monies.

Afte^ the comprehensive high school program was inithited, it became
obviate; that many students would aced eonsithrable assistance in edueationrind eoreer plannliir it they Iv, re to Ulla, ailvantage of the voeational obteal fen
omortunilles provided ht our State at the sermattlory, lids fsecondary ant' adultlovels. So, in the paddle lnetes, we Lemma two (,:m ever development orittatattott
or inbtollactory pittairant. Oar (TA: Progrmit t Cot irtilmited \ tinttonal and Aea-(Ionic Ftlimeal boil I di ,1 Med for the ditsativantitged student or pthential dropout
In grades eb..'llt through twelve, CVA: attempts to coordinate the students' on-
the-Job training with in school vocational and academic eetntst,s.,,,to help thetabegin to see a direct relationship between their olessriamit netts vie.; and ii,lve
these skills apply to jobs alai life, This is a prognun that dyes not limit or the tine.
what a student M I, tale, no or sa: lit order to be neeepted. Instead, it aceepts

' him as he l- and Itlp him develop the trails a ittl a filtiale., Heil, ,1Iy for siccess
in lift'. We now Imo MI cnormlinators servite; 7,I1vo --tit leuts primarily in g`adem:
nine and ten. In another explioatvry course called 1'F( 11,'. (Propitin of IT.ation
and Cum r Exploration), linilor Ligh students perform t.toqa-i: to,41F. in worts-
simulated "ctivirmalients ii dm; tools, materials..processes and products peettilar
to a 'tiveit work setting. The MCI: program is designed to allo a 'tuthut to
aegalV4 a basi,m of ctperlenee, knowledge and skill', for ftdore deeisionuetking
nadlo tentnilvely choi,:e it broad eveuptamal even. At present, the prograin
reaches 'Xi pereebt of ceorsdo students 11 t the Jillilor 1;l1:11 :Whim] level.

In the earki 11170's. taw State initiated further efforts to (liable :ancients
to see the relation'::Iiip between etlinatkat mid work.. At the elementary, junior

.
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high and secondary levels, programs of career exploration, Career awareness,
career decision making and career planning have been developed. These programs
have proven quite beneficial in terms of increasing students' awareness of the
world of work, improving their career decision making and planning skills ud
their overall career maturity. At present, this effort is in the developmental
and demonstration stage, being implemented in 01 elementary schools. ,Career
guidance programs are under developmerft In grades 7--12-in 16 pilot schools.

In addition, two years ago, our State began at the secondary level a program
of job placement and folbiw through to assist both the high school graduate and
the high school dropout to obtain employment and move up the job ladder. We
have discovered many of our students need hot only preparation for work, but also
assistance in making the transition from school into employment. Currently, we
provide job placement services in 77 of our high schools.

Also, \1r. Chairman, this year for the first time we have 23 'vocational teachers
assigned to work specifically with handicapped students in high school. We call
this the Vocational Education Awareness Program (VEAP). VEAP coordinators
evaluate each eligible student, taking Into consideration his particular handi-
cap, abilities and interest. Then the coordinator writes an educational pre-
scription that follows the student through school and until he is either em-
ployed or enrolled in a posttsecondary school. The 23 programs are in areas
with the largest concentrations of handicapped students reaching approximately
500 students in grades nine through twelve.

Of course, still important to our total vocational program in Georgia are
the traditional agriculture, home economics and trade and industrial educa-
tion programS. Our teachers and staff in 'these areas have done an excellent
job of keeping abreast of new techniques and skills to pass along to the 100,000
students in 347 high schools taking courses in production agriculture, home
economics and day trade programs.

Other secondary vocational areas include our cooperatlYe programs in dis-
tributive education, vocational office trainha. diversified cooperative training,
vocational agriculture and home economics. In co-op progran students attend
classes part of the day and work part-time.rWe now have 507 and 24,-
500 secondary school students in these programs.

'Mr. Chairman and committee members, this gives you a br elf, general de-
scription of th e.evocational and rcupatioaal offerings included in the total
education program in Georgia. Let me reiterate that these prograMs could not
have reached this high level or. development if the Congress had not had the
vision and foresight to provide federal funds as you have through the years.
In the last decade Congress has expanded the activities for which federal funds
may be spent, and for this we are grateful. Still, it is my considered judgment
that there are categories that should be consolidated and doing so would pro-
vide for a more efficient administration at the local, state and federal levels.
For example, I propose that funds provided for career guidance, exploration and
job placement be consolidated into a single section thus enabling each state to
derelop a comprehensive program of career guidance and exploration for elemen-
tns and secondary students. Second, I propose that funds for teacher education,
leadership development, curriculum development, research and development be
consolidated into a single section allowing each state to develop the support
activities needed to give direction and leadership to 'Us program. Finally. I
recommend that residential vocational education programs, constuner and home-
making, cooperative education, work-study programs and basic state vocational
programs be consolidated.

Another problem that has deteloped in recent :-ears relates to a congressional
mandate of procedures for identifying membership oa state advisory councils
for vocational education. Since we began our area vocational-technical schools
in 1000 until now, the State Board of Education, the Georgia Department of
Education, my predecessor and I have required local vocational centers to have
advisory committeek. In addition, specific programs within centers also have
advisory' committees. It has always been our ,contention that the educator
working In isolation from those in business and industry Cannot plan and lin-
plementdon effective Occupational training progriim. Therefore, it, is essential
that we Involve the consumers of the education product in formulating and
operating educational programs designed for employment purposes. I would
hasten to point out, Mr. Chairman, that at no time have we, at the state level,
designated the appointment of a local advisory committee. This is the respon-
sibility of the legally coustituted, local boards of education. L rely orr this expert-.
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ence and practice within our state i a basis for my personal belief that the
Congress should leave to such state body constitutionally anti, or statutorily
responsible for public education the authority to designate halls ideals to serve
on state advisory councils. I have no carrel with the Congress indlcatiug broad
areas of representation, but I do he eve that more effective program plannuig
and evaluation can be carried out, and more efficient utilization of funds for ad-
visory councils would result if a state body legally responsible for education us
sunies,reSPonsIbility for ,designating individual otembersblp tor itylt isurs councils.

This leads me to another ,nrea of concern that has developed in recent years
as we have worked tO IniplenTent federal legislation. I refer to the super-advi-
sory committee or commission knoun as the. 1202 Commission. Georgians, through
the democrattc prOCess hgve adopted a State Constitution that places the respon-
sibility, forloiblic education on the Georgia Board of Education and the-respon-
sibility fer pub le colleges and universities on the Georgia Board of Regents. I
strongly Mies's( it is wrong for Congress to ignore this organizational structure
and requir6 the appointment of a commission seperate from these tu o boards.
In Georgia, the State Doard of Education and State Board of Regents have
.an excellent cooperative relationship. Both boards feel it is important toconsider the total educational effortfrom kindergarten through graduate
school In fact, several years ago the two boards developed a standing contract
to provide for joint occupational programs in area postsecondary vocational
technical schools and hi the junior and/or senior colleges.

This cooperative plan has teen followed through the years with good results.
For examplei3 it has been agreed that the State Board of Education will notuse Its limited resources to construct additional vocational schools, and
the State Board of Regents will not Construct additional junior colleges unless
they resulted front joint planning efforts. In fact, set oral years ago, the State
Bsiird of Education declared a moratorium on building additional postsecoutlary
vocationaLeenters. The chancellor of the University System of Georgia, serving
as the constitutional officer for the State Board of Regents, and I, serving as Use
constitutional effieer for the State Board of Education. meet ,periodically to
review our joint programs and to initiate new ones to serve the needs of our
purple, If we have need in a particular geographical urea for an occupational
training program and there is no area vocational-technical school nearby, we
attach the program to a junior college, with a joint operation at the nearest
vocational technical school. In other locations, the junior colleges and vocational-
technical schools dev 4op continuing joint programs in areas of distributlii,
marketing, secretarial training, drafting, data processing, etc. We have found
these programs to be most effective and to serve our needs well. If Congress
substantinny finances 1.:02 commissions across the untion. it will be building
another layer of bureaucracy. Additional red tape will greatly delay and hamper
a state's effOrts to get the educational job done.
'If It is the intent of Congress to mandate state planning for occupational

education, let me .suggest that you place that responsibility specifically on the
sl.ou'ders of the state constitutional andior st tutors authorities already respon-
sible for public education. Ile base no trot' Ile la our state operating joint
programs. In the final analsts, the developmen of policies and priorities is the
management responsibiliv of agencies charged ith carrying out programs, and
these responsibIlitica cannot tie delegated to an utside advisory group supeilm-
posrd by federal statute. The present federal statutes for mandating 1202 com-
missions indicate that the State Board of Education and the State Board of
Regents in Georgia would be subservient to the 1202 Commission, Mr. Chairman,
I plead with you not to create additional bureaucratic structures that w ill con-
sume on rAimifed resources.

Mr. Chairman, till of the concerns I have expressedahout the 1202 Commission
can be applied to portions of protmosed legislation for vocational education.
l'roposals are made to separate the administration of ocational education
programs at the post-secondary level from the administration of such pruarams
at the secondary level., When we developed the post-secondary vocational -
tctlutival education program in Georgia, we felt pre needed a tuition-free ot cupa-
Hotta] training program for Georgians different from the programs offered at
the junior or senior,enllege levelr. ,Thls program has been guccessfnl. It is
acromplishing the pdrpose for which it was establishedto make people
employable.

Since post-secondary vocational education is the culinination of an educational
process that precedes employment, the instruction must result in individual

1
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students eitl.er getting a job or continuing their educational d' vtlopment. I
personally feel that we cannot evaluate the effetti% cue -s of a program by cal-
culating the number of dollars spent per perstm mad the number of people en-
rolled in a particular subject or occupational tired. While ser %big as State Director
of \ oaoonal Education, I measured the success of our nett thcational-teclutical
school programs and other occupational education eftoits in terms of how many
people were employed in the areits for %% hick they vice trained. I also askedwere
these peoPle still employed at the end of srx months, and %%ere they able to
advance in their occupations? This method of evaluation continues to be a valid

_ -aue.Icettislin.Kto a job placement study cumin. ted by the staff of our post-second-
ary area vocational-techuicaI SCIMOIS, in n 04 percent of persons enrolled
in area schools who here available for placement received jobs. Eighty-three
percent of that number were employed in the field for which they were trained
or in related fields. Only 11 percent of those available for placement oere

III related ileitis or in fields other than those for o hick they were trollied.
You out probably be interested to know that 27 percent of those completing
training- in the area Schools were classified as handicapped. Of the 27 percent
available for placement, S7 percent oere employed. I believe you will agree with
me that these figures show that we must he doing stnneching right in our post-
secondary vocational-technical school program in Georgia. III the past ten years,
Georgia has consistently had a lower unemployment rate than the national
average. think our occupational training programs have had something to,
do witlfour lower unemployment rate.

Mr. t, ha irman and distinguished members of this committee, I ant grateful
for the assManee federal funds have provided, and as educator responsible
for public education in Georgia, let me plead with you to look seriously at
any and all proposed extensions of vocational education. In the final analysis,
I ask you to recommend to the full Congress legislation that will permit its to
get the job done in, an efficient and effective manner with as little bureaucracy
as possible. Hold its acconntablebut hold us accountable for the end product.
We have entirely too many college graduates wandering aimlessly without a
salable skill. We have too many individuals with poor work habits and others
with a low level of skill development. The states must be given an opportunity
to satisfy these needs and accept the responsibility if edueaftion is to untke
a significant contribution to the recovery or our deteriorating economy and the
permanency of the free enterprise system.

Tank you, Mr. Chairman, for your past interest and concern. and that Of
this committee and the Congress. Let me leave with you a standing invitation
for you. members of this committee anti the committee staff, to visit our ednea
fional progrants in Georgia.

Dr. Nix. When we developed an area vocational-technical school
program beginning in 1960, it was a result of the State board of edu-

cation's desire to bring about. a balance in our total educational elf4t
between academic anti vocational or occupational education.

This was necessitated because of the transition. from an agricultural
evononty to a more mechanized agricultural operation, releasing a lot

of our people from the farms for other types of employment.
In the early 1960's with the help of the Federal legislation on the

books at -butt time, we initiated this program. 'We have three or four
criteria that we wanted to follow. One related to the fact that we did

Dot want to exclude anyone from the opportunity of gettiug skills
neeeQsay for employment.

The other criterion was that we would put occupation training
programs-witin 35 miles of every Georgian. Totla we have 26 of
those sehools,in operation and we have invested a total of approxi-
Matelv $60 million in construction.

Initially we started out as a partnership arrangement with local,
State, and Federal funds. Ve now do all construction with State
funds and the purchase of all equipment. Tn addition, we provide for

the salaries of the administration and instructional staffs from State

funds.

15
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This fiscal ycnf we are supplying those funds.
Now, Mr. Chaiiman, the dev elopment of these schools ov or this

period of time has filled a tretheridous need that we have, but we rec-
couized in 1968 that there was a acuunu in our total plan to service
industry and to service business, and we looked to our State legisla-
ture and asked for what we now call a quick start training piugralu.

This program is- designed by State statute to the extent that the
members of our staff can go anyplace in this Nation and visit with
business or industry and design an instructional program, conic back
to our State, go into tlrescommunity where the industry AN ill be locating
or expanding, and to implement a training program of local citizens to
have these citizens productive when the industry opens, u1411 the
building is complete.

This past year we utilized $750,000 for this purpose with 31' Indus-
' tries, .rid this placed people into employ went immediately completing

the eraining program.
Chairman Pr.maxs. Let me ask one question. Do you know when

these industries are going to come in TM) they come and. contact you
and tell you the typo of training you need and do you go into that
community or that area school close by and begin to set up the appro-
priate training?

Dr. Nix. Mr. Chairman, the industry will contact us or a member of
the industry or development committee will contact us. Once the
industry does not have any reservation about being identifiedbe-
cause there is tremendous competition bete the'Stateswe then
send our staff to the industry that is in operation outside of the State
or in the State, whichever the case may be, and with the management,
the personnel officer, supervisors of the plant itself, we will sit down
and develop a training .program then go back to the area school,
if it is in an area school vicinityif not, we will even lease buildings
and we will purchase equipment, unless it is specialized equipment, to
put into those training programs.

We work with the Labor Department and with the local school
officials to identify those individuals that wish to become employed
in that plant, and-we put the training ',remain into operation even to
the extent of employing the supervisors front the plant itself, rather
than our own instructional staff.

This has served us well. Now, after we operated this program, the
area school program, sonic I or 5 years, in the early 1960's we recog-
nized that we were missing eomething from our secondary school
program, Mr. Chairman.

Beginning in 1905, we approved fourwhat we callcomprehen-
sive high schools. This program, w hen it was initiated, prow hied' that
not less than six occupation areas would be involved in a particular
high school.

The State would put up half of the money for the building and
equipment and furnish the instructors, and the local 6Ybtern would
put up half. We now hare ,moved this program to 113 funded compre-
hensive high schools with 76 in operation this year.

We believe that eventually it Is going to require some 250 to com-
pletely cover our State.

Now, after we hatithese occupational programs specifically directed
toward skill developnient in operation, we looked then at the other
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portion of our total plan for education, relating to the awarene;ls on
the part, of students as to what the would of work was all about, career
guidance, so to speak, and we initiated inthe mid-1960's two programs.

One of the programs related to what we call CVAE. This is eoor-
(hunted vocational and academic education. Here again, 3[r. Chair-

e could not have dune this had «e nut had funds under the
1963 amendment.

We started this pro rani and we now have sonic 163 of these coor-
dinators working with students to help them aial the teachers to coor-
dinate the academic and vocational instruction to the point that the
student will see indeed that there is some roles a u e between the instruc-
tional progzam and b01116 occupation that he is interested in pursuing.

In addition to that., we ilet eloped another program that related to
career awareness and career (An ation or guidance, whatever you
would like to call it, called PECE. This is a program of education
and career exploration.

We now have in the junior high school level about 25 percent of
all of our students participating in this particular program.

Here again, w ith the help of the 1963 e.mendment, we started pro-
grams in career guidance in 16 pilot schools in grades 7 through 12
in 61 elementary schools, here again relating to the individual's inter-
ests, his attitudes, his aspirations, toward the whole business of the
world of work.

Two years ago we initiated a job placement program in the high
schools, and we now have 77 of those where we put a coordinator out
there to work not only din iug the school year, but in the summertime,
with high school graduates, high school aupouts, helping them to
find employment.

The most recent demonstrated program. Mr. Chairmanthat we
have initiated relates to what we call VEAP. This is vocational edu-
cation ass aroness program for handicapped children. We have recog-
nized that many of

program
handicapped, if given an opportunity to

develop a skill, will Nemo an. QA en better employee in some occupa-
tions than es en a normal individual because they will continue. This
is particularly true with some of the deaf.

Now, all of this. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
has been developed in addition to our traditional programs, and the
point would like to leave w ith y on is that w e have utilized the sup-
port from the Smith-Hughes Act and every t ocational act since
that date to help us to stimulate our local systems, our State legisla-
ture.. our State hoard of education in moving toward a total educa-
timial program to meet the needs of all of our people, because we recog-
nized many years ago that there would probably be only employment
for some maybe 25 percent of the people of this Nation m Vccupation
that, would require a college degree, and, if we Were truly going to
make our people productive, wie had to bring in skill development
leading toward employment in occupations that did not require a
college degree.

We are well on our way toward a total program of education for
our people, and I would like to plead with you and membus of this
committee to help us to continue this effort and to perhaps, as you
look at all of the legislation that is before you, consider the possibility

.0"
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of giving, us as small a niin leer of categories as you can, so that
we do ilot unnecessarily the funds-- in administration because-
we do have limited funds. and, if we have too many categories to
keep up with, it is costing data processing and accounting -and things
of this nature.

I would also plead with you to hold the State legal constitutional
and statutorial organizations re.sponsible fot carrying out what the
Congress wants to be done. In other words, if you want a total pro-
0.ram of vocational education, then

Chairman PEnkrxs You are saying we should have one board ?
Dr. Nix. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS; One board to do'it all
Dr. Nix. .1.nd require that board to,submit a State plan for con -

sideration by the national administration that would reflect the Siate;s
total efforts of these operation boards, and they are operational if
they are constitutionally and statutorily prey ided for within the
State-by-State constitution or by the legislature. They -are the people
that operate public education and they are the people that ought to do
the planning and they are the people that ought to put this total
plan together to reflect to the Congress and to the people of the State,
first of all, and then to the Congress and the Nation that we. do have
a direction established and that we are progressing down that avenue
and, in this case, to put our people to work as far as occupational
edueation.

Chairman Pfaur.rNs. Dr. let me interrupt you and compliment
you 611 such an outstanding testimony. In all probability, ,yon Rill
Le recalled again at a later date when we hate some witnesses flow
technical institutes in the country and some 4-year colleges.

It is my idea to get a group of good men, good educators. in the
country around that table representing the differentxonstitaencie and
come to the right type of conclusion.

I know. of your good work in Georgia. I hope to visit your treat
State again and dedicate another great school down there, but no
State in the country has made more progress than your State tinder
your leadership, which speaks mighty well of you. I will be seeing
you front time to time and will be in coaactiith you.

I am going to ask Mr. Risenhoover to come over and take my seat.
We are going to the Rouse Committee on Rules this morning.
Dr. Nix. ?1r. Chairman, as you leave, let me repeat my standing '\

invitation. I would be most privileged to have you or any member of
the committee or any member of your stair to come anti spend 1 day
or days or 1 week with us and look at what we are talking, about
and what we a re trying to do. '

Chairman PERKINS. We may just do that. We are going to do more
oversight work than we 'have ever done in the past. There has been
some criticism of committee& in general, that they do not follow
through and see how the laws are adarriiistered. Sometimes the intent
of the CobgresS is completely thwarted by the Office of Educntiou,
and we want to do a. bettor jolt, all of us, and we will certainly come
around and visit with you.

Dr. Thank you, sir.
Chairman P.EmuNs. 11.fr, Risenlooer, take this seat, please.
[Off therecord.]

52- n 15-..--75-101. 2-2-
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l\fr. Thts::NitorytErt. I glicss you gentlemen have discussed among
yourselves, who wants to speak first and the order in which you want
to speak. The list I have here shows Mr. Miller, Dr. Cleck, Dr. Mosier,
Dr. Creech, in that order.

We will go ahead and insert your prepared statements in the record,
and you can just sunnuni ize these as you desire, and then questions
will IA direcIted from the subcommittee members.

I would like to apologize to Mr. Goodling, our disthrguished col-
league from Pennsylvania, for the interruption here.

[The combined statement, follows i]

unNEO 5 TATEMENT OF On. Jonx E. Omni.... EXECLITIVF. ASSISTANT TO TUE
CJIANCELLOR, OKLAHOMA- ST.1TE RLGENTS FOR RIMIER EDUCATION, ET AL.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and special greetings to Congressman
Riseolloover from Oklalanna's second districtThank you for the opportunity to
provide information to the Subcommittee rat the subject of career, vocational,
and occupational educationa subject of critical Importance to our State of
-Oklahoma.

it Irt our desire to share with the Subcommittee certain background information
regarding -Oklahoma's structure for public education and then to describe for
yen in more detail the development and Lurrent scope of postsecondary technical
and occupational education hi our State.

In Oklahoma, the State Board of Education is charged with responsibility
for administering all programs of education through Grade 12. Action of the
Oklahoma Legislature in 1907 expanded the-membership of the State Board of
Education and authorized the expanded board, known as the State Board of
Vocational and-Teelmicni Education, to serve as the agency responsible for Voca-
tional education programs authorized by the Vocational Education Act of 1903.

Article of the Constitution of Oklahoma adopted by the people _on
March 11, 1911, provides that "all institutions of higher education-supported
wholly or in part by legislative appropriations shall be integral parts of a unified
system to be known as The Oklahoma State System of Higher Education" (See
Attachment A). This constitutional provision also created the Oklahoma State
Regents for higher Education as the coordinating Board of Control for all quell
institutions of higher education with certain spgcific powers relatingto (a) Func-
tion,: and Courses of Study, (b) Staifilards of Education, (c) Degrees and
Other Academic Awards, and (d) Determination of Budget Needs and Alloca-
tion of Financial Resources.

Tirielame Oklahoma Legislature that submitted the Constitutional amendment
to the people in 1941, subsequently enacted vitalizing legislation for the amend-
ment which, among other provisions, defined the term "Higher Education". Sec-
tion 20 of Chapter 45, Session Laws Oklahoma 19'41, provides as follows:

"Higher Education, as the term is used herein and in krticle of the
CouStitution of the State of Oklahoma is defined to include all education of any
kind beyond or in addition to the twelfth grade, or its equivalent, as that grade
Is now generally understood and accepted in the public schools of the State of
Oklahoma ; ."

The Oklahoma Legislature hi the'Spring of 1973 caused the cmitents of a
:Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement between the State Regents and
the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education to be enacted into Law
as Schate Joint Resolution Number 3 (See Attachment B). This expression of
Law served to reiterate and bring sharply Ipto focus the intent of the various
provisions of the Constitution and the Statutes previously enacted which relate
to the respective jurisdictions of Oklahoma public education and the responsi-
bilities of the boards and institutions that make up the different-jurisdictions.
Section 2 of this Resolution provides as follows:

"The term High Education hs used in Article NMA of the Constitution" of
Oklahoma and the vitalizing Stahltes or the term postsecondary education shall
mean all education of Any kind beyond the twelfth grade in which students pun
411P '4tinly and for which the credit earned may apply toward Meeting require-
inentq for a degree. diploma, or other postsecondary academic or collegiate award,
and' shall also include honadde postsecondary qdult and continuing education,

1
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eN,tenslon and public service education, and organized vesearch as may be au-
thorized by tile State Regents as a part of the functions, and courses of study
of a menibcr institution in The Oklahoma State System of Higher Education."

Settion S of tht Resolution relates to the matter of nppruaal of postsecondary
level programs as follows :

"Technical and occupational education programs tc be operated at the post-
secondary level must be approved 1 y the State Regents. Programs of teehnicaL
and o,cupational education a licu approved by the State Reghtts may he etigthie
for supplemental flidity, pros ided by the State Board in act ',Mance with terms
of a 'contract existing between the State Board and the State Regents."

The existence or such a Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement is
evidence of the fact that there are certain inherent problems in the present

structure for the administration of vocational education programs in the various
States arising from userlapping responsibilities in the area of postsecondary
Mat aron. Our appearance before the Subcunnuittee today, In the context of
this Memorandum of Unterstanding, will focus on the development of-technical
and occupational education at the postsecondary level in the State of Oklahoma.

The recent history of postsecondary technical and occupational education in
Oklalicam dates batk. to the early 1900's when the Oklahoma State Regents for
Higher Education as an integral part of the Self Studies for Planningin Okla-
tonna Higher Education conducted a study to identify the occupational needs of
cklahotna citizen, f..a which postsecondary education and training was required.
'Ws 'lady idcutillod 99 occupational fields and- projected the future manpower
requirements in etch of these fields for each quadrant of the State and for the
State as a whole.

At that time. Institations in The Oklahoma State S:vsteln of Higher Education
were offering 7: ograms which could be described as technical author oceupa-
noun' In nature. Tin tit era hemming majority of these were offered at two loca-
tions, the 01.1,,km . State Univt rslty 'School of Technical Training at Okumigee,
and the Oklahoma City Technical Institute.

Since that trout. the scientific and technical explosion of the post-Sputnik era
hart rented an almost insatiable demand throughout our society for a new type
of training which is more sophisticated than secondary level vocational programs
:let stops short of the traditional professional programs. During the past ten

institutit us in The Oklahoma State System of Higher Education have
responded in a dramatic ss ay to the technical and occupational education require-
ments of the citizens of our State. During the current academic year, 197-1--1975,
some TIS program; are in operation on 27;campuses throughout the State. Enroll-
ment in these programs is in excess of 12,000 students.

Detailed informati n regarding the currently offered educational programs is
contained in the hrf, story of Technical Education Programs published by the
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education in September, 1974 (see Attach-
ment C). Winded among the 3ZiS programs are such widely varied offerings as
Nurving. Dental Hygiene, Air Traffic Control 'Management, Inhalation Therapy,
Electronics, Computer Science, Culinary Arts, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

-Technology, Commercial Art, Diesel Mechanics, Child Development, Police
science, Ccirrections, Accounting and General Business, Funeral' Services, Build-
ing 1" nstruCtIon Technology, Industrial Drafting Metals Technology; Secretarial
Science, Agri-Medi-fess, IL'ashion 'Merchandising, Farm and Ranch Management,
Fire Protection Technology, Petroleum Technology, Radiation and Nuclear Tech-
. nology, Medical Emergency Technology, Oecupational Therapy and Therapeutic
Recr6ation. Surgical Technology and numerous other-programs.

Althosigh we have not been allowed access to the Reports-filed by the State
Board of Vocational Education, we feel certain that as of the present-time the
majority of sulistantise program offerings in Oklahoma are at. the postsecondary
level is are the ma.bitity of full time equisalent students and, most. importantly to
fair State's ect 'many, the majority of the graduates. Forecasts 6f the educational
requirements for law entrants to the'labor force,, while showing only a modest
need tor high school vocational graduates. show a continuing acceleration of the
demand for postseeondary technical education graduates.

The growth and deelopment of postsecondary technical and occupational edn-
ea don programs in Oklahoma has been a direct result of the 'MO privnity as-

" signed ro such programs by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education.
This Is illustrated by flue level of budgetary support allocated by the State Regents
to these programs in the curreat year. During Fiscal sear 1974to, the State
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Regents allocated as a part of the regular Iligher Education Funding Program,
$15,552,037 for the support of these postsecondary technical and occupational
edneation programs. This represents 94.1% of the total support whiclt the pro-
grams receive. Less than 0 per cent of the total funding ($968,005) is received
front the State Vocational Education Fund Allocation musuant to the contractual
arrangement between the State Board and State Regeuts. (See Attachment D.
for a breakdown of the institutional allocations fgr fiscal years 1974 and 1975

It is not our intention to leave the impression In our Testimony that the supple-
mental funding which we receive through the Vocational Education Act appro-
priations is insignificant, lioAever, we want to make it clear to the Committee
that the growth and development of postsecondary technical and occupadmal
education has resulted primarily from the efforts of the State Regents and the
colleges and only incidentally from the supplemental funding received from the
Federal Government. We do want the Committee to be airate that during the
current Fiscal Year these 358 technical and occepatimal education ,programs are
operating at a deficit of $534,320 below the minimum level required for quality
education. The State Regents requested the-State Board_for Vocational and Tech-
nical Education to provide supplemental funding to meet this deficit but did not
receive the money. The deficit was calculated on the basis of-the detailed-research
of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education as part of their eornpre-
hensive Program Budget System which is based on actual costs of operation.

The amount of the deficit ranges from a high. of $277,461 at the OST: School
of Technical Training at Okmulgee to a low of $204 at Sayre Junior College.
At Okumigee for example, the total projected budget requirement for the current
rear amounted to $4,432,077 however, funds available for support' of the pro-
.,grains total, only $4,154.010 of which amount $4,053,010 was provided.from regular
higher education funds and only moo, from the vocational education ,supple-

. ment. The Committee will be interested to know that over the past ten years the
regular funding by the State Regents of the OSU School of Technological Train-

% at Ukmulgee has increased from $1.053,483. to its present level, of :7-4.083,616,
an increase of $2,-130,133. During th,it smile period of Lime, the vocational eilit-a-
tion supplement allo6tted by the State Vocational Board, has increased from,
$01,000 to only $71,000.Surely something is- wrong with a system which provides only $71,000 in
Federaljunds to one of the Nation's finest residential vocational schools, while
providing Many times that amount for operathin of area vocational high schools
enrolling only a fraction of the number of students.

We'd the more distinctive and significant aspects of postsecondary technical
-and- occupational education is Illustrated by the average -age of the students

served by our institutions. At the present time the average student in the com-
munity coliegesand technical institutes of Oklahoma is between 25 and, 30 years
of age. Many of these students were denied access or failed to seek access at 'an
earlier-age and now appreciate more fully the importance of the education and'
training we offer them.

dn addition we have ninny students who hate .eturnedto school for the relevant
education we offer after finding their previous generalized education inadequate,
agaireparation for employment. It is no longer unusual for students with bache-
lors, master's or even an occasional. Ph.D. tb enroll in the sophisticated 'job-
oriented technical and occupational programs of our colleges and technical Insti-
tutes. The expectation that most high school students are ready to make a -com-
mitment to a definite career goes counter to what we know about occupational
choice. The jobs taken bythe vast majority of high school, graduates and drop -
outs who go directly to work should not be confused with careers.

In view of the nature of the responsibilities associated with many of the
sophisticated prognfins of technical and occupational education, it is es-4
that our students possess a high level of maturity. A seventeen or eighteim year
old mar he capable of performing the specific tasks associated with a Medical
Secretarial position or Air Traffic Control Management. however, experlenee has
shown that society is not, willing to place the life of Its citizens in the Bands

. of many-seventeen and eight4en year olds who may lack some of life's maturing
experiences.

To our'way of thinking it is the quality, not necessarily the quantity, of tech-
nical education that is the real isve. The postsecondary technical ethetation
programs that are of high enough quality to ensure employment in the adranced
technological age in which we are now living can be found on the campuses of
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America's community and Junior colleges. The curricular patterns and instrue
tonal techniques must be such that we can handle the most concrete areas of
skill development as well as the most abstract features of critical analysis. The
,requirements of sophisticated technology are such that they require this quality
of instruction which can only be found at °the postsecondary level.

Given the disparity between the magnitude of soctety's needs and the limita-
dun of resources, careful planning is required in order to ensure that the scarce
resources available -will be used to their maximum degree of ellielene,v and
effectiveness. As the Committee is aware, good planning is a continuing endeavor 6
which must be broad enough to encompass society's needs yet detailed and spe- _-
eine enough to provide the basis for individual program development. Although
our institutions have made every effort to utilize the planning tools of other
.agencies, such as the Occupational and Training Information System .(0TIS)
experience has taught us that such documents must be used with extreme cau-
tion since they are not based on an indepth analysis of needs but are more related
to the pistil:lc a tion,of existing programs.

In view of the failure of such joint planning efforts to meet,the needs of our
institutions, and alsd to ensure the relevancy of the programs we offer, each
technical-and- occupational program in our institutions is planned, implemented,
and monitored with the assistance of loCal advisory committees which include
business and industrial leaders, representatives of the occupational field to be
served by the program, as well as the consumers who will be the ultithate bene-
ficiaries of the education and training which we offer. In addition to the quality
control function performed by the local advisory committees each of our pro-
grams is subject to evaluation and approval bY the Oklahoma State Regents for
Higher Education, regional accreditation and ipecialized program dccreditation
in many of the more sophisticated areas such as the allied health and engineer-
ing technology lieldtk

The need for careful, coordinated, and comprehensive planning is one of the
most convincing, reasons for our appeal 'for allocation of postsecondary funds
direct to the agency within our State responsible for posttecondary education
th Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. The uncertainty of the present
arrangement makes it impossible for the State Regents to do the kind of orderly
planning necessary for the most efficient utilization of all available funds.

Far more preferable would be an arrangement whereby the-programs to be
operated, the budgetary support required and the allocations of such avaibible
funds would be determined prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. If the Fed-
eial Vocational Education funds were allocated directly to the State Regents

mthis..kind of planning would occur.
-Apparently we are doing more than a few things right.in our postsecondary

technical and occupational progrania Wash:tering' the Suece uates
in securing and retaining employment in their areas of training. In the face of
disturbingly high unemployntent data our placernept rates are running in excess
of SO per cent in many of our programs. For example, a recent-study conducted
by Tulsa Junior College indicated that 87% per cent of their occupational edu-
cation program graduates obtain ernployment,in a job related, to their training
and the remaining 12' per cent Pursue additional education in their field.

As members of the Sabeommittee are well aware, the cost Of operating sophis-
ticated postsecondary technical and occupational programs is significantly greater
than that of the less sophisticated secondary level programs or nun-laboratory
academic and general education programs of a postsecondary nature. In fact,
many of the technical and-occupational programs we offer are comparable in cost
to some of the graduate level program offerings in our talvanoed universities
Given such proportionately higher costs, it is important to us that the distinc-
tions reflected in the Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement in effect
in Oklahoma be scrupulously observed so as to avoid unnecessary duplication
of programs and services which result in the wasteful' dissipation of public tax,
funds.

The community colleges and technical institutes in Oklahoma take seriously
their responsibilities and earnestly desire to re,poial in proportion to society's
needs. The State of,Oklalionia is committed to a continuing high level of support
for these programs:RoweVer the lisen1 realities of the present day require a more
,equitable distribution of available federal funds to supplement the enacts of, the
State.

We arc aware of the Congressional mandate that a minimum of LS per cent of
the allotment to each State be set, aside for pu.stscLondary lee programs. We
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are also aware.that information has 'been presented to this Sukunanitteejailieat-
ing that ,expentittures fur postseeutidar,y 'nog:anis in Oki:muta fur Fischl y c.ir
1973 amounted tc 30.2% of- the State's allotment.

Since we have been unable to obtain information regarding the total allocati it
of Federal funds to Oklahoma nu are tumble to the ci/treet,pereentago.
nowt:ve, the facts a, use ',nun theta are as ((Mons. kl) In each of the past taco
llseal years (1974 and Iti7O) a total of only 8t.)0S,005 has been allocated by the
State Vocational Board for postsecondary technical and oectipathatal progiams:
t2) A minimum, of $334,326 additional would be required to fully fund the
programs now in operation; t3, a minimum of $C-18,000 %%mild be required to
implement the 1.3 high priority progiants now being held In abet' ance for la} k ut
funds; (4) The State Regents are providing nture than 9-1% of the support fur
postsecondary tee:Mut:id auiDuceupational education prugtanis in Okialanim.

.coxcLusroxs AgD RECOMMENDATIONS

1. We conclude that the present level of Federal support fur postsecondary
technical- and--occupational education in Oklahoma_is nheyultte. We are not
receiving an equitable share of ay ellable funds. We recommend therefor,. that
such funds as may be appropriated.by the Congress be divided-on-the,basis of
ilueumented need determined on sitiji lases as enrollment, relaaa costs, man-

. t ruiner requirements, or a combination of these or other factors, Our ussu cape /i-
nce is that pu,stsecutalary 'let el prugranis in 01,1ahouM should remise s7mT0'40
to 30 per cent of the funds if allocations AN ere presently based un programs'-`and
enrollment.

2. We recognizalhat at the time of the enactment of the Vocational Education
Act back In 1903. the majority a the programs covered by the Act n( re seeondar
level and thus the responsibility of the various Statp Boards of Education. A
single state agent** for the ailministration of the Act teas therefore the his lous
arrangement. Thu totally different eitetimstancesahleh prevail today require a
different administrative arrangement.

We strongly recommend therefore that funds appropriated fur post so: Aiary
technical and occupational education'he allotted directly to the agenc,i virgin
each State legally .responsible fur postsecondary mita:alum By 'such a ,kiniplo
arrangement the Con^ress will ensure more of utilization of avaliab`o fund4
and will eliminate the possibility of postsecondary funds king diverted
for state level administrative costs or for other actisltics unrelated to pi-o;tsee-
'ondary technical and occupational education.

3, It is out; understanding that the intent of Conr,ress in the enactment of the
Vocational Education Act was to stizuniate and encourage the expansiin of roc.a-
tional and technical eduoation soppurtunities hodite various States, non( vol. in
otrr State the expenditures fur Slate Im el administration itie apprexlmattly dr 71-
ble the amount tit funds provided fur operation of postsecondary- proarams. It I.(
our--reeou dation that Congress establish a Juaxiatitm expenditure for State
level atiministrat on go TIR use of the funds fur their primary purposi

4. Finally, We have carefully revieuvi the-various pzoposals for revision and
extension %t the Vocational Education Act nhIcit hate been introduced. In our
considered judgment MR, 3030 Introduced by Congressmen Perkin: and Quin
contains the essential features which we feel arc critical to the effective and
efficient operation of Vocational and Technical Education in oidahnina,
therefore, urge serious and Insurable consideration of the,provislous of ll.lt. r,971
when you markup the final

ArrAcrimmtv A

Atrtmn 130ECTION SCONSTITUTION of ONLA1103Lt.

ARTICLE, XIII.1."--OKLAITONA STATE SYSTEM noucavnix

Section 1. Oklahoma State System of -nigher Education.All instituticns rf
higher education supported wholly ur in part by direct legislative arpropri-
ations shall be Integral parts of a unified systent to be isTitOVU its "The Oklahoma
State bystem of nigher Education." Aided State Question Nu. 300, Referendum
i'etition NO. 82, Adopted Special Election March 11. 1941.

Section 2. Oklahoma State Regents for nigher Education Establishmrut
' .MembershipAppointmentTermsVacaneyPowers as coordinating board

contraThere is hereby established the Oklahoma Stat. Regents for nigher
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Education, consisting of nine (9) menthers, ;hose qualifitatious may be pi:-
scribed by law. The Board shall consist of fine tO) members appointed by the

.Goternor, confirmed bY the Senate, and nho shall he removable only fur cause.
as provided by law for the removal of officers not subject to impeachment.
Upon the taking elect of this Aftiele, theOuvel nor shall appont the said Regents
for terms of office as COWS: one fur a term of one year, one fur a term of to
yeafts, one for tf term of three years, one for a term of, four years, one tor a
term of five years, one for a term of six years, one for a term of seven years,
one for a term eight yTars, and one for a term of nine years. Any appointment
to fill a vacancy shallfie for the balance of the ,teriu only, Except as a h to e dvsig-
tutted, the term of avec of said Regents shall Le nine years or until their suc-
cessors are appointed and qualified. .

The Regents shall constitute a co-oldinating board of control for all State
Institutions desmihed in Section 1 hereof. with the follovslag specific tamers.
(1) it shall prescribe standards of higlic% education applicable to each Insti-
tution; (2) It shall determine the functiuus and courses of study An each of the
institutions to panforta to the standards prescribed ; (3) it shall grant degrees
and other forms of academic recognition for completion of the prescribed courses
in all of such institutions; (4) It shall recommend to the State Legbdature the
budget allocations to each institution. and: (3) It shall have the power to recom-
mend to.the Legislature proposed fees fur all of such instittitions. and any such
fees shall be eiTeetive only nithin the limits prescrilfd by the Legislature. Added
Stare Question No. 300, Referendum Pgtition No. 82. Adopted Special ElectionMarch 11. 1941.

Section, 3. AppropriationsAllocation.,,Thelipproptiations made by the Legh.
ittture for all such institutions' shall be, made hi timsoliduedform without ruler-
ence to any particular institution and-thellbard of neat nts herein created shall
allocate to each institution according to its needs and funetions. Added State
Question-No. 300, Referendum Petition No. 82. Adopted Special Election March 11,
)941.

Section 4. Co-ordination of private, denominational and other Institutions of
higher learning.Private,-denominational. and other institutions of higher learn.
lug may become co-ordinated, With the,State System of Higher Education under
regulations set forth by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Edwatton.
Added State Question No. 300, Referendum Petition Nu. 82. Adopted Special
Election March, 11, 11311.

30INT IIESOLUTIONS

TI:crtNICAL AND oCCUPATIONAT. EntICATIoN-1onEeltENT

S.J.R. Res, No. 35'
A joint resolutips relating to technical and oqupational, education;,validut ng

intuoranduza of understanding and agreement of ,the State board for" voca-
tional and technical education and the Oklahoma State regents for higher
education regarding jurisdictional responsibilities, commending the ,m two
State agencies for this exemplary act of leadership for cooperation and team-fork alai directing distribution. '
Whereas, the advance of technology over the past decade has made, it es-

sential that a greater emphasis on rotational, technical and occupational edit-
- cation be given In the educatiOnal programming at all levels of learning: and

Wbereas.'the increasing demands upon. finaneinl resources of public education
make it Imperative that there be a high degree of cooperation in the planning
and administration of vocational, technical and ocePpational programs of edit-

: cation in order to avoid duplication of resources and to achieve the greelfest
-return op the tax dollar Wrested by the people In this field of education: and

Whereas, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education has responsibility.for state -level planning, developinent and coordination of higher education in-
chiding the determination of functions and courses of study, the prescribing of
standards of education. the granting of degrees and other l'orms of academie
recognition for completion of prescribed courses of study, and the allocation ofhudgetifry resources; and

. s

70 as, Sulu). 1078, §f 2251 to 2212.
o Should read "OP."
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Whereas, the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education has respon-
sibility for state-level planning, development. and coordination Qt the area
vocational-technical schools, and-for promoting the development k)f vocational
.and technical goluentiou through providing consulting services in the Prepara
Lion of programs and through the supplemental funding of prograins; and

herens, these two state agencies, `the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education, hereinafter referred to as the State Regents, and the State Board of
Aoentional and Technical Education. hereinafter referred to as the State Board.
have subscribed to a Memorandumief Understandittg and Agreement interpreting
and delineating their respective jurisdictional responsibilities as set forth in
the Consfitutiom and statutes and dedicating themselves to teamwork and co-
operation in the administration of vocational, technical and occupational educa-
tion in Oklahoma. Now, Therefore, be it

Pcsola,ed by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the 1st Session
-of the 34th Oklahoma Legishiture
"Section I. Validation of Memorandum of tInderstanding and Agreement sub'.

.cribed4to by State Board of Vocational and Technical Education aril State
Regents for Higher Education.
The Legislature takes note of the implications and significance of this historic

development in the administration of affairs relating to public education in Okla-
homa and validates the Memorandum of L7nderstanding and Agreement sub-
scrilted to by these two agencies of state-government.

THIRTY-FOURTH LY:018LATURE

Seel ihit 2. Definitions
The term "higher education" as used in Article of the Constitution of

-Oklahoma and the vitalizing statutes or the term "postsecondary' education"
shall mean all education of any kind beyond the tWeifth grade in which students
pursue study and for which the credit earned may apply toward meeting re-
quirements for a degree, diplinna. or other post-secondary academie or collegiate
award. and shall also include bona fide postsecondary adult nod- continuing
education. extension and public service education, and organized research WI may
bp authorized by the State Regents as n part of the functions and courses of
sluilv of a.member institutiin the Oklahoma State System Of Higher F.diien-

-^ oh.
Section 3. Manipulative 3k11lsDevelopment

The development of vocational and occupational education which involves
manipulative skills such as machine shop. printing, carpentry. stenography and
distributive education shall be riccoMplished primarily at the secondary level
of learning in programs provided by the high schools and area vocational tech-
nical schools under the Jurisdiction of the State Board of 'Vocational and
Meal Education. ,

Section 4. Skill-type programs
FAIncational programs is practical nursing. cosmetniog'y and other skill type

prwrams remitting the completion of a certain number of clock hours of traini.og,
for licensing shall be the responsibility of the area vocational technical -Schools
under the Jurisdiction of the State Board. .

Section 5.. Out-of Icirool youtral gdfatxProgrants
Programs In initial skill training. refresher skill training and upgrade skill

training, for out-of-school youth and ad'ultti shall be the responsibility of the
Stn to hoard.
Section C. Cooperation, with Industrial (teuelbpth enrcfrorts-

it is n resoonsibility of the State 'Board to cooperate with the industrial deveV
opulent efforts of the state by providing special training programs to support
the activity. The State Board will continue to provide this assistance in the
area of initial 81,111 training for workers to he emploYed is new Industry locations.

ti
Section 7. Theory oriented edtecotion programs°

The development of technical and ocenpational education that is mote the ory
on cared- -and requires knon ledge 4o f mat hen t les a n dim- the physical Sciences
for specialization In the engineering andor scientific fields for preparation of

9
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support technician personnel MIL It as engineering tecliniattusi registered Liu- es
anti medical technicians, thutigh not UM.111S1% I: of ochei .liyiliir areas, shall be
accomplished iti Institutions- of higher etitmatlen mider tile jpristiletion Of. the
StateRegents.
Section S. Approrul of program,lSupplentent al Inndiny

Toladont and oetaipativaal mloultholl programs to ie ttresaleit at the 1),z-4-
sta:tindery level nat-t be authorized and approved by the State Reg' its Prt,A..uts
of tet linical anti uectipatluital ethatAtiott when approved by the State It!!goilts too
he eligible for supplemental funding proilded by the State 110:trti a.tzli,e
mitt, terms IA a contract existitig beam that the State Board and the State arts.

Section-9. `Research and planning
Research and plantai; for 141.: further de% elopment of higher education pro-

grams, is acyomplislied by the State Regents haat:ding retain:3 relatmg to kat ,)11.
Dtetils, program over:aims, ada.isS'lims, finances and the like, which are
nutted by eolleges and universities to the State Regents as ',rotated by law and
regtdatitm, and information so gathered front these surveys and repents is
analyzed and atilizell by the-State Rek.,ents In et aluatitig the progress of oisla-
hviint higher educatitai anti-la the lamming for its Dam e des elopnient, proiided
that the information will be used by the State Regents in making reports to the
State Board regartlint.t the opetattlen of those programs for ankh the State
Board provides supplotiental bidding and the -results ututher research %%All kW
shared as may be appropriate and useful.
Section 10. Manpower supply andnand data

The State Board shall !liaise at allable to the Str 9 Regents manpower supply
Ana hennaed data and rt.,..t,zunienti the lUitititiutt, eMnitttiton or discontintiete of
pvtiecondary .treppatluaul islacation programs us need for such is indootted
1p the demand data a.valliq)19.
Sertip,t H. Review (tad azscsttacat

.
The State Regents and' the State &wird-should cooperate in a eumpreitteixe

review and assessment of the needs. status and direction of vocational, teelant al.
anti occupational Mut:anon in Oklahoma with the t lew ofpreparing a.staiew ttle
plan for the orderly. systematic mid coordinated dot eloputent of progr slats as
deemed necessary to tneet the needs of the people of Oklahoma In this
education. which state plan should delineate net item ed vat Iteml programs to be
offered at. the 'secondary' level and those to be offered arm. 1,4stseetintlit* let
in ohler that any unnecessary thtplitatlon or overlap existing aill Lu vlitttlIttiteti
earl that such will lie avoided in the developuwnt of setondary-postsec alary
programs ofvocational, technical and ocenpatiozad education in the haute.
&Winn 19. Budget by Slate Regents

The Stale RegeUtS 'shall laulget funds for the primary support of Regent,'
approved technical and ttccuatIonal pr tgrams of etiation at bailor codeges, 1`.
technical Institutes and other institutions in the State System to the extent of .
financial resoulces available and Mil anticipate supplemental' fading front t lie
State Board as fit!.etied and as may be available.
&Mak 13. Budges by State Board

The State Board shall budget a portion of its 'au& recels ed from statk and
` federal sources for supplementing the funding, of postsecondary programs of

technical and occupational education offered in die State System, provided: that
the muitber of postsecondary educational programs being offered and the number
of students enrolled in these programs at Junior colleges, teeltulttal institutes .end
other institutions hr the State System shall be 14ett 'Hitt eultiileration tit rite
State Board's determination of the amount at feeds to be alluttod fur -aunt,.
malting the funding of`postsecondary progranns,aud pros hit d further, that the
professional staff of the State Board-will he made available for technical assist-
ance to the State Regents' staff In the development and review of postseemalary

` technical and occupational education prograMs.
"Sc:ction 1.3. Supplemental funding contracts. y

The State Board shall couttact with the State egt Os for the t na n1 litas. rat wit
of the amount of funds set aside for supplementing he fttlullitc: of postseetutoavy
Programs, and the State Regents shall assymie redm nslbility under terms of the is

4
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contract to allocate the funds for supplemental support of Isma fide programs
consistent with federal laws and regulations and shall be accountable for ex-
penditure of the funds accordlitgly,.provitled that the State Board' will include
an the supplemental funding contract ii-ith the State Regents au amount-of-funds
to underwrite the costs of one or more professional-positions on the staff of
the State Regents for the purpose of working with institutions in the promotion
and development of technical and occupational education, and pnlvided tlmt the
contract should be negotiated early in the spying of the year to allow for the
planning and budgeting for best use of the funds by various institutions receiving
supplemental allocations.
Section 15. Administration of Federal funds

The State Board, acting as the designated state agency for the fedril Veen-
ttonal.Education Act of 19G3, as amended, shall contract with the State Regents
for the administration of that portion, of federal funds received for allotivnt
and expenditure for supplemental funding of postsecondary technical and occu-
pational education programs approved by the-State Regents.
Sect ion 16. Preparation of State plan

The State Board, neting.as the state ag.erny for administration of vocational
anti technical $clueation funds referred to in Section 11 ab6ve. should involve
representation frtin the State Regents in the preparation of the Oklahoma State
Plan for Aslininistyation of Vocational Education as it concerns postsecondary
education programs, including representation on the State Advisory Council on

iteational Education Orin hied for in the Vocational Education Amendments of
196S.

Section 17. Postsecondary occupational eaudation
The Stateegents. aetivg as the designated Section 1202 Cominigsion provided

kr in P.L:92-315. should invoke representation front the State Board in (level-
opinga comprehensive statewide plan for postsecondary education, including
representation on the State Advisory Council on Community Colleges to he Ntab-
lislied by the State Commission pursuant to Title XPart A, and a similar ad-

!bury group to be established regarding planning for develvinent of postsecond-
ary occupational edireationprovided for in Title XPart B.
Sestina 18. 'Occupational education offered at postsccomlary instil:Moils

. ',Determination
1f it is determined that Title XPart B of 'the Federal Aid Law known as

P.L.tr1 -316 is principally for occupational education /prod at post - secondary
illttit111,1011S (tiros() fitting the Aelinition of junior colleges, postsecondary techni-
.eal institutes. etc.), then the Ftate Regents functioniv, as the designated state
agency fur 1111Iiiitlibteritig federal funds received for occupational education pro-
grams shall. by contniet arrangement with the State Board, share certain of the
federal fonds as appropriate fur allocation 1.ytlie State Board for supplemental
support of.pro-ratits operated by institutions under the jurisdiction of the Board

the area vocational - technical schools) ; anti the State Board shall be account-
able for administration of the funds so shared with it by the State Regents in
Ito ',Nance %Nall appropriate federal laws and regulations, provided that the
number of education programs offered and the number of students enrolled in
thent shalt he token Into consideration in arriving at appropriate division of the
state's allotment of funds to be shared with the State Board,
Section 19. Occupational education offered at nonpostsecondary institutions

DelerTinat ion
Tf it is determined that Title XPart 73 of the Federal Aid Law known as

tu-318 Is principally for tketipational education offered at non-postsecondary
institutions, it shall then/become the responsibility of the State Booed to function
us the state agency for administering federal funds as described in Section 17
and a reN erse arrangement of tbe,contractual agreements referred to therein
shall prevail.
Section 20. Purpose of resolution

It 13 tit: this Resolution to, by legislative expression, validate the
Memorandum of Lnderstanding and Agreement subscribed to by tiuse two state.

2
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agencies and signed 14, the Chancellor of the State Regents and the Director of
the State Board under date of March 5, 1973, and ratified by the Chairman of
the State Regents wig the Chairman of the State Board under date of March 29,
1973, which provides that the conduct of the Slate's education business of a min-
ium% responsibility rill be carried out on a boafd-to-board contract basis and an
eiliceto-oilice administrative relationship in order to a% old us erlap, duplication,
r and in the Planning, des elupluent and operation of programs
of technical and occupational education.
Section V. Example for other agencies

Tke leadership in developing arrangements fur understanding and cooperative
art ion between these t no agencies of state go% eminent, the State Board of Voca-
tional and Technical Educatinn and the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Edeati?m, should be an example for other agencies of state government for
cook:ration and teamwork n hen respunsibilities a common nature fall. nithin
t'ie bounds of their respecuse jurisdictions, anti the Legislature, by this expres-
sion, commends this display of cooperation by these tno boards as example for,
The challenge and guidance of other agencies of state guvenintent_accurdingly.
Section. 22. Distribution of copies

. 4
Duly authorized copies of this Resolution shall be sent to the Director and each

member of the State Board of Vocational and Technical gducation, the Chancel-
lor and each member of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, and
the head of each,stato, agency, department, board and commission.

Approved May 10,,-/Isn3.

POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT S-OHLAHOMA BOARD OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
, EDUCATION

'Institution 1974-75 1913 -74

Central State tiniveisity
East Central Oklahoma State University
Nottheastern Oklahoma State University
Northwestern Oklahoma State University.
Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Southwestern Oklahoma State University.
Cameron University
Langston University
Oklahoma Panhandle State University
Oklahoma Stito University Health Sciences Center
Oklahoma Slate University School of Technology
Oklahoma State University Technical Institute
Oklahoma State University School of Technical Training
Carl Albert Junior Oallege.+.4,,..
Claremore junior College
Connors State College
Eastern Oklahoma State College
El itlio Junior College
Murray State College

' Northeastern Oklahoma A. & 14. College
northern Oklahomn College
Oscar Rose Junior Co112
Seminole lynior College
South OkIlhoma City Junior College '
Tulsa Junior College .
Western Oklahoma State College.,
Sayre Joust Wine

.. ,

Total

..

a
1

.

--

...3

i

Nana
None
None
None
None
None

43, 686
4.080
None

7, 687
46, 254

1731, 000
12, 031
21, 013
22, 605
'84, 781

1, 165
38, 574

100, 533
64, 277
96, 462
27, 944
46, 249

118, 408
15, 626
15, 030

,

None
None
None
None
None
None

65, 000
4, 100
None
9, 000

64,380
131, 000
71, COO

None
9, 000.
9, COO

135,950
None

57,150
09,900
86, 375
54,000
13.500
None

131,750
4, 500

21,000

96E, 605 968,605

INVENTORY Oh' TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROM/ A.MS

Tim ORLATIONTA STATE SYSTk1I OF RIMIER EDUCATION'

OKLA110MA. STATE REGENTS FOR MIGIIER EDUCATION, STATE CAPITOL,
OKLA.UOITA CITY

FORENYORD

The scientific and engineering breakthroughs of the sixties w idened the knowl-
edge gap betwven the professional orker and the skilled laborer, creating an
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almost instantaneous demand for a new type of technical worker to bridge that
gap. As a result, new ellneational programs have recently emerged at the post-
secondary level to prepare technicians for jobs which require more than skill

training, but less than professional training. Technical programs are more
theory oriented than are programs to prepare skilled3workers; and typically
require-greater knowledge of mathematics and science than do ordinary voca-
tienal programs.

Ten years ago the State Regents conducted an inventory of technical and neu-
pationnl programs offered by colleges and universities hi the State System. at
which time there were only 75 such programs hi operation, the overwhelming
majority of which were offered at the Oklahoma State University School of
Technical Training at %nudge° and at the Oklahoma City Technical Institute.
The inventory, of technical programs contained in the current publication shows
353 programs in operation at 27 colleges and universities of the State System with
an estimated enrollment of 11,700 students expected for the 1074-75 academic

year.
A -total of $16.5 million is budgeted for expenditure by' State System in,titn.

dons for operating technical programs in the 1074-75 fiscal year, not including .

expenditures for instructional equipment. Approximatey 05 percent of the $16.5
million for current operations was allocated to State:System inStitutions through
the State-Regents, with the rep mining 6 percent coming from supplemental funds
made available through the State Board for Vocational and Technical Education.

It is hopedriivt the current inventory ottechnical programs will be helpfel .1(.1
all those yith 0v -interest in or responsibility for post.secondary ed ucnti a in
Oklahoma. and that the information contained herein will be especially useful to
students who are contemplating future careers as technicians in business, hulas-
try, education and government.

ti
E. T. DUNLAP, Ohancellor,

CONTI:NTS OF TIIIS oRT

I. Inventory Of Technical Programs By Institution
Central State University.
East CentralOklahoma State University.
Northeastern Oklabotha State University.
Northwestern Oklahoma State University.
Southeastern Oklahoma State University.
Southwestern Oklahoma State University.
Cameron University.
Langston University.
Oklahoma Panhandle State University.
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center.
Oklahoma State University.
Oklahoma State University Technical lustitute---Oklahona City.
Oklahoma State TechOkmulgee.
Carl Albert Junior College.
Claremore Junior College.
Connors State College.
Eastern Oklahoma State College.
El Reno Junior College.
Murray State College.
Northeastern Oklahoma ,A01 College.
Northern Oklahoma College.
Oscar Rose Junior College,
Seminole Junior College.
South Oklahoma City Junior College.
Tnlia Junior College.
Western Oklahoma Stale College.
Sayre Junior College,

IL Comprehensive Listing, Of Technical-Occupational Piograms Pending
Regents' Approval.

III. Summary of Technical - Occupational Programs.
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ELAM-AVON SIIi.r r t OR ESEINLAtING MANPOWLP. D.NtA.ND TELBNICAL PROGRAMS
OPERATED Br STATE SYSTEIT INSTITUTIONS

RATING SCALE GEARED TO MANPOWER DEJIANDS

AIncrease student enrollment and programs.
BIncrease student enrollment in existing programs.
CMaintain present student enrollment and programs.
DDecrease student enrollment in existing prograni.
F-- Decrease student enrollment and.programs.
NOTE.The rating scale above has been used to Llas.if all of the programs of

tek !mica' or ocumational education inventoried at ci,11.e,es Mid universities in the
State System. ?,'rating of."A" means that thi re lis a :otastantial manpower short-
age in that occupational field ; therefure,.progranis rat( a in that category should
be expanded and new programs of that type should be added. A "B" rating means
that present programs in that category should-be expanded, bat no new programs
of like type are needed. Those programs of less, r classiMation should either re-
main tatje in their earollinent of students las in C"i, or perhaps decrease ins
in the case of "D".). Those programs With an "E" classification indicate a man

'pmmcr surplus of substantial proportions, therefore, there is a need to eliminate
sonic existing programs of that type.

ItilpTOR OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

State
Slate voca;

system tional-
Ma n- Pro- budget technical
power jetted available' supply
de- Assn- 1974-75 ,(91.4 mental

Technicaloccupational mend Certif. crate en rcli- Cost per Cost per percent), funds,
programs sating icate degree ment student :Norm 1974-75 1474-75

CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: None,
Business and commerce re-

-.:-lated:
Accounting and general

,busness A X 35 $1.050 $5'6,750 $33, 539
Secretarial A X 8.6 1,066 91,715 83,828

Health related: None.
Horne economics related: None.
Engineer:13'3nd industrial re- t>

lated: None.
Human service related: Funeral

services B X 8 1,056 26,424 24, 152

Total- 146 154,339 141,569 None

\EAST CENTRAL OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: None,
Businu...ed commerce re-

rated:
Secretarial

business B X 20 1,050 21,000 19, 194

etarial B X 23 31, 066 $29, MI 327, 293

Data processing B X 20 1,050 21,000 19, 194
tilietitls seated: Norte(

h d ti
Eg;LeecroirandfrndUst;iar se:

piled: None.
Nutpan service related: None.

Total 68 71,361 65, 681 None

4
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INVENTORY OF-TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMSContinued

State
`State %%Ca.

stem imp
Man- 6 PO

sy
- budget technical

power .
197 75

available supple
de- Asso- 1974-75 (91.4 mental

Tech nicaloccupational mend 4Certif oats enroll- Cost per Cost per percent), funds.

programs "' rating kale degree me nt student program 1974-75 1974-75

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: Nursery
technician ,. A X 30 $1,059 X31,500 $28,791 A..

Business and commerce re-
lated: . .. 1

Accc-nting A X . 20 I, C50 21,603 19, 194

Secret:al:1 9 X 25 1.050 26,250 23;993

Health,' elated: None.
Home economics related: Food

service technofty A X 25 1,050 26,250 23,993

Engineering and K indusbial re-
fated: Building construction
teeltnolegY B X , 20 I, 050 21,000 19, 194

HuRan service related:
PEA ice science tech nolsgy._ B X 20 1,0`0 21, 000 19, 194

Tourist ser vice technology...1, B X 15 1,050 15,750 14.385

Total..., . 155 162,750 140,754 None

NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA StATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: None. - o

Business and commerce related:
General business B X 10 $1,050 510..500( $9, 597

Secretarial B x 28 1, 036 29, 861 27, 293

Health related: None.
Home economics related: Nano.
Engineering andindustrial related:

Industrial drafting tech- 'nology B X ... 10 I, 278 12, 70.! at, 6114

Ind ustrral electronic tech- 0
notary B X 8 I, 200 9, 603 8, 777

Ingustnal metals tech-
nology `C. -X E. I, 050 8,400 7, 677

Industrial wood technology. B X a I, 278 10,226 4, 347

Human service related: Law
enforcement . B X 20 I, 247 , 24, 931 22, 787

Total 92 106, 303 97, 161 None

SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: Nam s

Business and commerce related*
General clerical A X 25 $1, 050 $26, 250 $23, 992

Health related: none.
Home economics related: None. l .

Engineering and industrial re-
lated:

Meials.technology.. .. .... 9 X 20 . 1;536 fli 30, 720 28, 078

Elretrooics B X 20 1,790 35, 800 32, 721

Human service related: None.

Total 65 92,770 84,791 None-

SOUTHWESTERN OKLAIturnA STATE UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: None. .
Business and commerce ie-

lated:
Commercial art G" X . 20 $1, 050 $21, CM 519. 194

General business,..,..._.. 11 X 30 1,050 31,500 28,791 .....
Secretarial B X 40 I, 059 42, 000 33, 388

With related: None
Homo economics related: Nono

... Engineering and industrial re-
lated: None

Human service related: None

Total 90 94. 500 86, 373 None
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICAGOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

N

g.- I ... State
State vcca-

system tionalcMin- Pro budget technical
power ccted available supple.de. Asso. 474-75 (91.4 mental.

Technicaloccupational mand Certif. crate enroll- Cost per Cost per percent). funds
Programs rating kale degree merit student program 1974-75 1974-75

CAMERON UNIVERSITY

,
Agricultural related: Agribtai 'A X 26 51,529 539,753 $35,331 .!MS.
Business and commerce re. B X 43 1, 155 55,425 50, 653 .'Wed: Data processing tech. ,nology.
Health related: Nursing (R N ). B X 180 1, 031 194,574 177, 842Homo eccinomics related: None
Engineering and industrial re-

lated:
Drafting and design.. 8 X 60 1,708 102,411 93,658Electronics . B X CO 1, 453 71.459 65, 314Human service related: Law 8 X

1
30 665 53,206 4E, 630enforcement.

Total 444 516,888 472,436 $.43,686_ _,

LANGSTON UNIVERSITY

Agricultural related: None,
Business and commerce related: B X 20 51, 155 523,094 $21,108Data processing. r /
Health related: None.
Home economics related: (lone.
Engineering and industrial . B X 20 1,429 28,583 $26,125later): Electronics. a -
Human service related: Hone. ,

^Total 40 51,677 47,233 54,0804

OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE STA FE UNIVERSITY

,
Agricultural reified: Farm and 8 X

+ ranch management.
Business and commerce related:

Business clerical A X
Business stenographic A X
Fashion merchandising.- A X

Health related: None.
Home economics related: Hoop.
Engineering and industrial re-

lated:None.
Human service relatedv' Law B

enforcement.

0

10 $1, 867 $18, 663 517, 063

20 1,025 20.500 18,737 .....
25 1,025 25,625 23,421
10 1,332 13,319 12,174

8 665- 5,321 4,863

Total 73 83,433 76,258 Non

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCE CENTER

Agricultural related: Nape
Businoss and commerce re-

bled: None.
Health related: Inhalation 13

therapy,
Home economics related: None.
engineering industrial related:

None.
Human service related: None.

Total....,

4
46 52, 030 593, 368 565, 338

46 93, 3E8 $5,338 57.687
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMSC6ntinued

State
State voca

system---tienal-.
Man- Pro- budget technical

power Jetted available supple.

de- Asso- 1974-75 (91.4 mental

mond Cettil- crate enroll- Cost net Cost per percent) funds,

rating icate degree me n t student' program 1974-7/ 1974-75

.

Technicel-occupational
programs

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, STILLWATER

Agricultural related: None.
Business and commerce is A

fated: Business.
X- 96 $859 $83,392

Health retated:Noni,
Horne economics related: None.
Engineering and indbstrial te-

nted:
lteronauticol.technology.... C X 32 1,333 42,656

GonStiuctioh technology'..._ A X 11 1,650 11,150

Electronics X 42 1,370 57,540

Fire indention.. X 13 1,225 15,925

Mechanical design - X 19 1,414 26,666

Mechanical power__ ..... . B -X 34 1,275 43.350

General technoloey
163 1,366 222,658

Petroleum engineering B 7 1, 883 13,181

technology.
a

Radiation - and nuclear B

technology.

t X 15 911 13,665

Electromechanical X 8 1,213 9,899

Human service related: None.
N

Tod 336 .547, 282

OSU TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, OKLAHOMA CITY

676,220

I
38;98t'
16,589
52,592 ..... ___
14,556'
24,556 , .....
39,621'

203,509
12,047

12,490

9,048 '.

500;216 $46, 254

Agricultural related: None.
Busitiesswid commeici relata: IF

Computer programing.
Health related: Nursing (R.N.) B
Home economics related: None
Engineering and Industrial re- .

toted:
ArchitectUral technology, A

droning and dcliti.
ArchrteCtoral' technology, 6

urban planning.
Industrial drafting tech- 13

technolegg.

Civil techhology, public BCivilc
works'.

Civil technology, environ- 13:

mental health.
Construction estimator_ B

'Construction surveyor B

Cornguter programing
Scientire . A'

Computer ptograminr-f
5ystems analyst A

Electronics engireeting
technology........ .. ... . B

Electronics , enginmine,
technclogy:biome Etil:._ C

Instrumentation technol-
ogy ... .... C

Technical wattle A
General cm:net:in tech:,

Cnow
. Human sew* related:

Fire protection B
Fire protection technology., B
Fire protection environ-

mental safety 8
.Police science B

Total

..-
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
.... X

X

X

X'
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

55

200

40'

6

32

5
63

14

, 10
. 10

35. -.

26

155

20'

15
5

It
10
40

14
150 .

.

a

v

1,010 ... $1, 515, 503 $1, 316,331 $131, 000
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMSContinued

Slate
Stitir voca-

system Venal-Man- Pro- Midget technicalde- Asso. 1974-75 (91.4 mentaTechnical-occupational mend Certif. date enroll- Cost per , Cost per percent), _Andsprograms rating kale degree ment student program 1914-75 1974-75

, A

T

'OKLAHOMA STATE :TECH, OKMULGEE

Agricultural related: Farm trac- A
tars and machinery.

Business and commerce related:
Accounting A
Buck/twins A
Data processing. B
Management and market-

ing A
Secretarial B
Medical sectetary A
Legal secretary A
Stenographic A
Clerk-typist A
Keypunch. C

Health related: Nursing (practi- B
tall,

Home economic related:
Food trades (baking) C
Foodtrades (culinary-arts) A

Engineering and industrial re-
lated:

Refrigeration and air- C
conditioning.

Auto body' C
Auto trim._ C
Furniture upholstery C
Auto mechanics £
Auto parts B

'I Ante service management B
Service station operation A
Building construction' A
Plumbing and pips fitting._ A
Concrete construction B
Physical plant maintenance B
Diesel A
Marine and small engine A

mechanics.
Drafting and design B
Industrial drafting B
Technical Illustration B
Ind ustrial, electronics B
I ndusttraf Instrumentation C
Electromechanics C
Industrial electri:al mainto- B

nance.
Television electronics C
Electrical maintenance -B
Numerical controlmachin-

ist. B
Industrial machinist El,
Automotive machinict, 8

" Priniing lithograph_y B
Printing letterpress C
Commercial art C
An for reproduction C
Watch and microinstrument C

repair.
Drycleaning... 8
Shoe, best andi.. arldle B

Human service related: None.

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X ,

X
X

-X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

, X
X
X
X
X
X

. X
X
-X
X
X
X
Xx.
X.
X
X
),

'

..

.

...

.

..... ---

7

50
15
40

' 40
28
35
33
20
43
17
25

32 .
70 ...,

220

95
10
40

250
32

5
1

75
75
10

. 10
215
50

105
43

'18
108

5
... 12

15

70
110

30
22
1 .

75
18

105
2

23

10
25

.

a

,

r..,.

j-

Total
1

2,310 14, 432, 017 S4,003, 616 $71, OCO

52414 5"-73---vol. 2----3

t.) ,
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INVENTORY Of TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

State
State coca -

Man-

systegm--
Man- Pro- budet techn

nal
al

power lectol evadable suppl

de. Asso- 1914-75 (91.4 menta 1

Technical-occupational mend Certif. ciato enroll- Cost per Cost per percent), funds
programs rating nate degree meet student program 1974-75 1914-75

CARL ALBERT JUNIOR COLLEGE

.,.

Agricultural elated: None, I t
Business and commerce related:

Ccmine'rcial art C )( 8 $864 56,912 $5, 319 _ _ ..... .
Legal secretary. - A, X X 8 1, 217 * 9, 735 9, 893

Secretarial e,- A X X 40 1, 046 41, 840 33, 242

Midmanagement. ...... ... A X X 20 1, 147 22,940 20; 967 ... .
Medical - dental secretary__ A X X 20 1,127 24,340 22, 247 .... .....
General office. . A )( 10 1, 046 10,460 9.561 .
Professional secretary A )( 10 1,046 10,460 9, 561

Health related: lone.
Home economics rcfnted:Iione.
Engineering and industrial re-

lated:
Drafting B X X
Chemical technology B X
Construction management.. A )(
Auto se ry nes ma nagenlent. B )(

Human service related: flone:

Total.

10 I, 361 13,606 12, 436
5 1,833 9,163 8, 375 ---

10 1,614 1% 844 15,395 - .....
20 1,189 .23,786 21, 740

161 190, 087 173, 740 112,031

CLAREMORE JUNIOR COLLEGE

Agricultural related: None. :-.

Business and commerceretited:
Mannement and alminis- A X X 105 $801 $84,070 $76, 340 -- ...... ..

tictien.
Secretarial B X X 130 1, 046 135, 980 124, 216

Health related: None.
Home economics related: Child B .x x 35 1, 226 42, 906 39, 216

development.
Engineering and industrial re-

lated: Budding construction_- A X 0 1,684

Human service related: Police B X X 35 911 40, 965 37,442 .. .... :. . ..
science.

Total. 315 303, 921 277,734 121, 013

CONNORS STATE COLLEG/

Agricultural related:
General agriculture A X 30 $1,048 SA 444

Agribusiness. ._ . , . A X 20 911 18.220

Business and commerce re-
lated:

Secretarial. B X 20 1,046 20.920

Mistral secrotarY A X 18 1,217 21.907

General bcsiness.... ...... B X 30 2.745 82.3

Midmanagtment A. X 30 1,147 34, r

Health related: Medical Mora- A
tory technology.

X 25 1,149 23,724

Horn. economics related: None.
.Engineering and industrial re-

lated: r
Drafting and design B X 27 ,1,784 48.157

Electra= tech nifty B X 15 1. C66 24.963

Chemical technology.-- B X 8 1,536 12,286

Human service related:
Law enforcement- B . X 70 819 57,346

Waterway la, enforcement. B )4' 5 819 4,096

Ccuctionsr 8 X 35 1.217 42,595

Total. 333 427,148

35

$28.740 .....,
16.653

19.
23

5.277 . ...... ,,, .
31.451
26.254

44.015
22,934
11,229

52.414
3.744'_ ...

38.932 ...,. ....

390,617 $22 9C5
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

Stat.
State voca-

system linnet-.
Man- Pro- budget technics)POW lected available supple-de- Assn. 1974.75 (91.4 m nlalTechnical-occupational nand Certif crate enroll- Cost per Cost psi percent), funds,programs rating Bate degree ment student Program 1974.75 . 19Z4.-75

EASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGE

Agricultural relatede
Ranchoperation technology. B X X 16 53,615 557.838 $52,864Forest technology B X 28 1.292 36. 180 33,069Park: ccanagement a X 20 1,232 25:043 23,620Arboriculture A X 10 1,292 12.921 11,810Agricultural meats technol

. . -
Business

ogy
and commerce re-

A

la ted:

X Al" 0 -
' .

Computer technology ff X 37 1,176 43,499 39,7581rlidmanagelnent ' A X 110 1,147 126,167 115,317Secretarial._ . 8 X X 48 1.046 50.208 45,890Health related: Nursing-, .. 13 X 70 2.631 184. 145 168,309Home economics !slated: Cite 8 X 50 1,226 61, 294 56,023development.
aEngineeung and industrial re.

lafed:
Building construction.-- A X 40 1,684 67.377 61,583Chemical technology_ ..... B X 5 1,833 9,163 8, 374Civil and highway technet-

087 8 X 9 1,231 11.082 10.128Drafting and design 8 ........ X 35 1.361 47,624 43.528Electronics. 8 X 45 656 29,511 26,973Etectromechantcal. C X 1.431 34.111 31,308Instrumentation technology. C ...... .. X 1.846 27.637 25.306Mechanical technology, B
auto,

Mechanical technology, B
wtiding,

Mechanical technology, ma- B
chine.

X 3S 1,109

X *I 1,517

X AS 1,470

41,525

69,696

66,163

38.04.

55;476

60,473
Environmental technology C X 10 975 9,749 8,911'Human service related: None.

Total. '690 1%003,113° 916, 845 184, 781

EL RENO JUNIOR. CeLEGE

Agricultural related: None.
Business and commerce related:

Busine'ss management and
administrabon A X X 0 $1,025Dental secretary, A X 0 1,21/Medical secretary A 0 ,217 .1Secretarial... B X X 16 1,046 $16,135 $15, 297Accounting teshnolcgy A X 1 801 801 it$ 732Commercial ail_. C ..... ... X 1 864 864 790Legal secs etar,..... ... A X 0 1, 217Health rutcicd. Nene.

home economics related done.
Enaineenng and inJullial re C

late,/ I ndastrial to.:1110174y.
X 20 1, 341 26,830 24, 568 .. ..... ..

Human service related: !lone.

Total 38 45,281 41, 387 $1,165

6

`1;
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I INVENTORY OF TECHNICAL-0411PATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

a

,

Man Pro- '
power faded
de- Asso 1974-75

Technical.otcupatnal man d Certif. date entail- Cost per Cost per

programs rating irate degree , meet student program

State
system
budget

available
(91,4

percent),
1974-75

Slats
voca

tional-
technical

supple.
mental
funds,

1974-75

WHEAT STATE COLLEGE

Agricultural related: Tana and a ... X -12 -13;615 14079-
r nch management. /

Business and commie! fetal ed:
1 Data processing' B .3. X 15 1 046 15,690

Midmanagement a A X 20 1, 147 22,940

1 Secretarial business ads, B , X X 22 1, 217 26, 775

ministration.
Health related: .

' Nursing.. B .. X 90 2, 631 236,757

Respiratory therapy A X s 972 4, 860

Home economics related: None.
Engineering and industrial re- '4>

fated:
Dieting and design tech. B X 7 1,784 12, 485

nology.
Electromechanical tech. C X 5 1,656 3, 278

<nolo* A
Electronics technology._ _ B X 18 1,790 32,215

General engineering tech- C X 10 1, 536 15, 357

nology, .
Mechanical engineeering

technology. C X 113 1, 656 16, 558

Metallurgical technology.- C X 5 1, 536 7, 673

Industrial arts technology... C X 10 1,344 13,437

Construction and building B X- 15 1, 684 25, 260

design,
Human service related: Nam

439,648

14.341
20,967
24, 472

216,396
4, 442

11, 411

7, 566

29,445
14, 036

15, 134
7.018

12,281
23, MI

.r..

Total
244 481, 669 440, 245 $38, 574

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA A, & M. COLLEGE

Agricultural related: Ranch B X 10 $3,615 836, 149

management.
Business and commerce re-

. lated:
Computer science B X X 75 1,176 88, 174

Keypunch operator C X 20 1,046 20, 920

, 0 Midmanagement A X X 75 974 73, 036

Legal secretary A X X 22 1,217 26, 775

Medicallec relit)! A X X 28 1,217 34, 077

Secretariat- B X 40 807 32, 292

On , B X 162 1,046 169,452

Business A X X 25 801 20,017

Num related;
Nursing aide A X 10 1,182 11,817

Inhalation therapy B X 5 972 4, 860

Nursing oat> B X 60 2,531 157, 833

Home economics related:
Chula development B X X 34 1,226 41, 680

Fashion Irades.t A X X 45 1,226 56, 412

Engineering and indOttrial re-
lated:

Automotive technology B X X 35 1.1E9 41. 625

Aviation C X 5 1,390 6,949

Building construction A X X 35 1, 684 s 58, 955

Drafting hnd drain a x x 13 M) 37, 819

Electromechanical rC X X 28, 148

Electronics .. B X v 53 1, 666 96, 601

Machine technology,- - - B X X 10 1,189 11, 693

Refrigeration and aicon
...

ditioning C X X 30 1,344 40,310

Welding technology C X X . 36 1,470 ,, 52,830

General technology ..... C X X 34 1,536 52, 214

General wood technology B X X , 26 1, 282 33, 330

Human service related:
Criminal fuslice B X X 60 819 49,154

Technical theatre B X 19 1,459 27,714

$33,040

80, 591
19,121
66,755
24,472
31,146
29,515 ,,,,

154,879
18,295 v

10,801
4,442

144,264 ......

18, 096 .
51, 561 .

38, 045
6,351

53, 885
31, 566
25, 727
88,293
10, VO

36, 843
48,267
47, 724
30, 464'

44,927
25,331

-..
.

.

--

Total
1, 010 1, 311,041 1:193, 291 5100, 533

3
cv 8

4
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,INVENTORY OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAAS-Continued

State
State----voca-

system Hanel-
Man- NO- budget technics
power lected . available supple-Ile, Asso- 1974-75 (91.4 mentalTechnical-occupational. mend, Celli- elate enroll- Cost per Cost Per Percen% , fundsprograms rating ,,,icate degree ment -student program 1974-75 '1974-7a

NORTHERN "OKLAHOMA COLLEGE

Airnibusiness, 'm echandi A )..< ),. 14 $911 $12,748 $111652

Agricultural related:

AtriLsiness, prpduction___ A X 14 911 12,748 11,652

Business ,end commerce re-
ey

AgritethnolagY -8

fated:
Community journalism A' X 5 1,874 9,369 8,563.,.DaUrocessing B , )C 20 1,176 23,513 21,491

B X 2 ,864 1,579.. A Medial secretary A )C
1, 728

10 I, 217 12, 170 11,123Secretarial B X `I1 1,217 13,387 12,236 0
Do B 20 1,046 20:920 19,121

Accounting associate A X 20 801 16,013 14,616
Retail management A X 35 1,147 40, 144 36,692
Fashion merchandising__ A X 12 1,226 14,716 13,450
General business' B X 55 2,745 150,993 133, 008 ...,Health related: .
Community mental health B X 15 1,226 18,388 16,807

associate.
Medical assistant B X 16 1,182 18,908 17,282 . ,.Medical laboratory tech. A 23 1,149 26, 427 24, 154 ..... .....

nology.
Nursing (R.N.) B X 93 2,631 244,649 223,609

Home venom ics related: None.
Engineering and industrial re-

lated: ,
Mechanical technology C' X 10 I, 656 16, 558 15,134
Graphic arts. ,,,, 1, 194. B X 5 5,968 5,455
General engineering Aso- C X 6 1, 536 9,214 3,422norm.
Electronics technology B )C 17 1, 790 30, 425 27,108
Electromechanical C .04 3 1,656 4,967 4,540
Orallingand design B X 15 1,784 26,754 24,453

Human service related: LaN B 30 819 24,577 22,463
enforcement. .

Total 456 760, 525 695,120 $64, 277

_

OSCAR ROSE JUNIOR COLLEGE

Agricultural related:None.
(elated:Business and commerce (elated:

Secretarial B X
.Accounting A X
Business administration-, A X
Court repotting (machine

shorthand or Gregg
shorthand).

Data processing B
Legal assistant adminis- A

triton.
Legal secretary A
Medical secretary A
Midms ;gement A X
Real es ate/insurance A
Logistics midmanagsment 13

Health related:
hygieneDental B

Dietetic technology B
Medical laboitory tech- A

niclsn,
RadiOlOgiC tedulOttlgy B
Respiratory therapy.... B P.
Homer economics related: B X

Early childhood guidance.

165 $1,217 $200, 812 $183, 542
130 801 104,087 95,135
inn 7, vi 102,500 93,685

20 1,217 24,341 22,248

50 807 40, 341 36, 872
5 1,217 g 6,085 5,562

25 1,217 30,714 ,28,073
20 1,217 24,341 22.243
40 1,147 45,879 41 933
40 1,147 45, 879 ' 41. 933
20 1,147 22,940 20,967

50 2,630 131,532 120.220
25 1,149 28,725 26, 25 ,5
40 1,149 45,959 42.0051

50 1,715 85,753 76,378 rf

34 2, 030 69, 011 63, 076
25 1,226 30,647 '25, 011
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS - Continued

State
--State- -roc*

fystem tional-
. Man- Pro- budget technical

owper- looted available supple-

d. Asso- 19/4-75 (91 4 mental

Technicaloccupatienal mend Certif- date enroll- Costner Cost per percent). funds,

a. programs sating icate degree ment student program 1974.75-" 1974-75

OSCAR ROSE JUNIOR COLLEGi-Conlinued

a ,s,
.

Engineering and industrial re-
P

latAii e
Industrial drafting and de- 8 X X 10 1,781 17, 835 16, 302

sign,
Instrumentation technology. C )( 6 1.846 11,675 10423

Electroinethanisal 'C X 6 1,656 9,935 9,031

a Fluids teohnology,...., ..... B -15 1,656 24.837 22,701

Vectroeics.4. B X 45 1.793 80.537- 73.611 /-
Aerenauticartschnology.... 8 X 6 1,656 9:935 9,031

Air WWI: control manage- B X 20 1.147 22,910 20.937

ment.
Envnearing mearanics C X X 35 1,536 53, 749 49,127

o techn :logy. ,
Human sMice related: social

seraices: CM ei.. tiNd B X ... 70 1.20 5,193 4 77, 366

Total t. 1,102 1,355, 583 .1. 239,003 vs, an

SE611NOLE JUNIOR COLLEGE

Agricultural related: Turf and
pursory tethnotogy, A X 20 SI, 2921 525,842 823,61g

Flusines, and commerce re-
totem
. Mld.monage me nt A

t 45 1,147 51,614 47.175

Secretarial ... a B 'X x 45 1.281 51.767 50.057 - ..... ..
Cnmputer science B X 15 1, 046 15.690 14,341

Health related: Musing ....... Et X 70 2.631 184,145 ice, 309

-Nome enonomios related: Child
dealaoment ..._.. , - B ..... ... X S 20 1.226 24,517 " 22,409

Enkneering and industrial +

related None. ...-

Human service related: Law
enforcement B X X 20 819 16,38$ 14,976

a 0
Total 235 372,950 310 885 $27,944

SOUTH OKLAHOMA CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE

Agriouftural related: Animal -
technology, A X 0

atc-rl and commerce re-
fated! s

Ran and finance B 75 MI 360.050 351.885

Corrimernol art . C 16 864 13.8M .12, 05
Midmanzlementa ' A X 50 1.147 51,349 52.517.,,.,

0 Secretarial B X 35 1, 217 42.596 38..933

Health related:
Nursing (R.11.) ,,,, B X 80 2,631 210,451 192,352

ai.
Osonnational therapy as- ,

A.stant ... ..... .._ -.. A X 25 2,518 62,956 57,542

Medical emergency tech-
nAlogy ,,S5 A X x 35 2.518 83.138 ' 80.558

Surgleal technoloZ1-- . - - B X
X 10 1.292 12.922 11.811

12 2,518 / 30,116 27,617 _a-/ Pe,;., eational therapy B

-A Heme ecorminlos related: Child
1 developMent I.. B X X, 10 1,226 ". 12.259 11.205

Engineering and Industrial
related: . *"...

Civil technology B X 0

Eiectronics technology 0 X 30 1, 790 53.691 49,074

Radio and TV B X 4,, p 20 1,790 35.890 2,2.722

Human service related: Broad- t
tasting' B x 15 1,459 21.879 13,997

Total 413 702,131 641, 748 146, 249

ta
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I NVENTOR$ OF TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

Man. Pre-
facer (Wed
de- Asso- 19/4-75

Technkaloccupitio nal nand Certif. Mate enroll-
programs . ratings icate degree malt

State
State tioca-( .

system Venal-
. budget technical

available supple-
9,4 me

Cost per Cost per perce(nt1), fundsntal,
student programs 1974-75 197445.

TULSA IUNIOR COLLEGE

f

L',....

Agricultural related:
Agribusiness sties -man

agement A
Nut say bottle:it:cm'. tack:

at:1y A
Veterinary assistant A

Business and commerce re:
bled: 0

Creditunion B
. Alecto! office assistant._ ,1,A

Banking and Imance.........B
Bookkeeping 'A
CotcCriter operator. C
Computer programer....._ A

"
Cvlieral office assistant... B

" Hotel and restaurant Per; '
s meet, B

3un.or accountant A
Legal secretary A
Marketing and merchan-

diing. A
Meditat secretary A
Midmanagement A.
Prolssional secretary. ,.... B
Transportation and trine

management' A
Sant and loan_ ....., B
P'afessional real :state::: B
Medical transcriptionist-. A
Labor leader9ip ^ B

Health related;
Environmental health tech.

nolegy C
Health care superviston A
Rererratory therah B
mhital laboratory tech-

r: tug A
... ti irqtrAZtit).^ . ..., B

Occupational therapy as-
sistant B

Phvsicar therapy assistant ' A
carralor. technalm B

Horne tecnornics related"
Fear, disttihutionspeclallst. A
Culinary arts B

Enzioceriug and industrial re. c
Wed:

toted Inns-Iva r
LP iltici and design .......... 13

E M. lin specialitr . C
5Icittt-ech.r.ical ""

',11., 2. , ......... . . ... C
Ett<i,trenic line nematist... BN lapatrpnis technc ...... A
Int trurintation technotozy. C
Medic,' indium:Mallen. C
Pe:idential and commercial

construction A
Surveying El
Welding techncloyy. 13
Machinist technol9gy B

{lumen service I131611
Fire protectiqn technblagy 13

Ntict science 8

Total

3t ' X

X X
X

x ,

X
X

X
X,
x X
X

X X
74 X
X X

,

X X
X
X

X X

X X
X

X X
X
X ' X

.. .. ..... X 5
_ ..... X

x
X
X

-,.. X
.. ..... . X

X
X 3(
X X

x ,
ii. X
34

X X
3(
X X
X X
X >4.

X X
>4 X
X XX1 X

.. ...... Xx X

.

20

20

20
30

100
18
65

125
5

18
55
30

30
35
60
50

20
31)
50
40
20

' 8
18
12

30
100

18
30
50

15
0

10

8
10
48
2

. 6

12
13
30
0 ,

39
125

$911

1,292
2, 518

801
1,217

801
--7.56

884
807
671

'1,865
c 801

' I, 217

I, 147
1,211
I, 147
1,217

2,549
801

I, 147'
1,217

801

1, 527, 1, 034
2,030

1, 141
2.631

2.518
999

I, 715

1.148
1,895

14784

1,656

1,790
1.806
1.840

I, 884
'1.127
1.517
1.189

1,918
1, 211

$18,220

25,840

I ...
16, 020
36, 510
89,067
13, 609
57,430

100,852
3,353.

33,578
44,037
36, 511

34, any
42, 513 ,
43,819
60, y2

59.976
'24, 030
57,350
48,680
16, 020

12.214'
1 1 605
21,357

34,469
-..,, 263.004

45,323
29 969
85,753

17,220

3053, 507

13,245

85 506
3E92

11,075

20.213
14 652
45,51V

51444
60.852

, $16,653.

.23,618 ,,

14, 642
33; 370
73,181
12,439
52, 491
92,179

' 3,065

30,690 ....
40,250
33, 359

31, 450
33,933`
62,901 e
55,619

IC tal
21, 963

, 52,418'
44,493
14, 642

11,164 ....
17,005
22,262, k

31, 503
249, 441_

041,4
27.
7 373

15,739

7743, 90i

12, 107

78. 518
3,371

10, 123

;8 275
13, 392
41, 596

53,418
55. 619

...

..... -

.,

......
5

4

c

. -t- ,

3'

5

1,450 ...... .... 1,767,835 1,615, 791 $118,408
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INVENTORY OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-Continued

State
State rm../

system Kona!-

. Man. Pro- budget technical

"*- power -' poled available supple.
,de. Asso 1874-75 (91.4 mental

Technicaloccupatiocal mend Certif. ciate enroll- Cost per Col per percent), funds,

programs rating irate degree merit student pro ram l974-75 1974-75

WES (ERN OKLAHOMA SI ATE COLLEGE

' Agrkultural related: Agribusi A X 15, $911 $13, 658 $12, 4:3

Business and commerce related:
Aecounting technology A X 10 801 8,007 7, 318

Aviation technology (man B X 27 1, 390 23,628 21, 596

*gement).- .
Commercialari C .. ..... X 15 864 12,961 11,846
Medical secretm A X 10 1,217 12, l70 11,123
Midmanagement A X 15 1,147 17, 205 15, 725

Insurance socgetary . A X 10 1, 217 12, 170 11, 123

Legal secretary A X .., 10 1, 217 12, 170 11, 123 7

' Realestate secretary A X 0 1, 217 12, 170 11, 123.
.. ) / 'Cooperativovocabonal buss A 25 1, 147 28,674 26, 208

nos.
Socgetarlal administrator... B X 25 1,036 26,150 23, 501

4 H,ealtfig0fated: None.
Home CCOnbMiCI related, None.
&Wwoing and Industrial re-

lated; ..

Draltincand design tech- 8
nor

X 12 1,784 21,403 19,1E3 .....

u!Electronics tech nology...i. A X 17 1,332 22,636 20.690 ....,.....
Human se/vice related: Law B X 12 119 9,831 8,986

enforcement.
.

Total.
,

. r
', 193 232,833 212, 808 , $15,626. '''

SA:(RE JUN 1011.COLLEGE

. -
Agricultural related; None.
Business and comm arcs relatid;

Midmanagement A X 20 $1,147 $22,940 $20,967
Secretarial B X X 20 1,046 20,920 19, 121

* Medical assistant admin. B X 10 1,147 11,470 10,484

istrator. 4

Health related: Medical labor- A X 60 1,149 68; 819 62,900
story techooloty. -

Home economics related: Hone,
Ertglneerinpand Industrial f e B X 30 1, 790 53, 691 49, 074

fated: Electronics.
Human service related: None.

Total y 140 177, 840 162, 546 $15, 030

4



COMPREHENSIVE LISTING OF TECHNICAL-OCCUPATIONAL FROGRAMS PENDING REGENTS' APPROVAL

Man
. Number power Projected

of demand Certificate Associate enroll.
College or university and program programs rating, ' degree ment

Cost
per

student

OSU Technical Institute, Oklahoma City:
Sotveying technology .

1 B X 15 $1,127
Western Okla. State College: Nursing... 1 B X 30 2, 631
Claremore Junior College:

Animal health technician 8 A X 16 2, 631
Banking and finance B X X 30 101
Environmental science...., C X 15 I, 527
Food services. ..a. A X 15 1,141
Gardening and landscaping A X X 10 1, 292
Graphics technology B X X 10 E64
Legal assistant

,

A X 10 1, 217
Nursing B X 30 2, 631

Connors State College:
Environmental technology 3 C X 10 975
1 -dune property maringement B 10- 1,292
Right.ofway management X 10 '1 292

Eastern Oklahoma SlatoKcIlege: /
Agri-technology 2 B X X 20 1,048
Agri-meats technology 1 A X ....1 X 20 I, 800

El Reno Junior College: Nursing. . ... . 1 B X 30 2,631
Murray State CollegerVeterinary assist-

ant 1 A X 16 2,631
South Oklahoma City Junior College:

Civil technology I 3 B X 10 I, 231
Corrections B X X 20 1,217
Animal technology I A

_,
16 2, 631

Tulsa Junior College:
Culinary arts 1 3 A. X X 20 I, 212
Veterinary assistant r.. A X 16 2, 631
Machinist technology I B X X 20 1,189

Total 23 391 .

s Programs approved, but will not start this year.

SUMMARY OF TECHNICALOCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

State
State Vo-Tech

Projected Projected
Number 1974-75 1974-75

system supple -
budget mental

..
Total

c4 of enroll. cost of available funds budget
Coliege or university programs ment programs 1974-75 1974 -75 1974-75

Central Stale University 3 146 154,889 141, 569 None 141, 569
, East Central Oklahoma State

, University 3, ' 68 71, 861 65, 681 None 65, 681
Northeastern Oklahoma State

University 8 155 162, 750 754 None 948, 754
Northwestern Oklahoma State

,148,

University 7 92 106, 303 97, 161 -, None 97, 161
Southeastern Oklahoma state 0 -

University 3 65- 92, 770 84, 791. None 14, 791
Southwestern Oklahoma State

University " 3 90 94,500 86,373 None 86, 373
Cameron University 6 444 516,88E 472,436 43,686_ 516 122

State University
Langston University. 2
Panhandle 5,

40 51,677
73 '83, 433

47,233 4,080
76, 258 None

_

76, z.i.
0.11. Health Sciences Center I" 46 93, 361 as, 338 7, 687 93, 025
O.S.U. School of Technology II 336 547,282 500,216 46,254 546,470
O.S.U. Technical Institute 22 1, MO I, 515,503 1, 316, 331 131, 000 I, 447, 331
O.S.U. Oklahoma State Tech 47 2, 340 4, 432, 077 4, 033, 616 71, 000 4,154, 616
Carl Albert Junior College 11 161 150,087' 173,740 12,031 185,771
Claremore Junior College 6 315 303,921 277, 784 21,013 298, 797
Connors State College 13 443 427, 448 390, 687 22, 805 413, 492
Eastern Oklahoma State College-. 21 690 1, 001,4113 916, 845 84,711 1, 001, 628
El Reno Junior College 8 38 45,281 41, 387 1,165 42,552
Murray State College 14, 244 431, %69 440,245 38,574 478, 819
Northeastern Oklahoma A. & M

College 27 1,010 1,311,041 1,198,291 100,533 1,298,824
Northern Oklahoma College__ 24 456 760, 525 695,120 64,277 759, 397
Oscar Rose Junior College I 26 1,102' 1, 355.583 1, 239, ON 96, 462 1, 335, 465
Seminole Junior Collor 7 235 372,960 340,885 27,944 368,829
South Oklahoma City Junior

Colleges (5 413 702,131 641,748 46, 249 687, 997
Tulsa Junior College I 4G 1,450 I, 767,835 1, 615.791 118.403 1, 734, 199
Western Oklahoma State College 14 913 232, 833 212, 808 15, 626 228, 434
Sayre Junior College 5 140 177,840 162, 546 15,030 ,177, 576

Total 358 11, 685 17, 055, 568 15, 552, 637 968, 605 16, 521, 242

Percent 94.1 5.9 100

Cost
per

program

3t4, 652
78, no

40,096
24,030
22,905
17,220
12, 921
8,640

12,170
40,096

9,749
12,920
12,920

20,960
36, 000
78,930

40,096

-12, 313
24,341-
40,096

24,240
40,096
23,780

648,101

.,
Amount
of deficit

13, 320

6, 180

13,996

9, 142

7,979

8,127

7,731766564

343
812

68,172
277,461

4,316
5,124

13, 956
1,487
2,729
2,850

12,217
1,128

20,11E
4,131

14, 134
33, 636
4, 399
-264

534, 326

' Community college area vocational technr.al school district, ipceivos in aoditruo to this budget a Local miliage for
voctech prograrhs.
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Mr. ThsENnous F.R. Idelitify yourselves when you begin for the'
record. a

STATEMENTS OF DR. DALE CREECH, PRLSIDENT,.NORTHEASTERN
OKLAHOMA A & M COLLEGE; WAYNE MILLER, PRESIDENT, OKLA-
HOMA STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE; DR. DICK MOSIER,
DENT, CLAREMORE JUNIOR COLLEGE, OKLAHOMA; DR. JOHN
CLEEK, MEMBER OF THE OKLAHOMA STATE BOARD OF REGENTS;
ALFRED M. PIILIPF., PRESIDENT, TULSA JUNIOR COLLEGE; AND.
DR. E. T. DUNLAP, CHANCELLOR FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN
OKLAHOMA

Dr. CREECII:Nfr. Chairman, I am Dale Creech, NortheaStern Okla-
t home, & M. On behalf of my 'colleagues, I ss ant to express our appre-

ciation for the opportunity to appear 'Leto today on behalf of technical
occupational education in Oklahoma. ,

I would like to introduce the people that art here as part of this
presentation:

M. Wayne Miller, director, Oklahoma State University School of
Technical Training at Okmulgee

Dr. Al Philips. president,of Tulsa junior College iii Tulsa;
Dr. hint Cleek, staff of State regents for high education in 010a-

homa City; -
Dr. Richard Mosier, president of Claremore Junior College, Clare-

more,
Dr. E. T. Dunlap, chancelor for high education in Oklahoma :
Dr. Melvin Self, president of Conners College, Warner, Okla.;
Dr: Robert Collier, president of Northeastern Oklahoma State

1UI$orsity. Tahlequah:
Dr. Edwin Vineyard, president, Northern Oklahoma Junior Col-

lege. Tonkawa
Dr. Jerry Bannon. dean. Northern Oklahoma College, Tonka
Dr. James Miller, president of Eastern Oklahoma State College,

Wilb`urton;
Dr. Joe Leone, president. Oscar Rose ,TuniOr College, Miclwest City;
Dr. W. C. Burris, president, Western Oklahoma State

Altus ;
\[i. Harry Patterson, president of Sayre Junior College at Sayre;

Dr. Clyde Kindel'', piesident, Murray Stan? College. Tishomingo:
Dr. Dale Gibson, president of South Oklahoma City College in Ok-

lahoma City;
Mr. Elmer Tanner, president of Seminole Junior College, Seminole;
Mr. Art Harrison, president of El Reno Community College of El

Reno, Okla.
We are here today as presidents and directors and representatives

of Stuto regents for higher education in Oklahoma, to tell you the\
situation regarding postsecondary oLutipational and technical cduca-
tion programs and fundings and needs as they apply to our institti-

:- tions in Oklahoma.
You haw() a copy of our prepared testimony and supporting data,

and, with your pennissioa, I Ns ill ask three other of our represeutati% es

4'
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to assist e in presatting a brief or-A summation of our piepaied
testimony.

The present level of Federal support fur our post--etanulary
technical and occupational education in Oklahoma is not adequate to
properly finance programs presently being offered in Oklahoma.

In our recommendations. we recommend that a minimum of l per-
cent of the funds appropriated by the Cougtess be allotted for post-
secondary education programs.

Othhonia's public education structure is such that the responsibility
for planning and implementing all postsecondary programs rests Ni ith
the State -regents for higher education. In that regard, we recommend
that funds appropriated for posfsecondary technic,d and occupational
education be allotted directly to the agency within the State mho
legally i4 resp 011b...e for or postsecondary education, mhichin-our State
is the Oklahoma State Regents for higher Education.

We believe that funds for technical and occupational -education
should be used for the improvement of programs and opportunities
for students.

We recommend that the Congiss establish a maximum expenditure
or percentages of expenditure for State level administration.

Finally, generally we support the essential provisions of
For further stunthary now, I would like to ask Dr. Al Philips, Tulsa

Junior College, to continue.
Dr. PlITUIPg Mr. Congressman and members of the committee. I

would just perhaps, augment those things which Dr. Creech has said
with a few specific illustrations. I would like to speak to three parc
fielder points very quickly, if I may.

The first, referring to the particular concern that 2-year colleges
and technical institutions ha\ e with regard to meeting the Nation's
need for very specific skilled personnel ; t« o, the maturity of the kinds
of students mho are, involved and enrolled in our kinds of programs;
and, three. that all important point of quality control.

Point No. 1. I refer to a UPI release in the Tulsa Daily World on
Sunday, March 16 that came out of Washington with some informa-
tion from the Labor Department. I think it is rather pet tintait for the
things we are talking about this morning.

They.have some very active data that has been projected. They have
had good data over the years, tend they NN ere projecting the needs for
particular kinds of occupations through 1985.

I was struck by this point. By 1985 at the present level of traditional
training in collOs and universities, there Mill be 10 times as many
psychologists trained as there will be jobs as enable. This is a direct
quote.

On the of her hand, there will be 111.7 percent increase in open inns
for physical therapy assistants by that date. This happens to be one of
the kinds of programs that 2-year colleges and technical institutes
are involved in.

They also make the point that each year by 1985 there will be
75,009 jobs for registered riur:,es: The rdgistered nurse associate dogree
pre; is a program that 9.-year colleges across the Nation and i cry,
particularly in Oklahoma are heavily involved in.

We are in the business, gentlemen, of providing a comprehensive -
higher education institution, bringing community and national n4 cds
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for skilled people together with those people who want to learn those
particular kinds of skills and to fill these jobs.

3fy second point. I think we serve three kindsof people. We provide
programs attracting new job elaIAS, people coining into a particular
skill area for thelirit time.

We provide training fo.. people who want further vertical 'nobility,
who want to move up in their jobs, and we provide new training. I
would stress-that-third-point; It is becomingmorennd-moreimportant
in thissociety where we have some kinds of economic problems at the
moment. We.have jobs for which people are not trained. Some way or
another, we are going to have to fit these two things together.

The particular school that I represent currently has over 350 people
this semester who ha% e bachelor's and master's degrees who are taking
technical work in order to qualify for better jobs or, in many instances,
to find a job.,Period.

The third point of, quality control. I think this is important
throughout all kinds of education. It is especially important in We
techmeal,eccupations area. The programs are only as good as the per-
forrnanCe of the prOdnet.

We have to build a paytnership ,ifetween employer and the college,
and we start in by building programs on the very solid data base
which determines their need.

We jointly with business and professions and industry -We evalu-
ate' the quality of that program as we go along, and we operate only
programs that have a high demand for the particular product.

I think that the school represent is typical of Oklahoma colleges
and technical institutes, and we maintain at this particular point an
87,, percent placement in our technical-occupational programs. En-
rollment in these programs currently in our State is over 12,000 stu-
dents. We have over 358 programs, and this has grown about seven-
fold in the last 10 years.

I don't know, Mr. Congressman, whether the committee Would be
interested or .not, but I spoke of a partnership between the colleges,
and business, and industry. I brought along a list representing indus-
try involvement at Tulsa Junior College if any members of the com-
mittee would b0 interested in it. We use it N ery much in our community
for indicating community involvement.

It has 195- businesses and industries' in the city and in the sur-
rounding area that are involved with our college. This is what it is
all lacont, matching people and job's.

Dr. tinalcn. Mr. Wifyne Miller, Oklahoma -University.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Congressman RiSenhoover land members

of the subcommittee.
For more than 22 years it has been my pleasure to servo as instruc-

tor, staff member, and director of a unique and highly effective branch
campus of the university, specializing in vocational/technical
education.

During these years, I have had the pleasure of seeing mature
technician graduates and employers from business and industry
happily meet for the future of these yotrog people.

There is strong evidence that the kinds of technicians being sought
by these industry and business leaders are not and perhaps cannot
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.be trained in the vocational programs primarily leading up to 12t1i.
,grade even though they might stay 1 or 2 years longer.

There is not the mature atmosphere where you are able to meet a
number of instructors w ith varied industrial backgrounds, an amount
of sophisticated equipment, all of these things that should be com-
bined to provide a technician that is truly postsecondary in nature. ,

My fellow employees and I worry about the future of our 1/oca-
- tionalelechnicaL worldaboutits _ability, to, setva_mankindWe _feel
it must include a separate and positive postsecondary segment.

I'Ve know of the commitment of the State of Oklahoma, demon-
strated. by an increase to OlUt campus in budgetary support front less
than $2 million 10 years ago to $1 million in the current year.

Howesor, during that same period of time, the funds from Federal
vocational education have gone from $61,000 to $71,000 annually.
Stated another way, we receis e some 3.T percent of our support from
Federal vocational funds 10 Sears ago. Today we are receiving only
LI percent in supplemental funds.

To put it quite bluntly, the present arrangement is not working.
1Ve have confidence that the State Regents

arrangement
Higher Education

in Oklahoma will continue their strong support of postsecondary
occupational and technical education. We leave it to Members of
the Congress to find some way to make certain that the appropuatu
amount of Federal funds al;o be made available to support, this
educational action.

Thank you, sir.
Dr. OIWECII. Dr. John Cleek, State regents of higher education.
Tr. CLEM Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would

like to summarize our presentation this morning by ,saying that the
future mell-being of postsecondary technical and occupational edu-
cation in our State is at issue.

Postsecondary education in Oklahoma institutions that we ieprescnt
hale a conunittment, as demonstrated by the delelopment of pm-
grams o%er the-past 10 years. They have the capability in terms of
the staff and facilities to 'meet the need.

There is one critical elpment,that is missing. That is, the provision
of an equitable share of Federal supplementary funds so as to make
possible the further development to respond to the itraent needs of
our citizens, and these funds need. to be made mailable in stn,11.a may

can plan for their use as we plan. programs.
That means that, rather than being di% cited through an agency

responsible primarily for secondary- education, funds 'wed-to-be ma&
available so that,they can be anticipated at the time the programs of
our institutions are deleloped at the beginning of the y Lai., rather than
piecemeal during the year.

It is v. -yr, difficult to make good use of funds if you don't know at
the beginning of the bear what} on are planning a program, planning
a staff, lust what inn& might bAvailable.

State regents for Jtigher education hale the legal responsibility, the
only agency in our State, that has such a.k.sponsibility, for alpro\
all postsecondary programs amid for allocating all postsecondary edu-
cational funds.

Therefore, our desire's that those funds intendea for postsecondary
technical and occupational education in out State be made alailabfe,
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in the same way that all other postsecondary funds are in Oldartoma.
That is, allocated directly to the State regents for higher clication
who in turn will use the funds wisely and equitably to supplement the
funds available from the State for the planning and implementation
of programs in postsecondary technical and occupational education.

The institutions of higher education in Oklahoma are proud of the
,progress that has been made. Ten years ago, as you will note in the
prepared statement- that-we-have subin itted; only 75-programsof post-
secondary technical and occupational education were being offered.
Today the number is 358, and we have provided the members of the
committee as a supplement to our prepared statement a document
which is,entitled "An Inventory of Technical Education Programs in
the States of Oklahoma." which details,the programs offered in each
of the 27 different. campuses offering postsecondary technical and
occupational education. I hope you will have an opportunity to peruse
that document in detail.

Something in excess of '12,000 students are involved in the State of
Oklahoma through the State regents in providing S15 million, and
in our budgets $0.01 out of every dollar comes from State funds. The
remaining less than $0.06 comes from the Federal vocational educa-

,
tien supplement.

Mr. Chairman, I would. like to extend on behalf of my colleagues an
invitation to all members of the committeeand you certainly are
familiar with our postsecondary technical and occupational system
in the State, -but we would invite other members of the committee to
visit our campuses and to see for yourselves the outstanding work
that is,heing done there.

Thank you. That concludes our formal remarks.
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Thank you. Did anyone else have remarks to

make?
rxo response.]
Mr. RISENHOOVER. Thank you very match. Of coUrse---you know,

being a new Member of Congress and having known many of you
gentleman before. I am a little bit in awe. to be honest with you, sitting
in the presence of some of these distinguished people who are on this
committee and this subcommittee that we have had dealings with
through the years.

You know what kind of people, they are and their intereq in edu-
cation. esnecially our chairman and our minority members. Mr. Quie,
and Mr. I1,Il, but for the record T would like to tell you how proud
it makes me feel, being from Oklahoma and knowing that we hare
the kind of people that you gentlemen are invoked in administering
edneation, in our State.'

I am ,:nre most of or many of you on the committee here are familiar
with tar. Donlan, our chancellor of regents in Oklahomii. Tie is cer-
tainly one of the outstanding educators in this country, and I ani
certainly glad to have you welcomed here before this committee, and
I thank von for the fine testimony that you have ;liven us.

I would bke to ask von just a few questions and wlyulicver you feel
is best qualified can answer for the record. TS von will identify your-
self when you respond wet can identify ;von for the record.

First of all, what partin your opinionhas Fed( rail funds played

. 4'
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in the growth of postsecondary technical and occupational education
in ,Oklahoma?,

Dr. CLEEK. r. Chairman, I would be happy to respond to that.
As t indicated earlier, 10 years ago our institutions weir offering only
73 programs in postsecondary technical' and cr cupational education.
Today the number has grown to 338.

This is as a direct result of the action of the State regents some
10 or 12 years ago as they assigned :priorities to these lands of pro-
grams acid her.,,an the deyelopinent, not in the response to the availa-
bility of Federal funds, but rather in response to the needs of our
citizens.

Now, we certainly appreciate and have a verywe don't, want to
minimize the role of Federal funds, but-frankly the development of
po4speonctary technical education in Oklahoma has been the result
primarily of a State effort rather than a Federal effort, but they,
have allowed us to expand beyond what we might have been able to do
if we had not had these funds. They are a supplement rather than the
primary reason for our growth.

Mr. ThsEximovna. Thank you. What is your reaction to the claim
of critics that institutions of higher education are not sincerely in-_
teicsted in technical education, but are only interested in inunetary
considerations?

Dr. Pun:11,s. Mr. Chairman, I think I can speak rather directly
to that. That may be an allegation that some have made, but it is
certainly not true off' higher edinatbn in this day and age.

I can speak more specifically...to the selioul that I represent, but in
the mere 5 years of lifeand that is oisil3 how old it iswe measure
enrollment in terms 301pereentlechnical/uccupational areas, some
2.700 people.

We have. been instrumental in the city of Tulsa in attracting three
major industries: American Airlines worldwide computer As,btom,
moved f.rom New 'York; 311:tropolititn Life regional glee in that area;
and Avis :Rent-a-Car regional office.

We are involved heat ily in industry constantly, and this kind of
statement m;ises my ire tremendously because. if a e were in this for
monetary purposes, there would be a good many other areas in higher
edia'ation that would be much more luaatite as far as the institution
rain knowledge.

We ,spind a tremendous number of dollars in our State, and the
State regents are putting up the bulk of this money now. Very little
of the Federal money intended for postsecondary education in :t-year
colleges is coming'to the 2-year colleges in Oklahoma.

3.(r. ThsEximovrat. The percentage of dour budget motley really
hasn't amounted to that. much ?

Dr. Pumps. Fifteen percent, 3fr. Chairman. Only a fraction.
Mr. Ilisr..)inooven. In the overall budget, Federal funds haven't

amounted to much?
Dr. Mattes. A very small percentage.
Mr. IlisnxnoovEn. What percentage of Federal vo,ational education

funds go to higher education institutions in Oklahoma ?
Dr. ('I r1: Mr. Chairman, I wish we could answer that question,

but the actual fact is that we have been unable to determine that.
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We understand the legislation provides a minimum of 15 :ereent
to go to postsecondary educational institutions.

'We are receivingon the last page of the document tluit we have
attached to our testimony, you will-see a summary of technical and
occupational programs in Oklahoma, and the locations of those pro-
grams, and near the end of the table you will see a cohunn headed
"State Vo-Tech Supplemental Funds for 1974-T5," which ,shows
that we are receiving in our postsecondary institutions in-Oklahoma
$968,000, which represents 5,9 percent of the budgets of on't postPcond-
ar v programs.

'We don.,t know frankly what percent that represents of the funds,
but lye know that the General Accounting Office audit indicates some
30 percent going to postsecondary institutions in Oklahoma. Frank-
ly, that; is not coming to.our institutions. I am not sure where it is going
because legally the only institutions that can offer postsecondary
education in Oklahoma are those for which the State regents are
responsible, but that is how much we receive.

Mr. RISNTIOUVER. How many postsecondary educational institu-
tions do you have in Oklahoma?

Dr. CU:EU. We have got 41 different institutions in Oklahoma,
postsecondary institutions. Of that number,. 11 are private institu-
tions and the remaining are public institutions. 'We have recently
seen a report from the Office of Education that would indicate that
there are some 20 area N ocational schools that are reported to the
office of education as being postsecondary in nature. This is not pos-
siblCs under, Oklahoma law. The constitution cry clearly sets forth that
only those institutions authorized by the State regents to offer post-
secondary programs may do so, so. if you add those 20 that are con-
tained in the office of education report. it would nearly double the
number. so the number again is a little bit indefinite.

Mr. RISI:NTIOUVElt. Thank you. Mr. Quic, did you have questions?
Mr. Qum. No.

fr. R ENIMOITN. IN fr. Lehman ?
LEHMAN. Thank you,,Mr.--tisenhoover. far affording -us the

opportunity, of having these people from your State here. I just have
a couple of questions.

I know yon are saying that the beginning and the end of vocatinllal
education should not be in the secondary sehools and it should be
moved forward to the postsecondary institutions,

I am also interested in reallocating JOBie of this % ocational educa-
tion not only upward, but downward. I would just wonder what your
reaction w odd be to the idea of making presecondary education
part to be developed and be devoted to \\hat happens in the attitudes
of the ineyoeational and vot.ational training fur young people before
the get to high school ? The main reason is that the ones that are going
to drop out usually drop out because. they lack sel.c-identity or a goal
or a realistic type of career de% elopment long befote they get to high
school.

I would like you to react to that statement.
Dr. ent.F.ou. The State board fur % ocational and technical education

in Oklahoma has a responsibility for secondary an'd presecondary
pron.' ams. While I lint not intimately familiar with the programs, I

4,4)
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do know there is an irttensisr e effort being made to der elop career
tacgi-ams starting in the loiter elementary °rides, to make the,stu-
aenti'in. the State aware of the importance Of careers and planning
for a career in an occupational-vocational program.

Mr. T.,EiptAx. Just a minute. I am just carious to see if von had $10
million to spend on N ocational education in Oklahomm anti ou had to
spend it in three different amounts,one for prebecondary, one for
secondary, and one -for -postsecondaryjust how -would= -you, arbi-
trarily, off the top of your head, think would be a col rest and fair way
to divide that money?

You don't have to answer that question. [Laughter.]
Dr. DUNLAP. Yon have to answer that question.
Mr. LEHMAN. I don't know. Just from the testimony rte have heard

so far, I would probably say, 2,5, ,50, fr.), something like that. I have
much less input than yon go. .

Dr. CLEEK. Mr. Lehman, I would like to respond to that cruestion.
.As you indicated, me didn1 havrio respond-to it, but our suggestion
is' simply that the formula for allocation of funds be based on reed.
That is, numbers of students, numbers of programs, and it may vary
from State to State, but we tfiink the allocation ought to be baseAl on
relative heed:-

gr. LEHMAN. What is your need ?
Dr. CLEM.. In Oklahoma, about 40 to 50 percent of the technical and

occupational programs are at the postsecondary level.
'Mr. Liaratx,x. So the message I get then is somewhere around 40 per-

cent should be spent at postsecondary and the other 50 or CO percent
should be divided between,presecondary and secondarxi

Dr. amia.That would seem reasonable. Yes.
r 11 'DEAN. The only other question is this. If we can get small

producers aro you going to train enough technicians to drill some oiI
wells out there? I just wondered whether it was part of your voca-
tional-technical ,training programs, if they have to do with getting
not only oil, but alternative energy sources.

Dr. Pumps. Mr. Lehman, I perhaps can answer that a little bit,
being from the city of Tulsa. Just for example, in our given area, there
are job openingsat We present time for.approximately- 900 welders.

With the State efforts to this point, we not been able to meet
that particularr.ced. We ,are going to be able to do it. WeldingI am
using it as an example because it Mates vsry. specifically to one of the
skills required in the development of energy sources.

If-you-could go-into-other areas of-chemical technology, some-of-the
industrial technology, you would find the same type of thing.

Mr. LEILIIAN. My wife just completed an aviation school course in
welding. I will probably send -her out, too. Than$ you very much.

IiisrmioovEn. I would like 'to note that you aro talking about
traiiiing people to drain oil wells in. Oklahoma. Our sources have been
largely depleted keeping the north and Northeast warm ,and lighted
and on wheels, and there isn't much need anyMore to train people to
drill oil wells in Oklahoma.

L-RintAx. You knck what they say. "Let them freeze in the
dark." Have you seen those bumperstickers from Oklahoma?

Mr: RISENTIOOVER. %1r. Bell
52-945-75vol. 2--:4
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- Mr. BELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. DO you have programs
whereby your graduates can be sure they will employed? Do you
have a relationship with labor organizations, business, and commerce,
so that you know where the jobsure when tour 4tuqempts have finished
their training in technical or vocational schools?

Dr. Pima's. Mr. Congressman, perhaps I can speak to that point
also. The programs currentlting in our collegewe have one of
the very few labor leadership .,progriuns th671fulwesf.Tfhillt c our
institution and perhaps -the Lnivemity of Houston have developed
these programs. We operate in very close conjunction with both labor
and management through a system of advisory committees currently.
We have 335 people among 4.0 advisory committees, serving 44
proemuns..

These relate to labor, professions, and industry, and the xettson for
doing this goes back to this point of quality, control I was talking
about a while ago. This literally guarantees the success of an inch-
v,idual at any of these programs a job, and the ouquit of the programs
are geared to the available market for jobs, so that we are neither
overproducing or hopefully underpoduemg.

Our problem at the moment is underproducing because of lack of
funding to provide the training.

Mr. Btu,. However, do you keep in current standing. with Bata-
ations in the present market?

Dr. Pumps. Very much so. Let me mention just one other thing.
As a point. in illustration, when NASA phased down in Houston 3
tit ars ago, there were many., many professional librarians put into the
librarian market. Our college among others bad a library assistant pro-
gram. We found the market for library technical tissitantsthe bot-
tom fell out of it. so we phased that program out. We no longer offer
it. It may again be resurrected at another time when the market in-
dieates the need. r

We could make that same point for medical records technician, for
a number of programs. You have to be very sensitive to the market
for people so that you can develop a program and let it fly or, if the
ma rket drops, you must be prepared to phase it omit.

There is no eason why a program should not be phased out if the
ma r1;et is not there. It makes good ecoi iteeic sense, and I thick colleges,

-year colleges, are vcry responsive to this. Does an3 one else wish to
comment?

_INo.reeponsel
Mr. Brim. In Log Angeles, Bo4on. and ether cities, there existed

_

.autional schools that spent a great deal of money on advertising to
get students to enroll in their programs. The youngsters would go
into tlmse schools believing that the Federal (love= mut a% as backing,
thetp. and in truth, the Federal Go% eminent in many eases was (mar-
anteNng the student loans. Once enrolled, they would find that both
the courses and teachers were inadequate. Some' schools, even closcd
their doors before completing their courses, and the youngste rs would
find thenk.-elvesha,ving to repay loans on an education neer,received.

The problem has become quite sizable. throughout the Fnited Stat OS,
partlt ularl in the metropolitan areas, and I wonder if you have any
problems sneli as these in your State.

51
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Mr. MILLER. Congressman bell, I would like to somewhat answer
your earlier question. Perhaps someone else might want to add on to
that one, but speaking of industrial contacts, we are at Oklahoma
State Unit ersity °Ginn.; only pustseconditry voe ed education leading
to direA employment, so, if we duel have the ears and hearts and
minds of industry we don't place graduates.,

Fortunately, being a stated ide institution with the concentration of
rezources and people and Lquipment and* since, industry comes to
our campus directly front fit c ur six State areas because of the quality
that is there, and this quality at the int4ersity let el. There are those
who don't like to think of otatioilal education as being at the uni-
\ essay level, but it study is something bound high school when you
look into the %Ley sophisticated technologies of todayit must. be at
the college or university level.

We must be sensitil e or else we w on't place the graduates. It doesn't
take but a few months, a semester, until your enrollment will fall of
if there is not placement, so we have a very, very close contact.

Mr. 13ELL: :.\.lany times students go through school and fund that
time jobs aren't available.

Mr. MILLER. It is unfortunate. We just must decide thant there are
different hods and because of the popularity now, yes, some schools
are offering less than the b9st programs.

Mr. What is your percentage of placement? -

Mr. MILLER. E. erg- graduate has been offered a'job for several of
our graduations now. They accept employment. Everyone
that graduates has Lew offered a job. This'is tlfe kind of attraction
we have. ,

PHILIPS. Mr. Bell, perhaps I could comment on the second
part of your question. You may be referring to a reesnit study and
data from Dr. Berkley here I think the statement .was perhaps
made that only 20 percent of production of s-year colleges over the
country actually are plated.

I dont know w here the data was taken. My suspicion is that quite
a bit of emphasis w as placed on proprietary institutions, and the ques-
tion you raised a while ago perhaps tests there, much more so than
it does with 2-year colleges. .

Mr. BELL. .1 know that this prohlem rests principally with pro-
prietary institutions, nut the problem of accreditation must Le taken
into at:taint. You ate ruing to hate to deal with these problems if
In 1.pi sitar} sehosils., e,to emst. I assume Sou hat a proprieten3 schools
that 'are also operating ib your State.

Dr. Pupal's. There are sonic. and there are some very, very excel-
lent onus. The 2-3 ear colleges. particularly ones near the urban area.
bet .thse of the low Iit sane ran., at trin t treinelidous numbers of people.

As I mentioned collier, we hat e an g7.3 percent placement out of all
of our teclinical-occupation programs at this particular time.

Mr. %Lt. That is a very high placement; percentage.
Dr. Plural's. The balapee, time Ng of those people, continua on in

tl:e it educat ion,..suieetilite:, at our 1,chool. soling hoes at 4-3.ear colleges
attl univetsthes in the State, but it got s back again to this partnership
1)( wren businc,,s and to taatch

o the needs of business and in-
dustry and iobor amid the stuileet tls, to lit them together so that
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.you are producingra (11,11114 product, that can perform on the job,
because,if it studiut du that, then e should not be iittli.e business and
we shouldn't be ruimiiVograms. ,

' Mr. BELT,. That is ell: 1., Chairman. ,
Mr. IhsE\1R En. Tliafik you. I would like to make' an observation

..:- at tills point. It ma3 contribute td the high le% el OI job placement
at this particular thine in Oklahoma. In the Tulsa area, which is the
argtst area--of ilnidoinerit, around -my district., the unemployment
'rate is still below 4 percent, and the ,oe tech schools have dons a lot to
attract industry into the area. The m ailability of these schools that
perform rapid training is very attractive.,

Mr ,Miller?
Mr. Mumr.n..1have 110 questions.0
Mr. IlisixitoovEn. Mr. Pressler?,
Mr. Pia:sstrit, Yes,/ would like to address a couple of questions on

the subject of follow -up on ptiti.enient. One of you mentioned a very
high placement rate. \Ow, what does this placement moan? How do,
you follow up? Do yon follow tip_for more than I 3ciir? Do you follow
up for 2 or 3 years? Is some of this placement; is a idt of this Vince-
ment ; how much if it is minimum U age jobs 'that remain minimum

Cwage jobs? .
0. i

Dr. huntrs. Let me perhaps comnient first on that, if I may. NO. 1;
we do a RT:17,mient followup on all of our graduates every year, mid

thisear for the first time, since me have only bad four groups
graduate since we are in our fifth year, we are going back and ,follow-
mg through on resin e3ing the people who ,graduated in the first,
second, third, and fourth years, the interest here being to see what '
kind of evaluation they, make of their program after having linen on
the job 1, 2, 3, or perhaps 4 years, some particular length of time. ."

When I talk about an 87.3 percent placement, I am talking about
placetnent in juhs relatl it to the pa aka' lar training. When you initiate

. and open a program, one of the factors in looking at it is: 'What is the
w age that is going to be paid or salary drawn by that person on the
job?

Very frankly, if it is a. minimum wage situation. after the result of t
year or 2 years of training, we will not Open the program Realise
the remuneration that a graduate should have as a result, of his or
her efforts should be significantly greater than the person. who is
employed with no training at all or trainingon the job.

We won't open a program unless we can sad; to that person.:
This is worth your tini and Sour (Term} to gain this trainInq nf Tulsa SuillOr

College and go out in this
0 0-
particular profession, suniprofession, job, uhntever

.it may be.
Mr. Plinssi,sa. lint how, what about the second pert of the question

in terms of how much of this placement is into john. I am not criticiz-i mug the pro; raid would tlityt, be basically minimum wage typo situa-
tions that remain that way?

Dr. PIIILII`. Well, I would sa.'y first of all I don't think we Live a
program that. puts a person out at the Federal minhamn *age level.

Mil. Panssixa. Is that right?
Dr. Pamirs. There is a premium placed upon graduates of programs

where industry and the college, the professions and the college, labor

r tJ
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and the college, Lap worked in partnership. In other words, these
people are going out and they are going to, based on their level oftrain-
ing and their level of experience. Our feedback has been that these
people get the top jobs, but again it isn't a matter of a college just
dreaming up a program and producing gFtduates and then saying:
"Hero they are." "Yd'a have to desclop'this parthership in opening a
program so that 3 our business ansl your professions are partners all
the way.

They become your placement sort, ice. re actually don't run a full -
tinie placement sert ice because of our involvement in adVisory commit-
tees. They do this fortis.

Mr. PnEssr.u1. What are some examples of the starting salaries of ,
some of your people? I mean across the board.

Di. Pr nurs.Let me just pick one that occurs to vie, respiratory ther- .

apy technician. This is a type of occupation that is perhaps only JO ,
y ears old. It used to be known as inhalation therapy, but norit has 'a
different name.

We know, for example, that in our area there Ls% need for approxi- ,

inately 15.peoplo per 3 ear input, so this is the way the program is gear-
ed. These people m ill earn at an entry point anywhere from $4,000*
to perhaps $15,002 a year to begin with,This is a0 -year program.

Mr. PnEssr.mi. An annual wage? Wlkt about in the food services
area? Do you have programs there?

Dr. PIIILIVS.111 the -food sett icbs area, our only involvement at this
point is in hotel and restatunill iimmgeminit. This again is based on an
animal beginning wage which w ould=go intoor salary 'Ithich would
fit probably again into may be $10,060- or'$12,000 category, Thlese are
middle. managements.

Mr. Pnr.ssrm. What about the handictiipPed What are your pro-
(mints for the handicapped ?

,

Dr. Pinurs. We and colleges generally Aro more and more snsitive
to this particular thing. We do not has e specific programS for handl- ,

appedpeople; referring to ha,Ying,r-the types of building
the types of situations, as much as me can, built into our program to en-
towage these folks to come to an existing program. Electronics, for
example, whore you can work at a beech from a wheelchair.

Now, William Miller could probably speak on that very specifically.
We need to be doing more pat tie ulaily dealing ss ith the people with
deaf a...A sight problems. We has e had several blind people go through
our school. -They hale gone through more in the academic areas than
the technical ups, but there is no reason why pore of this can't conic
about; with some of the innovative kinds of training programs that ate
available.

Again, it takes funding, in order to provide this specialized kind of
emnpment and specialized kind of teachers who can understand how
tb work with these' people in a given area.

Mr.:Nitrizri. Congressman Pressler, Wayito Miller, Oklahoma State
Tech. Wo have our school operating in what m as once a hospital. Wo
took over afterWorld War II. Of course, everything is on' one level,
all connected with ramr,and corridors. ,

Therefore, we started right after World War II as to Tocational,'
technical branch o.c the Oklahoma State University. 'We attracted
ninny of the World War II physically handicapped students.
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We have continued because of our pl ns and facilities and our early
work in this to attract many students t at are physically lrunlicapped
in some roamer or another. As a mat er of fact, our emphasis is so
(treat that the State Rehabilitation Set ices which is a. vocation that
we have operates a physical rehabilitation t center on eur7:ampric. While
a. person-may be receiving physical reli ibilitation. he may have time
also to receive vocational rehabilitatiei so there i5 a very strong
emphasisI would agree with Dr. Ph lips. We don't hove special
prograths for the handica ped. We have special facilities. They must
compete in the .so-called formal world:

Many of them can do vet well becausr heir handicap is only physi-
cal. In the technical world, that can't be other than that.

You asked,about food services. We happya to lute e a food servi en pro-
gram that is culinary arts and baking. 'Now, we are set up for not
middle management -and not hotel and rust urant management, initial-
ly to be a. good cook, later to become the the

Our education is pointed toward no more than managing the Izitch?
gin The salaries vary because quite frankly we attract students with
a wide variety of abilities and backgtounds, so front fry cooks to as-
sistant managers oflotelst motels, the cafeterias. At $550 to $;.),5n ver
month.

The first thing we have to realize is that, the main thing is to get
them all employed, but they will not all be of the same capability.
Right now the largest hotel in Tulsathe chef is an Oklahoma State
Tech graduate. the food and beverage 'manager is an Oklahoma State_
Tech graduate.,About.half a dozen cooks there are, too.

The largest hospital in Tulsathe kitchen is operated by an Okla-
homa State Tech graduate. He is in top management.

These are the kinds of people that come out, but, vs e don'tthe beauty
of the higher education technical education pritnzramwe don't aim
at the entry level sobs. We aim at only something beyond that, and
we have been successful.
1- Mr. PREssr.r.v. Dr. Ni x mentioned in his testimony that there was a

tuition-free policy for secondary schools, I believe, or is it postsec-
ondary ? 'Now, what is being done for handicapped-in that area? Des
that same policy apply there?

Dr. ant:. Dr.Nix is not here. He is from the State of Georgia. He
has left. I think.

Arr. RTSENTIOOVER, Yes. He was the gentleman from Georgia.
el Mr. PnrssnEn. All right. I read his testimony.

Mr. BISENTIOOVEIL I am spiv. I should hae e k.ept, him for questions.
Mr. PRESSLER. Maybe someone vise can all:)N% vl' that. Does anyone else

know in terms of tuition breaks for the handicapped?
Dr. CLERK. The way that is handledit is riot through a fruition

break,ltt rather through vocational rellabilitationSands in our-Statc,
and many of the studentsI am sure that CA ery college represent 1.
here ha5 a numbei of students who are receir ing vocational rehabilita-
tion funding, and the college works with the counselor, the State voca-
tional .rehabilitation. sell ice, to identify the <students, and that the
full costs are'paid through that service.

Mr. PnEssrm. All right. Ilnlve a question here for you, Dr. Cheek,
fin. which I would Mkt- ait sn.wer after today 's hearing. Do you have
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any women in higher education positions, including faculty memberb,
who could give testimony unique to wOlnen's iteeds, us Well ilS the needs
and desires of all, citizens of Oklahoma?

Thank you very much.
Mr. IttsuNnoovEn. WayneMr. Miller, you wouldn't hart the cause

of Yoe tech education if the next time you come up 3 out bring a bag of
those cookies. ,

Again, let me thank you gentlemen for taking the time and going to
all the effort to put this testimony together and participate on this bill,
I would like to assure you it has-been very valuable.

In the interest of time, I have had sonic other questions submitted
5 that I would like to insert,idto the record at this time. Would you. please reply to these, and jhen we s ill make them a part of the record,

rather than go thyoughthem all here this Morning. They are technical
questions.

[The questions mai response follow .3
Hon. emu, PERIM'S, -1 .

Chairman, Subcommittee on Elenuntary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,
House Conitliat e on Education and Labor, Rayburn hoarse Oliice thaidaly,
Wash inot on, D. It .

.

Di:An CONGRESSM N PERKINS : At the conclusion of the presentation of testi-
mony before the Si beimuulttee on EL'Idellt MS , Secondary, and vocational Edu-
cation by' individuals representing Oblational higher education on Moich 20,
1975, a member of the Subcommittee staff requested that I provide written
response to eet,d i questions not covered in the oral testimony. I am pleased
to 'comply with t is request and respectfully submit answers to the questions
set forth in the pa ligramlis to follow.

(1 neid(9n 1. Ey. nation of programs is required by the Legislation tin i10-576).
Does the Voice Board or your Board do the evaluation of programs in your
institutions? Whi e a relthe criteria used?

.

Answer. The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education are responsible
under the Ohltdioma Constitution and Statutes fur ilrescribing- standards of
education at colleges and universities in The Oklahoma State System lq, Higher
Education. In discharging this res'r,onsIbility, the Slate Regents huvo estabilshed
accreditation rind program violin:don procedures, hit holing procedures tor the
evaluation of I

tiestsecendary vocational and technical programs. During the ilseat
year 1975 , a hree member evaluationt, .tillil visited the campuses of six public
institutions offering postsecondary technical Otitteation and aecomplish( d an
evaluation of approximately SO of the 3Z('S approved postsecondary ,teelinical
education programs in the State System, which number represents mure than
the 20 percent figure mandan 1 by the Oklahoma State Plan for 'Vocational
Education aS adopted by the State Board of Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion. The criteria used to ouluate technical education programs in public
postsecondary institutions include such items as the Involvement of ilnIIII'M
and industry lenders on functional coniiiiittees in all specialty areas of te-lnival
programs. the existence of a 'placement service and a fallow up of gradmitei
from-each of the programs, faculty qualifleations, the adequacy of instruetional

' equipment and other learning resources and facilities, and other appropriate
criteria concerning students, faculty, cost, tagnnizatiomil structure. and the ince.

QueNtion 2, The Legislation requir,- 13 percent st t 1,,ide for disodcamact 4
and 10 percent set aside for handicappt d In postseetnolt7 programs. Throtezh
,the Memorandum of Cutler -Mailing y oil are the recipient of postsecondary monies.
These are Part 13 monies. How hate you complied with these allocations of funds
or disadcantagcdand handicapped? .

Answfir. In March of 1973, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education
and the State Board for Vocational and Technical Education entered a Menlo-
ramluta certain supplementary funds are provided for the slipirert Of postsc
and refiponsibility of these agencies in the field of vocational and tectinicil
edUcation which Memorandum was subsequently enacted into km as 5.TIt 33
of ' he1.973 Oklahoma Legislature. Pursuant to the provisions of tin, Memo-
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randum, certain suplementary funds are provided for the support of postsve-
ondary technical and occupational programs at institutions in The Okla honia
State System, of Higher Eduaction by means of a contract between the State
Board for Vocational Education and the Oklahoma, State Regents for Higher
Education.

Funds made available to the State Regents for supplementary support of post-
secondary technical programs are at the discretion of the State Board and
therefore do not constitute the full 1.5 percent postsecondary set aside required
by federal laW.1

With regard to the required set aside for the disadvantaged and handicapped,
we assume that the State Board-is complying with the requirements of the law.
However, this is not a part of the contract between this State Board and the
State Regents for Higher Education. Therefore, we are, not in a position to
provideanore specific information regarding the manner in which the compliance
is carried out.

Question. d. Of the funds received by your Board the law requires that you
it develop a formula for allocation based on Section 123(a) State flan, (VI A)
fl Evaluation, (VI B) Serving all populations, including liandieapped, (NI C.')

, 1I Servh,g all populations, including economically depressed and (VI D) Costs
of Progratos. How have these factors been taken into consideration in your
-allocations of monies received?

Answer. As the State Agency responsible for the allocation of all program
support funds in The Oklahoma State System of Higher Education, the Okla-
homa State Regents for Higher Education study the needs of all institutions
for 'budgetary Support to carry out their assigned programs and functions.
Funds made available,by the State Board for Vocational Education are allkeated
by the State Regents to supplement other r=esources so as to strengthen the
quality and enlarge the scope of these programs beyond that which would other-
wise be possible. The vocational education supplement which constitutes only
:i-G percent of the program support for postsecondary technical and occupational
programs at institutions in the State System is allocated to programs as a part
of the State Regents' Program Budget procedure. The State Regents annually
review and approve each program as n part of the preparation of ,the State
System Program Budget for presentation to the Oklahoma Legislature, This
review includes consideration of the requirements of the Oklahoma State Plan
for ocational Education, the manpower projections of the Oklahoma Employ-
ment Security Commission, the prOgram evaluation asdescribed above, the needs
of societyincluding economically depreSsed and handicapped, and the cost
of operating each edueatioual program at each institution.

Question 4, The amendments of 1972 (PL 92-31S) provided for the establish-
ment of 1202 State Planning Commissions, and identified the area to be repro-
sented on that Counnission. We understand that Oklahoma is one of the States
that has Identified such a Commission. We understand that the State Regents
for Higher Education has been declared as the 1202 Commission. Dow does
this agency meet the requirements as specifics' in the law?

Answer. The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Educed ,n. as the constitu-
tional coordinating board of control responsible for long-range postsecondary
education planning in Oklahoma Mal meeting the requirements of Section 1202
of the Education Amendments of 1972, was designated by the Governor of
.oklahoma to sore as the State Postsecondary Education ComMission, which
designation was approved by the 11.S. Conunissioner of Education. To provide
additional representation from the general public and all segments of post-
secondary education in Oklahoma. the State Regents have created a 50-member.
Citizens Advisory Council u hieh is broadly representative of tho general public
in all sections of the State and a seven ineniber Special Advisory Committee
which includes two representatives of private higher education, two representa-
tives of proprietary institutions and three representatives of local area Vocational-
tee-Indent' schools.

Question. 5. Previous testimony before this, Suheommitte had indicated the
desire to change thetarget of the enrrent set roide from persons "16 years and
older" to "postsecoplary institutions. Do you feel this is a desirable change?
(The intent of vocational education ley.,blation llas been to servo the needs of
people and not the needs of institutions.) How mmld a change in the current

language serve people better?
Anciver. el'he teltimnny presented by representative. of Oklahoma higher edii

catica did not suggest changing the target of the leg 'Litton from individuals
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to institutions but rather proposed that in order to better serve the needs of
sudeuts'at the postsecondary level, the adininistrative mechanism fur distribut-
ing postsecondary funds be Modified so as to facilitate comprehensive and effi-
cient program planning. In other words, the issue is not one o,people versus
institutions, as has been suggested by some, since all funds are expended
throngh institutions. A change in the legislation a Bich a mild simplify the admin-
istriktive arrangement by providing the funds directly to the agency within
each state responsible-for poitsecoudary edircation would better serve the needs
of people in that it would minimize the administrath e costs and simplify the
administration of the program.

Question 0'. Do you have no women in higher education positions, including
'faculty members, who could give testimony Unique to Women's needs, as well
as-the needs and desires of all citizens of Oklahoma?

Answer. The Individuals from Oklahoma higher education who appeared before
the Subcommittee on March 20 were not selected by the Oklahoma State Regents
for Higher Education, but were ,pleased to appear and give testimony at the
invitation of the Subcommittee. There are within Oklahoma higher education
a number of highly qualified and articulate «omen In leadership positions, includ-
ing business managerS, demns, librarians, department heads, and the like. I am
sure that any of these iiidliduals auuld be happy to appear if invited to do soby the committee.

On behalf of Oklahoma higher education I want to express appreciation to
you and members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity to participate in
this important review of the Vocational Education Act. If we may be of further
assistance to you or your colleagues, we will be happy to do so.

Kindest regards.
Cordially,

E. T. DtmLAF,
. Chancellor.

ifESFONSE TO QUEsTIONs FOR WAYNE; Mum

Question I I hear ninny business and industry leaders in Northeast Oklahoma
talking about recruiting technicians on the Oklahoma State Tech Campus. Row
do you account for this industrial attraction? A

Answer I; Congressman Riseilloover, the Industrial attraction to Oklahoma
S,tate Tech is a reality because we have always offered high quality vocational-

' technical education to students from throughout the entire state of Oklahoma
and a few Surrounding states. For some 28 years we have operated as a branch
of the Oklahoma, State University and, therefore. have taken seriously our role
to offer vocational technical education that Is truly beyond high fehool level with
Prn"ritnis of sufficient depth and breadth to insure gainful employment. Our
statewide op,erational role affords the concentration of educational resources
giving us a large amount of floor space filled with a wide variety of expensive
up-tc-date equipment for visual aids and a goodly namber of industrially experi-
enced instructors for all of the major departments of study. In public education.
numbers of studentsm re necessary if we are to afford the expense of the technical
prograuns of today. rervons from business and industry drive and fly to Okmulgee
from several states because graduates of the past have been performing hi a very
satisfactory manner. The reputation of these graduates is the real reason for thisattraction.

Question II. Do you see any real administrative problems in splitting up
vocationalteelnical education into secondary and post secondary categories:

Answer II. I see no problem in splittiti, the administrative role between
secondary and post secondary Vocationol-tesimical education administration.
Oklahoma State Tech, operating as a branch of the Oklahoman State University.
and several Oklakana junior colleges offering vocational-technical eduction have
for years been a Nit of the State System of High Education and, therefore, enjoy
separate administration fr.,m that of the high sehuol programs. For years we
have accepted a separate administrative arrangement fur all college work beyond
high school graduation. For far too long we have treated vocational education as
though nit levels were the anme. It is time we recognized that vocational-technical
education can be a high school program and also a college level program. Indeed.
complex technologlel of today demand graduates from ecationateelanical edit -
cation beyond the high school leVel.
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Question III. What part does student maturity.play in job placement?
Answer III. Congressman Itisenhoot er, I feel maturity platys a very important

rule in job placement. Fur many sears we Lave visned with prospective employers
Inter% lewing students ..olt the Oklahoma State Tech campus and repeatedly we
have heard them explain why they prefer the Haire mature student. Theie Is a
considerable int estmem tatit employ ee and those in industry Lave learned
that the younger person hap a tendency to inure from job to job or decide to
change fields, whereqs the persur a ho has studied hi youttional-technical pro-
grams two years be oral the habil sellout has a greater eon initutent to his or her
enusen field. In addttion to ths, sorely needed additional (Aleutian' and hand skills
beyond the high school let el, maturity is one of the more essential reasons for the
eneouragement of seecadary Not.ational students to continue In two year college
programs of vocational-technical education.

RESPONSE TO Qin:BM:Ns, DR. RICHARD IL gosn.r., PRES_DENT, CLAREMORE JUNIOR
COLIFoE, CLAXEMORP. OaL&.

Question. How do you see the rule of planning for technical and vocational
education?

Answ er. I believe, that planning for educationril service and in particular for
rotational and teehnleal education can best bg accomplished by the separate
'economic dejelopment regions In the separate states.

Question. Do yel say you are unable to use the Otis report? Why?
Ansat et. Was report is compiled once m ery live years and is based upon

a rtes of the current .,et of conditions as defined by educators. Its utility and
value is weakened by (1) a lack of involvement by-husiness and industry (2)
a Lick of future oriented thinking (3) the false asslauption that conditions do
not change fast enough to make a live year study invalid ( i) a lack of ongoing
study and report of changing .coaditions and (5) a method of data collections
that is open to serious question.

Qii4.40)/1. How do you explain the apparent bias of state vocational boards
toward Institutions of higher edueation

Answer. This bias is an overreaction based upon a. felt need to establish a
distinct and separate linatAe for vocational and technical education apart from
higher educatlim. In their &it e to establish a distinct concept state t ocational
boards are guilty of discninination and waste and hate adopted more rigid
deflations and rulai of prucethate than the institutions of higher edueation that
they accuse of inflexibility.

Question. In your statement you suggest too much is being spent for state
administration and y et 3(111 recommend the necessity to establish two separate
administrative agencies. Would this not tend* to increase the cost?

Answer. The two separate administratite agencies are already established
and functioning in the distribution of state anti federal funds. If the two agencies
would be limited to the functions of dIsifibution funds and annual review of
'ingrains funded I believe that costs could actually be decreased.

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA A&M COLLEGE,
Juno 13, 1975.

CpmanTrm ON ELF.MENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

Members of the Committee:
QuestiOn1. How do you see the role of planning for technical and occupational

educnt ion?
Answer. In my opinion. planning should bb one of continuing cooperation

from the elementary sehool through higher education. Public school state depart-
ments of vocational education, who hate expertise in elementary and secondary
education, should have responsibility in those areas. State regents for higher
education, who have responsibility and expertise in postsecondary and higher
education, should hate responsibility in these areas. There should be close

t) J,
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coordination and cooperation between the tw o authorities to insure the elimination
of duplication of effort.

Question. 2. Would 3 on say you Isere unable to use the OTIS. Report and why?
Answer. The OTIS Report is .prepaeed by; a state agency responsible for public

elementary and secondary education.
Qucsttan 3. How du you explain the apparent bias of state vocational boards

toward institutions of higher education'
Answer. Prior to the 1960's, state vocational boards of education had the au-

thority and responsibility fur most all teelinieit: and vocational education in the
st.ue. cry little ueational edueation was being offered in institutions of higher
education. During the sixties and se% enties there has been a constantly iacreas-
ing demand fur technical and cueimonal education in higher education. I feel that
vueatiunal boards are reluctant to e up the authority which has been theirs for
so many years and are refusing to recognize the changing demand fur technical
dud vocational education in institutions of *her education.

Question J. In your statement you suggest that too much is being spent for
state administration, yet y on reeonmand the establishment of two separate ad-
ministrative arrangements. Would this not tend to increase the cost of
administration?

Answer. j do not believe that administrative costs would be increased by
g' Mg the State Regents fur Lligher A.:intention the responsibility for technical
and voeational programs in higher etimation. The staff of the State Regents is
already organized to administer all phases of higher education, including tech-

and occupational programs, and I believe the nod( tiunal responsibility could
Le accomplished with the ',talent staff. These is a real possibility that the staff of
'U.,. State Board fur Vocational Education could be reduced in number since spine
tf their staff are ptescntly employed in areas 'of postsecondary and higher
'education.

Sincerely,
D. D. CREECH,

President.

Mr. RISEN ima En. I would like to ask one further question of Dr.
Dunlap. I haven't heard it Meld ioned, but I am fairly familiar with
3 oar success on talk -ban k telel ision in the higher education institutions
in Oklahoma, and I w ould like to ask if 3 Ott have any plans for incor-
porating this into the pustseLumlary Notational technical schools in
Oklahoma.

Dr. Dt SLAP. Yes. sir, Mr. Chairman. First. I would like to say that
the reason I haven't participated in the recitation is because I am
scheduled to appear before this committee on May 8. and I didn't
\\ ant to shoot my gun this morning because I ruiglit not hal e anything
to shoot then.

Tin Mentally, I IN 111 be appearing at that time and offering a state -
rty and testimony on behalf of the executive officers of the statewide
bi.atds of higher causation in the Nation, an association of chancellors
and e unintissioneis of itigliei education and directors of higher educa-
that in the several States, about 49, that have statewide boards for
Coordinating and planning_postsecondary education.

Now. with respect to your specific .question, Oklahoma is unique
in the development of closed circuit microwave tele\ ision for edam-,
thin purposes. We are the only State that is developing a statewide
stem that includes connecting all colleges and universities, both
public and private, by closed circuit microwa ve where the student
at a minute location from a campus can be enrolled in the class as
it takes place on the campus and sec, and hear and talk back, and
engage in the class goings-on and receis e credit, residence credit, for the
.work he is enrolled in, as though he were on the campus.
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Now, our legislature in 1970, which directed the State regents to
establish and maintain such a technological mechanism whereby edu-
cation could. be extended off campus for business and industry gradu-
ate education, as 'well as education for the undergraduate lower
division and upper division The legislatare directed that the regents
not only establish the initial *stem which had been proposed, J)--tit to
plai for expansion of the .system throughout the State, not only
to universities and collet es, but to junior colleges and area vocational
and technical schools .and ,institutes.

We have developed,a 5-year plan for full expansion of this system,
and we have accomplished 3 phases of the expansion program, so
today we have connected 27 campuses, colleges, and universffies, and
there are g area vocational and technical schools that are connected.

Phases 4 and 1 will wrap up the further extremities of the areas
of the State institutions that are not now connected, so eventually,
within 2 years, if our ftmding comes on through from the State on
schedule, we will have connected all colleges and universities, publii
and privateincidentally, the private institutions are connected
also~ and all of the area schools that have made application for be-
ing inbeing made a part of the State talk-back television system.

Mr. IltsExuoovEa. Thank you very much. You have no other ques-
tions? The subcommittee is adjotirneil. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, Mardi 250975.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows :]

Yoc.vtiox.y. AtntiNISTICSTORS OF PENNSICIA'ANIA.
April 2, 1975.

}UM CARL PERKI:VS.
Chairmatt,,ifoune Education and Labor Committee, V.S. Rouse of Representa-

liven; Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS. The hearings on pending legislation for federal

funding of vocational education are of great significahce to the 'Vocational Ad-
ministrators of Pennsylvania. We are also concerned with the lack of represen-
tation from Pennsylvania at these Congressional hearings. We are extremely
interested In the outcome of these proposals which may well affect the cost
and quality of vocatIonaltechnlcal edneation for years to come. The Vocational
Administrators of.Peintsylvnnia (YAP) work at the local levelwhere the
action is. Theirs is the responsibility for planning. im(4..teti»g, and operating
vocational schools. This IS culminated and enhanced by job placement for
vocational students, all at moderate costs.

The Vocational Administrators of Pennsylvania, in a meeting held Fehru-
al..). 20, 1076, directed the following action to foment to 3 (III their opinions as ex-
pressed In this meeting. 'Furthermore. we forward this to you as the views of
VAP and most hopefully. those of Pennsylvania's Department of Education.

First, however, it should be mentioned that the 'Vocational Act of lin (P.14.
,8S-210) and snbsennent amendments proviled much impetus, for states and
local districts to contribute their ha. It o funds needed for providing
facilities and employing per"sonnel necessary to implement the groat expansion
of vocational education in secondary, post secondary, and adult training pro-
grams. This legislation was instrumental in enabling edneators to convince
taxpayers and boards of education to invest locally In this neglectea but
much needed phase of education. Since vocational education has enjoyed ..nb-
stantiat progress under P.h. 88-210 115: amended. and strap the American 'Voca-
tional Association proposal does not differ greatly from this . \et, the Vocational
Administrators find tlasuproposal most acceptable by far.

We would like to emphasize our position by stating the following points
1. We support the traditional federal-state deli% ety sy3tent of channeihrg funds

to local districts, a system which has been effective in achieving results as ON't

1
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, \

denced in the greatly Increased number of secondary and adult persons receiving
quality vocational educa,tion since 1003."

2. We are unalterably opposed to the concept of revenue spring
3. We voice opposition to removal of categorical funding W;Itiiiii the Vocational

Act. We,.should like to recommend that funds for vocational ,education be appro-
priated at the federal level with reasonable guidelines to assure broad distribution
for all special emphasis areas at the local level. It is at the local level that deeds
are most apparent and understood and every effort should be t:,erted to meet these
needs. ,.

-I We maintain that vocational education at all levels should be taught when-
ever possible in existing facilities designed specifically for vocational education
and administered under public control by established certified vocational
educator§.

, \

5. We feel that limitations should be placed upon the- amount of money used
administratively in disbursing of federal funds. .

We strongly voice objection to H.B. 17305's bleb can only leaf i to unnecessary
duplication of facilities and serve as a din ergent stimulus at a time when a more
harmonious effort is so vital. to vocational eduCation's goals. For the future of
vocational education, passage of all. 17364 should be forthcoming before your
August recess. i:our help in realizing this endeavor will be greatly appreciatCd.

Very truly yours, . ,
,...

DANIEL A. CLARK,
State Pidcni,

Vocational Administrators of Pe nitsylvania.
... 1,

METROFOLLIFAN TULSA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
I Tulsft; Oklahoma, Ap0 13, 1973.

Hon. CARL D. rEmarzt, ,

c hair:nail; Committee on Education and Labor, liayb urn Office Building, Wash-
ington, D.O. I

Ialta CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: Since its inception in 1070, TulsaJunior College
has pia.) ed an Important role -In our eolinannity gs economic del elumrient efforts.

Specifically, TIC has been most helpful in arranging courses and curriculum
that would help meet the manpower skill needs of companies lot.atIng ?r expand-
ing facilities within the Tulsa area.

Duringour negotiations with firms who have expressed an Interest is our area,
we mustin many Instancessatisfy their cons:tali that efficient ski led ,man-
power is either presently available or can be supplied. TJC's reccpth cue. s ... and
their ability to des Mop programs . .. has been a tremendous help tots in this
regard.

Among those firms that have located facilities in Tulsa and who have bent fited
front TJC's % ocatiunal7,technical capabilities are American. Airlines, -Metropolitan
Life Insurance Cu.,Avis Rent A Car and Cities Service Oil Company. In addition,
a number of local firms that have undergone expansion have also benefited from
TJC"s ablii4es to implement courses and etarkultim tailored to their particu.lar
ii eeds.

in summation, pc is a vital "partner" in Tulsa's economic development
efforts ....anti sve wholeheartedly, support Federal programs that w tad Provide
more adequate fundiag for pustsecondary vocational technical-programs.

We %.1. ould respectfully request that this letter he made a part of the record of
Dr. Alf red M. Phillips' appearance before the Sul) t.unaliittue ull Vocational Bduca
tion on March 20. ' ..

Sincerely, .

COW: C. Cori; ;
Executive Vice President.



VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

TUESDAY, 'MARCH 25, 1975

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUB933I3IITrEll ON ELEMENTAR',

SECC&DARY AND VocATiony. Eni6.-TioN
OrTIIE Co3LturrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

The subcommittee met at 9:36 a.m., pursuant to call, in room.21.17),.
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. 'William Lehman presiding.

Members present : Representatives Perkins, Meeds, Lehman, Risen-
hoover, Mottl, Hall, and Pressler.

Staff member present: Yvonne Franklin, minority legislativ'e
associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary, SecondarY,
and Vocational Education will come to order.

We will let Dr. Sheppard a Mr. Standridge come up first and then
we will hear from Mr. Lincoln.

Como qh up, gentlemen.
First' let me state that it is a peat pleasure to welcomeyou distin-

guished educatorS here before this committee on such an important
subject matter. I am especially pleased to welcome vou here because
of your great Congressman filoin the State of,Floriaa, Congressman
Lehman. Congressman Lehman during his tenure on this culminate
has contributed as Inuch as any other intik Mad fur the ad%aneement
of all education in this country at the elementary, secondary, and the
higher education level and is now n orking at the vocational manpower
level.

It is a great pleasure for me this morning to ask Congressman
Lehman to chair these bparings.

Come on over, Congressman Lehman.
We are v;orking on a bill to go to the floor today algal we have

better individual and no greater American than Cuagressinan Lehman
to'preside at this hearing.

Mr. I.Jit.ma's. Before I take the chairman's chair I jist would like
to thank Chairman Perkins for helping us set up these help lugs. I k
has clone a fantastic job in the cbonpanship of this committee.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Mr. LinurAN knesidingl. Mr. Stanridge or Dr. Sheppard, wilco r

wants co get started. You might as well get the show on the read that
show them how good INs9 are in Dade County.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. STANDRXDGE, SUPERINTENDENT, VOCA-.
TIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, DADE COUNTY, FLA.

Mr; STANDRIDGE. Thank you, Congressman Lehman.
(827)
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Mr. Chairman, D,r. Sheppard. and I agreed that we would give
a brief summary of what has been included in our statement that
has already been received by the committee. Dr. Sheppard has sug-
gested that since my job on the furl-time basis has. been in the area
of locational and adult education that it might be appropriate if
would .go ahead.

LEIbLIN. Without objection, the written testimony will be
included in the record.

Mr. STANDRIDGE. Thank you.'
[Prepared statement referred to follnw;s1

PREPARED STATLHENT OF JOAN Y. sTAximuoGE, SUPERIN TEN DENT, VOLATIONAL
AND ADULT EDUCATION, DADE COUNTY, FLA.

INTRODUCTION

The voblemS faced by Dade County are similar to those in any area of this
country. The present foremost conceulls the rising unemployment and a. school
drop-oat rate in excess of 27%. It is suspected that these and other problems
are associated in oneway or_ anoSher.WIth_facti and_ failures of the past which
Include:

1. Educational programs, as currently structured, best meet the .educational
needs of that minority of students who will someday become college graduates.
It has not given,equal emphasis to meeting the educational-needs of that vast
majority of students who till attempt to obtain employment upon .graduation
from high school and who will never be college graduates.

2. Too many persons leaving-ourctiticatidaal system-are deficient in the-basic
academic skills of reading, writing,, and computation. es

3. Too many studeuts, are leasing public schools prior to graduating front
high school. 4

4. Too many students fall to see meaningful relationships between what they
arts being asked to learn in school and m hat they will do when they leave the
eaucational system. This is true of those Isho remain to graduate and those
who drop out of the education,system.

3. Education has been unrealistic and has not kept pace with social changes,
resulting In large numbers of umnepared as hell as under-educated individuals.

O. Too ninny persons leave our educational system at both the secondary and
sollegmte les els tolequIpped with the vocational sitills,..self understanding, darter
decision-making skills. or even the desire to vVork.

T. The growing needs for and presence of women in the work force Is not
reflected In educational or career opportunities portrayed.

is.. The growila noeds for continuing education on the part of adults are not
being adequately met by our current sy..t.ems of pitblic education.

9. Insufficient attention has been giten to learning opportunities outside of
the structure of formal education. s

10, Post, high school'edueation has else's insufficient emphasis to educational
programs at the sub-baccalaureate degree level.

Uhe Dade County, Public Sellouts, through its Office of Vocational and Adult
Education, ClulCa s vES to *LZS e rite consul...10 by providing vocational and adult
education programs that are designed to match the needs of bulls bloats
those of business and industry. Programs are prodded In vocational and pre
socadonal fur in-school ;Smalls as %sell as wcationual and genoral education fur
out-of-school youths and

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The major goalpf socational education programs provided through the Dade
County Public Schools is to prepare persons of all ages for useful cmployptunt.
um-Monet programs are purposely l'icsitilled to help gle definite purpose and

meaning to education lay relating traiaing to specific occupational goals. Pro-
grams are designed to be more Inclusise than just training for job skills, but
also lay developing abilities, understandings, attitudes, uurk habits, and appreci-
ations w lath. tmatri.t.te to a satisfy lag and product's e life. Vocational Mitten-

,"
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tion conducted under the provisions of legislation governing vocational educa-
tion Is designed to provide programs of career awareness for students in grades
K-6, occupational exploratory programs for junior high/middle school, students,
and programs of occupational specialization for students at the senior high and
.post-secondary level. Adult programs are also offered iii which training is
provided ter both the employed and temporarily unemployed.

.1n-school, youth vocational program
AU 21-senior high schools offer one or more occupational programs while all

of Dade County's 39 junior high sehOols had at least one program offering. Com-
prehensive programs in occupational instruction were featured in nine com-
prehensive senior high schools and five comprehensive Junior high schools, while
specialized programs were ,offered at two. special school centers, hatarIng agri-
culture and aviation mechanici.

During the school year of 1974-75, the enrollment of students in the, senior
high vocational job preparatory courses totalled 13,000, which was an increase
of 4.3% over 1973-74. This increase in overall membership represents 23.3%
of students presently enrolled in grades 10 through 12. Actual increase in num-
ber of students enrolled for 1974-75 in the junior high exploratory program was
8.450 while students enrolled 'for 1974-75 in the senior job preparatory program
increased by 2,377. A grand total increase of students at both junior high and
senior high schools was 11,147 for 1974-75. In all, 849 teachers provided voca,
tional courses in the fields of vocational business, distributive, technical and
health, agriculture, home and family education, trade and industrial, and diver-
sified occupations to students at the junior and senior high levels. Well over
0,000 additional vocational students in 250 cooperative programs were provided
work experience and on-the-job training activities earning an average of $2.75
an hour, in cooperation with over 5(&0 Dade 'County employers.
Adult vocational program

Vocational programs were provided for adults during 1974-75 by 204 full-time
and 1,099 part-time instructional stuff members at 20 school centers and at
numerous non-school centers located throughout the county.

During 1974-75, approximately 35,600 adult students enrolled in adult voca-
tional distributive, health, home economics, business and trade and industrial
classes. These students represented over 95,000 course registration and approxi-
mately 3.8 millIon'student hours of attendance in 1,300 separate classes.

Vocational courses are provided, for 08 handicapped persons in six different
areas in cooperation with Goodwill Industries. Eleven different vocational courses
are provided in the Dade County Stockade Mid the City of Mind Jail to 238
incarcerated individuals.

Since the enactment a the Manpower Development and Training Act in 16u,
the Dade County School System-has provided training through this Act. How-
ever, with the recent,passage of the Comprehensive EmployMent and Training
Act (CETA), the Manpower Development and Training program has been re-
placed and now is being operated under4ETA.

Presently, there are three skill centers operating under CETA in coordina-
tion with the Manpower Arca Planning Council. These three centers offer 19

,,different courses serving 485 individlials.

OL..,E1/AL ADULT EDUCATION, PROGRAIIII

.1n addition to vocational education, the Dade County Public Schools operates
a general adult education program hide provides adults of the community with
the opportunity to continue learning in a growing, changing society. Classes are
organized to afford adults the opportunities for personal improvement and en-,
rIchment and to enable them to participate more effectively as citizens in our
society. Elementary education opportunities are provided for adults who are
seeking the ffindamental ',asic skills necessary for, advancement beyond the
literacy stage of education. Classes also are offered in which credits may be
carried toward a high school diploma or be used to satisfy certain educational
prerequisites which are necessary for successful occupational preparation.

The past and prospective growth of the general adult education program in
Dade,County is based on factors of steadily rising population, particularly In
older age groups ; More leisure time; and changing levels of technological devel-
opMent within existing occiuxt tions.

-52-0 0
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'General adult education programs were provided at the Lindsey Ilopkins
Education Center, at the;English Center and at 10 other Unit education centers
bleated throughout Dade, County. In all, 600 instructional staff members-offered
over.4,700 classes in which 40,000 different adult students enrolled during 1974-75.
These students represented approximately 120,000 course registrations and over
three million hours of class attendance.

,fligh school credit .programs provided an opportunity for adults to earn a
;high school diploma. One thousand five hundred (1,500) adults .completed ,the
,requIrethent for an equiValeney dlplozna during the 1974-75 school year. Adult
basic echo:talon 'elassesr, theld in, 75 locations throughout the country, served

s ,approximately 17,500 additional adults.
Programs for senior Citizens, started during the 1968-69 school year, has

.expanded rapidly with the influx of multiple-unit dwellings Which concentrate
this steadily rising .population map within such facilities. This year 12,500
older People participated in programs, brought directly to them,,where they reside,

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND 'SERVICES

Some °e special prOgrams and services offered.by the Dade County Public
SchoolS for the purpose pf broadening the vocational educational opportunitie,,
for in- school Youths and adults are as follows:

A programed learning; laboratory was developed to provide students with
individual instruction on both remedial and advance levels in basic skills aud
subject Matter areas. This laboratory provides services .to well over 15,000 adult
students annually.

Veterans training has been approved ns a part of the adult occupational histrue-
tioaprogram NS Weil is under the N. idiom ERA Veterans Readjustment Assistance
Act of 1974. Siete July 'of 1070, 425 Veterans haVe been enrolled in various
programs,

Vosational rehabilitatiO training has been provided for 700 persons who are
referred to the adult division by the Florida Rehabilitation- Office.

A denial rawer-eh cilia has been established through the efforts of local
dentists, the Dade Cohn y Public Schools and Metropolitan Dade County, In
1974-75, this Prograin provided training for 28 dental assistants and post-
graduate training for 101 dentists in Dade County. As p in of the training pro-

, gram for the year, 2.000 welfare Patients received dental are.
Adult guidance service is being provided in each ado). center in which individ-

ual appraisal, information services, counseling, placement and student follow-up
are provided. Service is provided by 17 full-time counselors and 35 part-time
counselors who have counSeled with 86,000 adult students in 1971-75. As a part of
this service, 24,100 adult students were tested. The adult placement service which
provides a centralized jolt placement service for,these adult students who coin
plete their courses or who need employinent /while attending school reported
0,067'placements.

School industry education programs provide for the effectiveness of all trade
and industrial education programs. This pA °gram links the schools, and indu 4
try in a mutually cooperative effort. On-the-job work experience is expanded to
become a portion of all applicable trade and industrial education programs, Stu-
dents who have demonstrated job readiness are recommended for job place-
ments by their instructors; County aide iouttiunal teacher-coordinators make j(
placements and provide supervision of the student on the Joi). Many of these
cooperative job placements;lend to full-time employment Upon geaduation.

Employability shills proyramb arc conducted In 37 secondary schools. This type
of program is planned to become an integral part of all junior and senior high
vocational course offerings, The training objectives of tips program are to dcs'elnp
the basic skills, knowledge, values, and/ attitudes required to obtain and hold
jobs or receive job promotion,

Living Minos Prom am 1a sponsored gooperatiN ely 11;, the Greater Miami Cha
ber of Commerce and provides teachets and counselors with successful young
people who make informal' visits to classrooms. Emphasis of the program is to
encourage students to stay In school, to improve attitudes towards study and
work, and tostimulete interest in skills training.

Occupational Specialists , are persons selected from business and Industiv to
work with guidance and pers9miel in pLut Whig vocational informa(lon
to parents, leachers, and students-at the high school and adult level. To dMe,
there are 72 such persons empldyed in theDa de County-Public Schools.
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Memo* services All students who have completed theiriraining and aro
ready fbr employment inay register with the Placement Service located at the
Lindsey Hopkins Education Center for assistance in securing a position. There is
no charge for this service. In addition to this, 22 placement specialists provide
placement to students enrolled in secondary programs. -

Job entry program, permits a student- who has reached the age a 16, completed
the eleventh grade, and has completed the courses required for graduation, to
substitqte 288 hours of supervised work experience for a Milt of dredit up to a
maximum of flyc credits. Presently, there are 430 students participating in
this program.

FUTURE FLANS

In a tecent comprehensive survey of vocational education in Dade County that
was conducted by Walter XL Arnold Associates, it w as reported that in order
to meet the labor market demands and the student interest and desire for voca-
tional education nrograms, it would be necessary to increase vocational enroll-
ments over an eight yearperlod to 40% of students enrolled in grades 10 through
).2. In 1973,, the Dade County School Board, rivognizing the tremendous needs
to expand the vocational educational programs at all levels, approved the
following:

1. An objective for the school system for substantial expension of vocational
education for adults tis well as a goal of 40% 'enrollment of the students in
grades 10' through 12 lirvodational education by 1980.'

2. Full development of career education programs with special emphasis on
career exploration at the junior high level.

a Establishment of at least six shared time regional vocational technical cen-
ters according to a master plan that was developed by the administration at a
projected cost of $40 million. As an lanai step toward this goal, the Board au-
thorized the establishment of three shared-time regiopal vocational centers.pend-
ing availability of funds. The first of the three centers are to be located in the
South Dade vicinity, the second is to. be located' in the northern end of Dade
County and the third is planned' for the west centralpart of the county.

4. Transportation for nil students fo the closest comprehensive high school
beginning with the 1973-74 school year.

5. The expulsion and improvement of vocational facilities at 21 senior high
schools, the George T. Baker Aviation School and the Miami Agricultural School
at an appriAlinate cost ottsix million.

In addition, the toard authorized that :
1. At least *200,000 each year for_three years as a commitment for the purpose

of remodeling existing classrooms anal or laboratories into career exploratory
cluster laboratories.

2. Transportation fur students attending shared-01e area vocational technical
centers ,be provided in such a way that there would be no delay or problem in
transporting students from their home schools to the shared-time facilities:

Plans for 197.;-70, which are subject to atonable finals, are as follows.
del. To continue the development andiniplementation a the ,career education pro-
granr., K through post secondary and adult at an anticipated approximate cost
of $2.1 aillifon.

2. Provide additional support stall and facilitieslor the development, repro-
duction, storage and illstributloti of rut,atiuual and general adult cur minium
necessary for the continued expansion of %outdo' nal education. This is to be at

. all approximate cost of $000.000.
a Expand staff development services for vocational and adult edttcoiioa ienell-

ers mid hitchers of unhook ho, taros jile claeer education programs at the eh:-
hientary, junior high and_ senior high levels, alt dui apprialmate cost of i$7o,000,

t. t1(111It loll to till eX14111:10111 of ea ret r education, expand vocattonill eiliteit-
tion at the secondary lea el as W ell ins the ad 1t lea c1. It is planned toeinploy an
additional :100 full time etitil% Acid teachers to setnv at piojet..teil additional 10,-.
000 students at the junior senior high he cis,, at a projected cost of approximately
7.2 million dolltas.

I Vocational Education in this case means those courses that Are designed to prepare
students for specific Job skills tn au ock.upation ur cluster of 01L1fpatiens, at least at the
entry level, but by the time they Icate the regular high school at/or before gratieatieu.
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The unmet student needs, as reflected on the following chart, shows a dramatic
number of students, at the jmilor high, senior high, and poSt.secondarY level
'Who ere ,not able to take advantage- high quality vocational education pro.
grains. It Is projected in the 1075-76 school year that,,,25,500 Students at the
junior high level will not be able to take prelocatioual programs, and 23,501'
senior high students will not participate in vocational job preparatory programs;
and. for those Who have left the regular K-12 sciriol 'program, 32,780 persons
Svill not be served in gainful employment vocationaleducation program.

r
1974-75

(current)
1975-76

(projected)

Prevocational program' (trades 7,9): 4
Total schbol onrolfmeot (trades 7-9)
Potential provocationsl enrotimentp0 percent of total above)
Actual enrollment In prevocational program;
Unmet needs (potential lessictual-erfrollmdht) v-

. Secondary programs (grades 10-1):
Total school enrollment (grades 10-12)
Potential salhdary enrollment in gainful employment vocational programs (67 per-

cent of total above)
ro Actual secondary enrollment in gainful employment vocational eaircition`programs

Unmet needs (potential less actual enrollment)
Post-secondary programs:

Total labor force
t ' Potenlial 1,4 tcondary ettoilmentln gainfulemploymen1 vocational educe tion Pro-

grams 8 percent of the labor torte)
Mug postsecoadary enrollmtnt In gainful employmeht vocattonal education

pmet neerograms
Un ds ,(ootential less Etta, enrollment)._

64266
57, 839
29, 901
27,938

55, 027

38868
13,

,
367

23, 501

628,900

50, 312

1909
-31,

,
222

0

'
65,000
58, 503
33000
25,500

55,300

37,051
14,000
23,501

661, OCO

52, 880

2100
32,0. 780

. 4

Realising the needs for improving and expanding vocational education pro-
'grams for Dade County, which is typical of many metropolitan areas through-
out the country, the following recommendations are made for the committee's
'consideration :

1. The amount of the present appropriations should be at least 'doubled in.fu-
lure vocational education legislation. In order to accomplish the purposes of the
'ten:year master plan for Vocational Education, the construction of facilities alone
would cost approximately446,000,000 of w ic11 very little, if any, federal funds
are now available. If federal fundsAvere made available on a 50 percent match-
ing basis, thsk Dade County School System alone could require more than $23,000,-
000 in onierto implement -its plan for providing vocational education for stu-

r dents in grades 10 through 12.
2. That funds be made available in advance in order to'glve state and local

school systems ample time for planning. It is extremely _difficult, if not impos-
sible, to develop a proper plan mid then effectliely Implement that plan when it
-is uncertain 'whether or not funds will b'e available before the school year be-
gins. It is estimated that..from 20 to 25 percent of the funds could be used for
other purposes if ample time were given for plannlitg.

That single bill-for vocational education, similar to the AVA proposed bill,
be adopted on., that the important qlements of proposed bills be incorporated into
this single bill, 4. A

4. Because of our past successful experiences Qt providing a strong liuk of Fed-
eral, State and Local relationships, it is recommended-that a single federal and
a single state agency administer the vocational education legislation as Conducted
at the local level.

5. If the proper financial resources were made available to the public school
system thrbughout thin nation to do the job that needs to be clone in preparing,
our young pe9ple for the world of work, It would not be necessary to have the
Comprehensive Employinent and %raining Act of tot, ,y ; at least it would not be
necessary to have the large amounts of appropriation's that are going into CEPA
at the present 'time. Much of 'MS money could be used to prevent the unemploy-
ment problem rather than to provide a remedial approach to an aging problem.

"We will never be, able to solve the unemployment problem unless we can start
at tile early stages, even at the elementary level with programs of career aware-
ness to be followed at therjrailor'high level with career exploratory programs
and at the scidor bigli,j),Mt-secondary, and adult level with career development

.1 or skill_ training progrtfms,
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Mr. ST.taamunu.. I just would simply like to say I appreciate the
opportunity of being asked10 appear before the subcommittee. I had
an opportunity last April of appearing at one of the oversight hear-
ings m Raleigh, N.C., and enjoyed that experience.

To get right on wakthe problem at hand, weas most of the mem-
bers certainly are aware ofhave a real problem in our country today
and it is made up of several kinds of situations. We have a high drop-
out rate of students in our school systems. I think in Dade County
alone we have about a 27-percent dropout rate of students who entered
the seventh grade who dtd not for some reason or another graduate
from high school. This to me is an appalling number of Ancients, a
very high percentage of students that are dropping out of our educa-
tional institution. These students when they drop out are unprepared
to face the world of work, they are unprepared to face the society in
which we are living in today. The educational program obviously has
notbeen relevant to the needs d ma ny of these students.

The problem of the rising unemployment is another real problem.
We have with us this morning Mr. Lincoln. I feel honored to have this
opportunity of working with him in a cooperative relationship to try
to solve some of the problems that the school system failed to solve and
that is the rising, pool of unemployed after they leave the school system
and after they become adults and after they become heads of house-
holds and have rather major responsibilities.

We haven real drug problem. Dr. Sheppard being the humanitarian,
that he is and being in the medical profession might want to say a few
wards about the drug problem and how it relates to the relevancy of
education.

We have a high crime rate in all of our metropolitan areas and it
seems to lie getting wore,

In my, paper I have alluded to and given sonic statistics about what
the Dade County school system is attempting to do and doing and
hopefully what they wilrbe able-to do in the future in regard to the
future plans. I don't intend to repeat what. is already included in
the statement except to highlight the fact that we recognize as the
schoasystem and as the board of education some of these problems
and are trying to do as much as we can to solve these problems.

The board has taken some very affirmative and positive action. and
about 2 year's ago at this time in April 1973 they approved a board
action that would make it. possible for 40 percent of all btatkilts en-
rolled in senior high school programs to have the opportunity for
vocational education offerings. Along with that they approved the
establishment of six snare time area ocational technical centers to be
built in i he countv.;Three of these already him(' peen budgeted in the
next 5 years, the fi.4-st one hi alreadv beino planned by the arc hiteets
iyal will be completed and construction will be started rather quickly.
Hone ally it will bc, completed within a period of 12 to 18 months.

The szbool system has emplos ed approximately 100 educational
specialists. .%ut ocennational sriccialist is a part of a team of other
giildaece and connsoling staff but their maior resnonsibility is to pro-
vide the occupational counseling that has heretofore been very much
nerrlect ed. These oelot& 'opal spec inlists a re permle who are not eanea-
toys per se. many of them do not,even have e delree, but they arc, er-

.6 5
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tified and they are paid just like any other teacher and their expertise
comes front business mid industr2,. They relate to the-students because
they have been tere, they lime had the experience in business and
inclustry and they are able to answer the i cal hard questions as to what
is required to get a job, what are you going to have to do to prepare
yourself and this type of thing.

The board has also approved long-range career .education plans
which involve a career ass areness program at the elementary level
to start making students aware of what educatioh is all about. Many
students, in fact I would say probably most students, have no under-
standing of -why education is even necessary iffid this begins at the
'elementary level. For twiny students they start developing a failure
pattern. because they are not motisated, they have no interest in what
they are learning, they see no tele s twee to what they might be doing '
later on inlife. /

$o the career awareness program is an attempt to try to make stu7
dents aware of the importance of arithmetic, English, !.-t ;axe and tilt
other types of programs that are offered at the elementary level ar cl
thpy learn these things not in isolation but as a part of an overall
plain that fits into some type of an occupational pattern. Simula ed
labonitorie, base 'been set up so that students can experience som of
the things that a. dental assistant or 'a dentist might do. They get

e actual learn-by-doing Icinds of experiences at the Clem taffy
c,4an understanding of what an engineer might do. They go thr nigh

Born
level. They have people from le outside that npresent oocuPationsk
to come in and talk IN it h them and answer questions about the Occupa-
tion. They has e access to resources, film strips, books which nre,Written
at their level that tell about occupational offerings.

Then. at the junior high level they take a step forward and get in-
volved wit0 an exploration stage at tht point where students begin
to explore some of the different, kinds of oet upations a little bit more
in depth. At this les el they do not become involved with specified
skill training as much as they become ins olved with the doing of
scone of the laboratory t,3 tie exfpeeiences, the halals on oriented types
of activities that are involved. This further strengthens their abil-
ity. to make career decisions and by the time they reach the senior
high school level we start going into more of a specidi zation activity
with those students who w ant to prepare and more mos c into the pro-
fessional ranksthe doctors, the lawyers, the teaches.and so forth.
They began taking ad mit age of those kinds of courses that would
hotter prepare them for t tat. type of activity. I

Also I might mint tl is out, that many of the students who want
to become professional ;ons may also want to t.l'i,e advantarre of
certain vocational offerings and it is possil de to do both today, it is
lint an either/or situation. As me strengthen our guidance and coun-
seling program, as we elm11$1C the immure of s ocatior al education, hope-
fully we n ill be reachir ntore of the brighter students that would
take advantage of that °I portunity.
i Then of course at the qmstsecontlary level we have programs at the

district levelin .fact, it k mentioned in the statement. We also have
a strong connuunitv eoliege program in Dade County that we co.
onerate withyery elfectiveIY,
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These are some of the thifigs that the school board has taken
action on in a positive nmmier. Dade County is a very large school
system, it is the sixth largest school district I guess in the,Nation.
I was mentioning to Dr. Sheppard just before coming to the table
that it is amazing that school boar'd members can really get in oh ed
in the curriculum, the instructional program, with the problems of
the real emergency ,type problems that seem to take most of their
time and in most cases do not halude the insttuctional component.

It is desegregation, it is the thug problem, it is the air-conditioning
of buildings, it Is the need for new facilities and all of these kinds of
things that don't even touch on the instructional program. So I
hope that I have had an opportunity on this trip, and I think I have,
to give Dr. Sheppard a little bit better insight as to some of the
problems that we are having. Bill, of course you know, being chair-
man of the school board at one time, what I am talk. g about.

Well, what arc some of the remedies? Let me get ;gilt :Into that and
we will talk about that a little bit. I think I made five general state-
ments in terms of some of the solutions.

I might refer you quickly to page 12 of the statement here we listed
a chart showing some of the unmet needs. I think this is 1, cry illustra-
tive of some of the impact that we are talking about, sumo of the
need.

We have for the 1975-76 year in pro ocatioal programs a total school -

enrollment of 65,000 just in those three grades 7 through 0. At least
90 percent of that group should be exposed or hay e the opportunity
to explore occupational areas. We are prsetly or hope to sere next
year approximately 33',000 students in prevo,,tional acti ity which
would leave an unmet need of about 25,500 students.

In the secondary program grades 10, 11, and 12our total' en-
rollinent is projected to be about 55,300 and a good estimate of G7
percent of that group is what we would eonstder and the State
Department of Education in Florida has suggested that 67 percent
of that group should haNN the oppultanity to take advantage of
tional education programs. We anticipate approximately 14,000
students will be ser% ed. in senior high school programs in vocational
education which leaves an unnet need of 23,501 students.

In the postsecondary program which Dade County, as I mentioned,
has a very lam postsecondary program the total district labor
force is projected to be at something like GG1,000 and it is projected
that S percent of the labor force would he the potential fur enrollnent,
in gainful employment, eilueational vo, ation programs, and this
figure is 52,880 and rationally sere lug approximately 20,000 which
leaves an unmet need of 32,780 students.

Harvey Lincoln and I were discussing last nightwe w ere sort of
talking about the need for Federal funds- and Han ey iade the state-
ent that really. the amount of Federal funds th,a we are (rating in

vocational education is really not very much compared to the amount
of money that is °ping into the CETA program. I think Mu vey was a
little surprised that it as little as it really is.

One of my recommendations, Mr. Chairman, would berealizing,
of course, we have a very tight financial situationwe are iust going
to have to have more funds if we are going to sol ce the probluds- that
we are confronted with today and tomorrow.
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As a point of illustration, if we build these facilities that the board
has already approved, it, is going to cost something in the neighbor-
hoodbased on present-day construction pricesof about $46 million
just in Dade County alone. Dade County can be multiplied by many.
many times over throughout the United States where the similar need
exists. If we had Federal money that could match this on a dollar-
for-dollar bAis, it would require ,$2.3 million just in Dade County. Now
that is just for the construction part of it, it does not involve equip-
ment or other kinds of support services.

Of course we have already talked about the importance of forward
funding. I don2t need to bore you with that again; I know you have
heard that one before.

No. 3, I think, is a very important recommendation and that is that I
think we have got to work with a single bill for vocational education.
know that we have four bills that have either been introduced or will
be introduced. I guess the administration bill has vet to be received. We
have the bill from the AVM., we have the bill from the community
colleges, we have the bill from the Guidance Association.

I think the concept is in terms of the expansion of and the improve-
ment of the quality of vocational education. I think everyone is"zeroed
in on that. .I feel that we can take the :Todd parts of each of these bills
and incorporate them into a single bill. Along with that, I think, we
need to maintain that good, strong relationshipFederal. State,
localthat has already been successfully experienced over the past
many, many years as long as vocational education has been in exist-
ence; at least as long as Federal moneys have been made available in
'vocational education.

Finally, I would like to summarize the kinds pf educational experi-
ences that are needed at the public school levelthat is, before the
!student finishes his 12th grade of school. If we could make education
relevant to meet the needs of those kids, if we could start preparing
those kids with some career awareness, with home exploration activities
at the junior high level and specialization programs at the senior high
level, I think this would do much to lower the numbers of people who
are now unemployed and who are recipients of another kind of a pro-
gram that is necessary to take care of their needs and that is the CETI
program.

I want to speak in favor of the CETI program. I think it is very.
very necessary. My only point here is to say that we ought to do every-
thing that we can to lessen that, need for another program to take care
of the failures for which the school system had and pushed out many.
many students on the street unprepared to cope with our society today.

I want to thank you. Mr. Lehman,.for the opportunity. If there are
any questiops. I would. be glad to answer them at this time.

Mr. Tirrt3r.A.2,.-. Thank you, ;III% Standridge, for t!,. very excellent
testimony.

I just wonder if Dr. Sheppard has anything to add at this time to
that.

STATEMENT OF BEN F. SHEPPARD. CHAIRMAN, SCHOOL BOARD OF
DADE COTTNTY, FLA.

Dr. SHEPPARD. There is not too touch that I can add. The thing I
would like to stress, Mr. Chairman. is the last point that Mr. St and-
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ridge made about career, awareness. The entire appropriation at our
State level -was cut on that one thing. I think that a lot of PR work
has to be done. For too long a period we have been considered the
wastebasket toward which you steer.the students who could not make
the educational grade. I think ne have to stop and revise our educa-
tional programs to have a balance. There should be as much concern
about the student who is not going to college, which is about 75 percent
of our total students, as there for the college bound students. I think
we have got towork on that.
' I think that we are in a peculiar situation in Dade County in the
sense that we had_about 100,000 Latins thrust on us before we were
really prepared to assimilate them. We have had to go with our
bilingual courses. We were unprepared for it in a sense. We had to get
them ready for the. work market so they could be productive.-

The only other thing is that I would reemphasize the fact that we
have got to balance our administration and our courses. Sometimes I
think when school board members get a little bit too inqUisitiye the
administration throws these roadblocks in the way of problems so we
have to keep our mind on the roadblocks and out of the administration.
I have not been able to sore that one. You have had some years at it,
maybe you could tell me how to do it.

I think that if we don't change the image of what we'have, No. 1
we don't provide the single Federal and State agency. ,It works well in
other programs. All the money.for drug rehabilitation comes this way
through the Federal Government to Tallahassee to the county treas-
urer where it is guarded. I think we can do the same with voc rehab
and do away with many of these programs or divisions which we are
having.

I will be glad to answer any questions, Congressman. but that is
about all. I think Mr.-Standridge has covered everything that I wanted
to say.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Dr. Sheppard. You certainly had a rich
badcground of" experience from many years of dealing with sick kids
and well kids and kids in trouble in your background as a physician
and as a juvenile judge and as a 'school board member and now
din innan.

Congressman Hall, would you like to ask any questions of our rep-
regent atiye

Mr. HALL. I do appreciate the testimony and I agree 100 percent.
Mr. LEHMAN. I would just like to ask a couple of questions and then

we can goon with Mr. Lincoln's testimony.
You mentioned the fact of your cooperation with the postsecondary

level. One of the conflicts we are going to have in writing this legisla-
tion is the possibility of who is going to get the authorizations and the
funding and how it is going to be diA ided between the public school
leA el and the postsecondary level. Would you like to just give me a
brief statement on how your system works with the postsecondary in-
stitutions in our country?

Mr. STANDEIDOE. Be glad to. Congressman.
As you know, and for the benefit of those who don't, Dade County,

th, district school system, has a postsecondary program. It is designed
to prepare those students who did not ba e the opportunity in the regu-
lar K through 12 program to talc( advantage of or for whatever other
reason may ha A (3 happened to prepare those st ulents'for the job mar-
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ket. The postsecondary program is designed to concentrate on the real
gut issue of what is needed.

There are no frills, there tiro no programs added to it, it is strictly
for the purpose of providing the student with the salable skills to get a
job. Some of these programs last as little as 10 weeks, others last as long
as 2 years in length depending on the type of occupational activity put
suit on the part, of the student.

In addition to the postsecondary program that the Dade County
school system has, we have a very, very strong program at the commu-
nity college level. Miami-Dade Community College has four,campuses
now. They have a north, .a south and a downtown campus which are all
inclusive and they provide many occupational programs. The fourth'
and most recent campus is the allied health occupations program that
is being offered. They are in the process now of planning for a new
building that willbe located in the medical complex of Dade County
where they can utilize thv, services of many of the hospitals and clinics
and other health institutions and cooperate with those.

The school board about 3, 31//z years ago authorized a joint occupa-
tional coordinating committee between the Dade County school system
and the Miami-Dade Community College in which five or six repre-
sentatives from each of these institutions would meet on a regularly
scheduled basis to discuss and try to solve the problems of duplication,
the problems of Overlapping of courses and any other problem that
might come up in regards to occupational programs.

I am happy to say that we have been I think very, very effective in
working through this coordinating .committee. It was appros ed by
both the school board lull the. college board of trustees. Our superin-
tendent, Dr. Whigham, and the college president, Dr. Masiko, are
strong advocates of the committee. We hai e had some real producti
sessions. We haie worked out some real problems that we had prior
to the makeup of the committee. We don't alwa vs agree on everything.
We are not going in and say in;ties to everything that comes about,
but we do have a chance to communicate. We have a chance to stress
our point of N ten and eventually me will work out some kind of a solu-
tion to the problem.

This is why I think that we are better off by providing a single bill.
If there is a need to incorporate a certain amount of or a certain per-
centage of money for postsecondary, that can be done. It can be done
in rya single bill. I think the thing that we need to do more of is to take
adv :Map of each other's strengths and where we can provide facili-
ties, and we are doing this to keep iroia duplicating and building a
facility that is not otherwise needed.

For instance, we have a dental research clinic in our school system's
program. 1V cooperate with the junior college in providing the clini-
cal experiences that the dental hygienist at the community college is
offering. We have a food sell lee 'facility NN hick is used as the labora-
tory for those students in the. hotel and restaurant program of the
community college. This is an example of how you can cooperate.

Mr. LMNIAN. It can be made to work together and that is the kind
of legislation we are going to have to be addressing ourselves to.

I would like to ask Dr. Sheppard to expand. Ile mentioned some-
thing about the image of the vocational education. I just wonder as a
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kind of an overall view, what have you noticed in making that state-
ment as to the effect of the type of student that enrolls in these pro-
grams? What kind of an image problem do, sbu see?

Dr. SuErmun. I think there must be more balance between the tra-
ditional courses of education and voc rehab. We have voe rehab into
the traditional courses and career planning must be made that way
because I can remember my days way back where it was considered
Al a child could not make a go of school, well, then, the next thing
for you to do is to o-o into voc rehab where perhaps you can use your
hands and learn to be an electrician.

The people who are college bound and the families who wanted their
children to go to college and insisted'on it whether the child wanted

\ it or notIsort of hate to say looking down but they were not in the
same strata. I think. we have got to work to overcome this, that it is
just as important to the individual student to become aware of .0
vocational rehab and snot make .it a stepson or a stepbrother but make
it a part, and let the child decide for himself. Then you are not going
to get the 25 percent-75 percent ratio which we have. You,are not going,
to get-the large amount of droponts.9

I think again one of our major problems has been the hookup with
the union and the age limit which they require before you can become
an apprentice. This is ,something 'we can't do anything about but
mainly I do feel that as we do with our substance abuse programs, so
we should do with our voe rehab program. Get them into the regular
curriculum and give all children a chance to be exposed and choose
rather than to mandate what they should be doing..

Mr. LEHMAN. Right, and certainly assist in this with the right kind
of public relations and counseling.

You also mentioned the impact that the Spanish-speaking enroll-
ment has had on our community. In what respect do you see this as
being a problem in the vocational educational field and how has our
school system beeh able to deal V4ith it? In other words, in what way
are we dealing with bilingual' vocational education? Not bieducation
but bilingual vocational education.

Dr. SITEPPARD. I think that most people don't realize that suddenly
in 1900-61 we acquired hundreds of thousands of Latins and we had
to combat the fact. 'We are the fifth or sixth largest school district.
New York City and the other major cities had the people grow up in
the city. of a sudden in 1961 or 1960 we had all these children thrust
upon us and we haa to make way and we had to prepare them for the
labor market.

English was a secondary language because these youngsters were
going back to homes Where, for example, English was not spoken and
thea-they.would have to come back to the school and start learning ,

all over again the things to say. We have had a great many problems
and they are straightening out now. We have problems with them in
the labor field but they have been trainable. I think we are assimilating
them and in a 'few years there will be no such thing as aLatin or an
American student, they will all be of the same caliber. ,

Mr. Lciimvx. I would like to introduce at this time, who also has
some' questions, Congressman Pressler from SOuth Dakota.

' Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman.
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Yes; I v ould like to pursue tw 6 areas that are pet topics of mine.
One is yonr-followup on your graduates both in terms of salaries and
in tams of jobs rum.% ea.Mat areas do you find are most employable,
what types of training are most in demand?

IirumAx. EitherDr. Sheppard or 11r. Staudridge.
Mr. STott,NDRIDGE. I will make the first attempt toiinsw er the question.
The ;ikate legislature a couple bf years ago passed legislation that

NS mild require all school sistents.to incorporate a plae,uent and fol-
% low up plan bee-hutine. hi ,eptember of last eau . We have a plan in

effeet, now that is a, ftLialii.ed plait of placement and follow-up which
is mandated by the State. Weitin e a placement specialist in each of
our senior high sdlools and the futilities arc 111 tillable to each of our
j mnr high school uus Sul the benefit of those who may drop out
during their junior high school activity.

These placement specialists, by the way, are not concerned only
n ith the vocational education program but they are concerned with
w hat happens to any student reganlless of what type of program that
he is enrolled in if lie happens to drop out of school or quit school or
take a jel,'or w hat lame }on. The purpose for which they are serving
is to first of all mist students in the area of placement, try to find jobs
for the students, but suctoolly to try to determine what is needed in
the way of curriculum tm ibi011here again to try to solve and get to
the preventative approach to eliminating the high number of students
.who drop out who are unprepared for the world of work.

Now traditionally it. has been my experience in working in voca-
tional educationI have worked in file different States in my voca-
tional education careerthe programs of vocational education have
traditionally built in a placement and folio wup activity which becomes
an ongoing part of that program and the teacher himself is responsible
for contacting potential prospective employers and to try to match the
graduates of his program. with the available

Mr. LEHMAN% I think Mr. Pressler
Mr. Palisstrai. What I am really focusing on is do you litt.vea

follownp program to determine, how many of your graduates are im-
mediately employed or how many of them are employed 2 years later,
as well as how much unempl6yment, exists? Do you have good
numbers?

Mr. STANDRIDOE. OK. I will answer that question specifically. We
just recently conducted a placement and follow-up survey on several
of our schools and it was- determined that approximately 85 to 86
percent of those who gnu-utted from the program are actively em-
ployed. Of that number that are Actively employed, approximately
SO percent of that number are employed in a job which was related
to the training they took in a vocational program.

Mr. LEIMAN. Would the g'entleman from South Dakota yield,
please.

Mr. PnEssum. Yes.
Mr. LEIrmits. We are concerned with getting a higher, more hitel-

1 ectutil capacity in vocational education. Suppose you bad one of
those young-people tha tgraduated from vocational education and did
not go into a job but had geoided to go to college and to pursue a
higher education. Do you count him as part of the 20 percent that is
not following out the. vocational education?

l-1
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Mr. STANDRIDGE. Weil, the way we design our survey is that those
who are available for employmentnow -for those who go into the
military or to pursue continued education at the postsecondary or
advanced levels, then we make that statistic but they are not avannble
at the time for employment.

Mr. LEHMAN. What I am trying to find out is, the success of your
program is based on the percentage of the peoplo that are employed

the vocation That you train them for and. if some of these people go
into higher education or the armed services is that a negative factor
in proving or disproving the success of your program?

Mr. STANnnincE. I don't see it as a nerrative factor, I see it as a posi-t:,tive. factor.
Mr. LmimAx. I am trying to use it as a measuring factor. I am not

trying to take.up all your questions. 'What concerns me is if you get. a
better student, a more intellectual student, if you count those as non-
follawthrouth students if they don't .follow the trade you train them
for, then it is going to lower your success figure in your vocational pro-
gram and in turn that will reduce .,cour incentive to put higher quality
students in your vocational education pnegrams in certain respects.

Do you understand what I am saying? That is what I am concerned
about. Do you understand what I am ge-tting at?

.Mr. STANDRIDGE. I think so.
Mr. LEHMAN. No.
Mr. PRESSLER. Well, let me take a try at that.
The thing that I have been concerned about, and this is not in the

matter of criticism, we are trying to get a nationwide picture and that
is9vhy we are very appreciative of yopr coming here this morning and 4

giving us your points of view of what becomes of vocational education
studetns after they graduate. Do they remain locked into that food
services area? Do women remain locked into minimum wages? What
becontes of handicapped a mtwomen employees?

That is my next question to you. What programs do you have for
women and handicapped employees ? We seem to be locking in all area
of education. Maybe this is not unique to vocational education, but in
terms of evaluating funding, where do the dollars best go? Where do
we get the best return ? Do the diesel mechanics get better jobs with in-
creased wazes through the years, and are they happy? Do they do what
they have been trained to do? Not that any kind of training can insure

' the success of an individual, but we don't have those kinds of hard
statistics for most States, and maybe Florida does not either, and I
would not fault you necessarily if you didn't.

It costs a lot to develop such statistics, and usually people who-an-
swer questionnaires have jobs, those who don't have jobs don't answer.

I have been very frustrated in these series of hearings, through no-
body's fault I am sure but because we don't have the kind of informa-
tion we should have to legislate intelligently and maybe that is true
of all education. We don't have information to lime intelligently either,
I guess, but that is what I am geetina at.

-Do you have a system that you follow up on your graduates ?
Mr. STANnamor. We do now, Congressman. We did not have a

formalized system prior to this year, but we do have one now. I know
in terms of the surveys that we have conducted that apprpaimately

Tai
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upward of Su percent of purgraduVes are employed successfully in.
the job in which they were trained or some related activity. In tolrms of
their locked-in process, we find in most cases, wher a person advances
from one job level to another job level that very prevalent are those
vocational oTaduates %slio go into a. job at a certain level and later on
ads ances tO. additional and higher levels of 'employmentthe super-
visory level, the managerial level, and this type of thing. The ph
ladder concept is pi es ided and is ene of the beautiful things about what
we are doing in Dade County. The cooperative relationship ii;e have
with,other institutions is that wp continue to provide upgrading type
programs for those workers ivlio are ginployed in a situation where
they.wouhl like to advancetand it is very possible fo r them to do so.

1\ ow, in terms of the kinds of programs where we find tlmt job
placement is very goodand these are in the service areas primarily,
the service trades, the secretarial areasI don't think we can ever
train enough good secretaries. We simply arc being bombarded by
business people about the lack of well-trained persons to go in as
secretaries.

We have no problem placing graduates in the health occupations.
We have no problems placing mechanics as diesel mechanics, auto-

mobi le mechanics, aviation mechanics.
Of course, you understand, Congressman Pressler, that our situation

now in the construction industry has fallen off.
Mr. PRESSLER. What percentage of your construction gmployees get

jobs now?
Mr. STANDRIDGE. Most of them are still able to get jobs even though

they might not be at the lei el for which they would like to have been
employed:

Mr. PRESSLER. What is the rate of unemployment in Florida now?
Mr. STAND1UDGE: It is 8.9 percent.
Mr. PRESSLER. Is i it that high ?
Mr. SANniunokl., Yes. I might add that in certain areas in the metro-

politan model cities areas, I don't think they ever get down to that
point; it is much higher than that all the time. I guess our unemploy-
ment is typical throughout the country. The construction industry

seems to be suffering mostly right now, but there is a real paradox.
We still have a great need for other types of skill personnel.

Mr. PRESSLER. What about women?
Mr. STANDRIDOE. In reference to the women situation, I think we

have a pretty good balance of programs that are available to either

sex as far as that goes. In terms of actual numbers of enrollment, we
have probably about a 50-50 ratio in terms of the number of women
enrolled in vocational programs as opposed to the number of men.
Now, more and more, Congressnuin Pressler, if a lady chooses to be

an automobile mechanic or a trackdriverwe have a truckdriing
school in Dade County, and in that last class we have three females.

That is :rout of about 18 or 19 students, and that is a pretty good per -

centage. The programs are available. If the woman or the man wishes

to enroll in that particular program, we certainly don't discourage it.
We have men enrolled in programs of licensed practical nursing. We.
have women. enrolled in the mechanical trades. More and more of ,this

is becoming a. matter of routine.
,
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Mr. PRESSLER. I' am wondering about 3 our programs for the handl-
cappeth I see,that vocational courses are pro\ hied for 68 handicapped
persons in six different areas hi-couperation with Goodwill Industries.

Mr. STANDRIDGE. That is just for Goodwill alone. We have many,
many other handicapped persons .enrolled in the vocational educa- .
lineal program. I simply did. not put that figure in these statistics,
hat that is just the program that we are k.ouperating with in, Goodwill,
We ha tic special programs for the handicapped in. most of our junior
high and senior high school

PRESSILR. Now what about for prisoilers, do you have anything
there?

Mr. STANDRIDGE. We cooperate with the Dade County Stockade and
the Dade County Womens Detention Center. We offer vocational
education programs to the persons who are incarcerated.

, Mr. PRESSLER. Well, I am certainly a supporter of vocational techni-
t. beducation, and I am ii cosponsor of this bill. We do appreciate your
taking the time to come up here. You ha \ e made a, contribution as far
its Lain conceited in your testimony ;ma what you hal e read into the
record.

I have nofin therquestions. .

11Ir.LEIIZIA4 Thank you.
I w mild like t this time to brim, on Ha r 1,ey Lincoln from our Dade

County Manpo ver Consortium. ITe. is the executive director.
Harvey, if y it want to just summarize your statement, without

u,:.ijection we witl have your written testimony inserted into the record.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY M. LINCOLN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DADEMONROE MANPOWER CONSORTIUM, FLORIDA

MT. LINCOLN. 'hank yoii, Mr. LehMan.
[Prepared statement referred to- follows

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARVEY 1'I. LINCOLN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, -DADE-
MoNROE- MANPOWER CONSORTIUM. FLORIDA

Honorable chairman and members of the committee, I am Harvey Lincoln,
executive director of the Dade - Monroe Manpower Consortium. The consortium,
v.as established to administer actiNides and resources related to the ComPre-,
hensive Employment and Training Act,of 1073.

It is comprised of five local goerninents Dade and Mon roe Counties, and the
Cities of Miami, Miami Beach, and Hialeah. It serves about 1.5 million people,
residing in a 2,300 square mile area at the southern tip of the State of Florida.
It has a current operating budget of $1S.7 million, of uhich $9.2 million is allo-
cated under C.E.T.A. Title I.

It is my understanding that you arc interested in obsenations on the relation-
ship of C.E.T.A. to career, vocational and occupatibnal education, based on our
experience in South Florida.

The C.E.T.A. statement at purpose alludes to a "flexible and decentralized sys-
zu of Federal, State and local programs" directed at providing "Job training and

Lniployment opportunities for economically disaihatitaged, unemployed and
underemployed persons..." __,

In our case, C.E.T.A. has resulted in the devilopment of as planning Dtcilauisin
V% hick is'concerned with the broader issues or in,anpov,er planning and training
In the community, including those,specifically related to C.E.T.A. programs, as
V% ell as an operating mechanism related specifically to C.E.T.A. programs. We
interface directly with the eduLational system ow both the planning mai oper-
ating levels.
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As an example of interfime at the planning level, the Manpower Planning doun-
.cilthe2advisorY itody established by the Consortiumrecognized the problem of
large numbers of young people leaving the formal educational system without
occupational-or employability skills. in our particular economy, these individuals
became trapped in the syndrome of unemployment or underemployment in the
lowest level occupations of the service industry.

r The scope of this problem places an untenable burden on the special purpose
programs, such as those under C.E.T.A., dealing with the problems of the un- and
underemployed.

The Council, therefore, reviewed and endorSed a recent report relat-
ing. to increasing'vocational training opportunities in the secondary school sys-
tem, including the-establishment of six regional vocational-technical centers,,and
advised on specific priorities In the establishment of the centers. Further, through
the Council, local government tax funds and economic development resources
have been identified to establish a satellite skills training facility relating to
the first priority regional center. With C.E.TA. and loCal educational re-
sources, services are already being provided In temporary facilities. demonstrat-
ing the service delivery response that can be achieved by cooperative planning at
the local level:

Florida in general and the Dade County School System,* in particular has
accepted the, responsibility of serving the disativtuttaged equally with all others
in the communit37. This has meant that, for instance, instructional services for
manpower program clients have in large part been provided, within the frame-
work of existing education system resources, freeing CE.T.A. funds to support
more enrollees and/or specialized service's.

The Manpower Council adopted a format policy of "maximizing the utilize-
tion_of-existing institutional resources", and turned to the school Board's VOCR-

--7---11onnl and adult educetiOn system as one primary- resolrce.
Theilgh a participative planning process, issues such,as the interests of the spe-

cial-TurPose-non-profit client-Centered organizations versus the "establishment"
school system, 'haVe been largely resolved, through cooperative planning and
service delivery, arrangements. This could not have achieved without the posi-
tive initiative and cooperative participation df local school omcials III the locally

based planning process.
At the operating level, the three major areps of interface between C.E.T.A. and

the school system are the skills centers, C.E.A.TN, program support, antLC.E.T.A.
"sbuy-ins". o,

The skills centers are the printery resources for occupational skills training
for C.E.T.A. program participants. Local C.E.T.A. funds are. allocated priniarily
for enfollee allowance payments, With C.E.T.A. "1111" funds and the basic school
syStem budget providing instructional and other necessary services.

C.E.T..A. program support involves the school ,tsystem providing institutional
or specialized program' services, such as language training, for manpower pro-
grams that require this as part of, their overall program activity.

C.E.T.A. "buy4ns" refer to agreements whereby, focal C.E.T.A, funds are used
to provide support, largely in the form of allowance payments to participants,
that allow disadvantaged persons to take advantage of the School Board's co-
operative education ,and adult vocational centers ;programs, in cooperation with
local government and nonprofit agencies.

A full spectrum of vocational, basic and language training, either through
specialized manpower or established school system program?, is thus made avail-
able to manpower program participants. The Major problem that we have with
this system, as you might anticipate, is that available funds are totally inade-
quate to support the need 'arid demand for participation by disadvantaged, under-
employbd and unemployed 'persons in the community.

Manpower programme -- previously under thelfanpower Development and Train-
ing Act and currently under the ComprebensiveiEreployment and Training Act
have elsewhere been characterized as "marginal intervention in the labor market

, on behalf of specified client groups". C.E.T.A. resources, in relation to tile total
commitment of resource related to the supply and matching components of the
labor market, are indeed marginal. The creative utilization of C.E.T.A. resources,
howeverin establishing planning and operational linkages between educational,
employment, governmental, voluntary and client systems at the local leveland
in stimulating innovative and effective responles to specific local needscan
have a major

'
effect in improving opportunities for those "most in need".

.e
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e Aoblems of the disadvantaged cannot be dealt nith in total by the educa-
owe l'fftem,.the social service system, the employment service system, or any

specific vertically integrated system alone. Similarly, the problems of the dis-
advantaged cannot be dealt with effectively at the National, State or local level
alone.

The concept of a flexible and decentralized'systCm of Federal, State and local
'programs, supported by the conscious and effective participation of the educa-
tional system, as well as by the employment service and related social service sys-
teutt-as it has been in Dade Countydoes offer hope of prOViding more effective
and responsive services to the disadvantaged In particular and the community
in general.

I would be pleased to answer any questions or elaborate on, any of the above,
points at the pleasuie of the Committee.

Mr. LINCOLN'. It is my understanding you are, interested in my
cOmMVitS CT observations on the relationship of ,the Comprehenbik e .
Employment and Training. Act that you are _considering based on

0, experience that we have had' in south Florida.,1 don't know if
summarize or elaborate, but' will go into itnnyway. ,

I would like to make reference to-the ,CETA statement of purpose
which specifically alludes to a flexible and decentralized system of
Federal, State, and local programs, and I think the systems part
of this is impeftant directed at job training, et cetera.

In our case the CETA legislation has resulted in the development
of two major kinds of things, a planning mechanism which is con-
cerned with OETA. projects but also concerned with broader 'ques-
tions of education and training in the program and funding.

In the planning arena prior to CETA under the old CAlliPS,
system, the cornmitnity became aware of the problems Mr. Standridge
alluded to regarding the large number of individuals leaving the
school system-dwithout salable employability or technical skills. The
Council took in the scope of its broader roll the concern of broader
manpower neads, specifica.11y the development of area vocational
technical centers. As a specific practical step through local tax $up
port and economic development administration funds which became
available to the community, the manpower system proceeded to de-
velop a specific skill-training facility which will be under construc-
tion shortly and/ramie a year ago began offering services.

So through this cooperation of the plannink system of CETA. es-
° tablished pursuant to CETA and the mailability of resources to int-

tint° operations at the local level, WO were able to get something 91
the ground which fit in in the long run With the overall paft(rn
of technical and vocational education in the conununity. In the Dade
County school system the thing that seems to be unique is that we ,

get feedback around the country that the school system has xartici,
pated as a full and willing and giying partner in the CETA syltem in
the sense:that practically all instructional services are provided with-,
opt cost to CETA.

As to manpower programs, the Council adopted a policy of utilizing
to the fullest extent those existing manpower programs and has relied,
on the school board's vocational and adult education system as a:pri-,
mary resource to implement it. We went through a period of concein
or confrontation between special interest groups and the school board'
with the question of, well, how can the school board handle the drop-
outs when they produce the dropouts in the first place. These kinds of
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probl ms has e been .ss °Fled out' and processed through cooperative
,plan ling and thiough 'ari augments with special interest groups an

., peeificalW in telation to CETI. and the school system there are
effe .the operating system bas been established.

three major areas of interface. The skill center program which- has
been in operation for several Seat, prior to CETA has been continued,
oxpanded anil improved under CETA. Is I indicated, the school
pystem pro-vitIN a direct support to functional programs under CETI
pros iding language training or other specialized services through man-

. power.programs. Finally, N nth the ads ice of the Mtuipower Planning
, .CounctLcertain types of, behOM oystem pro,grains are supplemented

.with CET, I. resources allowing disadsantaged. people to take advan-
tar,e of programs particularly fitted to their needs.

keT net insult is as full spectrum offering. of vocational, basic educa-
6091 language education nt a Special opportunity for disadasantaged
unemployed ptysons to, participate in the benefits mailable to them.
At one point a 3 ear or so ago manpower programs were characterized

'as "marginal iutervehtion it the labor market on behalf of specified
client groups." CETA resources are certainly marginal when you get
into ananalysis of the situation:

I guess each agency or institution or group considers its funds mar-
gip'. The creative utilization of CETI resources, howeverin estab-
lishing planning and operational linkages between educational, em-
ployment, .governmental, -voluntary and client systems at the local
le3 el, and tn.stimulating: innovatis c and elective responses to specific
local needscan" has e a major effect in improvinn-

t)
opportunities for

those aethelocaNevel whOtan benefit. "-
The problems of the disadVantaged indis idual cannot:be dealt with

by any one particular system, and I think this is important in the
legislation that you .face now. At some point the specialized efforts
of the vertically integrated systettis have to be brought. together for
the benefit Of the individual. Mr. Standridge alluded to the concept of
a flexible and decentralized system of Federal, State and local pro-
grams and this is commendable, and we Is uuld support strengthening
that.

At the same time there is the problem of coordinating these verti-
cally integratql systems. There needs, to be a strong employment sys-

. tem and a strum,. supported system in child care and so on and so forth.
.A. forum is needed, a kind of a neutral forum which can focus the
resources of all these SyStelliS on the needs of apartieular individual,

/ and, we found the-Malipower Planning Council concept and the poor-
/ dioting concept 44; be effectis e in approaching this kind of objtjetive

in Dade County.
If there are any questions or comments, I would be interested and

try to respond.
'Mr. Iimum,sx. I certainly have learned from your testimony. I was

just thinking that if M. Stand ridge did a '100-percent job you would
be out offi, ja.

Mr. asccux. That is right. We are looking forward to that.
Mr. T.,EiniAN. I just wonder how, much money you are getting now

for your consortium out of the CETA. funds.
Me. LINCOLN. $18.7 million of which $9.2 million is allocated to the

title 1 manpower programs.
,-,

it
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MrAinint.vg. How m i was thai again? I am Sorry.
Mr. trsconx. $9.2 million allocated to title I manpower programs

out of a total of.$15.7 been a recent emphasis under
CET_ . to focus on the uneinployment aspects but there is a general
interest.

Mr. LEHMAN. In what may do von use the funds? Are the Fed-
eral funds used any differently from the State resources?

Mr. Ilirscor...x. The corA temnirces are entirely Federal resources.
They aro supplemputed by lotal tax dollars elated to the planning
process and there is .t local tax allocation of about $100.000. For all
intents and purpose, it is a totally federally funded operation.

Mr. LEHMAN. We don't lime the other COngressinen now, we have
other committees they have gra% Anted to. We h MI e. a staff person from
the Republican side that perhaps may lamb some questions.

Do you have any questions, Yvonne?
Mrs. FRANICLI, Yes.
You had talked before, Mr. Standridge, about the necessity for

CETA. funds and about the unhappiness w ith the fact that there was
not enough money for yeational education at the Federal le% el. You
had talked about the need lot inure funding at the elementary and
secondary, and postseCondar) level. Could 3ou address yourself to that
need? I mean from the statistics which accompany your statement,
about half your young people's needs are being met. Is there a. pos-
sibility that 3 oft can get this money from your State legislature?
What do y uu think the problem is? Is it a lack of w illingness on the
part of Sty.te people to feud on at the needed level or do you think
it is the Federal Govermucut'sresponsibilit), or what do

is
think?

Mr.-STAxtunonr.. Well, we think the State of Florida. s doing an
exemplary job in tel of pros cling the resources that are available
to that State LI pros occupational programs fur the t relents but

sit simply is not getting tile job done. We simply do not lune enough
-dollars to get that job done. I think the Federal funds am+ necessary
I., order to do some different kinds of things and to at as more of a
catalytic resource to- -well, care education is a good example. We
have a terrific beginning, I believe, in Dade Counfy.mal in the State
of Florida in career education programs, but this bea because of
the budget. crench the Goscinor has eliminated from his budget mes-
sage an) f tends fur career education simply because the dollars in his
opinion are needed in other areas. Well, e have been working

MrS. FRANIMIN. Does that go to counselors, too? We heard they
m vie getting inure and more important at the elemental) lc% el to help
thvse 3 oung people open up roads for theiset es in conjunetion with
file career education.

Mr. STANDR11161- Career education right now is eliminated from the
amernor's message. However, we hat% e bad categorical funds for
octilipational educational specialists and that is in the budget right
no ,s. Of cour,e flit, whole thing could change depending int what de-
sires are made in this session of the legislature in regiad to what
happens to the occupational Specialists, what happens to the career
edit( :Ilion program, w hat happens in ocational education and so on.

The State of Florida has a new finance plan which gh es additional
resources to high cost lucatiunal education programs. This is the
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Florida.,cducation financed program. Where you have a high cost voca-
tional education 1,,a,g,ram, extra dollars are provided to school, dis-
tricts su if they choose to offer high cost vocational education pro-
grams they will be awarded or reimbursed because of that effort.
Several years ago this was not the case, and' the high cost vocational
education program there was no additional money to run that pro;

, ()Tam and the school system simply had to pay the extra cost for
providing it. I think we are in about our sewn or third year and
the State has a system whereby additional do lars are generated
if it is a high cost program.

Mrs. FRANKLIN. Mr. Lincoln said that you have ,about $1S million
from the ',CETA program of which about $9 million was spent on
title I training prooTams. How much do yon get, say, a year oiLyour
basic grants for voc bed ?

Mr. STAXDitpon. For the Dade County syst;,em as a mule of theJad ,
dition of the high cost programs that amount of money that

Mr. LEIbrAN. May I interrupt.
Talking about Federal funds only?
Mrs. Fiia:NocuN. Yes.
Mr. STA:sum-oh'. The State has about $14 million that is used in

that activity, of which I think Dade county gets in the neighbor-
hood of $1 million or maybe a little bit more than $1 million of the
total amount.

Mr. LEHMAN. You get $1 million of Federal assistance funds?
Mr. STANDRIDOE. Yes. This does not include the manpower funds.

It is a little bit, more than $1 million.
Mrs. FRANKLIN.. It sort of points up NY litit the National Kdvisory

Council on VOcaticnal Education has pointed out for a good many
years aboutour priorities in spending; does it not?

Mr. STANDRIDGE It sure does because the State is matching local
funds to a very large percentage. In fad, Dade County will be receiv-
ing approximately $42 million to $13 million overlapping funds in
vocational-support as compared to $1 million from the Federal sup-
port.

Mts. FRANKLIN. Just one more question.
That critical GAO reportI' have not bad a chance to read all

your testimony, Mr. Lincolnit seems tonddress itself to the lack; of
cooperative effort between industry and voc ed people. Do you think
that there were any justifiable criticisms in the GAO report on this
business of too much, building, too much money ,spent for construc-
tion and not enough cooperative arrangements with business?

Mr. STANDRIDOE. Well, as far as our State is concerned I have been
complaining because we have not put any dollars in construction. We
simply have not been using it for construction. It is being used fOr
catalytic purposes to provide new"kinds of programs, to expand exist-
ing programs and this typo of thing and we have been trying to get
more construction dollars for that purpose. I think the GAO repott
is certainly a very needed kind of report.

Now I am sure that a lot of the statements were taken from sta-
tistics that were available but there is much more that needs +o be
said about why aro these things happening, why are certain dollars
going here and not going there. I just happen to believe that in most
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of the states that I have had experience with t14t the State &part-
ment of education are certainly trying to do what they think is best
in the way in which dollars are being spent.

For instance regardless of what size the district isthat is, the
local systemif the attitude oil the part of that local system is to
not really provide a quality program for vocational education, then
I don't think Federal dollars ought to be channeled to that district,
just on the basis they have the population. If they want to do some-
thing, once they get those dollars, then I think A is competitive in
that respect and I think it needs to be spent for. those systems that
will do some good with it.

Mrs. FRANKLEV. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Let me just pursue one question and then we can

sort of wrap this up tmless Congressman. Pressler has anything else
to add.

Five or six yearsago we had a high school iii Miami Beach that
was,,more or less athey had no vocational program and about 99
percent of the kids went from that high school to the colleges and
the test scores were probably the highest iii the county. Then in -the
court order we integrated that school by sending about GOO or 700
of the inner-city schoolchildren, taking them out ofa vocational school
situation at Miami-Jackson and busing them to Miami Beads where
they hadno vocational program.

Now what you are telling me this morning is that-you are now con-
structing a vocational wing on to the Miami_Beacli senior high school
so that the people that we are busing in there from the.inner city can
have an opportunity as they had before to learn a vocational skill.
Now that concerns me is what I was pursuing a minute ago. What
effort are you going to make in that school to be able to put not only
the inner-city kids, the disadvantaged kids into the ocational pro-
gram of this new wing, but what effort are you going to make to
put the yonng people from Miami Beach into the vocatibnal pro-
gram? If you do put them in that program, they are not necessarily
going to follow the vocation in the same proportion as inner-city kids
and then your percentages are going to go down and you art, going
to look like you are doing less of a job because some of them are
not going to end up in the job market. -

Do you tmderstand what ram saying ?
Mr. STAxnumos. I think I understand your concern, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEIDIAN. That is what Dr. Sheppard was talking about.
Mr. STANDRIDGE. I might add just one little notehere. Back in 1973

we conducted a student survey for all students in. the system from the
COI through the 12th grade and the purpose of this sum ey was to try
to determine from the students' viewpoint at that time, realizing. of
course, that many students were not equipped to answer some of the
kinds of questions, but one of the basic questions that we were asking
the student was this: We listed 100 occupations, some of which were
professional and some of which were what we call nonprofessional,
did not require a 4-year college degree. We asked the student to
choose the type of occupation that lie would like to work in when he
finished school.

This represented about 80,000 kids; 03 percent. indicated that. their
first choice of an occupation was in the nonprofessional category. Nov
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something has changed in the way of the image if 63 percent of the
kids then were selecting occupations that were nonprofessional when
about 3 years prior to that time another survey was condificted which
indicated only 40 percent were interested inworking in those types of
occupations.

Now this did not all come about by chance. I think the labor market
picture was obvious to many kids. They could see schoolteachers
workine-. as cocktail waitresses, they could see them working as clerks
in department stores with advanced degrees. They could see engineers
who were out of work pumping gas and this kind. of thing.

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I can just -teal you, if I may interrupt you, in
my district-rend I had a Buick dealership therethat for the ,first
time during the last couple of years I had Jewish mothers asking
me to get their sons into the training facility at the General Motors
Technical Center in Jacksonville, and these are the same mothers that
used to want me to get their kids into medical school.

Mr. STANDRIDGE. That is right. The pendulum is swinging the other
way. -

I might also add,,Congressman, with the input of the educational
specialists and getting students with more information about careers
and this type of thing it has done a terrific job in changing the kids'
minds in terms of what they want to be when they go into the world of
work:

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. I would encourage the panel
to stay around--for tomorrow because tomorrow we are going to have
the diversified education people here that are going to try to tell us
how well the vocational program will run if you just let the young,
people woFk part time and go tolkhool- part ,time.,,

I think, Dean, you are going to be here tomorrow for the DECCA.
program.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Congressman, we will have all six of the student or-

,.mnizations, represented tomorrow and DECCA. is included.
.Mr. LEHMAN. Good. So if you are able to stay another day, we will'

have a very good show for tomorrow.
Thank you again fol. coming.
Mr. STANDRIDGE. Thank you, Cong,r' essman.
Mr. LEHMAN. it has been very valuable. If you can stay around

today for a while, on the floor we will be legislating on the school
lunch program and that is another way that we are going to try
to assist the kids to stay in our school system.

Thank you again.
Mr. LINCOLN. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 10:51 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 9:30 a.m.. Wednesday, March 26, 1075:]
[Information submitted' for inclusion'in the record follows':]

AUKRICAN INDUS IAL ARTS ASSOCIATION,
Was ington, D.C., June 17, 1975.

Hon. CAM P. PERKINS.
Chairman, House Committee on Education and Labor, Vi House of Repre-

sentatives, 1Vas7iington, D.C.
DEAR CoNORESSMAN PERKINS: Attached for the colideration of the House

Education and Labor Committee and for inclusion in the printed hearing
record 'On vocational education is testimony prepared on behalf of the Amer-
ican Industrial Arts Association.

The AIAA commends you for your unwavering support of vocational educa-
tion. We wish to also express our thanks for taking time from your busy schedule

8:G
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to meet with Dr. Alvin Rudisill, James Good and myself on May 22, regarding the
role of industrial arts and the invaluable contributions it makes to vocational
education and the career education concept.

The Association strongly encourages continued and expanded federal invest-
ments in vocational education and the continued inclusion of industrial arts in
all vocational education legislation as a viable educational component in : (1) .
assisting individuals in the making of informed and, meaningful occupational
choices and (2) assisting in preparing individuals for enrollment in advanced
or highly skilled vocational and technical education programs. .

We vigorously favor career guidancb and exploration elements in new legis-
lation for vocational education and emphasize that comprehensive state planning
is essential for maximum utilization of the federal investment in meeting man-
power and socio-economic needs of all people across the country.

We are equally concerned that there be a single state agency to administer and
supervise state plans for vocational education (that include industrial arts) to
assure program continuity between secondary and postsecondary education, to
prevent unnecessary duplication of effort and to ensure program accessibility at
advanced levels.

Members of the American Industrial Arts Association appreciate the interest
antreffort that you and the committee have shown toward improving our nation's
manpower delivery system and urge favorable consideration of the positions asstated in the attached testimony.

Sincerely,
DONALD L. RATHBUN,

Executive director,

PREBARED STATEMENT or THE AMERICAN h:1'VMM ARTS ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

The American Industiial Arts Association (ATAA) is a nationwide professional
organization of over 5,000 active members representing industrial arts teachers,
supervisors, and teacher educators working on all levels in our nation's schools.

The Association was formed in 1939. for the purpose of improving instruction,
curricula and personnel in the teaching of industrial arts and the Association
serves as the official liaison between industrial arts and other professional, edu-
cational and industrial organizations. Through a cooperative and coordinated
effort, the ATAA promotes the teaching of industrial arts at all levelsof,education
In order to ensure maximum efficiency and continuity of educationalinrogranp
and services for youth and adults.

The positions stated in this report have been studied and approved nationally
through a fornial review process which included two national hearings and one
conference devoted to a study of the role of industrial arts in career education
and vocational education. The results of these studies have appeared in several
recent publications.

The inclusion of industlial arts in the Higher Education Act (P.L. 02-31S) of
1065, as amendedin 1072 ,under Title 2, Vocational Education. is an indication
of congressional iiiresight and a significant adjunct to the development of a com-
prehensive educational system. The American Industrial Arts Association greatly
appreciates the thonght and effort that hag gone into such support of industrial'arts.

Recognizing that several parts of this act v411 expire on June 30,1075, and that
the committee will shortly begin writing new legislation based on input received
from hearings and companion bills already introduced, weduive prepared this
report. The AIA.A hopes It will assist you In better understam"ng the scope and
role of industrial arts and the contributions it can make to our manpower delivery
Aystem as well as increasing individual literacy of our industrial-tcclinological
culture. 4

INDUSTRIAL ARTS TROGRANC

Industrial arts is a-component of the total prograni et education from kinder-
garten through college, including adult education. It is the stns of industry and
technology Such study provides unique opportunities for students to participate
in representative experiences in the production of goods or the rendering of serv-
ices through the effective use of people, methods, machines, money, management
And marketing. The students examine effects of industrial technology on all ele-
ments of society and the environment in order to provide for industrial-tech-
nological understanding, application and conservation.
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Industrial arts provides the student with information about the world of work
and occupational opportunities in industry. It incorporates industrial experiences,
both vicarious and "hands on." This type of education develops career awareness
bud provide.4 experiences in career exploration.

Students are assisted in the discovery and development of personal creative
technical problem solving abilities, aptitudes, interests, self reliance. judicious-
ness, resourcefulness and adaptability. These qualities respond to the students'
personal needs for living, coping and functioning successfully in a technological
society.

Specifically, industrial arts Curricula consist of experiences which evolve from
socio-economic clusters such as construction, manufacturing, communications and
transportation. The prime focus is on student "hands our tactile experiences which
are relevant, meaningful and consistent with the idptifiable needs of 'an indi-

_vidual as 1m/she fiinctions within our technological society.
The goals of industrial arts education provide opportunities whereby each

student will:"
1. Develop insight into and understanding of industry and its place in our

. ,
culture.

2. Discover and develop talents, interests, attitudes and individual potential
related4o the industrial-technical, areas. .

3. Develop Abilities in the proper use of tools, machines and processes.
-1. Develop problem solving and creative abilitiks involving materials, processes

mid products of industry-.
5. Interrelate the content on industrial arts with other school subjects in the

curriculum.
0. Develop a familiarity with a variety of careers and their requirements.

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Industrial arts involves a large number of teachers and students in the public
school systems. The U.S. Office oEducation report published in 10.66, "Industrial
Arts Education A Survey of Programs, Teachers, Students and Curriculum;'
cited the existence of 40,000 industrial arts teachers in 1062. It indicated the 63

percent of the nation's Junior high schools (grades 7,84), G7 percent of the Junior-
senior high schools (grades 7-12), 91 percent of traditional high schools (grades
9-12) and 66 pereent.of senior high schools (grades 10-12) offer industrial arts
programs. The number had increased by 1970 to 51,000 industrial arts teachers
reaching an estimated six million students as reported by the American Council
of Industrial Arts Supervisors. It is estimated that these figures,and percentages
are even higher today-As many as 60.000 teachers are projected to be reaching
well over eight million students in. industrial arts programs in 1975-1976.

Industrial arts learning experiences misted tocareer and vocational education
begin at the earliest grades and continue through higher education in order to
ensure instruction consistent with individual needs, interests, capabilities and
maturity. The following levels or phases have been developed and endorsed by the
industrial arts profession to guarantee development of a systematic and Sequential
management 'vstem compatible with the total education structure and elimina-

).-
tion of unnecessary and costly duplication of efforts which are detrimental to the
education process.

ELEMENTARY GRADES (5-0)

Self and Career Awareness.These programs are designed to familiarize stu-
dents with the many kinds of work people do and the interrelationship of Duch
work in the production and use of work people dcy and the interrelationship of
such work in the production and use of goods and services. In addition; students
develop self-awareness lrf relation to various industrial-technical occupations and
fields of study. Industrial arts experience infused in the total elementary instruc-
tional program encourages positive attitudes toward work and the' relationship
between manipulative and cognitive activities.

MIDDLE GRADES (7-4)

Carter Orfenta tfon.Career orientation programs consist of laboratory instruc-
tion which provides students with experience in the diverse kinds and stages of
activities included in. n. broad range of industrial pursuits and 'levels of occupa-
tions for which special skills are required. The classroom furnishes a setting for
learning various career prefetptisites. Through firsthand experiences students be-
come acquainted with the significance ofchanging and evolving technologies, They

"ee
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also gain an understanding and appreciation of work and obtain-individnal as-
sistance in making informed and meaningful career selections.

INTERUF.DIATE GRADES (9 -10)

Career Exploration.Generally these programs are designed to provide transi-
tional opportunities to bridge the gap bete, evil the aivarenessiuricntation focus
and specialized hi-depth ...study . Direct uiiulreuient hi the 11Ii itit-s alluV% stu-
dents to select and explore iudiuduui occupations, technical concepts,. and com-
petencies and thereby assess their own interest and aptitude.

UPPER GRADES (10-12)

Career Development and Beginntng Specialization. Programs in this category
are designed to develop in the individual a degree of specialization and to prepare
him, her for enrollment in advanced or highly skilled vocational and technical
education programs.

Provision is made fur instructional experiences which assist students in con-
tinuing to assess their interests and abilities limitations and' natentialswith
respect to industrial-technical occupations and instill competeheies that con-
tribute to occupational success. Other instruction is made available for tLose
who do not specialize in a technical area at this level but wish to acquire general
skills and knowledge for persodal and-avoeational use.

POST SECONDARY LEVELS

Adult, Continuing and higher Education.At these levels awareness and cc-
ploratory programs consist of laboratory assignments and exphiratory owir-
tunities designed for adults and out-of-school youth alio may benefit from basic
instruction related to industrial and technical occupations. Based upon stick ex;
perience, tbese students obtain a better understanding of the industrial World
and the profitable use of recreational and leisure time. Post secondary programs
also allow for the preparation of the professionals req»Ired to develop alp main-
tain the various program levels cited above.

RELATIONSIIIP OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TO CAREER Ef/UCATION .

Recognizing that industrial arts has a major responsibility in refining the con
cept of career education, the Representative National Assembly of the Ameri-
can Industrial Arts Association appnn eil the following resolution during their
annual spring conference in Dallas, Texas. in the spring of 15)72:

Whereas career education is currently the principal thrust of the U.S. Office of
Eduea t ion ; and

Whereas the industrial arts profession is being called upon to participate in the
development of concepts and programs of career education : aid

Whereas industrial arts is a.faeet of career education ; and
Whereas industrial arts teachers are looking to the ATA.I fur direction In the

development and implementation of career education : Therefore be it
Resolved. That the AIM establish, adopt, and disseminate a position paper

on career education. and be it further
Resolved, That the information obtained and the material developed at the 1172

conference be considered as the basis for this position paper. and be it further
RC;o/ved, That the position paper should he developed nailer the dfrec:tion of

the executive board and submitted to the delegates by mail for ratification, and
be it further..

Resolved, That after ratification the position paper be published and
disseminated.

In response to this resolution, the following statements were approved by the
delegates and have Been widely disseminated :

AIAA'S POSITION ON CAREER r.nucATtox

Career education enhances the goals and mirposes of education. With 'respect to
-formal education, it is the responsibility of the total School program and includes
all disciplines in the curriculum. It pros hies for an Integrated and cumulative

.series of experiences designed to help.eaeli student ac1i we fa 1 ini,rea-ed nbilitc
to make relevant deeisions about his,lier life and (b) iliersed skill in the per-

forinance of his/belife roles.

8.)
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Career education is designed to provide the shill, knowledge and understanding
individuals need for their several life rules, economic, community, family, avoca-
tiunal, religious and aesthetic. It recognizes the centrality of careers in shaping
our lives by determining or limiting where we work, w here we lit e, our associates"
and all other dimensions that are significant in our life style. It is designed for all
students and should be viewed as a life long process. Through the wide range of.
school and community resources all career horizons should be enlarged and self-
awareness should be enhanced. . ,-

The career education concept is a unifying force to bring together what was
formerly college preparatory, collegiate, general and t otai,Mitaf education as equal
partners in the educational enterprise.

TIIE"ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN CAREtIR EDUCATION

The American Industrial Arts Association recognizes that career education con-
tinues to be a high priority national issue and a major concern among ea manurial
planners and leaders. The AsSociation also recognizes that career tdueation
Iii%olves the total school program and all discipline areas of the currieulat.

Industrial arts teachers have a deep commitment to the purposes of their field
and the contributions made to each indkidual student's effort to Leconte a talued

s.,.nd contributing member of society. Ili the process, students attain iiidustrial-
t hnolugical literacy, occupational- literacy, and satisfaction in relations to a
wt le range of individual needs.

Career education has similar and compatible goals a enabling a student to
arrive at decisions which promote the greatest degree of compatibility bets% een
himself as a Duman being and the career ladder he embarks alma as a pruducti% e

' citizen. ;.

Tile industrial arts profession recognizes that it must niu%e positively In the
direction of those national concerns to whieli It can contribute is a significant
way.

Industrial tarts must and will be a contributing face to the success of career
education, , .

In addition to these statements, the American Industrial Arts Association, and
the industrial arts division of the American Vocational Association jointly par-
ticipated in a task force project sponsored by the U.S. Office of Etluention for the
maltose of developing, guidelines for industrial arts in career cilia:460n. These
buidetlzies have been disseminated to all state departintaits of education, teacher
training institutions, supervisors, administrators and LAIN ithisll tcacily.rs wher-
ever possible. Specific aspects of the guidelines are being used as a basis for
numerous presentations and workshops at the mitiumil, state and likal levels to
ensure that industrial arts educators participate %%la:reser possible towards the
attainment of the goals established for career education.

RELATIOISEUIF OF INDUSTRIAL, ARTS TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ,
s i

A comprehensive vocational education system nowt be capable of assisting all
citizens to select, prepare for and advance In occupation ur careers of their choice
which currently exist or are emerging.

We believe this is the intent of Congress as established through esistiag legis-
lation pertaining to vocational education, and we hope that new legislation %%III
open the avenues for expanded opportunities to fulfill the broad purposes of
%ocathnial education as it is related to the making of Informed and Meaningful
occupational choices and preparing students for ,enrollineui in advanced or
highly skilled % ocatiunal and technical education programs. In addition, ate
would hope that opportunities would be prorated for more i reati% c ways of int-
plemeuting programs at the state and local level w hich are designed to equip
students for entrance into existing, new or emerging occupations.

Existing vocational legislation pro% ides industrial :tits with an opportunity
to play an important role in fulfilling two of the three major goals 4f N ocati.nial
education. (1) assisting individuals in the making of Informed and meaningful
ovettpational choices and (2) assisting in preparing individuals for enrulinent
in advanced or highly skilled vocational and technical education programs.

The responsibility of prodding programs specifically for training individuals
for gainful employment. which is the shirt rule dallied in the legislation. Is not a
role of industrial arts either philosophically, historically or by Intl/M0km of the
amended vocational acts and regniations. Howe% er, industrial arts mincators do
hate the respo.sibility of establishing a close working relationship with all % (tea-
tiunal educators and agencies to ensure a ttssteintific and sequelitlal management
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system which will present opportimities fur all students to become Jechnologically
literate, regardless of lifestyles or career pursuits.

Thirty-seven states have included industrial arts in their 'FY 1975 state
plans for vocational education, according to a joint study by the legislative com-
mittee of the Industrial arts division of the AVA. and,the American Council of
Industrial Arts Supervisors of the AIAA. Twenty-three of these states have ear-
marked specific amounts for ivnriety of projects such as in-service education,
delnonstration projects, state and local supervision, new program-development,
curriculum work, instructional materials and exemplary programs. Other states
provide funds based on need and availability. Many are incorporating federal
with state funds and National Defense Educational,.Aet, Education Profession
Devdlopti.ent Act and Elementary and Secondary Education Act grants to pro% ide
a balanced support for industrial arts, but even these combinations fail to serve
unmet neee.at

Several states, however, hare,industrial arts In their state plan without lending
financial support, and many states have omitted industrial arts entirely. Such
omission is, due in large part to the fact that additional appropriations were not
made available when industrial arts was included in the 1972 amendments as an
integral part of vocational education.

Most industrial arts programs are supported entirely by state and local funds.
Mary of these programs do not measer, up to the standards required to assure
that a large scope of experiences and activitieq are accessible to students in the
areas of construction, transportation, manufacturing and communications at
the awareness, orientation, exploration and pre-specialization levels. Far too much
inefficiency and poor program&lanning is taking place at the state and local levels
as the result of inadequate supervision and insufficient funds for in-service
training of industrial arts teachers.

The previously mentioned 1969 t.S.O.E. study stated that "current industrial
arts curriculum does not even measure up to the program recommended by the
profession 10 to 20 years ago." Despite the gains made as a result of the inclusion
of industrial arts in the 1972 amendments fur vocational education, there is yet
much to be done before an acceptable program level may be reached. Because
of lack of adequate funding, program growth and .developinent has not kept
pace with needs.

mr.costmENDAnosts FOR TIIE IISCIISIO'S OF INIA:STRIAL AM'S .FEDERAL LEGISLATION

To enable Industrial arts to make Its full contribution in any new federal.
le-islation designed to improve the technological literacy of all Individuals, male
and female, and to assist them in making seltsatisfying'and rewarding contribu-
tions to our economy, the American Industrial Arts AssOdation request: com-
mittee support to ensure that industrial arts programs are rendered eligible for
Support in all areas as outlined in RR. 3037 with one exception :

We, would`like to see the term "POST SECONDARY" eliminated. (Title I;
Vocational Education ; Part A; General Provisions Sec. 109, (18) page 30, lines
15-16).

We feel this language is restrictive In that many students will complete pro-
grams designed to prepare them for entrance Into advanced and highly skilled
vocational Anil technical education programs and desire to enter such programs
prior to completing high school. This would make the definition of industrial
arts consistent with the definition of vocational education contained in Section
109(1) page 22, line 14.

In addition, we wuuldl like to emphasize our suppol for retaining In any new
legislation for vocational education the intent of :

1. Career Guidance and ,Explaratioq.Continuity must be ensured in order to
carry out a comprclit rislve vocational education twogram wvisit Includes ample
provisions for career awareness, exploration, planning and decision making
programsd n grades 1-14.

Appropriations should provide sufficient births in this area for pre- and
in service training. student organizations. leadership and supervision, commu-
nity observation and work experience opportunity. dev clopment of curriculums
materials, purchase of equipment. .stmplies and resource materials and pilot and .

demonstration projects.
2. Single Slate Agritru.A single agency is needed at the state and federal

levels fur the administration and :upon ision of it state plan fur vocational edu-
cation. This area is an Important colleen' of iodustrial arts .etlitt :dors as ninny
of our students Iv ill Wye industrial arts programs and mos e directly into post
Secondary programs. Without a single agency administrating both programs.

C
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unnecessary overlap and duplication pf efforts takes place to the detriment of
both the student and the taxpayer. -

In. addition, the -makeup of this agency should include representation., froiu
affievels of education to guarantee that comprehersivc planning and priorities
reflect local, state and ,national manpower needs and concerns. Stich planning
should provide for programs and leadership for elementary grades through
higher education.

3. Comprehensive Planning.Vocational education cannot attain maximum
effectiveness without adequate provision for the development and implemen-
tation of a comprehensive planning system which promises total coordination
with all levels of the public school system, other public agencies, 'private institu-
tions and the business and industrial community.

It is imperative that federal legislation make provisions for specific guide-
lines which will ensure -fiat vocational education programs planned, devplooed,
implemented and evaluntwl at state and locpil levels take Into account Oreille
elemei ts. such as new and emerging local manpower needs, coordination with
all public, and private agencies, career guidance and exploration, recruitment,
staff training. placement and follow-up and continual -review.

"Qualifications, Duties and Responsibilities for State and Local Supervisors
of Industrial Arts." published by ,the American Industrial Arts Association,
outlines an explicit role for industrial arts leaders at the state and local levels
to affirm their involVtment and assure follow-through in such planning. Our
Association believes that such involvement will contribute greatly toward maxi;
mum effectiveness of federal funding for vocational education and will also
contribute greatly toward long range efficiency and utilization of state and
local resources.

conclusion, the American Industrial Arts Association commends your corn-
mitteeor its support of industrial arts w kith led to its inclusion in P.L.
We ask your consideration In expanding this role in future legislatioli.

SOUTII DAKOTA DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS,

Pierre, S. Bak:, June 4, 1915.
Ron. Lanny PRESSLER,
Congress of the United States;

4 a Longworth House Office Building,
Wanhingt on, D.C. .

DEAR CpNORESSMAN PRESSLFA : The testimony given to the House Subeonnulttee
en Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education regarding the renewal or
rewrite of the Vocational Education Act, suggests that many people are advocat-
ing "refining" the categorical grants currently, specified by P.L. 90-570 (The
Vocational Amendments of 1908). a, .

We believe the Vocational Education Act of 1903 as amended in 1908 ha§
brought about the innovative as well as the catalytic change necessary over a

*
ten year period and gives the State of South Dakota a long range program of
vocational education which will meet the news of all persons, of all .ages, in all
communities.

We Strongly oppose innovation for innovation's sake. The proposed admin-
Istration bill suggests that no more than 30% of the federal funds be used
for program maintenance. If this becomes reality, it mould place a severe hard-
ship on the South Dakota Area Vocational Schools- ~wen to the point of closure.

The Vocational Amendments'it 1908 work very wcil in South Dakota. Enclosed
is a breakdown of the percentages by purpose of the Act. The Vocational Amend- .4-

ments of 1908 has met and can continee to meet, the need of a state with prribleips
created by a heasy urban concentration as well as problems created by a sp:tfse
rural population. ,. .

We would suggest the Congress consider renewal of the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1I)68 with the following recommended changes:

1. The states be required to match monies for state administration on a 50- :10

basis: ' '
2. That provisions be made so that the U.S. Commissioner may waive the

constraints of the currently specified categories provided the state demonstrates
its population Will be better served by such waivers;

3. That funding he made available at the National and Regional level to ade-
quately staff (with qualified personnel) the L.S. Office of Education so as to
provide leadership and technical assistance as may be, requested by the States ;

a
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4. Provide for funding and clearly specify the intent of Congiess to share
the costs of vocational training with state and local govermneuts. All Levels
benefit from"the trained manpower and should equitably share in the costs;

5. Maintain as a separate category of the Mt, adequate funds to provide
quality consumer and homemaking education within the structure of vocational
education.

We believe that a strongly administered and funded vocational education
system will obviate the alleged need for short-term "crisis" programs to train

as testi-
ocational

unemployed or underemployed pers,ons. We request thisletter 4 e
huony to the House Subcommittee on Elementary, SeCondary
Education.

Sincerely,

VOCATIONAL EDUCAf103

DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL FUNDS 4

E. B. Or.Esoi
State Diftctor.

J. D.Mn.soN,
grecutivc Director.

4,1:83
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

I

, WEPINTESDAY," Nr.ARCH 26, 1975 .

House OF REPRESENTATIvEs,
Sundo3t3trerte ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

'VOCATIONAL Eike Armic OF TILE COMMITITE ON ,z

.... EDITC,kTION ', AND LABOR
Wa8hington,D.0 /

The subcommittee met at. 9 :15 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 205.
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins [chairman of
the committee] presiding. r

Members present: Representatives Per1iins, Lehman, Miller, Mott];
and Pressler. \ ! *

Staff members present: John Jennings, majority couns0, and Rich-
ard Mosse, minority. counsel. , I

Warman PERKINS. The hearing will come to order. e'
We are pleased to, have with us this morning two of our.colleagues,

Congressman Jerry Litton, and Congressman Bo Ginn, who have come
to introduce the witnesses to tali hearing this morning.

erry, pleasaproceed." 1
v .

Mr. Lrrrox. It is my pleasure to introduce to this committee this
morning six distingiushed and talented young people, ,representing
the six vocational stndent organizations, and the national coordinating
council for vocational student organizations. .

I am particularly pleased to see the committee hearing, from ihese
groups, because I know the tremendous mositive impact they have on
vocational education students. In 7.95-57, I was privileged to serve aq
a national student officer of the Future Farmers of America. hairy

,times I have said that the experience-441 the lessons I learned-as an
FFA member are the reason why I am serving in Congress today.

In addition, I am pleased' to serve on the Distributive Education
-Clubs,of America's Bonorary Congressional Advisory Bona This has
given me the opportunity to see the fine things DECA is doing for
vocational education students. \ , .

Mr. Chairman, all six of these groups are to be commended for the
services and opportunities they provide to students in vocational edu-

,-, cation. I know you will be interested in what they have, to sa v:
- I would like,to introduce five ,,of them, and call on my colleague

from Georgia to introduce one Of the other members.
. I would like to introduce Isaiah, Raiford, who is the president of

DECA from Texas; Alpha Trivette, who _represents Future,Earmers
of America;; Rachel Izabela, who represents the Future Homemakers
of America; Reuben Ford*, who represents the Office Education

/. 050
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Association from Minnesota; and Debbie Stigall, who represents lie
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, frem Kentucky.-

will ask my colleague, Do Ginn, to, present one of his constituents.
. Mr. GINN. Thank you very mach, Arr. Chainna. want to echo

Uhat my colleague from Missouri, Jerry Litton, has said about this
.outstanding..paael of young adults that we have here with us today.

It is my distinct pleasure to present to you, and the committee, Mr.
Chairman a young man by the name of Jones Hook who lives and
resides in letter, Ga., the congressional district that I 'am ery hon-
ored to represent.

(Tones Hook is the only man in the country ever to serge as national
president q FBLA and also president of I51ii Beta Lan?bda. We are

, extremely proud of him. He has served as a summer intern in my office.
I have the belief that some tlIfy heiiszoing to be qpverndrof our great
Stift° oneorgia. .

Chairman PER The first witness that we have on 6e panel is
Mr. C..Jones Hook, national officer of the Future Businaess Leaders of
America.

Go ahead, Arr. Hook. .

STATEMENT OF C. JONES 1100K, NATIONAL OFFICER, TIIRE
BITSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA

Mr. How_ Mr. Chairman, my name is C. Jone.sHook;and Tam fibril
.

,letter, Ga., as COngressman Bo Ginn has alreatry stated; and I repre-
sent Future Business Leaders of America, a national mganizatiOn.

Since Lhave.alieady submitted my remarks for the record4 will
just briefly summarize them. '

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all the stateinenti will he in-
serted in he record. I/

' CStateihents rekrred to follow:] ; / ''
4%

"PREPARED TATEMENT OF C.. JONES HOOKS, 1%...\l'IONAL OFFICER, PUTL'Itt: BLIINESS
. ,

i
}

' LEADMIS OF A.; atERicA A

My nano is Jones looks from Metter. Georgia, and I represent the Future
Business Leaders of America --Phi Beta Mind* Organization.

DurInglhe past eight years rhave held several local and state offices, ineln(ling
pre_utdent of the Geovgla St.de Chapter of FBLA and PBL, and I am the only
student" ever be elected nolontif president of both FBLA and PBL.

Presently a senior at the UfilverAty of Georgia, I am serving my second term
as ,president of the ta Beta Chapter of PBL. I

As a direct resu of my involvement in the organization, I have had many
unforget ble and invaluable opportunities. I have been a summer intern at The
White H use, as well as for Congressman Ronald "Bo" Ginn froth the First Ns-
tract of eorgia. i t

I have lso traveled in over 23 states and written over 5,000 letters as an active
,, member. v

N

However, the, most important opportunities a 'vocational student organi action
can_provigle its membership are those which help to develop them to their fullest
potential in their chosen.career. ,

These organizations provide activities and experiences which go beyond formal
classroom: training in order to give the students a first-hand look at their future
career and exPerlences which wia enable them to be effective members of society.

It has )een a distinct and very real privilege to be associated with this orga-
nization, and I feel that on a practical level, it has something to offer each
member. . . ,

x

\ -
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Future Business Leaders of America is the national organization for all high
school students enrolled:1n business and office programs. The organization oiler
ates as an integral part of the school program under the guidance of business
teachers, state supervisors, school administrators, and businessmen.

Phi Beta Lambdu is the national organiiation for all young adults In postsee-
watery institaltions enrolled in business and office Programs. Today, there are
04)00 chartered.FBLA and PBL chapters-throughout the U'ilitcd States and 'stir-
romiding territories with a total student membership of over 120,000.

Local and state chapters of FBLA and PBL operate under charters granted by
Future Business Leaders of AmericaPhi Beta Lambda, Inc. Each chapter
adopts its own constitution, but conducts projects and programs within the
framework of the natiofial organization.

FBLA-PBL operates in. cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education and the
National Business Education Association. It Is on the approved list of National
ASSociation of Secondary School Principals. ,

The activities of FBLA. and PBL provide an opportunity for business and
Officutudents to prepare for business careers.

Mailers learn.-how to engage in individual and group business enterprises;
how to holeoffice and direct the affairs of the group ; hew to work with repre-
sentatives of other youth,organizatIons, and boss to compete itunorably with their
caliOngues on the local..stalte, and national levels.

Memherseart participate in annual state and national conferences and leader-
ship workshops, visit other chapters and business and induStrial enterprises, and
come in contact with a number of successful businessmen and women.

Selected activities and supervisA projects involve students in cooperative
school-community-busines.s tasks ut the local, state,. and national levels.

PREPARED STArEmEzr OF !RAUH ItkirORD , liEsIDENE, Dis, Tnncr VE EDUEATiON
' C1.1.1B.,(OF AMERICA 1

Good morning Mr.'Chairman and Committee Members. My n me is Isaiah
t
It !ford. I prefer to be called Ike, however, as many people mis conotince my
"i :en name. I.was born twenty-ulne years ago, July 9, 1945, lit noptv, Arkansas.
11

esently I live in Garland, Texas. In 1968 I a t and married my wife" ..Ynne and
w- currently have Ms,: mistitiesouS children, 1 honda, age five, and MI met, age
f ur.,

. , ,After spending three y ears hi military servic , serving in Germany, l'i t Nitta
. inaid at the Pentagon, I began working for the 1 Aleral Government as a c Illan.

`After eight years, L realized," I was not properly prepared to get Ay! re I
Wanted to be in the world of usiness, and I decided to take courses In a ,',A
Ma nagentent program at Texarkana Community College in Texarkana, Texas.

I did not realize then, however, tlint a very important part of my life wa to
begin, for la September 1073. I jollied (DECA), the Distributive Education C tibs
of America as a part of that s outdone! education program. Seven Months liter

Collegiate Division of ECA, and then later I campaigned, and was elected Na-
I successfully ran for klie office of Texas State President of our State JAinior

tIonal President of Junior Collegiate DEC..
DEC, 14 a thotisational and perscnal development organigatiOn for st idents

et.. ;tied in Distributhe Education, one of the several major curriclum a eas of
\s.oentional education. Distributise Education teaches marketing. merchat (Using.
:Ind management. It prepares students for successful careers In a host of related
marketing and management positions. Where possible DE is a cooperative pro-

of 4 gram of learning, with students attending classes in the morning and working
sp"..\ In the afternoons in n local business establishment. Although some states offer

DE beginning as low as grade 9, it is ideally suited to junior and community
colleges and to juniors and seniors in highsehool.

DECAL then is the student activities organization which goes hand in hand
with Distributive Education. In the classroom students form a DEC. Chapter
with titoir teacher serving Jut Chapter Ads lsor. The_ students also elect officers,
The DEpxehapter proyilles the teacher with n teaching-tent not only to develop

.the student's understanding and skills in marketing and merchandising, but
also to devel?p the student's chic, tiocatl, and leadership awareness. Through

2-9-1 5-75V01. 2 - -7
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competitions and projet to the DECA.Chapter stl tea, to Itiotileitv the students, to
strive for personal itchiest went and the Chapter aillsitits alsolielp_ to des clop ,
an appreciation furfctlie free-enterpise system and the free market plate.

DECI Chapters are to DE students o hat cis u, and professional organiza-
tions an to many Imsinessen. Chapter aetis ities. are t!rialsitiered to be Ali integral
part of the total educational program because they de%elop socational under-
standing, professional attitudes,, better citizoiship, leadership qualities alai
civic and social gross th of the indisidnal. Fur example. a Chapter may dot ide
to rarse funds fur a local hospital or community center. Like other groups, the
funds may be raised through a candy tale or other similar methods. But be-
&anise of our marketing orientation, the sale becomes a learning expelience
for the DECA mcmitcrs. Some studints are assigned adscrtising and publicity
responsibilities. others are assigned sales and distribution activities, other are

0, assigned ins entory and financial responsibilities. All members are gilt,' a task
uhiah relates to their classroom instruction and this activity is turned lido
11"hands can applicatios of classroom principles. It e. not um 10111111(M for DECA
Chapters to conduct other civic projects such as BICEL', our bieentennially spon-
sored muironthental clean up program. "Get Out the Vote" efforts are another
off DECA's regular civic programs. Chapter activities are always centered in
the school and give the DE coordinator a teaching tool to create interest ana
all phases of marketing and distribution, as nell as to develop the ilidiSdual s
community awareness and personal motivation. MICA is an unusual combina-
tion of education, free enterprise, personal inutisation, hali%idual achievement
and social responsibility.

The local DECA Chapters are organized into State -Associations in 700 states.
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Nationally DECA has user 166.000
members in more than Zi,000 schools. Our members are organized into Ilse

high School, Junior Collegiate, Collegiate. Alumni. and Professional.
1s in nonprt.lit organization ttithqut federal uperatiug support, our .tudent mem-
bers pay dues to belong to DECA. These dues in addition to contributions from
major retailing corporations like Montgomery Wards. J. Penney. Firestone.
Pepsi Coln. and others who form our National Advisory Board, pros ide us such
our operating budget. In each state, the State Directors of Distributive Educa-
tion. or his appointee, serves as the-DECA State Ads isor to coordinate our pro-
grant and activities. Some states allot additimpi personnel and resources, and
therefore have stronger programs.

The primary value of a DECA membership is career development. DECA's
nationwide competition in all phases of marketing and retailing serves as an
incentive for the students to increase their sales and marketing expertise. The
many companies and corporations of our National Adsisury Board help open
career doors for many DECA student,. The Winn-Dixie chainhocated primarily
in the Southern states estimate's lur7e, of its employees base a DECADE bak-
ground. i believe IYECA men.ilersbegin their careers u ith an extra edge on
their fellow students because of these additional expeienes and personal
development. Oa

Through DECA I have gained experiences that I could noer hale had through
any scholastic program in any. college or mils ersity. My experiences not garb
'whaled meeting people front 'e%ery state. lint they gale me a chance to better
understand' our political system and the ssurkinsa of out ghat` and Federal Gos-
eminent:4. I have met wit President Ford, with Congressmen aml Senator:, to
discuss the impart of oducatimi uponoair soeiety. experiences I n all aheays be
grateful for.

I am not trying to belittle any formal education T has e received but I fail
to see uhere I could really benefit from the t lassruon, Instruction without the
contributions DEC.\ has made to my personal life and to my .tilutut tonal growth.

As yoit may gather from may remarks. I am sory fond of DECA. I feel sonle-
ss hat cheated that I ma, apt introduced to it at a unith earlier age. How many
opportunities have I missed?

r sincerely hope DECA and tIte other student organizations can be made asail-
aide to other students who desire the theme to ads Mite thenislses through
their programs and activities.

It is a distinct honor fur me to be here this morning and I salt to thank the
Committee for giving me this opportunity.

9r
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PRITARED SrATEMEN-t of- 1.4.111U SMALL, RI-X.11N .11IRLE \ICE PRESMEN
rOCATiOSAL ISM:MIMS Crams AMt.RICA

Chairlilau Perkins and Metubets,or the Subcommittee on Elementary. Secoit-
dary and Vouttitand Edmation My h.uuc is plhble Stignll and I sent, its
Region Three Vice Prosidoit for one of the six ; otatiomtl stlitient organizati.oie,
The Vocational Industrial Crabs of Atherit a. Recently, I graduated fruni the
l'adtha Area Vocatiolial Cotter in Pada( all, 1i:twat ky noW I ant
CusIllen.40gIst and urk full t1111e at the house of 1i1.11111/r iu WiLkliffe. Kent to.hy
and am a %life and mother. in ,Septemiar of 1973. I began taking 1. o.-Inetolog3
classes at night, later tammlet tug any training as it full -lime post secondary
student. Since VICA ns the student organization w lath serves trade and intliis
trial, technital and health ottupations stutients. I !oceanic interested in VICA,
joined. served as a local officer. and now as a national officer.

Mr. Chairman, 1 do not pretend to lie an expert tat ; outtional edutat ion. Hunt-
el . i ronsider it to be my good. fort one that I became enrolled hi tut .1 iuiutl
training and had the opportunity to participate in VICA. I w as fort tamp. to li.,%e
a teacher w Lo it as both skillful as a t osnietologist and realized the inipoi tance of
leadership deleloputent. As I developed as a cosmetologist..fly:wig!' VICA I
learned to work pall my fellow students, plan, organize, and to be a mini"
effective speaker. Since I hale been employed, I hale round these: skills to be
most helpful. In my porta Mar classroom, skill duvelolanent, citizmiship, and
tradership went hand to hand. This is signified by this American VICAItegree
Patch which I wear today. In order to earn thin degree. I was required to become

olved. in my community, , to learn a series of leadership skills, to plan and
organize ut order to progress in my chosen career. Also, I was inter; new ed peri
odivally by my Vottai Mutat Indust nil Club Ad% kitty Conmil, conga isctl of business
representatives front my community.

On May S of this y ear, \ICA will be ten years old. This year we will have
200.001) VICA members and we are proud to say that this .ear VICA. enrolled
its one millionth member, Diane Sutton front Scarlet Oaks Career Development
Center in Cincinnati, Ohio. She is a health act ovations student. VICA. provides
incentives for students so that tie might at hie; e excellence iii our personal
career. The At hie; entont Program, which I described earlier, is one such
incentive. Another naval% e is the VICA United States Skill Olympics Which
ousists of 24 thffereht.oeuipatiulha skill totttest,,. auks leadership contests,
These contests range from bricklaying and other construi. that trades, to hulas-

Ntrial electronics, drafting, welding, practical musing. and (Mita' assisting. It
is t be competition and the w taxi of gold, sill t r and Ittonze medallions at all
le; elsha al, state, nationaland twit even international- that provide the
incentive to work a bit harder.

Our organization consists essentially of two major di; isfons, one ben ing
students enrolled at high school ; oeu titular programs. and the other serving
students at the post stutattlary Sttitlents Aunt clubs Milli the assistalke
of Own. teaehers ttilliitt the sellout and organize act iiities as an essential part
or classroom actiwtcs. Baal club is 0,405ied by a .state association. Presently,
1 It A has IS chartered states and territories, although tit e of these are inactive,

ICA is dependent math state departments of edneatiou for leadership to oiga
laze and conduct state le; el acti %Wes. 11 ithout the opportunity to mirth ipate,
ui stale let el nett; dies. I would not linte attained nu officer position ht the nit
Ifuuttl level. State act it Wes are a vital link between the local club and Da
nioatmal organization. Notional VICA is administered by 41 hoard of di,rect ors
consisting of adult repseutatis front the Sate Departments of Mutation,
United States Office of Education and Anierican Vocatbatal Association.

Although 1 It 'A has grown rapidly since,its founding in 1965 and alt( ,ugh
there are many thousands of students w Ito Lase been served s; ell like myself,
there n, 111111:11 nor' 11141t Ill (1St be &hate I Mil liLSIlla)Cli that tunny tlu,usnuds of
Ill111,1strlat education stutletits hale- Mot bad the opportunity to patitipate itt
VICA. migItt be interested to know that for et ery one Student who has the
opportunity, to participate there are Ian.' others who Alt; not. VICA is reaching
only appro4iinately It/f, of it, 1,101.11nial due to II Ilillltahvi and lack of interest
on the port of vouttlohad atom to offer the oploorttiliit3 to their Modents.
This is true of all the oilier studolt, organizations, but is more eicute iii VICA.
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I present for y our cuttsolelation ZA nue facts about our growth and some road-
blocks to this growth.

GROWTH

VICA, grtm dramatically doling its first few years l963 -09 at approximately
50% annual growth.

Recent years ,(since 3969) growtIchas averaged 20;'o annually.
1073-74 had a 18%, growth.
WICA series -16 writ tal state and territorial associations. 1Cl..cunsiu mid North'

Ilakota became new state associations last year.
VICA is still only serving 10% of its potential.
A 'though the need of s ucatiunal student organizations fn post secondary

students. lbmberaIiip pow th in this area indicates a definite need. Iii the last
three years, growth has averaged 3S% annually.

ROADBLOCKS TO GROWTH

Lack of full-time Slats VICA Directors on State Department of Education
Sta ff.

'reacher educators are not fully involved, thus teachers are not trained.
Lack of commitment in both federal and state laws thus it lack of commitment

by administrators at the state level.
Inadequate number of staff at the national level for materials development,

Afro:Motion and training.
Finally. I wish tjy call to your attention our commitment to serve all students

enrolled iii sucational, industrial, technical and health occupations education.
%ICA does not have. accurate information on the number of disadvantaged, handi-
capped, inner city ur minority race youths that are being served. It has been the
philosophy of a ICA not to segregate but to Integrate youth into its total program.
Blacks base been successful on a regular basis in competition for VICA.'s highct
offices.

On behalf of my urganizai ion. I wish to thank the committee for this oppor-
tunity to express nay tooto.oI,, of location:a education and the location:11 student
organiza t ion which serves me VICA.

PREPAREDSTATEMLAT RALIILL FABBLA, NATIONAL QIF/CEB, Ft. TL RE HOME-.
MAKERS or Axtranc/t °

My name is Rachel Aim Fabela, National Officer of the Future Homemakers of
America. I am front San Francisco, Calif., w here I attend Balboa High School.
I appreciate this opportunity to offer to you some insight on a Vocational Student
Organization. namely the Future Homemakers of America (FHA).

main purpose is to help youth assume their roles in society through
Home Economics Education in areas of personal growth, family life, vocational
preparation and comimmity involveindnt.

FHA has pros en to be ipt Integral part JA the Home Economics Education cur-
riculum that operates through our school systvni.

'Members of this organization are plus We'd opportunities at national, state, and
howl les els fur student in itlatis e,in carry ing out projects. Many of these projects
are based on the usage of Program Action Impact. which has proven to be a
progressive approach to learning. This program was developed for FFIA and
HERO members to carry on in depth projects based on their concerns and inter-
ests.

We emphasize the personal growth aspect of the individual and a desire' to
work.tossard ehauge rather than toward a symbol of recognition, award or a
status. It Is much inure restarting for the individual to gain a substantial amount
of personal growth through this organization, which in turn creates good job
attitudes. Vitas been prose(' that the problems involving employees is not with
poor job shills, but rather with pour job attitudes. I myself feel that I have gained
a tremendous, amount of personal growth through my affiliation with this

'organization.
It is important to realize that we are supported solely by membership dues. A

dues paying member contributes a $1.00 for national membership dues. This one
dollar enables national representatives to s Wee the opinions of the 1,:,; million
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members of our orgi.anization before you today. and at sarloy, national is el con-
ferences of other organizations. It also enables our national staff to generate
innovative programs, train our 3 truth leaders, produce IIIA,111:110 publications
and promote our organization thiough coninercialdnagactues, neaspapers, radio
and TV.

By being listed specifically in the ppcondug legislation use \souk' avoid the
misinterpretation of connectiug yur souational student organizations with other
established 3 truth groups. Thus, of croaning the pi oblom of identity is hien is e as an
organliationface, and also encouraging the support of State Departments for .
our programS and actisities. The folios\ lug points clearly state NA by NA e should be
listed sepatately

1. there are only sic Vocational Education Student OrgAizations currently
that function as au integral part of the Vocational Education program.

2. The Policy Statement of the U.S. Office of Education identities by names
these six vocational organizations. Thus to hiclude them in the legislation would
be in keeping with,this

3. It provides reCognitibn to these ,youth groups as educational tools that
function as a part of Vocational Education.

4 It clarifies what the legislation means by "Vocational Student Organiza- ,
films." thus presenting misinterpretation b3 other establislad community youth
groups seeking aid b3 showing that the intva of the legislation is referring, to
student organizations that are nithin the Vocational Education structure.

With effective support at the state lock I feel that a-greater amount of well-
. trained students for job opportunities is ill be the products of our orgainzatioink

Without this support use are limited in the amount of t rattling which use cal
provide to our members.

It may be somewhat foreign to many of you to the us preparatioa
for employ went Vocational Student organization members receis e. This country
for some %le-hundred years has operated un the vocational trades which our
organizations provide to it's members for future life.

A. branch of the Future Homemakers of America is NERO. (Home Evontomics
Rclated Oecupations). While* FHA chapters place their major enfphasis on
ronsmner education. homemaking and 11111111) life education, nit h exploration of
jobs and careers. IIERO chapters place major cumin/oh, on preparation for jobs
and career with recognition that nutlet.: also fill l,jriltiple toles as homemakers

cs, and oommunity leaders.
The impact of our program has been very effect ve in both urban and rural

schools. Coming from an urban school, I feel that tl e preparation of student, in
1votationai youth organizations is very strong. For c -ample. in the Dallas UM NI

Sciwol District. students hose worked effectively a th a member of our national
Staff in producing a series of films to bring aces, a message tv the members of
our organization, from an urban school view.

In regard to the recent GAO (General Accounting Office) report, it 1, stated .
that ton much money is being held back at the state lesel for the administration
of s ocational education programs. What isn't rialired is that these programs do
in fact become beta faint to the stud( itts of Ow Votational Student Organiza-
tions ,These administratise funds do iii hid become (Tuella to our ant iol,a1 staff
in Ale CI, wing the of our program at the state lesel of our oreaniza-
iion. Tie criticisms of this report offer a distorted picture of the Vocational
MInent ion program.

The benefit, of Wm:dismal Student Orgiu,ization., like the Future I loiticnialsersa
of America are numerials to it's nom& rs. I feel that the hi/tuning ads outages are
proof po,itive of the vain" of our program:
' I. We as members Lase a tuiee io the direction taken by our orgauizatiim.
2 By int ergrating our program, into the classroom a larger combo:sc. 1, put

on career 'education, us Ws creates total student dt clopment, thus, st ren ;Mete
hug our program.

3. FHA aides in the des clopment of leadership and res-ponsible citizenship.
4. PHA provides us With a knowledge of III/In Ecialinnics Career, in such

areas as advertising artists furniture designer, dim. store buyer. college teacher,
interior decorator, and dress pattern Oosigner.

5. We as hulls Hinds hale beTil gis en the opportnnit3 to nehleve a ,tatns of
personal growth through our , organization. Time (bone I.: ours, to make. I, ft-el
that I chose wisely to gross through my organization, , With 1111S, !ZITO
emphasis on personal mon th clams nalmbers who can effect is 03 plan, work, and
take prideln out accomplishments.

1 0
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PltEl'A/tI.D :":TATESIEN I ok, Its,uns.:, G. Vonimrit, JR., NATIONAL PRESIDEt; T, OFFICE
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION t '

31r. Chairman and Distinguished Comniittee members. On behalf of tip over
30.000 stodents invol% NI in the Office Education Assuektiun I am delighted to
offer testimony before these proceedings.

II/STONY AND 0/10AtitLATION

The Office Education Association (OEA) 'Is the youngest of the six nationally
affiliated studeat vocational orgritzations_We were chartered in the State of
Wisconsin in 106(1. OEA is a (dilutor) coeurricular (Mb ity serving to enhance
the educational experiences of students enrolled in vocational programs in high
schools, post-secondary vocational institutes .ind community colleges, and flour
year programs for teacher educators. This.is accomplished through four divi-
sion,: : secondary. post-secondary, collegiate and alumni.

Membership is without regard to race. creed, or national origin. Activities are
sponsored in educational. professional and civic areas. These activities are de-
signed to develop.leadership abilities, interest in the American business system
and competency in office occupations within the framework of vocational
education.

In order to belong to an OEA affiliated club a student roust have established
a career objective in office occupations and be under the direction of a vocat ton-
ally approved teaciffi'.

Local chapters function m, an Integral Part of the instructional program
These chapters are usually affiliated as a state association. State and regional
conferences are encouraged on a self-supporting basis.

It should IT stressed that any existing or emerging youth group whrch demon-
strates how it will Meet state %-oentional education requirements may participate
in dm- OEA federation or "umbrella". The state may apply for membership in
OEN if the programs are reimbursable within the state.

The porposeS of OFA are to:
11) Develop student leadershrp.
(2) Improve poise, sociability, attitude and tact.
(3) Develop vocational competence In office °cognitions.
143 Promote better understanding at local. state and national ICTOIS
(3I Promote student ambition for useful purposes.
16 Learn to plan effectively.
(7) Develop au enti4iasnk for learning and fur remainingknowledgeable in

the ollice field. .
(S) Develop confidence and a spirit of competition.
(9) Lea ra to get along with others.
(10 Develop loyalty. through esprit de corps. ti

I ) Cmlemtand and promote business.
The ()EA program is designed to henetit the student. the sehool andike coca-

noinit l'ompetitive eents ore an important part of OEA's oupluafis on neon-
pational compeleueY.

Administ it withhat he OEAOEAtlis moinipli-bed through the 'Board of Direc-
tors. the Executive Director and his staff, and the Students Execative Connell,
The Beard of Direebrs Is composed of" representatives from all facets of (Alive
occupations, teacher Auditors, Mae supervisors, businessmen and other inter-
ested motile.

The 13 national officers are elected annie.d.v for one year terms at th&' Spring
Leadership Conference.

At precnt Were are 17 (')EA stirs(' a swill thins and over 35,000 members.
This represents a composite .grow to rate of 36.7% per year since 1963, v. heir
only 7.4$K) members were eaolled. Sitioe it is pnjeeted that by 1950 soya. 30.7
millb in office workers mill be neededthere is t.101';, reason to believe (hilt 1110111-
hership will continue to grow at a substantial rate.

As ()EA has grown It has continually re-evaluated its role as a tool to be
used by the oeittional student. and has responded appropriately. NOV prOg111111,4,
or di% kiwis ha%a evoled to serve the membership most efficiently.

("03I Af ENTS 11111.AT111; TO i'1101'0111.11 -VOCATIONAL ( . I / 0 N 'Amy:sow:NT$, 1975--

, II.R. 3037

In general the 'amendments proposed la II.R. 3037 seem pertinent 'and are
.weleomed by the ()EA,
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Sec 133.JOur understanding of this section in that it stall expand on t he state's
uses Of,,Federn 1 'muds to include support of lmahoua1 Eduea Don

StInlent orgauaizatious. RCCOlildiclIdlitOrn; We feel that itt so fat as the six VSO's
have been recognized by the V.S. Cenunissioner of Education as "an integral
part of the instruetional program". and further. that this policy statement hashead distributed to all 4t.I °cation:11 agencies; me recommend that the 240
VSO's ik named speeitically within the law. '

See 144 The appropriation of $21,000,000 fur use in job eta cemeniand follow -up is indeed at \%tibetfIlle 01W. In many states this task bas been relegated
to the point'of inefficiency . S'01( . It is feasible that in the future the VSO's
could be invoked actively in the job placement field. Assisting the local schools
by providin-g not only a well rounded worker, but aid m developing resitin6
(quintets within business"anitindustry. and 0% entually a reputation for provid-
ing a welbt mine(1, well-prepared mocker fur the potential employer of-the future.

Sec. ,10t1. This section amend;; the present. laa in the appointment of members
to the National Advisory Council on Vocatimml Education by insuring an ap-propriate cross-sectiOn gists relative to sex. minvrittes and geography.

Recomou odation: We recommend that this section fart her stipulate that
at least one of the 21 members of the NACVE be au active national officer of
one of the six VSO's on a yearly rotating basis,

4Ve further recommend that this apply to SEC.107. dealing _with State Councils
on Vocational Edueation by ineluding a state officer of one of the six VSO's on -a yearly rotating basis. .

St" AWY

As one of the six Vocational Student Organizations actively involved withvocational education we desire to expand our role as au integral part of the
instroctional program. Through leadership development, and occupational com-
petency we desire to assist school administrators and legislators in,providing an
adequately trained, professional and motivated stork force. We earnestly support
m104111(.0 Federal funding of %oeational education programs and concur with
the Vocational Education Amendments of 197:i, as proposed in .1.1.11. 3037. We
sineerely hove that recommendations contained in this report be considered on
their merit. Ire are gni tefal for the opportunity to provide input to the legislative
process.

Pneb,k1MI) STATEMENT OF ALFITA TRIVETTE. NATIONAL Fu ' FARM zits
OF AMERICA

)1r. Chairman and Distinguished *Committee Members:,

niegantorziwovEitve:W

The first Federal Legidat ion, passed 111 1917. plaecil empliasi; on the develop.
went of occupational competeneies in AgrImilture. However, a need became

\"eident to include activities for ',tudents that would also stimulate greater
%interest In their chosen oct opinion and pro% ide acthitles that would develop
well rounded indi vidna IS who a ore better able to establish themselves on the
farm and In the community as financially successful, responsible citizens and
trustworthy leaders. This "sparked" 4be efforts of early pioneers in Vocational
Agrieulture to orgaidze the Future Fanners of Anieriea in 1928. It'FA members
2Ire self confident. possess posi tit e attitudes. hike pride In their chosen occupation.
and a re recognized for flitIr onttonding achievements in agriculture and
penonal development.

Feleral Legislation, passed by Congress in 1963 and In 1968, authorized the
bromic nine' of the instruction In Voilational Agriculture to imitate -off-farm"oreupa timed training for all students interested in an .agricultural career.
Therefore, it has been necessary to modify all FFA. activities to assure harmony
with t he instructional programs to fulfill the needs, of both students and emerging
agricultural oecupations.

etfungs'i. Szkrus
)_
The MIN, of Educutivu 11111111t111118 L1080 M (irking relationship with the

FF1 t Imiugh Vocational Agricultural Education Programs. Mr. II. N.Ilunstelier,
Miami tint' Program Speeiallst. Agricult n re and Agribusiness °mixt films, serves
as National EPA Advisor, The loyA'Program.Plum,Ing and Development Divi-
sion of the NatIonnl Orginamifilm Is coordinated by the National FFA Executive

1 0 2
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feeretary. Four full time experienced prpfessionals, employed and paid by the
ITA, devote full time In providing services to the 50 State AssoCiations finclud-,mg Puerto Rlco). The result has been avpositive influence ou the instructional
programs in Vocational Apiculture and helping FFA members achieve occupa-
tional objectives and develop personal competencies. .

4 A. Board of Directors, composed of five -CSOE einpluyees and four elected State
Supervisors of Agricultural Education, serves as a legal agent for the FFA. It
sets policy and gives direction to the on'banizatIon. The Board operates under a
Federal Charter (P.L. S1-740) granted by the U.S. Congress in 1950.

;
A. Major accoinpU

oshments - ..

1. Membership has increased from 443,041 in 19418 to 105,1$0 in 1971 This figure
is 72.9% of the total enrollment in vocational agriculture. FFA is currently the
largest student vocational organization. - .

2. Minority groups, both girls and blacks have exemplified outstanding personal
qualities and many have received honors on the local, state add national levels.
Our National FFA Supply Service in Alexandria, Virginia, sold 102,000 FFA
jackets last yea r. alone, and was continually backordering girls' jackets. Indians
and Spills-1i Amerieans.are included in PEA membership.

3. Growth v urban Trioning. One of the reasons for the dynamic growth in
membership is the increase insurban FFA cliapters. Of the 50 int:gest cities, 49
have FFA Chapters. Los Angeles, for example, has 3S EPA' chapters in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties. Philadelphia, Penns3 haulm boasts of the largest
chapter in the Nation. John Bowie High School in New York City also offers
extensive agricultural instruction. Their training is thorough and itmeludes such
phases of agriculture as horticulture, agricultural mechanics, forestry and wild-
life, landscaping and turf management, agriculture placement, floriculture and
small and large animal health care, as metl as production. I had the opportunity
to visit the John Roane FFA Chapter in Queens, They provide placement for their
students on farms in upstate New York for summer employment. This 'further
enhances their practical experience in agriculture. These and other urban voca-

. nowt agriculture departments have created the stimulus for ninny young Aaneri-
, cansto involve themselves in the agriculture industry.

4. Handicapped. An experience which primed both sad, as well as heart warn-
` hag was a visit at the Rosemary Kennedy School for the Mentally Retarded in

New York City. The instruction in ornamental horticulture provided these
retarded students a means of developing trainable skills and involreethent in
such activities as school beautification through the FFA's Building One American
Communities program. Florida also has ir.structional programs (or mentally and
physically handicapped. Of coarse, not all are employable, but all are provided
the basic training to 'womb active. produettve citizens.

5'. Teacher Education. The stre, gib of the Future Farmers of America is that
it is a part of the instruction of ocational agriculture. The teacher of vocational
agriculture, therefore, serN tug so its the FFA advisor has as opportunity to
motivate young people. The student-feacher relationship is shared by none other
in the educational system. An agriculture teacher's responsibilities do not end
with the final bell at 3:00-p.m. Adult, cheisos, contests tiractiee, special meetings
and periodic visits to en!' member's home tithes it great deal of the little "free"
time. I know, because my brother, Randy, is a teacher of vocational, agejeulture
in Spotsyhamda, and I will finish in agricultural education from VIP SP with
intentions of teaching. ,

Efforts are continually being made Ai) upgrade the qualify of instructors
Thrust '75 is a program by the National FI'A On ers and Staff at 34 locations
across the country. This program is designed to more tally Incorporate EPA
activities and training In leather training institutions of vocational agriculture.,
other new innovations will also be discussed to beep state staffs infornieil of the
changes. It is also an effort-to encourage agricultural education as a career for
young people. This is a need that has Leen created by a shortage of instructors
over the years; apprimimately 1,100 last year alone. Five hundred agriculture
departments a en. dosed In 1973 for this reason, We are in hopes that Thrust '75
NN ill solve mar* of these .problems. This w ill mean a strengthened program to
prepare students for areors in eery phase of agriculture. As students of voca-
tional agriculture ltlid members of the Future Fanners of America, we are pre-
paring for exciting careers In America's largest lialustry agriculture, Entre-
preneurship is a necessary 2)1,111 vital to the suet tss of any democratic nation.

4
4
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Through classroom ilistrut livil and practical expelienee, students are learning
to make responsible managerial decisions affecting not only their production
agriculture, aeibusiness progians. but the entire hilluat* of agriculture as well
We are makingf strides to leuttire into new and alternative agriculture tech
niques,and practices Mach will further increase the efficiency"and productivity'
of Americfan agriculture.

d. Identetit. The problems of iadlt,itlazel lilulitli) for' youth is definitely not a
problem restricted to the inner city urban area. There is as much need fur t-he
personal des elopment of skills and attributes of young people so they may attain
a personal identity in nay home town of Ladysmith, Virginia, as there is in New
lurk Lity. Piniiidelphia and Los Angeles. loud:mind Out:dhoti and vocational
stodent organizations area 'significant step forward lu,a young person's (Welt
to find indi \ idual identity for. they are skill dot:lulu:14. personality bdilders
and mutmational factors. As was pointed out on the ' 'Way". Show on SBC
last Oils past Monday, Future Farmers are the leaders n striving to feed the
world, keep food prices as low ''as possible.to consumers. W pile making all Waists
of agriculture profitable for producers. processors and marketers. These goals
are vital elements in our battle to revive the economy w !Ile at the sante time
preventing isolationism. As previously mentioned. our progini is in 19 of the ,0
largest cities in the coma*. and is pro\ Whig trainhig to seamen, minorities and
the handicapped. The industry of agriculture is the Nations largest industry
and we feel the great industry of agriculture has unlimited kil, oppoi Utility for
well-trained people.

Ilowe\ er. the only area of vocational training- for -youngpeople in the Na-
tion's largest industryprobablyly Anierlea's most important ndustry the first

.. area in \ ocational educatiou klUlT), the \ ocational discipline \\ ith the largest
locathaud student organization, the discipline whose stialkyt inganizAtion was
cited by President Ford as "a fine organization of lremendons young people"
before a joint session .of Congress, the discipline w hose student organization's
coot ention- the world's largest student cons ention and was lie site of a na-
tionally broadcast speech by President Ford in October, the dilciplIne that has
one of the highest percentages of employment relative to \ ocational training
iu all of vocational education. feel that just as we provide indcividual identity
to the yqung people in our program, me desperately need Identity,) or our program
in-this vital Bill. .

. , Mr. Moir. I vvill,briefly summarize my statement at this time.
I have been an active member of the FBLA-PBT. organization for

the past S years. Diming this time, I have had the opportunity to
serve in several different areas, such as local and State offices, includ-
ing president of the Georgia State chapter of FBLA. and Phi Beta

,

, Lambda. . I A

A.s Congressman .Ginn has already mentioned, I did serve as the
national FBLA. and 1313L president. So, I am very aware of the dif-
ferent programs ,,of our organizations, and of the benefits of the

v. t.-..

variousvarious programs.
At the present. time, I am a senior at the 'University of Georgia,

and I ain sorving Any second term aslociil president of The Eta Beta
chapter at the University. .

As Congressthan Gina mentioned, I did' hat e the opportunity. as a
direct result of 1,4 int oh entent in the organizatiou, to serve as a
sidtimer intern for him, and also as a summer intern at the lirllite

A .House.
Also sonic of tl Le oppoi twill iesI hat e had dur:ng m) active member-

ship in the organization indude tray cling in over 25 Status and writing
some :;,000 letters eon erring the activ sties of the organization. Of
course, the experiences are unforgettable aiM ins alpable to me.

Howe\ en, the most important opportunities a vocational student,
oromnization can Kw idle its membership are those which help thermembership develop their fullest potdittial in their chosen career.

,

Q
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These organizat ions," go beyond formal classroom training, and
that is the reason they arc so important to the st udents of today. They
pros idol a firsthand look at the experiences that v ill face the students
lathe future, and a look at, society as it will be in this future.'

It has been a distinct and sery real privilege for Inc to-be associ-
ated oith this organization. andl feel that on a prnctical lee el, these
organizations have something to offer each member.

Bator° Business Leaders of America Is the national organization
for all4high school students xmridled in business and office proarains.
Phi Beta Lambda is the national organization for students enrolled
iu postsecondary institutions in'busincss and office programs.

There are over 6,000 chartered FBLA and IVL eliapt-iers through;
out the United States today. and. we base a total membership thi's
yea-r of ever 120,000.

.1s I have already stated, FBLA-PIIL chapters .14 operate as an
integral part of the education experieneZz of the students enrolled in
these programs. and who MI' voluntary 111UllIber fOlit organization.

activities of FBLA and PM, are meaningful activities. These,
iurlu such things as State, loud, and national leadership confet
competitivo.esemis;. and mee.thrgwith business and industry leaders
on several different occasions during the year..

Alljif the act ities a the organization louts for the 11101I pin pose
of developing a true leader in the chosen ocLupatioa and out suLlety
in the future. These are just a few of the reasons 1ftel this organiza-
tion is very ifilportant to the total education program, of students
t oday.

T wont .W thank 3 ou allowing me, and the Ohm representatis es
this morning tt testify before you, and assure 3 on that if wo can ex er
be of any assistance to you Or the committee, oc oil l'bc 'happy to do so.

Mr. Mcvryi. 1:110W pesiding]. Thank you ser3 much, Mr. Hook, We
appreciate your fine statement.

Next to aildressAhe committee will be M. Ike Beliford, president
of the Distributive Education Clubs of America.

STATEMENT OF IKE RELIFORD, PRESIDENT, DISTR,IRUTIVE
. EDUCATION CLUBS OF AMERICA

Ri LiFunn. Thin s on, Mr. Chit i 11111111, a IA cuuunittce members":
My mune is Ike Rdiford, and as stated I am the oat ional president of
the junior collegiate di% isio of the Dish Unitise Education Clubs of
A e r i da DE .

Something happened on the o ay, to the comn take, and ecru though
T hale a prepared statement, I thought that the be:4 thing that I t mild

_du. .mould hely, relate to 3 ou..the Lommittee. what expel ienees
had with 1)rE0:1., alrf the fora t ional st udont s organizations.

I am married, and I ern 29 years of age., T graduated from high
school in 19,63 in Itope, Ark., which was not the best place in the
world to graduate honk high school. because the education that I
reeeived was not quite comparable to the educational standards
elsowintre.

Sopiethiog. happened to me a fittfe,later on in life. Fict of all. after
I gradnated from high school, I moved to Kanials City, Mo., and flow

*41%
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there I mitered the military service, and.I was in Ac service for 3
yeaq.

a On0f those 3 wars was.spent in Get many. another in Vietnam, and
then I speht some time here in Washington at the Pentagon, I really
learned from, that experience. While ih the sell ice I received it sort qt
vocational education training., That training was in communications,
and was'in the Signal Corps.

Througlethis vocational education training, I began to believe ia.
little bit in myself. But then I PsaliZed, a little later on in life, that
I was not quite preiNired to cuter the business world the way I thought.
that I would be able-to, or should be able to. -

I enrolled in a midmanagement program at Texarkana Com-
munity College Texarkana. Tex..When ren"rolled in that program,
I did not realize that.a %cry important paTt_of my life was about to
take place.

When I enrolled in the program a student orWanization was par-
ticularly adive in that college. alicl that student org,anization. ,was
Distributive Education Chubs of America.

When .1 heard about the club, lothought, well, this is a ,chub just
like any of the other clubs I ha %e been- affiliated with. It is not going
to do anytkincr. it is not going to giV mp anything to e personally. 1
am not going '.tt) receiN e the leadership deN clopmeDt. m the specifitY
training that I need to successfplly compete MAN. Mit, I was sue-
prised: I was thoroughly smprised.

As a matter of fact, about 7 inenthsoiffer Itirst joinedlhis student
organization, I wan?; encouraged to run for a State office. and I was
elected State president of Texas State Junior Collegiate DiN ision of
DECA. A few months later m a, low encomaged.e0 run for the -olive
that presentlyhold, anild AVits..suecesSful thereat

The confidence that I gained front mining fox National' and State
office is an experience in confidence that I cam never forget. That is
something that a person cannot receh'e through' nistructioual
prograna
. .1-hax e had aft opportunity to meet 11,ith businessmen locally. tat&
statewide. I lave ;hared the experience that Ai* ha \Thad, in their
attempts to be succes4ful bustness. I have DECA supply
me with leadership ability. They teach me about tiN is responsibility.
They teal h me the social understanding that I inapt lukT to compete
in sktets. Abole all, the ocational aspects of the organimit ion. really
teach me the ipot Unice of being competent, and give. the Iptow ledge
that T must lime to enter the competitne enterprise system.

I talk a lot about DECA and what it has done for me. I am pretty
excited about it:I feel kind of sad that I was not able to get this type
of training when. I was in school, prior to 1063.

I have tried to take ads antage of the opportunities that DECA, of-
let's now. DECA. like FBLA. has a record. It has a record of growth.
It has a record of pro iding future leaders for -marketing and dis-

c tributioa. It has at record for, instilling leadership traits ithia
individuals.

I would like to talk a little bit about the membership growth. Tn
l94 DECA had a national membership of 493 members. It has grow it
today to mer 166,000 members, which .J think is fantastic. Nothing

1 0
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gIOXIIIIIIet,S It .1:). 4.UlltiNititing spinething to till" understanding, and
the personale, and educational .(rIUM t1,, . a indis iduals and students
throttglavdt the comitm. To lac, that is the biggest thing that I Liu:
received, an pnderstanding of my vocational 'objectives. 7; ,

I too, would, like to thank the chairman and tht, commitiee for:
allowing me the opportunity to relate to you my feelings alma my
Nocaiionfil student organization. .

Mr. Mary Thank yQlivery much for a vety fine presentation.- -, 4
Next we

, .
will hear from Ms. Debra Stig111, Xocational Industrial

Clubsof America...-.
, .,:

STATEME NT OF DEBRA STIGMA REGION III VICE PlIESIDENT,
) VOCATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CLUBS OF AMERICA

1 / 4,
0 Ms. STIGALL. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Debbie

Stigalkand I serve as region three vice pfesident for one of the six
vocational student ofganizations, the' 'Vocational Industrial Clubs of

.. America. .

Recently, I graduated from the Paducah Area 'Vocational Center '

in Paducah, IC-. I am now a licensed cosmetologist and I work fall '
{ time at thp House of Glamor in.Wickliffe, Ky. I am married ;ind I

'have a son.' .
: - .

In'SQptemlier Of 4973, I began taking cosmetology claws mat night,
later, completing my training as a fulltime postsecondaq 'student.

Since VIC-A. is the student organization which serves trade and
industrial, technical,' mid health ozetipatipal students, I became in-
tempted in VICA, joined and served as a local officer, and now ns a .
national officer. . tv,,,

As I developed as a cosmetologist with VICA, I learned to work
with my fellow students to-planrorganize, and to becoihe a moreeffe--
tive sPeakel-. Since I havq"been employedI /lave, found. those skills.., ,
to be most helpful: ... - -. -, ' ,..

In my particular classroom, skill development,. citizenship, 'and.
- leadership went hand in,ha nd,,This is signified by the Ambrican VICA.

degree patch which I wen today. In orekir to earn this dome, I ivas
required to become involved ix 'my communit1,-Th learn ti .s.eries,of
leadership skillit to plan and organize in order to progress in 'by
chosen cairn . . . . A

On May 8 of this year VICA. will be 10 years old. and NS'13 are proud .
to say that VICA enrolled its 1,000,000th membe7. We presedtly have
200.006.-VICA members. ' - ,

\--Ia provides incentives for students so that. we might aelliel e
excellence ih our personal career. The achievement program, which I
deseribeil earlier, is one such incentive. The other incentice is the ,

U.S. Sk 11 ll Olympics, which consists of 21 different occupditaial skill
contests and 8 leadership contest's. .

,

It is e competition and the winnifig-bf thkgold,, silver, and bronze
.

medallions atsjill levels lineal, State, and-mational. and now even in-
ternationalthat provide the incentive to work a bit harder.

Our organization consists essentially of two divisions) one serving
students enrolled in high school vocational programs `tiaid the other
serving, students at the postsecondary les el. Students form clubs with , ,

. , .
,-'. . .
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the assistance,of their teachers within the school and Organize activities
as a central Part of the classroom activities.

°44
VICA is dependent upon Stide departments of education for leatlet

ship to organize and conduct State -level midis ities without the °ppm-
tunity to participate in State-level actit it ies, N 0. ad hut have attained
an officer position at the national level.'

Although VICA has growayapidly mince its founding in 19q:;,.and
although there are many thousands of students SN1101110,1e been sec i ed
well, like myself, there is much morethat must be done.

I am dismay ed that many thousands of indte;ta ial education stu-
dellts hive nothad the opportunity to participate imt VICA. You might
be interested know that for every one student uho has the opportu-
nity to participate, there are nine others who do not.

VICA is reaching only about 10 percept of its potential due to the
relPtanee and hal: of interest on the part of vocational cam ators -to
offer the opportUnity to their students. This_is UM, of all other
student or,o.anizations, but it is more acute in VICA.

Finally, I wish to call your attention to our commitment to serve all
students en rolled in vocational, industrial, technical, and health occu-
pations education. VICA does not have accurate ill,C011,dtiOn on the
number Qf disadvantaged, handicapped, inner city, or minority race
youths flint are being served.

It has been the philosophy of VICA. not to segregate but to integrate
youth into its total program. Blacks have been successful on p, regular
iAsis in competition .fors VICA's highest ace's.

On behalf of my Organization, I wish to thank the committee, for
this opportunity to express my opinions of s ocatiunal education and
the vocational student organizatTon which serves me, VICA.

7 Would also.like to thank you all for what ou have done, because
without your help I.would not have been able to get my education
,througlihe vocational education programs.

Mr. 1Nforrig. Thankpu very much. Debra.
Next we «ill hear from Ms. Radio). Pabela, and she is representing

Future Homemakers of America. t

STATEMENT BY MS. RACHEL VABELA, NATIONAL OFFICER, FUTURE
HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA

.

Ms. PAIS171I.A. My name is Ilachel Ann Fatela. and I am a national
officer in Future Homemakers of America, and I am from San Fran-
9isco, Calif., where amisco, a senior at Balboa High School. I am pres-
9vtly 17 years old. T appreciate this opportunity to offer to>vou some
'insight on a vocational student orgainzation: namely, the Future
Homemakers of America. .I would like to submit my prepared te4i-,
molly to the committee and move on briefly to"sumatuarmze its vital
points.

FHA helps students pursue their roles in today's society through
home economics education in,the area of personal growth, family life,
and vocational preparation, and commupity involvement.

T feel that through this organization, I hail) personally touched
base with-all -of these four areas, if not more. Ire provide our mem-
Beg with opportenity at National, State or local levels of the orga-

;
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nization, through leadership opportunities as well as initiative in
carrying out projects directly to our own interests.

In the area of leadership opportunities, I myself, have held the fol-
lowing offices: chapter president, section vice president, State treas-
urer, and, presently, national officer.

In our organization, Future Homemakers of America, we empha-
size the personal grow th and provide the avenues for our members to
pursue the amount of personal growth which they will-gain from the
organization. Let me stale that the choice is there for us to make.

Ill \ °cation:11 student oNanizations, we receive well-qualified prep-
aration for employment. Through Future Homemakers we become
assail', of the %adults occupations that home economics offers in such
careers as furniture designers, advertising artists, college teacher,
interior decorator and dress pattern designer, and public relations to
mune a few.

Ill the area of urban and rural schools, I feel that the impact of our
prop ani-lias teen -ve6effeotive. Coining ?froman-urban.schoehnyself.
I feel that we has e maintained a steady trend of involv ement with our
members.

In closing. I would like to say that being a member of a vocational
student organization such as the Future Homemakers of America
bass been a very profitable experience. Not only have I gained a tre-
y tendons aniount of personal growth through this or amzation, but
also it has given me a direction to pursue toward the t;pe of career

\\
NN illell I have chosen, which is home economics in the area of business.

Mi. Chairman, once again I would like, to thank you for this
opportunity. \

Mr. Mom. Thank you very much, Rachel.
& NeKt we will hear from Mr. Reuben Fordadd, president 1-Jf the

Office Education Association.

STATEMENT OF REUBEN FORDAHL, JR., PRESIDENT, OFFICE
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. FoRDA Good morning. Mr. Chairman, and 'landau's of the
committee. It is indeed a pleasiurp for me to be here this morning. I
(present over :0,000 Office Education Association students across

America.
My name is Reuben Fordald, and 4I am the national president of

the Office Education Assodation, postsecondary division. I our pres-
ently enrolled in my second year of it 12-year ticeounting program at
t he Technical Institute in Miiuiesota.

I has e been in, olved, with °EA. for aboht 18 months, or since Sep-
tember of 1973, when I was discharged from the U.S. Army.

On ,May 6 of last, year, our executiv e director, Mr. Charles King.
along ith th..! ,executi% e directors of the other ti, e organizations
representeil before this eonunittee, presented rather detailed testi-
mon) relating to-our organization. At this time, because that testi-
mony is a nuit;ter of 'word, it 1% (Add seem pointless to rehash, or
reiterate those points. So, 1 NN Mild. like, to just hi AS summarize our
organization this morning for you.

100
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We are the youngest and the smallest the six nationally recog-
nized organizations. We were organIzed in 1966. and we hat e growut
to our present enrollment of 55,000 members in 9 years. This repre-
sents a composite growth rate of 66.7 percent.

We servo primarily setvmdary and postsecondary \ OCallenal stu-
dents. who hale identified their career obiLet (Ake and business
occupations. 111 addition to liaTitg established their career objectit
they must also be enrolled i11 a State-approt ed ocativaal program,
:cal also be unfit r thy inst;iltet Ton of an appro% ed tot ational.eihnution.
teacher. ,

We also have a collegiate (Et ision, which functions for persons
enroll( d ear college piognuas, who intend to become business
(mahout( education insti netor,. and hopefully 01:A. ud% isors.
Wu also have a new and grow ing alumni organization. We are ter),

proud of the cocurrieula manly of our actit it 'les. An example of that,
our compet it i t e cxents prow ant. These ale geared to specific careers

with in business and oflice occupations.
This-series -to -pro ide-us-with sort-of an-et al uation-of -our instruc-

tional program, and it is a way that °EA fits into the instruetional
program in an integral way.

I would also like to make a few eonnuents this intuiting about the
grow th that I hate experienced as 1111 hulk id mil, and this deals spe-
cifically with leadership development.

For 7 years prior to my beiug in of it kit OEN.," was on actit e
duty with the Artfty Security Agency. I spent 31,4 of those 7 years
as a staff striwant, and many timcs fwas in charge of up to 20 peo-
ple. I served two tours in V'ietmam.

During ins- last tour in Vietnam, was in charge of a mission
aboard a *3.5 million manumits:sauce ra ft. You could consider this
background as one w1,41 was leadership 01ieulted. Sineit becoming
invol tett with ()EA. I w mild like to say that I hat e experienced more
personal growth. more leadership de elopnient ill than organization
than duringdurin tho,iv 7 3 ears as a st alt sergeant in the rAyin3 .

))told like at this time to address a, section of 1-1.11. 3037. which
is One of the bills that is being considered by this committee.

Section 133 of ITIZ. 3037. our understanding of this section is that
it w ill expand on the State's authorized uses of Federal funds to in-
clude support of o,ational education student organizations.

a rct ommendation. we feel that insofar as the six ()rational
studi lit oiganizations hanebtcu reco.rni I I II S.zvt. ;onintissioner
of F.(lut ation as an integral part of the just uctjuaal program, and
further this policy:statement has been (Esti ;bitted to all State (Na-
tional ukeleles, we I commend that the six (Rational education or-
ganizations be nava specifically within the law,

This will help us a great deal in dealing and establishing the iden-
tity of our organization, which is a problem that we are experiencing
at this time.

I would also like to address section 106 of .R. 3037. This section
amend, the present law in the appointment of members to the Na-
tional Adt isory Council on Vocatjonal Edination by insuring an op-
propria , oss section exists relatit e to sex, ninorities, and geography .

.nisi
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As a recommendation, we would like to recommend that this section
further stipulate that .at least 1 of the 21 members of the National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education be an active national
officer of 1 of the 6 vocational student organizations, on a yearly
rotating basis.

We 'further recommend that this apply to section 107, dealing with
State councils on vocational education by including a State officer
of one of the six vocational student organizations on a yearly rotat-
ing basis..

In. summary, we earnestly support the continued funding of voca.-
tional education programs, and concur with the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1975 as proposed in H.R. 3037.

We are indeed grateful for this opportunity to provide input to the
legislative process.

Mr. PRESSLER. I would like to call on Mr. Alpha Trivette, president
of the Future Farmers of America.

STATEMENT_OY ALPHA TRIVETTE,PRESIDENT, FUTURE FARMERS

OF AMERICA

Mr. TRINEXTE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Alpha Trivette, and I represent the Future Farmers of Amer-
ica. I would like to, thank the committee first of all for allowing us
to tell the story of what we feel is a most important aspect of our
lives, an organization that has taught young men and women to he
active lenders in this society ofAmerica today.

To give you a little background about the FFA. In 1917, the 'Voca-
tional Education Act was passed, providing for %ocational education
in public secondary schools across the country.

From ,there, agricultural education was born in a lot of different
States across the United.Statds. From there, young men got together
to form thrift clubs, initially, where young men, at that time, who
were farmers got involved in the industry of agriculture.

From there, the Future Farmers of Virginia and various other.
State organizations arose, and the combination of those State orga-
nizations- became the Future Farmers of America in 1128, which is now
the largest. N ocational education organization in the country, and the
only vocational education qrganization that trains young men and
young women in the industry of agriculture, the Nation's most vital
and largest industry, and also in the world today. The only essential
industry there is.

Some of the reasons for this grow th is that in 10C3 and in 1968, there
were legislations passed permitting the vocational education part of
agriculture to go into "off farm" curriculums, bringing in thelields of
agribusiness, to greatly strengthen the,prograni, and to broaden thn
training of young men and young women, at this time, who were going
into the field of agriculture. Also, young women were invited to join
the FFA.

Very shortly thereafter the membership increased a great deal, and
it is approaching a half a million. The figures for this year are lie).
quite ready, but last year it was 465,000 across the country.

111
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Also, minca ity groups anti girls are included in these numbers. Last
year alone, our national supply center in Alexandria, Va., was con-
stantly bac-k ordering the girls' jackets. So it will give you some idea
of the young ladies who are getting involved in the industrl today.

Another reason for the major growth in the FFA. is the !act that
urban training has become such a ital and important part of the
Future Farmers of America. Of the .")0 largest cities across the cowl-
try. 49 have FFA chapterS.

We recently had a chance to visit in Los Angeles, w here they hal c
FFA ehapters.We had a isit in a school located in Queens, N.Y.,

and they have an FFA. chapter there. They have nearly 300 members.
It is more than a passive type of interest for these, people. .)

The people who come from the different boroughs of New York,
front rale, Bronx, front Queens, from Lung Island, are acti ely Inv oh ed.
in the industry. Some are placed on fa in upper State New York
to gain practical experience ill agriculture and agribusiness.

Also, Philadelphia, Pa., has tile largest FFA chapter in the country
today.

While in New York, we visited the Rosem ary Kennedy School for
the Mentally Retarded. Theme they have an agriculture education pro-
gram where the y oung men w Ito are in this program. arc training in
horticulture.

All these programs in New York and in larger cities have training
in such fields as horticulture, floriculture, forestry, wildlife manage-
ment, turf management, small and large animal health care, and all
the phases of agriculture as well as agribusiness.

In this handicap school, the students A% em trained to do little jobs as
far as horticulture and different floriculture designs. They also worked
ery diligently, I mighf add, on BOAC projects, which is building our

American-eummunities as a project initiated by the FFA, cleaning up
the schools, and making them a little bit more beautiful for the
students.

Granted, all these students w ill not come out of the program employ -
able, but they all will hal e the opportunity and the chance to develop
themselves and del elop their indiv ilia' talents to make themselves
productive citizens in our society today.

One of the strengths of the Future Farmers of America is the facet
that it is an integral part of the instruction of ocational agriculture,
as are all the other disciplines of vocational education.

Teachers are im uh ed today teaching agliculture education. One of
the projects that we are initiating here in the very near future, in
April, is called Thrust 7,5, in w ]rich the national officers along with the
members of the staff will go to 34 different stops across the country to
teaching institutes to ,better nu olve them in the Future Farmers of
America. To possibly get into the curriculum of college training for
teacher education for FFA and vocational education students.

It is of N ital interest to me because my brother is an education teach-
er, and I ant at VPI in Blacksburg, studying agriculture, and I hope
some day to go into the field teaching urreultune.

There is a. s ery,big need in this country today. Last year alone, we
had a shortage of about 1,100 across the country. We also had 500
agriculture departments close bediuse of the fact that they could.not

52-915-75rol. _TS
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get tan; -ed tetteliers to till the positions. This is a problem that, hopefully,
will be a I leciated- by, the Thrust, 75 and the problems that we will be
taking to teacher-training institutes across,tlie country.

I think that it is itally important that each of us here, who are
representing tl arious disciplines of 1ocational edia,ationwl ten we
started ill loeational education, and when we started in vocational
t culture. lid 'tot start o.ut trainhor ocational-education stn
dents. but, rain, students of distributhe education and future home-
makers.

We started because of the different disciplines of the things that it
had to offer. TI tis crisis, I guess y on could call it. is notsontething that is
unique to the little to n of Lady smith, -where I live, or to the towns of
Philadelphia and New York, or Los Angeles, bnt. it is all over. It is
'nationwide.

The organizations that %Ne are in% of ed w ith help young people to
gain their identity, to 60 themselves and the talents that they lime,
to de% dot) those talents, and work in the different disciplinei

Therefore, it is t 'tally important that the disciplines be main-
tained, and that there be adequate staff, that there be adequate individ-

)ials trained in the different fields and diffel mit aspects of these disci-
plines to help us become active citizens.

A., far as our organization is onceined, I Mil especially contented
that they be good agriculture edueation teachers for Our times. As you
know, there is a big problem as far as food is concerned. There is a
worldm ide shortage of food. So, it is itally important that we main-
tain good agt icullora; education fur all times, and_for all of America.

I want to thank the committee for grit ing ate the opportunity to
represent our :500.000 members. We feel that it is very important today
in our society, and we vitally need trained and skilled individuals'.
Individuals who an wink w ith their mind as well as their hands in
shaping the future for themselves.and for our country today.

Again. as I close, many thanks to the committee.
Mi. Pitisstom. I has e just, a few questions, and then I am going to

turn. this chair m or Cour.ressman Miller, because I have
going

be at
another meeting: in a few minutes. at NM.

I mauled to discuss :some towstioos. I ant concerned that the whole
area, of v ocatiolial-technica I education as well as related areas some-
times do, not give women adequate opportunities, or at the very least
only pier,are thelll for jobs that lock them into minimum-wage
sit untion,,z.

Being a Itornenialser is not a minimunt-wage situation, but what
sort of a llirmath e action piurranis have von observed? Do you think
that maybe out v that jUllid-redilliCal eilucation. particularly at..the
lei el of future homemakers. and future fat liters may be too traditional
a 1 new, bi maybe t hat traditional \ new may be a good thing. I am play-
ing the devil's advocate.

Does somebody have Spine comments'?
Tun trra. Since one of the mganizations you have mentioned

is the Future Farmers of America, I would like to point out, as I said,
that girls are taking an active interest in the ITA, and they have been
in the past, several years.

Arr. Pimsstam. You have girl members?
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11.. trrE. Quite a few :Accurate figut es. of course, aren't kept
for %arias reasons. Slane States, I dare say. blue probably 10 to 20
percent young ladies iii their membership for the State.

; Them inn e been two young .ladies who Lan e competed in the nit-
ttonal public speaking. t (Attest finals since they were admitted in 1969.
List tear wt. had Have 3 ming ladies w ho competed-for national dike
in the FFA ont of the 36 candidates.

The high school that I visited in Yol,k, John Brown High
School, there w ere pretioninant13 girls study ing in t eterinary sciences.
Most of them intended to go to Cornell to study veterinary sciences.

The 3oung ladies take a different attitude toward FFA than we do.
Mr;Putssuin. You talk about the FFA. We were told, and may be
am playing tlw t1,- Ws ad\ mate again,.incieasingly there are less

and less faa liters. You Hal &Gull veterinarians, and N eteriary medicine ;
is that pat t of the function of Future Farmers of America, to prepare
veterinarians?

Tutvt-rtE. It is a filiation of Future Farmers of America to
train yonng people in t he rilthezt r3 of agriculture, and veterina6

knees is au mport,int..part of that industry. Veterinar3 sciences will
phiy a continuing and increasing role in feeding our population as
well as the world. So. I feel that it is a vitally important part.

The young ladies are also taking an interest in the production as-
pects. Our t adit *mind attitudes are briaking down quite abit, because
the Noting ladies tit?, not wan't to be treated any differently front the
luting men in the }FA_ The3 are accepting and taking the responsi-L
bility, and commanding the respect of all FF.1 members.

Mr. Puussint. I want to pursue this it little bit.
In terms of handicapped persons, do some of your organi4ations

have an nflirmati e action program for handicapped persons'?
Ms. FABEL.N. The Future I b;memakers of America presently have

chapters located in schools for the blind and for the handicapped; &nd
they have been very effective in these schools.

Mr. Putssmn. What sorts of things do they do? Let us take a handi-
capped pet on who is not in one,of those particular schools. Maybe
the industrial clubs could giro a better assessment of this. Do you
have some atlimati%e action program that you know- of, for andi-
capped persons?

FABLI.A. I don't hale that information, but I would be happy
to obtain it for von.

Pni:,,smt. Would you send it in to the eonnnittee?
I ,ne,s this is the extent of my questions. Mr. Miller, I mu going to

give you the chair, be-a use I will have to leave.
Mr. Fouox In,. May I make it comment about that last question?
T thick that many of our programs are enough to include

persons w ho are handicapped, whether they be blind, deaf, or handi-
opped in some other 118. l'sually, if they are able to perform the
functions of the job, they fit Nery nicely dud Very easily into the
program.

I f a blind person can type, that person. can compete in anyone of
our'oecupat ional skills contest. rf they are t 01140 ile enough, we include
most ha lid ica ppedpersons in our regular progt.a tas-.

Mr, PnEsstrAt. I w anted to get into the local adisory on technical
education. I understand that each State and region, and nationally.

-1 I
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there aro local advisory councils. Do your organizations participate
in those? Are there student members on those advisory councils?

Mr. FoaDAnt.., That is an area where we are trying to get students
placed on each one of these advisory councils to provide input. For
instance, the National Advisory Council, Ann Callen, a former DECA.
national officer, Was recently appointed to her second term.

Mr. PRESSLER. In terms of the Future Homemakers of America, and.
here again I am playing the devil's advocate, many women's publica-
tions and groUps have, I guess you could says actually poked fun at
Future Homemakers of America programs, and said that they keep
women in the traditional state.

Could we get some comment from someone?
Ms. FABEr.A. I must mention that our programs are fur botluncr, .

and women and are home occupation related.
Mr. PRESSLER. Do you discriminate against men ?
Ms. Fnuni.A. Our male membership is .9,000 and it is continually

rising:
Mr. PRESSLER. Out of how many?
Ms. FABELA. Out of half a million members. Presently we have kve

State officers U110 are male members, and of our national executiv c
members, two of them are men members_from Wisconsin and Illinois.
So. I do not think that we discriminate against men members.

I think that there is a new trend for men to start to realize their
potential as homemakers. Everyone is .a homemaker, whether male or
female.

Mr. PRESSLER. I have no further questions.
Mr. MILLER. Let me follow up on that.
I am one of those who in these hearings has raised continual ques-

tions about the expenditure of moneys for homemakinn education
under vocational education. I have triec,too make it clear fit I think
it provides some very important educational experience, ail some very
c aluable experience in terms of what. you might call life survival serv-
ices, and how you get along in the family situation, at the home.

flowerer, my concern, and the concern of Mrs. Chisholm and others
is that when 3 on have so many women who are litiading up households,
who are out of work, should we be spending $30 million a year, or a
little more than that, educating people under the name of vocational
education for nongainful employment, really ? Teaching-them how to
keen books. consumer -home type, and that sort of thing.

Or, should that money properly be used, perhaps, to be retraining c,
training for the future, women who are heads of households, for new

*chrinle3 molt and for new opportunities in the industrial arts, et cetera.
I just wondered if the home-makers, if your:group has started to

address itself to that, what r flunk is a vary serious problem. Has the
organization started to undertake discussions as to what their role is in
terms of vocational education, or should .they be placed in the broader
educational programs, and not any longer put in N (Rational education?

Ms. Fsainr.A. It is kind of a lengthy question. I will try to answer it
the best T can.

I do feel that the amount of money that is being put into home
economics programs-is,a-very-beneficialpart-to the students, as-well-as
to_thosy who aro ptelentlyjnyolsmaja_ateasiluit we do coxer_

1.1 5 .
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Horne economies educations ure profitable, and are gainful. The
amount of education for the members, I am kind of confused on that,
Mr. Chairman. Maybe you can clarify it for me a. little more.

Mr. Miwn. My point was that since I think the program is coming
under some criticism, hate the members of the nationalorganizations
started to take a look at what opportunities there are provided to
women, and see whether they might expand that to provide greater
employment opportunities, and not simply an educational process to
help you get along in the home?

Ms. FAma.a. Our HERO branch, which is Home Economics and
Related Occupations, members in that part of our organization do
have on-the-job training, and do go out for gainful-employment, and
work as part of their membership of the dubbin occupations which arc
of great concern to the many areas of home economics as well as home
economics related occupations.

° Mr. PRESSLER. Could I interject to say that we have just discussed
the problem of the handicapped, and how these programsaffect handi-
capped persons. We are privileged -to have in the room, and I would
like to introduce the National Association of Retarded-Persons' poster
child of 1975, Gladys Cahill, and her family from Millbanks, S. Dak.

Would you stand up?
Gladys and her family will be seeing Mrs. Ford this afternoon. They

have been in Los Angeles, and they are here today to see a. number of
officials.

I want to reiterate what I have said, and that is that we need affirma-
tive action programs for handicapped person? and I think that the
respanses'here will help.

I will be sending you copies of the record from the responses. today,
and the responses of other days. I think that this committee has been
diligent in trying to make certain that there are affirmative action
programs for the handicapped.

Mr. MILLER. I would like to join in the remarks and welcome you
to the committee this morning.

Ike, I think that you and I had breakfast when you were here in
January. The distributive education program that you are ins olved
in; to you have, off the top of vow head, the kind of placement expe-
rience it has hod in terms of placing people in jobs ? The number of
graduates who find employment, and what length of time?

Mr. lisnavonn. First of-ail, we do have cooperative types of programs,
where a student who is in high school, forinstance, goes to school in the
morning to receive his instructional ti miming, and -therim the afternoon
he will work on a particular job.

rsually, this job is, in the area that he wishes to .pursue as a career'
objective. So, in that 'respect. yes. the placemcat is Just about 100'per-
cent, because the majority of these people will go on to pursue that
particular field.

At my level, the junior collegiate level, we have joined DECA to
enhance our leadership

and
.- Most of us are already empioNed in

qur certain career field, and we go to Sehbol to learn about leadership
development. We go to school to learn what is expected of us eh ically

I don't -know-whether this isansi Tering your question-or not.

116
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Mr. MILLER. It dues, but it also raised another question, or maybe
a comment. It is the manlier in which a student is employed, for lai.k
of a better term, in the mork-study proe.rani, where he spends part of
leis time.with an actual employer, and nut su mudi in terms of theoreti-
cal work.

I am thinking. In the district. I represent, Ce have a large number
of really fairly good auto shops within t he secondarr le% el, and
even at the junior college IN2), but I daresay that few of those students
get practical experience with an employer.

Maybe this is a comment on why the emyolyment is so low.
Mr. RELIFORD. I have met a lot of individuals who are getting prac-

tical experience with the managers. The managers work directly with
them. A. lot of them are working with the students, so that a month or
two after giving them the a% antage of their experience, they utilize
them in management roles.

For instance, I know sonic students %vim are in high school, and after
a couple of months of working with their emploN Cr. they aetually take
over the operation of certain shoe stores, or marketplaces, at anything
like this. So, they do get firsthand experience.

Mr.)1 t Liam. That is excellent. I am glad to bear that.
.fr. Lehman ?
,Mr. LEtimitr,T. I don't, lune any miest ions. T want to continue to whrk

clo,sely with the groups, because I belie.e that more academic xredit
should be given for nonacademic work..

I think von can learn in 1 hour on the outside what you can learn
in many hours on, the inside of the classroom. ha at person learns
growbur up is not l

"W
earned in school.

Mr..Ttntarono. I would like to make a eminent. if you don't mind.
,T.Tsim.; myself as an example. li.lte I told you, ehrlier, a.,,eadnated in

1963 from }Tone, Ark., and I did not have anything,goieg for me. I
entered the military service, and I was therefor 3 yearS.'

Then, after the military service, I worked for the Federal Govern-
ment, for the Den:1.111NA of Agriculture for S years. During that
8-year period of time, T realized. that I was not realty going anywhere.
It mipht he a blot against the.Federin Government, but it is not in-
tended to be that way.

realized that T was not going anyplace. so T moiled at the Tex-
arkana Junior College, and after my enrollment in that college,
learned enough about, leadership traits, and Igai led enough confidence
that T.1peided that. T would take a chance and go into my own busibeQs,
which Tam in presently.

T have a carpet-eleanher service. and I contribute niy being in that
field to the vocationol student organization that T 11111 associated with.
I would not have had eoliti6lice in In\ self to even approach
(lint x-07t lire 2 or 3 recurs ago.

T think thet they are Pleat. T think that the confidence that they in-
still in motile like myself. or not ;11 young 'motile, is really fantastic.

Mr. Ttuvrrra. I would like to point out that the six organizations
that are here today, represent 1.8 million students across the country.

You have talked about, placement. and each of us has placemeht
aetivitips. I think that. we had a. recent letter from North Dakota, Mr.
1)ot BPI/lit-son who is the director of_i_ocidainaLagr n re ethical ion
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in that State, said that TO percent of the students who graduated in
'agricultural education, are employed in that field. I.e.ss than t1 percent

of those who have gone through the ag ed program are unemployed.
So, I think that this speaks very highly of the type of agricultural

education; and all vocational education, because this tiains people to
be active citizens in-the particular industry in which they are training.

Mr. Mi Liza. Do,yOur N.,Yricultural programs provide the same op-
portnnity for the students to go out and learn from practical
experience?

Mr. TinvirrrE. Quite a bit. A lot of time is-spent in the classroom. and
a lot of it is spent in the shop. Then, the FFA is teaching to afford the
instructional classroom skill. The students have a chance fo apply
those skills. It is-the application pf knowledge fhat is really the ad-vancement

Mr. MILLER. Are there any Other comments?
Mr. FOROAIIL. One item of interest that the committee might be

interested in. In January of this year. the national officers of all six
organizations, forthe first thin, had a national leadership conference.
in -Washingtoii. This was funded by OE throug12, a grant.

This was the first time that we had an opportunity to get! together
to share our mutual concerns, and formulate our plans for working
together in the future. not only through that conference, but through
the national coordinating council.

We itre iways exploring ways in which we can cooperate, and be
involved in trying new ventures. For instance. with the American
Bicentennial celebration; that is u area Where we are interested in
coopektion.

Mr., IttirPonn. I would, like fo,talk a little bit about the visibility
of our student organizations. We are not only concerned about it. We
have had situations arise where Teeple would recognize what we. as
a gronp, Would do, but they Would' not be able fo associate the efforts
of:that ,group with, any vocational educatioa. ol.gienization,

In other words't what I am really saying is that a lot of things are
being accomplished, and 'being done through vocational student or-
ganizations, but no (Me wank to acknowledge the fact. that t be student
organizations are doing it, not seqly froin,tlie iniblie sector, but from
our educational system. "

say that to mean that if you take a progrnm.to 'students in a par-
fictilar school, and those students are receptk e to that particular stu-
dent organization. Then, you go to the administrator of that sehool,
and for seine reason the administrators are not forit, because they
look at it as a burden on them.

They look at it- as something that is cast on them, that is ail illinees-
sary evil. I guess you could say. since, we are talking about evil, But
vocational student associations work closely w ith business. %ley work
closely with industry. o

Personally, froma k stancllioint.I know that we have had a
'lot of people who are iitilmisiness. support us. A, 14 of the money to
operate our natioifal organization collies from these sources.

Yet. it seems that we are not getting the proper acknowledgment of
our contributions throughout our school systeths.

Mr. Mird,r,ellialik yob.

' \O
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If there are no ,fit (they comments, I would like to again thank you
very much for your presentations. I would like to join. with Mr.
Lehman and his remarks. I would hope that. we -would continue to
expand the practical side wherever possible, because I think, as Ike
points out. it does lead to greater employment opportunities upon
graduation.

I think that it is overall, probably, a very valuable part of the
educational processI have had about 12 years of political 'science,
and I got. a-lesson on the floor of the Muse yesterday that wis not
int any of the Gooks. I lay awake last night trying to figure out where
I had read it. but I bad not fend it anywhere, because they don't write
those kinds of lessons. .

I would like to thank von for your presentations. I think that it
was well stated. I would. dope that we. would continue to be involved
in this committee, as we get closer to that point where we do start
marking up legislation, to,make sure that as far as you are 'concerned,
your interests are protected and, hopefully, expanded. and put
fofward.

I know that it would help us in writing that legislation. I know.
that some of you have come quite a way, and Pappreciate that. Thank
you again.

If there are no further witnesses, the committee will stand ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, 10 '.55 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned,to reconvene
at the call of the Chair.] /

[Material submitted for inchisionin the record follows:]

PEFF.Anzo, STATEMENT.,dF Mituzzoalrzt,- EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FUTURE
HOUEMAKERS OF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Committee Members: It is indeed a privilege
to provide some information for the committee. In so doing I will address myself
to two major !mugs.

1. National Vocational 'Student Organizations as a part of Vocational Flu=
cation.

2. The role of 11qme Economics Education (including the Fitture Homemakers
of America) in Vocational Education.

First, I will concentrate on the Vocational Shulent Organizations.
For nearly half a century Vocational Student Organizations have played an

important rple in Vodational Educationstarting with the Future Farmers of
America in 1928 and then1945 with the Future Homemakers of America closely
followed with Distributive Education Clubs of America and Future Business
Leaders of Atherica. Now with six Vocational Student Organizations which reach
more than 11,E million students each year these organizations-are a viable force
laVoca dorm) Education.

Since only the Future Farmers hf America has been a part of any legislation
the Vocational Student Organizations have often had to struggle, to-find their
place in Vocational Education, as many educators have not understood the role
of the type of informal but goal oriented programs provided through these groups.
It has been within the last decade that these student organizations have made
tremendous strides in convincing the vocational public and others that they too
help educat and In a unighe way.

As -a result of_providing themselves as educational tools in Vocational Educa-
tion the American Vocational Association has passed resolutions In 1974 and 197.1
in support of these youth groups and of even more importance is the issuance in
1974 of the Policy of the United States .0,111co of Education for Vocational Edu-
cation 81i:dent Orpani.lations by the U.S. Mee of Education (attached).

For the first time in history the Vocational Student Organizations Are being
introduced as a part of the Vocational Education legislation. In bill H.R. 3037
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they are identified as 'Vocational Student Organizations." Since each of the six
organizations.lis unique nithin itself and is an integral part of a specific Voca-
tional Education area It is important that each of the following groups be so rec-
ognized in the legislation :

Distributive Education Clubs Of America ; Future Business Leaders of Amer-
ien-FBLAPfiL :Future Fanners of America; Future Homemakers of America ;
Office Education At-situation, and Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

From the viewpoint of the student organizations tiles should be included by
mane for these reasons:

1. There are only sj,f Vocational Education *intent Organizations currently
that function as an lnthgral part of the Vocational Elide:Mon program. (Provision
can be mode iu the legislation to include any new groups which may form.)

2. The Policy Statement of the U.S. Office of Education identifiei by name these
six vocational organizations. Thus to include then' in the legislation would be in
keeping with this policy.

3. It provides recognition to these youth groups asviucational touts that fulle-
Moo as a part of VocationnbEducatton.

d. It clarifies what the legislation means by "Vocational Student Organiza-
tions," thus preventing misinterpretation by other established coma-malts y until
groups segking aid by showing that the intent of the legislation is referring to
student organizations that are within the Vocational pint:lanai structure.

Too, we know you are aware of n need for including youth oirr National
decision-making bodies. The present draft.of the legislation does not provide for
input from the Vocational Student Organizations on National and State Advi-
sory Boards. We hope this importanbinclusion will not be overlooked.

Now, as I turn my attention to the role of Home &mutinies Education in
Vocational Education it is with great pride that I remind the committee that
Home Economies has been the forerunner Id family life edocation since 1915
and. of course, family life education mennk-yousumer education, foods and
nutrition, child care and development, parenthood education, family and com-
munity concerns and relations, management, family health (including care for
handicapped children and the elderly ) and a host of tither areas that families
deal with.

As we all know, the family is the most important unit of society and n place
where much training for life takes placegood or bad. And so with an in-
creasingly comrflex society education for family life is too important to be
left to chancewhen you educate a family you educate n society. And so
Vocational Hume Economics plays a vital role in educating young men and
women to be productive members of a familya societyto Leconte more pro*
dent within themselves. The parents of tomorrow and the family structure must
be such to footnote to build a strung societal foundation. Thus, trainilig to
lie a homemaker (Men and women, boys and girls) is preparing for a career
just as n elder.learns a trade. In fact, it is the most important career in the
universe for as the saying goes "as the home goes sp goes the nation."

Thus. it. is important that theJegislation on Vocational Education recognizes
Home Economics Education as preparing for a vocation.

Too, it must lie meugnized that women as well as men are a pertinent part
of the labor fu re. The economy Is forcing 10 percent of the women to earn -or
help earn actual living expenses. Statistics show that SO percent, of women
will be employ ed. in wage-ent-- '-; netivilies some time during their life.
This figure does not include farm women who contribute to the income Its
working in the field. food prelim-Mimi, etc., nor does it include w omen who
without pay may assist husbands with: their jobs.

Studies show that the inability to succeed on ajub more often stems from
?poor attitudes, unwilling to cooperate and the untieeeptance of restIonsiLliily

than from an actual deficiency in skill performance. These essential effluents
in relationships are usually embedded in the lack of proper early ehiLlhood

-training. This illlemma.can only be rectified through a strung educational tiro
gram which helps current and prospective parents,become efficient in instilling
in children nail south acceptable values and relationship skills with which
they can succeed in this society. Ultimately such preparation for life is 're-
flected In the working force. Home Economics Edaeation (including the Future

'Homemakers of-Ameriea) directs itself to this need. '
"Vocational Home Economics Education (Consumer and Homeninking ,Edut a-

non and Occupational Ilona- Economics Education" (Its defined In the proposed

12
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N'oefttiouni legislation Bill 11.1t. :317) 12 Itdus lust nit tlidnil programs, her% lees,
alai activities at all educational Ie. cis fur (A) the occupation of homemaking'
int lading. but nut limited to Consumer edin atom food and nutrition. family
Irving and parent eithi atioo, (hild de. elupuunt, child .are awl guidance, housing
anti home farnichlags, home nionagement. di/thing and textiles. Mill, (It) em-
ployment in Home Eionoinics (Henna tions In the S110% e ,teas. 811141 programs.
cervices ,acid :ietiVities are designed to help and families tin prose
home eii lirtInalentS, quality of personal lila fal1111., lift!, and to prevail e youth and
adults for emproyment in thane Economiks occupations.

It .N interesting to note that the Didionory of Ott oputtooal developed
by the U.S Delman...11i of Labor has auWy SPE%jee-0 ire occupations that relate
to Monte Economies. It has 11001 possible to assigu monetary %loe to a utile
Variety of homemaking tools. Thus. if a tash ' sit vet." money it earns" money
and any such octimational hisk is perfected by trainingthus they too are

A Mal Education. .

So, both boys and girls. 1111111 and %%omen must be eduented In human develop-
ment and its intirrelatedziess to cOnsidni' etint-ittn)11, fun(' anti nutrition annul
other areas pilkiously mentioned In this paper.

Tho Future Ilongnaikers of America, the youth organization ulna' functions
an integral part of Home E...nomics Ed iwatioll curriculum, has great unimet

upon family living and soh ing of social problems. Each Y 111)Proximateb
F10.000 members through FHA. 411111 IIERO (Home Economies Related Oecupa-
tionsi chapters Lot us un uorking nit 11 the tiderly, child care. pareothood edinea-
Wm. job preparatiik vonstinier problems, nutrition, uia it' Parents, etc. as as
part of 'hone E.onouilis. The organization Is cuotern&I ulth personal growth
through indhldinti and group action as the youth members impact upon real
kidlems they and their fandlies face. They learn him to make de. isions about
things that influence their own lives and- others about them.

'frhining for lining family life education apd preparation for the
working %%odd is the task at liand for Vocational Home Economies Education
am' youth leaders of the Future Homemakers of Alpert. a. I.egislation is the
veldele that will provide the thrust necessary AV VINtlid WS Vital area of
Vocational Education.

11( Thank. you.

ronu .'c F mit U.S. OPFWE OF EPIA 'AT IUN FOIL V. ot TIoN Ein cATION STUDI.NT
^ ORGANIKAnuNs

The United States Oilh:e of Edam thm maintains a close relationship eith
the si&. vocational student organizations nod %%Octanes their cooperation and
supporto in strengthenhig our programs of %ocational And technical education..
Recognizing that the past performance and demonstrated potential of these
:41x organizations are compatible uith email purposes and objectives of
education today. the United State:, Office ofAlihnatiou strongly endorses their
objet tiv, es mid steks to Invohe their thinking la the development of our polleies
and plans.

In view of this. our policy is as follows:
1. The Elated States Nike of Education reeognizes the concept of total sin-

dent .1i.tiopment as being net essar3 fur till Iocatlonal tethniclii Wm:Athol. sue
-dents to enter the labor market and to assume successful rides in society.

2. The United States Office of Education recognizes the educational pro-
grams and philosophies embraced I.y the Xollouing lit.itional education :+tudcut
organizations as being an integral part of our %motional education system
of training.

DIstributl... Falai Mimi Clubs of America. Future Farmers of America, Future
lIonienial&N of America HERO, Future Ilusine,is Leaders of AmericaPhi

Landlild. (lint e Edinatilini AZ:01110.011, 1110 tut
Of America. -

3. The. Milted States Othie of Education %%ill prat !de technical and sup%
portke services to assist %ova tiomil student in ganizailions and state agonies
In their .efforts to linpro.e the tem 110 and relmilltVe of instruction, develop
student lead( rshIp. v11114111kk a LitjUlts111, reSPOlisildini6 and print& other uliple-
,aane eNperienees for yinith.

1. Ft demi and state grant funds for vocational valuation may be used by the
-fates to give leadership and saippottskt -ocational student organizations and

1,?
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at lit dies dire( rtatll to esionlished tut:tato:tat ethical tion'instrawonal
g.raut at all IV% t.lo, tooter _plot !shills -of a maul tI plans for v motional
wines (*ion.

The rsponsibilio kit hist rut Ilona( pr ()gra His :11111 related ital.\ ales rests \\ ith
the states and lot,..tlit it s. It i- our belief that inert used efforts un the part of
state eilma thin &gent it;. to rot og Mix soul encourage the gr.eit\ tisk and de\ clop-

bt ut tilt r.k. I 01 411111/411 a.1 4idvat organizations ,ate 11414 de-r411'n the support of all leaden,: in education.
'11,e..)e punk los I et., est tit the position Of the Uldied Stales Offite of Ed ova Owl,

alai 'as hat ,east tht 100 1 (UR (*Malt nith tut.uwual allti
. o T. II.

Commissioner of Edacation."-'--
VIRGCSIA Y. Tuorriat,

Asplistan't Secretary for Education.

(70.NORESS OF TIM UNIT1.3).STATES,
ll0l%41: or REPRESENTATIVM.
Washington, D.C., April 3, 1975.

Hon, C.ot1).
Ch sal man, Subcomm ti Oa. Eit Antal n, ,Sccimita y ocatioaol Educatitob

Raybufajlonmt Building, Washiagt(mo 1).C.
1 4.Ale CIIMIZMAN . 1:114 lased is all amide I* Mr. Alan Gross, Coordinitt or

of Instructional _Resod rt It its 3L111114 1:1111111.,1 CoUlai;11.116,t .('shells. I mold appre
chile*it If Mt. (fro. .:4 ,art tele could he utode a part ak.the hearing record oil post-

,. Svconoilry Voellii011:11 (411111111011.
Very truly. yours.

.14 JAMI:S G. O'HARA,
Chairman.

Enclogire.
l'OeNtION EDITATION ANtEspmENTs. tir 1.975', . ' .

Tikk Voka1 loikitI 1:11th alioit ,let of 1,163 blpattisait legislation alma w Welt tho
.til,agreetttott t on lest tt a lialitI 1.), Carl Ptritint. as 4'il 111110,111111 in the,
histoty of 1 11140146114i "Ala at not anti by Senator Veil AN it 'major keit kt hrottgit.

"Congress, ape:trend.% satisfied it ith the Act, bas ri 111' A vil and sally slightl, ittudi-
not14,1 stil.710- In 1.96S, in 11169. and 1111'42. (leo rl, the Ail Is a slicers.% if stint lila-

. toot t,f t vent loihil i du vas:lion is a ole rltecion of mitt vss, liltdtt Veil MO and 1MiS
t la t.,1.11 tlione,...., Gill' 1(1(101.414 ellIlla Hon 1110 ea ol.t1 ill Utast .1 pt elution. front ...,..
A269,141 to 4i.1.11.711, all inrase of 325y, ,' Ahreot or. by 11)73, enrollments
in., IVitaxt1 1.) 4,1 or t %telt e milt loft,' The question rt audits,. Has the grim th of tut ri

a 1 iwkit 1 ctlilLt Citni Nilsen pl.i lIl at cord title the (*.dig res...lona I intent that pro-
grams lie oriented to the ,iltit marker'? "The au- t or N, largely, no.

;.)lost vocational education tithes ,pla cc it the secondary level. In 1913. of
1 .2.073,-6i \ motional .t talents, it,'3.13.0(12 %%ere enrolled lit secontlitry st holds.
of the Int ter,n,,I..!1.tl or I?. liereent Were enrolled lit agrioult tire and. hula'

.. to. oilltIllit -prtgratIts not tin vit tit fit' tit earning ,t lit tug.' .).14ervot t r, although the
Adios spent- the greatest Iliintit I I of i X 1/1 a t ion:it. oditeatIour effort all the see
(nolo r,v [as distinct front tile poxeseeto(lary I lit el.,' Wit effort could be silg,Itt
indeed, In .))1chigait in 1if70 TI lttii 3 percent of the seetufdary eN.petullt tit es

..\\ ere for \-octiti(nal oil matt kiln. Thus it is hardly surprising that 10t1 ,,f Its

'1 ('foorrailifonell Record t August t; 11163), 14261-62 and 1 Ochtber 8..19631. 1F9/1*(1
ram 4,4 1-,./9., or tonal StottAtte.. iewitoongton, DX... Got ernitatut Printing Office. 190).

Table 711, e. 51.. , .
%,,efitionni Fincatioa faformat1011 NO. 1 Summary Ants . Vocational Ilducatlan FAA al

1 ..ar. 147.1. 1...S. Department Of 114 '444th. Felilea thin and Welfare. Office of Eduention. 'Bull an
of (I, t iientionat and Adult Education. DkIstoli of Vocational and Telintimi Valuta tl,oii.
A lig thigtmi. DP. -1 .1 .... p. 1.. 4 ennorettionat Record (.1nginit 6, 1069). 11263,

$ :tee Footnote 3. ., , \
.... " Training America's Labor Pewee . Potential. fro ress. anal Problem of Vocational
1.deomtion 'Report of the General A(1 ountiuu (Ate, oil matted October 18. 1972. IteportA
,p thy Implementation of the I ouittbrial fidueot sop A Vadotenta of 1068. General Sub .
4 oonaltteta on ralaeation of the CoinalItter on Edutatlon al Labor. Mahe pt neve:Ionia
tive November, 71)73, Vol. '2. n. 977. .

"Training America's Labor. Force," v. 976. , ,

.. . /
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school districts had no vocational program* or that, natluit-Ride, only 24 percent
of secondary students are enrolled in vocational.programs'

On ninny counts, however, "It is difficult to make a case for expansion of high
school vocational education courses. "" Dropout rates are higher than fur other
curricula* and only half of the students or less find jobs related to their
training.* In addition, most studies indicate that vocational education grad-
uates show "no significant athantage ... either in stoiting stages or increa:e
in hourly wage rates over time."" The best that secondary school %ocational
advocates can sax 14, that these programs are "ours marginally profitable ""
or that they show "a small effect in earnings." "

On the other hand, community college occupational programs are more efftT-
Li%the than high school programs. In the first place, their graduates earn more." In
addition, gust- secondary schools are "more resinaisa e to labor market treads. "''
Moreover. a study of student attitudes tuu aril vocation education indicates that
these attitudes are healthier at the post secondary level than at the high school
level." Success is reflected in soaring enrollments. 1,340,731 in 1073.1 a figure
which represents 44 percent of all community college students.' The Bureau of
Occupational Education projects this to increase to user three million by 197S,"
or one-third of the total gainful occupational enrollmtnt in the United States.
Soule estimates go as High arsix million or mope in 1980." This record of success
has led one in% estlgator to recommend that community colleges "Idecvme 11 hey'
integrative agency in a newly designed vocational and manpower training sys-
tole. "" To another obsener, 'for those %%Rh options, postponement of vocational
studies [until afterlighschool graduation] appears profitable. ""

This success has had some effect un the Congress. In 1963, Congressman roue)),
then Chninuan of the Education and Labor Committee. stated that "This bill ten
tern attention upon the training of young people daring the high school years,
prior to their entrance into the labor market. "" In 1968, this emphasis as
changed; A 15 percent, set-aside fur community colleges u as introduced hi recug-

. Mao.' of "the growing system of eoulnatnity colleges."' According to Senator
Morse, this set-aside "redirects vocational education toward the post Jecomlni.y
level." Moreover, the new Bureau of Occupational Education was staffed IQ
part by those with community college experience."

However, these legislath a changes have nut had the desired effect *Secondary
schools. whose capacity for success and leadership has yet to be demonstrated.
are still in the saddle. Community colle0s. eats their enviable track record. are
largely ignored. especially at the state level u here in 10 states the 15 percent .stit-
asitle has been ignored in state agencies ':whose leaders' primary experience and
outlook is in secondary level vocational education," In fact. in 29 states all
vocational education-including postpcondary--is run by the K-12 agency."

4 "Tralninti America's Labor Porte. p,'975-76,
"Training America's Labor Force." p. 975.

la Beatrice G. Rnebens, "Vocatlonnl Education. Performance and Potential E.% idence
Lacking that litch School Comes Result in Job, Wage Gains," Manpower, vol. t. Ao, 7
(Jniv. 19741. p. 2S.

o David Rogers, "Vocnttonni and Career. Education A Critique and Some New Direc-
tion." Teacher* Oollcoe Record. col. 74. n. 4 (May, 1973)y. 4S5.

Patricia Marshall, "Vocational Education Today," at.9...vsr, vol. 4, n. 11 lNovember,
19721.9: R6.0 also Buchan& p, 24 and Rogers. p.48:1.

Ituebem 25,
It Arthur J. Cornzsint. The Decision to. Invest in Vocational Ed: An Annl} els of Costs

mid Benefits." Journal of Iluman Resources, vol. 2 (supplement. 190S), P. 120.
Rnebens, 28.
Ruehens,p.21.

v.' Marshall. p. 8.
r William P. Anthony and Robert C. Minim:. "Tech Ed Rates High and Re.pansIseness,"

American Vocational Journal, vol. 49. n. 4 (Apri1.1974), pp. 40-42.
vocational Etinculitut Information NO1 p. 1.

-'" From testimony of Peter 'Instko In "Testimony on Vocational Education fur the Gen-
eral Sulwonunittee on Ethication,7 Committee un Education and Labor, United Stales
Ii nose of Reprsntatives. August 13. 1974. P. L

Voentional Edtwation Information No. IL Trends in N o.ational Information , Fiscal
Tear 1973, p. 5.

71altocers, p. 478.
=hover'. p. 497-98.
'24 Ruenemt, P. 2S.
14 ronoressfonal Record (Auz. 1903), 14291.
=, ronarepolonal Record (Oct. 3.19681, 29477.

eonore*Rfonal Record (Oct. 1.19031, 29013.
9n1)116 1.4w 92-318. pp. 87-88.
"Testimony." p. 7.

5') "Testimony," p. 6. .
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There IS no easy solution to these problems, which are_elear-for-the-first-time
In the history of this legislation. However, H.R. 3036, presently before the Com-
mittee, is a long step toward solution. It provides :

pereenrsetzasitie tor counnubity colleges;
(b) a 20 percent set aside to be allocated by a State Allotment Board with

'adeqqate community College representation ;
(c) a community college occupational unit at the federal level vvith real

duties and real funding power.
MR. 3036 dues not pros ide for a separate community college occupational edu-
cation administrative unit at the state level, although such units might help
N uentional education greatly. The bill also does not provide fur inure rigorous data
collection accompanied by frequent and stringent audits. Huss es er, H.R. 3036
is a bill worthy of support and passage.

The facts reported here are vv ell documented, but not %sell-known because fed-
tral data has for twelve years obscured rather than illuminated the truth. Sta.e
agencies have found adequate, follounp response rates as low as 36 percent."'
Many observers find federal data on budgets, enrollments, staffing patterns and
facilities questionable, inaccurate or inomplete." The area of costs shows a
Particularly flagrant disregard reality. Federal expenditures data Indicates
that community college programs at an average of $625 are tuice as expensive
as secondary programs" In reality, responsible studies indicate that on the
average community college programs cost about 85 percent of secondary pro-
grams." It is hoped that the new facts presented here help in the passage of a new
and better Vocational E.SucatIon law.

'31 "Training America's Labor Force." p. 984.
" "Training America's Labor Force," p. 971; Rogers, 476; Ruebens, 24 and Bruce

Reinhart. "Lack of Data Planning and Evaluation Bottleneck," American I ocational
Journal, vol. 40, 0. 3 (March, 1971) p. 30.

" Vocational Education Information No. V. Vocational Education State-by-State Analy-
sis of Expenditures, Enrollment, apd Completions. Fiscal Year, 1973. p. 18.

For community cost analyses, see James L. Wattenbarger, Bob N. Cage. and L. Ti.
Arney, The Community College. Target Population, Program Coats and Cost Diflerenhais,
'ntional Education Finance Project. Special Study No. 6, Institute of Higher Education.
University of Florida, Gainesville. Fla.. June, 1070. For high school cost analyses. see
Ekhonan Cohn. Teh -wei Flu and Jacob J. Kaufman. The Costa of Vocational and Aon-
t orattonal Programs: A. Study of Michigan Secondary Schools. Institute of Research on
Human Resources. The Pennsylvania State University. University Park, Peuasylvania.
1972.
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VOCATIONAL IND OCCUPATIONAL. EDUCATION

TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 1975

Haus': or ItErmisuyrxrivr_,;,
SUBCOlInITrEE ON EUMENTARY, SECONDARY AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OE 'run COMIMEE
,EDUUAT1ON AND LABOR,

Tasking toa, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 0 4O a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 211'5,

Rayburn House Office tuildhig, Hon. Carl D. Perkins [chairman of
ihesubcommittee] presiding.

Members present: Reprcccntatives Perkins, Simon, Mottl,
Hall, Quie, and Jelfords.

Staff members present : John-Jennings, counsel ; Charles Radcliffe,
minority- counsel.

Chairman PERRINS. Why don't we ask the witnesses to conserve
time? We have a bill on the floor this morning, the Older Americans
Act.

If you would all ,f;et around the table at one time,]~ want to call on
Mr. Emerson J. Elliott, acting director of the National Institute of
Education. You can introduce the people that are with you.

Then we will hear from Dr. William PierCe and then Dr. Robert
Taylor from Ohio State University.

I am delighted to have you here today You can piuceed in any
manner you prefer.

Without objection your prepared statements will be inserted in the
record.

'STATEMENT ,01' EMERSON X. ELLIOTT, ACTING DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
CORINNE RIEDER, CHAIRPERSON, EDUCATION AND WORK TASK
Fong, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION; AND SUSAN E.
HAiTSE, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR LEGISLATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCA-
TION, AND WELFARE

Mr. ELLIOTT. Thad_.'{ you, sir.M'Tr. Chairman, the National Institute of Education is happy to
receive your invitation to appear this morning to describe its activities
in education, research, and del eloonent and in motional and camel
education.

Uur stlitute as you well know pt.nvkies that lae carry on research in
education and then it says "including career education. '

(891)
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Without getting into, a long debate about the differences between--
-

, vocational and career education, I think when the Congress inserted
that-elause-into-out-statute4lley w-ere-fol lowing Ailong_traditiomef,
congressional interest in this country in the relations- hip between
education and work, which I think can ?asily be traced back even_
before the Vocational Education Act of 1917, at least back to the acts
of 1872 and even the Northwest Ordinance of 1785. I think this is a

I
long tradition in the U.S: Congress, a tradition of concern for what
is happening in American schools and the relationship between school-
ing and subsequent careers.

The Institute from the beginning, has carried on a number of
t

activities in the education and w ork area. Approximately one-sixth of
t

all of our funds are devoted to that area and it is one of the five
t

priorities .which the National Council on Education Research, our
.. , policymaking body. has adopted for its fiscal year 1976 program.

\
Here with us is Dr. Corinne Rieder, who is in charge of the educa-

tion and work programs of the National Institute of and
will describe our programs in more detail and the commitment to the
Nyork experience in school training and guidance counseling placement.

Chairman P rnms. Go right ahead.
Dr. Rrt:DER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I am happy to have this opportunity to testify on what
the National Institute of Education is doing in the area of research
and development in vocational and career educlition.

Parenthetically in my testimony this morning I am not differentiat-
\

ing between those projects which might be considered career education

\from
those which legislatively are considered. vocational education,

although the terms are not synonymous.
Vocational education as it now exists, concentrates its effort's on spe-

cific skill preparation for students seeking occupations requiring less
than the bachelors degree, whereas career education is concerned with
the career choice and preparation foretill students.

, For the record I am attaching a more complete definition of These
\ terms.
\ IDefinitipn referred to follows:1

WHAT ARE TIM DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VOCAT.ONAL AND CAREER EDUCATION?

There are both conceptual and legislative differences between these two terms.
Three essential differences exist :

(a) Career education is a concept used to encompass all aspects of an in-
, dividuats lifetime career including career awnreness, exploration, decision-

, making, preparation, entry and progression. Vocational education, as it cur-
, rends exists, emphasizes only one of these componentscareer preparation

as its main thrust.
b ) Career education is for all persons, whereas vocational education as

it Low exists concentrates its efforts primarily on those persons seeking
Noeath:nal educntion at secondary and sub-baccalaureate degree levels.

(C) Career education as a concept empha,l7e0 'tont paid and unpaid work
irl the lives of-individuals whereas vocational education emphasizes prepara
don for paid-work.

LEGISLATIVE DEFINITIONS OF VOCATIONAL AND CAREER EDUCATION

Ulf of 1903
The term "vocntional education" means I ocatiunal or ter-huh-al training or re.
aining . .. to prepuce hall% 'duals fur gainful employment as semi skilled or

126
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shined n orkers or tetlinklans or sub professionals in recognized occupations
and is new and ethei.ging occupations or to prelate !duals for enrollment
in tab aneed ter inical education pr.grams (but ex. hiding any program tu_pyie-

s employment in oveupat!..;:is hich the Congress determines
. '. to be generally censideied professiontil or %%Lich requires t haccalaureate or
higher degree . . sucji terms include vocational guidance and counseling WW1-

r through gr..up instruction) in connet_titat «ith such training or for
the pbrpose of facilitating occupational choices. instruction related to the oce
patitt or occupations for %%Idyll the studelits are in training ur instructions
necessary fur students to benefit from such gaining, jub,placetnent,.etc.
PaNict Lazo 93-390 Seel inn 40G, part D

Por the purposes of this section. the term ' career education- means an edu-
eatitui kinuiess designed 11) to increase the relationship lietueen .seliutols and
society as a whole, t:21 to provide enportunities fur c guidance and
eirpor development for al: Ladreu, (3) 'to relate the subject matter of the cur-
rietea of "...hoots to the aces, of per:3os to function in society, (4) to extend the
coupt of the etliwation pl,(1.'SS beyond the. school into the area of employment
mid the c:oinnainity, , (5) to foster in altitudes, skulls, and fin otledge
in um der cu tut Lie persons to tope %%MI accelerating change and obsolescent, (6)

it, the eduLlitIon inure relcant to-employment and functioning in society ; and
I7) to el:initiate nay distinction between education fur Socational,purpuses and
general Or aoutendc education.

Dr. RIEDER. Sinte it began in August 1972, the NIE has had a ma-
jor commitment to supporting .research. and development in this im-
portant area:

First : The NIE's authorizing legislation specifically calls for ,the
'institute to undertake 13. & D. in-career education as part oCits broad
Dull-1,1,th, to improl e education through research, dexelopment, and
dissemination.

Second : Six major R. t. D. projects in vocational and career educa-
tion. totaling $17 million were transferred from the Office of Edu-
cation io NIE at its inception. c,

Funding for these projects and additional R. & D. projects initiated
by NIE totaled $45 million for fiscal tears 1973, 1974, and 1975. That
is approximately '17 percent of .NIE's total funds over this 3 -year
period.

Finally, NIE proposes to .continue our efforts in this area and has
identified it as one of five problem areas on which we, will concentrate
fiscal year 1976 resources.

NIE's activities are aimed at improving the preparation of youth
and adults for choosing, entering, and progressing in careers.

This 'orientation has been selected, in part, based on information
gathered by Gallup Polg, surveys, and national commissions, all of
which have found that Americans place a premium on having schools
pr,s.pni-e people for work and transition to the adult world.

However, there is considerable evidence that indicates that schools
are no"t completely accomplishing this goal.

. Each year about 2.5 million youth leave school, without a high
school diploma, as general curriculum graduates, or as college
dropouts.

It is believed that many of these youth, including a large propor._
Von of the graduates, hate left school without the skills required to
obtain employment or to continue their education, a sense of where
their career interests and coniPetencies lie ndquatc, information
about job availability and requirements or much understanding of
what it is like to.have adult responsibilities.

tt2-945.--75--rol, 2-0
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INIureo% or about 15 million adult: Amyl icons are in school and an
estimated 80 inillint more cant to (mnna. their education. These
lilults-want-to-qualify--for-hetter-payif re-wa riling
positions. There is grow ing concern regarding the expectations held
by those who return to adult, education..

Therefore our activities are aimed at helpino- iduals, (A) to
make better choices in their careem, (B) to improve their mastery of
work-related skills especially those which are nut specific to a single
job or occupation and, (C) to enter and reenter educational programs
t hroughout their lives.

The evidence cited abuse phis extensile &seussions with educator,
and :esearehrs led us to select two principal strategies to reach these
aims.

'rite. first is to hop' e and PX1)1111d Volk experience progants in
various settings. The second is to de% clop betty' t.utinseling an 1 juror-
illation services.

Many areas of lueational and camel education are represented in
projects completed or underway through Institute sponsorship.

Per tile-record 1 ant attaching out' career' education program plan
for fiscal year 1975 e inch includes a 30-page pplicy paper ant tin
appendix of onpage descriptions for ot cr ;;0 of our projects in this
area.

[Information referred to is retained in sukonimittee- files.]
Dr. Rum:. The question of sex rstereotvpin! in vocational educe-

, tient has been a ma jur area of our research. d'owever, since it is tht,
subject, matter of a, future Hearin!, before this committee I won't
elaborate at this J.,iine on those endeavors.

()ler the.past 3 years 90 percent of our funds have gone to support
the 'development -and testing of 6 major projects which were fiat
funded by the U.S. Oflice of Education and transferred to the Institute
in the early years of their development.

These projects fall into three major categories: curriculum, work
experience and skill preParation and guidance counseling and
placement.

The following are representathe of our efforts in these areas.

CURRICULUM

An example of NIE-supported work in the :um of , -urriculum is
the development of r urricultme materials for eighth- and ninth,
grade. students and teachers to help bring together schooling and
e (irk by allowing the students to explore eo.ik roles and tasl.s.through
simulated work activities in the classroom.

These experiences trite students an understanding of the relation-
ship between academic skills, personal interest, and aptitude and,
petential careers.

Over 1,600 children hat e been i all ed in the field testing of thitse
units which new del eloped by the Centel for Vocatignal Education
at Ohio Statchljniveithy.

In addition 10,000 more students lime beer Involved. in t he field
testing of other emrieillumput ecials.
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.., WORK EXPERIENCE AND SIW.I, PREPARATION.

= finite urea- of ,IN ork-PN-perienex and skill preparation, XIE has
been coneenned ti ith problems of )(ah and adults. An example of
its youth-oriented w ork is the developmt at and et aluatiori of the
expefience-based career education programs.

Operating at four sites., these are him atit e-alternatit e high school
projects which allow sttoknts to merge personal and at adelii.a. intci-
ests with hands -our experiences in the adult work world.

Each student creates a combined at...adenlie and, wet k expo iencc
program with the aid of a learning coordinator.

A student is assigned to set eral community emplo3er sites., each
for a specified nu 'toil of time at ording to the student's interests and
needs. Ilich employ ei -site attit ity is sti uetured to yield a specified
learning outcome.

In addition to the onsite learning, rigida'. ,classiooni ilistruction is
provided in those academic subjects not cot ered by the site leaving
or needed to fulfill graduation_ requirements.

A student learns about the watt: world*, including, adults, responsi-
bilities and skills needed for h %ariety of jobs, trtrough his or her:.
direct, participationin the adult world. . ."

Over TOO students hat e participated In this program and they
range from former dropouts to merit scholars.

Material's hat e and are being de% eloped to enable additional
schools to initiate similar plogi ants. Our Wilco alone has aheady
repelled over 1.001 requ :otS for infontuition from State and local
levelsabout these projects.

Dr. Pierce will discuss in his testinion3 the cooperation that exists
between our two agencies and how OE w ill implement this preject.

As mentioned earlier. NIP: is also concerned with problems of
adults. :in .emunole of our work in this area is the det el-optima and
evaluation of a iesidential pogrom for rill al disadt antaged families
which provides basic skills, net upationot skills, health t are, counsel-
ing. and placement.

More than 800 families or head.) 3,000 hall% kinds from six Western
States have been served to date.

Though the cost is high, the program is successfully meeting its
objectit, es and compares fat mith13 w ith welfare and other social costs.,
For example, the job placentent, ate is 8U percent and follow up data un
graduates show a hiugtagt.LiuKkum_iiLittotae_o 1 20 Ressx0,Lo .

*,rious income.

cum.\ NcE COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT

4
4. .

The Institute has supported a good deal of work in the area of
guidance and counseling. For example, SS e has % e supported the develop
went' and testing of a unique telephone counseling service in
Providence. R.I.

In its first 2 yea'," of operation more than 3,000 people who were
unemployed said not attending school receit ed information on educa
ti011 and training resources mailable in their community.

In addition to its developmental activities the Institute is sup-,
porting research in careen and % motional education and from this
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research has gained Leti s knowledge useful to educators, policymakers,
and the public. s

Me gaiety which has recently reedited futtentiort Wr,s cnrried.eut by
Welford Wilms at the University of California, Berkeley.

The purpose of the study was to compare the effectiveness of public
and proprietary schools by following a large sample of graduates into
the labor market and Assessing their success.

It also sought to ascertain whether or not there were systematic
differences iii public anti proprietary students' bad,grounds that could
haVe affected their experiences in the labor market.

The study found that only 20 percent of the graduates from both
proprietary and public schools who chose profeS.=nal or technical-
lei el training actually obtained those specific jobs within 3 years after
graduation.

Almost 80 percent of the public and proprietary graduated from
clerical and service programs obtained those jobs but, with the excep-
tion of secretaries, barely earned thelTedera 1 nun imum wage.

,After controlling for differences in student 'backgrolunl as more
proprietary students were from ethnic minority groups with 'lower
educational status and poorer verbal skills, public and proprietary
graduates had about the same occupational success.

Wihns has recommended that all vocational training programs
should inforn. pruspecti% e stuWts of phtcements rates and the occu-
pational success of graduates.

In conclusion wg intend in fiscal year 1976 to concentrate our efforts
, on new activities in the areas of work experien.e and guidance and

counseling.
Examples of proposed work experience projects include:
(1) One: Actively disseminating the expenence-loged career educa-

tion program nationally at both the secondary and postsecondary
levels in cooperation with the Office of Education. Wro expect this
model program to be implemented in 42 States by the end of fiscal
year 1976, while planning will be linderway in an additional 150
school 'systems.

Two : Investigate the usefulness of work-experience credentials for
students-in terms of their ability to go on in school or to obtain and
advance in jobs.

Activities in the guidance and counseling area will include:
One: -Initiating research on the way in which young people make

career decisions in order to-improve future guidance and counseling
programs.

Two: Exploring the use of television and support materials to give
children and their parents an understanding of the broad range of
careers, they might consider with special emphasis on counteracting
the problems of occupational, racial, and sex stereotyping.

In, addition we plan to: ,(1) Support research to discoyer and ana- .
lyze alternathe ways of providing adults with the financial assistance
to return to school; and (2) develop better measures of career and
vocation education outcomes.

As I stated when I began; I decided for time's sake only to present
one or two projects in each category as a means of highlighting the

' Institute's activities.
There are other projects in which you might be interested and I

would be happy to provide that information to you.
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Thank you again for your invitation to testify before this coin-
mittee.

1WilrhTiliiipp-fro answer any questuoil-s-fliiiryou might na-ve.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Riede.
Is Dr. Pierce scheduled to testify next?
I am pinch hitting for the Chairman temporarily while he is meet-

ing with a small delegation here.
Dr. Pierce, Would you identify yourself?

STATEMENT' OF DR. WILLIAM F. PIERCE, DEPUTY gCOMMISSIONER
FOR OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, US. OFFICE OF
EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND 'WEL-
FARE, ACCOMPANIED BY MS. SUSAN E. HAUSE, SPECIAL ASSIST-
ANT TO DEPUTY . ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION
(EDUCATION), AND HOWARD F. HJELIII, DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION, BUREAU OF OCCD.-
PATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

Dr. PIERCE. Thank you, -Ar. Chairman. I Illfl William Pierce. the
Deputy Commissioner or Occupational and -Walt Education oldie
Office of Education.

Before I begin my testimony I would like to introduce GIs. Muse,
who is Special -Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretor.) fur Legis-
lation, Education, at HEW, who is at my immediate left.

On my extreme right at the end of the table is Dr. Howard
,who is birector of the Dh ision of Research- and Demonstration, Bu-
. real of Occupationatand Adult Education.

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to appear befog e this ais.
tingnished subcommittee to discuss research and AMON at it IlCti$ ities
authorized and funded under the A.Thcational Etlacation Aniendnicuts
of 1968. As you are aware, those amendments expatialed the research
activities permitted under the Vocational Education Act of 190:1 by
establishing three distinct Lut related programs. Pot t C pro\ ides f tuals
for applied research, part. 1) supports innovative demonstration proj-
ects and .part I supports curriculum development efforts. A moque
characteristic of these research and demonstration plogranib is that
one-half of the funds are given directly fo the States to use in meeting
their most urgent needs. The remaining portion of the funds is a) olh
oble for the Commissioner's use to support project:::., the states w bleb
meet national priorities.

These three discretional.) programs compliment each other and con-
stitute the cutting edge for moving impro\ ea practices into \ ocational
education at both the State and local level. The results of the proj-
ects should improve and extend existing federally supported N ()cation:Li
education programs. Our applied research effort do clops model pro-
grams and procedures to bu adoptettbv State education agencies autl
local school distrivts. Our demonstratitn effort fosters the adoptiou of
selected models. And our curriculum development effort responds to
needs in vocational ed ovation for new instructional inaIefials, parti,A-
larly the need' for curriculum. material$: in new awl emerging
occupations.

would like to pointsinebefore mov ing to a more detikiled discussion
of our research activ ities that the Congress has authorized the Office
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of-Education to perform eeseardi and de% Ailment work in the voca-
tional education areas. Since the National Institute of Education's
mandifte is eclually coordiiiiiteg it -with tie NTE's
Office of Education and Work. As an example of this cooperative
effort. NIE has de% eloped four expo ion ed-basud models which offer
a comprehensive. individualized, alternativ c. to full time knitting for
high school Youth. I.,

As a result of favorable field test efforts. we plan in fiscal year 19.76
to fund at least one such project in 1-2 States. EaLli,project will be sup-
ported with part D demonstration funds fur tip. to 3 years. These
projects will use. either partially or entirely, the instructional pro-
oTams N. IE has de% eloped. Let me go on tow to giv e ,v ou an of cry iew of
s.
our activities.

Tn developing national funding pridfities for the federallj admini,4-
tered portions of parts C, D. and I during the, past few years, an effort
lass been amide to target resources.on a small min iber of priority aem;
so that enough funds can be focused on a particular problem to make a
significantimpact upon its resolut i on. Be fore specific priority areas are
selected the insights. v levy:, and recoinnandations, where appropriate,
of professional groups, the Research and EY aluntion Committee of the
National Adv. isory _Council on Vocational-Education. the I'SOE Liai-
son Committee on Research of the National Association of State Di-
rectors of 'Vocational Education and NIE are obtained.

As a result of these recommendations, the five priority areas for the
Commissioner's diseretionary part. C research projects funded in fiscal
.v ear 1977) are: (1) the improvement of administration of vocational
education at the State level ; (2) tie improvement of administration
of vocational education at the local level: (3) the development of im-
provd comprehensive guidance. counseling, and placement systems;
(4) the development of instructional programs to train teachers of the
disadv antaged, handicapped. or minority students; and (5) the de-
% elopment of open-entry-exit systems fn. instructional programsbased
on achievement rather than time spent in a' program.

Highlights of the inajor accomplislunents of past part C discre-..
t i (nary »rograms include: '

Funding of two national vocational education R. S. D. centers to
develop vocational models and systems for instruction.

Implementation in each Ste" end territory of its own career educa-
tion model hi fiscal year 1972 and fiscal year 1973.

Support of a research retrim al systtan that periodically publishes
and disseminates "abstracts of hist' act ional materials and abstracts of
research .ina t e'r in ls.

Fundiwr of 93 projects in fiscal year iqz4 to create or improve in-
struction for the disadvaintaged. handieapped. and minorities, includ-
ing alternative work experiences, guidance and counseling services,
and mn a nom, , information systems. .,

The States ha ve'used their share of n ' i4 C funds to support resCarch
coordinating units. linnUn as RCrs. v, Revs have helped create
knetwotk, spread ilatiwiwitle, of researol. information and retrieval

stems and a centnil point. in =It State to disseminate information
ab ut research and new developments; in Vocational educntion.

I ether, RCFs act as a centralized source of expertise in each State,
providing help in developing sound research. demonstration and in
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novative vrOjects aunt caluate eNisting mational-educattiou
programS. The States have also been assisted by the IICE"s in admin.,
istermg the State portion of pails C and D %motional education ftnids.

The priorities of our federally administered part D demonstiation
effort have been on the implententat ion of projects that pros hie young
people m ith sequential opportunities for kareei a w a reness, career ex-
ploration, career preparation, including wink expel ience and coupe' at-
tire ethiCation, and guidance. counseling, mid phlLtItient.ers iees. The I
are currently approximate].) 60 such projects in opera .on. Nktie addi-
tional iiirojects which implement chaste' cut riculums to help ptes cut
training obsolesunex- ate 11,;ingproposed lot funding in this fiscal
year. policy .papers announcing the priorities for part D discre-
tionant projects in the past poet al years sill be submitted for the
record!

[lfaierial referred to follows:]

PUNTING CRITERIA FOR PART DDiscaurioNmtv: Paood,tat

Ot.PARTMENT OF ,ILALi II, EDT( Apo:\ vio oFk 145 of LotA.ATIoN,
ADULT, voc,trioN.tt, ANn Loam1- mammas

°mama 2, 1969.
Sent hat . Grant Venn, Assoctqe Cointaissionet, Bateau of Adult, Vocational, and

Library Progrn
Sent to. Executic e officers of State boards fur %motional education, State di reC-

Mrs of vocational education.
fildklet . Pulley paper AVL \ 7U -1, Highlights of proc (stuns for exemplary pro-

' Onus and projects In vocational education,
intmfaction.---The Dicision of Vocational and Technical Education of the

Bureau of Adult, Vut ational, and Llinary Programs administers the exemplary
programs. and projects ander the Vocational Education Act of 1993,,as amended
toy the Vocational Education Amendments of 190S (Public Law 90-570). Direct
thous MI support is furnished for pro.ranaittml projects by the U.S. Commissioner
of Education muter Section 142 (e) of Part D of theact.

Exemplary programs and projects are to be designed tu. (a) create bridges
between school and ea ruing a 11 t mg for smut- people %%Ito are still in school, who
hal e lett scl I either by graduation or by drugging out, or who are ln post sec-
ondary, programs of vocational preparallon, it promote cootie:ration het oven
public education and manpower agencies, and (e) broaden utcupatiunal aspira
dons and opportunities fur youths, with special I mpbasis given to youths cc Ito
have academic, socioeconomic, or of her handicaps. Pro' isms Is to he made for the
participation of students t broiled is private nonprofit st hoots. The projects ore
to he conducted under grants or contracts accorded by the Commissioner, in
accordance a lilt the lona islotis of Part D of the Act aunt svIth the applicable Fed-
eral Regulations. Eligible applicants may Imitate local educational agencies,
State Boards for Vocational Education, and public and private agencies, InstItu
tions or 'Organizations.

Nature of projects.--lixemplar projects represent bridge-Imilding efforts
beta ven research and development work oil the cue halal and actual operations
in school settings cat the othe hand. Exemplary projects will Out (evolve original

,research and developmental aetitIties but a ill be bast d &pun prior research and
(le% elopment. They will be limited to %c hat research hang already :shim n vv ill a tick.
Xfierefore, exemplary projects should hale a high probability of success. They
should constitute a travitiou of restarch findings and des elopmental efforts to
program operations. 4

Fiie it 4. for fiscal year MO.- Tn order to achieve maximum impqct, the funds
available for fiscal year 1970 will be focused programs or projects which cum
mie. in one operationW setting. all the following; aspects:

1. Provision for ItroadiaaMational orientation at the elementary and second
ary school revels so as to increlle othdelit awareness of the range of OptIolth 01'1
to them in the world of work.

2. Provision for work experience. cuoperativeedut atipn and similar programs.
making possible a wide variety of offerings in many oedupational IMRE,

0, 4)

1 a 4;
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3. Prmision fur students nut pre luusly enrolled in ocational programs to
receive specific training in job entry shills just prior to the time that they letae
the school. (Some of these t rjning programs might be %cry intensive and of short
duration.)

4. Provision for intensiv.e occupational guidance and counseling during the last
years of school and for Initial placement of all students at the completion of their

(Placement naght,be In a job or In post seLundary ot.upatlintal train-
. dug. Placement should be accomplished in cooperation with appropriate eint;loy

ment services, manpower agencieS,,ete.)
`5. Provision for the grantee or contractog to carry the program on w ILL support

from 'regular funding sources after, the termination of the Federal assistance
under Part Do,f P.L. 00-370. Alfedeyal assistance wider Part D cannot exceed
three years.)

It is anticipated that other program emphases may be highlighted In future
ti fiscal years.

Furatiesul comiderat tor4. Direct grn".% and/or contracts %%Ill be awarded to ,
each State,,, up to the %limit of funding available for the Copiniissioner',, use iti
that State as allotted under Part D of P.L. 9047(1. Fot fiscal year 1070, it is
autticipated that the automat 11% tillable fan the Commissioner's use fur grants
or contracts in each State will range irom $100,000 to $-....00,000. Since exemplary
projects Will usually regime substantial thiamial reAirees, consideration tumid

gi1CIL to incorporating lands from a ariety of sources, :Atli as transfer funds
under Part B, Cooperative Vocational ,Edmation funds wider Part C, Rork
Study funds under Part I,j, anti finals from State and local sources. Funds
allotted to the btates for exemplarN plograms under a State plan-may be com-
bined with the Commissioner's grant or contract funds into a single pait D
project. Generally, proposals which feature a skillful combining of betprill types
of funding. structured au annul tits central fealnewurk of a Part. 1) grant, will
be viewed wri411.special favor.

Appfication pi watt; err.- -During fiscal year 1070 the cutoff date for receipt
of proposals., will be January 1. 1970. Proposals mast be prepared and submitted
in accordant e with the' publication entitled. Manual. Instructions Pro-
ceduresExemplary Programs and ;inducts in Vocational Etliication. Persons
preparing proposals should consult with representatil es of their State Board
for l'ocationai Education regarding sources of supplementary funding awl kV'
ordination )vitli other %out Goma education programs and activities in the State.
Completed proposals are -to he submitted to the U.$. Office of Education. with
copies furnished simultaneously to the applicable State Board for Vocational
Edukation. The State Board will rolew cash proposal and may, within a perikilt
of sixty days, disapprove any proposal. AII proposals not aisapproved by the
State Boards will be revional by the U.S. Office of Education, on the Luis of
analysis by specially-constituted re% few boards composed mainly of knowledge-
able practitioners. The yin lew will take, into consideration such factors, among
others, as. 11.) the potential of the proposal for contributing significantly to
rho accomplishadent of the purpose of Part D of r'.,. 00-570, (2) the soundness
of the proposed plan of. operation , (3) the adequacy of the ,personnel and fttil-
itles available for carrying out the proposal, and (4) the proposal's economic

State Boards and applicants will be notified of the approval or dis-
approval of each.proposal, and grants or contracts AV Ill be negotiated with those
applicants whose proposals nr apprilved ' -

No-IL The above is based upon the assumption that funds will be appropriated
by'llie Congress to activate this program during fiscal year 19T0.

DEPAIr kIENT Or lIr.Aurtr, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, OFFICE OF Ebi.A.Aiv4,
Id MENU OF ADULT, VOCATIONAL) AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Aunnsp 101972.
Sent by Robert :1\f. Worthington, Associate ComulisSioner, Bureau of Arbil ,

Voca Gone!, and Tee nical Education.
Sent to. Ixeetitivc eers of Stan: boards for ocational education, State ((-0

rectors o *octal() education.
Subject: Policy taperAN'TE- V72-0IIIiiiligthts of provisions for exemplary

education, projects in vocational education.

*Couleg-Of the publication may be obtained by writing jo. Division of Vocational and
Technical Ihlucation,U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.

13.4.
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hdroduction.The Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technieal Education
administer.; the exemplary programs and projects nutter the'Vuentiotatkrala-
cation Act of 106.3, .0 amended by __the Vocation Educative Amendments 196S
(public: Lac% 1TO-S76). Direct financial support island:died fur qenin lacy proj-
ects by hue Commissitnier of Education under Section 14204 of Pact D of
the Act.

The purpees of exemplary programs and pnljeets are M. (a) create bridges
between P\ hoot Aid earning a living for young people who are still in school,
vv ho lone lett sellout 'Other by graduation or by dropping out, or uht, are in
post-seemndary programs of vocational preparation (b) promote cooperation
betneen public education and manpower agencies, and (m.) broaden occupational
aspirations and opportuniticS fur.) oaths, ulth special emphasis given to youths
A ho limo a academic, Socioeconomic, or other haadieaps. Provision is,to bewitch:
for the participation of students enrolled in private non-prolit schools,. The
projects more to be conducted under grants -or contracts awarded by the U.S.
Commissioner of Education, in accordance with the pro% isions of Paul D cif the
Act and %vita the apirllealde Federal Regulations. Eligible itpplleapits may in-
ellide local edueational agencies, States Boards for Vocational Education, and
public and private agencies, institutions or organizations.

Nature of 1»5M,t8.Exemplary projects represcaLs bridge-building efforts
between research and den don't:14 work on the one hand and actual operations in
school settings un the,uther hand. Exemplary projects will not involve original
research andoleelopmeni activities but will be based upon prior research and
de' elopment They u ill be limited t o w hat research has already shown will work.
Therefore. exemplary projects should have a high proballity of success. They
should constitute a transition of research findings and developmental efforts to
.program operations.'

focus for fiscal dear 1973,In order to achlexte maximum impact, the funds
available for fiscal year 1973 will-be focused on projects which tat:lade a strong
guidance and euunseling emphasis and which combine, in one operational bet. "%.41
ting, all of the following components:

1. Programs designed to increase the self awareness of each student, toi4levelou
in each student favorable attitudes about the- personal, social, and ceOuuthe
sigt011eetnee Of %% ork, and to assist each stadentin developing and practicing ap-
propriate career decision-making skills. ,

2. Programs at the elementary school level designed, to increase the career
awareness of students in terms of the broad range of options open to them is
the world of work.

Prognons at the junior high level or middle sellout 10%0 designed to /ecocide
career orientation and meaningful exploratory experience for students.

4. Programs at grade levels 10 through 147 designed to pros ide job preps ration
in a ulde variety of uccupatiotial areas, with special emphasis.un the utilization
of work expereneel and coupe:ranee education opportunities for all students.

3. pi, t,grano, designed to insure the placement of all exiting students in either
(a) a job, (b) a post - secondary occupational program, ors (A) a baceaslaureate
program.

Each project, may be designed for a duration of up to 'three yearn, w ith the
mnderstantling that only the dist 12 months of activity will be supported with
fiscal y ear 1973 funds. Support for the proposed second and third years of each
project will be dependent aipon (a) satisfactory pr...Are.. la tlmi :mplementotion
of the earlier stages of the project, aid (b) appropriation of Section 1Et(e)
funding for 114cal years 107.1 aud 1976. ,

Financial considerations. -- Direct grants and/or contracts u ill be awarded in
each State up to the limit of funding available for the U.S. Cominbsioner of
Education to use in that State as allotted under Section 142 ic) of Part Dof
Public Law b0-576. The approximate FY 1973 allocation anticipated tor each
State Is indicated' on the attached table. The table al.a, shows the minimum awmm .
tier of projects to be supported in each State and the annual fundhig level an-
ticipated for eath project. Since vompreheosit e exemplary projects %111 require
substantial thunictal remotirvee, consideration should 1me ashen in the project de,
sign to the possible coordination with relevant programs stnertrted front other
sources, Such other sources might include Parts 13, G, and Vi of the Vocational
Education Amendments of RMS. appropriate tints of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Ethic:1nm' Act and -the Education Professions Des elopment Act, :inelpate
and locai funds.
. APPLICATION PROCEDURES: Fur fiscal year 1973, the cutoff date for re-
ceipt of proposals u ill be December 16, 1972, 01141,11-sion must be po.tnearhed

1 3 4"
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no inter pan December lei,) Proposals must lie prepared mai stlialatted III ell -
,0 cordance with the pablii anon t lidded . Manual. Instructions and Procedures-

Exemplary Programs and Projects In Vocational Education.* Persons Nether-
ing itroposals should consult a ith representati% ea of their Slate flint rd for 1 ova-
Unita! Education in regard to project design, prior research and de% elupinent(
work upon which the project net h ides might be baeit.d. and potential euordina-: lion of the project mil% ities a ith other % taeathonal education prorgams la the
Immediate geographic area and in the State as a %%hole. Completed proposal:, are
to be submitted to the Bureau of Adult., Vocational. alai Technical Education of
the U.S. Office of. Edw. Mon. a Ith cupieh furnished simuitancoasly to the mth-,
cable State Board fur motional Education. The State Board aid review each
proposal and may. aitl n a period ($f sixty day.. disappitiVt, any proposal. All
proposals not disapproved b,) the State Boards aill be re%.(0%ed4b3 the ta4. ()thee
of EdueatiOn. The renew ail! take tutu consideration stilt fat tors, anteing others,
W4 (1) the Potetatini 4 the proposal for contributing .igniticauttl3 to the aecom-
plishment of the purposes of Part I) of P.i.. Ito- 576, 12) the respon.i%euess of
the proposal In the StlinItilltt 1 e requirement. outlined Wider locus, for Fiscal
Year 1973" on page ,2 , (3) the SQUIllifleSS of the proposed plan of mleratiOn; (4)
the adoutc3; of the perl-watel and facilities mailable for carr3.ing out the pro-
posal :"and (5) the proposal's. econyntie efaieney,Statte Boar& and a Mlle( allies
will be notified of theal!esults of the 'ohm, and grants or contracts aid be sego-

' tinted with those applicants a hose proposals are schooled for support.
Nom The above is contingent upon funds king oppropriated by the Conatess

t;,) m1311(111 Section 112( el activities during ilsea year 1973. o
At tetehment ; ( Tattle 11.

TABLE I. !ANTICIPATED SUPPORT FOR EXEMPLARY PROdC.Ts IN YuEAT)ftki. EDKATIOn FOR Tisl:m. YEAR
1973, UNDER SEC. (42(U) OF PT. 0 OF PUBLIC LAW 90-576 ....

B.

1

Stile

Total sec.
142(c)

funding
antici-

pated for
loudi

year 1973

ALLOCATION BY STATES

Mail. Antic!
Mum paled

number annual
of °fol binding

eels to be lent
sup. fat each

potted project

Alain'.., . $150,208 $154.203
Alaska .. . 101,472 104,472
Araona. . . 123.372 123,372
Arkansa_ .. . 126.546 126,546
Colorado -- .. . 124.999 128,999
Connecticut. _ 136,358 136.358
Delaware . . 105.925 106.025
Disttict of Columbia... . 108.512 108.512
Georgia 161,780 164,730
Haven 222.794 111,397
Idaho .. . , . 110.676 110.676
Illinois_ .. . 172 092 172;1392
Indiana 1 _ , 250868 129.934
Iowa, 133, 955 138,955
Kansas 131,741 1311.741
Kentucky . 145,014 145.014
Louisiana. 153.959 53,959
Mime. fl, _ 112.985 112,185
MatylanT ... . 143 7Z1 149.720

'Michigan I _, . . ... 124,372 124,372
MississiaP1 ..... 135.348 135, 348

-Missouri_ . _ 159,153 159.'153
Montana . _ 110,099 110.099
Nebraska . , 119.621 119.621

Altvada _ .0 - 105,338 105.333

State

Total sec.
IMO

:Wed for
(,staff

year 1973

Maxi.
calm

numter
of Pia)

ects to be
SUP-

pled

Antici-
pate.!

ennuM
funding

level
for each
project

New Mexico . . 115.531 1 1,15, 531
North Carolina . 173.003 1 Ire. C93floith'Oakot-. - 109.378 1 109.378
Ohio I 431.337 3 144.133. i2
Oklahoma. - ....
Orpgon . _ .
Pennsylvante I

133, 477
127.845
446, VS

1

1
1 472
127, 845
148, 958

Rhode Island
South Catalina

111.253
119. 074

1

I
11140. .2

1
9751 3

South Dakota 109.310 109410
Tennessee, .. 152.948 1 152, 949
Texas 464,301 3 154. 800
Utah. . 115.581 1 115,91
Vermont - 165,626 1 1 05. 626

110. 153, 770 1 163
Washington 146, 240 I I 16.:024
West Vieginia 12. eel
%%gown 231,441 2 111,1/1
Wyoming. 104, 761 1 104.761

102.812American Skoa _ 2, 812 1Guam_ _ 8. 606 1 E. 8C6
Puerto Rico .. 217.035 2 108'992
Tiust tezotory 6,851 1 6, 357
Virgin Istandx. _ 3,753 1 3,

t includes carryobvir toads from fiscal yeaN972.
Cr

hots, Secillse of the netessitY 01 meeting continuation costs of ongoInt 3 v. oojects, it as not anticinate4 that sec
1420.) lands will be aailable us, initiating new pet:netts in the Stales of Caiituiina, Fluid& Masso.nuseits, Minnesota.
NeN HamPshire, New Jersey, and Nen Yolk pupa to July I. 1273 It is exutated that vitiposaisjaum these States Velll be
inyitetlat a later date, In connection with the kcal year 1974 program.

of the loaleholat1091 hint 1.e ellitedned by Arabic tak the Ildreall of ova ttottili.
411111 Tedinkal lAtteltti011, Ofilve of Education, Waglangton. DX. 20202.

4?;
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(From Federal Register, Nov. 7, 1973)

Office of Education

[45 CFR PART 1031

EXEMPLARY PROIECTS IN VOCATIONAL IDI?CATLO

Notice of Closing Date for Receipt of Applications And Criteria ft4 Selet lion of
Applicants

,

Pursuant to the authority 'contained in section 11 "_(c) uf Part D of the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1003, as amended, 20 L.S.C. 1302 (c), notice is hereby gii en
that the Counnissio er of Education, with the approval of the Secretary of
Health, Education, iti d Welfare proposes to amend Part 103 of Title 45 of the
Code of Federal Regal annts by adding an Appendix A to read as bet forth helow.
The proposed Append x A would cuntain additional criteria fur selection of
applications under the program of.support for Exemplary Projects in Vocational
Education. t "

1. Progratn purpose. l'eetIon 142tc) of Part D of the Vocational Education Act
of 190.:, as amended, '0 L.S.C. 1302(c), provides fur Federally-administer( ti
grants for Exentplary I rojects in Vocational Education. The purposes of these
exemplary projects are ,to. (A) Create Midges betueea school and earning a,
living for young people ,,who are still In school, wile have left school either by
graduationgraduation or by dr( (ming cut. or cc hu are in post -secondary program cs U. i of it-
tiUnak preparation, it) promote cooperation between public eduvation and man-
pois or agencies, mid ic) broadcit ociamational aspirations and opportunities
for youths, with special emphasis ghen to youths %chi) baie acatlunig, sock',
economic, or other handicaps. Provisions are made fur the participation of stu-
dents enrolled in prhate mouprollt :glands. The projects are cohducted nadir
grants or contracts award pcti by thy C.S. Co4unassioner of Education, in accord-
ance with the prolisions A Pact D of the Act and it Ith,the applicable Advt.:0,
Regulation, in CFR Pad 103,. Eligible applicants may include local ethic a-
Hotta! agencies, State Boards for Vocational Education, and public and lactate
ageneles, Institutions ur urgitni4ations. These exemplary projects repie.vitts
bridge-building efforts bettycen research and de:vita/went %cork uo Ow 4,11 hand

.. and actual opera toms in school settings on thus other hand. Exempla* t.roject., do
nut involve original research and tiecelopmental attic Ries but are Itasca upon

. prior research and decelopment. They constitute a 0 ansition of fV,Sl'ilrlit ffild111,4,
and developmental efforts to program operations.

2. Regulations and criteria. Reguladons_relating to the administration of the
exemplary projects program. under Part D of tit, Vocational Education Att
of 1003 are Contained in 15 CFR Part 103. (See particular)* 43 CFR 103.21 27.1
Specific criteria for the review of applications submitted to the Conitiiisslonv
of Education under the program are contained in 45 CFR 103.23, Certaip t liallgt'S
In the regulations in Part 103 have reCcntly been proposed in a guilty yf pro-

. posed 11'10U:thing published in 3S FR 10380, And' 20, 1973, relating to general
.11seitl and administrative lam 'slims fur all OE programs. These onelitl regula-
tions contain general criteria for the rev leiv of applications under (Mice lot
Education project type programs (45 CFR 100a.20). When they become filially
effective, these regulations tcill also be applicable to the program limier Part 1).

In addition to the criteria -for-revIew -of-applications already published In/the
FEDERAL Rt.titSTER, as described above, It is .proposed that the priorities Si t
forth in the proposed Appendix A to the regulation in 45 CFR Part 103 will be
applicable lit connectimt midi the review of applications for ilea project. to be
awarded in fiscal year 1071 under Part D. 0

Interested persons are invited to subunit written continents, sugges ons, or
objections regarding the proposed priorities to the Division of Vocatioim Edina-

) tion Research. U.S. Office of Education, 7th. and D Streets SW.. Rnoni 50.i1-
ROB, Washington. D.C. 20202. Comments received in response to this notice
will be available for public inspection at the alma e office on Mondays through
Fridays between 3:30 a.m. and 4 .30 p.m. All' relevant material ecehed on
Or before Naember 27, 1973. will be considered,

3. 8isbmission of applications. Notice Is hereby given that the :.S. Commis-
sioner of Education has established December 10, 1973, as the fly ,closing date

11.3
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for receipt of fiscal year 1971 applications front the States of Florida, lictue-
sota, North Carolina, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, anti the Trust Territory
of the Pat, ific Islands fur grants fur Exemplary Projeets iii VOult"pal &NCR-

Applications must be prepared an(I subirtitted in accordance with instruc-
tions and forms ,nitielt may he obtained front the appropriate Regional (Alice
of the U.S. Office of Education. Applicants frein Florida. and North Carolina
should request iostructions and forms front U.S. °thee of Education, Regional
Unite, Room 550, 50 See enth Street NE., Atlanta, Oeorgial, 30323. Applicants
from Mtunesota sitoukd address their.* requests to U.S. Office of Education,
Regional Office, BOO Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60600. Applicants from
Puerto Rico mid the Virgin Islands should address their requests to U.S. Office
of Education, Regional Office, Federal Building, 20 federal Plaza. New Yoik,
New York 10007. Applicants from the Trust. Territuiy of the YUCHIC Islands
should address their requests to U.S. Office of Education, Regional Office, 50
Fulton Street, San Francisco, California 9110':..

Completed applications are to be submitted to the appropriate Regional
Office. with a dopy furnished simultaneously tu the applicable State Board
for Vocational Education. The State Board will vies each application and
may, n Rhin a period of sixty days, disappume ally application. All applic.ktions
are not disapproved. by the State Boards will be eligible for review by the
'U.S. Office of Education.

Direet grants or contracts are awarded in each State up tu the limit of fund-
ing available for the C.S. Commissioner of Education to use in that State as
allotted under section 112(0 of Part D-uf the Act. The approximate alloca-
tions anticipated for initiating new grants during fiscal year 1971 are. $180,500
for Florida, $155,700 fur Minnesota, $230,000 fur North Carolina, $277,000 for
Puerto Rico, $1,000 for the Virgin Islands, and $7,600 for the Trust Territory
ot the Paufic Islands. In all other States and Territories. the *cal year 1971
finals are being eased to meet the continuation costs of ongoing three year
'projects:

(Ctitalog of Federal Domestic Assistance Program Number 13.502, Exemp
lary Projects in Vocational Education.)

Date: October 10,1973.
:Ions Orrine.

U.S. Conintiniond of Notation.
Approv4d: November 1, 1973.

FitAxx. Csatuccr.
Acting Secretary of ilcalfh, Education, and Welfare.

APPENDIX AEXEMPLARY PROJECTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ADDITIONAL CDITEDIA

In the making of awards from funds at ailable for the program (In the addithin
to consideration of the criteria in 45 CFR 10325 and 100a26(b) ) priority will
be given to projects ninth include a strong guidance and counseling emphasis
and which involve In one 'operational, setting a coordinated set of actitities
designed to carry out all of the following purposes.

a. To increase the self awareness of each student to develop in each student
favorable attitudes about-the personal, social, and economic signitleance of work,
and to assist each student In developing and practicing appropriate career
decisionmaking skills.

b. To increase the career awareness of students at the elementary school level
in terms of the broad range of options open to them in the world of work.

c. To provide, at. the junior high or middle gcltuul keel, career orientation anti
meaningful exploratory experiences for students.

d. To provide. at grade levels 10 through 11, job preparation in a wide variety
of occupational areas, with special emphasis on Inuits ative approaches to the
pros Islun of work experience andior cooperative opportunities fur all stria&

c. To insure the'placement of all exiting students in either: (1) A job, (2)
a postseeondary occupational program, or (3) a baccalaureate program.
(20,T.T.S. 0,1 301; '1303 ( a) )

t

Each projeet may be designed for a duration of up to three years. with the
understanding that only the first 12 months of acthity SNI11 be supported with

136
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fiscal year 197-1 funds. Support fur the proposed second and third years of each
project cyill be dependent upon acallability of appropriations and satisfaetory
progress in the implementation of the earlier stages of the proj.a.t. Shut eon,-
prehensive exemplary projects will require substantial financial reseorce.,, cuie
sideration should be gis en in the project design to the oussM1c. eut;rdimitiol. attli
relevant programs supported from other sources.
(20 U.S.C. 1301.)

[FR D0C.731N21 Filed.11-0-73 ;S :45 am]

[From Federal Register, Jan. 2, 1975]

Office of Education

[5 CFR PART 103]

%, EXEMPLARY PROJECTS IN'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Additional criteria for selection of applicants for fiscal year 1975

Pursuant to the authority contained in section 142(c) of Phrt D of the VOW-
Muni Education Act of 1903, as amended (20 U.S.C. 1302(c)), notice is hereby
given that the Commissioner of Education pith the appro al of the t.4eeretary
of health, Education; and Welfare, ptopuses to mutant Part 103 of Title 45 of
die Code of Federal Regulations by revising Appendix A to read .1, ,et forth
below. The proposed revised Appendix A %could contain addlthhial criteria for
selection of applications under tlre iirogram of support for Exemplar, Projects
in Vocational Education for fiscal year 1975.

A. Program purpose., (1) Section 112 (c) of Part D of the Vocational Education
Act of 1903, as amended 1'S0 U.S.C. 1302 (c) ), pros ides for federally administered
grants and contracts for Exemplary Projects in Vocatlonal,Edueation. The pur-
poses of these exemplary- projects are to. (1) create bridges betuecu school and
earning' a living fur young people nho are still In school, nit() hace left sellout
either by graduation or by dropping out, ur vs lio are-1n postsecondary programs
of voc. ma cmpreparation: (b) promote :ooperati between public education
and 1114 poger agencies; and (c) broaden ecenpatIonal aspirations and oppor-
tunities for youths, n ith special emphasis gi -en to youths nho hate academic,
socio-economic, or other handicaps, (d) pro ide for the participation In tini,

, program of students enrolled in private nonprofit schools. ...
2...0ther program inforoation. (a) These projects are conducted under grant's

or contracts anarded by the Commissioner of Education, in ate:ordains: nitii the
provisions of Part I) of the Act and with the applicable Federal regolatimis (15
CFR,Part 103) , (h) Eligible applicants may include Weal educational agencies,
State Boards of Vocational Educatlim, and public and private agencies, Manta
duns, or organizations; (c) These exemplary projects represent bridging efforts
between research and cloeluptaent and actual- operations in school settings.

B. Regulations and criteria. Regulations relating to the administration of the
exemplary projects 1,..ostain under Part D of the Vocational Education Act of
1003 are contained in 45 CFR Part 103. (See partienlarly*45 CFR 103.21-26.)
Specific-criteria-for the review of applications .stibinitted to the Commissioner
of Education under the program are contained In 15 CFR 103.25. Gt mold regu-
lations relating to general fiscal and adininistratice pros isions for ini ()dive of
Education programs are contained In 45 CFR Part 100 and 100a. These general.
regulations contain general criteria for the rolew of applIctittons nailer (Ake
of Education project type programs (45 CPR 100a.26), and are also applicable
to the program under Part D of the Act.

C. Additional criteria. In addition to the criteria for recto% or applications
already published in the PF.DERAT. REGISTER, as described aim% e, It Is propesed
that the additional criteria set forth in the proposed ieised Appendix A to the
regulations in 45 CFR Part 103 will be applicable In connection nipi the reicw
of applications for new projects to be an anted In fiscal year 1975 and& r Putt D.

D. Written comments. Interested persons. are In% ited to submit, nritteli coin-
ments, suggestions, -or objections regarding the proposed addition). t. eltlnitl to.
Division of Research and Demonstration, U.S. Office of Education, 7th and
D Streets SW., Room 5002 11011 3, Washington, D.C. 20202. Comments receled
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in response to this notice uill be a( allable for public inspe6tion at the above
address on Mondays through Fridays between 5.30 a.m. and I p.m. All relevant
material received not later than February 3, 1975 will besonsidered.

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance Program Number 13.502 Vocational
EduentimiInnovation) (Exemplary Projects in N ucatinnal Education)

Dated; September 6,1974.
T. II. BELL,

-U.S. Commissioner of Education.
Approved: December 24,1974.

CAsemt 117:-.11%.:hsamicEn.
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

a

APPEN tax A

EXIOIPLART PROJECTS IN OCATIONAL EDUCATION-- ALWITIONAL CRITERIA FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1975 -

A. Priority of Awards. In the granting of awards from funds available for the
program ondditum to cunsiderativa of the criteria in 45 CFII 103.25 and 45 ('Flt
10tht.26), the Conunissioner has authurit, to ghe prima) to applications which
rank high on the basis of such criteria and which propose projects that involve,
iu one operational setting at the senior high school level, all of the following
features:

.1. A strong emphasis on guidance, counseling, placement, and continuing
follow-up services.

2. A coordinated flemonstration of the cluster cum ept for occupational prepa-
ration, utilizing at leaSt five different occupational cluster ierograms with h have
been developed through previous local, State. and, it Federal research and devel-
opment efforts. (The selected cluster programs should range from those dealing
with public service and human ser( ice occupatioOs through those dealing with
llllllllllllllll and construction occupations. The selected cluster programs

should be implemented and demonstrated In such a w ay us to include a high level
of involvement of educational, business, industrial, labor and profmsional organi
rations and institutions both in the classroom and in the provi; ion of work-experi-
ence and/or cooperative education oppwtunities.)
-3. Articulation with occupational aw armless and exploration programs in feeder

schools at the elementary and junior high school le( els and with occupational
preparation programs at both the secondary and the poSt-secondary levels

In addition to the three program requirements stated above, applicants may
choose to include strategies designed to familiarise secondary school students with
the blood range of occupations for which special skills are required and the
requisites for careers in such occupations,
(20 17.S.O. 1301, 1302 (c), 1303 )

B. 1nauctal Sources for Projech. Sluice tomprehensive exemplary project' will
require substantial financial resources, consideration should be given in the
project design to the possible coordinatioa with rely ( nut pr .,gra ins supported from
Other Sources.
(20 U.S.°. 1301, 1302(e), 1303) - .

C'. Application Holetv Criteria. Criteria will be utilized by the Federal and
non-Federal reviewers in renew ing formally tginsmitted applications in fiscal
year 1975. These criteria are consistent with 40 CFR 1008.20 and 103.25. Seg-
ments of a segment of the application must address each crite 'slon area. Eacli
criterion area is weighted and includes the maximum score that ti be given to
a segment of an application in relation to the criteria. The criteria full maximun
weights for each criterion area are as follows:

Maximum score: 28. Criteria: (1) Program or Project Purpose The applica-
tion will be evaluated on the extent to which it relatos the proposed program or
project to the following broad purposes of The Part I) pOrtion of the Vocational
Education Amendments of 196S, R.L. 00 -570.

(a) The proposed progrinn-or project's potential for reducing the level of youth
unemployment.

lb) Its potential contribution to creating bridges between school and ea raing,
a living for young- people, to promoting cooperation bctweeen public education
find manpower agencies, and to broadening occupational aspirations and oppor-
tunities for young people.

140'
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ie) Its emphasis on services for youths who have academic, sucio-econonnc, orother handicaps,
Id) Its relevance to priorit3 areas in vocational education as reflected in the

Vocational Education Amendments of 1908, P.L. 00476, and A
(o Its utilization of no. w ,approaches or tested Mato ationn Lich have emergedfront recent research.

(20 1".S.C. 1301, 1302(e), 13O3)
Maximum score: 7.2. (2) Prior fly ,trtaThe application will he evaluated onst, the extent to which it provides for the following three-components:
to 1 Guidance Servicesincluding testing, counseling, placement and continu-

ing follow-31p services as these relate to the occupational development, -prepara-
tion, and placement needs of the young people to be served.

(10 Occupational. preparation through coordinated cluster programs Theproposed program or pojeet should utilize at least Inc (InTerent occupational
cluster programs that -have 1 een do eloped through previous local, Stale, and/or
Federal research and development efforts. (The Ouster programs selected should
range from those dealing with public service and human service occupationsthrough those dealing )title manufaeturing and construction occupations. The
:elected (luster programs 811(811(1 also be implemented and demonstrated in site) a
way as to include a high level of involvement of educational, business, industrial,labor, and profess/ ma I orgithi- rations and institutions both in the classroom and inthe provision of work experience andjor cooperative education opportunities.le ArtieulationThe application should provide for articulation of the clusterprograms with existig ur ongoing occupational awareness and exploration pro-
grams, in feeder schools -at the--elementary and junior high school levels, which
have airplay permitted the young person to reach a tentative occupational choice.
In addition. articulation should be provided with existing secondary and post-
-0 etaplvy y(181141(1 mai preparation programs so that the unnecessary duplication
of prelim tion activities is a voided and the progress of a young person, through a
Prepa ra'ion quote leading to job placement and/or further education, isfacilitated.

When the application includes strategies designed to familiarize secondary
school students with occupations and the smial shills required for them at willbe evaluated :

(a) On the extent to whiCh a comprehensive array of occupations is included,
(b) On the extent to which the coverage of training operations includesthose options at the secondary, post-secondary, and higher education levels inboth' the public and private sectors, and
(e) On the extent to which a broad range of educational, business, industrial,

labor, and professional people arc involved in the dt.lelopment and delivery of
such information to young people.
(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302 (e), 1303) '

Maximum score: 32. (3) kcal The applicatioh should describe how the needfoi: the project was determined, such as what types of surveys and analyses
were performed and what interactions took place with students, parents, com-
mnity, business, industrial, labor, and professional groups.
(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302(e), 1303)

MaxiMum score: 28. (4) Platt of Operation The lipid! cation n 01 be evaluatedon the extent- to which it provides a cleaedeseription of the-strategtes-winchwill be used to meet the identified needs. !Deluding:
(a ) A clear description of realistically attainable. measurable objeetives.(b) Procedures for achieving the identified objectives %%Inch are appropriate,

technically sound, detailed, and which appear practical for wide use in voca-t banal education.
(c) A plan for a third-party evaluation which will measure the overall effec-tiveness of the program or project and will determine the extent to iellieh each of

the Individual objectives is achieved/ and
Maximum score:28. (1) (d) An adequate management plan. Including a I'RTchart or seine other chart showing critical completion dates, 1111111 hours byproject staff, and the other resources to be devoted -to each of the projectobjectives.

(20 V.S.C. 3301, 1302(e),1303)
Maximum score: 12. (5) ResultsThe application will be evaluated on theextent to which it :

L
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(a) Identifies proposed results or end products anticipated, and I.Jw they
will be disseminated.

(b) Specifies the procedures that will be used for making materials, tech-
niques, and other outputs resulting from the project available tJ all tl.as con-
cerned with the improvement of vocational and technical education. and

(c) Lists specifit steps that %vill be taken by the applicant organ(mtion to
ensure that successfultaspects of the program or project will be iii,orpurailcd
into vocational education programs supported with other fund,,
j20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302(c), 1303)

Maximum score: 16. (6) Personnel The application will he main:in' toll ti e(
extent to which the qualifications and experience of the personnel are appro-
priate for theroposed project.
(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302(c), 1303) _.,,,

Maximum score. 08. CO Facilities and EquipmentThe pplicatiou w ill be
evaluated on the extent to which the applicant organiiatoil has committed
itself to the provision of adequate facilities and equipment necessary Lir the
success of the project. .

(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302 (c), 1303) '
3faxinium score: 12. (8) Cost effectivenessThe application will be %Initiated

on the extent to which:
(a) The estimated cost appears reasonablein the light of antitapated results,
(b) The applicant organization has secured documented assurance of support

from other cooperating agencies or institutions when this appears ileccb:z1M, to
the-sueeess-of-the-project;luid-

(c) The proposed program or project is of sufficient scope to make a signifi-
cant contribution to the improvement of vocational education.
(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302(c), 1303)

Maximum score: (9). In addition to the above selection criteria. no project
may be funded under Secti'un 142(c), Part D, of P.L. 90--370,.unless the follow-
ing conditions are met: 0

(a),.The application includes suitable procedures to assure that Federal funds
made available for the project will nut he Lonailingled with State ur local
funds.' , .

...

(20 1..S,C. 1303 (b) (1) (C))
Maximum score. (9). (b) Provisions are made fur the genuine and meaning-

ful participation of students enrolled iii imnprofit prolate aLliouls in the area
to be served, w hen their etlut.ational needs ore of the type the project i. designed
to meet.

(e) The application includes realistic procedures for coordinating the activi-
ties of the proposed project with other programs and projects lour in): the same
or similar purposes and with tie State Plan for Vocational Education.

(d) If the application is being submitted b'y any bye of applicant organiza-
tion other than a State Board fur Vocational Education ur a'loutl eilatatIon
ageney, a con% liming case is made that the project w mild represent an espcdaily
significant contribution to achieving the objectives of Part D of the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1908, P.L. 90476. - ,

(20 U.S.C. 1301, 1302(c), 1303)
(e) Copies of -the application have been submitted-to -the: appropiate 'State

Board of Yeeational Education for its re' pew. (The Commissioner w ill not
approve au.% application fur a proposed program ur project if the State board
has notified the Commissioner of its disapproval of such program or project
within 60 days of its submission to the State board by the applicant)
(20 U.S.C. 1303 (b) (3) )

71"(

Office of Education

EXEMPLAM: PROJECTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Closing dab: for receipt of applications for the fiscal year11`..73

. Notice is hereby given that pursuant. to the authority contalaed In sectbm
142%e) of Part L of,the Vocational Education Act of 1903, as amended, 20
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U.S.C. 1302(c), applications are being accepted fruin applicants in the States'
of California, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jerse.o, New
York, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Patine Islands for
grants for exemplary projects in vocational education.

'Applichtions must be received by the DREW Regional Office of the U.S.
Office of Education co`Mrot.Tore March 7,19711.

A. Applications scat-by mail. Applicants from Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire should-address their applications to Director of oceupatiomoi and Adult
Education, U.S., Office of Education. DIIEW Regional Office. J. F. Kealiedy
Federal Building, Boston, Massachusetts 02203. Applicants frum Ni w York, New
JerSey, mid the Virgin Islands should address their applications to Director of
Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education, DIIEW Rc ;tonal
Office, Federal Building, 26 Federal Plaza, New York, New York 10007. Appli-
cants from Michigan should address their applications to Director of Ocuopa-
tional and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education. DIIEW Regional Office,
300 South Wacker Drive, 32nd Floor, Chicago, Illinois C0606. Applicants from
California and from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands should address
their applications to Director of Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Oflicy.
of Education, DIIEW Regional Office, 50 Fulton Street, San Francisco, Cal'
fornia 94102. All applications shotild be marked ; Attehtion . 13.502. An applico
tion sent by mail will be considered to be received on time by the DIIE

---- Regional-Office-if
(1) The application was sent by registered or certified mail not later, than

the fifth calendar day prior to the closing date (or if such fifth calenoineday is a
Sfiturday, Sunday, or Federal holiday, not later than thenext follow hog business
day), as evidenced by the U.S. Postal Service 'postmark on the wrapper or
envelope, or on the original receipt from the U.S. Postal Service ; or

(2) The application is received on or before the closing date by die mail room
of the appropriate .1)HEW Regional Office. (In establishing the date of receipt,
the Commissioner of Education will rely on tile time-date stamp of the mail room
or other documentary evidence of receipt maintained by the DREW Regional
'Offices.)

B. Hand delivered applications. An application to be hand delivered must be
delivered to the approprinte'DREW Regional Office at the address indicated in
paragraph (a) above. Hand delivered applications will not be accepted by the
DREW Regional Offices after 4:00 p.m. local time on the closing date.

C. Program information and forms. Applications must be prepared and sub-
mitted in accordance with instructions and forms w Ilia may be obtained from
the appropriate DREW Regional Office at the address indicated in paragraph
(A) above.
(20 U.S.C. 1302 (c) )

Simultaneously with the subrnission of an application to the appr mriate C.S.
Office of Education. DIIEW Regional Office, the applicant must submit a copy
of the application to the applicable State board for vocationuool education. The
State board for vocational education will review each application and may,
within a period of sixty days, disapprove any application. All applications not
disapprOved by the State boards will fie eligible for review,

Direct grants or contracts are,awarded in each State up to the limit of funding
available for the U.S. Commissitiner of Education to use in that State as allotted
under-section 1421e) of Part D of the Act. The approximate allocations antici-
pated for initiating new grants dur!ng fiscal year Ion are.. $355,464 for Cali-
fornia, $171,595 for Massachusetts, $100,000 for, Michigan $109.221 for New
Hampshire, $187,053 for New Jersey, $315,734 for New York,-$7,503 for the Trust
Territory-of-the-Paeific Islands, and $8,000 for the Virgin Islands. In all other
States and territories, the fiscal ye liK 1975 funds are being used to meet the
continuation costs of ongoing three-y,ehr`piojects. .

D. Applicable regulations. The regulations applicable to this program Include
the Office of Education General Provisions Regulations (45 FCR Part 100a),
pubilshedn the Federal Register on November 6, 1973 at 3S FR il)654' and the
Vocational Education Regulations, Parts C.D. and I (95 CFR Part 103), pub-
lished in the Federal Register on August 15, 1974 at 39 FR.29301.
(20 U.S.C. 1302 (c) )

Dr. PIERCE. The curriculum development program has made a
unique contribution to %ocational education. In our part I program

G2-945-71y01. 2--10
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the two priorities for fiscal year 1975 are the identification of new
and emerging occupations, with curriculum development in these areas
and a survey of available Department of Defense instructional mate,.
rialS related to vocational education. Between. fiscal years.1970 and
1971, 1:23 curriculum development projects were funded. Of these, 45
are ongoing. Although collectively these projects have addressed all
the purposes specified in the 1968 amendments, must of them can
be classified in one of seven categories: Notational education
coiner with an emphasis on occupational clusters; career education;
emerging and expanding occupations at the postsecondary' level; cur-
fieulum for groups, with special needs; training; curriculum, person-
nel dev Clopment, and familiarizing teachers w ith cuiricultun pack-
ages; nationwide curriculuni coordination and exchange through a
r;twork of curriculum laboratories and surveys of available cur-
riculum materials.

Next, I would like to focus for a moment on the topic of evalua-
tion. A contract was awarded to evaluate the effectiveness of the
part D demonstration program. To make this assessment, site visits
were made to demonstration projects funded, with the commission-
er's share of part D funds. The study also gathered information op
State-administered projects through visits to State departments of
education wile' e in foi illation was collected Apia the replication of
these projects, funding patterns and costs within the State. The final
report for this evaluation is due next month.

second study by the National Academy of Sciences I" assessing
parts C, D. and I in older to make recommendations for future fund-
ing strategies.

The results of these evaluation studies will be used to improve pro-
gram planning, the utilization of fluids, program management and
the dissemination and implementation of the results of these pro-
grams. 'rho findings of these two studies should enable us to furnish

ith better reedilimendations collect ning legislative changes which
might be needed in these programs.

In stunniary let me ilhistrate a iiw of the achies ementa of parts
C, D, and I under the vocational education amendments of 1908:

Each State has a',research-coordinat hut' unit which pro\ hiesinfor-
!nation (l now practices in vocational education and ee'in

them.
Each Stay has at least one ongoing part C projet:t which is con-

tributing now information in one of fi e prim IlIi`PS ill vocational
education.
to, Each St.ite Lie, at least one-ongoing partD demonstration -project
in ea reer education.

of occupational information called s ital information for
education and wok. VIEW. wit, developed with funds from many
States to provide information on microfiche about course offerings
and jobs available in a particular locality. VIEW projects are in :34
States. Over 7 million students are ieceiVing hi formation through its
materials.

Four ciirriculliin 'projects were developed in the fields of biomedi-
cal equipment, electromechanical tedinology, laser and electro-optical
technology. These curriculum materials are Lcing used in 03 States.

9
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TWo Irlietlillto 0/WI'S in niuiill business ownership with, an em:
phasis on minorities, one at the innior high school le% el and one at
the adult level. are in the testing phase.

Cassettes to help develop employability skills for disadvantaged
adults are in use in urban adult basic education centers.

In addition I ha \ e copies of detailed descriptions of the most recently
funded projects in cavil yf those ptognuos which I would Ike to sub-
n (-To r-the-ree

Thank you again for the opportunity to discuss with yon today the
programs authorized under parts C, D, and I of the Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968.

1 will be happy to answer any questiobs you may have.
Sotok. (Drink you very much, Dr. 1.ierce.

The items you mentioned w ill be plat ed in the subcommittee files.
Mr. &mos. Dr. Robert Taylor?
We will take your testimony, Then w e w ill have a chance to asl,

questions of all of you.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT TAYLOR, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
VOCATIONAL_ED_UOATIONOHIO STATE. ItNIXERSny__

[Prepared statement of Dr.,Taylor follows :1

1.111.PARLo STATEMENT OF DR. ROLM E. TAYLOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR VoLATioNAL
EDUCATION, TUE Onto STATE UNIVERSITY

I appreciate the Committee's invitation to repOrt on research. development,
training and dissemination tolls ides of The National Center fir` Vocational
Ediwation at The Ohio State University. In addition, I ss wild like to comment
briefly on the pending vocational CtluLtion legislation, particularly the pros i-
sionS for research and training.

First, however I euunuend this distinguished Sub-Committee for the vision
they hare demonstrated .111 shaping recent Iotittimnal education legislation aml
especially fur establishing regenerath c and self renewal mechanisms through
pros Wows fur research and training as an integral part of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 11)63 with its amendments. In my Judgment, these are prime examples
of appropriate Federal investments and have contributed to marked improve-
ments in vocational- education's capacity to Meet its goals.

I want to support the provisions of MIL 3037. In my view, it is a progressive,
kilaneed, and compreltensis e piece of legislation. I applaud its increased em-
phasis on comprehensive state-wide planning and evaluation, and the con-
tinuing emphasis oa accessibility and equity for all groups. Its provisions for
matutatatng the integrity of the single-state agency are essential in my judgment.
In addition, its provisions fur %minimal guidance and exploratiou, support
for stAuantI,trs and PWAt seeontlary and adultprogiums and student organizations
are ilistrable. Further. Parts D and E should-assure continuing self-renewal-and
le% it allzation through imprtned programs of teacher education, leadership
tlttt-luiuuent, placement and follow up, applied research -mid curriculum devel-
opment. I believe that you will find in InSs discussion of current programs and

. doh ittiNi of The Center that tie are now engaged in mainstream efforts designed
to fitrther these goals.

TUE NATIONAL CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

it nal hilrop to reporting on our t nrrent actlyitits. It is important ti; under-
stand The Cotter's role and relationships in the ueational mid caree,r educa-
tion communities.

'rile ioteeut of a Center fur Vocational Education des eloped through a joint
ogreenicut among the butted States Office of Education, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, , uutl the profession. Operating as au- independent milt of The Ohio State

14-
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Upis ersity under the Office of the Proust, The Center's mission is to increase
the ability of disuse agencies, Institutions, and organizations to aulse educa-
tional problems. relating to individual ,career pia noing and preparation. The
(renter fulfills its mission by :

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual and program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Opertiting information systems and services

--Gondueting-leadership-development -and-programsMug-pron.:tins-
The Center's research, development, training and:dissemination of products

partially reflect its performance on these goals. A recent inventory identified
140 research and development projects completed by The Center on a wide
variety of prAlems. It has des eloped a broad array of educational products
such as eurrieultnit and guidance materials for students in elementary through
high school grades, performance-based instruction for preparing sot:abot!
teachers ; materials for in service education of teachers and admiptstraturs at
all levels , handbooks, instruments and proCedutal manuals needed to accempbsh
such necessary tasks as evaluating a state system of vocational education,
devising a guidance systun tailored to local priorities and available resources,
selecting vocational program and course offerings, defining the task require-
ments of an occupation, and planning the introduction of an limos ation. It has
developed one of the major models of cared' education in collaboration with
six local school districts involving 85,000 students; 3,000 teachers and tuition-
istratorS, and provided a variety of esaluation, consulting, investigatit e, anal
ysis, said icviess to sellouts state and federal agencies. The
Center founded and operated an information clearinghouse Iu vocational and
technical education as part of the ERIC system is Lich provided Research in
Education with organized and Imitsed abltracts of research and related reports.
As described in Section 152 of 11.11. 3037. The Center for the past 7 years has,
published. quarterly Abstraets of Researth Materials (ARM) and Abstracts of
Instruettanal Materials (AIM) in socatlonal and technical education. These
have become the standard reference sources and means of access tut the curric-
ula and literature in all occupational fields. The Center's list of 292 publica-
tions Includes 98 research and development reports, 41 leadership training docu-
ments, 25 bibliographies exclusive of AIM and ARM, 101 review, analysis, syn-
thesis, and interpretive reports, and 27 occasional papers.

These activities, products, infoctuaiton resources, and The Center's professional
staff have armsn in excess of 10.000 visitors to The Center from throughout, the
United States, its territories and foreign countries to learn of its work. use ifs
resources and facilities, and consult with its staff. ,To date, 29 university pro-
fessors, deans and administrators ha* spent sabbatical leaves at The tenter
engaged in advanced study. Similarly, professionals front foreign countries have
spent time at The Center learning about education in Ametica, using Center
resources, and consulting with Center staff as ,they attempted to develop or
improve programs In their own countries. More Alum 245 doctoral students in.
17 different. departments of the University have been employ ed as half-time
research associates on Center activities st here they hate had a unique opportunity
to exercise and develop their professional skills and then to go tat to responsible
anti leadership positions hi diverse institutions at ross the United States. Proles-
sionat- assuciations,-interest groups, consortia, federal- agencies,-euunclis.-patiels.
committees, and state and university officials hate found The Center a faulitating
environment for their meetings.

Rather than w ork in isolation from its clientele. The. Center has worked in
convert with its constituents. More titan 195 contractual collaboratise agreements
have been undertaken with 71 mils ersities. 49 state departments, 28 behead dis-
tricts, 10 professional assuchalons, and I business and industrial organizatiotlb. In
addition to contractual activity, The Center has continuously MS oh ed these
organizations in field site actin (tics. This conschius ciateern tot elk ntele has else-
went is manifested by our current field site activity in 23 states as shown In
Appendix B. Special expertise has been utilized to augment staff skills w hero er
needed so that consultants from a wide sa defy of apeuitti fields and experiences
have participated as advisors, reviewers. Cl ablators, writers, speakers, and
short-term members on many Center activities.

14'6
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;I:lie Center's 169 full time equivalent staff currently include senior profest
sionals and graduate research associates.. supported by technical, administra-
tive, and clerical personnel. The actual number of staff substantially exceeds this
figure. The interdisciplinary staff is comprised of Mill% Winds selected fi.6uni
throughout the nation mith educational preparathia and e..xpertences propo-

. tionately _reflect:A c of three areas. Vocational education, genera educational
areas (e.g., curriculum, guidance, administration), and supporting disciplines
(c.,,,,., psychology. sociology, anthropology and enghicering).

A summary of Facts rkbout,:l'he Center is presented in Appendix C.
In esscia:e, The Center was designed to be anational strategy fur the initia-

tio of a comprehensive research and development program mhicli mould sus-
tale major programmatic improvement, serve as a candy ticdigent to innovation,
and assist and strengthen other groups and prganizations working in this area.
Currcnt Major R te D in Vocational and q'arccr Educahon Supported by LSOE

and YID .

Early in the evolution of The Center when it was funded as an institution
'Nailer a 5 year continuation grant)-our multidisciplinary staff, in consultation
With national advisory groups USOE, and others, identified several It & D pro-
gittni areas. These major needs-problem areas were nf-national significance and
vvre selected to provide maximum assistance to leadership.gruiips in ithproving
the delivery of vocational education. The needs-problem areas funned the basis
for ' tlie development of programmatic efforts designed to impact on the areas
and gefierate viable alternative solutions.

Typically, these pn4rams_integrated research developmenLand.field testing,in
schools, state departments mud universities V( produce useful J3 StUnIS Ma PrUd-
lid:: which A.% OUR exert maximum leverage on major need problem areas. They
mere farther characterized by their multi-year sustained focus.and adherence to
national priorities. Additionally, they required, The Center's'' full- service' capac-
ities in cainativ, training and information services to assure rapid and effec-
tive use by the 11; 0.

I The- majorprogr in areas selected were:
1. Individual Carem. Planning.
2. Management and .valuation System.
3. Professional. Persennel Development in Vocational Education.
4. Curriculum Plannirf. and Design.
5. Diffusion.
O. Career Education. a

_

A major effort has been nuti4italned in disseminating our products and securing
full utilization. Concurrent to the R & D programs, me have conducted 28O na-
tional and regional seminars for4),Z100 state and national leaders. The need fur
interaction between R & D leadership, development and product utilization is
(lineal. It is bconaing increasingly difficult to successfully plan and orchestrate
.these activities under present funding\. ,patterns.

The descriptions of en, rent mildk eau liasize nett% I t 'VS supported 1.* In SOE and
-71E.

I NDIVIGUAL CAR . PLANNING

Career Planning Support Rysteni
One of the best examples of sustained, s3stetnalic pro.raiiiniatic mork through

The -Center 'is-in the area of career planning. egititiiiignii 196ff ith the Na-
tional Interdisciplinary Seminar on Vocational Guidance and l'ocatiolial Educa-
tian Research and Practice, The Center ininiedlatelybegini research in a number
of priority areas identified during the Seminar, such mi.transitlon from school fo
work\ problems of marker adjustment, career preparation fur women. and a na-
tional soirvey of vocational education programs fur the disadvantaged. Cement.-
rently.ff initiated a series of atioital conferences on systems\under development in
this ciirm guidance field. This pros bled as Lb arlinditaise of information for per-
sonnel engaged in major systertisiunder development. ithsiarekrapla exchange of
Information, and avoided redundant effort. These earlier It 4.\ D netivlties fed
into a inajo national needs a..sisstlictit of vocational giiidailee, involv nig over
8.500 narctits.vstu dents. high s land leathers. guidame m ta leers, ttritaipals and
siiperintendent in 48 slates in :153 slhoils. The study identified a, number of
problems and, ditficiencles in the current guidance *Os. Our curet t program

N
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on carcer pitaming support s,}stimis Is'slesigned to urAtinize torrent know + Igt
tour own and others) Into a stenule effort to identif3 and help high st loons
protiO Optimal assistance to individual career planning.

The,current program will provide a procedural model designed to enahlv high
schoolleachers, counselors, administrators, eummuillt3 representatives, and at o
dent., AU work together to support vocational and career education program, 1,3
dealing rationally and effectitel3 with such problems as -How do we Betide tt bat
t areer support series should he pro% lied'; \Vim should pros ide II mirth ular mit
ice--teaellers, counselors, community voludteersor a ullx of staff? Ild'A du tt
best, organize to deli% er the services? how Call w e get -studeritt more inwols eti?
Is there good tin/gnus' continuit3 from our junior to senior high schools? Are all
students being served glrls at,, hell as bobs, 1/lack. a 1. ell as whites? Do we hand
our students .1 diploma at graduation and say, 'Good link," or do we help theta
with the transition to their next step, that is. jobs and, of further education?
do rte determine what writer planning techniques Inc and whit art
best for our students? How do w kIloa %%hen our proi.ritnah .111.! Ito longer tall ill,;

and how do we build st if correcting 'the real needs of students,
Row can 20C be maximally accountable to Itu(kals. Pal t 515, and taxPalle, 8 It Min
our resource contraintst

Pragmatic questions such as these emphasize a clear need In American t Mit a
dun. 11,1 schools want ititti need it master planning guide ss t th 55 111 !alp Dam
orgailiz.KOid implement an effective tareer guitlame Iirograni, but at Da same
time lie flexible entait,h to Lonsitittr thavItittelittss of eat It st hoot, and

The procedural model or package t7f matt dal. imitates sbstein guides, audio
istia 1-presentations, sumo -qat stionnall es, a ntlinst I'll,l10114111114t1IIMIN %%Ilk I III ,

stop -1,) -step procedures, for stitools to plan, de% dup. implement, and vt almite
cart-or guidance programs fur an high Sthuul,tunih. Appreiriate staff dt% ;It1
went materials amidst) Included as part of the package.

Stooial eareer guidance Us:18111(01es for maw and minorit3 bout a, well as
a program fur facilitating. students in their transition from stl.atil to work art
incluthttl in the Career Planning Support S3 stun. Caret r guitlailve method, arc
being des eloped specillcall 3 for women student, whit It will erialle them tt «m-
sitter the broad range of t areer options and cox er pattchis Sl Cal llahle ttola3 and
in the future. :\ ttw guidance techniques are hei 110 itiped for itiltairitt
who have teen Id >torieally neglet ten by the use emphasis on white, litit'alle via s.
ettilegeimund Ainitrieans. Our apprtattli and des elopinent Is to assure that
adults tt Ito hilluence tainorit3 t i tlren are properly informed about
ethicatiomil anti Ott klpaiollal 01/1/onl halm- Another appruntIi is to ttstalift It hl
ilimittial adult nuolitls for those children %%II hat t none. Career guldant e
arealso under doteloput.nt to assist st ado s with flair transition from st !non to
stork. They liteliults lanol.a tire strat ogle to be used by schools, nano 13 Jul.
placement, and followmip programs, job-se nun courses to,imp. t v thy
limns skills In eoping with work mitt ailjustnittlit ',ruinous.

The Center is working through 13- state epart let ids of vim ation In field tc.1
tine, Met Career Planning Support System to 'talents It limit% v. :10 stilton, with
.111111.0XIIIIiitek 1,000 students, 3,100 teat hers. Inilillstrators an I (sane:1,10r- ar
:100 community representatit es as advisors. It Is]1t'ojerltd that the Cort.vr 1'1,11
tang SaPPort .}Stella will be a callable for national disstaulitation In late 11170.
1 lie project was inithited ender the stmaisorsliip of II.311.; and is tura
througli contract *Ith.tlie lonalinstitute of Education,

A, booted survey is being et Audio ted of itillitirli, alit' disadvantaged stialt,nt
attitudes toward toe-Mimed education, Ilistmit all) It has loon aka( ed that It 1

live attifilde t ottani toomtional ethitattbai has pre% tided in this gr am. RepOrts
illid mittleolines developed will lie of *Meet e vocational etlocal or.,
counselors, anti aduilnist rator;. in assisting menthes.. of minority and al,
raged groups in phinning their occupational prepiatition netts Itles,lu,d In est ill-
lishing programs designed to improve the imago a hit It tills I mail:Mon hohls
toward vocat halal toluea tit in. The Sort ey report and %o.,id el ti ad utmt lion t lit lit c-
administrator guidelines will be at linable Sobtenilivr30. 197:1, 'nee pr, ,Jet %%a.:

initially sponsored by the Bureau Ovviniatitaial an,d Adi.it Dim idlati.
and currentlytauten-con t with (Sienihtr tamul.01.10 tallow U1 111 (It lir,
extending over several years are ti Ile of the tither wait or program areas of
'rho Center.)

an aside. It also should 14 evident that staff wtirking In these funtlano,nial
problem areas h.we Iev4011. Increasingly know letlgtal.ht and competent Ill tlit

1.4
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critical areas. This kind 4 contInuatIon effort la best facilitated through num).
yeat institutional stipport.

3tANAGEMENT AND EVALLLATION SYSTEMS

The current activity in this progriim area is, the development of an n th aneed
Management Information System for Vocational Education (MISVEi fur use
by state and local education yencics and designed for cdneational manngets
concerned with needs asset...sun and better phinoing accountability through
the-linproved-ut t lox() formation,,

W e believe that eventua y the use of the system can also assist greatly in
providing current, relevant information fur national planning. This ad% at need
system builds upon our (miller de% eloptmnt of the Staten ide System fur E% aln-
atjon of Vocational Education" which has In drawn upon hemily by many
states in the design of their intermit vocational education information systems.
The Initial 'dmeloinuent of the "Stntet\ide rSy AA" benetiden from field expe-
riences in Alabama. Arizona. Nentiteity, Michigan, Nen .14psey, Mid New Mexieu.

MISVE consists of an information subsystela ami a Loth/inter !Wog-hull sup-
port subsystem which together enable the dui i(7inuakers to obtain almost tut-

' mediately and in a useful format the information Idell he !weds. The 'aroma-
thin subsystem is structured to provide information related to sets,of nainago-
went objectiveat derived from ,the four tunjor goals of the. Vocational Edugation
,Act nftb goal relates to state related conternsi and temjered by the judg-
ment of expert' iractitioners from all levels. The subsysteni includes Et derailed
dabl collection instruments and specific operational procedure.- unich elm be
adapted to meet unique user requirements. Dittman.: collected at the sacundary,
postsecondary, and adult levels about: (1) student characteristics te.q. dis-advantaged and handicappelli. (2) general folion-up of former students. ($)
job placement, ( 1) educational outcomes. (5) voeational programs and services.
(9) instructional facilities, (7) instructional costs. (S) equipment and materials.
(9 1 state and local staffing and assignments, (10) local Maus for vocational
education, and (11) manpower requirements.

The system provides for use of manponer data enlleeted 'through a variety of
approaches (e.g., r.S. Department of Labor generated (wenn:atonal Inform:Won
and locally generated nut upon er surreys) and insert Om into M IS YE Ain
crosswalks. Most MISVE data are collected at the local sehold district kw! and
can he aggregated to produce regional and state totals.

Although miSVE provides users nith data collection instruments, this in-
4 formation system dues not require the use of n fix.41 set of datta elements, The

system's software atracture permits small or large ;lata bases V1 tin MotlitletaiWIS
being made at the user's opt ffin.

The computer program support system makes use of a highly advanced but
readily installable "data base manAgement £4.:,,tem." Computer proonne. nitieb
arc required for using a data Paso management system In.conjuntion unit nu.
Information subsystem (e.g. load, update, edit, NN ill lit: mailable as Part of tile
documentation supplied to users.

The Product pneknge will contain a number of uon-technical dpotunents to
enable administrators of votational education programs to assess the potential
value, of the MISVE for their needs.In addition, of course, there w Ill be the
tetffinical man( is which provide information needed to Inlaid, taistall, operate.
and Maintain la.syi)fent with a minimum of external oss101,, me. The system and
its multiple p °ducts will be available December 1.1975. This projecit originated
ander .ponsorship and istIOW being conducted under (vial-acts( nith the
Natinnal Ins itute of Education and 17SOlit Initial design and de% elopmeat took
Place in lie tacky and Colorado. Field testing of the operational system Is
sheduled to, tegin shortly in Cpiorado.

I'ROPESSIONAL PERSON NM. DEVELOPMENT I.\° OtATION A L EDUCATION

Perforinence-lased rea,clicr Education Curricula
'Vocational teacher preparation must be focused on the efficient amplisltion

by prospective teachers of competencies identified and validated as essential to
the teachinglearuing process, Too often vocational teacher education programs
are subject-centered and group-oriented. Certification is, unfortunately. more
a matter of taking the required ).ourses than hieing able to teach. There Is at
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paucity of teacher education materials that are based on competencies identified
as critical to slictebstol }matthinal teaching that facilitate the individualization
of instinct:on. sot', that ilsluire the teacher to actually demonstrate the required ,
compete:odes. In the course of The Center's timelier research studies, 3S1 teaching
competencies hate been identified. Using these competencies as a basis fur de.
elopment, the major outputs of the program will.include approximately 11S.

v performance-based teitehereducation modules", common to all vocational
ttmtlun tee areas. for presertice and, or in-ser} ice education use. (By mothile,

we mean a tout of fustruction and learning which can stand by itself or in
combination will. other-modules fur motellexIblennitindividuatized=lastruction.),0 The performanse-based modules ,eunstItutet ocatlunal teacher,education cur-
ricular mai rials organized In modular form. The modules are irouped into ten
categoric . Prukram Maiming. development, mud Evaluation (15 modules) ;
(2) Ins ictional ?pulite, (6 Modules) , (3) Instruction Executlye (29 mod-
ules.) , ( Ilistruoten-EvaLation (6 smodules) ; (5) Instructional Management
9 modules) , tbj Guidance (6 modules); School-Cunimunity Relations 110

modules) (8, Sonlent N oca tha w' Orgn)tlhations (15 modides) , (9) Professional
Role and Development (8 malules) ; and (10) Coordinatidn (11 modules).

Eaeh module w ill assist teachers in developing one or More specified compe-
tencies. Most modules will be Completely, selkontained and may be selected to
correspond }}1.1t a teacher's anticipated responsibilities and, or laid him nedlate
in ser} lee needs. A module development handbook and related student And staff
orientation materials are also under developMent.

More..effietent teacher education programs and more proficient vocational
teachers sd,u,t tl be the immediate outcome and much better prepared vocational
students the final result. While the products from this project a ill be available on
an Incremental basis, all products,Will be completed by July 31, 1070. This effort
was initiated under liSOE and is presently funded by the National Institute of
Education. Development of prototype materials was carried out cooperatively
with the liniersity of Missouri. Oregon State Universik and Temple Unit ersity.
We are now engaged in a final Held test la cooperation with Florida State titiver-
slty. University of Northern Colorado, Colorado State University, and II tigers
tiniverity.

Although 3S mthers,,Itles from 35 states have asked to participate in tits test,
constrained Rinds have limited us to the three states mentioned earlier. .\ much
more effeetme test design mould Involve at least ten universities and would slam%
taneously expedite the installation and use of thesetunique materials.

curtnrctihuat PLANNING AND DESIGN

Voentional curricula and training programs must be'responsive to a variety of
student needs but certainly one extremely important set of needs consists of the
occupation-11 shills which enable the indhidual to cuter and succeed in the work
force. The usefulness of curricula for preparing students for careers depends
upon reflecting,arcurately the performance and eoneeptual content of the mown.
duns to be steadied. Curricula developed by using timely and Comprehensive de-
seriptions of what is done by workers in particular occupations can help give
assurance to students. parents, teachers, and employers that the skills and hnoal-
edges to be learned are truly relevant to urcessful performance In the
occupations.
Curriculum C'pntentberiva

Procedure$ and ,gliidelines are nearing completion at The Center which will
aid des eluppm of }motional curricula and training programsjo accurately iden-
tify ocema(tomal performance remarements and to select curriculum content
«Melt most warrants formal training consideration. Like the other projects of
The tenter, tins activity has involied extensive nationwide cooperation of voca-
tional (lineation tummies. For example, seven I'SOE regional curriculum inhor-
attiriesi link) ;;.it limed li;t1 data for this research front (Netters on the job, front
entriloyek and from occupational teachers and trainers.

The procedures and guidelines are based upon a "task inventory" process for
derbrIng Job content for training consideration. gxplicit detailed descflptions of
the procedures, 'along with illustrative materials'from several occupations, are
bteing prepared for curricupun developers in a set of user manuals. Among the
;tarts of the process to-Ito included will be procedures and guidelines to aid
developers to (1) deflit'e Feupe of occupational training interest ; (2) develop
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task inventories, i.e., comprehensive lists of meaningful units of work per-
formance expressed as worker tasks at a Bevel of detail that permits useful
training distinctions and decisions to be made. (3), identify classes of specialized
technical knowledge which have practical use to ,w takers in the effective per-
formance of their jobs; (4) select questions to be asked to provide desired
descriptive information on task relevance and, or criticalness ; (5) design and

jconduct questionnaire surveys to obtain desired ob performance inforniatiun
from samples of workers and of their job supep}surs, (6) compute selected
summaries and analyses of the task surrey data and (7) select the critical
job ,content that warrants training consideration 'and prepare stateMents of
terminal performance objcPtivoR. IThese procedures and guidelines 'to help identify and select curriculum con-
teneare useful to des elopers of vocational curricula and occupational training
programs in. (1) Secondary and post-secondary, p 'bile vocational progran4;

\

i2) community and junior colleges; (3) occupational training progr.ans of
business, industry, and labor ; (4) research and development agencies, (ro
technical institutes, (6) private trade, technical, ani0Jusiness schools, (7) mili-
tary training schools, (8) manpower training programs, and (9) training
programs within governmental agencies.

Other uses of the task inventory procedures include the validation of em-
ployment tests, preparation of job descriptions. job redesign, a ad lad a ',mace
evaluation. The project was initiated' umicr tSOE support and is now spon-
sored by the National Institute of -Education. Products will be available fi r
release after February 1916.

A closely related project at The Center funded through the Bureau of Oc-
cupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education, is the Task Ins entory
Exchange. This project sell es as a central, nationwide clearinghouse for (01-
lecting'and disseminating occupational task inventories. Often, task ins enti,r:-..,
are genprated for specific jobs in organizations or occupational areas with a
limited intent of use on the part of their developers., These same ins entories
may have much wider applications and use if their existence is made ,laiow n
and copies become available. however, because their existence is not know n
and they have not been made generally available, others elsewhere needlessly
construct task inventories for the same or similar jobs.

The purpose of this cost effective project is to increasq the availability
and sharing of task inventories In order to minimize the duplicationNof effort
in their development and to maximize efficiency in the use existing ones
by business and industry. We estimate that substantial resarrees will be ,sawed
by the schools, curriculum laboratories, government agencies, and industry
not oply by elimination of duplicate task analyses but also of duplicate efforts
aerosh the nation in trying to locate existing adaptable inventories.

The project has solicited task inventory publications through the distribution
of a brochure and insertion of notices in 15 leading profession,DI journak, It is
also conducting comprehensive searches for task inventories contained iii the
data bases of ERIC, NTIS, AIM/ARM, and Xerox University Microfilm P11. D.
dissertations, and is making nationwide contacts with researchers in the field'
to obtain their products. It has published the first volume of the Directorp of
Task Iptcntorics, a comi.ilation of bibliographic n :cremes to 77 publications con-
taining' task inventories Ica 280 job titles or occupational areas. The serond
volume to be published by bccember 1975 is expected to contain references to
200 or more task inventory related publications.

The exchange is providing a service of reprAucing Task Inventories on ti cost-
recovery basis. It will supply microfiche and paper copy reproduction- of task
inventory publications or portions thereof for which production permission is
available. A review of research literature on task inventories methodology in
eluding development and use mill be made and sy nthesIzed info a research
report as an additional activity. The report will be published by July 1975.
Cooperative Adult Education.

Vocational educators have customarily been faced with the problem Iuf (1)
providing realistic sicill training and exnerience for studits carolled la nova
tional programs and, (2) providing students with tl,c kind and level of skills
demanded by industry. Progress was made during the last decade toward
funded The Center to Identify and study adult s uc.-I t I niiii 1 education programs

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Educatl,n, has
. .

4
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funded The Center to identify and study- adult vocational education programs
which are cooperatively sponsored by industry and State Departments of Edo
cation- in the 50 States and Trust territories. The Project w ill provide for
(1) definition and development of a set of practical guidelmes'and critical con-
cerns (or standards) for cooperative adult vocational education programs; (2)
identification and study of cooperative adult cateer education programs in the-
50 States and Trust territories in light of the critical etnicerns; (3) documen-
tation and dissemination of projeet,information w bleb islIlltave practical applica-
tion for cooperative adult vocational education programs.

Project outcomes available In October 1075, imitate guidelines for decelup-
meut or evaluation of couperatice programs, listing of programs, abstracts of
selectAd prograins, descriptive reports of programs t islted, and a tuitional dis-
semination strategy to distribute project information.
Derchpment and Utilization. of Mcleie Education Instructional Materials an

Vocational, Technical and:Wu/I/Education.
The development of metric iusfructional materials is critical. Most of the

world uses the metric system and the U.S. is concerting to compete in a world
market. Voeationil. teclimcal, and adult basic education students need to learn
its use in °NI& to perform snccessfully in occupations.

The purpose of the Metric Education project is the development mid utilization
of metric education lustractional materials in cocatamal, techni" and adult
education. The project's initial task was to identify exasting,metric instructional
and reference materials imd prepare an annotated bibliography. Mritric Edaca
tion: .1a .Innotafed Ilibliotoraphy for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education,
contains 309 citations. oath giving information about content and instructional
strategies, educational level, price, and complete ordering, address. (As ailable
May 1075)

Tito Metric Education prolect will also_psovide_slducattors in JosJil school_
programs with . (11 Mciric instructiolial.pachages for Its e tee occupational
areas in each of the 1.i occupational clusters lac ailablo in 19771. and (2) an
imph 'limitation guide tor infushig tht, metric education pachages tutu local voca-
tional and adult education prdgrams (available in 1977).

e
During the des clopurnt and review of metric materials, project activities are

involving a wide ran of Indic idnals and groups representing the views of
business and industry, vocational education. adult education. metric groups,
government, mathemiitIcs cavitation, trade associations. alai metric materials
developers and suppliers.

4 The project is being conducted pursuant to a contract with the Bureau of
Occupational and A ult Education, 1,7.S. °Mee of Education.

CAREER EDUCATION

The Center exerted early national leadership In the career education move-
ment. It was selected by the C.S. 'Office of Education to serve as the prime
Contractor for the Comprehensise (schoobbasedi Career Education Model. This
wilt its was tualertakt i, with school dIstrips of Atlanta. Georgia Los Angeles,
California . Hackensack. New Jersey . Pontiac, Miehigan, Jefferson Coitnt.
(2albrado; and Mesa. Arizona. During the last few months, The Center hosted
the first National Meeting of State Career Education Coordinators conducted by
MOP, Associate Commissioner Kenneth Hoy t. During our Tenth Aunt% ersary
Wee: ailvitiesqlast month, we to-sponsored with NIE the First National Career
Edu ation Forum which attracted over 37)0 local, :,tale and nadioaal leaders in
carer cdiaAtIon. il s well as representa(ic es of the rt I) community, busin..ss.
Industry, labor unions and others. .

'Occupational Exploration Program
Ow waticnal exploration is a program of 1i: owed educational experience:

for st ideuts ,lu grades 7 9 designed to provide ways for students to actively
explore many different kinds of work. Twelve prototype simulations around
tw eh v inajori oecupational I lnAers were des eloped during 1073-7-I road currently
are undergoing field test and rellnenitut in the Jefferson County Public Schools,
Lakewood. Colorado.

Simulatioas provide a realistic costeffctise menus of assuring oimortuoitles
for stud ntsto explore the full range of occupational opportunities irrespective

c;'.,4.,)
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of Mir availability ha oily and o ithout the probleMs of safety and other hazards
il.,MIl inted with some my (motional areas. The ShnulatItma are intended to be

..._expanded with real-life interactions m ailable in the communit3.
The Occupational Exploration program is designed to expand students hori-

zons and help them create an experience and-lafoinition base for making their
OW II career decisions. It should also assist some stiodent8 to k house a tentatiN e
route through school tooted some occupational objeetiVe. IL is not intended
to prepare students fur *mink jobs in the saute way that %motional training
does. Few tw eh e to fourteen year-olds are preipared to wake such definite com-
mitments, and cyca those few can benefit front further occupational exploration.

Tw I) phases of the Occupational Exploration Program for grades 7-9 students
will induce active investigation of the world of work. (1) work acthities re-
fiel ting occupational clusters will be,simulated by students within the classroom ,

and, (2) complementary exploration materials will help the students wake deci-
sions and Flans in terms of their emerging career needs and interests and aiso
learn to exploit community resources. .

'Occupational elplura that Lrogram materials make use of the fact. that Subs

ti( mbinations of jobs and skills and associated life styles.

11 II into twelve I road oc,..apational groups, or clusters. manufactutrug. ethi-
c tion. construction and wore. Emit clbster can be characterized by typical

Simulation modules have been developed. to provide the contexts, arrange-
ments, and-props for dynamic. :dual-term situational encounters with job rules
as d relationships. S,tudeiltb call choose to carry out representathe jobs in s ari-
ms occupations te.g., pharmacologist at a health and welfare agent), trouble-
-4 outer in a radio-TV repair shop), yet the jobs and working combinations
of people represent the real world of work, (lad the enterprises are typical of
those in the actual occupational cluster. ...

After a brief users kw of the cluster, students choose Whether or not to
hilt -t themseh es iii_the simulation on the basis of at short, highly Mal% a tl0117(1
TiiTECAltatou,.whit ti ina3 la an illustrated booklet. a film, filmstrip, or game. Theta
they sac* their roles, tarry out the typical processes, and often produce
Z..01110 real product or :All ice. They may doelop an advertising campaign,
or create a hair style. Through the simulations, students have frequent chnia es
to assess their own prefereams and perfiirmance. Thus, they was better or-
ganize their own knowledge and feelings about a job area and its rules.

Mutilations are supported by teachers' packets and is student introdut non
to using simulation In learning first-hand about jobs.

Publication of materials is projected for 1970-77. The project is operated,
tinder a contract with the National Institute of Education.
EitabliNhing Prof t ...Nional Do. cloputeid for Cal mi. Eaucat Ion at (ollef; .. null

UniverAitics ..,

Early on, The Center recogni3ed the "critical path" of college and minis erAt 3
preparation progninis of i,ersonnel deselopment is the ultimate deviopuient
std installation of ...Ism!. education. This need w its dramatically rehiforeed by
the National Conferences for Deans of Collercs of Education and for Fatalities
of Educational Adnilnistratbm w e conducted hi 1072. Follow -up studies of those
it at to 'Oahu indicated an Immediate need for personnel deselopment Ma-
terials and programs. :4

'lids project will establish one career education personnel do eimonient plan-
ning team In each of the ten I'. 4. (Mike of Educat hon. regions for the ptopose
I ,f planning career edukati MA personnel development programs tailored to the
(weds of lastitutiotts loi at particular region. The platting teams are comprised
of leadership representatives from. (1) L'SOE regional offices, t2). State De-
partments of Education; (3) State universities; (1) 1:1(1.lie school,. and IS)
basiness/indust ry/counnerce.

A number of products w. !kit will directly impact on the quality and quan-
tity of career education personnel do elopment lu colleges and tinhersitis
will be available for distribution on June 30. 1975. These include. (1) Dadra-
(limitation for ( altiation of sessions regarding career education personnel
des elopment, (21 career education personnel do 1\eloptuent resource( file of
field consultants by regions, (3) compilation of us w: regional office designs
for eN it'Ilaillg IIIII s o K.:My-ha:44 career education personae' do elopment plan-
ning team approaches to other states of the region , 0) mannosite of state
department of education designs fur a state Mall fur other universities to pre-
part career education personnel do elopment phoming teams, and (5) a hand
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book of teamwork appionelles for career education personnel deee qaccut at
the university lesel. The project is sponsored by the Bureau of Occapati nal and
Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education.
'Model Secondary School fpr the Deaf '(315513)

One segment of the population most severely affected by society's rapid changes
includes those whose hearing is impaired. By providing for equity and equality
of education to lessen the effect by these changes, the federal government seas
to assure that by the year 1977 every handicapped child who leaves school has
had career education training that is relevant to the job market, meaningful to
his career aspiration and realistic to his fullest potential.

This project represents a cooperative venture between the Model Secondary
School for the Deaf (MSSD) and The Center with the express purpose of iden-
tifying and developing programs which will assure the expressed needs of the
MSSD career education effort. All products of this effort will directly reflect close
cooperation and coordination with teachers of the deaf. The products include
four Career education programs (orientation to career education, curriculum
unit implementation, career planning, and guidelines for developing career
education programs).

In addition, 15 curriculum units will be developed which are appropriate
for 3ESSD students and which can be infused into their existing curriculum.
implementation of these educational products should significantly ass:at MSS])
in meeting the career education needs of the deaf. The material will be available
December 1, 1975. The project is funded trhough the,Bureau of the Haridicaupeil,
U.S. Office of Education.

DIFFUSION

'Career Education-Product Installation Handbook
- The Career Education Product Installation handbook is being deyeluileel-at
The Center and sponsored by the National Institute of Education to help "ad-
vocates" of career education efficiently install useful products. We have been
able to do this because of our continuing programmatic research in the dif-
fusion processes. Since 1966 we have carriequt a number of studiPs in this area
and. of course, have engaged directly in fficilitating the utilization of Center
products.

The handbook is. designed to enable career education product exponents to:
(1) describe their products.accurately and in a manner which is appealing to
the intended users, (2) diagnose barriers to systematic progress in thejnstalla-
non of products, (3) plan for installation activities within time and cost con-

. straints, (4) select installation tactics to attain incremental objectives in the
installation strategy, and (5) evaluate the Impact of product installation
activities.

The Handbook is organized into four main sections : (1) Introductionfor
project directors who hate been asked to implement career education in local
education agencies; (2) Planning. an Installation -.re:eggassists the user in
organizing and plaunIngmetivIties athlch lead to the acceptance of career ed lit a-
Con products and materials; (3) Implementing the Strategy -compares the
planned installation activities with time and cost constraint, and (4) AxReslating
the Impact of the StrategyPLu,:atm user with some general guidelines fur
evaluating installation activities.

With the cooperation of state education agencies, the Handbook, is being
tried out in 21 school districts in Florida, Ohio, and Texas during the 1971-
75 school year andwill be availi\ble after October 1975.

ItAsoantssmusArtio:st AND UTILIZATION ACTWITIES

From its inception The Center liar fulfilled an essential 'clearinghouse" func-
tion In the collection, storage, synthesis and dissemination of information.

Further, it has empita.Ozed presinat utilization through publicatiott. bk.r Ices
and training. This area of activity has been the most dlf i alt to suppurt and
maintain a coherent, Integrated organizational posture: across a Lumber of sep-
arately funded projects.
Dis4emination of Career Education Products

Curriculum and staff development materials were developed through tin COlik.
preliensiv e Career Education Model project at The Ctaiteir Fir Vocational
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cation hfid under the .,ponsurship of t.S.O.E. and the National Institute of
Education. These 43 currkultim units and related Koshicts are designed for use
by teachers and others involved wall the development, installation and associated
staff training of career education programs.

Career education materials gross lag. out of earlier work with CCEM are now
mailable for dissemination. These include 30 teacher's guides, 11 staff des elup-
ment guides, and 2 community involvement units.

In the development of all of these products, teams of local, state and tails er-
sity -based personnel were established and ins ois mid in tile %suiting of the materials
under The Center'i, staff direction. This Included personnel from sir local school
districts Los Angeles, California, Mesa, Arizona, Pontiac, Michigan, Atlanta,
Georgia, Hackensack, New Jersey and Jefferson County, Colorado). Subsequently,
other groups of local, state and unlv ersity-based persunuei were used to field test
and revise the products.

The 30 teacher's guides consist sets of learning experiences K -12 that focus
on various elements of career education, career assareness and exploration, and
beginning competency and shills. Each unit contains a student uLjestive, over-
view , resource list, teacher preparation tasks, learning actis itles, and es aluatium
summary.

The focus of the staff development products Is on sobbcstcal goals, strategies,
amid resources for planning" the administration and implementation of career
education. The guides should be especially useful to lueal and state education
agencies, And university Aellege personnel who are responsible for planning
-various in-service edtMa timi programs/for staff.

The community involvement materials contain baulsground Information, refer-
cum. planning, models, and suggestions for development programs to secure
community support and participation in school-based career education.
Abstracts of Instructional and Research Materials in Et/Miami (Ind Tuchnivqf

Billica (Alif/A1111) -

Finding and using relevant information frequently is a major task for re-
searchers, curriculum specialists, teachers. administrators,. and students. The
Crater is dedicated to making useful and vtial hifurmatIon accessible so that it
may be used to improve school practice.

Through abstracts designed to present useful information about materials,
the Abstracts of Instructional and Research Materials in Vocational and Tech-
nical Education (AIM/ARM) publication provides educators quick access to
in-use or under development Instructional and research materials. The voca-
tional education instructional materials laboratories, local school systeini and
professional associations such-as the Vocational Instructional Materials (VIM)
section a the American Vocational Association, all contribute to this effort. The
system is provided to facilitate current and future demands of persons or or-
ganizations working in the vocational and tecanical education fields. A bi-
monthly abstract journal, annual index, computer search tapes and Microfiche
are available by subscription. This project is responsive to Section 152 of IIR 3037
and sponsored by U.S.O.E.

OTIIER ACTIVITIES

In addition to these federally supported major program areas, our career
education efforts and information and field services, The Center is currently
serving as the initiator and manager of a national alliance of local schools
supported by district funds working on the further development of Career
Education materials and programs. We also are providing research concerning
new technologies, curriculum development and instructor training services for
two international labor unions and national contractors' association!. We have
done work for state vornflonal educat:-.v. Atli ;bury councils and the U.S. De-
Nutmeat of Transportation on its development of training programs gross ing
out of the Highway Safety Act.

PROBLEMS AND LIMITING FACTORS AFFECTINO TUE CENTER

There are severe problems and constraints under present funding arrange-
ments which sub-optimize our potential service and effectiveness. Several key
points that should be made at aid these foregoing programmatic efforts.

(1) they were all started when The Center bad institutional support under
the Vocational Education Act.
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(2) the dissemination funding for elle).ting the full utilization of the ',Naha ts.
is nut la sight at this time. We shout I comurrently with their final de)Liolailtatt
he undertaking activities to assure rapid-installation 1110 utilization.

(3) to take advantage of these investments and expertise. Plafining ,s1tottiti
be underway now for the logical and essential continuation efforts gruka.g
out of these major programs, but funding is not available.

(i) Over the past several years, the percent of The Center's support from
vmationul R & 1) funds has been diminishing (see Appendix Di. The cons-
quences of this lowering level of support front suuttlianti ethit....ition funds dune
seriously eroded our Capailty to respond to major prubleittsjit South/nal etluut-
tion, to maintaining and strengthuthig our linkages with Iwy such as
'CSOE, state departments k filt hitting RCUst, uaitcr.itns, iiisti rational material
laboratories in vocational.. education, entpluycr gtuups teal utia,rs. Further.
as a public Institution, The Center's broad-based cunstitiairty has A 1 1e.opei.
a set of expectations of us fur information. &publications. unisultatton aud
other services which we can go longer honor under present funding rtbulatitais.
We are in danger of "turning off" people unit age itc, hint woriAa polls
to "turn on". This decrease in support from socational resuircii and traitialg
funds, the problems in "project" funding, place:, 1...4,:.uoartly our .raility to wain-
tain The Center's intigeity aud, obviously, our effedivenes* to the eiluitt.tional
community and those we serve.

Ender short-term funding, and fragmented,: 1114)11th:it projtts efforts Tie,
Center has experioneed a reduction in its capacity to undertake on runts plan-
ning, initiate extdoratury studies and feasibility efforts, as well as a rest Llama
of its flexibility., to conduct. try -uutt un a small scale. st citing ptotaisilig efforts,
eons-ening concerned groups around key issues, and Latitly zing the efforts of other
groups. The difficulty in obtaining.inultl-lear funding title to itirrent prikethies,
severely limits the kinds of activities whit It UM be ptoposed rtaken.
FollowtUL studies longitudinal invt srigattons dr xtp-teat re
and many other important kinds of work require more than one y ear to out-
plete.

Over the past decade, funding fur research and contributed
substantially to vocational education's Lapaiity for :.elt-ienewal. There Ie an
urgent need to strengthen policies and proriv,itais fur researdi anal (1,-.)elopitielit
activities which have regional aunt national signifluilice. Through the Colloids-
sioner's.share of the funds, it Is.possible to mine) e cost-ffeetimiess by
taking research and des eloputent un common problems. Mt r eby ret..railig the
need for each individual state to invest in this area. Additionally, tin, re are
problems sthicli are ttuly national and regional in. ilia lilt.ttS lailt need-to-be
undertaken through the Commissioner's portion. In this mead, ,t strung and ade-
quately ,funded national research and development center with appropriate
regional and state linkages can provide the "crit Kat mass- of talua and resourixs
to hnpact on priority areas such as state planning, hulls tibial tArt:er plarialng.
placement and follow-up procedures, teacher ettuuttitai. more tplcicrit instruc-
tional systems and especially improved delivery systems for siiedal groups. In
my judgment, suck provisions are essential In attaining Cutigre.sional goals in
Vocational Education.

Specifically, under the current provisions whit It require a.. Commi,sionvi's
share tat%) to be distributed the states hy form nit, it Is difili tilt i if 'tot im-
possible) to fund a national center and major progranintati. efforts. Cut tend.).
The Center's national activities compete with Ohio's priorities In the 46104_44ot

stem to the states. iIR 3037 addresses this problem anti provides no the Coln
1111A011er'S share to be discretionary and tube untested in attikking problem.,
of t...lional significance. The earlier drafts of the Administratitai's bill .li.stA t a r-
iled this provision.

further. HR 3037 explicitly indicates support for a national Leiner tar u nters
fur R & D. I would urge that the committee accept these provisions.

The recognized seriousness of the current situation Al fill PS impact 141 1110
field is evidence of.continuing support of The Center by the states. w., highlighted
in the attached resolution adopted by the National Assouation of Stab_ Direttors
of Vocational Education at their annual. meeting in New Orleans III Duet-libel,
1974. (See Appendix E) You will note that the a.ssoclation urges the U.S. ()Hike
of Education to provide adequate support for the national center and reaffirms
its earlier position of support.

tc5
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*Thank Ott for this opportunity to report progress, progrJIIIJ and current
leans associated tyith The Center. I %%ill be glad to try to kespund to an, ques-
tions you may have.

41

APPENDIX A PESSON.tL DATA SIVET

norizicr E. rArtonDATA. SIIEtjf

Professional Responsibilities at l'he Ohio State Unii-enity
Director, The Center for Vocational Education
Associate Dean, College of Education and College juf Agriculture and Houle

Economicsf
Professor, College of Education and College of Agrit. ilture and Home Econumies
Current Activities Outside the Universtly
Mtinber, Committee on Vocational Education R & D, National Academy of Sci-

ences, National Research Council
Chairman, Council on Educational Des elopment and Research, Inc, (CEDaR)
Edituilal Director, Career Education Series, Charles E. Merrill Publishing

Company
Educational Background
Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1001

University of Arizona, 1953 .
B.S., University of Arizona, 1952
Business Address : The Center for Vocation

Columbus, Ohio43210
Mime Address; 3759 Klondike Road, DelawAre, Ohio 43015

I Education, ,1960 Kenny Road,

4
CURRENT FIELD SITES ACTIVITIES

Alaska
fftmeau Public Schools- Career planning support sys-

tem.
Kodiak Public Schools Do.

Palmer Public Schools Do.

Talkeetna Public emirs

Was,Illir Mine Schools

Arizona (pending),:
. Avondale Public Schools

Flagstaff Public Schools
Cottonwood Public, Schools
Nogales Public Schools

California :
Salinas Public Schools

Colorado:
Jefferson County Public Schools
State Department of Education

-

University of Northern Colorado

Colorado State 17niversity
Lakewood Public Schools..

1

Do.

Career planning support s: s-
tem.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Alliance for career educa-
tion.

Occupational exploration.
Management information

system for vocational ed-
ucation.

Performance based profes-
sional education curricula.

Do.
Transition from scho6l\ to

work.



Delaware:
Georgetown 'Public Schools_

Dover Public Schools

ClundenrWyonfing Pubic SelLols
Ne Public Schools
Wilmington Public Schools

Florida : Florida State University

924

Illinois :
Morris Public Schools

0

Rockford Public Schools
Joliet Public Schools

'Freeport Public Schools _
Bloomington Public Schools_
Decatur Public Schools_

Glen Ellyn Public Schliolsz-.
Morton Public Schools ..1%.*,

Villa Park Public Schools
Springfield Public Schools

' Kentucky
Frankfort Public Schools

Ashland Public Schools

Currienlum design and dc-
velopinen.

Curriculum design and de-
veloptuent\

Do.
Do.
Do.

Performance paSed profes-
sional education cur-
riculums.

CurtieuluM design and de-
Telopment. -

Do.
1)0.

'Do.
Do.
Do.,
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Dp.

`Curriculum desigOuid de-
velopmentCareer plan-
ning support syst0a.

Car'eer planning suppori..sys-

Alexandria Public Schools
Radcliff Public Schools... _____
Louisville Public Schools
Bardstown Public Schodis

Paintsville Public Schools
Covington Public Schools

3faryland :
Baltimore City Public Schools

Michigan:
Lansing Public Schools_

Do.
Do.

Curriculunt flosien and de-
velopment.

Do.
Do.

Attitudes of minority \ stu-
dents toward vocational
education.

Curriculum design and', de-
velopment career plan-
ning support system.

Career planning support
sysicin.

Alliance of career education.
Career planning support

system.
Do.

curriculum design and (NL-'
velopment.

Do.
Do.
Do. a

Careei planning support
system.

Do.
Do.

Detroit Public Schools

Flint Public Schools
Wyoming'Public Schools

k.ot

Royal? Oak -Public ,Schools
Battle Creek Public Schools

Dearborn Public Schools
Port Huron Public Schools
511isou Public Schools

Mississippi :
Jackson PublicSehoois,.__.

Oxford Public Schools
Meridian Public 'Schools
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Missouri :
Jefferson'City Public Schools

Plat RiCer Public Schools
Normandy Public Schools
Kansas City Public Schools
Baldwin Public Schools
Columbia. Public Schools

Montana :
Laurel Public Schools

Missoula Public Schools
Seeley Lake Public Schools

New Hampshire:
Concord Public Schools

a

Peterborough Public Schools
Somerworth Public Schools
lianzpion Public Schools_

New Jersey :
Rutgers University

New York:
Bronx Public Schools

Cobleskill Public Schools
Huntington Public Schbols
Niagara Public Schools

%.ttook
Westbury Public Schools

North Carolina :
Concord P.uillic Schools
Fayetteville Public Sellools_.,

Winston-Salem Public Schools
Ohio:

Ashland Public Schools

Columbus Public Schools_

Garrettsville Public Schools

Smithville Public -Schools

Pennsylvania :
temple University

Career planning support
system.

Do.
Do..
Do.
Do.
Do.

Career planning support
system.

Do.
Do.

Career planning support
system.

Do.
Do.

Performance based profes-
sional education curricula.

Curriculum design and de-
velopment.

'Do.
Do.
Do.

-Do
Do.

Career planning support sys-
tem.

Do.
Do.

Evaluation of career moti-
vation.

Transition from school to
work.

-Career planning support
system.

Curriculum design and de-
velopment.

Performance based profes-
sional education curricula.

Allience for career educa-
tion.

Philadelphia Public 'Schools

South Carolina :
Charleston Public Schools

Tennessee:
Nashville Public Schools

ttAlt :
Weiler School District_

Ogden.School District

52-915-75- -vol. 2---11

.1 6.

Alliance for career educa-
tion.

Administration of 'Voca-
tional education a3.ams-
mem of employment de-
mands.

Career planning support
system.

Do.
ti
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Virginia:
Norfolk Public Schools_

Petersburg Public Schools
Washington:

Bellevue Public Schools

Issaquah Public Schoolg
Longview Public School's
Spokane Public 'Schools
Walla Walla Public Schools

Wisconsin.:
Fond du Lac Public Schools -

1

Green Bay Public Schools
LaCrosse Public Schools
Madison I? bile Schools

Milwaukee Public Schools
Oconto Fails Public Schools

APPENDIX C-FACT4 ABOUT TUE Cksrku FOR

FACTS ABOUT TIE CENTER

The Center's Director is responsible to the Provost of the niversity.
Ohio Mate University hits milt two buildings' 111.& RS 0 11 funds to provide

spaco-fir libentcr

Curriculum design and de-
.velopment.

Do.

Career planning support sys-
tem.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Curriculum design and de-
velopment.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Alliance for career educa-
tion.

Do.
Curriculum design and de-

velopment.

VOCATIOYAL EDUCATION

The Center mirrentlY is conducting :30 projects titular 26 contracts for the fnl-
\lowing sponsors

U.S. Departin'ent of Stealth, Educationond 'Welfare
National institute of Education
Office of Education

U.S. Department of Transportation
National Training Fund of the Sheet Metal awl Mr Conditioning Industry
Ohio State Advisory Council for VocationalEducation
Ashland (Ohio) Vocational School .
Milwankee (Wisconsin) Public Schools
Madison (Wisconsin) Public' Schools
Philadelphia Skill Center, Philadelphia Public Schools
Salinas (Cali(oinia) Union High School
Flint (Michigan) C.:immunity SchoOls
Loral Education Adiaitilstration, Nash vile, Tennessee
Sears Foundation .5
National Joint Painting, Decorating) and Drywall Apprenticeship and train,-

Ing.committee
J. C. Penney Company
Aational Center on Education Meditt,and Materials for the Handicapped
State of Ohio

Shier. its inception in 1605 The Center has:
Completed,9b research reports, 41 leadership materials, 25 bibliographies,

informational publitations, occabional papers, and 61 issues of AIM,'ARM.
Distributed 2:i().677 copies of 292 Center PUblications.
Distribilted 152,000 copies of the 54 issue,s and 7 annual indexes of AIWARM.
Conducted 260 training in leudershipALIelopinent activities for 9,300 par-

ticipants.
Engaged In 105 collahoratise activities with 71 universities, 49 state depart.

monts, 28 sehoot districts, 10 professional organizations, and 4 bifStne,;ses.
Pro% ideti 29 professional educattub Loin other institutluns and agencies their

sabbatical leave at The Cotter.
Employed intin blinds as graduate research associates while engaged In

study at The Ohio 8tote I.TuftersIty 111 17 at,adentle departiOnts throughout, the

Currently The Center has:
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Field test activities underway in 102 local schools, 11 state departments ofeducation, 6 colleges and universities, 9 vocational schools, and 4 technical col-leges in 25 states
70,912 students, 4,109 teachers, SOO patents, and 720 business and industry rep-resentatives are involved in field testa ctivities.
Air interdisciplinary staff supported by all sources of 169 full time equivalent

members selected from throughdut the nation to work on Center ptograms andprojects. Professional staff have educational preparation and experience propor-ionately reflective in three areas: vocational education, general education andipporting disciplines.

APPENDIX DDNANCIAL SUPPORT OE THE CENTER FROIL VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION LEGISLATION

'

INANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE "CENTER"
FRO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. LEGISLATION

197M975
400

90

80

70

x-64
H

20

10

84%

1971 1972 19

FISCA YEAR
.

It(PENDIX E--.RESOLUTION OF TIIE 411 TIONAL ASSOO TION OF THE, STATE
DIRECTORS OF VOtj1,T ONAL EbucArto."

1975

Et:sou:nos OF THE NATIONAL ,tSSdCIADION OF THE STAT DIRECTORS OF
VOCATIONAL: EDUCATION

continuedcontinued suport of the National 14 & D'. Center for Vocati kal Edfeatiou.
./.., I NEw OunEANs LA. Decentar 10 )1974.

I
,,,,, , ,t

Recognizing the continuing need for research, development, dissemination and itraining in vocational education whichfin mitt con most effectively be provided i

through a National Center. and the sustained support of The Center at Thei1Ohio ,. ,State Vniversity by the National Association of State Directors of VocIt,flumtl
I

Education and the American Vocational Association, be it ,
'Resolved, that tine National Association of State Directors of Vocational Educat

tion reatlirni its resolution of September 17, 1970 (Tab A) and indicate 4on-
tInuM Support to the American Vocational Association's Douse of Deleghtes 1
resolution of December 12,1003 (Tab II) nail continue to urge the ()dice of Ednea-
t ion to iliovide adequate support for the National Center.

','i r
FRANCIS Ttrry.r.,Preildettet

A:,
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RESOIXTIQN-DASSED DY THEROARD OF DIRECTORS OF TR! NATIONAL ASSOCIATIO
OF ST/ATE DIRECTORS OF VoC,ATIONAL EDIA.ATION ; THURSDAT, SEEIIIIER 17, 1970

Itycognizing the general excellence of the program and activities of The Center
for Research and Leadership Development at Ohio State and the many contribu-
tions it has made. to Vocational and 'Fe/Judea' Education throughon the r.S.,

/ be it resolved that the Executive Committee of the National Associntitaiof State
Directors reaffirm its support of this Venter at Ohio State and its IN.detship
training seminar for the dire4ors.

Bonn's° of the management and staff expertise \t The Center and the educe-.
tiol and economic effietencies to be achieved through building on these existing
strengths, we therefore enctairalze continued support for The Center by the 0. E.
and the states and request thatlauthorized financial support be achieved for the

Center before udditienal cinders are established. Further as idn Resent' h.
Development and Training initiatives are contemplited in Vocational Education
we request that cousideratiotl be given to the feasibility of the Centcr's provid-

lugsome of these services.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY:ITU. TOITSE OF DELEGATES OF THE Ammuc,ts: VocAvroxat
Assoewriox---A LA.NTIO CITY; NI, Dr

0

Emmut 12, 1903

NATIONAL CENTER

Whereas, the current see and economic cEmate places increased urgenes
on the need fur an expanded. extended, and improied program of vocational
and technical edueatIon including nett techniques to meet deluging needs; and

Whereas, pending legislation prupuses additional aid fir expansion and ad-
Itistnient of weational eduelition to meet these training needs and emphasizes
the-iniporitinee-of--inore-effe.dluols-attackli4.41:Co. ble eisaalitectIlItle:Ilekda Width,
involve the several °listing ;vocational services and new services which do not
now exist; and .1

Whereas, these increased responsibilities plaGe greater demands en state staff
leadership, thereby creating greater need for in-seri ice leafiership training
and advanced study fur present and prospective staff members; and

/ Whereas, a National Center fur Atli aneed Study and Research hi Agricultural
Education has been established and has aided the profession in meeting these
increased responsibilities; aii)d

Whereas, such a Center 1 tutted to agricultural education can provide only
limited service in the broad field of vocational education ;,Ana

Whereas, a National. Center for 'advanced studs and/ research in vocational
etineation is needed for cutting across and going bey? present areas, as well
as depth study in each area 14 needed ; and

Whereas, the establishment of a national center for advanced study and
research in vocational and technical education would provide a mean.; of meet-
ing significant needs for state statX and> research development hi over -all voea-
Urinal services as well as prOlding.for the unique needs of each service; and

Whereas, a National Center for ...ivinired study and research in vrl/atQtlinal
education supplement null extiLl existing state and Institutional -iro-

grams as woll as Stinudate s eh existing programs; therefore. be it
ite.votred, that the AVA approVe in principle and support the e,tablishment of

a National Center, for advanced study and research In vocational and practleal
arts education which would linelude strong advanced study and research Pro-
grainsdn each vocational and practical arts edneation,sery lee under the direction
of an overall National Center staff which would promote and strengthen over-
all administrative and mtpervlstny leadership; developintut of vocational educa-
tion, coordinate research efforts, and develtip methods and programs t meet
needs not being met in preset' tprograms.

Dr. TATI,011. Thankyoa.Xr. ChairiVan.
I appreciate this opportunity to report on the progress that the a..

tionhl Center for Vocational Education has had.
will observe the aduninit ion to be brief._

Also I would like to continent on the progress which. T think has
oc.uvred as a result of the Iocational legislation and particularly

A

N



commend the subconitilittee for their s isioit in builaing into the leg-
islation regeneratis u and self renewal mechanisms through research
and training.

I would 'also like to support the provisions in IT.R. 3037 and indicate
that I think it is a progressis u, balanced and comprehensive piece of
legislation and particularly to mention that parts I) and E, deal
with the self renewal and tcs italizatiuu elements in I ucational educa-
tion through research mid eta Liculum des elopment, are particularly
essential.

I think you will-find that in the report on the Center:s activities we
are engaged in mainstream efforts which will further the goals of the
legislation.

Briefly by way of background the National Center at Ohio State
Unisersity is independent. It tepoi to the Office of the Pros ost and
has as its mission the development stud ability to aid dis etsu agencies,
institutio)is and ci.,:Inizations to soh o educational problems relating
to career planning and preparation.

We do this through conducting research, through the development
and field testing of materials, through the es aluation of these' pro.jects
and aetis :tics in realistic field settings With the conduct of national
letnlership, seminars and activities and in addition pros ide infouna-
don services and. products.

It you litre kopies.of my testimony I will direct you to appendlix C.
That very quickly` highlights some of the facts about rt e Center, its
current spubseasliips, the kinds of projects and reports tha has
conducted.

I would point out that os or the last several years we have conduct I
some 280 national training and leadership development activities a
reefing over 9,500 participants, -Most of these are State and mils ersity
les el personnel that is e has e engaged in 195 cooperative effort:, in. 71
universities, ,9 State departments of educatioa, 2S school disttias,
16 professional organizations and four business organizations.

Further via has u an interdisciplinary staff that is made up of v oca-
tional personnel, genoaleducators and behavioral scientists.

I call- 3 our attention to the field aetis ides of the Center where we
are presently working on T0,000-plus students, 4.000 teachers, FOu
parents, 79.0 business and industry representatives. These aetis ;ties are
listed in 131. .

You base there before you the 2,5 States that we are currently is °Ek-
ing in, intheprojects that are underway,

Speeiticallk we want to try to further characterize the Center ns an
a7ency that engages in ijor programs of research and des clowns at.
Sy 'prow anis," I mean long-term activities that typically ins ohs c re-
search and des elopmmt field-testingt evaluation, leadership and dis-
semination. These typically call for interdisciplinary,reseach teams
and the impact on major systemic intervention, such things as the
mainstream effort for the preparation of teachers, State management
and evaluation s3 steins and vocational cane:Ilion, halls idual caretr
planning, support systems and items of this nature.

On.page 9 of the testimony is the beginning of the report on one of
our major program areas that is currently being supported by the
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National Institute. This was begun under the funding that we were
responsible to the US. Office of Education. . ,, '

The thing that characterizes this support system. in program areas
is that it represents a sustained long-term activity to impact on major
problem. The problem is the way that schools and communities, the
optimal way, can assist young people in developing rational, valid,
and realistic career employmeit.

The first activity to begin with is , a national interdisciplinary re-
search seminar to peak up research priorities. We undertook a number
of research activities in such areas as transition from school to work,
problems of worker adjustment, unique problems of career prepara-
tion inplanning for women. ., t

For exainple we did research nt the high school level. We ,dissemi-..

Rated to some 3,300, schools that requesteI copies of these curriculum
materials in .18 States. This activity was undertaken 5 or 6 years ago,
moving toward the developmedt of this major systvn.

Currently following those activities we then did.,,a national assess-
ment in the area of

following
guidance and this involved ,over 6,500

parents, students, high c;chool-tea hers, guidance ivora-ers school ad-
,4. t , ad-

ministrators in 48 States, 353 schools. .

:
t '

Out ofthat we identified a number of deficiencies that were in the
present system. As a result of that needs assessment, our own research
and the research and desalcAnnent of others, sse were able to si uthesize

.0 and put *toga unl---7Timodel-that would d-iii3-17 iiiiiih iiliO61, career
planning ansupport system. .,,,..- - ,

That was the design that was started last year in six schools in six
States and is now operational in advanced field testing in some 43 high
schools in 13 States.

'We hope and expect that as a result of this year's activity-to be able
to refine this with the advice and input that we get from the field and
the State departments and to have a product that will be disseminated
across the country.. ,

Another major program area that I would like to comment on
quickly is our work that we have underway in the-area -of State

ement and evaluati systems.
man-

ag
-This grew out. of ea

T
ier work. We will have available, later this fall.

,1

a State manageinent information system that will he useful to the
States and 'focal districts and to policy groups in L i altia ting, assessing,
and programing4or Vocational education.

.dditionally, it hus the flexibility and characteristics to do corre-
lational kinds of studies, to be able to match students' characteristics
with certain kinds of on job behaviors, to he able to do correlation
with certain trlesiof delivery and instructional systems and later
follow up VI teiiSLICCOSS of graduates and so on.

In addition it does provide feedback mechanisms to local districts
and teachers to provide inform tion in the mainstream. effort that is
peaking up shortly in the area 0 ersonal development.

We are currently wrappinE, t p the field test of 11S performauce-
base,d teacher education modules. These modules are based. qn the
common competencies and skillsi required by all types of vocational

teachers irrespectiio of the occupational area, designed to bo both
eont-an ,efficient and a proficient menus of pros Ming amid assuring

pet ence in pc:rformance by proSpective teachers.

1G.,2
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I would also say .that: this particular project was developed in
the field with Oregon 'State, the University of Missouri and Temple
Univemity had we are currently field testing it in Florida State,
Northern Colorado, Colorado State.

This partiaar program represents a good example of some of
'the .constraintg and problems that were fi.ced in the research and
development, area.

For example we have 38 universities from 35 States that'have asked \
to.participate in the test. To have a rational and valid test we really
ought to have 10 universities and further wewould have 10 universities
that were in a position to act as regional dissemination and informa-
tion centers. funding was nol, available. This shows some of
the problem in the area of curriculum development and desin.

Ourmajor areas of activities have been focused on contacrderiva-
tion, as.snring dial vocational instruction is relevant to the job, based
on task inventories and other appropriate techniques..

These materials that we are developing are also useful in the evalua-
tion of employment tests and some of the current litigation that sur-
rounds these kinds of problems.

Further elaborating, a test inventory exchange provides these mate-
rials that hale been generated for vocational and instructional Mate-

, rinks, laboratories,- State departments, local school districts. It is
also being used by private industry and other gioups.

This work also involves corroborative adult education progitins
sponsored by the States and business and industry. We will be re-
porting that project. ontsoon.

We are also working in the area of the obligations of metrification
to ocational education. We are developing. instructional packages in
five selected occupational areas based on the 15 occupational clusters.

Dr. Rieder has reported in large measure on some of our work in
the career education area, the area \ (irk clone in the school districts of
Los Angeles, Atlanta, Pontiac, Jefferson County, Colorado, Mesa,
and Hackensack, N.J.

Those stall development materials, community development guide-
lines, are at press and will soon be available.

Additionally we are in the field test of series of assimilation units
in the area of occupational exploration which will assist high school
students to more realistically and comprehensively assess career op-
tions, explore the real world of work and make more valid career
choices.

A final research area that we have worked in is the area that deals
with diffusion. How do you di ffuse through an organization structure
tested limo \ talons. how t o accelerate the adoption and utilization of
the output ofresearch and development.?

We are now picking up a career education handbook that will be
ravailablein assistance in this particular area,

The point I would like to make is that these five or six major pro-
, talon areas are mainstream efforts. They are selected to be comple-

/Yinentary and reinforcing. They and in fact have made a differ-
, once in our impact.

Dr. Pierce has mentioned briefly our work in trying to disseminate
the research and the curricular materials in vocational education.
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Sqme 7 years ago in the discretionary funding we implemented ab-
stracts of instructional materials. We now have some 9,000 pieces of
curriculum on computer tape, searchable by occupation Arca, by grade
levet and by other suitable characteristics. \

pitese apes has e been shared with the State research coordination
units and we publish, es cry 2 mouths abstracts of materials in this
area.: /

di by the Office of EducaLon National rustitute for Ed
TI e products and the activities that I just me,nt dione have been

stkp lorte
tion.; /

'We additionally are ing work for 200 national labor -unions. a ,

I 1

national contractot,' association. We are supported by pin ate lochis-'
try and other areas and related activities.

In summary I would like to lease with you this section dealing
with problems and limitations ssitiell presently affect the Center.

T think the point I am try Tug to make is that in essence we are Ares -,
ently suboptimized and we are capable and ,able to provide mon!
service and be more effective than we presently are.

The major projects and programs that I have reported to you
were all started when the Center Lad institutional support under t ie
Vocational Education Act. .

FUrther the dissemination funding mechanisms for effecting/ I
full ittilization of these products are not insight at this time.

We ought to be looktng tow art currently in the final developMent
and itesting stage on activities dirt %I, mild assure rapid utilization and
dissemination.

We ought to also take advautap-e of these prior investments and
expertise and planning ought to be underway now for the logical and
essential continuation efforts that grow out of these; for example our
'high school career planning support sy stem ought to be immediately
is !al fed and tested in postsecondary community colleges and other
con arable educational institiition4

We did additional extensions of our State management and evalu-
ation system.

There is need for more moil: in pet. formance-based teacher educa-
tion, personnel de's elopment. impacting on State administrators and
loch administratis e pers nnel for performance-based kinds of
mat _Tints.'

Over the past ses oral ye, rs the percentage of the Center's support
from vocational R. & D. fitn3 s has been diminishing.

If you. will turn to app radix D you will notice that in 1971 we
were St percent supportA by our so, at lona' R. & D., moving down to
less than 1 percent in 197n mid up to now 9 nercent in 1975.

I do not want to misletul,the committee. That is our level of fund-
ing.IBut it is in fact the la montage of our support that conies hum
vocational R. &D. ,

'ir point is that a Natio' l Research and Development, Center for
Voc tional Education ong119-o be suppot ted out of , MO ;onal R. & D.
funt

ti,

s. Where the funding cpmes PrON ides a base for strengthening
ties with the operating Wrenn for better coordination and joint plait-
ninOmd better ties to cot st itu icy in the field. .

__ _
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-What ishappenhe, is that additionally' in the transition from
stitutional support to project -to-program-type funding the Center's
bruad-basA constiteanie of State directols, teacher educators, local
directors, and others, has e ales eloped a set of expectations for informa-
tion, for sere ices, tar .consultation, fur publication that we can no
longer honor and we arc in danger of turtling of people that We bas e
worked literally a decade to turn on.

urther the project -t.y pe support places in jeopardy our ability to
maintain our halt utional integrity and ob$iwisly our effectiseness to

\ the educational community and those we serve.
Under short-term landings it is difficult to undertake long-range

initiate exploratot., studies and fea. ibility efforts, to develop
tests. rat ise activities, as is expected of a national R. & center.

Further the cross-us or alit" latet'akti011 bctw ma projects is nut pro-
vided for in narrow project-type funding.

The point I would like to leave with the committee is that under
the present arrange.inents those researellfunels are distributed by State
fol mula and the new legislation. at least 11.1l. 3037, provides that the
('ommissioner's share w ill be as ailable fur pi ojeets of national scope
and Qignifieant without respect to the .State formula.

Under the present al univalent the Commissioner's share of the
State 'fin mula, 01110110W gets about E. en if all of that was
assigned to the ('enter for projects of national significance, it is not
adequate to maintain the kind of operation and to impact on the prob-
lems that are needed.

themore it means that Ohio in effect is bearing the full burden
of a national center. Then it ought to be funded by all the States.

Recognizing this problem, the National Association of State Diree-
tots of Vocational Education. last. December passed a resolution which
is appendix 1)1.

They recognize in that resolution in effect that apart from the re-
. smith turd do elopment, dissemination and training iii ocational

edit, at ion can in, fact viost elfectiNei., be provided through a national
center.

They in effect sustained their Qnpport of the center at Ohio State
eisity and urged the 011i.e of Llu,ation to pros isle adequate sup-

port for the renter.
They aid this recognizing that in effect the present pros isions would

de ie:lm3 the support. in the formula to their own individual States.
So flea aethecouuuitteeis hhthethoughtthatthepresent resolution

be fJre :sou, MR. 3037 or one of them at leastand I- also understand
th,it earlier drafts of the administration billihas e the Cominissioners
has lug discretiunar3it us be possible to fund the center as an
activity of national significance.

Further, 1I.R. 3037 has in it. specific language which calls for the
support of a national center or c. :Acts and I would urge the commit-
tee's support, of that language.

Mr. Smog. Mr. Mottl
Mr. Oran,. 1)r. Taylor, I just want to compliment you and your

staff and the entire center of Ohio State for doing an outstanding job
in this area.
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I certainly hope the conilittee would join me in thinking that we
ought to appropliate enough funds for a national contriLution for the
upkeep and support of this fine center.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. I am net sure I should address this to Mr.
Elliott or Dr. Rieder. But the funding le% dwe have heard of the
excellent work you are doingif I read the figures correctly you are
moving from a 12.7 million funding level down to 9.9..

It'irse of all, is my reading of the figures accurate? If so, if it is,
simply- a budget. squeeze, w hat is the justification for that kind. of drop ?'

Mr. Entail'. mr. Chairman, your reading of the figures is entu elv
accurate That drop is accounted for primarily. by the termination of
two major projects 11hich were under support In 1975 and which will
be coming to,a, conclusion by theby 1976 is reached.

Onesof those projects will be entire]. completed in 1975. The other
one runs out after another 6 months of funding.

That happens to be the Montana- Glasgow Air Force Base. Dr.
Rieik.,r mentioned briefly in her comments that the idea is thatthe
research and development havint- been completed the operational
cost would then be picked up through Department of Labor or possibly
other sources of funding. That is proposed in our budget.

I -would like to ask Dr. Rieder if she would like to add sonic
comments.

I would say one other thing and that is with the limit of funding
which I have just mentioned, our budget does provide for approxi-
mately $21/2 million worth of new activities.

The intent is to establish a strong base from whi ch we can expand
further into the future.
'Mr. Simon Dr. Rieder?
Dr. RIF:DER. Just one comment. Work-related education is also being

conducted in other parts of the institute, such .as the 2.3 million in
competency -based education:

I think a second factor is that we have also tried to respond to
congressional concern and also the criticism of some educators that
more money be placed in dissemination.

Su the institute has made a decision to triple the amount of funds
that are going into this important area. With limited resources one
can't put as much money as one would like across the board.

Mr. SIMON. So both of you are, saying that there will not be a
diminuation of researcleactiity on the part of y our agerides as a part
of tbis?

Mr. Entorr. Very much to the contrary. What we are saying is
that when there arc, a% ailable.funds we think we are planning a very
good base from ,which there canle significant expansion in the future.

Mr. Surox. Thank you.
Let me toss one cry fundamental question at all three of those who

lit ve testified, if I may.
We have heard of snece.sses on the part of research. What are we to

learn by way of failures in the past year? I am not confining it to 1
calendar year.

Dr. Pierce?
Dr. PIERCE. I W. ill shirt on that. Let me give you a specific, exampk.

The el aluat ion study of the part D projects, that I mentioned earlier,

A
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will be finished uext month. Preliminary drafts and the evidence from
that study suggests that there are some techniques, there are some
efforts, that have been attempted in the schools, that have not been
fully successful.

l'on can look at wbether the individual students accomplish the
pi ugra in based upon the ax ailable insta uments for measuring successes
in such programs. We will disseminate those 'pulls, AN Melt in a sense
include failures, along with the successes.

Another thing I think one has to say is that in any kind of project,
a curriculum. project, a particular kind of demonstration project, we
always disseminate only those that go through a series of criteria to
measure success.

Ton don't often actiN ely disseminate the failures. But what you make
sure of is di at ;$ un only disseminate those things that do indeed improve
the program. We don't talk about the failures a lot because,there-iS
not ranch point in discussing things that don't work. That means we
discuss only those that do work. ,

Dr. RIEDER. In general I thin there are three major reasons for
failures. First, the project is po ,rly conceived initially : for example,
w hen a request for a proposal, oes not identify the problem or l*po-,
thesis very well or the research methodology is bappropriate or
inadequate.

Second, an incompetent contractor grantee may be selected and
third, the dissemination acti% ities are inadequate to implement the
project. .

Let me cite a specific example here. Several career education resource
catalogs are being developed which will provide information to teach-
( rs, on curriculum, facilities, case studies of innovatil e prooTruns, and
teacher activity. Three of these are going to be excellent. However,
one of them will not be as useful as we had hoped.

There are two reasons why this is not going to be a success. First,
the project was insufficiently conceived in the planning stage. We
didn't lay out the target audience nor their needs very carefully.

iSecond, there was insufficient competition, resulting in the selection
of a mediocre contractor and I think there was too little emphasis
dui Mg the selection process placed on the criteria of staff competence
and experience. In other words the proposal was letter than the people
the eontractor had to carry it out.

1s a second example I think the Mountain Plains project about
which both Emerson. Elliott and I spoke earlier clearly could have
been a failuregiven what we inherited. But I think after working
with it over the past 3 years, it is clearly a success in.terms of the
objectives that we have laid out for it.

Dr. TAYLOR. Speaking of failures, you have to remember that in
mare} instances ou are confronting the state of the art. You are not
trying to press Lack into darkness. In many instances Von are not liv-
ing up to expectation:, So Al e therefore have to be able to undertake
some risktaking. work in research.

I would soil alit that too often the present funding patterns of
R.F1I's have request for proposals unsolicited encourage contractors
to submit proposals.

1G;)
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An area, we worked with in the last sear to 18 months dealt with
N s,in" to identify-those unique behaviors and competencies needed by

teachers to succeed with our city growth, with the disadvantaged.
Our results ,vere Meow:lush e. Our measurements were not suffi-

ciently sensiti re. We should. try to go back and pursue that and we
ought to be able to.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. Incidentally, I agree with you. I think we
toe often in government don't like to be associated with failures, be-
cause, we don't w ant to go out into the darkness, as you sag- rested.

One final question before I turn this over to my- senior colleagaie
not senior in years but in terms of service hereMr. Quic, Dr. Taylor,
I notice you use the term "occupational" frequently, "vocational"
almost as often, and "career" such less frequently. _

I am just curious as to your reaction to the sudden injectionnot
"sudden" but the recent injection of the phrase "career education"
.onto the scent.

Dr. TAYLOR. As I point out in the text, the center has been one of the
national' leaders in the development of career education. I think it is a
viable and useful concept. It hopefully introduces new polarity and
sense of purpose into American education around the area of career
development.

I think it further provides a, kind of an optimal context or setting
within which vocational education can function.

I don't believe 3 on can have career education without viable voca-
P tional education. Career eel without 1, oLational gaining and prepara-

tion is a fraud.
Mr. St max. Mr. We?

Q. Thank you. -

Do you have any figures on failure in research in, say, defenge,
health. agriculture? .

Mr.*Entiorr. I don't happen to have any. I am sure there must be
something like Project Hindsight.

I have a feeling that one does learn a very great deal from failures,
very often in the state of the art and what it. is we are able to do.

Mr. Qum. I suppose a substantial portion of the effort would be
failure, wouldn't it?

Mr. EM,I017. I would assume that is correct. I think very often it
is a question of definition. What is a failure? How far does one go?

Mr. Quiu. I know we sometimes think of it as a failure if we are
pursuing a project or we did research towards a particular result
rand we find out things we never expected to fund.

But I am wondering if there is any computation of the amount of
failtue. because nobody would expect we would have success in every
venture.

Enraor. I wish I could give you a more specific answer. I suspect
we not be able, I recall the example that Dr. Rieder used just
a .ent ago. on the Glasgow project.

I think that one can look at the success in reducing the overall cost
le\ els and operating that program in such a way over the past 2 or 3
years so that the costs are sharply down.

We can see a significant employment rate of the individuals who
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went through that progx am and of the income returned. Clearly that
is an indicator of success.

We are not yet to the point where we know that other localities are
going to pick it up'on their ow a. 'I here have been riumerous disLus-
sloes with Governors and other people in the A at iutis

As I remarked a few minutes ago, we low been working with. the
Labor Departnicnt aborii the possibility of picking up that fiindin::.

But whatdocs one say success is and at what point du you make that
clai0U-titink that is really very difficult.

-.W. Qua. Dr. Pierce, you indicated that. you disseminate info:illa-
tion abed thesuceesses.

Do you do some dissemination about failures,
,Dr. Pnatcu. Yes, in other ways. Mr. Quie. One f the ways we do

that is through the ,six curriculum laboratories that we ore sup-
mrting with the Commis,ioner's discretionary funds throughout the
Nation.. One of tile purposes of those labs is to see to it that la ople
don't try to rediscover the wheel, and to take on projects that have
already Leein initiated eithei: in the region that they serve or some-
place else nationallY. To the extent that they preventthose- projects
from being replicated, that is in a sense a dissemination of failre.

One other response would ik the Wilms study that was mentioned.
That reprekats at least one measure, 'if you look at it one wit, of a
certain kind of failure. That has been widely distributed. -We are
going to le.:rn from that in N °rational education, in trying to improx e
the kinds of materials that are available.

Another sense of, failure perhaps is the hick of women in ,non-
traditional occupatiums. Obviously s e are pro% iding that kind of in-
forthation Co people.

To say that we disseminate a. specific project and do a very precise
job of talking about a specific project that has indeed pros en: to he a
failure, I guess I would ,sav ne don't do a lot of that exeept, as we
look at whether it is going tribe replicated someplace else. ,

Mr. Qt.-n:. The problem of, for imitance, sex bind in c arriculam.,t hat
isn't the result of research. That is the failure of programs to,mect the
needs of women. We don't need research to show that.

Th.-Pitralr..-Excepfeliat researehhas been done to prole that w omen
have not been allowed fo participate in programs. They have not been
counseled into progOms. So from the stai alpoint of thqt pattieular
piece of research, it reflects a failure of the progrnun. ,,

Mr. Qt:11:. One thing that comes to my mind is the:assumption out-
side of xocational that elementary and secondary chis,rooms
that have'.: (.; studLats instead of 30 would hive much more suecess.

From research I hay:, seen, it doesn't make any di Terence.
Dr. ThEncr, That is right.
Mr. Qmr... Yet the ,assumption seems to be carried on in all the

schools. In,St. Louis they had cla.ises of 20. That doesn't seem to be
disseminated anyplace.

Dr. PrEam. We have to work closer with NIL concerning the way
they disseminate information like that.

But T do know that the State of New York did an exhaustive assess-
ment of all the studies that have ever been done haling to do with
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teacher-pupil ratio. They dis§om inated that widely. The study found
that unless you get down tcytabout 8 io 1 or over, about 30, 35 to 1,
there doesn't seem to be-in) ch relationship between student achieve-
ment and student-teacher ratio.

It is Federal role to disseminate information on all `those kinds of
activities. I think I will let NIE respond to that.

Mr. QUIE. I would like to hear from Emerson. This fallacy is ac-
cepted like the fact that water freezes at 32° It is in everybodyfs mind.
That is what we are talking about.

Mr, Bizarre. The report from Now York that Dr. Pierde mentioned,
that was a fairly extensive report on all the research that has been done
in the teacher-pupil ratio area for the President's Conference on School
_Finance that vas held a few years ago.

I believe that response was fairly widely distributed. There are a
number of people already vho are asking that question each year and
getting back the abstracts or, if they want, the entife document. I
believe it proirides 10 million pieces of information in response to
requests.

When people see that sort of thing, if it is contrary to what they
believe, they will leok elsewhere for evidence to support their beliefs.

I believe that would indicate something about the state of the art.
There may be important characteristics that affect the way the

teacher perceives her/his ability to control what goes on in that room
and fo be on top of the situation, which is not necessarily reflected in
the achievement scores. So there may be things we ought to have meas-
ured if our,measuring instruments were perfected or if there had been
a broader study.

Dr. TAYLOR. The abstract that we published the last 7 years at the
Center does pick up all the research and development in the vocational
field even beyond that which is reflected in the Vocational Education
Act.

The abstract goes to State university personnel and to some 2,500
subscribers. Additionally, we carry a section on. projects underway, so
that when a project is funded umaer the State's portion of the share, it
is immediately. abstracted and picked up. It makes known nationally
that here is work underway. SO theta is an avoidance of redundant
effort when both negative and positii-e findings are shared.

Mr. Q ME. Dr. Taylor, let me ask you about the Center. You have
a table in the back of your testimony which indicates that Federal
financial support of the Center for vocational education,in 1971 Is as Si
percent; 1972, 37 percent; 1973, 1 percent.

What otherFederal money is there? One percent hardly makes it a
national center.

Dr. TAYLOR. That is exactly my. point. We have had during that time
support from the National Institute. But the burden of my message
is that the National Center for Vocational Education ought to be
funded from the vocational education legislation and that the present
arrangements of the Commissioner's share being subjected to the for-
mula makes that difficult if not impossible. The suggested legislation
that is before the committee dues have the _Commission issue as discre-

17'2:
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tionary and would facilitate this. There is specific language in H.R.
3037 at least.

Mr. Q17. IE. What percentage does NIE provide? If we had on the
chart the total Federal support?

Dr. TAYLOR. Total Federal support Currently would.be,about 78
percent. There would also be in that total Federal support contracts
with the Department of Transportation and with-MA both under
vocational ed and under adult education.

INEr. QUIE. Tbatis 1975. What about 1974,1973,1972 ?
Dr. TAYLOR. The percentage of Federal support in those years was

higher. It would probably run. 8,1 to 90 percent during that time, with
the bulk of.the difference being NIE funding. Those were the voca-
tional prOgrams that were started after vocational education was
picked up and amalgamated into the Bureau of ResearCh. Then with
the transition program It NN as moved from the Office of Education
to NI E.

Mr. Qtrre. Then thee actual Federal funding dropped from about 81
percent to about 78 percent.

Dr.T.mon. Yes. That needs to be explained two ways.
Given some of the signs of thetimes we have Worked. bard to diver-

sify our portfolio and we started to pick up support from non-Federal
sources.

The other point is that Federal support has diminished in absolute
dolla

Mr. QUIE. But w about the Federal support it wouldn't be a Na-
tional Center.

Dr. TAILOR. Not in my view. In other words the problem is that so
Main' of the support areas are small specific projects that don't 'per-
mit the long-term development that is characteristic of these things
I Lave reported to you, that thail permit tshe interaction between re-
search and development and training and so, on.

They frequently do not provide for dissemination and follow,-
thi &nigh and there is no continuity. People are assigned to something
Ise and there is no follow -through in terms of utilization and building

on that earlier work. People are assigned from one job to another
and they don't. become expert in a gi yo area.

QVIE We changed parts (. D. and I so that it won't be eon-
'sidered as discretionary. It would be national rather than just within
a state and that graph. line NN 0111(1 met e aim e that 90 percent line
where it is now.

Would that mean that support from 'Other Federal sources would
reduce, so that you end up someplace between 78 and 84 percent any-
way ? If we talk about a 6 percent figure ?

Dr. TAvr,on. I am not sure I follow your question.
Arr. Qum. It was down. to 1 percent in 1973 and up to 9 percent. But

30111 total Federal support ranged from 84 percent to 78 percent. I
don't know if that is a straightime or not. But let us say that in all
those years you Nsure aboNe 78 percept and not below SI percent. That
is on ly a 6 percent di (Terence.

O
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Let us say you got 73 percent, of The money from vocational educa-
tion legislation. Would that diminish support from other Federal
sources so that you would end up with the same total percentage of
Federal e.uppore?

. Dr. Tav Lou. That would be a. decision of the various .funding agen-
cies. I think the percentage here deals w it the relative support among
several sources and there was in effect a 6 perLent ditierence in the
source.

Brut thc-level. of support, the actual total dollars,availabl'e, was also
dippiish'ed over ,

Mr.!SrAtox-.41 the gentleman will yields
Mr.,Qtat. Yes, I yield.
Mr. SINiON. The one thing we. are -gliere is total dollars. 1

would assume that you would not ask for 6:1y less funding from ()aim
agencies if the system changes.

Dr. Timm. Presumably not. But I 011111,2th critical Lsue, the thing _

-that assures .our relevance and viaBilit,y as a ,National Center and our
ability to have an impaa on central problems that have high and
urgent. national priority is institutional support through the voca-
tional bill.

To the extent that the agency would perform a useful service to.
another Go\ eminent agency fur associated kinds of work,

that would. be a separate set of considerations.
\ Mr. Snrox. What are we talking about in terms of dollars.?
\ What was your 1971 budget? What is your 1975 budget ?

Dr. ,TAmon. The 1971 budgetthe 1972 budget I cane remember
letter was in excess of 7 million. The 1975 budget is_under 4. It is
*tit 3,7, 3.6.

In is difficult to give a yearly budget because with the kings of
,separate and distinct contract project support you have starting and
tinkling at the end of every year, it is difficult to know what constitutes
a fiscal hear. You don't, have a- uniform set of stops and starts.

Mr..Simox. That trend, the 7 to 4, is it lulls aril valleys?
TAmoa.It tended to level off last year. We were about 4.2. 4.3,

ire thitt general area.
the other point, I would make is that under the present pro-

gram \arrangements, we have something like a 1.5 million in mjecti
that a't'e duo to be completed with support from,NIE on January 21.
These \are seine of the activities that represent mainstream efforts
and ne;d to be capitalized on in fee ms of future development, extrap-
olation4 to other settings for additional support, for dissemination,
installation, tecnicahassistance,, to build on and capitalize on prior
investm ntS. 4: --

Mr. Qum. Wpulaii Or-Federal support be reduced virtually*
commenSuraterwitlithe e notipn in Fedefal support ?

Dr. l'Atr.Ou. Our non AF &pal support has increased over the past
several years. In 1971-7 the only non-Feder, support we bad wn'
some limited support iron one of the foundations and our own uni-
versity funds.

I to
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Since that time we have been a ble to build up non-Federal support
.through contracts 11 Mt the national labor unions and others to the
point that it represents about 18 to 0 percent of almost Vii! williou.

31rr, QU1E. If the total budget dropped from $7 million down to
$4 million and 3oui non-Fedeiat support percentage of the $7 million
IL as 16 percent and your non-Federal suppoit o(3 our $1, million 14
22 percent, there wasn't an increase. Something is inaccurate.

Dr. TAY.t.on. We didn't have 1(i percent in-non-Federal support at
the thne we have $7 million ill Federal support.

But I would be glad to pros idev) early figures of support across the
years..

Mr. QrIE. Your are right. I used the wrong percentage because you
were down to 37 percent of oc ed money. But I assume that your
perdnitage should not dm() below 78percent at any time.

Dr. TATf.ou. 0 (Federal'?
Mr. QUIE. Of total Federal.
Du. TAYLon. Ti no. Our percent of total Federal support now is the

lowest it has ever been. 'lids is occasioned hy an el u.sion of support
from -the Federal level as well as.an aggressil e attenik, on our part
to tr3ttp gain sup iort from other areas. But ill provide 3 ith
the early support t (Tures. -s5-

Mr. Qt IE. That means that even though the nun-Federal support
was 9.2 percen it was a lesser percentage

1)r. TAyr.on. In Wind dollars.
Mr. Qu.. Then: was a pt s.:-e percentage thin 22 percent in 1072.
Dr. TAY1.0II. Oh, yes. In Tint it was practically' nonexistent. At that

point in time tlICIV was 0111.1r Ott; kltl'SIO 1110Ite , I think we bad OILS
small grant front a, foundation. Since 1971 and 1072 AN e haw endt,-.a .
ored to expand thin-Federal support.

Mr, (41.1F:. Couhlymi get those figures?
Dr. Tivimn. I would beglad to.
Mr.:Quin. We slioulti lial e bat in m ind when we work on this

legislation.
[In formation(requested follows' :.

j Que.stliut Wongressmatt gait. ' What has been the liktory of Neal suppo't
for The Center for t tit ational laha atnai lu ternis of I. federal and odor fUntti-
Iio agentlee, t2) attar' of Xtt.,.liag ituealloual vs. general), and ptehlt tits
utietatttIeted lit maim nit: it Ittllutilt4 14.1m., 11 hit It hate enhttt v)I or Impeded de.
n1.111t5d,to deal O(felAirel) %NMI (Alit anon R I) prubletos, Issues of national
slguilleaneer

Itt.pns TAYamt t. ''The present arrangement %%here the commli.slorter',..
shore of fund. are not disert.tiolattr; but MOO, to the te 11144111CM= forma:II.
!WOWS It tlIfIletilt tif not Impossible 1 to fond t he National Center and otlive,
IttuJet.t.s of national signifit once. The Alt Attune s of Mit, sIl Wilton IS further aatl,ll
flail in the report of The Center fur Ilkt. past tenyeoes_uhich I hate world .1
for i.ott, It t+1141%1N nil. Se% eta' secrets (04 fun,iiii and the dealtilit support fr Ak1

ant 1014111 educathin legit:400.n. 'I Ii' rcduct a support, front vauTtiondi sour(
,seriaii,l iptploged on our 1111,-1.4, t utl focus, restritb..tine long ranei i.

II) Ries sliltIt A'tan underlaid. srlonsI5 Inhibits onr altIllty to effectio,.
term l 'wean It, tlevelpoient. and training. I %stolid like t,) .;
riot Ilott lindia dons hose betut recognized by the State Directors of Viwatloast:
l'alliention cud ttlit they hare urged the ()Ice td I:Attention and, t 5.
11w C.atgress to :Weir iaboly support the National Coder at The Ohio Atst., Ca,

Their resol tit Ion litt:tull lit bl.t.ethlitrt %Aar, Appet.11.x V I In Lay te.41110)11..
. :12 917,- -73- -vol, 12
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Mr. Quit. Dr. Pitoce, how many other national centers are there of
any kind for vocational education

Dr. Pump:. There is one other, at North Carolina.
Mr. Qum. That isimilar?
Mr. Plum. It is similar. However, it has different purposes and

different specialties.
As I understand it the national center at. North Carolina was really

started to respond to the rural proetlem and this was its initial major
thrust as compared to the Ohio Ctaiter. But these iie.the to o pi incipal
centersor vocational education.

Mr. Qurs. Is there similar funding?
. Dr. IlnatuE. Similar funding. Sunilarproblemsat that center. Dr.

TiQlor has pointed out that with the legislation as it is any dollars to
support, those centers now haA e to come off Ow State allocation. Fund-
ing problems are related to other demand, for funds from the State
allocation, such as project baseline. Ahich Juts cost well OA er $,100;000
e% cry year and lots to be taken off that $0 million, as well as sonic alio'
programs that lime been funded Ai ith the ,.:National Advisory Council
for Vocational EdUcation.

We just Inn en't been able to fund any other centers el en thoiigh
'from our information theie ,hould co tautly be more support for the
centers because it gibes us a response mechrolism that we don't other-
Wise have. But the law just doNn't allow Us to ,do that. "

By the will. it has he'll pointe1 out, I understand, that the adminis=
tt\ation's bill. A% as deli% el here t.stcl llay and hopefully will be,
introdueed tu, \ 000.1Leontains a pi 0 ision 'whereby the Commis-

L./
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; siufter's share would not 'be on the State oportional basis and there-
fore it could really deal for the first time since the 19GS aenduk,nts
with purely national priorities and put enough dollars into those
national priorities. '.

As it is now we have to take it away froin the States or we are limited
to the amount that the parti9dar State gets according to the formula,

Mr. Qum. If your'authority N% ere cliangedso that it wifs truly a
national. discretional.) fund, would 3 ou fund more l.,thters than those
tiv6

Dr. PIERCE. At the moment I don't know that I could say. I wouldn't
say 3es or no.Welial a to o aluate the need for any additional ,centers.
I think we can certainly justify the two, partieulaily after a decade
of work in the field.

But I think w.e have right nuts, in my opinion, a, fairly good network.
We have the two centers. We Lute the six currientuinlaboratories. We
have an ECU in every State. As a result, we have a fairly good net-
work for research activities.. 1

At the moment I would hap e to give that some,studvbefore I could
say. yes, we malt() go further than the two we now have.

M. Qum. Holy did you happen to choose the location of Ohio and
Noith Carolina?

Dr. PiEra.m. Perhaps Dr. Elliott could ansAter that. That vas done
long before I joined the. Federal Government. I have no idea how
they were selectedl

Dr. IImm.,Thlit was o en before my tune with the vocational edit -
cation research program. Hower or, I *do know that the centers were
selected competitiNOly. The Commissioner of Education announced
a competition for selecting and supporting E. & D. centers in voca-
tional education The Ohio and North Carolina centers were selected
from this competition. '

Dr. PIERCE. I don't know why two were selected. We could cer-
tainly provide that tOyou.fo the record.

rThe information requested follows:]

SELECTION OF OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY ANTI ;NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNI% F.RSITY
AS VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL Ent`CATION RESEARCH AND Dii ELOPM EN T
CENTERS

Oa March 4, 1005: the Occupational Research and Planning Branch of the
Disision of Vocational and Teehuieni Education sent a memorandum (see.
.ittachnient4 to interested and eligible applicants inciting them ts), submit .pro-
posals for the development of vocational and technical education researtli mid
tie%elupthent centem. The ninon andinn stated the follow lug, S:x conditions
under which the proposed centers would operate:

The centers would be regionally located.
The centers would he funded initially for an eighteen month, period.
the proposals should Contain a tentative list of %uuttiutial etIttuttluft research,

training, or program developthent activitiOs.
Key staff members shoUld be identified.
The proposed Budget should not exceed $009.090.
These criteria were developed h, the Occupational Research and Planning

staff early in 1905 with the ad% ice of the National Vot ationail Ilthtt talon Advisory
Committee, the Cooperative 14.,earelt Program staff and' tnetiiht rs of the Occu-
pational Research and Planning Interim Review Panel. The latter included
leading vocational educators and social si lentIsts. The ii.emoraml am containing
Site criteria for the resea rya and development centers tuns aunt to all 'state
Directors of Vocational Education, to member tt,stltutiuns of the National- Asso-

I
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tlatimyof.Stato Universities and Land Grunt Colleges, to interested uniersitieq,
and t non-profit private resemtch organizations.

Thq Vocational Research Center Ito ieu l'itatd met on April 2, 11105, to select
prupusaDkjinti to recommend them to The Commissioner of EdueAtl,m,
Vanel inevbers were Drs. Rupert. Ek ans, Da% id Kr:Mu% old, Gerald James, and
(..urtis Alter, (Dr. Ipuucl Kat/. anti Uortitai S..nisitit could not attend but sent
Wt tlett evaittation.)7Prirk micipaitts 4'4 tan lilt 00. liiak Itesearell Programa s' atf
were Dr. IMalie Nielsen and br. Alive Sr ate.. who chaired the in uthig.

Ila,...ed on the proposals reIONed anti discussed. the Panel members recom-
mended that Ohio State talk emit) and North Carolina State University be

fainted as ileational and teelunk al cdocaltua researt.li turd kik.% lopmeht
for an initial period of eighteen (18) months.

Eire proposals each had olements kkLiell the P.tmit I felt sere worth stone, further
development and, therefore. some ammo nut or Fedi-tat support': These propos. is
Nvere'fromn Dr. Carl Gross. at S'..ite Unit ersity, Dr. 0,1111,-)11 M(Closi.e
at 'Washington State tmak ersW , Git,aie at Americait Institute of Research,`
Pr. J. Page at 'mut State Litik etsit),, kind In. Luilie Woullatt at the Neu Your
State Dept rttnent of Edneatioh.

The Vaned strongly reeenimendt d that in lite eat of the Ohio State Center
and the North Carolina State Center +1,1 t11, as lit all of the do ktioputeill tl
peojeets there he 0 clear intklerstant:io, taut al. assessment of their prt,;:ress trill
Ile made at .the end of eighteen (IS *hold its.

There were rite additional pm opus:ilk; sliitii %%ere re% iikkk e.1 by the Patiel hat
hich were thought not to merit further vnsIderatitm. They V. from Dr, J.

Chester Su anson at the EnHersity of Caltifikt matt mil Be their,. Dr. Austin Lovelosi
at Utah State Imthersity. Dr. \Villa 'nosh y at q't .x.as Tech:1,4,00a/ cour.g,
,Dr. Herschel I.eter at. the 'Ian% ersit) of IrLd Benson at Texas
AS:Al UniversitS.'.

Attachment.

1)1:PART.11F;NT OF MU:NI, Eiir 1T1ON% AND IVE'LFA PR,
ED11 1TIoN:

*Wavlanyfun, Jlafelt 4, 196.7.

3111MOR.1NDI31

To Interested luta Applieants fur Vie .ttional and Vet-111111, AI Ed.teatiol
itesea rest and Development Centers.

From. Darin S. ittrtiottl. Assot late Iiiteclul, Occupational nk Qeareli aue1 P'aie
Ping. Division of Voca halal and Teelmnival FduentIon.

Subject Vocational and Technical Education Centers.
, The U.S. Commissioner of Mut:lion I itutliotized ;under Set 4 ilAil i (4 Air :Lt
YOrttritinal nine:pion .let of 194 to a ii ii II grant III eillio gm.,s and milk orsir,
State board,. local &mat tonal 0gt111-6.5, .1111 tatIAT ohs alai 4
gaitirattions. Suelt grant, are to 14 part of the t ost of researi
(1(.1 elopmental, experimental or pilot pio,o imits ha t ooational lisitul al edit
cation. As a part of Ilk's erns( t. the offwe of Faint .clott is omit rtaLing the ist.i -

Ii-hownt of a limited number of I.e.:load mo all and tedinical otIvat ton
research and tit PlOpMelit centers to comentrate ou activities of this

It P. anlitiam.temi that three centers unit 1st al
Interested and eligible instlimmthms or agn, los slio..1.1 tubtuiI prilpiemIs

'April I, 1,165 folio% Dig the gener.ki format heti to Hams contaiaed
( 'tad:mums mid prom., dart I. (htliti f.,/ 41 oh, Ta'ainiao. H.rat tane.alta.

pa i plonnaaratal. or Pilot l'rogna Ian to 1 a 41,,atal anal I Ettatcat oat. Tols
sinient contains throe outlines fur preparing, th'oposials. ,,e for ri.mil.11

diroje..s, a .011,1 for trail} ilk.: ri in It its, 11101 an third for experimental, tieveeqk-
nlisital. and 111101 projects 1 iNet:t Loh., I, 11, muid 11I,, Sime a center proposal count

tratiwtool more than etc of Ito Duro types, the iiitlifte alti.la Is
most appropriate to the 010.1ketik es of the prove-al should be tisctl.and mitecss.tr;
adaptations made. The folios% in; cont111141s should also I e considered 44 the
develonment of a center proposal :

1, The three centers established during' the Ilscal ye,,r 1f10 «Ill be me.rtnally
\located). The activities of a venter k rated pm iue.N sly uu, reimo,hmil

problems. recognizing, honorer, that many of tit se ,u liv tikes %A, all 1..1%0
lAtplicatIons.
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2. Three centers Nu be funded during the fiscal year 190 for an initial IS.
month period. Durin this period. judgments will be made on the nature and
'extent of subsequent perations and fundings. Thus, the proposal should include
suggested alternative for continued operation of the center after the fiscal year
11360. The alternativt described should reflect adequate provision for continuity
of the' center including monies derived from the host institution and
other appropriate fun ing agencies.

3. The proposal should emphasize a consortium concept in the staffing and
'operation of the center by it Velving other appropriate agencies and universities.

o 4. A tentative list of vocational education research, training, or program de-
velopment activities planned .for the center during the period covered by the
proposal should' be identified. How ever, it is recognized that the identification of
specific activities, details, and procedures will be a primary function of the
center staff, advisory committees, and consultants during this first phase of the
development of the center.

5. Key staff members should be identified and a comprehensive statement of
their backgrounds and capabilities included.

O. The A et foe the initial funding of the fiscal years 1005 and 1960 should
'not exceed $ 00,000. The proposed activities of the center during the initial 1S..
month period Medd be reasonable in terms of what can realistically be accom-
plished. The budget shouldJbe supported by appropriate explanations.

The attached criteria will be used in the evaluation of proposals for vocational
and technical education research and development centers.

1-- Attachment.

CRITERIA FOR TILE EVALUATION or Pnoros.tts FOR VOCATIONAL AND TEMINICAT.

EDUCATION 11E8F.ARmi AND DEAT.LOPNLENT CENTERS SURIIITTED UNDER SECTION

4 (c) or TILE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1063

EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

1. The activities and program of the miter are focused on problems of major
importance to vocational mid technical education on a regional and/or Nationnl
basis.

The anticipated outcomes of the center program would be of significant value
in thesanprovement and expansion of N oeational and technical education.

FLAN OF OPEILVrION

1. The objectives and proposed activities arc clearly identified.
2. The proposal reflects an adequate ',now ledge of other research and develop.

mental activities related to the program of the center.
3. The stated objectives are realistic, concentrated on vocational' and technical

education problems, and can be adequately accomplished through the proposed
program. -

4. The procedures proposed for conducting the activities of the center are well
defined, appropriate, and technically fi01111(1.

The proposed location and organization of the center is conducive to an
' effielentand effective operation.

it: The institution or agency offers ,programs ft.r advanced graduate study
in vocifhonal education, related disciplines, and supporting technical fields, nr

in its.proposed plan of operation provision for cooperation with Insti-
tut log Offering Such programs.

7. Although the center is an integral part of the sponsoring institution or
agency, inns a unique identity and autonomy fur purposes of accomplishing
its obiectives. r

'4. The nature of the involvement of cooperating inAltutions, sclionls or other
ageneies is identified.

P. Adequate plans are specified for the evaluation of the center program and
activities,

proposal ineludes proviAons for the dissemination and implementation
of results.

PERSoNNF.r. AND FACILITIES

1. The proposed director of the center has a breadth of:preparation and ex-
perience in educational research and development. including vocational educa-
thin, and in appropriate related disciplines, e.g., psychology, sociology, etc.

1 rg
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2. The experience and professional competencies of the other 1.0 meroriaei
appear adequate to successfully conduct the center mogruni and actli

3. The staffing pattern includes adequate Notational and technical edut,ctiou
personnel and professional personnel from related disc4dines.

The program provides for the use of appropriate advisory counnittte:,
with some a the meMbershiri drawn from dt,ciplines, oilier than education.

5. The facilities, equipment Mal resom ce materials as ailable fur caro
, out the program and activities of the center are adequate.

G. The space to be allotted to the center is adequate for eunt\utting its actin
and is so located as to permit efficient operation.

ECONOMIC EkFICIENCY

1. The program and activities proposed will complement and nut unnote,
sadly duplicate other socatioual and technical education research and do t, ,.-
ment project.

2. The estimated costs of opt rating the center ace reasonable when co.u-
pared with the stated objectives and the results to be obtained.

Dr. TAYLOR, NOrtll Carolina was established for 11 States, focusing-
on the rural areas. It w as led by a world sociolpgist and all agric.ono-
mist. They also thought at that time they were going t9 confine
to get the 10 perc'ent research set-aside. so to speak, in the '03 legis-

They also foundedWhot we call Research Development tnit\s,
were non-successful applicants for national or regional center statto.
These were estaldished at Washington State and Ohio State an;fic.iti-
gan State with the idea that they would nitimatelt es oh e into centers.
The.funding tailed off. They were not ablebe t .o support and sustain
them.

Mr. Quin. T understand from your testimonv you has e done stnie
national needs assessment at your center. Is that right?

Dr. TAYLOR. ill certain ireas. yes.
Mr. Quin. Have you (lone any determination , for instance of %. hat

occupations seem ,to be training in user supple and what ocettp,itis
have a shortage in them?

Dr. TAYLOR. We have not done that. We don't has c a coordinated
national manpower projection.

1)fr. QUIE. Has anybody done that?
Dr. TATIon. The expectation is that DOT, would he doing that in

some of the provisions of the cur rent legislation, plo% ide app opi-
ations.

Dr. PrEncp. in addition to that.. we funded last year. as one of tur
five priority areas. a priority has ing to do with manpower projeci
tions, not so mita to ga specific occupations hilt to den clop techniques
and models wherebt w e could. for the first time. show some people,
how you can successfully do that because we base been talking about
doing it for a long time.

When we hap started trying to do it we have been fairly unsuccess-
ful. So our sense w as that w we ought to de% clop methods amid techniques
for manpower projections. Then we can put those in place in States
and not worry about specifics beyond treat,

Those ;projects. some .20 of them. will all fall due within about
9 months. At that point we will has e quite a lot of in formation ,.bout
how to go about that.

180
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Mr. Qum. To s% hat extent du any States themselves make that as'
sessment within their own

Dr. 1.)x EacE. Every State does it to the extent that it has the capabil-
ity and to the degree that the data is a ailable through the State
Employment Security Commission, as a part of the requirement in
the State plan that they pie% ide o aluatiun of the needs in specific
occupations.

The problem is how precise, how professionally they can really do
that. It is done with varying degrees of professionalism.

As I was saying, I think it is time now to del clop some very precise
and formalized ways so that the States Lan make those projections and
also that we at the national can make some national projections.

Of course we work with DOT, and we work with the Burea of Labor
Statistics.

But once you get that information, how it would -translate into
curricuhun is very difficult to determine, to say that we are going to
need x number of people in a particular occupation, and then transfer
that into a specific program in the curriculum.

Mr. Qum. Do you get information from the 50 States as to what
'their projections are?

Dr. PIERCE. We get it. But we are reluctant to use it because we are
not all that confident of what is there. We think we have to have a
higher level of confidence in m hat is being given to us. Then we,can
talk about it.'

I got in a little bit of trouble w ith you the last time we appeared be-
fore your committee. There was some data that you were upset with
and I am loath to do that very many times.

'We want to make sure that the information we give to you just
really can't be challenged, at least insofar as the state of the art is
concerned. '

Mr. QCIE. I guess I would sooner kaA e poor information than none
at all.

Dr. PIERCE. We are apparently pretty good at OA ing your poor in-
formation. We prefer not to do too much more of that.

Mr. Qum. To what extent do the States provide this information to
the schools in terms of planning their curriculum?

Dr. PIERCE. Every State Department of Education has a decision-
making point whereby if a local education agency As ants to start:11.1ln
program the State has to approve that project. They approve that
project on the basis of anticipated needs and the projection that they
have already determined is necessary in a paiticular State. So that
from the standpoint that they use it to agree or disagree w ith a pro-
posal, it is used. The State plan. of course, is made a% ailable to e% ery
local educational agency in the community anti they ought to be using
that for their own local plans.

The converse of that is true too. in that as the State looks at the de-
velopment of zit. occupations they al.-o are looking. at the diminution
of need in particular occupations and suggesting, "no, you ought not
to stop that program" or 5 ou had better ealuate the effectiveness of
certain projects particularly in cci tarn parts/f the State bet..ause there
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may not any longer be a need for that, at Icast to the level at which
you are now offering it."

All of that is tied-up ith a lot of A ery practical problems. Such as,
when 3 on get right (low n to the bottom line, you have a teacher on.
contraa, in a dist rta and that teacher has a conti act with the union and
it is very difficult to move that teacher out.

So th.,re is not an immediate, response at the local level often be-
cause of sonic very practical local problems.

But the nieelnuoyn isthere. What I think we have to do is learn how
to fine-tune that mechanism so it works better.

Mr. QuE. When 3.1,u are reluctant to put that information together
on a natAona,1 baSis and submit it to tts, is that because of the difference
in the way each State accumulates it so don't know if the figures
are k..ompai able or ate they making poor judgments within the States,

ith the information they hate accumulated or is it only when it is
accumulated on a national basis that it is inaccurate?

Dr. PILRCE. It is a bigger problem as you accumulate it. It is noyt
quite as large a problem itt' the local level.

You are dealing also with the different:degrees of sophistication in
the State agencits,in the State emplos ment service, for example, in
ti ai to Kw, ides in a particular State good projections and good
needs data. Some of it is ver3, very good. That is why DOT., started
the capatiottal information system. They feel the information is
theme but that the pi ()giant administrators and vocational educators
don't, know how to use it.

lu inan3 cases the program administrators in vocational education
have been saving; t he information isn't there. It is there, but it is in a
Bonner in which they can't use it. Or it is at,ross a State and it doesn't
do' a local administrator any good.

So the Department of Labor is trying to prove in at least 10 States
that it is there, all the iitformation one lice:is to make projections is
a \ ilable in all those States and they will develop models to show how
that in formation can and should be used.

If tin.are successful then the results of the 10 States will be shared
with all the States.

At that point AA e are going to find out two thinzs: that they are
ii, 'lit to a degree, and that they will also find that a lot of the infor-
II la 6011 that vocational educators aped is simply not available. So it
w ill prow both contentions, I think. By virtue of that iti C will improve
tho

Mr. Quin. Of the training programs that exist in all vocational
areas, what percentage would you. say are clerical and service
p roam ms ?

Dr. Piuu'r.. I hav e that information. I had it at my fingertips. But
it has es,,,t,ped me. f AA ill provide it for you. We do have a breakdown.

Mr. Quin. Is it pretty'sizable?
'Dr. PIEUCE. Yes: it is sizable. I would say sinnewhere in the neigh-

borhood of GO percent. I AN (Ail hate to be held to that figure. I just
don't recall off the top of my head at the moment. I will provide you
that.

[Information requested follows:]
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IN RESPONSE TO 11.2 QUIE.S QUESTION AT A RECENT HOUSE
SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON VOCATIONAL EDIXATION

The following 1971 data on enrollments in clerical and sere ice
occupational programs were prepared :
Total vocational education enrollment OW percent) 11, 55.7. S:19

'Clerical Office occupations) '', 757, 116-1
Service:

Public (police, fireman. et cetera) . 360.9'23
Personal service (cosmetology, barbering, et cetera) 103.6:»
Food services 201.650
Hotel, recreation and .tourism 27; ftsq)
Custodial 16;430
Volunteer fireman 10S. CO3

Health services 501.913

Total clerical and service (30.1 percent) 4,0SI, 661

Mr. Quin. In the Wilms study 20 percent of the graduates of both
public and pril site schools m ho choose professional and tee-huh:al le'. el
training actually attain those specific jobs as compared to SO per.ent
in the clerical or sot ice programs and those in the ckrical or service
programs are barely earning the minimum. wage.

How accurate is that Wilms study?
How does that 80 percent fit in for clerical and service with the

other programs? I guess Sou can call that nunwofessional and non-
technical.

Dr. Throrn. We think it is extremeryaccurtite for similar loeaLions
large cities. Wilms didift sum ey excel- school in America. That would
have been impossible with the funds he had available.

Wilms did do a I, ery good study of four cities which had good pyo-
graphical distribution Francisco, Chicago, Boston, Miami. If
the study were conducted in other lar4,re cities we think the results
would be similar to those found by Wilms.

He looked at six occupations. We have no reason to believe that tla
six occupations mould be unique and different from six other
occupations.

He looked at three technical-professional and three strIjce
occt 5ations.

lj e think if he had rliceen three others in thus categories hew ould
have found very similar results, again in large cities:

Mr. QUIE. What three were they?
DP. RIEDER. For professional technical lie chose accountant, pro-

()Tamer. electronic technician.
the lomkr level he chose cosmetologist, secretary, and dental

assist ant. , (
He also tried to get a mix of occupations, both male and female.

And several with both sexes.
;fr. QUE. I imagine some of them secured jobs that were related

to the computer industry, the progranl,ing students.
Dr. RIEDER. Yes, but one, can't say That students, for example. who

went into liberal arts programs, were better off or that occupational
programs were deficient. We don't have that kind of data.

18,4)
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One thing is that eplo3erS put a high premium on a B.A. degree
in the United States and one can't say whether an accountant or a
computer programer that has an A.X. degree is less well prepared or
better preparedemployers make the decision and they will more
frequently hire the B.A.

It doesn't mean that the quality of the program is less at the A.A.
than at. the B.A. level.,

Mr. QUTE. I don't think you can necessarily compare the accountant
in a liberal arts program. With the lawyer or doctor they are pursuing
a professional degree:

I was a 'political science major. I don't think my education had much
to do with winning elections. Most political science majors are not
Tanning for office.

That figure of only 20 percent getting the jobs they were trained
for is kind of astounding. Is it that they haven't been given :the
information?

Dr. RrEnEn. One of the recommendations of the Wilms study was
that schools should be required to supply information to prospeetivq,
students on their placement rates. I think it is important for both
public and proprietary institutions.

Dr. PIERCE. I think our, major concern was that the information
didn't square with the information we had in terms of success rates
in a lot of the occupations.'Wo.wonder why there is that large a
-discrepancy.

Second, we are concerned with what you related to, Mr. Quip, and
that is that this study talks only about vocational proprietary schools.
But is doesn't make comparisons with other kinds of educational
institutions.

Wo heard recently that 76 percent of the people who study law
never actually practice law. That is tough to deal with. That seems to
be something we ought to be aware of and somehow make programs
decisions about that.

NIB is receptive to the idea that some compaiative studies ought
-to be undertaken. But there are some financial problems that may
prevent them from going that far:

Truth in advertising is something we haven't looked at very much
.in vocational education. That is, When you get all through the ex
pected income for that particular occupation. what is the cost effec-
tiveness of training a person for a vocational oceupatim, a particular
acupation, given the fact that they can't get jobs except very near
the minimum wage?

One questions whether we ought to be putting our dollars there or
whether m e ought not to be involved in training people for those occu-
potions. That is something we need to take a hard lock at.

I think we can learn from this studs, and vocational education will
benefit from it.. a

Dr. BrEor.n. Wilms will do a follownp to look at dropouts from these
programs and compare their occupational SUCCtts.S with people w who
graduated; to see if there are differences.

'Unfortunately, it seems easy sometimes to come up with results t.hmat
peop'e don't like. Results that don't support their own prejudices,
-hypotheses, or programs.

IS
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This doesn't help us with our constituency problem. We have, re-
ceived a lot of criticism for funding this study.

Mr. QrIE. You had better contract it out so somebody else takes the
blame. .

I remember a few years ago I looked at demographic Charts. I came
to the conclusion that we were overproducing teachers.

I thought I :would be a good educator and tell the teacher orga--
nization that. I spoke to a convention and told them this m as happen-
ing. I was very unpopular. .

Dr. RrEnta. We have had the same experience exactly, although this
-study was awarded through a grants competition.

Mr. Qt m. that I think is all the questions.
Mr. Jeffords, do you have soine?
Mr. JEEFORDS. Not really, Mr. 'Chairman. I arrived late from an-

other committee Meeting. I am very much interested in this Wilms
study. It doesn't seem to jibe, too much at least. with the information
I brought back from my owl people in the State of Ver Mont, and
especially with regard to paragraph 1 on page 6.

This may have been discussed. I am sorry if I am going over old.
ground.

But does this also include work related to the training? Or does
this only include specific categories -or sshate er the. were specifically
trained for?

Dr. RIEDER. It was the job /for which they received training; for
example., accountant or whatever. So, hey -Mould not classify the posi-
tion of bookkeeper, for example, as being placed in the occupation for
which *rod were recch ing training. It only *hides that occupation.

Mr. XEFF0RDt. Was there any information oi4 occupations related to
technical training?

--
Dr. RIEDER. Yes-- . I do ]rave some. I can provide it toyou. _
[Information requested follows :]

rNIVEItSITY OF (.34LIFORNIA,
Berkeley, CaliA.Apiil 17,1975.

Hon. JAMES JEFIForms,
3felyber Of Congress,
17,S. House of Representatives,
Waslanoton, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN 4F.FFORDS ; I taped with Corinne Rieder of the National
Institute of Education, siio told me about a conversation with you that revolved
partly around our study of public .nd proprietary socational training. pr.
Rieder that you here particularly interested in our finding that only. 20%

students NS ho trained fur professional or technical - level Jobs ever got them.
We selected the schols and graduates with great tare, and can say with cer-

tainty that graduates from the professional teclmieal level programs (account-
ing. Lomputer programming and electronic technician training) trained for those
siwkitie occu,'Ittiuhs, After, ue Wen hewed all 2270 graduates, we !oohed to see
how 1,,any got the job for which they trained. We found that about 31:W. of
the graduates ssho studied for those upper level jubsgoe them. Another 30%
got job. that ssere at the same level, and could be considered related. For

sonic students who ho studied to Lecume progrionmers wound up selling
softvi:iie for thM. Some who studied accounting became business managers .

nhere they probably used theirs accounting skill,. So, Mien «e included those
graduates who got related job\ at similar status and pay let els, the total
reached 20%.

The majority of graduates (about 00%) tool: lower level. lower paying jobs
like payroll clerks, 1.6 punch operators, and telephone repairmen jobs that
dearly 00 not take 28 months or two years of .training. The skills that most-

/1
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graduates needed for those jobs can be learned in weeksand on the ,1,0
looked to see if graduates who took those low letel, but "rtlitted" job, boned
up over time to the. Job for which they trautked. we Aland sirtually no ripssart1
mobility even 31r. years after graduation. People uht, took juts as clerk-. s'...t.ted
clerks. In fact, in the lower les el jobs tcost...etology and dental it,sistti*.)
only graduate,3 who had any upward mobility, tratisferted rut of their
occupations and became general clerks. inert-at-Mg their carniugs.

It scents to me that the community eohettes and proprietary sthools we up
againsta pervasive social- problem. Tile four-year s +Alegi. degree olititus - #0 I
a passport into the higherstatus jobs, ami a itti-s.on simply dtu.sk't 1K., me an
accountant, programmer or electronic tee:Alicia', by taking an
year course. Tile schools shouldn't be held. ripan-ible for trying the Lot
But, these schools enroll the least ads a tati,etl` stodems in the po:m1,4ey, .1try
system who tend to grasp at straNs. These studttits AIhu have the few tA lions
need protection they don't have MAN. rot this teai.oit we euttahled tl...t
munity colleges and proprietary schools oltot.ld be made to mihstatill-. ti oir
claims about then. career-oriented ,prot..rams, ur LaAtiAbe the prograiLS it t.. 're
not meeting their gcals.

The debate on voc ed has been t ontained is :Amer% hat meaningless au tions
for years, and- flu happy to see it shifting to the essential outstion alu the
value of these courses in the lives of students. Please let sue knoti if I can gate
you any other information. e enetused a ropy of the report for your la-o.
reading!

* Sincerely,
Illuxono Wrtsts.

Project Theceor.

Mr. JEITORDS. I would appreciate that. Beeause,whgn I talltel with
my people in Vermont, they said, f a hIstaue, that noting are
interested in cars:They do a lot of a,:toatob:le Diechttnits wot'ld high
school and often get jobs in machine sitop e they can 1.-t the
technical skills,they are trained in, but they ;null all out Auto
mechanics,

Dr. RIEDER. I think the truth in ad, ettioing should, be itni,ortant,
.because if you have students eta oiled in a pi ognun to be alt at 4:4 hat It
or a computer programmer, the if they don't' get a job fur will, I. they
received training, you ate not met.ting their octupat konal exueet at

ALfr. JEFFORDS.-It Would mean somethilig t(\ me. if another 60,3),,:svitt
got a job closely related to the teciqiitai skill. Then I AA oaf kl,pw
that even if they didn't getthe job tile} were .--pecificallv trained for,
they got something else closely related to that W ..t.tiev were
interested ih.

Quiz. We- will resume Wednesday. Thank you for comina.
Wehave had a lot of good testimony.
[ Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to re-

convene at 9 :30 a:ra., Thursday, April 10, 1975.] t.
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 7,1975

HOUsE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SuucommirrPs ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

OF TILE COM3LPITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington., D.C.

The sidwormnittee met at iS AO a.m., pursuant to recess, hi room 217.;,
Rayburn Reuse Office Building, lion. Carl'Perkins (chairman of Vie
sul wommit tee ) presi

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Andrews, Bloat, Quie,
and Goodling.

Staff members pre;:ent.: Jolin .T4nnings, counsel; Charles Radcliffe,
minority counsel.

Chairman The Stibcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education w ill continue its hearings today on occupa-
tional and vocational education.

The hearing today wiJ1 be on the Career Guidance and counseEnr.
At of 07.1, w:hich was drafted by the American Personnel and
Guidance Association. I A% as pleased to introduce that bill on behalf
of the American Personnel and Guidance Association because that
otg,,mization in my opinion is the most able organization in the coun-
tt:v to give Congress 1 ecommendations in the field 6f career education
and career guidance and counseling.

[Text of H.R. 3970 follows :]

tn.a. aTIO, 9th Cong., 1st sess.3

A BILL To provide for career guidance and counseling plans and programs for Stat6 and
local educational agencies

1t it enacted by the Senate and house of RGyreventatis C4 of the United States'
Gf Interim sn l'ongres. a3sensbled. That this Act may be cited as the "Career
Wild:ince and Counseling A.ct of 1973."

TITLE IGE.NlERAL PROVISIONS

STATENIUNT OF FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

Sag. 101. (a The Congress finds that
i11 Ina period of high ullemplos ment and economic distress, an effective

program of. eitretir guid.oita, coon:50111g designed in it:,sist hulk iduals to
maim sound carver decisions must be it national priority.

12) the strength of the Nation rests, impart, upon natural differences in
ladisidual talents awl upon the freedom of each inditidual to develop awl
express these talents iu a unique way.

(3) the theory moltdying career developmmt is consonant with this
fundamental democratic ye 1 ne,

(953)
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(4) preservatioh of the Individual's integrity disa, lws any type of pre-

scriptive carer guidance which commits the individual to particulardirections,
(fl) individuals, however, must develop greater awareness of the values

society places on different talentS and the relative demands for these talents,(6) the following factors, which impinge upon individuals in ways which
make the achievement of self fulfillment increasingly more difficult. demand.''hat attention be paid to the career development of all individuals: i A.)
the need for knowledge of, and the ability to apply the decisionmahing proc-
Os to, ever-increasing complex career decisions over the lifespan (early
childhood throughout adulthood), (B) the demand for human adaptability
and responsiveness arising from rapid technological change, (C) increasing
national concern with the need to develop all human talent with equal at-tention to the talents of women and minoritid's, (D) concern for values, such
ac Acceptance of the importance of all work and meeting one's needs through/work, wlkich give meaning to career development over the lifespan, (B)
the need for specialized training for occupational entry, reentry, and career
rogressiou, mat (F) the disenchantment expressed by students n ho have

difficulty. relating their education to their present and future career -con-cerns, and
(7) all individuals are entitled to support, encouragement, information

and assisthnce in achieving self-fulfillment throughout their life.
(b) It is, therefore, the purpose of this Act to

(1) initiate, implement, and/or Improve career guidance and counseling
programs and activities for all individuals of all ages in all communities of
the Nation,

(2) promote tan understanding of educational and occupational options
among individuals served, and-

(3) facilitate career development over the lifespan for all such individuals,
by'means of meeting specific goals in the fields of career guidance and counsel-
ing programs and activities, training and retraining of professional career giant-
awe and counseling staff (Including Counselor edhcatoW. and, research and
evaluation relating to patina& and counseling programs, staff, and itch% ales.(c) It is recognized that achievement of the aboved-stated pt-apose depends
not only on the establishment and continued impromucht of career guidance
and counseling in the public school system', but also on the continued improve-
went, expansion, and utilization of similar programs ,now being, provided to out- .of-school youth- aid adults by legislatively established public agencies such as
Veterans' Administration, State employment services, and State vocational reha-
bilitation services, as well as by a network of other agencies, including private.
nonprofit, and voluntary agencies. Therefore, it is the intent of this Act utilize
fully these existing resources. on a cooperative, coordinated-basis to provide mar-
'Mal services to 'the public without duplication and waste,-and to prmide for use
of such funds as May be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATioNs

Sr.e. 102. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of grants
under section 211, $200.000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $250.-
000,000 for the .fiseal year ending September 30, 1977, and $300,000,000 fur the
fiscal year ending September 30. 1978.

(b) (1) There are authorised to.lse appropriated for purposes of contracts for
preservice training of guidance personnel under seetion 221, $5,000.0u0 for the

- fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September
30. 1977, and $15,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978.

(2) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of inservice uvula
big of guidance personnel under section 221, 810,000,000 for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1976, $15,000.000, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1' ''7, and
$20,000.000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978.

(e) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year for purposes
of section 231, an amount not to exceed 15 per centum of the total stuns appro-priated under subsectior (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), and (g) for such fiscal year.(0) There are audio .zed to be appropriated for purposes of section 103,
$150.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $200,000 for-the fiscalyear end-
big September 30, 1977, and $200,000 for the fiscal y ear ending September 30,
197S.
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(e) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of section 104,
$200,000 fur the fiscal year entling,June 30, 1976, $250,000 fur the fiscal-year end-
ing September 30, 1977, and $25,000 fur the ils.cal year ending September 30,
1978.

(f) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of grants under sec-
tion 202, such sums as May be ng(cessary for each fiscal year. /*

(g) There are authorized to be appropriated for purposes of section 211, such
sums as may be necessary fur the fiscal,year ending June 30, 1976,11;e fiscal Sear
ending.September 30, 1971, and the fiscal year ending. September 30, 1975.

A
OFFICE OF CAREER GUIDANCE AND cotmsEuxo . i

.

SEC. 103. There is hereby established in the United States Office of EducatIo 1
. an Office of Career Guidance and Counseling, which shall be responsible for a -

ministering this Act, and to be stalled by a Chief and such appropriate pr -
fessional and other employees as may be required to carry out the purposes .of

... this Act.
t

NATIONAL ADVISORY COU;NCIL OF CAREER GIAANCE: STUDY OF CAREER GUIDANCE
PROGIMNIS

SEC. 104. (a) There is hereby established a National Advisory Council' on
Career Guidance and 'Counseling (hereinaftter referred to as the "Council")
which shall be composed of fifteen members aPpullited by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, for terms of not longer than three yearg, who shall be
broadly representative of the guidance and counseling profession.at large. The
Council shall advise the Secretary and the Commissioner of Education with re-
spect to the administration of this Act, and shall carry out such other advisory
functions as the Council deems appropriate, including the suggestion of polities
and strategies to implement the eaten guidance and counseling concepts embodied -
til this legislation.

(b) The CouncilLshall, with the assistance of the Commissioner and through the
Office of Career Guidance and Counseling, conduct a StIney and assessment of the
current status of school and nunschout career guidance programs, projects and
Materials in the United States and report u.t such survey and assessment to the
Secretary and to the Congress. Sfich report sl all incloide any recommendations of
the Council for new legislation desil,m.d. accomplish the policies and purposes
set forth in this Act. '

DEFINITIONS

Sze. 105. Fo purposes of this Act,
(1) The term "appraisal" mean.: the Collection. analysis. and the use of

variety of objective and subj-retis e Tempt-Ink psychologicial, and social data abu
individuals for the purpose of assisting them to better understand their strength
and limitations.

(2) The term "career development" means those. aspects of the continuous
Unbroken flow df an individual's experience that are of relevance to such halt-
vidual's choice, entry, and progress in educational, vocational, and avueutiunal
pursuits.

(3) The te4111 "career education." Means an educational process designed to
Increase tit& relationship between schools and society as a whole, 'to provide
^PPortunities for counseling, glthlatice, and career development fur all children ,
to relate, the subject matter of the curriculums of schools to the needs of persons
to function in society; to extend the concept of the education process impala
the school into the area of employ ment and the community r to foster flexibility
In attitudes, skills, and knowledge in order to enable persons to Lope with
accelerating change owl obsolescence; to Make education more relevant to
employment and functioning in sqlety , and to eliminate ally distinction between
education for vocational purposes and goneraior academic education.

(1) The term 'queer guidanct" means pros :ding for information and experi-
ences, to assist intlividunlg with their career develooment. _

(5) The term "career liefurinationtserviee" means the organizialon and delivery
of occupational, educational, personal, and social information designed to provide
individuals NS Itl a greater knowledge of all opportunities 4,U that they may make
better Infonfie( career choices and decisions.; ,

46) The ter "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Education.

18 5
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tp The term "counseling" means the process through which a trained coun-
sely.r assists an individual or group to make satisfying and responsible decisions
concerning personal, educational, gad career dtvelopment.

46) The term counselor" means a professiunalll trained individual u hose role'
leaaties counseling, consulting, and coordinating guidance and personnel services
programs. 14,

t9) The term "evaluation" means' a syltematIc collection of evidence to
determine whether in fact. certain changes are taking.place in learners as well

,,, as 10 determine the amount or clegrenuf deluge in individual students.
/ t 10) The term "follow-up" 11 leal418 the studyuf any group of students or former

students of an institution who have shared' Common experiences to determine If
patterns emerge in their subsequent ,actions .or Lelia frier which prove useful in
understaadIngcounseling, and establishing policies with current student,;.

11) The term "guidance" means, an tulpinize.4 effort to help each individual
develop to such individual's Maximuin potential. . 1 /

+.12) The term local educational agency" ineatil a board of educntion or other
legutly constituted local school authority ;having administrative control and
direction of public elementary. or secondary schools in a city, county, township,
.0u/el-district, or political-subdivision In a State, qr any ether public educational
histaution or agency liav tot, administrative contrul and direction of a soy-Woad
program or a career guidance and equnseling prograni.

t 13) The term "placement" means the .assistance given to individuals In the
selectithi of an appropriate uecupntional or educational situation and the actions
necessary to make.the- transition thereto.

1.1) The term "postSecondai- educational institution" means any institution of
higher education including colleges and universities, vocational, technical, and
'proprietary schools as Well as adult mid community cblieges.

05) The term "State"; Includes, in addition Co the several States. the District
of Columbia, the Common ,yealtie.of Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands, Guain, Ameri-
can 'Samoa,. and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

ilth The term "State education agency" means that agency designated or
crented 'by State law as responsibie,for the allininietration of eduettion arld/oi
supervision of the admIniStratilin -.thereof by, local educational agencies in the
State.

i IT The term '"vocationateducation" means' vocational or technical training
or retraining ivhich is,eiven in schools or classes under public supervision and
contrbi or under contract with A State or local educational ageficy.

TITLE IICAREER GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAMS,
I

PART AADNIINISTItATIVE REQUIREMENTS AND 'GRANTS

p STATE PLAN FOR CAREER GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAMS

SE 201. Each State which desires to receive a grant Under section 211, shall
:41141111t through Its Slate educatioitat agency to the Commissioner for apprel,
iltrough t Ofilee of Career uuIdanee and-Cotttetelfpg. 016 established-in sectiun
110.1). a State plan fey carter guidance and counscling erogramS at such time and
containing such inferunition us the Commissioner, through the Office of Career
toildaticoi atild Counseling has established in section.103h may'require. Such plan
shall include--

tit a description of the administrative arrangements. fncilities, materials.
personnel, gonls and objectives, general program actitities and methods of
shotrioution of funds whlth will be employed In carrying cut such programs ;

t 2) nssuranes that funds reeelvtal front dr:infs. muter tSeetiop 211 will 1,11
lu.tributed only to local educational agencies n hick submit to th. State edu-

cation agency. plans for career guidAnce and Counse1111 programs whisli
, ininde the purposes of such programs. and a. description of hit-, ler--

sennel, facilities, involvement of agencies. business. and hilustry in the
cinututuilty and methods of distriltution ,tif funds which will-be employ ed in
carrying out such programs. Thc.se plans should Include specific Dam, Islons
for close and effectlie cooperation with spelt agcmiies as the, public employ-
meat service and Noeationnl, rehabilitation to eNtt nd their servives to school

program elltntele In need of stab s.ervices. If maritally benethial anti
able, such provisions inelode the out tattorling"ot tipiNplent 84 nice
arid NO04.0011411 rellobilliotiuniftaff on bl,hool,,pronihes and polo lc hange
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of counselor personnel. Suet) prioisions mai include rehnbtirsethent for
seryices provided

(3) evidence that within the State Plan, flexibility and lixperimentatiotr
is entouragedand providedfor at the local level ;

(-1) establishment of a mechanism to Insure that local edda nowt] agem its
wmrk couperain% (sly %% It h the State educational agency in the develoicut e
of the State plan and the implementation of the career guidance and watt-
piing programs ; ' .

(15); the- establishment of a Statd adsisory committee on career guidancle
. ant1,4-uunseling %%inch shall be representative of th.ee)ttire State anti shall
include representaties.frolil the 4..ulaillalliA0 at large, including/ students,

. pareuts, metnials of bkonke'sb, industry and labor, representatives'ut agencies
such as %utattional rota and the public employment; services. prat:
tieing counselors, guidance directors, counselor educators and adminLira-

rection ma grant utiliztion, assist in review of local educational ligeny
tors, %%Inch .will advise on general adiamistrathe policy, and di-
rection

mill assist in development evaluatiVe procedures; .,

, (6) assurances that funds -received front grants under section '211 will
be distributed only to,,locar edutational agencies which establish advisory
committees -tt career guidand and counseling wraith nichule remseutatives
as sPetiiied in section 201(3) of thls part and which adthe the local, educa-
tional agency on goals for the program, needs of the peopleserVed by such
agents, administratis e policy and procedures, resources within thc alca.,
ser% ed .1* such agency and re% iew of local plans, and assist 4uch Agile);
in Implementing evalluative procedures; I \

(7) the establishment of at least one full-time adminilstrativ IsMitrin
within the State educational agency which shall be responsible ior a state -
wade organization to carry oat the purposes of, this Act, includi g Manage
ment 'of funds, local educational plans review, liaison beti1een 1Feileml
lio% eminent and -loyal cam antilla i administrations or other connatudty" c
latencies his Iredin the receipt of fjords under tilts Act ; .

(6) the est'ablishinent of pusitiOns for con. ultants witl in the State eiln- .

eational agency, in lades to provide profet;su mil leaders 'Iv and t;.xpertise
for full implementation of the purposes of th Act, who shall be ineol% est
in pre-ser% lee and in-service netts Ries, ft t s administration, identify int: 4

materials alio equipment, aiding %) ith nt ,ds assessment mind survey and
methods for fwaluation,of programs: I

(9 ) de%elopnannent of a ,pystent..of program 'web' assessment which Will lie
conducted 1 at least an animal basis amid an evaluation ofaali a&lvittles !and,

;;.
functions re tted to utilization of funds tinder this Act on a contlul g.bAsis ;
and I

. ,

,

.
, ( 10 ) assonances that funds' received from grants under sectim 211 shall

be tlist Maned only tallow' edIleat tonal agonies w lila' de$ignate,,a e'rtificated
a

counselor tai provide leatletshi4 for career development JO serve as.codeact
for the Statp educational' agency. I

if' ; ; - a \

Pam .BSr-rkr Cont.tat DIXF.LOPMENT GUIDANCE Al)N GOGNSELING PROGRAMS

.. AUTHORIZATION AND USES OF GRANTS
I. t (^, t,

SEC, 211. (at), Prom the sums appropriate under section 102(a), the Commis-
sioner, throagn, the OIlleekof Career Cum lance and Counseling (as established in
section 103), shall make grants to ttoteS having approved plans under section

or d to local educational agencies' and for the support of State
equeation am% y activities on the basis Or statewide needs and priorities, for
career develop' mat guidance and counseling programs and services.

(b) Grants (puler this section may' bb tided, in accordance with StOte plans
approved ()mie Section 201, for the following purpOsek : . I

( 1 ) MIN Ition..,implementation, and impro% meld of professional, eareer
guidance-a (1 counseling programs and activIt ies; _ ^ ..".,,

(2) pram onus of care or de% elopment over" the lifespan (early clkildhood
through u ulthood) for alLindividuals; / ,^

t3) pro" wilco of a greater understanding of educational and career

(.1) pro-v !ling for self And career a%,;greziess, itraadng,,and preparation',
Options; , J t

( 5 ) provi ling career counseling for all -children, youth, and adults;
.,.

Sx-913-- 1vol 2-- 1:1,,
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,

(6) providing for training in career decision-Raking:
(7) improvement and .xpansion of informa thin qailable on educational,

avocational, and career opportunities;
(S) providing for educationiki and job placement ; D
(9) providing career fellow-up.and follow-through;
(10) serving the special counseling needs of second careerists, Judi% Wats,

entering the job market late, in iffe, the handicapped, huh% iduals from eLo-
nurnically depressed communities or areas, and early retirees;

(11) identification and promotion of exemplary pmgrams n loch infuse
,' career guidance and counseling into Curriculums;

(12) establishment of career resource centers in communities fur out-of-
school individuals ; i 1

(13) providing supportive media equipment and materials:
(11) providing professional, trained counselors for assignment in u% el,

all career guida:-.0e program coordination., and leadership functions in local,
State, and Federal career education activities; . . .

(15) providing adequate leadership staff for eagCr guidance and coun-
seling implementation at Federal, State, and local levers; and

(16) prolding for the services of paraprofessional and °trier support
staff.

(c) A grant to a State under this section shall be in an amount which bears
the same ratio to the total amount of the sums appropriated under section.,
102(a) as the population of such State bears to the total population of all the
States receiving grants under this-section. .

\ STATE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
1Six. 212. No grant to a State undev section 211 shall be made unless the

Commissioner, through the Office of Career Guidance and 'Counseling (as estab-
lished in section 103), determines"that---- ,

(1) career development gffidane and counseling programS and in th I-
ties are developmental apd continuous, as evidenced by a progam beginning
in. early childhood, continuing through high school and available for our-

' orschool individuals on an as needed basis and ore coordinated with all
1 g her components of such programs and activities and based on a cumin.-

11 nsive needs assessment of the total community in the context of State and
N,ational needs;

4,. 1, (2) there is a written statement of objectives i.,4 sponsoring local edu- ,

,1' tional agencies within such State developed through counselor haul% e-
ki eat With students, parents, teachers, administrators. and other members of
t re community identifying the goals of the career development guidance
and counseling program as it relates to the needs of the students, school, ,

staff, and community;
/

(31 the basic program of career development guidance and counseling
includes counseling. consulting, and coordinating services, orientation, ex-
ploration. information, appraisal, placement, referral, research, follow-uP
and followthreugh activities ;

(4) there is evidence that the career development guidance and couns
ing program hi on-going and systematically planned, implemented, ry id
evaluated en a continuing basis; ' II

(5) sunli program facilitates 'the individual's career development phases
of awareness, orientation, exploration, planning, preparation,, decisionniah-
ing, training, career entry, and career growth ; and

(6) each local educational agency develops operating agreements, as a
part of its overall plan, with stich-cOmmimity groups and agencies as the
public employment service, vocational rehabilitation service, community
mental health agencies, and other community resources, that provide for
close and effective cooperation and avoidance of duplication in order to
provide assistance to all citizens Of the community, including but not Muneit
to. early school leavers, second careerists, those entering or reentering the
job rnaTket laite in life, he handicapped, those Vomecoltoinically depressed
communities and the arty retiree!;, and establishes a community-based
career 'resource centers within such local educational agency which will
provh) npliyilate occupational, vecational, awl educational InforMation
and c Counseling for any citizen in need of 4his.service.

3: a
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DART CGUIDANCE PERSONNEL TRAINING,

AUTUORIzATION AND USES OF GRANTS

Six. 221. (a) From the sums appropriated under section 102(b), the Com-
missioner, through the Office of Career Guidance and Counseling (as established
in section 103), shall carry out a program of contracting with postsecondary
education institutions and State and local education agencies fur purposes ,,f
Prowling needed training and retraining of guidance personnel. Such program

o
shall be based on the results of a comprehensive needs assessment which shall
include analysis of geography, economics, and local employment trends within
communities serled by local educational agencies and shall serve the following
purposes:

(1) upgrading 'Counselor training programs through inservice fur coun-
selor educators;

. .0'2) providing opportunities for the establishment and development of
short-term and lung-term presereme and inservice training for career.guid-
anee and counseling personnel su that those vitally needed vocationah, uccu-
titional, and career guidance concepts for serving a totality of clients may
be engendered; a4d

(3) providing training programs for paraprofessionals to aid professionals
working in career development counseling.

(b) For purposes of this part, the term "guidance personnel" includes
(1) professionals, including counselors who meet certification require-

ments, administrators, nnil other professional school personnel such as
teachers and pupil personnel specialists, who work directly with the pro-
grams, or students involved in the progrnm, and counselors in related
settings suciti as community agencies, United States Employment Sere ice
and affiliate' State employment service agencies, aehabilitatiuu settings,
ancer resource centers. and postsecondary educational institutions,

12) paraprofessionals, including personnel m ith ,pee ial or specific training
to perform limited guidance-related tasks sac!, as project advisors, career
information specialists, counselor assistants, community aides, and employ-
ment specialists; and

(3) support personnel, including secretaries, clerical aides, teslimicians,
and peer counselors.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Sne. 222. No contract under section 221 within postsecondary educational
htsta Ohms' and State and local educational agencies for training guidance
personnel shall be entered into by the Cummissioner unless the Commissioner.
through the Office of Career Guidance and Counseling (as established is section

103), determines that sucirtraining program
(1) will doelop an understanding and ability to implement the concepts

of career del elopment through a variety of competency developing expe-
riences for students in training to become counselors, teachers, adutinistra
tors, psy etiologists, social workers, and others prufessionally trained in the
helping professions, which shall be integrated. throughout the 'training
earriculums and shalt be extended to the training of trainers of personnel
ilikadi of these fields

(2) will, in the training of paraprofesionals and support personnel,
include appropriate leech, of training in the implementation strategies for
career guidnnee and counseling programs;

) include elements of deign and implementation strategies for integrat
lug experiences for the development of competencies in career guidance and
counseling personnel throughout the curriculum fur the training of such
personnel, nail for pros Wing such experiences fur the training of guidance
personnel to enter all lee els of the educational system and agencies pros Ming
career guidance and counseling programs and services;

(4) includes -tn the selection process for potential counselors and other
guidance personnel, strategies, and nppronches for identify lug persons with
the potential for skill development ;

15) provides for the des viupalent of doine,elor skill in the management
and leadership of the ,arer guidance son lees will& h extend beyond the
counseling service;

94,
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(6) is characterized by a philosophy- which permeates the entire training
curriculum and training staff so as to briag nbuut an tunlemlanding of and a
commitment to the need for career development and . career guidance and
counseling at all levels of the educational system mandated agencies,

(7) provides for exposure and experience of the person in training to it
multiplicity of act upatiomil again, career goidaio and., de (eloi -went Moues.
and, practices and systems for the (Misery of a compiehensise carter guid-
ance program to meet the identified need:, of the s anions publics ,

(S) gives evidence that a satiety of participatory, and expermicatal activ-
ities takes Mace through such planned, coordinated, and-supers ised experi-
ences as practitioner, hawk:411p, field placement. and tidier coutininng and
iudepth opportunities for the discovery and prat tit of skills. techniques, and
approaches in career development and career guidance ;

(9) assures greater program quaiity, consistency, and se aunce, by pro-
viding that the professional personnel, who are to be trained to assume the
responsibility for overall coordination and implementation of career guid-
ance programs, lutist des elup certain competencies to stand the test of twai-
n:thou which include, but are nut locessarity-limitcal to, (A) individual and
trroup counseling skills, (B) the counselor and, career },unlante personnel
as facilitators ur agents for change; (C) per.onal and tauftissiunal hatter-
ship qualities and abilities, (D) management (organization and admin-
istration) of a career guidance program, cumprehensise in nature, (E)
onsultat ive and eoonli native skills ss it h teacheis, staff, parents, com-

munity persons. and others; and (F) placement skills ;
(10) provides, that the counselor. other career guidanie personnel and

differential staff persons who ar.' assigned responsibilities in a tamer guid-
ance program must demonstrate (A) a thoru411 water: tainting of counsel-
ing is the career development process. (l3) thorough understanding of
career des elopment theory and research and of group n foci. ss, human iela-
thins, and comultative stills; (C) zs ;Jan% ledge if uu1italain and how enr-
ricohun is developed ; (I) an tiaderstauding of the iciationship among
values, torah, choices. and information in-deci.loomahing; (E) a knowledge
of the history of work and its changing, meanings, (1) aai understanding
of the changiug nature of manpowcr, woman poser, and econotaii outlooks;
and (G) familtarity with various vqrategies and resuitnes for facilitating
carcer.deelopment including the utilization of the school, Mc commouity,
family, and the home ; and

(11) gives evidence that educators in such institution higla r educa-
tion who are _responsible for ttaining, gualalfcc personnel shall include a
consortia of outside resource persons in the planning and deli (cry of limit-
ing experiences for des eloping competencies in cal yen des amnia at and,
career guidance which includes but is not necessarily 'Wand to (A.) State
educational agency consultants (B) loud cducational agency peisonnel. in-
cluding counselors, (C) persumul, including counselors of such local agen-
cies as the State employment service and vocational rehabilitation Nen e ;
(D) leaders in business, industry, labor, guscrnment, and the community-
at- large, (F.) parents of school-age children and (1') students training to
become guidance and counseling specialists and specialists in other a elated
fields.

RETRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Sc. 228. No eunWriet under ;cc-lion 211 %salt a post secondary educational
institution or State ur local education agency for retnuning of prtdt,:SiunaLS I in-
cluding eouns(lor educators, school counselors, employment counselor, soca-
tional rehabilitation counselors, counselors in attenuant! schools, oun.lors in
prisate practice, and counselors in postsecondary educational hisiittitioas)
already working in the field of career guidance and counschng, who are not
specifically h isolved in career development guidance and toutistling, shall lie en-
tered into by the Commissioner .unless the Commissioner, through the One of
Career Guidance and Counseling (as established in section 10:;), di terminus, that
such retraining program ,

(1) is an organized, coordimittd, planned program of retraining which
is systematized and localized to meet the unique needs of the counselor in
retraining;

(2) employs the concept of an inturdisciplinary team and multiagency or
institution consortium to assess the needs and esajuate the program of

1 9 4
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career guidance and the gult:,a, ki and counseling staff based upon the
perceptions of clients, eounselois, school or agency staff and administration,
community members, including representati( es of business, industry, labor,
goVernment, and parents, the _professional association at the local, State,
regional, and National level, and the counselor training institution laid other
appropriate agencies;

(3) is based upon the need assessment for the locality made by the team
described in clause (2) and includes it contract fur retraining of the coun-
selor with the training institution, appropriate agency or agencies, or other
resource personnel mho ill participate in the retraining program to meet
the unique needs as identified for that counselor;

(4) provides that the counselor iii retaining shall demonstrate mastery of
the competencies-described in clauses (9) and (10) of section 222; and

(5) gives evidence for a multiplicity of vehicles through which contracted
retraining eaperieueea may be coordinated to meet the needs of the counselor,
including but not necessarily limited to such Schieles as staff meetings, self-
study (through mashie evaluation and implementation), u orkshups, foam&
ized course work, educational television or telephone networks and
conferences.

A

PART DDEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION

PURPG27S OF PROGRAM

SEC. 2.31. (a ) From the sums appropriaA ender section .102(c), the Commis-
sioner, through the Office of Career Guidance an 1 Counseling (as established in
section 103), snail carry out a program of demo...stration and evaluation for
purposes of

(1) developing anti demonstrating new guidanc, anti, counseling tech-
niques relative to career decisioninaking skills anti awnreness

(2) promoting demonstration activities in career.guldatrie and counsel-
ing through the encouragement' of pilot projects and the publication of
developments in new technology, personnel utilization, multipurpose facili-
ties, mid delivery systems uith innotitive administrutiv.. and structural
designs;

(3) providing for,e(aluatiun of the programs and services offered to de-
termine their effectiveness and efficiency in meeting the needs t.f their clients ,

, and
(-1) providing for the conununication of pros en effective and clticient

career guidance and counseling programs for career development.
(b) Demonstration and evaluation projects under this section an-1y include- -

(1) innovative career guidance and counseling techniques ;
(2) updating and coiamonicating information on projected a. ens of need

for trained people;
(3) identifying effective methods for communicating infornmtion on how

to develop programs of career guidance anti counseling fur ca.eer des clop-
'Ilea that meet the needs Of the staff and clientele in the setting ;

(.1) development of multimedia materials ul,a' (i) provide information
on such areas as career options. projected need for specific skills and train-
ing at the local, State, mu National levels. and educatival a'nd training pro-
gram opportunities and (ii) assist users in making career decisions, and

identifying inure effect-2( e methods for the..training and retraining of
guidainte and counseling personnel working in career development.

PART F--- FACILITIES AND EQUIPMUNT

AUTIIORIZATIO;N: OF GRANTS

Six. 241. The Commissioner, thrtmgh the Office of Career Guidance and Coun-
seling as (established in section 103). shall

(a) carry out a program, consistent with the purposes of this Act and
with appropriate State and local guidance and counseling programs, of
grants to-States and postsecondary tit tleducational institutions. for

(1) providing computer programs and equipment for information
services, computer assisted guidance, and storage and retries al of
current Information on employment trends anti educational opportunities
in local areas and nationally;

I
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(2) career information 4.sttem for local educational agencies uhith
shall be integral parts of the local educational agency's plad for guid-
ance and counseling programs, and a hien shall includepnch comfaments
as (A) accurate andieup-to-date 01;rvey and statistical data on current
projected areas of occupational neCd, (11) aecurata andtrjr-to-date in-
formation on educational institutions and upportunitie.5, (C) material
to promote career deusionmaking skills in the population served.' (D)
information on the mailability of jobs, loans, work study and scholar-
ships for funding of postsecondary education, and (E) information
geared to those uith specialized needs, such as persons reentering the
Work force, early retirees, those embarking-on a second career and the
handicapped ;shad 0

(3) equipment and supplies including, lent not limited to. books, films
and filmstrips. Aided and audio tape equipment, periodicals, career in-
formation bulletins, commercially ',repeated lafonntition packets. Com-
puter facilities. flint and slide projectors, and micrulithe and microfilm
readers.

eh) assure. in carrying out this program, that full use Is made of all
information, data. and equipment a%ailable in the community or State and
National he els and that existing capabilities in and out of the public et-lac:A-
non system for Hanna lug and expanding entreat Wen illation and data are
utilized and coordinated.

Chairman PEKINS. Our w itnesses today will be representitti% es
from the American Personnel and Guidance Association.

I ant delighted to announce as our first witness this morning, Dr:,
Edwin L. Herr, president of the - Association for Counselor Education
and Super ision: and professor and head of the department of COM!-

1..?' selor education, Pennsvtvania, State University.
Soy on go ahead Dr. Herr and when Mr. noodling comes, we will

__interrupt you. Go right allead.

STATE1g.NT OF DR. EDWIN L. HERR, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
FOR 90IMELOR EDUCATION AND SUPERVISION, DEPARTMENT
OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr.'IImut. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and members of
the committee.

I ant Edwin L. Herr, professor of education and head., department
of counselor education at the Pennsyl ania State University. For
the past 19 years I have ser% ed as a public school teacher, teacher-
counselor, school counselor, and local director of guidance. In addi-
tion, I have been prig ileged to servo as a State ditector of guidunce
for the Pennsyh.anka Department of Education and as a counselor
edueatoi and currently as director of university vocational teacher
education nail. ities. Today, I speak in behalf of the American Per-
sonnel and Guidance Association and, more specifically, as "president
of the Association for Counselor Education and Supervision. a di% i-
shin of American Personnel and Guidance Association. I very much
apprnot late this opportunity to express lity disci 1 Alines on the Career
Guidance. and 'Counseling Act of 1975.

I ha% e with lie today Cs's() colleagues w ho «ill also pros ide testimony
represeuning the Ametican Personnel and Guidance Association % icw
of the Career Guidance and Counseling Act of 1975 as well as four
other colleagues who mill be pleased to respond to specific questions you
may nun e in regard to huge city. State office. or nunm ity group points
of slew in relation to this legislation. My fellow testifiers include

196(
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Mrs. Betty E. Knox. president of the American School Counselos1
Association and the North Carolina Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion. Mrs. Knox has been a public school teacher and is a practicing
school counselor. Dr. Norman C. Gysbers is professor of education at
the University of Missouri, past president of the National Vocational
Guidance Association, and a former public, school teacher and
counselor. Dr. Gysbers has also directed a project fur -sus eral years
facilitating the expinsion and,stu4ing the (Areas of career guidance,
counseling:. and placement activities in the 50 States.

In addition, we are privileged to have with us this morning as re-' source persons, Ms. Daisy. K. Shaw who is currently director of the
Bureau of Educational and Vocational Guidance, Board of Education
of the city of New York. Ms. Shaw is in the blue and to my right.

Dr. Curtiss Phipps. director of Division Guidance Services, Ken-
tucky State Department of Education. Dr. Phipps is sitting direct12, to
the right of Ms. Shaw.

Mr. Charles E. Odell. consultant to the executive director of the
Pennsylvania Bureau of Employment Security. Mr. O'Dell is sitting
behind me.

Mrs. Thelma Menine who is director of the Division of People Per-
sonnel Services, North Carolina State.Department of Education who
is sitting immediately behind nne.

Chairman PERRINS. I am going to interrupt you for just a moment.
Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.1 4
Dr. Herr. We also have with us as re'source persons, Ms. Janet

Morgan, counselor, South St. Paul Senior High School, Minnesota. Ms.
Morgan is to my left.

In addition, we have Dr. Charles Lewis who islmecntivo, director
of the American Personnel and Guidance Association, former vice .

president of the student affairs at several universities.
Dr. Joseph McDonough, assistant executive director of American

Personnel and Guidance Association, former teacher and counselor,
Chicago, Ill., schools.

Our presentation this morning will include: First, a series of gen-
eral theoretical, and research perspectives on the intent of the act and
some specific observations regarding the sections of the act dealing
vith training, retraining, and demonstration and evaluation; second,
perspectives on the act's local implementation recornmend.ations in
relation. to counselor tole and function statement as v iewed by a school
counselor : third, perspectives about the act's recommendations for
career guidance and counseling programs at the State and local levels
as viewed from the vantage point of current national activities in
these areas and some observations about the importance for and the
organizational implications of leadership ill career guidance and
counseling in the U.S. Office of Education.

In my presentation. I will attempt to set. the stage for my colleagues
with some general theoretical and. research perspectives as they pe -
tain to several titles and/or sections of the act.

I would like to begin with Title I: General Provisions,
Title I and section 101 of the act, the State of Findings and Pur-

poses, ()Willies a series of concerns of v cry high priority to the future

19';
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well-being of this Nation's young people, educational dropouts, and
adult career changers. These are, in fact, the content, the human
dilemmas, to which .areer guidance and counseling responds and from
which it gets its rationale for being. For these reasons, with you': per-
mission, Mr. Chairman, I would -like to begin by elaborating upon
these findings and purposes.

For at least the past decade and a hal fssounseling researchers and
practitioneTs has e been exploring the career development of various
groupsthe decision factors important to planning and choosing, the
ingredients which comprise employability and work adjustment. It
has becoMe increasingly clear that giving people technical skills alone
will not insure their dse without. parallel attention to whether they
4111114 these skil s. know about the opportunities in which they can be
used, or lase ni le some match in re,rard to the degree to which such
skills accord their personal values and goals. Such a perspective
may sound "too academic" and theoretical but'I believe such a view
represents the nub of a growing-social problem in America. In the
popular, iterature Toiler (1970) has described this complex of con-
cerns under the rubric of Future Shock. In particular, 'Idler has
argued that "Malaise, mass neurosis, irrationality, possibly violence
may accompany what he described as the death of pennan'ence and the
substitution of transcienee and novelty for familiar psychological
cues." At another point, Tofller has contended that, in addition to the
notion of nos city and lack of permanence, is the possibility that the
pen* of the future may suffer not from an'absence of choice, but
from a paralyzing surfeit of it; they may experience what, he has
termed overchoice ithouOthe personal planning and decision skills
to cope with it. "

Somewhat less visionary, perhaps, is the work of Drucker (1969) in
his book the Age Of Discontinuity. The thesis here is that, in many
instances, attacks by the-young upon depersonalization. manipulation,
corporate society, and_the "establishment " ,are in fact reactions to the
burden of decisionthe decision stress with which our present society
confronts them.

One could debate the observations cited for sonic time but at-their
core is a concern that tile American society faces our, oung considering
i teal entry to t6 labor niaiket and our middle-aged occupationally
dislocated with a bewildering array of opportunities among which to
choose but it does not now systematically vraside such people with The
"survival" skillsto sort. out the avenues In which they can find .self-
fulfillment and occupational or career stability. In essence, in a society

' of great technological and social complexity, self-knowledge, knowl-
edge. of educational, personal, and occupational alternatives, planning
and decisionnaaking skills differentiate between those who can act
purposefully and those who are buffeted by wlion, chance, and imme-
diate grafi flea tion.

"Career" and. "decision" are terms which hale appeared in the pro-
fessional literature of education and of counseling often in the past
decade. In one wise, eutiseiousness of these terms reflects American's
status as a developed or a postindustrial society ; a society in which,
even in a period of economic doss nturn, most indis ideals can deliber-
ately plan riot only their'immediate goal but also their intermediate.
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and. distant goals. This in no way implies that their attainment of suet;
goals will be linear 61. smooth or successful. Rather it suggests that- in
the carrent American society most Indic ideals are sufficiently beyond
the tenuousness of a physical survival lei el that they need not seek
access to work in. a. random. or sporadic wiiy, only being reactive to
whatever is available at. the moment. Theoretically, at least, they have
the personal power to determine how much of themselves or their
resources they want to commit to education, to work, or to an array
of pluralistic life-style4 and they express this in tligir approach to
decisionmaking.

It is obvious that a society which -"permits" its citizens to choose
ffeely relative to otjier societies and the world, reinforces the need
for individual competency to wend one's way through the various ways
of dealing with the sequence 'of life options, traumas, and decision
points which everyone is faced with. To the degree that such a con-
dition obtains, the responsibility for what one ultimately becomes is an
individual matter and, as such, places a psychological binden on people
to define kniselves and to express this in the choices they make. In
this latter sense, as racial barriers, sexual barriers, or religions barriers
to different educational and occupational opportunities are struck
Gown both in the law and in practice, choice for such individuals be-
comes potentially more difficult and more complex. In other words, if a
(Ti yen individual is denied access to other than a few restricted Milo-
tional and occupational opportunities, the choice problem is different
than for the person to whom, at least theoretically, any possible option
is available. The former case may be inherently unfair but what one
can choose or prepare for is clear and rem y different than in the latter
condition w hic may not be unfair but Maybe totally bewildering,. The
psychology of personal worth, psychological responsibility, and indi-
vidiud,competeney to affect one's own life are also different in each of
these circumstances.

Let 11W turn to, specifically if I may, to the importance of psychologi-
cal skills in employment.

Die importance of achieving the outcomes pr vionsly described as
survival skills in the current society can be extra Mted 1.roin a variety
of research studies. Eggeman, Campbell, and G irbin (1969) queried
a national sample of 763 youth opportiviity center counselors Prow
18 of the 30 States about the major problems faced by- youth in the
transition from school to work; 86 percent (686) Of the counselors
indicated that the major p'robleni was job preparation. In this study
job preparation A as broadly defined.to include inadequate training, in-
adequate job skills, and, More pertinent tp the point being made here.
lack of information about work and training opportnnities, lack of
L.1:knowledge of real demands of work-employer expectations, lack of
edneat loll reqnnements, and lack of prior work experiences. Slightly
more ,than 71 percent of the counselors indicated a third ranked cate-
gory of worker adjustment as vocational behnvior. Includell were such
emphases as ptior ork habits (absenteeism, tardiness, and so forth),
inability to fill out forms and hanille.interviews, inability to accept
super% ision, inability to get along with fellow wonkers or to cope
wild real demands of work, poor attitndes toward work, and so forth.

Gargin, Salomone, Jackson, and Ballweg 1970mmlyze(1 \corker
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adjustment problems of youth and concluded that youthful employ evs-
often fail on their jobs,.liot because the lack technical coftetc:ncies.
brit because 6f the absence of skills relating,to the nuntechnital cum-
plv. Renbensi-1971-- has rcbortet that basic literacy and good work
attitudes may be more important foremploNmeut than occupational
skills: She contends that an increasing number of employ ers already
look fOr these qualities rather than for traditional vocational skills.

In the study by Eggeman, Crtmpbell, and Garbin---1969---,pro iously
cited l'q.2 percent of the Youth Opportunity Center comIelors sur-
veyed reported that personality problems hamper youth's adjustment
to the world of work. More specifically, 72 percent mentioned job-seek-
ing and'or on-the-job behavior as a major problem. After reviewing
the research of Fleighnutn-1968---and Loy-19667-among others, as
well as their own research, Garbin, et al.. contended that "the basic
difficulty of many youth is not that of finding a job."but iii keeping
one * u *." As a finiction of their research on the adjustment of 642
young workers in Columbus, New Orleans. and Omaha they found
that'the most difficult kinds of things that workers had to learn in job
performance were reported to be : technological. 4,6.7 percent interper-
sonal. 19.2 percent; personal, 11.8 percent: and organiza tional. 4.3 per-
cent. They indicated that a preparation for work involves more than
inculcating prospective workers with technological skills. In airelated
study, Guilin, Campbell, Jackson, and Feldman-1967also reported
survey findings which suggest that the maladjustment of secondary
students in the workplacernay be more highly related to poor inter-
personal skills than to inadequate technical skills. Garbin. Jackson,
and Catipbell-1968and Stogdi11-1966reviewed research litef-
ature winch tends to support the above conclusion.

Now I would like to turn to the self-concept and educational achieve-
ment or ik.ork productivity.

Implicit in these observations about the inclusion within, vocational
skills o f interpei.sonal skills and other list' cliological workadjustments.
is the fact that pet ons need to come to terms with a variety of personal
queqtiOns and with clarifying their self- concept. This has been founa
to br_true in .tlie public schools. in higher education, and in work set-
tings, per se. 1; or example, Livingsfon's research-1970-Teas shown
that?

One reason university, graduates have had so much difficulty makinv, the
transition from academic life to the world of work h. that they lune failed to de-
velop in school the self-identities needed to enable them to make firm career
ennunitments. Their formal education has not nurtured the traits ofindit uluality.
self assurance. and responsibility or del eloped the attributes that would permit
them to become active agents in their own career success.

At another level. Sievert-,1972-2-has reported that shop achieve- -
ment in school if; related to the degree of congruency between the self -
concept. the x-wa one views oneself, and the occupational concept,of
the Cuhiect matter: there is a positive relationship between the self-
°crape tional congruence and shop achievement. Olfara-1966---has
demonstrated that the importance of 'self-understanding relates not
only to ()erupt' t ionarchoiee but to,high school achievement as well and
that these relationships increase from ninth to twelfth grades. The
implication 8f such a correlation is that students who persist in school
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are tho;e NN Ileum find weaning ut wlatt,tlIey are learning or its neces-
sity in relation to w hat they, w ant to do those «lnu du not find such a
condition in school drop out.

an extensiN a analysis of college.inputs and outputs, Heir and
Ci-aTher-1968 -----were led to conclude:

The importance of desiring n hat one has chosen Latin r than being at,the Islam
of others Without any persurialdmestinent in the chuict's is a factor in as ademie
success. Vocational ambitions and, or appropriate goals are iery impOtaut. Men
and women students with Identifiable educational goal!, reasons n Midi are
related to Why they are duing.nhathey are duingseen consistently to be better
prepared for college than students NUL° have no such ;easel's for being in
cot ege.

he research of Mori ison 1962indicates that the implementation
of, occupational choices in such areas as nursing and teaching are
r9lated, to how persons Mien- themselt es. liTorman's----1966research
has show that the degree of personal self-esteem su es as a-moderator
variable in terms of the kinds of N oeational choieys people make. The
cesearch of Curtis and Bugental-1966--- has demonstrated` that,ther6
are differences in job.)motivations between occupational lo els and

.between inch and w omen. There are indications here, for example,
that work is:.4yehologically more central-to,ilicn'than to women and
that tin. former ,are, N ery.concervt about being able,to use theitt'skills
intim ty pe of NN ork titcy do w hereas the latter al e more likely: to be con-
tempt about lia. ing good cow oikerS. and social.conditioris.
been fpund that white collar w orti;ers" as compared to blue collar w ork-,
ers seek intrinsic satisfactioninteresting, work. use of skill; --rather
than extrinsic satisfactionpay, financial security, et cetera.

The research on the importance of self-mulerstanding, interper-
sonal and planning skills, positive educational and occupational- atti-
tudes extends as n well to the disath antaged persons in our society. Re-
gai;t1lesS of the euphemism, currently in fa\ or -depri ed, low er class,
under-privileged, poordisath antagement. represents a. condition
which prevents persons from being educated to the maximum of their
genetic potential or ieWing woLk as more titan something to sustkof
physical survival.

In deseiyibing common basic needs of all disadvantaged youth;-
Fmk-1971reports that they include: (1) security and stability in
their ell% ironment ; (2) successful educational experience; (3) retog-
nitiou for nettle\ meta; (1) loNa and respect ; (5) legal sources of
finance ; (6) financial management ; (7) proper housing; ( ti) good

; (9) de elopment,of basic commumeation skills; (10) salable
work skills; (11 ) an appreciation of the meaning and impoi tance of
work; (12) sum §sfully employed or adult peer group models: (13)
posit iN a self concepts; (11) job opportunities and qualifications; and
(15) socially acceptable attitudes and- ilehaviors.

Chairman PEnaiNs. Tir. Herr, I am going to interrupt you for 1
minute. Mr. Goodlinff,.tut outstanding member of this committee is
pre-ent, and I know he wants to sa3 suniethilig ahntit the pipsident of
the Association for, Counselor Education and Supervision; we will
hear from you, Mr. Goodlinli%

Mr. GoomANG. I am N cry Happy you could conic donthis malting.
I'm sorry I was late. I had three engagements at the saute time. Hav-
ing been a counselor myself at onetime, my heart gtA!s out to all omui-
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selors. I realize how important and how responsible your job is and we
are very pleased to lik.A.t.) you testify before the committee. Of course,
N cry happy to e PtAin State represented; it would make my father
particularly proud. I hag e spent sotiie time at,Penti State my self. &Ace
I didn't get my docterate from Penn State, you might give me an
honorary doctorate: tthat would be the easy way.

Dr. HEart;Thank you very much, gin

Chairman PERIZINS. We will take.a_picture of aoodling with the
group right now, or we can wait.

Wo can wait. e , '
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Dr. limn. There. is. nothing remarkable about these needs. Most

people, advantaged and disaik antage,1 alike, share them. However,
the disadvantaged youth is less likely to achice these needs becauselif
eat ironmAtally imposed pyoblems including: Limited' development
of communication skills, lack of skills necessary for finakial maniige-
mont, often, acquired police or institutional record. lack of motivation,
deficiencies in understanding procedures of all types, slow learner,
jacks trust, incapable of setting long-term goals, often sets unreal-
istic goal,,, boys often lack' a male role model weakness oflhe ca-
pacity to defer gratification and a difilculty'in orientation to the futuy
(Amos, 1908: fitfgoliti, 1968).

Such problems ,are reflected in the acquisition of basjc academic
skills by disadvantaged. groups, for exao.ple, an analysis of achieve-%
mitt tests was made in the Lindsay Unified School District of Lind-
say, Calif.. a city of-5,500 1pcated-about midway beween F;esno aljd
Bakersfield, an .agricultural commtinity \with a high proportion of
Mexican Americans. In reading, 63.9 percent of the Mexican-Amer-
iota Children \Nero below grade level compared to 27.3 percent of the
Anglo-Americans. In arithmetic. 38.7 percent of the Mexican Amer-
icans were below gt ade le\ el, compared to 20.S percent of the Anglo-
Americans. In language, tha comparatife percentages were 55.5 and
30.0 (National Education Association 1970). In 1069, Galiarza, Gal-
legos, and Santora reported that the median number of 'ecliciol years
attained by Mexican .A.mericaris 14 years old and over is as follows:
Arizona, 8.3; California, 9.2; Colorado, 8.7; Nev N Mexico, 8.8, and
Texas, 6.7.

Turning to the black population,. Silberman (1970) has reported
that:

In the third grade, for example, the average Black in the Metro.bolitan North-
east is one year behind the average White student in reading ability ; by :grade
six, lie is more than a year and a half behind; and by the twelfth grade, he is
nearly 3 years behind the average White. He further asserts: . . . In fact.
virtually every firm that has attempted any large scale hiring of so-called
"disadvantaged" or "unemployable" men and women has found it necessary to
provide among other kinds of tralpAg, teaching in basic skills of reading and
computation.

In to ins of other perthlent demographic chara'eterigties, in 1973
Welts accounted for about a fifth of the unemployed, 22 percent of
those with inadequate employment and earnings, and about 16 percent
of labor force participants with less than alpgh school education
(Levitan, Johnson, and Taggart, 1974). In a study in1969 of work
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Satibffiefidii. it was found tluti3 of 107 sulig-roups of waiters broken
d'own inti)such `socioecoiticiac cluultetcristiKs as sex. tne, age, and
income, black workers were -far and awalk the most dissatisfied v
their jobs. Thirty-so en pereent_expressed negitt*R e attitudes toward
their Jobs clferriek, 1971).

.
V Speaking to the matter of educational and o cupational coolant-

tions of 'minority disadvantaged youth, :AfacMich 1 1197-11ae. re-
ported a-discrepancy between very high educatiunal lib of.
black students (92 percent of blatk.LIgh school students inter%iewcd
wore certain they would, (1,nisl! college; 50 ,percent belieVed their
Vatents wanted them to finish) and tom occupational aspirations. For
instance, 30 percent If the brad: students who Aspired to a e liege
education did not asptre to a job requiring one.

Zito and,Bardon (1968) examined the achietemeRt imagery, of
black adolescents in terms of how they perceis ed.the piobabllities of
success and failure in both, school and work. They found strung needs
to achieve among this group. However, they also found that school

. relatedmateriartOds to threaten black adolescents with failure, elen,.
though mlork-related nutterials aroused of sliecessful deltic\ e- I 4.

ment of goals. The subjects in this study,,iscouraged as tliey wt)'e
with their present occupation (school), looked forward to a more t.

, optimistic future (Work) 0 ., .4*. .
. The effects of student' self-concept hiteraeting w it17 parental self- - k

.coueept also needs consideration. George (1970) studied the relatiun-
ship between vocational aspirations, self concepts, and N twatiQual,
choices among a sample of d la t lti 1o_ a....o....cen_ac.... ndes. The results pro- ,
sided evidence that the boys who had decided upon ucational pbjee-

P, ..,
tives had higiler self-concepts and also higherself-uleals. .

LoCaseio (1967) studied continuity'-discontinuity in the career de- ' Is
yelopment among ninny \di Viva populatituis and reported that the
career development of those labeled diSadvailtasged is more likely' to
be delayed or impaired than that of advantaged persons. Studies bay.
Sehmeiding and 'Nilsen (1968) of Ameritan Indian students and by

. ; Asbury (1968) of rural disadvantaged lary s suppoi tLoCas'cio's con-
' elusions'. Wylie (1963) has also re,ported that blacks and, lower class

children set estimates of their ability to du schuolw ink low er.than do
white and upper class children. ' ,

- In sum,,thelief sample of data presented laeshos that, in teens
4 of the disadt a ntaged, if }ate neither knows what is a Aid& to choose

or how to plan for it, time result is likely to be regression further into a
tsocietally dependent and personally less competent role. This attitude
ni magnified Ns hell the disadl'antaged child 4 neither helped nor ea -,
pecked to,ke able to cope w ith the academic tasks which largely rept e-
sent entre6 to social mobility nor to find relationships 'between w hat
one stgdies and ifs application in the largersociety.

Lot mo turn now to attitudes, values, and job satisfactQt.
Ketzell's extensii-e ovtirriew .f the research, on personal 1 aloes, job

satisfaction, and job behat ior (1901) has identified se\ oral points
..which T.tend to be replicated across the studies ptinent. to these .

domains. They include: ' . P
1. VI) satisfaction is positively- associated w ith the degree of 'con-

.. gruence between job conditions and personal values.
I 0 . A

t.

rl
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2. The more important or intense the values irivolked, the greater
is the effect job satisfaction of their attainment or negation.

3. Satisfaction with a gii en job or oectipatioh will vary with the
'rallies of the incujnbents.

t. Difference in job satisfaction among people having similar values
will be associated with differences in their jobs or occupations.

1110 amount of producry ity on the job varies with the extent
. to which p rot) acti e behai toe is pusitik ely associated u itll satisfaction.

Many other studies can be cited to make the points, identified here.
In sum, they st.i'te that job satisfaction is proportiOnate to the degree
that tIpt elements of the job satisfy the particular needs which the
person feels most strongly. A great ninny studies hake 4.1so been done
u Melt relate a uozIket's job satisfaction to an employer's concept of
the worker's satisfak tul iness or -performance. Some data indicate that
elOplOyeeS whose (wale or IlttittIlle toll and NOrk is poor, NY110 at dis-
satisfied, tend 'to be ab"sent more frequently, have higher accident
rates, or quit wail. more regularly. Other data tend to suggest that
the dissatisfied winker uses lute productik ity as a form of aggression
or reprisal against management. In a sense, this body of literature
like those pret iously desetibed Nicks .'morl, adjustment as,,essentially

ebological prim ss by ulna the Indik idual interacts and collies
to terms with iris work environment.

.;0)IIPS1.11rIAI. SKILLS IN T2DAYS SOCIETY

It is risky to pull out specific findings from a large research Merit-
ttue about the ways people choose, the effects upon lrhavior of a

e ul, mg:di% e self-( oncept, or the effects upon work adjustment
of personal needs and values. I du not mean to overdraw these points
here.,,Thavktver, Lthink the poiht that can be fairly made is that as
this Nation enters the last quauter of ti} `30tH century. certain dimen-
sions of 0011CCV.11 (Mali and adults and which-11re foitnit to underlay
wok conunitii lent and adjustment must be treated systematically in
education and in manpower settings rather titan allowed to °rem at
random. I used the term "survil al skills" previously to summarize a
constellation of knots ledge and skills which seem to be important to
educational achiek eaente, to career. evelopment, and to work satisfac-
tion and adjustment. Included among such skills,, would be the
following:

1. Knowledge os one personal strengths and weaknesses, pra-
t erenees, i nines, and)the skill to relate these toducational and occupa-

tional options aftilable. The ability to make realistic self- estimate'
2. Ability,to use existing explor6tory resourcesfor example, edu-

cational opportunities, part-time murk, books, audiovisual resources,
and so forthto reality -test personal characteristics and choices.

3. Knowledge of educational, occupational, social, lifestylp options "
and the skill to determine the interactions among them.

4. ..Nbility to choose, understand, and apply the dqisionmaking
prfteess.purposefully and rationally..

5. Skill in interpersonal relationships the ability to work coopera-
tively with others: understanding' of workei supervisory relations;
adaptability to different persons and conditions.

,Employability and job-seeking 'skil,ls--understanding'of applica-
tions and interviewing behavior.
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Understiunling to personal rules as an employ ee, a custunia, a
client, a manager, an entrepreneur.

S. Understanding of the interdependence of the educational and
occupational structures: the path a.% bets ecu them; relationship
of subject matter to its application in professional, technical, and r oca-
tional settings.

9. Knowledge of how to organize one's time and energy, to get work
done, to set priorities, to plan.

10. Ability to see oneself as some one, tis, a person of m orth and
dignity, as a basis for seeing oneself as sonklung.

These types of suri I% al skills are not substitutes for basic academic
skills, communication and computational skills, manual dWei ity and
motor skillsindeed, they should enhance the importance of such
skillsbut they are clearly important in today's society, and they
cannot be treated any longer as byproduct -a something else. They
deserve direct attention in their own right

CAREER EDUCATION, GUIDANCE, AND COUNSELING

It is clearly tb.e intent of the national movement in career education
to stimulate the schools, colleges, and other social institutions to pro-
ide the survival skills just cited and others subsumed by such rubrics

as career awareness, ;career exploration, and career preparation to all
students AR4 to many adults. Implicit in such goals is a continuing
concern fofIelping parsons seek and find meaningful relationships
between education stud work and their own planning. In order to do
this effectively, career education must be al tillable on a developmental,
rather than a once-and-done, basis throughout the lifespan. And it
must pro% ide for ipllaborat.1%e beim% iur betw een teachers; counselors
in school, and in communit,$- agencies, parents, and representati% es of
business or industry. ilost important, wimps, is the fact that no one
group of specialists or persons can accomplish all the goals of career
education alone, but no group of specialists or program elements is
more important to these goals than those inhetott in career guidance
and counseling. While other ,elements of the school, community, or
family may deal with lay in a broad base of career awareness or ',ro-
c idint, specific technical preparation for a chosen career, it remains the
central task or (veer guidance and counseling to help individuals.
lecoaniAe, their, career options, underst,nd the personal implications
of these options, phut the ways by y,.1-ticlu they can integrate the educa-
tional experiences necessary!' toaChiering .favored goals, and make
decisions wisely when they must-be made.

In stun,,career education makes the processes and concerns of tamer
guidance and counseling central aspects of the eilucational mission
in today's society. Since time does not permit au expansion of the inter-
action between career development, career guidance and 'counseling,
and career education, I am appending:as part of this testinion.1 set eral
reprints of articles I hale written which address these issues.

[The documents referred to followl

CONFRIBUTIONs OF CA ER DEVELOPMENT TO CAREER EDUCATION

The term "Career Education- has Come Into Anterhan educational parlance
both suddenly and sureb. The I.7.S.O.E. has Identified It as a national priority.
Commissioner Mariana t1071) has suggested that the iniplenteutatiutt of Career

2 o
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Education "may set aside furrier the Is hole question of Ow dru " In addi-
tion, he has described it as a new order of edmmtion euncerne uith the use-
fulness and self-realization of every iuditiduat Department of Health,
Education and il Mare, 1971, p. iii). Assmiatc,Culionis.sioner Worthington has
described Career Edueatuin Os a Lull nen desi'n fir education that nil! effevt
a. blend of academic. genet al and uoils skill,. ht ruing so that indil iduals pass-
ing through the *stein will be ready fur economic If suflideno, fir a per-
sonally satisfying life, for new learalog experieni appropriate to career
development and avocational interests" (Worthington, 1971).

The concepts being used to desLrile Career Education indicate that the term
includes a complex set of expeautions,,andsgtrals. Hullo er, it is apparent that
the shifting emphases attim,led to vocatiumil education legislation during the

stimulated the momentum presently.,cohninating in Career Elm ation. In
deed, the Eiemplary Programs and Sers ices Bram h. Dii Won of Vocath mai and
Technical Education. 11 971) liars indicated that Part D. Section 112(c)
of the \ ocational Education Amendments of 19GS actually miasma "early at-
tempts to structure operating models of ulna is now coming to be referred to
as a K through 12 'career education system.' The roots for such a system go
back into many years of basic research on career development theory" (Ex-
emplary Prograuns and Sers ices 13randi, Dilisiou of rotational and TcOmical
Education, U.S.O.E., 1971).

.At a gross; itach Career Education represents a composite of what might be
described as (abolition fur product-IN Ity teniPluyability skills) and education for
choosing ((weer development). This ,Lumbinatioa of emphases scow; to be re-
flected in the recent position paper on Career Education adopted13 the National
Association of State Directors of Vocational Education. Among the essential
characteristics of Career Education to is kith they gave their support were the
following selected examples:

Career Education is not synonymous with Vocational Education but Voca-
tional Education is a major part of Carer Education.

5. Career Education MI uhes extensile orientation and explwatIon of owl
Pational opportunities.

7. Career Education is a continuum that begins at kindergarten and (Atit&
throughout education.

9. Career Mincation Includes specific preparation for occupations.
10. Career Education assures realistic occupational choices.
12. Career Education permits each studen: to r(alistically assess personal

attributes us a part of setting life goals (National Assut latIon of State Directors
of Voen lona I Educa tion, 1971).

These excerpts reflect (unarmed assurance that the historical contribution of
umtionai ("duration, preparing wan for his is ark. Is not only a useful 1 ut

component of Career Education. Indeed, uith the pervasive acceptance of the
cluster concept, the oveupatiunai mudel for preparation has beta enlarged In
scope and in its relevance to the currant realities of the occupational structure.
But the implications of these (xcrpts do nut stop uith reasscrtipg the ialidity
of preparing people to (Iva. They also support the importance of another cm
phasis, that of the career models

The career model is Wonder than the oectdadional model lo cause It hid tales
attention not only to the as wilsitlim of skills important to employability in par-
ticular occupations but Also to the factors attitudes, hum( ledge, silf concept.
unlit mutilate or impede career literacy. Identity and (housing. In life career
model, the indk Admit t.tolicell ed as musing along one of a number of possible
puthuap, through the educational system mob on Into and through the nor):
.}.tent i Soper, 190). This model emphasizes the importance to the individual
of tins log Ow ti limb 11111 permit him to make informed cholas as 'freely
as possible among the multiple opportunities a(allable to him. Of central con-
certi here is helping the bob idual to see himself as haling choices and as hav-
ing personal, charm teristies is lilt It (an be used to e .tittitto and order OW (11()Leti

aliabk. The career model places, Its eniplitisis on behillig pecr,Otts delelOp pref-
ercio es and faeilitating Me execution of plans by is likh their preferences can
Ito 11111110111`ellted.

In order to eltuo,q, as freely as possible. ono needs ItliouTedge not only about
ii hat is mailable to choose but also about the charaetelistics of (myself is tacit
might be emphasized In thinking about (hones. The latter requires In ad-

.
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dition to knowledge, emphases upon interests, dud attitudes us these
regard :

1: Self-characteristics.
2. Envirunmeutal alternatives tucc&ita educational, isTstiii(. social

options).
3. The decision-making proess itself.
Career development is esseutiall). the Mal; of ,Npcuillat ion and restore% w hit h

Is focused upon understanding and (lest ribiag the abuse factors and (Ours im-
portant to education for choosing. Dorms has suggested that theories and re-
search conceived to examine, s oditional or career developineot are in reality, "a
search for the psychological mediator of vocationally veto alit at ts (Including
the explunitory socationat,behasior of youth) alai of work itself in the human
experience" t Burow, 1961). Within this euntext, recent perspectives on career
development N vueational behas tor a.) a continuing and fluid prises), of grow th
and learning. Thus, they attath considerable Milan tance to the hail%

hconcept(s), developmental experieoces, and hi, interaction Is ith the z,1 OM-
tional circumstances in which he finds himself -e.g., family, values, school t11
mate, comuumity reward systems.

A moor point of emphasis in career development theory is that education fur
choosing is a lung:term process which has its beginnings early in the lkf. of the
child. L'ut inure directly, how children are taught to thiak about themselves and
about work in preschool and elemeutary school is considered by many theorists
to have important pre-vocational implications for later adult orientations or
commitments to or away from work mid one's place iu it. This means that the
foundations for work attit utle,s- a re not- IN ben a- student -first ens ounters.ma-
chine shop or auto inechailies in tenth grade, or direct work experience NN hen-
eVer that occurs, but ninny years earlier.

since personality development and career development seem to be intimately
tied together, some theorists also s less caret r development as a continuing at-
tempt to implement one's self - concept or lo express one's personality. In one
sense, the way one approaches decision making or career choices is indicative
of how one is handling his identity search. Speaking to this matter. Galiusky
and Fast (110361 have asserted that, "In our society one of the most Clear -eat
avenues through which identity coments are expressed is the proctss of 'milting
a vocational choice . choosing a vocation involscs a kind of public self defini-
tion that forces one to say to the world,"fhat Is what I am.' "

Such an emphasis on education for choosing or on the importance of facilitat-
ing career development may be perceived by somo ns an unnecessary luxury
irrelevant to the &salamis of the real world. While such a conclusion might have
had validity several decades ago, It is not descriptive of the present nor of the
future as the outlines of the hitter are becoming Visible. For example, Drucker
maintains that the cturent attacks by youth upon depersonalization, manipula-
tion, corporate society and the "Establishinent" actually obscure their real
concerns with what lie contends is the "louden of decision" confonting thou
in the current plenitude of opportunity «Mena *Characterizes this nation. Ile
contends specifically that, "The society of organizations (modern-America's cor-
porate nature) forces the Individual to ask of himself : 'Who am 1? What do
I want to be? What di, I want to put into life and what do i want to get out of
it?'" (Drucker, 11169, p. 24S). Thus, the level of opportunity available in this
society also creates a level of personal responsibility for what one is and what
-lie becomes unprecedented In human society. At another level Toiler speculates
that the future may bring with it the heightened possibility of "decision stress"

. as a ramification of "overeboice." lie describes the latter as follows:
Ironically, the people of the future may suffer not from an absence of choice.

`but from as paralyzing surfeit of it. They may tarn out to be victims of that
peculiarly super-dilemma overchoice (Toiler, 3970, p. 26).

The observations of Drucker and of Toiler are either frightening or exciting
depending upon how they are slew eta. Itt garilless of such au orientation, however.
they certify that (shit atioo must acknowledge directly, through programmatic
efforts, ways of helping persons acquire the information processing and choice
behaviors NI Melt reinforce the reality of personal power to affect one's life. Such
an intent seems to aerate throughout alescriptIons of Career Education.

Careertedneation amid career development speak not to certain segments of the
population exelusively, but rather to the importance of education for choosing

52-945-75vol. 2-11
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among all students. Operationally, this requires that Career Education do. more
limit simply reinforce or applaud those persons who already possess the charac-
teristics about which it is concerned while simultaneously labeling those w hodo not already have skills as losers or nnteachable. Instead, Career Educa-
tion must focus on developial the Characteristics important to choosing, planning
and employability in its many students as possible. Relevant here is Gysbers'
observation that "Career exploration programs should not be seen as strictly
a mining operation in which only those with certain talents are chosen, but as
more of a farming approach in which all individuals are provided with oppor-
tunities to grow and to develop" (Gysbers, 1969). The distinction between
mining and farming In this quotation goes beyond the literal interpretation made.It also suggests the differences heween allowing career development to occur
by chance and happenstance or to be facilitated purposefully and sequentially.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT: CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS

Currently, research and Oleory about career development are principally
descriptive of wharhappen, If there is no planned infervention in the process.
,However, because they indicate that career development differs among persons
and groups, it is evident that career development is modifiable. In other words,
career development does not unfold unerringly from some chromosomal or geneticmechanism but is primarily a function of learned responses, ilether negative
or positive in their characteristics or in their results. Given such a reality, the
educator is faced with such questions as, "How does one match intervention
in career development to the capacities and-the characteristics-of- students at
different educational levels?" Or, "If programs to facilitate career-development
are to be implemented, what major themes ought they promote?" There are
many possible answers to these questions. Table 1 inventories some of them
(Herr, 1971).

TABLE L-EXAMPLES OF TIMMS FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT AT DIFFERENT
EDUCATIONAL -LEVELS

&wintery School
Prime considerations: Formation of self-concept, developing a vocabulary

of self and environmental alternatives.
Factors;

Formulating interests.
Developing a vocabulary of self.
Develdping a vocabulary of work.
Developing rudiments of basic trust in self and others.
Developing di:Rents of initiative.
Developing rudiments of industry.
Developing rudimentary knowledge of fundamentals of technology. .

Differentiating self from environment.
Formulating sex social role.
Learning rudiments of social rules.
Learning fundamental Intellectual physical and motor skills.

Junior High School:
Prime considerations: Translation of self-concept into vocational terms ;

dealing with exploratory needs with purpose and with intent.
Factors :

Using exploratory resources.
Relating interests and capacities.
Identifying personal strengths which one wants to exploit in formu-

lating a vocational preference.
Understanding the interdependence of the educational and occupational

structures.
Differentiation of interests and values.
Developing implications of present-future relationships.
Accepting one's self as in process.
Relating changes In the self to changes in the world.
Learning to organize one's time andenergy to get work done.
Learning to defer gratification, to set priorities.
Acquiring-knowledge of life in organizations.
Preparation for-role relationships.
Preparation for level and kind of consumption.



Senior High School:
Prime consideration,. Formulating plans to execute implementation of

self-concept and generalized preference.
Factors:

Refine and particularize as necessary- junior high school factors.
Relating interests and capacities to values.
Planning fur specific occupation ur intermediate educational alteniatiie.
Acquiring information necessary to execute specific plans.
Achieving mature relationship with peers of both sexes.
Achieving emotional independence of parents and other adults.

The factors identified in Table 1 have been drawn from the perspective of
several theorists and researchers who have identified the characteristics of
career development phenomena at different life periods essentially Nuts alent to
the elementary, junior high and senior high school levels flItivighurst 1964,
Gesell, Ilg and Ames, 19I6; Erikson, 1950; Super, Starishevsky, Matlin and
.lordaan 1963). These factors, while gross, proside the outlines for a structure
by which the educational process can be harmonized with the child's natural
development. These career der elupnient emphases once identified can be refined
so that the specific knowledge, relationships, and attitudes associated with them
can be described. In keeping w ith current concerns about the need for account-
ability, these career development emphases and their elements can be translated
Into behavioral objectives to which different alucatiunal experiences can be
related (Ilerr and Cramer, 1972). -

CICEEZE DEvEL01MENT : PROCESS ,ONSIDETLATIONS

While the career deyelopment literature represents a repository from which
can be gained insights into much of the substance of Career Education, this
literature also speaks to the matter of process. For example, Itimber c1965-66,
suggested that all contacts with people, things, and ideas have potential for
influencing career development. Such an assertion is particularly valid if these
contacts are purposefully and systematically addressed to such an expectation
(Herr, 1970; Herr and Cramer, 1972). Thus, in addition to possibilities of
facilitating career development through courses designed expressly for such
purposes, computer-mediated activities, simulations, gaining, and other relatively
new processes, there are and will remain specific instructional courses which
offer the promise of influencing career development regardless of what else
exists to serve such a need. Teachers of English, mathematics, sciences, social
studies as well as vocational educators of whatever focus need to be helped to
include in their instructional goals attention to both the educational and voca-
tional implications of the course they teach. Questions which individual teachers
need to address are . In what ways are the attitudes, skills, and approaches to
prublem-solving inherent in this sjabject manifested in life beyond the school?
What workers or What further educational opportunities require or elaborate
the content being pursued in this course? How can student learning about the
cuntent of this course be used also to stimulate their consideration of personal
preference and competency? IIow can students be helped to constantly project
their own answers to questions such as knowing what I know myself,. how Mould

I likely perform in a particular future academic or vocational rule related to the
content of this course?

Career development insights, then, accent the need to tailor educational re-
sponses to the characteristics of the student populations with alum we are deal-
ing. They reinforce the equally important point that many techniques presently
vNist to facilitate career development, but are not yielding maximum effect be-
cause they are not conceived, as ways of providing inexperienced young people
opportunities to bring reality to personal planning about vocational or educa-
tional guuls, -of projecting their own characteristics into the future implications
of current educational content, or of reality testing current liersunal behavior
NN'ithtM a protective climate.

CAREER DEvELOPMENT CLIMATE CONSIDERATIONS

Career development theory and research speak not only to content and process
dimensions of Career Education but also to the climate in which it must be
nutured. If Career Education Is to work, a climate supporting career develop-
ment must occur In the school. It is clear that people develop their self - concepts,
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their perceptions. of personal bvurth or lack thereof, from other people. They
Also inecirburate belief systems about alternatives, the euith of perstinal plan-
ning, and the other notions implicit iu career des dolm:zit to the degree that
these concepts are valued and their importance reinforced by people from %%tuna

'they seek feedback: teaehers, counselors and administrators.
"Students can hear from adults that one should consider a spectrum of etc-

cupatiutial alternatives, those requiring post-.ecuialaiy education as well its
those which do nut, but if, in fact, they are made to feel put (loan ev ery time
they consider an alternative other than one e Well is technical or semipro-
lessiunal, the message gets distorted. If adults talk about the importahee of
vocational education and are permitted to snub vocational education students,
the latter's confusion is extended. If students hear .ibuut the dignity of all work
but are provided inforthation about only a few ways of working, decision
making freedom is reduced and being informed is an impossibility. These are
matters of climate as well. as matters of process or content.

SUNINEARY

In summary, while still incomplete and in a continuing state of need fur
better answers and inure cunipreliensive theory, cuntributiuns of career dece,lop-
nient to career education include:

I. Awareness that students need a comprehenSive body of information'
Much links what they are doing educationally to future Options ehich will be
available to them in education and in work.

2. Awareness that students. need to be able to assess elements of the self,
incorpruate their meaning, and relate the relevance of self information to the
choices with which they will be confronted. Without such linkages, feelings of
powerlessness, of being unable to affect one's-future, have a tendency to -result.

3. Awareness that implicit in Career Education programs is the need to help
students first see themselves as sonic ono before they C7111 see themselves ef-
fectively as aomo thing (Tennyson, 1937). Unless a student knons what per-
sonal resources he has to commit or wants to cumniit to planning and choosing
or the outcoines he seeks from life, he has no particular guidelines by which lie
can decide whether any possible option is of value to him.

4. Awareness that to be effective, career development is not simply another
add-on to current curricula. Rather, the development of constructive vocational
identity and behaviorcareer development Is a process which begins in child-
hood and continues throughout school life. Consequently, educational objectives
mast be cle eloped Mitch encompass knuw ledge, attittlues, and skills fundamental
to career development. These objectives must be tied to activities or experiences
likely, to facilitate the accomplishment of these ubjoctives. Finally, the resulting
objectives and experiences must be placed along a developmental time line integral
to the educational process and responsive to the developing characteristics of
students. Facilitation of career development can not be isolated only in units or
in career days but must be reinforced by and woven through curricular emphases
mid the Attitudes of those who monitor this process.

5. Awareness that as in any developmental emphasis, individuals, will differ
In -their ,readiness for_career_development or the ways by which to approach the
tasks, subsumed by it. Career development is not neeessarily linear or con-
tinuous. Thus, monitoring prescribing, and modeling among a range of educational
experiences will be required to serve the needs of students at different develop-
mental levels.

3..Awareness that in, facilitating the process of formulating preferences and
dueislun-making ability, contexts must be provided by which students can figura
tively or literally project themselves into earecr roles and in a simulated or
actual way be able to act out and test them for themselves. This a ill require more
effective and more extensive use within curricula of gryiup processes, 'gaming
techniques, role playing, case studies, simulation, work study, and work itself as
a mean., fur iiebovior modification. To implement the latter in a comprehensive
w ay means that the community must be a participant in Career Education. Beyond
paying the tub, it must comprehensively serve as an exploratory and employability
laboratory ill its role as tht school extended.

These'slx implications front career development ate important anchor points
for the shaping of Career Education. Collectively, they add promise to the heritage
of this society that not only does each man have as, a basic right the ehdlee of an
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occupation, but that also he In entitled to the assistance _anti the preparation to
cliouse o ell alitt.to expel Mime the dignity and the fulfillment that such a condition
permits.
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9 The teaching of separate, distinct vocational skills can be irrelevant' and
isolated as the classical curriculum. Accordingly. vocational teacher educaitvs
should lend the way in preparing vocational teachers N hose primary concern, is
not III reproducing themselves)* instructing in this or that skilled craft alone,
but rather in facilitating selflearning for career development.

The men anti vs omen who have been taught to think of tbeikelves as machinists
or nurses. or even instructors, will be especially subject to the shocks of future
change. Those who best sun he the future swill consider themselves (as do those
today- who are achieving the grentest success) not so much as persons who have
a certain role or do a particular job, but as persons involved in the experience)
and the processes that result in an extension of themselves along ar., time space
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continuum of interrelationships, renewal, and recoil:stun:bon. It. is to longer
sufficient to be somebody who can du something worthwhile. Human developot
is essentially the development of functions which can be used in many ways to
achieve changing goals. Thus, man is a multiplicity of media! And the finest
development of humanity Is in terms of career in the sense that &meth becoming
an ongoing process, using oneselfusing one's own usesvoluntarily, deliber-
ately, and intellectually. .

COUNSELING AND GumaxcE.: WHAT WILL TJ.H.11 BECOME IN THE REMAINLM, YEARS
OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY?

speculating about the form and substance of counseling and guidance two or
three decade?; Into the future ia_fraught, v.ith theilkelilLood that one's prunounee-
ments will be composed of a large error ootient. To do so at all assumes that
man will Rot destroy himself during the period being forecast, that students %A tli
4011 be wrestling with identity questions, that students w ill still hale choices to
contemplate. Taking an optimistic view, this paper atteepts these conditions as
likely and contends that (he services sultsurned by the rubric ' counseling and
guidance" will begone more rather than less A iable responses to student needs
in the decades IMmediately ahead.

While the future specifics of counseling and guidance can at best be extrapola-
tions from current trends, there is ambigua) about how different from Witty
they will be. In ,other words, will counseling and guidance services be extensions
and refinmpents of what exists today or completely different. There are current
factorg and forces w Welt are pushing fur change of rel olutionary magnitude.
there are also other forces supportive of change in counseling and madam e but
within the general parameters of these serf ices as they hale evolsed since the
beginning of the twentieth Century.

Regardless of whether the changes in counseling anti guidance are pal tinny
or totally different from what exists in the 1970's. the seeds of these transmu-
tations are likely to already be growing. The following sections will identify those
concepts and forces which appear most likely to hale an impact on the future
characteristics of change in counseling and guidance, The reader is cautioned.
however not to A iew the possibilities as probabilities or the probabilities as
certainties. The contingency factors which operate to constrain or Oppose emit
of these outcomes are diverse and subtle..

SYSTEMS THINNING

Lloyd Jones (1970) has suggested that man's view of himself and the world has
Mnlergone at least three sweeping resolutions. The first two had to do with man
as it tender of plants and man as a tender of machines. Buss el er, with the per-
vasive effeetsct the electronics age, man is beginning to hale another totally new
view of himself alone w who can des clop and maintain systemS. A systems ap-
protich does not wte the idea of parts geared Into other,parts, but that °tinter-
acting aspects, all changing as-they act on other aspects and as they are acted
upon.

During the past thirty years or so, the-sy_stcnis approach has been applied to
problems of warfare and the development of weaponry, the mantifacturing of
products, and recently,. to the delivery of human sersices. -Such an approach .

suggests that if you wish to attain some outs onieLe. a student oho possesses
A ocatlinaal maturity, an institution which pros ides a psychological climate thaa
mentally healthy y on build toward that goal by taking into consideration the
fulictional relations beta een parts, elements and components which make it up
t Herr and Cramer, 1972). In essence. 3du attempt to understand a problem
whole and to account for the effects of different actions you might take to re,w)Ise
it. Basically, a systems approach to educational or to psychological problems
requires such steps as the hillowing

1. Translate the broad aims of the enterprise into objectives w Inds arty explit It
and operational.

2. Design the procedures which are intended to accomplish these objectives.
identify the relevant variables which the procedures are intended to other and
change, and construct a model which suggests a mew t and tonbetittent rel.ativa
ships among the identical variables.

4. Implement the model and evaluate the results of the innuc taloa interns of
the opera t I obally,stated objectives.

2
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The implications ,of systems thinking have dratted counseling and guidance at
several levels. Perhaps the most influential of these lesels has been in terms of
stating objectives. Counseling and guidance has historically eNpericnced difficulty
in articulating what its purposes are. This difficulty has been expressed in resur-gent deinakils for role and function studies or other responses to role identitycrises.

'Shaw ('196,3) has contended that frequently one finds in descriptions of-gnid-
ance.services simple inventories of what ss all Ire done t indis idual counseling,
testing) rather than a rationale expressing why anything is to be done at all or
the objectives will* the guidance services are to me t& Shaw has further main-
tained as have other observers, that when guidance -objectives are stated, they
are stated in such gross terms (e.g., to assist students to be happy or successful)that they can not be operationalized or they do not represent areas which call
upon skills or competencies unique to guidance practitioners. Krumnoitz speaking
to these points states specifically that "it is crucial that we conceptualize human
problems in ways that suggest possible steps w e can take to help solve them."
Further, "they must be translated into specific kinds of behavior appropriate toeach client's problems so that everyone concerned with the counseling relation.
ship knows exactly what is to be accomplished" (Krumboltz, 1960).

The future will likely bring greater specificity to expectations for counseling
and guidance efforts and a greater eclecticism to their implementation. Several
responses to systems thinking and the lack of specificity in the objectives and
direction of the counseling and guidance effort are now underway which may
presage the future. For example, the State of Washington has just completed a
school counselor certification plan which calls for behaviorally stated perform-
ance standards related to tlient outcomes. Professional identity and involvement
are encouraged throughcounselor self-assessment against specific performance
criteria, individualized training and self-renewal programs, and lifelong profes-
sional development plans (Brammer and Springer. 1971). Specifically, the state-
ments of parqmeters °Counselor behavior include such examples as the fol-
lowing:

1.0 The counselor facilitates goal achievement of specific clients or client popsr-
-77nflow, The term client refers to anyone who seeks information from or consults

with a spedalist. Included arpong the counselor's clients are:
1.1 Students
1.2 Teachers
1,3 Administrators -
1,4 Colleagues
15 Parents
1.6 Community Representatives

t 1.7 Employers
3.0 As appropriate, the counselor is able to elicit responses from clients and

goal facilitators (1.1-T.2) Which include one or more of the following:
3.1 Specific infoimational responses
3.2 General internist-02ml responses.

3.3 Affective responses
3,31 Feelings about self
3,32 Feelings about otlffirs
3.33 Feelings about self in relation to others
324 Feelings about self in relation to environmental factors
3.35 Other

3.4 (Vnitive responses
3.5 Commitment resrxmses
4.0 Together with a specific client or specific client population or goal facili-

tators. the counselor realistically (4.1 vs. 4.2) Identifies the ontribattolis 14c call
make toward the achievement or approximation of sped fie goals :

4.1 Ideal goals
4,2 Realistic goals within an estimated time limit
4.3 Immediate goals

9.0 From within the framework of a selected rationale (8.0), the counselor
interacts with specific clients or specific client populations and with significant

"'dements in the-client's life space in a manner whit Ii enables the client to achieve
or approximate the goals it()) tow acrd whls:ikbuth base agreed to work kSpringer
andlirammer, 1971).

In addition to the examples of the parameters of counselor helms lor Olen, the
same levels of specificity and details are applied to modes of interaction, couteNt

2 .
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ofinteraetiontypesaif_infurnottlun to be exchanged, and eilluation of counselor
client interaction. ?a.

It is likely that the emergence of attempts to specify quite preciss.uly the char-
acteistics of school cunsclur behavior, the modes of interaction with different
student. concerns relative to different problem contexts, and other pertinent areas
a nil also yield a variety. of alternative, functional approaches to human seekices.
This in turn mill lead to the requirement for systematic management of human
service systems by m hich tilt delivery of subsystems or alternatives in the sys-
tems can be tailored to individual neetis.t, Tills may occur (vithia the context of
pupil personnel services or smile other model.of the delivery of interactive serv-
ices. Further, this will Involve concerns for differentiated staffing, use of para-
professionals, new career ladders for counseling and guidance personnel and other
similar modifications to existing procedures and models (Ehrle, 1972).

.IncrsocouNstuNo AND SIMULATION

Other trends at least partially attributable to systenm thinking are micro-
counseling and simulation. These apprimehes have begun to influence counselor
training programs. Fundamentally, mderocounseling is an approach in which
trainees work with volunteer "clients".in brief counseling interviews in order to
acquire specific behaviors (Kelly,,1971). ',Zit assumption on which both micro-
eounseling and simulation are based is that "realistic" samples of expected pro-
fessional belmvith caii be developed so that trainees can rehearse professional
behavior can be developed so that trainees can rehearse professional competencies
under supervision without posing difficulties for "real" clients. Obvionsly,_ the
analysis of counselor behaviors, modes of interaction, types of Inforniation which
counselors use with different clients, as these were cited above, represent a large
repertoire of specific behaviors which a counselor needs and which can be learned
in separate "packages." A number of current apt/neat-Ion; of such package; exist.
For example. Wittmer and Lister (1a72) and Panthel (1971) have trained COMP
senors in consultation. skills through the use of video taping. Fredrickson and
PoP,iven, (19721 have used similar simulation techniques in training directors of
guidance to deal a ith such problems as guidanct staffing, budgeting and program
development. Hackney (1971,1 developed a pre-practionn Counseling skills model
which included specific training in such skills as learning to tolerate and use
silence as a tool, learning to listen and learnino. to identify feelings through
verbal and nonverbal communication C.:11,11111db. "Calash (1971) has developed a
Iffinsimulated counselor training model a hieh uses a series of filmed emotional
vignettes: (a ) to increase trainee seltuumartmess and (h) to provide the trainee
a basic repertoire of counseling behaviors. Higgins, Ivey and Uhlemann
have developed a programed approach to teaching behavioral skills emphautized
in mutual communication which they 'have entitled media therapy. Ivey, Nonni
ington. Miller, Morrill and Haase (1968) has e developed a set of instructional
materials designed to facilitate the learning of the following counseling skills

1. -Attending behavior
a. Hye contact
P. Postural position, movement, gestures
c. Verbal following (counselor's respwalleig to a client's comment without

. Introducing new data)
2. Reflection of feeling
1 Stemma riza then of feeling
Such approaches to the preparation of counseling and gUidanee persoeinel

butye moved from separate naekages dealleig yith speak techniques: to the
strum are for total programs of counselor preparation ia such plums as Stan-
ford IInver:40 and Michigan State University (Horan, 1972). One can only
expect that settle approaches to counselor preparation will grow in numbers and
status in the future.

UM) No LoOr.

Systems thinking, micruconaseling and simulation ail relatein some may to
technology as an idea or as a term deseribinc the uses of meelmnical devices.
Waltz (1970), for vuomple, has sugge4ted that "The future of guidance could
well depend me the capacity of the counseling profession to utilize technology
effectively,' The mierocounseling and simulation +immure( hes just Identified which
are used to train counselors in some set of skills rely on devicese.g., films,
video taping, progrannued manualsto Illustrate or reinforce the behaviors

V 21'4
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to be acquired. But these devices are not confined to preparing counselors. They
are being used in a variety of ways to assist clients after their behavior. Gaines,
work_ samples, films, _film strips, problem solving kits, computers, used for in-

. fontMilan retrieval or as interactive systems with which clients can have a
dialogue are each examples of forms of technology which can help counselors
facilitate exploratory'heltavlor, information-seeking skills, awareness of alterna-
tives or contingency factors, decision-making strategies and a host of other pos-
sibilities for client activity. While these forms of technology make it possible
for counselors to do old things In new ways or to do things which were never
possible before, they Also introduce new problems of confidentiality, iirivapy,
and management of personal data. They further require that the counselor be-
come familiar with the capabilities, the limitations, and the procedures for
use of a wide range of teefinologIcal concepts or. devices. Beyond that, however,
they tear at the historical images of the counselor and stimulate the need for
sharpening or new directions. Role and function questions are not answered
by the availability of non - machine systems of counselors and technology com-
ing into-now symbiotic relationships; they are shuply reordered and changed

TILE COUNSELOR AS APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST

It seem S,Presently apparent that the counseling and guidance practitioner of
the future will beconiet increasingly eebietie in his iirofessional behavior and
increasingly entplricar in his attempts tp determine his effectivenes4. Thoresen
(1969) and? more recently, Berdie -(1972) have suggested the. peed for the
counselor to become an applied behavioral scientist. Thoresen suggests the
need for such an emplitisiS because: "It is almost as though whal goes on in
the name of counseling could be described as a lhapifening,' that is a cluster
of somewhat unconnected random events. Seldom do we actually know of the
consequences,- of our efforts." It is his contention tliat the rigidities of then
retieal dogma or the obscurity .of complex abstractions to describe human
problems or counseling, methods need to give way to the systematic evaluation of
a variety of techniques appliedlo a range of Imam problemi..

Berdle who Is less optimistic about the survival of counseling in its traditional
sense recommends that it be replaced by discipline called applied behavioral
science. While Thoresen seems to support the evolution of counselors into ap-
plied behavioral scientists, Beplie suggests essentially beginning again with
now -training programs, new 'expectations, and new emphases. lie contends that
counsell4 and guidance bare failed to demenstrate their ability to satisfYliasic
and.,coatinuing needs of individuals and hence have not been accepted by so-
ciety. However, his model applied belitivieral scientist will be able to apply
very specilleally a wide range of thcorlea, Ideas, and. concepts which have
empirical bases and coherence for solving a brood range of human problems.

To. AuggeSt a movbnient towaid Applied behavioral sciefice Is not to suggest
that other perceptions no longer persist. Certainly the skepticism about the
effects of technology on mant "humaneness" continue to occupy a place in the
professional literature. For eisimple, Gamboa, Kelly and Koltveit (19721 have
addressed their perception of thelitimanIstic counselor in a techaocratie'society
They have indicittN1 that, ' because education Is committed to human growth'
and innfroventent, educators lutist Accept technology anti at the same time deal
with theAeltutnanizatton that is its -product." Their solution to the onslaught
of technology upon all aspects of life is fur the school counselors, to assist others
in developing a Iminane educational ens ironment within the school or to out-
ceive such experiences as will enhance the humanization piocess.

The perceptions just cited are natural extensions of humanistic psychology
as it has appeared in the work of such persons us Fatinkl (1959), Maslow QOM).
May (1901) or Rogers (1961) or as it has beendmanitested in T-groups. en-
counter groups and other similar consciousness raising e.xperienees. 'All'ef
these share in common the Intent of helping the Individual act in more posi-
tive, meaningful ways interpersonally; to help him become more sensitive to
himself and to others; to help him bq more aware and emphatic.

Until fairly recently, humanistic psychology and applied behavioral selettee
tended to be viewed dichotomously, as though they represented polarities rattier
than differences in emphasis. It is likely that this dissenance will he diminished
in the future. For sxample, Thoresen (1972) currefitly speaks of behavioral
humanism as a way of translating humanistic concerns into bunion response

A
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. _terms in such a way as to encourage systematic and scientific inquiry about

the "overt and covert processes that influence the actions of individuals."
,,.

.
THE COUNSELOR AS CHANGE .AGENT

- Thetforces which are pushing the counselor toward becoming an applied
behavioral scientist are alsO heightening the pressure for him to individualize
or tailor his resp,onses to students or clients. That is to say, counselors are
increasingly being encouraged to depart fro i the traditional uneto-one relation-
ship with counseled and, instead, to ada and use any ethical technique which
will result in the appropriate altered bell vior. In addition, counselors are being
encouraged to look outside of 'the person for resolution of certain types of prob-
lems and in so doing to treat the environment rather than the person.

Treating the environment can mean in gross terms "environmental modifica-
tion" or "environmental manipulation." Environmental modification may mean
assisting others in changing the reinforcement schedules provided a particular
person? or becoming more encouraging or supportive of a given student, or devel-
oping diverse learning experiences attuned, to a wider range. of student needs ,
than was previously possible. Environmental manipulation, on the other hand.
may mean actually removing a person from one environment and placing him in
another more congenial to Iiii needs or to repairing his educational defici ts.

Regardless of whether one practices environmental modification or manipula-
tion, these techniques give rise to the counselor being described as a change agent
(Baker and Cramer, 1072), environmental engineer, manipulator, or behavioral
engineer (Arbuckle, 1971; Alatheny, 1971). These roles, in addition to a focus
on the environment as the object of concern, also suggest -that the counselor
of the future might have minimal personal involvement with the students with
wiiom he works; in essence, since hIs,energies will be expended 'on making the
pSyehological climate more positive he will proffer hisskilis intlitectly rather
than directly in behalf of students.

CHANGING THEORETICAL MODELS FOR COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

Revile has suggested, when addressing the cc,hharacteristics of the preparation
for the counsel or the future (the applied be1j vioral scientist), that the plesent
connselor's 'difficulty is "not that he has too much theory, but rather too little.
Ile does not have enough ideas and concepts to understand the problems that
face him or to develop approaches and solutions to these problems." Thus, he
recommends that in the future counselors should be well acquainted with theories
of the following types: social influence, reinforcement and learning, cognitive
development, field, psychoanalytic, trait-and-factor, role, decision,. organizational
and vocational development. Further, he maintains that counselor insights from
anthropology, economics tInd sociology will need to have increased attention.

Tyler seems to.echo awareness that the conceptual background fOr counseling
and guidance efforts is less than complete when she states ; "Perhaps more than
R needs answers, at this juncture counseling research needs new questions
questions not about what counselors,do but about the developmental process they
ore attempting to promote." She afgues that the dominant personality theories
"give us useful conceptual tools with which to think.abont what is wrong with,a
person and how it might be set right. but not to consider the question: What
might this person do?" (Tyler,1999, p.21).

In response to Tyler' concerns are the implications radiating-from evolving
knowledge and theory about career development, One of the axioms whIcli-has-

ned wide agreement In the theoretical approaches describing career devil-
& , ent Is that decision making is a proCess which has a longitudinal character.

It Wits roots in early childhood and extends throughout one's life. Indeed.
it app that the process of career development is intimately associated with
the process of personality development more broadly conceived. In essenve, every
individual WO a cumulative history which continues to exiress itself in present
r holm making behavior and in one's orientations to the future. Decision-making,
then; involves translations of how one has come to view himself and his orienta-
tion 0 the past, present. and future as this is expressed in what he thinks he can

, ,,do, what he chooSes to do, and what he does.
Collectively, these views of ellreer development and of choke behavior indi-

cate that-how man views himself and his choice possibilities is a learned char-
,
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atteristle based upon thy actaracy and scope of the information one has about
the self, environmental opportunities, planning, ways of preparing oneself for
what he chooses and nays of executing,What one has planned. In other words,
career development dues nut unfold unerringly from some chromosomal or genetic
mechanism but is primarily a function of learned responses, whether negative
or,positive in their results.

The current state of (-Aces development theory is btleil that a variety of devel-
opmental tasks (Super, Starisheysky, Jlutlin and Jordatin, 1903, Herr and
Cramer, 1072), elements or themes (Herr, 1972) can be ientified which can be
used to answer 'tentatively such questions as "What can man dot" "What be-
haviors dits individuals need to acquire an information processing strategy?" or
"What knowledge, attitudes, values or skills comprise decision-making prowess?"
Thus, .career development theory as presently constituted provides a powerful

'stimulus to considsring counseling and guidance as having two functional roles.
stimulation or treAtient (Herr and Cramer, 1972). Stimulation is essential's
synousmuus with development. In this role, coudselors can create experiences
by which students will develop the attitudes, knowledge, and skills conducive
of petyonal competence in decision-making. On the other hand, career develop-
ment provides stucture for a cognitive map of potential conflicts by which
counselor can serve in a treatment capacity for certain students.

Matheivson, (1970) has indicated that since 1950, the development of the
individual's ability to make pis own choices and to direct his own .affairs has
become an overdoing concern , recurrent needs and problems are seen as opportu-
nities to foster individual capacity for self-determination. Tints, to a growing
degree in the future, counseling and guidance shall employ educative (not im-
positional) processes. aimed at fostering, on a developmentally graduated scale,
the capabilities of the individual fur self-direction. . . . Insthese educative forms
of guidance, the guidee will be looked upon as a learner and the counselor as an
educator who providesor helps to providespecial forms of learning experi-
ence, who aids the learner to interpret and evaluate his experiences and his
approaches to experiences, and who accompanies the learner as he shapes his
Autobiographical pattern among many subject Matters, over many years of school-.
Ing, and through, many types of personal and social experiences" (Mathewson,
1970, p. 141).

In a more global conmitual sense than. is presently found in career develop-
ment theory, Foil and Turks (1970) argue-that by-the yeai 2000 we can expect
to experience an integration of behaviorism and psychophysiology ; a movement
from the study of single behavioral variables to organized behavioral wholes ; a
greater knowledge of structural dynamicshow behavioral patterns become pro.
gressively differentiated at one matures; more attention, to the notion that
cultures are complex, learning programs which have different structures and mu-
phases among them of importance to the understanding of 'imam of ethnicity,
racial or social differences.

Such a perspective 'validates the growing importance of a developmental
theory or structurefor example, career development theory to guide the stimu-
lative efforts of counseling and guidance. In addition, it also'adds credence to
the growing perspective that many problems experienced by counselees are Indeed
problems of learning. Thus, insights into ',permit and classical conditioning, rein
forcemeat, contingency maaagenient, as well as social learning, modeling, vicar
ions reinforcement will experience growing attentiun,as tenceptual structures for
counseling and guidance'efforts.

It is important, to pot`` that concerns for development are not confined to
decision-making, choice behavior, or Information poieessing. Mosher and Sprint
hall (1071, for example, have promoted the importance of developing personal
or pychtffogical =turns of the self. This requires, of course, out mils theories
About ,abnormal behavior but, more Importantly, models of human effectiehi.s.
It imputes increasing vitality to questions like "What is self actualized be
haviorr "What are the constellation of traits which 4:mnpr6e psythological
maturity ?" 'How dip persons so described acquire such characteristics?" "What
are the possibilities of man. and his nature?" "How can banana fulfillment be
described and assessed as vv ell as facilitated by changes In psyehologital cli-
mates?" (Walker, 1067, pp, -I51-152). Such concerns will likely spur -new em-
phases on ego psychology and the psychology of personal tis MIMICS or Missiles
. sonal (Is mimics as these have been identified at other points in this paper.

7
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o ...
. ' . .. ' OTHER EMEROINCI TRENDSi
Spatiai limitations predate an adequate examination of other trends which

possess, like those already identified, the potential to influence the shape and,
crharacter of counseling and.guidance in.the next quarter century. Many of theni
iirelrellnements or variations of the trends already identified. Among then, -arc
sue possibilities as: e

1. As it becomes increasingly clear that human behavior is complex it will
become equally clear that no one group of specialists can effect substantial be-
havioral, change alone:Inns, it can be expected that guidance and counseling
specialists win operate Increasingly on a collaboratil e basis with other profes
sionals (1.1a s, 49591. In ,esseuee, there will be a growing affirmation of the- .
teamwork cot aiming school counselors and other, pupil presounel specialists

, as 011'withleaelicrs, parents, and representatives a N arhois community agencies 0
(Dugan, 191)3).
, 2. The counseling and guidance profession will place more emphasis in the
fbture on preventative emphases, rather than operating prinelpallp as remedial
or ex post facto approach to cOunseling students with problems. In this sense,
counseling and guidance personekwill become active rather than reactive in the
discharge of their professional responsibilities. Long-term guidance efforts a ill
begin is the pre-school perfo and continue throughout adult life (Ilarris, 1069).

.. As a result, therewill'be st ady incremental increases in the provision of coup-
soling and guidance i the lementary school and a significant Increase of out-
reach activities from the tic ool counselor to the unemployed dropout and floun-
dering youth adult: k

3. The increase in the delivery of guidance services in the interinediateutoitire
will likely, be a function of growing numbers of nonprofessionals being used in
combination with various forms of technology. 3t is unlikely in the foreseable
decades that there ivactie enough professionally trained counselors a% ailable to
meet the demands for service.

1 leis likely that increasingly effective group guidance and counseling' pro:
cedures will be used to liplp youth clarify problems, to rehearse mocha.
aims. and to serve as the context for simal4tIon of-diftereut styles of chalice
behavior, ,

5. Theperspectives of counseling and, guidance will stress more tally in the
future conceru.about,guiding,the indIviiiiiii liS he chouses,timung a multiplicity
of life styles and 1alue commitments rafliorthaniiicatloas in the narroa sense
of that term. , .

o if. Beause 41t growing thrust toward ,clarillentlon and definition of Kites-,
`sional status ,,for euunseirlig and guidance fairsomiel at all educational 'mils,
patine andelegiciative support for thme.practitioners %%ill grua,l'art of this out-

,come %sill be related to the monition of higher quality controls hi school cottlistihr
seleetion,Preparatibn, and certification (t'ugan, 1965).

7. As the world moves toward the end of the century, counseling,and guidance
will serve a more cosmopolitan clientele %%hose concerns ore international in
focus. The techniques and Insights which uniergird the shills of the counseling4.
and gulitance professional. of this pOiiod %%ill be less paroehial or national in
origin /Jinn is.eurrently,the case and aill sy mholize A tcy utli et,18 of tecliA,Lies a Rh
a worldwide empirical base. . ,,
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This paper has contended that a lille,it is alfficult if not dangerous to latdict
the future, there nre current trends a hich glvii promise of lia% lag major inilluct
on counseling and guidance during the next quarter century. From the, %iiiitago
point taken here the must prominenttrends are systems thialsIng, mit roeitilisel
lug and simulation. technology, the counselor as applied ilehaliorcil seichtist 4litt

. the counselor as change agentrGiven the continuing interaction beta, en counsel
ing and guidance and political and social realities, dramatic ilianges In thelater
will likely transform the farmer In ways which can nut predicted, It e.til Donis be
hoped that a hatever future changes occur In counseling and guidance result in
effects which expand Mill frVe man's "humaneness" toaaril Ian-1st:if at 1 his fed

I ./lows rather than restrict-Ito .
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GUIDANCE AND VOCATIONAL ASPECTS OF EDELATION. SOME CONyIDERATIONS

Should school counselors be responsible for all students? Should the majority
of the professional time. skill. and energy of sehool counselors be hie ested with
students going directly into work rather Win with those entering college? Do
the students described as ntintollmhutiail or as college hound represent twQ
se:I-karate parts of a dichturnoy ? Shot7ld sellout counselors behave dIfferentb with
students contemplating ocatIonal education as compared with those contem-
plating wilco preparation? Should the counselor Le responsible fur dealing -with
environmental factors width influence student dnce? Ruh of these questions
Is in in it in the priorities to w hic school counselors gie their allegiance and
from which they el ul% e their professional beim% lor. Thus, It is imperative that
im 11 blunt cuunselurs whet formulating personal responses to questions suet,
as these, consider both the eliaracteristies of students making choices as w ells
as the personal and sochil contexts in which choices are mde.

The purpose of this article is tu identify sonic Implications fur guidance width
attend its relations with sucationateducation as well as other uLativaol aspects
of the educational process When factors such as the following are considered.

1. External Concomitants of Free and Informed Choice,
2. Internal _.:~ants of Free and Informed Choice.
3. Heterogeneity Of Student Input and Motivation.

FREE AND INFORMED CIIOICE: SOStE EXTERNAL CONCOMITANTS

First, if there are obstacles and impediments that pro eat students from
Noosing an option, that i holee14, nut free (D, p. 9). And guidance, through the

theoreticians and itructitioners who gibe it »ice, has Loatititted tu assert that
a major thrust of guidance is to enlianue students' freedom or choke. In this
regard, however, It is riot simply free choice fur Its ow II sake, but informed
fri,e choice. This menus that a student niust,he free tu choose it curriculum
that will 'est, serve his own desires, needs, and values bates er that clime.
Quin mar be. .

The factors of free and irifurnied choke whiehare extrinsic to the individual
within educational -settings (lord expression in euatextilal and is social prints.
sh erns:. Contextual peruilssheness is manifested in both the aallabilit3 of cur.
rieula that are responshe to the needs of students and rele% ant to %%here any
student is in his sea re li for a larger cunteNt of purpose.. In addition, howee,
free choice of curriculum, or free choice of Nina-Wound options can exist only
when the SC,1:Itl; , t pre, i.e., teachers, parents, the gunununity at large, as-

ential %nine to the differential options aailable to the student
permissiveness) .
, In adJrtINshng Mai:self to the democratic antecedents of 116..Vveatlottal Ettla,t-
tional Act of 1963, Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon made the following
observations:

"It k in keeping with the American trattinun that the many tasks of the
world »f work are eoe,,i11., iiiagoi (ant.- that the man w ho works w ill, his hands
should be just ns-ell trained, havil just as nay opportunities, be just as re-

'
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speded`tis.the man who works at a desk. It is also in keeping with the democratic
ideal that every man' and woman should Woe access to the educatiop and train-
ing needed to develop to high highest potential." (14)

While such statements are typically greeted with varying gestures of affirma-tion from the various publics concerned, the translation to effective action of
th value sets involved is less obvious. Only as there exists psychosocial support
of student choices ranging across the occupational spectrum and curricular path-ways designed to provide preparation for wide- ranging occupational oppotanams
can attitudes combine with actions to increase freedom. of choice.

What, then, are the responsibilities of guidance programs and of counselors?
Counselors in schools catinue to be in a quandary about their responi auntieswith regard to i sues generated by the social environment of students and re-

, fleeted in such as as support for or values applied to various curricular orVoeational ch [15Part III). The principal professional source [1, pp. 100-106) for s i (12.;s;oris recommends some thirty-set en ur more functions whichtho School 6selor Should perform or cause to be performer. .41.t least half .ofthese can b
co

roadly described as "chance agent" functions in which the expec-
tation is that the scheol counselor should be in _contact with the significant others
of the students' environment: teachers, adnunistratols, other pupil personnelservices specialists, parents, representatives of comumnity referral agencies. Yet,
at least one recent study [6) suggests that these are precisely the functions whichschool counselors are hot performing, causing to be performed, or for which they
are not receiving preparation. The major emphasis of counselor practice and prep-aration apparently remains MC one-to-one relationship between counselors and. oonnselees rather than counselor involvement with the social environment inschools and communities which contribute to value rigidity, stereotype, and un-
realistic expectations or demands upon students.
"That this disparity between what is and what must occur should be givengreater attention in the future is also reflected in i,apet synthesizing the

report 'of seven" conferences sponsored by the 1.7.5. Office of Education. each ofwhich was devoted in some manner to the vocational aspects of guidance. One
quote will suffice to make the point :

"Schools need to be geared for change. Consequently, counselors and guidanceworkers must be prepared to serve as educational leaders, reformers, agents of
change. This change requires that counselors be more than test technicians andinterviewing specialists; and, thus, in counselor education programs. they* mustbe prbvided.courses not only in'ehanges in the meaning of work, but also courses
about change as a process. The counselor of the future will likely serve as asocial catalyst, interacting in toto-person relationship with the couuselec Partof the time but also serving as a facilitator of the enviromnental and human con-ditions which are known to promote the counselee's total psychological develop-, ment, including his vocatiomirikvelopment. as well as a strong sense of self-' identity with which he can cope nIth change. Thus, the conference participantsexpect the counselor to he active, to assume a positive offense, to be more com-
mitted and willing to-fight for what he, considth correct" 15).

In more pragmatic terms, it would appear that counselors must be oriented toget out of their offices to places where the action is. If counselors have a mandate
to help youngsters sort out and cope with the demands upon them, then counselorsalso have at mandate to get to the points where unrealistic demands upon young-sters are generated and work with othersteachers. parents, employersto lookat thesc...e.,.. wands and modify those expectations, demands, and attitudes whichcan be modified in more logical ways.

As a part of this process, school counselors must bring thpir insights about theneeds of children to bear upon developing educational programs. The lockstepand inflexibility of certain training durations and specified training experiencesmust be broken to give more attention to the odds vi particular groups of stu-dents. Educational programs must be created to match the needs and charac-teristics of children in continuous efforts to counteract the often pervasive tend-ency to fit and force students into existing programs. Vocational educators andschool counselors must work in harmony to determine what students Intend forthemselves and what kind of vocational preparation is appropriate for differentgroups of youngsters at different ability levels. If, for example, vocational edu-Cotten is a vehicle in vocational development, better information must be-gen-erated about whom and under what conditions this is true. Campbell (21 hasrecently reported data which suggest that how guidance counselors and others
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perceive the needs of students and the services they require is not necessarily
congruent with how students view the same issues.

These observations further suggest that school counselors must be aware that
they Cannot do the job alone. A guidancecounselor and a guidance program.
are not necessarily synonymous phrases. Counselors with their shills in group
dynamics, interpersonal relations, perceptions of organic interactions must rec-
ognize the necessity and the opportunity to mork with others in achieving mutual
objects tes.

I

FREE AND INFORMED cnome: INTERNAL CONCOMITANTS

In many instances, what guidances counselors do and what theoreticians suggest
they do seems to assume that unqualified freedom of Choice is permitted and'
supported by the endronments in which students find themselves, and that indi-

. victual choice- making is predicated on logical, rational, and continuing bases. But,
it is obvIens that, in addition to contextual and social permissiveness, another
major aspect of freedom of choice lies within the individual himself.

Choice-making is often morepsydiologleal than logical and must be examined
hi this context. The emphasis in some current theories of vocational develop-
ment that vocational behavior is continuous, uninterrupted, and progressive has
been accepted as a truism applicable to every person. There is ,abundant evi-
dedce that this is too simplistic an approplch be all embracing [1.1]. One cannot
generalize ,,froin the homogeneous samples on Which many theoretical corimo-
nents have been validated to the heterogeneous populations which are, in fact,
reality. Certainly, the disadvantaged segments of our population cannot be
described as, moing toward . vocational maturity In continuous, rational ways
Rather, they seem to be described more adequately as in varying states of dis-
continuity, delay, or impairment with, in frequent instances. the only reference
for decision-making, immediate gratification. The social and individual factors
contributing to these phenomena are variously intermixed.

From an existential frame of reference, Simons j16) has contended that tom-
' tional choice is ultiinately a result of an array of decisions leading to self-objecti-

fication. It 1sthese sequential decisions which give the Individual the option
of standing out as fully responsible before his fellow man, of being objectified, or
of; conforming to certain stereotypes which permit him to escape the painful
process of having others see him as he really is. Mime, it is the ego strength
which one builds and commits to these decisions that ultimately determines
whether or not tike is going to spend his life In dynamically realizing his potem A
tial, or spend it, in the frustration of fighting his own Innate drive toward ful-
tiihnout. This is the stuff of which vocational maturity and peponalIty is made,
It is critical that individual choices to commit oneself or norto commit oneself
to each of -the decisions demanded of him be informed choices, but informed
choices do not occur magically.

Steflire t18] has suggested four variables of relevance here which encompass
self and .societr., the self, the self-concept, the-occupational persona, and oecu-
pational role expectation. The initial emphasis for the counselor in his work
with the Counselee relates to., creating desired congruence between the self and
the self-concept. 'Unless the actual strengths, the skills, the potential of the self
are reflected in the self-concept, the selfpicture, the labels by which one de-
scribes himself and, by which he guides his behavior, part of the self is denied.
In addition, the fit between the self-concept and the occupational persona, the
vocational mask which society will permit him to wear or which the individual
will display, cam be.only partial. And, finally, to maximize the fit between the
occupational (or Curricula) persona and the self-concept requires a clear presen-
tation of occupat mud (or curricula) role expectations. Thus, to diminish the
gap between the rivnte and the public worlds of the individual, counselors must
aid the person t develop and accept an integrated and adequate picture of
himself as well s an, accurate picture of the psychosocial dimensions of the
environmental-op ions which stretch before him. Ile must be provided continu-
ing opportunities in the protected context which is guidance to figuratively or
literally project I !limit into simulated or actual environmental options, test
the probable out(' Ies, and refine his sensitivity both to Ulf self and the require-
ments which conf ont Km. Snell an exnectation assumes the need for accurate
and relevant info motion about the parameters of self and society as well as
effective ra dia b which such data can be internalized and accommodated, If

_
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"olie behaves as one perceives" [17], then counselors must assist in creating
conditions by which the individual perceives both the self and the options open
to him accurately. Information introduced as part of these conditions acquires
significance only to the degree that it is perceived as personally relevant.
, If Luc bin's Primacy' Affect [12] is a valid premisethat the information
which is obtained first carries the most weight in the ultimate decisionsig-
nificantly Inure attention must be coneeittrated at the elementary school in
tertns of attitude developnient, decision processing, belt nw arenebs, as well as
awareness of the broad characteristics and expectations of work. Increasingly
rigid walls e been erated between the pre - adolescent or the adolescent and
the vocational niches or educational options to NI hich. they must relate. In far
tun many instances, Iarge segmeuts of our student populationthose from the
culture of poverty and othershave no systematic models to which to relate
of' psychological support fur the quest fur behavior which is personally and
socially relevant, These conditions occur at a time when attitude formation'
is to Its seed stages. Consequently, the total educational pi'oCess must support
Will reinforce those experiences which will generate attitudes and self-accept-
ance ultimately ha% lug a N ',cation nianifestation. Vocational values and attitudes
need-attention prior to skill consideration. The integration of vocational values,
attitudes and, facts, as w ell as the relationship between academic content and
out 'mations integral to curriculum development is a priority concern. Students
must be helped to relate, in an instrumental way, what they are doing in the
classroom to the expectations of varying work contexts. Teachers must be made
be4i:4tive to the fact that their attitudes toward work at various levels make
t 'significant impact on the attitudes of students _as they develop perceptions of
wtn-h. It is in these wars thdt guidance program objectives must interface and
infuse that which takes place in. contexts outside of the guidance office.

taational maturity is by definition, the synthesis of the acquisition of skills
11t1 experiences at w hich such maturity is based. Unless youngsters areprovided

systematically the awareness and the opportunities to internalize decision-
makilig as a process, to experience decisions, to understand consequences and
responsibilitiea attendant to choice, to attune themselves to themselves as related
to t.iteices, to understand that N ucational choices have educational implications
as well as personal implications, the acquisition of vocational maturity will be

ttial and error process NN ith less than maximum outcomes. As a result, compre-
hensive guidance programs spanning kindergarten through at least the twelfth
grade must be articulated in :ways which are relevant to the developmental
characteristics of students and to the questions that students are concerned
about, rather than what we presume they are concerned about.

There are these:amongus who would say such emphasis on the self and the
self-concept or on the early precursors of vocational maturity are unnecessary
because children at these ages are In the fantasy stage of career development.
They are, thus, unable to make realistic choices tititiLisculor high school or later.
This is true in a great many cases, but Cribbons anti Lulnie [4] have recently
shown that it Is not true for all. Some impottant degree of vocational maturity
;early in the eighth grade is a reality for many of the subjects of their research.
file assumption is that such vocation& maturity is also present even earlier
titan the eighth grade among other students: McDaniels [13] has recently stated.
'Ionth are not too young to choose, only too ptiorly prepared to make choices."
The point would appear to be that N ocatlonal maturity cannot be left to happen-
statee, nor is premature early closure of bccupational choice desirable; but
avoidance of these two possibilities requires of t,uunselors assessment of Milk id-
nal status with regard to vocational niatirity and of the experiences necessary
to such attainment...

IIIITEROOENEITY OF STUDENT INPUT AND MOTIVATION

There are two other significant and interrarted concerns which need brief
identfileation here. If school counselors are to intervene in and facilitate the
decisionmaking of youngsters, their activities cannot be directed to dichotomous
or arbitrarily homogeneous outcomes. college admissions per se orivocational
education pet- so. Rather, counselor efforts must be directed to effective individual
decision-making, the considered outcome of which might be college preparation,
vocational education, some mix. ut each, or neither. If the outcomes of individual
derision-inaking are arbitrarily polarized w itliout maintaining a perspective on
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the broader goats to vtlilch guidance strategies must be rehited, one set of
impediments ean be substituted for another and a reemphasia of counselor
behavior created m alma reauhlitg central Issues. Of rilm mice here is the dis-
cussion 10 I imball of important dimukatoub bet process mid classification.

This difference can be illustrated by comparing the collector, who seeks to
classify and arrange the Nicituens he has gathered under some W p, 4w 1 scheme
of classification, I.% ith the ecologist, mho attultpL, t9 obser%e and explain the

. succession of plant or animal types under conditions of. an unstable en% irotuoint.
The latter is concerned with process, he asks questions about the white of
change under certain conditions. The classical taxonomist la .t collector and
classifier, concerned exclusively with the nature of things. Ilk approaqt tau
lead us no further than static formulation. (10, p. 24j

Related to such potential polarization is the assumption that students for
whom college preparation is a primary educational, mutimition and these Air
whom college preparation is n;:t.. an educational mutilation are clearly Lona,-
gtaievus groups of yonagsters. Although research findings do indicate that the
hitter group mid their adult occupational Louaterparts may be characterized to a
higher degree by deficiency in serbal skills, research also indicates that there is
high.overiap among these students in verbal as well az non-%erbal skills, socio-
economic status, scholastic ability, and an array of other descriptors (3. p. 6;
7, p. 5, p. 28f , 151, '20]. Consequently, if one can assume that one of the major
characteristics %Illicit differentiate 3 uituirkers across clusters of descriptors is
educatioual mutilations, then it must 1)P further assumed that it is these inal%a-
toms %%filch guldinice per:gimlet mast ideally and nourish. Hoyt hi his work
with Spemalty °twitted Students has 'acidified one cluster of students fur mhoin
vocational education is the primate mutilation. but there are others, mho have
terminal educational motnativa or motivation %%Lich dot's not include liaeca-
laureate preparation and %creational education is also indicated as a possible
and important choice option. Each of these indi% lanais mast be atipp.riL,1 ti. his
quest. for his goals and flexible edueationai programs designed to meet the [.etas
by which sncli'motivations are defined. t

conntisioN
4--

The concerns expressed, in this paper do not relate'solely to the matt., r of
sensitizing school counselors to specific aspects of toeutiunnl education (altlieugh
this is an important matter), hat to a frame of refereuet. about the factors, in-
ternal and external to the Indhidual, sshitlt dttind the choice-making protss.
It is only as schoot,eutniselora can help loath idtmla l'''.11111l'uts respond to

. the heterogeneity of student cliariteteriaties and moill.ttions in mays Other than
applying arbitrary labels or restricti$e %alto! henarchies that the promise of flee
and informed choice can become reality.
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CAREER EDUCATION AND THE SCIIVOL COUNSELOR

The implications radiating from career education promise to affect in signifi-
cant ways the direction and the substance of American educath.:. ,-,ell as of
_twit subsystems as guidance. Both the purposes and the processes of education
and of guidance are undergoing, Imam er , a realignment as a iesult of the
rhetoric, model building. and legislation.pertineat to career education.

As the images and expectations represented by these activities are being dif-
fused through different educational loads and settings, ness models of edutationaj
structure and curricula are surfacing, possible linkage beta ten school pePsonnel
and their counterparts in industry or the commimity are being forged, and
classic assumptions about the purposes of both general and socativlaal education-
are being challenged (Hem 19721. In short there Is otolcrwity`a period of com-
prehensit e redefinition of educational intent a ml response with regard to the
ne-damf young people today.

As part of the atiunal scene. the goals and processes of guidance are under-
going the same rn of scrutiny anti asses7-ment as the broader context of a hick
it is a part. In , if guidance is an integral part of education rather than an
entity simply housed in the school Without any direct relation to its educational
mission, its role must alter.as the larger context changes.

Given the observations. the renwinder of this essay will analyze fflielly-
some of the implications for guidance s. bleb con be expected to result from
currefit interpretation ot career education. These a ill lae considered is trnis of
focus (objectives), time frame. rtmediation or stimulation and process (cooper -
ative activity).

roans

School counselors have traditionally been seen as tit" major facilitators of-tbe
guidance process. Howes er, they hale historicolly experienced difficulty in artic-
ulating what its purports are. This d11f1, ulty has been expressed, in resurgent con-
corns for role and font this studies or some solution to role identity crises.

2 21'.
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A partial rettsoli for counselor rule difficulties resides in a lack of conceptual
structure from m kith functions can be derh ed. In partial supilurt of such ,a
Ly putliesis is Shaw b klbtib) contention that one frequently finds-in descriptions
of p,tlidance services or counseling programs simple iincatories of what will be
dune te.g. indh idual taaistling, testing, group work) rather than a rationale
expressing why any thing isto be done or the student bite.(( fur w hick is to result
us a foliation of N hate% er is dune, Thus, cjetti btatunuab of objecth es to guide
counselor perforntance are frequoitly missing. Slam has further maintained, as
hat e other observers, that when guidance objectives sue stated they frequently
are cast in such global terms (,e.g. to assist students to be happy, successful, or
:native) that they cannot be operation:dims' :tor do they represcLt areas which
call upon skills or emnp/itencies unique to the counselor.

Tyler (1960, p. 21) seems to echo this general concern for lack of rationale
w hen she states that. -Pe:haps more than it needs ut ers,,, it this juncture eutta-
seling research needs nett questionsquestions not tibut.t. ;--.hat counselors du
MIS pitutit the developmental proves they are atitmpting to promote." She goes
tar to argue that the du:Yawata personality theories which taidergird counselor
beim( iur do not deal effectitely ttith counseling for choice ur fur considering the
question . What might this person du? However, these ace the emphases Minima
in career education, and counselors, if they are to be integral, aspects of it, must
find conceptual structures by which to orient themselves,

It can be maintained that the approaches comprising career development
theory provide a framework and the substance to tie the definition of guidance to

joeto, un jill111 itinal decision making. Main er, making such a statement in no
way tolidates its aecnracy unless such a focub. can be reflected in upjectives
w Melt ore pret.ibe enough to identify the unique contribution of school counselors
to their attainment. Gh en the current activities of name authors and ',rejects
throughout the natant, it. is possible to be optimistic about such possibilities.

It the facilitation of Mill% 'dual decision nothing is to become a major focus
of School counselor behavior it is also important fo.consider the time frame to
which guidance activities nmst respond.

TIME-Ft:NM:

As knowledge alit' pertinent to career thw clopment ha e unfoltit d in the
past decade, one of the axioms which has g, ained agreement is that decision
making is a protests which has a longitittlittal taracter. It finds its roots in ear131
childhood and extends throughout one's life. Indeed, it is becoming et ideut that
life at all levels can be analyzed in terms of the sequeacs of decisions AN Weil it
requires the individual to make. Thus, a conception of de% ellaftental talzts which
describes the sequential antecedents of increasingly- complex 'bt hat for appears
to hat e as much validity in career der °lowlad 1(6 in personality ur psychomotor
development (Herr and Crante?, 1972). While the exploratory periods of ado-
lescence and young adulthood are frequently t mphuaiz tl in lib-A.11:44011, of career
development, affects upon this set of behavistr do not begio and end at these
periods. Every individual has a cumulative history which continues to express
itself in present behavior and in one's orientation to the future.

hi the terms that have been discussed here, decision making is a q rotes width
stands together with self-definition. Current tl_cal pt rspectit eite,s also s
gest that how man views himself and his choice PfiSsibilitles are fea rued char-
acteristics based upon the accuracy and scope ItZ the information Ohl has alo ut
the self,, environmental opportunities, planning, ways of preparing oneself for
what he chooses anti ways of executing what one has planned. Obvlou.sly, the
information requirements and the 't't ay an 'lath lama deals with Information will
vary from educational level to educational level.

As suggested earlier, the nature of career development Is such that its char-
acter and focus changes at different educational levels. This is true because the
areas of concern which children and mlolesceats are woihing throUgh or about
which they are principally concerned changes with different ci.ronologit al period
This is, of course, n global matter which becomes more complex when one adds
-refinements to these areas based upon racial, sexual, socineeonontle, or other
personal history variables. The point is, howeVer, that in response to these chang-
ing empnases in career development, guidance efforts and purposes can be defined
differently at the elementary, junior high and senior high school levels.

Because children's career development needs are different from 'those of
adolescents or adults, one can relate differences in guidance efforts to this Ion-

2 rat.),...
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gitudinal structure tt lib a greater sense of purpose than is obt ions without such
an organizing structure )for example, while there is considerable sy 'apathy
among the public for the tlettpoint that counselors are required in the elementary
school, there are significant questions about huts they differ in function from
either school psychologists, sehoul social tt urkers, elementary teachers or elemen-
tary principals. Other questions concern st healer they should be hired on the

e basis uran itinerant status among buildings or teachers of if they hat e a tole to
play as a part of the staff ur specific elementary Sal)t)14s. Sin/Mar questions have
always plagued junior high anti senior high school uottnbelttrs. hi periods of
economic turmoil, as is currently the case, Jtit.ii questions Leconte a crebcendu.
Career education in its instittittunalizaitun of Lai reet de% clopment has pro% tiled
both a framework and a stimulus to all groups of ttitteational specialists. Maud-
ing counselors, to consider their specific contributions to tht process. To du 60,
however, requires that counselors consider the iniplieatitatb of guidance as
ionediffiron or as swindle-iron. -

REMEDIATION OR STIMULATION

Guidance from the outset of its estaPislintent in the JLItuulb nosed prin-
cipally as a remedial function. It haa been implemented. typically NN hell a problem
has become visible either to the person v ho experienced the problem ur some
agent of referral, to the counselor. Guidance has largely been seen as sy nonymous
with individual ciataelliig ()denied to treating some hall% Admit nittlittthistnitait"
after the fact in relation to the cause of the maladjustment. such a Imal that Lall
be seen asrt reactive one.

Career education reinforces another rule for guitiamm, a [lure proactive UM:
that of stimulating the acquisition by students of those ingredients pertinent to
their individual career development. Unlike the remedial rule's restriction of
guidance impact to numbers of any student population, a stimulation role

perntits guitlaitee toliase an intpaet on all students without precluding
the Possibility of responding to student crises when necessary.

Of obvious importance in a stimulation role is eottliM101 identifieatiuu of the
attitudes, knowledge, and skills which comprise deeibluit-making maturity- In
general one can say that the individual will require information about the belt
environmental alterfiatives, anti decision making as a may of meshing the two.
Each of these empliaSes can be further din hied into N al:1111111SM', klIONN letl,:e at-
titudes, and skills which need to be acquired. To illustrate the point, me ,a:ight
use environmental alternatives as au example. In terms of a learning sequence, it
is necessary for the individual to develop a Nuutbillito by which to differentiate
among educational, occupational, career, apd social alteruath es. Not all of the
differences, betteen or among these alternatives will be equally interesting or,
appropriate to each individual, Pius it till be necessary for different pouns tp
acquire fairly extensive louviedge about some of them. ICaat\Iiig about some
alternatives must then be elltnshiertsi in relagonship to attitudes to ant w hat
one knots. In short, knutledge and attitudes toward eta irunmental alto natives
must be related to one's value system. This latter requites skill in relating ett
vironntental information to Self information aini apply ing it through-the clenitnts
of ellOtee. 4

These points could be pursued at length. But the puilit here is that a stimulation
role vls,,a-v is career (let clopment tteeents the need fur the counselor to knot that
he is dealing with cognithe an affective elements ttlti.h tire sos,eptible to modi-
fication and letiriting or relearning. that tlicy differ at difftrt ..t educational It N
that individual differences in rtitTlinesi and styles of acquisition require a range
of techniques or experience to be .ttitilable. and that malty people contribute to
the outeoniebet hit h rebolt. The complexity inlievent in :nth a t let of career devel-
opment indicates that tatitsclurs cannot be seta as the only group responsille fur
facilitating or stlinplating career des elopment. Bow can they contribute?

PROCESSES r
Career education by definition settins5o represent a NN arrant for increased

cooperatit e richt Ity notag itriuti, edittational peofessionals the about and the
home, amt the school and the t ttimmaty. Chards, the school counselor till have
to effect net cooperative relations with others. At the least, lie, will have to
be one more in uh ea It protiding input to eau rietattni and experimental pro-
grams, in assisting teachers aerss the spectrum. of general, N ocationikl, and

0
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Practical arts courses to connect their etlkaattfunal goals to Lairecr do elopment
concepts, in setting 416 an advocate for a broader and nose flexible range of
educational experiences tied to hall% blind ikeeds,alitl in helping repreAntatives
of business nail, Indus-try to identify and muster .their resources stipp ...rt of
'Career education.

In discharging the kinds of responsibilities identified tibtAL. It is possible that
A career education is 71 1 eiaLlt. for intik taunting pragmatically the historical intent

that the counselor be an applied helm% iural ac lout ist..a c !hinge agent, or a con-
science of educational pulley. Certainly, he is being Liicuuraged to depart from the
one -atone mode and to 11Ore tow and 4ittentIon to vironnitmial inutlitccution kind
other eclectic trays by,which experiences Lain be do eloped to facilitate student
growth.

Sunk! Peolge belie% e that the counselor's rule w ill and %%ith the collabarathe
efforts described above. lItA% et er, it is t quail) plausible to believe that counselors
will still hare a tole in helping Iniin Waal st pio% bling them.tut oppor
Unlit) to stand aside from the group nod partitfulatize their wan unique paths and
the potential outtanikes they represent. "I'lkis gill at mean hall% 4(1.11 and giuttp
counseling as %Nell as n t 7triety kit forms of meatsurenn lit activity. It is likely to
include. in the litlier instance, notch inure age of technology both computer and
non-cunipattr nit:Mated. In addition. It seems likely that school coultseltas sill

.ititolved with %%ois sampling. sinkulat btu ottliititiun, and other concrete
assessments of student beim% ior rebut% e to then doelopmental progress towtrtl
sonic set of Derfornin nee criteria.

it is probably that the school t ounselors role in career education %%ill
also int ule.lkint !tea% II) in plata meat, Ethicational placement lilts been a large
part of the counselor's task for scveial decinles. During this period, occupational
ur job placentept-bas leen handled by others in the school if It hub been handled
at all. Now. ho v% es er, wavy pressures are eon% erging to support the behoul taking
a greater respousiltility for placement of 7111 :Akilll'1110, %%nether they leave before
or lifter high school graduation, and In pro% Id big them counsel ur other support as
they attempt to adju t to their next lo t.l of actisity. Discharging such responsi-
bilities v. ill require counselors to assinite ant oulretttli thrust anti to worh, closely
with rehabilitation counselors and employment :wit ices c utinselors. In some
instances, the counselor %%Ill likely wed to utlhir job th %, 'opulent opportunities
.either because some students %Nal need fobs uniquely tallur2 L thei, t bar-
acteristics or foreducntional/exploratory reasons.

SUMMARY

1'1,1,patier hits attempted to extrapolate iniplications fur the ,setbol counselor
niikh seen, apparent lik current 1111/110:, 1,1 career ethic-adult. 'Chew %%ere identified
in .four areas, foals. tline7frame, renieillation ur stimulation. and procecs. To-
gether they o.lipport uplitnisak that the gulthalee prtfreziN let ittm scii as ventral
to the educational inis.sion Alia caution that iuttlielocs need to consider 1%s-
teinattetc113- their professional role. as %%ell as that of others. In facilitating this
process. In part It litar. the potential of career de% elopittela theory for creating
a framework for counselor notion Is examined.
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suggested are pertinent bore. :If) eolleagues will deal 'a ith, these .:,ec-
tions as well as sections 102, 103, 101, and 105 and their implications
'n-speeifie-detail in a fear moments.

The availability of career guidance and counseling.
Such skills and such sort ices as those outlined:, in stAions 211 and

212 are desired by Ana:tic:ins of di ffetent ages but the fact that they
are at tillable in less than adequate supply is attested to by a num-
ber of surveys 'iich are worth notinp-.

Two decades ago. James Conant (1959) recommended the provi-
sions of career guidance; fur all pupils in a magnitude and character
which has still not been reached in most American secondary or
elementary schools. lie suggested 1 counselor to 250 pupil,; the &cc-
tit c ratio of counselors to pupils across the N'.ition at beginning
of the 1970s is approximately 1 to 450 or 500.

Indeed, the lack of availability of caredt guidance in Alum kit today
is rather apparent, on almost any count. In 1966, Robert Campbell and
his tolleagues undertook a national study of the present status of
guidance in public secendary schools and to couipare the new points
of school administrators, conmelos, teaehers, and students on guid-
anee issues. SUMP 353 high schools and 7.000 respondents (parents,
teachers, students, administrators, counselors) across the Nation were
included in the stud) . Among the find; of this study were the
following:

In most. instances'. the counselor w as ;neatly ot erextended in at-
tempting to fulfill guidance service expectations.

Counselors repot ted a median, tatio of ASO students per counselor.
--Seniors «Ito had been in tine same school for 3 or 4 years reported

a median of I individual counseling conferences for all years. The
median length of individual conference was 16 minutes.

In most schools no one assumed the ptinic-responsibill0 for assist-.
lug students t6 decide upon and enter tocational programi.

--The hen ices and functions expected from the guidance programs
,charaete,ristically `Sere far more than the guidance staff cold,' be real-
istkally expected to provide with at nibble resources and methods.
,Seventy-six percent of the students, ,Si percent of the parents, 95

percent of principals, and 90 percent of the teachers in the sample
ranked "aid in choosing an occupation" first as the guidance sere ice
whirls should lie provided.

Eighty-four percent of the parents and SO pet cent of the students
in the sample believed that counselors should lane less than 300 stu-
dents per counselor.

Learning about the w odd of mot k and study habits counseling
were least frequently checked mailable and most frequent]) checked
as needed by students.

Although 81 Vereent of the students indicated that they had had an
opportunity to reach publications about occupations, 35 ',Lucent of
them checked that\the kind of job' information they w anted and
needed was not readily, at ailable ur tln it school. Sixty -three percent
of the rural comprefiensil e and ,59 percent of the rural general aca-
demic st talents indicated that tie) lard not had the opportunity to read
occupational information, compared to 19 percent fur the four other
types of schoolurban or area toeational technical schools.
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Other studies tend to reinforce the general accuracy of the Camp-
'bell findings. Ginzberg (19711 in

largest school Vstems which
in his, text, Career Guidance, cites

calculation's abou of the N
indicates that a stt ent receives an average of about 1 hour per tear of
individualized cetliseling in junior high school and 2 hours pert eat at in
senior high school making a total of 9 houes over the 6-3 ear span. This

rn. a ratio of' aboul, 9 hours of individual guidance to 7,200 hours of
struction during the 6 -year period.
Speaking again to counselor-student ratios, David Armor found

in the mid-1960's that there is a marked r ariatiodin student-counselor-
ratios across geographic regions. For instance, in the metropolitan
areas of the Great Lake,s he found a ratio of 1 counselor to 4q1 stu-
dents as compared with 1 counselok per 09.; students in the :Nfiddle
Atlantic States.

In a study of Noll Serr ices for Massachusetts School by Gordan
Lhldle and Arthur Kroll. (1909) it was found that counselors in sec-.
onday schools appear to have a better understanding of post,high
school educational opportunities than of broad eriployment trends
and local employment opportbnities; anti that a counselor may see
the typical high school student two or three tunes a year for a 30-
minute interview.

Jacob Kauffman and his colleagues (1964 at the Pennsylvania
State University have undertaken two,major studies of vocational edu-
cation for the U.S. Office of Education. Among their findings were
that overhalf the vocational students, but less than one-third of those
who followed an academic or general program, reported that filet
had ,never discussed their course choices with-a counselor; of those who
reported thatthey had had some formal guidance, three-waters had
a favorable estimate but vocational students were less likely to report
favorably; over two-thirds of the girls and more than three-fourths of
the, boys who were planning to work Lifter high school reported that
they had never discussed their occupational plans with Q guidance
counselor.

The most recent study bearing on this patter is that conducted by
Prediger, Roth, and Noeth and published. in 1973 by the Ameri,-an
College Testing Program. This was,a nationwide study of student
career der elopment involving 9.8,20S students in the Sth, 9th, and 11th
ffrades in 197 schools across the country.

Among the findings were:
More than thee- fourths of the 11th graders in the sample wuiild

like help with career planning. The propol Lion of eighth Tnadcrsrs
siring; such help is almost as high.

Malting career planS is.by far the major area of need indicated by
11th graders from a list of needs as it:pro% lug study, reading, of math
skills, choosing, courses, discussing personal concerns, or obtaining
money to continue education after high school.

--Only 13 percent of the 11th graders feel that they hare reeeir vkl
"a lot of help" with career planiling from their school. Another 37
percent feel that they have rescued "sonic ver, half of the
11th graders and lightly more geatleA state (bat .the3 lure
received little, or no heir; with career planning.

.230
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An os erwhelnui lig 8 percent of the 11th gradem,indicate that they
can usually or almost always see a counselor when they want to which
suggi its in___Liew of the P ar 1 i r_ (hidings cited that the counselors, in
the z-nuiple, are simply not pro% icing help, with career plannikg ither
individually or on a group basis:Certainly, film conflicts or the
school's philosophy as emistiai the eourisylors in this fashion bub
ns noted elsewhere. in this report, it appears-that retraining is a crit-
ical need to iniprove the counselor's performance.

Over half of the 11th grade girls choose occupations falling in
only 3 of the 2.5, job familits used to assess their preferences. The three
were clerked and secretarial ,w ark, education and social services, nurs-
ing and humaii, care. Sc % en percent of the boys prefer such occupa-
tions. Nearly half of the boys' choices fall in the technologies and
trades cluster' of job families in contrast tb only 7 percent of the girls
choices. .

Chairman PERKINS. I ani going to interrupt you just a moment,
,Dr. Herr, fur a picture and then Congressman Andrews \').11 take the
Chair in my absenceAI have pnotherineeting.

[Short recess.]
ANnnEws.DoctOr, if you will proceed.

Dr. Rm. Tha4 -vou, very much, sir:-
Thus, we have a fairly dramatic example of theper% ash e influence

4,4 NA oik role stereotRe related to sex which restrict unnecessarily the
career Options considered by both males and females.

With respect to the job preparation., approximatqly 10 percent of the
11th graders are uncertain as to whether their eduqntional plans are
in line with, the occupations they are considering and approximately
our - ,fourth are not sure if they will be able to complete the steps neces-
sary for and enter these occupations.

0 t balance, the several surreys reported here tend to indicate that
stun emit expressed need for help with career planning stands in sharp
con .cast to the help students feet they ha% e received. The apparent
lac of student knowledge of work options and the career...planning

..ess reported in several of these studies also testifies to their need
fq help. Implicit in such findings is an enormous cost in time and

in floundering and indecision that are expensi% e both to indi-
11 bulls trying to find their Aim hi society and, indeed, to society
it if in work loss, diminished productivity, indi% idual alienation.

I plink the data which have been identified here relates to two other
s coons of tha Career Guidance.and Counseling Act of 1975 to which

would like to direct OM' attention at the moment: part C and part D.
In particular, I would like to address some parts of section 221, 222,
d 223 which need paiticular emphasis. First is 221(a) (1) which

eats with upgrading counselor training, programs through inserrice
er counselor educators. I do not believe that a sufficient proportion
f the current counselor educators in America have the understand-
ng and skills necessary to train or retrain counselors to facilitate
he acquisition by their clients of the "survival" skills spoken of ear-

lier nor are they ablojo speak effecti% c1y to the deli% e ry of career gnu:I-
-mice and counseling to populations or settings outside of the public
school context. Thus, inservice to retrain counselor educators is a criti-
cal element of the maximpin sue( ess of this leg,islation. Such retrain-

2 3+
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in;- should be4lesigned to equip counselor educators to put into place
the s ific traming components outlined in section 222. 'Phis can be
don in a systems approach to such training given certain, existing
exe plury counselor education models. The Association for Coanselor
Edu .ation and Supervision is now developing a position statement
dea lig with "Counselor Preparation in Career Development," which

-when merged with the ".9tandards for the Preparation of Counselors
and Other Personnel Service&SpeciaVsts" adopted by the association
last year should help in this effort. I have app6nded a copy of ttip
letter for your information,

Mr. Chairman, I would submit. this.particular s. t asanunt to the ster
nog'raphor.

Mr. ANqumv's. Without objection.
. [The document referred to follows :]t

STANDARDS FOR Tan PREPAtrATION 0,,t' Cot NtitIons AND ()Cahn
SPECLalsTS f

1mi:01)1Jc-rids

These Standards are intended as guidelines for the graduate preparation of
counselors and other personnel services .specialists. Tim* Otutilti be beneficial
to college- and university staff members involved in initiating programs of prepa-
rationor -Ili evaluating 'existing programs. Also, the Standards are available fur
use by state; Teglonal and national accrediting agencies. While- titc'Sandattis
are designed to servo as guidelines fur minimum preparation they are flexible
enough to allow for crea4ve approaches to counselor education. The Slauttittrils
do'not include guidelines for the preparation of support porsomiel or 'tioctural
level preparation;

These standards have been developedrecOgnizing that :
The staff has developed a written statement of philosophy fur the coun-

selor education program and that this statement has been accepted by the
institution.

The trend toward the development of competency iltiScd,:perfotinUnCe
band counselor education programs is likely to continue. flowerer, whether
or not p counselor education program is developed upon such a base, the
standards reflect the concern which all proitrains gis e to the assess-
ment,. of demonstrated competenclei' by students ditriug .yariutts stages of
their development.

Students take varying rates of time to.demmistrate the competencies and
professional maturation demanded in the complexities of counseling iota
personnel services work. While the standards prescribe minimum hours of
study in certain areas, these stated nilninitun hours should be interpreted
in the context that smite students %N III demonStrate the desired competency
anti pratmoonal maturation in a shorter time than indicated while others
may take substantially.longer.

The need of counselors and other personnel :tpeetalists for self-
rero.wal- and in service education beyond minimum preparation or certifica-
tion will increase. Therefore, the counselor education lirogriun should pro-
vide enriching exper iences fur those who have already completed the mini-.mum program:

minimum study In counselor education will increasingly extend beyond
one yetir program of graduate preparation. Such programs will triclinic

a"contbination et an undergraduate major in guidance and a year of gradu-
ate study In counselor education two years of graduate study in counselor
education, or other modelsZwhicli Include a minimum of one year of grail-
nate studv.

All 'coon's, lop education programs are not expected to prepare counselors
and other r, sonnel services specinlists for all the work settings encom-
passed by the . tandards, institutions should offer preparation progTants only
In those areas where sufficient gundfled full time staff and other resources

available. -

O
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The Standards not only reflect current thinking concerning the preparation of
counselors and other personnel services specialists' but also combine the three
existing statements on counselor preparation previously adopted by the Associa-
tion for Counselor Education and Supervision (ACES) : "Standards for the
Preparation of Secondary School Connselors-1967" ; "Standards for the Prepara-
tion of Elementary School Counselors," February, 1968;, and "Guidelines for
Graduate Ptogranis in the Preparation of Student Personnel Workers in Higher
"Education-19M"

In addition to acknowledging the similarity of preparation among the various
specialists, the 'StandardS itiso ProVide for diffefeficeS Width fluty exist among
the goals of various work settings. While this single document has been devel-
oped for the entire profession, the respective divisions of the American Personnel
and Guidance Association and other professional groups are encouraged to
jointly develop, with ACES, specific statements concerning the specialized need
of counselors and other personnel services speCialists who work in different
settings. In this respect, attention is called to Section H, 13.2 of the Standards,
"EnvironMental.and Specialized Studies."

Leadership for the development of these Standards was assumed by the ACES
Commissioli on Standards and Accreditation, working under the supervision
of the Executive Council of ACES. The Standards were adopted by the mem-
berShip of ACES in (mouth and year to be Inserted when adopted).

STANDARDS

Section, I. Objectives

A. Objettives of the Program to Prepare Counselors and Other Personnel Serv-
, ices Specialists.

1. The faculty has developed program objectives.
a. Objectives reflect a knowledge of studies and recommendations of local,

state, regional, and national lay and professional groups concerned with
counseling and .personnel services, needs of society.

b. Objectives of the program reflect needs in s,oclety which are represented
by different ethnic and cultural groups served by counselors and other per-
sonnel services specialists.

e, Students participate In a continuing review and revision of program
objectives.

d. Personnel in cooperating agencies assist in the developt,nt and review-
ing of objectives.

0. 'Objectives are written in such a way that evaluation can be based on
deutvitstrated competencies of a student as he progresses through the
program. 0

2. Objective* arc implemented on a planned basis in all area of the program
including selection, retentioa and endorsement of studenti, curriculum., in-
*tructional method*, research acticities, and adniirristr (dice po;mita, promlures,
and execution.

3. Personnel in cooperating agencies and faculty number* with pi him p assign-
ments in other discipline. arc aware of and ar c encouraged to ;cork Naar d the
objective* of the con mtelor education program.

There is a planned procedure for a continuing evaluation of the 0111COHIC8 of
the program.

a. The, program is evaluated in terms of demons- trate(' competencies of
a student as he progresses through the program.

b. Evaluation of the effectiveness of preparation is accomplished through
evidence obtained from ; (1) former students, (2) supervisors in agencies
employing graduates of he program, and (3) personnel in state and na-
tional licensing and accreCiting agencies.

SECTION II: Cennictt.tNtPROGRAM OF STUDIES AND St:PERUSED TiNPERIENCES

A. General Program Characteristics
1. The institution prodder a gra(Late program in. counselor education designed

for the preparation of &narrator* and other personnel service* .tpt clang*.
a. The opportunity for full-time study throughout the academic year is

provided and actively encouraged.

2 3 ,) -
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lip is prolded within the curriculum to allow fur individual
differences iiKompeteinaes and tinflerstauding? de s eloped befuie entering the
pi`ogram.

c. Descriptions of the various program uptions and nequirements for
raduate studies are published and distributed to prospective students.
d. The counselor education program reflects an an artiness of concepts re-

lating to differentiated staffing and preparation in counseling and plrsounel
sort it es. The staff is a ti arc of lifotime oppor, unities for development and
:16mm:went in the head of counseling and pirsonnel services. lhure is an
emphasis ni the counselor cducapin program oil the titilii.ation of support
ttersonnel to free wore pruff pri paled personnel for the perfoi mance
of higher let el functions. 'These tow, pts are taught in the t,uunselur educa-
tion program,

2. ( main limy and, or ben I eat, ed aunt ion effe a iny.ein cuwen lnr edam tion meet
all of the criteria in staff onatilleutionv, staff Laid, physical foe adieu, sta-
student ratios; etc.deserihed in these Sttendards.

8. These is iledunie uJ 14 (ph quulatlP,nYt,utlion of all a.spo hs of the prat/tam.
a. Syllabi or wher evidence of urgaiiii.d said coordinated aistyuctional

units of the curriculum are available.
b. Resource materials are provided.
c. Responsibilities are assigned to. or assumed by staff members only in

those areas of the counselor education progrom fur ss Ilia they have demon-
strafed professional competency.

d. Pi-fish:boo are made fur periodic mg-dilation by studints and staff of
all aspects of the program, i.e., course content, m,- thuds -of ikon uctiun, and
supervised experience. both on and off campus.

i. Pianned sequences of educational experiences are provided.
u. Within ilie; minimum eounselur education program as seimence of basic

and ads:theca graduate studies (.al tither associated leiuning experiences
isalellned and ptovided.

The program pro\ Ides for the integration of didactic studies and su-
pervised experiences.

e. All prerequisite studies tind other experiences are identified.
d. Representatives of departments uffeim studies flu related fields are

regularly eunsultt d regarding lauss related studies can be wade wore useful
to counselor education majors.

e. The faculty has identified performance indicators to determine u halter
the professiunabwmpetent les to be des elut.,..1 l.y the sequence of edulaitional
experiences are achieved.

i. .1 close relationship exists better( n the faculty of the counselor (placation
program and the staff members in work setting.%

a. The staff in the work settings are consulted in the design and imple-
mentation of 1.11 a.,,,ects of the program including prat ileum and internship
experiences.

I. The faculty of the preparation program is consulted in the design and
implementation of Inserviee preparation of staff In work s tri airs.

4. Within the framework of the total program. thcr.e are Ga., ;tics for
the student to del clop understandings and sl.ills'beyond the minima, olire-
ment sof the proram.

a. Elective courses and related experiences are available.
'b. Supervised individual study is available.
e. Advisors encourage students to explore enrichment opportunities.

T. 'I he spirit of inquiry and. the production and utilization of research data
are C11e0uraged among both faculty and students.

a. The statement of objectives of the program reflects an awareness of
tla role of research in the counseling and personnel services

b. instructional procedures make frequent use of. and reference to, re-
search findings. Areas in which research is needed are identified.

S. Opportunities for plumed ptrindao self - evaluation and the development of
grill lir self-anderstandom are provided for both'students told faculty.

a. Slf-analysls Is encouraged through such activities as laboratory expo-
rionees and audio and/or video tape recordings.

b. Opportunities fur improc.euient of interpersonal relationships are pro-
vided through sum Illgroup activit ies.

e. Counseling services are provided by qualified persons other than coun-
selor educatlam staff and are available to students in (im:odor education.

1
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B. Program of Studies
1. Common core: The common cure is composed of general areas conatiod

to be necessary na the preparation of all oolinsaws and Who pid.50AM.,1 4G/ macs
specialists.

a. Human growth and development . Includes studies %Oda provide a
broad understanding of the nature and needs, of individuals at all develop-
mental levels. Liaphasis is placed un psycholui_lcal, sucioltu.,Ical, and physiu-

approaelies. Includes such areas as human behat c normal and ab-
normal behavior), personality theory and learning theory.

b. Social and cultural foundations. li.cludes studies of change. ethnic
groups, sub-cultures, changing rules of women, sexism, urban ,tnd rural
societies, population patterns, cultural mores, use of leisure tune, and
ing lifCl patterns. Such disciplines as the beim% 'oral sciences, econuiniesind
political science are involved.

e. The Helping Relationships. Includes philosophic.bases of helping
tionslml s, counseling theory, super% ised practice, and appikation , een-ilta-
tion theory,supertised practice, mid appileation and au emphasis upon
develop:neat of coqnselor and elk nt for consulted self-a a archess and self-
understanding.

d. Groups Includes such areas as theory, ty lies and funitions of groups,
deseriptions of practices, methods, dynamics, development of facilitative
skills, and supervised practice.

e. Life style and Career Development: Includes such aea., as rotational
choice theory, relationship between eared choice and life sty le, sources pf
ocimpationni information, approaches to career ilyeision-inahing processes,
and careen development exploration techniques.
. 1'. Appraisal of the Individual. Includes the development of a framework
for understandiag the hull idual data gathering methods, filth% Waal and
grunt, testiag , ease study approaches t I individual differences, including
ethnic and cultural and sex consicleyi

.g. Research and evaluation: ira rules such areas as statistics; research
design, devi liniment of research and demolish talon proposals, understand-
lug legislation relating to the development of research, program th v lop-
ment, and demonstration proposals; and development and es aluatii.a of
program.objectives.

h. Professiotial orientatiOn : Includes goals and objectives of professional
orgarazations, codes of ethics, legal considerations, standards of preparation
and certification, role identity of counselors and other personnel services
specialists.

2. Environmental and Specialized Studies: Includes those specialized studies
necessary for practice,,in different work settings. There is evidence that the
faculty, in planning and cm:hutting the counselor education cu»-iculum, ha3
taken into consideration statements mule by other pi ofessionai groups 'tinting
to role, function and preparation.

7 a. Study of the environment in which the student is planning to practice.
Includes history, philosophy, trends, purposes, ethics, legal aspects, stand-
ards, and roles with the institution ur work setting where the student will
practice.

b. Specialized knowledge and skills needed to work effectively in the pro-
fessional setting where the student plans to practice. For example, the
student preparing to be an elementary school counselor may need to take,
ktriong other specialized courses, work in diagnosis of reading Mama:Gun ,
the student preparing to be a personnel services educator III higher educa-
tion might need, among other specialized work, both course work and super-
vised experiencea in student financial aid; or the student preparing to
work In empl(*meat counseling limy need additional information about em
ployment trends as well as the sociology and psychology of work..

The different professional associations jointly concerned with the prepara-
tion of counselors and other personnel services specialists are encouraged
to develop statements concerning this area (Ehvironmbntal and Special-
ized Studies) of preparation and make these statements available to faculty
in counselor education,

C. Supervised Experiences
1. Appropriate supervised experiences provide for the integration and appiwa-.

tion of knowledge and skills gained in didactic study.
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a. Students should have'su vised experiences in settings which are com-
patible with career goals,

b. Experiences include both observation of, and direct Ivork with hull -,
vidunis and groups within the appropriate work setting.

c. Opportunities are providqd for professional relationships n ith staff
members ilf the work settings.

2. Supervised experiences include laboratory, practicum, and interns/1w.
a. Laboratory experiepees, providing both obsenation and participtution

in specific activities, are offered throughout the preparatory progratIll .
role-playing, listening to tapes, -viewing Gape playbacks, testing, organiz
ing and using personnel records, inter\ iems with field practitioners, pre-
paring and examining cave studies, antrusimpeareer information materials.

Practieuni experiences, under supervision, provide interaction with in-
dividuals and groups actually seeking sere ices from counselors and other
Personnel services specialists. Some of those individuals and groups should
come frolic the environments in NI hick the counselor education student is pre-' paring to work.

(1) Specific counseling practices have sufficient duration and con-
tinuity to assure optiminp professional developinent.1.4he Ill. P11.11111111_ rec-
ommended amount of actual contact with individuals and groups, is
Q0 clock bouts spread over a miniinum of a nine-month period.

(2) fjapthisio,n iu consultation is provided.
(3) The supervisory responsibility is clearly identified and suffi-

cient thue for.supervision is allocated. The recommended weekly mini-
mum for supervisory contact is one hour of individual supervision and
one hour of supervisory contact as part of a practicum group for the
duration of the practictun experiences.

( I) Supervisory responsibilities include critiquing of counseling actu-
ally observed or recorded on audio or video-tape.

c. Internship is a post practicum experience which provides an actual
'on-the-job experience and should he given central importance for each
student.

(1) The internship placement should be selected on the basis of the
future career goal of the student.

,(2) Internship octivitles should all activities that a regularly
employed staff member would be expected to perform. In the setting
the intern is expected to behave as a protessionad and should be treated
as such.

(3) /For those students Islio have no prior work experience hi their
particular type of setting, an intensified or expalrded internship should
be provided.

(4) The 'intern spends a minimum of 300 clock hours, on the job.
It is desirable thatt-the internship be a paid experience.

(5) Supervision is performed by qualified staff of the field placement
setting who have released time from other regular duties.

(0) The counselor education staff provides these field supervisors
opPortunitie(Vfor in -serf ice education in Lounseling and 'personnel sen-
lees supervision.

(7) There should be close cooperative worldng relationships between
staff in field placement setting and the counselor education staff.

.3. A qualified stall leith adtqoate tune allocated to supervision is.procaled
laboratory. practicum, and internship experiences.

a. Members of the on-campus staff responsible for supervision
(1) have earned doctoral degrees, preferably in counselor education,

from -accredited institutions.
(2) hale had experience autl (111110118tra t competencies in counseling

and other personnel services at the let el appropriate for the student:,
supervised.

b. Doctorld students selling as Nopen hors of practiam experiences are
themselves supervised by Qualified faculty.

C. The practicum anti internship eViwrienees are tutorial forms of in-
struction; therefore, the supervision of file students is equivalent to the
teaching of one three semester-hour course. Sue] I a ratio is considered
maximum.

equipos(nt, and mulct tal.t arc pros hied for supervised Gzperiencts
in both on- and off-settings. (See also Section IV.)

23)
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D. Program Development Outreach
1. The counselor education faculty provides off-campus assistance to ield-

nal counselors and other posonneNeryncs ape:violists in agencies with activities
winch can contribute to the impoiemoit of a work setting fbr supervised ex-
periences in the program of preparation.

a. The Institution eneohrages agency personnel to seek the faculty's assist-
ance, in planning and conducting in-servieZ education and program lin-
proveinent models.

b. The institution's faculty is prmided load recognition for their part hi
iseiVice -and- Pograin des'idopfnelit activities In the agencies.

c. The institution's counselor education faculty involves graduate stu-
dents in progrpnis of in- service education and in program development
planning and implementation at the agency level.

2. The institution provides on-campus assistance to agency personnel in re-
solving unique problems or difficulties.

a. The institution encourages agency personnel to seek assistance through
the use of such techniques as personal appointments, telephone access pro-
grams, Information storage and retries al, position papers, and various audio
and/or visual media.

3. The institulam's faculty integrates the experiences of the outreach activity
_WO counselor education program by adapting or modifying the program as

4I1 a
be (IPPropriate. Outreach activities at e ticncul us 4; significant function in

tlw preparation program. as "modeling" behavior.

Section III: Responsibilities Concerning Students in the Program

A. Information
1. Information. concerning major aspects of the counselor education program as

well as,the faculty is available in a rariety of media for prospective ulents.
a. The areas in which the program. offers preparation and the degrees

. offered are clearly stated.
b. Counselor education faculty are mailable to discuss the program of

preparation with those Interested.
C. Personnel in various counseling and related job settings have been des-

ignated as referral sources for discussion of their areas of interest with
prospective students.

B. Selection
1. Applicants accepted meet the institution's standards for admission to grad-

uate study.
a. Experimental patterns of admissions standards are in evidence.
b. There is evidence that staff in cooperating agencies have been consulted

relative to admisSion policies and procedures.
c. Students In the program reflect an effort, on the part of the faculty. to

select individuals u ho represent a varlet:, of subcultures and sub-groups
within our society.

d. A committee of staff members makes the decisions concerning admission
of applicants to the program based upon established criteria such as :

(1) Potential effectiveness in close interpersonal relationships.
(2) Aptitude for counseling and related human development

(3) Commitment to a career in counseling and personnel Ncork.
() Potential for establishing facilitative relationships with people

at various levels of development.
(5) 'Openness to self-examination and commitment to self-growth.

C. Retention
1. A continuing evaluation through systematic mica; is made of students as

they progress through the program.
2. In situations where evaluations of a student Indicates an inappropriateness

for the counseling field, staff members assist in facilitating change to an urea
more appropriate for the student.
D. Endorsement

1. A statement of policy relating to the institution's procedure for formal en-
domment has been adopted and appro.' cd by the faculty mid administrative
ant horities.
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a. Each candidate Is informed of procedures of endorsement for certifica-
tion and employment.

b. Insofar as possible, all stair members acquainted with the student, in-
cluding supervisorS of practicum and internship experiences, participate to
the endorsement process.

2. Endorsement is given by the counseling staff only for the tuo ticidur lob set-
ting for which the student has been prepared by their (-burn work. and sapid -
viscd experiences.

3. Endorsement is given only on the basis of evidence of demonstrated pro
idionlirlaree completed a substantial part of has graduate

icork in counselor education, including sapertised counseling EXpolenvv, at the
endorsing institution.
E. PAC-ement'

1. no institution has a placement screice with policies and procedures con-
sistent with recognized placement practices.

a. The faculty assist the student N 1 th the preparation of placement papers
and the selection and securing of a position suitable for the student.

b. Placement services are available to graduates of the program through-
out their professional careers.

c. Opportunities are provided for students to participate in local, state,
and federal examinations for employment opportunities.

P. Research and Evaluation
1. Policies and pi-ocedures relating to recruitment, selection, retention, and

placement arc continually studied throuyli curious research, and evalaattee
methods.

a., Regular follow up studies are made of former students, including drop-
outs, students removed from the program and graduates.

b. Evaluation is followed by revisluto and Immo enients In the prepara-
tion program which seem appropriate.

Section IV: Support for the Counselor Education Program, Administrative
Relations, and,Institutional Res6urce

1. Administrative organization and procedures proeidc recognition of, and
designated responsibilities for a counselor education program.

a. The program is a clearly identified part of an institutional graduate
program.

(I) There is preferably only one unit directly responsible for the
preparation of counselors and other personnel services specialists.

(2) If more than one unit In the institution is direetly..involved in
the preparation of counselors and uther_personnel services specialists,
there is evidence of close cooperation nude coordination.

b. Cooperative relationships exist between the counselor education pro-
gram and other units of the institution related to the program.

(1) Contributions of other units to the program are defined.
(2) Channels of communication with faculty members in other units

are Identified and maintained.
c. Use is mach: of a wide range of professional and community resources.

Evidence of working relationships exists with agencies off the campus which
have the potential for contributing to the preparation of counselors and
other personnel services specialists and/or are Potential eruplo5ers of grad-
uates of the program.

2. The institution provides for the professional development of the. staff as well
as att. ants in the counselor education l *ogram.

a. Staff members are involved in professional activities on local, state,
regional, and national

b. Staff members participate in voluntary professional service capacities.
c. Thc ir..;titution provides encouragement and financial support for the

staff to participate in professional activities.
d. Staff members engage In programs of research and contribute to litera-

ture of the field,
e. Students participate in the activities of professional organizations.

a The institution provides adequate faculty and supporting staff for all aspects
of the counselor education program.

t.
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a. An individual is designated as the professional leader of the counselor
education piogram. ., -

(1) This individual is an experienced counselor and posse. ses an
earned doctorate in counselor education from au accredited Institution.

(2) This individual has full-time assignment to the counselor educa-
tion program.

(3) This individual is recognized for his leadership in the profession.
(4) This individuatis qualified by preparation and experience to l 011-

duct and to supervise research activities. . ''.,

4. In uldition to the designated ?coder them ate at least tau ftai-time foceilty
members /Nth comparable qualification. . -

a. Additional faculty are provided at the ratio of one full-time.stalt mem-
ber for every ten full -tirue graduate students (r their equivalent in pail-
time graddate studeuts. This ratio should be reduced iii institutions sv here
n lam percentage of thecunnsolur Wm adult students are enrolled on a part -
time basis and, or when program changes create the need fur the staff to
spend more time in the evaluation a each student.

5. The full -tinge teaching loud 14 these Pettily 'Jambe, s is consistent with that
of other graduate units in the institution, which seqiiiie intensiee super LiSildl (Id
an integral part of professional preparation.

ti. The faculty load is modified in proportion to assigned responsibilities
for graduate advisement and research supervision on a formula Iv hien is
consi,tent with established graduate e,C110 11 policy I the 1 nt iu. po..cy .it le .ns....ait.uii.

Tinte--IT'provIded within the total faculty w oil. load for coopera,ii%e
I. vdisciplinary activities with teaching faculty in related fields.
/e. The total work load of facult3 nambets imitates a recognition of title
needed for professional research.

0. Faculty in closely related disciplines are qualified in their respective areas
and also arc informed about the obja.ees of .the counselo education prow 44114.

7. Off-campus agency personnel oho 61tPert)14C St114/4/4 arc qualified thii,iiy»,
academic preparation and professional experience.

a. Such staff members base two ur more years of appropriate professional
. ..experience.

b. These staff members have at least two Sears of graduate work in coun-
selor education or can demonstrate equivalent preparation.

S. Graduate assistantships arc protidcd to assist the faculty and to plot-ale
additional experiences for students in the program.

a. Regular procedures are established for the identification, and assign-
ment o' f qualified students to these assistantships.

b. A minimuta of one h dine graduate student is assigned to the coun-
selor education program for qteli 30 full-time equivalent students.

c. These assignments are !lade in such a Iv ay as to enrich the prufes.siviiiil
learning experiences of the graduate assistants.

9. Sec, dead, clerical and uthei SlIpporttte, staff are proeided in the consist-tor
education program.

a. A minimum of one full-time secretary ur equivalent is provided for the
clerical work of the counselor education program.

h. Additional clerical service is provided at the ratio of one full-tinte
clerical assistant for the emits alent of every three faculty members.

e. Responsibilities of secretarial, clerical and other supportive staff are
defined and adequate supervision is provided.

10. The institution pmcidcs facilities and a budget Which insures continuous
operation of all aspects of the counselor.education program.

a. The institution provides a designated headquarters fur the Cuiniz.elur
education program:

(1) This headquarters is located near the classroom and laboratory
facilities used in the counselor education program.

(2) The headquarters area includes a private ,office for each faculty
member.

(3) The headquarters area include offipe space for secretarial, clerical,
and other supportive staff.

(4) Appropriate work space, equipment and supplies are provided for
graduate assistants. .

c. Library fact:Hies provide a rich supply ,of resource materials for study
and research In counselor education.

52-945-75vol.'2-10
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(1) These facilities include basic resources, both hooks and periodi-
cals, in areas in uhich the counselor education program provides prel>-
aration, as well As in related areas such as p.sehology, sociology, and
economics,

(2) Current and historical materials are available.
(3) Library resources are available during evening and weekend

hours.
(-1) Inter library loans, ERIC services, and microfilm and photocopy

services are available.
(5) Multiple collies of frequently used publications are available.

VI Research futilities art (mutable to faculty and stadtats ue (AnIIISthil edu-
cation.

a. Facilities include laces and laboratories equipped to provide oppor-
hinities for the collection, analysis, and synthesis of data.

b. Consultant services ,ire loanable front researth specialists on the in-
stitution's staff.

c. Access is provided to campus computer centers and other data-proc-
- essing

th Settings both off alai on campus are provided in -Mach researeh-eun be
conducted.

12. Tht institutiwt tteogni4s the itults.hlual twtds of graduate 8111(1(441s turd pro-
vides services for personal as well as professional development.

a. Since fulijime academic-) ear attentiaace is possible for most graduate
students only if some form of financial assistance is available, et ery effort is
made to deNclup such assistance fur -students in the maniselor etiumittolt
program.

(1') The counselor education program is assigned a propoitionate
share of the institutions's funds for student assistance.

b. Facilities for supervised experience are pre% hied in a coordinated
laboratory setting on campus. Consideration is given,to:

(1) Facilities for individual conpseling in rotate:: with assured wiz-
vaey and adequate space for related equipment.

(2) Facilities for small group work. This urea should provide for
small group counseling, testing, shifting, meetings, etc.

(3) The provision of classroom Auld seminar meeting rooms.
(4) As appropriate, facilities are equipped with the following:

(a) recording and listening devicesportable and permanent
(b) one-way vision glass
(c) videotape recording and playing devicesportable and per-

manent
(5) Technleal assistance is available fur both operational and main-

, tenanee services.
(6) Acoustical treatment is provided throughout the facilities as ap-

propriate.
(7) Facilities are conducive to modeling and demonstrating exem-

plary environments and pnirtices in counseling and persolthel services.
The -facilities should include a "model" counseling laboratory vv ith
related resource materials and audiovisual equipment. Included as re-

' sources in the "model" laboratory are :
(a) career educatlonal information materials
(b) tiles of standardized tests mud interpretation data
-(c) rovariety of media -- equipment and materials
(d) space for teuelling and laboratory experiences

(S) Data processing asidstanceand equipment are available for both
teaching and rest-an-h. "

(9) Tice facilities are located in close approximation to the counselor
edutition faculty offices and nun) from centers of extreme noise and
confusion.

( 2 ) Pa rf-tinie work opportunities appropriate for stutleittA, in the pro-
gram are identified and efforts are made to secure, assignments for those
desiring such opportunities,

(3) L01111 resources are available to students in counselor education.
( 411 Prospeethe students are provided itiformathm about possible sources

of financial assistance.
it, Personal counseling services are mailable to all counselor education sto

decals.
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(1) This service 18 available from staff members other than the members
of the counselor education staff.

(2) Patterns for referral areknon to all faculty members.

Commission on Standards and Ac, editatiop

kAssociation for Counselor 'Education t sk.Supervision
.ACES Region -

North AtlanticMrs. Cynthia Atlus, Parent Counseling Project, Wayland
Public Schools, Iyailand Massachusetts 01778

North CentralMr. William Erpenbach, Wisconsin State Department of Edu-
cation, 126 .Langdon Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Rocky MountainMr. Emery A. Morelli, Department of Employnient Security,
174 Social Hall Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

WesternDr. Jerald Forster, Rehabilitation Counseling Program, College of
Education, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 96105

Southern--Dr. Doris S. Cantey, Department of Counselor Education, School of
Education, South Carolina State College, Orangeburg, South Carolina 20115

Chairman Dr. Robert 0. Stripling, Department of Counselor Education,
College of Education, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601
E.r Officio 31cmbera

Dr. Robert F. Aubrey, President of ACES, Department of Pupil Personnel
Sere ices. Brookline Public Schools, Brookline, Massachusetts 02110

Dr. Edwin 1.. Herr, President-Elect of ACES. Department of Counselor Educa-
tion, Social Science Building, Pennsylvania State this ersity, bnivmity Park,
Pennsylvania 10602

Note: Dr. James Winfrey (Western Region) and Dr. Phalon Malone (Rocky
Mountain Region) served on the Commission in 1971-72 and continued to work
Ns itL the Commission through the bummer of 1972. Mrs. Elizabeth (Betty) ) Demos
(N, rth Atlantic Regibn) and Dr. Laurabeth 11. Hicks (Southern Region) were
members of the Commission from 1971 until June 30. 1973. Dr. William L. Cash
was President of ACES in 1971-72 when the Commission was funned and work
:t:irted uu tht". .-:.tandadS,' and Dr. George M. Gazda was President in 197`.:--73.
Dr. E. Gordon Poling was chalonan of the AMU Professional Preparation and
Standards Committee from 1971 73 and worked closely with the Commission
during the de veloppent of these Standards.

Dr. limn. Second, I would like to point up the particular impor-
tance of section 223, retraining requirements. There are, in fact, de-
pending uppn which estimate ..on use, some 60,000 counselors Nue-
booing now in educntion and in public sector agencies who need to
dodo") the .kills and understanding which underlie a signifieant in-
crease in career guidance and counseling. The current employment
situation for hew counselors is such that I believe the 'nest urgent
matter to confront is maximizing the use of counselor education pro-
grams to upgrade the skills of the existing counselor population. As
iitsliNdtcd-earhei, upgsadiug -tire skills of cuuuselor educators-lutist be
a part oLsuch an effort. in these things,.I do not mean to im-
pugn the Heed to reduce, the counklor-pupil ram or to produee nv
uonsetab equipped ss ith a full range of competencies related to the

needs at issue. Sections :21?1 And 22:2 speak to such possibilities and
imply a qualit) of presers ice counselor education-which I belie e to be
a national pnorit),.. I do believe that the implied guidelines in section

t 1 aining requirements, must be strengthened in regaa to the_
character of post-smondary educational institutions or local educa-
tional agencies rectiN ing.grants for traiaing. The preparation stand-
ards I ha's e given oti might be a help in this regard. It appears that
there are 110V in this Nation, a number of higher education institutions

241
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whose vans of financial sun i% al is credentialino. large numbers of
counselors without the t3pes of resources or prot'fessorial expertise
high quality preparation requires. I would hope that sections 221

,and 229 do not perpetuate or stimulate such a situation further.
To return to section 233, momentarily, I do not believe that the

massive retraining requirements identified 'bele can occur unless a
specific system is effected ill each State by which all school districts
and agencies east rotate to specific college and university centers in
that State, some. portion of their counselor stair for a period of C to

weeks or longer in order that these persons upgrade their skills in
career guidance and couseling.: It Ina) well be useful to inch& sueli
1i provision in the grant mechanisms of part C.

Mr, ANDREWS. Dr. Herr, I think our very good member, Mr. Good-
ling, would like to make a brief statement. He has to leave to gb
elsewhere.

Mr. GOODLING. Unfortunately, we need some couusejing down here.
We have a habit Of scheduling committee meetings one on top of the

--other. I don't, know_how you can be in two places at one time.
I merely wanted to point out before I left, I would like very much

to carefully read pages 22, 23, 2S, and 29 and then I ha% e a free
telephopo from at night until 9 in the morning, and I would like
to call you and discuss those specific pages.

As far as Dr. Guysbers is concerned, I would like to particularly
call him and talk to liunabout pages 11 through 17 any hour of th.0
night because I am usually in the office. And as far as IINIrs. Knox. I
would much rathe,r meet With her in person. However, I will be in
touch with you on some of the areas I am concerned about and T would
like some further explanations as far as your testimony is concerned.

Dr.--IIpu. Thank you very much ; we appre,ciate it.
Mr. ANnuras. Please proceed .Doctor.
Dr. Emu. I would also like to speak to part D, demonstration and

evaluation purposes of the program. The effective implementation of
the expectations of this title are vital to the long-term effects of career
guidance and commune, as processes important to individual fulfill-
meat or to manpower d'evelopment. We,now know a good deal about
the factors inherent in career delelopment, job, satisfaction, and work
adjustment. We luta less about the effects of different forms of inter-
vention in relation to these factors. However, we do haVe a beginning
base of studies width examine the short-range effects of specific con-
sel or techniques on a limited set of criteria.

,RESEARCIt ON CAREER GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING EFFECTS

For example, research evidence exists that indicates that career
adiustmeut at age 25 is related to awareness of choices to be made,
information and planning bearing on choices, posscising and being
able to use occupational, psychological, educational, and economic
information by students while in the secondary schools. Research evi-
dence also indicates,that certain career guidance techniques do help
students to become competent decisionmakers, to select high school
courses and make post high school plans more conungnsurate with
their abilities than students who aro not so exposed (Evans and Cody,

24
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1909; Ryan and, Krumboltz, 1964; Yabroff, 1969). Other studies haVe
indicated that guidance techniques can help students sharpen and or
commit themseli es on the basis of personal values. We have previously,
indicated that there, are important relationships beta een job satisfac-
tion. personal values, and.productivity.

Existing research pro\ ides a fair bale for understanding the effects
of particular techniques on ,curtain specific criteria, pal tcidarly those
which-relate-to-the transition Irom-sehoot to -w ork, and-bet weemadoles-
cenco and early adulthood. We have less research idence about the
coparati%e effects of different career guidance and counseling tech-
niques upon specific criteria or upon specific career guidance and
counseling techniques «ith adult populations or ith persons of differ-
ent minority backgrounds.

There is a limited amount of research about the lung -range effects
of guidance and counseling. There are several reasuns 'for this gundi:
t iion. Longitudinal research is ery expensive, it has complex logistical
problems. and subjects are hard to maintain. Li addition, the
ability of guidance and counseling services was very restricted until
Aunt .1966, Thus, for most of its history, guidance and counseling
Personnel Thal o been more concerned about providing services than
studying their long-range effects.

NeNertheless, the research which does exist tends to favor the effects° .

of counseling and guidance upon persons as compared with those
who hale not been so exposed. David Campbell in 1965 followed up
7Z1 counseled and nwicounscled college students who had been studied
originally in 1910. The 25-year fullowup revealed that the counseled

\group demonstrated Leiter academic achievement and accomplishment
,inid that it did slightly better than the control group in terms of
otwpational achiel ement, income, and social contribution. If that
stn lb n ere repeated today . one might expect the greater understand-
ing bOuivior and the refined counselor techniques to demonstrate even
more effectiveness i f such were followed up 25 years from now.

Jesse \Gordon, of the University of Michigan, assetilg in 1967 35
experimental and demonstration programs _funded by trio U.S. De-
partment 9f Labor. Iris report "Testing. Counseling, and Supportive
Sun ice for Distith antaged Youth" provided several important find-
ings pertinciik to career guidance and counseling.

Among them, were :
Clients were \not responsil e to nondirective counseling but re-

sponded well to counselors nho sought to inter% cite ou filc'rr behalf and
to help. them be admitted to a traiiiingprogram otfind a job.

Couseling was most successful when linked to a direct service such
as job placement. In fact, Until his objectis e situation v as improved
the Counselee was difflaUlt to help at all.

Counseling a man aftter he got a job was More important than coun-
seling prior to his beginning to work. Crew leaders and others were
Often able to provide important support.

The clients were responsive to many incentil es and fast results.
They gained confidence when counselors 'a ere able to bleak their Nob-
loins down so that they could Inaster one at a time.

Paraprofessionals and indigenous workers (tho:.e ing similar ;
characteristics to the klisatbautarred oath being stied) pro% ed to be
effective counselors. \

2 4 6. -4\
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Such Endings confirm that the demonstration and evaluation of
career guidance and co'unseling is complex, in part because the charac-
teristics and needs of indit !duals and group airy and are themselt es
complex. While existing research results are in sonle instances arilbig-
uous and contradictory, the largest weight favors the effects of career
guidance and counselina upon educational ement, job placenient,
and subsequent occupational adjustment. 0

Section- 107, in -fairness-to 'the authorization of appropriations in
section 102; very little specific data exists about the direct economic
returns from investing in career guidance and counseling,

Since' the latter operate as moderator variables upon such outcomes
as persistence in education and educational achietecnent, accurate self -
appraisal, realistic and rational t hoicenlaking, and w ork adjustment,
few people would argue that these are insignificant aspects of social
progress or individual fulfilhnent but. the are difficult to assess on a
dollar-for-dollar return for investmenrbasis.

On the other hand, if there are apfnoximatelv 00,000 counselors in
the schools and community agencies of this Nation and emit sell o
approximately 500 clients, a figure which is, probably conservative,
then we are talking about $6 per person ed in 1076 and $9 per per-
son in 1075. ,

11 the only other SakiN e-Federal support is guidance and counsel-
ing, the National Defense Education Act of 195S and its subsequent re-
visions and absorption into ESEA III, can be used as an anchor point,
I do believe that the Career Guidance and Counseling Act of 1975 w ill
change the gyroscope of t ounselors and pro% isle the resources which
they can be helped to significantly contribute to the careci de elop-
ment a nd. work adjustment needs of our population.

Whereas NDEA V-A and V-.B energized a professional counselor
population to sere the total educational spectrum and thereb, added
major quantitatil e growth in this area, I belieN e the Career Guidance
and Counseling Act of 1975 can ;Awl e as a spur to renewed tputlit
the services `pro ided by school counselors, by counselors la com-
munity agencies, and in Ugir interaction.with each other.

I believe that the emphases ill this act upon creat ing national lead-
ership at a poli4making let el (section 103) through an office of career
guidance and counseling complemented by a National Ad' isory
Council on Career Guidance (section 104) with a mandate to st utly
career guithu\ce programs; State leadership (scition 201, section .111,
212) ; and specific trawling and retraining pro isions for eareei guid-
ance and counseling personnel can be the %Aide for bringing hcse.
vital services to the le% el of professional maturity it Melt all -of a, seek.

To the degree that sm.]) an outcome results, I belie %c that the quality.
of life for many of our people- -students and workerswill-biz signif-
icantly enhancvt

Thank yon {for your kind considera. tion this norning.
[References are retained in Subcommittep, ids
Dr. HERR. May r DOW Present to toy 011 Mrs. 13etty E. Knox for her

statement., please.
Mr. Aximalws. You had one confused. She is show it next ou our list,

of Witnesses. OK. Very good.
Dr. ITER% We puta rose between two thorns,

2 "i
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Mr. ANDIWVS. You obviously did. I dOn't know about the thorn;
agree about therose.

Betty, would you proceed then ?

STATEMENT OF BETTY E. KNOX, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SCHOOL
COUNSELOR ASSOCIATION AND COUNSELOR, GARNER SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL

Mrs. Kxox. 'My name is Betty E. Knox. I hive been an elementary
anti secondary teacher for SI 3Lars, an assistant director of admissions,
UNC at Charlotte. for 1 year, and a secondary school counselor for IL
years. From July 1, 1971-toJune 30,1975. I will be on leave of absence
from Garner Senior High School in Raleigh, N.C., serving aN th e first
full -time president of the -Alnerican School Counselor .ASsociption
over 14,000 membersand also as president of the North Cal olina
Personnel and Guidance Association- of er 1.200 niembers -a national
division and a State branch respectisely of the American Pei-so-11nel
and Gudiance Associationover 38,000 membenk APGA has a mem
be.rsip crossing nian3 lines in counseling and guidance but sets lug
common purpose-- helping our children, youths, and adtt16 to know
and understand themsels es and to make meaningful choices and de-
cisions conducis c to self-fulfillment and the impros anent of life for all
persons.

"As a practitioner and elected leader aniong,m colleagues,colleannes, I sin-
cerely appreciate and ani pleased to has e this uppoitunity to testify
on the Career Guidance and Counseling Act of 1957 and the current
and long-range needs ssliiith.it will fulfill for,all Americans tlirough
the lifespan concept defined therein. 113 commendations to this com-
mittee and the cosponsors of this act for sour efforts to pros isle bola-
tions to the dilemmas of ourcountr3, particulai 13; the economic dis-
trees felt by evemAinericam A

qty presence here today is to speak.for antlton behalf of the pro-
fessional counseling practitioners across this Nation and in particular
tho constituency ot ASCA and NCPGA. as yell as the other n divi-
sionS and 51 State branches of APGA: this includes, Mr. Chaim-ma,
college personnel. counselor-edalmoners, and supers isors, ocat iuuitl
guidance apersonn, beim)] counselorspublic and pi isate eleinclitar37
junior high, secondary and postsecondary- school social woikers,
school psychologists. school attemlanee counselors; school health per-
sonnel, rehabilitation counstilins. em pl 03 Inuit sectu it3 eummiss
comiselors, testing cuoidlipitcos, specialists in glomp work, minority
persons in guidaiice,and counseling and public offelidercuunselurs .
among others. -

My views come from where the action is, or is not, as the case may
be,be, I share with you things as they are on the- grassroots level: where
our children, 3 ouch, and adults are in terms of career choice and deci-
sion needs:'

The present and future are both upon us with rapidity and change,
which exceed our coping posters. Holevet, a reflection on the past
history of the des elopment of guidance and counseling in our Nation
is relevant to the need for the Career Guidance and Counseling Act
Of 1975.
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trie113, the origin of guidance and counseling' was vocational/
occupational/gareer oriented. With the 'threat of the Soviet cosmo-
nauts land* on the Moon before the astronauts, the National
Defen,ze Education Act of 1958 came into existence through authoriza-
tion, and appropfiation by Congress. The impact of recycling, pri-
marily classroom teachers into souuselui s, betyan w ith NDEA ii hicli
aiadated She identification of the gifted and talented in the sciences,
iarludingJuath,..testingatute.s.aluailon wdiliAminsuling for placement
in high sciZal sciences, National Science Foundation stunmer pro-
grants. as \veil as college place.acnt and scholarships designed _for
these 'special students.

Secondary school counselors fulfilled these mandates so well that
our national goal was Achieved. We all know the success story of
that act when mit astronauts landed on the Moon in July 1071. thee.
first men to set foot on the Moon.

As XDEA passed into history, counselors luta become an integral
part of school and other worse settings. As changes continued to °cent;
with greater and greater rapidity. the need to train additional profes-
sitinal counselors for all work settings and to retrain Counselors from
the NDEA days became N ery evident. The latter was and is needed
because .NDEA pro% isions were basigall3 quantitative. The need for
qualitative prop anis to serse the needs of all of our children, youth
and adults, continues to be expressed : that is the legislatis e 'gonimittee,

Chainhan, of the North Carolina Association of School Super-
intendents (-tete+ mined through an associat4in poll in 191"4 that pupil
pot sonny! s'ert ices. in nparticuliir counseling KAI:, were a top-priority
net d education in our State. This pros ided great suppo t to funding
of pupil personnel services by our general assembly in 1974. .

_Additionally, the need for personnel to assist in fulfilling the guid-
ance paid counseling programp directed by professional counselors
be,.aye hicreashig13 et Aleut. Thus, the paraprofessionals in comasel-
in,, and. pupil personnel sys ices began to be pros ided by smile local,
State, and Federal appropriations.

Mr. Chairman, w ith your permission I would like to insert as a part
of the record a position statement adopted by ASCA. in 1971, "The
Paraprofessional in Guidance and Pupil Personnel Services".

31r. .ANDarws. Without. objection, the statement will be inserted in
the 'worth

[The document referred to follows :]

TiiF PAR.NivitoMSSIONAL Is CiinAsT AND Pveu. Prnsossrn SERND,ES

A major goal of a guidance program is to enable students to make better per-
unal, educational and career thulces and to continue grtm th toward self -
realization,

This may be accomplished through 1.01% Waal and group counseling. consulta-
tion and coordination with student:., teaGhors, administrators. parents and the ,
communit). Of all the areas of,,educallort,. counseling and pupil personnel serv-
ices lifter the best opportunities for indiNitluidlzatlun. In cooperation and col-
laboration nith all %Nod: setting personnel, humanization of education Lan l.Lome
a reality.

TO enable ,counselors to function more effecth Or and proficiently. the assign-
ment of rout/ tie, Incidental, and technical duties 111118t be performed by the para-
professional.

Inc utilization of paraprofessionals In gniqa nee and pupil 'personnel sett lees
pro% ides a warm of thAeloping greater atm t trene>s ithin_the guidatme program.

274 6
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'ith the appropriate, education and training of carefully slected personnel.
paraprofessionals under careful .stipcti ision could perfolin in tht follow lug
areas:
As a clerical ,thorker . I

.,.. ' Collect and maintain euient guidance files.
Reproduce materials needed for the cuitii.elor hi group and, or lulu Waal

,-- conferences. .

Assist with ail student record keeping. \
Atsist students in, completion of &lied forms and applications.,

k.
Is a resource person - '

. , I
Assist ,. ,wan the establishment and continuation of contacts w,itli,agein l..!, and

or organizations in order to acquire information for the comisclur, i.e. chamber
of Commerce, Employment Security Commission. ete., . ,

Catalog and file materials of an educational, occupational, to tiCational and
personal nature.

Disseminate factual information and materials to appropriate pablict.
Maintain appropriate personnel and information records.
Procure supplies and prepare materials for counselor use.,

r'Perforth routine collecting and analytical statistical operations.
Operate A-V equipment. v .

*As an lasistant in the Area of Assessment, specifically testing,
Collect and distribute test materials. .
Assist counselor in administering and monitoring group tbsts.
Prepare and organize answer sheets for machine Jorilig, hand scoring small

--: , Thc.ParnPrOfesSionttLshtintd.: L, /._ .
quantities (not interpretation of test results). .

1 'Possessa-scnsitivity-ttrthe-probienis and needint-childten.
,:Manifest an interest hi working with children and youth..

, Be knowledgeable of the role of the counselor and tl e total gu;danec program.
The counselor should: .

Assist in the selection of paraprofessionals.
Assume the responsibility of supervision of paraprofe sionals.

4 For future planning, the professional organization shield : ..

racourage the, post secondary educational s)stenis to offer training fur para-
,urfifessionais in guidance and'pupil personnel services. 1

Encourage the collaboration of State Education Agency personnel. Post vt-C
. ondary. student servlees,personnel, and local edueittion agencies guidance pListii-

nel in instituting such courses and/or programs.
The training for Paraprofessionals should include set rentrial training. of

and use of mitt-media materials, practical lusestigations alai, or lesearch ,

te-chnleques, human relations, group testing, ethnics, mai lionie.stlioul-eunianilty .-
: resources: '

The rift.4lig. changing role of professional counselors has been a
struggle in part, due to the "liangos.er indictment" of NDE.\ days
which presumes that cqiniz-elop, in partiellhlL :1 eOliditP1 sehioul counse-
lors, spend th.eir dine Dula ith the college-bound. Tla is a grossly
mistaken role identity. How UN . it.can be percei% ed as.a compliment
dVie to the Success of our efforts, in fulfilliw, the mandate, o
This serves to support t he assuniplion that tlw a litho' nation aud ap-
proprhition of if.R. 3270 would also be a mint' hiNVbtlliellt f our Pod-
eral dollars. as it sell es to support the present ruli of the profs: iutral
counselor. The American School Counselor A.4ociation repre,uiting
the counseling professional. has ailoptza spei,ific tole statements for
four ,mork settings. elenantary, tniaale:junior ,high, secondary and .

postsecondary, These are Whig ndhtered to.w ail in (Mr ranks and
elude a &road base of role and faint ion IN ith the India ideal awl career
decision Vv.ry much at the core.

'Yr. Chairman. with ono permissien, I would like ,to insert as a
pat t of the recora copies pf : "The Unigtie Role of the Elementary .

5). '
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'School Counselor," "The Role of the Secondary School Counselor,"
!The Role Mut Function of Post-Secondary Counseling," "Counsel-

ingand Guidance Program : Staffing seeds and Responsibilities,"
all statements by ASCA.

"Redefinition of the Role and Flinction of the Professional Coun-
selor," a statement by NCPGA,,and "Meet School Counselors," a bro-
chbre by ASCA.

[Article entitled "Meet School Counselors," retained in subcom-
mittee-files.]

Mr. ANDREwS. Without objection, they will be welcomed.
Mrs. KNox. Thank Au.
[The,doetthients referred to follow:)

REDEFINITION, OF TEE ROLE AND IFENGTION OF ,TI/E PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR

ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE raorEsslonr. COUNSELOR

Shine the advent of a 4.44.--'1 vanstilfq, serVige w h Frank Parsons' vocational
couns.iing work lathe first decade of the tw Ottieth cent tiu, conte,teling has gone
through many stages. It has meant many things to many people, it has followed
many lenders. Consideraide confusion and some anxiety hav c resulted from a
stattewlifff and nathowide situation In width many people, both within counsel-
ing and outside, have defined the rule and' unction of the euunselor in diverse,
freitiently opposing. terms. Often counselors have found themselves pet formitig
tash,t which are unrelated to their training and only superficially related to the

._____Sigatillettutneeds_of.the.population.they.serxe_
`1 tie of Mies and functions beIug performed by totniselors iii North'

Carolina led the School Counselors Division of the North Carolina Personnel awl
o anidance Association to request that the.NCPGA president appoint a committee

to prm lit a report regarding the peralaelers of the role and filiation of 14ersonitel
working as counselors in Our state. The attached model was designed 11Y-1.the ad
hoc vonnuittec, so appointed-and represeutathe of the various diseiplines within
the. profession, in fulfillment of the previonsly described assignment.

The committee-developed- a three-diutt %Miami model to graphically depict its.
concept of the role mid function of the, counselor. The professional, rules of the
counselor (counseling. consulting and coordinating) on the primary plane inter-
set. t with the areas of human de% elopuient on theseeondary plane. In its listing
of five developmental areas the eoniudttee had no intention of excluding such
stilt Mt themes as socialization and coiffeur development bvt rather assumed that
thi3se elements were continuous threads in the total proves:, of develuMnent.

Virtually all of the counselor's legitimate functions are detailed by the various
intersecting points of the primary and secondary place

The counselor could be performing all his professional roles and operating in
all developmental nreas, but doing so in an ineffucthe and haphazard fashion
without the addition of the third dimension of the model. ]'he tertiary plane
consisting of multiple evaluative criteria 'lathes pussiLle systeaattic planning
and maluntion of the counselor's total-progrann of work vilth his clients. I3y plan-
ning his prograni in terms of behavioral objectives. based, on the needs of his
clientele, and w ith the tools for evaluation built into his objectives. the counselor
Is able to function on a new level of efficiency and efTedivowss. Presented in the
following paragraphs ate some specific examples of this three-dimensional model
of counseling.

E.rampic 1.- Public drool Counselor . RuleConsultant. Development Area
Vnlues/Bellef System, Evaluation CriteriaStandardked Instruments, Omer-
vatiens.

In this example the ptofessional counselor k functioning in the role of a con-
sultant with children in the inferniedlate grades who a ru dealing with values.
Tw o means of evaluation selected are observations and selected standardized
inventories.

In general, consulting invoI'es dealing with those who have a more direct
contact, with the individuals experiencing the developmental difficulties. There-
fore, the counselor would h working with the fifth grade teacher in this example
to find ways for the teacher to help the lower sociocconomic children in her
class to comprehend more idly the concept of propertythat is leaving the
clothing, money, pencils, et that belong to others with others and not taking
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the items for their own. As the teacher proceeds to do suth things as show films,
hold discussions, and rule-play situations, the counselor acts as the researcher
in obServing the change (reduction, hopefully !) in frequency of taking items.
If a standardized inventory is used, a pre-test and post -test procedure could be
ntilized.,At later points, beim% hoot contracts could be made with specific students
in an effort to alter their behavior with regard to stealing.

Example 2. Public School Counselor . RoleCoordinator. Developmental
AreteAeatlemie/Cognitive. Evaluative Criteria Program Alterations, Process
Analysis, Career Implications, Observations.

In this example, the counselor serves as a coordinator to evaluate the mathe-
matics Itrograin in this high school. This task was attempted because of more
and more inquiries as to why Advanced illiteentent Mathematics was not in
the curriculum. or'',

As coordinator, the counselor will bring the mathematics faculty together to
discuss and study the courses that are currently being offered and the possibility
awl the feasibility of addiag other courses. The counselor will be meeting con-
currently with students to discuss the4 desire to pursue mathematles courses
(that may lead to careers) other than those presently °tiered. Past and present
ninth performance and; standardized test results of the student body will be
studied by the adults involved. Other members of the school staff will be making
the necessary decishousiand arrangements based on the results of the study.

We may expect, as a result of the study, tosee a changm in the mathematics
program. Evidence gleaned during the study may show a need for other mathe-
matics courses on a variety of levels before Advanced Placement can be offered.
A close look at math careers as related to Advanced Placement Math could be
looked at to.aid in determining the need for expanding the math curriculum
to the Advanced Placement level.

Throughout this study the counselor has 'made no judgements or decisions
eititcvettlitg=theAtiathematles.nrograill. Thetaskr-hasIbeeirto:courdinate.the efforts.
and energies of the many people who are to collectively make the judgements or
decisions.

We can evaluate the counselor's effectiveness through process analysis by
*Ibsen Mg the relationship and atmosphere that existed between the counselor
and the math teachers. The decision-making process may be more efficient when
proper human relations skills are Implemented. Other evaluation would be in
terms of an increased mathematics curriculum and the implication that this
change has for career development.

Example 3.Employment Counselor: RuleCounseling. Developmental
AreasSocial/Affective; Academic;Cogultive. Brahmin e CriteriaStandard-
ized Inst sancta% Career Implications, Behavioral Contrals.

In this example, the counselor work with an adult who has an Interest In the
maaagerial sales field but is basing difficulty is obtaining the necessary trainee
status.

Dna% Waal couuseling sessions with the client reveals a weak preparation
in mathematics, no preparation hi the areas of marketiug and distribution and
Ms.) demonstrates weak verbal ability. The theta also expresses a lack of con-
fab me when he Is being interviewed by an prospective employ er fur a t mince
posl that.

'Pie counselor administers the OATS (General Apt! de Test Battery ) to
aid In pinpointing any mathematical weakness. Reeolimmentlations are made to
the client Lased on the GATS results, to enroll in it local educational Instil-a-
tom may be at night) to take appropriate math courses and possibly a course
la marketing or a related a tea. Tutoring In the area of CO/111111/1A kit t 111//$ A.1118
1$ suggested to improve his ability to cony er,e more effectively with pcople.

The ..... sets up simulated inten kw situations fur the client and thin
a rranites with a business acquaintance to giv e the t tient a practice Interview.
It is rev oiled to the client that Imprin valeta of skills in the areas mentioned,
ahmg with the prat five litter*leas, may in 0% Ide Lint wit ii the needed confidence
It, is also suggested that an alternate route of becoming a sales lepresotative
teimantrily, may provide the client time experient e and skills needed to \reach
his desired goal of a managerial sales career,

livailtation of the counselor's effect%euess vi oultl he iu t Cram:: of the belatvloral
contmets that exist betweatt the client mid the tuuuselw, mid the iniplic.itions
that these behaviors ha ye fur the client reacitiag his career objective.

2 etj
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THE UNIQUE ROLE OF THE ifIENIENTARY SCHOOL. COUNSELOR

This position paper describes the unique role of the elementary
school counselor. It was originally authored by Jackie Lamb, Vice
President for Elementary School Counseling, 1972-73, and Roger
Deselienes, Vice President for Elementary School Counseling.
1973-74. This position paper has now been officially recognized and s-
accepted by the Anierkan &load Counselor Assoclation'.Governing
'Board.

AI.E

Consistent AA ith the philosophy of education, elementary school counseling
concerns itself unit the wild in the developmental prme,s of notxlinihilig his
potential. Living and functioning effectively depends, l/11 the interacthm of au
iudividual'sself- comtepi and the tionidexity of j1111lIVIk Mal Xilk`f itrIlCeb tvlutIt
he accumulates. The elementary counselor AA arks u Akan the education frainekvork
and the child's total environment to enable the to find Ilis,idelitit3 awl to
learn to make thoi.ts and decisions AA 11101 lead to elTet.tie functioning as a
worthwhile being.

Because each holi,idual makes the choices and t11.(1-4011$ altich ultithately
determine his behavior and his ltarning, paiti,olat oat mion and thin
to be gll'en in the education iirogiam of tia young child to 1/11/ ide tralumg
and opportunities to Itaru decision making skills. The tletkientary school totin-
selor, because of his specialized training, pro.ides service and leadership in
this area as It is fully integrated into the total School experience.

Elementary guidance and tonmseling builds 111/U11.11w Relit f that human Lungs
must have continuous experiences of challenge, achictunkcia. and succe,,.
School iscats All1Illi01141' ill A% p(i)lls And c, nee& tl and unoti a by
others. It create :, situations in tthich teayhers can slkoa eteli tlaiul that tii IiiS
teacher and fe1:0%t pupils Ike matters, that he is aielacil as he is. Eltme hat
school develop') natal guidance and counseiing i.. concerned %tan each c
perceptions of the present and lion they relate to ale present and future. there-
fore. the counselor has direct contact uIllt all t hadren at all levels in the ele-
mentary school. The leather plays the inquiry role in uorhing with children
and the counselor untet aid the tekolker iu ma edikcation more me Ikikkg-
Ail to each child Ith the iloplcinentatioo of an appropiLite guidanta and ,,kiak-
seling program.

yt.
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011J ECTIV ES

L. an elementary sulwol guiflaace anti Ltaiii,c1Ing program is composed of more
think just a professional counselor it is litiperatie that our objectives represent
all of the various populations. Lt :to doing sine are then able to communicate more
Clearly our responsibilities and goal- anti how dicy tilate to the 'total education
and environment of the child.
I. For the individual child': (age-appropriate)

w ill be able to identify lifinself by deso ik)tion, likes, dislikes, interests, skills,
etc.

B. will be able to define his rule in his family, stbuol setting, neighborhood,
community.

L. will have a positive feeling of himself and be able lu serbalize his self-fed-
lugs ln,a .straightformard. comfortable manner s about f..tr of nonacceptance.

w 111 be able to reetignize his shortcomings, and accept his limitations, then
proceed to work toward implovement as he sets his goals.

E. trill be acceptant of other people and be lible to idtulify and work toward
solving conflicts in relationships.

will feel good about learning and working arid, tt Mil distress occurs, tt ill
appropriate 41,1M of problem solving alai ofListon making to-teach a 'ere' at

which li can cope.
G., sill have interest in the future and engage in some fanticizing of his pos-

sible role in it
II. will have a realistic understanding of the iiiterrtlatfthiss of people and

the north of things and serl ices, and the part he find holly find acquaintances
play in it.
II. For teachers, administrators. and parents in the child's ill'e

A. IN ill.understand and accept th self -coot co, awl work with him to
deterni Ine -fur. , -t hen -10 .inot Idt rnl.i. int, and support-ts
fie endeavors to make those changes.

B. will relate to the child ass a worthwhile human being. so that the child Lan
use acceptable and appropriate relationship behavior.

C. will provide teaching, experiences, and opportunities for learning decision
nnikil, skills and grant him the dignity to the. iy ith ant. 1 1 ai a from his iiiistaL.s

ithuiit criticism or ridicule, or 11 'Blunt "taking filer" the tlellsi.,n making.
I). will seek help for themselves w hen necessaly lit man to provide the most

effective learning environment for the child.
III. For the counselor :

A. w ill be a congruent human being, comfortable in his personal and profes
hlwial life to the extent that he can fuuutiuu fur the best interests of those he
SereS.

B. 11 ill accept each person k child and adult) w ith hunt he works, with all ac-
t, ompany lug feelings mid beim viols, alai help the illelit tint unique training and
skills to define needs and concerns.

C. 11 ill pros itle the guidance and counseling appropiate /ma acceptable for
the counselee to be able to fulfill his objectives pas stated above).

1). swill be able to identify changes and objectives reached by the cutinselee
aml will be able to interpret them to others.

E, cold sem e as au advocate for children within the adult structure of the
school and community.

DIPLESIENTATION

,niseling r ices will be planned and determined by the counseling staff
iut t iperailon Ia!, the educational learn whose focus Is the learner as a person
Nutt at, oilp ss its shares in klit*.dooLlori making process. Parental input will he

meetings, conferences, and, or advisory groups. Plans will Lt
linst d I ill 1.11AIN a ties t lopentill needs and existing conditions and will be flexible
to at tunuluuclate unforeseen. emerging needs and changing conditions.
T. The elementary school counselor's primary functions:

Colnscliny individual stmlents
1. ri m. enubselur r1t the elementary-level seas to facilitate the child's transition

from itunie to stMoul, the Sllet'tS,S of Math may well determine the child's attitude
toward himself-11nd his iliailees for positive growth in the school setting.

2. With this in mind, the elementary counselor makes himself available for
conferences in which the student is free to express his own attitudes about
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himself, his ss.houLexpeilence, his interests, abilities, shurteouth
'',s,

Ille% nients,.
etc. In this way _and in an atmosphere characterized by warmth and

ayeeptanke, the counselor attempts to foster the student's self lahlerstanding and
self.rellance.

c,

B. Counseling groups of students
In small group sessions of fohr or five students, or in classroom group,. the

elementary counselor offers the Judi,. ideal student au opportunity to gain I:teeter
selkmderstaading, and confidence through interaction with his peers. Much of
thelinaeywonl&be spent on the development<aspeets of growing, up.
.C. Consulting with. teachers, other school staff members, and parents

The elementary counselor works to promote a cooperative effort between all
persons involved in helping the child Meet Its individual needs. Toward this
end the counselor also ben es as a referral agent to resources beyond the school
and family.
D. Professional evaluation -

The counselor eolith:nut:sly etaluates his effectiveness within the counseling.
relationship and his effectiveness It ith regard to the program as a It hole his
services as a consultant, coordinator, and referral agent. Tou .....-.aluation will
include all stakeholders In the program to moat er ettestions of effectiveness, to,
find causes for areas-of concern , to identify Judi% iduals and groups not ores-
ently being served, to 'amide data to make fur systems change i. ithin the edu-
cational commuultY.

II. Consultant in other areas:
A. Curriculum development
B. Testing program.

itPuptl-yraimtti
, Screening: pre;sehool, learning disabilities, special classes:

F.. Pupil data collecting.
G. Horiztattpl and vertical articulation of geld:tete program and pupil data.
II. Inform anon dissemination service.
I. Impact of instructiomd program on the pupils.
.T. Local school and community committees. drug education, fondly lit ing,

parent groups.
B. Counselors may also offer insert ice hal:ling to other members of the edu-

cational team.
L. The counselur tt ell often sat e tat t ut t it Muni planning unantiftet N. bringing

his knowledge of grow th and (let elopment and lea: Mug theory. -

M. Counselor also sem:, in itillmilant consultite and/ or coordinatot rel. In.
career education.

III. Interpreting the functions of the tiatioalor to students, teachers, parents,
and tin...general pit bile . I niess these groups possess a Clear andersta feting of the
elementary em:settles functions and the tualeigif dim: rationale. hi,, oft, e-
nes:e w ill be seriously impeded. Thus. it I, the re:.ponsibility of the dem( wary
counselor to Hoax a:; In Uldl and continuing &dolt to pt (and e them, it:Met:tomb.
ings.

Tat: Roi.i Or rm. Jt mos Huai Smoot. Coussta on
There Is a unique rule fur t he middle, junior high school eolinselor,
and there has been an Increasing need to de% elop a position paper
to describe this rule. This position paper was original!) authored
by Mary K. Ryan. Middle/Junior High f--lehoad Vico President rot
ASCA, 1972-78. The original paper has since been modified by in-
corporating suggestions atui recommendations utade by practicing
school counselors. 1051 inn paper ha, now been 0!111 hilly redo,-
nized and accepted by the Alfieri., an Sl 1100; counselor Assot tation
(loverning Board.

The Middle/ Junior ?Deli St Imo! counselor recoi,elm s the cunionmilIUle of
the role and funtiltat eettii those uY the eluuiubuy and :AA r3 %.% 'irk set tim.s.
Hon ever, since early adolest ents hate special ,lilt.::IraI. a iodonal, and ,must .
needs, serdces specifically related to iaiddie,jtutiot 'saigli se hoot students 11.11:It



be established. 'l'o ensure the fullest dm elopment of each child's talents and
capabilities, Jit effectit e gulthoice pi ogram must recogaize the tunny physiologi-
cal and psychological differences of adolescents in guides,,lit e through

COUNSELING

In seming as a facilitator of ..elf development, the middle, junior high ;l11001
Counselor shouhl intoide as ilidoidual cotiaseling ejoirtaimeut fur all students
to-help them ,,ain an understanding of thunsell, mid and as identity. Emphasis
on indlvidualtapunbeting,does not rule out the bunAlts-obtained-from group s-
sions or peer counseling. The capable middle, junior high school counselor will
utilize all techniques la helping students objectliely cialuate their present and
future lives. -

SCHOOL STAFF

To impnwe the educational climate and foster personal and oeial deceit*.
meat of the tounselee, tt is inctualnut upon the counselor to share his expertise
with the teachers. Through indlialual uniferences, ruse conferences, insert ice
training, and its integral part of the team, the counselor can assist the stair
in becoming increashigiy aunt'. of and sensitne to the needs of the early adoles-
cent. The counselor should,supply necessary personal data, interpret tea n.t.ult,
and help resolve value conflicts.

Teachers, with their close, everyday student contact, have significant oppor-
Utilities to affect the students self -t oat opts. Cooperation is not wily essential but
beneficial to the counselor and to the staff, since both are working toward the
same goal i.e. enabling the student to reach his full potential.

The counselor may assist administrators in ascertaining that the curriculum
is meeting the heeds of his with...Lima..., that discipline is of a notate nature, and.
that quality integrated services are provided.

PARENT INVOI VENtENT

. Maintaining open lines of t onlanthication ttith.parents, in either indi;idual
or group scttings, shunal m.txintlzt the btutlott:,' social as well as academic ad-
justment. This counselor responsibility. applicable to all age groups, is partic-
ularly pertinent in the middle, junior high school, since adolescents are striting
for independence <tad are reaching a lead of maturity and socialization that
causes them to question environmental pressures.

The counselorls role in parental t lolistiltittitnLiacludes such actiNities as hilt
preting tests results, atapituntailthig nitrous with school pinky and procediti
making parents aware of Iwo! and out-of-sthool referral agencies, as a ell
ns assisting through direct Instruction in mut alai understanding of child grnu tit
and development.

COMMUNITY CONTACT

Since the general diddle lots been titivated to dunk lag of guidance coatis& :ors
as means of obtaining college admissions and tucntlunid information, it is wotu-
ally ad% antageous for the community to hale an understaniling of ail guidance
(.MI010118 as they relate to this work settling.

The t outiselor Iii t ,,:tailtict the social agencies frequently utilized fur rt fer-
rals--ek h groups, (low), Professional otganizations, and jut vane court per-
sonnel. Ile should make his role know it to the general public through 11C..14..tt,
11111111.100.6.:1, new spa pets, radio, awl tele$614411. These measures wIll fund to innli ,Ne,
student welfare. -,

The clowns hit olteliient to definiag community needs Mill ensure support for
tie counselor's entleaitos la t11.1iuting it compicle guidance; progr/iin. 171,tappea
resources u ill be forilicimilim from On I Ol ie to assist the counselor in la coming
a change agent In protaitallig Immo% ed lumina relations. Pretention of proldelos
for tier impres.lonable (il!) tVl'11.1glIS should be MI out comae of the conil.jaed
school and community interest.

OTIllat AREAS OF SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Orientation to junior and senior high SC114114.7% 1.111CelBetit. caret r
development, and group actil Hies to promote greater st if threctillil, part it iiirly
in value formulation and decision makilig. are all iiiyas tt ith special itia.1;
cation for the middle/junior WI siool eoumelor.

r,
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A well rounded middle/junior high school guidance program addresses itself
fn the social, emotional, and physical uniqueness of the early adolescent and dims

troniote a high level of self understanding and self-direction in each individual
student.

It is hoped that this position jmper will assist in strengthening the position of
the middle:junior high school counselor. Counselors arc encouraged to make
use of this position stateMent where% er appropriate. Limited individual copies
are available by contacting either Mary K. Ryan OP Carol Reynolds.)

TILE ROLE. of Tim SECONOARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR

The purpose: of this document are to identify and to clarify the role of the
secondary school counselor, as Demi.; v ed by tie membership of the An.eriean
Scinh l Counselor Association, and to coniniit to piddle iecord certain philosophic
tenets and essential operational conditions entailed.

PROFESSIONAL RATIONALE

As menthe CS of the a:du.atiotiaI twat, scconti,o3 sehool eounselors tel timt
:rich child possesseslutrinsic worth and inherent Mid inalienable rights and that
each child 38 the foci's of the educational p (mess. No other country in the a ()rid
devotes so ninth attention to the indiv idual student. Schools in all societies are
eincerned with the trans-mission of cultural heritages and with the socialmit ton
of youth. In the UnIted.States there is the iidlitlunal emphasis on the iudiv idual
and On his. IleetlA 111(1 desires. GlildalLv in schools is an American phenvaile11011.
and is. one phase of pupil personnel services, a unique and integral part of
the total school program.

The counselor believes that most students, given the experience of an ite-
cejoting nonevaitytting relationship, will mithe intelligent decisions.

3Vhen effective si hoot t ouum foul 1010, as a emitinutluaLualr0,,, 0, iss/.t
the student through identifying Mauna meeting his needs in the educational, \ yea-
titinal. and pi rimmil-social domains. Although personal counseling is a major
function of the guidance staff, other responsibilities and invohements include.
but are not 'Mittel to stuff consultation, parental assistance, student self-ap

educational vocational information and plan/ling, referral to ;tilled
community agencies, and public relations.

Guidance Is a function of every member of the education team. but the re-
onsibillty fur leadership 18 one of the primary functions of the school counselor.
It assists the student-to undersWnd himself by focusing attention On his interests.
ieLllitics and needs in relation to his home, school, and environment. Counseling
.is,ists the student In developing decision making competence and in formulating
future plans. The school counselor is the person on the staff who has special train-
ing for ass. ,slug the specific needs of'eaili student and for planning tin apiro .
priate guidamie program in the educational, vocational, and .persobal
domains.

Ti U' ClP11 t 11111411 changes in SOliety bring new and different challenges to schools.
Neu loaav ledge is tuustalitlf available. The effective school counselor, through
tr.wiiiig and retraining, ion/tins informed and approaches each counseling situ
:atoll realistically.

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSUEPS
Counseling relit t tonsil ps

e ounseling reintionsIdiN are based on (11: ftilbwing principles:
Tie eiautselor's obligatcan respects the integrity of the counselee and proniote3

the welfare of the student with whom he is working.
Before entcling the counseling relationship, the counsclee should Le hifornieJ

of the conditions under which he may receive assistance.
111e counselor shall decline to initiate ur shall terminate a counseling relation-

ship when he cannot be of professional assistance.
The counseling relationship and information resulting therefrom must be Impt

eunfidential and consistent with the rights of the Individual and the obligations
of the counselor as a Professional person.

The counselor reserves the right to consult with other professionally competent
persons about his eounseice.

In the event that the counselee's condition is such as to endangei the health,
welfare, and/or safety of self or others,.the counselor is expected to commit the
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Appropriate responsible person. In some instances, referral to a specialist may bedesirable.

The counselor's relationship with the student
Thr Ough the counseling relationship, the counselor seeks to help each studentto understand himself in relation to the world in which he lives. He helps thestudent to know himself and to recognize his strengths and weaknesses. The con=selor helps-the students to establish values and to know how to make realisticand positive decisions. To accomplish these goals in the high school environment,the secondary school counselor:
Sees the student as an individual and acknowledges his right to acceptance asa human being.
Recognizes that each student's behavior is ineaningui and represents his at-tempt to develop within his environment asle perceives it.Is available to alP students and works with them in reiktion to their educa-tional; vocational, and personal-social needs.
Creates an atmosphere in which mutual confidence, understanding, and respectresult in a helping relationship.

Th'c counselor's relationship with the parent or guardian,
The school counselor serves as consultant to parents or guardians regarding thegrowth, educational and career planning, and development of the counselee. Toaccomplish this goal, the secondary school counselor :
Accepts the parent ns an individual and acknowledges his right to uniqueness.Approachefi the conference in a courteous, tirofessional, sincere, nonjudgmental,and respectful manner.
Respects the basic right and responsibility of parents to assist their children Indecision making.
-Conveys a. sincere interest_jm. estahliskinelpful-Tand.;-cooperative-rchr--tionship.
Assures parents of confidentiality of information received.

The-counsslor's relationship with the teacher
The couniiiror assists teachers-to better understand the plan for the educa-' Mimi, career, and personal-social development of the students. To accomplishthis goal. the secondary school counselor :
Views the teacher as a member of the gnIdance team.
Serves as Interpreter of the school's guidance program to teachers and fanill-inrizes them with the guidance services available.
Shares appropriate individual student data with the teacher, with due tcgard

for confidentiality, and assiSts the teacher In recognizing individual differences
n students-as well >s theirmeeds In the classroom.

Assists' the teacher in making referrals to other appropriate school personnel,
sn 11 as the remedial reading teacher, the school nurse, oe the school's learning
dts1 bilities specialist.

g pports teachers of iocational and/or cooperative programs offering students 3on-si e work-xperience.
Co( rates with' efforts of the middle sehool/junior high school and seniorhigh school teachers to articulate academic course work for the benefit of the

shades entering the senior high school.
Maim tains an objecti ve and impartial view in teacher- student rviptionships,

oniony ring to understand th4 problems Mich may eNist and to asAt in their
solution.

Assists in the Winning of classroom guidance activities and acts as a'resource
person for obtaining appropriate uptodate nuaerlals and Information.

'Makes (amok information available to the temher about the myriad ,)f careers
and job omiortunIties during and beyond high school.

Involves `tine teacher in epnferences with students and parents, promoting a
better undetiStanding of t he'student and his development.

Develops a teacher consultation program to help teachers with students who
show discipline and learning problems in the classroom.
The counselor's relationship with the administration

Thelork of the school counselor should contribute directly to the purposes of
the Rebool. To accomplish this goal, the Secondary school counselor :

Recognizes that the administrator is the major member of the guidance team

52-915-75vo1. 2---17
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whose outlook, leadership, and support create the atmosphere for success in his
important school services.

Serves as interpreter of the guidance program to the administration famil-
iarizing It with the guidance services available.

Works closely with the administration in planning, implenienting, and par-
ticipating in inservice training and other programs designed to maintain and
Promote the professional competency of the entire sniff in curriculum develop-
ment, In adapting learning activities to pupil needs, thud in effecting positive
student behavior.

Serves as liaison between the guidance staff and the school adminiStra,tion
by preparing pertinent information regarding student needs and abilities or other
data related to the guidance program and curriculum dtvelopthent.

Is aware that any statement on role and function of the secondary school
counselor does not supersede nor is it in direct conflict with legislation dealing
with confidentiality, privileged communications, or contract agreements between
counselors and boards of educe ton.
The counselor's relationship with significant others

The counselor has profeSSionai responsibilities to a number of significant
on ers as he makes an effort to utilize all available community resources to assist
the student. It is essential that a good working relationship be established and
ma Maned with these, community and area resources. To-assnre ongoing-rapport
with commit i ty and area resources, the secondary school counselor :

Maintains good communication with the office of the probate judge and with
law enforcement agencies. ,

Retains a cooperative working relationship With community and social agen-
cies.

Consults with students' previous counselors in order to utilize valuable
.- knowledge-and expert No of former conmelors.

Maintains a close and cooperative relationsliTp with the admission counselors
of post-high school institutions. , ; -

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Mc counselor's respon,tildlity to the student
In addition to speeifying the counselor's professional relationships with the

student, it is important to consider his responsibilities to the student. In a coun-
seling relationship, the secondary Mum] counselor

Denninstrates respect for the worth, dignity, and quality of the student's
human rights.

Shows concern for and assists in the planning of the student's educational.
career, personal, and social development.

Aids the student in self-evaluation, self-understanding, and self-direction
enabling him to make decisions consistent with his immediate and long-ran e

goals. ,
Assists the student in developing healthy habits and positive attitudes ml

values.
Encourages the student to participate in appropriate school activities WI th a

view toward increasing Ills effeetn vness in personal andsocial activities.
Participates in the planning and designing of research that may yes alt In

benethini effects. to the counselee.
Assists the student In the development of an awareness of the world a' w&dh

and in the utilization of the school and community resources to that em
ile)ps the student to acquire a better understanding of the world of work

thiougli acquisition of skills and attitudes and/or participation n work-
relared programs.

.
Encourages the student to plan and utilize leisure time activities )find to in-

crease his personal satisfaction,
Cleo rly indicates the conditions under which counseling is proyided with

respect to privileged communication,

progress, n d reviews graduation requirements.
,tq4t.4 in the vtlident's od,los_tniclit to senior high school, era/Hates his academic

Makes referral to appropriate resources whenever his professional or role
limitations limit his assistance.

Assists the student in understanding his strengthS, weaknessed, !Literate,
values, potentialities, and ihnitations.-

2 ti
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Thecounselor's responsibility to the parent or guardian
The counselor holds conferences ssith parents or guardiamS abuut the student's

growth and develepinent. Through individual or gruup cunferences, the secondary
school counselor :

l'ruvities the parent/guardian with accurate information about school pulicies
and procedures, course offerings, educatioual and career opportunities, course
or program requirements, and resuurces that. illn... centribute to the containin;
development of the counselee. , ,....

Makes discreet and professienal use of information shared during cunfer-
eneeS.

Shares with the parent/ guardian information and interprets pertinent data
about the counselee's academic record and progress.

Assists the parent/guardian in funning realistic perctptiens of the students
aptitudes, abilities, interests, and attitudes as related, tu educational sad co ieer
planning, academic achievement, persunal sucial des chipment, aati tutu! school.
progress. .

Interprets the guidance program of the school to the parent; guardian mat
familiarizes hint with the guidance services available.

Involves himself and the school's guidance staff is ith parent, guardian gru tips.
Involves the parent/guardian in the guidance actin Ries ssithin the school.

The counselor's responsibility to the staff
In a democratic society, the school's basic purpose is the education and devaop-

ment of all students toward intilvidnaLfulfillment. To contribute tessard this.
important responsibility, the secondary schOol counselor :

Works with all members of the school staff by providing appropriate infurina-
Mu, materials, and consultative assistance In supporting teacher effurts to
understand better the individuality of each pupil.

Contributes to curriculum development and couperates nail administraturs awl
teachers In the rennementbt mellioda fiff individualized learning.

Contributes to the development of a flexible curriculum tu preside a meaningful
education for each student.

Acts as the coordinator in the school's program of student appraisal by ac-
cumulating meaningful informatien and interpreting this tu students, patents,
and the professional staff.

.'\, Utilizes modern technology, techniques, and paraprefessional persons' to
disseminate educational and career information. .Assists in research related to pupil needs by conducting studies related to the
improvement of educational programs and services.

Assists students in Planning prugrams of educational and vocational training
consistent with their goals. ,

#,

Coordinates the use of services available beyond those lie can preside by
xaking appropriate referrals and by maintaining a cuuperatts e ss erldlig vela-

tc onship with coninninity specialists.
erves the school's program of public. relations by participating In community

gro ups 'rind by furnishing information regarding the ;nithitice programs to the
con nicntions media.

Acts as a consultant to administrators, to t cher4, and to significant others,
shad ig appropriate individu I student data, identify ing students with special
mewls suggesting materials # ad procedures for a satiety of stunt, guidance
exper cares, and participating in inservice training programs.

rum ernents student artic tion Letts een the Junior high Mond and high school
And thik high school and post-high school experiences.

Attceiks professional obligations related to school' policies and programs.
Pnrtictynates in the planning, development, and evaluation of the guidance

program. _
ic

Thecouna#
I
lor's responsibility regarding the community

The seer dory school counselor has a professional responsibility to have ac-
gurate info motion aboid current programs in operatffil Ill the cualinueily, in-
cluding kno 'ledge of such services as -health clinics, planned parenthood clinics,
volunteer prc rains, cooperative programs, apprenticeship of labor organizations,
Chamber of C a
The counselor' responsibilit y, to his profession

merce, and other community agencies.

The Amerief n School Counselor Association presumes that the professional'
identity of the School' couliselor must be delis ed from his unique lraibing awl,

.
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service. To assure lils continued professional ,growth and contribution to his
profession, the secondary school counselor: ,

Has an understanding of ills own personal /characteristics and their effects OIL
counseling relationships and pergonal-social lnedunters. ..,

Is aware of his level of professional competency and presents it accurately to
others.

Cot limes to develop professional competence alai maintains an awareness
o4,contemporary trends inside and outside the' school community.

Posters the development and improvement ,ef the counseling profession by
assisting with appropriate research atid partIdolting in professional association
activities at the local, state, and national levels. I \e t"

Hiscusctes with related professional associates ounselors. teachers. admin-
istrators) practices which may he implemented to strengthen and improve

\ standards or conditions oftemployment.
\ Prepares meaningful. objective, and succinct` case reports for other profes-
\sional personnel who are assisting the student. .

Discusses with other professionals sites on related to his respective dis-
qlphoe to an effort to share unique understoadin 's mid 10 elicit recianinentia Huns
tV further assist,the eounitalee.

nliames the image of etzunselors and of other irelated professionals by posltit e
references in cuuauuntea.ting with students, parents. and the community.

laili til ills constant effort to adhere to strict eonfidentiallty of information 4
01113.11111g counselees and, Jeleabes such informs Ion only upon the signed relea e
of the counselee and/or parent/guardian.

I

Becomes an active member of the American School Counselor Association and
state and Meal counselor associations In order to enhance his prtife.sional growl").
The counselor's responsibility to self . 1

.--**

Beyond the counselor's responsibility to his trofession is a further respon-
sibility to himself. To meet the significant re.porlbilltiea to scif, the secondary
school counselor is expected to: .-

Iaintaln a strict adherence to the concept and practice of eolith litiality and
recognize the right to share such information only with a signed release.

Be well informed on current theories, practices. do% elopments. and trends.
Use .time primarily for guidance and eouns,eling and constantly strive tc/

reduce demands of clerical or administrative duties.
_Become a professional individual and. In so :doing. dot (lop and maintain, (t

well-rounded educational, social, and professional attitude.
cr. /

'.glee: ROLE AN6 FUNCTION OF POSTSECONDARY COuNDEUN0 i
\ /

Fot,ItIteCultdarY eounselors function in a wide variety of settings. such all voca-
.6(mM-technical, colleges and unit ersities, community colleges. privateingenele,
gmernolental agencies, Armed lia"Tes, proprietary institutions. and adult c n-
t lotting education centers. Though they are an integral part of the tor fist tu-
How aeeney staff and are members of the sttitlOit sem lees Mutt. t ieir n ujor
cola ern is with hue normal developmental needs and concerns of students

The primary role of post-seeoutlary counselors is to assist halit Muni stn lots
in at:golfing information and developing attitudes, 4usights. and underst Whig
about 01(11st-hes and their environment. vt hitli at: WTI's:NI r, fur optimal rotlx
and det elopineut. This Is usually acconoduva through the counseling r atoll-
islilp. either Jodi% !dually or in groups. It will also Meh& cimsultatitin with
Leathers, administrators'. and other significant adults. During these ontaets,
iirofesslonal confidentiality is maintained.

Pom-secondary counselors should be profit lent in working with stink its. either
intik id uall t or In groups, and III eunsultat hum act h it ies. though t h . emphasis
will vary depending on the 1141rtieular setting In which UDC Dorkp. Tilt it purpose.
In all Instances, is to help students understand theniseNes 10 re!: tion to the
social, psyt hological, and economic world In w Weil they lit t, t7 dere op decision
in aV resolvemg competency, and to resoe special problem it,

"

wonteWITIT STUDENTS . ,...,

Post-secondary counselors work with students in educationI, career, and
tiper.oal-.0cial counseling. They also play a role in orientation to post-Secondary
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education and in providing testing services. These fluiNtions may be performed
individually or in groups. Though they are necessa rib laterrelattd, they trill bf
dealt With here as separate functions.
Orientation

;

Orientation is that process %%lilt It assist both lam and potential students to
experience a sat:Ns:4M entry into post seNolidary education. The
S110111t1 play a IVIttlerslaw rule in the *lined* and impit Meld allOil of thin p rogra
These functions are designed to assist students to:

Recognize and identil y the hinds of thilkulties that they may em.ounter during
their enrollment.

Recognize procedures and prueesses that hits ion effect upon tla it progress.
Be aware of the counseling services.
Recognizethe channels of cuntatannation they way utilize during their'

went.
Provide informal em.bange of Idea. and, of experiences a ith a Lutinselor.
Become aware of the total student services available,
Became a nitre of Information regarding eutrlud.a, .areur lafurmation, transfer

information, etc.
Reduce anxiety related to entynne into t nosy or unknown environment.
Bowlike neoilainiil ttitlt some of their felloa, students as an Initial base for

the development of interpersonal relationships.
Vadieiditui Student Cougscling

Educatiunal, Cuunstigny.By helping stitdents relate tlibir pro loos sNlioul
records. test :awes. ability, at111eyeuent, aptitude, and %%or!: and life experi-
ences to their expressed feelings a1ut1 ambitions, a Luanselur is able to Pro hie
Itele in the selet dim of programs or cia:,aes nhit.L are appropriate for the
student's existing life goals.

ako-r etatilselor _pro% ides -the opportunities for students to
de .elop a bawls fur Lit reer dt uisiuu uwhiug by helvlutg them Luitbiacr the fulloWing

nalsgrottatl informationdisk ussiou of past experiences that pruslthb .1 11,1s)
for future wryer decision making.

Personal career. needsdetailed consideration of ae rie tine" life style Nalpe$
' and priorities as they relate to each outer.

Self-conteptexploration of lam ,students bee them.-Nlv es pity shrilly and Intel-
lectunily, is well as In interpersonal relations.

Lei'el of fmlvtioltittgdiNcussiolt of 'reality fat tors bath as mailenik. attain-
ment, test informatioa. IinIlullio & N tit at 1011.11 alit! intent Nt ttstlug, alutl 4,1/etiat
abilities that are necessary for career decision making,

Career Information anti exploration utlllilng %.trhis media that pro% lilt in-
formation about careers.

Career planning and l'illIlliikrysumnirtrI4atIon of all data a (tit assistance
short- and lon,..term planning for a career.
Pponals,ot aul t: out us. ling.Through 1101%141mi! totinsellag. stath His arc as-

sided toward atetualizing thtdr potential. The uunse.or helps st uth, titslo .
/Alga to immediate problems or situations.
tem methods to use in dealing with future problems.
1)..velop a better understanding of themselves.
Atvept and think positively about themselves.
Chrify alternatives open to theMin their problem solving.
Verbalize problems pressing upon them.
Clarify their thoughts and actions.
Become aware of and seek assistaime front appropriate referral sources.

Group Procednrct
Thin function 00(.440 hakes tau forms. group t unitsollog and group guitla

Its practice the two forms are often interrelated. j
Group Counsetiny. Groups are pit rtiullarl effettLte a 1th students who:
\re vocationally undecided,
Dave SP/Sly problems,

tvo perbotalbsoela I problems.
Are on MACH& prulta twit or are liming uthlcteuu4tt ur atttwulaute peel ltw9.

to in prove their ability to direct thele own lives.
Wish, to bet one more effective in their. interpersonal relationships.
Wish to Inc ease their ability to understand themselves and others.

,'2fiu
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croup Guidanct.This form of group process typically deals, pith the dis-
semination of information in the following areas :

,ilrientation of students and/or parents.
Academic problem solving.
Career information.
Educational information.
-Summarization of guidance and counseling function.

frostiv
Testing services deal with time administration and storing of testa anti intd-

,pretatiqq and e: ablation of test Ili to runt ti ell fur AO& tit,. This serviceIce imiudes
Assist hg witlh the 1111cCIRellt. of students into appropriatc programs and

tcourses.
Assisting students in their, select ion educe U0,1111,1111(1 vocational goals.
Assisting students' to tlyelop an understanding of test results for their

individual needs. --
Referring students to agencies or test eenters.,n here speLial testingtts available.
Providing test data for resell reit, aild curriculum revision.
Providing a permanent or *Ste tit, retortrytig procedure and storage for filing

test scores.
Ar-t leo /a t fop,

with other institutions, agencies, busit.esses, industries, tabor and '
governm wit by a counselor will : tt

help students in their plans for slitisfying curriculum requirements.
Pro: ide feedbag.]: from further students through lotion -up programs to be util-

ized inrcurricalum evalbation.
ImproNe Ihe artiutintion process by haling counselors sere o51 local and state

.c(unnittees.. _ _

ifilar-joirdeVelopment-and-joleplacemettt-.

CONSULTANT '10 FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION

Post-secondary counselors serve as consultants to members of the faculty and
administration. Counselors are part of the cilia adunal team. Their service and
contribution to the faculty and administration is helpful in the following
situations ;1

Discussing student needs related to-curriculum am) classroom functioning.
Interpreting studxlit CUllikilaktke record information to fatailty members RS

Deeded,
helping them to identify and plan programs for students nitfi special abilities

and nettgds.
Seto Mg as counselor-consit.itant or liaison to a partiodar department or

idivion of the-institution.
IleportIng the results of follow-up visit's to schools and industry.
Sem Inc on faculty\ committees, particularly in the area of curriculum

d e vele]) Meta% ,,
()tiering the eliiii3Our s expertise In N adults areas of clossrman instrudon,

group dy mimics, human relations, conununieation, study Pet ludques, etc.

INSTITUTIONAL AND PRe OFESSIONAD REF,AnCII

Post-secondary t ounselor,, shout& beclune int oh ed In institutional and pro-
fessional reseal( II III order to make certain that %Add 14forioation is provided to
the institution regarding: t ..

Acenuntabill y of t he counseling program,
70116w-up of graduates and former students,
Do eiopment of local norms fur standardized tests uhe e appropriate.
Special projects or aograms.
Characteristics of students. .f."

OkalpatIonal trends'in the community, state, and nation.
I t,.. I ,..

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL. OROWTII' '
r,,st secondary counselors should strive to grow personally and (professionally

,through activities such as:
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Attending stag meetings dealing Uitli policies, procedures, or special topics.
Attending staff training sessions led by. other staff members or outside

_consultants.
Attending local, state, and national tt orkshops on topics related to counselors'

activities.
Updating skills by taking courses.rela ted, to counseling.
Attending local, state, and natiblial conferences.
Joining and becoming act' ely int °It ed in local, state, and national pi ofcssional

associations.
Supervising counseling interns.
Has ing access to professional supervision and consultation as needed.
Developing new and innovative counseling programs.
,Visiting and working/with local business and industry.

coultLINICATION PROGRAM. ,

Post secondary counselors should an effecii e communication program
regarding the nature of cuilinieling Attal guidance ..crakes fur student., fatlity,
administrators, and other interested indit Wids. This. can be dune through.

Speaking to community or local schools about the counseling program.
Providing counseling setwices to the local community.
Leading counseling groups or teaching courses in human development.
Maintaining close at aching relationships tt its counseling programs at all school

levels.
Sponsoring or hosting counseling related groups.
Visiting local bilAtiesi,es and industries to open communications regarding

jobs, work trends, counseling function, and student preparation.
Serving on civic committees tt here counseling knot ledge and skills can be of

Value.
Sponsoring meetings for local school counselors to increase their knot lialge and

understanding of careor 'programs and services.

SUMMARY

In order for post-secondary counselors to Inaction effectikely, they must clearly
understand their rule as counselors. Their role %taloa a particular institution
should be firmly stated. as should their relationship to faculty, administrators,
and other members Of the student ben Jets team. This tt Ill vviable them to function
freely ttithout interference front Albbiglillielltb car merit itie. that are inappropriate.
It will also enable counselors to become clearly accountable in theft stated
functiouS.

COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE PROGRAM

STAFFING NEEDS AND nEsrossuaraTms
Introduction

This position of the Aniet lean School Counselor A:i/Ciiitil)11 describes the ele-
ments of to komprthelisli e 41111 detelopmental guidance and counseling pro-
gram and the criteria, upon tt Lich thequaittity and responsibilities of qualified,
dIfferenttlated staff members is based*, The ASQ,\ statements of eoutiseling rule
and function for the uut Wary, nilildit, Junior high, secondary and post is ee-
onda ry settings are an integral part of the tic...1,Th and implementation of guid-
ance and counseling program.
.Philosophy

"Who am I?", "Who can I become as a person r, and "flow can I best con-
, tribute to society ?" are questions %%hi. 11 guidance and cutinselimv programs help

all individuals to alist Ur. In (lade design and operation, through the curriculum
and through specialized approaches, guidance and counseling programs exist to
Improve the learning czarirumment ,by hat calving students, staff, parents, coin-
munitY and others uhu influence the learning and development of the persons
served by the program.

Through individual aural group contacts over a period at time the counselor has
a major role in helping all persons lieVL101) more adequate and realistic concePts
of themselves, become a uare of educational and occupational' opportunities and
to Integrate their understanding of self and opportunities in making informed
'decisions.

a
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Program Goals
A guidance and counseling program pros Ides fur direct limits men t of and serv-

ice to students, Staff and tcounnunity in order to facilitate achievement of the
following program goals :

Assist persons In developing:
1. A better understanding and acceptance of themselves; their strengths and

limitations; aptitudes, needs, sallies, interests, and win tit as unique individuals.
2. Interpersonal relationships on the basis of mutual respect.
3. Problem-solving and decision-making skills.
4. And accepting increased responsibility for their educational, uccupationt

and avocational development.
\ Standards

These standards are,set forth in a manner tS Welt allows Ideal school districts,
institutions, agencies and others to design and Implement gold:ince and counsel-
inffprograms consistent with the unique needs Annul tsithiu each setting.
Program

1. There is a written statement of objcctis VII des eloped as a counselor responsi-
bility, and with the involvement of appropriate others, specifying the usrudl
guidance and counseling Program as it ins oh es and relates to the needs of the
person in the school, institution, agency and community.

2. The basic program of guidance anti counseling involves the process of con-
firming and coordinating services. The program is comprehensive and 1 ILeve.op-
mental and is implemented- through the currit,tfium and through specialized ap-
proaches. Orientation, information, appraisal, placement, follow-up, folio tv-
through, referral, and research activities are included in the program.

3. There is evidence that all persons throughout the school, institution, agency
and ,community have continuous upportainit4 to partit,ipalei in the guidance and
counseling program.

4. There is evidence that the guidance and counseling program is systemati-
cally planned. implemented and evaluated.

5. The guidance and counseling program is co:dittoed pa an eNteatied basis
during periods when classes are not in session.

6. The guidance and counseling progrant ,s community oriented, serf ing not
only students enrolled but also, pre-sauulers, dropouts, graduates and other

/ community citizens.
7. Counselor taught or initiated mini-courses In tied:lot-making, mine clari-

fication, study skills, and /Or, nilar units are offered.
S. The program serves th to Ilse -3 eau-old children, and their parents where

elementary school settingi e ist.
9. The guidance and cum -cling program pros ides tidier innosatIve set's 'wets)

or activities which are des; led to meet unique needs ° persons.
Staff

The AinetietniSillool-Counssior .1,8ut lotion has, injlie past. git en considerable
thought and attention t.ptae value of sprained conic ratiosselor-pupil r which are
necessary to achieve the objetIists of guidance and counseling programs.
The a bscnce of specified Milos In these standard, should not be interpreted
to mean that ratios cannot still stae as useful gait es nor that they should not
be maintained. ASCA holds the posii ion that app rut) into stair shall be einplo3ed

disigned to meet the needs ofto implement a guldinise.intol counseling Pfog taut
the persons to be involvedlin the program.

1. The guidance and counseling staff is qualified air a ppropi iaately certificated/
licensed according to State Agency standards.

2. The guida tit e and colinseling staff is rspinisibll fur tie design, imply:11mila-
uton, and es ali:Mon of ti r sers Ices Mitt antis ail!. to .st vilieti in the prop:nn.

3.
of the progrs am.

Professional. secretarial and, or pa ra-proces.ionli staff a IC adequate in num-
bers to meet the objective1.

Provision is made fl staff to attend and, or par leipate In intra- and inter-
professional meetings andoictivities w it bin and outsith the state.
Facilit ies

Appropriate and rnetuiltigfal guidance and counseling to tivit les with hubs lanais
and groups takes place in a is isles a riet,t of stdiogs, the sn,eeillt environment often
being determined by cirmuustant es. Thew are. hose er, continuing student, ,

202
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program and staff needs in which prh.t.5 and contitientla..0 of eon\ ersation and
records require special counseling facilities.

1. Each counselor is provided with pleasant, Kis ate quarters Lunduche to con-
ferences of a confidential nature and adequate In size to accommodate three to
live persons.

2. The counseling facilities are located in an area readily accessible to students
and othRs,

3. Each cennselor's quarters Is equipped with adequate telephone set.% ite.
4. A converdently located area adequate for group guidance and counseling ac

tivities is avalile.
5. Adequate pro\islon is made for the storage or display of all records and ma

terials used by the counseluris) in carry ing out the guidaime and Counseling
program.

C. Career resource'center is I are established and appropriately staffed to ruin-
td use of career awareness, exploration, planning, prepara'Ani and piugressiun
materials, equipment, and supplies.
Materials anti Equipment

1. There is adequate budget for purchasing. maintaining and ties eloping the
rnateriala and equipment necessary to itchies e the ubjectis o of the guidance and
counseling program.

Mrs. ICs ox. From my vantage point, I feel a need to share with you
the necessity for the specificity of this act in terms of the role of the
professional counselor. In pie ionbly authorized and appropriated.
legislation, specifically occupational education, counselors have lacked
the opportunity for input directly or indirectly in those areas most
definitely identified as counseling.

Thus, it is highly incumbent upon congress to insut e the role of the
counselor in this act.

Counselors need 4u,si,tanee and support in coping with the problems
encountered in implementing effecti, e programs desimied to enable
persons in the transition front school to work career, This addresses
the dilemma of a number of cottliselors eliettliibervd with responsibili-
ties unrelated to the implementatioo of career guidance and coun.Ading
rog lulls. The provisions of this aLt w ould greatly assist in the assur-
ance of counselors implementing such programs.

Mr. Chairman, NN 411 our permission, I would like to insert as a part
of he record an ASCA position Statement, "Teacher-Counselor Work-
ing Relationships in Career Education."

Mr. ANnumws. Very good. Thank you.
KNox. Thank you.

[The document referred to follows:]

'1`EACIIER-001.:NSEI.Olt Wolmi NG BELA rioN sIIIPS IN CABLEIZ EDUCATION

Career education stresses an interdict Ipilitary approach to plant wig educational
experieliceS fur students. Such experiema s should be planned 144:441 on input
friar all aspects of the c nrrieulum, as well as Input from the students MI °iced.
Iu the kitty 4 u-ilay heti alva of proles:at alai:. oiled is education. prosision west
l made for time:, Ofttl plilet's to share at NS'S dist:Aldine lilies. Both thcomiselor
and the h.:teller are hey components of any professional education planning team.
1IO..11 'mist share a responsibility for facilitating joint planning 41. dialogue

_retarding curriculum development In career education.
The-guldanee-program can be viewed as including three cianpulients. consul-

tation, Coo rd I lia tion. and counseling. Counselors and teat lter8 must del (lop the
kinds of working relationships which assure the maintenance of Obese cum-
Pottotis PlItler the philosophy of career mini ation, the provesst of self-concept
development, elaritit :Wn. and letlettsiuumalting skills offer areas where
the counselor -teat her team runt work together in translating these processes
into action strategies.

2
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nrs. li.Nox. There are t!. number of effective career guidance and
counseling programs and projects going on in our Nation. Dr. Herr
and Dr. Gysbers documented a number of these in their testimony.

A key factor in these piJgrams is the training and retraining of the
professional counselor. We as professional counselors have the compe-
tencies to deliver the p ogra ins in ea eer guidance and counseling.

May I say, perhaps 10 }ears ago I AN oult1 not have been sitting hem
in this room as a practitioner. testify ing. There ss ould has e been only
persons such as Dr. Herr and Dr. Gysbers.

ANnimws. May I go back to a thought, this teacher counseling
work in relationship, the study prepared by the ASCA, did the teachers
participatedn that? Does that decision represent thinking only of
the counselor side of that relationship. teacher-counselor relationship?

Mrs. Kxox. There was input, y es, in the person who wrote the paper
for us, ss lien it was presented to the gus ern ing board of the American
School Counselor Association for editing, res ision, and ultimately
adoption. bythe way. This did emerge from the State,of North Caro-
l= : the person «hu w rote it is employed in the Department of Public
Instruction in North Carolina.

Mr. A.-s mums. Vesry good. Thank you.
May T interrupt again? I notice :hat the same figurecthat Dr. Herr

referred to, he referred to, it as those being in the public education
and public agencies sector. What is that. manpow er and social services?
Do 3 ou have any idea what portion of the 00,000 would be relatable
to publicly :supported education versus publicly supported :1g-cm
other than educational. basic' educational?

Dr. ITERR. Let me, if I may. ask Dr. Lewis or Dr. McDonough. =
Dr. MeDoNoular. Mr. Chairman. there are approximately 1.1.000

pradicing school counselors in the other kinds of fields that is rehabili-
tation counseling. employ meat sers it es, et cetera. the numbers are con-
siderably lower,. NS Mild say per haps no more than in the order, and
I don't have that statistic right handy, would 3 on have that in the
total service?

Mr. ANDREWS. It would be 9,000 I presume.
Dr. ITEnn. About 9.000.
Dr. INIcDoNouoit. I-would say a third o fthose are-in-the employment

services system. A third are in ovational rehabilitation and the re-
mainder would be in the publi, nonprofit agencies run by I.Tnited Fund
support or foundation support or other community sponsorship.

Mr. A.:DREWS. You speak of the need for upgrading skills and recy-
cling, you use:later in your paper. do any of you have an opinion as
to whether that need in terms of the quality of the counselor, is that
needed more in the public elementary- secondary cducation side, the
51.000 or NS ould it not be needed amore, I suspect. among the other 9,000?

Dr. Hum. Yes, sir. it would be an opinion. I guess DIN off the head
response would he it is needed in both somewhat differently in the
sense that the school people need it to IA 'Iv upgrade their skills in
dealing with the employnu nt scettu. Mans of the employ meat counA
lors. public sector emuselors are finding then es Leung cant ioned to
broaden their role consider:it:13 ',au they were miginalls estaijlishol.
Thus it is not so much a mattei ,,f simply updating skills as helping

-them to expand their role and see themsels CS continuing in areas they

26,1
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haven't, before. I think there is somewhat arfferent emphasis. Both
need it badly.

Mr. ANDREWS. Among that other 9,000 it seems to me there would be
a day -to-day upgrading in terms of the practicality of their work by
reason of the fact that they are out int oh ed ill the w ark. whereas those
who counsel in the public seeundaty and eleinentaty schools arc more
wino\ ed from the ultimate end of the career for the student and hence
it seems to me to require inure frequent educational upgrading, w he reaq
the person w ho is out. here in a en to it in Raleigh or some w here. and
on a day-to-day basis is seeking or finding, I belie\ e, y on said skills

- whether it is happening or not happening, as the case may be. Hence
he 15 dealing with employer's ascertaining through statistics or other-
wise what the changing needs are in terms of job skills and so forth.
Just, on a day -to-da'y basis, I doubt that he could go somewhere to
somebody- who could. really make hint more prolicientin terms of is hat
he is doing than he himself knows-.

Dr. McDoxouon. I think what Dr. Herr was trying to say was in
part substantially supporting your position except that the people and
community agencies need, w hat I mould call, psychologit at conceptual
training and refurbishment in how to deal effectively w ith hull+ lanai
adjustmenttent pruble.,us W liereas the school counselors probably need sonic
of that. but also a good bit more current information about what is hap-

-pelting in the job market in the world of work, so there is a kind of
interrelationship between the needs w it a different emphasis fur the
two groups.

Mr. AxoriEws. I am trying to get at something. This is just excellent
testimony in may opinion.

I noticedI'm sorry, may 1r revert back to page 2.,3, Doctor. In your
testimony, you make this point of upgrading skills and then on say
you don't mean by that to imply in any way' that we do not also need
to reduce the counselor- pupil ratio and so forth and then we get
into, well, could w e may be determine that there is a greater need aiming
the 52,000 than among the 9 or among the 9 more than the mid th6
essence of it in terms of sitting up here. is that you are say-int, we need_
every thing and Ilium just isn't that kind of money. so sontel,tody here
is-going e-t0-say, yes. but yes,-we will agree all-of this would-be
()Teat if wv could furnish counselling of the \ ery highest caliber to
everybody, every body wherein all ages in and out of school, in amid
out of the agencies that lilt% e theta as he implied' to Members of Con-
gress or whomet er, if all of thmt could be updated and hums e the- sun e,
that is,, a glorious ideal, hut, wholly impossible of attainment, as I
think you know.

What we really need from ou in additioe to what yon are say ing,
is, yes. but all the milk can't be cream. What is the real essence of the
need? Wlutt is the greater need as anony this Lk oad spectrum of total
need. whereas your testimony points out t he need cry well, no where
in it do y ott see any selectil its. that is what you can help us mo-t by
(loin°. is sal ves. e need it all, but if we can't get it all. we think
this '''should be gisen second priority or third or something and this
should to first in WI ins of what it is going to cost. If you will -excuse 111C,
not that I mean to fuss with you, I just would like to make your testi-
mony as meaningful as possible in terms of helping get sunk:tiling that
will go to the heart of what you are saying.
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Dr. I-lEna. I am not eery sure I can speak to that very adequately
except to say the estimates Nk do have would suggest that portions of
the 13,000, if we use that figure, would certainly approximate a third

--...441671:1aps a half of those people in part because the length of time
from the training days, of mat,nials, of changes in their job expecta-

,tions and so forth in terms of the proportions of the 9.000. It is some-
what more difficult, for me to speak in terms of a half or a thir d or
whatever the ease might be.

I don't know if any of my colleagues could answer my question. But
I can assure you we will try to get an estimate to you which may be
helpful in that regard.

Just to make what I was attemptiwr to say was because the current
number of people on the firing line. tfiiis Ca000 \\IMAM er it seems ob-
vious the first priority is try to get them mpgrmied while the training

new people is important, it seems to me ON er the long term, the pig-
mity has to be given to the-retraining in service, that if the distinction
I was trying to make there.

Mr. Aximmvs. I read that implication, y et you tend somehow to refute
it y ourself. You talk about the need for upgrading. I thought I read
in there you were perhaps--

Dr. Ifrtn. Perhaps what I was saying delicately, sir, was this,given
current realities, the retry initer,h1 set ice aspects seems to be the high-
est priority. 'The matter of try Ilia to reduce counselor-people ratios;
all that sort, of thing, is at this point a second pri9rity, it seems to me.

Mr. A xmancs. -You may continue, Mrs. knox.
Mrs. KNON. The average age of counselors, is 35 ears but is becom-

ing lower. In the best est 'males of the AMC' ican Sc.hool Counselor As-
sociation, of the approximately 60.000 professional counselors in our
Nation, one -third to one-half are \ ery much in need of sonic retrain-
ing. retooling, and greater a w areness to upgrade their skills. Most
counselOrs completed training prior to 1970. a ruonber over V years
ago. 'Very few opportunit its to be upgraded a.e available. This must
be pros ided oil a sguitinuing bask due to the t apid. es er- changing world
of ts ork and tlw economic piaci' e. Further. our State and local

agencies have not only the pet sonnel, but also the delivery systems
. for implementing-the pros isions of this-act. might add .there, Mr.

Chairman. to w hatever degree we are able to have this funding avail-
able to us.

This new legislation is needed because it ss ill pros ide for the utiliza-
tion of our human teratrees, the real 4111:,11. er t o uitr economic distress.
A/ls in '10(11er quite \ portrays the future shock of the acct' ?ra-
tive thrust of change which we are now experiencing and further re-
flects on our coping capabilities, in Lis theory of our os el industrialized
nut ion anti is lint he calls the "eco spasm." In such perilously uncertain
economic times as 1975, it is incumbent upon our Nat ion to utilize the
fullest extent our human resotil Ces N1111(11 11.11CM-11 gist and to pros ide
for career entry, wentry . and career progression over the life span.
'Ilk supports the total life develppmet it concept expressed in Doctor
GysheN' leglimony.

An all thne high in unemployment,. the extremely high crime rate,
the increase in mental illness, the lack of pity ical endurance, the drug
atilt -e (including alcohol), the deterioration of the American family,
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-the constant seeking of escape mechanisms from the daily coping with
life in the 1970's, the apparent rapid consumption of our natural
resources, are among the many needs.persons of all ages face in one
form or another. May we foens on unemployment today in our Nation.

The need for retraining of persons whose, jobs have become obsolete
is tantamount to survival and requires adequate career counseling.

If I may interject here, Mr. Chairman, in response to the delivera-
tions which took place just a few minutes ago in response to your
request which we appreciate, this perhaps speaks somewhat to a por-
tion of this act, wind; you may be asking us about here in terms of
what could we draw from this if we cannot have the whole thing.
what portion would we feel would be most important. So I am ,ad-
dressing this here ir-k terms of the retraining and then the ultimate
accomplishment of that would be placement, following retraining
through career counseling which will serve to lower the tinemply-
nient and food stamp lines as well as place back irt our work f rce
persons who IA tint and need to work, not only for monetaryeco-
nomic. reasons, but also for the acquisition and/or maintenance of a
positive self-image. The latter is necessary for self-fulfillment, one of
the purposes of this act.

Mr. Chairman, I think this makes our act very unique among acts
which come before Congress.

The crime rate as well as unemployment should drop when persons
are constructively, productively, and positively occupied in careers
which are relevant and meaningful to the individual's talents and
abilities. The results will be felt collectively by our Nation and the
rest of the world.

Through programs for retraining professional counselors who pro-
vide guidance and counseling over the life span, the investment. as
would be authorized through this act, in our human resources rather
than in industry, business, government, foreign aid, and so forth,
will serve to offset our increasing economic distress more than any
other authorizations which the 94th Congress can make.

At this point, I 'would like to point out in the tS. News C `World
Report issue of April 14, I believe it is, I noticed an outlook on key
issues in Congress. Asl read-those, Mr.-Chairman, T saw 'none-which
spoke directly to the human resources an; a means Ly vslich to relieve
the economic distress in our country.

Let us begin investing more hi persons, human kings, rather than
thingS,;:let cps Ole - industrialize. if necessary. _-

Our national budget should reflect greater emphasis on utilization
of.our Nast 11111111111 resources through such L011116, as air pl'01 hiCd. for
ill Quit 13. section 211. of UR. :33709. The 16 purposes stated therein
are crucial to our children. Louth, and `adults 111 assui ing that the
whole educational st stem of Nation is more %v orthw I mile bet. amuse
of the career choices and decisjons of our people.

This act. pros ides for a developmental appi ouch thi °ugh progi anis
and deli\ ery st stems. An example pf such a very succes,ful approach
can he- seep in the "Mesa. Ariz., Approach to Calvet Guidance. Coun-
seling. and Placement." Di% sheis, one of our test ifiers today. sere es
as one ofllie national ads isory consultants for the Mesa approach and
can speak gone know lcdgeably on the accountabilitt of this project.
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This act further pro% ides for and assures cooperativt%efforts among
all agencies providing set.% ices through career guidance and counseling
programs. This kind of approach is economical and will cause less
waste of time and effort as we work cooperatively together. Effective
career guidance and counseling programs and siis ices are frying on in
our Nation as pre% iously pointed out. Hew ever, only a 61111711 percent -
age of our children, youth, and adults arc being affected. Therefore,

national thrust through organized, well-pled, and implemented
programs will servo large proportions of our population.

Research studies are cited in the testimony of my colleagues here
today which indicate the desire as well as the need expressed by
per-ons of all ages for assistance in. career decisions. However, minor-
ity groups continue to have the greatest need as indicated by studies of
11cuil, economically depressed, ethnic, and female groups, in. terms
of lifetime employment. Awareness of career opportunities stands
high' on the list of their needs. Those who counsel these per must
have the awareness of career opportunities in order to provide ade-
qeate career guidance and counseling. Thus the need for retraining
for t hose who are already there.

C'are'r guidance and counseling is more than just providing in-
formation ; that is, hands on experiences. field trips, employment while
still in school. An example of a career education project in my own
school system, Apex project, encompassed the above provisions and
opportunities and had guidance and counseling at the core of the
project. This project involved the entire community and grades kinder-
garten to 12 in the Apex district. Unfortunately, the funding.was not
renewed in order for the project tq mature.

It raised the level of awareness of the people of that community,
those students involved in the vertical program Were placed in the
jobs immediately after high school; however, this program was
-funded for only 3 .-ears and unfortunately was not able to mature.

Mr. AxonEws. lIay I interrupt at that point, do I understand
correctly?'I tun relatively new at all this. this is the first time this
bill has been be fore the committee since I have been a member.

Mrs. Kxox. This is a new bill. ,

Mr. Axnar.ws. Do correctly understandthat hi the. net as it now
eNi4s and has for a number of sears during which the Apex project
was both begun and terminated, do I correctly understand the act.
dmaing this period of time, has pros ided certain moneys for career
and counseling to the States and that the States in turn determine
whether to establish, for instancein this instance. specifically, the
Apex projectwhether and when to terminatc, it rather than the
Congress; is that not or HEW; is that not correct? So this criti-
cism should be directed, should it not, at those w Ito made the decision
in Raleigh, rather ;than here, if it be criticism, I take it would be
light criticism?

Mrs. Kxox. I will try to address that. sir. although I may not
(Tire the correct answer and the distinguished lady from the State
staff in 'Raleigh'Raleigh behind me, may correct me,. In part, I would say
that is true because this was funded by more than. one source and
ithad to be-totally funded in order to continue.

Would you like to speak to that, Mrs. Lennon ?
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'AL'S. LENNON. Yes, lean speak to that!
In speaking to that, I refer to the initial question as to allocations

being, made to State agencies and further allocation of those funds
to local educational agencies. Yes, that is true; the money was al-
located to the State of North Carolina, and the Apex project is one
of those, and Wilkes County is another one of those, and, you re-
member very, very clearly that thin amount of funds, the mount that
was appropriated NI, as really only enough to try to do in seine depth
only a very minimal number of projects and, of course, local units
can't pick that tab up.

Arr. ANDREWS. I--(1011.t believe your funding for this purpose was
reduced after the institution, after the so- called Apex project. Hence
if it were terminated, I don't beliee, its termination was related to
any Federal-act or reduction of funds. I do know, though, there was
known not to be enough money to sustain any appreciable number of
some pilot. Nevertheless, I don't believe the funding was reduced
after the, Apex project was instituted; hence if it was terminated,
it was terminated not by any lack of support by Congress, rather
than a local decision and perhaps a wise one. I wouldn't know as
.to that.

Dr. IIEna..Let me make one other quick"nbservation. I think that
questions that we are dealing with in part will be dealt with in Dr.
Gysbers' testimony.

The overall principle perhaps is the one of permissiveness at the
State lea el; permissiveness in many of the legislative packages in
which guidance and counseling or some definition thereof can be
dealt with in projects, but is not seen as central to projects and this
is a local dimension, so the question of permissiveness versus some-
what more stringent requirement, if you will, for recognition, I think
is the issue.

I think Professor Gysbers will talk to that.
- Mrs., Kxox. Perhaps the next paragraph of my testimony may
seem redundant in terms of the question you have asked. However,
since NDEA. was according to nay, understanding the longest fiinded,
federally funded educational program'to have had greater impact
on education-across-theNation_and_hasleft_itsiziprint in terms of
continued staffing, picked up by local and State funds. I suppose
I am speaking to that in a wav federally, but if it is funded long
enough, and if within the design of the act there is an assurance
than the State educational agencies will continue finding a project
long enough for it to mature to the degree that it would be continued
by local funds or State funds or both, then I would say the relevancy
of it here.

Mr. Chairman and committee members, education is afflicted with
such-examples as the Apex project and other programs to which we
give birth and nurture to varying degrees but never to maturity.
Thus, we continually abort programs and projects due to lark of
continued appropriations local, State and Feere'ral on which we
must depend for providing education growth find development.

It appears that education cannot withstand this continued abortion
and thus it is 'even more incumbent upon our local, State and Federal
Governments to support Pie total life development programs and
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services on a long-term basis, such as this act being addressed here
today.

Just as we support recycling "things," let us see the rationale for
recycling our valuable human resources.

This opportunity to share with you our needs and concerns is
greatly appreciated. We sincerely request your favorable consid-
eration. If you need additional information, we will be pleased to
provide any you may find useful in your deliberations.

Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Betty, I thank you very kindly and you know

,
I and others are very. proud of what you accomplished, not only as
a counsellor but as a distinguished representativ e of so many dis-
tinguished counselors and teachers throughout the Nation and State.
We are very proud of you. Keep up the good work. We are looking
for ward to working with you.

Airs. KNox. Thank you very much. We appreciate the support you
have given us in education.

° Mr...kzionzws. May I transgress, some days ago we had a discussion
here as totally unrelated to anything that has been said, but it is related
to your ultimate purpose, and / was trying to relate to someone that
in 1969 or 1971, I couldn't remember whicli,:when I was a member of
the North Carolina General Assembly, a bill was introduced which
pros ided for legally mandated confidentiality betw een counselor and
student and so forth and I told a group of people here that it passed.
and that the counselor, this counselorstudent relationship became
comparably protected as ,is the case with the minister, priest or what
have you and the parishioner or the lawyer-client or doctor-patient.
Ain I correct in that it NS as introduced and considered. I voted for it. I
thought it passed.

Mrs. KNox, It was introduced in 1969. It didn't get out of the Senate
sitbconamittee,Jitaieiary, I bellev e, in 1969, it was not because it was

iunfavorable; it Issas because NS e needed to make it stronger on behalf
of our clients, those whom we serve. That is why we Asked for that
privileged communication act. In 1971 it was reintroduced and it.did
pass and we are very proud of that particularly in view of the difti
cults such a similar bill has had in be% eral other States in our Nation
andthiSis one Of-thepriority areas of what we call got eminent rela-
tions in the American School Counselor Association, is working on

ileged communications acts so w e do has e that in the SUL of
17orth Carolina. It is designed very much like that of attorne s and
physicians and so NS 0 are the only people who ssorlced in the field of
education who have that kind of protection for those NS hom NS 0 scrse.

Thank ypu.
Mr. A.N.,onnws. That ultimately grew into, and' I will get back off

of that and look forw and to hearing from ;sou, Doctor, that grew into
some consideration of perhaps plaoug in either the obairman s initial
act or this one or sonless here, some requirement f ton I the Federal level
that the recipient agencies somehow or other, I don't know how we
could mandate, that, en if it be wise. I. don't know how we could,

Slate st Ito bet tulles a recipient of such funds, perhaps first show
es ialice of has Ina pro.% idia such pris ileged communication between
the counselor and the student. I don't know that I w ould ev en favor
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that. I wpuld fas or the States doing it. I don't know whether inasmuch
as that is perhaps as much public policy as educational policy, I guesS
that cold be subject to quite a debate. But to Say the least, there is
room for considerable contention that that is a mattes of.priblic policy,
including obviously educational decisionmaking but it goes perhap,
beyond dun into a broader community, concept of where is the parent
in such a .role, where is the, perhaps, the minister in such a role or
where is the police officer in such a relationship or the cohort and so
forth.
. I don't know that I would favor that. I think it, would be worth

considering.
Alhright.
Excuse 'Debi:digressing.
Dr. GyAers.
Mrs. lixox. I would like to note that ,in one of our newsletters, Mr.

Chairman, of the American School 'Counselors Association about a
year ago we had a rebort where we s irveyed the States on the privi-
leed communication-and at that tin e, we had 10 States which had
iirivileged communications statutes e. isting on the books. We had
sonleiyliere it war ,;pending, and we ci e those and those where efforts
/ailedInd then where Plans ,were bein< developed or were under study,
and we had only 3 States who did not 1 spond at all in terms of having
done or doing anything in terms of thi . I think you made a very good

. point therein terms of pris ileged communications Wilms this would
affect the role a:, well as the work of the counselor in w hatever setting
he or she finds it.

Mr..A.Nonnws. That hi itself, 16 States, is quite an accomplishment.
I recall, maybe I am in error, I believe we inherited ,privileged com-
munication concept as to only 3 relationships from the common law
of England, really. Their being the minister or counterpart in what-
es or religion, the doctor and the lawyer, and that in our some 200 year
history only one other has been .added, Oaf' being in these 16 States
at least. the counselor-client, as I °Tess you call them, relationship.
That in itself is quite a distinguished achievement for 3 our particular
profession.

Afrs. Kmx. Thank you.
Thy I enter this for part of the record?
Mr. ANDREA\ S. I 11 ibh 3 uu would, inasmuch as it does relate to things

prey iously,considered and now really under consideration.
[The document referred to is in subcommittee files.]
pv.111..1114 1 think the State of Kentucky has done some IN 91'k in that

area.
,,Dr. Curt Phipps would like to speak to that.
Dr. Pilfers. I would like to ask if Kentucky is in that statistic? We

passed a communication bill in January or March a 3 ear ago, so-that
that ig another State that may not be in there.

Mrs. 1.(Nox. At the time of our study, of course, this newsletter
information goes in well user a month in adtance: This was dated,
Mural 25, 1971. and yours is marked pending, so we could say 17, at
least, that is the latest study 1 happen to hale on hand. I think we
have a more current study.

Mr. ANDREWS. May be you could call someone to update the new
you have just submitted to the committee by letter or otherwise.
52-945-75vol. 2-18
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Mrs. lisox. Fur the record,we will provide that for you frond our
overnment relations person, yes, sir.t,-Mr.

ANDRESS'S. Very good.
Dr. IIEnn. I would say one other thing, in terms ofthe family rights

and prisaL3, our legislation our privileged communikation person will
, be glad to assist you in any may that we can in 'terms of proiding

that material or any other subsequent testimon3 tit that regard.
t tit is point, them, may I pint rod tice...t.a...your.D.r_Nortnan-Gy,sbers of

n University of Missouri.

AliMENT OF DR. NORMAN C. GYSBERS, COUNSELOR EDUCATOR
ND PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -

COLUMBIA ,? .

r. GA-sums:Thank you, 3.C.Chairman. .

I in Norman C. GysberS. I has e been nn elementary and secondary
sch Reacher, ascounselor, and director of guidance. Presently, I ,am
a cou beior educator and professor of education at the Unit ersity of
Misso a i-Coltunbia. Professionally, I have been editor of the Voca-
tional Guidance Quaiterly, president of the National Vocational
Guidiu ce AssociTifj,ini, and has e.cooducted a number of nationarproj-
ects on t, treer guidiniee, counseling, and plak,ument. I deeply appreciate
the opp rtunit) to meet with you today to share my N dews on career
ginditnct in general and the Career Guidance anal Counseling Act. of
1975, 41 . 3933, in particttlar.

In bhar'iri m3 t less s with you I will briefly draw your attention to
the needs, fall youth and ahlts for career guidant..e and counseling
as well as j rot ide 3 on with inforniatioh about JO end career guidance
and amuse mg programs already in operation which, in in3 opinion,
are exempla 3 of the t%pes of prognmis mina could emerge through-

and fully flu tied. In addition, I.ss ill focus specifically on the act itself
qut the cowl tv if the Career Guidance and Counseling Act w ere passed

and ss ill offer , ,et fecting suggestions to imprw e, extend, and expand it
so that the car .er guidance and counseling needs of all )(nal,. and 1411tIts
can bo met:-

In presentin 7 my sies to you, it is necessary that you understand
Low I define th word ,are6r and why I use it with the word guidance,
The traditional s iesv has as its major focus, one aspect of nn individ-
ual's li fethe ok`:(eupational role. To meet the challenges of today and
tomorrow, this trialitional s 'low nt(ist. be 'broadened to include the in-
dis kind's total life development. While the occupational role is ex-
t emel3 important in the lit es of indis iduals,and full attention must bo
focused upon it, it Lannot be sew ed as something separate front the
_other roles (studekt, citizen, family member), settings (home, school,
communit, ) ands ents (entry job, job change, retirement) of n per-
son'.1 total life. Ansi, in fact, if it is viewed from this broader perspec-

Jive, the occupational role is better understood and facilitated.
That is why the word career is used in, career guidance. The word

career focuses on all' dimensions of life, not as separate entities, but as
interrelated putts of'tho ss hole person us er the life span. When-Niewed

and public and grit a e agencies and organizations seeking to set.% e all
\in this manner, Lame guidance becomes a common 11111i alliOlig SC11001.i

.. . .
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outb and adult's sohat duplication and waste of progtams and serv-
dices can be avoided.

Youth and adult needs.
At this point, somebody couldlegitiniltely ask, what are the career

guidance needs of youth and adults? Have these needs been fdentified?
_ iistteis to both quest.im is are abundant in the literature. For example,
staff members of the American college testing prow ain recently com-
pleted a nationwide study in winch they asked students about the
status of arious aspects of their career dl3% elopment and needs.

one of the most strilsing findings of this study is the apparent receptivity of
students tottard help %%itli career l,iauui ig * more than three fourths of the
mu ma a high school juniors %%mild like stall help. alai the proportion is almost as
high for 8th graders * If recognition of the need, for help with career,
planning is interpreted as an indicator of readiness, then American teenagers
mould appear to ho,ansions to get on mini their career (let clopment (Ps:dyer,
Roth Noeth, 1974, p. 9S)

In another recent study, a small but representative sample of 'Project
Talent participants w ere interyiewed inanagan, 1973). They Nvee
asked to evaluate the importance df v arious persolial needs to their
lives. They listed health and personal safety, relations with spouse,
u(cupational role, loin lug and raising children, and understanding and
appreciating self as being important. These findings, FlanaVan cor-
rectly pointed out, emphasize

mat ate should nut lose sight of the fact that there are *many other things ha-
portant to the quality of Ilfe of students tic woiii l besides occupational rule.
to adredv gtiolauee %accred from the broader pumped it e of life planning is a Lentr.ii
nrolOin for all young people:

Comurreut13 , it: is increasingly apparent that in today 's complek
trot hi. adults also ludic career guidance needs. Changing occupations,
once considered at sy !upturn of instability is now increasingly it norm
for workers. -Changes m job retfuiTenients, the eat ly completion of
families and the ability to stork and study at the same time have cil-
ium iered the changin,,,of occupations and life styles. While the careers
guidance needs of adults may tars somewhat, flout those of yoldh, the
same hasic themes emerge. Bruit n (1972) haslone research un mid-life
crises and suggested the following adult need d:

1. A tweed for clarification of personal resources, characteristics, abilities,
motivation, interests, experiences; a

J. A iced (or assistance in uneusering anti dealing tt ith,personal and env Ion
tt-ohil actor, \jiuteittiall, ilk:Unlit:UM to Sono() no; and oalofm.loo ftit.tionlag
ocenpat onally .

3. A need fur help In planning and kam lug out uireer de% elopment alter-
na t ivei. in or out of the present occupation ; and

I. .1 1 evil fur disvotering a life gestalt n Well would ut erculue pie tendo-3'
to romp tmentalize life into conflicting segments.

1-(ovv ran Ire go about ineaing- the needs of youth and adults?
To act ii ely vomiter the rapidly increasing 0110 plexities of society

and the, resulting intensification of &iiit,li awl adult needs. career
guidant,t must be improved, extended and. expanded as an integral
anal cent al pi °gram component of ediit,,itioli at all let elo. In a recent
re% It'11 0 ilitt 041111 llUl ttillento, Including flovermilent tepotts and con-
gressional testimony, Bottoms, Gysbt. rs and Prifehard (1970) identi-
fied and ,,c1a8sified some concerns and ie,,ulinnendations of a vide

1
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hood are needed (in contrast to only crisis or remOial.guhlance and counseling

. "services) to facilitate the career development of all individuals. ,
-s 2.4ob placement was mentiumid frequently In the references as a neglected

but needed activity in m comprehentive program of guidance and counseling.
3. 'Willy references recommended that schoOls sluMld be engaged in acts N Ries

« to reach out to indi Minds who left before completing their education and, or
who were not prepared flyr their.neXt step. Part of such outreach efforts would
include the redesigning of present home, school and community ed,a,ational

Olirograms. It was recommended that guidance and counseling must be an integral
part of outreach activities.

4. Concern was expressed in matlyof-the documents about the need for follow
through and linkage activities. Guidance and counseling must be expanded tt,
include the assiptance ni eded by indiviluals in entering and adjusting to their

j ,next steps educaponally/and/or Occupationally.

It is htteresting to note how well, the proposed act responds to these
concerns dmrrecoin mendations.,

"What atoutneeded 1\0re-directions? NV

This review and other surveys of a similarmature continue to point,
1 to the need to approve, extend, and..expand career guidance and coun-

seling pro rants to make them sequentud and systematic, early child-
hood through adulthood. At this poiiit, little calf be gained front
concentrating o the past. What is crucial now is to discuss, recom-
mend and implement difections and pri8rities for today and
:tomorrow.

A. primary goal of career 'guidance and counseling should be to
assist all persons to become competent achie% ing indi%aluals; to maxi-
mine their potential through the effective use a al management of
their own talents and theirthe environment. To aidj in the accomplish-
ment of this goal, career guidance and counseling prognosis must, be
an integral and 'CelitVilt part of the total education - manpower- agency.
system ono that is identifiable and accountable. Vateer .gnidance: aml counseling inust 'begin in elementary school and continue on a
gystennitic, and sequential basis through the school ears hid titling,.
1)64econtini.y vocational-technical and tollegiate education into the

..inonv,c agencies and organizations that ser% e adult populations. To
acce(iplish this. career guidance arid counseling must, be roqpired b)
legislative provision. This is in contrast to the slew of some that
career guidance and counseling is an ancilhu % ser% ice funded on a
permissive basis. .

I think that in patanswers the question that was asked just a min-
ute ago. 'We are suggesting that it nilist be required lay legislative pro-
Vision, not ,imply made permissive.

Career gpiddnee and counseling programs and processes focus on
assisting all hulk-WWI, in the de% clopment of self-hnowh:dge and

tyt' inter 4.-sonal skills, in obtaining lift career planning competencies. in
ikien ifying and. u,ingrplacemeicst resoures and in gaining knowledge

, and understand ng of life roles, setting's and events, specifically those
8550 rated with the 'Worlds of family, education, %olk, and leisure.
India- ideals, their Melings of control o% ur their ens ironment, and their

.,. own destiny, and their relations with °Piers and institutions are of
primary importance in career guidance and counseling.
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variety of consumers and critics of careerguidance programs. One
aspect Oftheir stir-coy is/stinianized as follows : t

.. major recomietida(lun inanj ducuttients was that do clupinent..1
(preventie) guidance attiti Lounseling programs, kindergarten through adult
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The procedures for implementing career guidance and counseling
programs must be based. upon the nature of the populations an l situa-
tions a a particular setting. First, the career guidance needs of the

gopulation(s)
to be served must be stated and. assigned some priority.

fecund, measurable objectives must-be n t itten and program activities
and resoltrces'inust be matched to the achip% ement of these planned
objectives., Finally, Osaluation procedures, must be established and
applied and the results used for continual, career guidance and cowl-

, seb ng prograin improvement.
The needs, goals, objectives, and evaluation approach to career

guidance and counseling programin=, o.provideS a way of assigningno- spe-,. ,

cific career guidance functions, responsibilities, and accountabilities to
the various personnel involved in a particular work setting.

This approach should reduce the possibility of misinterpretations
arising concerning who does A hat And when. 'this is important since
some individuals overlook the difference between. the functions of
career guidance and the functionaries who carry out specific career-
az.,uidance activities. r'

A clear understanding of this point is necessary because often the
term career guktance is used to describe a body of content or activities
in which all educational and cooperating agencies personnel partici-
pate. %%bile at other times or e% en at the same time, it is still used by
some-as:.a title to describe the occupational functions of only the pro-
fessionally prepared counselor. To counteract such confusion, a clear
distinction between guidance functions and guidance functionaries
mitst`be made. /

The career-guidance functions and responsibilities of professionally
prepared counselors as 1% ell us all other edudational and agency per-
:. tome)n ho lt% e careel-o Mance functions and responsibilities, need, ts
to liMetirly stated.

Ina recent article, G. sbers and Moore (1072) suggested an approach
to accomplish this goal. This approach is bused on the kind of contact
N aritis personnel may have '1% ith their clienteledirect, shared, and
indiretI:sing the. needs-goals-objecti% es-es abtation process to deter-
mine the nature of the ,career-guidance activities for a particular
settingschool, agenc.-,all personnel in that setting as well as those
who are to cooperate al' that sett ing N Quid be assigned specific career -
guidance functions and accountabilities. The nature of the setting and
tin. population of that setting. would determine the career-guidance
processes to be used.,Some settings gill dictate the use of more short-
term, immediate, problont-soh ing career-guidance proccAes. In other
settings, de% elopmentat processes are more appropriate. Personnel in
mo4 settings, II(Me1er, Mill find that a combination of developmental
and immediate problem -sel% ing career-guidance processes will be re-
quired. In any event. the type of career-guidance processes used in a
particular setting n ill play a pat t in who is assigned what functions
and responsibilities.

To assure the success of career guidance programs. it is necessary to
fix responsibility for program coordination and leadership. Profession

. atty prepared counselors should be assigned this responsibility in addi-
tion to the specific direct, shale, and.indirect career guidance operat-
ing functions they may carry out in working with and for the clien-
tele of their setting. In this capacity, professionally prepare:I, coltn-

,

2 y
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selors Ivill directly assist their clientele to reach their goals as w as
making sure that the m era]: career guidance program is planned,
operated, and evaluated in a.s3stematic and continuous fashion.

Changes in present practices. New and emerging career guidance
programs.

During the pastA..evcral 3 ears, improl ed aid extended career gitidl
ance programs have begun to einem across the country. Such pro
;ram, are the result of the dedicated leadership of counselors, State
Bepartment guidance consultants, counselor educators. and time few
remaining gyidance specialists in the U.S. Office of Educationin
fact, it is my understanding that not a single person with a position
description and title explicitly assigning career guidance counseling
and placement functions and responsibilities currently is employed in
the U.S. Office of Education. Most of these programs are supported
with Federal and State mo ws either from title III ESEA or front
the Vocational Education Act of190. Sonic are national in scope while
others focus on specific populations in local communities.

NATIONAL CAREER GUIDANCE, COUNSELING, AND PLACEMENT PROJECT

From July 1, 1971, until December 31, 1974, I was privileged to Fierve
as director of the national career guidance, counseling, and placement
project coaducted under. VEA discretionary funds mailable to the
Commissioner of Education. The Project's purpose was to assist each
State, the DiStrict of Columbia, and Puerto Rico to develop prelim-
inary b.onie-school-community models and guides for des eloping and
impleMenting improved and extended career guidance, counseling,
and ,Placement programs in local school districts. The major results
of the project were as follows :

1. The development of 4-1 preliminar;, State models and guides for carter
anee. eounselhig, and placement.

2. The involvement-of an-50,States, the District of Columbia, an&Puerto Rue°
hi some phase of the projectguide develo, omit, participation in the National
Training Conference, the dissemination of exemplary career guidance, counseling,
and placement materials and/Or consultative assistance.

In ad-ft-ion, through a followttp surrey of the States conducted in
the fall of 1971. additional project impact was determined to include
the holding, of munerous conferences and seminars at State and local
levels as well as ameloping curriculum and audio-visual materials.
For a more complete report of this project, an executie summary is
provided for the record.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit for,
the record a copy of the executive summary of that project.

ANDREW'S. Very good. Thank you, Doctor.
[The document referred to follows :]

ExEctfrrvE St: MARYNATIONAL CAREER GUIDANCE. COL-NSCIANG AND
PLACEMENT PROJECT

WHAT WAS TILE PROJECT'S PURPOSE?

TO assist each state. the Distil( t of Columbia and Puerto Rico to develop pre-
liminary State- tailored, home school community models, guides for des eloping
and Impfementing Improved and extended career guidance, counseling and
placement programsin local school districts.
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WHAT WERE THE PROJECT'S OUTCOMES?

1, The development of 44 preliminary State guides/Models fur career guidance,
Counseling and placement.

2. The involvement of all 50 States, the District of Columba and Puerto R:
in some phase of the Projectguide development, participation in the National
Training Conference, the dis.wnwutliou of eXelupial3 career guidance, counseling
and placement materials and, or consultative assistance.

WHO WAS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT?

The 50 States, District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.
University of Missouri-Columbia.
National Steering Committee.
L.S. Office of EducationBureau of Occupational and Adult Education.

WHE.N DID THE PROJECT TAKE PLACE?

July 1,1971 to December 31, 1974.

ROW WAS THE PROJECT'S PURPOSE ACCOMPLISHED?

To accomplish the Project's purposes, consultative, technical and financial
assistanec, w ere provided as needed to the States, the District of Columbia and
ruerto_Ifico2.
Consultative and Technical Assistance

1.-A NationarTraining Conference fur key State leaders in St. Louis, .Missouri,
January 10-13. 1072. -

3. The use by States of Project Staff, National Steeying Committee members
and recognized national and State leaders in career guidance, counseling and.
placement.

3. Visits by the Project Director and his staff to units of State Departments
of Education and state NN urkbhupb and conferences dealing vvitla project concerns.

4. The dissemination of carefully selected, exemplary career guidance, cum'
soling and placement material, and resources at the Training Cohference as \v ell
as throughout the duration of the Project. Included in these materials \\e re Mu
documents for use especially prepared by Project stag, Steering Committee
membegs and several special consultants.

a. The Program, Content and Operations Manual used at the National
Training Conference, and

b. MeniCUts of an Illustrative Guide for Career Guidance. Counseling and
Placement U. lick NN as distributed to the key State leaders in the Spring of
1974.

5. The dissemination of a Project Newsletter.
6. isits by key mate leaders to Project headquarters fur tonsultative assist-

ance and the review of exemplar3 career guidance, counseling and placement
guides, models and resources.

7. Active participation on the program of a National Conference on Career
Guidance, Counseling and Placement conducted by the ML'suuri State Dpart-
ment of Education in February, 1971 under a contract NNIth the C.S. Office of
Educa t ion.

&Active involvement of the National Steering Committee in all phases of the
Project.
Limited financial assistance

The Project provided limited financial assistance to States at critical points
of need to supplement State moneys fur the purpose of comineting workshops,
consultath e -assistance, model guide iv ri ting and editing and neces.atj and hey
materials acquisition.

ADDITIONAL PROJECT IMq.CT

Selected follow-up data from 40 States shown In Tables 1, 2 and 3 reveals
substantial impact tb3ond the development of preliminary State guides,'
modelsthe main purpose of the Projects that the Career Guidance, Counseling
and Place.nent Project had at the State and local level. The follovv.up vv as con-
ducted during the months of August, September and October of 1971.
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Table 1.State and local meetings held and advisory Committees formed
'Workshops/seminars/conferences:

Number held 026
Numbers of persons Involved 40, 787

Advisory committees formed at State and local levels 183

,Tab le 2.Impact un Profcisional staff, programs, and special populations

(Number of States reporting impact]
'T.ypS of staff /program; -

Counselor educators 31
State stag: -

Vocational education _ 31
General education op
Administration 24

LEA. staff:
Administrators 92
Teachers
Counselors 46
Board of education 90

Certification standards
-a 14

Increased communication :
State'staff and LEA staff t 97
Counselor educators and Counselors 43
Counselors and teachers 46

Iriereased emphasis on career guidance in State/Federal projects
'funded within the State:

ESEA. III 04
Stitte-funded projects 13
VEA 10
ME c.. 4

Career guidance of special populations:
Special education 90
Blind 4
Deaf 3
Adults 13
Returnees
Minorities f 70
Women

*TABLE 3.STATE PLANS FOR TIIE FUTURE

timber of
States

Number
workshop or

products
Number

people

h

Inservice:
Curriculum workshops *., 22 105 2,800
Insehice training 34 244 5,400
University courses. 20 1 37 500

Advisory committees:
Increased use 18
New functions 15

Poduct development:
BurriculumIguidance Lnits 19 1.820
T,V. programs 8 1,150
Films. . 13 140Y
T 11 55
Baooklpes ets , 12 1,030

SOME FINAL POINTS

By design and operation the National Project did not set out to develop a
Ingle model fur r.,, cur guidance, ,,,unseling and placement to be adopted by all
States. Instead, the Project foomed on model building, on bow States could de-
VIA) 1111(1 implement a career guidance, counseling and placement model built

On GAIL' own State and local needs using State and locat resources. A gaud
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plc of this focus was the organization and content of the National Training Con-
ference held in January of 1it72. The program was designed to pit/ vide the State
teams with the know ledge and shills to de% clop a State guide. In essence, it
modeled the processes of guide dot:loom:la and implementation they could fullu
when they returned home.

iu addition, the National Project anticipated the current movement in career
guidance.- counseling and placement toward the use of goals and (Meet's us and
provided leadership to the States in how to plan, strueture, implement and e win
ate comprehensl%e, deelopinental career guidance, counseling and placement Dr.
grants from early childhood through the adult years. 1s a result most States and
many local sellout districts are beginning to do elop and implement career guid-
ance, counseling and placement programs and ital.% ities based on t-4prellininary
Models/guides they developed through the Project.

rundly. the Project s method of combining consultative, technical and financial
assistance 111 meaningful ways for the States should be examined fur use in other
projects. Because of the relationships that w ere developed between Project Staff,
the U.S. Office of Education Project monitor, and the key leaders in the States. the
various forms of assistance as ailable through the Project could be applied at
craleal points to supplement existing State resources to maximize impact.

DEVELOPMENT CAREER GUIDANCE PROJECT

This project was conceived and initiated. in 1964 by Dr. George E.
Leonard of Way ne State University. Its _purpose was and is today to
demonstrate that (1) children from lower socioeconomic areas can de-
velop mote realistic occupational aspirations, (2) that theseaspii atims
are a function of their self-concept, (3) that self-concepts can be
changed by curricular implementations and available guidance per-
sonnel, ( 1) and the entire niotis ational tone of the student body can lie
affected positis ely by organizing subject matter ayound The vocidional
implications of that which is being taught. Ten project schools (K-'12)
on the cast side of Detroit with a total student population of over 17,000

° were involved.
The continuing results of the project are impressive and substantial.

°They include:
1. 'Buttes el of aspiration of students In experimental schools has increaseer:ig-

nifieautly more than of students in control schools at all levels.
2. Students in experimental schools have,show n more growth in regard to oc-

cupational know ledge and planning than studots in control schools.
4. The students in experimental schools hale reexamined their %glue structure

significantly more thawstudents in control schools.
4. Students in experimental schools have shown a more acceptable attitutL

toward counselors than students in control schools. Interestingly, there has not
been a significant change in perception of school, t

5. Students in ;:xpernuental schools hale perceived a greater need for profes-
sional heap.

EL There has .teen a significant decrease in school dropouts ami a significant
Increase In students going on for further education of all types.

With your permission,3fr. Chitirman, I would like to submit for the
record a summary of that project the "Des elopmental Career Guidance
in Action : Success Story" projects.

doctiment referred to placed in subcommittee files.]
Mr., AminEws. Could you just briefly elaborate how do you distin-

guish an experimental school from a control school?
Dr. Gysishus. In this ease, sir, the study was done Acre they se-

lected thosa schools that were involved with the project that receis ed
the treatmentthe activities and processes. They matned those ca
fully with schools that received none of the treat the control

O
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schools, and then did the comparison and they found that the experi-
mentalschools had significantly higher aspirations and so forth as
those brief findings reflect.

Dr. Tam. Sir, it might be worthwhile to mention thecontrol schools
are typically schools which have a regular program. They are not pro-
(Tams influenced by some special treatment effect as this would be.

Dr. GYsuEns. Mesa, Ariz., comprehenshe career guidance program.
In 197.2, Mesa, Ariz., public schools initiated a project to plan, imple-

ment, and evaluate a developmental career guidance, counseling, and
placement program. with part D funds of Public Law 90-576. The pur- .

pose of the project was to change the guidance program in Mesa from
an administrative/crisis orientation to a del elopmental comprehen-
sive program based on the needs of students. Substantial progress con-
tinues to be made in this direction. The details of the project and its
progress can be reviewed Ali a dleument 'Toward Accountability: A
Report on the Mesa Approach to Career Guidance, Counseling, and
Placement," which for the record, Mr. Chairman I would to sub-
mit the brochure `'Toward Accountability, A

Chairman,
on the Mesa

Approach to Career Guidance, Counseling, and Placement."
[The document referred to placed in subcommittee files.]
Career Guidance Program, Hood River, Oreg. (Jones et al. 1973).
This program is an integral part of the total school plan. The over-

all purpose of the program to aid 'students ih establishing realistic
goals by providing necessary guidance and activities to carry out a
flexible and individualized total school plan. Success of the program
stems from the facts that the curriculum is totally clusterized with 17
career clusters; progress within the curriculum is Lased on demonstrat-
ing achievement of performance objectivcs written for modules.of the
17 career clusters; auttall staff members, including time administrators,
counselors. and teachers, rece,ise special training in the area of grad-
anre ,ankafle responsible for guiding students through their career
chister requirements.

Kimberly guidance program, Kimberly, Idaho (Jones et al., 19731.
This program is aim example of the type that can be implemented in

a small, rural school district. Teachers aid the QM' counselor by includ-
ing, career de% elopment units in their courses. The main goal of the
pm ogram is to de(ylop a model of- a guidance program to serve students
in ;grail_ K-T2 that is developmental in nature and includes all aspects
of time school.

Job development program, Cleveland, Ohio (Jones et al., 1973).
This is an alternative program offering guidance and placement

tvzsistance to students seeking employment on completion of high
scho91. The progriun. emphasizes: (1) guiding students to make deci-
sions about tin- .1 (Ace'. goals, (2) assisting -students to de% viol) and
maintain basic sqls needed for their career choices, and (3) finding
jobs for all graduates at the job-entry le% el..Success of the !wog] am
stems from the fart that there has teen an increased commitment of
F.,nrrounding, industries to helping time prog,ram achieve its objectives.

Baltimore placement and follow-up ,program (Jones et al., 1973).
This program is unique in that it serves all students in the city's

public secondary schools. It is a% dial& both to graduates and to those
who drop out ; the service may be used by a graduate or dropout for

2 8 t4,
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as long as 1 year after he leaves school. Information about various
work roles is prodded through %isiting speaku..., class discussions and
instruction related to job interviews and applkations. The goals of the
program are to place students in jobs that _are ,,ompatible with their
abilities and interests, and to coordinate Aadents' work-study experi-
ences in school.

Career Guidance and Counseling Act of 1975.
The presentation and discussion of a number of career guidance pro-

grams in the prey ions section was pros ided to illustrate the fact that
and merging programs are being initiated aeioss the ,eountry to

meet the career guidance needs of all individuals.
It is obvious, however, that to meet these needs, substantial addi-

tional efforts must be made to improve, extend and expand current
career guidance and counseling programs and practices. The current
-act, MR. -ma ('i270) has the potential to de just that if-it is passed-
and fully funded. To that end there is a need to examine the act in
its present form to underline and reinforce its importance and
potential.

Tho potential: Tho Career Guidance and Coungelino. Act of 1975
leas the potential of consolidating and coordinating career guidance
programs and sell ices within and among all institutions, agencies and
organizations which provide such programs and services; to provide
the pLcessary linkages to avoid waste and duplication. The act has the
potential to accomplish this because it. is structured around career
del elopment theory and practice which is based on a life long develop-
mental emphasis, not jest for some people, but for all individuals. The
focus is on all hll\ iduals from early childhood through the adult
years.

In addition, the principles and assumptions upon which the at are
based clearly call for comprehensive., developmental programs and
set e it.es of career guidance counseling and placement. The challenges
of today and tomorrow will no longer permit fragmentation of career
guidance, counseling and placement programs and services. There is
an mgent need to bring it all together ; to bring to bear the expertise
of many thousands of guidance and.counseling personnel to meet the
career development needs of all iudii iduals. The Career Guidance and
Counseling Act of 1975 has the potentiatto do just that..

Specific recommendations:
To reach the full potential of the act there is a need to examine it

in its present form to underline and -reinforce its importance in gen-
eral and a number Of key elements hi particular. There also is a need
to provide some clarifying and pm fecting suggestions concerning the
act. Thus, the following specific recommenfations are offered. They
are mot listed according to any priority-. Instead they will follow the
general outline of H.R. 3993' (3210).

1. Section 101 (a) (6) (c) : It is important to reinforce the emphasis
of die act on the developrftent of all human talent including the talents
of women, minorities and the handicapped.

Section 101(b) (ft) : The development and dissemination of occu-
pational information for the promotion of understandings of occupa-

. tional options among individuals servd should be bacsed on realistic
national, State and local labor areas.
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3. Section 101(c) : The word "public" before school should be de-
leted whereverit appeals in the ant.

4. Section 103: The establishment of an Office of Career Guidance
and Counseling is a -must to accomplish the purposes and intent of the
act, For this office to function effectively, bowel er, will require ade-
quate leadership staff in the U.S. Office of Education and State V.n-
ear, for leadership, staff development, State and local programs de
velopment and et ablation, career guida.ILA, curriculum materials de-
velopment, individual assessment- methods des elopment, and occupa-
tional orientation and exploration material and actit ity development.
In addition, adequate leitdership stittf at. Federal-and State he els Ali]]
he required to permit close liaison and cooperation with other agencies,
governmental and nongovernmental, AN Ilia Mite facilities, staff, in-
Icrest and action potential to enter into collaboratite worts to im-
prove., eitend -and expand career guidance and counseling programs
and serVices to all individuals to avoid duplication and Waste. For
example; close liaison is needed with the BLS and Manpower Admin-
istration of the U.S. Department of Labor because they are presently
developing a nationals ide occupational information delis y system
which includes a program designed to produqp occupational estimates
and projections at national, State, and lock levels for us in career
( ui lance and counseling and in the planning of educationalprograms.

Finally, and most important. the leadership staff for career guidance
and counseling at all levelsFederal, State and localmust be sig-
nificantly .-invels ed in making-the policy and management decisions
which their leadership and work efforts are expected to implement.

5. Section 105: This section provides me with the opportunity to
elaborate upon sex, oral of the definitions to hopefully clarify and per-
fect them.

(2) Career development: To add an additional dimension to the
present definition of career development, it may be useful to -refer to
it its the total constellation of psychologital, sociological, educational.
physical, economic; and change faetorsthat con ibine to shape the Lar cer
of any givdn individual.

(-1) Career guidance: I feel it is important to emphasize in context
of the present definition of career guidance in the act that Lamer guid-
ance should' also be understood as a comprehensite, det elopmental,
identifiable, and accounti.ble prop am responsible for assisting all,
iuditiiduals in developing positit self-concepts, effettite human re-
lationships, de(' isioi making con pet inch s, know ledge and understand-
ing of current and potential roles, settings and et ents, especiall t hose
associated w ith family, education, trail: and leisure, and placement
competencies to aid them in the transition from one setting to another.
When defined in this manner career guida ace is an integral and centi al,
but specifically identifiable and accountable, part of the total con-
tinuing educational piocess. It also h, important to understand that
by design and operation, through the cut riculum and through special-
ized approaches. career guidance mid cop nseli g programs systuuatic

organize and taindtat such career guidance processes and wait itics,
for individuals such as orientation, exploration, information, apprai-
sal, counseling, placement, fullowup, follow through, referral and out-
1.eacli, and fur program improt uncut such as policy and planning re-
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search and e aluation, staff des eloPment and cat eer guidance cur-
riculum developmeitt.

(S) Counselor: In December 1971, the APG1 board of directors
a.dopted a position statement on the role. of the counselor in career
guidance. In March 1075, the position statement was adopted by. the
APGA Senate. This makes it an official statement of the association.
Since it can further clarify. and elaborate upon the definition of
counselor I am submitting a copy of it for the record.

Mr. A...:.tr-ws. Thank you very much. Vary good; \without objection,
it-will be included in the record: ,

[The document referred to follows :].

CAREF.P. GUIDANCE. ROLE AND FUNCTIONS OF COL NSELINS AND PERSONNEL PRACTI-
TIONERS IN CAREER EDUCATION

The Association. recognizes that the methodologies-employ ed In career educa-
tion lacy in focus, scope tInd magnitude. The Assueiation endorses eomprvlieusile,
career education actitities-eentured ni.un career del clupinent- that-integrate-the
participation of educators A ith that of business, industry, labor and community
personnel. This approach views the uorl. and human development resources
411 allable in the broader community as important components of career eilacatium

The American Personnel inlet Guidance Association recognizes and supports the
concept that rule statements Lan be formulated inust.apprupriately for Judi. 'dam
practitioners, employ ed ILI Specific settings. Thus, it is nut possible or appropriate
to formulate universal Sta tenien Ls about their career guidance role in career edu-
cation that areshighly specific and/or restrictive.

The practitioner's assumption of an active career guidance role In career edu-
cation program, w vital. The follow pug set of counselor rule statements is en-
dorsed by the American Personnel and Guidance Association as appropriate and
necessary for the conduct of career education in any setting.

1. Pmettle Ieade,.hip in the ldentifi Ilion and programatic inip7cmentation
carter development tas7.8.The Association supports career edit-

cat ion that is orgaiiiied around identified career development tasks facing individ-
uals over the life span.

- 2. Proeide leadprship in the identification, classification and use of self, cduca-
tional and occupational information. The crucial importance fur comprehensive
colleetion. careful organization and appropriate use of such information is
affirmed here. Additionally. the Association supports practitioner efforts to share
such mformatiun vvrth other personnel iho are participating in career education
Programs.

3. Provide 'club' rnhip in the assimilation and application of comer decision
ma 4ing methods and niaterials.The Association supports practitioner efforts to
involve other personnel in the use of career decision making strategies.

4. Provide lead( rsh p is eliminating the influence of bale racism and sexism as
eutturat rvstrictors of opportunities at affable ts? minority persons, females, and
odors who may be aff eel( (1.The.A6suclutlini liens eareer education as a leilicie
fur use in the human rights mu% ement and believes the career guidance.practi-
uoner representsAlie must. iipprupriate perseli to I.ruvide leadership and dirgytion
in this effort. - z

5. Providc lead, rship in expanding the taricly and appropriatenco of dssess-
ment drvrees and prim, duns (mired for sound pi rsonal. educational and
occupational il«usion. inalang.The Association recognizes the need to use a
.1% Ide variety or simulation and experiential activities as career assessment
procedures to supplement the more traditional individual appraisal procedures.
The career guidance practitioner is the profession..1 qualified to guide the
development and utilization of such procedures In the total career, education
j)rocess.

6. Provid' /coder:drip in emphasizing the importance and carrying out the
functions of career couns(ling. Protection of freedom of choice for the indi-
vidual rests upon self understanding as the basis fur educational and occupa
tnrnal decision making. Thus the ductal Importance of .:ounselitig, Intlhidnally
anchor in groups, is limed by the Association as a fundamental clement In
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the formulation end operation of career education, The necessity for profes-
sionally prepared career guidance practitioners being assigned primary re-
sponsibility for counseling is asserted here.

In Addition to these six inseparable leadership, roles, career guidance prac-
titioners should be active participants in several other key career education
activities. Whether viewed in a leadership or a participatory sense, it is essen-
tial that these specialists, be actively inisolved in the following functions :

'I Serving as liaison b,etween the educational and cpmmuuity resource groups.
2. Conducting career guidance needs assessment surveys.
3 Organizing and ,Iierating part -time and full-time educational, occupational

and job placement programs.
4. Conducting follow-up, follow-through and job adjustment activities.
5. Participating.in curriculum revision. '
6 Participating in efforts to involve the home and family in career education.
7. Participating is efforts to Monitor and assess operations and.commumeat-ing the results of those activities to other practitioners and clientele, as

appropriate.

IMPLICATIONS FOR .MEMBERS AND TIth ASSOCIATION

The functions outlined above have implications for career guidance prac-
titioners and for the Association. The changes in behaviors and practices of
practitioners called for are far reaching and profound.. In order to achieve
such changes, massive in-service education must take place. Additionally,
changes must be made in the educational programs that prepare the prac-
titioner. j3oth of these efforts will require substantial investment of dollars,
time, and energy. The American Personnel and Guidance Association commits
itself to legislative efforts aimed at obtaining these resources.

In general. it is the Association's intent to:
1. Support career education and actively champion it at federal, state, and

local leyels.
2. View the ca. reer guidance practitioner as a key, photal professidual in,

career education.
3. Encourage the increasing use of paraprofessional or support personnel

supervised by career guidance practitioners in career education.
4. Join in efforts aimed at providing in-service education for career guidance

practitioners in the area of career education. It is the position of the Associa-
tion that, pith institutes and -workshops, practitioners enipto ed currently can
increase their career guidance competencies and understandings required for
effective participation in career education. The Association does nut support
the creation of a new specialty called the "Career Education Counselor". It is
the position of APGA that it is preferable to include an expanded career de-
velopment and guidance emphasis as a part of existing counselor educationprograms.

5, Support efforts aimed at changing counselor education programs in ways
that advance sound career education practices.

6. Endorse and pledge support to the teamwork philosophy inherent in carter
education and the concomitant belief that career guidance practitioner:, should
assume active roles as team members in career education.

7. Represent cared guidance practitioners as une of several kinds of profes-
sional personnel who should be selitaist considered to coordinate and direct
syst enewide eareer education efforts.

S.` Encourage the installation career guidance aethities in support of
career education hf settings that influence career development,

The American Personnel and Guidance Association recogilizes the existence
of the widely differing views held by its members with respect of career edu-
cation. It encourages each A1'GA member to reflect carefully on the philosophical
basis and substance of career education and' to develop an individual point
of view which will guide the momber's piofessiunal :talons in career education. ,

0. Section 221, (b) : In this section it states that "such programs
shall be based on the results of a comprehensive needs assessment
which shall include analysis of geography, economics, and local em-
ployment trends." I believe the word "local" should be clarified to
Inca!) "realistic labor market areas,"
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7. Section 222: What follows is provided to further clarify and
extend the present statements in section .222 on training tequirements :

Presers ice education for all individuals who will have career guid-
ance functions and responsibilities must be improved and extended.
Teachers, administrators, and indis iduals who ate in training to be-
CQx110 profes.sionally-prep4red counselors, as well as those preparing
for paraprofessional roles in career guidance, need conahon expel
ences and opportunities to practice working together as well as train-
ing to carry out those specific functions of career guidance in which
they will be involved. Particular attention should be gi% en in pre-
service education to broadening; the traditional beim for change tech-
niques used by professionally trained counselors as well as to improve
and extend their ability to organize and manage these skills effec-
tively. Mom specifically, ,presen ice education should prepare pro-
fessionally-trained counselors to:

(a) Carry out individual and institutional _needs assessment pro-
'rams.

(b) Identify and state general program goals in-collaboration with
ithe consumers of the program in terms of identified needs in elation-

ship to the situational, individual, and counselor/resource assets and
constraints they find assessable in setting.

(c) Translate general program goals into measurable individual
and program performance objecti es, establish criteria for their at-
tainment, and state the timespan necessary for their completion.

(d) Develop programs within the opportunities and constraints of
the situation in which they will be working so that the attainment of
the individual qnd program performance objecti.es will be accom-
plished.

(6) Interpret programs educational decisionmakers, other pro-
fessionntstaff and the community at large.°

8. Section 223: Inservice education for all individuals who have
carver guidance functions and responsibilities hauling teachers, ad-
ministrators, professional') -prepared counselors and paraprofession-
als must be improved and extended. I think as-Wa-talked before, that
is a priority issue N. :di us. Because the tools and tediniques,of career
guidance are continually being des eloped, res ised, and improved,
provisions must be made at Federal, State, and local les els for 'users ice
education.

9. Section 241: In this section I feel it is necessary to underscore
the importance of a national le% el thrust to coordinate existing carver
(riddance efforts; that is, not only Ill'A and t-5

SVtit of OCt ,i
pational information development and dissemination. but also to, fit.
this and other strengthened components into the inipro% union, extol:::
sion, and expansion of the total prop am of career guidance, counsel-
ing, and placement at all levels.

In summary. Mr. Chairman, all of my remarks today as well as
those of my colleagues have underlined the fact that there is a critical
need for a clear and substantial national priority that administers a
systematic, comprebensk e and developmental . prOgram ofCareer
, itlanca, counseling, and placement to meet the needs of all individ-
uals. It is time now to bring our efforts all together.
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Thank you for 016 opportunity to present my views,lo you about
the career guidance needs of youth and adults and to offer recom-

endations concerning ways to meet these needs ,throtigh expanded
and improved career guidance programs from early childhood through
the adult yeiti;s. I would he pleased to respOnd to any questions you
may have concerning my presentation.

Mr. Axonnws. Thank you, as well, Dr. Gysbersi
Dr. MAR. Simply, sir, this completes our official testimony and we

very much appreciate your interest, your attention. If we can:answer
any questions for you, we will try to do that incudimf our resource
people that are here. .

Mr. A-Nonnws. Very good; Dr. Herr.
1Ye again thank you. Our very distinguished member of this coin-

,nuttce and subcommittee has joined us recently., Representatil e Qui°
is by reason of his tenure on the committee ranking minority member;
howevo, I ivould say that his expertise in and interest and so forth
further earn hitn that distinguished title, and I'd like to call on \you
if yol would care to join us here orally.

Mr. Qum. Thank you, Mr. Chairinan. You noted that a person gets
to be ranking by staying around hero a long tin 3 and usually that
happens to people front your pat t of the country, bit a Representati' e
from Minnesota Made it. I am glad you, added that.

1.in sorry ,1 couldn't be with you. There wits a hearing on ACTION
this morning which is a program for volunteers in oN erseas and in
this country. Since it had sonic serious problems with it and confron-
tations, it was necessary for me to be there.

I wiis pleased to bear that y on are here and provided this testimony
for us, I am especially pleased that you have with you someone not
listed hit the w itness list, Jan Morgan. from my State and Congres-
sional District and w it:I the south St. Paul schools, Besides, learning
front the news of the superintendent's attitude toward teaching sea,

don't want to judge the school front that.. South St. Paul has some
t rentendous professionals. and Jan Morgan is, the best, of all of them.
They have been err helpful in giving me information on and under-
standing how the programs work out inthe school district.

Mr. ANDREWS. Which is she?
Mr. 03E. :Tan. would you stand up?
I am hot going to ask von qui ,A,LDIIS about your presentat ion, your

proposal on legislation. but just indicate that through the years as
we have wIn'ked on legislation we see developing the vont ept of career
education. The people in guidance and counseling, are tremendously
Important individuals. T guess if I was going to say who the most...
important person, is I'd have to come dew n to the, principal of the
school because the person Who is, supervising the operation of the
-chools is probably the Pabst imporjant. No matter how good you are,
if Ion liav a dud for a principal ,yon have a life that is miserable.

We have rind cbncern for year' that there was not enough under-
standing of the career concept and have felt that individuals hail
guidance con nselors did not have the full awareness and capability
themselves in giving the guidance to the student. I have, oLierved an
y11011119'18 change in the school system, even in the .bust years. Look
at the last decade. Compare what happened in the last decade with
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the time before. To me it is as different us night from day. It is not
only the availability because for many years there wasn't a counselor
a vailabile for the students. .

My feelingis that career education is something that had better
stay a concept rather than a program, or 3 on will separate it from
what, you aredoing. All the programs that you are involved in ha e
to be a part of that entire concept. I'd like to see it move in that direc-
tion. As we work now on vocational-education legislation, I think you
will find tritif-the concern fur your professional` capabilities probably
are greater than they are in the work on anyj,ther piece of legislation- .
I know it plays a part in higher educatioh or elementary or secondary
education, hut we don't give it as much attention there as we will in
this program. That is why I think your testimony is extremely worth-
while for us at this thnel I appreciate it.

. Dr. HERR. Thank you very much, sir. . i:
Mr. ANDREWS. We *have some "6 or so minutes ofore the House

..c

reconvenes. 1 b
Is there tenyth big further anyone present would like to add?
All. right ? /

. .
Mrs. Sn4w. I would like to speak as the director of guidance--
Mr. ANDREWS. Identify yourself for the record. ,

Mrs. Sumv. Daisy K. Shaw. I min president of the New York City -
Bureau of_Education and' Vocational Ouidance and also legislative
cochairman of the Florida Directors of puidarce. .

You make reference to the lack of, funds to provide for, all ofour
needEand refer to,the fact that if you have all the cream ytio must have
some milk. I see guidance counseling notas the cream but as an essen-
tial component of the entire prom of education. I'd like to compare
guidance to the compass of a ship. lW o would never think of outfitting
an expensive ship and ecenomizi 0. on the compass. When we send
our astronauts to the Moon, whene er one is watching on.telesktsion, it
is the system in Hou'ston, which is directing and we feel it
is counterprouctive to invest so much in the education. of each student
and so little in the guidance whic i that student needs-to enable him
to make Coinfdtable use of his opp dimities.

1Now this problem was compo laded by the increasing surfeit of 4
choice to which Dr. Herr referred in his testimony. The curriculum
is becoming over more, flexible. 1Women and minorities are leading
directly to. a wider and wider cloice of .occupations and yet we aye
r t providing them with the vary essential guidance and counseling
which will make it possible for th,em tosnuilte good use of their °poor,
tunities. It is stated that the general counsel.pupil ratio is probably 1
th.'500 throughout the country. We are

R suffering _even more. Ours is
i,about 1 to D There are underlying provisions of this actnot only

provisions for preservice,aild ins rvico trainingbut above all, those
provisions which are directed to the establishment of the career educa-
tion and directed toward, sufficient funding to enable localities to.
maintain such services. , .. .,, .*:

Nowt during the period of expt nding.econsIrray iii the .1960's it was
logical for the Congress to appropriate fun& for projects, seed mont.i
as it were, and then expect that t le local aalState units vtould pick
up the tab. That is no longer possible. Every large city if; this country

52-045-75vol. 2T-19 /
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is app,roaching rapidly or slowly a state of bankruptcy and what is in
the offering is4ot expansion of career- guidance services but constant
careerguidance and other guidance seer ices. Therefore, we look to the
Congress to give each 1,.rrielioan child that opportunity for self fulfill-
;pea to width this legislation is addressed and provide adequate fund-
ing for career guidance and counseling not as the cream in the coffee
but as the,essentuil component in'ouPtfucational diary.
' Mr. A...NnnEws. Thank you for a very fine statement.

Of course, none of the l'OCal States are as bankrupt as the one you are,..t,
. , addressing yourself now. None .of them are over $46T million.

Dr. 'Iran. Before Dr. Phipps speaks, I believe Miss Shaw referred
to.the office of career education. I believe she meant to say Office of
Career Guidance Counseling. I just wanted to clarify that.

Dr. PHIPPS. I would like to ilrefate
Mr. ASDREWS.Identif v y OU rself.
Dr. Pirms..1 am Dr. Cur Phipps, director of Division Guidance,

Sersices, Kentucky-Stat e Department of Education.
I'd like to preface my remarks by saying that for several years I

'.1
worked in. vocational education'. In fact, the Division of Guidance
Services in Kentucky was an arra of the Bureau of yocation. In its
beginning I was a. director at that time.

,oincenpii, I have li'orked as a member of the fal nity at the I:Myer-,, -it.

city of Iceipay in Iut.ational education. So I thii k I. understand the
ielationship of guidance and-vocational education. ,,

I -would plead for this, that tbere not be a division of ,ffuidance.
services in vocatio o -ecluvation in any State department of edneation
including Kentue .hich we do not have. We only have one division.
We have a very fi Tiorking relationship with vocational education.
In fact, we have [4,1 ison person to work with vocational. They have
a person oppointedlo wort: with us.'But T. think career guidance and
counseling should 4ie built upon the present guidance programs or
guidance mid guidance activities, regular guidonce programs
in the Stott rather than letting it he possible to develop separate guid-

.- anceprOgrams for motional and general guidance.
The seco4thing I would like to say and I think repeating back to

what you, were talking about or responding to what. 3 uu said should be
priorities, I would suggest.that a secondpi writs, would be in deforeme
to Dr. Herr and Dr. Gysbers, not referring to them, I know their posi-

.. tion, that we do some upgrading counselor educators as a cry high..,
priority ;to give greater prominence to a :omponent to career guidance
and counsel-Or-education programs.

Thank you. /

P*
Mr. A;DnEws: Very good.
Well, again, we ilia all of you for having provided us much and

very good information this" momi:.g. I assure you the subcommittee;,
ultimately the committee, will gl c muck, much consideration not only
to what you have .proposed but what you said in support of it.

Thaith: you again. i' .....,
If there is nothing further, the subcommittee will stand adjourned,
[Whereupon, at-12 no* the subcomMittee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted irtir inclusion in the record follows:

1
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'11 OREGON STATE DEFARTAENT OF EINCA.TION.
Salem, Oreg., March 27, 19.

Honorable LES AUCOIN,
Ifou,se of Representatives,annOn OfficJ Building,

1Vashington, L.C.
DEAR Ile.ratSENIATI1E . Those of us nith special interest. kAci impend

lug iggislation regarding locational calueati.al think that it n, time to gist you a
inlet update on the progress of both kAirek t ai% % 04111011a ed III Oik 4011.
Hopefully, our experience and identification of needs nay be helpful as. y ou
consider new legislation.

Our philusuphy, ton arki career education Is SUIllfilariZed in the at Latina. yellow
hivelitire. The brochure also describes the career education model a hien ne ha% e
been pursuing. The Oregon model begins in the elementary grades lean dryer

areitess, progresses to :xpluration in the said-sehoul years kguilt.r.111; giatle,
7 10) , then into a preparation phase in grades 11 and 11: and then oilers pro-
gression or specialization in %idylls ty pes of post -set unilarg institutions.

Oregon is one of the first states in the country to require tantalum t unties
in cl%ireeyr education as one of the reqUirements for graduation front
It is also one of the states to acknonledge that the rule of public education should
be eon erned nn ith each indie lanai's prod uk ec or is url. rule. We are Committed to
the unwept that el cry person should be equipped for at least entry 1..l et employ
ment in order to insure their economic self-stalk luny. We think tin-- philosophy
is in keeping nith references made in an call} National Council tar ocattonal
Education report dealing to ith the tesponsibility of the public sk,huoi, to de some-
thing about -the gron ing pool of y tong people a ith no saleable skills ith

.kiittitukits which make it zliffiLlilt fur them to suttees even if they du obtain to fob.
At the present time, the career education and vocational education staff is

proposing In it lung range planning that all ittkile 'Omits might Lk lik Alt front oppor
tamales to become autire of careers and to explore them. Consequently, our
k =Ter education model is being expanded to ink orporate these new itlyais. Ile ale
voneernekl, also, that iii of the kliseiplines should be made to relate to the is odd
of work in addition to their important' but traditional concepts. Care er and
loeational edueation should likewise establish for students relationships %WI
other diseiplines which mill help shun the reloance of those disuplines to dal),
own career goals and objectives.

Also enclosed for your information is a ,mini report of our state plan for loco-
tional education. This report also rerlews striae of the progress Made la career and
senatiuuul education. For example, ne are non reaching about,lifty percent of
the elementary school student's with organized career awareness lic OA dies. Our
long range goal is to reach every stullent. We are nun reaching about fifty -to k
percent of the students imgrade, 7-1U IN ith arecr-t xpluratory uxperienk
.1gaiii, ne hope to make a% illiable such experiences to all students.. At tin high
se haul level me hope to enroll stn k lit ercent of the students in grades 11 alai 1.!
in broad-based %yeational programs. We hate no', enrolled about forty -kart per-
t kilt of our high school students in imational programs. In addition. Ale aiitiCi-
pate that our conimunit3 college .,..yz-tem nrlll euittinue to respoliki to the prepara-
tory and upgrading needs to prepare people for employment.

Our progress in reaching kair goals anti objeetiyks in terms of Umiak t uu stu-
dents of all ages has been grettW ilitluetiolla* federal not alluitallitittb, 11-e ale
hat crested hi the legislation now introduced. It is our understanding that the
folion inm legislation has been submitted this session. H.R. .1037, UR. 3036,

17'2.9, II.R.
The provisions of IIR3037 are essentially la line with the vocational education

needs in Oregon. The proposed legislation %A ale, dell loped with conside,rable input
(rum state leaders and, it e belies e, responds to their major concerns and recom-
mendations for Improvement of tilt current legislation, Sec aittimiiiiteilt for specific
comments on IIR3037.

The job in .Oregon is undert6s. We need your support to see that it is cunt-
pleted.

Cordially,

Enclosure.

MONTY MULTANEN,
Director.

Career and Vocational Education.

28 J
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The provisions of 11113037 are essentiallY in line with the vocational educa-
tion laud career education) needs and program in Oregon. The proposed legisla-

tion was developed with,considerable input from state leaders and, we believe,

responds to their major concerns and recommendations for improvement of the
current legislation. 11113037 carries our redommendation and is preferred to
HR3036. II 1t1729 aid HR20 extend our current legislation. Although our present
legislation has been good legislation, 11113037 does make needed improvements.

Com NIENTs ox 11.R. 3037

TITLE I, PART A GENERAL PROVISIONS

Sec. 102 (a)It is our opinion that the "sole state agency" requirement is
essential for equitable amid efficient planning and administration.

Sec. 102 (a)The strengthened support fur the Bureau of Occupational paid
Adult Education can prove to be a valuable asset in developing state programs.
The operation of the Bureau must; owever, emphasize a "service and guide-
lines" approach and not impose,extensive reporting and compliance procedures.

Sec. 106 (a) and 107 (a)National and State advisory councils under present
legislation have served a worthwhile purpose and should be continued. It is
essential, however, that the state councils are adequately funded. The minimum
funding level should not be less than the $30,000 specified in subsection (er

Sec. 10S The increased emphasis on comprehensive planning is in accordance
with the dtrection being taken in Oregon's program. Present resources do not
permit the suggested level of activity. If this expanded planning effort is to be
effectively implemented, the funding provision in subsection (e) must be retained.

See. 109The definitions, outlining the scope of included programs, are
generally an line with the anticipated programs in the State and are satisfactory.

TITLE I, PART B CAREER GUIDANCE AND EXPLORATION

The extension of program and fUnding to include all aspects of the career edu-
cation concept as proposed in Part B is highly important to improving the effect
tivenoss of vocational education. This entire Part is strongly supported. The'
freedom of each state to utilize funds in keeping with its particular priorities

4 should be assured.
j'undingto provide continuity of the career/vocational education effort from

elementary through adult levels is urgent, regardless of whether or not there is
separate legislation supporting somnIentents of career education.

TITLE_ I, PART 0 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPPORT

See. 132 (a) (1)A strong national effort in projection of manpower supply/
demand is needed however, it seems advisable to ntandate participation of state
educational agencies in developing and implementing the system to insure that
the date provided is in keeping-with state and local needs and systems.

sec. 133 (b)The uses indicated are appropriate except that subsection (1)
(g) should not _restrict use of these funds for such services and activities as
teacher education, placement and follow-up, research and curriculum develop-
ment, regardless of whether or not tee Act pro rides support in other sections.

TITLE, PART D-.--VOCATIONAL 'gDUCATION PROGRAM SERVICES

The provisions of Part D are acceptable, with priority given to Teacher Eiluca
tion (Sec.142) and Placement and-Followtqf (Sec. 144).

TITLE I, PART E---APPLIED RESEARCH, CURRIPVL'UM DEVELOPMENT, DEMONSTRATION
rnoonAsts, AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The provisions and financial authorizations of Part E are satisfactory except
that it is recommended that for Research (Sec. 1.31) and Exdmplary (Sec. 153)
programs the diNision of funds would more appropriately be cip the basis of 40%
fothe commissioner's discretionary use and GO;,, for State Boards in order that
the amounts available to the- smaller states are sufficient to carry on a basic
program.
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDI:CATION

MONDAY, APRIL 14, 1975

OU,SE OF REPRI:SENTATIVES,
SUBCO:NqIrrrEE ON ELE3IENT1R1, SECONDARY..

AND VOCATIONAL Eotm.vrav OF Tim
COMMITTEE ON EDLTATION AND LABOR

Washington,D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:45 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2175,

P.nyi-o!rn J-To;: z,s; Office Lui Wing, Hon. Carl D. Perkins [chairman of
the subcommittee] presiding.

Members present() Representatives Perkins, Mo ttl, and Hall.
Staff members present: John Jennings [counsel'', Charles Radcliffe

[minority counsel], and Yvonne Franklin [minority legislative associA
ate].

Chairman PERKINs. The witnesses that we have this mornino. are
Urepresentatives of the National Federation of rban-Suburban St-Chodl

Districts. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OP DR. EDWARD S. ANDERSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

FEDERATION OF URBAN-SUBURBAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS, ACCOM-

PANIED BY DR. J. FLOYD HALL, PRESIDENT-ELECT; DR:..BENSA-

MIN WILLIS, EXECUTIVE SECR,ETARY; WILLIAM STUDYVIN,

DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, SHAWNEE MISSION,

KANS.; WARREN. COLLIER, COORDINATOR OF VOCATIONAL EDU-

CATION, TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL, DISTRICT 214, MOUNT PROS-

PECT, ILL.; SUZANNE GONZALES, CAREER EDUCATION, ANNE

ARUNDEL COUNTY, MD.; WILLIAM ARKIN, JEFFERSON COUNTY,

LOUISVILLE. KY.; DR. ROBERT CARTER, DIRECTOR OF VOCA,

TIONAL EDUCATION, JEFFERSON'COUNTY, ALA.

C>
Dr. Axmaisox. Mr. Chairimin. on behalf of the National Feder:it ion

of rrban-Suburban School Districts, T want to thank you for the
opportunity of being here with you today. We are an organization of
a pproxnnately 23 school systems fi om around the Nation, and in our
school systems there are about S percent of all the children attending
schools in the schools of this Nation.

There is not a city systein involved in the grcnin at the same t imp.
Over the years, we, as sit nerintendents in rather large school systems',

have really nail very little attention to Federal legislation, sir. We
are the peonle who are required to provide and do our best to eaucate
young people.

(1057)
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We feel, sir, that we vs ould like to, this mornipg, bring to your
attention Jon le of the operatizig,problems that the school s3 stems hav c
in trying to ,provide education for the 3 oung, people in this countr3.

Dr. F1°3(11'1111 \silo is the president-elect of the organization, is here
beside me, and he- w ill make a summary statement which will cover the
work of some 20-odd people, who came together from most of these
school s3.tenisand spent 2 da3 putting together position papers, using
the draft legislation which 3 ou have as irbasis for doing the position
papers."

1)r. ILIA,. Mr. Chairman. thank you for the oppoRunity to bring
before the Elementary' Secondary, and Vocational Education Sub-
committee the iews of the National Fetteration of Urban-Suburban
School Districts on the legislation now andel deliberation which does
deal with the vocational education in America.

The federation is !midi aware of the importance of tocational eau-
cation a. a part of the total educational program required, to prepare
our young people for post high school experiences.

We are very much aw are of the faith and trust that parents must
. itecessarily place with educators insofar as the future of their children, .

is concerned. We are as ale of the weight, of responsibility we carry to,
I do everything possible to equip these childi en in such a fashion that
_successful experiences in their future may be guaranteed.

For this ititson then, we are grateful to the Congress, and particu-
larly the members of this subcommittee and to you, Mr. Chairman, for
the support given to vpeational education.

VOcational- education programs hate been rapidly expa nding
thimighout the country., Increased funding has made it p6ssible to
tailor these progrhnis more preeisel3 to individual and community
needs.

It is estimated that 20 to 30 percent of the secondary school students
toda3..in America are enrolled in vocational education programs. Not
many years ago, the figure was only about 5 percent, and tot:Nina of
out students at that time were ]eat ing school w it h no employable skill.

We think it quite interesting to note also that the enrollment in
vocational education programs is on the increase, while the overall
public school enrollment is on the decrease.

St lahnts :should be educated for work the 'first time around the eda-
ea t fa I de. rather than after completing 12 Sears of school or, even
a inset fter dropping ont of school prior to completing 12 years.

Slat isties from the Federath'm member schools indicate that 18 to
20 pet cent of students w ho enter the ninth grade do not finish high
school. Sonic leaf e school because of economic hardship. These are
st udi ats tt who must fiud a ay s to help support themselves or their fam-
ilies ea rly in,li fe.

While effort. hate been made to reduce the percentage of dropouts,
it is d 'ear that these efforts must 'be increased. For many youngsters,
vocational ed neat ion work-st ud3 .progi tuns and cooperativ e
periem pregratus are the answer. Funding of these programs must
increase as educators accelerate their efforts to pros idle thesca. students
with a name and/or a reason to stay in school.

The job of our schools is to fully prepare et cry student for post-
high schouLexpez iellees. Each student mast hate, upon graduation, an
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employable sKill or sufficient background and knowledge iii lweific
areas to move,direetly Into advanced programs of study.

This will require much closer harmony betw cm public education
and the commercial sector, between the schools, business, and industry.

What is being done by students on the job must be more closely tied
to what is being done by students in the classroom.

IIIII0Vnt e techniques and apps ()aches mot be developed to provide
the prehigh school student w ith a chance to ,ticquilc work experiences.
Legislation exempting students in certain programs from labor laws
concerning the minimum age may be one answer.

A way must be found to produce increin communication between
colleges, unit ersities, junior colleges, trade schools, and other agencies,
and the local school system.

Machinco must be established v !deli guarantees local school system
h igInput a .s, ier education p as are planned, deg eloped, fundedI row m

and implemented to assure that they are pertinent and are designed
to effectiN ely interface with programs at the local school system level.

There is, Mr. Clkairman, a strong feeling among many school sys-
ten is that a Federal mandated articulation is necessary.

ImproN ed communication and interaction 111th business and industry
is needed.

A conottunit.s w ide effort to assist young people and the schools in
which they are en' oiled to find a means of learning employable skills
is required.

Tito increase in number of students enrolled in vocational education
'migrants has vroduced a need for even more work-experience outlets.
Tax credits and other gm eminent initiated inducements could prove
ext reinel;% effeetiN 0 in stillinlat lug expanded laic ing of students enrolled
in vocational education programs.

. Statistics from federation member school systems show that coop-
,erati% ark- experience programs are the single most successful effort
of 01160114 education. From 75 to 90 percent of cooperative work-
experience program giaditates are successfully placed, many of them
t eta itting the position, they held while in the program, bat at a higher
pay rate. after leaving school.

Another a rea which must be examined is that of the counseline, role
as it relate, to vocational education. How to effectively coordinate,
fund, and operat ionall relate the counseling function to the program
which pro% ides training in employable as ills Is an area demanding
iu into evaluation. 4

Career education is a concept of continued counseling, aliout the
world of tofk. from the ucr earliest school 2,ears to the days before
high school graduation.

Efforts to costullize this concept and how it must be used as a part
of theAotal lea' ning expel ienc'e of our students must be doubled.

In closing. I 11 mild like to emphasize the very strong feeling of the
Nittional Federation of rrhan-Suburban School Districts that 60 per-
cent of the zeC01111:10' school students in this Xation should be enrolled
in yocational education.

When we have enrolled that percentage and provided--- -
Chairman PiatKixs. What percentage did you say? Fifty, did you

say?
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Dr. IIALL. Sixty. Whett we ha% e enrolled that percentage and pro-
% ided effecti% e piogianw for that large group of students, w e will .
then be ithin reaching diktanee,uf out goal to pros ide full prepai a-
Gun for post-high-zauol experiences to all of our students, and not just
to those going on to institutions of higher learning.
. We are grateful, as noted at the outset, for your support, Mr. Chair-
man, and I9r the support of this Congress in that effort.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for a cry important statement.
Now, Dr. Willis. 3 cu told me that Dr. Edward Anderson, superin-

*dent of Anne Arundel, Was the first witness.
Dr. ANutn..,0N. I am Edward Anderson, superintendent of schools

in Anne Arundel County, Md.. sir. Mr. Chairman, we has e prepared
five short position papers. and let ita cover those topics. We have
prepared one !licit has to do w ith the Slate plans for vocational
education.

Chairman PERICINS. Witluiut objection, it will be inserted in the
record, all the position papers.

[The documents referred to follow :]

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AIVISORY COUNCILS

We approve the prem nt guidelines for the composition of state council member-
ship. These guidelines pros Ide flexibility among the states to meet their intlisid-

%cal differences.
The importance of local program evaluation is a subject which should be of

great concern to the state ads isory mind's. We, recommend suite advisory
councils be responsible-for maintaining intereunanunication with loud cuuneds
and boards of education.

The State Board is the legal education a uthority in each state. The advisory
council's annual evaluation report should therefore be subtidtted simultaneously
to the Committee on Education and Labor of the House. the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare of the Senate. and state boards of education.

We recommend an appropriation exceeding $150.000.00 for state ads isary coon-
( Us because the proposed maximum w lit he insufficient for stair and other ex-
poises, especially in the larger states.

We strongly recommend funding support fur the utilisation of all community
resources. i.e., facilities, equipment, and people is ith career and technical ex-
pertise. We suggest the consideration of tax relief for businesses and industries
width ha lir additional costs In pros idingOoLatiuna/ and earner experiences and
opportunities for students. '

'Ninny advisory council members understand their responsibilities to include
evaluation of technical and procedural Opel at ion.; which often requires many
years of staff training and experience. We Wiese a definition of ads isary seaman
rules should be included in the regulatioes. nth a definition should direct eoua-
cils to recommend broad goals and (Actives. e.g., that all students will be gis en
an opportunity to aegZire a salabre skill.

POSTSkCONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

At one time vocational education In the United States pros hied s cry meager
offerings to meet the needs of the agrarian society. Following World War II and
the change of emphasis to a more technical-Industry oriented way of life, the
Vocational Education Act of 1063 was passed to meet the new challenge for
Americin education. A new (lay was horn at this point in making pros ision. after
the fait, iar expanded vocational education. With the 1008 Amendments, funding
(fabled the upgrading of existing programs and Implementations of new par
;;rams. This acceleration needs to continue.

Presently, approximately 10% of the graduating high school seniors are ac-
cepted and atleast enter higher education. The remaining 00%, of the graduates,
plus the 20% of all st udents 00.tlrop out of school between the ninth and twelfth

1 2 9i
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grades, Sleet' at least one salable skill. The most efficient and economical u ay to
help bilitlet.1,,* acquire such skills is by prowling relciant opportunities through

ocaLional education at the JeLviila ry Lev el. Oliteru Ise, away JtildtiltS Rill nut
have the resources ur initiative for further training %%hen they become adults

First priority needs to be giieu to funding for vocational education at the
secondary level. Finaling for secondary programs should not.be diluted by other
programs NI, tacit are nut as efficient and are niore costlS at the adult level. Eco-
nomically, it uunlit be in the best interest of all to increase funding far vocational
education at the secuudaiy le% el. At the same time, funding for adult programs
for training/intd re-training needs to be continued.

In order to prevent duplication of programs and services,as well as over-train-
ing ur under-tiaining fur carrent initi emerging job Upi/Uit unities, one state agency
should articulate and cobrdinate vocatiunad education between the various
ageneics,i each state. At the same time, optimum use J110111(1 be wade of existing
facilities and equipment.

Local school systems bhould be provided iv ith the opportunity So contract serv-
ices from lugher education, industry, business and oilier related agencies to up-
grade teachiag iniiiimociit new piograms runt usoist iu providing services
to students.

Students enrolled In. recognized secondary N ucational progianis should be ex-
empt from the age limit requirenientOuf the labor tau, if the students Indicate

\ ',toper maturity as determined by the teacher responsible fur this phase of the
students work. The teacher s iecommendittion should be coordinated with the
Prospiktiie employ er and re-evaluated by both teacher and employer after the
working experience has begun. Supervised student employ meld should include
part-time work during the regular 81.11001 . ear and full time uork during non
school months.

Tin: STATE PLAN FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

There is a need to del elop a more efficient working relationship between state,'
local. arid- federal agencies planning, funding, and administering vocational edu-
cation programs. A ivay must be found to eliminate those aspects of federal liter-
ati:tom e to reduce program effectiveness and divert dollars from learn-
ing activities to ancillary act iv dies. i.e.. dupileatii e date collection, report prepa-
ration. monitoring and ev aluation, and other administrative functions required by
federal Interaction.

The solution to the problem of Increasing leadership in vocational educa-
tion is not expanding the federal administrative role. unless the enlargement of
federal responsibilities and functions guarantees more effklent, rather Mall more
_complex. federal-state-local Interactions.

Our basic belief is that leatlersitili cannot be mandated by legislation. Rather,
it ,must be encouraged anti supported t4ungli Increased landing and enabling
legislation. This, %ye feel, is the e'en} indent of the Congress at this time.

RELATIONSHIP OP THE FEDERAL. GOVERNMENT.

There Is a peed to receive guidance. bid uptiiireetion, from the federal ltwel .

In the planning and administering of vocational education programs. We recom-
mend the avoidance of legislate language which could offer areas for future,
conflict. depending upon.intliv Waal and agency Interpretation of what is iv-
tended by the Congress. The language of, an% legislation dealing with these
programs mid estatdiahiug federal responsibilities in these areas should be
very clear with regard to the function and relationship of the Federal Govern-
ment. Its agencies ur personnel, and state and local agencies receiving federal
*antis. SPoctl10111.%. OW language Mould guarantee that Standards, procedureA.
criteria anti other Inputs from the federal level .contain sufficient flexibility
anti latitude to make eel tain that leadership in. and control of. vocational edu-
cation remains at the state and local level. rather than being transferred to the
federal level by the sheet weight of federal requirements attached to funifing.

LEA INVOLVEMENT IN STATE PLAN DEVELOPMENT

There Is a need, in ternekzef more efficient and more effective local operations,
for a much higher degree of Involvement by the loud education authority In
the design and development of v ocational education programs and the State
Plan for sueh programs. Future legislation 811kaild mantiale such local Jai °ire-
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mutt by speeitiutaly Including local :alum' systems among thust. aguicies to be
consnitedn the drafting utility State Plan.

PUBLIO REQUIREMENT "'
alto matter at hand is to create more itatiership in vocational education.

There is general agreethent that effective leadership must include Input from
the lueal les el, where the needs are. 1Ye recogni,.e a continuing mad to enema-
age community jut oh entep. Then:foie, the prcstait requirement for piiblic
hearings on, tun! public as ailability of, the Ste Plan and attendant material
should continue to be part, of the lute. Language of proposed legislation clim=-
nates this requirement.

Fuxursa or VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Exiintined herein are spet.ilit areas of, military tooccrit_ regarding funding of
vocational education progriuns.

rnoouxu FUNDING PRIORITIES

In terms of pro"rarn funthug by priority, we strongly recommend that.
1. Primary emphasis be placed on the ntatincliame un basic sucational educa

tion programs at the secondary level.
'Ile 10% and Eirio set-asides for programs for the handicapped and dis-

ad cant aged be continued %silt' a different usage of funds for distl% antaged
programs. "

3. Funding for cooperative NS 0 rk-cxperlence programs be expanded.
. The cooperatitt work-experience Approach. including close supervision and

tie-in to the instructional program, he incorporated unto the work, study program.
Z. Postsecondary proglains be fulidetlac.:ording to nek.t1 as defined in the State

Plan, rather than by specific set -asides.
0. Other related areas receive specific categorical funding.

PARTII FUNDS
A

fart B fund (YEA 190t. represent the baehlante of vocational education in
public schools throtkgliout the nation. These fund, need to be increast d. Tiny
should be used to maintain, Imprut e pea extend existing sucatioual education
programs and to develop tress VOCatitilial education programs in secondary
schools. Primary funding' emphasis sluruld be placed upon the niglittenince of
basic programs.

The current level of enrollment In socatiot ii programs is 20-30% of the
secondary student population. Many school system represented has e,set a mini-
mum goal of pros Wing vocational education for 60!,',, f the secondary student
population "within the next Ilse years. Willi the dimunitio., of Part B (VEA1
funding, the Meal effort, winch currently its erugt s $5 of state and loyal money
fur each federal doktur, (ssith as much as $10 of state anti local effort iu some
states), would never be 'sufficiently high to walla-lin existing programs, es en
witliont lidding any new programs.

IIAINDICAPPED AND DISADVANTAGED- PROGRAMS

We recommend, the continuation of the 10,,i grant fur handicapped programs.
Sine° vocational' ediu ation could conceivably sets e a student population of
more than 40f,,, who qualify lib distithantaged, we recommend the continuation
of the 13,/0 grant for tilsath initaged programs, ss ith lids moat y being aced to
augment ongoing regular programs which support those 4ttilliiitS who has e
been identified as needing special assistance.

Funding for special programs for the, disatis antaged should be continued
svith funds similar to those Identified in Section 102b (YEA 100S).

PART-0 FUNDS

The single most successful effort of vocational ethicathin him resulted from
Part G-based vocational education in connection with cooperative worts-
experence programs for youth. Successful placement and Job retention st.distles
support this s.tatentent in et ery school system represented by the Islati.nial Fed-

/
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, ,oration of Urtnin-suournall :4ebool Districts. Suburban st.nool tit 4i iett. reporra
continued employment rate of 75 to talt,'0;)f. coopeiatist %%III kl..Xiwriviit:e grad-
uattes. We rbcommend expansion of the curiletilainelmsail couperittise ork-
experience. programs and the pros ision of tatx. to Luoperating
businesses.

1ART-11 FLINDS (WORK/STUDY PROGRAMS')

The work/study program (Part II), has nut 'IA eat successful. lLuay school
systems hasp nut participated In sNork;stutly programs fur t`las rest:aim

There is a need to re-examine the concept of % orh,,kol; rampant, fur ((tea-
.ttolial StIttlentS to insure that student, receisept thorough olivittation to the

%sorb! of 0.urk and cooperative stilicivisioit of the is oats ixtotritike by the ,chool
and the employer.

The work/study programs .hate kept err, few youths in school and lane
prusithal students sitla hunted meantligful !..xpeileneuo, the jet), statistics
from school systems show.

Cooperative ss urk-expeoence programs, ho ss el.those in %shit (wag peop16
hold earritritium-related jobs natter solar% isitat of teachers soul employers
have been extremely successful. 'filen, is a teal to inigu.atte the work, study,
effort %salt the ceoperatise %suck experietice allproach, to insure meaningful
b.:toting experiences, as %t ell .amply employ Weill, for partiLipants. Tax incen-
tiNes andior tither intlaceatents would be Lon:adv.:LA rort cooperuting businesses
and indlytries.

- POSTSECONDARY PROGILkSIS - °,
Properly supported !task! vocational education piograins at the secondary

!er( will; nlauuule the need -fur sonaLkinds utpostl,ccottalary programs. For
tile, reason, %se geRerally oppose n spetilic silt -aside ttlol vehemently, oppose an
Increase In the existing set-aside for adult anti postsecondary programs.

Wt recognize at continuing need for training nest and emerging occupations.
The funds necessary to actontplish postseeuridary programs should be allotted
according to need as defined in the State Plan.

Bathed 'on eurrettt deilittlitis, enrollment in secondary locational4peDgrttins is
six tunes greater titan postsecondary enrollment. Since appro%iniatt:ly 00 70%
of the population terminates education at the secondary level, the need for
employment skills luums es en larger and inure impviative at this level. Money
presently expended fur supplementall bantlaid programs, such as CETA, far
exceeds the rust of soeatiohai (lineation in public satouls era a per-stml,
the successful experience of sucattiunal education fur set titulary school stu-
dentses en to slew of the limited dollars spent --jkistlfies the rationale for
inrea,:eil funding for secondary programs.

MIER AREAS

Other categorical funding areas shoillt1 include consumer' and Louiemaking
programs (Part Fit industrial arts (Part F), research (Part C), curriculum
deselopment (Part I). leadership and personnel development (EPPA), limos a-
!lye programs d'art It), laugratat servites, ammo-Al.:Won programs and job
placement counseling.

niserittrivflos OI FuNtis

In terufs or 11i distrilintion of soational Otte:111Am funds. rte ret ailment!:
-1. ('hanneling all such fedi rat funds through a single state agency.
.2. Streamlining admIniatratIon,
3. Incorpoiating at lotal heed (Rotor into Otto)) SttiteS dishihuti.iu formula.

WWI.); SATE AGENCY

'There is a need to channel funds through a single ,state agetry. There Is gen-
eral agreetnent that all federal moults coming into at state far use in sucational,
neetiptulonal and titaniuutter training. programs, at built the stloittlary and post-
malt/Hilary levels. should be channeled thrungli a single ;won.% of the StAte Board
of lineation to be administered iteeortling to the State Plain. This atlailnIstratWe
agency should be the Vocational las kiwi of the State Itbart1 of 'Education. Con.,
trot of distribution should Often lit el,( present or eliminate thiplitaftlaut of effort
and minimize competition bet as eta the public ltd Klaati set tuk,-, for the same
dollar for the same I: Indent.

,r)(1,:*
i
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AOMINISCRATIOS .

There is,meed to streamline administration..Adininistrathe tests at the state
Wald and fkrai teel limit heontrolled. Therefore. ue suggest the setting.of a
limit:thou upon the pet outage of federal Minds ALit Loa; be mod for this tam
pose aural J. requitement teat such funds ht, watched on a 50-50 basis with State

. LOCAL. NEEDS vs. ms'rtunuTIoN

Hputabli:distributton of fuRds at the state hi el must rek °glaze loud needs.,
We suggest the tneorporatiom of emphasis untai.lok.al needs into each state'S .
distranittou fortuida. The meted &tato: .Loofa t.the Into consideration theifallow-
ang . student population. itmi Lbaiaktetisties, the iktauber nod hinds of job oppor
Wadies maibtbk, unemplo meat statistics, and :ndo-economic index.

Dr. ANDEusoN. Another one on the lorational edutattiott ads isory
councils; career education -mead into record by Ms. Gonzales; the
postsecondary education; and fundin.g. for neatiuual education
programs. ,

I belies e, sir.Jroin Dr. Hall's -statement that me as superintendents
are tremenduusb eumiened about the direetion of s motional educa-.
tion in this Nation, and I think that I mould like to reemphasize, sir,
that at least 00 peieent of all the.students attending our schools. need
to be iii work-o via ted Programs.

Chairman .PP.muNs. Are you talking about flow, Dr. Anderson,
students that lease seeondaQ 'schools before they go ipto. College or
technical training in cullegk. that CO percent should be vocational
ori enteirfOr jobs? ,

Dr. ,A,Nm...RsoN. *Afr. Chairman. approximidely 40 percent of the
students who graduate from our schools are equipped to go on to solute
type of higher tedneation. -1,pproximately GO percent asp not.

This means that each year the school *stems in this Nation put 60
percent of their graduates out s' ho are looking for and should his c
einployment, sir, and I would has e- to say to you, sir, that me have
nex cr been able to do this job successfulh alit me lime readied the,
time w hen we do licit boime ue can will:ante to operate. the public
schools in this country in the'way we ve in the,past.

Chairman. PERKIN:, Bemuse it is a mast< of manpower and, fur-
thermore, the studalts N% 110 leas e high school just do not get worth-

hile employment even though they linty go on to college.
Dr. Axonnsox. This is correct, sir; In our of the position papers

Item e, w tlss ill address oursels es. sir, to the question of work -study. We
ha% e in 0111, SC I1001 :,s.estC11114 lOthi a number of programs in which
titre- student is in an oraanizeil, supers iced mink program, with busi-
nese and indust13 and the sthools. Those are hillier hmited programs,
but UmAwe hate fot'ul to be some of the most successful programs
now in operation in America.

1Ve ;, mild like to, sir. see if we could not encourage you and Con-
gress to expand this whole concept of walk aid estild . This will mean
that we will need to ins oh e industr), the :Awl s3stein being able to

'tin only SO
toe:s there a relationship bets; cent:110e people, those companies

and *Industm ies who mph)) people, we mill neser be able to make the
grade. mtd this. I would hope. is a very strong statement.

"We would feel. sir, t hat- the 'w hole unwept, of,coreer education w hieh
begins in the ,varliest teats with 3 ming people width will relate. what

2
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.
y tney amtloino. in school to' w o k can, through the !7ears, develop a ycry.

close rattiolk714 w MI w ut L. and it is mu hope that suinclvay could be
, found to pro% ide for eittpluypent opportunities An ;young people at

no later thamthe, age of 11 tii many cases,.16 at the outs,et, in w orIC
related programs wifh industry. . . 1

Chairman PEeKtN,s. In addition to your position papers would
you prepare some suggested language to go into thL.act and'nhill it to ,
me perSopally4 ..,- P

1k. A.-NnFatso.N. We will be more than pleased to do.so, sir.
Chairman l'inutiNs.--M right..Mr. Moth?
Mr. MOT*. NO quest ibits'at. this time, Mr, Chairman.
Chairman Piant.IN,. '11.. Italrl ,

-....mi.. II4r.t.. Nd question, at this time. ,..- , N

Chairflum PiniKixs, 1 oi g.: right ahead then. (. ..
. ,

,. Dr. XxotaisoN. All right. sir. 1 ttotidi like to hare. ,,,Lf 30u don't mind;
Mr, William Study % in, w ho is director of 1 motional education in ;
Shawnee Mission School Dist' it t in Shaw nee Mission, Kans., tb dis- ',.
ett.s- the State plan for 1 OCUtiUllill education and its important c as :

. rented to local school sv4ent. . . ..
f.,

Chairman PLIMINb. 'Got ight ahead. Identify 3durSelf for the reemli '
and proceed. , 4 2, .

Mr. STUDY% IN. Tam Bill SCAN.% in. I am,di rector of N ocational edn-
ration for Shawnee 'Mission Public Schools. This is it po;,ition paper
dealing with the State plait for %tie:40140 education as referred to in
the proposed legislation. ,

.

Vie feel that there is a need-to &Idol) a more efficient w °riling rela-
tionship betweelt the State, tint local;and Federal agencies in the total
program of vocational education, and NN e feel that a. need gust be

fo% found to eliminate those aspects of Federal interaLthin that solvto.
reduce the oftecti% miss and di% Lit doihus that don't deal directly with
student activities. , ., ,r

The solution to the problem of incieasing leadershiin vocational
ellikeatiOn is not b3 expanding the Fedei al aaminiskati% e rule, unless -

such expansion m ould in Fact guarantee better, inure efficient programs,
rather than inure complex ilitet at,tion% betwloi the red% i al, State,and .

local a (rencies. 1 . .
We also believe that leadership cannot be mandated by legislation:

It must be.encouraged and, to do this, we must ha\ e more support .

,7. through legislation. ' I
We 'NO at this time this is in fact the intent of the Congress.
Another area of the legishition is the relationship of the Federal

cra% (aliment, and we feel that me ii'ed to 1eceive guidance, but not
specific direction, as it
district. . '

relates tot Kati 011itI programs at the local schoOl)t..The artic1C as laid out in section 103we agree with those. rn sec. .
t ion 104. on the limitation. our thinking on this paragraph is that the
intent of the legislation should be,cafited out as itsaeolnes adminis-
tered through the HEW, through the State agency, that your inten-
tions are in fact carried out and it isn't deleted by interpretation,

We feel that in the State plan there is a strong need foy more local f
input into that State plan, and future leglislation, rte feel;phould mail:
date local in' ols ement by,including input from lo,01 school systems as

. ... ..
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the Slate Atli Lein fttd. atat it should not be done onlx by people
in the State office.

On other matter. .11. Chaim:ay:is that in the proposed legislation
we Hi el inure etre, ti; u leadership and input from the local level. We
ree.ognize a continuing need for t ommunity in% olvement.

We strongly I et tatouttful that the pres,ent requirenleia. for public
latarin;_rs publ it a% of the State plan shoula continue to he
part of the laW:. and ails should out be taken out. We INi that it' is
ext only i input glut that we Late teat hip, that the local com-
munal- is iuvol% ed. that State plans are made a' ailable.

Til fkl( t, Me feel that more acti% it this itature should happen,
inseeaktof have it li.ssening.

We feel that w nt d a better public rtiations program and tic feel
that this would distract fromtbat.,

Thank you very much. Do von,have any questions?
Chairman PkanuNs. Thank y very much. CalLthe next witness.
Dr. ANN.:it:sox. We like to have Mr. Warren Collier, who is

front stitool list t it t :211 in Mount. Prospect, Ill., diseuSs with you
ocat ional education al% ism.% councils as «e.-ce the need for them.
Mr. Cor,,i,t n. Mr. Chairman, Warren Collier, high school district

21, cc ith regatit to the propusea legislation regattling the ad% isory
council.

We believe that the present guidelines for the composition of State
vomit Us is adequate. plot ides proper flexibility forth() carious States.

1W do ' believe that the ,State ad% isory council should maintain ,.-
responsibility for Intel communication with local .councils. .

Being from Illinois. I hale been,pri% ileged to ea,perienee an evalua-
tion system which T think should set ve as a model for other States
across the Natio'', and T w oula atic*tIte committee to in% estigate that
particular plan program evaluation. \

we also Mecommend that the attention be gi% en to the amount of
money that is mandated fo,r State advisory councils. Webelie% e that
in certaih 'States. the inaximmu amount:is not 41equate for the job de- ,

scription as spelled out in the legislation.
We. also Lane oath.- st (nig ret ummendations for"funding of all com-

munal., resources that a school might meth %%e. T would like to.emphnsize
.what Dr. Anderson 0lILer mentioned. possible tax relief for businesi%
and industry follow ing the preface that the most adequate means of
education is tlirough !nitwit; experiensa.; for the student as opposed
to secondary or simulated experiences.

WO. ha% e found that, if we take the concept of cooperative edipation
and apand it till thigh eunta aci mil approaches, providing students ex-
peeiences in bilsiness 4.30 industry we, are ver successful..

We would et consido at ion for ca pat RE ng the present legisla -
Lion to allow school disti *lets to %ork %el) ith business and
industry.

We believe that it is %cry important that the advisory"coi-meirs an:
anal evaluation repot t should be shared w ith the State Bonds of
Ea1101}Cilln, so wb di e iuggesting that thq, present legislation which
3vould seemittgb,,(Ana 4 mandate that this tepult lie submitted to the
State.board of ethwation, tlof it would be --we would encourage the
committee to hula( act& dos-. oncept, -that the Stith board- w ould be
privileged to the same yport.
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Last, we would suggest that there be a clear description of the role
of each member of the Mate ad% isoi) council to insure that they will be
covering recommendations of broad goals and objectives, rather than
getting too deeply ins oh ed in the technical procedures and operations
of vocational education.

Thank you. Arc there any questions? :
Chairman l'Enkixs. Thank. you very much.
Dr. AwDEItSoN. I would like to filtve Mrs. Siizanna Gonzales, who is

a teacher who has been working in what we think is one of the most im-
portant-item-4 or concepts in education, and this is the whole concept
of career education for )oungsters beginning at the very earl) stages of
a school career.

Ms. Goxzus. I am Suzanne Gonzales. career education resource
teacher. in Anne Arundel Count). Md., and I am going to speak about
career education and the career edUcation concept.

We recognize the significance 'of the career education component
of Public Law (.3-3b0 is terms of its potonial for improving the relev-
anee of public education. The effect of this legislation has been bene-
ficial to students in local school districts m here education has been
introduced, career education.

In response to requests from the educational community, Congress
has given public bawls an opportunity to develop an innovtive ap-
proach. called career education. through which schools may able\Iv
to revitalize every aspect of the elementary and secondary ool

\ experience for students. .
\ch,

Because we recognize all enormous pote:Aial for educational im-
provement for students in the introduction of career education, 1Ve
recommend the establishment of a reali,r,cic funding level and flexible
ouidelines to enable local school distric is to accomplish this objective,
0

We reconnnend a funding level for career education, in addition to
demonstration moneys, which would enable the introduction of career
education in local school districts where it does not presently exist
and the expansion of caret,' education where it has been implemented
suceessftilly. .

The current allotment if $10 million is insnflicient to meet the career
education needs of some 17,000-plus local school districts. The need for
increased funding is even. more significant in view of careereducation's
rtdative newnessAs a recognized educational i'oncept.

There is a need. to establish flexible guidelines to enable local school
districts to develop programs which reflect local needs and conditions.

We recommend, further. that part, B of H.R. 3037 be funded as
proposed, but that any and all other career guidance and counseling
moneys bo authorized and appropriated tinder career education.

areer-related funding identified under part B of H.R. 3037 is criti-
cal to the total mission of locational education and supportive of the
career education concept. .

Successful career education demands the commitment and involve-
ment of all instructional personnel in all curriculum areas. Career
guidance and counseling must be and should be an integral part of
0 0
career education'. Career education should be an integral-part Of the
entire instructional program. There is a need to present the eareet?
education concept in this light, rather than as a separate entity.
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Thank you.
Chairman natntss. Thank you. Dues that conclude your testimony ?
Dr. ANDERSON. We have two after items we would like to speak to

briefly. One is--and thisis \cry important, sir, as we look at proposed
legislationthe relationship of.ttic elementa ry- secondary school pro-
gram to postsecondary.education, especially as it relates to ocational
education, sir.

We have somerealconcerns in the coordination of the relationship of
the level at which we work and the postedueation system.

Mr. 'William -Vain 'from the Jefferson County School District and,
I believe, its also includes as of the last few weeks Louisville, Ky., sir.

Chairman PEntuss. All right.
Mr. ARKIN. Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to appear

before you and say that ne in Kentucky along NI ith all the other States
are deeply appreciatit e of n hat you hat e done in N uLational education
and the opportunities of young people at the secondary and post-
secondary leveb.

We note that with the passage of the 1963 act and the amendments
of 1968 that secondary and postsecondary education. 4 off and run-
ning along with our secondary procframs.

As Dr. Anderson mentioned; of Federation members, about 40
percent of xntr high school graduates do go on to college or at least
are accepted to gown. This leaves 60 percent. of course, who do not
go on, and when you add that to the 20 percent who drop out along
the way between grades 9 and 12, we know we are talking about a large
number of people.

It is our feeling that top priority of funding-and emphasis should
be on the people at the secondary level. We feel that vast resources
of the locakl schools, the Sthte Department of Education, and the com-
pulsory attendance laws -this is where we can and should reach them.

We feel that those who we do not reach Mono- the way littye very
limited resources and even a lack of initiative for the training as
postsecondary students.

III order that I may not be misunderstood and misrepresent the
people who made the study, the 20 large urban-suburban districts
across the country, we are not saying that postseeundaty education
efforts should be ended.

We feel it is a very important phase, and tte will neverwe do not
reach them and 3e n ill hexer reach es, ery one at the secondary level.
It is our effort to 'reach much more thanmany inure than we are
reaching presently.

We feel that the top priority for funding and emphasis should be
given to the secondary levels without diminishing our efforts at the
postsecondary level.

In order to prevent duplication of programs and services, as well
as overtraining .or nudertraining, we feel that a single State agency
.,hould articulate and coordinate the vocational education programs
between the various agencies in the State. We feel that this would
maximize the use of existing facilities and equipment which is presently
owned and being operated at the local and State levels.

Local school systems,. we think, should have the oppbrtunity to
contract for services for its students IN ith higher education, industry,
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business, and utla-i ielat'ed agencies to upgtade teaching skills, imple-
ment new programs,.and assist in proir 'ding so vices to students.

We also feel tery St' uligl that students enrolled in both sei.ondaiy
and postsecondary "impious should be exenipt from the age limits
requirements of the !abut last, enabling them to participate more fully
in wink study plug' anus and in the Ueatilthal cooper stne pogroms
w hid,. wethe latter w hich w e feel is sot cry . ler) successful.

This would be duns mitre' the proper supei t ision of school systems
and teakh a rs making quite cet win that pauper imam ity and skills are
demonstrated by the students before they aie put out into the model
of work.

Teachers' recommendations should be coordinated with the prospec-
tive employer and reel aluated by both teneher and employer ultcn
the working experience has begun.

Supervised Student employment should indude part-time wink dur-
ing the regular school y ear and full-time work during lionschoul
months:

I appreciate the opportunity, Congiessman and members of the
committee, to appea r before you.

Chairman PUNKIN'S. Thank you very much.
Dr. ANDESuN. Mr. Chairman. we 'have left for the hist the,m hole

question of funding. and I should like to makc just one brief obseri a-
tion before we ask for:this presentation.

As a supelintendent of schools, with our fellow superintendents.
me do not feel that just adding more money is the answ ee to our
problems. There one t wo other items, ()up is a better use of existing
funds. We feel that existing funds are not being utilized to their best
advantage by a long shot.

Chairman PERKIN s. Can you briefly tell us why existing funds are
being dissipated and not being utilized to the fullest extent?

Dr. Am-Ai:sox. Well, I am sure I cannot gin e you all the answers,
but let me give you some, sir.

Chairman PERKINS. Just briefly, would you give us a stunmai"A)111
your judgment?

Dr. Asmisox. One. it would appear to us that some of thepure
record keeping, repoiting, w Citing, pi ()posit!, consumes an unusually
large part of the funds coining down to us, sir,

PERKINS. Yes.
Dr. AxmatsoN. Thii may seem a small matter, sir. but it can con-

sume, I am sure, across this Nation many millions of dollars every,
year, sir.

Ch a i mut n Pr :mz i z. Yeg.
Dr. ANniaisox. We belie tat in being accountable. sir, but it would

appear to us that many of our progiiiins are not being the light kinds
of pi ogranin Sonic of the funds aie being spent to employ people
maybe- play be fur the etlaploynaaut of people tthu do nut fuuction at
the level of educating young people.

As superintendents, we hate. reached the place where we feel that
we hale got to put the alulhus w here they count, and that is directly
to the etlitt ation of a hilth cu and 11,0t SOlne1i hue elm, up and down the
line, sir.

This i, how we feel about all programs today in general, and we
would hope to be bank !Jaw t; yam with some proposals along S01110

52 945 -75vol. 2-20
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other lines in some otht r areas m here we feel that reallocation of funds
is just as important as additional funds.

I would make that as an ov crall statement. At this particular time
I would like to oiler to 3 uu the services of these school systems to
assist you hatever ss a3 y ott N ant to in pulling together informa-
tion which may answer some questions that 3 on have, sir.

We have not had that capability in the past, but we do have it
today. We would offer that seri, ice. to 3 ou as to questions you may
raise which we would try to answer as objectively as we could.

I would now like to have Dr. Robert Carter, who is the director of
Vocational Adult Education, Jeffersop. County School District, Bir-
mingham, Ma.

Chairman PERKINS. Come up, Dr. Carter. Is this your last witness?
Dr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir.
Dr. CARTER. Yes, sir, we are now about to get to the meat of the

matter and talk about funding of v ocational education. Of course,
everythingelse is tied to it very closely.

In our school district, 40 percent of the students upon completion
of the 12th grade enter college. That means that CO percent of those
ss ho graduate do not go on to postsecondary ox to college. That doesn't
take into consideration those who drop out before they graduate, so
our contention here today is that CO percent at least of our students
iu the secondary schools should be enrolled in vocational programs.

We feel that we have a ery good rationale for this. At the present
time NN, (3 have and this is acrusthe Nation in the suburban school dis-
tricts-- about 20 to 30 percent of our 3 oungsters enrolled in vocational
programs.

In our school district, we are at capacity with the programs that we
have. They are filled to capacity, and, of course, the demand is great
for additional programs, so e eel ery urgently that part B [VEA.
1968] should be maintained and strengthened. That is the basic grants
to States.

With regard to the handicapped and disads antaged programs, we
certainly urge continued funding of the handicapped.programs be-
cause we feel that State governments arc more responsive now to the
needs of handicapped people through special, education, and, con-
sequently, we in vocational education have a responsibility to provide
for those who are handicapped, both mentally and p1,3sical1y, and
certainly we recommend continuation of the 10-percent money,

We do raise a question, however, about the money that is set aside
for disadvantaged. Presently 15 percent is set aside. We are asked to
set up ,a special kind of program fur students who fall in this category

I might suggest to this committee that in our school system 43-per-
cent of the students enrolled ins motional education meet the criteria
for disadvantaged population. Therefore, '.e would submit that rather
than have an extra program for these people, that they should be in
programs in vocational education, and so identified, rather than in set-
aside money, because certainly we know that we are sere ing more than
15 percent of those whofall in the category of disadvantaged.

One of the redirections that Dr. Anderson alluded to perhaps would
be in the area of cooperative vocational education. We. have very suc-
cessful co -op programs and Student placernenLis greater in the co-op
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program than any other program that we e Lin e because . these kith are
placed on jobs after school in the afternoon, and it olds up ultimately
with placement upon graduation, and our placement record for coop-
erative programs is in the range of 73 to 80 percent placement, and,we,
feel there are the must successful programs that we have because they
are directly tied to the world of work.

Now, on the other hand, the wog k-study program has not been suc-
cessful. In our school systemand this is a consensus of opinion
among the other school distiicts represented herethe work-study
program, of course, is funded out of vocational edikation money to
gise students a work experience so that they can stay in school. It
hatsill been successful for a number of reasons in our school system.
From over a 50.000-student population we had 10 students enrolled,
in this programiast year.

One of the-ieasons we didn't get more participation is because there
. is a duplicative program in the NYC program which is now funded

under CETA, Comprehensive Employment Training Act.
Another reason the program isn't successful is because of some. of

the restrictions on it. A. student can only earn $45 a month. They can
go into another program or another al enue and they can make more
money.

What we are saying or suggesting is that rather than have a work-
study program as it is presently established, that more money be put
into cooperative vocational education and that the age limits for stu-
dents be lowered so that they might be in it program that is not work-
study but is work-experience' and related to all occupational objective
that that student may liaN e and consequently tie that to the career edu-
cation concept which provides for exploration.

With regard to postsecondary programs, this has already been
pointed out to you, that postsecondary programs should be funded in
States according to the State plan.

We do not recognize a need in this group for a specific set-aside for
postsecondary programs because it would be determined at the local
level and at the State level through the State plan.

One of our concerns, however, isand I think this goes back to
another reference wo made about funding for that 60 percent of the
youngsters that arc not going to college or postsecondary training.

At the present time in the Birmingham metropolitan area, the con-
sortium for the Comprehensk e Employment Training Act received for
the past fiscal' year $5.4 million to train 2,200 people.

We trained in seeoimdnry locational-education programs in car.
school system over 5,000 youngsters with a budget of $2.1 million,'

sow, what I am suggesting to you is that, if we can fund programs
at an earlier age and prior to the mandatory school age, then it Will be
more meaningful and less costly to thegoiernment than if we have to
provide a band-aid program or remedial program after they are out
on the streets and after they drop out of school.

Ve are presently invohed in this type of program as well as the
secondary program, so we feel we have a base there for discussion.

Other areas of concern that we haN eat the local level include con-
sumer and homemaking programs, industrial arts programs of an
exploratory nature so that we might expose boys and girls at tl
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junior level to prograith, to the world of work, so that they might
make decisions that arc more in keeping itit their own. desires rather
than those that are impressed on them by their peers and by school
counselors and so forth, so that they might, make, a wise choice about
their career goals and about their choice of vocation.

Also we would like to see funding continue for research and in-
novative programs, fur curriculum de% elopment, for leadership and
personnel development of teachers and administrators, fur program
services, for counseling, which has already been mentioned in the
career education fiesentation.

Another concern that we have is that funding of all training,
whether it be through Department of Labor or through Department
of Education, go through a single agency at the State level so as to
avoid much duplication.

At the same time, we recognize that some States hay e n tendency
to rathole money that comes to the 'States for vocational education
and put it on the top, to expand and, build administrative empires.

We would like to see some restriction placed on the amount of ad-
ministration at the State level, so that the money goes directly to
programs for youth.

Then our last recommendation is that the foi nade at the local level
for vocational education take into consideration needs, because at the
present time there is, an inequitable distribution of funding in most
States, hi that usually v oeational education is giv en to scliffl systems
on the basis of a head Lount, wh hit does nut necessarily reflect the need. -

For example, in our county we have 10 school districts, one of which
is the eighth largest per capita income lev el in the country. Ninety per-
cent of their kids go to college. This is what they tell us, so thq
shouldn't receiv e the same consideration for, funding of vocational
education programs as a low socioeconomic program.

Thank you very much for the opportunity.
Chairman PERIUSS. Let me compliment this distinguished panel.

You have been most helpful to this committee. We have a few ques-,
tions here for Dr. Anderson, Dr.'Willis, all y ou gentlemen, and the
lady who participated in this presentdion:

Anderson, as school superintendent, you stated that the works
program under the Vocational Act has not been successful, but that
the cooperative education program has been very successful.

Could you expand on that to somi; degree I -

Tr. A xramsoN. Yes, sir, we coul. The work program such as the
.CET.. programs Let us take that one as example. Youngsters are
placed in jobs in order to give them a job to earn money V% All %% hid;
%% e certainly agree, sir, because some of our y rung people need to earn
money in order to stay in school. That we would agree with.

Howe% er, they ha% e no preparation:for urks, nor is there super-
vision on the job they go to, so, if they succeed, it is more than an
accident.

Now, our organized work-study program is tied together with the
school' program and a. work program N% ith super vision by the school
and the 'employ er, tiedztogether on an organized program vv it con-
tractuatragreements between us.

Now, that has been the most,successful program. What we would
like to suggest is the need to expand that Luncept to include all these,
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otljer programs and pot then. under a head where w we know they are
being sncessful.

In our programs w hich ate not tied together --in our \ creational
programssome. of whIel. ate thy, must expensi e pograns opelated

any school system ale nut' tied together with au organized
work-situ-13 program. the placement of graduates on the job would
appear to us to be my low. witereah Where it is tied together with-a
stietalssful wog!. -stud3 program. Ihe ongoing placement on the job at
graduation is Nay high, and this is ghat we are saying here today,
sir.

Now. we do not 1,1\e at boil.) of eseareh to support to you everything
we am sa3ing. What w ha k c operational abilities to deal with
them and the things w hid* w we e lied on an operational let el.

There does need to bk some additional research: but I think we will
nut tie -these statement:, sit, and arc willing to back them up with you.
'This is what-we would say.

Chairman PERKINS. if 3 on w ant to increase 3 our vocational
enrollments front 30 percent of 3 our students to 60 percent of your
students, how Hulett additional funding shotifil dais Congress provikle
in order that you call cam out that accomplishment ?

Dr. AN DLRSON. I don't know that w e could give 3 on, anything more
than a. wild guess. Arr. Chairman, but we could say this. With better
utilization of existitar funds. with a retaining of staff. \\ !rich-would
ha \e to come, I would suggest that your amendment to the bill of 1

lid lion certain') w uulkl go a long way to doing the kind of job we are
talking about.

Ilowe\er, I do think that the single most, important ingredient of
this is the cooperation of sk hool systems and business, sir, because Un-
less this cooperation is there sold unless than. is au incenth e for the
business cominimit3 to eniplo3 and put in its '41'1,103 meld` 14-year-olds
and 1t; -Wear -olds in some kind of it work program which can be or-
ganized and super t ised, ktie Wuul make the glade. This is the kind of
tit lug that we are saying.

Chairman PERKINS., Again let rue state that in my judgment. this
has been excellent tesiinion3 today, and I would conclude with one
filial question, If I male' stood on correctly. Son stated that we
were spending too. much money in the way of administration.

'Who. dollar limit, or pet 1entage w mild 3 on suggest be placed on the
amount that conld he expended for admin. _tat ion, aml why do you
suggest this? Ito 3 on feel t he States are holding back too much money
in that respect Go ahead and expand on that.

-NDEnsox. Well. first of all, I think We are doing a lot of spin-
ning of our wheels its futilit3,..dniwing up a lot of plans that can't
by tit iiired,sir.No. 1.

Chairman 131;nxi5. I appreciate that. I think we are just throwing
a lotnot hundreds of millions, but, many, many millions of dollars
away in that connection.

.1)r. ANnEnsox. Right. sir, but one other question- -and this has to
domaybe Mt e\ superintendent would agree with inc. and these
are so-called program e aluations, sir. in wit kit so much money is

< set aside for that purpose.
111 ntv opinion. sir, most of these have not been of any significance.

T belief e you should hold me as a superintendent of schools in Aline

< ; ,
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Arundel County accountable for the vocational program in that coun-
ty. You ,hould hold in ery other superintendent to that, and I believe
we can be accountable, but I do not believe that the tremendous tu want
of money spent by committees and groups running aroundsir, I w on't
go further because I shouldn't say these kinds

running
things in public, I

am sure, but we do feel, think, that some of this is unnecessary, both
at the Federal level and the State level, and a streamlining of itand
1 am -not sure what'the percentage would be, but it should be a Very
small percent. sir, under 1 percent.

Chairman PERKIN& Mr. Jittll ?
Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairipap I have no question. at this time. I do

appreciate the testimony.
Chairman PrilnuNs. Thank you, Mr. Hall. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Chairman, I want to welcome Dr. Anderson to

the committee. He is my superintendent of schools. Our little girl is in
his school system, and we are proud of his leadership and grateful
for it.

Could you perhaps elaborate a little bit on your own career educa-
tion system, because I think maybe that is the key to reaching some
of the goals you have enunciated.

Dr. AsnEasoN. Yes, sir, Mr. Radcliffe. I would be glad to, and I am
sure Ms. Gonzales can do it better than I. What we are attempting
to do is to relate what a youngster studies in school to the future
employment.

In other words, let me be very simplistic. During the past genera-
tions in our school systems, it would appear to me that we have sent
youngsters to school so they could go to school so they. could go to
school.

,

Now we are saying there should be a purpose for all education,
that every human being should ,be able to make a living, should make
it contribution, and that this concept should begin at the very early
stages of a youngster's introduction to education.

What does the teaching of arithmetic have to do with future em-
ployment opportunitieseWhat does the teaching of science at the
curliest levels have to do with employment opportunities? What are
the-rturres of employment opportunities?

It is ama ,inghow well a 8-, 9-, 10-yea r-ohl can reach this concept.
Therefore, we have-to utilize\every aspect of the school curriculum in
this regard. the science Pr4kain, the math Kogram, the social studies
program, and so on in or

Vocational education is 'a spin-out of arm: -education. In other
words, this is ,going into a coMmitment to go into certain kinds of
direct work pronanis So is going on to college a spin-out of cared
education.

Why does a youngster go to college? I am sure most of you are well
aware that such a large percent of college graduates come out of college
with no preparation for work whatsoever.

Now, it is our hope when our young people \NM go to college, they
will have at least some idea of sonic things that they add do and
would at least begin to prepare theta:All es for v ork, and maybe we
are a throwback to many 3 ears ago w hen w e thought that 3 wing people
ought to work, but one of the real problems with our young people,
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today null I think you ale \ cry much concerned with thisis that
our young people hale nu concept of work, have not been involved
in it.

I am sure, Mr. Chairman, when you grew up and I grew up we had
lo do some work. Those chorea aic no lun'er around for Sur young s
people to du. Children growing up today fn.0 nurhave thin kind of an
opportunity, and I belies e it is an opportunity, not something else.

Maybe the school is the only iilace where this is to be provided in the
future.

Chairman PEaRixs. I think you are right. When we were growing
up, there was work to.be dune. Hundreds of thousands of farms
have closed up since our day, and we were taught how to perform so
many sett ices, either trade or something of that nature that we would
or could' earn a living by. We 'were taught how to work physically
and taught skills, but those opportunities are not available for the
ordinary child, not available for my JUIL lie is in college and wants
to study law.

For these 3 oungsters who never have an opportunity to learn a skill
or a trade or anything else when they are growing up, to a limited
degree.to familiarize, to begin to form an idea as to what they would
like to do when they grow older in order to earn a livelihood.

I agree with Son. The only place where I see that we can turn to is
the sqlools. I think we are going to have to go in that direction.

Any more questions?
, Mr. RADCLIFFE. No, Mr. Chairthan. oniy to say that Dr. Anderson

bus inaugurated in our district. I think. an exemplary program of
career-education. In fact, I would like to lobby with the committee
sometime.

Chairman Puririxs. We may just go out there soin
m

clime, Dr. Ander-
son, I a very much impressed. The chances are the committee will
find time to run out there. Mr. Hall?.

Mr. IIALL. I would like to go out there. I might say that.although
Mr. Anderson isn't my superintendent. Dr. Willis almost was. He was
in Chicago and I lived Si) miles south, so it is good to sec him here.

Chairman Puirems. Let me thank ou. this distinguished panel..
You have, been most helpful to this committee. Thank you. The com-
mittee will recess.

We will have testimony on vocational education again on'Thursday.
1Whereupon,,,at 10:10 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recoiv

vene on Thursday. April 16.1975.1
Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

Oilio STATE. USIvERSITT,
NI.I.E0E OF EDUCATION.

Columbus, Ohio, April 13,1973,
ITOn. CARL D. PERRIN s,
Chairman, Ifousetdueat ion and Labor Committee,
House of Representatives, Washiwton, D.C.

nr.Ar. Mu. PERKINS: For somo time I have been concerned with some of the
provisions of the Vocational Education AU and the Amendment'.. These obser-
vations and concerns stem from having been in teacher educ):lon in business
8'1(1.0111u education in three different stated under the provisi, ns of the Act and
Amendments. These are the concerns that I feel merit consideration by your
committee:

1. The definition, of vocational education varies over the country. In business
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and office education in Ohio, fur example, students are considered to have
"reeational" preparation only if they received their office education in programs
funded through the Vocational Education Act. Yet thousands uf students each
year receive good training and can handle good beginning office jobs from other
office education .programs. These students are t yezitionally prepared, but unless
the schools from which these students mane follow a very rigidly prescribed pro-
gram. the (Ake education departments is those schools are forced to compete fur
funds with ALL other secondary academie departments fur money to support
othl.le education ; consequently, id many schools, the amount is very meager,
Indeed.

Most business teachers in the country would define vocational education as
preparation of students to enter a beginning office lib, regardless uf the type
of funding for the program. Any good program that directly prepares students
for entry-level employment Should be considered "vocational" and be eligible
for funding.

2. Teaeherg hare Wilt input about Um type of program had its organization
that should-be used to prepare their students fur entry level jobs in business. Yet
research evideliCe does not support the superiority of any one type of program
or program organization over another. I refer here to.studies done at the-Univer-
sity of Minnesota, University of Houston and Bowling Green (Ohio) University.

3. Are the prescribed programs worth the money they vostf In Ohio, for in-
stance, the prescribed program for funded vocational business and office education
programs calls fora classroom fully equipped as a model office, including full-
sized ofliees desks, each one equipped with electronic calculators, dictation equip-
ment, and electric typewriters.

Theoretically this seems to be an ideal situation in which students should learn
morethan or ftetter" than student§ from "traditional" programs, which are
taught in less extravagantly furnished classrooms, Yet the research cited above
does not show that the elaboratedly equipped laboratories result in better learn-
ing than In traditionally equipped classrooms.

The model office classroom, which at most can accommodate two classes in a
day, of not over 25 or 30 studegts, costs from $50,000 to $70,000 or more (before
current !dilated prices). A more traditionally equipped classroom would cost fim:
one-third to one-half less than this, and It is more usaide for several utter classes
than is the model office classroom. I question the cost effectiveness of some of
these elaborate programs, however, the trend Is toward them in several states.

4. Provision should be made of renting or leasing equipment rather than requir-
ing purchase. This recommendation is made fur all service areas of vocational
education. Equipment and machines are developed and changed so rapidly (and
keep changing) that soine of the machines bought as recentif as three years ago
are already out of dna Yet the Mirehase price of this equipment was so great
that schools cannot afford to replace it to keep students,abreast of developments.

AlsO, some equipment is needed for only ft few weeks during the entire school
YeaF; thus, a $10,000 machine, fur example, used for only two months, may be
rented fer approximately $300 month. At that rate, the equipment could be_
rented fur the necessary Una, for 15 years fur the purchase price of the machine
and the students m mild have current equipment available for learning

More academic freedom should be allowed under the vocational Education
Act. Example One of the requirbnients established by many State Departments of
Tuentional Education is that' organizations be pro% bled fur the students that
supplement their glasses ork. This is an excellent Idea ; but in scone states, the
particular organization is prescrilica, e en though several equally good organi-
zations are available. Teachers nod students are given no choice.

Such a priictice, together with the filet -that teachers have very little voice in
the parti: ular kind of progaza Mir situation (ur talents) demand, Is really
q curb on academie freedom.

The trend, for ile,tance. l( seueral states is toward requiring "bloektime"
programs In office Mutt/lion if the schwa wishes to hale the ad% antages of vo-
cational fumaIng. The teacher is to Integrate 1111 content and skills learning w Man
the block of time /varying front two to four hours). However, little if any suit-
able techIng materials are available to Impletnent the integration concept. Must
teachers are apt equally talented in each of the vast array of subjects that must
be taught In these programs. But ten, hers have no choice they must follow the
prescribed program, whether or nut it is suitable fur them, their students, ur their
community.

3.0
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These block programs are required in some states for to o y ears of the students'
secondary school career. This mean that-during the tenth grade students are
required to make a definite eucational eunanitment, a commitment of the- major
part of their school Uses. I question that at that age students can evaluate*
the full implications of such an hie estment in time, and I question that they are
ready to make such a N mat iunal commitment at that age And if their decision
is AN rung (they- find they du nut 'lit- in that ocational pattern), it is N ery duffl-
e:nit if not impossible for the students to opt out of the program in the middle
of the school year. Such programs allow say little if any time for exploring
other areas of interest. Could it be that because such programs put such re-
stre:tiuns un students' opting out of the program, this partially accounts fqr
some of the figures that shun that students do not seek employment in the vo-
ml,tiunal field in which they were eurulled in school? tGAO Report to Congress).

It also eliminates college-laiund students from nosiness classes. ec hieh AN (mid
gise them hnuiciedges and skills by el hick they could support themsell es partially
while they are in college.

The suggestions I boric made here are based on my reading of research and
on conservations IN Ith teacher- educators from all user the country: Through
my participation An professional uganizativus at the national keel ,tAnici Lan
Vocational Association and National Business Education Association), I hay:
had much opportunity to discuss these matters. Also, high school classroom
teachers in my graduate classes haw pros uled rue AN nth information fibula,
how they must murk .under such regulations imposed by State Department.,
of Vocational EdueatiOn.

These concerns of teachers and teacher educators impel me to write about
these matters that I hope can be considered in the current deliberations rt glinting
the Vocational Education Act 1975"Amendments. I realize that expenditures
must be 'controlled," but need the specifications fur funding be su rigid as to
Infringe on students' ambteachers' choices?

Very sinOrely yours,
3InantEn HILLESTAD,

:18sociate Professor,
Factaty of Vocational Ethication.,

SS,
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION \
THITIdDAY, APRIL 17, 197t

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, ANDVOCATIONAI, EDLICATION,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION' AND LABOR,
117,ashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :25 a.m., pursiiant to call, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding, lion. William Lehman, and Hon. Tim
Ball.

Members present : Representatives Pcrkiiis, Lehman, Blouin, Miller,
'Mottl, Hall. and Goodling.

Staff members present: John Jennings (counsel), Charles*Radcliffe
(minority counsel).

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum is
present?

I am delighted to welccime here today members of the AFL-CIO
to testify on vocational education and maybe other subject matters.

The first witness is Mr. Walter Davis, director of the department
of education. Our second w Rims is Dr. John A. Sessions, assistant
director,irect or, department:of education; and Ken Yonne,-ts, assistant director
of legislation. ,

I want to compliment the AFL-CIO for the kind of representa-
tion that they ha e always had, the constructive testimony that you
have always given, and I knothat you will follow true to form on
thi:4-oecasion.

We will hear from i'ou first, Mr. Davis.

STATEMENTS OF WALTER DAVIS, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, AFI4CIO; JOHN A. SESSIONS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AFL-CIO; KENNETH YOUNG, AS-
SISTANT DI/ECTOit OF LEGISLATION, AFL-CX0

Chniumln-PERKINs. Go right ahead, Mr.'Davis.
Mr, DAVIS. Thin& you very muoh, Mr. Chairman. We have a rely

brief §tatement, and I would like,to proceed by reading that.
, Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead any way, you prefer. Thank yOu.o

DAM. Mr. Chairman, may name is Walter G. Davis. I,-zun
director of the department of educatio4 of the With me
this morning are Mr. Kenneth Young, assistant director of the AFL
CTO department of legislation and Dr. John A. Sessions, azsir:tant
director of the department of education, AFL-CIO. '

We are very happy to have this opportunity to share our views on
the entire matter of vocational education with this committee.

0 (1079)
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The AFL-CIO, as the committee members are aware, played an
important part in dra fting both the Vocational Education Act 9f 1963
and the amendmemt.c, of 1968. .1. -particularlv significant role in the
developmeut of this legislation vas play ed Ly the late Otto P11101111,
who was at that time a staff representative of the AFL-CTO educa-
tion department.

There are 1evera. vocational education hiM presently before this
committee. We will respond to most of them this morning.

The Vocational Education Act has been one of the most successful
of all Federal programs in the field of education. It. has had a strikingly
successful record of finding job placement for its graduates.

The AFL-CIO is convinced without any qualification that this
'legislation should be extended and that the funding authoi ihation
should be increased. We urge the Congress to pass H.11. 19 and thereby
accomplish these objectives.

Having said that at the outset, there are other bills before this coin-
. mate° which hth c commendable obiecti% es, particularly those drafted

by the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
ILE. 3991, and by the A nerican Personnel amid Guidance Association,
H.R. 3270.

We would urge that these bills be adopted as amendm.ents to the
Vocatiorial Education Act, subject to our comments this morning,
gather than as separate bills. We would further urge that their pro-
visions be made a part, of the 'State plans designed by the existing
State advisory committees.

One of the important features of the Vocational Education Act w
the Creation of State committees that Mere charged with the responsi-
bility of developing ra comprehensive State (plan for vocational ed-
ucatimin their present form, II.R. 3270 ..and H.R. 3991 would seri-
onsly fragment the united effort established by the Vocational Educa-

. Lion Act.
Postsecondaryl Nocationaf educ ation and more adequate guidance

and counseling are both critical needs, but they should operate under
the State ath isory committees as an integral part of State plans.

Funds for these programs might try =NI ell be earmarked to preNent
their being used for unintended purposes. We do, howcw er, has e seri-
ous doubts about,anv fixed allocation of postsecondary *funds as be-
teen community colleges and 4-vear institutions.

This is a decision. we think, which might better be left to the States..
for determination in the light of their ow n patterns of institutional
develOpment.

Chairman PLaKtxs. I agree with von Tin that statement. I think
`there is going to have to be a lot of flexibility because of different
sit nat ions. in different parts of the country.

In some of my counties the average educational level is not more'
than these eighth grade. In other parts of the country, in the Midwest,
they aye 1 and 2 yearsof college can the average.

You made a (rood statement. You may continue.
Mr.,Davrs. We have a further concern about RR. 321,0 and

3991. The record of edhcational fundiurr dun the rust three adminis-
trations has been Nell. disappointing. We realize that appropriations
are not within the jurisdiction of this committee.

3'
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e are, Lower er, seriosuly disturbed lay thc history of xrocational

education appropriations .proaticing onlY a fraction 91 the authoriza-
tion level. Moreover, there has been a Alangerous tendency to, utilize
specific vocational education funds for other programs. .

Much of the money supporting tine - currently fashionable career
education has been 41amed aw ay Iron discretionaty voeational
educational funds. A striking illustration of this practice is the series
of films fQr preschool children made to be shown on the Captain Itan-

te/aroo prtram., We seriously, ,doubt that this was what Congress had
in mind when it,passed the Vocational Education Act. #

We do not suggest that the grants made available fbr this purpose
were in any way illegal, but merely question whether the interest of
the Congress was followed by funding this typo program.

In view of this record, we feel it would be a mistake to permit the
funding of guidance programs and postsecondary ucational programs
by carving the money out of funds which, NN Mild otherwise go to sec-
ondary vocational gducation.

This committee also has before it H.R. 3992, drafted by_themerican
Vocalional .Association. This bill' Nould consolidate funds which
are ifresently set aside for special programs such as vocational a
ucation for the handicapped and, vocational education for the economi-
cally disalivantaged. We understand that a bill to be introduced by.

--the administration would also serve to consolidate funds fdr these spe-
. cinl tagrams. .

We firmly urge the Congress to rejdct these consolidation bills. The
need for these special programshas been well identified and.the failure
of the State to meet these Aced& lcd to the enactment of the categorical
programs in the first Awe.

Frankly, we oppose consolidation because we view the record of a
,,decentralized decisionmaking process as counterproductive to the
realization olnational needs.-INThen funding capabilities fail to meet
local educational necds,.the national ioyernment must,prqvide aid to
those programs. which fall within 'the national interest. :Vocational
training, wo believe, falls within that category.,

Prior to the enactment of the VocatioiA EducatiOn Act of 1963,
.vocational education had fallen into edetforable state. Throughout
the Nation, §tudents g ere taught obsolete skills on obsolete equipment.

It was 'evident,that 111100 school boards began to divide up scarce
. educational funft, the parents of futiiie Harvard graduates carried

more political weight% than the parents of future bricklayel-s and
carpenters.

Similarly, handicapped and disadvanta tied children tend io be in a
thinority and in. the distribution of funds they have been treated
accordingly. .

It was in order to meet these educational realities than the variolis
categorical programs were included in the Vocational Education
Act. The AFL -CIO believed that there was good reason for theses
programs then and we believe the same reason exists today.

Ife,Ee in the District of Columbia, even after a court decree, the school
system has been found in contempt for failure to rovide for the edu-
cation of all of its handicapped students. The kil'L --CIO believes
that the Federal intent should be clearly spelled o t in these matters.

3 4 4
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The recent General Accounting Office report to the Congress on
vocational; education charged the States 'w ith serious financial rreg-
ularities including the excessive use of Federal funds for administra-
tive purposes and the use ofYederal funds for inappropriate progruus.

We are inclined to believe that the report is unjustly harsh, but
certainly there is little in it to justify consolidation of vocational edu-
cation programs.

In our view, there is, if anythhing, a need for additional categories,
rather than for consolidation.,We havementioned the matter of career
education. We have watched the development of this concept closely.

It has been pressed vigorously by the Office of Education and union
oill2ials have been very much involved in the planning at national,
State, and local levels. So far, it has been our experience that career
eductition has consisted largely of conferences and very little money.

We are trodbled.* the serious possibility that career education will
drain of flings intended for vocational education, and we. therefore
suggest that career eduCation be funded under a separate authorization.

There is a further perfection which we would urge in the present.
Vocational Education Act. The AnCIO has firmly supported
human equality, without regard to sex, color, or national origin.

Vocational schools have been prone to ignore this ,principle, and
Government inaction enables them to continue to ignore it. previously
the Office Of Education has collected data on the sex, color, and national
origin of vocational students, but it has discontinued much of this
work.

pg1

The AFL--010 has already expressed to Commissirmer Bel ts feel-
ing that this data is needed to properly monitor the state of equal
opportunity in vocational education. Commissione'r Beli has 'indi-
cated to us hishope that the data gathering will soon be resumed. Now
we welcome his assurances, but kim are inclined to believe that the
data gathering should be prescribed by the law.

The GAO repo# often complains that its task has been difficult
because of the dearth of dependable data. W too have often expo-
rienced.this same difficulty. 4.;

Therefore, we ask that the present Vocational Education Act in-
clude a requirement for this data 'from ozatio nal schools for the
purpose of promoting full ppportnnity for all men'and women.

Biling,,q1 education is ono of the critical needs in the vocational
field. Last year Cpngress passed alnendments providing for this need,
but the funds were. slashed by the Office of Management and Budget.
Wt urge that this important program tic reauthorized Luta that the
funds to support it be restored.

This progressive piece of legislation was only given a fife span of
1 year, and expires at the and of this fiscal year.t-We urge that it be
given a fair chance to meet the problems faced' by citizens with limited
English-speaking abilities.

There is an area of. State discretionary power which is of particular
concern to organizedlabor. The N ocational schools have -been a primary
source of the classroom-related instruction which is an essential part
oriipprenticeship training programs, but, faced with the scarcity of
funds, many States have failed' to bllaga money for this classroom-
related in§tructiOn. We would urge this committee' to earmark funds
for this es?ential program.
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America's development has depended upon the apprenticeship system
forth° vitalskills so important to our social and economic well-being.
It was,developed and maintained because our technological advance-
ment has historically outpaced the ability of the public education
system to respond timely to these advances.We see no material agate
in these sets of circumstances.

Finally, the GAO. report notes that State plans have often failed
to concentrate vocational education funds in areas of highest need,
particularly the urban inner-city areas.

Vocational education,, having originated in a rural agricultural
setting, has failed to keep pace with population shifts to America's
urban centers.

In addition, .a disproportionate amount of the funds go to affluent
communities where courses in auto mechanics, for example, are less
vocational than hobby oriented, designed to teach students how to main-
tain their own hotrods.

We would hope that iitits report, the com mittee would make it clear
that it expects the States to place greater emphasis on urban needs.

All in all, we feel that vocational education has been one of the
outstanding successes in American education. It has served well the
needs of millions of students who have made an outstanding contri-
bution to the productivity of the American economy.

There are aspects :hick need to lie improved; and We urge the Con-
gress to make those improvements, but we also urge that the Congreqs
maintain the integrity of the essential features of the:Vocational-Ed-
ucation Act of 1963 as amended in1968.

As we have said over the years, full funding of this act will meet
America's needs for maximum productivity,"a key element in getting
America baBk to work. 0.

That completes pur statement, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FEuxmrs. Do you, Dr. Sessions, or'yon, Mr. Young, w'ant

to make a separate statement?
Dr. SESSIONS. No a have nothing to add.
Mr. YOUNG. No.

.
Chairman PEuraws. Let mee compliment );ou gentlemen for a very

important statement. At the outset this year, many of us introduced
different'bills at the request of various people, simply to get the issues
enc.

Sooner or later eve will have you people back again. We want to
write this bill Maybe in a couple of months. Wo want to knock some
heads together between the technical schools and other school "people.

I think it is most important that you have outlined in your state-
ment, above everything else, that wo only. have one State advisory
board. If we undertook to do otherwise, one for postsecondary educa-
tion and one for 4-year colleges, all without, flexibility, we would
just be trying down our own house under which we presently have
a strong foundation, in-my judgment, and we are going to Ma.lce the
necessary repairs, as I see them, to do the best job possible.'

I think you have authored a very instructive suggestion here this
morning, and.' know that I am going to do my best al go along, with
your assistance, to write a bill that will do the best for the entire
country.

3 G
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Now, Mr. Davis, you recommend that we earmark funds, if I under-
stood your statement correctly, under the Vocational Education Act
for class-room-related inst.: in apprenticeship training programs.

Could you elaborate some on your plans and reasons for that
recommendation?

Mr. Davis. Well, yes, Mr. Chairman. We have been in consultation
during the preparation of this statement with the building and con-
struction trade unions affiliated with the AFLCIO, and

building
have

advised that in some States, although it is nut a serious matter at
this time, a small number of apprenticeship training programs am nut
getting any assistance at all through the act. The large, well-established
apprenticeship training programs, of course, are.

They fear that this might be a trend that \Ionia lead to a complete
withdrawal of assistance through "roc ed" funds .Tor this kind of
training, and they urge this N era, strongly, that we mention it in our
stt3tement.

As I say, at this time it is not a serious priiblem, but it. is one which
we certainly would not like to see occur because we thinkwe take
very great pride in the apprenticeship training programs of out
organization.

Chairman PERKINS. .Do you have any further comment on that,
Ken?

Mr. YOUNG. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. think you .have made yourselves very clear

in your testimony and it is most helpful. I am going to call on Ilfr.
Goodlingfor questions.

[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. GoolouNo. I don't have any questions, :Ntr. Chairman. I have

one comment, oil tour second paragraph, page,4. My comment relates
to personal*experience. The vocational program in my area certainly
has been a city program for many, many years. Eventually i,hun it
became a county program, a new building, was constructed about 2
miles out of the city in order to make it as close to everybody as possible
because there was room there.

We had a very difficult time getting center city youngsters to partik.
ipate. I think it was for several reasons. First of all, there were an
awful lot of people that were given bad advice about college being the
only way. Second, it was a situation of moving from the area and
friends that they had.

I would just like to say that we tried a million and one ways, and
we filially liCked the situation, inadvertently because a couple of
youngsters became rather involved in athletics an re tow participat-
ing in the center city, and now our situation h to en care of itself.
I would have to attribute it primarily to the extr, rricula programs
that are offered at the comprehensive school. It is not t school.

I think this is one of the big mistakes that is often made. We send
them back to a local school 2 weeks and this type of thing. We insisted
from the beginning that it be a comprehensive high school program,
and all of the participation in all of the activities is at their "voc-tech"
school. It is their school.

That is just a comment rather than a question.
Mr. LniorAs [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Goodling. Would you like

to respont to the comment, Mr. Davis?

3
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\1r. DAVIS. Only to say this, that one of our great interests, of
course, is to make sure that the quality of y ocational edmeation, schools,
and the access to them are there,.because bay..e seen over the years a
resistance on. the part of, say, joint apprenticeship programs to accept
students from these schools. They would rather have them from an
academic high school. This is in the higher skills requiring mathe-
matics and physics and so forth:

We think that vocational education schools can be brought up to the
standards that would give them access to job related opportunities...

Mr. GOODLING. Yes; we actually have a three -level program right
in that school, so we cover all areas, whether it is a highly academic
area. I thinkpart of the key is the Weal committee, w (irking with
the school.

If it is functioning well, then you have a particular tie with all the
industry and all the trades.

Dr SESSIONS. I N01114 just add one thine- here, that it seems to me
,, one of the very important things in the Vocational Education Act was

, that for the first time it recegmzed as public policy that reading is as
, 11iutth a part of vocational skills as learning to use tools, and I think
that is one of the very good things that the ad did.

Mr. LEUMAN. Thank you. I would like to ask you to address your-
y es to one problem that I am concerned 11 all ill I Cgat d to the training

of vocational education students, for instance, in a huge metropolitan
area such as Miami.

I would like to see the students removed from the classroom and put
into more on-the-job site traininyAnd vv ould like to see hat organ-
ised labor could do to help us. 1 or instance, 1 met yesterday with the
assistant director of our vocational education program in Dade County.
I \dise.ussed this with him, and the example, of -course, was that the
"vpc ed" students who are training to be machinists with the air-
tine --the kind of equipment, the extensise and sophisticated equip-
mein, they need. to train them with are only located at Eastern Air-
lines, National, and the overall plants at Miami International Air-
port, which means that each student must, without adequate public
transportation in Miamieach student is required to get there to
learn how to use the X-ray machines and-X-ray landi-ug gear.

What I would like to see happen is to write into this act something,
to provide industryto encourage industry and labor to set up space
in their locations where you could teach the student his English and
his mathematics and his American history right there.

It, seems to irav it is a lot simpler to tant 1 teacher to the location
than to provide 30 students with transportation. Transportation is
stil one of the most important hurdles that a young person has to `get
thr ugh in order to learn from vocational education.

T carry this a step further, if you, for instance, train people in
hot 1 and restaurajit, there is n eason why the Fontainebleu Hotel
cool ln't set a room aside for a ch ssrooni, let them learn there where
they are uoir, to be learning the trade. Or the Southeast Bank which
'cern- eould,accommodate 30 or more trainees at a time.

A -P the areas in other parts of Dade County that are training young
people it w mild seem to be much more feasible to locate the class-
room within the industry than to liansport 30 people to ,_different

indu tries throughout theday.
52-915-75vol.
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I wouldlike to_see wluit reaction you have to this kind of a program.
Mr, DAVIS. Well, Mr. Lehman, a number of our central labor coun-

cils througliput the country already' are engaged in a cooperative
effort to do a variety of things similar to V, hat y ou have just described.

There is one difficulty we have run into,,how ever, in looking at this
wholeprocess, and that is that m heir the aver ploy went rate ran up, C e
got no outward resistance, but we didn't,get too much encouyagement
from a rot of unions to involvethemsehes with students, particularly
among those organizations that had a numbei of people furloughed.
because of the economic situation.

If the student is learning in a soltof classroom setting, I think that
is oae thing. If the student is actually involved in the production
process, that is am:41),er thing. It is in thosein full, employ ment times
that there is no comment at There is a lot of encouragement. But
in times like this, in some parts of the country you will find a reluctance
to move into this because the primary effort of a union leader there, of
course, is to try to get his people back to work, and he doesn't w ant us
to give any incentive to an employer not to do that, and I think that

Mr. LEHMAN. I can see the potential threat of on-the-job training
prop /UM, to employment. But. I don't think that the classroom itself
in a nonvocational subject is threatening. What I am trying to do
is locate the classroom ui nom ocational subjects at the point of 0-
cational subject training.,That is what I think is going to be a very
import ant possibility in facilitating this program.

Mr. Tot: ;NG. Mr. Lehman. I think in terms of location you have prob-
ably got a very..good .point. I think what Mr. Davis is saving is that.
if you have a program that inclirdes both trainingin effect, institu-
tional ty pe training as well as on-the-job training, where some of
our people have trouble m ith the on-the-job training, where Acre is

:a speeial rate and where they are faced with layoffs or have layoffs
and they see some employers using this as a watt to cut labor costs
and obviously with the higlymemployment rate, they don't like it.

I don't think that is a problem of the location where the extra
instruction-4-

Mr. LEHMAN. Can you understand the problein? I think you do
understand. These young people are going to be 3 our membership in
the future and the more ybu facilitate their learning these kinds kif
_trades, I think, the better of that your organi4ation and the whole
labor-industry relationship can be.

To me it is frustrating when I see young people not get into voca-
tional education simply because they dont hale the transportation
every day from the school to where they are learning on-the-job train;
lug, and you can't learn on-the-job training unless you go to-the air-
lines, and, if you don't go to the bank, you are not going Co learn bank-
ing in a classroom. You aregoing to have to learn banking in a bank.

Mr. Yourzo. Mr. Lehman, let me just add that I think you are ab-
solutely right. I think what we are in effect saying is that to make
this whole work we have to turn the economy mound, so that there
are increased job opportunities.

Mr. LErrmAx. I will sell more used cars.
Mr. DAVIS. Let me just comment one word on that, and that is that,

it is pure education experiences AN Ilia is bat we mould like to see,

3 1
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and I think we would vertainly be affirmatise on the location aspect,
of it, but the other problem is the one ,which is raised by Mr. Young
and myself earlier, the one that in these times, at least there would
nothe a lot of encouragement.

LEHMAN. We are not trying to use ill° classroom at National
Airlines or the classroom. in the Iroutainebleit to subs crt organized job
security of the people. However, I just wanted to throw this out.

One other quick question. I am concerned about the inability to pro-
grant top-level students into the vocational education classes. I have
been concerned with this. It was reconfirmed again yesterday at my
meeting with the people from Dade County. The reason is that the
data used. to deteribine a successful ocational education program is
based on the amount of the students that go into industry from the
Vocational program. It counts,as a failure or negative data for those
that go on from secondary t motional to a college program, whether
is liberal arts, engineering. or whatever.

What, I am concerned about is to try to get the data revised so that
a person who hors into s motional education in high school will not be a
negative figure, if he goes to college before he goes to work in the
program he was trained. What happens is that hi order to make their
programs seem success-lid they discoui age Qollege-buid students from
going into vocational education because they arc potential "losers"
as far as the data is concerned.

You just don't seem to get enough of the college bound. As vocational
education becomes more technical and* more sophisticated, you need
these kinds of students in there.

In other countries, they are Hilted. to go into vocational education in-
stead of kecollege programs. So, I just wonar if 3 ou had any co-
ment on that before I recognize the next member.

Mr. YOUNG. The only comment I would make is that I think we
have long saidand I think this is what you are sayingthat voca-
tional education should not be considered as some sort of second-class
education.

Unfortunately, in a lot of areas, the schools, I think, lodk at types
of grades a,,stalent i5 etting, loot at his income, and sort of shuttle
him into a vocational education program.

Mr. TATMAN. Right!
Mr. Youxa. And then. he becomes almost a second-class citizen in

that school. Ho rsii t going to college, He is going to work. Somehow
that is not as good.

Mr. riFfig..111. He comes out of occupational therapy.
Mr. Youxo. And I think, if I understand what you are saying, Mr.

Lehman, that just shouldn't be, and I think we are in total agreement.
Mr. LEIIMAN. You don't need second-class students to learn elec-

tronics, occupational or vocational electronics. You need the lop level
masters for that and in many other areas, but .you are not getting
them and the reasonycou are not getting them is because they want to
go to college, and That mikes it look bad for the counsellors and the
guidance people and the vocational teachers, until think we have to
change this data processing. That is why I want to try to write some-
thing into this legislation -that would account for that.
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I want to thank you fellows for showing up, and I would like to
recognize Mi. Hall. I wonde"r if yOu would take over for a minute
while I talk with Mr. Jennings.

[0 ff-the-reco.rd
Mr. HALL. I am sorry I missed your earlier testimony. I have read

it though and I agree with many of the things you state in there. I
guess all I would ha.ve to say is that I appreciate your coming.

Do you have any questions Mr. Goodhue
Mr. GOODLINO. No, I ddift.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. No. .1 have no questions.
Mr. HALL. Well, he is very pleased too, I suppose. If this is it then,

we will stand adjourned. Thank you.
TWhereupon, at 10 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, APR11, 23, 1975

HOUSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTAIL," SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION Or THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION LArion,

-117 D .0 .
The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to call, in room :2175,

Rayburn House Office Building; Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) *siding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Afeeds, Lehman, Blouin,
4'`SiMon, Miller, and Mottl.

.Staff meinbers present : John Jennings,counsel, and Yvonne Frank-
. lin, minority legislative associate.

Chairman Pimaxs,J want to welcome all of you. The Subcommit-
tee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education is cJiiduct-
ine its hearing today on occupational vocation and career education.

Our witnesses are from the Department of Defense and from the
Aerospace Foundation.

We have called the witnesses from the, Department of Defense for
two reasons: first, the Committee on. Education and Labor is now
responsible under the revised House rules for oversight of domestic
education programs operated by all Federal iimencies and depart-
ments and the Defense Department. Naturally, the Department of
Defense has one of the largest educational programs in the country.
Second, 'I believe that the Department of Defense in its many years
of training of our military personnel has developed a well of expertise
and knowledge and that this expertise and knowledge should'be made
available to the educators in the regular school tlysiein. I think it is
very fitting and proper and appropriate that we have you here on
this occasion.

Our 'first witness is Mr. I. Gfeenberg, Director of Manpower
Programs, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense. Then we have
from the Army, Maj. Gen. George IV. Putnath, Jr., Director of Mili-
tary Personnel Management; from the Navy, Rear Mm. C. N. Mitch-
ell, Deputy Director of Naval Training and Education. And from the
Marine Corps, Brig. Gen. Kenneth McLennan, Director, Manpower
Plans and Policy Division..Vso. from the Air Force, :qui. Gen. Oliver
W. Lewis, Director of Persohnol Programs; and we have Mr. James

Straubel, executive director, Aerospace Education Foundation.
I think Brig, Oen. Andrew P. Iosue is testifying for the Air Force.
All of you come around. To conserve time we will start out with

you, Mr. Greenberg, and then the others before we question the wit-
nesses.
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Go ahead, Mr. Greenberg.

STATEMENT-OF-I.--11,-GREENRERG,-DIRECTOR_OFMANMEEkTRO,_
GRAMS, OFFICE OF TEE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS

\

Mr. CfREENItERG. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it
is a pleasure to appear before this committee to discuss With you the
rule of the Department of :Defense in the national task of providing
training to the Nation's manpower. Training in the Department of
Defense is largely managed and conducted by the individual military
semi, -.1.; representatives of each of the 'four services are present with
me to discuss the training activities of the services.

Military training is an indispensable foundation for the mission
readiness of military organizations, and. therefore, for national secu-
rity. In. a broad sense,

organizations,
of individual service members and ,...-

military organizations is the major function of the military services
in peacetime. My remarks today u ill focus on the training provided
to milk idual set's, ice members to prepare them to be productive mem-
bers of their services.

Dm Mg fiscal year 1976, we project that au a v mac of approximately
250.tiou military personnel will be engaged as students in individual
tausi lung and education. These training and education programs range
from trainiiig of recruits and officer candidates, through training for
specific jobs, such as infantryman, radio repairman or aircraft pilot,
to professional military education for senior officers.

1 fns committee's interest is chiefly in A ueationd training, which
urresponds reasonably closelyto the training category we call special-
ized skill training. This is training given to officers and enlisted per-
simnel which prepare[si them for >Zpeeifie military jobs. Most pe -
sonnel rec&ive training of this type ;nunedsig.,..ly after completing
training designed as a basic introduction to military lifethat is, in
the vase of enlisted personnel. a (tor the completion of' recruit training:

Additional specialized skill training is protided at a later stage
to some military members who require fin titer training to develop
higher levels of skill or to prepare them for supervisory responsi-
bil it However. I will concentrate my remarks on initial skill train-
ing for enlisted personnel, which is.most similar to A orittinal training
as the term is ordinarily used.

Initial training is made up of approximately 800 courses.
:1 hese courses vary a great deal in length. from 2 weeks for relatively
simple skills which can be developed through further training on the
job to up to a full year for such highly techtical skills as nuclear
reactor specialist. The Average course length is 9 to 10 weeks. Com-
pletion of an initial skill course usually qualifies an enlisted member
for the award of a military occupational specialty code or rating at
the lowest skill le -el. The member then is assigned to a job in an
operational orgataation amid progresses, through job expetience, to
the iou clievman level. ,

In fiscal year 1976, about 510,000 enlisted ,recruit training graduates
will enter initial skill training conducted. in schools and training
centers at military installations throughout the tnited States.
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The committee has expressed interest in lessons the Department of
Defense has learned in training w hick might hate application to
train ing n oi ti_set.tor.--IlJelieve_thatitis_fair4osay-that-an,--
interchange of inftumation on training methods bit een the military
and civilian sectors has existed fur many years, to the benefit of both.
While there are probably few techniques in use in military training
which are not known to the civilian educational community, much of
the military training experience has Ade% ance to rocational training
in any setting. I will touch on three factors of particular importance
to the effectiveness of ntilitary training, and the sus ice representatives
can elaborate on matters of interest to the conunittee.

One paramount task of any educational institution is to insure theit
it teaches what the student needs toknow in his or her-subsequent job.
Lath of the military ben, ices has developed procedures for this pur-
pose which are used in structuring new courses or modifying existing.
-courseg. The heart of the process is a detailed analysis of the tasks
actually performed MA military job. This analysis becomes the basis
for deciding what tasks should be taught in the course, what instruc-
tional methods should be used, and what parts of the learning process
can be deferred to later learning on the job, This procedure maximizes
the probability that the student will gain the exact skills required in
the least amount of time. Proper use of this technique provides bene-
fits in terms of effective and purposive learning and efficient use of
training manpower.

.$;`. second characteristic of military training is the very extensive
use of hands-on training as opposed to the traditional lecture method
of ti.acbing. In a typical military training course, the student learns
on the same equipment, or training devices based. on the same equip-
ment, that he or she will be using later, on the job.

For example, a course for automotive mechanics will consist pri-
marily-of training oil the military vehicles in use in that service and on
training' de% ices, such as cutaway engines`; designed to simulatothe
actual vehicles. We have found, as have civilian educators, that many
young trainees who have difficulty in learning from oral instruction or
reading respond quite fat orably to learning through performance'of
job-related manual tasks. Military courses also make extensive use of
audio% isual teaching aids. In this area and others, the military services
bate been in the forefront in the development and Use of teining
technology.

A. third charactetiAle of military training is the maintenance of
high standards fur successful completion of sal training courses. Stu-
tlents must pass appropriate tests, with emphasis on performance test-
ing, to meet the requirements for graduation. The Department of De-
fense is in a rather unique position in the respect that it is ,both
the trainer and the employ er of skilled manpower. The service training
establishments are under pressure to produce, with the least feasible,

*expenditure of time. skilled awl motivated personnel who can perform
satisfactorily as men tbers of military organizations. Many military in-
structors lime served super% isors mthe skills they teach, and other
feedback mechanisms are hi ilhe to correct course deficiencies and to
improve the quality of the graduates.

In addition to training specifically desimied to teach military skills,
many- military personnel partiopa e in the Noluntary education pro-
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ovum ThiFi off-duty program i comparableto adult education progiams
in the civilian sector, helps military personnel to fulfill their personal.

'aspirations- while improving their capabilities as 2erviee members:
Participation is funded either through tuition assistance, with the
military Service paying up to _75 percent of the tuition costs, or
through inserviceGI bill benefits.

In recent Tears the voluntary education program has become in-
creasingly oriented toward vocational training hi response to the inter-
ests of the students. Junk, colleges, community colleges told technical
schoolslocated near military installations hale been most helpful to
service educational services officers in =kilo! more \ oentional oppor-
tunities available. ApProximately 20 percent of all military personnel
participate in the voluntary education program, including both uca-
tional and other types of education. In addition to upgrading the
capabilities of service numbers. the voluntary education program has
_been beneficial in helping the services to attract and retain qualified
personnel.

The. :voluntary education program is an important example of the
interface between military and civilian training. Another example of
the interface is the increasing movement toward acceptance of ap-
plicable military. raining for

increasing
credit in civilian educational

institutions or for credit against labor union apprenticeship standards.
These examples give an indication of the degree of cooperation that

existsibetween the military and civilian sectors in assisting the educa-
tional aspirations of our service members. I will now, discuss some of
the ways in which the Department of Defense assists in civilian tlain-
ing and education.

Perhaps the most important training-related service the Department
of Defense provides the civilian community sterns from the Depart-
ment's role in producing skilled manpower. Most of the young people
who enter military service have no marketable skill. Each year thou-
sands of military personnel return to civilian life. Many have mastered
skills while in service which are directly applicable to civilian iobs..

There are, of conrse, many military skills which have no civilian.
counterparts. Even those service personnel who have not attained a
skill useable in civilian life.. how er, can bene.fit from their ext,erieljte
in working with others toward a common goal.

Specinfin(intion should he made of former military instructors who,
after leaving the sere ice, become teachers in eh Man educational inAi-
tutions. These former military instructors have. over the years, ken
instrumental in making military training methods available to the
civilian sector.

The military services develop teaching materialssyllabi, manuals,
audio-visual aidsin many courses which are similar to eh Man train-
ing courses. Many of these teaching materials ictin be. and are, pur-
chased by and used by civilian educational institutions. The 'Depart-
mont of Defense has cooperated with the 'U.S. Office of Education and
other interested organizations in efforts to facilitate this intercha Nye.

We feel this form of cooperation can bo of substantal benefit to.,
cis lian educational institutions and e stand ready to cooperate in this
eurleavor.

The services also, in some cases, make facilities. such as elksroorus
or shops, available to local civilian educational institutions if it can
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{Rine without additional cost to the service pi' if arrangements can be
wackier appropriate rehnbursement.

The Defense Stipp lv Agency administers a Tools for Schools pro-
gram which.arranaes fur the-Gm et DOD equipmenroultd-for-vocii-
tional training to eix ilian educational institutions. The equipment is
maintained at no Lost to the Go% annient, and remains avaifable for

s Department of Defense usu in, any emergency. Schools in 44 States
has, i.t.bdilefited from thib lx ()gram since it was initiated in 1955. Civilian
.schools also benefit from the -donation of surplus DOD property, under
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of ,194(
throutg,,h the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
propriate State agencies.

Witnesses who follow me will provide other examples ()now the
Departmelit, of Defense coopeiates with civilian filming organiza-
tions. o

There are definite limitations to the actions which the Department
of Defense can properly take to assist in civilian training and edu;
,cat kin. Our funds are appropriated by the Congress for the mission of
national security, and iti e have no legal basis for expending funds for
other purposes. '

A. precedent which is relevant in this matter is the tongressional
action in terminating Project Transition. This program provided' skill
training for military personnel (luring duty-hours with the objective
of helping them to find employment after leaving the service. In recom-
mending termination osf, the program, in its report on the defense
appropriations bill for fiscal 1914, the

,in
Appropriations Com-

mittee stated that, "This training program dots not contribute in
any way to the readiness or effectiveness of the military forces."

The calmittee also noted that similar training was offered by the
Veterans' Administration and the Department of Labor. 'Based on
this and other precedents, the Department of Defense considers that
there are strict limits to the actions it can properly take in assisting in
training and education which is not directly related to the, national
security mission.

Within these limitations, the Department of Defense stands ready to
cooperate fully with the civilian educational community. Act I have
indicated, much fruitful interchange has occurred in the past, and
both the Department of Defense and the civilian educational coin-
munity have been beneficiaries of this interchange.

In closing, I hope that these brief remarks will be useful to the
committee's understanding of training as it is conducted in the De-
partment of Defense. We fully share the committee's objective of
providing opportunities for sticational training for the yeting people
of the Nation, and we take pride in the contribution the Department
of Defense his made in moving toward this objective.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, very much. You have been very
hielrifui.

We will now hear from the Army, General Putnam.

s
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STATEMENT OP MAJ. GEN. GEORGE W. PUTNAM, JR., DIRECTOR OF
MILITARY PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF THE

General Prrx.im. nefiSre I-read my fneroared statement, I would
like to introduce Dr. Rainier, NOV h the educational ads iser to the
commandingSeneral of our Training, and Natalia, Command.

Chairman l'ERIONS. T would like t4 ask the ,military personnel if
you have anyone here connected w ith the administration of the 01
bill of rights pursuant to World War II, fellow fug World, IVar 11,
after that enactment?

General PurxAm. The other individual I would like to introduce
is Col. Charles F. Blip's, who is the dhector of the Education
Directorate. Office of the Adjutant General. He is familiar with mili-
tary educational programs.

Chairman Pratillxs. Go ahead.
General PrTx.Am. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before

your ,subcommitte today and pm ide infounation concerning the
Arm?'s.education anetraining system as well as the ..,-,.nny's potinitial
role iaNsupport of civilian vocational- technical proguims. -

At the ohtset4 would point out that the Army is authorized to
provide special or technical services, inelialing vocational training,
to State and local units of government, under authority of title III
of : the Intergoveuanental Cooperqtion Act of 1968Pablie Law
9O-577. ?

As required by thitt law, this treeing, along with other services
provided. is reported annually in a siunmary report to the Govern-
ment Operations Committees of both the House and Senate. .The
type and amount of training' support :tries from year to year:
however, during the past 2 years much of the training has been his
enforcement oriented. Far exathple, a nutula r of prsons from local
jurisdictions have received polygraph operator trailing at the r.S.
.1nny Military Police School, add last teat the Arm) trained three
D.C. Metropolitan Police officers as hel icopter pilots.

The offering of vocational training to persons outslae the Federal
Government is restricted by Public Law ft0-:',77 which limit. the
provision of services, ineluding.vocational training. to that a hidi is
not available through "ordinary business channels"; that is, from
priVately operated trade. or technical schools. In all eases; Ain ice
rendered by the Army require reimbur'semeilt.

The Army has for many years played a significant role in sup:
porting the vocational-technical training and skills rmuirements of
the million sector. This support has largely Leen reflected by the
extensive numbers of vocationally trained military personnel who-
enter industry imo.jt discharge from the service.

For example, the elect:an:es industries in the vicinity of Fort Mon-
mouth, N..T., have drawn heavily upon former military personnel who
hail been trained in various electronic skills by the signal school at Fort
Modmouth. Stmlieg done for the Department of Defense estimate that
50.001 Army personnel with vocational skills are absorbed annually by
r.S industry and that this transfer of Army vocational skills to tkp
civilian sector has a value of ,$1. billion. It is apparent, therefore, that

.4
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military vocational programs in electronics; automotive,, and related
filechanical repair skills are relevant to the civilian sector.

'1' -lie transferability of these-pregrams, however, requires further
definition. There is high transfmabiaty for trained military personnel .

entering related ch than areas. The transferability of Army vocational <

programs of instruction is more difficult but is achievable.
The difficulty stems from the fail that ...k.rmy training programs re-

fleet Army training and anitenace requirements. To be useful in a

neeeds at which they4tre aimed.
civilian sector these pro lams of instruction would have to be restruc-
tured based on, the vetch exivilia

This -front end' anal3sts Iluttki eliminate materials no relevant to
these ci%;ilialt. recittireliittlitS and very pc.,...ibly identify the need for
additions to existing Akuy pi ("grams to meet civilian needs.

While feasible, additional.funds w ould be required to reshape and
restructure Army progqins for use in the civilian sector. The cost of
restructuring existin,, courses, hone or, should prove lessexpensive.
than the ;Hi t la Om or7-41ibn elopoiont' of completely new programs.

17 he reference to re:Arm:tin ing Army programs for use in the civilian
sector is relevant to thl'.8. Army s new training approaches and
techniques. One of our useful methodologies employs analysis of the
maintenance requinpuents for a specific ipece of equipment to produce
step-by-step simplified basic direction's for such admission.

Job performath e aids developed from this approach have improved -
maintenance by drastically reducing errors. This approach also re-
duces the level of reading required to the fifth grade' level as well as

4 'the apti;ude scoring lea el required to Assimilate tocational skills.
Perlmps most, importaid, this analp.is leads to significant reductirms*

in the amount of training needed to successfully-operate, mainta in and
repair equipthent, which-are,the salient skills to be found in most voca-
tional to ailing .

Army experience in the managelnent of training programs should
prove useful in the el N Dian sector'. In this instance, management refers
to.the ways in which training information can be communicated to the
student. The Army lies an extensil o investment inthe development of
educational technology Whit li bas expanded the boundaries of c 'eta
techniques by 'Wm iding nee and more effective ways of dev opin<,nl

and conununreating instructional information.
The most recent e&amplo of this approach is to be found in the

current U.S. Army Training Extension Courses TEC. The program
combines these features:

. .
, %,t

First : Courseware which has been developed using systems engineer-
ing techniques to define curse objective, validation, and student par-
ticipation. .

Second : A systhm for present ingth is Valuing instruction to students"
outside of.h. formal instit Mien through use of 'transportable superthin
projection equipment. and tweompanying study materials. Hundreds of
these programs have been developed and 'thousands of 'military stn..
dertHworldw;de-have learned from them. `

Develonmseut of thaw p rogra i its has led to a new industry in southern
California composed of personnel skilted in dei-elooing trainine ma-
terialsartists, programers. itistruetional technologists, and the e hole
spetrum of those needed to produce effective training instruction.

'
.
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In short, the civilian sector now possesses a significantly increased. potential, stemming from the support of the U.S. Army's TEC pro-
gram, for applying new techniques ILL civilian vocational training.

Other examples of Army advancements in educational technology
are: (1), t'he employment of television and television fecordIngs for
producing and exporting instructional materials; (2) thedevelopment
of simulated performance tests for measut ing skills in a cost-effective
and valid manner; (3) the development of automatic test response and
recording procedures aimed at replacing more expensive paper and
pencil systems with electronics systems. ,

The Army continues to review existing training techniques and, when
practital, implements new programs' to enhance the con i 1/etc:lice of its
soldiers. Increased reliance is being placed on skinulati 1 e and com-
municative training devices to teach technical programs of instruction.
Most of these initiatives require significant short-term investments, but
all are designed to improve training efficiency and effectiveness and
reduce long -term costs:

You may be interested to learn that an affiliate of the Educational
Resources Information Center, ERIC. of the National Institute of
Education recently expressed a desire to make contact with military
service educators and service schools to make them aware of ERIC
servi,es and to gain access to educational materials, stuilies, evalua-
tions. and methodologies that are used within DOD. .

A5 many of von are already aware, ERIC is a vast computerized
repository of educational information which was conceived in the
Offite of Education in the mid-1960's as a comprehensive catalog-

-ing and retrieval system for providing ready access to educational
literature.

The director of ERIC has indicated a desire to include such Depart-
ment of the Army originated materials as; service school programs
of instruction. Army training manuals which deal with instructional
methods and educat nal technology, results of Army-sponsored edu-
cational studies and surVeys, evaluations of Army education and train-
ing programs, educational methodologies used by the Army, and fin-
ally. other materials as appropriate which descriVe the Army education
and training profframs.

The Adjutant General, Department of the Army, has been desig-
nated as the Army point of contact for ERIC and is now communi-

teating with the major Army education and training commands urging ,
cooperation consistent with available time and resources.

In snmmftry, the Army's training system has the potential for signifi-,
cant contributions to the vocational-technical requirements of tit
civilian sector.

Contributions made by the Army will require assurance that such
training is not in direct competition with civilian trade and techni-
cal schools. In addition, Army ,programs of instruction would ,need
restructuring to meet civilian needs, and this. in turn, would ryquire
additional funding. ,

Regardless of these obstacles, the Army stands ready to render
whatever' assistance we can to help the subcommittee ach eve its
ob iectives.

/
Chairman PETUCINS. Thank You very much, General Put n am.
We will now go toAdmival Mitchell.
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STATEMENT Ur REAR ADM. C. N. MITCHELL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVY

Aomam, Tcnru.. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before
you to discuss the .Na vy's effort in theNocational and technical tiain-
mg area. 1 appreciate your interest in how we approach tec-hnical
training and in our interface with the civilian training world and I
will try to cover these points briefly.

We, like the other services, has e unique training requirements; for
example, there is no civilian market for gunners mates or swim tech-
nicians. Unlike the other sell ices, howet er,Navy technical training
is primarily oriented tow ard liting,.operating3f and fighting at sea,,
and from that fact springs a unique philosophy of training.

Ships come in different sizes but they have much in common. in
requirements. To achieve the mix of training which a large number of
different types of ships dictates, the Navy has established over ii,000
specialized courses at C5 schools in technical training. Furthenhoie,
more intensive training has to Le provided than in an unconstrained
training environment, ashore.

In fiscal year la% the Navy expects to have 39,795 student man-
years of specialized training or 39,798 people on the as erago each day
in specialized training.

Turning to the interface with the civilian' world, there are signifi-
cant areas where we hate done this successfully. I efightin is au im-
portant Navy training concern. Many cit ilian 'fie fighters la\ e been
trained at Navy training centers. In the medica a agreements
have been made between hospitals and 77 colleges to oxide off-hour
utilization of facilities. Under the Navy Campus -rcr achievement, the
Navy has been pursuing ways with college, associations and the JDe-
partmeru. of Labor to determine how Navy skills can be matched with
civilian requirements. Technical training in the Navy has many
matches with vocational training in the civilian sector. The must
thorough of these matches is contained in Operations Resea.k,h,

[0.11I] Technical Reports 7% and 795. .

These studies, conducted under the sponsorship of the Office of N,
Research, provide a wealth of information about the relationship
tween Navy and civilian technical and vocational training,. The con-
clusions show that there is an abundance of commonality between
many of the training programs, and with some adjustments the
matches can be made entirely compatible.

Much of our training material can be useful in civilian training.
Advancement in rating manuals can be purchased from the Gover-
ment Printing Office, and training films from the National Audio% isual
Center.

The Naval Institute has completed a survey of courses to determine
what would be suitable for conversion to civilian usage.

There are serious limitations on what we can do, however. Re.,'ruit-
ing is cyclic. Some periods we hate slack but many times, as now, we
have schools on double shift.,All our resources are programed.

All our training is related to our mission and requirements. To the
extent that these coincide with ci% ilian requirements w, can accom-
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modate them, but we have neither license nor resources to deviate from
our appointed mission. To sum up, we have been working with the
civilian sector in areas where we can. We will continue to do so and
will welcome opportunities to do so provided our resources and nds-
si on permit.

With regard to what the Navy is doing in vocational training here
are a few highlights. We are :tail ely seeking methods of reducing re-
quirements for instructor personnel through increased use of com-
puters. 1V lean heavily on our job task analysis approach.

This forms.a haseline for the training,. We break the training into
parts, so that the studentean operate at his own pace. In the manage-
ment, and tmckino:t, we use the computer in computer-managed in-
struclti on.

With regard to preparing the student for training and remediation,
our approach is to test the recruit when he enters the service and at-
tempt to steer him into an area where ho has the motivation to learn
and the capacity to advance.

As WO have moved from the draft to the all-volunteer force, motiva-
tions and ability levels haVe changed. As we find ourcclves in reces-
sion, we have no major problems in getting quantity and quality. Our
concern is what will happen in the 1980's when the Nation comes out of
recession and the available numbers of military-age Americans will be
much lower.

We are attempting to study this type of problem, as well as siich
things as regional or cultural differences in the trainability of individ-
uals., but to date have reached no significant conclusions.
- weleame the opportunity to cooperate fully in any area soli re a

,worthwhile exchange can take place and our resources and mission
perrnit.

If the civilian sector desires to approach the military on intitter of
policy relating to. specialized, technical, or vocational training, this
should be accomplished at the headquarters level. Arrangements for
use of Nary eqmpment, facilities, curriculums and other materials.
once policy issues are solved, can best be handled at the local geographi-
cal level and this method is recommended. This will permit the inter-
change to accommodate specific local problems.

Mr. Chairman, thank yon, sir.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL C. N. MITCHEL'', DEPUTY DIRCCTOR, NAVAL
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Rear Admiral Mitchell is substituting for Vice Admiral James B. Wilson,
the 'Director of Naval Education and Train trig and the Cblef of Naval Education
and Training. who is recovering from a heart attack.

Mr. Chairman, It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before ynu
to disenss the Navy's efforts In the vocational and technical training area. In the
light of your responsibility to oversee all domestie educathm programs. T apprer I
ate your interest In how we approach technical training and in nnr interface with
the civilian training world and I will try to cover these points briefly.

In relating Navy technical training to civilian vocational training the Navy
has a spcoar problem. We, like the other services, have unique training require-
mentsfor, example, there is no civilian market fnr gunners mates or sonar
teehniciass. Unlike the other services, however, Navy technical training is
primarily oriented toward living, operating and fighting at sea, and from that
fact springs a unique philosophy of training.
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One way to look at this lb by looking at ships themselves. Ships come in dif-
ferent sizes, but they Kaye much in common in engineering, A.-omMunications,
weapons, navigation, housekeeping, damage control and battle requirements. A
certain number of specific skills must be present on board each ship whenever it
leaves the pier. These AIM must bein effectpoured into the sailors who man
the ship. As a general rule, therefore, sailors from small ships need to receive
more training than those in large ships. To achieve the complex mix of training
which a .large number of different types of ships dictates, the Navy has estab-
lished over 5000 specialized courses at 6.1 sm.huois in technical ftaining. Further-
.more, because of limited berthing space in a small ship, more intensive training
has to be provided than would be the case in an unconstrained training environ-
ment ashore. To give you an idea of the magnitude of our technical training
operation, in the specialized training categoryw Lich Wades enlisted and some

e -officer courses in skills .related directly to their duty nssignmentsthe Navy
estimates 6-16,784 course ,starts and 620,7&4 course completions in FY 1070. Some
of these courses are as brief as 1 day and others are as long as sixty weeks, When
it is averaged out, however, the preponderance is on the short side, and in FY 1976
the Navy erects to hale 39,798 student man years of specialized training or
39,796 people on the average each day in specialized training. In general, the more
basic the purse, the more the participants. Examples include aviation Nude-

. mental (15,057 graduates, 23 days) and machinist mate (3;61 graduates, 19
-days). As training becomes more athauced course sizes (Nintile and training be-
'comes more individualized.

Turning now-to the question or interface with the civilian world, there are
significant areas where we have done this successfully in the pa,t and arc doing
it now. Firefighting is an important Navy training concern Tlihim has propelled
the Navy to the forefront in this important area. Many eh ilia...firetighters gore
been trained at Navy training ceitien, and many civilian trainio; ,oef,rs are
Modeled after the Navy-installations-In the medical area agreenn nts have been
made between hospitfils and seventy.ses en colleg( s to pros ide ,off-hour utiliza-
tion of facilities' and supervised practical experjeuee fut students and trainees.
Under the aegis of our off-duty educational managenant s3 stem, the Navy
Cautpusjor Achievement, the Navy has been vigorously pursuing vs ays with col-
lege associations and the Department of Labor to determine how Navy skills
can he matched with civilian requirements and vice versa for accreditation toward
.degrees, licenses, find other recognized standards of performance.

Much of our training material an be useful in civilian training Except for
classified materials, our advancement in rating manuals can he purchased from
the Government Printing Office, and our training films from the Whom) Alma,-
.visual Center. In addition. we are actively developing a capability to provide
entire sets of classroom materials for nse in civilian educational programs. The

- Naval Institute has just completed a:survey of over 2000 Navy courses to deter
mine what would be suitable for cons ersion to civilian usage, and has identified
106 for this purpose. The $40,000 for this survey was provided by the Office of
Education. The Naval Institute converted all the Navy Basic Electricity and
Electronics materials including the student texts. instructormanual, audio visual
materials, etc. We are anticipating that the Institute will gradually convert the
106 courses identified in-the survey so that a copy (i.e., the master reproduelbles
of all printed, audio-visual, and other formats) ccn be purchased, at cost by any
educational activity that desires to use it.

There are serious limitations on what we can do, however. We are dependent
upon recruiting and this la oycltc. Some periods we have slack but many times, as
now we have large numbers of schools on double or triple shift to handle the
loads. All our resources are programmed, and we are-hard pressed to aeromplish
what we consider our minimum requirements in training. Further, all our training
Is related to our mission and requirements. To the extent that these coincide with
civilian requirements, we can accommodate them, but we have neither license nor
resources to deviate from our appointed mission. Lest this seem cold let me point
out that many of our service people. either voluntarily or as "moonlighters" take
their skills into the civilian community to teach, learn and otherwise interact, We
encourage time voluntary participation and tolerate the "moonlighting" to the
extent that it does not Interfere with military duties. This relationship is not
limited to those In uniform either. Many vs Ives and dependents are learning and
teaching in ,hospitals across the United States. To stun this up, we have been
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working with the civilian sector in areas where we eau. in ways \Odell we can.
We will continue to doso and will welcome opportunities to do so provided our
resources and mission permit.

With regard to the question of what the Navy is doing in vocational train-
ing here are a few highlights from some of the areas in which we believe you
have an interest. We are actively seeking methods of reducing rtabirements
for Instructor personnel through increased use of computers. We lean heavily on
thetechniques developed by behavioral scientists In our "job task analysts ap-
proach".. In this effort, we examine ,each required task in detail, break it into
its 'basic -parts, and then put it Wick together as simply as we can. The
product then forms a base hue for the training. We break the training into
modular parts, so that the student can operate at his own pace, eliminating
sections he knows and spending more time on those sections where lie needs
attention. It Is in the management and tracking of the various students pro-
ceeding at different speeds that we use the computer its Computer ManagedInstruction.

With regard to the question of preparing the student for training and remedia-
tion, our approach is to test the recruit when lie enters the service and attempt
to steer hint into an area where he has the motivation to learn and the capacity to
advance. Remedial education in mathematics and reading is provided as itis needed, but this is a small pertion of our effort. Furthermore, as we havemoved from the draft to the all volunteer force, motivations ,and ability
levels have changed. Now, as we find ourselves in recession, we 'have no majorproblems in getting quantity and quality. Our-concern is what will 'happen
in the .1980s when the nation comes out of recession and the available numbers
of military age Americans will be much lower. We are attempting to study this
type of problem, as well as such things as regional or-cultural differences in the
trainability of individuals, but to date, have reached no significant conclusions.:

-In closing, let me say that we are aware that many of our skill require-
ments are very close, in -some mews, to those in the civilian sector, and in
some areas, such as medical technology and the construction areas it is hardto tell where one ends and the other begins. We welcome the opportunity tocooperate fully in any Area where a worthwhile exchange can take ,place andour resources and mission permit.

Chairman Pillt1KINS. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be from the Marine Corps, General :McLennan.

STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. KENNETH McLENNAN, DIRECTOR,
MANPOWER PLANS AND POLICY DIVISION, HEADQUARTERS, 'U.S.
MARINE CORPS

GeneralafcLErrnix. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
with your,permission I would ilike to submit for the record a state-
ment on Marine Corps skill and vocational training and briefly sum-
marize it.

Chairman PkRIZINS. 'Without objection.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF BRIGADIER GENERAL KENNETT( MCLENNAN, DIRECTOR, 'MANPOWER
PLANS AND POLICY DIVISION, HEADWARTIMS, U.S. MARINE Cones

SHILL AND VCCATIONAL TRAINING

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am Brigadier General
Kenneth McLennan, Director, Manpower Plans and Policy Division, +Head-
nuarters, TY,S. Amine Corps. I am pleased to appear before you for the first
time in regard to skill and vocational-type training conducted by the Marine
/Corps. My statement -will address the Marine Corp. skill qualification program
and other vocational-type training matters that bear upon elilian vocational
education being considered by this committee.

1.
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SKILL QUALISIOATION TRAINING

The Marine Corps skill qualification training program is designed to provide
officers and enlisted Marines with the skills and knowledge needed to perform
the specific jobs to which they will be assigned during their tern's of service
within the Marine Corps, Skill (nullification Valuing consists of both initial and
advanced skill training. Initial skill training is given to all enlisted Marines
innuediatey after the completion of reciult training and to all officers inninsh-
ately after the completion of their bask officer 0:tilling. Ath awed skill train-
ing is-conducted later in their careers and provides the technical and leader-
ship skills required in their occupational specialties to quallb them for advan,se-
meat in grade and the resultant increase in responsibility. Approximately
5b,400 Marines will enter initial and athunced skill training courses in FY711.

INITIAL MILL TRAINING

Entry-level initial skill training represents about 77 percent of the twill
speeialized skill training loads conducted in formal schoos in FY7e The spedfir
purpose of this entry-level training is to twinkle Marines with the nece'sary
knowledge, technical, proficiency and professional depth to meet the speific
prerequisites for obtaining a primary military oLet.pational specialty. This
military occupational specialty, ur MOS, defines the individual's occupational
or job qualifications and is used to assign a Marine to billets for which lie
is qualified.

Initial skill training Is provided not only through formal school instruction,
but also by means of various on the-job training, or OJT, programs. Approxi-
mately 43,800 Marines will enter formal training courses In FY70, whereas
about 20,200 Marines will receive that initial skill training in FY70 thrbugh
an OJT program. The discussions-of our skill training programs in the remain-
ing portions of my statement will relate principally to formal training.

FORMAL SCIfOOL TRAINING

Formal training is provided to our Marines in Marine Corps schools, other
Services' schools and civilian institutions. The Marine Corps fully utilizes
formal courses of instruction available from the other Services and sends
about 29 percent of the Marines requiring initial skill training to other Service'.'
formal Schools. The remaining 71 percent, or about 31,000 Marines in FY76, will
attend formal courses of instruction conducted 10 Marine. Corps sponsored
schools. We have 9 major Marine Corps installations where the majority of
our schools are located. These installations are situated in the states of North
and South Carolina, Virginia,'Oeorgia and California.

FORMAL TRAINING COURSE DESIGN.

The content of our formal training courses is designed to meet jhe specific
training needs of the Marine Corps. In general, the courses of instruction con-
ducted by time Marine Corps reflect the unique amphibious missioon of the Ma-
rine Corps. fly this I wean that the skills taught and the equipment utilized
are those that would be appropriate for Marines in our operating forces, the
Fleet Marine Force, while engaged In amphibious operations.

The Marine Corps uses the systems approach for designing formal emirs( s
of instruction. The keystone of the systems approach-is -the task analysis of
the jobs to which the trainees will be assigned after completion of their
training. Another importnui aspect of this approach is feedback from the
field command about how well the graduate performs in his job and any
weaknesses noted L his qualifications for his job. TI--se comments from the
field are then evaluated and changes, a,, appropriate. are made, hi the cenr,e
of instruction. As a result. the content of' our instruction reflects, no more
and no less, the.skIlis needed by the trainees In their first job assignments.

TRAINING TIME AND RESOUROES

Marine Corps training instructors, equipment and facilities are fully utillud
in satisfying the specific training requirtments of the Marine Corps. Inefliciew m
in the use of student training time and Instructor personnel ultimately rep-
resents lower numbers of Marine assigned to the Fleet Marine Force. Staffing

52- 945 75--vol. 2-22
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of our formal schools reflects the minimum number of personnel needed to
handle programmed student loads. As 1 arc sure that you are anare, the Armed
Services and Appropriations Committees of the Congress and the Office of the
Seeretnry of Defense continue to review and monitor the formal training con-
due ad by the Services to ensure full utilization of training resources.

I would like, to describe for Sou Me typical examples of the use that is
made of our training facilities. At the Marilee Corps Engineer School located
at the Marike Cc rps Base, Camp Lejeane, North Carolina, the facilities are
full} utilized from 0700 in the 'miming until 1600 in the afternoon. Sumo
I:0MA , henevei, senee-a large-portion of-
the training is eoteducted outside the classroom, this instruction is normally
ilinited to daylight hours. This school is currently operating at maximum
student capacity.

At the Schools Battalion located at the Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton,
California. the facilities are, fully utilized from 0700 in the moruneg until about
2200 at night. Regular Marine Corps training is conducted until 1700 in the
. L101.11°43'1. after %shah all available elassruoms are used by Chapman College
and the .hinny Navy. ltaleney Of Carlsbad fur offduty toltege and high school
(lasses for Marines, their dependents and civilian employees.

These two schools typify the use that is made of all of our training facilities
around the country.

OFSDUTY TRAINING

Participath n in offehdy training courses either as students, or instructors
uoveuraged by the Marine Corps. This voluntary education program is

de- lamed to satisfy both the training needs of- the Marine Corps and the educa-
tional aspirations of our personnel. For example, Marine Corps instructors
and ether personnel having special qualifications, when their military duties
lu rmit. often teach or assist in conducting offduty classes sponsored onbase
lir it, local e h Man institutions. Since this is a voluntary service provided by the
Marines involved, ne have no statistics of the number of Marines giving of
Mel" time in this effort. In regard to students enrolled In offduty education
elasses. abbut 13,300 Marines are expected to apply for tuition assistance in
FY75. In addition to this number, there are also Marines,and their dependents
nod local civilian (111140MS attending classes in vocational or mocational areas
of interest for which tuition assistance is not involved,

(The example of an uffduty class that is of interest Is the automotive mechanics
come being taught by Palomar Junior College at Marine Corps Base, Camp
Peialleton. This class is is ing held in the automotive hobby shop onbase. Among
those students attending the course are too civilians not associated with the
military who were unable to enroll in the course conducted on the Palomar
cauq

MARINE CORPS .RESERVE

Marine Corps Reserve units scattered around the United States contribute
to the educational and vocailonal experiences of local groups through community
ac' ion programs. There are 267 Marine Corps Reserve units and staff groups
141 ,ed at 1S0 Armed Forces, Navy-Marine- Corps and Marine Corps-only training
centers within the Continental United States and Hawaii. The contributions.
made by our Reserve units include such diversities as training and leader-_
ship assistamv to scout troops to technical and.eonst ruction assistance to student
-research- groups In environmental sciences at a mid-western university.

ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL AND STATE EDUCATIQNAL AGENCIES

Within the constraints of our limited resources and extensive training work-
loads. the Marine Corps may be able to provide additional assistance to local
and state educational agencies. Certainly, we are prepred to enter into a dialog
with these agencies regarding specific employment training needs of the dis-
advantaged and handicapped at the local level. Although some skills taught
by the Marine Corps appear to be directly transferable to civilian skills, we
recognize that these skills may not be needed In the area where the military
training is eonducted. Fume examples of these bask shills are welding, plumbing,
automotive vehicle repair and construction equipment operation; however,
these courses are now operating at or near maximum student capacities. I
feel that identification of potentially transferable skills should be done pri-
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manly in connection with the dialog with the local educational agencies. In
addition, some of our training installations, such as the Marine Corps Base,
Twentynine Palms, California and the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, South Carolina, are located in remote -areas where there is not a poten-
tially large civilian training population.

We are also willing to share with local educational agencies the results
of any of our training methodology that may benefit their programs. For ex-
ample, we have had success with performance -type, or "hands-on" training with
low aptitude and educationally deprived individuals.

J
SUAISAlir

In summary, the Marine Corps is currently contributing to a Whited extent
in the skill and vocational training of the civilian community. Our limitations
in this effort involve mainly the extensive training workloads for our rictive
and Reserve Marines and the minimum resources that we program to support
this training. One of our principal contributions, however, should not be over -
loohed. We are providing useful skills to Marines, many of whom are from
disadvantaged backgrounds, to enable them to enter the civilian job, market
upon completion of their terms of service.

l' would be pleased to try to answer any questions that you may have.
General Mdink-ztAx. My statement addresses our skill 'qualification

trunting program and other' \ ocatiunal training matters that 'bear
upon civilian sucational education being considered by this committee.

The Marine Corps skill qualification training program is designed
to provide officers and enlisted marines «itli the skills and knowledge
needed to perform the specific jobs to which they will be assigned while
in the Marine Corps.

It consists of both initial and advanced skill training. Initial skill
training is gis en to all marines, both offi,:,er and enlisted, immediately
after the completion of their basic training. Advanced skill training
normally collies later in their ;careers and provides them i.,withadd
tional training in their particidar Occupational field to qualify them
for advancement in grade.

Entry level initial skill training represents about 77 percent of our
total specialized skill training kinds conducted in formal schools in
fiscal,year 1976. This.training is designed to prbvide marines with the

iessary knowledge, techni
ical

proficiency, and professional depth
,to meet the specific prerequisites for obtaining a primary military occu-

pational specialty.
Initial skill training is proyided not only t trough formal school

instruction, but also by means of various on-the-j b training programs.
About 31,00 marines will receive initial skil fraidng in formal
courses of instruction conducted in Marine Corps s cool in fiscal year
1076.

The content. of our formal training courses is designed to meet the
specific training needs of the Marine

training
and generally reflects the

unique amphibious mission of the .)farilie Corps. We use the systems
approach in designing-our courses. This approach features job task
analysis and field feedback for strengthening the instruction provided
in training marines for specific jobs.

We fully utilize the instructors, equipment, and facilities of our
training establishment in satisfying the specific training require-
ments of the Marine Corps. Inefficiency in the use ,of instructors an
student time ultimately represents lower numbers of marines assigned
to the Fleet Marine Forces.
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Participation in of duty training courses either as students or in-
structors is encouraged. This % oluntarl education piograni is designed'
to satisfy both the twining needs of the Marine Corps and the ednia-
tional aspirations of out personnel. These off-duty programs include
both tuition assistance progi anis and, other loud educational uppot
tunities for which tuition assistance is not involved.

The 207 Marine Cot vs Re.e.ree units located throughout the Unitod
States also contribute to the educational and vocational expeiiences
oflOeal groups through conimunity fiction programs.

'Within the constraints of ,our limited resources and extensive train-
ing workloads, the Marine Corp. may be able to provide additional
assistance to Local and State educational agencies. We are prepared to
enter into a dialog Stith these agencies regarding specific employ ti.eat
training needs of disadvantaged and handicapped in their areas..

We are also willing to share with these agencies our training
methodology that may help their programs.

In summary, the Marine Corps is currently contributing to a limited
extent in the skill and lovationtil training of the civilian commoniti .
One of our principal ,coati ibutions, however, is providing useful
skills to our marines, many of whom come from disadvantaged bit k-
grounds, thereby enaLliiae them to -enter the eh :Eau job market after
their release from active duty.

I would be pleased to auswer. any questions that you may have.
Thank you very mneh, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pstor.rss. Thank you very much, General.
Our next witness is from the Air Force, General Lewis.

STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. ANDREW P. IOSUE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,.
PERSONNEL, PROGRAMS, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PERSONNEL,
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AIR FORCE

General Ios-ce. Sir, I am General Josue, filling in for General Le%% is.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is certainly

pleasure to have this opportunity to appear before you. As indicated
in my,prepared statement, which will be submitted for the record

Chairman PERRYSS. Without objection your statement w 11 be in-
cluded in the record.

{The prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ;MAJ. GEN. OLIVER W. LEWIS, DIRECTOR, PERSONNEL
PROGRAM, HEADQUARTERS, USAF

GIIAIRMAN AND MEAIGERi3,43F THE Coantririt: This is the first time I` have
Apta.-.ared before your Subcommittee. The Directorate of Personnel Programs,
nosiPersonna has the responsibility for Air Force training, education. and
force programs. As a part of that responsibility, we program vocational, occupa-
tional, and career education courses to meet Air Force requirements.

the Air Force training and education programs represent a sizable investmott.
For fiscal year 1976, we have requested from Congress $1.7 Billion, or 5.8' of
the total Air,Force budget, to support these programs which are 2ssential in pre-
paring our people to prup..rly Perform their, assigned antics in -these times of
rapidly advancing technology. This amount is required for our projected paining
load of 52:000 -

In addition to filling Air Force requirements, our training and education
programs are important [menthe tools. Out enlisted personnel hate cubsisichtly
indicated that opportunity for training and education is the single most important
factor (ahead of pay, retirement, and fringe benefits) when deciding on an Air
Force career.
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Nocational training and cducation addressed in ley statement includes enlisted,
tecnuieul training, related voluntary education conducted by civilian schuuls, and
,the integraticni of this instruction into a meaningful career pattern under the
Community College of the Air Force (CCAF). I will discuss each of these pro-
grams in the remainder of my presentation.
Training

There are two major areas of enlisted vocational, occupational, and career
training in the Air Force. The first of these major areas is initial skill training
for our-enlisted-personnel. 'We -have some 2.30- courses -that average -h4.3- weeks -in-
length to train our new enlisted accessions In such areas as aircraft maintenance,
computer programming, security police, and refrigeration and air conditioning.
As you may surmise many of the aerospace skills are unique to the needs of the
Air Force. However, I hasten to point out that approximately 85-90% of Air
Fone specialized training has relevance to cis Alan occupations. In fiscal year
1976, we plan to provide initial skill training to over 72,000 personnel

The next major area:of training is referred to as skill progression. This type
of training provides our enlisted personnel with the means by which they gain
the haws Itglae to perform at the skilled, advanced, or supervisory level. Factors
that necessitate additional formal training are. new equfpment, a higher tech-

competence, and changes in the technological state-of the art. In fiscal year
197d n e, are programming fur 1,600 courses with an average length of 31.6 days.
We Hill train antic 70,000 of our personnel in this area in such diverse courses
as Nuclear Emergency Team (7 days) and Weather Equipment Repairman (289
days).

Gen.emily, our enlisted training programs are accomplished at one of our
five Technical Training Centers. We have grouped like 61,11Is where possible to
obta.n maximum utilization of equipment and.persuuncl. Fut example, at Keesler

Mississippi, we provide training in the operation and maintenance of com-
munication-electronic systems and equipment. Thu other Centers and examples
of their training programs are:

(Minute AFB, Illinois;-Aircraft Maintenance, Motor 'Vehicle maintenance,
Fire Protection. Airframe repair.

Lackland APB, TexasBasic Military Training, Security Police, Sentry Dog
Handler, Small Arms Instructor.

Sheppard APB, TexasMedical, Missile Maintenance, BefrIgeration,and Air
'Conditioning.

Lowry APB, ColorndoAvionics, Intelligence, and Supply.
In addition, certain other medical courses are taught at Brooks AFB, Texas

and courses in cryptologic sciences are taught at Goodfellow AFB, Texas.
Air Force training programs are administered using Instruction Systems

Develonment (ISD) principles to Insure that they contain precisely what is
required to perform the job. ISD is the application of systems logic to training
and vilueatIon. It is an orderly systematic prie.,ss of developing instrnctional
systems that will provide for the natural development of programmed learning
techniques in a systems context. The elements of the ISA process have been
defined as. determine exactly the job task, determine the skills already possessed,
train only for skills required, use the least cost method, and finally. establish
conadvuons feedback to confirm validity of the process. Results of the ISD appli-
cation are that each course is structured to contain precisely the required train-
ing, training it uppreprinte to the Ina\ idual..proficlenc,v Is measured _against
job performance reqnired, and the training is efficient and cost effective. To
data, the TSD process has been applied to 634 of our courses and we are currently
applying the process to 216 courses. t'sing the TSD process, we have realized an
improvement in the quality of instruction and reduced training time.
nitwit aryl attention

The Air Force is also extensively involved in post secondary technical and
oc,npat tonal instruction through the Air Force Education Services Pre gram. This
program, which is,managed through education cutters on each installation, con-
ducts extensive voluntrey. part-time educational netivities in eneneration with
cis Mao institutions. The Air Force student is eligible for nartielluition oggist-
it nee /75cA, of tuition fees). This tuition assistance is nrovided from Air Force

fund,.. The fir. limitation is :BOOM be sperial provi.ion in DOD Annro-
peintien Act end Antilles to all Ft-1'N IveR. Military Personnel ish., have eomnletod
six months of active duty may also elebt to use in-service educational benefits-

.
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under the GI Bill instead of tuition assistance. Curtailment of either the VA
program or our own tuition assistance would severely hurt our voluntary educa-
tional programs and impact on our vocational programs. The education?! oppor-
tunities are made realistic be work of our education tservices officers in
arranging for the conduct of on-base courses and programs. Until 1971, Meee
programs were predoininitial) in the liberal arts "academic" areas. During the
last four years, however, major stress has been kiven.to the teChnical/occupa-
tional areas. At the present tune, almost all major Air Force bases, worldwide,
sponsor one or more on-base programs in the occupational education area. Me4r of
these programs are conducted-la cooperatiwew ith-juniur- and-community-eolh
Several are offered by four-y e.ir institutions. During fiscal year 1973, there we re
more than 3100 contse enrollments by utlieers and over 35,800' by airmen in
technical/occupational programs. Participation for fiscal )car 71 show eel ,aili-
stantial growth in this area (3,390 officers and 45,613 enlisted course enr01-
merits). The trend continues upward, as is reflected in occupational course
enrollments for the first quarter only of fiscal year 75:

TECHNICALACCUPATIONAL CIVILIAN SCHOOL, ENROLLMENTS (JULY SEPTEMBER 1974)

Course
enrollments Individuals

Enlisted c 15,178 10,709
Officer 931 S02

At nearly all Air Force installations, it is now feasible for officers and airmen
to complete certificate and degree programs with cis than schools from high
school completion, occupational and academic associate degrees, to baccala art Ate
and masters degrees through soluntary off -duty programs. The credits earned in
the occnpational and low ci-di%Ision academic programs are fequoitly applicable
to the Community College of the Air Force programs.
Community College of the Air Force (CCAF)

The Community College of the Air Force (CCAF), established in April 197°
and effectively open for student registration in May 1973, provides a visible, ac-
credited vocational training and education opportunity fur Air Force cull-fed
personnel. CCAF effectively ties together, vocational training programs em-
ducted at our Technical Training Coters with the voluntary off -duty college-
level courses administered under M Education Services Program. The Tel fi-
nical Training Centers which provide the occupathinal core of the CCM? cur-
riculums are all fully and Independently accredited by the appropriate region41
accreditingtassociations. CCM,' is itself fully and independently accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools through its Commission 9n Occupa-
tional Education Institutions.

Each of COAF's study programs combines offerings of the accredited Air
Force-technical schools with the offerings of civilian colleges and universitleq,
which Air Force personnel attend in their off -duty time. These programs. which
lead to the award of the Career Education Certificate, require, the completion of
a minimum of 64 semester hours In three areas . at least 24 hours In technical edu-
cation, at least 21; ,hours in related education, and six hours of management and
military science. The related education retptiremonts of each program are care-
fully selected to complement the technical skills acquired while pursuing the
technical education requirements. Furthermore, the fICAF transcript provides
impetus for airmen to enroll la local colleges. To date, there have been over 90,000
CCAF tanscripts printed. a h er 1500 colleges across the country, representing over
50 per ment of the higher vile( a tion institutions in the country have used these
documents for student jilacement in their programs.

CCAF is worldwide in scum offerinc its study programs and student seri L es
to over 500,000 eligible enlisted.rnen and women dispersed among over 200 major
and minor installattons iu the United States and 21 foreign countries. CCAF
currently maintains the au adenale records of over 300,000 personnel, over ,14,000
of whom are Actively Formulae one of crArs more than SO technical educatim
programs. The number of-voluntary registrants is grossing at a rate of over 1,000
per month.

Because approximately S:ir percent of the Air Force occupations have civilian
counterparts, the appropriate path for the technical education of Air Force ea-

,
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listed personnei somewhat parallels Unit fur Members of the cis than cur aicinit3..0
CCAIf programs closet:, resemble the offetings of the best sucational13-ut tented
commitnity and junior colleges across the nation.

We know that you are partieahtrly interested in the assistance gis en by the
Air Force tq civillan'vocational schools. The CCAF has pursued,an aggassive

- program ,to,actisely assist post secondary institutions and educatietial assucia-
tioos in acquiring Air Force curricular materials and in 81)03111g the Instruc-
tional S3 stem Deselopment techniques pioneered by Alr Force ti itutig peistainci.
In this regard, CCAIf ads as an intermediary and consultant to insure thatr.o

hest of our ability, the vast resource of instructional eutterilils are made
available to civilian post secotidar3 Institutions Initiating similar programs.

The major thrust of the CCAF effort in this 'wpm t has been twofold. Acting
through the Southern Association of Colleges amid School, Commission on Oc-
cupational Edueaticn Institutions (SACS, COEI),,CCAF serves in an ads km.;
capacity to a nine-state consortium w hich has undertaken the th. elopment of
catalogs of performance-based obJectIves and criterion mea.ures. CCAF joined
this consortium, known as the Vocational -Tecln Education Consortium of
States lV-TlCS), lu Aprt11973 and has hosted or cosponsored five confereneeS
or wforkshops with consortium personnel, pros Whig valuable assistance to more
than200 educators from the sotitheastern United States.

The other major role CCAF plays. in this area is in acting as a central point
for the dissemination of Air Force curricular materials. Current Air Force reg-
tilationS provide for this sharing of instructlunal materials with the civilian
education community, and CCAF sees this mission as one of returning a resource
to the nation. Requests _for such materials are increasing dramatitally and are
allowing civilian institutions to institute technical education programs a ith

course development expenditures. Approximately 150 requests has e bet ti
received fIrApch materials since 1 Jaauary 1973 and the requests for calendar
year 1974 Wire tenfold greater than the previous year.

These requests were in large part stixnulated by CCAF participation in and,
presentations at eleven national and regional education meetings between Janu-

ary 1973 and March 1975. These presentations offered the assistance of the CCAF
and the Air Force to those china!' educators hoping to improve and expand their
technical education programs. The continued rise in requests and the use of the
materials in civilian programs attests to the quality of Air Force technical train
ing and the applicability of CCAF study programs to the needs of enlisted per-
sonnel Whether they remain in the Air Force fur a career or return to the
community to practice their Air Force acquired skills.

In summary, Air Force training, voluntary education, and Community Colltge
of the Air Force programs are designed to meet our requirements for skilled
[movie to man weapons systems and support positions. At the sanit time, our pro-
grams help the individual to acquire a skill which is marketable both within
and outside the Air Force. Finally, we have shared and will continueo share
instructional materials and methods shim civilian thl litIglIOUt our
nation to further.our muttipl goals.

Mr, Chairman and metrliers of the Committee, that concludes my prepared
remarksI will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

.General Tour,. the directorate of personnel programs is respon-
sib,le for Air Force training and education. This program ruin esent,
a sizeable investment. ,Lt fiscal 'ear 1076 Ise have requested $1.7 bit-
lion, which represents 5.6 percent of the total Air Force budget.

This amount is required to sustain a training load of about 52,000
personnel.

Enlisted vocational training and eklitention in tile Air Force can be
diVitlet1 into two broad oats gorier tecimit,al training of t oration.il
training and voluntary education.

Technical training pros ides initial skill and inlvarteed skill training
to meet Air Force l'etOrPlIWIltS: We bate SOlito 1.00 CutirSCS Whit in
are taught at-five le-anical training centers. Of those mho enter' the
Air Force, 95 percent receive initial skill training; last year that
amounted to about 71,000 enlisted personnel. Of the training, 85 to
90 percent is relevant to civilian occupations.

3,16';
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Iu the area of voluntary eddcation the Air Force is extensively
involved in postsecondary education. The educational programs are
provilkd through educational services in cooperation with civilian
mstitutibns. To administer this program we have about 200 base-

educimen with civilian institutions.
6Ition centers. The centers pros ide counseling andemake iirrange-

Last year we had over 300,000 enrollments. About one-third of our
-entistedlorce.participated.-

In the technical and occupational arch over 15,000 enrollwents lyere
experienced last year. i -

To, tie together tecbilical and vocational training and voluntary
education ,we, have the Community College of the Air Force. This
was instituted in May of 1973. Ifs purpose is simple and direct. It
recogniqs education and training of enlisted personnel and provides
credentials in the form OA transcript. -

To date, we have issued' over 90,000 transcripts and maintained,
records on over 300,000 persoilnel.

The Commimity, College, of the Air Force links occupational train-
ing- in the Air Force to civilian postsecondary institrcms.,It makes
available Air Force curriculum materials and instinctional materials.
to civilian institutions. We do not provide 'visual' aids. We have satis-
liedabout 150 requests for materials to date, and these Materials have
been distributed to 85 schools.

The Community College provides another' interface with- civilian
institutions through time Southern Association of Colleges and gehoo15.,
and its Commission: n Occupational Education. By serving as an
inli' iser for a nine-State consortiumlIthe Conimunity College provides
assistance aii`d shares instructional materials.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. Thank you.
Chairman PEniu s. Thankvou.
Our next witness is Mr. James II. Straubel, executive director of the

Aernspace Education Foundation.
po ahead. -
We will question the military before we question Aerospace but we

will juehear him.

STATEMENT 011 JAMES H. STRAUBEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AEROSPACE EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Mr. &RAI:TEL. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I speak
in behalf of the Aerospace Education have been wen-
tive director of the foundation since its inception 19 semi; ago. The
Aerospace 'Education Foundation I:1s private, nonprofit: uonenlowed
operational ortsinization an affiliate of 'the Air Force Assoc-jai..in,
bat governed by a serpai ate harm] of trustees comprising _leaders is
edUcation. science. busineQs. and industry.

Our President is Dr. William L. Balmer, district director of the
Milwaukee Area Technical College. All our officers and trustees servo
time foundation as volunteers. without compensation.

I ask permission at this time to present a brief summation of my,
written testimony to the committee:

[Time prepared statement follows:]

IR
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES H. STRAUBEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AEROSPACE EDUCATION FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION

I 'welcome the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee to discuss the
unique experience of the Aerospace Education Foinidatiod In the field of Vt.c I lid-
nom); education.

My name is James H. Straubel, and I have been Executive Director of the
Foundation since its inceptionli) years ago. The Aerospace Education Foundation

At-is so, privet!, non-profit, non-endowed operational organization, an affiliate of
fi:athe Air Force ,Association,.but governedoby a separate Board of Trustee, com-

prising leaders in education, science, burliness and industry. Our President is
Dr. William.L. Ramsey, District Director pf the Milwaukee Urea Technical C,q,
lege. All our officers aad trustees serve the Foundation as Voinnteers, Without
compensation.

I congratulate the Chairman on opening these hearings with the observation
that "vocational education is the best form of insurance agalust uuemploy meat
eVer enacted." Labor Department surveys strongly support that statement.

Yet, in discussing occupational education during a period of high unemploy-
ment, with many thousands of skilled people out of work, one must begin with
the acknowledgement that being young and skilled but unemployed is bath a
Peigonaitragedy and avnationadilemma. \

Yet, young people with skills-represent, at least, stored-up productivity
a national resource available on call. And for the individual. it leases room for
pride in the past and hope for the future, unfortunate as-their current predica-
ment might be. i.

Being young and unemployablelacking in skillsis an even more tragic waste
of human resources. It Is dead end. It is a drop=out to the street . . . to a- street
of hopelessness and:despali and, often enough to crime,

We can no longer accept "unemployables" ns a 'fact of fife. We must take n
, (whole new look at how we prepare our young people for the world of work.

There is, to be sure, a new awareness of the need in upgrade and mod, rulze
the field of Occupational Education . but too few examples of successfUl
results. ' 4

The education community, by and large, continues to teach so.called "voca-
tional education" in the same old v to. Both students and employers too often that
it unrelated to job requirements.

This is not the fault entirely of our seltoo systems. Plagued. by overhurdencid
budgets, and limited -In staff resources, they are hardly in a position to undertake
tne monumentel tasks involved in the decelopment from theAround up- anew
and changing curriculums and associated instructional systekdemanded t y our
dynamic technological environment.

There is, however, a rich source for many of the new occupational curriculum:
and associated learning materlals. The substantial development costs for tla
materials are wild for by the taxpayer on a continuing basis, Yet, this Nast alai
rich resource reinains virtually untapped by the civilian community.

I refer, of course to our military establishmentNs hieh trains just about every
type of skilled or semi-skilled technician that is employed in the civilian jAh
market. For example, 85 percentof the Air Force career specialties have counter-

! Parts In life.
The Aerospace Eders,fion Foundation has pioneered in making military in-

structIonnl'systems awilable 'to civilian schools. We completed. jnst a few days
ago, an Inventory . S. Navy courses, applicable to civilian um n job done
under a subcontract from the L. S. Naval Institute of Annapolis mid funded by
the 'Maryland State VocationalDepartment of 'Education. The project parallel,:
our inventory of Air Force. courses antrlike it, will result in an occupational
education encycjopedia of great value.

But our experience has been centered in the I'. S. Air Force. So it Is that my
° remarks will be concentrated on that educational resource.

I mast add that only through the outstanding cooperation of the Air Force
at all levels. and its dedicated Interest in supporting civilian education, hav- a e

7 been able to conduct the work covered in this testimony,.

/
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BACKGROUND

NSection 19141 of Mlle Lass 90-570 amendinn. the 'ocatlonal Education Act of
fi1903 specically calls upon the U.S. Commissioner of Education to "survey ciir-

riu:ili materials produced by other agencies of government, including the De-
partment of Defense". i his same section of the Law empowers the Commissioner
to engage non-profit agencies to conduct such surveX s and to promote, as well, ''the
dcvelopmelit and dissemination of secational education curl-lull= materials".

la a document released earlier this monthon Apr i 11 to be exactthe Office
s'of Education reviewed what it referred to as "posit' steps" taken by the Office,

beginning in early Fiscal Year MS "toss ard the furthe , identification, evaluation,
dissemination, and adoption of Department of Defense vocational and technical
education courses and materials in civilian institutions.'1'

As the non-profit agency engaged.by the Office to test, survey and evaluate
materials developed by the U. S. Air Force, the Aerospace Education k'oundation
has specialized in this %tork for the last eight years. Rather than Os e x on my cm n
report on this activity, I quote again from the April llidocuthent of the Office of
Education, as follows: - , , . - . ..

"The Aerospace Education Foundation conducted np study to determine the
feasioility cf using portions or nil of typical L. S. Air Force emirSes in comparable
civilian lostitutions. The results of this study provided the rationale for the
subsdinent evaluation study.

-Later, the AeroSpace Education Foundation conducted an evaluation of in-
structional materials used in Air Force aviation mechanics, electronics tech-
nology. and medical technology training programs to determine the effectiveness
of their use in civilian institutions. The materials werq tested,in five different
types of institutions in Utah. Unmodified and modified,USAF materials were cont-
pared to ",control groups" consisting of the tiaaiLie,nal, Ljsililin materials in ruse.
To minimize. bias, the evaluative design and analysis were done by Battelle
Memorial Institute: The data showed more tlien'70% of the USAF materials Were
highly effective. More than 90% of the students did as well or better in leSs time
using USAF materials thanmsing the traditional materials. As a direct re:Mit of
this) roject, a quantity of U. S. Air Force =feria Is are now In use in Utah schools.

The next study , conducted by the Aerospace Education Foundation consisted
of an inventory of USAF Vocational Course Materials for Possible Adoption to
( is !Ilan School Systems. TIM project staff assembled a team of 15 nationally
rek Geld/Ali vocational educators. The team visited Air Force installations, looked
at tralpIng films, etc., and identified 26.800 iiiiit.ks of instruction in 82 different
U. S. Air -Force training programs that, in the judgment of the panel of experts,
cold be used in civilian schools with little or no 'modifications of the Air Force
instructional systems. . ..

A tont hunt don of the preceding project pros bled fora planning grant to create
the design for and to test the effectiveness of a Clearinghouse through which
1'. S. Air Force tocationlibteehnical courses and materials could be made ii v a Ilable
te . k illan :wheels. A design feasibility study wits started and the effectiveness of
tba desimt ss as tested using materials from since different Air Fords instructional
sx,-tellot. Among other conclusions, the report motes the s, stein permits the acquisi-
tion of, the materials from the Air Force, reproduction of the materials at the
flesringhouse, and dissemination of the materials to the; requesting institution
f'r .lighti,s more than 5:.00 per instructional upit vompared to approximately
S.24).000 to develop, evaluate and disseminate a new unit covering the same
content."

Along the way the Offi.'e accepted our conclusion, based on Jim 18- month;
pleueering expedition; in Iloili, "that Air Force materials can he used with at
least the. im ' effeetis vilest. in a large number of schools other than Heise in
I tali.- and momily announced in a nationwide HEW press release the potential
44 iltiapting IlifIltary eilin 'atonal materials for .tivillan use. Further, a report
ooi ear Utah toroject ails published in tin OffiCe hook let as one of the fit e most

. haws-ads e and effective t M a Bona' education programs developed with Office
Mimosa. That was in March of 1971.

The Commissioner of Education at the time, S. P. Mariam], Tr.. had noted
in a public :statement that "Ex traoklinarx instrut Nonni materials have been
di veloped by the Department of Defense," and added, "NO systematic arrange-
ment exists for their adaptation and a dixplation with the school systems of the
country."
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flaring surveyed, identified, tested and evaluatedwith good resultsthat
'as our logical nest step.

In our plan for a Clearinghouse to disseminate Air FOrce vocational-technical
courses, we had developed as Commissioner Marian& put it, the first "systematic
arrangement" to get military materials into civilian classrooms.

Early in 1971 the Office of Education had informally advised us that $500,000
would Lie available for an initial 18-mouth project which would permit the estab-
lishment of reprodukablesfilms slides, charts, printed matter, etc.for making
.available to civilian schools, 2 Air Force courses covering 15,20Q hoursof instruc-
tion plus a preview collection for each course.

But, meanwhile, 'a new administration had taken over in the vocational division
of the Office and, for the first time, skeptic)sin prevailed about our program
.and about military courses in general. A. new evaluation of the Utah project
was called for. An OE review team went to ttali and Dr. Ted Bell, then an
Associate Commissioner, made ,thenfirecedented request to have we go along
.11S a» observer. -

The review team grilled all of the Utah teachers who had been involved in the
experiuwilt with Mr Force courses, heard one teacher testify that with the
Air Fari:e electronics course, /because it is so highly visual, he could ,:uri two
classes copeurrenti3, ulthout sdilitional help, could give more personal attention
to slow learners, and that, as;a result,, he,had achieved his ambition of becoming
a classroom malinger. The review team saw how a demonstration of the Klystron,
normally a three hour exerciSeone hour for setup, one hour for the demonstra-
tion, and the third hour fa; teardowncould be accomplished more effectively
with an eight-minute animated film developed by the Air 'Force, with no setup
or tear-down time involved.

In its report the OE review team stated that the Air Force instructional
system, as,confirined in each instance by two, of the three members of the
team. had the following demonstrated advantages over the conventional course:

Allows more instructor time for individualized attention to students,
Permits student self-tntoring and self-paced remedial work,
Increases teacher production,
Generates a faster !miming pace,
Provides greater retention,
Serves as a-positive/factor- in unifying secondary and post-secondary school

curriculums.
Yet, despite these findingswhich would be cherished by any good educator

the head of the review team, then Chief of OE's Dr% Islon of Vocational and Tech-
mica! Education, concladed his written report N% I th this bureaucratic verbage

The implications for future commitment and sapport through Investments for
further development 0; curriculum Material's and possible dissemination through a
clearinghouse yet to be established go beyond our present and foreseeable budget-
nryeapabliities." '

let, during the net year, the Office of Education made direct grants of some
$6,090.000 to originate new vocational education curd( WWII development projects
in exactly the same subject areas covered by the fully developed and validated
instructional systems (unlined in our Air Force Inventory.

In my report of July 31.1971. covering our pleb for the reproduction and dissem-
bunion of Air Force courses, I said it was a final report, not only to the extent
that the planning phase or time project has been completed, but also because of the
negatIlte conclusion of the 'Mali Review Team. I added :

"Thus, after spending more than $300.000 in a four-year continuing project
to reach the point of dissemination, the Office of Education would foreclose the
transfer of vocational- technical course materials from military to civilian class-
rooms.

"This foreclosure would occur in the face of e% Memo from 11 of the 56 state
directors of vocational education which reveals their %ery limited access to mili-
tary resource material, their strong desire for more of this resource, and their
high priority Interest in 'a national system for 111,sculinatIng -resource
Information.' "iI was referring to the results of a nationwide survey by the Vir-
ginia PolYtechtilc Institute.

Only through the intercession of Dr. Bell was the review team's stop order
overruled, kandf a compromise plan .adopted. It Included a grant of $6:1.252 which
permitted reproduction of the materials for seven Ali Force courses solely for
preview anti evaluation purposes. This funding giant, belie% e,ft or not, specifically
prohibited issemination.
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We completed this project In the spring of 1072. The Office of Education selected
three specialists from its Curriculum Development Centers to evaluate our
efforts. Each gave us high marks on both the content of the matt rial disl,luyed
and the system we had devised for collecting, reproducing and demonstrating it.

Despite repeated appeals to the Office to capitalize on =its investment and get
Air Force courses into civilian schools, three years passed without further action
from the Office of Education.

Then, on April 11 of this year, came the document from which I have quoted.
It is a Bequest for Proposals from the OCCupational and Adult Education Branch
of the Office of Educationan RFP calling for "the design of a System with
alternative approaches for identifying, evaluating and dlsseinInating mat( Munk
ntaterials developed by the Department of I)etense for utilization by the Nation's
civilian education programs through linkage with existing national, State, mid
Meal systems." The design. ur plan, in everyday English, is due 12'months from the
contract date.

o, seven years after our Foundation had, to OE's satisfaction. identified. re-
sed clied, tested, evaluated and demonstrated the merits of military emir:0s tor
el Ilan use, the Office was back tO identifying, researching, testing

'
evaluuting

'an demonstrating the same material once again: ,;
. nd with the normal time it takes to Select the contractor and assess his

reSnIts, plus the year allowed to complete this planning project, you can bet
that it will be sfome 1S months before "funding may become available to imple-
ment the plaithrOngh dissemination.

If finullugls thekavailable, and the normal time lag for a new RFP
this Mit one wtis at least a year lii the makingit will be another 1S mouths
before civilian students will he exposed to more military courses in occupational

shy more military courses because we couldn't Bye with the "demonstrate
bntdon't di$seminate" edict Of three years ago.

Without; OffiCe support, striCtlY AU ft VIVate Venture, We took on the dissent-1w-
tion taskIf for other reason "than to prove a point. that Mr Force courses,
already validated on the job by the military. and adequately evaluated in eivILeu
life, deserved circulation because the schOols needed them and the students
deserved them. It was a test, more or less, and therefore has never had more
than a low key Promotion effort.

lye started out with seven Air Force instructional systems: auto/truck
mechatileal medical service fudamentalsmirses aidefood inspectorstruc-
tural engineering assistantaircraft maintenance fundamentalsand apprcit-
tice carpenter.

A few months later the Department of Interior came to us and explained that
it was involved in the conversion from mechanical to electronic equipment for
its widespread testing and measurement activities. The Department needed all
electronics course to train its field engineers throughout the country and Mid
selected the Air Force course as being best suited for its requirements. We made
arrangements for the Department to reproduce the many videotapes used In
the course. In recognition of our assistance, the Department agreed to reiiri..imo
an extra set of videotapes for our use at only the cost of the raw stock involved.
The other materials used hi the course system were Collected and reprodie cd
at our exikense. Tiles, we were able to add the huge Air Force course in basic
electronics ns our eighth instructional system. (As an aside, we are proud of
the Departnnt of Interior for its use of existing instructional inaterial'ratlier
than developing it from scratch. The wheel is re-invented so often 3n the field of
education, and so consistently at the taxpayers' expense, that this was a refresh.:
ing and weleeme move by a government agency).

Since January of 1073, more than 300 school systems in 45 states, Puerto Rico
and Carotin, have purchased. through our Foundationon a nonprofit. cost of
reproduction and handling basisthese eight courses of instruction developed
by the Mr Force. With multiple purchases by many schools. it adds up to the
1i mem Ina ti on of more than'700 c onrse packagesrepreTting more than 130.000

hours of instruction.
Now this may seem to he only a drop in the huge educational bucket, but 11.s

importance lies in the fact that this sort of thing has never happened liefori;.
In explanation: While in its new REP the Office of Education cites the Mash
Regional Laboratories as a source for military instructional materials. dd.-
projegtdiscuntinued some three years agoconcentrated on tie cataloging of
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U.S. Navy training aids with such sources as the GPO for printed material,
the Navy Training Aids Center fur still visuals and the National Audio Visual
Center for films, etc. The other so-called source cited in the RFT is the American
Cleaned on Education for its new edition of the "Guide to the Es aluatiun of
Educational Experiences in the Armed Services." This project Pad nothing to do
with disseminating' instructional material to school systems.

In our program, we had to prove to the educational community, particularly
the Office of .Education, the usefulness of thee Air Force courses in civilian
settingsat a time, I might add, when the civilian image of the military was at
its lowest ebb. As the Foundation moved from the research and development
stage to actual dissemination, we deliberately placed a price tag, however
nominal, on the Air Force material, primarily to prose a pointnamely, that
in our type of society the best nay to judge the salve of a product is to demon-
strate the willingness of people to put money on the line for it. Charging a
nominal fee for instructional materials is normal for DE's Curriculum Des elup-
ment Centers, and is proyided for in the new REP.

Our program represents the first nationwide effort to transfer, not merely
edosational materials, but complete instructional systems, from military to
inn classrooms.

OPERATIONS AND RESULTS

In considering the military establishment as a source for civilian courses in
oceupational education, one must take a new look at military installations. The
a s erage Air Force base, for example, usually Is eat 'slotted as a maze of runways
and aircraft or an underground network of missile Ws. But each military base
is a live and functioning community which has all the characteristics of the
normal American city. Un every military base you will find highways, post offices,
repair snaps, huspitals, water and sewage systems, Lesser plants, computer oper-
ations, etc.

Thus, the military must train people in such job skills as welding, firefighting,
n rehousing, laboratory technician norli, vehicle maintenance, water treatment,
laser work, law enforcement, etc.

In the Air Force, training is accomplished through a process called Instruc-
tional Systems Development, or ISD. It was first applied hi a big way during
Air Force- Industry developments which led to the Apollo series that put men op
the Moon. Now ISD is applied to curriculum development.

ISD is based on the systems approach to problem soh lug. Under the Instruc-
tional Systems Development process, the Air Force has, for every job, a fully
developed and validated instructional system. Each system has performance
objectives that are -based on a scientific task analysis of on-the jut iequiretnents,
and on feedback from Job experience.

Keyed to these objectives, in a logically sequenced order, are carefully planned
tests, workbooks, motion pictures. TV tapes, hand on exercises. demonstration
units and ether leamoing materials . . . all designed to give the student the
essential job skills in the shortest possible time and with the highest' possible
rate of retention.

Each one of these instructional :systems is the product of thousands of hours
or painstaking and highly thoughtA labor on the part of special trams, skilled
in the techni 4 444 N of ISD. The taxpayer has insest-d heavily In this military
experience. Why not take advantage of it?

In fact, the American citizen is priyInf three or four thaes to get one educa-
tienat job done. He pays through local and or state and federal taxes to produce
applLants for industry who too often need additional skill tralitiog- basic edu-
cation in addition to specialized on-the-Job traialagla order to atest industry's
resmirements. Thus, the citizen pays again, as a consumer, as industry marks up
its prices to Include Its educational investment.

curriculum des elopment in occupational education. starting from scratch,
costs from $4,000 to $6,000 per hour of instrnetiou. according to (Mice of Educa-
tion estimates. The Foundation has proved that the Jul. can he done. n itli mili-
tary materials, for a minute fraction of such cost. As a matter of fact, currcnt
costs to collect and process materials from a typhal milltarN t ourst are approNi-
mately $50 per hour of instruction. To reproduce tlie,A materials and place them
in civilian classrooms, it costs approximately $lo per hoot tf Distract' on. ..1114.1.

these eircumstanees it scents annost scandalous not to take ashantage of what
the military has to offer.
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At this point, it is indwell e that we dispel one possible misconception con-
cerning the availability of military materials. One does not simply walk up to
the counter and ask for the finished package off the shelf. Certainly, trader the
Freedom of Information Act, the military services are required to furnish one
copy of their printed materials upon request, but the course as a whole is not a
neatly wrapped product ready for wide consumer distribution. It is impossible,
monetarily, for the ,military services to provide complete systems, particularly
the visuals, upon demand.

To maintain the integrity of an Air Force instructional systein and get the
results desired, the system must be kept Intact. This requires a great deal of
time and effort, and a fair amount of expertise and experience in ma-tering the
eenrse for reproduction and el withal civilian use. Only our Foundation has bad
experience In this kind of work.

As an'example of the problems involved, the materials must be edited to elim-
inate military jargon and materials peculiar to the Air Force. Each training aid
and piece of equipment used most be discussed with the instructor to determine if
it is absolutely necessary to tenet' the course, and if It is obtainable in the civilian
market. to some cases, complete courses must be eliminated because of the ex-
treme equipment requiren,cra... Very few, schools. for example, can afford a
elyc,genie fuel plant, as required for one Air Force course.

To collect the materials 'trained tounS must be sent to milliary bases with a
variety of equipment to reproduce maker copies of all elements of each coure.
They stay off-base in local motels and shuttle back and forth to the bases, usually
at odd hours scums not to interfere with the mIlitaiy mission, working around,
the instructors who are using the materials to teach the courses.

Although the great bulk of the material is in the public domaineach element
must be reviewed for proprietary materials to preclude possible copyright in-
fringements.

This is what it takes to dig out, so to speak, military education materials for
civilian use.

Now, what about effectiveness of these courses in civilian settings? To begin
with, Air Force courses are unique in that each includes a complete "Plan of
instruction" or POI which spells oat sequentially the learning objectives f "r
each module in each system, with support materials and instructional netlimiol-
ogy keyed to the objectives. These PM must be edited to eliminate mat nials not
applicable to the civilian educational' community, such as: Air Force rganiza-
tion and operations, smutty rim OM, Air Force nomenclature and procedure's,
and other data pertaining solely to the military. In addition. military jargon
and abbreviations must be eliminated. For example, a notation of 3ARRI0230'
;50i Mt must be translated into civilian termsnamely, a Study Guide and
Workbook.

As a resuitof the-Foundation's dissemination program, dozens of civilian school
systems are using these Plans of Instructionas a starting point--to catalog
occupational objectives, or as ea 1' riCahlia gables. Since the writing of effective
performance objectives is a difficult task at best, these schools are Mullin: that
months of hard work and sizable sums of money are being saved in the process,
An Occupational Resource Center in the East, referring b them as a "gold
mine." has purchased the Plans of Instruction for all 82 of the Ali Force courses
we have inventoried.

Other schools. pins a few indietrial firms,have plunged directly into curriculum
development. A northeast College of Applied Arts and Technology is using the
Air Force Food Inspectors' Course as the basis for a new four-semester course in
Food Inspection. An Eastern county school system is using the Air Force auto -
truck mechn"lc conr:,e in mini-packages for its adult education program, A West -
c;,, c.mmoulty collke. aided by a state grant, has individualized the Air Force
llinchiniq's course for use in six community colleges. A U.S. Steel plant is 'Nag
the Air Force auto-truck mechanic course to train maintenance and repair per-
sonnel. And the Chrysler Corporation has used the same course as a basis for
developing a full curriculum for Its automotive technology institute in Detroit.
From an instructional materials laboratory in the Midwest has come a report that
the Air Force Apprentice Carpenter course is being adapted to the institution's
apprenticeship program and that. follow ing the adaptation, the same program will
he expanded to meet the requirements of Its two year secondary vocational cur-
riculum.

A
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To dater the value' of Instructional Systems Development in civilian settings
has best been demonstrated by the Air Force course iu "Electronic Principles".
This course totals 513 himis, presented In ten sequenced modules, each Of which
can be utilized as an individual course. The modules range from basic electron
theory to miero.wave principles. The complete system includes 113 programmed

uleo tapes, over I500,slides, and more than 2500 pages of printed material
(student texts, workbooks, reference tables, etc.). The course contains no
Proprietary material.

In Utah today the Air Force electronics course purehased with State funds
has been phased into a state-wide curriculum, to replace the conventional course,
and bus become the basis for an articulated electronics curriculum between
secondary and postsecondary schools. The first two blocks are taught in 23 high
schools and the remainder in post-secondary schools. It is featured in a mobile
classroom w bleb reaches isolated rural areas of Utah. It was used to update
teachers through a statewide educational television series emanating from the
University of Utah.

'Meanwhile, the Department of the Interior reports that the course has been
extremely successful, that about 100 employ ees lime completed it and another
100 are going through the course at the present time. Much time and money
has been saved using this course, according to the Department.

Collins Radio, a manufacturer of sophisticated ek2tronic equipment, purchased
the Elettronle Principles course for Iniservice trainingwhich is the regal% alent
to a Good HousekepIng stand) of approval.

The South Carolina Department of Educational Technology, working with
Piedmont Technical Colke in that state, after searching nationwide for an
appropriate course, purchased the first two block's- of the Electronic Principles
course and is using them effectively as core curricula for various disciplines.
The has made arrangements for all technical and comprehensive
schools In South Carolina w Milli teach Direct Current and Alternating Current
o-reView-the-Piedunnit-Technkal.---Collegi l'ecit4rain itta n...are_undercs ay to their

specific instructional needs. South Carolina reports that more than $90,000 was
saved by adapting the Direct and Alternating Current Blocks of the Air Force
Electronic Principles to their system rather than developing them from scratch.

In this immediate area. Prince Georges Community College, in Large. Mary-
land purchased the same two blocks, Direct Current and Alternating Current.
the -Air Force Electronic Principles course, Mill% idualized them and is neck',
fully utilizing them in a self-paced course. We lime hem informed that notch
time and minty has been Sa ell by doing this rather than "reinventing the %%heti"
at great costs.

The Utah State Department of Vocational Education reports that the follow-
lug additional Air Force courses are being,incorporated into their school system:
machine shop, welding, sheet metal, plunibing, masonry, hydraulics, ami diesel
mechanic.

All this represents just across section of the use Is lug made of Air 'Flee
instructional systems through our Foundation program. It reveals, I believe. that
the need has long since passed to evaluate and .e-eialuate these materials as the
new 11FP would have its do. This applies.lir. Chairman. to your great state of
Kentucky c) here the (Milton County Vocational School in Albany and two other
schools within the 14th region of Kentucky have adapted 75% of the Air Force
Apprentice Carpter Course to their carpentry curriculum. This course deals
primarily with framing, Interior and exterior finishing, concrete work-and cabinet
work. Further. the carpentry lustre to ai, the Knox County Vocational Edina-
thin Center at BarIourmIlle. Itentack3, reports that he 18 using all of the lesson
plans and approximately 70% of the Air Force carpentry course. Thq instructors
in both sellouts look forward to the state adopting the Air Force course for all
of Its Regions.

These school systems and theit instructors welcome the availability of job.
Validated courses in occupational education developed by the Air Force. They
don't need a group of PhD's to reevaluate the material. They can mould It to
meet their specific requirements. as ei Idenced In the examples just cited . . and
can do so without fear of copyright infringement, because it is in the pink
domain. In the process it becomesnot a military instructional system- but "my
course". as the teachers In Utah and dozens of other sinks toll usand %lc %%A-
come that. They in turn, welcome the low cost of tho material as they fight the
battle of tight budgets. And the taxpityer can rightfully call it "my course"
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because he has paid for Its development and, with its civilian adaptations, he can
get double-duty out of his defense dollar.

And yet, with all this, we havp barely scratched. the surface of this vast military
resource in occupational education. Request after request from schools must be
turned downbecause the military courses they desire are not available to
them.

Only eight Air Force courses are available to civilian schoolsand now, with
Mt Naval Institutg offering the Navy -des eloped electronics course a ninth
military hatructional system has beeb added.

It is estimated that 300 military courses in occupational education are adapt-
able for civilian use.

Only nine are available.
Not much progress in more than a decade since the Congress, in amending the

Vuvatiunal Edueatiop Act of 1063, emouraged the dissemination of military-
developed instructional materials.

Not much of a record at a time when, career education,. vocational-technical
education, or occupational education call it what you millis being heralded
as the trend of the clay.

So many words being said about itand such little actionas our tax money
is used to nrrey the surveyed, research the researched, test the tested, evaluate
the evaluated . . . while more and more unskilled dropoutsthe "unemploy-
ables"hit the street.,

What the country needs in occupational education is less planning grants and
more action grants.

I hope and pray that this Subcownhlttee, In its wisdom, can help give our
young people Just that

Thank you.

STRAVIIEL. The foundation has pioneered in making military in-
structional systems available to cis ilian schools. We completed, just a
fem' days ago, an, itts entury of more than 100 CS. Navy courses ay-.,
plicable to civilian settings a. job done under a subcontract from the
F.S. Naval Institute of Annapolis and funded by the IT.S. Office of
Education through the ga qland State Vocational Department.

The project, paiallels our inventory of Air Force courses and is the
first step in the dissemination of Navy materials for civilian use.

But our experience has been centered in the U.S. Air Force, so it is
that my remarks today will be cotkentrated on that educational re-
source.

In a document released earlier this monthon April 11, to be exact--
the Office of Education reviewed what. it referred to as "positive steps"
taken by the Office, beginning in fiscal year 1968, toward what the
Office called "the further ;dent tf.ration, evaluation, dissemination, and
adopion of Department of Defense vocational and technical educa-
tion courses and materials in civilian institutions."

Members of the committee, rather than give you my own report on
our part in this activity since late 19(17, I quote from the April 11
document of the Office of Education, as follows:

The Aerospace Education Foundation conducted a study to determine the
feasibility of using portions, or all, of typical U.S. Air Force courses in com-
parable civilian institutions.

Later, the Aerospace Education Foundation Jonducted an evaluation of In-
stenctionhi matertals used In Air Force av Litton mechanics, electronics technology,
and medical technology training programs, to determine the effectiveness of their
use in civil Ina I list! tu dons.

The materials were tested in five different types of institutions In TTtah, Un-
modified and modified Air.Force materials were compared to 'coutrol groups'eongisting of the traditional. civilian materials in use, To minimize Was, the
evaluative design and analysis were done by TlattflIn Memorial Institute.

The data showed more than 70 percent of the sir Force materials were highly
effective Mare than 00 percent of the students di I as well or better in less time
using Air Force materials than using the traditional materials.
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The nest study conducted by the Aerospace Education Foundation consisted
of an inventory 'of Air Force Vocational course Materials for Possible Adoption
to Civilian School Systems. The project staff assembled a team of Anationally
.recognized vocational educators.

The team visited Air Force Installations, looted at training films, et cetera,
and identified 20,800 units of instruction in S2 different, Air Force training pro-

grains that, in the judgment of the panel of e'4erts, could he used in civilian
schools with little Jr no modifications of the Air Force instructional systems.

A continuation of the preceding project provided for a planning grant 0 create
the design for, and to test the effectiveness of, a Clearinghouse through which
Air Force vocational/tea:taxa cout-es and materials coirld be made ayaliable
to civilian schools.

.. design feasibility study was started and the effectiveness of the design was
tested, using materials from seven different Air Force instructional systems.
Among other conclusions, the report notes that the system permits the acqui-
sition of the materials from,the Air Force, reproduction of the materials at the
Clearinghouse, and dissemination of the materials to the requesting institution.

So stated the venerable U.S. Office of Education in its April 11
document.

Along the way. the Office accepted our conclusion. based on Ithe
18-month pioneering experiment in Utah, "that Force materials
can be used with at least the same effectiveness in a large number of
schools other than those in Utah," and the Office prou:dly announced
in a nationwide press release the potential of adapting military educki-
tional7naterials for civilian use.

Further, a report on our 17taliproject was published in an Offiee
ibooklet as one of the five most innovative and effective vocational

education programs developied with ,Office sapport. That was iIE
karch of 1971.

During that time period the Office of Education had informally,
advised us that $500,000 would be available for an initial 18-month ,

project which would permit the establishment of reproduciblesfilms,
slides, charts, printed matter, et cetera -for making available to ,

eh Hien schools, 42, Air Force courses covering 15,200 hours of instruc-
tion plus a preview collection for each course.

At lastwe thoUghtwe )vere on our way to the classroom, to the
young people who needed the material.

But meanwhile a new administration had taken over in the voca-
tional division of the Office and, for the first time, skepticism prevailed
about our program, and about military courses in general. A re-
evahmtion of the Utah project was called for and an OE review team
went to Utah and interviewed all the teachers w ho had used Air Force
materials hi our experiment.

in. its, Utah report the OE review team stated that the Air Force
instructional system had the following demonstrated advantages over
the conventional course :

Allows more instructor time for individualized attention to students,
Permits student seittutoring and self:paced remedial work,
Increases teacher production,

venerates a faster learning pace,
Provides greater retention,
Serves as a positive factor in unifying Secondary and postsecondary school

Curriculums.

Despite these findingswhich would be cherished by any good
educatorthe head of the review team, then Chief of OE's Division
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of Voc'etional and Technical Education, concluded his written report
with this bureaucratic verbiage :

The implications for future commitment and support through investments for
further development of curriculum materials and po.ssible dissemination through
a clearinghouse yet to be established go beyond our present Mid foreseeable
budgetary capabilities.,

Yet, during the next year, the Office of Education made direct grouts
of some $6 million to originate new -ocationnl education development
projects in the same subject areas covered by the fully developed 1111d
validated instructional systems included in our Air Force inventory.
r Only through the intercession of Dr. Ted Bell. then an Assol late
Commissioner, was the review ItiPm's stop order overrnlod and a Inin-
prom ise plan adopted. It included a grant of sonic $65,000 which per-
mitted reproduction of the materials for seven Air Force cony -cs -but
solely for prel iew and el ablation purposes. This funding gzant spe-
cifically prohibited dissemination.

We completed this project, in the spring of 1972.., The Office of Edu-
cation selected three specialists from its Curriculum Development
Centers to evaluate our efforts. Each gave us 'high mark,, on both the
content of the material displayed and the system we had del ised for
collecting, reprodncingond demonstrating it.

Despite repeated appeals to the Office to capitalize on its invest-
ment and get Air Force courses into cif ilian schools, 3 years passed
without further action-from the Office of Education.

Then, oh April 11 of this year. came the document from which I
have quoted. It is a "Request for Proposals" from the Occupational
and Adult Education nranch of the Office of Education an WIPP
calling for, as it states, "the design of it system. with alternative
approaches, for identify :mg, el alnating, and disseminating urriculinn
materials developed the Department of Defense for at ilizat ion by
the Nation's cis, Ulan education programs through linkage with cxist
ing national,'St ate and-local systems."

The design, or plan, in everyday English. is due 1:2 -month- front
the contract date.

So, 7 yen N n fter on r foundation had, to sat is fit;lion, ident i tied,
researched, tested. el alluded. and demonstrated the merits of military
courses for eh 'Hien use. the Office was back to identifying. re-earchintr.
testing, el alluding. and (temonstrafing the saner t\ pe of material all
over age h).

And with the noi mat time it hikes to select the omit rector and a-sesq
his results, plus the Sear allowed to complete this planning prolect.
you can bet that it frill be sonic 18 mouths before funding meyhtcome
available to.iiiipleinen the plan through disseminatioa.

I f funding is then available, and the normal time la.. for 11 new
BF 13 prevails this lest one was at least a yenr in the making- it will
boa wither lS months. or a total of 3 more years, before civi ian shale»tq
will be exposed to more military courses in cs education.

I say ;Imre military courses because we couldn't live with the "den ton,
stratelnd don't disseminate" edict of 3 years ago. Without Offiep
port, strictly as a met ate venture, our foundetron took on the di-senn
notion taskwithin our limited capabilities.

We have offered the Nation's schools eight Air Force instill finnal
systems: antoftuck mechanic. medical semi ice fundamentals. nurses
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aide, food inspector structural engincei ing assistant, aircraft main-
tenance fundamodals, apkelitke Cafpelitttli shill deal Ohie 1.1 inripies.

Since january of 1973, more t lain :Wu school systems in 5 States.
Puerto Rico and Canada, have purchased. through our Foundation
al! a nonprofit,' cost of reproduction and handluer basisthese eight
conrses of instruction del t.loped.b3. the Ail Force. With multiple pur-
chases by many schools.,it adds up to the dissemination of more than
Oita 700 course packages, representing more tlout 1-30,000 hours of
.inst meet ion.

Now this may seem to be oily a drop in die huge educational bucket,
but our program represents the hist nationwide effort, to transfer,
not merely educational materials, but complete instructional .3-stems.
from military to civilian classrooms.

The tdxpayer hits invested heal fly in this military epet ionic. 1V113
net t alte advantage of it

In fact, the American citizen most often is paying three or four
times, to net one educational job done. pays tl trough local and, or
State mar Federal taxes to produce applicants for industry who usualIN
Heed additional skill training -basic etlut litho' in addition to special-
ized training in order to meet Indust job -entry requirements.

Thus, the citizen pays twain as II COns11111qy When industry adjusts
its prices to include US educational investment.

Curriculum development in occupational iducation, starting from
sty:itch, costs from $1,000 to $6,000 per hour of instruction, according
to011ice of Edupciiiion estimates. The foundation hits pro\ eel bust the
job can be done, with military materials, for a minute fraction of such
costs.

As amatter of fact, current costs to collect and process nutter:nits fur
a typical military course are approximately $:',0 per hour of inst rue-
tion. To reproduce these matena IS, and plate them in civilian class-
rooms, it, costs the schools upproximatel3 :;10 per hour of instruction.

1.nder these circumstances, it seems almost scandalous not to take
advantage of what, t he militit ry has to otter.

This requires a great deal. of time and c ilort and a, fair amount of
expertise and experience inpastering the toursc for reproduction anti
eventual civilian.aise. 01113 our foundation has had ex,perience in this
kind of work.

As an example of the pt oblems olved, the materials most be
edited to eliminate military jargi.a and materials ,peettliar to the
Air Force. Por exampleot notation of :1A131?-102:10 SG, 11'1i must he
translated into ei% Ilion terms- aauuclt,a "St nt13 Gable and Workbook
for the Bio,Afedieal Equ nuncio Repairman Course?" t,

Air Force 'Tian of Mgt ruction" must, be edited to eliminate
,materiuls not applicable to tin; cit iliac mita ational coninittnit,%. items
such as: Air Force organizat ion a nd.operat ions, security tiolttel:. Ate
Force nomeaclaturc and proccda res. and other data pertaining sole13
to the military.

Although the great bulk of the mated fal is in the inildie domain. mane
of it is not, so each element must be rel 'lowed for prop ietat 3 mato ials
t o l'Pr.6elude possible eopy right infringements.

Each training aid and piece of equipment used must la,. di:a 11,7141
with the instructor to determine if it is absolutely thCeh.S111' to teach,
the course and if it is obtainable in the nit .an n wicket, In some t AM.!".

'
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complete courses must be eliminated because of the extreme equipment
requirements. Very few schools, for example, can afford a cryogenic
fuel plant, as required for one Air Porce course.

To collect the mate,. ials, trained tennis must be sent to military' bases
with a variety Of equipment to leproduce,master copies of all element;
of each course. They stay off base in local motels and shut tack and
forth to the bases, usually at odd' hours so as WA to interfere pith the
military iiiission working around the instrudors who are usi, g the
materials to teach the courses.

This is. what it takes to dig out, so to speak, military education
materials for civilian use.

Now, what about the eifectis eness of these courses in civilian set-
lugs? Here are just a few examples:

A northeast college of ,applied arts anti technology is using the Air Force
food inspectors' course us the basis for a new four semester offering in rd
Inspection.

Au eastern country school *stem 1., using the Air Force auto truck mechanic
course in utialpackages for its adulteducat ion program.

A western community college, aided by a State grant, has individualized the
Air Force machinists' coarse for use in six community colleges.

A U.S. steel plant is using the Air Force 1luto-truck niechanic course to train
nutintemince and repair personnel.

And the Chrysler Corporation has used the same course as the basis for devel-
oping a full curriculum for its automotive technology institute in Detroit.

Chairman PLRKII'M If I piny interrupt ,you, I think business in gen-
eral_ has copied mole of your courses than they have from our regular
iocational schools in the coantr, the larger uulustrial areas. I hate to
say that, but I think that really the facts bear that out.

(30 ahead.
Mr, STRAUM. An instructional materials laboratoiy hi the Midwest

is adapting the Air-Force app entice carpenter course for its appren-
ticeslup program.

To date, the value of Air Force instructional systems in civilian
settings has best been demonstrated by the 10-Module Air Force course
in electronic principles. here are just two examples:
\, In Utah today the Air Force electronics course purchased with
state fundshas been phased into ast a t ew isle curriculum to replace the
conventional course and has become the basis for an articulated elec-
tronics curriculum .between secondary and postsecondary schools.

The 110 two modules are taught in 23 high schools and the remainder
of the course in sevetal postsecondary schools. It isfeatured in a mobile
claisroom which reaches isolated rural areas in natl. It was used to
update teachers through a statewide educational television series ettut-
,natii?g from the University of Utah.

The South Carolina Department of 'Educational Technology, work-
ing v. it h Piedmont Technical College in that State, after searching
nationwide for an appropriate system, purchased the first two modules
of the Air Force electronics course and is using them effectively as core
ettnicula for various disciplines.

Tile Department has made arrangements for all technical and com-
prehensive. schools in South Carolina which teach direct current and
alternating currentto rev new the Piedmont Technical college program.
Plans are underway to work with interested schools to adapt the Pied-
mont program to their specificnstructional needs.

0 I
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South Carolina reportstimt more than $00,00(3' w as sai ed by adapt i
the direct and alternating current modules of the Air Force course to
their .system-rather than developing them from scratch.

These few examples, plus illOSC documented in my written testimony,
make clear, I belie, e, that the need has long since passed to evaluate
and reevaluate these materials as the new RFP of the Office of Dike-
Lion would have us do.

This applies, Mr. Chairmat, to Sour great State of Kentucky where
theClinton County Vocational School in Albany and two other schools
in the 14th region of Kentucky lime adapted 7i percent of the Air
Force apprentice carpenter course to a carpentry curriculum. This
course deals primaril3 v air framing, Intel lot and exterior finishing,
concrete and cabinet work.

Further, the carpentry instructor at the Knox County Vocational
Education Center at Barbonrs% ilk, K3., reports that he is using all the
lesson plans and approxiuTtel3 70 percent of Air Force carpentry
course.

The instructors in both of these sehools,look forward to the State
adoPting the Air Force program for all of its regions.

School systems and 'their instructors welcome the availability of
job-validated courses in occupational education developed by the Air
Force. They don't need a group of Pl. D. 's to reevaluate the material.
They canonold it to meet their specific, requirements, as evidenced in
t he :examples just cited ant( , cal do so without fear of copyright in-
fringement because it is in the public domain.

In the process it becomes! not a military instructional system, but
"my course," as Oa! killers ip Utah and dozens of other States tell us,
ma we welcome that. The) m turn, welcome the loy cost of the ma-
teial as they fight the battle tight. budgets.

And the taxpaier can rightfully call it, "my course," hecause lie has
paid for its del elopment and, u ith its di ilian.ndaptattiOns, he can get
double duty out of his defenSe dollar.

Mid yet, gentlemen, we ha} e barely scratched the §urface of this vast
military resource in occupational education. Reques,t after request froili
schools must be turned down because the military courses they desire
are not available to them.

Only eight A iryorce courses are mailable to eii Mau schoolsand
imv the Naval Institute, w ith our operational'support, is offering the
Nagy- developed electronics course, :50 a ninth military instructional
system has heel' added.

'It is estimated that :100 milital3 courses in ocenuatl 1 .1ama. et.tiea.ion
are adaptable for civilian use Only nine are available.

Not much progress in more than a decade since the Congress, in
amending the Vocational Education net of 100f1, encouraged the dis-
semination of militarydeveloped instructional' materials.

So many words being said ;about ifand such little action -as our
tax money continues to lie used to survey the surveyed, research the
esearchetl,.test the tested, and evaluate the evaluated.

What the country needs in !occupational education is less planning
grants and moroAction grants.

hope and pray that this subcommittee, in i$ wisdom, can help give
our young people just that.
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l'hank yon, Mr. Clod rmaiLand members Of tiie--(7onimittee.
I f there are any quest ions. I would welcome t hem.
Chairman Pnasss. Let me compliment y mt. but a e will withhold

questions to the Aerospace Edilicat hal Foundation until after we ques-
tion the

All of you gentlemen lime gi% en us ontst omitting information.
I well recall and t ant a deep belie+er in tes training, a hat-

ever we call it, whether it starts in the third grade or fifth grade
`I

happened, mysel C. to e0111111elltV Iahiug technical. carpentry, masonry.
skills of that type at an earl) age and continued through the second
year of high schoofin the settlement school.

And everybody was trained mostly fort he mines, but thus' days are
long gone by. And a ftera artl the auunlaI tiaining, as we called it, or
industrial arts, dropped to :2 s)tea S. So 1 till nk the (artier that we com-
mence the training, the better off the intik ;dual happens to be, since
we hare oriented youngst ers niorlt or less to go t o t ()liege and so many of
them have failed out and are unable to em a a el il mod after they get
ii rough.

Rut putting a question to Mr. Greenberg: First, T want to state
that dal lag hat k to following World War Il and during World War I I.
you ! ad tautly sarcessful training programs hi the ,military. but of
t.ourse the programs are much better today than they were hack in
those days wit li t hie GI bill. Veterans t tine home follo lug World War

they were free to go to HILL the %%aded with no strings
attached, and the report %%mild be made to t In. State authorities amid t he
pa Hawk would come in, and that training. w as et., successful and
I thi.nk it is relevant. But follow ingWothl War 1I, so many youngsters
hare madq ea rees and hat e come oat w it trained profesSiOns, cow-
pa ters, eyerything.else, I hat has want so much to the vomit ry.

How mach more are you spending today of your budget t lain yon
were 20 or 25 veers ago for technical training in the military,
Mc. Greenberg; I think you may answer foreveo body.

Mr. Gurrx main. %Ii'. chah limo, I will hale to pro, irle4 hat ruzure for
the rmord, I a in sure that the ligure,a ill be eo much a Irected by-infla-
tion, but certainly m'e ha% e bad an expansion of techniea 1 training for
the individual !Al.+ is email because the u,ahuc of the Arm« d. rot ce, has
changed heavily in the last :20 years to be a intuit mote teclut*.eal force.

There has been an enormous exparsion, for example, in the proPor-
Lion of our peopre 'alto are t rained in the. elet I Ionics field; belie% e
today that at least I out of t et) 10 of our enlisted people, fur
example. are iisigned to elect con repair speciall

cite t hat us lin example of the great expansion in.teclwi,al t aiuing
is vont rusted to training in I onilot skills sae It as imitating of infantry-
men and pilots.

fl'he figure to be supplied follows:1
The fA I cm ing table hhoa s the projet t et! tut.tl f kg fur the training categories

fattish Skil Training (Enlisted) and Shill Progress Training tEalhtet1I to Sem -
hp for FY 197(1. The I wo categories of training,,t nisei' together. are roughly co in-
ton to "ter Mani training" as the feint III the civilian seetor Nina!
(4kIll Training includes nil forbid! trainilig pro' idol to enlisted personnel folloa -
lag graduation from Recruit Training for the 'parpose of preparing them for
...pecic military jobs. This training futilities shills, Ulna or hush
rrewaina. which have no tip Ivan counterpart, as well a., other skills. stick as cook
or c!ertronies otIpment repairmaa, %%Mill are similar to ships taught In the
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civilian sector. Skill Progression Training, *etc, In most cases, to members of
the career force, provides the knowledge needed at higher skill levels or to carry
out supervisory duties.

PROJECTED FUNDING, ENLISTED SKILL TRAINING

Iln billions of dollars)

Army Navy Marine Corps An Force' Total

Itaininf 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.4 8

Shill progression braining ..... .5 .2 (I) ..2 .9

Total 3 ( 1.4 .7 2.6

Less than 550.000,000.
2 Mal not add duo to rounding.

.about 10 percent of these costs are attributable to the pay and allowances 6f
the students. The remainder is composed of pay and allowances of military quil
Ch1111111 personnel who conduct or supprt the training; operations and Mrallte-

name costs; traininggissociatcd Investment costs, such as for proeuremene of
equipment used In training mid construction of training facilities; an allocation of
base operating support costs for the bases on which the training is conduetvl;
and other.:osts identifiable to this trainingmission. ,

Due to changes in accounting systems over the inters ening years, it is lint
possible to recover comparable NMI nal costs for the MO's.

Chairman Nita IN-i. Let me say]. have visited schools and personally ,

know of dozens of instructors that have retired from the military
servicesticking to the subject of electronicswho have made the best
electronics instructors that I know,

,.*-.4o the contribution of the military is very significant so far as this
committee is concerned, in my judgment, and has been all through the
Years.

But I would like for you to repeat, Mr. Greenbergyou Piave learned
to make training prograInS effective. As I understand it, your training
is geared to a particular job, \diet her it be electronics or whatever it
may be, where there is experience, and you mentioned the high
standards.

Could you elal)orate oat those voints and whether you are doing any-
thing ditte,rent from the ordinary vocational-technical school in

America?
gr. Gina:,xmato. Mr. Chairman, I am not able to compare 0111' stand-

ards with those of the xast variety of educational institutions in the
civilian sector. However, we believe we are following what may he
now considered old- fashioned principles of education.

Chairman PiantiNs. Just elaborate on that.
\Er. Giti.:ENBERG. We feel that no,,oneslionld !Ass a course until he los

demonstrated proficiency in each and every block of instriictionl, and to
insure that, he is tested at each and every block of instruction. If his
'progress indicates that he has not learned a 'block of iltIt1141011, we

will work with hint often after lion s. so that lie passes that. If neces-«
sary ho w,ill ba-recycled to repeat that block of instruction.

It is what we call a "go-no go" sit nition. You either know it or you
don't. And the student is tested, not o fly a written test but a proficieney
test in which he actually demonstn tes he can oiierate or repair the
equipment. For example, we have training aids in which WO ran i ?Owe
malfunctions in equipment. He !mist, demonstrate that lie can repair
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these malfunctions befOre the instructor checks h.w off a:, being quali-
fied in that block of instruction.

Other institutions are a bit more lenient in certifying an individual
as qualified hi that skill. But we are, as I mentioned be.fore, an employ
as well as a trainer. I believe it is this link that has created a discipline
in dur training organizationsthe fad that the st tlent w ill be ein-
plot\ ed by our organization, and nut operational units arc ,going to cum
plzitn if the- people Who come out of our training institutions
cannot do the job.
7 Chairman PlautiNs. I know industries had to compete with y our
method. .A.Rmgo Steel, Ashland Oil,,other industries because after
they were retired and you wanted to reemploy sonic (Abe individual,
they were out for the bestjust like your caliber of peopleand I
think it is going to be worthwhile for you to sit dow n n ith the educa-
tors when we commence to mark uptlds bill. like we did in 1903. There
Mere not many members on this committee at that time. But it became
so obvious that we were not going to get a bill because of fighting
between various departments downtown, Labor. ItEWthey were
right at each other's necks.

And I finally got them in a room with the assistance of some other
higher-ups anl told them that we had to, that we we re going to get this
bill and I think that. you can give us some input that needs to be m the
new bill that we write.

But I notice from a press report, the Department of Defense has pre-
paked an educations package to acquaint couuueluis and students of job
training education opportunities in the Army. Could you tell us any-
thing about that? This would seem a practical way to help people get
the job training they yvant.

But is it really practical or would 3 ou suggest to NN hat extent it could
be utilized ; give us a little explanation of that?

Mr. GREENBERG. Mr. Chairman, you may be refer ring to our recruit-
ing literature.

Chairman PERKINS. That is what we are,referring to.
Mr. GREENBERG. We advertise through the efforts of withers and

through the media the job opportunities in the milkail- service and
we are more and more saying to young men wore than "come join the
service." We 'are offering them an opportunity to enlist for a snecifie
type of training, so that an milistee knows when he enters the military
service which occupational field he will beSpeeializingin.

These enlistment options have proven to be effective in attracting
highly qualified young men who might, perhaps, not be interested in
joining the military service without a specific commitment as to the
type of training they would receive. Many y ming men, when they leave
high school,,have not made a decision as to their life's work They look
upon military service as a period in their HI es when they can acquire a

*skill and Make up their minds as to what their life's w ork is going to be.
Therefore, if we can say to them, if you join the Navy we can

promise you that you will get,training in elect' onies, as an example, or
in automotive maintenance or in data processing, many more young
men are willing to consider military sere ice than would respond to
offers which just say, ".loin the military and see the world."

"Chairman PERKINS. I just wanted to put one statement in the ree-
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ord, the amount of funds all the branches of the military are Spending
for technical training.

Mr. Spio.N. I did not mean to usurp4 oar time here but i f'you would
yield, I found out recently that unemployment offices' information is
not available.about the s arious opportunities that are available in the
-Armed Forces. And I has e written to the Department of Labor asking
why thaOs the case. and I have not recei eel an answer!yet. And I am
justeurions why that is the case.

agree with you. sir. I think there are some real opportunities and it
seems to me no one should be forced into the Army or Marines or Navy
or Air Force, but those opportunities ought to be as tillable at an unem-
ployment office, it seems to me, Or literature about them.

Mr. Gatimmniao. Mr. Simon, we agree with you on the importance of
making this information available at unemployment offices. We had
made aryngements many years ago with the Department of Label. to
lance this information disseminate% in unemployment offices. We have
fOund, as von have found, that this information is not as available as
we would like to have it.

The Opt-Lament of Defense is currently in negotiation with the
Department of Labor to improve the; dissemination of this informa-
tion in employment offices, nationwide, and also to institutionalize,
this process by seeing that credit is given to the employment officers
the staff{ of these organizations, when they actually make a referral
and, in effect, a placement of a person in the Armed Forces.

We have always found, Mr. Simon, in our recruiting organizatinn.
that if you want to stimulate a program of that type you have to find
a way of giving credit for accomplishment. So it is that sort of ar-
rangement which we are now strisiing to make with the Department
of

with the Department of Labor.
- Mr. moN. I would be interested in what develops from those
meeting

Chairman PERKINS. Will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. SIMON. I am on your time, Mr. Chairman, so you take over.
Chairman PERKINS. I just want to make one comment folbTming

up what you stated. It has behn my observationand I regret to
state this, but I have spoken lainly here this morningtha there
has been inadequate cooperatio t between the various branches of the
military and the Department f Labor and our educational ysteins
in this Country. I mean the IIE V, and it is my judgment that in writ-
ill" dill legislationthat is th reason I suggested we have it repre-
sentative get in the room witl all of these other groups where we
hme all these contro% ersie,sthat we are going to eliminate some of
t hese problems in the future au 1 just as s ou say. we want this knowl-
edge disseni mated all the way d iwn the line to everybody.

Notwithstanding. what Mr. (reenberg states, I know of instances
where there has not been coorkation from the military and that is
something that we can eliminate. And the educational systems, they are
just as much at fault as the military and the Labor Department in
t his eonnecion. You has a raised a- very important point, 'Mr. Simon,
and I think we need to iron this ou.

Mr. Si3tox. If I could add one other thing, I hope the staff sends
the transcript of this to the Depi\rtment of Labor so they can see
this discussion.

356')
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Your point, Mr. Greenberg, is impot tant beat se as I inquired
and I don't want to be putting specific people oil the spot- 11 here
this was not available, one of the points was made, "there is no in en-
tive." They get no credit. If they put someone in a job that will last
only 1 week, they get Points for it. But if they get someone 11110 will
enlist so he can get trained as a whatever it might be as an audio-
visual specialistand be is in the Air Force for 2 3t ats. you get no
credit for it.

It seems to me that ought to be changed.
_Mr. GREENBERG. Mr. Simon, to elaborate faith( r for the record on

this point, I would like to give General Putnam an opportunity to de-
scribe to you specifically some of the negotiations that are .ow going
on between the Secretary of the Army and the Delt' talent of Labor on
this very issue that you raised.

General l'u-rxAm. The Secretary has been very actil e in his efforts
to hale the Department of Labor institutionalize a ssste of credits
for job referral for those indkiduals who are accepted ks, the militaly

Ice and particulail3 the Army. We became set 3 interested in this,
of course, when faced with a.task of reigniting an all -' ()imam,' force.
Our feeling is that el ery clement of tho Government should assist in
this mandate to accomplish this all-volunteer military force.

I bel ieN the Seuetary has come to at least an agreement for mutual
study at this tinie the Department of Labot in order to establish
some sort of a process for institutionalizing the sy,tent of credits.

Second, in the next month. I believe, both Secretaries will sign a
memorandum of understanding concet fling Department of Labor
acceptance of aPpreuticesip training has lug been gis en in the ili-
tary services. So I would like to mention that there is no lack of
cooperation. on the part-of the .1.rnly as far as getting together with
the Department Of Labor to establish a better w ()thing relationship
jut hese ma ters.1

Chairmai; PraUtiss. Mr. Meeds.
Mr. nuns [iniesidingl. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Both the Navy and Marines today testified Sour schools

are currently operating at capacity. Is that a col act statement?
General McLENs.s.x. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ir.ataxn. From the testinion3 today it seems that what y on a IV

reall:, trying to do is look forward to the time when we disseminate
sour teaching techniques, matea ials, and so forth out_ into the tradi-
iional education s3 stem. No so much looking to ',ling students into
your existing schools, other than tout normal !emits; is that a fait
statement?

General McLENx,vN. Yes.
Tr. ;)111.1.ER. To what extent do Son already ati this train hall-

sithiaN that are not members of the set ice in our sers ice-related
schools?

Admiral Mrrctimr.. Mr. Miller, I can talk for the Navy in that
instance. We do base a major tooperatis e program with 77 colleges
in the ntedical area w here we bring the students told the trainees front
the medical comniunity into our hospitals and they get pi aotic al train-
ing plus utilize our facilities, but that is primal ily on a what w we call
the ''back shift." It is not during the normal slot hing hours nor does
it conflict with our major mission requirement.

3.ft5
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General Putnam pointed out that the lass really read lets us in this
matter as to what we can do within the eNistino. law.

Mr. MILLER. I think it is importain, that we look at both possibilities,
not just simply the dissemination of materials to traditional educa-
tion but also bringing some people into your existing sy stsmi and
making sure there is full litirlhati01 of those futilities and resources.
It is rather interesting in the district I represent we has e a Naval
Weapons, Ordnance Station at Port Chicago, or it used to be Port
Chicago. Now the town is gone but they tell me that idniust every
piece of ordnance that the 'Mau) purchased is reexamined, taken
apart, reassembled on the basis that workmanship in the pi is ate in-
dustry just does not gis e the kind of reliability that is necessaly for
that type of ordnance.

I think it is a rather sad comment that, is hen so many in this country
are is orried about product's ity and is orkinanship in military pro-
curement, this is the case. Thae is really, I guess, no guarantee when
you procure a missile that the damn thing will work the first time
around if needed, and I think the fact that samehow the milittuy is
able to train indis ideals to really duplicate the job in industry, but
with a higher degree of reliability and exirtise, is something that
we have got to take advantage, of if we plan to increase prodoetis ity-
and reliability in private enterprise.

I, along with Mr. Simon, certainly believe that the training the mili-
tary pros ides should be as widely disseminated to those people who
are unemployed. We owe this especially, to the young people who per-
haps don't has e'rnarketable skills, because traditional education right
now is in a period of fluctuation and transition where they are finding
many of the job markets they- hale been preparing people for are
closed off.

I wouldope that agreement, General Putnam, could be worked out
as soon aspossible su that these people whu really Intl e s. cry little hope
in terms of the future because of our economy are given a chance to
consider the specific training programs.I think that it would be a big
change in the sell ice, if y on could siom, up for a specific trade. I think
with a little time and reeducation the se:\ ices could be considered a
true and equal ilteiliatise to our traditional education system, able to
pros ide persons is ith a skill and a means to support his family for
a long time in the future. That is my statement.

Now a question : To what extent, do you use these materials to train
foreign nationals? The reason I ask that is I am concerned with bi
lingialism. Do you find y on are able to bi rug people into the sees ice
who have some language dificulties, has e cultural j,roblems, .ol still
find these materials applicable to those individuals

Anybody who would like to comment?
Admiral MITCHELL. I can speak for the Navy on reign nationals.

We give training to 53 count' ks at the present time. : in special-
ized

give
training, vocational ty pe training, WU %S ill has e a total aver-

age day of about 1,02.7 people aboard. ,knd we do train we send them
to language schools, the Defense Lamp.. School, first to get their
language capability up, and if necessaly . spcLific technical skills we
have to send them back for a refresher course spec ifically , like elec-
tronics or data techniciaii, because the basic language course dues not
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rover those speciali4ed t1pes of English %sold:, that they would has e
to use.

.Alost of tl:ent do \cry tsel I. Some of them hale to repeat a language
course before they tan go into vet twining, and we do set some
of them back in speadihed twining, lint, mei all most of them proceed
at pretty much the normal pace.

Mr. Miami. Is that true for the other services?
General PUTNAM. Yes, sir, the Army's program is about as exten-

sive as the Nasy's and it folloas the Millie pattern. All of this training
is reimbursed by either foreign military sales or military ass'stance
programs. My personal obser withal. association with foreign stu-
dents in sonic of our ben ice schools is that the language training is
minimal but the hands-on limits of training that th-ey get really
offsets the need for a very extensive knowledge of English.

Mm. -Minlifat. To what extent are these programs iised in military
schools for the children of members of the services?

Mr. GHLENIIERG. Mr. Miller, Ile know of no program whereby we are
using our military school sy stem to imparts ocational training to chil-
dren of military personnel. As y ou know, Al e have a separate sy stein
railed the Dependents' I: duration Ss stem IS hich is primarily estab-
lised to pi us ide miom nod pliantly, and s,ecuuditi y education to depend-
ents of military personnel semi ing, oserseas. That. Is a self-contained
system that is run independently of our military training system.

Out! IS eula in effort pros ide the same educational opportunities to
dependents of military personnel that they IS Wad eceit e if their spon-
sor was stationed in the United States.

Mr. Mmos. Will the gentleman yield ?
I think the gentleman has touched on a s cry important point. I

hale Lad I he pi ms i lege to do some us ersi,rlit urn: on dependent schools
in Germny, in Greece, in Italy, and r is ill tell the gentleman front
Catlifornia that Mm. Greenberg is absolutely correct. All dependent
schools teach. is academic education. Thum is just, almost no Nocational
education at all, a serious shortcoming in some of our eyes.

Mr. Mu.nt. It would seem to mime, if I might add something. that
this may pros ide at I el) real (ppm tunity ill twin, of demonstration
to-the education-coma' unit les-of-a Iiat -cairla-done...It-seems-to me-that,
if you love a II hole contained systun that is under the jurisdiction
of .the military you hale a 4,lStell II hill is readily capable of this
kind of interchange of materials and ill:411001'h and able to pros ide
the ty pc of educational opportunity that Ise have talked about here
this morning..

Mr. Gi{F.E:\111;Iii.. Mr. Miller. I would like to see if any of the people
who hale ateoutpanied us tuda1 110111d care to counuelit on that
suggest ion.

General PUTNAM. I a mild like to ask Colonel hi iggs to mention
changes from what. you have observed, Mr. Meeds.

Colonel I3muns. I would like to point out in the U.S. schools
in the European arca Ise has e made user the last ;'emus considerable
ads mamma in the offei tugs in the s orat ional, technical area, pri-
marily at the 1OtIi, Uth, and 1i2t grades. We has c a vocational tec-
nical tarunt muter as tIV111011:+trated In the high snhools in Frank fin t ,

in Wiesbaden, aunt in so cral other high schools in that area. And the

36.1
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children come there in the aftei nouns or mot flings half of their (lay
is devoted to regular academic programs and the other half to voca-
tional technical programs.

We are proud of the facility we lime established.there. Similar, al-
though somewhat limited, vocational technical capability exists in
most of otw high schools in the European area. We do use teachers
whose credentials are established by State certifying, agencies and so
on. We are accredited by North Central Association, and we rely
strictly on the eh ilian education standards for accreditations; to use
Army instructors and so on IN Mild probably not be appropriate w ith
these dependent children since our ()Weak e is to provide an education
comparable to that giN en in the bate' school systems in the continental
United States.

Mr. MILLER. Just one canal-lent : I think it is the feeling of this com-
mittee that one of the failings of our system in the United States is
vocational education ;,that our educational system really has not met
the mark. I think perhaps, with the tremendous resources available
NN 41141 the military complex, that you may lead the way. I must say
to some degree they a, out there iloundering around and they could
use a little direction on a good first-class vocational program that is
on an equal basis with the traditional academic education.

Mr. MEEDS. Colonel. has that been since early 1971? ,

Colonel Batons. Subsequent to the survey reports on your visits to
Europe we launched an extensive program.

Mr. MEEDS. Do-you think it might be as a result of some of our
criticism?

Colonel BRIeiGS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. The gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. SIMON. I notice we have here au Army general who grew up in

a coasthl State of Maine, and a Nil v admiral from Oklahoma. It seems
to be a pattern I notice developing from time to time:

Two very brief comments: One, it appears to inc that what you do
in the field of vocational education somehow ought to be much more-
and I notice in the statement of one of the gentlemen, I think it was
the admiralthe National Institute of Education getting involved
but it seems to me we could learn a great deal more from the Armed
Forces in a variety of ways. So I would hope the National Institute
of Education would be in touch with y on, Mr. Greenberg, for a whole
variety of things and I am goii:g to get a letter off to them suggesting
that be done.

This has nothing, to do with vocational education, but since you are
Here --and I am harking back and anti be things blue changed a great
dealbut I recall a massive opportunity for education from my ol er-
seas trips back and forth in the Army, when we were on that ship
and had nothing to do for (lays and days and days.

It seems to memay be the Air Force is getting everybody back and
forth now, I don't }plowbut if you bad 20 instructors on a ship may-
be teaching the language of the nation you are going to or a variety
of thingsthat you could both make time pass a little faster for those
going overseas, and at. the same time provide an educational oppor-
tunity and stimulus.

would be interested in any reaction that anyone might have.

3t; <
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Mi. Coa,r.Nntau.. Yes, Mt. Simon. I would like to hale service rep-
resentatilcs continua un that point. But you are correct in that we no
longer hale too main ,of these lung sea going Joutne3 s that many of
us old World War II'veterans experienced.

I have found, tliugh, that there has been remarkable progress in
exteialitg educatiokil upportunit ;eh to ItlellibUtb of the .Muted Forees
who ate selling in I emote lot talons, whether it be at a distant w eatl ler
station or la the bowels of a missile silo. I found somm flue educational
activities going on down in a silo of a missile whetc, as you can ex-
pect. missile crew mea are isolated with not too much to do.

So 1111 ikie of these opportunities to provide education to serv-
ice members..

Mr. SIMON. If I may-, what percentage of Army personnel who are
sentloverseas now go by ship?'

Mr. CinEENBERO.None now.
Mr. SIMON. lain dating myself.
Mr. GHEENIIERO. Nearly crew body flies now, but we do have quite

a few people ships in the Navy, and I would like Admiral Mitchell'
to comment on the educational opportunities aboard ship..

Admiral 'Milt We have a specific program with an acronym
eared PACEPe Ih01111e1 Afloat Cdlege Educatioital program. On any
ship of the Nit% y-i f 10 people wait to sign up for a course we prov.ide
an instructor. accredited from a cu ilian university, to teach that col-
lege course. 'Wiwi e the ship is deployed, for example, like a. carrier
might be in the -Mediterranean. and it becomes examination timeto
assure the aceteditation of the course, we do provide the instructor on
that ship in the Mciliternmea to do the examination. It is a fairly
large program and has significant suppot within the Congress because
it does provide that kind of educational opportunity.

We also have a program called tuition aid where we pay iv percent
and the man pays SI percent. We use that also in the remote location
st;' that the people ha% e au opportunity to get advanced education to
meet their aspirations.

General,Mchtxx.ts. Mr. Sinion.,I would lik'e to comment from the
Marine Corps' point of view. When our people go ol erseas the great
preponderance trawl. by air. however, we do have deployed units of
battalion size, and son let hnes huger, whose members actually are pas-
sengers on Sa3- ships for the period of time that they are deployed.
For these unit.. we tin regular training schedules aboard ship w hich-
are enriched through additional insta ttetion that we provide through
out Marine Corps Institute. This institute pros ides correspondence
courses, and we use their tutelages for group Instruction for deployed

s units.
This instruction is god' by specialists in various fields who are em-

harked w ith the pint mid is pin tiled to 0-rott pings of Mat ines who hale
either an interest in the area 01 a need to know it as a result of their
military duty,

Further, IVO °Mk assdstanie in remedial ty pe training for embarked
Mat ines, for instance, to it pro e their reading skills as well as to help
them to *pare to take genet al education development tests, the
examination, when t !ley ate hack to a site where they are able to do so.
We find that the shil?boatd time provides us a great opportunity to
pretvide additional tra using to our people.

3 0
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Mr. Stmox, Mr. Chairman, I will not be able to tontinue. I wai
concerned.

Thank you tery much. From my point of view I vreciate your
testimony.

With your testimony, Mr. Strode], I think that on raise sonic
very pertinent poillts there. and .I mould be inter(steyyli in any reaction
9f the Office of Education to year testimony and if you don't get what
you think are satisfactory answers in the next 30 day s I would
rdly hearing from you, Mr. Straubel.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ME-Ens. I would like first to point out to the gentleman from

Illinois that with the purchase of several more 747's from the Boeing
Company there would not be any need' to transport people by ships
,tail.
,My first question, I would like to go to the question of testing.,
Mr. SIMON. If I may comment, they may not know that 'you are

from the State of Washington.
Mr. MEEns. Sure they know it now, specifically E erett where they

build the 747's.
I avould like to go to the question of testing and evaluation. Mr.

Greenberg, when you take a young man into the service or young
woman and promise them a school of a certain kind if they enlist, is
this done before or after testing which indicates that they may have
a proclivity to that thing that they suggest?

Mr.. GREENBERG. This commitment is made after they have takeit
aptitude tests which enable us to determine their qualifications for
various types of training. With these test scores, the recruiter is able
to mike a firm commitment for a specific type of training.

Mr. MEEOs. Now that is one situation.
The second situation, assume, the person is already in the service.

has not been promisful anything specifically, might that person upon
testing be found to have good

anything
in certain areas and then

be sent to school ?
Mr. rxREENBERG. Z: e;. That. is often the case. The fact that the indi-

vidual didnotselect a specific t rne of training as part of his enlistment
contract does not preclude his being selected for technical training.

In addition to his test scores, consideration is given to his expressed
interests during classification interviews which take place in one form
or another in each of the services. So I do not feel that the fact that he
has not made a specific selection eliminates his opportunities for
entering technical training.

a

Mr. MEEDS. The third question Js: Is anyone who does not manifest
a strong propensity or proclivity to a certain area, certain technology,
is anyone :without that given an opportunity to attend a school, gay a

'relatively technical school, such as electronids?
Mr. GREENBERG. Each teelinicalcoase has a minimum prerequisite

score in a specific aptitude area. Everyone who enlists qualifies for
training in some skill, either a combat skill or a noncombat technical
skill. SO everyone has an opportunity for some form of training.

Mr. Maims. ram would ,you feel, your programs, your technical or
cupational programs, would fare without this ability to test and to
progratnpeople according to their teat.scoreg
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Mr. thi:ExttEnt. -We feel that there would be a substantial increase
in tl.e failure rate at si..houls. We also feel that the ui erage test scones
of those who graduate nould be lower, and therefore the actual poi -
formance on the job would be, lower. if we did not use some form
of apitittide testing in selection for acceptance into the sere ices and.
equally important, for allocation of people to various fonds of
t raining.

Mr. Minos. Now we don't want to. or at. least I don't want to.
establish an elitetest system in"the public schools, but I would like
your suggestion as to bon we might better utilize testing in the public

,school system to achieve some of the results you are. I tun not sa3ing
we ought to force people to go in certain channels or certain vocations,
but I am saying, as 1-think 3 ir w testimony bears cry go .I evidence to
what I fun saying, that testing and evaluation and aptitude testing
is a very valuable adjunct to successful education of all kinds and
particularly of vocational technical education.

I row might we use this a little better?
General TosuE. Last year we had a requirement forplectronics of

ccl pereentiliT aptitude. We tried to lower this. We had some indii id- .
uals that tested at E-00 or E-70. We found we doubled our attrition
rate with those we gave a waiver for entry. so we had to go back to
the 1.:-80 entry requirement into electronics training.

Mr. MEF :us. Then in the Armed Forces you can make that a require-
ment. Obi ifit,s13. uliless we are gying to become an elitest, system of
education we cannot make that a requirement in public schools. but,
we should be able to use testing eialuation bettel at the public school
level.

Mr. MiLfriu. Rut your testimony is that. you find an aptitude in
skills'for ei er3 one and that while someone may not achieve the

40th percentile in eleetronies,be may achiefe it in carpentry 9r plumb-
ing or somen here else. You are talking about establishing. a sun l'ess
ratio mini some degree of predictability and I would be interested in
know in what that is. Ifow many people were washed out of your
school r

General rogi In tech training in the Air Forcefor'exa mph,.
about, 71,000 enlisted personliel were sent tin °ugh initial skill training
last Year. We had an nth ition late of less than S percent across the

'board.
Mr. Mu.i.En. I think that goes to your_question. Lloyd. You have

Been able to use the scieening de ice for the purpose of placement,
S percent is far less than wlfit, we achieve in the traditional educa-
tion system for predicting success ratio in des eloping a. marketable
skill, whether it us for your own purposes as employer or for private
industry-at some later date. I think that you hit a very important
point here because we are told constantly Mat almost. that cannot be
done. We canunot make those kinds of predictions with people,.

I would say we test them probably far more extensively than you
do upon signing that contract, and yon say, "Look, we are going to
give you a shot, at electronic in the Air Force, so I think you make.
a very good,point, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GR ENBERG. Mr. heeds, I would not presume to ['thin the
eihtfational communities on how to use aptitude testing
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Mr. INNEes. I think we need some aulvice.
Mr. GumeXticau [continuing]. In running their business. We have,

howeNer, for many years offered the use of a. military aptitude test
called the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude ,Battery to the sec-
ondary schools of this country. And many do use this test in the junior
and senior years of high school. The same test results are used b.% the
military services.

Aside from that, we are now-adapting this test for use in nil ser% ices
in lieu of , separate aptitude tests jn each set.% ice. and' thou:duds of
high sebools have been testing dick; students with this test. The scores
are, inade available both to the guidance counselors and to our re-
cruiters. These scores therefore provide some leads for our recruiters.
They then know which high school students in a count 'unity are quali-
fied for training in specific skills.

The guidance counselor can use these test scores in advising the
students as to which fields they are apparently best suited for. I under-
stand that other schools use a bepartittent of Labor aptitude test often
referred to as the CiA.TB and other schools use neither. So I can only
say that our belief in aptitude testing is evidenced by our liming
avail the Arnied Services Vocational Aptitude Battery to the sec-
ondary schools of the country.

Mr. Mans. I agree, with everything you have said, Mr. Greenberg."
The unfortunate thingat least from my point of new, any concept
is that in our effort to get away fre`m the elitest system of Europe
and other countries we have lemma over backward and have failed to
recognize,that testing may provide us some \ alnable clues as to \\ hat
people would be most successful at and that there is coordination
bdween aptitude, success, and high perfou nuance in a gicen ocation
or field.

So what we tire doing by our failureagi.in I am statingmy own
()Pinion hereour failure to utilize testing_ more is depriving people
of the opportunity to make an educated, choice about what ,t1tey are
really going to be most successful at doing and consequently going to
be most happy doing in life.

T did not mean to get on the soapbox but I think your experience
with testing should be a very aluable lesson to us in- writing Lids bill.

Mr. Gnmento. If I might add. Mr. heeds, we have in the military
services, I believe, an objective view of testing. Ve. don't, believe that
test results are foolproof.

Mr. Mmes. I agree.
Mr. GREENBERG. We only believe that the use of them increases the

odds that the individual will be successful in a .particular school and
therefore ditninishes failure, improves the efficiency of our training
system, and works to the advantage of the indk hind, because most
people are not. ennobled by failure.

Mr. "Mums. Counsel just advises me, Mr. Greenberg, that he read
recently of a case where there was a fellow who, because of his IQ, test,
was considered a mental retard. Ire went and took a. teA. for eat y into
the armed services, passed the rest. became Anite,successful educa-
tionally, later gained a Ph. D. So I think that served to illustrate your
point.

;2-94'.\--1.1-2v Ai.
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'Mr. Gums num. Tian is a fine comni,inient to our testing systc in and
our training SVS10111. That has certainly made Inv day.

Mr. MEEns.. Either that or-they are lowering the lei el of Ph. D's. I
& He( know which. . . , .

Mr. Greenberg. us I recall you Mere veer much involved in tlmt,peo-
gam that .former :weretarl of Defense McNamara. had of 100,000
T. hope I am not opening an3 old .womuls or anything %iten I ask you
about, thiswha t happened to it ? . .

INf. GIMINTI RG. Project .100.000 w as ended as an identifiable pro-
gram in December 1971. at the urging of Congre.,,s, which felt that
we should not be e,tablishing quotas for the invent ance of people who
scored low on the ba:ince test. Regardless of that congressional
action, T believe that. in IIION in toward an all-volunteer foren and in
reducing. the size of the Armed Forces from the peak of the Vietnam
war to a peacetime establishment of what is now 2..L lilillion military
personnel, there w Is an ine% it able emphasis on iinproino. the quality
of incoming reveal s. .

The Armed Von es today have about 000,000 fewer military person-
nel thnn we had in fiscal Sear 1904, which was a peacetifne year. This

-,,is a. significant. reductionaction without a. commensurate reduction in the
seriousness of the i nernational scene. This has nut considerable pres-
sure on the Atineill Forces to have a very qualified, competent force.

. We have been urged, also. by Congress to concentrate on quality.
Therefore, our current entrance standards are hiqhe,r today than they
were during the years when Project 100.000 was in operation.

Mr. Mprps. Tn fact. the situation today is really lunch different than
it was at that time wlien on hail an unemployment rate of around :1 M_
4 percent, nationally, when 3 ou haul a draft system rather than an all-,
volunteer system. The facts are considerably di fl'orent.

Mr. Om...I.:cm:no. Yes. the facts are different. Certainly, daring the
Vietnam war when the daft was in ope'ration many people felt, that
the eligibility for the draft.:,hwild be broadened both at the tipper end
by el imioating college deferments, wlihh was eventually done, awl also
hr rednciier standards so that, a broader segment of our population
would be si-ibject to the draft and also have the opportunity for mili-
tary service.

However. today we are making a. definite effort to improve the
qualitvof our force and minimize the att ritiort rates in service. mini-
mize disciplinary fail and to improve the effectiveness of each
serviceman. .

Me. Mrims. Finally, Mr. StratibelT guess this is not as much a
question as it is a. statembntT have lust been involved in efforts
with Senator Jackson to get sour surplus property at Payne Field
in Fverett, Wash., which w ill be the site of an area vocational school
for .24 high ,,chools iu the area and will be strongly oriented toward
aerospace teChnology. You might get up there and talk"to them about
establishing some of your edneatitin ideas.

,,,

1)oesthe gentleman from Florida have any questioons?
MI'. LBMIAN. T just wonder if perhaps in some of-our areas %flier('

high schools don't. have good vocational programs" and yon have an
Army installation or military installation nearby, whether there is

,..

3 ,N
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an) W11) ) celthl ik;t high schools flout the school system. and gi e
them the benefit of your training at the Army bases?

Mr. GRE'ENBLIIti. Sir. e don't be#ie%e,the lune the legal authority to
take students

Mr. Luiisxx. Can I interiupt ? 1 Was just coneetned as on,-the-job
t raining. Fur nistance. as the. aoulll go out into a pi hate industrial
,plant to learn on-the-job training.

Air. GRELNISE110. I belies e that that could be done on a very indi-
% idualized 1.arsis, de.pendin-L,r on the mission of the organization and
tle as ailabilit!, °Unite to do that sort of thing. I do la.heve, howei, er,
that the local school Jbtuni could benefit greatly by has it; its edu-
eaters visit the militaly activity, especially if it is an :till% which
OlititletS Annuli school training, to_ obstus c the methods being used

in the Mil it4a) ell001 Stern, to N isit operating units and also observe
the formalized on-the-jet), tiaining programs m hich exist in many
organizations.

We have not discussed on-the-job ti h icing here much this morninur,
but training continues after a militaty Ancient graduates from school.
lit order to quail') fun ad% ancement he is going to hac to pass skill
tests and he therefore begins, m itlt the assistance of his super's isors,
studyingAA ,these tests and lea' ning to master his job so that he mill
iffahfy forpromotion.

I believe this material could also be of use to our educational system
and to civilian employers.

Mr. MEEns. Thank 3on very much, ,fpntlemen, for your fine tgsti-
loony, and our helpful- suggestistns, e appreciate it %ery much.

The conunit tee will be adjourned.
I\Vhuerenpon,at11:-l3 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned to recoil% ene

`at the call of the Chair.1.

3t3()



VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1975

6 IfousE or RErat:sENTATIvEs,
SuecomurrEt-: ON EMMENTARY,

SEcomuir Aso, Yoc.irtox.tr, Enix.y6os
or Tut: COUnnTEE ON,'EDUCATSONAND LABOR,

-Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 pursuant to notice; in room

115, Rayburn House Office Bu ilding, Hon. Carl D.Perkins (chairman
of the committee) kesiding.

Afeznbers present: Representatives Perkins and Blonin.
St a t1 menJa,rs present,: John Jennings. counsel to the subcommittee;

and Charles W. Radcliffe, minority counsel.
Chairman PEaKixs, I am delighted to welcome all you distinguished

gentlemen this morning to testify before the committee.
'We have been conducting these vocational education hearings for

several weeks. They will. continue for several more weeks. We hope to
improve thejegislatien by the now bill.

I am delighted, ut this time. to welcome Chancellor Rillph Dungan,
State Department of Higher Education, New Jersey. 4,

Will von mine around and get your seat?
Is Aft:. Dungan here this morning?
Afr. lirmo:. I am -Commissioner Burke. We are making a joint

appearance.
Chairman PERKINS. All right; you take a seat,When be comes in ho

can take seat with you. You are Commissioner Burke with the State.
Department of Education?. ,

Bunn. That is right.
Chairman PEmoNs. We are likewise happy to have vou. lithe other

. members slant to come around, you might as Nell and-get a seat at the
table before we commence questioning.

This is Dr. CharlestE. Palmer. executive director of,the South Caro-
lina Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education. Why don't
you just pull your chair up at the table. You will be the third witness.
And then Dr. Thomas EAtarton. president of the Greenville Technical
Education College in South Carolina.

At this time we will bear from Chancellor Ralph Dungan. Identify
yourself for the record. 'fr. Dungan, and proceed.A quorum is present.

(1137)
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Si ATEMENT OF RALPH DUNGAN, CHANCELLORI SATE
1 DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION;'NEW JERSEX
/ . .,7 *My.. DuNc.x. Mi:, Chaiyinan, speaking for'

.
my colleague,: Connais-.. / sioa6r Burke, we are .purposely here together because I've w ant pui

presence here testify ing together to itidiutte the kind.lf cuitiannitt
of interest ate have and the way we operate in New Jet.e.% and to ant;- t
gesi to xop and to the distingui:died fneknbers of this eenunit tee now:'
no think it ought to work all over the count that ia; that dale be.
true unity among larious ,agencies'having to do s ith 14ucatitinid lind
occupational educatiol).

..1 thihk, rather than take your timel-you can .read much 'more
quickly our lestinionyperhaps Commissioner Nuke and 'I could just
highlight a couple of points. , - ..

Chairman l'utioNs. Without objecttio your prepared btateincia: 11111
ho l'ilerted in therecord. You go ahead nd highlight it. t

-.I Thp preptnid statement of Fred 0. Burke and' Balph Dungan
follows: .I .. .s. -. . .,,...,, ,,

,
racrAina, STXTE NI ENT OV 'Dit. Fsso 'C, Beam:, Co M MI SS1O.N ER 9F ED 4 t Ay10;1, .1:fr

Ma. RALF it DUNG.I.LS, CHANCELLOR ftiF IIIGIIER Ent. t,A Tan*, TIM STATE; OF `LW.
s . \

,JERSEY , ) . s. ,

t-. *

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to iiresent our joint IICIN b ,j,11
.

proposed revisions to federal s ocational edueational legislatimi. .
Our appearance together today is symbolls, of Or intent to speak with one %owe

about a matter we feel is too important to be clouded by questions of turfman:Alla ..
or confused by the conflicting designs of the two separate administratise entitdes
We 'represent. , . s.

iWe respectfully suggest that It is time to relhink the basic dirAtIon of the
federal government's efforts hi the areas 14 career. rotational, anol..meppat Lona'
etIncatIon anti to take a good look at preseilt adininistratIv.e structures n hid., Me
believe. tend to inhibit rather than facilitate reasonable program objectives. .

Our purpose is nut to criticize past efforts or to engage in what we perceisle as
the current jockeying among Institutional lobbyists for control of this importitot
cdidationnl sector. We do nut believe that tInkering,,with the present.law ur the

... additional of complicated review structures really addresses the contemporary
probiem.'we reject the exclusivItY and rigidity of the Presentarrangements, but
we equblly deplore the efforts being made to add further coMplicated machinery
designed to modify tlid atatqa quo.

taw. With your Je `In New Jersey, we have had n fine record in providingucatiTrmission,
Mr.

I education to
students under the present provisions of the l
Chairman, rd like to enter into the record a summary detailing the Progress
hti've Made in vocational education In'New Jersey.

We bre here to talk about a problem the interface of thir educational sjstent
with the World of workwhich in its totality far outreaches the scope of pres'ent
federal legislation and is in many cases beyond the jurisdiction of .the state. /.

. agencies we represent.
The problem as We see it, Mr;Chairfnan, is that America faces a crucial-quarter

Atcentury attend. It will be an age where material resources will be scarce and those
available expensive, and where the pace of technological change will accelerate to
offset our traditional reliance on natural resources. It will also be,,a time when
the American qualitlesse ingenuity and attaptability will be sorely tested byon
array orapidly developing, technologicallrfresh, new nations.

In the America of twenty-five year from now, people will be our most precloA.
resource. It will be through their efforts that America' will P9main an economi-
cally viable, Humane place In which to live. , ...,

And yet, it isin the very area of th,c utilization of human resources that we as
public officials have been found wanting in fulfilling the needs of the people we

, serve. Consider the bitter irony that in a time when 330,000 men and women .!I
.. r s /
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our state of New Jersey are recur ing unemployment checks, jobs for secretaries,
bookkeepers and laboratory teehnieians go unfilled. Consider also how slowly and
how inefficiently our present Wining programs respond to changing economic
conditions. For example, though labor surpluses have Lech predicted in the fields,
we in New Jersey has e continued to turn out thousands of teachers and drafts-
men for whom joishunting..has now become a desperate nightmare.

Mr. Chairman, future proje}ions suggest that the staits and ju'l, of our pres-
ent minimum situation are only a harbinger of things to conic. Increasingly, our
people will iibange jobs in response to altered economic conditions and switch
careers to meet technological imperatives. They Trill also try new kinds of NS ork
to enhance their ow u.....sepse personal fulfillment and self-satisfaction Our titl-

e -Lens will make these ehanges, always dilliwlt is en under the best of eircum-
stances, in vuch numbers that it is hard for us now to cuaiiprchen 1. the magnitude
of such at pheifinnenon, let alone fashion public policy that helps rather than
hinders them in coping with a changing world.

In these circumstances, we belies e it prudent to take a flesh look at N. hat we
are doing flow, and to discuss with you some of the ideas we has c for dealing with
future national needs.

The cs ell-worn cliche about education as an opportunity fur "life-time lean-
lug" really has significance when we talk about occupational education. In our
stew, it IS a reality that people mcreasaigly will Lase to muse iu, Mal out of work
end educational situations in order to sun ive as z.-clf-suflieient members of our
society.

The implication of this reality is that the institutional structures which we
has e builtboth physical and aihninistrativemust constantly adapt to emerging
needs. We can no low presume that a particular institution will serve only a
particular age group or offer educational sersices in a mode which might hale
been appropriate to another era. For example, eunanunity colleges or technical
institutes, In addition to semesterung degrree or certificate programs, must be
prepared to offer short courses suited to client needs and in modes and at times
convenient for the learner.

Second, we believe that training and re-training programs under federal si
sorship should envompass a aside range of occupational skills and embody the
development of haste competencies in language, reading, and writing, as will a,
specifhaflly defined socational skills. It is our judgment that sonic present feder-
ally-assisted programs are too narrow in scope and limited in their conception of
what skills are useful for career development.

We also 'suggest that new legislation should accommodate the needs of our
present population of workers. Young adults represent a disproportionate hula
in-the age distribution of our current working populationamain r effect of the
post-World War II baby 4Juum. This group include:, large numbers of minority and
women workers NNho, although formally finished with oar prescit': manpussi r de
velopment system,,arti insufficiently prepared for successful work careers in the
future. ,

Fur whatever. reason, there are Increasing numbers of 3 °wig adults %She arc
dropping between the educational cracks. Not only are they unprepared to c liter
the job market, but they do not have the basic skills to participate in a demo-
cratic society, be responsible parents, or exercise their constitutional right to
pursue happiness. There is no more challenging or compelling problem fa, Mg
Amerleali education today than meeting the needs of young adults.

With these three guides in mind, SS hat are the possible attributes of a new
federally siffinsored system of ethmational sers ices to meet the ellanging ocimpa-
tional needs of our population? ,

First, major emphasis should lie placed on increasing the flexioility Of the pres-
ent system. Every attempt should be made to design a system that serves indi-
vidual clients. Instead of gearing our progr .cis toward age groups. we should be
responding to the learning purposes of the client. People should be able to enter
and leave educational situations as their needs dietate. Moreos er,.provisions
should be made to serve people fur whom an ordinary educational s, tang I, no
longer an appropriate place for them to learn.

(me. of the great failings whiih plagues es cry organized human actisity,
espei idly sers li a institations, and perhaps morn espen lady . odut ational institu-
tions, 1-- the tendem'y to sees e institutional needs at the exis Use of learner or
client needs. This tendency Is often re- enforacvd by laws and rogulal ha is that
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govern the conduct of ..or public institutions. Examples of, this sad matt abound.
In t ollegcs. students often engage In repetitive exereises without regard to the
student's matery of the subject matter simply to fulfill a course requirement
oft(u iuipty(J simply to Uk:lupy a tenured fatality member. in ocenpational edit-
tation a person desiting to learn a specific skill or technique only be required to
endure a full course of study iu width he has little. or HO interest.

In addition to it flexible program, we should place greater stress on a cum-
prehensile of career guidance and counseling. At present, our guidance
elfin is are skewed tow aid ser, ing two distinet student poplin!)ams . those college-
bounkl stud. tits mu, lug into so- called professional students with
cleady detitted vocational goals. This leaves the great bulk of students in the
general stream Of secondary education largely unattended.

Wt also 'Anti to devise a means whereby clients now outside 'tile educational
system rev, Le professional caret r ads e. It is out judgment that those who need
the n.,u t assistance are often the most removed from the traditional modes of
these important services.

Set ions toi.sidcr.ttion should be given to providing .this service, outside the
, structure of etliceptional nistitutionS. We suggest this for two reasons, First, aucli

counseling often May he slanted to serve institutional rather than client needs.
Set (aid, for malty who most aced career and academie etmaseling, the t pentium('
hrstitutioli is an awesome and forbidding place.

tnicv th_xibility should be the w &nth word.,Not all institutional counseling
po.i, spit serving in Mac, essIble, but the system shquid be flexible enough to

adapt to limann needs as they arenot just as editcators perceive them.,
system that istflexible and that provides services based on the needs of its

tit(iita most also haotpirate some understandIngof overall national manpower
weds t, lot alit dIsiortions in the labor =diet and difficulties for its clients. We
belie ve a roug 'thawing k Ampunent should be an integral pau t of any EICVS. legisht-
that. Those designated to do the planning will assess client needs and. facilitate
tin devete,ptaelit of programs that will facet those idc?itified- needs. Of necessity
strt be pinked oil ,ourdlnating the efforts of .t range of institutions able to
provide the services.

We lit that these basic principles have specific implications for the de-
velopment of new federal legislation. There is no doubt that if there is to be effec-
t!, e. planning and impleilit atation, a single state agency should be held responsible
and moat 'made_ to all tom erned. Because states vary greatly in their sy stems. of

rtials-t tve would suggest that the legslation be flexible enough to perthit
states to Iliit!,e intik Idttaf determinations with regard to the mechanism best fur
them.

What is t rill. al, Mr. Chairman, is that such an executive agency should sys-
teniatitall; at nil itself of advice from all interested parties, 'minding citizen
rept esentlitites. Au Important measure of the performance of such an agency
smaild be v. it tiler or not its planning_and execution of occupational education

effet Live); lift (triturate the input of lottrested agemies and Individuals.
We also ladiev ejlafc the Congress should draft legislation that contains pro-

visions listillg .pet ile k rite ria that must be met by any state phut for occopa-
atonal ("dot on. Our suggt stion to this committee. Mr. Chairman, is that you,
ft t It e at touch set of t t Ueda that 3 ou, want to see implemented In state plans. 81101
out priorities for sere it vs and. specify the need for spet lid programs fur various
population'grotips.-Wilte a law that the appropriate federal agencies tun monitor
sueessralls without v itlating state effectivencs in planning fur local needs.

Mr. CLntrwan, tve icaliic that 3 ummay apial?nich this last suggestion w Ith some
trepidation. Federal experience with block grants to states has not been uni-
form!, positive. Tutu often, states pnss out federal money tu local ngenties with
Mile regard for the hopes of those of you trying to make public policy responsive

- to the needs of a wide range of our citizenry.
The alternative, lames er, is to retain much of the actual decision making at the

federal lee eh In effect. this would mean authority for pull( 3-making would reside
In the rabbit warrens of Waslibigton perhaps the must remote and least ac-
countable link in our national chain of governance.

We think that the members c.f this committee can Fatly predict what would
happen if the cunt ept of state responsibility is overlooked in the drafting of this
-legislation. last* ad of state initiative, the legislation would elicit the kind of
behaviour from state ()Metals that has always made members of Congress leery
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of turning_over signitnanit responsibilities to Fla. states. In Lila, Mi, Lain,
you have to give as responsibility if you \Cunt us to act responsibly. .

Mr. and members of this cinziniittee, ue want )utt to kt:S ILA me
are ready to be held accountable fur the do elopniclit of euniprelabsi+e state
planning. We Lase tlit technical expertise, the kriuNleilge of lucid tiecilsiliti the
desire to assunie.pi many responsibility fur enstiriug that ok.cupat,9...ii cdtkatiaii
serviees are delivered to every citizen who needs them.

Moreover, if you assign a single state agency %% Wt primary responsibility for
planning the expenditure of federal funds for occupational education, then me
suggest that you eliminate or at least substantially reduce set,uside finaLtig,
provisions. We suggest instead that you make planning programs fur the Lird,
capped, the disadvantaged, and others y uu identify, specific criter.a for the
acceptability of a state-plan.

As you know, there are distinct advantages to setasides. They ensure that
states desute a certain percentage of federal funds for programs set% mg diffirtilt
groups who had often been short - changed in the past.

Home% er, setaside provisions do not adequately take intu account var.ali ins
in state and locally identified needs or state initiated efforts to meet these needs.
For example, New Jersey has a strong, program of state aft), to lical school
districts for handicapped children that has enabled us to iderixify and serve
more than 8 5% of the handicapped children in our state. We may be AWL to
better apply funds for occupational education previously earmarked fur the
handicapped to the pressing needs of other groups who do hot fare as men
under present state-funded programs in New Jersey, wherea- in other states for
different reasons, quite different allocations would be appropriate. We think
that this area needs more thought, and that flexibility should be an impurtan.
consideration in the development of new legislation.

We have pointed to some principles-that we feel -new legislation should em-
body. And we have suggested the shape new legislation-should take if we are
to do the job.

Developing a common position on such a crucial issue has been a rewarding
experience for both of us. We feel that it may suggest to you what-e,00peration
can be tapped at the state level if you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of the
committee, entrust us'with this new challenge.

We believe that much good can be dove, and we stand read; to aid this
committee in any IN 1* appropriate to expedite the development of Ltd, legislation.

APPENDICES TO THE STATEMENT OF DE. FRED G. BURNIE, COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION, STATE OF NEM, JERSEY

A. Overview of New Jersey Progress in Vocational Education.
I. New Jersey's Thrust in Vocational-Technical Education.
IL The Effect of Federal Vocational Technical Education Legislation in New

Jersey.
E. Cost and Benefits of New Jersey Vocational-Technical Education. (Taken

from Feedback of Occupational Research and Development, Vol. 9, No. 2-3,
Spring-Summer 1374.)

C. Career Development Through New Jersey Vocational-Technical Education
Programs and Services. (Department of Education, January, 1074.)

D. New Dimensions of Career Education. (Bureau of Occupational Research
Development, Dillsion of Vocational Education, Department of Education,
July, 1974.)

I. tvinv JERSEY'S THRUST IN VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL. EDUCATION

New Jersey's vocationaltechnical education is an integral part of a wide and
varied State system of education which could be characterized as (1) being
reformed to be more responsive to the demands of our citizens, (2) including
an effort emphasizing career development of all persons at all ages and stages;
and (3) including a socational-technical education program with major effort
at- the secondary level. Let me give you some further details as to New Jersey's
approach as a basis for this testimony.
Continuous Reform in New Jersey Education.

New challenges faee New Jersey vocational technical education today and
m ill continue in the coming decade. Not only Will it be necessary to meet needs

3 ".'
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for the kilids of education which are already obvious today. but it will lo be
necessary to participate in a nation-aide reform in education, re-thinking out'
rt tasting its purposes and modes to better meet the societal and technolot.it
changes which will occur.

New Jersey is in the protess of making such reform, as et ideneed by the
font wing coniments sent by tbe State Department of Education to the New
Jer-ty la,..islatue w No c ember of 1971 to introduce needed legislation for
nothing the Stunt's educational system responsive to the State Constitution's
mandate for a vthorough and efficient education":

(hi en the options, scuelcias arc electing vocational preparation in ever increas-
ing numbers. In mast J t um!, vocational courses are over-snbscribed. For
thousands of students, i ()Latham' preparation has become a thorough and oil-
dela mechanism fur attaining goalswithout closing the doors to college
atteadance. Vocational pron.rams that have been sottsiing and rewarding to
some must be made available to all students.

To deny students access to enrollment in vocational preparation is diserimi--
na,.ry and perpetuate, unequal opportunity and denial of career goal attain-

Carrtgit13,-, re;stricted access to vocationalpreparation- affects dircc tly
thousands of.students in the general' curriculum of the secondary schools. While\
the system graduate's these students, they are neither prepared for college
entrance nor for employment.

I or those students in the 'general' curriculum, the system is neither 'thorough'
not efficient.' It is this group primarily that must be the target of our attention
at the immediate funne. It is, therefore, proposed that at least 60% of the
current 9 to 12. setontlary school population is Interested in and could benefit
from cocaina-oil preparation, assuring that dpup of a salable skill upon gradaa-
ttoo front high school. and not precluding college attendance. This means that
the number of stbdents in vocational programs in the secundar., school:. must
be doubled by 110;9 so that approximately 60% of the students enrolled are
some program of vocational preparation."

If New Jersey is to pi uside rapidly expanding and creative vocational -tech-
nu al education responsic e to its broadened role in the context of a rapidly chang-
ing society. it must expand its efforts to foster such education.

Major at that areas for the continued reform of New Jersey education, in
Addition to toe current consideration of State Constitutional mandates, are. the
elimination of seA stereotyppig. vocational training for the returning veteran;
the full use of the pri %ate senor in pro% Wing cost-conscious education where
appropriate. the full implementation of effective bilingual education programs.

..untroppropriate 'Minot emotts in programs for the disadc taittiged and the Ltutdi-
tapped. This grow um responsivenos.s by the State system of education Is part
of a growing national HIM emunt to bring togetli.nr p..es loosly splintermLeffork
into a unified and enriched educational reform movement,
Carrrr Devrlownent for All

(me of the eremite efforts of the New Jersey State Department of Education
has been it, the .etattPreliensi.e kindergarten-to-adult t a recr development pro-

MglialltS of %ditch begaa in 1965. Front this modest beginning and the
posuice re,alt, whit h stoat ,betanie ec 'dent, the Governor and Legislature in
1974a procided supplemental State funding to expand the comept. The Initial
ftitiehog for experimentation in three cities has now grown to providing support
fot such eomprllensice eareer lrograms in 49 of New Jersey's urban school
districts.

Int hided 111 them. rallaidij, :Nprvadi mug comprchensic e programs are. New .Tersey 's
a w and -w inning t loot:Mao progra 1Technology for Children , the Middle School
l'io.o.tin Int naluctiou tu,N4nalions , Summer Coupled Work Study . Intensified
Vocational and Career Guidant e. Job Placement, Programs; Multi Media
Rt Main c Centers. and ConiputeriAed Student Info-ma tient Systems. All of the
component:, amdesnatt41 to lariat tile odic idualized opportunities for all students
to develop to Weir fullest potential.

t a her t out t ibutlims made lay New Jersey In this highly important aron int lade.
The first junior high carts r exploration program Ili the nation with hands on

emphasis. talks with workers at their jobs, enroute Int seminars, and short
, exploration cycles developed with business and Industry (1965) :

The first sto. erw Ide elementary program to combine career development with
aeademte stile es (191411 ;

0
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The first career eaplvration program fur the educable mentally retarded

The first position of Director of Career bt.% elyphient in any stote Department.
of Education (1968) ;

The first Only nous idualized learning stations fur children's career develop-
ment programs (1969) ;

Thefirst comprehensive K-12 Career Developthent project (1970) ;
The tir.t federal-Ntate-lveal joint funding of a project fur children's career

exploration (1970) ;
New Jersey's Ocenpational Ilesuurce Center,.proi comprelensise informa-

tion services in the field of career development (1:971) ;
Tedinulagy for Children s Teacher Center, pros idui- training fur local leaders

responsible fur Introducing elementary career des efOpment progpms to local
teachers (1971)-

A Consumer ilducation Center pros Ming assistance in integrating eunsumer
concerns throughout the curriculum (1971) ;

A regional Computer Assisted Career Information System, encouraging
increased-student-interest in-career planning and greater realism for-their career
,decisions (1972) ;

The first-state- to publish a-journal covering their career des elopment programs
(Career Education Progress; 1972) ;

New Jersey Curriculum Management Center, responsible for the Northeast
States Network for Ciirriculuni Dissemination (1973) ; and

Center for Oceupaticulal Education Expeinnentatiou and Demonstration, pro-
s iding Nei ark students a disersity of occupational educational opportuoities
(1974). -*;

Emphasis on S6condai p Schools for 31ajor Effort in 1 ocational-Technical
Education
The major effort of New Jersey's socational education deli very system has

traditionally awl neeessnrily been strongest at the set:undo* school level. In
spite of this effort the unrelenting pressure on New Jersey's system of educa-
tion for`meeting the (weds of secondary students for acquiring marketable skills
is still unmet. Nearly as many students are being turned away due to the lack
of adequate facilities ns are being accepted. It has been said. with some degree
of truth, that some of our s ucational schools are more difficult to get into than
Hansard. This cannot be permitted to continue in a State which is so densely
populated, highly urhaniLetl, technologically oriented and industrially diversified.

What it personal, social and economic tragedy it is a hen many of our citizens
are unemploy ed and yetniany important and good paying jobs go unfilled because
no one appropriately trained is available-.

Factors curalibuting 1,o the urgency for vastly expanded s ocational-technical
education at the secondary level in 'this State include :

.c new, and grossing receptivity to employment- oriented education among
students and families throughout the State;

A new lutd grossing awareness by educators that the schools have a responsi-
bility to pros ide lung-range career development and, for every person formally

mg titan our si hooho.-al options for tmployment and, or further education .
11,e continuing technological change in New Jersey's occupations, requiring

continued updating or retraining for adults; and
A iirossiog di.enthantment ssith a generalized secondary curriculum which

prepares stuck its neither for further education nor for employment.
1 h. ss Jersey structure for presiding secondary vocational technical educa-

tion is as follows ; .,
eumprehensise high schools a hich provide 79.4% of all secondary voca-

tional-technical education enrollments;
Thiveounty s oeational-technleal schools which provide 20.6% of 'all secondary

voca t 103nd-technical educhtion enrollments.
Ti, support this structure, New Jersey has developed ancillary servi es and

organizatiohs as follows:
County Coordinating Councils in each of the State's 21 counties; widely °pre-

sentative from all segments of the population provide coast wide
coordination and planning;

19 County Lamer Education Coordinators serve all of the 21 counties as lia son
persons :between the State and local school districts;

7.q
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The State Department of Education,prus ides specialipd staff persons for con-
sultation Huth local educational agencies, citizen groups, business, industry, Libor
or anomie else who may itish their services, a number of these staff persuns arc
ileantralized in funutiun or location throughout the State to assume a readily
accessible service:

The New Jersey State Adcisury Council for Vocational-Technical Etlacatiut
c width ts evaluations and recommends improvements at every level.

IL TIIE EFFEA,7 OF FEDERAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDL7LATION LF.GISIATION
IN NEW JERSEY

A Partnership with a Payoff
It is impossible to sketch the progress of Nen Jersey vocationi41-technical in ,

even the briefest nay without reference to the effect of Federal support.
Although five city school systemsAtlantic City. Bayonne, Jersey City, Ne1trirk

and Passaichad established programs of vocational education prior to 1013, it
Has not until April 9, 1913, after thirty -four years of study, investigation and
debate at State and local le.yels, that the New Jersey State Legislature passed
Chapter 294 of the Public Laws of 1913 which provided a state statutory basis
for establishing sucatiunal education in existing school districts, or on a county -
wide level under a county board for vocational - technieal education.

Woodrow Wilson, then Governor of the State, strongly supported such legisla-
tion but as inaugurated as President Of the nation before he had an opportunity
to sign it. llonever, lie did have the honor of later signing the Smith-Hughes Act
in 1917 in Washington.

However, contrary to a common notion, Federal aid for vocational education
did not have its inception in the .1917 Smith-Hughes Act. Following is a recital
of the most significant Federal voca-Tonal education acts before that legislation

1862: The First Morrill Aet [12 Stat. 503 (1802),].
1887: The Hatch Aet [24 Stat. 440 (1887)].
1890: The Second Morrill Act [26 Stat. 417 (1890) ].
1906: The' Adams Act [P.L. 59-47].
1907: The Nelson Amendment [Pas 59-242].

: The State Nautical Schools Act [P.L. 61405].
1914: The Agricultural Extension Act [P.L. 63-95].

By 1917 both the Congress and the nation were ready for a major step fornard.
The Sniith- llughes Act was, at the time of its enactment, the most significant and
comprehensive legislation ever approved by Congress for the support and promo-
tion of vocational education. Co-sponsors of the Smith-lfughes Act.nere Senator
Hoke Smith of Georgia and Congressman Dudley M. Hughes, also of Georgia.
This Aet achieved three major objectives:

1. It encouraged all of the States to undertake the establishment of this vital
type of education on a broader: permanent basis;

2. It offered Federal financial assistance to the States and through the States
to their local communities to help defray the costs of this more expensive type
of education ; and

3. It provided legislative safeguards to protect Federal appropriations by
getting minimum operational standards and by specifying the purposes for
which vocational education funds could be expended if a State wished to qualify
for Federal matching funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Historically, one of the most 'significant features of the Smith-Hughes Act
wan the permanency of its funding. All its appropriations for vocational educa-
tion programs, amounting to $7.2 million annually, were automatic each year,
requiring no further-action by Congress.

The Smith-Hughes Act may rightfully be regarded as the "grandfather"
of current Federal legislation in vocational education. It remained substantially
unchanged for more than four decades, except for increased appropriations and
the addition of new areas of occupational training. In retrospect, the Smith-
Hughes Act can be viewed as the culmination of an evolutionary process that
strengthened the bonds of cooperation between governments on the Federal.
State and local levels in the furtherance of vocational education throughout
America. ,

On the national level, during the decade from 1950-1960. numerous attempts.
were made by various individuals, committees, and commissions to reduce or

37.6
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eliminate Federal appropriations for vocational education and several other
. programs which they thought should not be recipients of direct Federal grants.

The friends of vocational education, both within and outside of the Congress,
prevailed against such intense opposition to the extent that not only were appro-
priations continued, but they were substanbilly increased and vocational edu-
cation programs were-greatly expanded. -

Evenis have taught educators at least these three lessons :
1. Growth in vocational education requires a funding partnership between

local, state and Federal sources.
2. The best way to be worthy of Federal, state or local support is to help main-

tain the highest possible quality of vocational education programs; and
3. It is important to keep everyone appropriately informed, concerning the

accomplishments and needs of vocational education programs and personnel.
By the early sixties it had become clear that'there was one distinct barrier

to real progress in vocational education throughout the State and the nation :
the Widespread dearth of first-rate facilities and equipment to accommodate
pupils and programs.

tinder Federal legislation then in effect, no funds could be used for facilities
construction and only ten percent of George-Barden funds could be used for
instructional equipment; Smith-Hughes allowed no funds for equipment.

The turning point in New Jersey vocational-technical education same in
1563 with the implementation of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. Federal
monies for facilities, research, and improved programs combined with local
efforts to the benefit of thousands and thousands of students.

Growth under the new Act and the subsequent 1908 Amendments was rapid.
In 1562, New Jersey ranked 50th among the states in provision for and enroll-
ment of students in.Vocational EduCation. During the last ten years, New
Jersey outranked all states in the percentage of growth in enrollments in Vo-
cational Education, according to Arthur Lee in his Project Baseline report.

During the 1965-1974 period, major progress, was made in .providing coca-
4ional-technical education facilities or gaining commitments for such construc-
tion. During that period $180,000.347 from all sources was committed to pro-
vide 4.S57,531 square feet of needed area vocational-technical flicility space in
over 35 area vocational-technical school districts, dramatically increasing the
student capacity In all the counties.

At the present time, approximately 139,000 students are enrolled in voca-
tional education, grades 9 to 12. This represents 31% of the current enrollMent
of students in grades 9 to 12.

Permit me to refer once again to some specific statements in my recent coin -
niunication to the New Jersey Legislature in which I emphasized the important
role of vocational-technical education in providing a Constitutionally-mandated

'"thorough and efficient" education for New Jersey citizens:
Given the options, students are electing vocational preparation in ever in-

,

creasing numbers.
For -thousands of students, vocational, preparation has become a thormigh

and _efficient mechanism for attaining goalswithout closing the door to college
attendance.

To deny students access to enrollment in vocational preparation is discrimina-
tory and perlietuates unequal opportunity and denial of career goal attainment.

It' is . . . proposed that at least 60% of the current 9 to 12 secondary school
population is interested in and could benefit from vocational preparation as-
suring that group of a salable skill upon graduation from high school, and not
precluding college attendance.

* the number of students in vocational programs in the secondary schools
must be doubled by 1080 so that approximately 60% of the students enrolled are
in some program of vocational preparation.
Results fran Dollars

New Jersey's aceeleratingagrowth in its secondary vocational education pro-
gram, requires a continued and increased Federal support through improved
Federal legislation.

In the midst of such great expansion, this State has a record of ,getting solid
results from Federal dolitirs. Permit me a few comments about costs and benefits.

Three major dimensions of the cost data on New Jersey vocational - technical
education are available in Project Baseline: (1) The relative levels of funding
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from local.' State and Federal.- sources; (2) per student costs; and (3) relative
expenditures for persons with special needs. Revealed is a nsassive decade-ioug
growth'in funding for vocational education f rum all sources. a shrinking Federal
dollar, a comparatively modest per student cost, a notable investment in the
vocational training of those with special Leeds, and au -increasingly greater
demand for local. State and Federal dollars.

In assessing the results of vocational-technical education in the United*Statos.
three indicators are usually ,explored: (1) To what extent did employment
follow vocational training? (2) Was vocational edlica Hun appropriately availableto the public? (3) To that extent did vocational eau, atiun serve groups Often
neglected in our society? In nearly every insta.._e. New Jersey's record is clearly
outstanding, compares well with neighboring statbs, or it better than the national
averages made available in Piroject 1a3elinc.

For example. in 1972. New Jersey's record of placement of the 45,121 com-
pleting vocational pfograms at all levels ;vas clearly outstanding. Among sec-ondary students. New jersey led the nation in the percentage of studentsemployed in relation to the total completion and early leaves with marketableskills.

NEW JERSEY STUDENTS EMPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL COMPLETIONS AND EARLY LEAVERS WITH MARKET- -

ABLE SKILLS, AS COMPARED WITH NATIONAL AVERAGES

c !Fiscal year 1972 data]

Level

Percent New Jersey's
rank among

New Jersey United States the States

All levels
..Secondary.

Post secondary
Adult

64.70
67.06
74.17
51.43

49.97
46.25
55.9G
56.53

4
1

12
25

Source: Project Baseline, vol. II.

Mr. DL -soAN. I think, Sir. Chairman, we are not herethis morning,
at leastto talk to you about- specific amendments to the existing-
"We are here to talk with you about a conception of the occupational
'duration business as we see it and m hat the implications of that vision
of the occupational education problems arc for administrative
arrangements.

t

Specifically we believe that the problem of occupational and voca-
tional education spans, as is obvious to all, young and old, that a
major part of it. currently and in the foreseeable future, is what we
would call young adults, men and W' omen anywhere from around 18
or even younger. through the early 19304s.

We believe also that the administrative and physical arrangements,.
both at the Federal and the State level, should be flexible enough to
Meet a wide variety of needs; that the education ought to occur in
different kinds of 'Aztecs, not necessarily in schools or collegesphysi-
cal arrangements; that the education should occur in a variety of
modes, not necessarily in terms of courses of a semester or other
length; that the education and/or training aught very well occur
outside or in cociperation with nonprofessional educators such as 4m-
the-job situations; and that it is very important and the key note, I
think, of our testimony, Mr. Chairman, that whatever arrangements
an; made at the Federal level be sufficiently flexible so as to permit
States that have a will and a capacity to do so to use that Federal
money in support of a sensibly developed State plan for the totality of
educational problems within the State.

376;
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1-'S'e are not necessarily criticizine. , at least we do not want to
emphasize criticism of anything in the past, although, as in any
progiliin,.it is clear iii any human activity that mistakes have been
mad? LI\ the past- We are not concerned about the past. We want to
look to the future.

If there is ally characteristic, it seems to me. v hailer we are talking
about funding strategy or administrative structures, it is that they
ought to be flexible.

The second point that.I think is emphasized in our testimony is
that the Federal Governmeet's,iole i.0 monitoring occupational and
vocational education ought to be precisely that monitoring. We 11,,r
a catch phrase in our testimony Unit we don't think that policy and
direction of programs ought to be accomplished in `the rabbit warrene

,,of Washington" but rather that the role of the Federal Government
and the Congress. I might suggest respettlully, is to setobjective,-, if
you will.

Chairman reiums. Let me ask you a- question at this stage of the
game. You are telling the committee that you believe the 'allocation
formulayou did not use that terminologyshould be flexible to take
care of various situations existing throughout the country if I uhder-
stand you correctly?

Mi. DUNCAN. That is Irect.
'Chairman PEI:KINS, And furthermore that you believe that there

should bo only one State administrative body, or administrative board,
dealing both with technical schools and the regular vocational system
within hat State.

Mr. DUNGAN. Before I answer.that question, I want to be sure that
my colleague gets a crack at it, too. We were discussing it iv -little
earlier. Obviously we believe that the Federal Government as well

4 as the State ought, to have an administratiye officer,to whom it can
look for responsibility for anything.

In this case. we are talking about Occupational and vocational
education. In that sense, I believe there ought to be a single State
agency. The problem is, when you use that term, immediately yon
conjure up in the minds of many, including mine,, a particular, ad-

< ministrative struetare.
To be frank with you, to use my emphasis- on the future rather

than in the past. the single administrative agent at a State level ought
to be a lot different than he has been historically in many
States. In other words. he ought to be.permitting.creative input from

variety of people. including the consumer.
Chairman Phincuss. Now, Commissioner Pouike. what additional

response do you have to those two questions ?

STATEMENT. OF DR. FRED G. BURKE, COMMISSIONER, STATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NEW JERSEY

Dr. BURIT.E. Mr. Chairman, I would like to pick up,if I
Chancellor Dungan's remarks. I think there is a great deal of con-
fusion surrounding the concept of the State agency. I serve as
missioner of education in two States and on the board of the council
of two States of school officers and I am familiar with a variety of
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arrangements -which characterize the governance of education in
tli &rent States.

I think the one thing we don't need is one more kind of govelming
structure for the kind of education called vocational. We have worked
very hard over the years to take away the "blab collar-white collar"
degignation between vocational education and nonvocational educa-
tion. I think if we separated vocational education off from kinder-
garten through 80 years of age into a separate category, we would
be iestoring that.

Now, in New Jersey, for example, the flexibility is such that we
feel that we already have an existing structure. We have a board for
higher education; we have one for elementary and secondary. We
have a coordinating council, which is a legally constituted body, which
coordinates the two groups. We also have, of course, the 1202 commis-
sion. We know we can make this work.

In Rhode Island they have a )single agency for all education
elementaiiy, and iecondaerY. I think one has to take that into

consideration there.
So I think onehas to avoid establishing new third parts of the edu-

cational governing structure.
chairman PERKINS. That is the point that worries me. There is a

variety of viewpoints along that line. It would appear to me that you
are going to have more difficulty in obtaining coordination if we set
up these separate State boards for the technical schools, separate and
apart from the regular vocational schools w.ithin the State that are
presently administered tinder one State board system. .

But there is a way, and we should provide flexibility in the operation
of one board and see that the boards cooperate and are properly co-,
ordinated and nobody is short, changed.

Dr. Bunra., We feel one way of doing that and also one way of
handling, the question of set-asides would be to put less emphasis onthat kind of control but put more emphasis on the strict plans you
require from us. We accept the challenge of strict plans. I think
whet he r.or not *e are funded and how we are funded should be demon-
strAted in a plan to you that shows we are indeed coordinated.

Mr. DUNGAN. Mr. Chairman, I would have to say, however, thatfrom a theoretical administrative point of view. your viewpoint is
absolutely right. I think it is very, very difficult, if I may say so, fromft: polieymaking levet in a le(r* islative body in the Congress, to insurethat that cooperation actually occurs. .

You may say it and wish it, but it has not happened thus far onthe whole.
For example. Mr. Chairman, you have written in yourlaw what Ithink is an undesirable rigid way; that is, the set-aside percentages,Obviously, I represent the secondary side of the spectrum.
I will tell you flatly that 'the intention of the Congress that up toat percent goes to postsecondary has not been fulfilled. What I amsuggesting, sir, isth at despite the Congress, with all the best intentionsin the world,and inany, many people in the executive branch at theFederal level, it has not occurred. Therefore, one has to be careful.While one says single State agency, single administrative unity,you have to also be very careful, and that is why people are coming

38,0.
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in with what I called Rube Goldberg types of arrangements:, to insure
eN et y body is in the act because they have not been ill the atlt thus far.

There is a larn gap between congressional intent and. Ai hat actually
happens out there in `the boonies."

Chairman I'Llui"=. .\ny further C"iniVILL Con""issi"near Burke?
Dr. &THE. Mr. Chairman, I think you are witnessing some changes

occurring at the State lec.,e1 in education generally. They arc the
right direction. The fact that the Chancellor and 'Comuussiolier-etune
down tl gethe and prepare what I think is unique joint testimony,
w MAI eliminates the whole question of turfmanship and pros ides data
for the committee NA hich rises above the kind of differences as O.
how the pie should be cut up, is indicathe of w hat is happening.

Chairman PERKINS. What I intend to do at a later date is to get
the regular school people in here from various States, people from
South Carolina. from the technical schools, iind other sections of the
country, and tell them that we hate to have an operating program.

We bad a lot of these problems to iron out in 1963. HEW and
Labor were at each other's throats as to who NI as going to handle the
legislation, and 'they got to the point that neither gave a damn ais to
whether we got any bill or not.

Finally, we got them in a room and'told them that we had to have
this legislation, and we had to beat some heads together. We are going
to get a consensus of opinion and do no grave injusticeto any group.
We will he fair.

I know the plans have to be flexible, and we can iron this thing out.
If NVe have two or three Boards fighting each other, I am afraid that
will cause more disturbance and do moi. harm to vocational educa-
tion than it will do _good. That is my personol view.

Mr. DUNGAN. I think you are absolutely ,right on that, ..gr. Chair-
man. I don't think that vocational education exists -{n any .particular,
administratiye or institutional setting, and that is/the thing that Ithink needs to be underscored. 'that is occurring 171 universities and
in colleges and industrial enterprises. and we have to be sure that we
are able- to get the State and Veiferal funds into the places where it
is good for thc.! clients, not where it is good for any institutionatstrue-
tu ref be it community college or anyone else.

I don't want it biased that way; I want it another way.
Dr. BrnriENTe thought for a moment of joining forces in counseling

services. The needs of yoUngsters in secondary education looking for
jobs, and the needs of adults for counseling in looking for jobs, haveenough similarity that should not set up two structures.

Could I read the last few lines of our testimony?
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Dr. BURKE, Developing a common position on such a crucial issuehas been a reivarding experience for both of us. We feel that it maysuggest to you what cooperation can batapped at the State level if von,Mr. Chairman, and the members of the committee entrust us with thisnewt challenge.
WO believe that much good can be clone, cione, anWe'stand ready to aidthis committee in any way appropriate to expedite the development of

this legislation.
I have one more personal privilege. I brought with me three high.

a2-9
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,sehoonl students from. Trenton : Georgette McRae, Keith Johnson, and
Oynthia Severs.

Chairman PERRaxs. I see them in the room.
Let me compliment 3 ou distinguisheil educators for your help to the

committee.
We hill defer questions unt4 eve hear from Dr. Palmer and Dr.

Barton..
If yotte<Conimissioner Burke, will' band that microphone to Dr.

Pa liner, the executive director 9f the South Carolina Board for Tech-,
n ical and Comprehensi% e Education, s' c will-bt delighted to hear fronl
him at this time.

Without objection, yoUr Prepared statement will be inserted in the
record in full. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES E. PALMER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SOUTH CAROLINA BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE!

EDUCATION

Dr. PAL-mtat. Thank you very much, 1fr. Chairman.:
As 3 on indicated, my name is. Charles Palmer, executive director of

the South Carolina State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education. I am not gong to pLdesent all of the prepared testimony.

Chairman Pk:IttONS. Four entire statement will be inseed in,the
record as though you read every word of it anyway.

[Statement referred to ,follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF lin., COARLES E. PALMER, ExEutTs E Dint &on A:s'n
Tnom.is B.orrox, Pat.sinENT, GREENuttE TEGuNICAL COLLEGE,

GREENVILLE, S.C..
a INTRonUerioN

Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles E. Palmer and niy position is executive
director of the South Carolina State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education. I represent a state system of sixteen two-year, post secondary, °Mu-
pationally -oriented institutions, that, during the winter tivartcr of 1975, enrolled.
over MAU students and during this final year will touch the lives of (Wei. 100.000
persons by providing indium furuis of educational activity and opportunity, I am
honored by this Witution to make &Jute brief background statements on our
South Carolina Technical Education SYstein..

During the ten-yea period from 1963-73, South Carolina experienced excep-
tional economic growth ilia still, continues. For instance, dnrimr_that, ten year
period. Personal Income has increased from thin $4 billion in 1903 to over
SP billion in 1973 , VorporntwIncome Taxes have increased from $32 million in
1903 to $163 million in 1973: Sales Tax Revenues have increased from $S0 million
in 1963 to $186 million in 1973.

It has been said repeatedly that one of our most significant economic resources
is rho state Tecipical Eduention System. The first of our major responsilillities is
fulfilled by our industrial Senices ision which conducts Special Schools for
new and expanding industries to provide themNith highly specialized, intensive
pre-employment training for their initial vi "kforces. A second major thrust is
conducted by our Division of Manpower Seri ices which, in 'South Carolina, has
the administrative responsibility fur the classroom training components Of all
the federal manpower training progradis including the Comprehensive Education
and Traliang Act. Our third major 'respunsibility is alined by our statewide
network of post-secondary technical colleges and centers in which we work with
the citizens of our local communities to provide them with- extensive job skill
updating and upgrading opportunities and with a Wide range of ediwational pro-
grams at diploma and associate degree levels that will rOstre our citizens every

,possible persopa 1 an economic advantage ln;pursulligr)ost secondary education.

O

.
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TEC's educational programs are almost vdcationally, , technically and
ocenpationally oriented. Ours is .t t cry unique and kik sirable pus:-Ingh school
educational steni. We have been tisited by rove:soul:al% es of Is foreign ((nut-
tries, and 41 different states hale sent official delegations to learn host our par-
ticular combination of occupational education and industrial des violation. tis,
achiiwed such spectacular el (monk progress fa South Catulina.

There is a strong IcOdy of opinion that-one of the prime contributing factors in
our very successful postsockmalay occupational education s)St.tqll relates to the
fact that we function tallier an autonomous board that is independent of the
State Board of Education and is tilio distinct from the fuer-, ear college and
university boards in the state, Our seordte status has ginen us the,hexkuility to
respond quickly to the needs of our people and to the industries that choose tolocate pad operateit4 Sinn Carolina. ,

From a modest beginning In 1061 a ith a special state appropriationuf only
$230,000, the State TEC Sy stein in South Carolina has des eloped into a mature,
responsible and net ountable post secondary calkicatiunail sy stein a hich,akitulansters
a budget this fiscal year of $-1S million, comprised principally of state allucnnuns,
local funds and student fees. Our State TEC System rqcei% es only the approximate
amount of $810,000 per year of Vocational Education Act post-secondary kittlsecondary federarfunds.

Since our technical education programs are almost entirely occupationally
oriented, and the majority of our students attend pa rt-time aIide employekik the
estimated 100,000 Individuals Who a 111 participate in one ur more TEC courses
during the fiscal year 'represent an urinated 11,b00 full-lane-en alent students.
The student annual entullment increases range front 2-1 to 3'.; perk ont per y

judgment, this plienunt`enal rapid gross th is an indhation of Iwo sigititieant
and compelling %% ere and are the needs of the lmal Luinik,kttlittes. We see tins its a
further indication that our tad lute system is nit-cling the 111(11%1(11mi and personal
needs of the People of South Ca iulitia auto cc ant to seek post - secondary teclatueaj
ethic a tion, also meeting the needs of blahltieSs Old industry within our state,

Our State TEC Board cooperates is ith the State Board of Education (attach is,
als0 designated as Bic State Puma I. TEC seeks clear
and thorough coonliaanon and arth (dation of its post-second:it; programs %call
the ct,catiOltal progilinis condatted b., the high schools and the rapidly groa
system of area Sucational schools. The area tocadodwl schools are eectial to
number apprukinkafely GO institutions alien the sk.cutalikiy cocational. education
system Is complete.

We Vinumold the)Menibers of Con, ess for tit it st tilltis t mitiun to sok:alio:1AI-
technic:II education) programs 41111.1 Ma to other Impottalit areas of (-ducat-
don. We ha te-follakcsekl the numerkm, proposed recisions to the 10hs Amendments
of the Vocational EducatiOn Alt %%kit great interest and are pleased to hate this
opportunity to appfear be fore you to oN.pteSS sonic concerns MO
recommendations for your consideration.

Mr..Chairman, your permission. I request flint the relliflrhs made here
todaY be entered into the record. lit the !Merest of tune, I all! bratty sunituarli,
some of the major' ICO.kliilliChtlalloss that Mt: explailickl more fully in the a .itteit
Testimony:

ticat..kat Act ti. .,--, itS illtiVIllilli ill 1101S, lots made signifik antThe, Vocational,Ed fl k f inin
contributions to, iOl 70101141 Vlikli. iltkull nationally. Eased on the needs that a ere *
present during the IOWs, the emphasis our secondary sot atikaml programs out,
k titirely allthopt late But, dgrIng the 1970's the post-secondary uck kipatlurini (sill-
cation programs ',la our k unlar3 bac e become Increasingly la rge and eery lat-
portant. It is not uy Intent today to suggest lit any a 0 it tVkillt.1 lath of programa
for seconklityy :,t4I kilt:, I would like to join With others from the ta key ear post-

1

high school lost it tluits, Rottener, in rekinest nig more emphasis on itost-secondary ...
ocettpatIonal progarains. We In South Carolina, as a c 11 as,those in other st.ktes,
holies e it is Bute to reconsider some of the Act's basic pros 'slums in order to meet
changing circaunstank es, We hare identified and are ma (Bag tlie needs of our
chi.. ott is liki-st.k.h, pust secondary technical training and our rapidly expa luting
enrollments ittlirti out belief quit occupational ethic ation is hcing increasingly
sought at the post- econtlary level for ninny reasons.
1 There has been a de( late in the number of studunis enrolling in our natioalc

elementary school ', and this decline is beghating to he retie, ted tit the securia,f0
levR. Itkit post -set notary (to upatikatal program enrollukt ids k ti:lthilll'10 tii.,-.0 due
to the ita leasing number of graduates t liousikig technical careers. due to anti
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ineri)ase in the numb& of hunseu es ran:Ling to thivorkforce, to Ihe rise in
the unemployment rate, the esualatiag re-ttaining needs of hdults who find their

,..job skills obsolete ur nnrenarding, and to an ineren.se in the yber ()Voider
America ns,returning to educatiOM to cite just a fear reasons.

I would like to begin my official remarks with the statement that, as technical
eduea tors, we pace been very pleased ith the improVenients that the Congress
has made through the MS Amendments of the earlier'Voeational Education Act
of 1963. Under the Amendments of 1308, recognition was given to the support of
Programs at a postsecondary level. I refer spevilically to the 15 percent sot aside
under Part B thien clearly designated a midi-mll level of funds to suppsait
post-secondary programs.

- But while the 1908 Amendments required at least 15 percent of l'arWB funds
to be used at the post-secondary lei 1, it appears that in many states, the-15
percent has been viewed as a maximum toe', and in many other ;dates, less than
15'pereent has round its %lay into post - secondary technical education. In the 1%/8
Amendments also, setasides fur post-secondary programs relate only to Part D
funds. Other parts of the existing legislation are highly signill nt and directly)
relate to the needs and to the programs offered ih post-see is ary institutions, In
,South Carolina specifically, although iodic ideal proposals and requests have been
made for other than Pert B funds. monies have come from the other categories "

into post-secondary programs for the first time this epripg.
We commend the Congress for recognizing the need for distributing funds

lletween neeondar,y and post-setundary institutions. We respectfully request and
recommend-that Congress noiv increase the 15 percent currently designated for
post-secondary foods to at least a 30I ercent level. We also request thatCongress
now increaso the total amount of fund. available to all levels so that not only po4-

r secondary programs funding can be it creased from the eurfient 15 percent to at
least 30 percent, but, also that at the s'aine tithe, secondarylprogranis can be as---
sured of continued adequate funding. We further recommend that Congress con-
sider using set - asides in all parts o the legislation in order to assist post-
secondary institutions meet.the special needs of the people dnrolling in teehnPal
Proerants at the two-year post-se tfonda.$

This brings us to other major points of concern in South Carolina. One is a
ern with existing definitions. We would call to the attention of the Con-
n a need for more specific definitions and delineations of intent between .3r,v

nd ry vocational education, adult Vocational education, and post-secondary Vo-
eat anal education. The current definitions do not clearly communicate the intent
ot ongress, nor do they adequately differentiate between levels of training, nor

i t es of Institutions. This causes overlapping of areas of responsibility, and in
ma y eases, fosters unnecessary duplication.

In addition to a clarification of definitions, more flexibility and freedom of
operation nt t;fe state level could be4aeilitated by combining certain 'Current
categories which arejgentifled within the Vocational Education Act. SpeciflhIlY,
we would reeommeifgto the Committee that they consider combining funds for
Part C. (Research and.Training) with Part D (Exemplary Programs and ,Proj-
efts and Part I (Ciirrieulum )evelopment). all of which tee related to 'the
improvement of vocational education. We suggest that the category be
:Identified slaiply,as "Improvement of Vocational Education". 'We would fu ther
suggest that the Conduittee consider combining funds for Part G '(Coupe ative
Vocational Education) with Part H (Work Study), since both of these dar s are
closely related in intent and purpose. This category COLI(1 be identified sim dy as
"Work plyperlence". Funds, of course, should be distributed equitably betiveen
'both secondary and post-secondary students. A further specific recommendation
that wit% would like to make would -be the combining of set-asides for programs
for the disadvantaged and the hatalleopped. This combinat would allow greater
flexibility 'at the local loci. We suggest a combined minimum of 20 to 23 percent,

In the Mime tumid Amendments of 1072.n substantial rcorrganiva t ion of oceupa-
(tonal education delivery systenis were indicatN1. Two-ye)nr colleges across the
count rywith their substantial inereases,in enrollments in oCenpational edneation,
were give.' Zl Promise of pore equitable representation at the federal level. We
request n shnibir recognition and a more equitable representation in proposed
changes in the Vomtlonal Amendments of 1075. We also rye unmend Abut the
Congress consider establishing a maximum percent of the state allocation of yore-
tionatmlucation funds for administration purposes. Within that maximum percent
for aihninistrationoonie assnranees need to be provided post secoeary education
systenis that yeir administrfitive needs wine mefo

,t
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The question of administration of vocational education funds coming into the
states brings us to our final majcet area of concern. It is our firm judgment that
the "sole state agency" concept dues not gibe sufficient recognition of the states'
rights to organize and administer to their own individual needs. As you well know,
South Carolina is nut alone in having established and clearly designated a sepa-
rate state agency for the administration and operation of.two-year post - secondary
occupational programs. We respectfully request and urge that you seriously
consider including nn your final adopted It gislation the elimination of, or a state-
ment of waiver of the sole state agency" concept for each of those states which
have already established and hav e clearly designated separate state agencies
responsible for the cuoidination of two-year ptst-secondary Institutions and
programs.

On March 12, 1975, the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education
considered the implications of the pending Vocational Education Amendments of
1975, The Board recognized, and so stated in a resolution (a copy of which is
nenieliedi taut post-swontlaq occupational programs are fully eligible for lim-
ited Federal funding under existing and proposed vocational education legislation.
The Board further recugnii.ed that the 'sole state agency" requirement causes the
South Carolina post-secondary rrei,thilcal Education System to be dependent upon
the set undary system of vocational education although we are a distinct and
separake agency of the State. Our Board supports the concept that status should
revel% e; and distribute according to their own organization and need, Federal
funds designated ineurding to the intent of the Congress, We do not perceive that
Congress 'kinds to disregard the established state agencies responsible for alf-
ferent levels of 1, ocalional education. We therefore support the concept that the
agent* within thd.state having responsibility fur secondary vocational, edatation
should recen e and administer those Federal fonds set aside or otherwise desig-
nated for sevolfelary vocational sducaton. Likewise, the agency within the state
haqing responsibility for post-secondaiy vueational and occupational education
shoull receive and administer those Federal Lamb set aside or otherwise desjg-'
Wiled for post-secumlary °eat:omit and occupational education. 'Vocational Ad-
% ism.% Cinunnalee, and Ow tequi;o1 state plan structure will facilitate cooperti-
t tun ,it the lot al lktl, and cooperative iepoi dug of expenditui es aceording to the
intent of the Congress.

A resolution regarding Vocational Education Legislation adopted by the South
Carolina State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education In regular
session at Columbia, S.C., March 12, 1975.

Whereas the South Caruilna State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education has within its jurisdiction all two-year, state- supported, postsecondary
tet tuned institutions alai their programs that are presently operating and any
created In the future ; and .

Whereas the South Carolina Tet huleal Fal twat ion Sy stein enjoys national prom-
inence in postsecondary vocational, technical:occupational education, and Is rec-
ognized nationwide and internationally as the outstanding model of a dynamic
postsecondary education system which blends Weal% e Olellpatiopd programs
with vigorous stute sten elopinent activities, a combination which has milk ed

indusimal and business di versificItton resulting in sPectacukar eco-
nomic growth for South Carolina ; and ,"

Whereas such posts( mind:try oectipationar programs are fully eligible fur Fed-
eral funding under existiag and proposed vocational education legislation. and

Whereas the sole state agency requirement for the adwinisliation If Fe :oral
vocational education fowls imposed by certain exi,ting and proposer! legislation
causes our South Carolina post,eeondary Technical Editem den System to be
dependent upon the st condary, system of vocational education for the allocation
of F.-der:II piml, immitied for no-t e. attla puiposes, it satiation %%lath at is
as a barrier to our full participation in postsecondary vocational education
funding: now. ther4ore be it

Resolved, That the Smith Carallkq. State Maud fur Technical and Cmipre-
bereave Education endorses legislatiO which eliminates the ode state agency re-
quirmient and which sets aside at tst 3t1;"0 of all v ocational edue;,tion funds
coming into the state for postseetno lay vocational education; and be it

lersqfred flu flu r, That this Baind supportA the concept that the agency' within
,the state having responsibility for secondary v ocatitmal cam ation should re-
ceive and administer those Federal finals set aside or otherwise designated for
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secondary vocational t thication purposes, and that the agency within the state
having responsibility for post -et ppialary vocational awl occupational education
should receive and administer those Euler:a funds set aside or otherwise des-
ignated for postsetoiniar., tutatiuri,nl and o!..taipational education purposes, and
be it

Rem:ved further, That this resolution be communicated to the; Members of the
South Congressional Delegation and to other interested persons., orga-
nizations, and agencies.

T. W. SCARBOROUGH, Jr.,
Chairman of the Board.

CHARLES E. PALMER,
Executive Director.

SUMMAla OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The loci of funding fur post-se cundlio Notational-occupational programs
be significant , tt reased, nut nut at tlw eNnense of tine mI'1,1141i4rY-level

programs. An adequate lesel of funding fur rapidly inc.reasing post-secondary
occupational education programs sInflild be established based on realistically
proje fed enrollments and employment needs. At the same tithe, anal3ses should
be conducted of needs and 'potential enrollments fur selundaiy-level vocational
proz-nins and adequate funding Shoula be pruNideil for enrollments and pro-
grams for which there are justified needs.

2. Serious consideration and careful attention sItould be glen to providing
dear anti meaningful definitions and realistic delineatious of areas of responsi-
hiqty .1 InINNeen set ontlitry mid postsecontlitt; edu.uuuuul institutions, as well
3. ,tinotig ruid Ipel al en adult ,itpeational education, pw,i-eeinalary mettpational
education, and secondary vocational training.

3. Within the Voc-Ed legislation aim ildnients, gt eater t onsideration should he
giN en to all types of occupational training at the tcvyear associate degree tech-
nici.in level. New and additional occupational areas such as human services.
health-rtlated, business, public services, engineering and other technologies need
fluteh higher levels of Federal funding.

1. .Mure flexibility, efficiency, and freedom of operation at the state lesel can
alai should be facilitated by combining certain program Lateguries of the current
Vocational Education Act

5. Sil't itie :,e1a .,itle. to suppoit dolls is-taidar, and pu t -moonilary ,programs
should he made applicable to all parts of the Vocational Education Act.

G. Funds designated for the admithistration of the Vocational Education activ-
ities slwuld be limited to a percerittrge set forth in a elearl, worded regulatory
Statement.

T. We urge the Congress to make provisions allowing the states to establish
anti fund separate state agencies for the administration of secondary voca-
tional and tiuSt tiPl undil N /' tit i)!Ii11-01 el41)014,11.10 euut tit 14/11, ittiliON e this, 1N e
recommend elinibiation of the "sole state agency" concept, or, inclusion of an
excei,(thia or waiver clause. The "sole state agency" requirement should not be
Mandatory in those states w pith already ha N e separate state agencies in existence.

S. If the "sole state agency" concept is continued, either with or without
eNception ur wak'. pica 'shm, we Inge the !'ougress to require that such agen-
cies be truly representative iii as fair &IA equitable mama r of all 11VOk f.)f edu-
cation an all types of programs N,1114.11 may come within their Jurisdiction.

In 00sfug, we .call the attention of the Committee to a portion of a resolution
adoppttll Mart li 1 1975 by th South cal ulna state Board nit- Technical and

Ealtioatiou and forwarded to the South Carultua Congressional
1)0w:A ion which state., and I qaote ,

' lit *lived furtlter. That this 11.pard supports tale concept that the agency NN itltin
the stale busing ri.z.poo,i1,i111.y for secondary smut l()111.11 t due:thou should receive
and aditiiiii-ter these Fisk' 7'1 fuuas set aside or otherwise designated for second-
ary N matimial education purposes, and that the agency within.the state having
reslionsilpility -for postset tottlar3 Notatienal and m upational education should
it IN, and adininiAer those Federal funds set aside or otherwise designated
fur tio-P-ccondary vocational 110 occupational education purposes " * *"

W 1' appreciate the opportunity of appearing before the Conunittt e, and antici-
pate your close consideration of our needs.
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PREPARED STAlEMENT OF DR. THOMAS E.,ThurroX,t,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. you have just heard recommen-

datlons on proposed legislation from a state level perspective.
I represent Greenville Technical College, a member institntion in the South

Carolina Technical Education Program. I would like to present an institutional
-point of view of how the misting legislanon atteets postse, titulary technical
education. I also want to share some draughts aid' you front a local educator's
point of view.

As yen know, the passage of the Smith Hughes Act in 191t was the initial entry
of the I ,t,4wernment into voeationar education. This law provided Federal
support for programs in agriccilture, home econoud, apt hulustrial

The lung lit Cory of vocational education, and the many ycars the Federal
Government has provided support for it says that silt h education is important.
This long, tradition. however, may suggest that programs created in 1917 are
not in full accord with the needs of oar time.

Many of us io tins room have ve 11101e technological advances in our lifetimes
than occurred in the previous 200 years.

While we have witnessed many vast technolo,dcal changes. as w01 as fluctu-
;Wing eeononne conditions, many of the requirements for participating in fed-
erally funded pro:inane:Ala-se become more "cast in concrete." They no longer
have the degree of flexibility that may be net.ded in today's society.

In recent yea,.-we have seen a shift in the needs of students. In a complex,
technology-oriented sot icty, students need inure career information, more ex-
posure to a wide varlets of jobs in order to make logical choices. But they need
this information early,ifi lifeat the elementary and secondary school lee el.

The students of today stay ID school longer. More of them participate in post-
secondary education. As a result, a greater need for specific technical training
is now at the postsecondary level..M or..over, these stmdents want postsecondary
education in a postsecondary institution. Adults prefer Co attend classes with
adults.

Congress recognized this shift in educational needs lathe Vocational Education
Act of 1h63 when money a as first authorized for postsecondary education. In the
amendments of the Congress reiterated this position. Funds were sped&
cally oarmarked for postsecondary education through set asides.

We betieve that there is a genuine desire on the init of the :late and rational
advisory committees for vocational education, the national a, -o( hations for
vocational dneation, and the Congress to see legislation emerge that will allow
local instantions to determine in a very real sense how thtse fluids will he
Spent.

Specifically, the needs of students anti local business and industry count he
bettor met hi legislation a hIch a mild accomplish the following:

1. Fewer "strings" attached to the money.
2. Consolidation of categories.
3. Significant increases in t he set-aside, for postsecondary technical pr vzrains.
4. Assurances that funds which are set aside for postsecondary programs are

expended on sneh progrtims. .

5. Elimination of the require/wale,. that other :igen, y funds be channeled
througlufiational eilmatuof funds tsuch as die Appalm hian Regional Commis-
sion. Economic Development Adminis( cation, and the Coastal Plains Regional
Commission).

A provelon of alternative approaelies to funding through a sole state
agency, where there, arc separate "agencies for secondary and postsecondary
vocal lonal /t eel) n hal education,

We consider these to be s cry serious matters, and we appreciate your giving
your eintecrus and your time to this aka.

Dr. Pm,:suar. The State Board for 'Ttehnical and Comprehensive
Education of St uth,Carolina is a different adaptation to meet State
needs which puts us squa,rely bell% yen these t-no genth.men over 'here
which gives us a three-AN av consideration of South Nrolina which
further compounds the total picture.

Much of what both of them have said we understand and we will
subForibe to it. Therefore. differences from South Carolina which from
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their practical point of tech would nut be tesuheil as they aie not
being resolved now*.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my good frit:n.1, Dr. Palmer. that
we have so many different sitchttions throughout the United States.
Do you know in my section. east Kentucky, take it ow to county take
my own Caney Creek, the level of ethic:dim is much below the eighth
grade.

Those y01111.4SIerS 1111. di ()pou ts, and may be some of them are 30 ur
40 years of age. have families, they need to be trained.

It is a question of training those people for jobs so that they can
earn anivelihood. It is going to take more money at the area school
le'vel than at the other schools. the regular ocational schools, than for
the technical schools down there.

This situation in the Midw est, they certainly need more money. A
higher percentage of the students are high-school graduates. They need
more Money for theiAtechnical schools. We are going to ha\ e to w lice
a formula that eq-iiitable to allocate this money.

I think your situation in South Carolina is not too different from
the situation in Kentucky as a whole. We can arrive at a formula here
without -hut tc hanging anyone and gic e mote mauves to technical edit-

>,
cation. It has to be done. We have to sell the committee, and I think
that-can be done.

In the last week of these hearings I hope that I can get praetically
every member in here so that w e can AS ap this thine. up. That w ill be
about the hilt part of June when we has e beats all

thing
heads together

to get an agreement and get 01 the groups behind this bill.
I believe that we.can accomplish and obtain the results. notwith-

standing that there arc some differences in the testimony today and
differences in opinions of people who represent technical colleps, and
it is the same u.aST w ith people ii ho come up here representing the area
schools.

These differences are not so great that we cannot find, a solution. We
cab. We are all just going to have to cooperate and help find the most
desirable solution. let me put it that why.

Excuse me for interrupting but go ahead.
MDr. PALER. Mr. Congressman, Idon't -disagree with the words you

hate said. We feel that we are in exactly the same position in South
Carolina as you are.

MavT very respectfully comment that it takes two to tango. In your
case. it takes three. While we are willing to tango with both, you have
to have a partner before yon can enter into a meaningful discps,,ion.

In South Carolina. that is not happening. That is what bothers us.
The basic issue. if I may skip all of the other parts of this, the btisie
igsue iii South Carolina is that the sole State agency concept. dating
bac:k all the way to 1917. has resulted in the,St ate board of education
being designated the State board for vocational training.

Our State' boar."' for postsecondary teclinieal and occupational train-
ing came into Leine. in 1961. end hag been I Pry very influential in
bringing about economic growth and industrial development i41 our
State,. "

We think this lc.: one of our greatest resources. and we must protect
it. pre)erve it. and expand it.
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Since the 15-petccut set aide came into the TNA atendment., the
South Carolina State Board for 'ft-clinical Education ha.l.ut r&en ed.
voltuttarily $1 of those moneys.

Our State budget eoutrul butu el has had to ailiitrarily transfer funds
from the State Department's education budget.tu out budget in ender,
for us to have any part of it; and we have not gotten all of it We have
not gotten any money for coostracticm; we 'eve not gotten any namey
from any 9thef facets provided.

Out of our total budget of 515 million, primarily State, local, and
student fees, un13 $b10,000 automatically of alb:tunny transferred by
the budget and control boatel came out of vocational cchteatim. inone.).

The key to that is that the State board of .Cdticataun in 1971 was de-
signed as a State board for vocational training:

I submit to you the situation is considerahlyclifferent in 1974, 1075,
and 1076. I submit to you that I ocational education, technical educa-
tion, occupational education does take place at many, many different
lo els all the way from the elementary schools through the graduate
schools.

As long as tIpse funds are mandated through one State agency,
to Bich tit our case happens to he the State Board of education which
has the responsibility for element ary and secondary 'education, there is
not much chance, as is proven by the last 7 years, that any other level
or typo of institution ot program Le.) and tlaC:r plugyallIS is going to
get any consideration at all.

-1Tow, I think this relates lack to what you have:said. I think it
relates to the basic problems these gentlemen have alluded to. In fact,
in South Carolina right n6w we had to make strong suggestions that
we were going to seek legislation at the State ley el to rt midy this be
fore we got anybody to talk to us at all. We do now liar c their att ent :on,sir.

In Kentucky you use a 2 by 1 across a mule's ears. We use suggested
0 legislation. So we now hale a kind of discussion going on. I Lulea is

related to the typo of discussion you mentioned hare, getting them in a
closed room and say we have to could to'an agreement.

This is a serious situation in South Carolina.
Chairman PM:IN:4.T knoir you have a serious situation. ,

Dr. PALMER. 'We feel :something must he done here to set the stage
for a satisfactory resolution of it at the State We need eh arer
definitions of prugi ams, we need clearer delineations of responsailit ics
in types of institutions. But we clearly a...knowledge that this is dif-
ferent because this type of education at different levels in different
institutions takes place across total spectrum.

It is diltrult and we would welcome the opportunity to try to find a
solution. 'We must repeat rain our very firm cony :ction that the pres-
ent Ablation for our very Intl/outwit segment of education in South
Carolina is an intolerable one. sir. There must he sone, change.

Chairman Prtattrxs. Do you wart to.a-k some qt.stiors, Charlie?
RAucrypre, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I rite -s this would l' irdtlres,ed particularly to the si t lot ion in South
Carolina that would be atmlicable to the previous testimony.

n. PALMER. Ti is there for evhvone to ,n114, deeTee.
Mr. TIAncrrert. Do von feel that even hat in desk Bated n single

State cy 'for the mirninistration of a single prograt r desigee to

o.
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meet the needs of a particular State the people needs of that State-,
that somehow we could structure in the Federal Act the planning
mechanism-in such a way that it would assure that there would be. first
of all, a genuine assessment df what tine needs are in that State and
then secondi a really concerted and bona Ohl C effort to meet those
needs with a reasonable allocation 'of tesifince.7, both Federal. State.
and local? Isn't that possible? That is the Cost part of my question and

do. if the Chairman will be au kind as to permit. have a following
question.

Dr. PALINIER. You say is that possible
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Yes.
Dr. RuzrEa. Basically and theoretically it is desirable. frhether it

is practically possible or not I would have to say I doubt.
Mr. DrxdAs. Can any:of us Comment on that question?
Mr. riAocurrFE. Of course.
Mr. Dt-xuAx. I think it is very possible but I thiul.-A on have to have

an opportunity for those people who may be dissatisfied with whether
the plan has been adequately implenieuted to be able, to publicly pro-
test, if vou will, the distribution of the funds at the Commissionek's
level belore lie allocates.

I am talking about thet.S. Commissioner. In other words, set down
the Principle, approve the plan, and then gi%e an opportunity to those
who may feel that they have not be n fairly treated to make an appeal
directly to the Commissioner.

Mr. 'ThAncLuvr,. Mr. Chancellor. we haw done that in other legisla-
tion. I would think personally a, counsel that that is an excellent sug-
gest-Ion. It raises It problem in.vicw of your earlier testimony.

If the Federal Government is only to monitor these programs and
if in the process it finds that those filings mandated in the act are in
fact not occurring, not being done, the needs are not being met, the
Federal funds are not addressed to cafrying out the purpos..s o; the
act. don't we have to go beyond monitoring and doesn't there bale to
be aroctile Federal administration of that act that says at that point
we are cutting otT the funds, we are not approving the funds.

Mr. DuNGAN. That is what responsible !twilit ot mg is, if I may say so.
Mr.11,Aact.arrt:. But that did not conic clear in your-oratestimony.

It is, of course, important to LW.
Dr. PAr.mi-jt. I submit the pi aeficality of what I was referring to in

illy response, to be :,peelfic, by example to South Carolina, is that the
tiers fact that the State board of education in 1971 may have been the
proper agency to be designated as clic Stateluard for i ()cat ioual train-
ing but it does not hold true today.

The designation of a requirement of a sole State ageuey, which. does
not also carry with it a stipulation that it be represent-nth c of insitu-
tions and programs and the people and so forth that it is supposed to
have tinder its ittrisdiction..w will not lilt e work. It cettainly would not
in South Carolina where the State tiepin talent of education is that
agcne awl does not hale any. N en sympathetic attitude towards this
board or the higher education institutions in the State do not recog-
nize they haA e this across the entire education :putt wad responsibility
for the education.

Mr. Raormer.n. Would it be possible for the purpose or this act to
mandate a restructuring oft he membership on this board?

V.
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Dr.6rAmmi. I ant suggesting in...the testinio13 that this is essential.
If ou are going to continue the State agency concept that is essential.

iVe are suggesting that as an alternates e a aier or exception pro-
lision be included in there where you hake separate State agencies,
that they paiticipate in this process by law. One or the cAlier has to
take, place.

Mr. IlmicrauFE. I think you can sty the undesirability of trying to
mandate at the Federal let el for States with all sorts of financing pat-
terns an indeed (Ellett:Bees in needs and ptobleins, a gis en lo el of .,
funding for postsecondary as opposed to sewndary or w hat hae 3 on.

STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS E. BARTON, PRESIDENT, GREENVILLE
TECHNICAL EDUCATION COLLEGE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Dr. 13mrros.In the legislation could yon clearly delineate the dif-
ference or could 3 ou specify the realionsibilities at the secondaty lc\ el
lersus the responsibilitiis at th%ipostsecUrlary leyel ? Iii other (JILL,
I think that is, NN LUC I sce a problem de eloping, the way they ate (iv-
cunt eating your ..eut legislation by simply adding adult programs
at night into NN hat we think, as they were designek.1,3ocatioual high
schools.

Mr. RAIR,I.111,1,. I ?a ould think that the committee would welcome
any suggestions that 3 on would haN e along those lilies. I don't know
how much it is possible to do in the Federal law.

Dr. Ilmrrox. I don't belie e 3 ou are going to solve the problem until
-you do what we have said though.

lineurFE. We need 3 our help in doing that. We 'iced the sug-
s,crest ions that we hale been getting in these hearino-, pethaps iel terms
of home specific language, even."

Dr. I3,urrox. I think that is it, the language.
PALMER. We have recommended here mode clarity, more defi-

niteness in the definitions. We ha% e also recognized stronger clearer
statements delineating lines of responsibilit, area responsibility, to
the end of illusttating NN hat is the4intent of Congress in making the
funds ;mil la ble.

Then it is up to ii to meet the hitot of Congress. This is what we
are try ing to say. We may aiut agree with your definition but if you
define it clear enougli for us to under4tand your intent we w ill carry
out your intent but we want to be sure that other agencies carry out
your intent Om.

Mr. IlAnwrn. I tJiink the driving intent in the 1908 amendlinlits
was that the total needs ofthe people in the States for occupational
pre.pa rat ion be met s ith the resources at. hand, and there be intelligent
planning to accomplish flint end.
ry 4 regret that ho legislation was not more successful.

Dr. l'Atzrrat. The situation w ith us and think with marry other
Fitates iss such that it did not do that lieca use of the eture of the sole
Stata agency and theo equirement that it he the one that received and
administered the funds.

This is the primary cause of what has transpired.
Mr. RAIN Ix, rt. Thank 3 on. Mr. Chatrman. The Chairman bas:been

very generous.
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13LocIN [presiding. Nello. I have no questiOns.
Do any of you gentlemen have additional comments you would like

.to make?
Dr. Braid:. I woul d like to add one comment.
We are required by other parts of Federal legislation in edtration

to Plan. We are given money under title V of the Education Act to
(1-1-lop statew Oe plans for education. The vocational education in
air State of New Jersey'. for every Federal dollar we get we spend
S1^ at the State level and`;? at the local level. ,

So if we are doine. any planning the fundamental planning, re,alry
is rm. the S13. Olo ion* we to incorporate the S1 in it as well.

- W ready don't care. neither the Chancellor nor I. where the Ilica-
tiud or postsecondary or ementary or secondary lakes place. That
is not important to us. We want it to take place in any facility. pri;
ate ls hell as nubile. that is best. suited to the needs of the learner`

So that we would be artainst any rigid kinds'of distinctions between
various levels of education.

.T think this is one of the problems of American-education. We have
1;0..41 distinctions and therefore we characterize them and ire hee:in
to 1,ovide social characterization, in addition to the edultional
0,-rn,Nterization.

iirehlem at the State level is the constant replication and
dm-7,-,ati011 of services. We started some years ao.o in education to
Po i le _tranpiortation for young people. We put them in S-ellow
c1 gni li1lsefi. We decided the Tmblic ought to provide transportation

neoule as well. the aged.
We got different buses. We deciiled'we would Lave to feed them. We

pot im a -f( strlerure in Mac:v.-ion. We put it in hospitals. higher in-
st itlitio'os. I think en the State eeoiiomv and the Public finance it is
imporative that v-e not cc-ate inerruising boards and coverniug strut,
MVPS' Avery tir.ke we want to identifv a category of activity.

1t the same level we are (going tn have to find wills for State acfPn-
,eks to act as brol,er and to Pr-ovide access into that State agency for
-the ^lientele stllich are not a ntirmal part of that State ap-encv.

This essentially is the thrirt of our testimony. _

T w:,nt to (to onoreor-nl avino: that i would 14, ow-wised to saving that
them is somethio!). c:k11,41 vneatioied edwation tlLich is unique
and distinct 'and lei te-, create another got erniag structure, another
boa rd.

thinly thrt 11);)-4 woulil lie the height of follY and would' tend to per-
petuate tise (list iurtion la,twe-n blue collar and white collar and other
kinds of sr-winl di -'tin, 4;0ns which we work so bard to eradicate.

"Mr. I)i-No lke ni,r ti,,,f iTtrment- a lit On
bit berg ' -c Ss flile I sulp;eri he to the views held by ipy colleague whole-
boa on the need NI. v administrative a rrano.ements, I, ofmin': &l (4 us. our ollea-nes from South Caroline as well as us. reeog-
niii, son bay,. ninon!). "i fitatc'fi uneven 0(w-flit/MIA 97/11-PO/T)netP1M1
Or l''(WIti to or,erate in the flexible ion& that we a talking about.

To-Le front; Is :th von. I think the reacrril Cloveripnent. the exeeti-
ivy bem.e]). l nc to Le v illing to take mill the Print icel lifLat that is in-

you\ e in niskiiip: dittrriminating indgment that Lays that the State
has the capacity_to Entail tle_i_equirematit of the law and indeed meet

- ,
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the requirements Of the 196$itutendnients but this one has itAid this qno
hasn't. with all of the concomitant i esults of those judgments. .

1 think. to be frank with you. that the reason that the 196'8 amend-
ments hat,.e not-worked is because lull haven't had sufficient, how shall
1 put it liV11( at l'l . fortitude :did integrity for people to make thy judg-,
me,ut ,e.liere,.for example. in South Carolina or in New ,Terseyor any-
when, else. whore the occupational need has not been really Met" yvhich
in most Stlits I would say it isn't, if my information is rig4, in the
nuijor M«Idje Atiant te,stitte5 that the biggest 'bulk of the requirement.
the. need. the people who need o be trained and educatcd iSthe young
adult from IS to 30. ,,

I would a:,:aire you that is not being done- in in9st'of.the Middle
Atlant i states. You djin't have to be a genius to. know that. That is
theltust of colleague limn South Carolina. He knows where th-'
need is but he is gettine ::800.060 of the nion4 that is spin; to Southt." .r)

. Carolina to try to meet It.
,..,

',,Ir. kotarFE. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
I w onder what was the total amount last year gohig to South Caro-

final under the Vocational Educational Act, ..
- lir. PAL-31En. Something between .$8 and X10 million.
.. Mr. RADC.I.IFF E. So you get less-than one- tenth.

Dr. 13.urroN. The problem is that where-y.0u specify 15 percent to go
to postseconelarl education and y ott don't het that money in posl-
seconday education.

Mr. "II:mourn:, TWat is a minimum.
I.,,.. liAtrros. Tina is tight. But that has not been met. That js the

point.
Dr. 13.0 mat. I also suggest to you that the very fact of this type of

thing !ruing un is runt' ibut ing significantly- to the proli fcrat ion and the
(iotic:16(4i and the failure to met t needs of people which have been
indicated here, It simply is not working. .

Now, reeognizhig the magnit tide of the problem and the difficulties
hived% ed we Jul I e not add iessed ourself es in our testimony to specific
bills or anythino; el".-0 bt illlt,0 Ale (100' think they address themselves
to the problems really. We are addressing, ourselves to principles., ,

Ile recognition of what Congressman Po kips has said about the pos-.
siliiiii 'les of discus:4.)i,, down the road ahead7 woold.l cry respectfidly
requi,st that ii e be gilen tlit, opportunity to pat ticipate in some of those
disete sloth kenos,. we think Ale hale i'MVA141Prilble VA idiom, and have
gig, is eou.,ielerable (bought to this and con make contributions at the
rras-rt AA lett' as,l 41011VAI I Ay my colleamie DI% Barton, president of
0 i t toil 1110 T,dolical Edln at ion College. 10,000 students, AVII0 is doing('allege.
a tremendous job.

We bale mills no also Mr. Rudy Groomes, president qf Orangeburg-,
.-

"Calhoun Technical ( 'tillege. anotl in one of oil r oast a nding instit ut ions
v,itich is D rT peg'( eat 'a between D5 maid 97 peivent, totally vocational,
technically; oecttpationally oriented. ..

This is a teelini,t1 education sl stem in South Carolina. We have
loolAustneoplo part it had ing in our ',rout ants this rear which is about ,

one -tenth of our w ork force hi South Carolina. The thing you are
talking about lutppt !sing (low n the:Toad illicad and the failure to pro-.
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vide -time clear di:1411(10ns and a better understanding has tremendous
signitictum for our State.

We haWdone moio,than most States in meeting the needs of people.
We are considerably alicati. But we see just horrible implications un-
less this matter is resolved.

Ire think it ought to' be tesolved. The groundw orl: for local resolu-
tion needs,to be laid bete. It does require I think considerable input and
disc ussion,among and between the Fedei al agencies, the State agencies;,
I suggest secondary lel e.1 %outtional edutittion, the community- elleges

. and tt clinical institutes, till; senior colleges and ta% ersities, and since
Ave hate CET.A. and other manpuw er programs which in South Caro-
lina we administer classwide, clagsrounr training- components are in- ,4
volv,(1in this, and I suggest to you also that in the consideration of
the Maher education amendments under title 1. community colleges
and o-cuilational education, it is goint, to have tremendous .
firms right back here for the same things we are talking about this
morning.

It a tremendous 'significance to all of us in the field. We need to
have a better understanding and clearer guidelines and definitions to..
express the intent of Congress if,we at the local le% e veniil the plan-

_ning proee-zs are to see that those intents are carried out
We are -slot impugning anybody's intents and inoti),9s,tverybody

wants to do What is right but everyboiV sees it cliff( ri'mtly. We need
larityfrOm here. We C. ould like. to oiler whatmer background' we

have: whatever infornfation,,whatever etxperibnce we have, to help you
resolve that, realizing how difficult it is. -

Mr. Bronx. I thank the gentlemen Sor being here 19day.
I think the (!'ommittee realizes the coniplexit of the problem and ig

groping for solutions and new answers and new ideas. I think there is
a general feeling that if we can avoid new agencies ae s% ould love to
move that way.

I hope you realize the.-lateness of the hour last night and the reason
for the lack of open eyes this morning.

The record is there. The members do read it and t heir staffs are
WWI re of it. Your mark has been made and we appreciate y uur.being
here. ,

` With that we will adjourn the committee.
rWherenaon,. at 10:5;1 a.m. the conimittee adjourned. subject to the

call of elle Chair.]
pfateriol submitted for inclusion in the record followsi]

Mai. Cont. PERKINS,
Ma) ui fir. Stan ontatiltt t on n1,114(.4410, it. Steondary, and Vocational !Marabou,

11.m.er Cattimillec ottrducation and Labor, //urrsc of RGpecsottativt,s, Irmth-
iknitan.

Dr .11 CHAIRMAN I'aiu : As Chancellor Ralph Dungan and I promised io our
Joint testimony torture your subcommittee on Arad 24, I atti enclosing additional
ioriarients regarding proposals fur new socationill education legislation,

In lite 44-s week,' site e NW testified, the Administration. through the Office of "
Etb it at a, 11114 introduced its %ersion Of proposals fur rims smational education

II.R, 6251 %Nowa-lin:sent difficult problems for %motional education

STAI: OF SEW :TBRSEY.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,

Trenton, N.J., June 12,1975.
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in New Jersey, and I hate enclostll ssith this letter specific erlticisms for you
consideration. Iu afiditionvoy ou %% Ill find etannients pertaining to the sett:rat other

, bills now before yotAtibColtIlaittee.
s'veitlil also like to make uu aware 44 the fact that tike fit c Chief State 'School

Officers of New Jersey, ]'um is Alia, New York, Massachusetts, and Capinecticut
have, established a task -force composed of star members front our respective de-

' )arfinents to develop keclfic reetainuelidatieus with regard to tocitliunal educe-
tion legilation. We feel that this the-Ante effort s% ill prat isle ye' uith some
useful- suggestions as you and the subcommittee cuntitiug

Ilowever, I mustisay that hale has happened in these at as weeks to alter
my view and'the' viesv that Chancellor Dun Nin and I exias.cel before your sub-
committee, that Congres 1146 to t4he a fbileielaiiteutally new aloprkootell to vuca-

Zl educatien. It was uhrlialgeient then, and it reniaiiis so Mot% that jockey-
ing as ions the v4krions professional assqciations is ith a stake in the lined out-
come of your subcommittee's utak was generating inure heat than light, and in
the process, confusing the 'basic gelds that ti6v regislation should address. We
also felt that our joint appearanci °Old underscore the willingness of many of

-our counteipart4 en the state level to work togetner-i-u-nokilig tocadenal 4:dome.
tion programs inore'efTeetis e nth r nets, inure tuelprehensite.fislerail legislation.

The key to new legislation, in my judgment, in% est a, single state agency
with the financial resources and atitnuriti to water-take coniprenensiee plamiluz
in meeting the Wen itted net tls of each JtatLV.b, papalottiuTO,., Tins legISIaltuO should
be flexible ellangi Co enable states to detelmlite priorities and to atlocate re-
soureo5to,ineettli priorlties.;Co ensure that state efforts match, Congressional
Intent, new legisl. tem should require a compreliensise state plan and spell out
aceountability preoet duces to assist the Ofgee Education in monitoring state
plans. -

I also siiggest that your subcommitteto take a hard intik jet the question of set-
asides iargetted for speeific population groups like the diendvatutaged aud the
handicapped, as Well as for populatnom idchtifled by schooling revel such as sec-
ondary-, post - secondary and so forth. While I thitirthat pro% Ishii's fur set-asides
under existlug legislation have stimulated expansion of .state efforts in some
areas, the subcuniniittee should consider %% nether a tiptiing-polut is reached %-lien
mandated set- asides tIb (." :rich of II state's funding animation.

Set asides are a thorny 11(she, but I think that the Congress vuttldaddre;,8 it in
awstweral Ways. First. legislation could specify Imputations to be so.r% ed as require- -

meats for approval of state plans by the Office of Educatlen. Second, Cangreso;
0111(1 estabih.li ally( a tIon butuidarie fur sei-asittes tnrgetted

for specific population mid age groups under Ntil te 11Nr1'lit PN.110,1101e. is ith- regard
to the bandit Alined. thq new legislation kook]. stipulate Entail& less than .roce but
no more thafn 1.51:i of a state's ItIlocation be earmarked foj ,peci4o: programs serv-
ing ilia propitiation, Third, the Cungrt,ss toad coittiettepreseel mandatory- set -
Aide provisions. This last optlui1 its niy judgment does le allots states enough .
flexibility to des Ise program,strategies to meet partleul local needs.- * . .1T hope that you and y our subs (initiative 411til theseazy meets. and the additional
lechnieal notes On the specific bills appended. helpful to }uu ill .% WIC 11oork,.tnee
again let me say, that I would be most willing to be or further serviced° $-oifi-
subcommittee in -the development of this vital

*Iticerely.
FnEli G. IltniKt:.

CaintiSsiOner.
Enclosure.

..C(SMNI1r-ITA ON 1:IMPOSED FEDF.RMALEolslAriox k on VocA:rIONAL EDUCATION

(By Fred G. Ikurke, Commissioner of Edueotleon, State of New Jersey-)

39.93; at:IDA:No: AND COUN8I:LING ACT or 197,5
- ,

This bill is an Impressive attempt to improve career guidance and counseling bye
piddle agencies through program des thipment, training anti retraining of rele-
ant personnel, research and evaluation, Taken alone, it Is Insufficient. flowerer,
new legislation.could include many of the Innoiations in this hill.

L O
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:no:A reccrsut,Usomty.toe.mozim, EDUCATION ACT OF 1975

While this bill 1;ktentll to improte Zof posket aidary a-
n nal education 11Lii It an ieoport ant it ;ems stale Jorosol., (ton
for vocational ea-it-io in No ,epai.otto adnioni-tiati; e ettt noes. ThiN stpa a 1 tonC)- 4. tf Peern nia3 racoon 1; interfere a it lo stateo ith planning and form:aainriouLa
thou bet teen po-t .et oadar,i and a schools. rort.iLns of has loin aineh
rettttt the eligibility of in-titotion- ;stlid also Lodi the lieNibilio of plan.ers
lnrolidieg po-useeoklur vocational educaton progianis.

K /Lit. 31,37: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ANtENDmENTS 'OF 1974

Thlz till is espo;i4.11 strung Ju rev4kii.ing career guidance and exploration
a: a stqoarate title awl in olloiag, states flexibility in terms of their particular
prioritie.z4 SOLne suggestions to improve this bill are in order.

First, proLvducts fur do termining allotments to the states as described in
SeOk ion 132 may not ac.urately retied the different states need for federal fund-
ing support. In partkiear, the use of the per capita ineonue measure is diserinai-
net against states like :Nett, .ierstt3 that have high per capita Income rates but

arso- has e exteatte* large poi er0 Income populations, A more equi-
table allotment ratio could be derived based on, (1) The state share of national
plopulation of sped(!(of age groupings, and (2) the state share of national un-
enfolo.t ont.ut. The fornoula proposed bete otatitkensort that cutlet al support ;timid
be Mated toward those parts of the nation situ the greatest populations in
need of vocational program services.

:4 rand. :4.etioon 133 id), ullich calls fur 30% setaside of Part C funds for

. .

petit stroonday education, may interfere ulth indiLidual state needs, priorities,
and, policies. .

,..

Third, the unearned stipends described rn Section 1 -IS (a ) (2) are objectionable.
Such stipends may foster and perpetuate a dependence upon public support. to
the !letriineilL of both the pert on and the program t untinuativn of work study
prograuns is preferraldle.

II.R. 6:151: TILE ADMINISTRATION VOCATIONAL
, 1
iDVCATION DLL

This legislation aould pose serious problem. fur Nets Jersey's ongoing efforts
in votatiotial education. But this bill contains some uorthu Idle features.

H R. 11251 retain- the single state agenek concept, and also appears to provide
tor the stiengtliciiing of State planning, Title 117 of this bill removes presently
mandated slim/lie eApendltures fur particular oho ational institutions . 1

'llowbver, there we four inajor flans in H.R. 6251. First, the bill reduces
antlioriikatiotis for the next live Nears to a It;kel below the 11175 appropriation.
This proposed fuadilii %%el is inadequate. Thu Jed for t ocatIonal education
Is grel% lag. New Jere tmpeets to double secondary vocational program enroll-
niet by IDSO, co lit t nt least 00% of the state's secondary school population
w ill lie his kilt eil in It ational programs. This challenge, already made dillieuit
bt stow and laud lotitln t squeezes. o mild be unattainable under the allocati.ln

, New JerSey would receive. under this 1)111. .

t-io end, li.t. G.kil eliminates Federal dollars for vocational °downturn Meanies
development (Title IV, Sec. 1031d i2l1 at it time Mien federal inatthing
Rooney 14 soo erlt I alb needed. in the next five years, New Jersey NNW need .S100
lik11114in n federal fond. to generate the $100 million required our plannstl and

Tblril this bill, unkl..r Title M. Sec. 301, rewires state and twill govertinients
propose coot t lonal-teelatleal facilities. .

to proldo C0c,:- In I1111 tchifig7funds for vocational education programs. Tips uould
.edkeelirage local partIcipailon in innrientive programs.

Fourth. under Title 111. SeetIon 203 H.R. 6251 provides large set-asides (25rie ) s
6

for blotto (II-advantaged and sloe' IA needs% students. These amount.; seem unreason
ably large, and wild hinder the states' ability to develop flexible nal eulniae-
liellaire plans for the delivery of vocational education services.

k
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VOCATIONAL AND 0CCUPATI9NAL EDUCATION

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1,975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SL' comarrrrzE ON ELEMENTARY, SECO NDARY AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION or THE e(1:I3IITTE:
oN EDUCATIoN An) L.Inou

Vas ington,h D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:43 a. n., pursuant to call. in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building,.IIon. Shirley Chisholm presiding.
Members present: Ilepresentatii es Peikius, Chisholm, Blouin, and

and Mottl.
Staff inembets present John* Jennings. coun-el to the niajori0 ;

Males Radcliffe, counsel to the minority,
Mrs. Cuisixonm. Ladies and geutlemen think we will flow com-

mence the hearing. We are going to ask is Manuel D. the
president of the National Congress of Hispanic American Qizens,
to come forward with his pant-el, and he can introduce the priel.

We are very glad to have you here this morning. It. is most impor-
tant that me hat e input fiorn the Spansh-speaking groups in terms
of what they are attempting to du in i-Jcational education legislatiotv,

STATEMENT OF MANUEL D. FERRO, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CON-
GRESS OF HISPANIC AMERICAN CITIZENS, ACCOMPANIED BY
RICARDO ZAZUETA, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, SERARS FOR
PROGRESS; ERNESTO URIAS, SER/JOBS FOR PROGRESS; AND
ALFREDO G. DE LOS SANTOS, JR., PRESIDENT, EL PASO COM-
MUNITY COLLEGE, EL PASO, TEX.

Mr. Fmano. Thank you, Mrs. Chisholm. Mrs. -Chisholm, what we
would like to du isI mould like to introduce our statenieritS first and
then allow time for some questions and IIIISAS ers a ft t r the hole panel
has finished making their presentations.

Mrs. CIIISIIOI.II. That will be _fine.
Mr. Frnitau. Madam chairman and members of the subcommittee,

my name is Manuel D. Fierro. I ani, president of the ti (

°Tess of Hispanic American Citizens, a national. nonpar tisan Spa nish-
speaking citizens' lobby located here in Washington. D.C.

Accompanying-me today are three gentlemen m ho ha t t a thorough
understanding and As ho hold unsurpassed experiewe tt ith the pro-
..rani areas this legislation addresses itself to: Mr. Ernie Fries. di-e,rector of operation, SER---Jobs for Progress, Tucson, Ariz.: Dr,,,

Alfredo de los Santos, president of El Paso Community Cullegt and
(1163)
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Mr. Ricardo Zazueta, national director, SLR Tobs for Pr Ogress, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Before continuing on to the issues of concern, I would like to present
a short composite socioeconomic profile of the Spanish-spbaking of
this country so that the problems we will be addressing today may be
brought into a clearer perspective.

Over 33 percent of all Spanish- speaking families live at poverty
levels on incomes less than $3,010 per year as set by the United States
Government. .

The unemployment rate :for the Snanish-speaking was 12 percent.
as compared to S peivent., for the Anglo population in the first quarter
of 1973 accoupting for a 60 percent increase over the first quarter
over the previous year, according to the Department of Labor.

The median educational ley el of the Spanish-speaking is 1 years
below that of the Anglo.

The Spanish-speaking school dropout rate is twice the national
ve r ge.
Eighteen-point-3 percent of Spanish-speaking homes are headed by

females.
Only 13 perceVt of the Spanish-speaking are employed in profes-

sional or managerial occupations, as compared to 28 percent for the
An 0-1o.

The list, is endless. for these figures merely represent a 'scant over-
view of the demographic picture of the Spanish-speaking community
which has for years emnarienced needless human suffering and neglect.

In addition to these monumental problems, the current economic
situation has further aggravated an already serious situation facing
the Spanish-speaking.,

Therefore, we feel that Federal legislation must address itself to the,
\-----problems of the Spanish-speaking- community that will assist them to

overcome the social and econontic hardships which if remain unre-
soh ed will certainly result in a. far inure grave situation for the Span-
ish-speaking.

Vocational education has proven to be one of the most successful
and effective Federal programs in the field of education. Millions have
profited through job placement upon completion of training courses
provided under the Vocational Education Act of 1903 and at the same
time contributing greatly to the growth of the economy.

In fiscal year
contributing

there were over 12 million students enrolled in
vocational education throughout the country reflecting the .great need
and subsequent impact of such progiams to assist students in training
and preparation for emplo3 meta in our ei er increasingly technological
society,

Unfortunately , these vocational education programs have had little
effect upon the Spanish-speaking community due to the tinny ailability
of these programs to adequately bridge the cultural and linguistic gaps
of this iN'ation's second largest minority group.

This has been borne out by the extiernely high rates of unemploy-
ment and underemployment and low educational achiev ement of the
Spanish-speaking community.

The seliuols lot% e failed nuserably.to understand and meet the unique
heetlz of the Spanish-speaking. Moreover, the Lau v. Nichols decision

390
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has highlighted the gloss educational inequities against persons of
limited English-speaking ability.

Expanded locational opportunities have been made available. o the
distal% antaged; yet very little attention has been given to those of
limited English-speaking ability.

To aggravate the situation, State ocational officials blue stated that
it is much more difficult to allocate funds, for Particular population
groups. Without consideration by the Federal GO% eminent, State and
local goi Unmans are much less inclined to direct their resources to
these groups.

Those of limited English ability must be given priority if they are to
properly be served in their desho to participate in vocational educa-
tion programs and profit from brighter employment opportunities.

Numerous bills hare been introduced in Congress on \ °widen:Al (du-
cat ion w inch have been referred to this subcommittee. Yet not a single
one has included language that addresses the needs of the limited
English speaking.

Bilingual \ ocational cam ation is at a critical stage of development.
As many members of the subcommittee are aware, legislation was
passed mid signed into law during the 93d Congress amending theVo-
catmint) Eiliwat ion Act of 1903. It prolided for bilingual vocational
education programs.

This was tiw first step in the right direction in providing a necessary
framework. for *nista

"tint'
a bilingual vocational education programS in

the United States.
How in cr, $17.5 million was authorize(' in fiscal year 1975; yet only

$:2.6 million was actually appropriated, resulting in a serious mil-di-
lunt of the implementation of the bilingual rotational legislation
passed by Congress last year.

Furthermore these' funds were awarded not under the specific title,
but u denr title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
of herwise known as the Bilingual Education Act.

The Vocational Educationt'llivision within the Office of Education
has been very reluctant to communicate its concerns on matters involv-
ing bilingual location:a education. There have been no additional re-,
quests for name3s by the administration-to continue these vital bilin-
gad vocational inTigrams.

,

Worse 3..ttt, this legislation was only given a year's life span, which
is due to expire at the end of this liseal year. Bilingual vocational edu-
caton nut el, en-had ample time or sufficient funding nor the proper
support from either the Office of Education or the administration to
effectively establish itself.

Legislation addressing the needs of the Spanish-speaking and other
groups w ith persons of limited English-speaking ability will be intro-
duced later on this week by Congressw (mum Shirley Chisholm, along
with the chairman of this subcommittee, Mr. Carl Perkins, and other
cosponsors.

This leoislation will seek to extend and expand part J and section
19:,4 a ) () of th6 Vocational Ear/cation Act of 1903 as amended,

ry in the Education Amendments of 1974. (Public Law 93 -380) which
El rongreso will firmly support.

The Spanish-speaking would greatly benefit from the enactment 101
such legislation as well as other groups who face similar problems as

3 t).);),
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experienced by the, Spanish-speaking and Iv Ito,also has cdriglr numbLas
of persons with a limited English-speaking ability.

A major obstacle to the effect it e implementation of vocational edu-
catioaal education prow anis is that of the failure on the part of them
°Ince of Education to collect di.ta as to the types of students being

Plot lowly. the 011ice of Education has collet ted data on voca-
tioual CdIll'at ion paiticipants on the basis of race and sex. This practice
%%as discontinued in fiscal ear 1972. El Congreso strongly urges that
the Office of Education reinstitute this practice in order that equal
opportunity can be elfectiv ely monitored in lot ational education. We
farther recommend that cullevtion of this data be done on the basis of
IL It bnial cuii in, also. (1ov-eminent inaction has merely signed to ignoie
the principle 9f equal opportunity.

Thu Gemyld Accounting Office (GA0) Report on Vocational Edu-
i at ion dirt, d Decendier 31,1071, recommended that in order co provide
sound expansion of M ut ational opportunities and increase prop am
.effet tit eness. the Secretary of HEW should take action to improve
present practices in planning programs, distribution of funds. utiliza-
tion of resources and relating training to employment. In addition, the
(XO also called for the reduction of barriers which inhibit, persons
from pat titipation in vocation education. El Congreso strongly sup-
ports tiaese rek_unimendatimis and their application to bilingual 1001-
tional education.

The A.FL--CIO and the National Education Association, recognizing
the problems, currently being faced by the Spanish-speaking com-
munity ha o testified before this subcommittee and have strongly ree-
Imam nded the extension Of the bilingual vocational education Nov is-
ions, contained in Public Law 93 -380.

In comlusion, I went to strongly urge this subcommittee to give
cry consideration to the proposals we have addressed here today.

Wink i\ er legislative bill is 'finally approved by this sacommittee
. most contain bilingual vocational education provisions.

To exclude these important provisions from the Vocational Edui a-
Con Act would be a gross injustice to our community and a step bat k-
%%aids in the progress this Congress has made in addressing tin prob.-
), loo of our Nation's limited English-speaking population and the
Spanish-speaking community.

CHISITOLM. Thank you very much, Mr. Fierro. Mr. Zazueta ?
Mr. ZAzewr,v. Thank you, Mrs. Chishohn. Mr. Chairmrn and mem-

bers of the subcommittee, I am Ricardo Zazueta. iestifi ing before
you today in my role as the national director of SER 'Jobs fog' Pro-
gress, Inc., a demonstrated effective community -based oigaization.

SER is sponsored by the two largest Snanish-origin flatet nal or-
ganizations in America, the American G. I. Forum and LFLAC, the
League of United Latin American Citizens.

For 10 years, we have been concerned Iv ith the training and iob
placement of Spanish-origin people who could riot be helped else-
where. As we have matured in the past decade. we have come to real-
ize that the formal manpower legislation encompasses only a fraction
of the resources spent ore occupational training.

Chairman Piamixs. Let me ask you gentlemen to yield just a mo-
ment. I 'want to compliment Mrs. Chisholm and you, gentlemen, be-
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cause I know a couple of you have been most hdpful in the lengthy
conference that we had here last 3 ear in working out the differences
between the House and the Semite.

As far as-bilingual education is concerned, in order to nCeompliz;lt
what we did, we put through the 1-year bill, and Mrs. Chisholm pro-
poses to extend the legislation. I ant delighted to has e the uppol Utility
to joint her as cosponsor, and I cummeod her for the great «utk she
has chine.

It is my understanding that Mr. Quic will likewise join in an ex-
tension of this program.

You people have made a great contribution in this entire-area by
your aggressiveness in assisting us in wiiting the bill last year, and
3ott has.e been a tremendous help in connection with the funding of
the. ;rani.

We want to do the very best job that we can do this year. I can
assure you that this bill will be forthcoming:.

I am delighted that Mrs. Chisholm is chairing the hearing. You go
right ahead, Mrs. Chisholm.

Mrs. Cinsitonm. Thank you s cry much, Mr. Chairman. Continue
please.

Mr. ZAZITETA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for these
.coni men ts.

W,e also believe that these resouri es and legislation authorizing them
should begin as section 301 of the CompreChensive Employment and
Ti tinting t. CI: A, to recognize that Spanish-origin people are a
major group in our country that need your special attention.

The 'Vocational I location Act is a case in point. 'Over $:1 billion
i-. spent each }ear. The question that immediately arises is: Are the
Spanish-origin people receiNing a fair share? It is hard to say.
look fin card to an answer front the upcoming ass,;ssLient authorized
last June by this subcomMittee.

lint, after reviewing the recent GAO report on vocational education,
which points out shortcomings in the service to the disad% antag,ed,
we have discovered that the answer is no.

We lone soniejceonanendations which we believe would increase
vocational education services to the Spanish-origin communities.

First, we ask for continuation of part J of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act. For the first time, attention is focused on one group with a
slit..MI need, Amei icons "of lintitN1 English-speaking ability.

It his resulted in the upcoming assessment and it has focused the
thoughts of the Ofike of Education and of many traditional institu-
tion,: on this long overlooked grotty).

Snornl, in slew of the need and the past rate of inflation, believe
tit total autholization of appropriations should be $1 billion for flit"

tl 3tar ending June 30. 1:170, and each of the 2 sueeeciling Sears.
Third. the final (haft of a Ot'atiOlitli education bill should ietplire

States to place special emphasis on t4 vocational needs of the eco-
noe.ii ally disadvantaged and pet's( its'tof limited English speaking ti

ability.
At least 25 pereentsof the redo id fund, ',honk] go for these pur%

and these funds should go to those States and lovalities w here
the need eNiS. One toot hod we eniloi se is that the funds go to those
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States who (loose to match the Federal funds on au equal basis for
vocational education services for such persons.

Fourth, we 1.elieve ocational education ser, ices need to lie more
responsive to the needs of the community as a w bole. and we, refute,
endorse the *sie-rgestions that State \ocational education admilLtra-
tions should not be heavily dept intent on Federal funds.

According to the GAO report. State administi at ions o.State boards
of education seem to view the Fitleral funds a: e.a form of re\ nu
sharing without accountability to either the GtA et nor, State legisla-
tors, or Federal Gov'ernment.

Therefore, the final bill should set. iortji a maximum percentage
of Federal funds which may be spent on State administration.

Fifth, we believe local vocational education planning councils
should by required. Their main 1 esponsibility:w (mid be to fast stipulate
to local vocational edacation staff the filanning palatal ters, and. sec-
ond, to submit the plan for A ocational education in their mein, to the
State board.

The planning areas should be similar to the ',lime sponsorship
areas authorized for manpower planning by CETA..

Procedures should stipulate cooperation bet.wceu the vocational
education planning councils and the CETA planning comnils. And
that community-Lased organizations. which pi in ide nianpow er say-
ivs, such as sEn, 'Jobs for Progress be giN en sub4antial repi esenta-
non on these vocational, educa tion planning councils.

Because of this idea of introducing plowing councils. we ask that
the authorizations expire at the end of fiscal y car 197S. By then. CETA
will hale matured and tune w ill tell w Nether N ocational education
planning councils and CIZTA plitne sponsor planning councils should
be made to work closer together.

Sixt b, we ask that the final A ocational educat ion bill- require n p-
re:Ai-dation of community -based organizations such as SER on the
national and State adNisory councils on vocational education.

Se: end', the final bill should encourage State auti local recipients
of Fi acrid funds to join with conammity-based organizations to the
important areas of job placement and followup.

We ' iew vocational education as'a bt idge,to a decent, job, and there
should be accountability. We can help in that regard, by feeding back
our results in job plan tauent and follow up data. We could specifically
address the lament that classes and classpum practices arc not liQed
to the labor market.

Our eighth and final recommendation is that we ladle e that the
Office of Education should be n%quired to establish procedures en-
couragin ooperatiNe ulrangenamits Into\ n State and con inutility -
based organization for the joint use of facilities.

In addit ion to my testimony, I am submitting tile w t ittrn tA `timony
of our administrator in Las 'Cruces. N. Mex.. Mr. Rick Sanchez. Mr.
Sanchez sugge-ts that community-based organization; such as SER
can play an important role in the area of will experience AN ith
seem-rho? institutions.

[Letter from Mr. Sanchez follows:]

40r (-2;-'
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JOBS FOR PROGRESS, INC.,
Los Angeles, Calif., -April. 25, 1975.

311. RICARDO ZAZUCTA,
National Director, Operation S.E.R.
Lo Angeles, Calif.

DEAR CHIEF ; I am glad to take this opportunity to offer my opinion. eon-
ceimog problems with the current status of Vocational Education in regards
to services to persons of Spanish origin.

One of the problems that have been evident is the fact that the Department
of \ °cation:11 Education serves as a thatancl of funds far students but does not"
influence the training nor the placement on jobs after training. Vocational
Education w ill normally contract training with private institutions or with
established school systems. The school in turn Hill pi wide the actual training,
but they however will nut provide effective job counseling, job preparation, nor
job placement. As a result the current sere ices are fragmented without a central
guide to provide policy or purpose.

A great weakness of the current ,system is the fact that many contractors
-are not fully qualified to reach, teach, and place their clients on jobs. The lack
of cultural and edam; belibla% ity on the part of contractors, weakens the purpose
of the Vocational Education Act. The curriculum and teaching methods em-
ployed by current contractors greatly approximates the traditional curricula
and methodology of traditional educational institutions. Thus instead of hating
established a thiret.ol approach to training as intended by the ad, in reality we
have established a pour substandatd replica of the traditional educational
systems.

Of greatest concern is the fact that under the present system persons of Span-
ish origin suffer more by virtue of their bilingual culture.

To a large extent only a few euminunity based ovranizations such as S E R.
have adopted the bilingual approach to recruitment? interviewing, cull -tiling,
teaching, training, and job placement of clients. Our efforts how m er are limited
because of funding levels allocated to S.E.R. by prime sponsors.

My recommendations would be to include a minimum a 25 percent of all
federal funds allocated to the 1 ocational Education Act to go to community
based organizations w ho have adopted the bilingual alga:Jack to Vocational
Education.

Secondly, that the Congress establish as part of the bill a review committee
composed of minorities to determine the proper allbeations of the Vocotional
Education Act, to be apportioned geographically, racially, ethnically, and cul-
turally , as it national organization representing persons of Spanish origin. S E.R.
must be ineluded as a principal member of such a committee.

Finally I would urge the Congress to reestablish categorical programs exa lu-
ely nailer motional Education Act to return greater efielency to the opera-

tion of Manpoiver Training efforts.
Respectfully,

RICK D. SANCHEZ,
Atim,i nisi ralor. . _

The vocational education area is important to the Spanish-origin
. people because of our desite to get got... jobs. This committee must .

assure that the law and the rortdat ions guarantee that the Spanish-
origin people recei%o an equitable share of the vocational educat:on
resources.

Thank you for granting ns this time to present our views.
grs. Onisuorzt. null& 3 ott ery much. Now we will Kaye Mr. trios.
Arr. ITRuks. Thank you.
11frs. Cmsnomt. Excuse me. 1 second. Before you testify, I would like

to make an announcement. The reason that none of the Republican
members are here this morning is that there is a House Ptpuhlican con-
ference, and so, they wanted inc to be i try sure to mention that it
wasn't- because of disinterest, but because they have a very important
conference. Thank: you.

(;_
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Mr. ITaLks. Madam Cbairulan and- membeis of subconanittee, Illy
name is Ernesto trias. I am Dire. for of Operation. SEll /Jobs for
Progress. Tucson. Ariz. I would like to read_ my statement.

A popular misconception is held by many Americans that the
Spanigh-speakine. population of tliI country is to be found only in
the Sonthwe t. Ictually. 31 States have Spanish-speakilig popula-
tions of 20.000 or more, while 46 U.S. cities lime populations of 10.000
or more Hispanos.

How many Ilispanos reside legally in the United States? No one
seems to know how man , but estimates by some people go as high as
16 million or roughly 5 percent of the total U.S. population.

Immigration reports that -1:,i.000 Mexicans legally entered the
United States between 1960 and 1970. Since 1959, over 600,000 Cubans
have made, the United States their home.

What do we know about the Latinos residing in the United States?
For one thing, the ruedian aqe of the Ilispanos is 20 years, compared
to the general population's median age of 28.

Children under 10 years of age make up 28 pereetit of the. Latino
population, while only 2 percent of the Latinos are 65 years of age
and over.

Due to the large-percentage of Ilispanos in the younger age groups,
the hither birth tate, and the continuous inunigiation, the representa-
tion of Latino-, in the total population, labor force, and school enroll-
ments will continue to increase.

Unfortunately, flu. unemploy went rates and the school dropout rates
for the Ifispano will also increase. In education. the Ilispano is still
fir behind in educational attainment. Census reports show that in

"1970 one out of five Ilispano adults. 25 years of age and over. had less
than 5 years of education. This is four times the figure for the gen-
eral population of the united States.

The median vars of education completed by the general popula-
tion at this time is 12.1 years. For the Iisnano is only 9.6. California
has the higlie-4 median of education at 12.4. For the Ilispano in Cali-
fornia it is 10.6. Texac, has the lowest median for the general poonla,
lion at 11.6, while that of the Spanish-speaking in Texas is a dismal

II:oreWe are speaking about the stated level. not the functional level,
of the T have seen many cases of individuals that have
high school diplomas, but Marc functioning at the fifth grade level.
Why Insensitil itv, insen.it,rvity by _educators, administrators, and
school hoards alike.

Tucson. the president of school district 1To..1. a district responsi-
'hle for the education of 0\ or 60.000 students, a vast majority of whom

lAlinfrual, stated, when a9ked his,position on bilingual education.
"Tf they want to h am Spanish. let them move to Mexice." or words
to that effect.

As recently as 1970. only Pi percent of the ITispano youth between
the saes of 16 and 17 in this country were enrolled in high school, as
compared to 90 pwent of the white population in that ago group.

This can he attributed to the fact that most of the teachersare white
ati'd in many cases are unaware of the cultural differences that exist
betweenthemselyes and their students.

4
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I believe that Institutes.un Cukor al Ass armless shoulld be mandated
for all organizations and institutions that receive Federal funds for
bilingual education.

Furthermore, I feel that a good percentage of the administrators of
these federally funded programs should be bilinghal and bicultural.
This will, in eases 01. e the students someone to look up to andt,
to'relate to.

If things are bad for the male Ilispano, the plight of the Ilispano
ss °Mars es'en. w orse. Ilispano NN °WWI, on the its erage, has e G nutths
to a year less education than the men. Only two out of three Hispano
women can be classified as literate in English.

Due to our low educational levels and our lack of English language
skills, many Ilispanos are forced to work in low-skill occupations,
ones that, for the most part, has e high unemployment, pour working
conditions, low. wanes, and minimal opportunities for upward mobility.

In march of 1942, there were approximately 223,000 unemploy ed
Spanish-speaking Americans. That was 8.2 percent of the entire His-
pane labor force. This rate of uneploy went was one-third higher than
that of the general population.

CBTA, title III, was supposed to have provided moneys for pros
grams to help people with limited language skills. To date, I know
oe'f no moneys that have been appropriated or used for this purpose.

The Tucson SER program is currently using CETA title I money
to provide English as a second language.to three categories of 1110110-
linguals: (1) skilled or semiskilled, workers with low educational
functional levels; (2) skilled workers with high functional levels; (3)
nonskilled individuals with low educationaLlevels.

Seven out of 10 E.S.L. graduates of our program have been pia( ad
successfully on jobs; 99.7 percent of the graduates from groups I and
II were placed on jobs, whereas only 13 percent of the individuals from
group III were's° placed. These figures indicate that successful place-
ment is-directly related to the skills and functional levels of the E.S.L.
graduate.

Therefore, we-would like to recommend that this body expand and
extend ,title I, part j, and section 122(a) (I) (c) of the ocational
Education Act of 1963 as amended chiming tit 93d Congress and f I lc r

to pros itle;'Necrs,ary English communications skills; bilingual basic
education leading to G.E.D. certification; bilingual vocational training
for job placement ; and extensive bilingual counseling.

One thing, oweNer, should be stressed. Congress can enact legisla-
tion, but it is up to the surious depa tn lents of our national ureauei acy
to administer these laws.

When this happens, the departments take it upon themseh es to
interpret that nebulous term "congressional intent," and usually. there
is no way of knowing what is or is not the wish of Congress.

I would like to ask that if this legislation is extended, that this
committee take an active rule in following upon its implementation
to assure that the IN isles and the Is isles -of the people ss horn w e all
serve are being faithfully met.

I also have a few statements, one from Louis Chacon, Jr., director
of business and office education. Al i, ona Department of Education;
and another one from Robert L. Chapman, assistant director, Tucson
Skill Center. I would like to read them, into the record, if I ray.
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mus: Cmsuoor. They may be read into the record.
qIN1 r.-1.TruAs :

To whom at may concern : It is indeed a pleasure for me to exercise the privi-
lege of voicing my opinion on the need fur N ocation0 bilingual programs lib Ari-
zona. As Director of Business and Office Education fur the State of Arizona, I
have come to recognize this all-important need.

fiance we tare quite close to the country of Mexico and because of the great
and, vast population of Mestican-Americaus in Arizona, there is no question as
to whether ormot there 'is a need fur bilingual vocational programs.

It is my belief that the time has come to pro% ide to our Mexican-American
community the opportunity to learn various %ocational skills and be able to
utilize and impletant thee skills in a bilingual fashiim to earn a living and pro-
vide for their family needs.

In Arizona presently, we have only a very. very limited number of bilingual
voeational programs, poyAbly only three, and these are in the area of laisiness
and office education at-Nogales High $clivol, Markup' Ilirh Schoitl and Pima
College. Two of these art funded through State Notatlimal funds and one is
funded through local effort.

The fact that we have only sorb a (Mated number of bilingual N o ati OM! pro-
grams b4 indeed another indication of the need fur salt programs in our State.

According to various business executives and those icidisiduais involved in per-
sonnel work, It hasbeen.eslablished that there is a need for employees that are
well versed in two languages to carry snot certain job requirements.

Recently I had the opportunity to ,,NN rite a proposal for the Arizona State De-
partment of Education that would pros ide funds to &whiff vocational bilingual
programs at the post-secondary level in various N )( Miami. sac ice areas such as
Business and Offiee Education, Home Economies, Distributive Education, Trade
and Industrial Edlication, Agriculture and Health Education.

If this proposal is considered and funded, the Arizona State Department of
Education will be ablil; to establish a new division for Notational bilingual educa-
tion and. within one year. there will be various bilingual vocational programs in
operation and also during the summer of 1976 workshops will be held to develop
currieulmit materials in vocational bilingual education.

The questions again ...Do we need bilingual vocational programs in Arizona?
Yes. Are there jobs mailable for those people that Will complete bilingual voca-
tional ;inn:rams? IPS, Are we presently serving all those people that could lame-
fit. from bilingual vocational programs? Nu. Is it possible to pro%ida these people
with adequate bilingual pnigralus? Yes, if fundimis made a%ailalde to the State
of Arizona for this bilipose.

Therefore, it is a 'must' that there be an extension anteAansion of Title I,
Part .T, and Section 122(a ) (4) (e) of the Vocational Etta atiun Act of 1963 as
animated during the 93rd Congre,s.:,igned Lod, Chat on, Jr., Director of Busi-
ness and Office Education, Arizona Department of Edutation.

rStatement of Robert L. Chapman, Assistant Dire'ctor, Tucson
Skill Center :]

TO whom it may concern :
Re : Bilingual Education iirthe Tucson Community.

adult vocational education in the Southrt c-ste, united States is
extremely important to those individuals wrath a low levei of English proficiency.
Many Spanish-speaking Individuals cannot 1%110 their true potential as skilled
craftsmen because of the traddiranally English oriented training facilities,

The Tucson Skill Center's curriculum Is based upon industry performance
requis 111V114,1 In the various skill areas. 'Minimum entry requirements fur skill
trainiag initiate English proficiency levels eau li as the following examples.
health Occupations, Sth grade functional; Electrician's Helper, Sth grade
flint naiad ; Clerical, 6th grade functional ; Auto Mechanics and Auto Body
Repair, (ith gradelunetional.

At present, there is no bilingual education program mailable In the coin-
'Immo Nshicic can assist monolingual indisalmils in attairilmi. the abuse English
prodeleney levels. Ash result, those indhiduals will never be tffigible to receive
vomit/Mint skill training or jobs.

The use of bilingual jastruction in vocational skill t raining NN III help Indic Mullis
with low English proficiency maintain their self confidence while learning and

0
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Insure a. thorough understanding of the technical materials presented to them.
All of the above is, of Course, contingent upon the individual receivinnenough

ESL training to function efficiently at the English level required by his trade.
It is the opinion of the Tucson Skill Center that bilingual skill training can

be used effectively with adult Spanish speaking individuals and, with proper
ESL traintho-, speed up their entry into the productive world of work.Signed:
Robert Chapman, Assistant Director, Tucson Skill Center.

Thank you. .

Mrs. Cinsuon3r. Thank you.
Mr. in Los Sayros. Mrs. Chisholm, Mr. Chai..rman, ry name is

Alfredo G. de los Santos. Jr., I am the president of the El Paso Com-,
mitaity College in El Paso, Tex. rt

would like to read. my statement and then Make a further recom-
mendation that is not in my Statement.

Historically, 'Southwestern public educational institutions have
failed to respond to culturally different students. Schools perslst in
judging all students by conventional standards while ignoring real

, differences and deprivations. ' 5

Typically, nontraditional students enter school at .a disadvantage
and jtist as typically-Jeave in much the' same fashion. Current sta-
tistical data indicate that of any single ethnic group, with-the excep-
tion of the name ..kniericans, theSpamsh-speaking group has the low-
est 'educational lei el, the highest. dropout rate, and the lowest pro-,
portionate percentage enrolled in institutions of higher education.

Reluctance on, the part of the Spanish speaking to abandon their
cultural and linguistic heritage and the inability 4othets to achieve
an understanding of their culture and the language accounts, in part,
for less than adequate participation by the Spanish speaking in pro-
grams available to serveTthem.

In Texas, by the eighth grade, nearly three-fourths of the Mexican
Americans are reading below their grade level. By the 12th grade,
almost half of those w ho started 1st grade, 47 percent, have dropped
out. Blacks have fared only slightly bettor.

The Coleman, Ne*man, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and
Jelcks reports dramatically illustrate on a national scope the failure
of traditional educational appruaclics to successfully reach disenfran,
chised'minorities.

A 1973 comprehensive study by Shulman, Williams, Guerra, and
others, entitled TMexican.-.Amprican Youth and Vocational Education
in Texas." statedand I quote :

Mexican Attlericath3 In Texas have the lowest level of eilu%:atlun of any group
In the State.

Over half of the adult population has nei,er attended school beyond the ele-
mentory loot. Mexican Americans halve the lioNeA rates fur finishing high
school, receiving vocational training, and attending college.

Madam Chairperson, I woulllikelo leave as part of my testimony
the list of recommendations anir a summary of that report.

This same report concluded that though in solve Texas regions
ChitatiOS were os errepre.sented in technical iocational educational
programs, the Chicano's potential was being underutilized in low-
skilled, low- paying. technical - vocational jobs.

The" survey also indicated that Chicanos, in Texas are ready, able,
and willing to move up to liigheF vocational-technical jobs.

ti
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Among the recommendations presented by the study was the need
for bilingual, bicultural technical vocational education. The study
further eecommended that community colleges could become an (nen
more sioiiiticant force in technical-vocational education for Chicanos.

Over 1.100 community and junior colleges arc eurrentl enrolling
students in the I7nitekl 'States in 1975. These colleges sere. approzr-
rnateta 3,500.000 students from different ethnic groups and income
levels.

Almost 50 Percent of the students enrolled in 2-year colleges are
pursuing tecIrmeal-v oca ional or occupational programs. In Arizona,
California, Colorado. New Mexico. and Texas where tin- proportion
of the population is About 20 percent Spanish speaking, there are
about 210 2-year colleges.

A. 1972 report by the college.entrance examination board in Austin,
Tex:. indicated that 17 permit of the students enrolled in 2-v evr col-
leges have a Spanish ltrname. This survey was made in South wedeln
cities with a population of more than 50.000 Chicanos.

While this figure may appear,high, other studies indicate that 75
percent o f till Mexican Americans attending postsecondary education
are enrolled in community colleges.

Other States also report a significant number of bilingual students
in New York. Florida, Chicago, and Washington where large numbers
of Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, and Cubans reside.

In Texas, 90 percent of all technical-YocatioiTal education at the post-
secondary level is being eonducted by community colleges. Out of 121.-
897 students in Texas community colleges in 1971, 17,893 or 14.6 per-
cent. were Mexican Americans. -

Yet, few 2-year colleges report any significant progress in bilingual,
bicultural education. Itostos Community College in New York. Pima.
College in Arizona. East Los Angeles Community College in Califor-
nia. and El Paso Community College in Texas have initiated pme
encouraging bilingual-bicultural programs. Barely a handful of other
colleges in California are also attempting to teach in.the native len
gunge of a sizable segment 6their community.

Other ;colleges are offering ethnic studies .courses which sensitize
minority students and majority students to the laraground. history,
and culture of culturally distinctive ethnic groups. While these efforts
help, they are less than effective with students of limited English-
speaking'experience.

Altheughthe mired for bilingual. multicultural materials has been
amply documented and. to a certain extent. recognized. 2-year col-
leges Faye failed to make meaninfful progress toward this goal.

The American Association of Commitnity and Junior Colleges 1972
assejubly, a group of 100 community college lea del e and representati% es
from industry. emphasize the theist that community and junior. col-
leges should take. in providing multicultural and bilingual salvation.

One of the priorities identified in the 1973 and 1971 assembly re-
ports is the increased efforts which these colleges must mule: take in
recognizing, linguistically different students in their curriculum and
in their teaching.

In Texas and California. l'egislation was approved to pro\ ide in-
struction in a student's dominant language. Tfouse bills 115 and 1 t6
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-were introduced in the Texas Legislature by Representative Carlos
Truan from Corpus Christi, and ',Jacked by the governor of Texas.

The Sr provide for alp training of bilingual teaching personnel, for
the compensation of such personnel, and for establishmebilingual
curricula in areas where a high percentage or number o bilingual
citizens reside.

Pima College in Arizona has instituted as one of its main purposes
the creation of a multicultural, bilingual learning environment.

Community colleges are caught, as if by a vise, between two opposing
pressures. On the one hand, hnguistkally distinctive students are en-
rolling in large numbers. These students are attracted to community
colleges because of the "promise" that these colleges by implication
are assumed to make.

With "open door" admission policies, low or free tuition, relative
accessibility, close proximity, and divertified programS a hich e sup-
posel to be tailored to the characteristics of the local .;onammity these
colleges offer attractit e alternative,. Many community colleges are also.
actively recruiting students'.

On the other hand, the number of trained bilingual, bicultural
(laws these colleges need is not mailable. While other professional

fields may have an otersupply of trained personnel, the chort supply
of bilingual, bicultural instructors reaches catastrophic diminutit e
proportions. -'

In California, the percentage of Mexican-Ameridan students en-'
lulled in community colleges in 1973 was nearly 10 percent.,Conversely,
INIesican-Ameriein personnel in these California institutions is only
3.3 percent. In Texas and other Southwestern,States, discrepancies are
even larger.

Howeley,even these inequities fail to indicate accurately the drastic
shortage of bilingual educational personnel. trust because a person,is
bilingual does not nran he or she can teach' bilingually.

We have to keep at mind that bilingual individuals have acquired
their education through a monolinoual,, munocultural educational sys-
tem. Schools at all els have steadfastly maintained their rigid cdu-

., Cational curriculum aimed at the average ikherican.
Community colleges can also efficiently tierce non-English, Spanish-

speaking adult populations, but only after a bicultural, bilingual
learning environment has been developed. ,

I strongly urge COIPTICS'S to fully fund the authorized monies under
title I, part, J, turd section MOO, (b), (c) for bilingual vocational
education.

That is the tit d of my statement, Madam Chairman, 'but I would
like to 'make some additional comments.

I spent all tiny yesterday reading proposals that have been Adintitted
for funding under this bilingual ocational education program. We
were advised by staff that 153 proposals \sere receited, for
more thaii$.710 million, but only .$2,.$million ha% e been appropr
-for this year, ankl those moneys hate been, as was testified to earlier by
Mr, Fierro, taken from the Bilingual Education Act.

The need is great in our part.of the country. The. other (lift that I
would like to told is that you consider defining "bilingual education ".
There are a number of components of bilingual education. The most

r
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important part i5 the teaching of concepts, idea,, and S1.i11s in the
student's male language. That is not in the law no I understand it
how.

The model that has teen used in the past, that the educational coin-
munitv has notzd td define bilingual education, does not urk. That
mothd.is that we rete,h, you Eng holt as a second language firl.t. We are
not- -We don't teach you ideas, concepts, and skillo unless you know

'Eng lid).
As a4resnit, the learning that, takes place is Nay small. A betkr___

approach, miin3 of us who are w taking at bilingual education feel. ,is
fort people who at e monolingual in a language Aar than English to
Ile taught skills, ideas, and conceptoin their natat languago.and taught -

English as a Second language as it relates to Moat they are being
taught. That is a mole efficient. more effertit e, and a better ta of
approaching- the teaching-learning fautess. and I it ould teetanult tat
that some definition be gib t n to the tem "bilingual.' that would in-

, corporate sonic oC those ideas.
Thank you for the opportunityr.to be here this morning.
grs. Cjusma.n. Thank. 3 on Seep et'y much. I Nt iSh. to say to all of

'ourthat. tie cc ill make sure that thd information that 3 tat hat c olutiva
Ni all as this' morning at this hearing st ill be cligplated in a stifianar-,

of this members othe Oticatioii committee, because
me-do recognize that this is a relatitel3 nett field and flat there needs
to be'h great deal of education and orientation 55 itlt respect to relay the
Spa.nish-spep,king peoples are not making the kind taf pi:ogress and.not
naot ing out tau the t cortontc and social laid:Amain of America. One of v

the thIngsethat has a great deal to du tt ith it io the language bin t :et or
the language impediment. .

It has become most diffieult1 et en for leg,islatois, to understand that
the treason that the Sptinish-speaking youth does not do aril and
the reason that the Spanish-speaking adult is not able to.ntot e out is
because we lithe not addressed outset to the ttilique eitia specific
vetls of a brat; pereentalIck of the persons in this count 13 Nt Ito do Lorne
from that background.

Although the Members were not here this morning to bear 3 our
testimonywe are going to be scry sure that they ha% v a stlintintiized
form of your yeeomptendat ions because. if it e are to it m ite up a mean-

.ing fill bill it mustda. releN ant to thus problems 3 on gentlena n whd
.beam working in the field have nun

Mr:Fimino. I think one of the things that ottuld to be pointed out -
gs you recall, last year 55 lien 3 on bad the oversight bearing§ or hear-
ings-On bilingual education in the tinted States. one of the.probh mts
that we clxperieneed and have repeate 11 eNnerit,th etd is that
(awe on the part of the Federal agency responsible for bijingual
education and the iorational education progrant to Fetidly ilthlreSS
(IWOISAI'S to tie' issues that Congress has seen fit to put into the
legislation. and I 'sae that simply because the ;same, problems that Ito
initially experienced W ith education in title VII w e are also
experieneing today in vocational duration in terms of part J.

oTinit, recently, for exantple, the regulations well put out on part
, Proposa16,. as 1 )r. Alfredo de. los Santos indicated Are now presently ,

pending. .

4 zti
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One of tile things that happened along the processabout 2 weeks
a"0--I don't know whether they lease au aided die contract, but one of
the stipulations says that there w ill be an azisessment ofbilinos, ual voca-
tionateducatiornin-this country.

A contract is going to be ass a rded. and what happened was that very
few of our gsoi*s throughout this cow ary for example, Project SETZ

or other grupsthat have skill, expel knee, and expertise in bilingual
education were not even aware that there was an MT. Anywherefrom
$3110,000 to $5u0,UM1 could du an assessment of bilingual education in
this country, q

I think it is the same pattern that we experienced u hen title VIT'ID
initially initiated an evaluation program of the bilingual education
programs throughout the countiy . A-gain, our groups were excluded.

There seems to be a pervasise pattern of exclusion, een after we
hale harl legislation passed and appropriations made for these pro-
grams. There is a reluctance on the part 9f the VNII, Ed Office to really
address itself to these problems.

I think one of the %they things we have got to do is that, because of
the title VII legislation, use have guLto put more strictor mandate
in the levislation that they have got to coordinate', as Mr. Zazueta
indicated,' through some of our local groups and through the title VII
office who has lesponsibility for the coordination of all bilingual pro-
grams in the Office of kliTii-eatro-ii.

I certainly hope that this committee can assist us in strengthening
the ,ftrgunielit of bilingual education lit the same time getting the
people dew ntow n to respond to hat the legislation is talking about.

MrM. CinsuoLm. Thank you very much. 1 -ow, you have spoken All
of you have spoken thus morning about the need for bilingual instruc-
tors, but you did not touch upon what I think is a very important issue.
That is, the athantage of native language bilingual instructors. I
think that is a, sexy, sery important for these persons, wherever we
can find them, to come from the, specific comniunity to which they
would be relating. One of the difficulties is the necessity of a person
being bicultural, as w ell as bilingual', so that they can relate to those
individuals who need the assistance. ,

I *mild like to hear some comments on that point.
Mr. DE Los SANTOS. I would like to speak to that, if I may. I did

refer to it. in my prepared statiuent. That is one of the great problems
that w e have. I, for ex:diode, consider myself bilingual and I have
been a teaci,er and I have taught in my field. I din a 'librarian. I have
taught libiacv sLienee at the caminiunitA college level and I has e taught
it at the graduate university lec01, but all in English.

I was prepared in an American mils ersity amid I cannot teach library
iscience in Spanish. That is one of the greatest problems that we has e

now. That is, finding people are qualified who are bilingual, bi-
enitural, who are qualified to teach in Spanish.

The universities are not moving. There are few universitiesThe
-University of Texas at San Antonio, New Mexico Highlands 'Univer-
sity, the University of California at San Diego, aikl a -few others.

This is in my opinion one of the greatest needs that we have. What
we are tr ing to do is-- we take people who, like me, are bilingual and
we send them in effect to a companion institution in Mexico where they
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teach a Course in Spani-1a themsel% es and the% tak; an arbanced course
or two taught in Spanish in addition to some intensi% e language
development courses.

We have found this to be areal% e. WO, is a slow and expensive proc-
ess. We all know the ad% antage of having people who are black and
brown and red as being the teachers to our children.

Not only does this type of instructor prod irk a better learning en-
vironment just by the Mere fat i. i hat he i., a teacher- -tile role that these
teachers can have in just showing our children that it can be done, that
someone did it, and the relationshipthat is created. again just by their
mere fact of being a Chicano. is something that is so sorely lacking in
the relationship between. an Anglo teacher and a child of-Mexican
descent.

Mrs. Cinsuorzt. I would just like to pursue that. I will conic right
back to you. I would like to pursue that a little bit.

I think one thing that we talk about in our country is the fact .that,
it is so important for children, :toting people, to ha% e r ole models. It is
so importautfor them to lime the images. persons who had e made it in
spite of all of the obstacle's that have been-placed in their path by vir-
tue of their particular racial or cultural or nationalistic heritage.

Therefore, I think it is most imnortant for the Chicano people,the
people %Oro, by virtue of whgt has happened to them in the societyto
have role models, to have the imii,!es.

Along that line, I would like to ask this question. On the basis of
your experiences, do you feel that it is important that we actually think
about moving in terms of establ;shing certain kinds of institutes to
train persons of that background'?

Tho traditional Anglo-Saxon colleges arc not able to do tie job for
many, many reasons. I don't care how many programs we come forth
1%ith in terms of preparinc, persons to function. If they are not able to
realty understand what ir happening and if they are not able to have
teacers %%lio are sensitized to the unique differencel of persons in so-
ciety, I think that everything that we do can result in a complete fail-
lire. and T would like to hear your thoughts on that.

Do you think that we need to think about the possibility of special
institutes. Statistics ]rude proven o% er and over and over in bilingual
areas that there are just not enough persons who are trained in this
field to do the job?

Mr. DE LOS SANTOS. Yea and HQ.
Mr :. si tom All right.
Mr. nE Los SANTos. think that know that we need to prepare

ont,0%%11 people to assume positions of power and responsibility in the
in-titute of higher education if we ate to ha% e any nkningful change.

I begin with the presidency of nn educational institution, and some
of us are working hard to papal e Chicanos to he community college
adminisr:atars, to be superintendents, to be principals, people who
have jobs of responsibility and power within, the educational system.

We have learnedI have learned from the black experience within
the community college movement, where for some years in the late
19CO's the association had a program to provide cultural awareness,
institutes and programs through the %%like teachers, and no meaning-
ful change came from those at all.

sit si
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Since then, the black leadership in the community college move-
ment has moved to prepare administrators, and I can show you 10
institutions-that now have black presidents. Tliat change came almost
_overnight, just by mere presence. ,

I can do the same thing With Chicano presidents. I am sorry to
sayin a way, I am sorry to say that I was the first Chicano to be
named president of a community college in. this country. Now there
are seven of us. .

.
But, to get Pick to the issue, there needs to be within the universi-

tesI don t want to create a separated Chicano institution to pre-
re teachers, even thoUgh that is an alternative.
I feel that the univen-ities need to change because «e pay taxes to

ipport them. If our children are not taught by the universities, then
our tax moneys are being used to educate the majority, and I don't like
that at` all.

I want the universities to move to do something for Ili. What needs
to be done, I ti,uk,i,. that m 'thin the colleges and the universities we
need tj) 'get, again, Chicanos to ,work with our people, as is true now
at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque where they have a
vary viable cultural awareness center that is providing excellent sup -

,port andtraining to teachers who are going out into the programs.
It is difficult for a minority group to begin to change a university,

but I think that that is the most viable way. What we. would like to
recommend to this committee, eventhough its funds n..ght be included
in title VII, is that you consider making part of the package the
Bilingual Vocational Training Act, that there be some money set aside
to prepare teachers to do this work.

I know, for example, that the education profesSions developed an
act which provides ,fellowships for the preparatien of people. for
working education. It is about to go out of businesq. There are no
funds. They have no fund.; at,proprmted by the House and it is going

, to be, tough sledding to get a pittance of money in that program in the
Senate, if we can get it in at all..

Mr. ZAZUETA. Another view is to not wait until these institutions
get changedchancred because of the many, many numbers of wasted talent that
we have, the hardcore, lower educated or the people that did not have
the opportunity to eet very high on the education ladder.

We hoe to vreate some institutions or some programs that can re-
late to hundreds of thousa.,cls of people of this nature, and I think that
the word that you mentioned earlier, "relating" is one of the key
important factors to bring up, those aspirati ns that many times have

ibeen blunted that are so important in the len
tion and the model setting that is missing in.m y of these stitutions.

process, the motiva-
tion

I think that while we are working to change these institutions, we
have to have some programs to reach these people, the waste of talent
flint's going on that is our biggest molirce. .

Mrs. CMSHOLISE. I don't want to belabor a point, but I am trying to
learn from You. When Mr. de los Santos indicated that he did not wish
to see any special kind of institute created for the specific training of
these teachers we need so desperately in the Chicano communitiesI
want to play the devil's advocate and say that, although we would like
in this country not to do a lot of things, the past has indicated to us
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that there are certain nontraditional avenues that we have to begin to
think in terms oft uparticularly whengeneration's life is at stake.

'What I Am trying to say here is that we know who the boardimem-
bers are, theTrus-tees, in many of these universities. We know who the
presidents and.the superintendents are. You have a superintendent wlio
Can say : "If they want to learn Spanish or speak Spanish, let them go
to Mexico."

Granted the fact that you ,are up against some ,pragmatic realities
in this society, I am merely trying to find ways we can move in the
direction of preparing a large number of Chicano Americans who
would then be able to move out, if you will, from this national institute;
or whatever it might be, and spread out all over the country and begin
then to---because I feel, on the bdsis of the statistics, the appalling
statistics, with respect to the educational or noneducational achieve-
ment levels of the Chicano population in. the southwestern part of this
country, it is not the easiest thing for us to just rely on people's con-
sciences to do what is right.

All I am trying' to do is to find from you individuals who have been
out in the field the kind of alternatives that'will helpus to speed up
the process. Thetis all I am trying to do.

Mr. FIERRO. I think one of the things in a report that Dr. Alfredo de
los Santos mentioned, "MeXican-American Youth and the Vocational
Education in Texas"One of the things that we have experienced
and I will get back to your queStibnis the dumping of students into
these classes because of the lack of English proficiency, the lackof role
models, the lack of a negative educational impact that the schools have
on our children at the elementary and secondary level.

1V3 see a lot of them being dumped into the vocational programs,
and that is why, for examples in Texas we see such a large representa-
tion of Mexican-American children or students in the voc-ed programs,
but that does not mean that they are getting really good vocational
education programs. They are being dumps l into those classes simply
for the sake of getting them out. They don't want to spend the time or
the moneys to properly do a proper educational program for them.

Additionally, the programs that they are going into, a lot of them,
arc dead-end jobs.

It is no different from what the GAO report indicated, where there
is alot of dumping of the students in these classes.

think that you Nvill see in the next 5 or t years or next 3 ;cans, as a
result of the bilingual education program that was initiated in 1967
Ne are seeing some very striking statistics on the educational attain-
ment of those children that have started from kindergarten in bilin-
gual education programs.

The level of proficiency or level of literacy compared to their coun-
ter a^1.4s 5 years ago is so much higher than their's Today.

think that the educational models that are beine, implemented in
thi bil nomal program will see a lot of these students and have better
pre ared backgrounds going into colleges, going into vocational or
pr ofessiOnal arras or occupati6nal areas and colleges that are provid-
ing'today specific courses that provide the opportunity or them
to a lvance and so forth.

I hint' that we also have to see, Mrs. Chisholm, the problems that we
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are experiencing with these pro grams of this nature, Once you have
a pot of money out there, everybody is after that money.

One of the things that we have experienced recently in terms of our
its and now Ave are experieneme. some of tliii-in vo-

catiomfl area its because there IS money out there, Anglo admin-
istrators are doing everything to justify proposals in terms of getting
bold of those moneys, and there are many institutions, for example,
that have Mexican-American students, for example, or maybe Chinese
that are l'ery fluent in English, very fluent,but they categorize.them,
since they ate Spanish-speaking, because they want to bring those pro-
grams in there. They are not really the problem in terms of limited
Englleh speaking children or students, but a lot of school districts have
gone after those moneys, and programs have been funded simply be-,
cause there were Mexican-American students in those programs.

Yet, the need in El (Paso or Laredo or Los Angeles is so tremendous
that these moneys are being diverted by other areas. Additionally, the
school systems in the preparation of teachers and counselorsI think
that one of the problems we have experienced is the Anglo teacherwho
has come into the classroomand, all of a sudden, we have these bilin-
gual programi and they have no place to go.

So what happens? They put them in a crash progr i to learn in a
3-week seminarto learn Spanish. Then they send them back into the
classroom as bilingual teachers. That has happened in the State of
New York. That is a policy of the AFT because-they are afraid/that
there is a new influex of teachers coining in that ought to be trained
that have the itwarene. ss and the cultural JellSitil it' that Mr. do los
Santos is talking about. ,

This is where we have to monitor those programs. Otherwise, all the
programs that w,e are asking for and are needed in our communities
are not going, to benefit significantly our communities unless these
polieAtire properly implemented.

Th-rTsiterzkr. Thank you.
Yr. tRIA.S. I would like to make some comments, if I might. I might

be disagreeing with some of my colleagues, but I do believe that we
should have institutes, that these institutes should be for the bilingual,
bicultural individuals that a re completing their Qui ler.e training. Maybe
t 6-month or a year institute to teach them iethod'ology in the areas
they will be teaching.

The other thing is that the act itself that we are asking to extend
will provide the opportunity for many, many young people to get the
basics in their particular trales through 2-) ear institution:,, and-, hope-
fully, many or t.licr. people that do complete the 2year trainingpro-
gram, the bilingual training program, will be able to go to the 4-year
institution and-get a degree and come back into that community and
serve as an example fur other minority groups, so there is something
already in that particular act that should open the doors for some of
these people. and that is the reason that I thoroughly support the ex-
tension of this particular act.

Mr. FITZRO. Mrs. Chisholm, I recently had a conversation with Mr.
Urias that was very striking. I would like him to repeat that in terms
of the failures in school, because I think it is very significant to what

'we afire talking about and what they are doing.

4



Mr. URTAS. Well, Operation SER deals with the hard core. We are
dealing with, the failures of the educational system. These people are
not-f ai lo res.The,systeini tselth ak-falled-p eop

I think that before we can really reach the problems and solve the
problems of our people, there must be a massive reevaluation of our
entire educational system.

I think it is a shame when a young man, Anglo, black, Chicano, goes
.12 years of education, formal eduation, in the United States

and that individual, if he is lucky, is functioning at the eighth-grade
level.

I wonder what the school teachers and the administrators are doing.
with those people for 12 years. We can take an individual who is-func-
tioning at the sixth -grade level and in 12 weeks get that person a
CT.E.1). If we can do it in 12 weeks, why cannot the educational system

Q do it in 12 years?
. Mrs. CIIISIML31. Thank you. I am going to stop just for one second,

then I am coining back. I have a couple mule enestions, but the photo-
grapher wants to take these picftires of the group. I will be right back.

f Off the record.]
Mrs. Ciusnoual. As you knowanyone of you can answer this or

supplement each other's statements:As you know, Mr. Albert Spanker,
the president of the AFT, has been in conflict with &ome in New York
over bilingual education.

Would you like to comment on where lir. Shenker is coming from
and perhaps talk some about the implications of his position?

Mr. FIERRO. I think that my understandiiig of the problem in New
York Cityand, as .briefly touched on it, there is a complete mist
understanding by a sable number of the education community, the
Anglo commimitT as to what bilingual education is hi this Country. as
defined by the legislation, as proposed by the Spanish-speaking
community.

One of the problems, ,because of the influx or the numberslarge
numbers of teachers, Anglo teachers: that currently work in the Latino
community, Puerto Rican community, in New York and in Chicago
and other areas of that naturetheoroblem we have experienced with
the AFT is their reluctance to accept aides, teacher aides, from the

iPuerto Rican communities, Spanish-speaking communities, into those
classrooms. Additionally,,th taking some of the teacher aides into the
college setting, getting them degrees, I3.A. degrees and %%hat have you,
to come back and work in those programs.

The other problem that existkis that the AFT 0.flues bilingual edu-
cation as English as a second language, which is really the root of
nrohlem with the AFT and Mr. Shenker, that they want to teach
has e a bilingual program or use En up to the point that the child no
longer needs the English as a second language and then dropping that
off and completing--providing a continuing an Anglo program,
which is a clear mistake of what the intent of Congress on the bi-

.,Oingualprogram is all abut.
Basically, because of the influx of the Anglo teachers that are inse-

cure in their jobs because of those programs that are coming into New
York City. because of the demand from the Puerto Rican community
for more jobs and for more representation and the teaching staffs and

4I
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the professional levels, there is a reluctance on the part of the AFT
to grve up:thoie jobs and allow the Puerto Rican community to effec-

-tively-ailminister-and-be-instrueborsinthose-programs,
I think that .there is a misconception by the AFT about -what

bilingual education is, and I think until it is clarifiedand the other
thing that I mentioned earlierone of the big categories of money
that was provided was for inservice training. There was $11 million
provided last year for inservice training.

What that means is that you take a teacher that is already in the
school system and put her in those institutes to learn Spanish in a
crash program and come back into the program as a bilingual teacher.,
That is what is happening in New York.

That is one of the reasons that the money got in there, the $11 mil-
lion, because of the pressure from the teaching profession, because they
did not want to provide those moneys, or have those moneys -go into
developinand training more bilingual, biculturally trained teachers
to go into those classrooms prodding those institutes they were talking
about.

I feel that tilt problem with Albert Spanker and the AFT is one of
'reluctance on the part of accepting bilingual education as a compre,
pensive program of instruction for English and not English as a sec-
ond language program.

Mrs. Cuismmr. Thank you. Any morecomments?
r. DE LOS &lilt/S. Yes Mrs. Chisholm, I would like to go back to
ttestion of the preparation of faculty, of teachers. I mibunklerstood

you. You said the word "institute:" If by that you mean a unit within
an organization such. as a university, then I am in total *cement
with you.

I said that there are some such organizations in some universities,
and I mention the one at the -University of Npr Mexico, but I am not
prepared yet to accept the creation of a sleparate institution,,inde-
poildent from an accrediting unit.

The hassles that I have seen graduates of such alternative educa-
tional models go through to get certified by the State people are
we don't have to go through that. The universities owe us something...,

Now, for the vocational-teohnical programs, the low level entry
programs that might be funded under the Bilingual Vocational Edu-
cation Actthen there are people who are very good technician,. who
are very good mechanics, who are skilled craftsmen from the Chicano
community, who could with a relatively short period of intensive train-
Ina e prepared to be very effective teachers.

that is what. you meant by "institute," then I am 100 percent he-
"that concept.

Mrs. CmSIIOLM. Just one last question. It skips my mind What it
was. It will comeback to me in a minute. I am thinking too hard, I
believe. Oh, dear. It was sori.i.tli:ng that was really worth asking, some-
thing I thought was terribly important. Maybe that is why I have for-
gotten it, because it was so terribly important.

:Anyhow,' may remember it later.
Mr. FIER110. Let me bring up another point while you are thinking.

One of the problems that ag,aini.we- see with the whole bilingual oca-
tional education act is that all the emphasis today is being placed on
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part J in terms of the adult or the out-of-school vocationaLeducation
program of bilingual voc program.

,,ast year we ctlanged=-Congress amended the legislation to also
melude,the in- school, the secondary vocational education program, but
there has been no emphasis whatsoo er by the administration at all on
that program.

Yet, this is where we begin to get our failures,. here we begin to get
the students pushed out and what have 3ou, but there is no emphasis
whatsoever on that category.

?\ owe, I understand because of the high unemploymet it in the country
and so forth that we have got to focus on part J, the postsecondary
voc ed, but think equallynnportant, we e gut to pi epare those stu-
dents, that are coining out of tho.,e schools in a better manner and pro-
-vide more emphasis on them.

Mrs2Cms}fotar. Counsel would like to ask a question.
Arr. RADCLIFFE. First of all, I would, like to say I thank you very

much, Madam Chairperson, for gi%ing me the prig liege of :asking a
question.

I would like to say this has been excellent. testimony, and extremely
useful.It has really focused on the critical probleirts.

Aly question is addressed tonot so much as to what you lime said,
as to what you haven't said. Let mi say that there was no special
emphasis in the Vocal:1mill EducatAnal Act on bilingual education,

''that it wasn't even mentioned, theft was no part J, and so forth.
The act, nel ertb ieless, as we structured it in 1968 requiresand let

me, say parenthetically that I know the weaknesses of it and the com-
mittee has been informed about the extent. to which it has not worked
but' it requires, tie.% ertheless, that there be a genuine assessment of
needs of people, of a particular study of the needs of all segments of
the population and that programs be designed to meet those needs.

The GAO report and other testimony, including testimony in field
hearings bs, the committee, has demonstrated that there' has been a
considerable breakdown of that objective,` a failure to a s cry consider-
able extent 'to acb les e the purpose of the act, but, el, en takingthat into
accountt would you perhaps briefly like to tell the committee what
progress, if any, you has ese.en in the administration of the Vocational
Edircation Act since 1968 in terms of serving the needs of the.popula-
tion that you are here today representing?

Then, second, because only 20 percent of the funds under this act,
as you all know, are Federal fundsthe remainder are State and
localwhat bale you been able to achieve in terms of getting the State
and local school systems to focus their own funds, which, as has been
stated, are your tax funds also, on the problem ?

I would apprulato any comment. Thank you, Mrs. Chisholm.
Arr. DE Los SaNvos. To answer your question very bray, Mi.

Zazaieta pointed out that a iLt,niticant amount of money is spent at
the State level for administration of programs.

The State has the sa me problem in trying to dismantle the bureauc-
racy that the Federal Government does. but there is a greater,
ass a reaelis within the school communities, the public schools and the
communit3 colleges. of the needs of the Spanish-speaking, and there is
seine awareness of the need for bilingual programs.

4 i
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As I mentigned, in some Sfateg--Californiat and Texas specifically
and other ;State like MassachuSettsthey have passed legislation that

calls.for-bilinguabeducationalprograms.
It is a lough fight to get funds to support such programs. In Texas,

the legislation is meeting now and they Ni ill be meeting until the end of
May. The bilingual education law in the Stale of Texas provides for
bilingual education from the first through the third grades, but we
should have begun bilingual education at the kindergarten level, and
we are trying to get that law amended.

We are trying get equitable funding for bilingual educationvin
fact for the whole qucational system, in Texas, and it is a very diffi-
cult fight. It is a very difficulkfight.

4 .,

I think that the K through 3 or 4 amendment to the present bi-
lingual Jaw will go through, but I don't think that the State is going to
change its funding pattern significantly to be able to withstand a suit
that would be filed the day after the legislation quits if the funding is
notthe funding program is not equitable; so, again, I go back. Little
progress has been made and, 3 et, seine has been niadet, but it has been a
tough

Umas..If I may, Madam Chairman,' I would. like to add a few
things to that also. In the State of Arizona, I mentioned a statement
by a.person who does work in the Department of Vocational Education
for the State, and there are three-programs that we know of, and I
think all three of them are funded with local funds. Very little money
is going into the State of Arizona for bilihgual programs.

One of the problemsto also continue with the Vocational Educa-
tion Training Act. and vocational education pa. seis that, in the past,
all of the vocational i.dacation has been conducted in English and
again we.run into the problem : In order to get into a vocational edu-
cation program, you must have a certain achieVement level and a cer-
tain functional level to get into these programs. The majority of people
just do not have that functional level, so they are being excluded from
participation in any of the vocational education programs.

Now, we can talk about bilingual education and vocational educa-
tion, but I would like to think. about Mexico right after the revolution
when they had the problem .of bringing in the various indigenous
groups into the mainstream of Mexican society.

At that time the commissioner of education started a very good
pri5raiiilleaven forbid, he patterned it after the first commissar of
education-in Russia when they had the problems in bringing in the
various groups into the Soviet society.

They came up with a new concept that they call6d Jardines porlos
Ninos. What they didthey brought in the children of the various
indigenous groups and from the very start these children could not
speak Spanish. but they wore fluent in their native Indian languages.

"What they didthe Federal Government in Mexicothey started
these programs whereby the children were being brought into the-
mainstream of Alexicln society by showing them the Mexican culture,
the Mexican langungT, but at the same time making them proud 9f
their nwn native Indian heritage..

I think if we could. take this approach in the United States, if we
could get moneys for day care centers, for bringing in our kids when

4
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they are 3 or 4 years oldthis is when the children are very, ery
you can take a very small child and that person can learn two or three
languages at the same time because they don't hate any inhibitions.
They.are not afraid ofmispronouneing wurd-s7They are not afraid of
making mistakes.

If we can get some innovative programs similar to Jardines pot los
Nines Unit Mexico started at the turn of the century, I think that P
would like to see SER close its doors really because there would be no
need for our programs. The institutionsregular learning institutions
in the Federal Government doing the job. -Those are niy feelings on
that particular issue.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you very much. Mr. Zazueta.
Mr. ZAZUETA. Thank you, Madam Chairman. On the Lounsel's ques-

tion, one of the otber,problems that «e f;ice is the fact that the data
on the Spanish speaking participationthe "U.S. Office-of Education
cannot tell how many Spanish,origin participated and in what area.
The language "good faith" promises good w ill language that we also
found iriCETA, title 301(b). No moneys were appropriated. No guide-
lines were carried out.

The problem that gets stud: in the agencies, as w as mentioned before
by Mr. Fierro the problem of atteorizadon versus appropriation.
This. I think, is a major problem, that we face.

$15.5 million was authorized and only $2.8 was appropriated; so
these are the problems that we run up against.

Mr. FIERRO. I think that along witli NI bat my. colleagues have already
said is that when, we begin to allow or expect good-faith on the part of
the State agencies and in sonic cases the local agencies, we. have his-
torically seen the neglect and the of erlooking of the State and local
agencies.
t'That is why I think that Congress has been able towe have been

c').1r, to get so far and that is not very far by any means of the imagintl-
tion, in terms of programs that are out there4oday,, because we have had
to come.to Congress and ask Congress for assistance in implementing
programs that were needed out in the community:

As you well know, the educational systems, the local LEA's have a
tremendous problem of financing as it. is right now. In the State, it, is
the same thing. I think for us it would be inconceil able for me to
believe that State agencies are going to do these things on their own,
and I think that is why we have a Congress and that is why Omigress
has been re:Too-lye to our needs, to mandate some of the programs that
are needed'out in the community. at the same time earmarking funds
from the State agencies and the national office to provide for these
programs.

freallv don't see very many States really 4.1,:ing the initiative unless
Congress to kes the first initiative first.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. I would like to ask you then on the basis of w hat
you have said with respect to the fact that, fonds do ,come in and every,

body suddenly finds that they are eligible for the funds, oven in areas
where you have larger numbers of

eligible
persons, par-

ticularly in the southwestern part of the count*, and you find that all
of a sudden so many Anglos are trying to meet the criteria for the
guidelines, would you then, therefore, feel that in any kind of legis-



Wion that we would put forth that we must institute a monitoring
system and a kind of accountability in terms of just hoW funds are
expended? Where they are going ? And Is hailer or notthey, are meeting

tthe problems and trelifteiTEof the Congress ?
Do you. feetthen it is almost mandatory that we write' that into the

legi-,lation in order to be sure that thepromm is earl ied out correctly ?'
Mr. OE Los SANros. Without a doubt, si7That beginsaccountability

beginsthis ig,what I was trying, teget at earlier when I made my
recommendation that this oommittee ought to look at what is bilingual
education and not just as is defined in some parts of the country, as
Mr. Fierro skid, as English as a second language.

Bilingual:education begins with instruction rrr the native language
of the student, :,0 that is w here accountability begins, w ith an instructor
being bilingual and bicultural.

The monitoring process is needed. The taxpayers demand it. It is
part of theit should- be part of the act. It should be forceful, yet
flexible, so that the data can be collected and analyzed, and a report be
made to the Congress on the effect of this program, if any.

Mr. UniAs. If I may, Madam Chairman, I think I alluded to this in
my written statement, but I would also like to add a few comments.

It seems that we have organizations in the rnited States that are at
cross-purPoses, trying to get something going for the Spanish speak-
ing. When legislation is written, again the nebulous term "congres-
sional intent" pops up, and again it is the bureaucrats that have .the
final say as to what Congress is talking about, and I think many times
they don't even bother to ask Congress what they really meant by it,
but also Isee sonic muzzling attenits on the part of some depailmentF.

For example, let us just take CET& as a case in point. I cannot travel
outside of my prime sponsorship area because the Departmpnt of
Labor put those regulations out. If I want to exchange ideas with my
coworkers and my peers and my supervisors and superiors, I run into
pt'obleius./ cannot get together w these people to find out what their
innovations are, what are the latest things in manpower, because of
these attempts by the %nylons departments to cut dow n on communica-
tions. I don't know whether it is fear or what, but' we run into these
types of problems.

Mrs. Clamor:AL Mr. Fierro? tt
Fnauio. I think that theboth of these gentlemen have covered

basically a Jot of points. All of them hale covered a lot of points that
we wanted to make here today.

I do want to commend Mrs. Chisholm for the initiative she has
taken, and through past expericuees she has demonstrated repeatedly
her willingness and desire to liLlp one community, and not only our
community, but all minorities that are disadvantaged, and I certainly
want to extembour appreciation to von for all that on have done in
teruis of helping us last year on the bilinguaal education and again in
dealing with the vocational education legislation that is going to be
iv rod 1,1rOSI.

It certainly demonstrates the w of the committee to address
themselves to issues that are of particular concern to our community

. and redly come up with seine c iable solutions toward resolving those
areas.
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Mrs. CHISHOLM [in Spanish]. Gentlemen,, it is very important for
us in Congress to write a program to ameliorate the situation of the
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, ana all who are Spanish speaking in this
country.

In English.] I jiist wantedyou to know that I am trying to be
bilingual. Thank you for coining. [Laughter.] The hearings stand
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m.,Vie hearing was adjourned.]
a
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VOCATIONAL AND'OCCUPATIOVAI EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1975 ./

Ildesn O Rerra:sENTATIvEs, w

SOTCOM4ITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,
SECONDARY, AND VOCATION;i1. EDUCATION

OI"1111: C03131ITTER ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
'Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:20 a.m., pursuant to call, in. Room 2175,
Rayburn house Office Building, lion. Carl D. Perkins (chairman)
presiding.

Me liars present: Wpresentatives Perkins, heeds, Chisholm,
Blou n, Simon, Quie, Buchanan, Pcyser, Je fiords, Presqlbr.

members present: John Jennings, counnel to the'majority;
Charles Radcliffe, counsel to the minority; and Yvonne Franklin, mi-
nority legislative associate.

Chairman PERIONS. The committee will come to order. Let us close
those doors in the rear. We have some a ery important testimony this
morning, so let us make sure that everybody hears it.

It is a great pleasure for me on this bceasion to welcome before the
committee a former member who played a 'very active role in writing
the vocational education amendments of 1963 and 1968,

In fact, no Member iii the Congress des °tea more time to till,. sub-
ject matter from the standpoint of thinking through the program and
ha% ink; it become a job-oriented program. )wo Member has devoted more
time than Roman Pucinski.

Ire is hem this morning representing, a great group of people as co-
chairman of the Committee on Legislation of the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education.

He is accompanied by Dr. Rupert Evans, professor of 1:ocatiorial
and technical education, University of Illinois.

Again, let me sa3 %suit:mkt() back home, Roman; and welcome to you,
Dr. Evans.

You may proceed, Roman.
(*1191)
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STATEMENT QF HON. ROMAN PUCINSKI, COCHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
tON LEGISLATION, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATION-
AL EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. RUPtRT N. EVANS,
PROFESSOR OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS; AND HON. NV. HUGHES BROCKBANK,
COCHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION, NATIONAL ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Puctxsm. Thank yo t very much, Mr. Chairman, for your very
generous and kW words. It has been a great pleasurelorking with
the committee. but I think that the record ought to slow that Mr.
Vocational Lineation in' America is Mi. Carl Perkins of Kentucky.
You pioneered the whole conceit of modernizing our approach to voca-c,
tional educations in your 1963 amendments, and without 3 our sincere
and thorotigh and compldte understanding of this problanand the
great cliallewre, I don'tithink that'ocational education would have
moved along as well as it: has.

This countr:c owes you ac enormous debt of gratitude, and I hare
said thin; many, many times, and I saLit noiv. You have written your
chapter in Amelicanhistory because of the understanding that you
bale shown. so it is a pleasureto be here, albeit at this end of the

-witness fable.
I arts pleased. that your chief counsel, Jack Jennings, is doing as well

as he is., . .

Chairman PialkiNs.-'% e. didn't lose everything. He is at great asset.
Mr. PudiNster. Yon liave got a great 'team is Charlie.Radcliffe and

Jack Jennings, Mr. Chairman. ,

L would like to eXtend. greetings to the subcommittee, from our new
chairman, 'Arcr. John Thiele, and I would like Mr. Thiele to stand up,
our new chaiefnan of 'the advisory council; and my cochairman, Sena-
tor Brockbank from Utah, who helped prepare today's testimotw.

Wo have in the audience members of the Council, and with your
perniission, I would like to introduce them; Mr. T. A. Jackson fron
South Carolina, Mr. Don McDowell from Wisconsin, Waltei Y r
from Texas, Miss Caroline Itughes frclm Oklahoma, Robert Pan plin
frqm Oregon, George Cook from Nebraska, Duane Lund from Min-
nesota, Margb Thornl# from Washington Stat,c, Russell Graham
froTh Kansas, Frank Cannizzare froip New York, Louis Levine frn
New York, and of cpurib, Senator Drockbatik front Utah.

, Chairman PERKINS. We are so glad to welcome all these distin-
guished leaders in this area.

Mr..Puctsur. Mr. Chairnum, we also Lave a number of represen-
tatives from State advisory councils her.e. and the members of the
national council and the' State advibory councils w ill bet may to answer
any questions (an ?1r. Chairman. or the members of the committee
might have.

Now I wilt te(jitee that my entire statement be placed in the record
at this time, arid I will try tosmninarize it.

Chairman ninKtss. 'Without obiectioit, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record at this time. Yon may proceed in any
manner.
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[Prepared statement of Hon: Roman Pucinski follows:]

PREPAREb STATEMENT OF 110N. ROMAN PI:MINSK; COtuAUt LAV, COMISITTLE ON

, LEGISLATION

sir: Chairman : I would like to extend greetings to the Subcommittee from
our new Chairman, Mr. John W. Thiele, and the members of the Natioqal
Advisory Council on Vocational Education Nv-ho are in the hearing remit today.
L.Ilut,,accompanied at the table by Utah State Senator W. Hughes Bro kbank,
who is CoChairman of our Legialative Coudittee.

These Hearings come at a fateful time in our Nation's history. We are on
the eve of our Bicentennial celebration, which should be the occasion far re-
counting our strengths and achievements. At the same time, our Nation's econ-
omy is in one of its weakest periods, and unemployment is Soaring to one of the
highest peaks in our history.

In recommendations forwarded to the Domestic Council last January, the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education pointed out that 4'41fierica
is rapidly -losing the technical superiority that has been the base of our pros-
perity," and stated, "It must be the policy of the United States to reclaim the
'skills and productivity of the American people."

Certainly, the bill which finally emerges as a result of these Hearings should
be a major' component of such a policy. The need for vocational education has
never been greater. There is no longer a need or a place in our economy for
unskilled workers. It is the unshilled and the underskilled who are hardest hit
by unemployment in the current economic situation. We must provide them with
skill training. We must also realize that many skilled workers now being laid
off will never return to their present occupations. The disruptions now being
experienced by industry, labor, and government are not temporary phenomena,
which will be corrected when the,itext quarterly economic forecast is issued. We
must also provide retraining to rellect those :lifting employment patterns

A Polley Statement adopted by the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education on January 17, 1975, entitled, "The Challenge to Vocational Education
in the Economic Crisis." said that, current problems are likely to cause basic
eloniges in our way of life and our may of thinking. "Future shock is here,"
we stated. From now on, it will not be uncommon for workers to change job
skills several times in a working lifetime. Our educational system bears a
special responsibility to help us absorb some of the impact. This is particu-
larly true of vocational education which has, or should have, the copabil,*- to
"(snide the training and retralnlie; needed by yeung people and adults to adapt
to changing conditions."

In toeing this elinilenge, we belieie that the primary consideration must be
the needs of studeuts, not the needs of institutions, or interest groups, c-i? in-
dustry. Overthe past year and a half, the National Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education bas taken a long, hard look at the ifieS Vocational Education
Amendments (P.L. 90-576j, and compared them (O various other proposals
'\larch have been put fur and. Ve nholelleartedly support litany of the purposes
and goals contatitied in these slalom', proposals, such us time need for greater
research and linen idiom tucreused aocuUum.al paograuas. at. the postsecondary'

goidance and counseling services, and jou-rams for persons nith snec,ial
needs. But ac believe that the best means of meeting these purposes with
max taium effectheness, and alto greatest emphasis on the-needs of-students,-Is
through extensioh of the Ea Vuetional Education Amendments.

41s the National Adilsory Council on 1 (Andean! Education stated last Sep-
tember, before this Subcommittee. The l'ocatioilat Education Amendments ofi
11)6S is on exempl.ar; piece of legislatiolt. In cmisidering its extension an 1
revision, the Council reeonoliciels tin the basic purpose and format of tile Act
lie retained." Needed changes and ua pruveuaents, to provide greaten'
to the States Land );reatet from the states) in planning mat ini-
pleinenting,their programs, cal, be made ((Aldo the structure of the existing Act.

To those who would argue that the 19(IS Atileodulents contain too mines, cate-
gories, and that consolidatioll along broader lines is needed, me %%wag reply
that the Vocati(Imil Edina that Annulments of 1965, rittoi. Is tan iiiiibrainnieg
example of tonsolithited legislation. It pernikis broad latitude on the sport of
the states In the use of Federal NEWS, abide at the sanie time idelitifiriug nod
supporting specific national ',thanks. The illajoi pintion of the Fedi: al funds

/
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for iocational education are allocated under Part B, Grants to States. States
are free to use these funds as they see fit, to meet their indiildual state needs,
Within the very broad scope of that Part. tse of Federal funds under Sec.,122(a)
includes secondary and postsecondary programs, retraining or adults, programs
for the disadvantaged and handicapped, tonstruttion, guidance and counseling,
and ancillary. services, such as teacher trainit, and curriculum development.

The categorical sections of the Act, Parts-sethrough 4, were expressly de-
signed to meet specific national concerns which %lure nut being adequately dealt
with by moSt states. The funding for these categories accounts fur less than one-
quarter of Mal Federal v'ocational education funding.

Section 01 of the Education Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-380), which pro-
vides for a simplified state application for Federal funds, will help eliminate
mutt of the paper work and simplify the procedures required under the .Voca-
tiomil Education Act. This new provision.should help achieve much of the effi-
ciency envisioned in the concept of consolidation, and will, permit the states
to devote a greater amount of time to long -range planning a their vocational
education programs? As we stated before, * little revision is needed in
the present IA. if it is fully implemented, properly affit5inistered, and adequatelyfunded."

Public La* 90-576 has not achieved everything that we envisioned when it
was.drafted_in 1968. That fact was most recently illustrated by the GAO Report
oh Vocational Education. We have no major criticism of that Report, and in ourJanuary 1975,"Review of the GAO Report on Vocational Education." we said,

* the problems are real and the analysis, in many cases, is emellent." Wepointed out that, " In many respects, the Report expresses concerns the
National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education have been enun-
ciating offer the last five years." Wek,request that the National Council's "Reviewof the GAO Report," in its entirety, be made a part of the /Iearing Record.

However, the fact that there.;have been some problems in the luiplementation
and administration bf the 196S Amendments is not reason to scrap them and
start all over, again. There is not a piece of legislation passed that has not de-
veloped some soft spots during its implementation. \V would agree with Mr.
Gregory Aluirt, the representative of the General Accounting Office who tesbiled
before this Subcommittee and the Senate Education Subcommittee in February,
that there is no need for major changes in the 190S Amendments. The need Is tosee that It is properiS. administered.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Edo -atain believes that tighter
planning, evaluation, and coordination anitolg. various s ()whml programs iknil
other nianpower training efforts are essential. This can be nehleved within the
context of the 1908 Amendments by tightening Elie state..platining requirements.

musisvto AND EVALUATION

The State Plan it the heart of the 1968 .1mendments. It has generally not
lived up to expectations, and has not pros hied, the comprehensive planning,
based on needs assessment, which was Intended .1.11 the Act. Ina speem, 4'VE
study entitled, "The Impact of the Vocational Education Amendments
which was prepared last year expressly in anticipation of tb, llarings,
State Advisory Councils on Vocational .Education unanimously endorsed the
principle embodied in the prtsent law, that cavil state should SkIlititit-tr planning
document. Ideally, the State Plan forces state offitials tu wady ze Leeds, establish
priorities, and allocate scarce resources. Bat la some states, concentration on
meeting the literal requirements of the law results in failure to fulfill its spirit.
no "compliance documents" thus produced are submitted to the Office of Mica-
don, approved, and then shelved. The.; do hot barons e tools fen: guiding
performance. The study referred to was included as part of min testimony last
September.

We recommend that the importance of the State Plan as a planning mecha-
nism. rather than as merely an annual budget accountant; procedure, be re-
emphasized. There shuilld he a mandatory five-year plan, with annual report by
the stale,on prigre:,s, status, and needed ro Such pluming is essential
If there is to be forward funding. The National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education recommends two- or three-year forward funding for vocational educa-

' tion, because of the need foi equipment purchases 710 other extraordinary ex-
penses nit incumd in the regular academic classroom sitting. But sse s void no
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;approve of thisnethodof funding unless It were based on needs assessment and
solid long-range planning.

If the.,State Plan is to be effective, evaluation on a continuing basis Must be a
part of the process. EVE-dilation must take place at various levels. The State
agency must perform self-evaluation in its annual update and revision of the
long -range plan. The Office of Education must Initially review and evaluate
the long-range plan Against the requirements and 'intent of the legislation, and
then evaluate the anthial reports to see that the revisions do not alter the plan
With respect to the Federal intent and priorities. The third evaluation, by the
State Advisory Councils on Vocational Educationrwe believe to be the most im-
portant one. It is an objective and Independent evaluation, conducted by Councils
representing business, labor, education, and .community lenders, who knoW the
needs,,and whether or not they are being adequately addressed. The State Ad-
visory Councils look at the State Plan from the point of view of the consumers
and beneficiaries of the education system. They are not concerned, primarily,
with how it .looks on paper, or whether it meets the formal regulations. They
are concerned with Whether or not it works, and if it provides quality educa-
tion. geared to teal-life needs:

We urge -that the independent evaluations being made by the network of Na-
tional and State Advisory Councils be continued, and strengthened.

We would also like to have included, as part of the record, the overview and
seminaries of the Evaluation Reports of the State Advisory Councils on Voca-
tional. Education for 1974. Those reports reiterate the need for better state plan-
ning. For example, the Minnesota Advisory CounCil stressed the lack of a needs
assessment- as required by -the legislation. Tins Maryland Council said its State
Plan is not an adequate guide for the developiient and implementation of voca-
tional programs. Missouri was concerned that to plan does not establish priori.
ties for vocational programs. The Connpctiout SACITE felt compelled to subuilt
resolution to the U.S. Connnissioner of Educatl in, requesting that he not approve
the State Plan, in view of documented violations of the law. Nevertheless, the
Plan was approved.

Needs assessment, good planning, and evaluationas we envision itall cost
money. We suggest that reasonable sums out of Part B funds lie set aside
specifically for needs assessment and planning. The National Advisory Council
made this recommendation in its Fourth Report, in 1971. We believe that a needs
ip.segsnient must be basic preparation for the development of the State Plan.
I cry few states have ever made snub a study. Planning funds should be set apart
froin nay provisions In the new law which might limit use of Federal funds for
State administration.

With-respect to the use of Federal funds for State-level administration, if a
limitation is imposed, It.should recognize the fact that vocational education has
traditionally and historically (since 1017) enjoyed a Federal subsidy. Any limi-
tation should be-based on a sliding scale which would help ease the burden for
those states which might have problems with their state laws or state legislatures
in making a change from Federal to statefunds for administration. The limitation
usually mentioned is 5 percent. We suggest it might be equitable to allow 5 per-
cent straight Federal funds for state administration, but permit up to 15 percent
provided that-any amount over 5 percent be-specifically matched for purposes of
administration by state funds".

Planning and evaluation must be done hand-in-hand. If the State Advisory
Councils are to effectively fulfill the role spelled out for them in the 1008 Amend-
ments, and if the expanded role we anticipate Is.to lie linked with strengthened
State Plans, they must have adequate funding. Past evaluations by the State
Councils have been remarkably good, considering the shoestring budget on which
they have ornnted. The law authorizes that the State Councils will receive a
minimum of $50,000. It was not until the current fiscal year that many of the
smaller states received the mlnlinum amount. They had operatedfrom their
Inceptionon just over $30,000 annually. Many had only a one-man staff, or
no staff at all.

We recommend that each State Advisory Council receive funds specifically for
evaluation, over and above their current operating budget. This would, enable
them to mount and staff on -going evaluations.

Local Advisory Councils should be encouraged in the legislation to assist State
Advisory Councils in their evaluations. This would not require specific Federal
funding. Increased funding to State Advisory Councils for evaluation purposes
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Would nerfait' 'to "give technical assistance to locaPCouncils. Advisory,Coun-
ells ,a nall levels should be involved in planning at each step,-rather than

'beiagilreserited a dashed planning doetitnent for comment, asis 'sometimes thecase.
TheNattonal Advisory "Council on Vocational 'Education should be authorized

to.give'tecinieal asaiatanceto State Advisory Councils. It'has done so in the past,
whenever 'PosSible-4or example, the ,National Council published and distributed

ResourpeBOOk 'for Btale Advisory Councils, designed to assist them in their
evaluations. Snell assistance fronithe National'Couneil should, however, be tor-
'Maltz& In 'the 'Statutes, and 'funds provided to 'support 'such activity, and thus
hierease'eValuatian'eafitibilities.

We recominend that the'existing language of the law be strengthened to provide
'allocationlifFederal 'funds only at the time the State Advisory Council' certifies its
acceptance ;dtthe 'State 'Plan. This -would insure serious -consideration of the
advice and recommendation 'of the StateCounells by the State Boards, and wouldforce the two groups to hammer'out solutions where major disagreement mightexist.

DATA COLLECTI9N

Good planning and evaluation and good<legislation require good data. Experi-
encewitit Prpject Baseliriecommissioned by Congress to,collect vocational educa-tion statisticshas shoNin a lack of uniformity in the kinds of data available
from the states, and within states. Over $1.2 million has been spent to date onProject Baseline. Results have not been as useful as was anticipated, due to,alaek bf uniform statistics and conflicting methods of defining and counting stu-dents'. We recommend that Congress direct the National Center for EducationalStatistics to develop a common set of definitions and a common, ata system forreporting all Federally-funded vocational programs. This shouldbe done with theinvolvement of Project Baseline, and such groups as North Carolina State Cid-versity, which is conducting a study on prioritizing data needs. Virtually all ofthe 1974 Evaluation Reports point out the lack of dots available for planning.
Deficient data includes manpower projections and current assessments of jobmarkets, as well as projected employment trends.

We believe there are a number of other areas which must be dealt with in thenew legislation, to make vocational progranis more effeetive ,and to achievegreater coordination of existing efforts.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

The 1968 Amendments permit maintenance of 'effort, along with new programsand expansion. Some states use an unduly large amount of Federal funds forthis purpose, which we believe is a misreading of the spirit and intent of the legis-lation. We recommend that new legislation emphasize Congressional intent thatFederal funds are to be used primarily for expansion and new programs, but itshould not forbid maintenance of effort. With adequate definition, maintenanceof effort could be addressed in the State Plan. We suggest that whenever a stateuses. more than $O percent of Federal funds for maintenance of effort, it mustjustify its decision in the State Plan. The U.S. Commissioner of Education shouldbe the final arbiter, and could require amendment to the State Plan to correct animbalance.
Again, this world require greater review' and evaluation by the Office of-Edu-cation than is now being done. Such review should be conducted in the Washingtonoffice. rather than in the regions. In the National Council's "Review of the GAOReport" we stated: "The Council agrees with the eonclusiQns of the ComptrollerGeneral regarding IIEW's failures in managing Federal vocational educationfunds. One reason for these 'failures has been IIRW's 'regionalization' policy,which has rioved its monitoring responsibilities from the .central office to theregional offices. The Council has protested such moves whenever they bare beenmade."

,POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

We believe that effective planning and coordination must involve all levelsof education. We do not approve of proposals which would separate vocationalfunding into two separate blocks. We recommend that Part 13 of Title X of P.D.02-318 betneorporated into the Vocational Education Act, and require that post-
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secondary vocational programs, whether in area vocational sellouts, community
or junior colleges, four-y ear institutions, and, or, adult program faellities, be part
of the State Plan fur vocational education. would put all vocational pro-
grams ruder one comprehensive plan, ,and would a necessity greatly enhance-
articulation betw eensecundary and postsecundary.prograws, as well as between
varioufl.postsecondary institutions. Title X also authorizes use of funds for
infusion of occupational education into elementary and seemidury schools un an,
equal footing with academic edueatiun. To the degree that funds are so used,
it shOuld also be described in the State Plan, whie would further ',remote
artffiiilation among the Various levels.

Rather than St separate authortzatiun for postsecondary programs, we believe
that the distxibution of funds between secondary and postsecondary programs
should find its own level within each state. This should be worked out in the
State Plan, which would help Insure that the State Plan receives serious atten-
tion as a planning document. The distribution of these funds within catch state
should be based on a needs assessment and effectiv e planning, rather than the.
results of a turfmanship battle.

According to FY 1973 figures from the U.S. Office of Education, most states
are spending considerably more than the required 15 percent for postsecondary
programs under Part B. The national average was 23.5 percent. We would antici-
pate that the FY 1974 figures, when available.: will show the national average,
in excess of 25 peicent- We recommend increasing the postsecondary setaside
from 15 to 25 percent minimum, to reflect the situation as it actually exists
throughout the country, in FY 1973 only eight of the states and territories were
under the 15 percent mark and of' those, three were just a fraction under, at
14.6 and 14.9 percent. Other states w ere well !dime the 15 percent figure, with
47 percent in Colorado, 44 percent in Georgia, 30 percent in Ohio and Tennessee,
27 percent in Massachusetts, and 25 percent in California. It is clear that, pest-
secondary vocational programs are expanding. We believe that this expansion.
Is desirable when it is done on a planned basis, and is beneficial to the commu-
nities served. JSimilarly, a 25 percent floor for secondary programs should be
provided, so that possible enthusiasm for postsecondary Programs will not totally
eliminate Federal support for secondary programs in any stnte. This would'
theoretically permit up to 75 percent allocation of Fart B funds for postsec-
ondary vocational education.

SOLD STATE AGENCY

W-6 recommend that the sole state agency ,concept be retained. There cannot
be effective planning if funds are administered by competing agencies, sueb as
a vocational education board andu community colhIge, or higher education board.
We believe the funds should he administered un the basis of .purpose, w lach
extends across various segments of the educational community, rather than on
the basis of grade levels or institutional structure. The fact that this arrange-
ment might cause eummunicatioa and cooperation between different sectors of
the educational conauwaity we view its at desirable des elopmeni, rather than it
hindrance.

IDEADVANTAGIA) AND HANDICAPPED

We recommend retaining the set asides for the disadvantaged and handi-
capped, at least 'at the t urrent levels, and require that they he specifically
matched w ith equal amounts of state and lucal funds. In many states, this would
result in doubliiig the anieuut of money asallable for these purposes, since some
state. crest ntly expend uric Ile, minimum Federal requirement. The 1974
Evaluation ports India ate (hat the probic in or identifying and reaelunet the
disadvantaged and haft& appt d i, taut hieing, although progress has been made.
Prior to the 1908 Amendments, mao .states had no programs designed to help
these individuals. For example, Trtiontinp and :V( braska stated that, while enroll-
ment gain,- have been siguilitant is set% lug the disadvantaged and handieapped,
there are still many schools without programs to meet these meas. IFc,st I et aettea
and Vamfelasetts report that the present budget cannot facilitate the numbers
of rt admits identified as &limits aataged or handl& upped, and the numbers actually
enrolled In no was approximate the us er-all goal of the State Plan. New York
cites the need to develop attire uacatinaal vd MAL hitt Services for the handicapped,
and Enuistant ;aid that assessment and vourditialiou of existing programs are,
needed.
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COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE

The National Advisory Council's 'Sixth Report (June 1, 1072) was entitled,
Coaiiseling and Guidance. A Call for Change. It pointed out the need to train
4.uttselurs in a say that would provide them with a knowledge of the world of
work and provide a better understanding of the opportunities in vocational edu-
ilition. Among its recommendations was Hid creation by Congress of categorical
funding for counseling and guidance in all legislation requiring these services.
The L.S. Office of Education funded it two-day conference on April 27-29, 1975,,
in t vuperatiun with the National Achim)* Council on Vocational.Education,_ the,
Ana:cit.-tin Vocational Assumation, and the American Personnel and Guidance
Assia intim, to explore means of implementing the recommendations of the Sixth
Report..A report of that conference will be submitted to Congress at a later
date. The National Connell recomniends that any vocational education funds
used for counseling should he used specifically for tl training of eottnselors in
areas related M socational education and job opportunities, rather than for
general expansion, of counseling programs.

JOB PLACEMENT

Tuh placement and counseling must be integral parts of vocational education.
NACVE's Third Report, in 1970, stated that "4 schools which provide-voca-
tional education ithout also providing a job do not have a complete program."
In a time of economic crisis and record-high unemployment, it is unrealistic to
hold the schools accountable for placing all students in jobs. However, the Presi-
dent has stated-he is-reasonabi, certain the economic-situation %Nill-soon-begin
intproing. Looking to the future, we believe the concept of job placement and
counseling to be a valid one. The 1972 Education Amendments reqnire the T. S
Commissioner of Education to promote and encourage placement as part of
the regular school program. We urge that similar language be added to the
%motional education bill. nod that each state's efforts in this area be addressed
in the State Plan. Funds used for job placement purposes would fit the con-
cept that Federal funds should be the cutting edge in vocational education.
since Job counseling, placement, and, follow-up would require that curriculum
be kept up-to-date and related to job opportunities. We would also urge that
Nadi programs be des eloped in cooperathw. with the U.S. Employment Service
oflieeq.

URBAN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

In 1073-74. the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education held hear-
itt.r.: In five major urban centers across the country: Washington, I) C.. Pitts-
burgh. Atianta,,Los Angeles, and Houston. Based on our findings, the Council

user- emphasize the need to improve vocational education in our major
pilatuation centeis. if we are to provide the skill' training so desperately needed.

stiliteti,v at our hearings indicated that most urban areas, which contain the
ritt-4. concentration of the disadvantaged. do not receive funding proportinnnl

to their share of the state's population. That is substantiated by a National
I homing Association study which found that, in 41 states, the Standard Metro-
politan Statistal Area receive less Federal vocational education money than
11)11111 Le PNpectvtl on the basis of population. In 37 states, the SMSA's received

awl local money than their share of 'the state's population would
w arrant. Teqlmony further indicated flint most city Sellobrs face higher en14-1,1
for bask exiause$, such as salaries, maintenance, and repair. than do' rural
and tilitirban districts. Thus. many city schools are caught in a double bind'
their funding. pereapita. is less than that received by other types of school
dktriets, %vial their costs per student generally are higher. The report recom-
mended that k-ongress enact a special program if crash funding of vocational
education in urban areas, without retVeing funds going to rural and suburban
communities.

Now that we are winding down Our involvement in Vietnam, a great drain en
our economic resources is ending. Those funds should now be applied to help
solve the domestic problems which plague us here at home..Certainly, vocational
education in our large cities, which have the highest concentration of unem-
ployed, should be high on the list of priorities. Seventy-eight percent of the
American people are now living in our twelve major urban areas. The unem-
ployment rate runs as high as thirty percent in some of these areas. I would
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like to see a one-shut program ot $1 billion to $2 billion of direct aid to the
large cities with the highest concentration of unskilled labor. A crash program
of this nature would be consistent with the President's policy, announced' last
year in his speech in Ohio, of creating a bridge between education and the job
training needs of the unemployed.

These should be new funds, earmarked specifically for the cities. We would
net fasor reducing funds already allocated to rural areas, which have their
own unique problems.

COMPRETIENERVE ENTPLoySTENT TRAINING ACT (CF.TA)

It is imperative that greater cooperation between vocational education and
manpower training programs be established. The NAM,: recently contracted
for a study by the National League of Cities /U.S. Conference of Mayors, to

= look at the effect of the five percent set-aside for vocational education in the
t ETA legislation. The conclusion of the report on this study, "The Impact of
CEIA on Institutional Vocational Education," was that there has been little
impact, to date, in the 100 cities surveyed, due to poor communication, and lack
of understanding between the groups. hi order to get vocational educators and
prime sponsors talking with one another, we sponsored two conferences- in
'Washington and San Francisco, hi cooperation with the National League of
Cities US. Coaferenee of Mayers, and the National Assoi lotion for Industry-
I:titivation Cooperation. The report of those conferences is 110% being written, and
will he submitted to this Committee when completed. Again, we believe, the State
Plan tor-vocational-education-can be an aid in- fosterlin; tit, kind oteooperation
needed. We recommend that the State Plan address in detail efforts of coordi-
nation with cETA prime sponsors and state Inappoonei taw( ils, their successes .

and failures, and reasons therefor.

NEW PROGRAMs AND TECIINIQUEs

If vocational education is to meet fully its responsibila 'es in our Nation's
current economic crisis, as outlined in NACVE's Jnntuu 1 i975, Policy State-
ment, it must be able to respond readily to contemporary aceds. New legislation
should encourage specifically the use of funds for oleveloponelit of accelerated
courses, after-hours and weekend use of facilities, greater cooperative education
programs, on -the -Job training, and cons ersion or phasing out of obsolete courses.
It should also encourage outreach programs to locate .trop outs and unemployed
who need training and retraining. All of this must be done with full coordina-
tion of VETA to prevent duplication. I'm idiom( programs, at both secondars and
postsecondary levels, must have an open-door policy.

SEX DISCRIMINATION

Technical assistance should be provided by the Office of Education, to
,'rata' Directors of Vocational Education 'to eliminate :'es stereotyping. The

tnu, plan should explain in detail the affirmative a' don taken by the state to
end sex discrimination in vocational schools and classrooms, and the result of
such motion. Sex olosrnaination in sueational education 1,i the result of traditional

initterns and pressures. Those patterns are now being challenged in our
frgedalare---aid our eourts. While roe.ttional mined tors-are not solely-responsible
ter patterns. ine3 du base the responsibillt), as leaders in our communities,
to take the lead in ehanging theseatteens.

CAREER EDUCATION

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education fully endorses the
curious efforts bong made at the state and Federal levels toward Implementing
the comeept called, 'Career Edneation." We wish to reiterate, however, that
i }Attention and Vuentional Education are not synonymous. We see career
education as an alienemnpassing concept, and vocational education as one of
varlet's! equal minim:too programs n Whin that concept. Career education is the
faelinator win!' will help bring alma the integration and cooperation required
for a noire effective eolowational system. Career education is not a substitute for
Ileationai education. Without strong vocational and technical skill training
programs, the career education concept is meaningless. We recommend that set)
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orate authority and funtlitit he. maintained for career education, as provided in
P.L.,93-38,0. All vocationaPeducation,money4fhouldbe spent on programs relatedt
to job training and development, Insofar as possible.

Too often, terms Career Education and Vocational Education have been.
used interchangeably, with much resulting confuslan.,Oneparttealarly important
example of ,stilt 'coultision was the ,aetion,takeu- by Congress Jest year in the
IT 1975 appropriations bill. -Funds fur vocationateduration,curriculum de%elop-
tuent were reduced from $4 million to $1 million, un the rationale that the Office
of Ef'lucatioa.and the National Institute of Education were providing the needed'
support under other programs "such ancareet-education." We strewed their, kid.
would like to repeat again, that the curriculum development being done in the
name of Career Education to date has been primarily concerned with orientation.
in the work ethic at the, elementary and secondary levels. This does not meet
the curriculnin development requirements of Vocational Education, whets deals
with teaching specific job skills, especially in emerging new fields' such as allied,
health professions and environmental technology.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

We urge that strong emphasis be placed on curriculum development, and that .

authorization& be increased for this purpose. Part I was written into the 1908
Amendinents,because Congress realized we could not modernize votational edu-
ention without a strong curriculum development Component. There are 5,000 new
occupational skills being developed in this decade alone. Our schools must keep
abreast with these changes. Perhaps the single greatest weakness in vocational
education today is the lack of resources to keep curricula current with the rapid
changes in the world Of work. Vocational educators want to niudernize their
programs, but will not be able to meet this need unless we encourage curriculum
development at both the national and state levels.

NACVE RECOM MEN DAMNS IIFGARm \G PROPOSED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
LEGISLATION

1. It must be the polity of the United States to reclaim the skills and produc-
tivity of the American people. --

2. The 1068 'Vocational Education Act should be extended.
3. Tighter planning, evaluation, anti etitirdinution among various vocational

programs and other manpower tridning efforts are essential, but shtild be %l one
statmplimeing requirements.

-I. The hipoi tan. tit the State Plan as a alarming meehanisia should le re-
emphasized. It should, be a five year plan, with annual reports on progress.

5. Two or three-,,, ear forward funding of %taational ediarithm should he Insti-
tuted it there has been solid long range planning and a heeds Assessment iota been
conducted.

0 p,ealentlan must take 'Lee at the Federal level through the Office of Edu-
cation, at the state level through the state Board kself evaluation), and by the
SALVE.

7. Funding to SACVs specifically for evaluation should be increased.
8. NCES-should.lie.dlreoted-to-do ebip-a- common set of delluitions_and corn-

mon data system for reporting all federallyfunded programs.
0. Ni, more than 80 percent of Federal funds should br used fur maIntenaoce

of effort without justification in the State Plan. The P.S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation should be the final arbiter with pow er to require amendment to the State,
Finn to correct any imbalance.

10. Greater review and evaluation of cst.enditure of Federal fonds should'
be conducted by OE nt the Washington Mee.

11. Pnrt B of Title X oi P.L. 02 -318 should be incorporated into the Vocational'
dneation Act, and should require that postsecondary %motional edmation pro-

grams, whether in area vocational schools, community or junior colleges, four-
year institutions, or adult program facilities, be part of the State Plan.

12. To the degree that Title X funds are used ,for the infusion of occupa-
tional education into elementary and secondary schools on-an equal footing with
academic education, the programs should be described in the. State Plan.

13. The distribution of funds between secondary and postsecondary education.
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-should be decided at the state level, with the provisions for such distribution set
forth in the State Plan. Federal legislation should, Low es er, provide that at least
'25 percent be reserved for each program.

14. The sole state agency method of distributing funds fur planning should be
retained, and funds distributed un the basis of purpose rather than grade levels

or institutional structure.
15. Set-asides for the disafhalitaged and handicapped should be retained at

least at the current level and require state matching.
Di. Any focational education funds fui.coonseling should be used specifically

for training of counselors in areas related to vocational education and job op-
Tortmuties, rather than enerar raconnseling progms.

Job placement and counseling must be an integral part of vocational,
education.

'46. A special program of crash funding is needed for A ocatiunal education to
urban areas without reduction of funds to rural and suburban communities.

11. The Skate Plan should arress in detail effort of coordination between CETA
.and vocational education.

20. The use of funds should be encouraged or development of accelerated
cuuises, after hour and %feeketal use of facilities, greater cooperative ed.u.cation
programs, on-the-job training, and funs ersiun or out of obsolete courses.

21. Technical assistance should be prositled by the Office a Education to the
State Directors of Vocational Education to eliminate sex stereotyping.

Separate authority and funding should be maintained fur career education,
as provided in P.b. 00-380.

23. Increased authorization should be prof e for curriculum development.rd
Mr. PUCINSKI. These hearings come at a most fateful time in our

Nation's history, Mr. Chairman. We arc on the e% e of our Bicentenniel
,e,larativa, which should be the occasion for recounting our strengths
and achievements.

At the same time, our Nation's economy is in one of its weakest
peLlods, mid unemployment is soaring, to one of the highest peaks in

our history.
We ate also meeting here this morning we we enter an uncharted'

po*Vietnarn era, which will bring with it both new problems and
new opporttmities.

I have personally always felt that Vietnam was drag on our
economy. I firmly believe we may well experience an era of unprece-
dented economic growth now that the nightmare of Vietnam is behind
its, both as a nation and as a people.

In reconiluelitiations forwarded to the Domestic Council last Janu-
ary, the National Advisory Cotmcil on Vocational Education pointed,
out. that "America, is rapidly losing the technical superiority' that has
been the base of our prosperity," and we stated, "It must be the policy
of the United States to reclaha the skills and productivity of the
American people."

Certainly, the bill which finall3' emergei as a result of these hearings
should be a major t.ompunent of such a policy. The need for vocational
education has ties er been greater. There is no longer a need or a plate
in our economy for unskilled workers.

It is themnskilled and the underskilled who rrre too frequently the
'hardest hit. by unemployment in the current economic situation. We

. must provide them with skill training. We must also rea'ize that many
skille' workers now being laid off will never return to their present
occupations, and I think this is a very important problem.

American industry is undergoing enormous changes, and tlave peo-
ple are ,hein(rlaid off because of economic reasons and are not going to
return to tht-eir own present occupations:
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The disruptions. now being experienced by industry, labor, and.
government are nut a tempormy phenomenon which will be cotreeted.,
when,the next quarterly economic forecast is issued. We must also pro-
vide retraining to rellect.those shifting employ went patterns.
, The S. minion Americans unemployed need all the assistance we
can give them, but we Must not lose track of the fact that there ate 67
million S.sluencans who are gainfully eployed in this country

A policy statement adopted. by the National Advisory Council mil
----ro-eigion-aTEaff:ation, in January °TIM, entitle4 l'The Challenge to

Vocational Education in the Economic Crisis," said that current
problems aro likely to cause basic changes in our Iv ay of life and our
way of thinking. We stated;

Future shock is here. From now on, it will not be umonimon fur workers to
change job skills se% tint' times in a Is orkIng hfetili.e. Our educational system
bears a special responsibility to help us absorb some of the impact.

This is particularly true of ocational education uhith has, or should ba e, the
capability to provide the. training and retraining needed by young people ar.d
adults to adapt to changing conditions.

Iii facing this challenge, we believe that the primary consideration
must be the needs of students, not the need of institutions or interest
groups. Over the past 11,,L) years, the,National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education has taken a long, hard look at the 106S Voca-
tional Education Amendments (Public Law 9O-51-6) and compared
them with'variotts other proposals which have been put forward.

We whpleheartedly support many of the purposes and goals con-
tained in these various proposals, such as the need for greater research
and innovation, as suggested by the administration bill; increased
vocational programs at the postsewitdary level; guidance and counsel-
ing services; and programs for persons with special needs.

We believe, however, that the best means of meeting these purposes'
with maximum effectiveness, and with greatest emphasis on the needs .
of students, is through extension of the DOS 'Vocational Education
Amendments.

As the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education stated
last September, before this subcommittee:

The Vocational Education Amendments of 196S is an exemplary piece a legis-
lation,. In considering its extension and revision. the council rreonimerals that
the basic purpose and format of the net be retained.

Needed changes and improv ements, to plot hie greater flexibility to
the Stateg, and greater accountabilit3 from the States,in planning and
implementing their programs, can be made Iv ithin the sti ucture of the
existing act. .

To those who would argue that the inn amendneits contain too
many categm ies and that consolidation along broader lilies is 'wetted,
we would reply that the Vocational Education Amendments of 19GS,
as written, is an outstanding example of consolidated legislation.

It permits broad latitude on the part of the States in the use of
Federal funds, 'while at the same time identifying and suppetting
specific national priorities.

The major portion of the Federal funds for vocational education
are allocated under hurt 13, grants to States. States are free to use these
rands as theysee fit, to meet their individual State needs, vv ithin ,the
very broad scope of that part.

4 3
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Use of Federal funds nutlet section 122(a) includes secondary and
postsecondary programs, retraining fur adults, programs for the die
advantaged and handicapped, construction, guidance and counseling,
and ancillary services, suchaas teacher training and' curriculum
develoNnent.

, The categorical sections of ,the act, parts C through J, were ex-
pressly designed to meet specific national etniceins which were lit
being-adequately-dealt-withost-States. The _funding for these
categories accounts for less than one-quarter of total Federal \ oca-
tional education funding.

Section 511 of the Education Amendments of 1974Public Law
93-380which you introduced, Mr. Chairman, which provides for a
simplified State application for Federal funds, will help eliminate
Much of the paperwork and simplify the procedures required under
the Vocational Education 'Act

This new provision should help Achieve much of the efficiency en-
visioned in the concept of consolidation, and will permit the States
to devote a greater amount of time to long-range planning of their
vocational et ication programs. a

As we stated before : "Little revision is ,needed in the present law if
it is fully implemented, properly administered-, and adequately
funded."

Public Law 90-576 has not achieved everything that we envisioned
when it was drafted in 1968, and we are the first ones to admit that,
Mr. Chairman. That fact was most recently illustrated by' the GAO
Report on Vocational Education.

We have no major criticism of that report, and in our January 1975,
"Review of the GAO Report on Vocational Education," we said:
"4' * * the problems are real and the analysis, in many cases is
excellent."

We pointed, out that:" * * in many respects, the report expresses
concerns the National anti State advisory councilkon vocational edu-
cation have been enunciating over the last 5 years."

We request that the National Council's review of the GAO report,.\ in its entirety be made apart of thiehearing record.
However, the fact that there lave been sonic problems in the im-

plementation eq. administration of the 1968 amendments is not rea-
Son to scrap them and start, all over again.

There is not a piece of legislation passed.that has not developed sonic
soft spots during its implementation. We would agree with Mr. Greg-
ory _Mina, the Lepresentative of the General Accounting Office who
testified before this subcommittee and th4 Senate Education Stkimia,t-
mittee gait there is no need for major changes in the 196S amendments.
The need, is to 'see that it is properly administered.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education believes
that tighter planning, es aluation, and coordination among various
vocational programs and other manpower training efforts are essen-
tial. This canbe (aide) ed within the context of the 196S amendments
by tightening the State planning requirements.

'We recommend that the existing language of the law be strength-
ened to make munistakingly clear that allocation of Federal funds can
be made only after the State ad% isor3 council certifies its acceptance
the State" plan.

O

4 36
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This would in.-ere suricnis consideration of the advice and reconk.
mendationof the State councils by the State boards, and it u ould force
the two gimps to work closely during formulation of the State plan
and to hammier out solutions u here major disagrecituatts might east.

We believe that effective planning and coordination must involve
all levels of education. We do not approve of proposals which would -

separate vocational funding into two separate blocs.
We recommend that fart B of title X, of PublicIaw 92-318 be

corporated into the Vocational Education Act, and require thatpost-
secondary Vocational programs, whether in area Vmational schools,
community or junior colleges, -1-year institutions, and;or adult pro-
gram facilities, be part of the State plan for vocational education.

This would put all vocational' programs under one comprehensive
plan, andwould, of necessity, gleatly enhance articulation between
see:ondary and postsecondary programs, as well as between various
p nostsecod iary nstitutions.

Title X also authorizes use of funds for infusion of occupational
education.into elementary and secondary schools on an equal. footing
With academic education. To the degree that funds are so used, it
should also-be described in the State plan. which would further
'promote articulation- among -the various

Rather than a separate authorization for postsecondary programs)
we Wiwi that the distribution of funds between secondary. and post-
secondary programs should find its own level within each State.

According to fiscal year 1973 figures from the 'U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, most States are spending considerably more than the required
15 percent for postsecondary programs underpart B. The national
average was 23.5 percent.

We would anticipate that the fiscal year 197-1 figures, when avail-
able, will show the national average in excess of 25 percent. We.
recommend increasing the postsecondary setasido from 15 to 25 per-
cent minimum, to reflect the situation as it actually exists through-
out the country.

:rob placement and counseling must be integral parts of vocational
education. The National Council's third report in 1970 stated that
'" * * schools which provide vocational education without also
providing job do not have a complete program."

Tn a time of economic crisis and record-high unemployment, it is
)unrealistic to Kehl the schools accountable for placing all students in
jobs. However. the President has stated he is reasonably certain the .

conomic situation will suonbegin improv ing. Looking tnthe _future,
we believe the concept of job placement and counseling to be a valid
one.

The 1972 Education Amendments require the t.S. _Commissioner
of Educaticin to promote and encourage placelnent as part of the
regular school program. We urge that similar language be added to
the vocational education bill. and that each State's efforts in this area
be addressed in the State plan.

Funds used for job placement purpo.--ws would lit the concept that .

Federal funds should be the cutting edge in ocational education.
since job counseling, placement, and followup would require that
curriculum ho kept up-to-dat and related to job opportunities.
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We would also urge thasuch programs be des eloped in cooper a-
'lion with the U.S. Employment Service offices.

Mr. Chairman, in 1973-74, the National Advisory Council on
Vocal. anal Education held beatings-in Ilse major urban espters across
the' country: Washington, D.C.; Pittsburgh; Atlanta; Us Ancre les,
and Houston.

Based on our findings, the Council cannot overemphasize the need.
to improve s ocational- Cauca tion-hru rmajorpopulatIoneenters-if %s e
are to provide the skill training so desperately needed.

Testimony at. our hearings indicated that most urban areas, slhich
contain the largest concentration of the disadvantaged do not iceeise
'funding proportional to their share of the State . s,population.

That is substantiated by a National Planning Association study
which found-that in 41 States the standnril metropolitan statistical
areas receive less Federal ak'ati on al education'money than would be
expected on the basis of population. In 37 States, the SM...As received
less State and local money thin their spire of the Sta s population
would warrant. .

estim mony further indicated that must city sell() face higher
costs for basic expenses, such as salaries, maintenance, and repair,

districts.do rural and suburban stricts. Thus, many city schools are
caught in a double bind. Their funding, per capita, is less than that
received by other types of school districts, while their costs per
student generally are higher.

The report recommended that Congress enact a special program
of era* funding of oc ational ethicaeon in urban areas, without
reducing funds, going to rural and suburban communities.

Now that we are winding down our ins olvement in Vietnam. a
great drain on our economic resources is ending. Those funds should
now be applied to help sore the domestic problems ,which plague us

, here at home. , ,

eirtainly, s ocational education ;n our large cities, which have the
'highest concentration of unemployed, should be high on the list of
priorities.

Seventy-eight percent of the American people are .now living, in
our 12 major mbar areas. The unemployment rate runs as Mei as
30 percent in some of the areas.

I would like to see a one-shot program of $1 billion to $2 billion
or direct aid to the large cities with the highest concentration of
unskilled labor.,-,

A crash program of-this nature would be eonsistent4% the tPresi-
dent's policy, aneelowed last year in his speech in Ohio, of creating
a bridge between , education and the -job training need4 of the
unemployed.

These should be new funds. earmarked specifically for the cities.
We would not fill or reducing funds already allocated to rural areas,
which have their own uniqua.prqblems.

Tt is .imperative that, greater cooperation between vocational edu-
cation and manpower training 1)4 established.

Finally. Mr. Chairman, technical 'assistance should be prm mdccl
by the U.S. Office of Education to State directors of vocational edu-
cation to eliminate sex stereotypihg.

43::\
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The State plan should be required liy law to spell out in total detail
affirmative action progranis to end sex discrimunttion in N ocational
schools and classrooms, and list the slieCific results of such action.

Sex discrimination in vocational edacition is the result of tradi-
tional societal patterns and. pressures. Tftse patterns are now being
chaDienged in our legislatures and our courts. While vocational
educators are not solely responsible for those patterns, they do have
toe lespotsibility, as leaders in Our Opununities, to take the lead in
'ehanolng these patterns.

The National AdvisoryCouncil on Vocational Education fully.en-
dorses the various efforts being mat k, at the State tnid Federal levels-
tow aid implementing the concept called "Career education." We wish
to reiterate, however, that career education and vocational education
are not the same, nottylionymous.

We see career education as an all-encompassing concept and voca-
tional education as one of ariutts equal component programs within
that concept.

We recommead that sepal ate author it3 ,and fundhfg be maintained
for career eateation, as taw idea in Public Law 93 -380. All N ocational
edit at ion mutter should be spent on programs relatcd to job training
and development, insofar as possible.

Too often, the terms "Lareer education" and "vocational education".
hal e been used interchangeably, ith much tesniting. confusion.

One particularly ipCpol taint example of such confusion was the ac-
, t ion taken by Congress last 3 ear in the fiscal year 1975 appropriations

bilk Ftimis fur (ational education curriculum development were
reduced front f41 million to $1 million, on the rationale that the Office
of Education and the National Institute of Education were providing
the-needed stippor t under other programs such as career education.i

We stressed-then, and we would like to repeat again, that the cur-
Fit ulutu (kw elopment being dune in the name of career education to
date has beert primarily concerned w itit orientation in the work ethic
at the elementary and secondary levels.

This does nut meet the curl had um development requirements of vo-
cational education, which deal with teaching specific job skills, espe-
cially in emerging new fields such as allied :health professlons and
environmentril technology. -

We urge 0, At srtong emphasis be placed on curriculum development,
and that authorizations be increased for this purpose.

I
Putt I was written into the 196S aendments because Congress

realizeTthat we =could not moderbize'mvocational eacation without a
strong currtcultun development Loinponent. There are 5 000 new oc-
tal/141°1ml skills being des, eloped in this decade alone. Our schools
must keep abreast with these changes:

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, 111th jtuur pet mission, in summarizing,our
reconnuendalions very quickly, let me go through this list :

1. It. must be the policy of the *United State to reclaim the skills
and productivity of the American people.

2. The 11108 Vocational Education ,Act should be extended,
!*** 3. Tighter planning. evjuation, and coordination among various

.% that ional programs and other tlaautpoa er training efforts ate cosottial,
but should be done ithinState planning requirements.
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4. The importance of the giate plan as a planning mechanism should
be reemphasized in this legislation. It should b a 5-year plan, with
annual. reports on progress.

5. Two- or three-year forward funding, of ocational education
should be instituted if there has been solid 1,ung-r nge planning and a
needs assessment has been conducted.

G. Evaluation. must take place at the Federal ler 1 through the Office
of Education, at the State level through the State oardself-evalua-
tion, and by the State advisory councils.

7. Funding to State advisory councils specific lly for evaluation
should be increased.

S. Information should be directed to develop a common set of
definitions mid a common data *stem for reporting all federally
funded programs.

9. No more than 30 percent of Federal funds should be used for
maintenance of ettuit without justification in the State plan. The
U.S. Commissioner of Education should be the final arbiter with
power to real : amendment to the State plan to correct any imbalance.

10. Greater review and evaluation of expenditure of Federal funds
should be conducted by OE at the Washington office.

11. Part. B of title .X of Public Law 92 -315 should be incorporated
into die Vocational Education Ace, and should require that post-
secondaly vocational education programs, whether in area vocational
school. -, conu ta junior colleges, -1-year institutions, or adult pro-
()am facilities, be part of the State plan.

12. To the degree that title X funds are used for the infusion of
'Mt pational education into elementary and secondary,,schools on an
equal footinn. ith academic education, the programs should be de-
scribed in the State plan.

13. The distributiun,of foods between secondary and postsecondary
education should be deeided at the State level, with the provisions for
Much distribution set furtic in the State plan. Federaliegislation should,
how ev or, provide that at least 2'6 percent be reserved for each program.

1 t. The sole State agency method of distributing funds for planning
-should be retained, and funds distributed on the basis of purpose rather
than gradeqevels or institutional structure.

15; Set- asides for the disadvantaged and handicapped should be
retained at lelast at the current level and require State matching.

16. Any vocational education fund.; for counseling should be used
specifkall.y for training of counselors in areas related to vocational
education and job opportunities, rathu than general counseling
p Fog rams.

17. Job placement and counseling must be an integral part of voca-
tional education.

A special program of crash funding is needed for vocational
education to urban areas without reduction of funds to rural and
suburban, connnunitjes.

19. The State plan should assess in detail effort of coordination
between ()ETA and vocationateducation.

20. The use of funds should be encouraged for development of
ae, eltrated courses, after-hour and weekend use of facilities, greater

, mope'nth e education programs, on the job ti :lining, and coin ersion
'or phasing out of obsolete courses.
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And I think that local administrators should not be afraid to phase
out obsolete courses.

21. Technical assistance should be provided by the Office of Edu-
cation to the State directors of vocational education to eliminate sex
stereotyping.

22. Sepal ate authority and funding should be maintained for career
education, as provided in Public,Law-94-380. .

Finally, Mr. Chairman, No. 23: Increased authorization should be
provided for curriculum development.

This concludes our statement, Mr. Chairman. It is one that has been
%cry carefully worked out and reflects the thinking of the Advisory
Council.

The Congress of the United States established, the National Advi-
sory Council for the sole purpose of providing oversight activities.

In my judgmentI believe this Council has done a great job. Mr.
Chairman. I must tell von now, reflecting back on 1968, w hen we
created the National AdVisory douncil, we had high hopes it would'
bring the vocational education a broad dimension of leadetship and
understandim,t, in the atious fields,of _American industry and educa-
tional life.

This Council, in my judgment, has certainly fulfilled those expec-
tations. I am proud that I can be a member of this-Council. The men
and women on this Council ate dedicated Americans w Lb see the great
challenge ahead for our country and the great opportunities.

They are here this morning in the event that anyone has any ques-
tions. They are here, to urge you to continue the 1908 amendments
with the specific reconancildatums that we ha% e cat e fully included in
our testimony:

T -want to thank yoft for your courtesy.
Chairman PERKINS. Before we get into questions, I hope more of

our members- w ill show up. We will proceed. and hear Dr. E% ans at
thistime.

That was an excellent statement, Mr. Pncinski. It will be appro. ,
dated. I boom all :the members of the committee will be interested in
reading that statement and the smuttily. It will nut be o% eilocked;
I will assure you.

,Go ahead, Doctor.
Dr. EVANS. MI name is Rupert Evans. I am professor of vocational

and technical education, the Bureau of Educational Research at the
University of Illinois.

Inn tins group, I should also make it. clear that am chairman of
the Illincas'' State Advisory Coun01 on Vocational Education.

I too request permission to insert the °tithe statement, into the
record, but I would like to give a brief summary, if I ;MY.

Chairman Plaucrxs. Go ahead.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Rupert N. Evans follows:]

PREPARE STATEMENT OF DR. RUPERT N. EVANS. PROFESSOR OF VOCATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION, BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESLARCII, COLLEOE or
EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee . My name istopert N. maw.
I am Professor of Vocational and Technical Education In the Bureau of Eddca-
tionnl Be, earch. University of Illinois, Urbana and Chairman, Illinois State
Advisory ounell on Vocational Education.
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I appreciate the opportunity to discuss with this distinguished Subcommittee
some of the accomplishments and needs. of vocational teacher education, with
particular attention to activities funded and fundable under the Vocational
Education Amendments and Part F of the Education Professions Development
Act. In order to conserve your time I have concentrated on the problems, rather
than the notable achiesements in vocational education personnel development.
Some of these aehievementsoind additional problems are noted in my report for
the National Advisory Council on Education Professions De% elopment, Vocational
Education. Staff Development Priorities. fur the 70's, and in Phyllis Hamilton's
excellent, but still unpublished report for T:SOE, The EducaCon Professions
1973-73; PersonnellDeeelopment'in. Vocational Education.

TILE SHORTAGE OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

Unlike many specialized fields within teaching, wcatlunal education erntinues
to ha shortages of qualified personnel. These shortages are particularly acute
In industrial arts programs which have been authorized for Federal tocatiunal
education, support, but thirty-one states report shortages in other fields-Cif

ucational education. Only in special education and early childhood education are
the shortages reported to be as severe. Even more important than shortages in
quantity, however, are the qualitative sho'rtages which continue to plague this
field. l

Violet t Baseline reports that in 1070-71 there were inure than 200,000 teachers
of t cational education in this country tfull time and part time), or about one
teacher for every forty vocational students. Since the number of students has
more than doubled in the last ten years, and there is little it idence of marked
change in pupil-teacher ratio, some 100,000 additional teachers have been hired
plus approximately the same number who have replaced teachers who died, re-
tired. vi moved to other types of employment. Thus there has been an average
teacher turnover of approximately 100 percent in the last ten years.

This lapid expansion of teacher employment has occurred in virtually every
field of tocational education. Some of these fields, trade and industrial
education and health occupations, hate virtually tea:"her education programs
for new teachers. Consequently, most of these teachers are recruited directly
from employment in business and industry, and are trained to teach while they
Unica. and if they are trained at all. Other areas, e.g., agriculture, business and
hones v't oliointes. hate numerous collegiate Kimmins which prepare new teachers.
The former group of tele hers has been t rah-lied fur not knowing hot% to teach
and hut knowing lom to keep up with change, in the occupation they are teach-
ing, now that Limy are nu longer employed in that occupation. The latter group
has la etc criticized for nut knowing enough about the real w urid of wort.. The
forint r group is considerably older (they tend to enter teaching after age 30)
and is less likely to leave teaching once they have entered It. About half of the
latter group never enter teaching, and a high proportion (perhaps as high as
95 pert eati are not in the classroom by the time tiley reach age 30. This latter
group of programs is now facing another indignity . high school and college sta
dent.-c like the general public. hat e heard that there is a surplus of teachers and
axe unaware that shoitages of vouitional nail special education teachers exist

side with surpluses, of teachers of English, social studies, and foreign
longunce. Cousin/acidly there is a shortage of undergraduate VUUlt)lnild teacher
edulation students.

Many states Irate argued that no special funding should go to universities for
underAtailuate ov\ational toucher (Amid ion programs. They feel that universities
are - already funded to train teachers. It is a. fact, however, that in most eases
unit erslues hats lolled to detelc.p adequate programs in trade and Industrial
education and health oceupath.ns. and have failed to expand industrial arts
programs to meet the obvious needs. .\ major reason for this is that universities
do not reward staff members fur teaching teihnlial skill sublet is needed by these
pruspec tit e teachers. Combined efforts of a unitersity with nearby community
colleges and teehnival institutes can suite this problem. because those latter
types o( institutions do encourage their staff ineinber who teach skills
effectively.

One successful way of encouraging universities to meet their responsibilities
'am training teachers. fur example la the health occupations. Is for the state to
,use EPDA monies to fully fund such a program for the first tau Pal s, under an
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agreement that this duppurt v ill decline gradually until the university fully
supports the prugrutii after ftve ur six years. The EPD A. funds relensed by this
procedure Zan be eniplk.yed to meet more Pressing priorities. This %kill net sulk e
the teacher turnover problem, but it %%ill help to ensure a supply of trained
teachers, some of whom will remain in or return to teaching.

Vocational teacher" education faces a (Whoa paradox. The more that voca-
tional education is attuned to the needs of business and industry the more likely
it is to loge its teak-hers to more remunerative employment outside the schools.
Temporary economic recessions reverse this trend, but iu normal times the more
successful vocutlumil teacher educatiun harder it must %cork to nuuulelu
sufficient numbers of qualified teachers in the schools.

NATIONAL, REGIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL PRIORITIES
-

Everyone seems to be agreed that some central source must continue to set
national priorities for certain types of vocational education professional de-
velopment. Professionals (except for older teachers) are quite mobile and fre-
quently cross state lines. Nev programs %%Lich have been tried successfully in
a few localities need to be implemented on a regional or national basis. This
means that some national group must have the expertise to determine natiotial
needs and funds to attack these needs. USOE generally has done this job
satisfactorily.

Perhaps half of the states hat e excellent staffs for determining their own
professional development needs. They Limn n hat they need ancl how to get it.
They set their priorities effectively, consulting %kith local schools to make sure
their needs are met.

But then the Regional Offices of entkr the act. Although few, if any,
regional offices have even one staff member with the time tv analyze staff dev el-
opment needs, someone from that office convenes an ad hoe panel nhich feels
free to turn topsy-turvy the carefully developed state priorities. Indeed, these
panels feel free to turn tops} tarry the regional priorities set during the preced-
ing years. If there are, indeed, regional (as opposed to tuitional) Priorities,
regional offices of II.E.W. should be confined to meeting these needs, plus pro% id-
ing assistance to states kkhicti hale inadequate k uctitionid education professional
development staff.

SHORT-TERM AND LONGTERM PROGRAMS

Professor Joseph Ellis of Northern Illinois University has been condueting
studies of the effects of EPD programs on participants. He finds that conferetices
and other short-terin programs ore quite effective in promoting understanding,
but that longer -term projects of about a year's duration are reqiiired to produce
changes in behavior. This finding makes sense, but persons evaluating EPD may
tend to emphasize the 37,,000 people nlio hake been reached by 360 programs hist
year, rather than to note that ate way of rent:tang large numbers of people As
to do it through hort, relatively inexpensive programs. tinfortimately,, short
programs which promote understanding are numb CI most in the first stages of a
program, and longer term, expensive programs are required later if real nonage
is to occur. Much federal funding, hoe er, Is just the reverse of kk ith tare.
'funding in the early day 1% itt n it can n.lt, he .:;pent efficiently, followed by de-
creased f ;tiding at a time when larger funding could be most effective.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION AFPECTING VOCATIONAL TEACIIFit EDUCATION ,

One of two contradictory trends, appears in must of the proposed legislatien:
fa ) Vocational teak her education is combined with a number of rather unrelated
activities, any cf nliikti may be emphasized or deemphasized as the funding
agency dictates, or (b) Vocational teacher education is written into virtually
every section of the bill.

The former approach seems unrealistic, since teacher education cannot be
turned off and un like a faucet. flacmlattreate and doctoral programs require ap-
proximately four and three years respectively for completion. An even longer
period of time is required to train teak her educators and to move teacher educa-
tion bureaticracies lute action. 1Ve net funding nhich can be counted on (unless
there is poor institutional perforinaned) until the need for teachers becomes
inconsequential.
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The latter approach is attractive because it ensures that those Mtn are
responsible for administering an actitity have the means to develop people fit
carry out that tictisity. Huts es er, it. seems desirable to maintain a central gritip
which is responsible for professional des elopment, not only because something
that is eVer3 bulb s business IMO end up as nobody's business, but also because
there is considerable mobility within tocational education (e.g. from teaching,
to counseling, to administration, to business and industry and back), and it is
desirable for some group to be concerned about effective career des elopuicnt for
vocational educators.

Nnw mauctioNs NEEDED

Several recent studies Indicate that tocatlunal education.currently serves a far
higher proportion of the disadvantaged students than any other high st hoop
curriculum, and that gust- secondary vouitional students tend to be low in either
sottio-economic status ur scholastic deities villein. The fact that several states hue
difficulty in meeting reasonable Cungress.mal Mandates for service to the dis
adsantaged id evidence that many vocational educators drat recognize seine of
the disadvantaged students they teach carry day. Part of the reason for this Is
that the typical sucational teacher education program assumes that teachers
don t need to ho it;.it) to tecugnize and help disadvantaged students, and that all
of Its output will go to suburbs and small ton us. EPDA is gradually producing
Nmutlinial leaders uhu recuolzu that cities have vocational education programs,
too, aril that different cultures need to be recognized, but the process Is slow As
these leaders muse lino teacher tAltication posts, these programs will change their

..emphasis, but in the meantime, EPDA programs which support bicultural in-
struction and internships in cities for teachers in training,,uould be helpful.

This problem of lack of teacher trainutg.expertise is even more pronounced in
dealing with the handicapped. Most universities which train vocational teachers
also have special (Maranon departments %%Ich has e expert knowledge of how
to teach the handicapped. Unfortunately, the s manurial education departments
are concerned almost entirely w ith adolescents and adults, while the special
education departments ale mostly concerned is Ali younger children. Both would
lament front Joint programs to train vocational education teachers and eutuiseltrs
who know how to work with handicapped persons.

There is inure and HUM" et, itleaec that disadv antaged and handicappedpersons
benefit more from imunstreamiag".. than they du front being segregated into the
equivalent of educational leper colonies. Two reasons for this appear to he
paramouht . us adults, persons of all types Will work together, and they need to
leant how to work together in school, secondly, segregated non elite groups tend
to develop feelings of inferiority which interfere with learning.

One important proviso must be added, however. "Mainstreaming" worKs well
only when disadvantaged anti handicapped persons receive special assistance
from staff %NW know- how to diagnose problems and help students work toward
solutions. This typo of specialized assistance Is In very short supply because we
have not trained such people.

The EPDA section of new federal legislation should he revised to permit pre
service education of such tocational education specialists, and a higher pro
portion of EPDA In-ser tree lands should go toward re trending existing teachers
to provide this service.

RECOM.It E'SDATIONS

1. The authorization for Part F of EVD,I. should be extended for one year, and
an itppropriatiou winkled for this year. Mete seems to be general agreement
that alter this year, l'art. F will become put of the N unitional education legisla-
tion, but 111 the meantime, this important vet/gram must not be allowed to die
by aroblent.

2. EPDA Section 57)2 pfograms should be continued, but :
a. Each state should be required to specify publicly its criteria for award-

ing fellowships. States should be encouraged to convene panels of capable
people to review plueedures fur recruiting fellowship applicants, and to
semen the applicants hi order to determine who are the most qualified.

I). Criteria used by USOE fur approving university training program
should be strengthened. This y ear there essentially were no criteria because
MAN felt that EPDA would be phnsed out. But in past years the interpre-
tation of the Congressional mandate that awards go only to "unified" pro-
grams has been modified to include some institutions which apparently have

,
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staff wi expertise in only, a few traditional areas of vocational education,
and little interest in vocational education as a whole. Future criteria should
return to the intent of Congress, and in addition, should give preference to
institutions which also have expertise in special education, vocational
counseling, placement, urban studies, workers satisfaction, corrections, or
business administration. (to encourage leadership in developing vocational
education for entrepreneurshiP).

c, The optidn which has been given to states to award one, two, or three -
year fellowships is sound and should be continued.

3. EPDA Section 5,13 should continue the existing division of responsibility
between national and state funding, but :

a. Regional offices of TIEW should be allowed to upset state-determined
priorities only on a showing of cause. These regional offices have not been
provided the necessary time or expertlse.to allow them to second-guess the
plans which have been carefully prepared in the majority of states. Regional
offices would be well advised to concentrate un helpinm to Improve processes
in those states which have not developed adequate EPDA administrative
staff orprocedures.

b. Pre-service baccalaureate programs for training vocational education.
staff to work wath the (Math antagcd and handicapped should be permitted;

in-service programs expanded beyond ,hurt -term efforts to promote
understandhig that theie is a peublein, to :aciade more lutig-terra programs
designed to produce expertise.

L. States should be encouraged to remove obstacles to effective cooperation
be. iv een universities and commit: Ay colleges or technical institutes in pre-
service vot tab)* teacher edueation. "TW phts-tw u" programs are rarely
effective because most vocational students go to wort: after cegapieting
a' two year post secondary program, rather than ti.nisfering to a utilersity
for two inure years o4 study. It seems more frequently effective for students
who enroll in university teacher education programs to be sent to nearby
technical pi;ograms to acquire shills whieli rarely are taught effectively
in universities.

Dr. EVANS. LI order to conserve your time, I have concentrated on
the problems rather than the notable achiet mutts fat a ocational educa-
tion personnel development, and I hat e noted in the statement some
additional sources of information about this field.

Unlike many specialized fields w ithin 'teaching, vocational educa-
tion continues to liax c shortages of qualified persound. These short-
ages are particularly acute in industrial arts programs which have
been authorized for Federal t ocational education support, but ;31
States report shortages in other fields of vocational education.

As nearly as I can determine, only in special education and in early
childhood education are the shortages hs severe.

Project Baseline indicated that in 1070-t there were more than
200.000 mational teachers, full time and part time, in this country,
or about one teacher for every 40 vocational students.

Since the number of students has inure than doubled in, the last
10:s ears and there does not scent to be lambed attlige in papil;teacher
ratios, that we hat e added aptoxiniately 100,000 teachers in the
last 10 years.

4

As nearly as can estimate, we have also' hired approximately tlp
same n:unber of teachers to replace those w Ito hat e died, retired, or
moved to other types of emilloyment, so this Means that we have had
an average teacher turnover of appi oximately 100 percent in the last
10 years.

this rapid oxpansion has occurred in t irtually every field of loon-
tional education. Some of thege fields hate presery ice training pro-
grams in universities and others do not.
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In the fields which do ha% e preset.% ice training progi'ams in uni-
versities, about half of the teachers never enter teaching, and the
high proportion, as nearly as I can deteimineAbout 95 percent, are
not in the classroom by the time they reach age 30.

uni ersity-based teuelier eduotion programs face another prob-
lem and that is the slueage of qualified.stturents, because the general
public has heard that there is a surplus of teachers and they are
unaware that there are shortages in %ocational and special education,
for exampl', that exist Jide by side with the normal surpluses in
other fields.

One Ofthe problems in these university -based programs is that
universlties simply do not reward staff, members for teaching the
technical skills which vocational teachers must have in order to
sur c, and I will present a recommendation for cooperative efforts
betw een universities and community colleges whisk I hope will help
to meet. this problem.

Another thing that certainly needs to be done is to encourage States
to use their EPDA. Moneys to fund programs in areas where the
universities ha% e failed to meet their requirements and to provide
full funds during perhaps the first 2 years and then gradually phase
out the State support in % ocational-edueatioit funds ON cr a 5- or 6-year
period with q distinct understanding that the university will pick up
fall support for it as it can work this into its budget.

thinkit not_generally anderstood_thaL_uaattionaleducation
faces a very difficult paradox with regard to its own staff.

The more that vocational education is attuned to the needs of
business and industry, the more likely it is to lose its teachers to more
remunerative employment outside the schools.

Temporary economic recessions re% erse this trend, but in normal
times the more successful %motional teacher education is, the Larder
;t must work to maintain sufficient minibus of qualified teachers in
the schools.

Now, turning to miational, regional, State. and local priorities for
staff development, e% ery one seems to agree that some central source
must continue to set national priorities lot Lel tarn pe,, of ocational
education professionaldevelopment.

Perhaps half of the States hat e excellent staffs for determining
their own professional development needs. They know what they
need and how to get it. They set flair pm ha it les effectively, consulting
with local schools to make sure that their needs are met.

But then the regional offices of 17SOF, get in the act. Although
few, if any, regional offices hale e% in one staff member with the time
to analyze staff development needs, someone from each of those
regional offices convenes mum ad hoe nanel s Lich feels rice to turn
tops) -turvy the carefully de%eloped' State prior ities for personnel
development.

'Indeed, these panels feel free to turn topsy-turvy the regional
priorities which lune been set by similar panels, dining preceding
years.

If there are, indeed, regional, as opposed to national. priorities. it
seems to-me that regional offices of HEW should be confined to meet-
ing these needs, plus pPoviding assistance to States which lane in-
adequate vocational education professional de% elopement staff.

52 -9 in 75vol. 29
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Another topic is short-term and long-term programs. We have con-
Sulerable evidence that short-term personnel des elopment, programs
are effective in promoting, understanding, but it takes longer term
projects of about a year's duration to.produce changes in behal for on
the part of teachers.

I think this 'finding makes sense, but some of the, persons evaluating
educational personnel development may tend to emphasize the 35.000,
people who have been reached by 360 programs last year, rather than
to note that one way of reaching large numbers of people is, to, do it
through short, relatively inexpensive programs.

Unfortunately, these short-term programs which promote\ under-
standing during the first phases of a program, and we need', longer
term, expensive programs which have to be planned, if real than;e
is to occur.

MUch Federal funding, however, seems to be just the reverse of this,
with large funding in the early days when it cannot be spent efficiently,
followed by decreased funding at a time when larger funding would
be most effective.

would like to suggest some new directions for vocational teacher
education development. We have a number of, recent studies which
indicate that vocational education currently serves afar higher propor-
tion of disadvantaged students that any other high school curriculum
and that postsecondary, vocational students tend to be low either in
socioeconomic status or in scholastic achievement, but not in both.

Several States seem to hake had considerable difficulty in meeting
what seems to me to be reasonable congressional mandates for Service
to the disadvantaged, but I think this is evidence that vocational
teachers simply don't recognize some of the disadvantaged students
that.they teach every day.

Part of the reason for this is that the typical vocational teacher
education, program assumes that teachers don't need to be able to
recognize and help disadvantaged students, and that all of its output,

-will go to suburbs and small towns.
gradually is producing vocational education leaders through

some of these longer term programs that I mentioned which do recog-
nize that different cultures exist and that they must be served, but the
process is slow.

In the meantime, EPDA programs which support bicUlt ural instruc-
tion and internships in the cities for teachers in training certainly
would be helpful.

The problem of lack of teacher training expertise is even more pro-
nounced in dealing with the handicapped: Most universities which
train vocational teachers also have special education departments
which have expert knowledge of how to teach the handicapped.

Unfortunately, the vocational education departments are concerned
almost cntirely w ith adolescents and adults. while the special educa-
tion departments are mostly concerned with younger children.

Both would benefit from joint programs to train vocational educa-
tion teachers anal counselors who know bon to w oth with handicapped
persons. , -

We have more and more el idence that the disad%arttazed and band-
. lopped persons benefit more from mainstreaming than they do hum

446
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being segregated into Ns hat I call the equivalent of educational eper
colonies.

'Two reasons for this seem to me to be apparent. As adults, persons
of all types will work together, and they need. to -learn how to work
together in school. Second, segregated non-elite groups tend to deb clop
feelings of inferiority hich interfere with learning.

The mainstreaming works sell only hen disads'iint,awed and handi-
capped persons receive special assistance from staff who know how to
diagnose problems and help students work toward solutions. This type
of specialized assistance is in N cry short supply simply because me have
not trained such people.

I belive that the EPDA section o.f new Federal legislation should be
revised to permit presemice education. of such socational education
specialists, and a higher proportion of EPDA. inservice funds should
go toward retreading existing teachers to provide this service.

To summarize, I recommend that the authorization for part F of
EPDA. should be extended fur a year, and that appropriations be pro-
vided 'for this year.

There seems to be general-agreement that after this year, part F will
become part -of the vocational education legislation, as it should has e
been a long time ago, but in the meantime this important program
should not be allowed to dielly accident.

SeCond, EPDA. section 552 programs should be continued, but each
State should be required to specify publicly its criteria for awarding
fellowships.

States should be'eneOuraged to convene panels of capable people to
review procedures for recruiting fellowship applicants and to screen
the applicants in ordet to determine who are the most qualified.

Criteria used by USOE for appros ing university training programs
should be strengthened. This 3 ear there were essentially no criteria be-
cause HEW felt that EPDA would be phased out, and, therefore, no
criteria, need be published.

But in past years, the administrative interpretation of the congres-
sional mandate that awards go only to "unified" programs has been
modified to include some institutions which appaient13- have staff w nth
expertise in only a few traditional areas of % ocatienal education, and
littleinterest in vocational education as a whole.

Futfire criteria should returnto the intent, of Congress, and, in addi-
tion, should gibe preference to institutions which also have and will
use expertise in special education, outtional counseling, placement,
urban studies, w oi kers' satisfaction, corrections education, or in Nisi-
ness administration, to encourage leeelt tsl,ip in del loping vocational
education forintrepreneurship.

Third. EPDA section 553 should continue the existing division of
resnonsil,ility bet weal national and State funding.. but regional offices
of TWAY should. be allaed to upset State -deter aimed priorities only
On a showing of cause.

These re,gional ()Wives have not been provided the necessary time or
expertise to allow them to second-guess the plans IN hid have been
carefully prenared in the majority of states.

Regional offices would be well ad% ised to collet:lit rate on helping to
imnrove nrocesses in those States which hale not dr.-eloped adequate
EFTA administrative staff or procedures.

44f
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Preservice bacculanteate programs for training vocational educa-
tion staff to work with the disathantaged and handicapped should be
permitted, and insen ice programs expanded bey and short-ter efforts,
to promote understanding that there is a in oblem;to include more long-
term programs designed to produce real ex:pertise.

Filially, State's should be encouraged to remm e obstacles to effedtive
cooperation between mils ersiticsquel community colleges or technical
institutes in preservice vocational teacher education programs.

The so-called "two-plus-two" programs are rarer effectiv e because
most vocational students go to woik after completing a 2-year post-
secondary program, rather than transferring to a tad% ersity for 2 more
years of study.

It seems more frequently effecth e for students w ho enroll in a 4-year
university teacher education program to be sent to nearby technical
programs to acquire skills m hieli rarely are taught effectively in
un iv ersiti es.

Thank 3oti, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pillxiss. The committee thanks you, Dr. Evans. Again.

we thank Mr. Pucinsld for .giving-such outstanding, testimony and
then. on top of all that, bringing in all these people, all these individ-
nls from the various States, the leadersin the field of vocational edu-
Cation members of both the State and national ath isory councils.

Mr.Pucinski,lyou stated that the National Advisory Council on Vo-
sational Education recommends better planning at the State level:
How would you encourage the States to do better planning? Just how
could this he brought abOut?

Pucts-sitt[First of all, Mr. Chairman. I believe that, respect-
ing the language in the bill as to the specific role of the State advisory
councils, the jaw now requires, niust play a key role in the entire plan-
.' process that ,formulates the State plan.
Their role is not pet functory. Their role is mandated and specifically

spelled out in the act. Even with the specific language we have in the
act, however, there still seems to be some difference of opinion as to
just precisely how important Is the role of the State advisory council.

The reason I say this, is that the State advisory council can then
provide a great deal of the impetus to put all %ocational education at
all le% els into the Stateplan, and the adiinced planning. the coordina-
tion, must be, done only when you recognize that all of thempostsec-

unalary, adult education. seeondary education. training of counselors,
job placement all of these things would fit under one umbrella,
namely the State plan for vocational education for that particular
State.

We Would urge that greater fluids be made available for planning.
We have suggested perhaps a. minimum of 5 percent be set aside for
plunning, tuxi in sonic losiances, with adequate matching, that they
can go up to 15 percent, but one of the things obviously is that there

ims to be a greater degree of planning.
One of the criticisms of the GAO report was that too often the

cut ricultun does not reflect the changing !weds of the community.
Chairman Plinams. The National ..V1visory Council recommends

that eery State justify spending mole than 30 percent of its Federal
funds for ma intaining present. ongoing prop ains. and that the Com-
mh-sioner of 'Education %%wild be the final judge of the reasonableness
of that justification.



Do you see any danger with that approach to good, ongoing
programs?'

M nIr. Pucsm. Well, that,is precisely why, Mr. Chairman, we are
recommending a maximum. Now, thew, may; be some circumstances
that we do not foresee, some particurar pro'blein in some particular
State where they have tp go beyond 30 percent.

What we are recommending is that, if that is to be doneand obvi-
ously, when they go beyond 30 percent, the «hole thrust of the Fed-
eral program and Federal assistance w as de-signed to pro% ide some,
degree of innol.ation, some degree of new programs. If an ongoing pro-
gram is a good program, as many are, the State ought to be prepared
to assume a larger part of the cost of that program.

Federal funds, I don't believe, are intended for that purpose, and
that is why we suggested that, in m del to bring in new planning, new
curricula, new concepts, to meet the Lhanging needs of the community,
that the Federal money be the cutting edge of these new ventures.

If, obviously, States are using more than :10 percent for maintenance
of effort, the main mission orFedend assistance is depleted by that
amount, and so w e do not say that Son cannot do it- -and you have
properly stated the Case. TLeru may be some ongoing prorrams that du.
need Federal funding, Mbere local funds or State funds are not
available.

We say that, if there is that situation, go ahead and use that money
as you feet it is most efficient, but at least justify the use of funds
bey and 30 percent, rather than just helter-skelter doing it w about
any accountability.

chairman PERKINS. That is one of the problems that I visualized.
That is the reason Tasked your reaction.

Now, Dr. Evans, you stated in 31 States the shortage of ocational
teachers exists. Yet, the administintiun has recommended eliminating
the %optional training% ocational teacher training program under
Om Educational Professional Development Act.

Do you agree with that recommendation, and could You-summarize
the most important (images y ould reLononend iii tlutt piogram if
you think it should be continued?

In other words, are there better ways to get these teachers that are
in such greal, shortage? Co ahead awl give us your views.

Dr. EUNS. No,.sir, I do not agree with the administration's reeom-
rnemlation to dose out this program. I belie\ e that there is, lib there
is in the minds of some of the genci al public, an understanding that,
if there 'is a, surplus of teachers, then that means a surplus of teachers
of all sorts and a failure tole cog,nize the su% cie shortages of the types
that I had outlined.

'I La a tried`to give bunie Specific recommendations for changes in
the administration of the act. I don't believe that the act itself heeds
major changes, thoug,h, it does, of course, need to get fully ,incorporated
into the %ocational edmation legislation rather than being treated as
a separate, unrelated portion of Nderal

My specific change is suggested w ith regard to regional offices. I
think it. will enable States to receiy c some o f t116 help that is, those
States that do not now laf% e adequate planning mechanisms;--for
meeting their %ocational teacher,',..uun.,eloi,:adridiustiator, needs, and
that, if the regional dices will concentrate on that function instead

4 4 ;)
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of on upsetting the careful planning which is going on in a bit more
than half the States, then we will he .considerably

going
down theroad.

Chairman PEtuctxs. Well, let nie thank on for that,, sir. I agree with
you that we should not eliminate it. I personally feel dint it has worked
well and the results of this, under 'the Nocational teacher training
pro gram has been a successful one. Do you agree with me?

Dr. EvANs. It has indeed and without it, I don't know where we
would be, considering the rapid turnover that we have had in the
vocational' education teacher, staffs. Let me ieiterate that the more
successful we beconii in attuning ocational education to the needs of
business and industry, the we are going to base problems with
turnover of teachers.

I don't see this as all bad,, because this interchange between busi-
ness., industry, and vocation4 education helps both Sides, but it still
faces us w-Eith a problem of pelting adequately ,pi.,pared staff on hand
to do the job for the teachers that Mr. Puchislo recommends.

Chairman PERICiNS. Mr. Qine, go ahead.
Mr. Qt-m..Thank you. Mr. tl.liairman. First of all, it is good to have

you back, Roman. I don't usually find you sitting on that side of tlo
table.

Dr. Evxss. He asked shuip questions too.
Mr. would-likr-to gc t shield of you-cloy rditere now.
{Laughter.;
It was good testimony, enjoyed hearing it. I would like to

ask you some quest ions abolit lit. One of them is about the sole State
agency that you martion on page 14.

We have had testimony like ;sours, urging that time p'rogram operate
through a sole State aaenc3. There are two things that bother me.

That works well in Minnesota. w omks well in many °dip. States, but
let us iise,the State of Washington as an example. A sole State agency
is required. The3 set up a boahi w hick then distributes the money to
the ,superintench lit of public instruction at the secondary school les el
or el cnient ary/sc,condary school let el and also to the 90111111Ullity college
board for the portion which they operate.

As I see now they are moving sonic of their .personnel from the
nominal "single' State agency , dow to the superintendent of public
instruction.

I am. N\ 01001111g if we are trying to low: the States into a role that
they has e chosen not to go to. That is one thing which bothers Me.

The other thing is this In the States where there already is and
always w as one State agent's that administered programs fur both
secomlai stud post secondary ediantion, there tends to lie an effort to
limit the money to those progi anis or those institutions w Ito adin-
iste, fur instance. vocational; technical schools radio than community
colleges or ,i-year colleges.

Mist, 3 on any conuncnt6 on those two problems that we find in your
evaluation as cochairman of the National ,,clvisory Council ?

Mr. Putlxstu. On the whole question of sole State agency, as we say
in our statement, the fact that this a rrangement iniglit_cause communi-
cations and cooperation between different sectors of the educational
community, we NICW as a desirable development rather than a, hin-
drance, and our feeling has l2eena licl we has e had a report on tills--

4
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that, where you has e a multiplicity of `agencies handling funds, each
has its own constituency, and we feel thathe % cry thing that you have
talked about is occenrring where the funds may not be spent on a broad
statewide needs basis, but rather each one looking after its own
constituency.

Our feeling is that, by dealing with a sole State agency, it is in a
better position to, first of all, des elop a better dialu,g among. the s ariuus
elements of the vocational pi cture in: the State, and, secondly, to make
a. better cooperative judgment, rather than has ing each oue go off in
its own direction.

Perhaps Senator Brockbank might want to add to that.
Mr. BEOCKI3ANR. We have a unique situation in ttah,Mr. Congress-

w here we has e,out State board of education also designated as
our State board of s ocational education. They operate as a single
agency, alt hough they wear different hats at different times.

We7have foundfrum our experience that that is the most satisfactory
method. I would hesitate to see its looking at s °cation:a educatiub
through the board of regents which handles our institutions of higher
learning, than having a competition going on.

We do have that competition, but I think it is imperative that it be
in one agency where there will not be that colupetition, and that Lontrol
of vocational education.

QtRE,--Do-you have. a j u nior college-system in Lang -?
Mr. BaouRBANR. Yes, but it is under our State board of regents.
Mr. Qum. Do you have one State board of regents for all post,sec-

ondary education with the exception of vocational ?
Mr. BROcK.BANK, That is right. We have two technical colleges that.

are under the dual administration of the State board of regents and
the State board of s ocational education, and that causes some conflict.

We have addressed ourselves to that problem, but we has en't yet re-
soh ett it. Many of feel, as State senators and State legislators we
feel that all postsecondary should be under the one board, such as the
board of regents, but I think that vocational funds should come
through the State board of vocational education.

Mr. Qum. Do you find in your evaluation of States, such as the
Northwestern State of Washington, that the sole State agency exists
in name only; that actually the decisiens arc made by tm o organiza-
tions, the board of community colleges and the superintendent of
public instruction?

Mr. 13nocneANK..I think you are correct. I think ou would find both
working together.

Mr. Q,171E. Now, that partthat is what I am concerned about,
whether we are saying that there ought to be sole State agencies, but
haven't looked to see if that-has really been brought about.

Furthermore, have you looked at other States? What kind of co-
operation is there going on betty cell whoever is running s o-tech schools
and whoever is running the community colleges and whoever is run-
ning, the 4 years?

Mr. BROURBANK. I can't answer that. We have not looked at other
States. We have just had our own experience. We are looking at the
California system now, but I think we w ill leavd our system as it now
is constituted.
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Mr. Qum Could I ask
Mr. Pumsnr. Perhaps if I could just add to that, Mr. Quie, because

what 'you are asking here is tied in very much to the question that the
chairman asked earlier about planning.

In our statement, we recommend, as you notice, that we place a
greater emphasis on evaluation of planning. We prupo_e a 3-sr ear plan.
We suggest that the legislationthe 5-year plan, rllich would their
bring in all of.the age ides into the picture. We ha ,e a ..:tsar picture.

At this time, if it is permissible, Mr. Chairman, I. would like to ask
permission to include in the record the "State,..k.dvisory Council on
Vocational 'Education Annual Reports." It is an overview for 1974.

Chairman PERKINS. "Without objection, that will be entered in the
record.

.

[The document referi-ed to follows:]

STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VsoryrrovAr, EDUCATION ANNUAL
REPORTS, AN OVERVIEW, APRIL 40975 k

The 1971 GAO Report,," Chat is the Rote of Federal, Assistance in Vocational
Education?" focused on a variety of critical issues facing American sucanunal
educatIon_thruugh In depth studies of seven states*(Ohio, California, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Texa;, and Washington). Because there has been no
stateby-state breakdonti of the applicability of the Report's findings, its na-
tional relevance has been the subject of frequent Ontroversy.

The National Advisory Council un Vocational Education annually compiles the
reports submitted by,cach State Ads Isory Coteau on Vocational Education into
a meaningful synthesis of needs and recommendations in sucaduttal eduutilkat
fur transmittal to the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Lsing the spectrum of
crucial issues as presented by each State, N e can then conceptualize q more de-
tailed national vs crs iew In relition to the general criticism brought out in the
GAO Report.

The Individual State summaries provide synopses of the status of yocational
education as evaluated by each State Adsisury Council. While cnthasms and
commendations vary from state to state, the SACVE esalliations focus on several
broad problematic areas. The headings listed below correspond directly to those
outlined in the GAO Report. Yet this state by -state assessment presides an addi-
tional and more detailed perspecthe of the.critical problems and boa they are
being approached.

rustaNa
The funding issue is of concern to all States and problem areas are diserse.

Gs tic rally , State and lucid funding exceeds the Its el of Federal fundiag. But, as
many states point out, increases at the State and tonal leV els are directly at trib-
Malik* to Increases at the 'Federal level. Many State Ads Isury Coma ils assess
the allotation of funds as the barometer for measuring the tAteat to a hick the
State Plan is stable. Fcir example. XcIN Hampshire specifically relates the a eak-
nesses alai slut cgs of the State Plat( to a lads of planning awl impletkientation
funds. P( fussy Is rink a t tributes pi obleantc xperient ed by iota I, district s 111,.14411111-
lag fluids to a voniiiiiiiiisatiutis breandossii beta tell State and local lest'

The need for funding accutiatability has been established by seseral sfntes.
L11,411111 ItNilltAN Oita a cost brealaluVIl by objectives he included in the State
tPlan. Maryland recommends th..t the allocation of funds be res lea ed to make
Isure they reflect State Plan priorities. Similarly, Indiana has suggest( d that it
furninla fur the distribution of funds be ba(jeti on measurable prodUl tii lay s

The heed or more funds to ensure betterl.planning, programming), and delitety
of ser s eli tails er.sal. Although, the SACE's are capable of identity hug acid,-
nesscs it, st.ttt a hie t (national edatattyli,m1 ith,mtl niwiles must be supplemeated
at all livels III order to Implement recommendations, Criticisms, lit this area are
directed, not only to Federal level funtlitig,, but also to state legislatures and to
loud education agencies fur res iesss and restructuring of funding. procedures,
lu emote 71 81.77teV11e prugrani of tucatiunal ,education (shal reflects the needs of
the population.
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DISADVANTAGED CAND I1. DICAPPED

Setaside funds were legislated. V6 ith the intent of ensuring the establishment
of programs to serve these special needs groups hi every State. While several
states have noted an increase in enrollments and program availability, the over-
all pietnre. Is that the disadiantaged and hantikapped are not adequately being
served:

Shortcomings in this area are identified at many levels. In many states
munatchedYederal funds are the sole source of these programs. Massachusetts
has specifically called fur a mandatory use of set-asides, and the need for
increased landing. Mt inability to identify the populations and assess their needs
has been.uotieed. Existiag programs reflect a lack of priority as well as other

-weaknesses. Delaware, for example, urges the establishing of a State Plan for
I he Ilapaheapped as a priority in itself. Delaware also recognizes it problem
common to many states: the need for an operational definition to identify the
disadvantaged population before their needs elm be served. No information
describing program needs fur the disuli antaged and handicapped is available
In California.

To increase apd strengthen relevance of these programs, Pinnsylvanla has
suggested that the handicapped and disadvantaged be used as resource con-
sultants in setting up programs which presently do not provide an atmosphere
for real work. Nib-mond points out the need for individualized programming and
more prescriptive teachlilg.

In several states, a dichotomy exists between services provided for disad-
vantaged and handicapped populations NI ail progress being slower for the handi-
capped. Nevada, New lurk, and Texas all point oat greater deficiencies in pro-

. grams and services provided to the handicapped.
The picture is not totally bleak, however. Several states report encouraging

enrollments and results Idaho, for example, reports that worthwhile programs
are implemented and target groups are identified. Kansas maintains jot place-
ment and specialized programs for the handicapped.

STATE PIA'S

Criticism of the State Plan is.extensive, The Plan as a viable instrument for
setting forth goals and objectives which meet the needs of the people served is
very munch In question.

At the forefront of these concerns is the conviction that the State Plan should
be a planning tool, rather than a compliance docantent.

Louisiana goes etch farther in suggesting that the Plan should be a document
for delivering and administering a system throughout the State. Delaware sup-
plements this with a concept of the State Plata as a contract for services, and
not a compliance document.

Lack of information, such as demographic-dIstr:bution of students, manpower
needs. and job opportunities, is identified as a major hindrance in developing
a meaningful Plan. Mom, states are distressed over the lack of guidelines and
procedures for implementing goals and priorities and, in many Instances, the lark
of statewide priorities at all. Virginia particularly points out the gap between
the formulation of goals and their Implementation In the classroom. 'Various
recommendations 'have been submitted to solve this problem. Kansas Is develop-
ing a manageinent-hy -objectives system for its State Plan. Kentucky has estab-
Mhed a fiv,e-y Oar l,lan. 141ssileill1SettS 11118. Instituted 1111. approach to compre-
hensive planning through rbgional meetings, In an attempt to roilonlle the lark
of a planning system.

The absence of needs assessment as anintegral part of the State Plan is a
violation of the statute, and is of concern to several states. The Connecticut
Comic)! submitted a resolution with its critical approval of the Plan calling for
the L.S. Commissioner of Education not to approve the State Plan because it was
in violation of the law in several areas. The plan was, nevertheless, approved
Minnesota also.pointed out the failure of the State Plan to incorporate needs
assessMent and, therefore, not be In fulfillment of the law.

The SACS.E shave expressed the need for recision of ()Mee of Education guide-
lines for State Vians and the need fur enforcement of the law at the national level
to ensure that State Plans become what they were legislated to do. to establish
goals and priorities reflective of the ifeeds Of the people and the manpower

A r -it) I.
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require...lc tts of the State. Implicit to this mandate is the efficient implementa-tion of a Workabie Plan.
UAL%

Tile nettd for a (minim itensive data system is addrecd by all .states. The +\
deficient nrens of manpower information, a follow-up sIstent, and general avail- iability (0.7' turreat data, must all be increased and integrated f.ur effective
planning find implementation of programs.

Stine slates au, try hig to nods out these priblnts through the development
of statewide management information 1s,),telln.. Sumo tateis are 'Teen lug sup-plentental data thou' :lie State Department of Employment .Setatrio. This is
helpful., but it is nut W al, htealls it solution to the informal-nen gap caused bythe data problems.

iAcross the board, the data in:able:1u is ermial to the future of effective voca
tional edtication. Local manpower needs, employment prospects, and coniersion
of De nutmeat of Labor Codes Into 011h.v of Education Codes are necessary to ,
provide the proper-tools for planning and maintenance of programs,

aasounca uILIzATION
The elf Ictive utIlliation of existing faellities is recognized by many states asessential o sound planning of vocational education programs. Proper manage-ment of t lest resource, eliminates waste, program duplication, and °serial).
Several states have recommended means by which to ensure this type of

management. Coma cticut recommends a public hearing and resource study be
'minim(' for each newly proposed facility, Minnesota has recommended that
the Slate 'plan include a description of resolute allocation. Louisiana recognizes
the need to establish a continuing system to determine facility utilization.

Effective programming is basic to ethelen use of resources. Recommendations,
'Made an increased Use of summer progra ns, flexible scheduling, night occupa-/
firmal training. mobile units, and utilization of facilities of parochial and pro/
PrIetary sehools. ' !

The consensus among the states is that ,a comprehensive effort must he made
for coordination to guard against unlash ed new programs and facilities. Many
states envision close cooperation with C .TA Boards as a moans by wine!' to
incorporate manpower anti NociltiOnnl et uention efforts for maximum utiliza-
tion of combined resources.

/

RELATING TRAINING TO AtANPONVE7 DECELOPMEN r AND EMPLOYMENT

Plateennint seryices are needed as an, integral part of all vocational schools.
Presently; secondary schools provide little, if any, placement assistance for
students ';'reallently, a secondary student will be placed in a job as a result of

-an individual instructor, or on the lob contact made through cooperative educa-
tion expe Ience. Postgeemulary schools, how es er, offer WWII more formalized
placemeu services since many postsecondary schools see their primary obliga-
tion to he tudent placement.

IncOated effort Is underway 0 establish more formal liaisons brtween
vocational education and business a ad Industry. New York. for example. has
created pi-whiting for six industry-et twatIon coordinatims. 'Missouri tuna meow-
mended that a TositIon he created or an Indic ideal to promote-new industry
And cstaldisli nt w programs based a n these (merging employment opportunities.

i
While 'rates are identifying a ne l to emadinate v6eatIonal education withthe train! g needs of business and I alustry. fife data problem precludes an tut-

mediate volution. Meeting labor's cods through planned curricula ,and pro-
grainthingi based moil (nuflo meld tpportnnity eau old.% be accompliShed with
adequate input from comprehensive ( ata systems.

OCCUPATI NAL GUIDANCE

The neeel for a reorientation of gt idanee and counwling personnel has gen-
erally !tech recognized. States acknowledge that a primary area for concentra-
tion Is in' rmising progi.tts and criteria for certification at the illetzw. and
universities alit( li train guidance ettintelors. For those already out in the field.
many states have conducted-in-service workshops and conferences in an attempt
to upgrade the vocational knowledge these prof ?sslonals.
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Other concepts haw been Introduced fur leorlenting guidance counselors to
'the world of worh. Area career guidance centers 'tau: lice.[ established in
California. Florida has Introduced the occupational specialist" program, where
by an, Mills ideal of ,age 20 years or older, hat ing been gainfully empl dyed fur
at least.24 months, and minable of relating to young peopie, Is used in a counsel
in^ capacity..

Across the country, the states are addressing this great mud to infuse the trudi-
----. timidly academically -oriented guidance pa oftssioll a it h a familiarity w all Not a

tionaL education, and a capability to introduee students to those eareet goals So
often overlooked in favor of academic priorities.

ARTICULATION 'AND COORDINATION

ffiasis hits been placed in two general areas. articulation between post
secon ary nand seeundary, and coordination arming agencies. Imprea et] artieula-
tiun will facilitate planning nail aid in the efforts to eliminate pa eau ant ilupliea
tiun. Articuimiun trill. also enable lung range planning to best scree i.e needs
of communities:

Coordination is needed between manpower and education agencies, as well
as thoSe agencies int ()heel in ffintheing,, and administering v ocational education.
The ember% anon of resources for efficient planning is dependent upon a en-
operative effort to assimilate the common goals of vocational education and
related agencies, such as CETA Boards and 1202 culioni,,,lin.. Seteral states
have designated a State Coordinating Commission to tie ersee these 'Auks.

LOCAL ADVISORY GROUPS

Local advisury groups of experienced trade people.from carious sectors of the
manpower community hate been effectitely tit giudzed. These groups, which are
involved in curriculum and program reek w in area Nut. alonal schools, provide
important Input regarding the needs of industry, business, and employment
standards within the conuntrraty.

Local advisory groups hate been evaluated as generally successful, with po-
tential for bating even more table in Nueational education planning and pro
grain development. ln order to faellitate the more effect's e operation of these
groups, several state councils for example, Nett \ork and Peansyhania) have
established. dialogue with them through organized conferences. Some states
hate recummentled the dm elopment of a manual and ether instruetite guidelines
so that !veal advisory groups can devehip their. potential as integral [..arts of
vocational &ilea don more fully.

P ROGI1A 1(

A consensus that flexible programming will provide more seri lees and training
opportunities Is prcvelant among the slates. An open-entry open exit pulley, es-
pecially at the postsecondary level, has been frequently suggested.

Rocenunendations for program reevaluation fetus on several areas. Curricula
need to be broadened and Improved. Effurta are underway to integrate Notational
education amd academic education. taaagla, fur example. has urged that students
be require:A to tnkc at least one Carnegie unit of tocatiunul education prior to
graduation. Standardization of programs ..ad courses is of concern, so that stu-
dents night have the flexibility of transferring credits for postsecondary schools
to all institutions of higher learning.

Many states hat e a onducted studies to ascertain the relative wine of programs,
what populations specific programs arc reaching, and what areas of potential
employment opportunity are detit lent lit program development. As the data front
these studies are 'incorporated Into vocational tattle:aim plam..ag, programs
reflect a greater ability to serve community and student needs.

ALABAMA

The Council noted that the evaluation of the State Plan's goals and objective
is dependent upon the availability of tan rent dentegraphIc information about
students and current manpow er demand and. supply Information. This type of
data is not readily available. There has been some degree of iznproN Linea in
manpower deviant] and supply Information but there is little e lame to a- rtalu
its significance in establishing goals at either the state or local level. Student
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population and financial resuurtes mailable are the primary bases fur for voca-
tional education objectives.

This year's Council recommendations included the following:
The State Board of Education should establish a procedure fur funding

IAA\ austructional programs iu the technical colleges and institutes separate
aural apart flow the &mire:at funding allocation funaula fur the umilitenante
and operation of existing instructional progranm

The State Legislature should ',rotate capital outlay matching funds to
1m al boards of climatical fur renusating and equipping idle sehoul facilities\
not currently 1)0114 used for vocational education purposes.

The State Legislature should pros ide the State Board of Education ssith
a special appropriation fur funding a orbshups in s utational tounseling for
employed school guidance counselors.

All !mat boards of education simulti assume the responsibility fur establish-
ing adult vocational education programs to train, retrain and upgrade the
state's work force.

Lm al boards of education should assign at least one professional person
to far,. time duty as a vocational counseling and placement coordinator.

Iii rt,gard to the extent to w Lich education institutions assisted in job placement
for graduates, the Council observed that:"" surveys usually indicate that approximately 12 percent of the voca-
tional students A turning questionnaires remise tit it first job through sk hoot
placement activities. Aorvey of high schools ill 1073 resealed that of the 65
percent returning questionnaires. only 16 percent were tundueting any type job
placement services for recent graduates."

ALASKA

Belles in; it was necessary to search for the common elements of an effective
guithintr:e and counseling program, unit to implement thanges.that a ill better assist
students iii tanking valid educational and occupational choices, the Alaska State
Adsisory Coma II completed an extensise study of guidance and counseling pro-
grams in selected sceundary sehouls. The study aas an enipirital investigation of
attitudes expetta thins of parents, students, and teachers concerning guidance
and counseling activities. Lulls !dual questionnaires here de.cluped fur each
respondent group, and distributed a ith stamped, self addressed return envelopes.

The data collected in the study show that both students and parents are dis-
satisfied anti the-.guidance and counseling programs available In the selected
st hunts. While urban youth tend to lime a more positive attitude toward the
counseling programs, both parents and students believe the programs lark suf-
ficient career and vocational guidance components.

Parents responses. indicate a belief that local community resources are not
adequately utilized in the guidance and euunseling programs. The Council recom-
mends that community resources useful In the career and vucatlunal decision-
making process should be made an integral part of the selmols Instructional and
guidanc e program. The Council also belie l!:1 that, shit e a high percentage of the
students are emplt.,,l d part time, t (forts should he made to integrate this stork
experience into the students' high school activities.

The study resealed that disath antaged seeds lime significantly lower level
aspirations that youth nut so tlassined. Tim Council believes that this factor must
be taken into carsitleratitai in the development of guidance programs for these
youth.

Among the Count 11':. recommendations for the Improserramt of the guidance and
counseling programs are the following:

Classroom Instructional actis hies and guidance and counse:-.7.,4 programs
should be Integrated into a comprehensive approach to, career exploration
and the deelsion-making process.

School polities and graduation requirements Almaild be examined in time
light of students' vocational needs.

Guidance and counseling programs should make sir Inc plans to integrate
the students' parents in career and socational development activities and
the deelsionqualting process.

ARIZGNA

The Arizona State Advisory Board's Ann...., Report included a great deal of
stutistleal Information regarding enrollment breakdussius, rates of increase in
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enrollment, financial support, and attuulanee averages. This data was /re,:ented
in charts falling under the following headings:

State Vocational Enrollment Totals By Service Areas.
Secondary Vocational Enrollment Totals By Service Areas.
Post Secondary Vocational Enrollment Totals By Service Areas.
Adult Vocational Enrollment Totals By Service Areas.
Average Daily nigh School Attendance.
Secondary Enrollment (grades 9 through 12) : Rate of Increase
Total Enrollment / Secondary, PostSeconda and Adult I Rate of Increase
FinanciAl Support : Federal, State, Local, Total.
Financial Support for Vocational Education.
Enrollment in Vocational Education.

Arizona students who completed Vocational Education Programs in 1972-73
were mailed a follow-up questionnaire administered by the Research Coordinating
Unit of the Division of Vocational Education via local school, districts. The re-
sponses to the survey indicated that 02 percent of the graduates were satisfied
with their training; 94 percent Indicated they would recommend their training
program to others. Almost unanimously, former students asked for more on-the-
job experience, more qualified teachers, more up-to-date equipment, materials
and tools, more placement and more counseling.

Action taken on last years State Advisory Board's recommendations included
the following:

A request for a Department of Labor grant to develop an occupation:II
Information system that will assist in identifying need from a labor market
standpoint.

The establishment of cooperative arrangements with the Department of
Economic-Security employment offices with the Special Needs Project at sec-
evil vocational high schools and centers. Such arrangements are encouraged
through. the identification of the placement functions in the entitlement pro-
Sect, application.Monitoring by the Di vision of Career and Vocational Education of all
funded programs at least once annually. The Di vipion also conducts program
assessments by district personnel followed by a team assessment conducted
by state staff.

This years' recommendations include:
Additional funds, both at the Federal, and State levels should be made

available to enable Vocational Education to meet the rising demands cif
students for programs and qualified teachers.

Au additional public hearing with Input from business, labor, government,
school administrators, and students should be scheduled in the development

of the State Plan.
Duplication of Vocational Education programs, facilities and personnel

should be eliminated. Manpower programs that involve duplication of fa-
cilities, personnel, and programs should be phased out and the programs and
students assimilated into the educational system. Perpetuation of unneeded
or obsolete progritms also should be avoided.

Schools should address themselves to placement in cooperation with the
Department of Economic Security through local employment offices.

This year's'Annual Report also addressed itself to an assessment of the use
being made of C, D, and I funds. The problem of funding of low enrollment

programs (class enrollment of under ten) v.-as reviewed, as well as the effect
limited funds are having on the number of qualified Vocational Education

teachers.
The critical need for qualified counselors was met through two inservice work-

shops conducted on a yeaniong basis in 1074. The program involved 54 counselors

and has the potential involvement of all teachers. A summer session was con-

ducted by Arizona StateUniversity aimed at a program of visitation to business

and industrial enterprises. The product of this program was a, publication of
occupational Information related to the employment situations observed.

A. final ,section of the report reflected the Fiscal Year Statistics for Private-
Proprietary Institutions. Annual inspections and reports by the Arizona State

Board of Private Technical and Business Schools indicated, in general, a sub-

stantlal increase in enrollments and job placement.
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ARRANSAS

The Arkansas State Advisory Council discusses quite candidly its grave
concerns with the shortcomings within the state's educational system. This
year's annual report points out that Inure than 43 percent of the students entering
the first grade in the fall of 1901 failed to graduate 12 years later.

The Council cites the educational system for lagging behind tecluinloga al
advances and failing to adapt to changing economic and social conditions. The
system is developing tsso groups of unemployables the dropouts" %%Ito ha .e too
little education and training for must of the jobs in the economy and the
"educated unemployed" w hose hams ledge and skills do not meet today's job
requirements. Only 9 percent of Arkansas' employ ed nod. Lace hail four or more
years of college in 1970 and 34 percent of this total were teachers.

Stres,ing accountability, the Council recommends the need for more Lem-
prehensive high schools. The following problems are pointed out.

The designed capacity of most State area vocational schools limit the
number of people nho can att ad and limits participatioa by secondary
students. This also inhibitg their ability to provide a significant number of
occupational training options.

A lack of occupational instruction at night at most schools precludes
involvement by many people needing such training.

Counseling .services arc also evaluated as problematic. Must students are not
gis en adequate occupational Information and career guidance. Most counselors
are academically °den, and continue to emphasize college preparation a ithuut
understanding the relationship between vocational and academic education.
Furthermore, counseling inadequacies also lie with teachers w ho do not relate
their indivitlual discipline to Its application or usefulness to students after they
graduate from schisd. It was also found that, while students are receptive to
participation in smational programs, they know very little about programs that
are, or could be of such importince to them.

In evaluating the need for rcstponsise planning, the Council made the folio-vim;
recommendations:

The State Board set aside sufficient funds to initiate a plan for vocational
education which is Lased on the needs of all citizens. This plan should con-
centrate on developing and, or making necessary changes in the system to
guarantee every child an opportunity to participate in a program of his
choice. This choice shintid be the student'snot by default that of the system.

The State Board request the State Board of higher Education to direct the
Department of Higher Education to work with the State Department of
Education to develop a plan for a revitalized educational system beginning
in kindergarten and extending throughout the educational system. This plan
should be based on the educational needs of the people, demographic char-
acteristics and labor market demands.

CALIFORNIA

The California Ads isory Council's Fifth Annual Report begins with a compre-
hensive overview and description of vocational education in the state. A brief
description of many programs, li.novations, and other services in areas such as
Communications and Media, Career Centers, Individualized Instruction, Coodera-
live Work Experience Education, Counseling and Guidance Sers ices, and many
others reflect the diversity of the State's vocational education programs.

Council "Comments and Observations" locus on the provisions of the State's
Education Code 7504 which suggests 'that all Californians should have equal
educational opportunities to gain employability skills whenever they need them.
The Code guarantees . . that every student letivinr, school shall has e the op-
portunity to be prepared to enter the world of work, that every student who
graduates from any state supported educational institution should have sufficient
marketable skills for legitimate remunerative employment."

The COuncil especially' notes that there are presently no statewide goals and
priorities concerning eilueation and training for employment and that the Cali-
fornia State Plan for...Vocational Education does not contain representative state-
wide priorities, goals and objectives. Through its concern for establishing priori-
ties based on employability, the council urges state agencies to develop and
integrate more viable goals such as those:

4 '3
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Which reflect the training mid placement needs of all individuals who are
or will be seeking a gainful employment in a field of their choosing.

Which provide standards fur quality of instruction in vocational education
and implement the provisions of Education Code Section 7504.

Which reflect, an ever-changing set of statewide priorities, goals and
objectives.

The Council has continuously supported all efforts to pros ide students with full
awareness of, orientation to, and preparation for future earecrs. The Annual
Report reaffirms the Council's beliefs that Career Education should incorporate
the following:

A life time guarantee that all persons have an opportunity to understand
and prepare for careers through the lifelong learning process.

A total educational responsibility that requires cooperation among practi-
tioners in all disciplines and subject areas.

A high degree of communication and articulation among educational insti-
tutions with ample provisions made in this process for flexibility focusing on
individual needs.

Total community involvement with business and labor.
Career Guidance.
Two independent es aluations of area vocational planning were conducted in

1973 by the Advisory Council and by the Legislative Analyst, State of California.
Analyses and responses to both of these reports by the state vocational staff are
included in the Anniall Report. The stair's overall assessment of the reports
concluded that:

either report addresses the basic issue of whether there is a real need for
manda ted.planning.

Unnecessary duplication,exists, yet no evidence is provided in either report
to document the charge.

Recommendations based on staff evaluations are included.

COLORADO

The Colorado Council fucus.ed its activities this year on reviewing Vocktional
Guidance and Counseling, facilities utilization and school shop safety.

A number of meetings were held concerning the quality .of Vocational counsel-
ing. Through the ins ids einent of school administrators, guidance and job develop-
ment reecialists, counselors, and others a position paper was prepared and sub-
mitted by the Council as an interim report to the State Board for Community
CollegRs and Occupational Education. Included in the Council's recommendations
were :0'

Competencies in Vocational-Technical Education and Career Education of
currently employed counselors should be upgraded by the State Board of
Education through recertification requirements involving in-service educa-
tion, couperatise programs with business /industry/labor and wbrk
experience.

Counseling roles should be-defined in such a way that the full impact of
the services are directed to guidance, counseling and placement activtites.

fluidness/ industry, labor should be encouraged to participate In guidance
programs by pros tiling career information and jut, opportunity information,
part -tine employment for counselors and work-study for students.

The Council urged educational agencies involied to continue to 'Practice of
maxinuumutlliiutluu of faculties. utilization of secondary and poSt stcon
dory facilities were evaluated as most beneficial to students.

In stressing its concern with safety standards, the Council recommended the
coordination of insolved agencies to develop information, training and action
programs to Insure compliance and maintenance of all safety standards.

CON NECTIC UT

Based on findings presented In this year's report, the Connecticut State
Advisory Council asserts that the Department of Education has been critically
lacking in its implementation of the provisions of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1908. The Department lacks an administrative and managerial
system essential to the Misery of vocational education in the manner intended
by P.L. 00-5T0. The data essential to planning is unasalliffile or inadequhte be
cause of lack of a modern computer-based irifurniation system. A lack of input
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makes ongoing assessment of manpower 'weds impossible. There is no systuuatie
planning on either a short term or long-tcria basis pros Whig fur the targeting of
federal fund to geographical areas, instituiluns or to -persons in greatest need.
The Council concludes that the Department lacks an articulated policy with a
clear sense of direction.

The Council bases its serious criticisms of the State Plan and the Department
of Education in part on the following findings :

The Department is wanting in its planning capability basic to providing
needed services to a major segment of Connecticut citizens.

A systematic assessment both of long-ter manpower needs, based vn pro-
jeeted job opportunities, and of present job opportunities is generally muss-
ing The assessment that is done is based on faulty reporting and incomplete'
information, which fails to take into account availability of trained labor
and manpower needs.

Funds have not been used in a manner that will most efficiently deliver
high quality vocation?' education programs to an increasing number of
participants in accordance with the intent of Congress.

Ft leral funds, designated by law for the support of vocational education
programs, are transferred to the state's general fund, in N iolation of federal
statutes and regulations, state statutes and the State Plan. For Fiscal Year
1974, $460,000 was thus transferred.

The Department has failed to give high priority to programs fur the dis-
advantaged and handicapped, as provided bY law and as, pointed out by theCouncil in the 1972 report.

A major portion of this year's report is devoted to a commentary on the status
of the State Plan which was submitted to the U.S. Office of Education. In itscritical certification of the Plan, the Council included the following state -ment: the document which is now being submitted to the U.S. Office ofEducation' is not the version approved by the State Board. The Council observed
changes from the State Board approved document which raises considerableconcern "

Among the changes incorporated Into a revised plan submitted to the U.S.
Office of Education and not approved by the Council were:

The diversion of money that resulted in cutting from 5/7 to 3/7 the funds
that had been alfocated for the support of programs for the disadvantagedand handicapped.

$100,000 In carry-over funds originally allocated for industrial arts andLEA prqgrms Was eliminated from their support, Yet $95,000, for equipment
for St state-operated vocational technical schools, serving less than 5 percent
of the secondary school age range of the people in. the state and appearing
to violate the Federal statutes in their entrance requirements which restrict
handicapped and disadvantaged, was allocated.

The Council requested that the L'.S. Commissioner of Education, in view ofthese and otlfer apparent violations of federal statutes, not approve the plan.Nevertheless, the plan wits approved.
Among the recommendations based on Council findings and evaluations areincluded:

That the Department of Vocational Education institute an administrative
management and planning system tifat will assure that federal funds aredirected to priority needs and programsboth as to geographic and com-munity and personal needs.

Manpower data be developed a form usable for short- and longterm
vocational education planning and for evaluation so that sound effective
programs can be developed that will meet those needs.

Measurements and controls for the allocation of federal funds be instituted
that are in accord with acceptable accounting procedures. -

When a new program or facility is being contemplateda full publichearing shall be held and a resources study developed to determine existingresources both in the private and public sector that could be utilized, thus
conserving scarce capital and operation resoureett.

DELAWARE

The State Advisory council interprets the Delftware State Plan as a contractbetween the State and the federal governnfent. Included in this contract are
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other state agencies as well as the Department. of Public Instruction. Fr,in this
interpretation conies the following recommendation :

That the State Plan fur \ ueatiunal Education be considered a contract by
those responsible fur its content and Implementation in the State rather
than a compliance document with the federal government.

A major concern of the Council is that vocational education address itself
to the needs of the eculitnny and w °rising environment of the nation and the
state. Priority attention should be given to Vocational Education fur the COD
sumer by providing the leadership in shoving the consumer how to produce and
preserve -more of our resources. Included in.its suggested objectives are

The vocational Hume Economists can provide the instruction that will ^
enable consumers to provide time utility to food by preserving it from time
of plenty to time of scarcity.

The vocational Trade and Industrial educations can provide training in
the construction, maintenance and repair of living quarters, appliances and
transportation vehicles that could greatly reduce family expenditure.

The vocatiufaal Business and Distributive educators can pros ide the train-
ing necessary to enable consumers to better invest their dollars. choose
products more economically, sell products that they do nut need to others
who can use them and, in general, budget, spend amid save more efficiently.

The Council stressed the need fur articulation among the various Agencies in
order to conserve resources and realize the potential strength and productivity
of joint effort and cooperation. The advent of CETA Is cited as a adque up-
portnnity fur the community to assess'its manpowei: resources and employment
opportunities, design and implement programs and truly serve the people.

Included among this year's recommendiitionslire :
That all state agencies that may be identifled,ns able to provide necessary

services continue to give priority attention to the development of the oo upa-
Bonal information system which has been proposed.

That the Department of Public Instruction re-emphasize its priority upon
the development of the state Plan for Vocational Education of the Handi-
capped by establishing a definitive but feasible time frame fur its comple-
tion, and the creation of a supervisory Position with the Vocational Educa-
tion Division requiring expertise in industrial and vocational occupations
with major expertise in the field of special education.

That the Gus ernur, fit his budget request, Include the resources to provide
one Career Guidance, Placement Ind Follow-Up :Counselor for each 500
secondary students in the state and that the General Assembly enact the
necessary legislation to implement the program.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

At .present the District of Columbia is involved in a five-year plan fors the
phasing out of full-time secondary vocational students, and increasing the num-
ber of part-time Students. Concomitantly, development of centers around certain
career clusters is being initiated fur the teaching of immediate jub-entry skills,
and iilse as background fur continued work at the postsecondary level. Career
clustres nil! be built around communications and niedin, manufacturing and serv-
ice, transportation and construction, health careers, hospitality and advanced
business, office operations, and personal services. This process has already begun,
notably with the Lemuel Penn Center, for communications and, media, width
appears to be an outstanding Success.

The five-year plan is reflected in the State Plan, which in recent years has
shown improvement, but there is room for a great deal more. The stated goals of
the Plan will probably have less impact on vocational education than the founda-
tions which are being laid in the career developmentoprogranis.

Financial resources for the vocational education program come Primarily from
the District ($4,037,032) w ith $1,730,332 being contributed by the Federal Govern-

, ment. These resources hare funded good programs, but their efficacy could be
increased by better coordination. A comprehensive plan which systematically
integrates career development into public education at all levels is needed.

At present there is no mechanism for coordination of planning between the
secondary, postsecondary, and adult levels. A survey of programs and a school-
system-wide coordinated, public information system are recommended.

Also neededcis a comprehensive system for obtaining data on the labor market.
There has been some attempt to secure such data. An analysis of the D.C. Metro-

. '52-045--75-101, 2-30
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politan Job Bank by the Mayor's 'Manpower Planning Staff projected thirty of
the highest demand occupations, and des eloped profiles of educational and ex-
perience requirements, starting salary levels, and Whether employers are pilling,
to train new employees. The Office of Career Development Programs is norking
with the D.C. Department of Manpower, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the
staff of the Manponer Planning Council to obtain better data for manpower
planning. Suggestions fur improvement iliclutie a staves of employ ers in the area,
and a closer working relationship withitlt local snburban manpower planners.

In the area'rea of programs for. the disadvantaged, there are indications that
efforts to reach all specifically enrolled in Not.a dot al etincation.are successful,
however,,,theie are not enough remedial -ninth and reading teachers. Programs
for the handicapped place too little emphasis on N'ocational e4ueation, and the
facilit rektereyery old and limited.

Relation of traininn- to employment has been Jeflected in several programs.
Interdisciplinary Cooperative Education Program.
Cooperative WorkStudy Programs.
Widening Horizons (a program funded by Title 'I and Department of Labor

funds for 7th and 9th graders, which aims at exposure to the vvorld of
work).

Development of the model Lemuel Penn Center for Communications and
'Media.

The programs ssere developed with Industry's input. The Interdisciplinary
Cooperative Education Program placed 557 of its c75 participants itt an average
of $2.3S per hour. Further placements were made by the Career Counseling and
Placement Unit, which pros ided counseling services through group ,sessions to
all 9th graderi, and placement services to senior high and Neighborhood Youth
Corps students. .

FLORIDA

"How much progress was made In planning for the job placement and follow-up
services mandated by the 1973 Florida Legislature?" was an Item of Inquiry
posed by the State Advisory Council la its evaluation. This legislation mandated
the relationship betw een school placement and follow-up services by requiring
that each district school board and community cullege establish and maintain
job placement and follow-up .serN Ices fur all students graduating or leaving tile
public school system, including area vocational centers,

Prpgress in this area has included the development of guidelines for school
districts reetairing that each school board adopt a district-wide plan for provision
of placement services. This plan was to be adopted prior to September 1. 1974
and a person in emit district Nuts to be identified who nould be responsible fore
development, coortlitintiun, implementation and evaluation of the district's place-
ment plan. Similarly, prior to ,September 1, 1975 a district -wide plan for follow-up
is to be adopted and un individual identified to be responsibly for corresponding
duties relating-to followup.

The Florida legisloture also passed a law In 1970 allowing persons designated
as occupational specialists to be used in counseling positions in a school district.
The qualifications required to be nn occupational specialist were to be . At least
t%senty years old ; have been gainfully employed at least 24 months as a full-time
employee, or its equivalent in part time employment, and, to be able to relate
to young people.

Because of the success Of this program as determined by several indepth evalna
tlons, the Connell makes the following recommendations:

The occupational specialist program should be continued and funding
maintained.

The feasibility of expanding the occupational specialist program to the
community college level should be studied.

The Department ot< Commerce and the Florida Department of Education began
work in 1973 71 on a joint project the purpose of which is to design and imple-
ment a system to be called the Occupational Information Delivery System
(OLDS); This system will provide both supply and demand data by Industry
for approximately 2,000 occupations in the state and the ten Department of
Administration Planning Arens. While no data is presently available to voca-
tional program planners, planning data on approximately 400 occupations is
expected to be available early this year. The system will be annually updated
to provide nceurate data on litbor force demand and training program supplY.
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"This y ear's evaluation also fluted that the close %socking relationship betmeen
the Disisiun of Vocational Education, the 13urcau of Exceptional Student Pro-
grams and the Di% Isluti of 'Vocational Rehabilitation resulted in an expanded
captivity to- provide sueational traiiiingoppurtundies to handkapped persons.

GEORGIA

A series of conferences were conducted by the Council early in the year.in-
solving educators and administrators in vocational education. The .purpose of
these eunferenees M as to pros hie a furvini fun participants to air their views and
to b111111li.ttl.le and AMU pl Betts z .(4t1 opinions regarding sueational education
in Goergia. Conference discussions eenteved around the &Alum ing topics.

Lack of ComniunicatIon.
Function of the State.
Vocational and Academic Clirricultun.
Teacher Respodsibillties.
Teacher Training.
Articulation.of Secondary and Postsecondary Curriculum.
The Role of the Sehool Guidance Counselor.

An Adult Programs Study was conducted to assess program effectiveness of
Adult _Eshiation progialus w MAR the Area Vocational-Technical Schools. A
special Adult,Eiluuialuu Cu iiiiiittee de% eloped an information gathering instru-
ment to be administered in each of the twenty five Area Vocational Technical
Salmis. Coordinators of Adi it programs s% ere asked a series of questions related
to pcygramming, students, i struetiunal and support staff, and areas of speelal
dondern.

'F'rom this study, the Coati II has determined that the three program areas of
greatest, potential value to adult students and the local communities appear to be
the extended day programs, the Consumer Education Community Service prog-
rams, and the off-campus industrial and Distribative Education programs. The
areas of greatestAllininIstrati%e deficiency seem to be data collection, cooperative
programming, and alternutivelfunding sources.

The Report on Comprehensive and Non-Comprehensive High Schools was pre-
pared under the supervision of a committee of the Council established to ompare
eumprehensts e high schools with schools designated to become comprehensive
high schools in the future. The overall results of the on-site reviews conducted
for this study demonstrated a Significant advantage of comprehensive high gehools
over noncomprehensive high school q.

Recol..mentiations resulting front lhese studies and other evaluations by the
Council during,the year include: ts

That the State Board of Education should adopt a policy requiring all
students to have at least one Carnegie 'Unit of occupational/vocational edu-
cation as a requisite Pir graduatioh from high school.

That the Board of Education should continue to assign a high priority to
the use of capital outlay funds and financial support for staff development
activities in the comprehensive high schools.

That the State Board of Education should adopt standards for all voca-
tional schools and hold local school systems accountable for educational
programs and course instruction.

GUAII

One of the goals, as stated in the State Plan, was to adapt seven vocational
programs for handicapped stmlents. Only two programs were conducted in FY 74
because there was a luck of local matching funds and physical facilities, Another
goal was to Increase the number of disadvantaged youth served by vocational
education programs. There was an increase in crirbilnitInts of 41 percent.

Coordination of training opportunities among tgencies.has not been attempted
on a systematic basis, but since all vocational programs, including career educa-
tioa, are administered by the DivisrOn of Vocational Education, coordination
among vocational educational agencies is relatively good. Effloieney could be
improved if there were more coordination of space and program needs between
the vocational division and special needs in academic high schools.
' Data needs were served by :

A 1973, Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of private and public employers
to ascertain labor's projected needs and training level requirements for entry-.
level positions ; and

4 (3,i
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A Career interest Survey of public secondary students.
The survey of employers needs further verification. The Information pro% Hied

is limited, and there lot% e bten no plans fur keeping it I. urrent. Further, there has
been no stir -vey of recent graduates.

Many cut the projected needs of the Department of Labor are nut being met, and
there are litany areas of interest Widen are not belng addressed by vocational
programs. Some coordination between industry awl training is prodded by the
coordinators of the vocatioaal-technical stlttiul, who work very closely atilt sari-

industries to secure training stations fur thcir students. 'Vocational co:labeling
remains inadequate, and aithou 11 the Denartnient olWaur has pro% tiled good
support services for the p acement of grpduates, there is no formal placement
Program. ,

Among the recommendations made by the Council are the following
Spoci al crafts committees be used to assist vocational administrators and

teachers in preparation of relevant prOgrams and curriculum;
.t comprehensive manpovver study be completed to include nianputNer needs

by classification and training and educational level ;
A facility-study be completed for lung-range planning at all levels of v oea-

tional education; and
Adequate records of placement and follow up be maintained $.1 thOSe who

complete a vocational education program.

\
ANVAI I

Among. the goats for the 'Master Plan for Vocational Education Mitch focuses
n the effectiveness of v °rational education hi Ilan all in meeting the needs of the

,\ ---peopfe,a re:
To provide, quality vocational education to meet the vocational aspirations

of the individual what: being condatible w ith employ mutt ot,purtunitljs hnd
\

I .

the needs of a rapidly changing economy and new technologies.
To nccommodate all youth and adults w ho seek vocational education in

older to become productive members of society ur to upgrade their uctftma-
' \ tional competencies or to learn new Skills. . ,

4 \
To provide administrative leadership, directjon and coordination for the

total vocational education effort in the State.

\ education in the State."
To provide and maintain an effectiv e system of management for vocational

1/2

To provide vocational skills and understanding necessary for entrance Into
. postsecondary vocational education Programs or to obtain employ meat at

entry levels to the individual,who requires special services.
Council recommendations w ere formulated based on these objectives. Included

in these recommendations are :
v

The State 'Board for Vocational Education should actively support in-
creases in State funding fur vocational education during the upcoming legis-

\ lative session. ' i

- The State Board for Vocatioal Education should,re' examine the coopera
tive agr&nient between the State Director for Vocational Education and the

, College of Education to more effectiv cly use federal funds for teacher training
1/2 in vocat lonal.education.

, The State Board for Vocational E'ducation, acting as the Board of Regents,
should rie:ululate its policies relating hipostsecundaty vocationaleducation
programs and curriculum development to achiek greater llexpility and

I responsiveness to community needs.
s The State Board for Vocational Education should rev iew the present admin-

istrative relationship between the Office of the State Directdr for Vocational
sEdtteation and the Manpower Traihing Office in, Order to provide greater
r °ordination between vocational training programs and a unified office for
v5tatowide vocational education planning.

IDATIO
a

Theldahe State Advisory Council assesses several critical areas in vocational
education as they serve the people and their needs. The Council notes a tree
mentions improvement. lit the availability of data, particularly Pertaining to job
opportkutittes and manpower needs, which has been made Mailable front a variety
of son, s.

1
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The implenwriattiun of wwurthwwlule programs to meet the needs* of the disad-
Nantaged, adnit, handicapped, am' tither population groups, la attributed to the
State Board of Education.

la addition to steudy grow th in program offerings at the postsecondary le'.el,_
most postsecundiuy programs loot: adopted the open entry alma exit system
s hereby IRAN enrollees are accepted a number of tlaws timing the year and leave
alien they it Mall the pruliciency required to be a cum/latent worker in the par-
ticular area of training.

This year's Council reconunenda t ions include :
That the State Board of Education seek legislatit e approval of an ex-

patiated iocativnal education budget a Ith strung emphasis on career
development.

That the State Board of Education request an emergency %pc:aqua:II train-
ing fund of $1,00,000 from the Idaho State Legislature.

The immediate initiation of a public informaton project using the mass
meant as a w chicle for improving the image of mationa 1- tech*al education.

An annual joint meeting between the State Board of dncation and the
Advisory Connell to atininee the communality of.intercsts for better voca-
tional-technical education programs in Idaho- ,/

The Skate Board of Education acted un the Council's retommendation of last
year Uat efturts be contitaued In prow Whig training for guidance perlonnel as it
ielates to youth and the world of AN vrk. Wurhshops and in service training pro-
grams have been conductor for guidance persunneLA «eels lung summer work-
shop wwashelp for all vocational teachers and guidance personnel.

ILLINOIS ..

The Illinois State Advisor) Council commends the development of a clear, con-
cise State Plan, by the State Board on Vocational Education. However, the Coun-
cil beheves the State Plan, continues to bu viewed a8 a compliance document to
revel% e Federal- dollars for reirubtirsement activities rather than as a compre-
lieusir e plan to meet N MatiUllall education needs. Recognizing that accurate data
is necessary in order to del clop a comprehensive plan, the Conlinl urges the
speedy implementation of the Total Manpower Planning System for Illinois now
being tested in selected counties. The Council also recommends coordination and
cooperation among the %arjutis State and Federal agencies involved in vocational
education during the planning process. The Council recognizes that the number 41.!
Federal and State agencies which have a role in administration of vocational
technical education in Illinois makes coordination in 'planning exceedingly diffi-
cult, and urges that the administrative authority for vocational and technical
education remain In a single State agency. The Advisory Counffil supports the
State Board on VocationallEducation as that agency.

While Federal funds upended for vocational education in 'Illinois have sub-
stantially increased In thelast the years, State funds have rethained static. The
Council apprm es the expansion of',rugiaumks fur the disadvantaged and the handl-

n(lipped wade possible by increased Fede / funds, but questions if Federal funds
Lowe been used to supplant State await:, rather than to supplement them. Voca-
tional mailability has increased greatly in recent years in Illinois, but the Coun-
cil firmly belie% es that "availability of programs at all levels must be increased."
The Cumiell recommends the study of State funding formulae to ascertain their
catalytic effect in program growth,

rite Loaned is encouniged by the acceptance of job placement responsibilities
by postsecondary Institutions, and the distribution of the handbook, Developmrnt
of Ctiangebtr Support Mattriuld (A handbook) at the secondary level. The
t Omit il beho ez±, however, that both secondary and postsecondary schools should
develop a strung total program.' of guidance, counseling, placement, and follow up,
and atTeptauee of more responSIbIlity, for those who complete less than graduate
programs.

the tumuli supports the dm elupment of career education programs in Illinois
schools, but notes that Ilse primary funding responsibility has fallen upon the
state Board of Vocational Ethication. The Council believes that the State Board
should not haw c to carry the funding burden fur carecr education from stares
vocational funds, and urges the Whiz/Ingo ilf separate funds fur career education

Among the Couneil's recommendations for the carrent year are:
the state Board of Vocational Education se 'Its legislative approval of an

4W
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v.,1
increased `State appropriation, based on a foundittion level o f support fur
projeetelf vocational education needs. 1

The S ate Board of Vocational Education should work with the Oface of
the Sup/erintendent of Public Instruction to form a puln,3 requiring all stu-
dents the secondary ies el to has e at-least and Carnegie I;int. of bsucational
or teel deal education hs a requisite for graduation. , .

The State 131gard of, Vocational Education should encourage the teacher
tr.th2lig itirgibithrlio to Aldose the eareer education coneept intro alt teacher
and thainistratot preparation programs. ,.

,..

LinfAivA
/ ' .

to addition to its regularly scheduled meetings, the .State Advisory Cutinejl
ecinita tett laarIngs in six untruonitte'§ 14 order to provide the public is alt-the
opportunity to respond to Council reconabendations and make suggestions and
proposals on Vocational and Technical education. I

This 3 ear's annual report also provides an.overs few of the state's secondary
'and postsecondary sthools and programs. Some postsecondary programs of
intertist included: / - .

.41301 Stat4 University " -

"'The Department of Counseling Pgehology and Guidance Services received a
grant frOm the Indiana State 73oard of Vocational Technical gducation for a
rirogram to improve coinmunications relative to career education, In workhig
111th counselor education programs, the following objectives were stressed: atti-
hale chaitge and awareness, knowledge and skills, utilization and application,
consultant preparation:' . '

/if/flut Vocation/ Technical Cqllego . cr
"Ivy Tech, conducts training programs sptsifically tailored,,to meet the needs

kof individuals, business and industries,
rr

either: by designing sptaial programs fur
them or by cooperatively sponsoring the needed training activity."

"In the area of Manpower programs fended through the Department of Labor
IVTC has sponsored a 11-county Neighborhood Youth Corps project, a 4-county
Dperalithi Mainstrearit project, and MDTA Skill Center at South Bend, and is
pe.wntly operating programs under the Comprelicnslie El:11001watt Training
Ace (GETA)." ,. , ., Included am year's Council recommendations were:

That the State Board of Vocational Technical Education (SBVTE) provide
' Poor ilnatIon %kb training progtams and needs of business, industry, and labor

among local educational agencies, postsecondary institutions and proprietary ....
j . schools.

That the Slari'll arefully review policies and procedures of institations re-
iparvting funds tiJ Johart that the regulations fur affirmative action are being met.

That the SBVTE provide coordination in long range planning fur fmiiities and
sers-ices swam-- state agencies and programs serving vocational education. rThat ti,e SIVVTI: promote and cooperate with other agencies for placement .\services for students when completing vocational training' programs.

.' IOWA ; '
Since 1073, the State of Iowa Advisory Council on Career ;Education has elec-

ted to focus on only one component of vocational and career education in its
reports for any given Sear. Fur 1074 the Connell chose to investiga,e and prepare
its ieport on cooperative and work-study programs in bectgulary sebooIv. A co-
opirative.,program utilizes alternating periods of empiomeTkand schooling un a
part thnekr, full time basis, Work studY' programs are designed to pros ide stu-...
dents in- financial need with assistance. In contrast to the eouperatise programs,
the In m, huo1 instruction in work study programs is not necessarily reluted'to job ,
assignments,

The 1975 tate Plan fur career education fncorporated the findings of an blur-
motion az, em called the Career Education Need Information System tGENIS).
Data on he labor market needs-thus provided help in planning new sites for
cooperative pro.,,tuns, and appropriate expansion of existing ones, A geographic
priority nrea'for a site Is Identified where 'themis incidence of high youCt em-
ployment and drop out rates ,The State Plan speelfiberfliat fifty percent of Part ..
ftifid,s for cooOrative progratim are to be used iff priority areas,

t;
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At present, talempluyatent rates reported in the CENIS survey are ascertained
through unempluy iota tanoptamottlun (;alms. The Cuuncil recommends that future
cstliiiatub of toleittpluy went be made frum applicant inforruntlun data in the local
villt.ca of the ivuii State Enipluynient Security Cuniniission, as a inure reliable
projection formula could beeleveloped on this basis.

A study w ats conducted by the Council to identify potential growth of cuopera-
Use programs. Deusiuns as tu the ability uf nn area to support such a program
here Labial on the al s employment potential and the size uf the area's schoul.
Couperati% c progt atwo are feasible for large bawd, .,stems, and joint sponsorship
of cuuperatiie programs could bmass.unied. by smaller adjacent systems. On this
basis, the study identifies specifit, st.livC. systems whieli should be encuuragetl to
lakilemeat Luupernth e programs, Since the Department uf Public Instrudiun has
projected expalosion uf cuuperatuye prugrants, the Cuunell recommends that it use
their study in determining locales foi the programs.

In regard tu the financing of Secondary programs, the CounCI found that the
procedure fur reimbursing secondary schools is obsolete. At present, instruetur
salary and traiel expenses are reimbursed at 80 percent the first year, and
reduced by 20 percent Increments until the "average reimbursement" atoprox
intattgly 30 peieutt, is readied. The philusuphy appears tu be to prut itle start ut,
imentlics. On the uthei hand, reimbursements to pustsecundary institution.,
are based on tuts; program costs, which reflects a support, rather Coin Medal% e,
raauept. Shill: till: institutiun seicral years ago of "contrulled budgets" (at kate-
impustql limit tat the number of dollars a lucal school may culled in Ntittl: aid
"lid (Mal lucal pruperty taxes), the lucent's c concept is uut-uf-date. The Council
theiefure ret.unallends that reimbursement for secondary as hell no pustout.-
tottlary schuol cooperative programs be based on the support euncept.

Cl/until members made a number of field visits to the sites of couperattii e
programs andobserved the following:

.1dministraturs show little knowledge or interest In entploy mutt oppor-
tunities or labor market needs. Few local schools utilize follow -up infor-
mation on earlier graduates. The Coma il reetailitiends that the State Board
encourage, through technical assistance, planning at local leak, Lased on
student and labor market needs.

While general Llassruuni instruction about such subjects as social security
Jul, safety. unemployment cumpensatioh, etc., is encellent in many ca es, tuo
little emphasis is placed on theory for the actual skills being learned. The
Council recommends that the Department uf Colimiltiiiitb expand their assist
ance to the tenelierLoorilinatur., to Improve the quality of sPeellie
instruction

Many seliuol principals are unaware of the elements tthich are typical
ut a quality cooper-alike program. The Council recommends that the De-
partment of Public Instruction inform the principals regarding these
elements.

Not all schools use a training agreement signed by the employer, student.
st huul. and parent, in order to emphasize that the released time for the
student front the sehoul is for educational purposes. This practice should
be universal.

tally limited use is made of a training outline toIder.tIfy the skills to be
taught by the employer and the school. The Council recant:1a ntls that
kat iter-eourdiontors be encouraged to develop suit outlines coopi radii thy
tt ith the employers of each student, and that administrators hold the 0-alter-

,. coordinators accountable for the development of these outlines.
, Lt regard to the Work-Study program, although it is considered relatis ly

suet essful, its continuation as a ilable program is open to question. Ste dt tits
tau make more mono Ly uurking for a private employer. This. howl sec, does
not 'inutile imprus ell sect tees to the local cr,mmunity. The Council rut
that Congress consider amending the law which limits earnings through tiurk
study programs su that they are in line lvith presalling minimum wages.

KANSAS

In evaluating the goals and objectives of the Dii ision of Vocational Xduca-
tiun, the Council pointed unt the working relationship with manpuw cr idol,
went within the state. Faxamples of this close relationship include :

The manpower planning system, K-MUST (Kansas Manpower Ut
System for Training), includes the manpower input from othi r soar& ea
within the state.
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The K -M(ST Advisory Committee includes representation from Eco-
nomic Development, Vocational Rehabilitation, the Division of Research
and Infurruatiun of the Kansas State Employment Security Division, and
the Bureau of Apprenticeship.

A close relationship with industry is maintained through the Industrial
lnkisiun of the StateChamber of Commerce. This group has an education
committee which orks with the Division of Vocational F:ducation.

Included in the State Plan is a section entitled "Anntial and Long Range
Planning and Budgeting." The annual report contains the activities as set forth
In this section t the State Plat, with corresponding evaluations of the effectise-
nes:, of each activity by the Council. Among these activities and Council, IlSoCSS-
!den ts are :

, detitity.Increase services in schools by providing in- service Activities fur
cuniisclurs designetlito gala an understanding of the young w orkers occupations.

Evaluation.Planning was started in the spring of 1974 to assist fuur districts__
to Ira Rase the placement services at the secondary level. Three of,these four
districts already have funded career education projects. Further in-sery ice
education and implemptation of this activity will take place in FY 1975.

Activity. Develop specialized vocational programs for the handicapped.
Evalliation.Three specialized programs for haadicapped students, involving

ATE]. experience andicoordination were implemented during FY 1974. One pro-
gram at Leavenworth involved contracting with local businesses for training.

Included with this, year's Council recommendations are responses Eo the
Council by the State Board of Education. These responses incorporate Met feasi
laity Of implementing the proposed actions and also document what, if any,
attic has been underway for the implementation of the proposed rectmonenda
tions. Council recommendations include :

That the Slate Board of Education investigate alternate ways of granting
college credit for in-service workshops conducted by the State Department
of Education.

That the State Board of Education continue its support for a performance
Inocil teacher educatiOn program particularly in vocational education.

e
XENTUCKT

The Kentucky State Council specifically points out that the State Plan's goals,
priorities and objedives ,are related to identified manpower needs, job uppor
tunitiet.ind the interests of groups to be served. The council also noted that
ape i.il attention had been given to the identification of persons with special
needs, and- that programS, services, and activities were designed to meet the
needs of those who could not succeed in regular progrmos.

Of particular concern in this year's report, was the construction of vocational
edge atlun fat:Hales and the expansion of existing resources. There also exists
a need fur a comprehensive data system, presently under development, to pro-
ride the much needed data in areas such as manpower demand and supply, job

t unities, employer needs, student placement and follow-up information and
other information vital to the planning effort.

Tliis yea r's recommendations included :
That annual and five-year plans be improved and written in such a way

a- to glie systematic and coordinated direction to Kentucky's vocational
education programs in the future.

That an even greater effort be made this year in bringing the forces
together to establish a comprehensive and relevant data base upon which
to build a management information §ystem.

That before vocational facilities Are constructed in the future a closer
examination of the utilization of present facilities be ,nade, and this infor-
mation serve as the guide in determining the size, location, and program
offerings In all proposednew facilities.

Progcatris serving the handicapped and disadvantaged showed significant
grow th and the effectiveness with which they are reaching the target population
i. ri fleeted In the 01 percent ir.cicase of enrollment in special programs for
FY 1974.

The enrollment in vocational education prograins in Kentucky has shown a
substantial increase froin 1964 to 1974. The Council notes a particularly satisfy-
Ing incrcase in enrollnients of postsecondary programs and programs fur the

466
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disadvantaged and handicapped. Tables reflecting statistical data for enroll
ments, expenditures, teachers, and administrative personnel for this ten-year
period are Prryvided in the annual report.

The Council addressed particular commendations to activities and ak.euinplish
meats in the following areas for the past year. Regional Advisory Cuaiiiiittees,
Curriculum Development, Accreditation, Te.teher Exchange ; and Cooperation
with Higher Education.

,LoUISIAZIA

The State Advisory Council points out that the State Plan should be a
document for determining and administering a system of unplementatiou ankh
should be extended to all aspects of the vocational programs within the state.
This approach should incorporate entollinent, completions, placements, costs,
teacher-student ratios and counselor-student ratios. According to the Council,
objectives are lacking in sump of these areas and such obje.al es should be
made a formal part of the State Plan. The Council particularly stresses that the
State Plan be it detailed comprehensive document which nut only satisfies fed
eral guidelines but also series LAS a more effective planning and control docu-
ment for the initiation, expansion and retraction of particular programs or
activities. Council comments-on the 1971 Plan include:

The planning process should focus on comprehensive evaluation and
projection of programs. .

Data avallnlde to the Department of Education to use in state plan
preparation frequently are nut current, are inadequate or are incomplete.

Educational goals ur objectives are not adequately qamitifled to permit
measurement or progress in aehievino.. goals.

iaThe Council made the follow ing obseritions in assessing the extent to which
student needs and employment opportunities are addressed in the state's coca:
tional education programs:

Distribution and` marketing programs ate lacking again in meeting
projected needs.

Health programs, sorely needed, should be given more important con-
sideration.

Office programs, along with agriculture are continuing to 1111 a greater
share of the estimated job needs but less than half of the office program
completers can be considered available as labor supply upon tumid:Uwe
, There needs to be a comprehensive analysis of the local job market to

ascertain more 'concise demand data.
The Council reports that the disadiantaged and handicapped are seri cd at

all lei els. Criteria fur identify ing disadiantaged students are at% ailablc to aid
local school officials and vocational school directors. While there is substantial
leeway in identifying disadiantaged students, in must eases applieabilily of
more than one criteria is necessary fur at student to be classified as disadi an
taged. The Council stresses, however, that these criteria make no mention of
delinquents nor are the inmates at the state prisons axial juvenile institutions
being classed as disadvantaged.

The 1974 State Pfau Indicates that a very, small proportion of the student.,
enrolled In Nouktional education are handicapped. On the secondary le. el, the
largest proportion of these students arc enrolled lit the trades and industry
proorams. Noting the exceptionally high figure of ..$1,`2S:8 in federal, state and
local funds being spent for Instritetional materials and supplies per handicapped
student served, the Council emphasizes the need for establishing sonic ccuttral
over the use of i (national money for handicapped students either in the Bureau
of I'm:116mnd Education or the Division of Special Education. Guidelines which
have been recently drawn up may reduce some of these problems.

Included among the Council's recomufendations for fiscal year 1975 are
That the State Department of Education deielup a continuing system

providing determination ofsfacilities
That the state provide an adequate number of vocational guidance

counselors at the elementary, secondary and postsmondary Acids.
That the State Department of Education pros ide for pIacement services

and follow-up for all vocational technical schools.
That state phins for vocational education be comprehensive, clear and

concise and Include all vocational-technical programs c;erricing in the state,
ii heftier federally reimbursable or not and whether publicly or prliately
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financed. A plan should be the basis for evaluation accountability and
control. Adequate staff at the Bureau of Vocational Education level mustbe provided to ,carry out this function.

MARYLAND

While recognizing that existing Federal requirement regarding the format ofthe State Plan ite conducive to, the widespread complaint that it is- a "com-pliance" document rather than a management tool, the Council feels that theDivision of Vocationhl-Technical Education should develop a planning documentwhich is a sound nianagement tool, incorporating necessary requirenients neces-sary to satisfy Federal law. Along these lines, the Council identifies those areaswhich reflect the shortcomings of the State Plan as a management tool. Includedamong these areas are:
'Employment Opportunities and Vocational Education Prograitts

Specific problems encountered in reviewing data involved in vocationalplannifig, current and`projected manpower demand and supply include:
large, unexplained annual variations in projected demand and currentemployment

variance between projected vocational education system output as reflectedin Table I of the State Plan, and
a lack of information on the output of trained manpower from industryana union traininb programs and proprietary vocational needs.

Population, and Vocational Program, :Needs and Availability of VocationalPrograms
The only evidinit analysis of population needs and availability of vocational

education is a statement that some 32,000 seconddry students in general educa-tion programs will receive priority for the development of vocational programs.There are no further catements of priority among the population levels to beserved and no reasonable means of determining the relationship between popula-tion needs, program availability, and manpower demand and proposed activitiesin Table 3 of the State Plan.
In evaluating the State Plan as an inadequate guide for the development and

implementation of vocational programs, services and activities for 'Marylan,d'aeitizens the Council attributes deficiencies to: inadequacies in the data base,lack of coherence, the absence If a demonstrated rational relationship betweendata on needs and proposedprojects, failure to establish clear priorities, and asignitlant lark of accomplishment against stated objectives. ,Based on thisasstssinent, the Council recommends:
The State Boar& for Vocational Education should commit whatever re-

sources are required to insure the development of a State Plan for VOca-
tional-Te(hnical Education whrai Is an accurate portrayal of objectivesand priorities.

Other Council recommendations for fiscal year I975 -include:
The State Bonid of Vocational Education 'should give high priority to

the development,AlraplementatIon, and reporting of occupational programs
at the adult level, and undertake efforts to increase the rate of enrollment
growth in`prograins at the secondary level.

The State Board of Vocational Education should undertake a review of
the formulae utilized to allocate Federal vocational funds to local education
agencies to ensure that the allocations accurately reflect State Planpriorities.

mAssAcnusna'rs

This yeltr's annual report retie, is a coniprehensive oversiew ofthe status of ye-
eational odueation within the state by focusing in detail on several broad areas.

The Council evaluated Alternative Delivery Systems in Occupational Eduea-
Hon through a study of sy steins mid programs in other states. This study resulted
In sigalfi, tint findings. Int hiding the obsen at bto that program flexibility, relate/i
to 41010 ant tat !tisiness:labor IMO% (anent In planning and low capital costs, corre-
lated student interests. market demands (for jobs) and .program offerings.

Evaluated as Ar'Special Interest Areas- were issues concerning sex discrimina-
tion. urban roc:ma-Lion:0 mine:Mum access to programs by minority groups, pro-
grams for the dkadantaffild and hondkapped, and the role of proprietary schools
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in the occupational delivery system. Based on its assessment of these areas, the
Council recommended that :

The Board of Education take affirmative action to provide female students
with adequate access to occupational education across the state, by eliminat-
ing sex bias in occupational curricula and sex stereotyping.

The Board of Education substantiates present. factsand data about minor-
ity aeee,as to vocational education In -llassachusetta by conducting a thorough
assessment of the situation, including, but not limited to, analisis of enroll-
ment data, geOgraphical distribution of vocational schools and programs, and

,selection and recruitment procedures and practices.
Al-zo included in this year's evaluation gas a Council review of a selected nbm-

her of exemplary, pilot and demonstration projects and programs throughout the
state. From this review, the Council made Abe following recommendation:

The Commissioner of Education gives a more critical review to new model
and planning grants. _using on-going evaluation of FY 75 progriims as a
bask of assessment, but giving priority to ollaboration among schools and
the c ommunity to deliver occupational education to students in response to
their needs and interests; and

That the Commissioner of Education ensure continued dissemination of
information on exemplary and model programs. to schools within Massa-
chusetts, to encourage more extensive participation.

Tim ugh its survey of .711111111er programs. the Connell recommended the develop-sorient of a separate program review section in the Division of Occupational Edo-
ration to establish summer programs as a part of an extended year programming
cycle aimed .L t maximizing the use of vocational education resource

Council concern with the inadequacies of the State Plan resulted inihe-reclum-
mendations that :

The Board of Eclat ation continue to give primd3 to des eloping a
comprehensive planning process.

The-('ommissioner of Education encourage the Division of Occupational
Education to use the process of regional planning meetings to obtain mean-
ingful inputs in the planning process.

MINNESOTA

The Minnesota Advisory Council's 1974 Evaluatioa Statement focuses on the
broad pi ol4roatic area of needs assessment. the Council has reeumniended and
continues M urge the adoption of a needs assessment approach to planning in
vocational c!duca t i on.

Included 3u the Evaluation Statement are the n sponses of the State Board to
the Comeirs continued dissatisfaction w Rh the la( k of needs assessments incur-
porn tett in the State Plan. Indic! the State Boa cd agrees that information in the
State Plan Is inadequate for an act urate judgment in regard to goals and priori-
ties, or to communicating the ateumplishments of vocational technical education
sere ices, the Board has offered the follow ing rationale. It Is our aspiration to
proc ide the C.S. Office of Education with sufficient information'to obtain their
appro.al of the State Plan. It is not our intent to make it a document of great
length, as it is not a document fur jlatiwilq. but one that accurately and suc-
cinctly summarizes the goals Ind objectis es for the current vear as w ell as pro-,jeeted over the coining five year."

The Council asserts its dissatisfaction with this rat ionalization, based,en n tita-
ton of PI, 90-570, Section 12 ( a 4), which requires that the State Plan: "* "
describe the present talkie( till vocational education needs of the State * * *"
and * set forth a prograith for vocational pdmatiori-objectis 'deb affords
satisfattory assurance to meeting the vocational education needs of the potan-
tial students in the State."

The Cbuneil acknowledgea that violation of this aspect of the law is not
unique to )Iinnesota, and attributes the lath of needs assessment in state plans
across the country to a lark of nfort ement on the part of the P.S. Office of Educa-
tion.

The Council also accepts sonar. of the fault In this area la-cause it has submitted
approval necessary for the acceptance of the State Plan each year despite its
concern fora Mel: of needs ngsegsment.

Recommendations submitted by the Count]] are presented over tiO' two-year
span. 1972-107.I, reflecting the response of the State Board and inclusion into the .

following year's Statc? Plan,

4"'ex
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o MISSISSIPPI

In its assessment of State goals and priorities, the Colima, analyzed and com-
pared the circumstances as they existed in FY 1973, and concluded that sok...atonal
education presently relates most appi upriately to other manpower dek dui/taunts
In the state. Considered in this es aluatIon is the remiirenient of Cooper:al% e Area
Manpower Planning Sy stem eCAMPS) data as an integral part of the 'veal plans
fur vocational education. The Conned also observed that a greater emphasis is
being placed on CAMPS as a result of impruked communication and eourdina-
lion between the division of vocational and technical ekmeatiou and the Cos er-
nor's Office of Education and draining.

Manpower Development Training CSIDT) as an integral part of vocational-
technical education and adult ti flitting is es idenced by the actions of the fl state
legislature which appropriated $:2,000,000 to be utilized along with Federal
monies in meeting the needs of the unemployed and underemployed. A saruggie
still exists, however, in operating suffieientprogranis with euntinuity due to prob-
lems of coordination between the division of 'sueational-teelinleal t:kluk..itiuu and
CET.A., funds, which are controlled by other agencies.

Among the Council's recommendations for inn. ediate consideration were.
That counseling and vocational orientation be utilized as an inherent ele-

ment in establishing criteria for screening, selecting, and enrolling students
in vocational programs;

That consideration be given to establishing a more formal liaison with
business and industry in each community w here comprehensive s kant hand
offerings exist in order to obtain more positive feedback on employ nit nt
availability, industrial trends, and follow-up on placement of students,

That consideration be given to providing counseling services to adult
evening students;

That continuing efforts be Maintidned to articulate the vocational instruc-
tion between high school and junior college in those respective communities
where both bevels of instruction are offered;

That consideration be given to taking an in-depth look at the dropout
tate hi all programs where the percentage rate is high and attempt to identify
the reason or reasons why.

MISSOURI.

Labor market evaluations and projections were the subject. of sec eral °Wen a-
Huns this year by the State Advisory Council. Representing over half the grow th
in-industry projections for Missouri were medical and health-related industries.
In 1973, electric and electronic equipment industries treated the largest number
of new jobs. Otthe major occupational categories, the largest prospected number
of job openings in 1080 will be for clerical workers.

The Council expressed cuileern user the lack Of priorities established in the
State Flan for the new fiscal year. It w as suggested that a W ritteu planning di)c-
wawa establishing goals and objectis es should be completed prior to the next
report. In evaluating' the.eumprehensis eness of the State Plan, tlu. Counell noted

. that the number one inferred, riority is at the secondary level.
The need fur consideration of other programs, such as those which are going

on tinder CE'IA and the old MDTA, when approval is made of new and expanding
programs, was pointed out. The Council felt that insufficient uttentiou was being
_paid to die existing resources in proprietary schools' facilities and programs.
Leblslaitlua regulating the expansion and development of p.regiuua, based on

s aluatiaii of existing_ resources was reekaurucialed and promoted by the Council
in the past.

Concern with the priorit.cs set for the Missouri Occupational Training Infor-
mation System (MOTIS) was addresged in this y ear's report. Because no super-
visor is directly In charge of 'MOM, demands upon the system are not ade-
quately met. Difficulties in administering the system Lutist the resultant data to
appear invalid, Unreliable, and as aliable at a point in time %%Lida makes it diffi-
cult to use for evaluation and planning.

The Connell emphasized. the following recommendations w hub w cud made in
preceding yeas, but which have not been totally accomplished and continue to
be Incorporated in the work program for the comigyear

The State ,Board oa Education and the Coordinating Board fur Higher
Education support mandatory licensure of proprietary schools.
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No additional area vocational aihuulb be designated until MOTIS becouiea
functional and the proposed state -n ide study of vocational education is
completed.

A new formula. for the reimbursement of vocational progiams, services,
and activities be (lest-loped su that the stun- uniform factors become more
Visible.

The State Department of Elementary and Secondary Education des clap a
data collection system to tabulate the number of progianis the number of
teachers, and the student enrollment in the career education programs in
tile State.

The certification of all counselors in Missouri he based upon eertaili Pet-.--
fied competencies rather than upon courses.

SIONTANA

In its assessment of the state's goals and priorities, the Council found that the
;Leeds of many students acre not being met due to a lack of programs available
ivasome selivels. An additional concern ivas_that the timing in the printing and
diperrlination of the State Van does not allow its distribution at-the local level
in eufficient time for incorporation into local planning.

TheConinal evaluated the availability of data for planning purposes as one of
the most Critical cicficiencies is the State ishere efficient planning and manage
meat- of-the-cduca ion resource is concerned. While progress is indicated in the
preliminary results of the partial operational state student enrollment and
Potion up system, projected manposser available from vocational education and all
other sources is lanced u`. further development for adequate educational planning
purposes.

Job placement -un the post secondary level is satisfactory, according to former
students-from these gehools. At the secondary level, konever, job placement is
conducted primarily by vocational education teachers la their contact. Milt
local eitiployer.s, and, to some degmee,ttirutigh-the cooperative programs involving
the students in on-the-job experiences before leaving school. Most of the place-
ment activities at the secondary level remain centered around placement of
students in post-secondary educational institutions.

Among the recommendations included in this y ear's annual report are .
That the Board continue to develop a system accurately aecounting for

vocational education enrollments, allocution of funds, and student folios up.
This information is necessary for planning and evaluation purposes,

That extensive review be made of the present procedure for funding soca
tional education in Montana :

That the- local schools address themselves to the plhetnent of students in
einaieration with those agencies available, especially the Montana Employ
sent Service.

That the Board of Public Education consider the comments and sugges
nous of the report, "Guidance and Counseling, A Call for Change?" from
the January, 1974 Public Meeting on Vocational Education.

NEBRASKA

The Pktute Advisory Council Annual Report focuses to a great degree on the
need fur, establishing guidelines for the implementation of career education AP
the anibrella concept for educational systems in the state. Having designated
career education as Stag.rrilority Number 1, the Council has called fur coordi
nation of patience and counseling, preparation of teachers, and supers kory
RetiN ate's. It Wilti also reeummended that career education should receive
centhe funding front State aed Federal levels to encourage implementation at
the local keel. Additionally, the Council emphasizes the need tut broadening the
scope of teacher education agencies In the state In order to provide career etluca-
tion concepts ma competencies for all prospective teachers.

- Noting the increase in enrollment, the Council urges that existing facilities in
Immediate areas be utilized must efficiently by vocational education planners.

This year's report also stresses the need for firth Walton vs ithin the levels of
vocational eduentiun fn order to asold duplicative of programs. Emphasizing the

4
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mew perspective given to vocational education programming and planning by,theC1711A. legislation, the Council makes the following recommendation :
The Statd Board for Vocational Education and the Division of Vocational

Education should move rapidly to assess the kinds of systematic vocationalinstrudion required to meet the needs and spechleations of the Coniprehen=
sive Employment and Training Act of 1973. There should be a maximum of
communication between the State Board for Vocational Education -and tilethree prime sponsors in Nebraska in order to articulate training programs to
educational needs of people in CETA programs.

While enrollment gains have betsh significant. in serving both the handicapped
and disadvantaged, the CouziCil notes that many schoc'ls are still without pro-
grams for these groups. The Council suggests nat local schools need state-levelleadership and assistance in identifying anclineeting the needs of these students.The need for involvement of the local citizenry through Local Vocational
Education Advisory Committees is established by the Council. In order to encour-
age the effectiveness of these committees, the Council recommends that the StateBoard of Vocational Education:

)evelop a procedural handbook which could be used by- local schools and
teacher education agencies for managing and directing local vocational ad-visory committees;

Over assistance in establishing and directing local advisory committeeactivity through visits by consultants from the Division of VocationalEducation. .

NEVADA

The Nevada Council for Manpower Training andCareer Education had adoptedin FY 1973 a systematic evaluation model forapplication, modification, and reap-
plication to its evaluations of the State's, vocational education programs. Thisyear's annuli; report reflects the first year of application of this model from which
the Council attempted to derive certain baseline data. Incorporating this data, the
following four objectives guided this year's evaluation :

Determine the presence of desirable program features in the programsencountered.
Estimate the influence of the State Department of Education, felt on theprograms encountered.
Check what effective action was taken on FY 1973 Council recommenda-tions.
Delineate areas for future study end action on the part of the Council as

by-products of efforts to deterniine the first three.
According to the comprehensive study, the two weakest areas in the state's

4-- vocational education were provisions for the handicapped and follow-up services.
While*piesent programs were .evaluated as poorly geared to accommodate the
handicapped, the study .reflected a treat amount of honesty on the part of the
schools In identifying problems and inadequacies in this area. In regard to the
deficiencies in developing a follow-up system, the greatest hindrance was a lack
of time. The report ascertains that a comprehensive follow-up system is necessary
for future vocational planning, yet schools cannot assume the costs for adniinis-
tering such a system.

The study evaluated on a scale ranging from "Not at Ml" to "Very Effective"
the following areas: Facilities, Equipment, Objectives, Program, Staff Develop-
ment, Guidance. Provisions for the Disadvantaged, Provisions for the handi-
capped, Student Placement, Follow-up, Exploratory Program, Awareness Pro-
gram, Cooperative Education, Coordination with Other Educational Agencies,
Over-all Financing Effort, Program Evaluation. -

The following are recommendations which grew out of the 1974 Council
evaluation :

The State Department of Education. (SDOE) should produce a plan of
action for remedyhig recognized deficiencies In provisions for the vocational.
education of the handicapped.

In cooperation with the Advisory Council, the SDOE should actively en-
couragethe creation and functioning of local aalsory councils -to help make
vocational education more relevant and more effective.

The SDOE should exparId Its assistance to the local silluol districts to in-
crease their effectiveneSs in establishing and maintaining programs for
counseling, guiding, and folios lug up on vocational education students.

6
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

The Council has evaluated the goals and priorities of the State Plan as basicallyvalid in terms of students' needsand employ meat opportunities. The Plan doesnot, hat:revel., relate to manpower programs.
Data on manpower needs, job opportunities, and employer needs is available

through the 6epartment of Employment 'Security. Data is also gathered from
other sources, such as the Allied Health Planning Council, its well as from sur-
veys conducted on the secondary level, both by the State Department and localeducation agencies.,

Good coordination of training opportunities is identified at the postsecondarylevel. There is a need for further coordination betw eon secondary and post-
secondary Articulation between the secondary and postsecondary systems alsoneeds improvement.

The Council notes that most institutions offer no formal placement services,
, although a real effort is made at these institutions to arrange employment inter-
views with local nail state employers. Placement Reports from Postsecondary
institutions indicate a high percentage of iraduates nacre placed or obtained jobs
in their fields of study or in related fields.

In Its Overviev, the C4)111101 acknowledges time the following are among the
areas in vocational education in the state which warrant critical, review : Flexi-
bility in programming, costs per student, graduate follow-ups, -attrition,,rates,
public relations, course offerings in relation to employer needs, placement,
efficient use of facilities.

The Council decided that, sifice ninny of its past recommendations have not been
achieved, it requests renewed consideration of previous recommendations. The
Council also offers the following recommendation this year:

That all vocational education in New HaMpshire needs to be under a State
Director of Vocational Education:

NEW JERSEY

The' State Advisory Council 1974 Annual Report focuses on an ins estigatIon
of the needs in four critical areas of A-pentium' education. Recurnmehdattons are
made in terms of long-range goals and shorf-range proposed actions.

In assessing the area of "Follow-upthe Need cur Program Relevance," the
Council supports a long rouge coordination of efforts to develop an effeethe
follow-up *stein to be applied in a uniform way in order to result in data useful
to program management, design, implementation, and effeetii eness. Included in
the Council's recommendations for short-range actions are:

Follow-up should be systematized and regularly scheduled on the school's
Calendar as an annual attic Ity. Sun ey s of former students- and employ ors
should be administered simultaneously.

The follow-up system survey instrument should deal primarily with ques-
tions directed at the program of instruction, and what needs to be hnown.
Otherwise the ultimate purpose of the follow-up study, to intluenee cur-
riculum selection and course design, cannot be accomplished.

the concern with guidance and counseling, "Facing the Identity Crisis,"
projects the need for the development of counselor training and career-education
systems so that counseling nod career dm elopment programs are as tillable to
(nor) elementary pupil in the State, and contimie to remain as tillable to students
throughout life. Recommendations fur linplementing such a progtani Include .

Group guidance acthitles should be incorporated as an integral part of the
schools' curriculum In all schools.,

. .uThe Federal Gosernment, state and mulapal governments should pro-
vide funds for research and des elopment of guidance mid camhseling pro
grams and services.

The Vocational Dis ision of the Department of Education should explore
via a pilot program, wais of using persons with appropt late r' experi
owes as vocational and occupational guidance personnel:

County Career Education Coordinating Councils were established in eery
county in New Jersey in order to coordinate an approach to the development of
vocational education. The State .Adsisury Council has deterMined that, in order
for these County Councils to establish a firm role in the coordination of career
education at the county lea el, membership should be expanded to include !vine

a
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sentation of nos 61ticatiowil local interest groups, such as gm eminent officials,
economic' development organizations, manpower planning groups, business and
industry In addition, fluidal/11 and personnel assistance should be pros Med to
these e6nalls to enable them to develop the resparch capability necessary to
accomplish the major goal of devehming.a comprehenshe county plan:

The impact of Career Education on tcaclcr education is atffiressed as the fourth
critical area iri the 1974 report. A Quintal study discovered that within state
km MA. t ducation institutions are nonexistent ur fragmented and dic ergent di-
rections tcithia graduate and undergraduate teacher education programs as the
program relates to Career Education. The Council also conducted a sun* de-
signed to gather data ascertaining current,suppb of. v ucational technical teachers,
stata.3 of current teacher education programs, and determining future needs and
role% rime of teacher education programs to assure an adequate supply of Num-

. tdonal-technical teachers. Data from the survey revealed:
There exists no systematic data collection reporting system.to pros ide the

necessary information for adequate planning of %minion:11 teacher educa-
tion programs. Data for determining teacher needs ill specific subject areas
was difficult to des chop be, atisc there appeared to be no set pattern in anti% ing
at vocational teacher needs within local school districts.

NEW 'MEXICO

The New ltexko State Ads isury Council directs criticism at the need for stress
in sa rNing %out tional educlitiou.students and their needs. This direction must be
the guiding force behind educational priorities, rather than allowing students to
be ',tiara. teased as byproducts of the educational process. Recommendations
lime been des eloped to ensure that, its vocational education doelops in New
Mexico. students needs silt lie better served. Among the categories under which
these recommendations fall are:
Finance, -Nced fore Coordinated Effort

Lillie or no coordination presently exists among those. agencies involved in
financing. administering, and delis ering ucatlunal education in the state. This
has impeded maximum utilization of existing resources. T4 improve this situa-
tion, the Council recommends:

That steps be initiated to coordinate the vocational education efforts of the
Office of Manpower Administration, Office of Public School Finance, and the
State Division of Vocational Education;

That, to- athlete Shell It coordinated effort, a single liaison officer, under
the Office of the Gm ern or or appropriate legislative committee, be appointed
to earl.) out the details of coordinating vocational training fur the State.

Vocational Education, Need for Articulation
Little or no articulation exists between the levels of Instruction in vocationa'

education. Duplication of effort frequently exists Lehi een secondary and post-
secondary training. The Council has established the important need for a
comprehensive State curriculum structure to delineate the requirements of a
vocational program at a given level of instruction. The eonucll offers the follow-
ing revonnuendations to ensure that articulation is carried out at all levels of
instruction:

That a state curriculum structure be des eloped in order to minimize
duplication among the varions levels of instruction, and afford students a
graduated advanvement in technical training from one level to the next ; and

That a person, along with adequate supportive staff, be designated to
initiate and artleuiate curriculum and pros ide technical support to the Meal
educational agencies in order to implement it.

The Disad vantaged/liandieapped and Their Needs
The Council commends the provision in the 1965 Amendments for set-aside

funds for these special groups. The Council emphasizes, however, the need to
provide for seine amen sure of accountability by the school to ensure that set-asides
are used in accordance s ith the intent of Congress. It is from its commitment to
a responsibility to prank training to students with Special needs that the
Council makes the following recommendations :

That an effort be made to compile suitable data on the number of dis-
advantaged and handicapped that are being served through vocational edit-
cation programs.

476,
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That, In concert with the mandate of the Federal law under which funds
for vocational education are made avatiltialtlu to New Mexicu,_the State
endeas or to establish sonic account of funds ocing ntilidd specifically to en-
uarage the disathalitaged and handicapped to obtain suitable %mallow'

training.
YEW YORK

The New °York State Advisory Council continues to assess the ocdupational
education-program in the state as progressive and reflective of the needs of the
people. The Council particularly eummends the State Plan, and gives it,oyer-
svhelming support and appieciatiun for the quality of the document. TIte Plan
.was developed w nth input from the Council s State Plan Committee. As a result,
the committee remanniended, and the Council accepted, priorities established for
career education, urban education, adult edneation, and improvement in the
quality of instruction. Efforts to improve instructional quality will focus on,
strengthening curriculum development, personnel development, guidance, and
evaluation. Emphasis will be plaeed,un sea ti:ug special needs groups, such as the
handicapped. within each of the priority areas.

In certifying the 1974 state Plan, however, the Council pointed out several
I areas of concern, which included :

That there is a lack of chsfuhantaged enrollees in the technical programs
conducted by two-year public colleges outside otNew York City;

Tina the activity designed to strengthen the total occupational guidance
and counseling and decision 'Making process at two-year public colleges raak6s
it possible for a college or colleges to obtain follow-np information on persons
who leave occupational education programs before completion;

That the comprehensive study concerning competencies needed to teach
occupational education subjects will provide useful data about competency:.
based certification:

During the year, the Council contracted with the Center for Vocational and ,

Teeltuical Education of the Ohlu State University to complete a,study of the
vocational educational resources and needs fun the educable mentally retarded in
New York State. The study focused on throe sample areas within the state, and
included-the following conclusion:

Although the survey found little in the way of successful programs for
the educable retarded, three settings were identifi4d as laudable. These were
characterized as having reallsge training programs in real work settings,
active job placement programs, and hard-working, concerned, staffs.

The most important basic educational components needed for these handi-
capped yoalfgsters were skills In daily living and in communication.

Too often, teachers were not prepared for teaching these handicapped
children. Because curriculum material is not readily available, occupa-
tional educational teaching materials are most frequently prOPared by
teachers themselves.

There is evidence of considerable friction between special educators and
occupational edUcators at the state and local levels.

The Connell eioducted a Local Advisory Council Conference shish attracted
107 participants from all areas of occupational education. Commissioners, State
Edneatlun Department specialists, local occupational education directors, ad-
visory committee chairmen, and members. sellout board and other organization
lepresentatives, and administrators listened, assessed, discussed, and recune
mended. As a result of workshop sessions witch guiciated individual input and
person-to-person exchange of ideas, practimil reeommendations.und suggestions
materialized. Included among these were: .t

Articulation.Set a formal communication system between parties in the
articulation situation, utilize ; spokesman for eayi component, hold joint
seminars. and use student help when evaluating.

Industry- Education Rclatums. Use local council to contact persons who can
Enhance industry-education relations, encourage both school and business leaders
to meet career and traiiiing needs of local residents, Involse student occupf
tiona education clubs.

Communications, /usage. Use occupational education counselors in lower
grades, offer exploratory programs in the junior high, give 'agents a chance to
provide input to haul advisiny council, publicize success of students, use news
media for image building, ask State to produce film documentaries.

,12-9
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Included in the Connell's reetanmenthitions for this year are :
Direct greater attention tu, and develop appkupriate occupational education

, ,,.

services for, the handicapped. .

.,
Entourage the Uccupatiunal Education annual Report to display, sepa

,0 rately, data regarding occupational education for urbmi areas.'
Develop a reporting system ts hieli net:untidy rettects the current status

of adult occupational edneation need. t
Establish\ a communications link between local councils and with State

Connell. ..' I/ rt ,, NORTH CAROLINA
..

. The North Carolina State Athostory Council applands.the State Vocational
Board's goals and objectives as outlined in th State Plan, dud helloes the
Plan will.Anove vocatIonul ethwation, in ,North aroliva in the right direction.
The Connell believes. however, that the planallig process could 112 improved.
While recognizing. the extraordinary effort to 5.0/lect and analyze nuiripower data
and, to use it in prujeeting enrollment needs in vocational prograinS, the Council
is concerned about the validity and reliability of th data. 'Moreover, there
appears to be an Insufficient utilization 1,f labia' market dataolue toithe lro k .4 if a.
policy Outlining how data from each source kill be used. The Connell is also
concerned that data dealing with Sttuluit needs and aspirations have been given
less .ORIOIRRIS. 1'

The Council is euewiraged by the InerLasing coordination of vopattonal pro
grains among various agenues. How et er, the Council believes that flatlet cu-
ordination fa the planning process Is news -ary and recommends that the State
Board develop a planning process %%Melt will demand the nett% e Involvement of
all agencies whielk ale InvIved in vocational education, including CETA. the
State Employ-ment Sur iee, .o..atl\unal Rehabilitation Agency, and private iustitu
tions, where they exist.

The Connell is especially concerned that progrkuis for the disadvt taged
and handicapped be sufficient \ tu meet the need, and recommends the es ab!ish
ment of a task force to critically examine programs available to these groups.

'While job pinewood lh accepted as ,alit institutional. responsibility at 'the pact
secondary level, the Connell helloes' that, seLondary sehuols should make greater
effortn this area. The Council believes that Improved artlealathaLuLsecondary
and postsweaulary rotational progracns and Increa.seil ptiblIc understanding of
the training capabilities of Noe:dim, pruglants are iMportant to the development
of improved secondary school job placement'programs.

The Connell Rise urges. that State support for pre-service and in service ednea
Bon of vocational teachers be carefully examined.

Among the Council's recommendations for the current year are:
That the State Board of Education require local boards of education to

hold public hearings on local and multi -year plans before subznIttIng them
to the State Board ;

Ch
That the State Board of Education develop an appropriate mechanism for

asnring that exemplary projects grow out of research findings;
That efforts be etnithlued to provide staff_development for guidance

personnel ; . /
That the State Department-lit-Public Instruction increase its efforts in

maximizing andlabllity and aCtessibilIty of programs tp. Individual students.
t

NORTII DAKOTA
%

In evaluating the validity of goals
.and priorities of the State Plan in terms

of student needs tintl.emplo went opportunities, the council has pointed out that
employment opportunities within the State tire not sufficient to meet the needs
of all students completing their specialized Novational cant allot'. The Council
notes that employment. opportunities on a itatiunwitle basis is an important plan-
ning factor, and has been incorporated into the,1974 State Plan.

Sources fur data are nut presently adequate in North Dajsotaf ilie Connell
emphasizes the need for all agencies, Institutions, and other organizations
Involved in gathering data related to the identilleation of State manpower needs
to coordinate their seta it les 3110 develop a single delivery system that %till result
In a valid system of repot tang Statewide job ominatualties on a continuous basis.

The Council notes that progress has been made \in coordination and articuta
Holy between secoadary 41I111 postseconfary progratns. Workshops and conferences

,4,26
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have beets conducted to allot% op.is conattutikation bet %%cell sectastlar;''aml post-
Secondary teachers. At some pu.tsecondar) schouis, vonallittees ore organii., tl to

. , plan a ml develop 111011041s for mine% nig a rt it.ulation betm el-it StVoill1.10. 4111,1

postsecondary programs.
While jtjb itlatensettl of set.witlary school grad antes varies -fruit school to :Ahoy],

placement activities are 14111la nly t Jittlut tett II) rnany itt.trut tors in each of the
program Meats in 0C,Opprittion mill( the State Etstplo3 Went Sta.t1t113 Luro.tu.
Postbeemitlar;, placement svr ices are mot t, 1111 t I alit. I pr oat ern
is given to the placement of program graduates.

Included in Council recommendations for th7.1 are:
That the Stott -Beard for \ ()ennui la 'Mutation continue its effat Is. its

working with the State l'anplo ment Sea at:10 Bureau 'I., set tire noon tal(d
data for planning a up inittlementation ut,%ot.alitnial education pregr.tins to
meet North 1)alzot a's needs:

'!'hut the State Board of Vocational }Mutation continue to promote the
opescent r) open-exit etascept feu postset °oda ty and adult training pi togt ants,
to better meet and sere c those Mtn need t raining and retraining for jtils
pi)PortitiiitItts,

That the State Beard of V.a.nituttal Edtwation encourage local sth/Ori
administrators and v,uttivaal Aaehers to %% to 1, t lost.13 vs ills business, Hulas,
try. and ads ISor committees in upgrading plogrsrin course content.

onto

The title of this 5 annual ra port. 'Hire Ethic:alien ," accurately tulle( is
the Council's focus on 111$: t I Ulla rrlattluue.hip beNeelt 5o .. ationftl eclat:401ton and
employment.

The objectives adopted for llst al .1 eta 1071 are reptrted in terms of progress
made its enrollments and pt oject Anti:Alt Ltirollttlent for fiscal ;, ear BU79-
Iueludtct in these objectives are:

Enrollments
0 e Percent of all --------
Object's° students in1979 fiscalyear 1974 Fiscal year 1979

-a I--
Career motivation (K to 6) i 728, 759
Career orientation (7 to 8)
Career exploration (9 to 10) ' 65.0

65. 0
65. 0

25,911

88,559
413.749
238.631

32,069

Occupational work adjustment ford pout-prone youth below 16

iPryeparatory Jobtraining program to all high school youth 16 yr.
10.640r, 15. 7 6,640A,

and above 4p. 8 114,411 ,/,' 178,861 '.

44/, ..t%

In its es,01 oat!on of the Implementation of last ,t. ea r's 1 et4/itelnlat tool, the
il pot en Oust pulls k., ts ore estaltlished %%isiCis 55 ould nt-s suit %ta..oltotsal

education centers to elliplo3 a itili tit.% ebtinitott acid jut. plqutquent opt t to,1,1 .0 III
place of one of the of witted 5 tocittroinsl guillasstfe t toutschIrs, S,.(1. A ...i.t.q..1ii,i
Ns ould has e a biotin t uhd in 'perstshel hurl. in hal ststr3 , business, I at labt as.,
rather tunas guidatoc. insere has hod been at* interest vs hived ?tat the l tnpitt -
went of sin ls a Ian mai !lad 1utalitall11 (enters btlolate to Illesl ill jolt tie% eitop-
IMO lltal jol).1111ePlala t programs.

Included sts the ('um ell's recommendations for this year are:
'Else State Ilon ix of Education should continue its efforts to assure au:sil-

o ability of a full inige of %ocational program topporttusitle. for en. II Wet-
esteth eleventh area t u el ftli-grtttle st talent a lid Admit l it; State of 01,10,
regardless of his /1 or residence.

. "rite State 'floor 1 to Dint ation should designate HO al l' fillItIS for career
development plants a tiol itisplt mental hot, fa fill t onsitler ouyter des eloptat ist
an integral part pf , tilt!, total t nab idiom for ary and :,;4.,,141110

hook, funded fro}} the General Foundation Brogram, ' v .0t. ,.

The State Boar rot mdtitittitin sitt,tliti t kit. all Mgt- the-vxkatissita, of feat hoc
eth.vatitas Kegs tit to int lisle 'I 'get ant 1 itfiJriiin t i4t add .1.111 ties elopilittlit.- ;....,,,..... k 41 .%relating 6) car q.«litentioit, f 1OKIAlIONtA 9 ..e '.

.

The Aittiital Report' 0 the Olklalionta State AA i Jo t *t Illit.41 ilia titled it "Slit'. 44/1
A

Report . ('freer Edllta ion Auld I usltedriol .1 rt:." alit la miaii.,,,,, the nectI fror
v, %

C t4,0
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increase In the aptubeis ..,en ed by lattlustrial Arts progItta throui,kat the 'State. .
TN; Special Report points out that : I

"Nu special industrial arts courses ,presently are provided for like handicapped,
so far as it is kuuwn, idthough,suitie 4,0,O students with sonic fop] of handful')
are said to hake, been in regular Intiostriiii ark,progranis. No special training fur
test h Mg, the 1,,oliditapped I; prok hied ieualtistriai att.s iiistratur Lertificatitai.
Some traineov for special camation teaching d1.,.tal.e some elective LounLeg in
fats:trial arts." ' . . '

A. special seLtkon uf the Annual Report entitiqd. "Training thel,pandicapped,"
ret le is'ed the peogranis ntallable to the estimated 4)0,000 persons handicapped
due t.5 nicatal, t isttal, 'hearing, or olyt Ma, physical prolamin,. Vocatiwkal funding
to au amount of $10,000 per y car kv as prat Ailed cliaguyst.n..centeis fur ;equipment
to sc.r% e Llientg' begriming at 14 years of age. Additionally, the Stale Department

of Vocational Technical Education has iittliiipted to it !..ikulkidi Noutlis of either,
the disadvaataged or trainable handicapped Into more w al), study:. programs,.
especially in Oklahoma City and TuLia, w lime there seems to be the likrgestmeed.

to district survey; of the Caddo -Kiow a Area School vas made in an attempt
4u obtAln i,:e information un the percentage and type of hand capped in a sample.
,pumlation. The surrey rev leAs* the characteristics of the rtarget--populatIons
Itleutiticil as handicapped. The ratio of-handicapped to popalatlun sin; ey eti ;vas.
J I to 33 age grotqr-7.2 ierLent, 36 to 99 age group-14 peiLent , and J. to 13 age
group-3.5 percent. ..,,, ..

In 1972 the Uklahon a State Legislature decreed; OA all college level and
high school oropouts should be reported to the State Department 'of Vocational
and Technical Folucatitni. .1. section of the Annual Report reviews he dropout
problem and estimates that the rate of dropouts from Alm secondary system,
stafultie, approximates 20 percent of th t,tutal curollient,,the_postsecondary
system approximates 40 percentN . ..

A follow-up sung' ey uf graduates of N 1,t,a lonal-technical Classes was conducted
by sending questionnaires to n,sample ofigraduates and teachers. In addition
to asking students-follow up information, thI ullestiontialre also asked evaluation
lineliuni about curriculum facilitiesoinstruction, and school services. Results
ludic cite that most graduates rated theoquality utitilltralnag receik ed as very
goud4to xvellent. Eighty -seven percent said they would tale1/4the same s ucatipnal

. *progrril s again", .,.',...
An /0,erviesil of postsecoudarY statistics, graduates -bmployed, and inmate

tralyilq is provided in the Ammar ktepott.
9,11111:,,entr's Council ReconnnendationS include:, ,,

ettl,lier trablees in industrial arts and vocational education should have
at least Que courtya. in special' education, to work better u ith handicapped
children of whom some 4.167, are being served presently. ' . i

Terminology in voot halal objectives language, such as "all/ secondary
vocational and technical graduates should pos., sts in ,eitiployAble skill" is
too narrow. It should he broadened to encompass "anti recelte mandatory
assistance In JO placement at.the 'end of grade .t eive" if they eater the
world of work lit this point.

/
OREGoN ,-

The Oregon State Ad% isory Cuuncit clios'o. for its'11117i Annual Report o
ekahmte selected samples of career mid vocational cdtmation In service prograu s
In t)regun. The primary intent,,, of the evaluation was to proVide assistance..
through the development of etaluation ,producis and a set of procedures. which
wotild.,tipport further, renew by the Xilvisury Covell.. It u as also anticipated
mat a spinuff in terms of information about pre-service training programs might
ri,sitle. , 1 .

1

\\ hile fimmand funding olitl nut petadt 01 site Inspection. equestirinnaire was
developed anti mailed to all participants. The A.It !miry Council emphasizes t Ita,t
pm study ievieuedronly a small porthin of in service programs' and that' no

the State are/ intended.
gelteralizatioa abtakt the totill career and kuuttiimal edutation thrusts within

, I

The study} revealed that Mu unifarni format is employed hi, documenting all
0th 'ties fundeki in the projects renewed. but the Council recognizes that this
la of uniform doetontntation does not indicate Poor, projects. The Council
recommends that a format be developed by the State bbpartpuit uf Education

,,
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and rolewed by the Atisisury Council, which would make it clear what a01-11-
i, mentation is required.

The study also revealed that the cadre approach to training produced an
enthusiastic group of individuals who continue to dispense inftcrutation oil
career education. The cadre approach also appears to hate dune a very effective
job in promoting the concept of career education. The Count it recontmends that
the use of the cadre training be continued, and that further follow ups -f the
cadre and others they may hate trained be conducted in 'Adel to docunieut the
longevity of the effect of the training.

PEN X SYLVAS ra.

The Pennsylvania State Advisory Council conducted a series of statewide,
, regional hearings to answer the question, "Is Notational education:fulfilling the

needs of the citizens of Pennsylvania?" Testimony was presented by representa-
tives of business, industry and labor, and by civic. groups as well as paiehts,
teachers, students, adunaistraturs, rept esent all es of minority groups, and other
int crested indisiduts: Cunelusions resulting front the testimony presented,,
included:

A lack of communication and coordination between the State and the local
levels sometimes results in the lack of information about available funds
and how to obtain them.

Disadvantaged, handicapped, and special education students are often
.,,, placed in special situations or programs instead of entering vocational-

teehnical schools. Although in theory this provides the students with special
attention for their specific *feeds. It often creates an artificial atmosphere
which elitnnates the competitite atmosphere of the normal work situation.

AlthOugh in some areas a degree of coordination with lit( al organizations
bits been attained. with benefits fur all insulved, problems still exist between
labor anions and vocational - technical schools.-

Ourrentiy each institution attempts to formulate programs and services
on the basis of its own interpretation of labor market and population needs.

The need for ':sore vocational teacher and counselor education prof:rams
throughout the State, especially in the more rural areas, is severe, and pro-
grams 'roast be increased if vocational education is to meet the citizens' needs
:t the future. . ...

There is a need for a better system of conummii ations throughout the
State to ensure that Pennsy Is ania's s ovational education institutions and
av,tenetes are kept abreast of the cliangin trends and innoyations in the field.

During the fiscal year under re% iov, the State Plan's goal toward increasing
secondary program grow ill to setts e the needs of greater numbers of student' for
the labor market area was accomplished through an increase of 'OG gainful
occupational training programs to serve an additional 15,311 secondary students, '
In-services on career education and home economies itrograms for the han;11-
capped, plus workshops for teachers of special emphasis anircontinuing ed ilea fion
programs were among the number of pogiams initiatcfl to meet the needs of dis-
advantaged and handicapped students.

Advocacy statements based on this year's Goals formulated in the State Plan
Included: ,

Postsecondary preapprentiveship training related gppreoticeship tralionit,
training for vocational mimntion histrut tors,. and pre-employment training
should be provided if possible. This should be done under contract with
the proprietary schools, where possible, . -

Each geographical area should he analyzed to determine the vocational
education programs best suited to meet the needs of the area, espei hilly
where there is currently no vocational edne Con instruction.

In an effort to better sole the handicapp il and disadvantaged in Vol a-
(tonal .edrication, handicapped and disadt lin t gtql people should be ed as
resource consultants for planning..

In order to, build in the flexibility needed in vocational education, collect
and utilize outside soelitomal edut at bin resources. thus providing admin-
istrators anti sellout managers IA ial the resources which they need to :ote
students better,

1
In order to evaluate some of the probb ms Identified In the field of Conweling,

the State Advisory Council enlisted the ads lee and opinions of counselors, If pre-

,
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senatn es from %anon* professional counselor urgdnizations. and other profes-
sional groups, to order to emunine curricula of colleges offering master's degrees
in counseling. The report of that study and its resultant conclusions are included
as a section of the Pennsylvania annual report.

resiew of cosmetology training in Pennsylvania was conducted by the Ad-
visory Council. Its purpose was to assess any differences, between public and
prnate school training, and to re% eal any inefficiencies in the licensing process.
Data was compiled on the attitudes of three groups in% uhed in cosmetology
trawling. (1), Public and pri ate school faculty , (2) Recent cosmetology gradu-
ates, and (3) Beauty situp 01% nets. and recommendations based
Hu .111113SIS of data compiled from questionnaires are presented as a section of
the annual report.

PUERTO RICO

The Puerto Rico Commonwealth Adv bury Connell ON V ational Education is
eneutit aged by the new ditectioas apia wit bes w tut ational let Mika I edit( a-
two in the Conalionweithh and tecugnizes the value of the 1074 study completed
by the Commonwealth Board of Vocational Technical Education as a tool for
further improvement. The Council is al.,o pleased that many of its own recom-
inelitiatums are henig implemented or considered by the Commonwealth Board.

The Council supports the goals and objet ti es of the 1173-74 Commonwealth
mu. It helloes, tumour, that the planning process can be improved. Cur-
rently, the Commonwealth Plan is /0:"pleted in the central office by an o% er-
burdened staff that has nista( tent tt, . to (anelop a truly comprehensive plan.
'ltai participation in the ptomain; pi,aess :mould be increased and the Council
supports the recent legislation and athionistratite cling-Ls which will encourage
decision-making at the local level. To facautate oaluation and measurement
of the (Moulton% emit Plan, the Council recommends that objectives be..written
111 performance terms wherever possible.

Re. ()rutting the impoitance of reliable manpower, employ meat information in
plaitaitog for vocational education, the -Council reeunimencis die continued de-
%elopment of a computerized Management Information System. The Connell
bellecs the ..,,ystein should niclude information on job placetotatt,,nct% ()coma-
thins appearing in Puerto Rico. changing employ went requirements and in-
Coutunao% ealth out-Commonwealth migration. Currently, no such information
is at.tliable. The Council 1(150 tetummeuds that emphasis All/11111 be placed on a
local and area basis for information gathering.

Thu Council supports the group coordinated efforts that are well underway
beta can the Right to Enipluyinent Administration and members of the V.I.E.
staff. It notes, however. that little founal coordination occurred during the
past between I arious agencies and depot tment, regarding munpow er train-
ing opportunities. The Commit recommends that coordination with the Depart-
ment ..f Commerce and the Economic De t eloptient Administration be maintained
on a ro, lam basis. The Council believes it is lAttperatire that coordination under
CETA prbgrams be developed to insure that the tocational schools are properly

The Council is pleased that Puerto Rico has ninth! great strides in increasing
the enrollment In programs for the disndtgitaged and the handicapped, and ,
in on itasing the amount Of lot al monies expentic() fur vocational education. The
Count it believes, dme% ei, that allocation of funds should be dune on the basis of
prioi ities and not on a pro rat.t bads. The Council supports plans being made
by the torrent Director of Adininistratitai to allocate funds on this basis. The
Count 11 also suggf sts that I ()catmint education undergo et taionlic analysis which
moil es the identification of costs and benefits. both moot bay and nou-itionetary.

Among the Council's recommendations for the current year are
Restudy the procedures for dot eloping goals and objectties for the Com-

monwealtiPPlan for Vocational Education.
Coordinate the vocational and tel services plot ided by all pertinent

government agencies. i
Establish programs for leathers upgrading. hit lading on the job training

at plants, assigning t redits for work experience, and reilewIng training
programs of institutions of higher education.

Accelerate the job analysis process to enlarge the number of curricula
offered to reflect current technological changes in occupations.

4
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sums:

The Rhode Island State A.,11visory Council chose to limit its 1971 Animal Report
to an evaluation of state leadership as it relates to four major aspects of voca-
tional education which are : the planning process, Ow collection and utilization of

-data, the coordination of training opportunities and the support and promotion

of career education.
While encouraged by the commitment to 'vocational education of the new

Commissioner of Education, and recognizing the competency of ninny of the
staff of the State Department of Education, the State Advisory Council believes

that the Major problem facing vocational education in Rhode Island is the lack
of coordination and cohesive leadership at the state level. Career and vocational

odUcation functions,-duties and responsibilities continue to be widely distributed
among several units and individuals in the State Department of Education.
Theie is no single unit devoted.exeinskely to cm:animal education, nor is there
any full-time staff person in a supervisory position responsible for coordina-
tion of xocational education. As a result, the Council believes that the planniqg,
evaluation and improvemeAt of vocational education suffers. The Council rec-
ommends that the State Department of Education establish a Division or 'Bureau
of Career ainU Vocational Education to be responsible or planning, coordination
with manpower training programs, the administration and monitoring of grants,
technical assistance to and evaluation of all career and vocational education
programs at all levels.

The lack of central coordinatuaritand leadership is reflected in the coordination
between _manpower programs and vocational education programs, and in the
articulation with area vocational schools and postsecundary vocational educa-
tion programs At both the state and local levels, the coordination,that exists
is informal a.. infrequent. The Council believes that. for articulation of pro-
grams, a well -coordinated curriculum planning and development effort, lead by
the State Department, is necessary. Such an effort should seek-to balance the
needs andaaterests of the state and local education agencies, and need not place
the State Department in a dominant role. St the slate level, the Council supports
the deamssion between the state's %manumit training schools and the IMUIROWer
planning programst to establish formal coordination and planning.

1 be Council tally supnurts the Management Information System which is
currently operatate throughout the state. However, the lack of compliance by
certain school districts %chic% are required to supply information, and the limited
utilization of the system by the State Department of Xiineation, are barriers to
the efficacy of the system. The Council believe,: that a prerequisite to a fully
Millman ing MIS is the reestablishment of effective Departmental management
of career and cocatiuual education duties. The Council also believes that it is
essential to integrate the MIS with other maapow cr and economic development
data systems in the State. Currently, no such integration exists. This isolation
hampers effective coordination between vocational training program-4 The Coun-
cil recommends Unit the Goceroor's State Manpower Planning Office create an
information s3 stem task force with the purpose of integrating the data collection
and disseminationof the various concerned state agencies.

Council believes that the lack of coordination between the State Plan,
1,.S. office of Education forms and the St: to Annual Descriptive Plan makes it
Umlticult to4watiutue and determine accountability in the inet,ting of vocational
1,41mgrion s needs ant the state. Recognizing that the State Plan is currently seen
as a comphance document rather than a planning domment, the Council recom
mends that the State Department of Education )(ante all planning for career
ani vocational education in a central bureau Ur division responsible for voca-
' tienal education.

'the Council was pleased }calm the gains in career education made in Rhode
Islnd tiering 1974. The eliminat4on of the single staff position concerned full-
time with rovational and career education at the State Department. however,
bat, undermined whatever progress has been made. The Council supports the
incorporation of the concept of career education into the educational approach
of every school in every school *stem in the state. This is impossible without
vi-able and effective state leadership. The Council recommends that the Division
or Bureau of Career and Vocational and Career Education restore at least one
fait-tune staff position concerned with providing information and assistance to
local school systems.

'MS

4'6,0
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AMincA11 SAMOA

The Advisory Council of American Samoa Leaa yes that the vocational goals and
priorities stated in the MI State Plan here, in general, valid and appropriate,
in terms of students needs, but did not necessarily 'felled employment oppor-
tunities and needs in Ai..etitan Sanwa, The Council recognizes that this is due
to the lack of adettuate data on the labor supply and demand in American Sanani,
and not due to negligence on behalf of the State eueational officials. The Cenimil
believes that the State Board Staff makes a ren.sonable effort to collect and
analyze existing data Lowe,. Malg it aponer needs. The Council believes, lion ee er,
that the development of an accurate data collectiontsystem is essential if butte
planniag is to reflect both student and employment eels.

Although the Council Is pleased by the close cut aration betheen the Tatum
Skill Center and the Community College of American Sioux, it helot es that
coordination among all the agencies pro% iding vocational training opportunities
in _Samoa is nevessaly to deeelop eomprelmusie o vocational training programs,
and to avoid duplication. The Council is pleased by the grohing spun of is filing

to cooperate Aloha le. these agent ies. It belie% es that the establishment of
cEn. win-do much to foster this cooperation.

The Council believed that the vocational guidance and counseling services of
American Samoa are ni critical need of improvement, especially in the high
schools. There is a critical shortage of appropriately trained personnel.

The Council reeommends a cdnipaign designed to upgrade the emational
knowledge and guidance eciMpetencles of counselors, and a certification pro-
cedure for counselors et hich hould assure they are prepared 111 vecat Mal educa-
tion and counseling. The Council also urges the dee elopment of job, placement
and student fullon up programs at all vocational training institutions iu
American Samoa.

While noting the eqaMishwent of goals and objectives for the disadeantaged
and the handicapped at the seomdar.y and postsecondary levels, the Connell
coneerned that similar goals amd objectives hero nut set for the viola:Mar;
level. The Council believes, that gulls should be set for all levels, to assure ade-
(plate programing for the disadvanta,zed and the handicapped.

The Count it recognizes that a nia;oc problem in adequate programing is the
lack of funds, and recommends that a funding formula be established %OM it
W011141 IllaXialiZe the 'efficacy of vocational education programs.

Among,the Council's revmmendations for the year are:
The appointment of a full-time State Director of Vocational Edu-atioa
The State Board should establish a fundin' fianiula for the distribution

of local and Federal funds to local selivols fOr the operation of vueational
educational

The State Board should initiate action to significantly increase the in vole e-
went of schools in the pia. ement ,o include either the additha. of
staff with the respopsibility fur plat meat, or the assiguniene of placement
responsibility to teaf,hers and counselors.

sorra export NY.

In thi.. year's Annual Report. the State Ads hairy Council note-. that the overall
iiarea, t' infatiiiti2e, andtarolluaentslit, sotaIIonal analttaiwitaleditatiiiIsthe
most noteuorthy progre-s made in emational and tes.linit al edinatuni thirm, the
3971 year. Other successful ii111.4.l. LS anted by the Council %%ere flue det clopment
Of a paced graphics t 11111 and the dot elaapffient of sequen 1.1 -
tional materials in healing, air conditi,ming, and refrigeraliun. The latter pro,t-
ects benefited front Appalachian Ilegional,Cointuission Feud

The amount of Federal funds utilized for legular vocational edneation ro-
grams hag increased Cittrittg the last three y ears, mid the aattona of state fluids
has also increased. State funds have increased mote di:twat-n..4111,1 lima but e air

10, al funds. State funds non ntatth federal fund.- at a ratio of appluxintale0
three to one. It teas noted that the funds fur disadeantaged and handicapped
include only l'ethiral funds, and Hatt no stale funds are so de(fignated.

Special concerns and miorilles of the Council in. bided the need fu. a elosely-
ille,died, arts Mated putnrauat for auk an. ed Out:moat and transfer of students
from the vocational progranis to similar technit al ed it at ion At lieut.,'"
conducted during the year to actomplish this type of total artiurhtliuu Included,

484
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piote,,i,nial person has been assigned to work in tai k areir
of articulation and coordination with Vocational Education and n.1111111.81

'Edam don.
A survey was emulucted itia found that the admissions offices of all the

Teehnieal Education Centers ale waling to grant advanced placement for
strident:4. "

The "Council has established the- great amd for int reused utilization of the
rematres that are at lanai. Plogiess is being Mode throng!, the development of
evening extension PrOgrai:, iu Vrions pre-employ went training
for new industry, unit other contimtual ariatigements allOw Aug for inci eased n e
of existing resom75cand faellitiCS. 4

The need for inure career guidance ,is also pointed out. The State Board for
Technical and Comment:mar e Education, and diVtate licTartment of Edtuation
;loudly worked to develop a guidance.orienit.d kareer program for students in
grades 11 through 14. Itte primary objective of the joint career planning program.
Was to and students w the selettitni of .1 &Inver and to identify the appropriate
education rimmed. Thiough an appropriatIOn by the General Assembly of
gliattio. over atlaro0 nigh schind juniors were olfeusl, and completed. the career
planning profile in lat.>. The second cycle in 19;1 insolved 41,000 students. and
was support au opproprmtion of,$177,000. Et ;dilation of their total program
'rill he (gimp:Med during lit ? -t -73.

Included among thrt.;%ear's Council recommendations are:
Unit the necessary fat-dints to niet the State Board of Education goal for

vocational PIN( MIMI elfhtliM to be do eloped 'Ind maintained as a high
priority in the budget request

That the use of local advisory committees and the effective use of such
committee, be spetifically encourage!(, and recommend the State Board
initiate speei fie. observable action w Well will reflect this emphasis;

That the ()thee of Vocational Edit( ation urgently taitiate a system to
obtain data on the number and perci.V of students in each class who have
completed a vocational iograni to a satisfachfry level. These data are not
now readily available.

41" SOUTH D.MOTA

The State isory ,Council's Annual Report consists of two volumes. Volume
I presents an (A ervies% of the Council's findings and-recommendations. Volume II
presents a detailed analys s of the data discussed in Volume I. Explanations of
methTlology and research techniques employed in this year's evaluation are also
discussed in Volume IL

The Unwell points out that during fiscal year MI, programs administered
by the Board of Vocational Education met lesz; thin fourteen percent of the
labor market needs for skilled personnel. It is projected, however, that progilmus
administered by the Board of Vocational Edmation gill meet twenty -two per-
cent of the projected needs in fiscal year 1973. The increase is primarily at-
tributable to it thirty-three percent decrease in labor market demand.

.1s part of the t. mina efforts to obtain 'mximum input from as many people
a. possible regarding needs, objectises, and priorities, fourteen public meetings
were conducted throughout the statedurint, Septemher. The objective`.of the
meetings was to ',route a forum in the4liteal community fur oitizens to express
their conceins about education. Coudnnb, raised daring these meetings wore
relayed either to the Duision of Vitt atomal Education (where they were within
their authority to all Moon thew) or to local adwinistraturs,Is§ues and concerns
raised daring these meetings included :

That the State should spend more for training prograins that would keep
people in the State. rather than for ones w lath would train people for jobs
iu other states:

'rut t he State -.honk] be training. more vocational teachers;
need fur I .11.goiloy, pyograms on the lb.seriation as opposed to the

Department of Labor's temporary training programs;
The need for potter career counseling for girls IN as requested. It was felt

that current ly girls are being directed only to areas traditionally open to
women, and areas where the pay is inadeqUate.

That agrogiltural programs are not being adequately promoted.
'the need for expansion of progrants in the areas of forestry,

veterinarian assistnt.4, retailingand health;

-
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The need for more "in the field" traming for c 0e:dismal graduates to keep
their skills up-to-date;

Tlie need to continue structuring programs hyound Industries needs
RS opposed to traditional curricula.

Reev.innyudatitals resulted titan these open meeting.. as well as saircey. and
que-stiontialre;;, designed to ass crtaiii.publis attitades 1.11s, and the le-
spouses of climb tycl to e ot t tonally t ramed ciaployesS. Among these re, ewe
namilafion acre Included lhat I be Maud of Vetattozial Education take the fol-
lowing' action.47,

Adopt a polity mill make the neee,..s.iiy re,mlations to A equire- all post-
set (mita ry c mat hood programs to Int e at n anti ual erafi-t aimittee

ho curriculum taught thereby. - 0Diret t the f)ieision to explore the means to :.ltizqt.lautily remedy %tart-
tional education St intents delieienvies in basic evutpututional awl C one
mintientive skills,prior to their graduation.

Request soffit ii lit monies from the South Dakota Legislature for the
Fist al Year 1977 budget to increase then stall and at tic ate, enough for the
Dii'.i.-iun of Vocational Ethic:01ml to promote and initiat,' program. is', ash
cc ill at least double the output of trained graduates by liseal yea t 1979.

TENNESSEE:

The Tennessee State Athisury Council As concerned that the State planning
process fur vocational education will produce at Stitee l'Ian which IS ball 1116.41011-
Li% e and useful, to State and local vocational educators, and not a mere com-
pliance due ument. The l'otateil urges that the State Plan be an organic instru-
ment which assesses the needs of both students and employers and provides a
basis for ealluttion and feedback. While the Council recognizes tLJ absolute
accuracy of data is an impossible goal, it believes more effort In data cunt-scion

ijecessary. More information on cost analysis and benefit analysis of carious
progiams must be win bled, at) that priorities may be intelligently, sot and funds

,eflielently and effectivi ly animated. Identilit adios and projection of dis-
advantaged and lituidicapped students must be more alt tank. The t 11 of
students Intl4t bc.; balsineed with the employment uppoit unities of lit, al
cominitaitleS.

The Council urges that the State Plan should be infused with a strut tore and
priority emphasis which pros ide in«mtic es to influence local programming tiet 1-
sions. The present State Plan tends. to follow local, actions, rather than to in-
fluence them. The Conned is greatly encouraged by the recent State -level ehorts
to coordinate planning of postsettnitlly eucational education programs. At lite
secondary level, Lowe% t-r, the Council believes inadequate attempts at coordi-
nation have been made. Spec ills ally, the Council belie% es it is essential that the
output of other Manpower training agencies, such as CET-1, apprenticeship pro-
gimps. and the military be considered in the development of the State flail. The
Atli ',my Council hopes to complete at study shortly on available technical train-
inr, programs and the demand for such programs in the State. Hopefully, this
study will fAilitatc the coortlinaeitat of programs, thus reducing the duplication.

Though the Council agrees that great strides late been made during the past
year toicard the,goal of assuring the State a twilled gticlance program to sene
all the students, and the competency-based certification program for counstlurs
holds great promise, the Council belie% es that much work is still to be done.
Spet Hit ally, a better Job placement and student folio% -up program is needed. The
Conmil supports the Calipichensice Votional Education Act recently passed
by the Tennessee Legislature, which priAddes for expansion of guidance person-
nel _and guidance programs. Act Council specifically recommends that one of the
additional glidance esainsclors under this act be.gic en ilte major responsibility
for development of an effective placement and follow-tip progrant.

Included in the Council's recommendations for 1974 are:
Make the annual preparation of the State Plan a catalyst for total

planning;
Improc e the cootilination of postsecondary cocational-telinical education

through the establishment of local coordinatitar emninittecs:
Improce the eitilintio9 of vocational education programs by initiating an

annual statewide self-evaluation study.

O
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9
TEXAS

This year's 'Council evaluarions and recommendations are based on the coin-
Pletion of 16 major studies, as %yell as the data accumulated front several other
partially completed studies and projects. These studies have enabled the Council
to draw upon a wide range of cumprehenshe information In assessing the status
of vocational education within the State. Included among these studies tiro

- _ -
Summary of 1974 Community Conferences

Sixteen Connnunityt.` Omferences hoot% lug almost 3t000- citizens were con-
ducted by the Council for purposes of informing citizens of studies7propnsals,
and opportunities in vocational education, as well as to establish citizen input
regarding citizen and community needs. Commonalities between communities
and mutual considprations and concerns included: -

-et:Vining more effeethe ways of proNiding relevant educational programs,
experiences, and services to meet the diverse needs and interests of all'
citizens;

establishing more effeetise communication links between the school, home,
and community.

The needs of special groups were also addressed- as a_result of these com-
munity conferences. :some concerns expressed vitich related td the Aeeds of the

liandicitimed. disadvantaged. and women included :
Programs designed for the disadvantaged should embrace realistic g1,114 as

they relateto educational experiences and employment If they can't cons, to
the program, then the program should go to them.

There was almost unnersal.concern expressed that jobs and preparation
for jobs notie "sex-sterotyped."

do Amaysis of Student Follow-up Data for Administrative DeCisionafaking
This student was based on a sampling of 77S students who completed high

school between Mn,, . DM and May, 1973. The study w as an attempt to establish
a viable follow-up process for evaluating the products of public schools as a
basis for ,modifying or redirecting educational programs to better serve the
limas ul students and the economy. ,lajor gmlings,from this study include

Former students who had taken vocational courses we're better ,atistied"
with their jobs, and felt that the school did a good job hi preparing them

0 at, for their jobs.
Vocatimml students felt that the instructors had been more cifet tin in

preparing them for job experiences.
Vocational students felt that the quality for persona) :en ices w more

effective when compared to non-vocational students.
Major recommendations resulting from this study include:

More attention be directed at the vocational counseling of high si hoot
-

students.
Counselors eonsidr working closely w ith faculty. lutuat lug inr lost

don about career and octamagons.
An Employer's Look at Education: A Study

This study was conducted as a follow-up, to the Texas Palmation Project
Study e TEPS) %N hh II was completed in 1973 to assimilate the responses from
5,063 students olio left Texas public high schools as graduates during du 1963
1961 and 19(kst-419 school year, The TEPSsouidit, the WAN S of former students
regarding-the education expel liv es they Mel vtl. This study attempt- to doter
nime the thews ethployers hold regarding the education, skills, amd ottituele s they
desire for different ty pis of entry -level jobs, and how they feel about thequality
of young pcoplo. they are getting from, the piddle schools. a

A pilot run of the study was published by the Comicil hi Miry, 1974. Some
interesting and signitleanClindings of the pilot study Included :

The greatest,"detiviency" iu y oung ',envie coming out of high :,(11001 "* *
is their lack of knowledge of ..the eeollultlicS of day-to-day Im-iness opera-
tions." This lack of knowledge is reflected in a young person's attitude
tow aril job loyalty. efficiency, am! prom.

The vast majority of employ ers believe that students should he taught
* how to apply knowledge gollitql In it classroom ia laboratory to real

life situation."

4
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't niter studies conchwied l., the Council fur this year's qv:Omit:sons included:
.State and Federal 'Elms Regulating Employ-rnent of Minors.
Ileilet and gvaluatfon of the Supply, Demand-Information System.
E%aluatton of Cttordinated.Voiational Academic Educetiori (CYAN).
State Apprenticeship amid Matting Advisory Committee Activities.
'Occupational Education in Texas: An Ethnic Comparison.
Articulation Between Secondary and Tostsecoudary Occupational

Education Programs.
-Redirection of Vocational Agriculture and Vocational nome,making

Programs.
Council recommendations resulting front an assessment of information

gathered from these studies included :
The employ meat of mintain', iind instructional personnel that share the

eultural distinctions of ethnic minorities of the community;
That % (meat tonal ofteiimo be made Lt.ailable, kmased upon the needs of the

iilduttlual student, and not based upon the age andjur grade level of the
student:
. That actmen b taken to complete the detelopnie,.t. of a student follow-up
system fur local planning and netnagement needs, us wc11 as the needs of
State planners and managers, that the detelopment of the system be a e0-
,rainated effort, intolti ig haw ested and do, oh eml groups from throughout
the State.

Tht Animal Repot t also jacinths a complete, charted summary of th&Ad visors'
Coma. al Recomanitlidations from 1970 to 1071, villa die responses by the State
Board og Education and Staff.

'ULM

The Utah State Ad% isury Conrail praises the great growth in vocational educa-
tion programs in Utah, and the State's continued commitment to excellent pro-
gimitimming. The monies fur to( atonal edit( at wim at the Stale let el have increased
n. ail, lit cfold in the Fast the y ears. The council is pleased to note that the State

uld;li required State money canna( lwd fur Nocational education to be
used to "help finance added lush actiunal costs of ocatiunal programs" has

wren that State Lollies ha% e supplemented, nut supplatited, local monies in
Nu, ational edit( otion. The Council is concerned that this provision has been de-
li tad frni the 1974 Utah Vocational Education AO, but recognizes that the Im-
pact of its deletion cannot yet be judged.

Tito 0.quail is also concerned that, at the postsecondary level, the Federal
nu him, a tailable fur I ocational education ha% y out been properly utilized. The

funds are considered dedicated credit" and thus often replace local
hies, rather than increasing Mein. The Council recomniends that, Federal

rioa,im... not be attainable until after the budgets of these institutions hate been
(leurliitired. The Council also notes that secondary schools pro% ide two dollars
for m'iery A,ne dollar of supplemental county earmarked for vocational education.
Tic laake hi tter use of ,Vialeral auntie, the Council recomniviids that Federal
funds be distributed on an S5-15 or 75 .:5 pen ent basis, oath larger percent
goiml. to secondary selniuls, and the smaller percent to postsecondary St
hither than on the current 5040 basis.

The Council believes that postsecondary intitittions in Utah must develop
Anon! flexibility and bettor relate their (muse offerings pith employment op-
portunities. While a one.to-one relat imaiship is not expei ted, more effort in this
ad., is Herded. The recent decampment of local plamiiimg documents using cur-
1 in:dimmer needs as a basis.for program apprmal, and the 12112 Commission
'Mast( r Planning Cmaitiailtee recommendations address this problem, and the
Council is hopeful it will be resolved. ,

Time Council enthusiastically supports the Shill Centers located in Ogden and
Salt Lake. The open entry-opernexit coma ept practiced at these schools allows
slim lents oho hate dropped out 'of ri boot programs to learn a vocatiwaal
shill. The Council notes that the Shill Centeis lime been particularly successful
in making ttitin the Ilisadtantaged. The plam (Anent rate at tlio.,Skill Centers is
AO percent, The prolmiem of a 4,;(*tol% hi; fund from %%Web to pay operating ex-
.pithsk s reltalimus. The Conte_ recounp,rruls th.lt ]"edictal monies be used to pro% ide
for interim financing of vocational.prograno at the Centers.

The 1973 State Plan did not gite strung emphasis to helping students become
sueivssfulb placed in jobs, Theie was no eXpittesioll of plat'entent persounel at
the secondary ii;%cl during that school year. Tlie Conrail is pleased that the
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1974-1975 State Plan has a goal ' * provide ioeational counseling and
placement service to secondary students" and -* to expand the number of
placement pelsonnel and continue counseling In all secondary schuids."-The Coun-
cil also applauds the use of tstate funds to support exemplary programs in job
placement in a few selected school districts Blaring fiscal year 1975.

The Council Is also pleased to note that increasing numbers of schoul districts
are taking steps to assure that high senuol students obtain a nuirhetatble skill by
the time they leave high school. and encourages whinnied emphasis upon career
development at the secondary level.

venstox'r.

The Vermont Advisory Clutintal.for Vocational-Teclini'cal Education t hose for itA
'4974 Annual Report to review previous recommendations relating" to i,iitlatiee
,and cutaiseling programs in the State of 'Vermont. An intensive, eighteen month
/study resulted in the following,conclusions:

Althougli the Advisory Council applaads the State Department of Ed.aa-
fion for recognizing the need for area vocatioival guidance courdinaturs, and.
fur financialiy supporting these positions throughout the SrAte, the Causal al
found that there remaias'a need for a clear, taamise pulicy relative to said

Y"' descriptive of K-12 gaidiume services. Some activities, such as the Verinunt
Gruidelines for Guidance Services, have pro idea progress ui this :treat but
the Council belteas that au clear advancement has takemplacc, despite simi-
lar Council recommendations in 1970 and 1971. e

The council recommends that jpb placement and student fulluw-up pro-
grams be an integral part of school guidance programs. The State Depart-
ment of Ed in anion .s,uppurt of a pilot job placement program and retpai e-
meats that local districts file a follows -up report of vocational education
programs are commended by the Advisory Council. Howe v er, the .kciiisoly

,Cuticil urges that the dol. !opulent of job placement and student fulluti,np
programs be placed on a higher priority throughout the State.

The Council encourages tine coordination between Area Vocational Centers
and Sending Schools, both as at 111C8145 for comprehenstie State planning et
rotational programs, and for improving Informal sucatiunal guidance pet
formed by Sending School teachers. Specifically, the Council recommends
that all secondary sehuuls be required to submit a 1, ucatiunal education phut
and annual report, which would be analogous to those of Area Vocational
Centers, and the development of in-service courses fur non-sot:anon:1i
teachers, to acquaint them with the programs and sere ices of Area Voca-
tional Centers.

The Cuancil supports the development of career education programs in
Vermont schools, but notes that in fiscal year 1971 almost all funding tits
percent) for such programs came from votational education monies. The
Council dues nut believe that career education should be deieloPed at the
expense of vocational education, and urges increased support from all levels
and subject areas of State Qduention programs.

The study of previous rewmniendations revealed to the State Advisory
Council that its recommendations have resulted In little action by the Ver-
mont State Department of Education. Further, the method of reporting ile-
tlunz, by the Departuent thap imt enable eialttation to determine if unproved
services resulted.

Therefore, the Council suggests that Council recommendations be re-
sponded to by the State Board of Education, with eXplicit pulley direction
to the Department of Edacution, and that the Department of Education
slitaatintilmte pusitiie acttuu In the State Plait, with results rt ported nit in
the State annual report.

VIRGINIA

In evaluating the State Flaw the St.tte Advisory gunned acknowledges the
validity of mission and cowmen:is the ongoing goals. The Council suggests, Ian%
ever, that goal statements In the follow tug areas of imational mita dual would
strengthen the State Plan

Public Information. '
Establishment of Local Advisory Councils and Committees.
Procedures for Planning Programs of Vocational Education,

The Council assesses the goal, am,t reaamabli reflection of student needs, yet
a gap bctWeen State goads and the Implementation of the goals in the classroom

4 b
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is attributed go the large number of stnents, especially in secondary.shools,
who would benefit Agin vocational courses lg a are not enrolled in them:

The Council feebVtlimt the -DR ision of Vocational Education collects and
amity zeis, all available dota ',uncertain; muumuu erTheeds, job opportunities, and
employ r needs in thestute. ',thew are g Pu orking relationships between the
Di visuai of %mt:anon:1i Education. the I trgi1114,raillAi.tment Commission, the Di-
vision of State Pia and Conartanay AlTaimi, the Division Of Industrial De-.
velopument, and vimer State agencies involred RI', manpower and training The
Coveted identifies only one Atli rebate! problemtaking data, gathered from
these diverse sources, and molding this data into tut used-all picture of the State's
nu er needs, job opportunities', and mimploye-r needs. .1 frequent lack of data
compatibility often creates problems.

A speeml plan fur the° vourdinatioa of training opportunities, whiCh became
effective Juts- 1. 197-1. mils for the establishment of a State Coordinating Opt-
mittee. to obleh lucuh Coorthnoling Umnruittees «ill report. This coordinating
system will be insulted in nimplemeimaug Coordination of Adult Basic, General,
and Continuing Technical and Vocinumal Educathm without -unnecessary dupli-;
cation of courses anal programs.

Asuronee of job pi:teen-Lent for graduates for secondary schools is eproblem,
since these schools do not nave an organized Placement .mervive director assigned,
or Molgets allocated. Community wilegcs, however;do hate 1%011 orgfinized place-
ment semee.., and courtier Movement to be one of their major responsibilities.
The CO midi lieges all secondary smliouls and community' colleges to provide strung
placement services for Its -

luimcil recomn dmions are male with suggestions .for Implem entation ac-
tivities. Included among these recommendations are:
Prolcvsiona/ Per:mum/ A-ccdtt

The Connell 4;44e:slut increase in time supply of teachers, supervisors, adminis-
trators, counselors, and researtlecs imm t ocational education. Critical shortages
of teachers exist in the fields of industrial arts, health othmation edneation,
trades trod industrial cduvation, and agricultural education. Strategies for meet-
ing. t ()cation:4 education tend) ir shortages are listed hi appendix of the report.

rtilization of Vocational Nducation Facilities
j'he Advisory Council has made the recommendation to the State Board of

'it:lineation that the Division of Vocational Education build into its Vocational
Education Management information System (VEMIS) a component that would
provide up-todate information on the as ailability and utilization of vocational
education facilities and equipment in the Vocational-Technical Centers and time
comprehensive laglm schools. Time same recommendation was directed to the State
Board for Community Colleges.
Phiccuient Services

The Advisory Council notes the success of pilot projects in this area, such its
the Student 3u11 Placement Sers ice Project that the Division of Vocational Edu-
cation is presently conducting in cooperation wlthnipe local school systems under
the Part Ii Section of the,Vocatiunal Education Act. The Commit recommends to
the State Boa nt Mint The placement and follow-up services provided for in these
Pilot projects be extended to all- secondary schools operating a vocational
program.
Guidance and Counseling

I he recommendations made in last year's Annual Report are repeated because
of the Commis eummitineut to the improvement of vocational guidance and
mmeling in the State's public schmods. Thee recommendation.' are.

The ()MIAs responsible for gahlanje and counseling services at the local
and State let els should embark on an immediate campaign designed to up-
grade the vocational knowledge and guidance competencies of currently
employed counselors, and

Counselor certification should be reused to ensure that school counselors
are appropriately prepared in vocational counseling.

WASIIINGTON

Thu 'tv ash noon Suite Ads isory Council recognizes thp t great impres ement
has been made in the" state planning process for vocational education and
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w eiconas the Iareftti eousidelation of ,rdvisory Coulteil rt coninieffilations by
theState t2ourdinating Cotingil in she developmentof the State Plan. However,

. the Council Relieves that prinity should be gis en to the det elopment of a truly
comprehensive plan. To date, the planning efforts have been oriented to the '
federal requirements. The Ads 4-wry Couiltli would like to see development
of a ,Iongra,pge I Ian for sueatittnal education that is produced without reference
to the:leder:it requireffients and i hat is based upon needs assessment, The Advtsory
t ouai al Nouid also like to see the VOt 8 th.fildi training plans of ManpowerCETA
inetuded in ale state Plan for tut:attend' edtaniion and coordination between
me State Coordinating Count il and GRTA in planning ttaathipal

o
programs.

t ne'Wit Iv. the Coordinating Council res tus s ntipow e r and CET4,. v octional
pro:uanis for Compliance wall the ate Plan and fur aliecessary duplication
only. Differing planning requirements oral deadlines imposed by the several
federal agencies insotst:dviutlit.ate that complete., uoidination cannot occur until
thee problems are retolved at the federal level.

I he key problem in Washington remains an ineffetih e organizational struc-
t are to manage the state's %math) 41, programs. The lack of adequate state
cotadination results in duplicate p. ,graii;s and services. As it result, at the
state tcy el, a theta:intI and coordination anomg secondary. postsecondary and
adult education agencies suffer. At the Meal let'el, ,though many excellent
examples of coordination exist, there is ip .uniform articulation. The Advisory
t ',molt urges he Coordinating Count it to seek full acvuntability of the Super-
.)siliteadent of iblie instruction and the State Board for. Community Collcite
tabula ion by Mt? implementation of ak ,audit and' evaluation model. It further
rot mumerds that the cjordlnatIng Council review programs for disadvantaged
and ha ittheapped persons to at old unnecefaary dirpliLation and to assess their
offeetiveuess. : , .

tavat strides hate betA Omado in the mitting and detelonifient pf it ceafral
ni.thiezenlelit itlfof runtis. .,stew. Truk,.,Ier. ,he implementation of such a system,
is 41 long t% ay off. The Count II believes top 'priority shpuld be given to the
des elopment and Implemmitation of this system, the fuletasting of employ-theta
tteuert imitlt,-, -"II 1.1 oti'l.ation of sin li data lit --tate id:inning has Improved a,
great deal, the, need still remains fur Opt at ed student follow up reporting
and the hist nth Min of as uniform system w bich Unlade, employer feedback.
1 he major barrier to the implementation of sit( h a system is the substantial cost
involvc71.

,Hanseatic and gradate models hate been des eloped by the Coordinating
yearn 11 and the implementation of program standards for counseling and place-
ment should serve as a basjs to eyaluate ,/freer k ounstling and guidance. There
has been no study of counseling effecns mess In Washington. 'Ate proposed
standards may enable such analysis. . I %.,

.

The Cotmcil notes that a three day career education worksbnp and the Project
WA E (What About Vocational Education) seminars spoilsored by the Co-
ordinating Council In 197I have done a great deal to stimulate interest in and
prim ide'direction to the state's. career cilia aithni effort. The Advisory Council
is. however, disapopinted that no state edit( anon board has ,formally adopted,
either a definition or a policy statement on career education. .

, Among the Advisory Council recommendations for this year are:
That the legislature create a State Board for Vocational Eat:anon as

recomthended by the Advisory Council hilts fourth report. ,

That the Coordinating council for Occupational Education place top
priority .011 the dm elopmelat of a cent ralked management hifornattion *stem.

That the 00ordinanng Council for Occupational Education place high
priority on the assessment of people needs.

WEST VIRGINIA

one of the Ads isory Council s major criteria for nyansuring the effectiveneas
of tt,eational programs is job placement. It is encouraging, in this regard, tlia,t

Armt ing number of educational institutions in the State are taking the respon-
sibility for assuming the job placement of their graduates.

In assessing the etleutiseness with which the people and their needs are being
suet, the Comall notes the difficulty In getting adequate manpower needs ditta
Pot placating. purposes. Despite this difikulty, the Bureau of Vocational, Tech.
Tina!, and Adult Edut anon has det eloped an effecth e working relationship
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with the Department of L'aiphyit'lent Se.cmity raid the West Virginia Depart-
, molt of Commerce. Au example of tips pruductiie litter agency working relatitaki

ship is the Area Vocational Brograiii, designed to coordinate the training efforts
necessaly tu proide stalks SN urkers fur new awl expanding industries in the
State: ,7)

The Council points out that the present Macau budget cannot facilitate ,the
numbers of selidents identified as disittitantagcd ur liandicappeal. The illmbero
of enrollees in special occupational programs and regular programs for the
handicapped in "to tray 'approximate the over gual fur the seeandao
handicapped students set forth In the 1971 Stine Plan. Possible enlistment of
financial support through the West Virginia Iagislature for rim& to alidet,,v rib!,
.existing and expanding programs fur these isiieing

Council recommendations for this year include :
A Statewide curriculum Center tu serve as a resource facilit for West

Virginia and surruanding states, passible funding opportunities fur such
t enter thriaigh the Sppalialliaa Regional Commission %N.th

, dramatic strengthening in the nticlization of local advisory Councils to
facilitate the community involtement necessary fur sound vocational
,programs.

Vocational exploration for ninth and tenth grade htudents which would
provide continued developinent of exploratory experiences fur these students.

Developirien% of a comprehensive in service program utilking appropriate
State and local agencies to show local advisory etitilicil members and lueal
industries huw to better utilize their expanded cooperative education
*genius. tx.

wrscoxstx.
The Wibconsin State Advisory Council commends the State lloard of Voca-

tional-Technical add Adult Education on Its administration of tocatiunal edu-
cation in-the State. It takes particular nute of the fact that the use of Federal
funds has stinitilitted Ant riastd allocations of State and lucid monies fur cut a-
tional education. The Council is concerned, however, that the lack of Con-
gressiOnal approDrIations planningacts as a restraint, on program gruw th. The
Council continues ,to recommend that State uttegurical funding., fut. Nocatiunatl
education be initiated to alto late this problem. The Council Is encouraged by
the present State Superintendent of Pantie Instructiun's call fur such State aid.

T4e Council praises the State Buard for its continued commitment to pro-
grams for the disadvantaged and handicapped students, and recognizes that
Federal set asides, which/have been fully utilized. have stimulated efforts in
this area. The Council is concerned, huwpver, that a great.program need exists
that State set asides fur programs fur the disatleantiq.ed and handicapped
of 'migrants is the reluctance On the part of local etItteatiot agencies to use
the Federal set asides because of their shurt term nature. The Council believes
that State set asides for prpgrams fur the disadvantaged, and handicapped
would assist the catalytic effqf Of the Federal monies.

The Council is pleased that it has been incorporated into the State planning
wlof vocational education, but is concerned that the State Plan has fallen into

di.repute among some Tocational eihicitturs. The Council continues to urge that
the des eloputent of the State Plan be seen as a tool for evphiatIng and assessing
the needs uf,v utatiumal education programs, and not as a mere academic exercise
resulting Ma compliance docuthent.

The Council believes that the develoiSment of an accurate andI I
data collection.syrsVent is esvential to effectit c State planning. It emuurages the
iniplementatiun , tf the Management Information Sy otViii currently being designed,
and is hopeful it vs ill be in place adn. The Connell notes that cooperation in
planning and prop amming among the various State atal lilt ill !Mehl le; in man-

. power training .prograuts has been exemplAry, ih the past, and expects such,
cooperation to continue under CETA. r.

The concept of student placement has been high on the list of priorities of
the Advisory Council, and the Council Is encouraged 'by the State commitment
to thls concept. The Coma (ago supports the State imurattittent tu the develop.,

went of a comprehensive out -reach program by the postsecondary 4.ucatiunal
inNIfittions, and particularly piaiseg the coprdinatlun and cooperation of a
number of schools with prisons loaded within Wisconsin.
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Among thC Council's recommendations for the current year are:
Congress take the necessary action to ensure fiscal appropriations be made

in time to encourage sound planning and wise expenditure;
Efforts be exerted in the development of a State planning process w hick

ensures the widest possible contribution from educators on all levels, and
that the State Plan is a viable management technique for program
operation ;

'Tat all schools, both on the secondary mid the postsecondary levels,
take responsibility in cooperation with other ageui.ies for job placement
of students.

WYOMING

The State Ads hairy Council reports Fite Ycara of Progress in this year's an-
nual report, to reflect the continuous growth of vocational education ill the
State of SN yunzing. Presentkt , pew. nt of Wyoming's high school students are
enrolled in at least three occupational programs.

The Connell particularly noted the heed to pros ide programs fur disadvantaged
and handicapped students, anti acknowledge the lack of alternative progiams
for these groups in niati,t schools. While tamforceinent gains hasc been significant
in serving the disaticantaged, there are still many ...schools without programs
thatmeet the needs of the handicapped.

Because of the need for an occupational information retrieval system, the
Council encourages the collection of bulb idual Juformatitai on all students en-
rolled in occupational education. Such a s;m steam should be incorporated into the
State Department of Education Management Information Sqtviees Unit, which
would pros ale up-tmdatc data about occupational education program enrollments.

II:chided in this ,ear's recommendations were:
That during fiscal year 1975 the State Department of Education and the

'Lidice of uceapallonal Education continue to further develop, implement,
and evaluate the Comprehensive Occupational Education Program design

\ K-(1; attitude development toward the world of work.
\7--S: career orLIntation.
940: career exploration.
11, -12; and community college career preparation and continuing

education.
That the State Department of Education incorporate into the Management

Information Sercices Unit the occupational information retrieval system;
That the State Board, through the State Department of Education, pro-

vide leadership and assistance to local schools in developing and implement-
ing occupational education programs that meet the needs of disadvantaged
and handicapped students;

That the State Department of- Education encourage public:schools and
community colleges to accept responsibility In job placement follow-up studies
anti continuing education of students.

The Connell reslewed the research and exemplary programs presently being
conducted through Part C and Part D funds.

Mr. PuerNsEt. I believe the overview will fortify some of the posi-
tions which we have taken irt our testimony, sole source agencies and
the 5-year plan.

This is an evaluation prepared by the Natidnal Advisory Council
on the State plans. was submitted to us. You will 110 that of e
of the questions is that the States right now are,allor at least many
of the States are looking for a better may of doing it, and there is a
growing dialog.

We recommend that the .1-year plan in itself would put an emphasis
on the sole State ligelic3,, but we still feel that the'sole Statc agelic; is
a better way Of nut only distributing, but, accounting for how funds
are heingN)ent, and we have recommended

Chairman Putt I I hate to interrupt the distinguished gentleman
from 'Minnesota, but we are going to have to moil; along now. We
have se% eial others and we hale another committee meeting.

52-*-945-75--vol. 2-7-52
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Mr. Simon?
Mr. SDP/N. Yes; my apologies to the witness, bal. I just want.to

aknowlethre the piesence of an old,frienkr and.distinguished'fornier
ineqwr of this Committee. Congressman Pucinski. It is great to see
von hear you in the.halls of Washington.

Mr. Pucixsiu. Thank you.Jain glad you are on this cormnittoe. I
hate always said this is the best oninittN in PT If }eau will
look at the rem! d of legislation in the -UnitedStates in the lase

%..a coal will find the mustreatis e programs in social legislation.
come out of this committee ander the cloth ma uship of your dis-
tinguished chairman, Mr. Pekins, so you are On a good com mittee.
am glad tou selected this.

Mr. Srmos. T am proud to be here with my colleagues.
Chairman PERKINS. Any questions?
Mr. Simox. T have no questions.
Chairman PEng.fxs. MI% Pressler?
Mr. PRSSLER. Yes, lir. Chairman', T would like to just take a

luinute Of our coat linaiCad Cant' to iutt ()duce sonic Mks from Soiith
Dakota, Mr. .Tohn Re( seI would like to ask you people to stand
( haii man of oui advisory council of vocational education; Mr. .T. D.
Tiaset executis e director of the South Dakota Advisory 'Council on
Vok at ional Edut tion; Dr. Phyllis Dixon, a member; and Mrs. Lewis
Moss. also a member. T would like to welcome them here.

If I neat. Mm. Chairman. T would like to ask one brief question,
unless we are out,of thin.. Ts it permissible to ask one question?

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahe,ad.
Mr. PnEssi.tat. Point No. t of these recommendations,. proposing-

na tanmetalations for the proposed vocational education legislation,
talks of the importance of the State plan,,

Is there any checkup on the State plan? I mean there are State
plans, but there is tcly little es aluation of Chem as far as I can find.
There should be annual reports on progress. I wonder: Are we in
Congress doing enough to evaluate the State plans?

The State can write ant sort of a plan that sort of,,exists in a file.
Are we using. this State plan?

Mr, PUCINSKI. We. CougressmarcI and starting o n Page 6 of our
prepared statement, 't -here we go into extensive detail on the im-
portance of tine State plan as a planning mechanism, and we urge that.
you write language into this bill which w ill make the State plan a
planning mechanism mawl than mei clt aua animal budget'aveounting
procedure.

We urge that you reemphasize this. There certainly should be a
mandatory :a -year plan, an annual report bt the State or progress
status. You are actually right. The State plan can become a greater
fist rument.

This is why earlier I suggested tha t the language be strengthened to
malze it unmistakably clear that the State athisory council shall have
greater supervision' in looking over the State plans.

ruder the exist ing law, the Office of Eduction cannot fund a State
,program unless the State advisory council signs off as they certify
that program, but the State advigory councils have not been suffi-
ciently involved in ihe day

t
-to-day planning process.
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We are urging in our statement that this be included in your legisla-
tion so that the planning process becomes more meaningful.

You will find from reading the exhibit that we- have introduced nn
our oversight., many State plans are deficient, and )ve are hoping to
correct that with our recommendations before this committee today.

Mr. Pu.sst.mt. I hal e a couple inure questions, bin perhaps I will
submit them to you for discussion later. One of them involves the com-
mon set of definitions that you touched on, but I would like to pursue
that a bit farther.

Chairman Psiuiixs. Thank you very much. My. Mottl? Any
questions?

Mr. Mom.. No questions.
Mr. JErronos. Mr. Cl minium. I Inn e just one or two very brief ques-

tions. I ant interested. of con Ise, in your eomments about the neecl'for
better coordination of planning at the local and State levels,especially
in areas such as career education.

We have results from the Wilms studyand I am not exactly sure
I agree with the resultswhich show a let y pour relationship between
the job training and job availability.

I wonder if you agree with that conclusion as far as the State voca-
tional education programs not training people for jobs available? Do
you tend to agree with that or note

Mr. PuotNski. Nut n Thecessarily. ere are some 111,000 students now
attending journalism schools across the e%ountry. . There are only 1,300
newspapers in America. The prospects are that a rely large number
of the.e oun ig people going into journalism are reasonably Slim. but
still they are in those schools and nobody Mr questions that aspect.

I think:that on balanceand this is one reason why we are recom-
mending that the 1908 amendments be given a. chance to workmuch
progress is being made, in the last couple of years more so than earlier,
within the framewoik of the 1968 amendments, indeed being more
careful about. training square pegs for square holes.

The GAO report was critical of that, and we have reacted to that
and States have reacted. There is merit to what you are saying.

I think the important, thing, though. is that the vocational corn-
numityr is more aware of that problem today than they were before.
This is one reason why we hale suggested in our prepared statement
we make greater use of the U.S. Employment Service and that we do
indeed w rite into this law requirements that vocational education must
have a placement service. 4

Now, when we do that. when the school administrators are faced
with the necessit,y that we Suggest in this testimony, of placing the
students they tram, w ill-then find that there w ill be a compelling
reason for diem to take another look at many of the existing curricula
that may or may not be needed at this time.

I think that the overhaul of the sy stein to make it mere milistic
w ill come when 3 eti do require the System to place, the student after
they have trained him..

As we said in our statement, of course, 8.5 million unemployed. This
may not be the easiest thing today, but, as we work our way out of
this present economic crisis and jobs become available, we ought to
require vocational,programs to place'the student.
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When you do that, you will find a builtin policing mechanism be-
cause, obviously, if they are training students they cannot place.
sootier or later they are going to catch up -with them.

So I think you are going to find that with the recommendations
made in our testimony today we can go a long way toward correcting
that deficiency.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Again, going along with that. you have recommended
a crash program of $1 billion or $2 billion. Do you feel that. in view

- of some of these t omments, that looney would be well spent? Would
we really be able to train people for jobs at ailable under the present.
'circumstances?

Mr. Puffs-sr:male greatest sintde tragedy; in America today in the
economic front is the extraordinarily, high unemployment rate of
young people in disadvantaged cohanunities. That rate is running in
excess of ,10. 50. and in some places 60 percent.

It is particularly true with nonwhite students and piling people.
Where we have an unemployment rate of some 21 percent on the
average among white youths, that unemployment rate goes up to 42
and 45 percent.

So we feel that with Vietnam now behind us, hopefully with our
national resource& redirected. the first priority ought to go with
dealing with that area of the country where the unemployment is the
highest, not because necessarily jo:is are lacking, because, if you look
at the want ads of the Chicago Tribune. there are '10 pages. A couple
of weeks ago, they had a special promotion. They had a special section
An jobs, with the highest number of jobs in recent years.

Yet, underskilled workers are not able to fulfill the jobs,
Chairman Purtroxs. I hate to interrupt at this point. Mr. hall, do

you have any questions?
Mr. HALL :No ; I have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. The next one is Mr. Goodling. Do you have

any questions? He is not here now. Mr. Blouin?
Mr. BLOWN. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Any other members here? Mr. Peyser ?
Mr. PEYSER. No. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any questions. except

that I want to join, in welcoming my former chainnan.back -to the
committee. and I am delighted to see you here, Roman.

Mr. Puctxsta. Mr. Chairman, if there is no objection, we would
like to include in the record a "Review of GAO Report" prepared by
the National Advisory-Council.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, so ordered.
[The document referred to _Follows :]

REVIEW OF GAO REPORT ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, JAls.TUARY 1975

In his December 31, 1974 report analyzing the Ilse of federal funds for voca-tional education, the Comptroller General raises-molly important questions. Inmany respects the report expresses concerns the National and State Advisory
Councils on Vocational Education have been enunelating over the last five years.The criticisms directed at the vocatidnal education system are grouped intofive categories: the role of federal funds, planning, targeting of funds, utlliza-`don of resources, and the relatiOn of training to employment. Under each topic
a number of speclfic.problems are discussed. Some problems, such as the lack ofAdequate real and the analysis, in many cafes, is excellent. We would like to
point out, however, that while we feel that major modifications are needed In

4 th,
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some areas, there has been an Increase in enrollment in a dumber of programs,
and iii federal and local dollars spent fur vocational education since the 1908
Amentinaiits. Our euneern is that thL ha be o erlooked and that atudification and
itnprovement proceed from a base of constructive criticism.

What is needed is a careful rev pew a specific elements of the programa review
which, at the request of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

NACU:), ate Cdugress is undertaking ,hid of which this Comptroller General's
report forms a part. hndoubtedly this review will call forth numerous recom-
mendations for the btrengthenIng of specific elements of the Obtem. But care
must be taken that efforts to Improve one part of the system do out result in
-damage to other elements.

In addition, the difficulties to which to Comptroller General's report addresses
itself Lutist be seen within the context of real world constraints. The resources
.callable, even if used with maximum efficiency, simply will not allow the accom-

-plistonent of all the objectives of the legislation. For example, the law mills for
making sucatiunal education accessible to all citizens in every part of every state
As reported in the 1'1)74 MACE survey of State Councils, at current funding rates
that may not be possible until the year 2105. Mini, failure of the system to con-
form to the ideal envisioned in the 1908 Amendments should not be regulated
a. prima. fame es Aimee of nusinanagenand, fur hilt ehruihating mismanagement
and undertitalization of resources will certaintly help, improved efficiency alone
cannot compensate for the lack Of adequate funding.

A major theme of the Comptroller General's report is the failure ok sonic state
and local program managers to target funds in accordance with-the priorities
stated or implied in the law, particularly for meeting the needs of the disadvan-
taged. In this yuutcat, two important. factors must be considered: First, the Ad-
ministration has chosen and in the appropriations process Congress has
generally acquiesced ut this choice` -to give as much discretion ns possible to state
and local administrators In handling federal vocational education funds. This
approach leads to increased responsibility and lreativity at the local loci but at
the same time dilutes concentration on federal priorities. Further, the local
administrator faces competing demands. Where pressure is applied to show
results in terms of student achlesement and job placement, the most able rather
than the neediest students are sought.

In the following pages we will set forth in more detail' our analysis of the
specific issues raised in the Comptroller General's report and our judgment as to
Low the problems it cites should be dealt with. In many cases we will be referring
to past reports of the National and State Ads Tory Councils on Vocation uca-

s
tion, in which ninny of these issues wee discussed.

I. 111E ROLE OF FEDI:RAI. FUNDS
A. Management

*Generally, OE has not atlequntely evaluated how federal funds have been
used." OE does not know what the Impact of federal vocational funding has
actually been." (pp. 8, IS)

Lite /oust a faire attitude of the Department of nealth, Education, and-Welfare
y toward vocational education has been of continuing concern to the

National Advisory Council. The number of Office, of Education (OE) personnel
assigned to vocational education has decreased from 71 in 1908 OS only 31 in
1o74. This has been the result of a deliberate policy to delegate decision malting
to the states. The philosophy of the Administration In this regard Is evident in
the President s budget proposals which, user the last few years, have called for
the elimination of distinct. vocational education programs (fiscal year MO and
consolidation of programs pascal year 1375). Each of these budgets. which re-
quested a decrease in s (national education personnel in OE, called for new legisla-
tion to replace. the EHIS Aniendnents hi the "revenue *hal ing" mode Although
no such legislation was passed, IIEW has acted as Hit had, and has cut the
vocational education staff accordingly. Charged with overseeing the implementa-
tion of the 1005 Amendments, the National Advigory Council has protested.

The Council agrees with the cunt:qui-4ms of the Comptroller General regarding
ID-Ars failures in managing federal vocational vim Mimi funds. One reason
ter these failures ha' been IIEW"s "regionalization" policy, which has moved its
monitoring responsibilities from the central office to regional offices. The Council

0
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-has protested such min es a helms er illus. has e been made. When it a as itativalieed
that management of Part. D exemplary denaistration) funds should be regt ,n-
alized the Council filed a letter of protest which stated that this move was
illegal under existing legislation. 'the move a as made, nevertheless.

We sincerely hope that the report of the General Accounting Office 1,GA0)
will alert the new Administration to the consequences of the policy pursued by
IIEW user the last four years :cod thus bring about a strengthening of the Bu-
reau of Occupational and Adult Education. We %sunlit only add that a e are
pleased teat the states has e been able to du as much as they have in implementing
the 196S Amendments a about benefit of the guidance of a strong federal iffi, c.
The Education Amendments of 9.,17-1 presents regionalization without Congres-
sional approval.
B. Return oninvestment

Increased funding fur vocational programs has not necessarily resulted in
proportionately increased enrollments." (p. 17)

The Comptroller General's report raises a number of pros ocative questions
concerning vocational education costs and expenditures. Fur example, the report
points out that the increase In enrollments has not kept pace with the rise in
federal expenditures. Unfortunately, no detailed molly Sis has been made of the
reasons for this. We recommend that IIEW undertake a research effort to tiod
answers to the following questions:

1. How muckbas the cost of vocational education per student hour In different
types of courses fisea since 1904?

2. How does the cost rise in vocational education compare with the cost rise
in other areas of education?

3. State by state, boa has e state appropriations fur vocational education Lon,
pared with federal appropriations?

4. What factors seem to account for the difference between those states that
base continued to match annual federal increases and those states that has ,t?

5. State by state, how dues the record of appropriations for vocational educa-
tion compare with the record of appropriations for secondary education? For
higher education?

6, What factors seem to account for fhe difference between states width ha, e
increased the voentional education appropriation at a greater rate than the
genernl education appropriation and states in which the opposite is the ca'40

The Connitruller General's report has made a fine start at looking at the n tarn
on the investment of the federal dollar in vocational education, but much addi-
totted research necessary before a e can adequately evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the current system in maximizing the impact of federal funds.
C. students with. Special Needs

No state user a four-year period has supported efforts for the dIsathntaged
and handicapped to the same extent as Its overall Part B program." (O.161

In the National Council's summary of the State Advisory Council reports. the
following statement appears. 'Councils were coin erred obuut the loos percentage
of the disadvantaged and handicapped being sere ed by vocational edni atiot in
their states. Problems rnnging from lack of a valid sy7stem for identifying- these
target groups to lack of special prograns to meet their needs were listed."

The NACVE summary of the 1973 Slate Council reports stated. "While recog-
nizing that more disadvantaged and handicapped students were currently t n
rolled in vocational programs than at any lime in the past, the Councils expresd
concern about the still very small ,percentage of these students being served in
terms of the numbers needing vocational education. Of all the problems. this
seems to be the one on Which least progress had been made in terms of need
and potential."

This continuing problem Is the focus of much of the t riticism the Comptroller
General levels at vocational education. The states and local education agen, les
are not matching the 15% set-asides for the disadvantaged and the 19": set-aside
for the handieapped, some states. they are not even spending the federal
minhnum.
/ The National: Advisory Council publicized the need for more attention to be
paid fur the disadvantaged as fax hack as 1909 a hen its Second Report si,a, oub-
114ied. This concern appeared again In the Third Repoli and led the Council to
initiate and cosponsor a nation," conference on mho,* itks and career education
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to 1J73. let w hen Ise started soliciting viewpoints this s ear on changes needed
in the 1968 Amendments, w e w ere surprised at the lack of concern for programs
for the disadvantaged. Much of the vocational education cstabliShed au Wally
belies ed that the set-asides were nu longer necessary. Informatbal we 'gathered
in our hearings un rotational education in the urban touters told ims oth
and to our testimony before the House General Subcommittee we argued for
retention of the set-asides, at least at current levels.

Programs fur. the disadvantaged and hantheappeck.is the one program an a that
best illustrates the tension between federal priorities and local concerns. Local
school adunnistiaturs facing a waiting tilt of students for regular programs
and state agency personnel feeling the impact of political pressure from middle-
class suburban residents simply see the need for vocational education programs
differently from the drafters. of the 1968 Amendments. In the absence of pres-
sure from federal administrators to direct flu* toward students with spec ial
needs, it is predictable that funds will be diverted into programs with n.ore
haekii-c*-from locally powerful groups.

The ''failure to deal adequately with the problems of the disadvantaged and
handl...lipped Is also-tied to the failure to require a thorough needs asassment
fur the development of State Plans an issue which is discussed in Chaplet 3 of
the GAO report),

For the foreseeable future, it will be necessary to pros ide strict federal re
quirulients for expenditures fur the disadiantaged and handicapped if the needs
of these people are to be met.
D. Walt/die Effect

"Federal assistance for vocational education has not fulls achieved-the cata-
lytic effect envisioned by Congress." (p. 19)

The analysis presented in the first section of the Comptroller General's report
Is most useful for those of us,concerned with improving vocational education. and
the National Council is gratified to find attention being drawn to what we have
considered to be serious weaknesses in the sy stern. How ever, w e have to disagree
sith no. vonclusion drawn by the authors in summing up this section that Ow fed
era I contribution has failed to have a totally catalytic effect.

The report's conclusion is based in large part on the fact that the ratio of
state and local dollars spent on vocational education to federal dollars has de
dined since 1970. Let us look at this more closely.

First. the law calls for matching of one state and local dollar to every federal
dollar. The ratio in 1972 was 4.7 to 1. That hardly seems to indicate ineffective-
ness. Second, the state of the economy lias changed from 1970 to 1974. Increasing
inflation lias necessitated an increase in federal fowling of programs if such
programs are to survive. Now a state which matches federal funds at a rate of
five to one must appropriate five additional dollars for every additional federal
dollar in order to maintain the 5-1 ratio. Thus as the federal appropriation in
creases the ratio becomes. more and more oinh tilt to maintain. When this. is
combined with a downturn in the economy, it is reasonable to assume that a
states failure to keep up the ratio is dye less to a declining interest in vocational
education than to external economic factors.

The Judgment that the 106S Amendments have not had a catalytic effect seems
10-have'been-reached-without -sufficient regard for careful analysis of the factors
involved. Moreover, this conclusion ,is contradicted by the testimony of State
Advisory Councils throughout the nationCouncils which themselves have
pointed out mans of the problems and weaknesses discussed in the Colfiptroller
General's report that the 1908 Amendments hate had significant impact on
Improving vocational education in their states.

For example. hi a 1974 'report the Kentucky Council stated with regard to
90-570:

"This legislation .. has made 0 tremendous impact on 5 ocational education
in Kentucky. It has helped place vocational edUcation in a new perspective
which has led to a (Is !inn& change in its overall purpose and direction. It has
helped to stimulate great.' pallc interest and support fur ocational education
and to bring additional vocational education facilities and programs to all
sections of KentucIty.

"It has-bronght about, an awareness on the part of the State's leadership which
is required to direct program ddelopment toward meeting the needs of tho
people rather than guiding the people toward existing programs."
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Thus, although Ise agree with the Comptroller General that the vocational
education system needs much strengthening, we disagree with rating the
1968-Amendments a failure. We look back at the massive problems we faced in
1908 and are thankful for the progress that has been made as a result of the
1968 amendments. Our gratitude, however, dues not lessen our commitment to
continue to improvo the system as.rapidly as possible:

411. PLANNING
A. State Plan

Plans at state and local levels are preliared madly to comply with federal
requirements and are Hat used to provide direction to programs or to nteasure
program impact.".(p. 22)

The introduction to the 1974 NACVE surVey of State Councils states:
Ideally, the State Plan forces state officials to analyze needs, establish pd.-

itiricies and allocate ,curse resources. But in oonso states the planning process
has tended to bog dim n in formality. Concentration on meeting the literal re-
quirements of the law results In failure to fulfill its spirit. the 'compliance docu-
ments thus produced are submitted to the Office of Education, approved. and
then shelved. They do not become effective tools for guiding performance."

The Issue of the State-Plans is one that has recurred on every survey of State
Count tht and at every joint meeting of the State and Councils. The State Plan
is the core of Fart B of the 1968 Amendments and all concerned hare been seek -
aag to Improve a. The Comptroller General's report reflects this concern
and in fact quotes the National and State Councils on this issue.

Ilinvever, it should be noted that progress is being made on this score. For
example, in the State of California the State Advisory Council made this recom-
mendation concerning development of the State Plan 1111973:

"That the State Board of Falui ation and Board of'Gov enters of the community
colleges complete their vocational education delivery system by establishing state-
\vide priorities and goals and objectives, and that the system provide for con- _
tinuous review, updating and evaluation which ran serve as a model fur distrb e."
plans. Furthermore, the Council recommends that the state's priorities, goals
and objectives be established by t tasks force made up of representatives from all
levels of vocational education, .various agencies serving it (both public and
private), lay persons and students."

In early 1974 the California Council reported that this recommendation was
in fact being implemented. Similarly, the Washington Council reported.

' We have encouraged the Board to look upon vocational education planning
as an extremely compnhat$he function embracing total analysis of need. estab-
lehment of priorities. and measurable objectives, plans to meet the needs. and
finally, evaluation of the results. Planning should include all vocational educa-
tion inelading mataamer, and should embrace local, state and federal resources.
out of the comprehensive plan should be extracted fedt rat reporting require-
ments. Our recommendakoms on planning have been carefully considered by bur
State Board staff, and planning,b has improved considerably."

SIttwly but surely, progress is ImIngmade in assessing needs, setting priorities,
and planning the use of resources. The arocess.could be hastened considerably by
effective monitoring by the Offive of Effiwa lion. the pros ision of technical as-
sist:Hive to states. and the .ranting of kern standing to State Advisory Councils
to sue when the State Board violates the law.

Vem13 .4.t.teRsinent
"Needs of potential students and communities served by vocational education

are not assessed on a systematic. ongoing basis." (p. 22)
The flr.st step to VS riiltrz a meaningful Stiate Plan Is an accurate needs assess-

ment. Yet this is an emienstve undertaking anti' one tvith u blob educational,ad-
rninistrators are often unfamiliar. Furthermore. states have been constrained In
conilacting a thorough needs assessment by the Office of Education's practice of
requiring that State Plans request only the amount of money OE expects to have

11'hen the Minnesota Council protested the lack of needs asset-m*1d to
their State Board. this my: the Board's reply:

"The law would imply that it is imoliclt that the state identify all possible ,
voentionatechnimi education needs. Mimi:yr. to do so w ould upend consider- '
able effort In identification vvithout resources available to meet the needs.
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Therefore, the actual policy has been to allow the states to conduct planning
within a real. estimate of mailable resources. Thus, the result is in fact an under-
statement of the need, but yet one that is practical and useable."

The Office of Education guidelines should be clanged so as to requireas the
law seems to dothat a thoroughgoing needs assessment be conducted in each
state before exkiditure priorities are set. So lung as planning Is allow ed to pre-
eded without such research, the needs of the less i csal of less powerful Liebauts
of the population will not be ghee adequate attention in State Plans.
C. Coordinatioa

"it is critically important that coordinated planning take place to insure com-
prehensive prolision of services and effective utilization of funds." (p. 25)

NACVE's review of the 1973 State Council reports states:
.Nan:illation of secondary school with post-secondary school vocational and

technical programs is another problem which a number of Councils have found
as continuing to be difficult of solution. While the igublem is clear, and recom-
mendations for resoli mg it are simply stated, Implementation faces nanny bar
tiers, particularly that of institutional autonomy ON en in state supported in-
stitutioms of higher mita:1100m While some firegiess eau be reported, it is net yot
of significant proportions except isolated situations,

-(,ourdmatien of Nutzthunal educcitien programs with other community and
atemmanpower atw elopment programs and actin ities ienstins a continuing firob-
lem, but the i..!iTfilieirs-sreraili significant progress is being made."

"Coordination" is one of those key words which seems to recur in all discussions
of how to unprme vocational education. And like most key words, It evoke facile
recommendations which in fact are very difficult to implement.

The Comptroller tieneral's report reviews the problem of institutional isola-
tion and.tnnnel Nistuat but goes no clue as to how to implement its recommenda-
tion that the Secretary of IIEW "establish working partnerships among all
institutions providing occupational training at all levelsseCondary, post sec-
ondary, adult"

One need only look at the duplication among programs at the federal level to
grasp the enormity of the. problem. Almost every agency of the federal govern-
ment runs sonic sort of training programs, and inany of them overlap.

Iu 1973 the National Advisory Cunneil proposed that a federal board be
created with responsibility for managing all vocational education 90d manpower
development programs in HEW and, Labor. It did not get very far.

It is et;sential, of coarse, that reformers continue to hammer away at Institu-
tional rigidities which prevent cooperatiNe efforts, and progress is being made,
But calls for reform must be tempered with a realistic apprrdsa I of the problems
intiereat in all such efforts, which may be seen by many organizations as an
attempt to limit their' autonomy.
D. Data

. information aboiil vocational education i'' inadequate for the purpose of
formulating public policy and ascertaining whether current programs are work-
ing effectively ..." t p. 33)

To gather valid data nationw ide on the effectiveness of vocaklonal eiluestion
programs would require an effort of the approximate magnitude Of the decennial
census. What is needed Is not a national vocational education data collection
eitort. but a national eumpaterized inforaation system for all education.

In its Fourth W-port, the National Advisory Council stated that "much better
data than is now available must be obtained if planning Is to be effective." Sub-
sequently. the Apprepriations CommIttee8 of Congress directed that hinds be
used to undertake Project Baseline, to gather the data needed for effective
planning, and requested that UT NAM monitor this project. The prof art- is
now in its fourth year.

A number of states have developed state management information sY`tetog
which mild be used as starting points fur the development of a national system
But the massive effort required to build the hind of sy stein which would,provide
an the infermation necessary fur educational planning )N ill Comt billions of dollars
That does not mean it is impossible. It does mean that it is ant going to develop'
from a slice of the annual vocational education approprilltion of $1300 million

f I
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E. Slate 4delsory llotincils
-Advisory Council evaluations aro liMited." (p. 30)
Itte State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education have borne the brunt of

the responsibility for prodding State /bands 01 VuLational Education tu,,euniply
ith the requirements of the Lae. They have done this on a shoestring budget.

Although Public Lev, 90- 576 provides for "minimum" funding of $50,000 per year
fur all Cl tItt.115, in fat the appropriation fur Councils has been insufficient to
pi ',tide that minimum to the majority of Councils. The 82 smaller Councils re-
Li%eti only 431,000 per year fur the. first three years of operation, and then rose
only to $35,000 In 1974. Yet in spite of severe funding limitations and initial
hostility from professional educatorsa problem since. largely overLunie- the
ContiLils have managed to be an effective voice fur the needs of the people. Their
main lament is that they have no statutory enforcement power.

The Comptroller General's report credits the Councils with reporting "many)
siAliithatiit problems .n voLational education" and in fact quotes their reports
freel.t. There is a criticisma finote from a Deputy Commissioner that' the
reports ma. sufficient rigor. The evaluation reports have been iniproving yearly

the Count...its gained in experience and funding. Additional funding fog fiscal
;tar 1t)7.; %Nal nialLe it possible for the reports to be evert inure extensive this year.

III. TARGETING FUNDS

, . . the VL.t requires that states adhere to specific criteria in distributing part
fulls to insure that the most pressin.; needs fur vocational education will be

addressed within respective states." (p. 37)
La. Alhibb;a uf the requirements of the las% for targeting of funds contained

in the Comptroller General's report is excellent, As the. report points out, guide-
lims front the (lithe of Education to tht. states regarding these provisions has
bens inadequate. This is in line with the decision of the Administration discussed
tibial. to leave maximum discretion at the state level,

Ld . Lc absence of guidelines and pressure from federal monitors to the contrary,
it is but surprising that not states choose to disperse fun,ds widely among LEAs
instead of funding statewide priorities.

Iti the 1971 NACVE survey of State Councils, most stated that the four criteria
fun distribution of funds were in some way being addressed by their states. yet
then is A multiplicity of ways that the tour criteria (job opportunities, need,
IuhituCe ability to pro% ide resonate, relative costs) can be balanced to arrive at
a funding allocation.

The cclativ a priority which should be given to the four areas, and tyays of ana-
dcLitling among thp competing dethands of different types Of communi-

f.r, funds are tU1.4.6 Nliterk have not peen discussed sufficiently in the past.

IV. UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES

Maximum Loonsideration mast be given to the use of.a11 available training
resources in the community." (p. 47)

In July of 1972 the Secretary of IIEW issued a ruling which eliminated a
major suurce of equipment fur wcational.edutation schools. This ruling barred
atiL,ttiort grantees from obtaining government excess property. The "National

AiltlorS Council uto iu the forefront opposing this change. Nevertheless, the
new rule went into effect as proposed.

Certainly Inure can be llulte. Resources of the military in particular have been
tinderutIllzed, More uutd MON Atutes are beginning to contract pith. proprietary
rot ational education schools or services in APtAlal areas or for special populti-
tiuhs, as suggested In the rep t. Yet. some of the criticisms in the report seem a
hit to AllAttt. It takes the se uois to task for not soliciting as much free equip-
...t nt Loin industry its they could. Many vocational education schools do, of
L utast., suliut free or Me Lust resources from industry, and this should t ertainly
be taiLuitraged. IIo%reser, It is nut realistic to suppose that industry, particularly
In a cowl economy, Could be talked Into donating a major share of the supplies
and equipment needed by schools.

The bfiggeNtions la tilt; Comptroller General's report for promoting the greater
rt,e existing but dispersed facilities are excellent, however, as discussed above,
ouperatlie arrangements are frequently math more difficult to achieve than to

502;
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-describe. Besides, rearrangement uf existing resources simply cannot replace the
need for Substantial. increases In. funding.

Elsewhere the report discusses the failure of vocational education administra-
tors to :fully identify needs. Une of the reasons given by some administrators for
this failing is that they are so far from, meeting recognized needs with existing
resources that any hope of funding newly discovered funds would be futile. We
rePet thus as an excuse for nut tioin., a good needs assessment because, of course,
under such a sytem the needs of the least powerful are conveniently ignored. Yet

- we must look at the implications of- the argument.
If the intentions of the 1968 Amendments with respect to assessing needs is

bannedas it shouhl bethe demand for resources will he increased, probably
by several orders of magnitude. Discovery of further needs will require the best
possible management techniques fur maximum utilization of resources, but it will'
also require substantial increases in those resources.

V. RELATION OP TRAINING TO ElirLOYMEIST

A. "Labor market needs have been neither fully nor realistically assessed" (p.
'68)

Ihe,nnestion "Is the planning process.inhibited by lack of ad6quate data" was
answerein. the affirmative by 7050 uf the State Advisory Councils responding to

Na 1974 CALVE survey. The Cuuneils were partitularly concerned that the data,
when it existed, was not obtainable ilia useful format.

In 1972, the National Advisury Cuuncil spunsured a series of meetings of staff
from HEW and Labor maim attempt to tackle this problem. Some progress has
been made, by useable labor market projections remain unavailable to vocational
education planners.

Time provision of the VEA to prom idelp million for Labor Department data has
never been implemented. NACVE, in its testimony before the oversight' hearings,
urged that this Provision be strengthened and funded.

B. -Work experience often has not been an integrhl component, of the voca-
tional education curriculum." (p. 68)

%%ark experience is une extremely valuable tahnique for training students for
employment. However, it is wit a panacea.

Cooperative work-study programs have prayed extremely successful all across
the country. They are successful when they are carefully planned, supervised by
a hilt's% ledgeable coordinator, and details have been successions negotiated With
employers and intim unions. They have succeeded in part because they have-becu
small,, enrolling unly a fraetiun uf vocational education students and have usually
included only the most able students.

Emplosers are quite Wiling to cooperate in the training of students they expect
to employ themselves. They are understandably more reluctant to provide help
tar the training of students for employment elsewhere. Their interest in these
programs varies with the state uf the economy and the tightness, of the labor
market.

there have been instances uf students becoming victims of exploitation in
poorly supervised programs. There have been misunderstandings with labor
unions. There have 'been instances of dikrimination.

It should.be noted that in agricultural vocational education, in particular, work
experience is Indeed an integral component of the program. In counting the num-
ber of students invul% ed in work-study prograirs, the figures should not be limited
only to those under Part G and Part R programs. In 1972, only 28,660 students
were reported as enrolled for Cooperative Work Experience, but on estimated
Ilawitto additional mines acre engaged in entrepreneurship programs, including
aim nership-partneisiiip farming and ,related bnpinesses,--hidividual enterprises, and
pre-employment inborn tury experiences. AgTicultural vocational education has
led the way in cooperative educatlun and nearly all agriculture students are IA-
vol% ad in sonic type uf work-study program. Xn 1972, approximately 93 percent of
all vucational agrieulture students were.engaged in utak experience, and these
students are fulluwed op and provided supervision and on the Job instrnction by
their respective teachers cif vocational agriculture/agribusiness.

These problems are presented here not because we not not believe that coopera-
tive work experience programs should be expanded. The Council has backed work
experience consistently. However, whenever one idea is offered ns an easy answer

J 1.);i*
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to a massive and complex problemwhether it be "tsar on poveity," "career edu-
cation," or "work eXperience 'w e base found it necessary to take a long, hard
look at the pitfalls even when we think the bask idea is sound.

C. ':Occupational guidance has not received adequate attention." (p. 6S)
sResponsibility for yob placement assistance has nut been assumed routinely by
tools."
The failings of the Nation's occupational guidance system w as the topic of the

National Adrisory Council s Salk Rtpurt in 1972, Since that time, mach progress
has been made, although thm.problem ij; far from solved.

In 1973, the Council undertook a titcly of job placement programs in schools*.
Although charged by of the Litho:Liam) Amendments of 197'2 with assum-
ing responsibility fur placement of students, must schools have not done so. The
Coulicil continues to participate in projects witch assist schools in moving In this
direction.

In the course of our Investigations, it has become apparent that the problems
of, guidance, placement, and relance of courses to the labor market are all
related.

Were a school to hare a comprehensi e placement system, Including evalna ti, is
and follow-up, the information gained hunt the placement experience could, be
fed back into the instructional planning* process. This system could pros ith n t
only current, lucidly rely% ant data on types of jobs as ailable, but also, infermation
on ways to improve instructional programs within job areas.

We recommend that HEW and the Congress pursue the possibilities of en-
couraging schools to build sul comprehensive placement programs.

D. "Student enrollments base not been aligned se ith tiaployment eppurtunIti, s "
(p. 69)

There are a number of minor problems in the data on ernpllyment of socati..nal
education graduates whieh eauso the placement rates to 1(4 worse than they
really are. In agriculture, for tNample, ninny students take jobs in agri business,
which utilize their training but which are not classified as "agriculture" job,.
Therefore, the statistics mistakenly show these graduates as not being employ ed
in the ara of their training.

Prior to the At of 191;3, all secondary programs were focused primarily osi
production agriculture. By 197.4 training for user 100 related agricultural 01 'ma-
tions fa agri-business had hem identified, and appro.simately 43 percent of agrI
culture students were enrolled in programs w WI were rut recognized or offered
prior to 1963. With respect to agriculture programs, it should also be noted that
the chart on page 99 of the GAO Report appears to be inconsistent with 1.-SOE
statistics. The chart shows that 108,000 students completed secondary agriculture
programs, and slows a lows figure of 18 percent of completions as percent of ta-
rodhnent in secondary prugituas. LSOE figures show this completioa figure to l.c
114,792, Apparently 6,8000 students in another column of 1.7.80E reports ware om er-
looked, or exeluded,shi the GACY Report. Also, the GAO Report computes the per-
centage of completion against the total enrollment of a four-year course. It is
estimated that the total t ocationalagricuiture cfireliment Is comprised of 170.000
freshmen (9th graders). 15.300 sopliomores, 130,000 junidrs. and 115,000 st Mors,
If the 114,792 completing programs were cootputed on tine basis of the estlioated
118.000 seniors enrolled. the percentage of completion would be 97 percent. In
1965, an estimated 140.000 freshmen emit c red N ut ational agrh attain.. If the.111.7)2
who completed in 1972 55 ere (Italian) d, on the basis ot the number ts ho ear. lit d
four years earlier INS)... the pt rcenta-e of completion would lie Si: percent,
either elm,, it would be much higher than the IS percent stated in the GAO t

FlosNe%er, the larger problem of the lag of vocational education courses in
adjusting to Jihanges in the labor market remains. This is a n al 'issue and one
that reflects the problems of the planning process as a whole. There is a need
fur strung federal leadership In helping states adjust the it plai,uing proeedures
to more accurately reflect chances in the labor market.

In the process of making this necessary adjustment, other cousiderati,,tat
should not lie lost slob plat ement Is nut the only idtjet dye t f t ()catboat) tralniaz
programs. Many teacher, voitsolo,' their vocational education !sueressful
if they mail the ititerest of students a ho otherwise would leave school even it
those students do nut seek tinployment strictly in the area of thearninin,4,
students has e found vocational edam t (purses pros hie the motivation for
strengthening their basic reading and math skills. Some courses eligible for

J X1.4
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vocational education funds, particularlyAnduttrial arts andliome economics; are
not intended to be job training course, per se. .

Although it 15 true that the 194% Aendmdnts urge state planners to adjusr
their vocational courses to realistic employment opportunities, they also allow .

,for other objectives for vocational education. This larger vision should nor be ,
lest in our enthusiasm for more efficiently pursu,ing the strictly job training
aspect of educational DIograms.
o Chairman PF,IIKINS. llr. Quie, as Iunderstan41 has another question.

My. Qum Let me ask you &tit the matching requirements, point
No. 15. This requires Stite matching for the disadvantaged and the

handicapped.'
Now, would you concur that we ought to have, State matching in

other prctgrams*
Mr. PucixsKr. Weft re suggesting that this prograzq be retained,'but

that States do match it, because in some communities, as you know
',and the reason that we put the 15 percent set-aside, specific set-asi,ile,, 4

is., because our testimony in 1668 showed that many communities
wbren't spending any money at all in the distolvantagacommunities.,

Mr.Qum. I was asking, do 3 ou think we,ought to have State match-
ing on any prograth ?

Mr. PUCINSKI. Yes; I believe we ought to have State matching and
we said this. earlier, where, for instance, we want State matching (Ili
most of these programs where they exceed the 80percent on main-
tenance of effort. We stiggest theyhave to justify it.

Mr. Qum. Could. you :tlefine your use of the term "maintenance of
effort,".no more than 30 percent of the funds used for maintenance,
of effort? Lstuilly when we talk about nutintehance of effort, that id"

the maintenance of a separate facility'. -

Mr. Pucu.csKr. What we are findingand I think you will had it
eariterin the Ws-of-our testimon3--fs. that some States are ma intain-
inrr the Federal funding hf the programs anti they ought to be main-
taming the State program;! with State.funds.

As a result, the innovation anticipated in Federal legislation is not
there. They are not niovingforward. \\'c 'nerehopeful that the Federal
money wus'going to help modernize and help meet the needs of voca-
tional education in respect to States, but, if all they are going to do is
replace their own effort with Federal funds, then we have

going

the purpose. 1/4

Our argument is that, if you are piing to use Federal 'funds for
maintenance of effort, you have to justify= if it goes over 30 percent.
We are lint saying you cannot do it, but, if you do do it, as the phairman
has raised the question as to whether or not this would thrbaten sonic
rood onoxiin pro(rinnis, to the extent that it may, we 'are not saying

you can't' do it, but, where you do use Fderal. money to maintain

. programs that should be funded by State effort, you have got to
justify it.

Mr. Quiz. It vld I be correct in understanding that they should use'

- , at least 70 percent of money for theseprogrtyns?
Mr. Pucixsicr. That is correct.
Mr. Qum. Item No. 6 on that page sap State evaluation must

take place at the Federal level through the State boards and State
-advisory councils on vocational edhcation. You left the National
"Advisory Councils out. Why is that?

. ;
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Mr. Pumsm. We are evaluating. I introduced an exhibit, 'bur
must Lewitt e% aluation of the 11Z4-reports, although I might sa) -and
perhaps Mr. Thiele may want to point this out.

Mr. Thick, as new chairman, has indicated that he wants to put an
even greater emphasis on et Aluation of the State plan.

Mt% QuIE. Lot me ask yl,(4, last question. Mr. Et ans, you iadirater y 2that i'et,terai fuming would pro% ide !ingot funding in the ear13 da3s.
.1' would 'like tiAtiliti \Oita IlluSit fret ti% n page 3, 3 on talk
about/ 4:1)DA dechnutr,o. gradually after or t; years.

Bee, use of w hat, scents to be an apparent inconsistency, I think
,mtis havegnissedvhat you were drivino-

Dr. 1.4',ANs. What f ant driving at is that, we are at'empting to put
the-bulk of our funding now, since the funds hav e been decreased. into
short-ferni programs which arc designed to 111Creitoe understanding
of what is going on:

(% crap. Its AN (3 go into a new programlet us take, for example. the
trainingof vocational teachers for handicapped, about which. we have

-.done very little. We need to put a considerable effort into_litaking
A kaif-tonal 0.11m:taws aware of the problem. This can be dune relatit ely

As 3 ott move then into likore :11Id more of ,t;test ot at lonal Otica tors
becoming really Imam of the pt-oblent and read3 to learn ltInt to do
sotnet hing about it. you need to get higher le% els of funds.

Nov. whalkalr am suggesting is that, as we attack each of the,c new
problems, that we spend the 111111% of theAtioney in relat it ely,,shott-t tin
programs tvhiclt will :JO replaced by longer term prop allIS, 1 Ut. a, ,.e
start the longer terra Nowlin's: those ought to be in turn phased ow.

The exempts. 1 gate of this :1-year phaseout would then release
education pofessional au% doimicht ftuuis fuidatad, still on JUNI ent
problems.

I think the d ;11.013 dint 3 on^ point out is occasioned because I link
talking in theo% erall funding and also about the phaseout of spy ific
parts of tee program ase go along.

So when you refer on page 5 to the national itionQs a% enable and
on page 3, you a re.t alking about putt 'nig the kinds Tutu a particular
um versity

Dr. EA.ANN The pal (
.

taut States at tat king that particular ptoblem.
Qtra-.. Thank you. 6,

\1r. Pt.rtx,ski. Aft . (linkman. would it be permissible to introduce
at this beau nig today Mr. Cal v in Dellefield, the executitv directot of
the National Ad% istn3 Council? He has done all outstanding job in
the time he has been w ith the euumil, and he has certainly helped
to prepare melt of this testimony.

Mr: Delideld is here. as well as Georg Wallrodt. the counsel for,
our subeoninti tee. Also, Mr. Chair111011. the stunt' has prepared a "c out-
parison of the Voeational Education Amendments of 1968." as ,tib-
mitted by the carious bills that are now pending before 3 oar
commIttee..

I believe this is an excellent analysis; antl .1 would like to kale
additional co)')ies,ith the committee for your use.

r.

506
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Chairman PERKINS. Let inc compliment you again,,,Mr. Puciuski.
You brought such 1t wonderful group of peopl6 in litre, ncrube

e-adx-isory-cou rough ou t_the.countr.y....
You people lut%e tkpne so much. It has-beed a1 I ery worthwhile hear-

ing and we certainly w ant to ha e, as we go to put this bill, together.
representati% es from this group tcs be around uga

Mr. PuctNsui. Mr. Chairman. the council is at your disposal. It is
an,instrunatut of Congress. It was created to adi ise you and help you,
and the council stands willing to help you in any manner or foi

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you on this occasion. The
hearing will now recess.

[Whereupon. at 10 :40 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

6
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SITBC0313LITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDADT AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m.(pursuant to recess, in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Iron. Ronald Mottl, presiding.
Members present: Representati% es Perkins, Lehman, Blouin, Mottl

and "Quie.
Staff members present: John Jennings, nialority_ counsel; and

Charles Radcliff eoni nority- counsel:
gum. The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vo-

cational Education u ill now come to order. Chairman Perkins is a few
minutes delayed, so AA e are going to open the subcommittee hearing
this morning, and we are very honored to haN e Dr. Paul Briggs, super-
intendent of schools'for Cleveland, Ohio.

Our distinguished colleague, Loa Stokes would like to introduce Dr.
Briggs this morning.

Mr. STOKES. 7C110.11k you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee. I deem it quite an honor to have the privilege of coming back
this morning before this committee. I had the privilege of serving on
this committee a few terms back, and I come back with some very
cherished memories of my service on this great committee of the U.S.
Congress.

It is always a pleasure to appear here, and have the opportunity, net
to introduce Dr. Briggs to this committee, but to present Dr. Briggs.
Dr. Briggs needs no introduction to this committee, because o' er the
years. and at the time that I served on this great committee, T. Briggs
was one of the Nation's experts in the 'field of education. We called
upon him when we needed his expertise in the type of legislatibn use
were trying to pass.

So, I deem it a pleasure to once again appear before this committee
and present to ou,my school superintendent. The chairman this morn-
ing, Mr. INTottl, knows this gentleman who has served the city of
Cleveland and part of the suburbs.

I am sure that you receive him in the same way I do, as being our
school superintendent, and we are very proud of his accomplishments

(1277)
52-015-75vol. 2-23
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in the field of etluc ation. I take tiers great plea:uc at this tint, to in-
troduce to you one of Aloe' iva's most outstanding administt atots, Dr.
Paul Briggs.

-.18f i7MOrm. Thank you.
Our distinguished colleague front St likes. put it eery

aptly in his excellent introduction of DI. 13,44.g., I would like to echo
those sentiments. and add that Dr. Brigt4s set 1 cd hi. itt,pletoi.l Atilt
in my district prior to going to Cleveland. we aerc jut 01el wliclnletl
when he served in that job, and the jolt that he did for us.

We kno.w that Dr. Briggs is the dean of the big city school dis-
t r s, id has done an outstanding job. All of the Iarious 601mA dis-
tt cts the largo city school district, would like to emulate the fine
set of system that we now have in the city of Cleveland.

Without further ado. we would like to present the great and distin-
guished Dr. Paul Brigs.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL W. BRIGGS, SUPT.': 7TENDEUT OP
SCHOOLS, CLEVELAND, 011.7(`

Timoos. Thank you. Represent:it'll' Mutt!. it 1 ph. Lute to be
here. and to be introduced by Lou Stokes who h., ..4,1%d with such
distinction the city of .Cles eland. IT has, at heti, t tae bite' est of the
young people of our city. and his (411,e doot is always, Opl a and very
productive as far as our relationship with it.

We know. Mr. -Mott]. of the ,great a Ire .tiot, le, 1,a 0 cite of
Cleveland. It is a great pleasure to has e Lou ,Stokes come here and
inn °duce me this morning. I rementhet lo.w he bl'11l'd 011 this corn-,
inittee formany years.

Of COUrbl', Ml. MOlt 1. 3 WI and I lilt had want' years orassociation,
more than you would want me to admit to this unanitt cc.because you
m ere a consumer back in the suburbs Cies eland when was a very
young wan, superintendent of schools. It is like to be wotking with
put,Itere in Wittiltingtoo as it AN as nice \sulking with you when you
Were a State senatonin Ohio.

Arr. Quie, who keeps furnishing- ith very. very important in-
formation. we are A Cl ) pleased to be on his mailing list. because we
!rather the kind of input that is s ery, veI. important. His leadership,
also, is widely recognised by the educators of this country.

I am pleased to be here this morning to report just briefly on this
matter of vocational ednvation. You have a copy of ta\ report. so I
think. in the interest of informality and time. I 11 ill take a lot of
liberties end deviate from the report.

Mr. -Morn,. Dr. Briggs. 'without objection, the report will lie sub-
mitted as part of the record.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Paul W. Iirigg,s follows :1

PREP AR$ STATI M).sr OF PAUL W. BRIGGS, SUFERINTENDEn OF SCHOOLS,
ctEvrt AND, cum

chairman Carl D. Perkins and members of the Subeonitnitn e on El mentary,
Second:try. and Vocational Etlaoatitat. I welcome this opportunity to appear
before this committee to speak briefly about the needs, the programs. and the
proare,s ocationa I vilm ation in the Cie1Piaml Public Schools. I an. -pecially
;limn:bunt, of the efforts that the monis rs of Congress have consitent4 made
to Improve the quality of education in our urban centers.

5 0 zi
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:kt no time In the history of this nation has it been inure esseutial that we
lute a large and adaptable program of vocational preparation.

the situation is particularly acute in the urban centers of America in w Inch
theif-are--Narce-attatca-fainitals a y (Jung Americans uneniploy ed and largely
unemployable.

In 'the area-of vocational education, the urban centers, stricken as they are by
numnive nemph*ment and despair, feel the thgcuty (Ai d(.1 (.100314 tied (filit(11.
MOUS vocational education opportunities. The st boots of our big cities ino.t vre-
pare youth not only for the jobs presently atuilahle, but also to au: tapitily
changing labor demand, resulting from teeluioni;acat iidvalates.

The effective high school in the major c ity is one vs ler,e program equips its
graduates for two alternative routes one to continumg StIltr3, lord trillium:, and
the other to immediate einploy no In. Student ,. upon completion of high school,
must leave with the confidence that they can choose immediate etuidoynuut SVIth

, no 14ss of digait .
As graduates of our high t.chuol enter the ne.r1,44. they must be equipped

with (arcic Lowy iu basic Industrial skills vv. Inch will allow them out only to till
toda y's jobs, but to adjust to the jobs of tomorrow.

Tile total numbir of Cleveland high school Pupils enrolled in e'er yoga and
twelfth iiade voeational prograuns has inereased front se\ en k71 percent to
190-4 to 58 pereent during this year.

In serving the V,rrational education meals and interests of our students, we must
rei ognize (he continuum front the pupil with limited ability and low Inotn atom
to the pupa, with exceptional ability and high motivation.

For appepximately 29 percent of our vocational high school enrullnient,, Cleve-
land provides two of tit' nation's finest vocational ingh schoOlsMax. S. Hayes
and Jane Addams, Stuthnts are accepted in these high sehools by application
only, there 'Are virtually no dropouts and all the graduates arc placeyl on jobs,
(then StWc ral mouths before graduatiod.

Ma x li Mayes has a wide range of urograms, including Patternmaking:,
tot tura! DraWing, Bending and Coast ruct kin Trades. Service and Band Trades,
and a technician Training Program for mecinoncal, electronic, horticultural,
seta it managcnuent, eheinical, and industrial technology

June Athlone: lets a range of programs which includes Cosmetology and PowerSewing Post high school programs at Jane Addams include the Dental Tech-
oh inn Program and the Licensed Praietical Nursing Program. Since loalb, theDental technician Program, with au average of .;*10 percent minority enrollment,
lac a snecoss rat:: f 94 pert of the pupils reeeis lug certhiCation , the 'accused
Pra ti>lit:Nursing Program has a success rate of 95 percent of the pupils revel% tag
lkonses,

(level:nth has' a new Aviation Iligh School to prepare students in all aviation
areas, from groutid transportation to tower control.

Cleveland also has at ship, r.S.S. Woodbine, whirl prepares student' for themaritime service: which hu huh. (lea oporatima, and stew-:aid
training,.

tic. majority of high school students have vocational education needs and
IntPreuto s$ i( b t aid best be met in our comprehensive high schools.

Voentional programs are deSigned to meet the needs of our pupil- Tneso needs
reflect the socio-eeonomie 1,1mIneteraNtiv:1 of the ( 'Pavel:old cot...00lotv.

Cleveland i he I'n'gest city in Ohio. The ehoo1 tho largest in the
state. enrolling :area (7) rt.:wilt a all Ohio school ehir

(
ren. However. our dis-trict has nearly ne fourth of the children from welfare f mulles in tin' slate.

tat lint,. 11 pe (pal Of ( leveland s( hind children were recipients of roadie as-
sist a 11(1% This you l' the percent more than tripled to 34 percent. and we now have
over 17,000 Mum -age ,children in Cleveland who are members of families rem\--ing ;mink. nssista \

Fifty -.seven (57 peqont of our students are Mach. O the remain= stuthints
lees than note pert 'at are American Indian. less than one percent are oriental. ap-
provimately three 'pereenf are Spanish-surnamed. and 39 percent are designatedas "All Others," u ethegories prescribed by HEW.

The unemploym tit rate Nellie nation as a whole in March, 1975. was approxi-
mately 9 percent, Me oillutated Marc h unemployment rate in Cleveland was 13percent Tile pere( stage f unemployed whites was 9 percent, while the non-white
figure was 21 per( at. th non -w late ra h. is e, ott higher in the innereil y.

r
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There are in Cleveland today 28,825 adults whose occupational potential is
critically limited by their functional illiteracy. The number of adults with func-
tional illiteracy aceeds either our regular junior high school enrollment (28,694)

e-our-regula -senior-high-sdhool-enrofiment (26.52T)
It is the poor and unemployed to Is hom we must address ourselves. The poor

and unemployed in the inner city need suppOrtive services and programs designed
to overcome the effects of poverty. Through education, we upgrade people socially
and 'economically. . -

Critical to our efforts in overcoming racial isolation and poverty is financial as-
sistance from the federal government. At a time when we enroll more and,more
poor pupils and -we sec an increasing unemployment figure for the inner city, we
find a steady decline in the amount of tax revenue available to us. This decrease
is attributable to a lowering of taxable values in Cleveland, although the 'voters
have increased their taxes' 131 percent since 1004. .

As our tax revenue is decreasing, we find a steady increase lathe cost of doing
business in Cleveland. Our 1973-174 per pupil cost was $1,224 annually, while the
state average was $968. It costs4 us more to operate our school busesour costs
are $1.20.per milt; while the state average is 470 per mile. We pay our custodians
5635 an hour ; Cmeinnati pays 54.20 and Lima $3.73. Cost of construction. wages,
and maintain:Ice and repair services are higher in Cleveland than elsewhere in
the state.

Evidence of the higher cost of doing.business in Cleveland is reflected in the
comparison of the hourly rates paid to various building trades within major Ohio
cities.

In a large metropolitan area such as Cleveland, technical-vocational education
Is a critical need. The Vocational Education Actof 1903 and Amendments to OH,
Act in 1905 stressed the role of school' systems in developing special programq
which fully utilise existing school facilities to provide vocational, manpower, and
job training and placement programs. Through the years, we have been very
fortunate in having a comfortable relationship with officials of the federal and
state governments, and as a result of federal and state finds, we have Wen able
to mount ninny innovative vocational education programs in Cleveland.

In 1904, our system offered 611 classes in vocational education. Noweleven
years later, the number has risen to a total of 52.3 classes in two exclusively
vocational high schools, in two manpower training facilities, and in our com-
prehensive high schools. In addition, we have 10 programs in Special Needs to
serve over 2,700 disadvantaged and approximately 900 handicapped with special
problems, and 102 adult classes which serve over 1,900 adults.

Another area of continuing and increasing importance to the Cleveland Public
Schools ls.our manpower program. Our two primary manpower facilities are the
Manpower Training Center and the Woodland Job Center.

Originally funded by the Manpower Development mid Training Act and now
funded by the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, the Manpower
Training Center offers a job training program for disadvantaged. unemployed,
and-underemployed men-and women in a five-county area. The Manpbwer Train-
ing Center also offers training programs for the handicapped and for Individua s
incarcerated at the Cleveland Workhouse.,

The Manpower Training Center has the capability, working with the St, e
Department of Education, Division ilonal EducatIou, to uflign deve p,

and Implement specialized programs. In addition to training. progAins, he
Manpower Training Center provides such supportive services as cowls lag,
guidance, basic education, General Education Development (GED) grog
nutrition, and jot) placement. Priority for enrollment is given to Vietnam ret-
crass Mul to the disadvantaged.

Ninety-three hundred (0,300i adults have been served since the Manpow
rprouto! (Ionlpr opened in 1965. Since then, more than 77 percent of the par-
ticipants have been placed in jobs.

The Manpower Training Center often Juts responded directly to the needs of
Cleveland business and industry. Recently, the tracking industry expressed a
need for truck drivers. We now have at the Manpower Training Center a fleet
of .trucks and a highly specialized program in truck driver training, Needless
to say, this Is a high impact program ; we may be sure that we will realize
a very high percent job placement.
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The Woodland Job Center offeps training and actual production of produets
to the out-of-sehool youth t 110 vvislies assembly-line-type.einployment This fa-
Luat,y is a lactoryilona-.-1-2c. tb the seluiel Osten-ity-tbet-eneral-Eteetric Company

At the WoOdiand Job Center areseveral assembly lines, unpaged by Cleveland
Industries, which are maimed by enrollees. Also as affable are supportive serv-
ices such as those offered at the ManNwer Training Center.

Since 1969, 96 percent of over 2.100 ancients from the Woodland JO) Center
desiring work,were placed in jobs upon comPletiori of their training

You will note the 19 percent driTerence in job placement between the Woodland
.Tob Center and the Manpower Training Center. At the Woodland Job Center,
the Cleveland Public Schools is responsible fur job placement ; at the Manpower
Training Center, originally the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services placed
students no nibs and now the Aims JOB is responsible for job plalement The
on-going personal relationship with students at the Woodland Job Center
allows a higher degree of success in plachis siodents on graduation
,The AVediand Job Center also houses the vocational Work Study Prngrain
through which participants may work part time in a fIcId relating to their work
and study at the Center. <,

Designed to encourage the IS to 21 year-old dropouts to return to school to
obtain Job preparation and their high school diplomas, the twele-year old
Work-Study Program has it job placement average of 60 percent of its almost
10,000 students. Since many work-study students receive their high school di-
ploma, some graduates enroll in college and other continuing, education programs

The Cleveland Public Schools <Liao offer vocational programs,.both as special
offerings and as part of the mainstream, to handicapped students, including the
educable mentally refa' rded and the deaf did crippled. These progra(ns, serving
almost 900 handicapped pupils, include such courses as baking, shoe repair, and
power sewing.

In every field we have been making vocational instruction more relevant by
tapping the teelmological skill of business and indistry with more than 67
advisory committees in vocational _ed4cation.

May i buy at this point that the business and industrial leadership of Cleveland
deserves special emninenclation for its support and cooperation in our efforts
to upgrade vocational education and expand opportunities for Cleveland youth

To demonstrate to the student in the inner city that success in school can
lend to employment, t\ C hate established an aggressive job placenient service
for groduntes-pf our six inner-eity high schools.

Over the past eight Fears, the Citveland. Public Schools' Job Development
Program has placed an aver one of 91 percent of those inner city high school
graduates desiring work. In spite of the difficult economic times this-Past year,
94 percent of -the June, 1974 graduates of hazier-eitk,high schools were placed in
jobs.

This outstanding model should be expanded to all sites in the Cleveland
Public Schools. We recommend that funds be provided tiesuppert Job Placement
services for each vocational program.

Another area of linportanec is our Apprenticeship programs, These programs
are not closed to minorities in Cleveland as they are in some areas of the country
Since 196,'i. minority enrollment hi these programs has Increased from three (3)
permit. to 20 percent this year..

The Cleveland Public Schols' Comprehensive Youth Service Program, for-
merly caiied Reboots Neighborhood Youth Coms g SNIT ), ba., feel) cited ns
one of the nation's finest. We have been Inc oh ed 11! this program, funded by the
U,S. Department of Labor, Since 1965.

The Comprehensive, Youth Service Program provides practical wcrlt experi-
ences for In-Reboot youth )4n2I year of age from low- huoine 'families. The pro-
gram is designed to provide emplOment so, that youth can earn money %One
they remain in school. The Comprehensive Youth Seri ire Program enema:lees
young people to finish high school. to deVelop work habits, and to consider post-
high school training or college. Although this is a year-long inograni. the summer
component is ;mire exciting; because of the large numbis of participants and the
emphasis on coordinated work and academie experiences.

During tits first Summer of the program, t e served nearly 800 needy youngsters.
1074,we served 10,938 disadvantaged young people.
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LI 1967., the summer piogram mis atrial) a job program. Beginning in 1966,
its euipLasis 140 placed upon the courdinati..n of a uric and academic experiences.

The C I( tecei cd,,alditninal support -for the echo a
timbal. component of as Comprehensi"e Youth St.:nice Program. The Department
of Vot alional Education of the State of Ohio has supplied grants totaling $007,635
for cla atitinal training in cold ttli the Comprehensice Youth Set it
Program', s (limner %cork expel knee. An alio( anon of $204,565 %%as made avail-
able to the Cie% eland Piddle Schools for this purpose in the summer of 197 -I.
Such progiunis as Horticulture, Printing. Building Maintenance, Appliance Re-
pair, Woodisulk, and Auto Repair pro% 'did the 3 omit ssith high school credit,
together with appropriate job training.

Another Ck low chensie Youth Service hogrant educational component uas
the Go To College" program. This program, novi hi its fifth year. is designed
to assist %,uric people in hal in.; a u oral vi bile experience on a college ennipus
and iu cal tong college credits enrolled in high school. During Rio. past
fhc y eats, toiaalations hoe contlibuted approximatel $100,000 to the ' Go To,.
College' i.t.,granc to pro 1 ide the cost of tuition. books, and program coordination.

In looking al- one of our inner -city high schools (East Technical), the data
docuntebt the posatne outcomes 14 out efforts to stimulate and support students'
occupaditmal aspirations. CHART VII indicates the percent of 1068, 1971, and
1971 r.i.t Technical graduates uhu continued in Lather education or who ere
placed on jobs.

CHART VII. reveals that the percent of graduates continuing further post-
high se 1111t,l studies int reused from 2 percent in 3Otiti to 41 percent in 1971, and
43 percent in 1974.

During the same period, despite the steadily increasing scarcity of jobs. the
pt remit of graduates placed in employment rose from 37 percent. in Mb to 89
percent in 1971. and to 46 percent In 1974.

At the same time, the dropout rate at East Technical %%as draniaticall) re-
duced In, more than one-halffront 19 percent in 1967 .US to 17 percent in 1970-71,
and to S percent In 197:;-74.

.

CLEVELAND PUILIC SCHOOLS

1961

VOCATIONAL CR:ASSES

1966 1961

Lu

1970

CHART II

1972 1971
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lit le% cevv nig the last five ears, iiimost four million dullarS in sc hula rships ml
tomnual v ere avy anted to the East Technical graduates fur college and
other post-graduate education, or alt average of $3,66,5 pet stieltot. This average
uoouut per student is appruximately ten times the as erage of $371 per slat:kid
in .1", holarship aid received by East Technical graduates prior to this time

In tact. al 11.11 our Cleveland schools vie are graduating Haile ntudettt,. (1e,pia.
a-clet.recnetig-etirollment,-as-inilicated-on-C-11ARTNII-f.

X oational education has helped us provide programs is hich meet tin need.,
wit rests. .tad alacities of students, and therefore has helped us recline the pan-
.11or of high sehool,dropoutS.

The broad range of vocational education programs 510 have In the
Cleveland Public Schools are outlined on Chart X, Parts A and B.

lit spite of Cleveland. major effort, Iv e Live still not caught up With the tre-
mention, peed for a igeoids taunt's ed and expanded program of into-1%2103e A tip a
tional edin atom fin (A.% eland -a program cv hich AN ill reach the total `pecctttw
of student need, and interest, and iv Well 11111 be consistent vv ith the 611Mitic

MANPOWER
TRAINING CENTER
1967 - 1974

t
WOODLAND
JOB -E NMI
1969 - 1974

103

JOB PLACEMENT

CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOL PROGRAMS

WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

196i - 1974

or F'_CPMEN*
PROGRAM
1967 - 1974

AVERAGE JOB

PI ACEAAENT .
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labor needs of our. expanding economy. There is room to expand our programs,
facilities, and sueeessesif we had the funds to do so.

'We have a highly effective manpower network. Buildings, staff, and equip-
ment are operative at this very moment. We hale a high record of Jot placeiociit
in all-phases of our manpower and career education programs. We base room
fur expansion. We have the essential educational component. We has e a stil
ccialfortable relationship uith Cleveland business and tiolustr3. -tint as a sch
finite, non-political unit of government; we respond tv the clisads antaged from
area's outside the boundaries of the City of Cleveland.

In conclusion, I would recommend seriqus consideration of the folios\
Special provisions to assoro support of vocational education programs JO taffy

alitdcids of greatest need. The most useful measure of need is dneniptv,cittuit
among youth. The programs that most deserve support arg those located in arc.,s
of greatest youth unemployment. There it no question that the urban area's ft
'the most intensive and extensive unemployment problems.

CHART IV

JOB PLACEMENT

OF INNER-CITY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 CO 90 100'

.1 1 t t I t t I I t I
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A. greatly increased keel of financial support. Vocational education properly
coinhieted is costly, but the eunsequences of inadequate support are lanai nom
costly. The education of the students who enter immediate emplufinent Is no b;s0
important than the education of the. minority who gu.on to college. The urban
student .0 ho goes to sr ork deserves to have just as much invested in his edneatimi
as his must favored suburban contemporary who Is preparing fur a picstigious
tollege. Nut only is an Increased lev el of flininelal support necessary to iorlAlilt.
for the types of students who present!,v enroll In 1, ocational education piogranis,
but additional support is also required to enable the necessary e.pailsiun of
vocational education programs su that they can serve a wider range of student:.

Pioioislon to guard against proliferation in euntro/ and administrativn of tu
catomal education programs. Nothing can dissipate resources inure or ensure
contusion and delay than spreading the responsibility for cc:tarot and
Lon ton widely. What we need are the shortest and must direct possible lines
of control. ,

The movement and rapid change in the productive econum, of this iia 'kJ ha% L
left behind too many people, the must crucial masses of Aunt are to be found
in.our Cities.

Tin; crisis In the great urban centers is the most serious domestic issue vv hick
this nation.has faced in the twentieth century. .

Ba -.ic to .the solution of this crisis, Is solving the Inter-related problems of tin
employment, underdevelopment, poverty, and despair.

ocational education creatively planned and sensitively administered a ill play
a koy role in an attack on these problems.

BUILDING TRADES RATE, APRIL 1975

Cleveland Toledo Dayton Cincinnati

39.5E $5.61 $7.60 $7.99,Electrician
Carpenter 9>70 5.61 7.26 7..72
Brickmason 9.78 5.61 7.64 _
Plumber' 9.46 5.61 7.60 8.08

PERCENTAGE.Of MINORITY PARTICIPATION IN APPRENTICE 1ROGRAMS
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COMPREHENSIVE YOUTH SERVICE PROGRAM

DIVISION OF TIME BETWEEN SCHOOL AND WORK ASSIGN41ENTS
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EAST TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

PERCENT OF GRADUATES CONTINUING

FURTHER EDUCATION OR PLACED dN JOBS

CHART VII
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I.3
(Clint XA)

A

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

SPECIAL NEEDS

Disadvantaged$923,431 Allocation

1. Catholic prevocational and vocational training program $129, 1631

Rending, small gasoline engine and home maintenance,
automobile, small component repair, data processing.

2. Vocational training for Span! li-spenking men 64,250
Machine shop, mathematic

3. Out-of-school part-time vocatio al training trade and industry_ v83, 674=
Business and.ollice education.

*.
4. Comprehensive vocational education at Woddland Job Center

A

159, 296
Plambing, electrical, medical assistant, carpentry, clerical,

fabrics, GBD, Machine shop, bowling machine mechanics.
1 Employability development team 92, 901-

0. Vocational programs for dropout prone A 93, 288
Drafting, machine shop, industrial maintenance, automobile

small confponont repair 'Ucadende courses.
7. Coordinated prevocational and adult impact mobile lab 100, 250

Fhbrics, food, child care. -

S. Prevocational, and vocational ptogram at adult education
center -1.. . 103, 084

9. Occupational work adjustment Junior high 10, 740

10. Vocational work-studysenior high 37, 600

11. Management, evaluation, and control 91, 405

' A (Chart X-13)

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

SPECIAL NEEDS

Handicapped$.651,120 . . allocation
,1. Service Station attendant and dplivery men program
2. Prevocational program for orthopedically handicapped_ $128, d7612.6

Home economics, industrial, arts.
3. Prevocational and fabric serViccs 19, 71
4. Work orientation program r- 315, 296

Vocational development center, vocational guidance and re-
0, habilitation center, ',limited Cerebral Palsy.

5. Special needi programs at manpower training captor l'' 179, 950
Hospital helpers, building maintenance, sales attendant, shoe

repair, out-of-school program. >

G. Coordinator for special contract for handicapped 15, 500
17. Management evaluation and control CO, 455

Career Education-3295,245 i
1. Glenville career development prograin :

Careor..motivatiou s 168. 840
Career orientation

... 53:625
Career exidoration 72, 780

. Adult Education $100,262 ..

1. Family-life: program . . 100, 000

/2. Inservice training-consumer education 262

Dr. Dams. I am in a different position than. most superintenlents
r in making an appraisal of vocational education, because I am one of

tho few city superintendents that cab,lookback over a 10 year period,
and the continuity in this period of time where wt have given voca-
tional education in the city of Cleveland our top priority. '

Airing this 10-year period, we have had an*opportunity to imple-
ment a.lot of programs, and some ofthern, I would indicate, that they

,:.
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)iave been the kinds that now we can go back and actually measure
'what has happened.

Our cities are still in trouble. They have been in trouble Iona decade.
I am convinced that the only way we are going to et out of trouble in
our cities is if our high schools really only hat e vo exit doors, one to
college and the other one to a job.

The high schools of this country hat c got to pan ide Job training
for young _people.: systematic ;job- training, realistic job-training: Not
only train, but we must see to it that our graduates aw placed. This is
a responsibility that belongs to the schools.

So, in Cleveland, for example, wo enroll 7 percent of: the total enroll-
ment in the State of Ohio, but we have about one-fourth of all the wel-
fare children in the State. I think that we have around 37,000 welfare
children in our State.

We have to see to it that the welfare syndrome is broken, and the
best way to break it is to see to it that the young people that come out
of ou 4hools are really provided the skills to sell. We have to really
see that they get jobs.

would like to suggest that if wo are going to talk about intimation
it any way in vocational education legislation, wo ought to see to it
that Somebody is provided with job placement.

I do not have the kind of respectI don't like touse that word, but I
guess that it is what it isfor some of our Federal agencies that are
supposed to be placing young people. It just dues not work with our
inner-city youth. -

1V have a responsibility. We know them. and we have been sett ing
up lines of communication with business and industry, and have a re-
sponsibility to see that these young people do (ref, placed.

Also, one of the side effects of vocational education in our city, and
our citywide vocational schools is bringing a degree of integration
that is difficult to bring to the neighborhood schools.

Our uii at .Talc ..kddams. the trade school' for girls. is citywide.
It is very fine, exemplary kinds of programs. technical programs,
dental technicians. licensed practical nursing, et, cetera.

We bring in students from the entire city. and where we maintain a,
racial mix. We place 100 percent of our graduates,

Max S. naves, Anther kind of exemplary school, also is citywide
and well integrated, There, we not only place 100 percent of our gradu-
ates, but many of them are placed, perhaps as many as 50 percent, sev-

x . oral weeks or months be fore graduation.
Cleveland has a new aviation hiirh school near-the airport. where

we not or] y have the city students, but we are holding some slots for
the suburban schools, which gives us sort of a. metropolitan kind of
a nrogra m

So. ocational. education provides some V% ido effects to the arca.
We are becoming integrated citywide, which you do not have in the
neighborhood high school.

It is interesting, in the city of Cleveland, that we have 28,000 adults
who are functionally illiterate and have difficulty in finding jobs. /
This is.possibly the same number of individuals as we have enrolled
in our junior high schools or our senior high schools.

ti
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It, tterefore, beedines the responsibility of the school system to
reach out and to attenTt to do something about the functionally illit-
erate in our city. This figure has gone down in the last 2 years, which
indicates that «e are making sonic good inroads the

The cost of doing business in it city like Cleveland is continuing
to gp up. The people of Cle% eland have been generous. They have

__increased, since me ha% e been there, the tax rata 137 percent, which
is better than any other city, but at the same time that this has
happened, the valuation, of tin' city has been going clown. The money
that we have available for *education has been decreasing hi recent
sears. o

.

The cost of doing business in our city is much more expensive than
it is across the State. Mr. 'Aloft], you remember as a State senator,
some of the figures. For instance, to operate our school buses is $1.20
per mile, while the State average is only 17 cents a mile. One of the
reasons is that in the cit.\ of Cle% eland we use trained drivers to drive
our buses. In other u ads, they are good drivers, but they cost a lot
more than the friendly housewife in southern dhio.

Our labor cost:s. our custodial costs, the average in Cleveland is $6.t5
an hour, when you go to southern Ohi`5c, or Cincinnati, it is $4.20, anti,
Limais $3.73.

We found the average of $3 more for the building trades than
occurs elsewhere. I have a chart of this, part of the eyrample, that
shows this factor. In the city of Cleveland-for an elecifician we pay
$9.58 an hour, in Toledo, $5.G1, Dayton .$7.60, and in Cincinnati, $7.99.

The same is true in the onter-building trades, the carpenters, the
same factors. Since we started on these figures, they lifte gone up 85
cents an hour. This is one pf the highest cost areaginthe country.

I am pointing this out simply because of the fact that when we make
our allocation, and make our expenditures, we have not yet found a
way in this country to take into consideration the difference in cost of
doing business.

If we were operating our school system, or our vocational programs
in southern Ohio. or Li, sonic other location, the dollar would a lot
further than it does in our city. I am merely mentioning this aq an
example.

Mr. Qum. What is The difference in costs. What is the difference in ..
hag of potatoes in one place or another, or a pound of beef steak?

Dr. Bun ;os. The Bunn of Labor Statistics shows that we have at
least_a_10 to15 _percent greater cost in the city of Cleveland than there
is in some of the other areas in the food costs. When you get into the
ghetto area, as Lou Stokes knows so well, in the ghetto area it is al-
most impos,ible today to find a store that sells anything.

So, if the housewife there wants to buy a carton of milk, she4lifis to

get on the bus. She has to pay 55 cents to get her to a store, and 55 cents

to (let her back. These are costs that don't show up in the exact shelf
prices that are effective in a city like ours, where you have such large
devastated areas, and where business no longer operates.

Going to the drugstore for several hundred thousand of our people
;perms taking a bus, op finding other transportation. Neighborhood
stores are not there.

Mr. Qum. Are any developing?

6
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`Dr. BRIGGS. Yes; within the last year, I have to say that there has
been an improvement. I think that the turn around is going to come,
and it is going to come soon. I really can see some improvement.

You might question tdhat, because the area looks like Germany after
the war, when it was ben bed out. Era.ollment in our schools in some
of those areas in I yearadropped over 20 percent, because houses have
been destroyed, and taken out.

Ythink that we-will- reach-tepoint where there is enough open space
so that the developers can begin to go in and find enough space to make
it economical again to develop.

Mr. QCIE. I Was wondering about the people themselves, about some
of them becoming merchants their neighbors. When people conr.re-
gate throughout the world, some of them have more skillsalong the
line of getting into business and serving the people.

Dr. BRIGGS. We have several programs Ongoing right now attempt-
ingito develop this, as we have in the hub area a nes\ dev elopment pro-
gram that is brinomg business, or beginning to luting business. People
working in these areas are neighborhood, people.

I have another chart here which indicates what is happening in
Cleveland. The proliferation of the ,yocational classes, in 1904 when I
came into the city of CleVeland, we had 52 vocational units in the
Cleveland school system. You can, see how it has gradually 'ism up-
ward, it is a rather dramatic increase. We have 523 units.

It is a rather, dramatic story, from 52 classes to 523. Additionally,
we have 10 programs in special needs which serve 2,700 disadvantaged,
and approximately 900 handicapped students. In addition to this, we
have 1f2 adult classes, that serve 1,900 additional students.

Vocational education in Cleveland is well established. It is well
established in every neighborhood school, and will be going along
rather well.

We have in the last few years 9,300 adults who have been served.
Since 1905, in our manpower training program, we have placed 77
percent of our students in jobs.

There we have various categories of straining: The manpower train-
ing program, which has placed 77 percent; the Woodland Job Center,
where we have placed 98 percent of our graduates. There we have a lot
of factors. R is right on the edge' of the ghetto, and we have had no
recruitment, ve 'nerdy opened the door and the people have come in
for training. We do have production going on there, and several differ-
ent groups operating production lines. We give the educational addi-
tives, while-business and-industry give the other 'kind ortraining.

When they get trained, we move them over to permanent jobs, 90
percent successful. and these are essentially individuals that hale nut
even approached high school. These are young adults that are living
in the area.

Our work-study program for the dropout prone. we have a success
placement program of over CO percent of the individuals going, through
that. Many arc coming through that program, and they are finding that
instead of searching for a job toward the end of it, tla y are going to
college. These are individuals who were never directed toward college.
We reached out to keep them from dropping out.

The job development program which is in our neighborhood high
schools and in the inner city, -we have had for over 8 years now a 94 per-
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cent placement record. In other, words, 04 percent of our inner-city
high school youngsters «ho w ant jobs are placed on jobs. This is an
average, and it is interesting that this year, «lhen jobs arc 6o difficult
to find our placement is right up at that point.

Mr. QUM. May I ask for more information about that chart? You
mention in your testimony that the work-study program is for 18- to
21-year-olds. Can 3 ou tin e me the ages of the other threethe Man-
poWer Training'Center, the Woodland Job-Center, and-thc work-study
program?

Dr. Mums. These are adults. The Manpower Trainino. Center, those
are adults. There is no age limit. Many of them are 50 or 60 years of
age. These are hardcore unemployed that get into that program. If
you are unemployed, and you cannot get a job, they come in and we
have some guidance facilities, try ing to find out what the aptitude of
the individual might be, and me start them on a training program. It
is kind of an old-fashioned concept, but it works.

sow, 77 percent of them, we get out on jobs afterward. These are
individuals Unit in the labor market have been failures.

The Woodland Job Center is a younger group for the most part of
unemployed indis ho v.alk in off the streets, utretty inuch,,and
there we has e a 9G perk cut placement. It is interesting the difference
in placement. Here we tun our own placement department, where we
go out and go after the jobs. Where we recruit jobs, «here we take the
ndivjdual and connect him with the job.

This is where we go to regular Federal agencies for the placement.
Mr Qum. So those in the bottom thiee, you place them yourself?
Dr. Mucus. Yd, this isright,
Mr. Qum. On the Woodland Job Center, you say 18 and up?
Dr. Buroos,Yes. To gin e you an example of the kind of program that

is in there. We have recently made a contract with, Forc1, General
Motors, and Chrysler, and brought the three of them together, and
here is where )se are trainino. with their assistance, and with their
help, and to a *rent extent tin Ail their manpow er, service mechanics for
their authorized service areas in northeastern Ohio.

Mr.,Quin. What about the job development program?
Dr. Bimini: These are inner -city high school. students.
Mr. Qum. You call for 94-percent placenalit there, and 60 percent

on the work study.
Dr. Bilious. These are the dropout prone students, but many of them

are going on to college. Many of 'them, after we got them back in, are
beginning to find

Mr. QUM. What is your job development program?
Dr. Batons. In the job des elopnent program, w e have been able

what we are doing is taking the inclis iduals olio are not going to go
to college. You «all mee in a minute another chart that will show what
is happening in the same school for college admission, but these are
the individuals who are not going to go to college, but who want em-
ployment. We register everyone, and then we set up within the school
certain days when we bring the business and industry.

By the way, we have a relationship with 400 industrialists that we
bring into these 4ehools, and on certain days they are there all day
long with appointments for job interviews. The ones that are hired

, at that time are checked off, and the ones that are not hired, then are
candidates for us to go out and attempt to sell.

52-D45-70vol. 2-34
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Mr. Mum. Dr. Marls. if we could recess for just a few minutes'.
so that we can get this 1.011(.01 in. Then. we will come bad;

So, we «ill recess for approximately 1., minutes, and then we will
reconvene.

In case Neil ale some amendments, and I don't get back. I would
like to leave sumac questions for y on to ans(te. I (add like 3011 to go
into a little mote detail about the different e between the employment
bureau and }roux own placement.

I think that y on are glossing it over a little bit. 'Volt say tliat it is
a Fedetal iseenv3 compared to a local. and T don't think that this Os es
the full story. To me this is significant; be anse T run across it every
\shel. The school feels a responsibility fur placement and is doing
the most outstanding job that we could ester anticipate. That kind
of record you have shown there..

('fluid giSb us on that for the record. the difference between them.
think the employment bureau is missing some data on it.
Mr. Morrt,, will reconvene in approximately 15 minutes,
['Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed temporarily.]
M r. crrt.. The subcommittee will now reconvent.
As we left. Dr. Di iggs. 3 ou wen, going-to g,ise us an-answer to Mr.

Quie's proffered question.
Dr. Beioos. Mr. Chairman, the question that Mr. Quit. was directing

to as was Ielat.ice to the job placement responsibility of the schoeils.
and how ii wits operating.

1 oiglit go back and say that about 10 y cars ago. %ye recognized that
there was a big gap between the training and the preparation of our
3 mull. and the actual placement of those y with in the sante amount of
jobs. -

So ilistend of going through the regular channels that n ere mail-
able to cos with redOlal agencies, or the regular guidance channels
within the schools, we went to one of the largest industries in the city.
and asked if we could borrow their chief personnel director.

Ito was then assigned to us and moved on our pa3 roll, and became
an aid to the stip.' intendent of schools. Ifs., then. was the liaison with
the personnel di redo' s of tile N talons businesses and industry.

We star tea with 100 busine.sses, first. in Cleveland, and we met with
the pelsonel directors of that group. T had pre% ions!,} met with the
plesident and the (linkman of the board and had an agreement that
t hey %ulct hire our inner-city youth and train them.

Thou, it became his responsibility to create the bridge between our
training /migrant and 100 investors. Now tliis has advanced to 400.
Tit vac!, of our moor -city 'high schools, v.., went out and got another
kind of as C0,111;5001% 11 ho s as directly it von:able for this school. He
stays is the oil fur the entire year. and gets acquainted with the
people w110 want jobs. the young people.

Ho knows thom, and develops a dossier on (itch one of them. Tie also
organize-, and di rut is the placement w 01101110pS within the ,m1k00-1. This

within that specific school, has a know ledge, not only of the
st talent and his abilities, his weaknesses and Lis st rong points, but also
he knoo,s the demands and needs of industi y. He cum almost match
our students with the ;lob.

Ti is, is, onsto;ng that runs actually 12 months of the year. It goes
right through the sunnier. Without this kind of a placement serslce,
we would not have that 94,pereent placement.

5 2'3
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Mr. Storm. We would have the distinguished counsel for the minor-ity proffer questions.
Mi.. RADCLIFFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. I3riggs, where doyou get the people that work directly in the school for a yne. Ate'those people recruited from industry?
D. 13raoas. Yes, but they are on our p,- ill. They are hired by us::They are responsible to us. The person wim beads it is an individnal

that-wrbTotpghrfrom personnel, who tomes directly to us. He is re-
sponsible to us. He has that in the schools, individuals with a commonvayiely of backgrounds.

We like to bring in people who have industrial experience, or bust-
floss experienee, rather than the typical college oriented counselor type.

Mr. RAnclat.m. They stay just for the year and go back?
Dr. 13atoos. They staysfor more than that, but the point I was trying

to make was that over a period of 1 year, they are with those students,
and it may be a period of more than 1 year.

During that period they know the student. Rather than just leaving
the impression that we bring them for a couple of weeks to do a spot
job, they are part of that faculty. They have an etlice there. They
councel with the students. They know m hat the-student has-to do to get
ready for a job.

Tilo, work with the students who want jobs.
Mr. RAncum. To what. extent are you able to follow up the initial

placement?
Dr. IImous. We are about to do another study of our placement. A

couple of years, afro, we tent in and took a Voli at students who had
left l,. e 2 years earlier, and hhtl been placed. We found that over 90
percent of the student, that were placed, 2 years later sit:ie. employ ed,
and 50 percent of them had been promoted.

We are now ready to conduct another study to update it, to see
whether that still exist,. This (hart shows the placement of those
students by years. Tn 1968 me placed 98 percent, in 1970, 97 percent,
and in 1972 it was 97 percent, and in this lust Seat, despite the trouble
in the job market, me placed 91 percent of the students.

One of our inner -city- high schools has placed 100 percent of its
students this 3 ear. This means that. vier.), single student was placed.

Mr. IlAnciaFFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Barons. We also have training in the apprenticeship area, to

make use of the building trades.
Tn 1966 67, the apprenticeship training program that we ran for

imt-only-the-entire-city 'the area arouillt t11(3 metropolitan area, 1
percent of the building trade apprentices mere of the minority.

As of 1961, there were no minorities training in the building trade
in Cleveland. In 196P 69, it ment up to 8 percent. In 1970-71, it went
up toll percent, and then to 16 percent, and this year it is 20 percent
of all apprentices in the city of Cie% eland, who are being trained for
the building trades, are minority.

We has c almost; the same percentage of minority in training. We are
beginning to approach, as me haw in the metropolitan areas 33 or 35
percent Minority is ithin the city of Cleveland, and it depends on how
far you want to bring that. We are beginning to approach in the
building trades aboutthe same percentage of minority as there is a
general population area.

r.
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Every single building trade that we are doing the training for has
ibeen integrated. It has been a long process, but it is a successful one.

As a footnote, we have built $2-26 million of schools in Cleveland.
In our jobs, e insist on compliance, and NN e did not set a quota, but we
hale averaged apptoximately 30 percent of all of the tradesmen work-
ing on $220 million worth of jobs, in construction jobs, a little better
than 30 percent of those tradesmen are ininuritie's, which means thdt
not only have we been successful in using the influence of the training
programs to get minorities into the building trades, but also we have
been successful in using the expenditure of our money to see to it that
minorities, after having been trained, are actually hired.

Chairman PEnams. Dr. l3riggs, I am delighted to welcome you here
with us today. You have always been so helpful to us in the past, and
we are confident that you w ill do the seine thing here on this occasion.

Mr. Mottl has told me that you. Dr. Briggs. have been doing just
a tremendous job in public education, and I know that that is true. I
am very happy to welcome you here once again.

Go, ahead, Mr. Mottl.
Mr. Morn.. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Briggs. with_your permission, since many of the members are

not present today because of the early session, I am going to insert your
testimony into the Congressional Record, so that all of the member -
shin of Congress can see your outstanding report.

Dr. Mums. If I may deviate from my report for a moment, I would
like to say that Chairman Perkins has been one of the real supporters
of every phase of American education. It has moved ahead. altered. and
improved because of the leadership of the chairman of this committee.

I recall with great satisfaction my visits to the State of Kentucky,
and the fine reception there, and the respect that the people of the
State of Kentucky showed to the chairman of this committee. I under-
stand why he gets reelected over and over again.

In fact, after my last visit into your State, your Governor made me
one of your colonels. So, I feel that they have extended some kind of
in honor there. Once a year I get a bill, however, or a suggestion that
I make a contribution.

It is very nice to be here with you and yourcommittee.
One of the parts of the training prograM, I think, in the city of

Cleveland. deals with what happens in the summer to the youth that
normally would be on the streets. We have had a comprehensive youth
service program with a steady growth, with the exception of 1 year,
when revenue sharing-took it through city hall, and city hall decided'
to rnn the program independent of the school system, and children
went without payment that. year. Some have not yet been paid.

Because of the problems that they had, it has now been returned to
us as a contract, we started operating very successfully. We decided'
on a contract. the other day.

As a side note on this, we have been successful in putting into that
training a work program in the summer, training programs, so that
every youngster who has a job gets a certain amount of education and
career training as well as just being out earning a few dollars.

Some ofthem that are disadvantaged, economically disadvantaged.
but are college bound, we have put programs in our colleges and
universities in Cleveland, and they have received credited escrow as

r-.4 -
0-
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well as ,payment for work, and after they have graduated from high
school, they has a college credits that they can transfer some place else.

. This is a good program, but we had much more freedom when we
.made contracts directly Isla' the Department of Labor than what we
do now. It was much easier, and there were less encumberanees, but
nevertheless, a subcontract. is working out.

I inn e brought along, an analysis on one high school. This is East
Technical High School in the inter city. It is a school that only 10 year
ago, only 5 percent of our students went to college. In 1968, 25 percent
siarted going to college, and 37 percent in the training programs were
placed on jobs.

In 1971, it was 11 percent aoing to college, and 39 percent going to
jobs. I am pointing this out,'' ibecause there is a relationship between
doing a good training program for obtaining jobs, and improving
college attendance.

This goes back to w hat I said earlier, that high schools should only
have two exit doors, ohe to college and the other one to a job. When
you do it thakway, you improve both programs.

Last year, 43 percent of the .,aritduates'ofast Technical High School,
which is a ghetto high school, 43 percent of those youngsters are in
college, and everyone of them on a scholarship. There is not one stu-
dent
college,

that school in college who is not on a scholarship.
Forty-six percent of the others wereplaced on jobs, which is a total

of 89 percent. -Now , 11 percent is not accounted for here. Those are the
ones that went into, the armed sers ices, got married, and (lid not go
either to college or the job market.

Now this year, this school placed in jobs 100 percent of its graduates
that wanted jobs. Thine is no example like this any place in the coun-
try. It is a school located in the most devastated area of the ghetto.
It is a brand new $12'niillion school, 3 years old.

I was in it yesterday morning, and there is not a single mark on the
walls. Ire hav e never had to sandblast the exterior,,and take any signs
0,r w ords off. It is a school that in the first 3 years has had no vandalism,
and the smallest amount of s andalism in the city is in that school.

When young people see that it. is possible to end up with a job or a
college scholarship, they have a new respect for education.

The dropout rate in the school, since we have gone into job place-
ment and job training, has dropped from, 1967 68, 19 percent of the
students were dropping out of the school, clown to 17 percent the fol-
lowing year, 1971, and last yeAr it was 8 percent.

Thedropou rate-in this.ghetto-school is-now less-than the-dropout
rate in our traditional college preparatory schools. When an individ
ual gets'into the job training, and knows that there is going to be a job
at the end of the line, that individual has 50 percent less chance of
dropping out. of school than ale does not have this kind of a guarantee.

It is interesting to,see, cit3m ide, what is happening here on this side
of the chart, we have onr total enrollment, 1971-72, 138,000, 151,000,
and then our enrollment went. down to117,000: and 1 °3,000. Over here,
the number that are graduating, you will notice the list of graduates,
those that are finishing, is going up continually.

We never graduated high a percentageof studentsln one ,century
of education in Cleveland. We cannat find a single year where the
dropout rate as low as it is right now. It is too high, but you can see
what is happening to the number that are finishing.
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Mr. Morrr,. That is attributable to vocational education, you believe?Dr. Biucos. To a great extent it is attributable to vocational
educatioh.

I had placed to the back of the testimony a kind of a shopping list.that shows how we spent our money, our vocational money coininginto Cleveland. I am not going to run through it, but it breaks it down
so that you can see how it has been spent.

It has been spent,,I think, very tireetikely today. I would conclude
by saying that some of the side effects. are very interesting.

For example, in our city, while we have a heavy vocational program
is lirticulture, because we have, so many greenhouses, it is interest ing
that this summer over 20,000 students in Cleveland will have gardens.

Last year, we lied 20.000 with gardens, where each gardener,,each
child has a horticulturist who consults, with him. advises him, Avhether
the gardens are home gardens or not. Tw ice during the summer,
trained horticulturists visit the home.

This is a kind of a dropout effect from our vocational proram, an
affirmative dropout. I think, which we could not have, i f we did not
Piave a large horticultural program.

This summer, the children of Cleveland mill raise anprxim itely :;1
million worth of produce that will be takpi into their homes. The
gardens are not vandalized. Our gardenshavl. no damnee done to them
in the summer. This is something that the communitylasthe neigh-
borhood has in' the ghetto areas.,

Vacant lots are turned into gardens, and last summer we kept a rec-
ord, and we weighed every product that went home, and it amounted
to over $000,000 worth of ,produce. This summer it will be over :4
million.

This is the kind of thing that von can do as an offshoot of vocation al
edueatich. Von can go back and borrow in the summer your horti-
eulturiet who works in the neighborhoods.

I would hire to suggest that anything that can be done to see to it
that vocational money gets to t1 e areas of highest unemployment is in
order, few yenys ago we carp up with a new dm ice in the State of
Ohio where the yorational moneys for construction were set up on
such e basis. togethyr with mi one front the State. whereby wheel dis-
tricts that had over 10 'torrent unemployment «ithin the district, they
got 05 percent of the t tie money through vocatioual areas, or
vocational facilities, and tl,e local district paid 35 percent.

If the unemployment :e was less than that. then it was 50--tai. This
was a. way amt.( he lee-islot a t e imOhie-reeogniz.ed-the-greater needs-of
vocational education in thu areas of highest unemployment.

If there is one handle e on put on a priority of where we should
spend our oclional rep , it ought to be n here the unemploy anent
is the highest. There should. be a relationship between getting people
employable and employed. and unemploment.

I would like to suggest that any kind of guidelines or regulations
that would force this kind of primity to the areas of highest unem-
ployment might be the most productive in attempting to break the
er-y, high rates of unemployment that we have, it is so many times

that people in those areas are not employable.
I certainly appreciate the opportunity of appearing again before

the subcommittee. Thank you.



Chairman PERKIN.S.Dr.Biiggs, you,stated that 3 Lariats e had a great
increase in the numbei of students carolled in the % mational education
pfugra u%er ie last 10 years, from 7 percent to 5b percent, and those
aro 11- and la-grade students, I believe.

To what do you attribute this inacase? Fetkial aid helped,
and if so, to what degree in your judgment?

Dr, Batuos. First of all, lo years ago we took a look at the problems
of Cleveland, and we decided that the (mei Liding big problem .1.% as
heavy unemploynal it. We decided that this w as an area

big
the school

had a responsibility in, so we set about doing sometl
The first year we had no Federal moneys. The State plan did not

accommodate us.W e suet gut that straightened out, how ever. We have
put vocational education as a part of e% cry neighbol hood high sdiool
as well as our cityidelvigh schools.

We could not have come as far as we hale N's ithout Federal moneys. ,
The Federal moevs hale really made the difference. The new Voca-
.tional Av iation High School at the airport, percent of the cost of
that school is vocational money, part of it Federal, and part of it
State. We could not ha% e built that with local moeys as easily. Our
progrians.wou ld have been eat.

Federal vocational moneys have been a lifesaver.
Chairman PITIUNs. You point out that the Cleveland 'Public

Schools hale better sinecess hi placing graduates from y our manpower
program t ban the,Ohio Uneploymerit Sell ice. Why were you more
successful, and how can we imprule the employment ser% ice in your
judgment

Dr. 131:1(i4,4. I would like to see some expel imentation in using t ()ca-
tbat] moileys for placement. To date, we do not use Motional moneys
for that. Ve,went out and .got foundation money to de% chop our place-
ent program in our svhot,ls, and we got some State li.oneys to assist.
It seems to me that there is a relationship betweeliP training and

placing, and I would like to see some studies run ima some experi-
ments in this area.

Chairman rEnktNs. Let me 6a), thank 3 on for your tremendous co-
operation on all subject matters concerning the welfare of students

Go ahead, Mr. -tottl, as I will only be staying it few minutes.
Mr. Mont,. Thank you. Dr. Briggs; thank you very much for your

fine testimony. We w ill insert it in the Congressional Record and hope-
fully, all Members of Congress wilLsee it. Thank you for taking time
to be here With us this morning.

I think that I echo your sentiments regal ding Chairman Perkins.
You and he have done more for education than any ()diet hall% Monis
in the United States. We are grateful for all vo ttorts.

Dr. Balms. In euncluding, I would say that I happen to be lit ing,
in a ward in the city of Cleveland that happens to be in Mr. .fottl's
territory. So, we are well represented. Thant: you.

Mr. Mom. We have two more witnesses w Ito are testify incr. Bet a use
of the difficulty w'fflifimdl'is rf if both of 3 011 twatcome for

wurnilF1 'ward to the witness table.
We have Ms, Ilelene Llo d. Board of Education of New York. t c,t

.fying for Dr. Bernaril Gifford; and we also hale Dr. Benjamin Whit-
ten, president of the National Association of Large City Directors of
Vocational Education, Maryland.

r
Lt) .)
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I wonder, because of the lack of membership here, if both of you
could insert your testimony into the record and then summarize it in a
short period lof time. Then, questions will be proffered.

I want to apologize, but nobodyi knew, until late yesterdair, after:
noon, that we were going to start at 10 o'clock. Usually we Start at
noon, and we have the whole morning for these meetings. So, I would
like to apol6gize on behalf of the committee for this time shortage.

First, we will hear from Ms. Helene Lloyd, Board of Education of
New York.

STATEMENT OF HELENE LLOYD, BOARD OF EDUCATION OF NEW
YORK, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF DR. BERNARD R. (AFFORD

Ms. Liao.rn. Mr. Chairman, z am Helene Lloyd, assistant superin-
tendent, Office of Funding Programs of the school district of the city
of New York. We do consider that it is an honor to be here in order to
express the viewpoints of Dr. Gifford and the office I head, the Wee
of Funding Programs, in relation to occupational career and voca-
tional education.

As Dr. Brigp so ably said, the schools in the cities are facing a
crisis, and no o -(to look to the legislatidn appro% ed by the Congress to
try to remedy some of these problems.

You know better than we do, perhaps, the unemployment situation,
because you have studied the statistics, the retraining that is needed.
at this time, the fact that the taxable incomes in these large cities we
represent this morning, is continuing to plunge downward.

You have probably read the headlines that-N.rew York City has been
asked to reduce its budget by $132 million for the next school Year.
With all of these problems faced by the big cities, we do look to 'Con-
gress to try Co gi% e support; especially in

big
one area of discussion

for today.
Because of the time constraints, I am going to follow your sug-

gestion, and speak briell3 on a few of the outstanding actions that we,
in New York City, believe are needed in order to support a quality
N*nti onal education program in the city.

Action No. I is that. we do feel that it isimperativethat we have full
finicking of the new Vocational Education Act of 1975 for the next
schocik year at the authorization level of $1.5 billion.

Dr. '3riggs has giN en the reasons, and I do not have to reiterate
those. Unle,t, the mune3 is .forthcoming, the programs in the big cities
will be name only reduced greatly.

Action \o. 2, the VEA funds should be distributed directly to the
boards of education of eligible cities on the basis of a formula, one
major component of which should be total population in a city. An-
other, as Dr. Briggs pointed out, should be the percent of unemploy-
Mont. IN

There are also\ other factors that we would like to have incor-
porated, but they are two of the major elements.

At the present tinkc, as 3 uu know. the TEA funds are channeled on
a nonformula basis from the State Department of Education to cities.
It is imperative that these procedures he terminated.

Thera are negati%e practices iat,1 la% e ntbat not only 'mitigate
le,ahist, an diecti% prow- of ocational and career education in our
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State, but also waste, money. These practices are being duplicated
.throughout the country.

Let me cite just four that we consider to he ntgath c practice;, and
nembreinedy.

There is a great inequity in the VEIL funds granted by the State
education department to wham centers, take New York City as an

---exampleIn_the_tablealhat I wiThinsert_for the record von Al ill note
' that in 1970-71, New York City received about $7 minion in VEA

funds, or 26.5 percent of the total moneys cowing to the State, (table
appearis at conclusion of testimony). .

In 197,1-75, we have received $8.1 million, or 26.1 percent of the
funds coming into the State. In other words, New York City, m hich
has on register about one -third of the students in the State, receives
one-fourth of the State's allocation of \TEA moneys.

In 1970, according, to the census, New' York City had 15 percent of
its resident. age 16 to 21, lackin,,(7 a _high houl diploma, not in school,
midmost of them unemployed. Yq, the city received only 25 percent
of the VEA.. funds comino.P'.to the State.

Since 19701 rr e know that the number of unemployed 3 ouch and
adults has spiraled hi New Yprk City. The VEA funds from Albany
did not increase. This type of inequitable distiibutien of funds, we
believe. needs to be terminated.

Negative practice No. 2, there is no limit on the amount of money
that can be used in the present legislation for the administration of
YEA funds by State agencies. We believe that an excessive proportion
of VEA funds are geing used by State agencies throughout the country
for their administration.

Let me cite again New York State. At least 9 percent of the money
coming into tilt State is used to suppui t It Ludget for a staff of 34 pro-
fessionals and 22 clerical workers in the State Office of Occupational
andContinuing Education.

In addition, $2.7 million bas been budgeted by New York State this
year f r services in research and curriculum der elopment, and areas of
t1 pe.

leveland, Chicago, New York, and other large cities, we have our
o'd research curriculum der elopnicitt and tcchnical staff. Therefore,
rro al o duplicating seniees..We are wasting public money through this
duplkeation.

It is not pecessary that the State have these acts % ities when we are
able to meeteur _needs effectiely by alieatly established organizations,
paid with tax -levy money. YEA money can be used for other needed
services in big,cities.

Negative practice X. 3. All school districts in a State must compete
on a grantsmanship basis for a limited amount of VE-1. money. Time,
energy, and money is being used to prepare these proposals, which
many times are nut approyal. This money should.be directed to other
mink.

Negative practice No. 4. We believe that there should be forward
funding in order that thc recur be much more effective long-range plan.
ning, much more time in which to bring together the full resources of
business, manpower, and other Federal agencies as'ert.1 and (Alier
manpower funds, and city agencies,'so that we are not concliteting
VEA program with the State and the city alone.

1301
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It i's a team organization, coordinating funds fruit all sources, and
resources of various types.

Action No. 3 that we feel most important ,is that each city should
be required to develop its own long-range and short-range animal plan,
and submit it to the State education department. ,

At" the present Mlle, we know that the State develops a plan. In New
York state. this must take into accot int the rural areas. It does not high-
light effectively' the needs of urban cities in our State, as we call it, the
Big Five.

We beliCve that this initivAs against effectis e funding to the big
cities.

k.rt ion No. I. The set aside for the handicapped in the present 'Voca-
tional Education Art should be retained with-the presentDpercent
es n minimum. In New York City, almost 90 Percent of thegcills train-
ing for this target population of handkapped has been started from
VEA funds, and believe that unless thismioney for the handicapped is
act i tally earmarked for that purpose in the legislation, it will be impos-
sible to keep the Money focused on this area that needs help. .

Money for the hlindicapped will not only result in a healthier 'group
of people. but it will result in reduction in the number of welfare fam-
ilies, andiincreased employment.

V EA funds. we want to stress 41011111, should be channeled directly to
the eities for this group of studentl

Action No. 5, we stress that Congress make es ery effort to maintain
the geparate categories for secondary disads ant aged and cooperative
education students. Why? We have .fouhd that the amount of money
oming to Nett 'lurk City in these two areas has continued to decrease.

---,Therefore, unless these funds are channeled directly to cities for
this purpose, and earmarked for the tit o t ategories, cooperative ad and
secondary disadt antaged, we are concerned that the money tint) not
rettelt the rarget population.

action o. t. We belies e that thee pos, s conlar and adult education
.t. be con( hilted separatc13, and sort iced through theoronams shoul 1 h

LEA.
Action No. 7 is an area that we feel 'ye r3 colteemed about. because it

sell c. the need, of a population that all of Its lonat is in need of 404(.11-
tion. It is the bilingual tinder part J of the Voc digital Education Act
of 1971, and it should he extended and expander

All of us know that bilingUal vocational haini g it ill help raise the
lit inn standards of the community in it hich a language other -than
English is dominant. and it will loiter the school dropout rate. '

Wu have found. by using tax levy. manes in this area. that wethave
'may Kw...Tess. We fool: forward to support of YEA ni,oney for bilin-
gual pOgraills in the next legislation.

Action No. R. We renuest greatly increased funds fur research. eval-
uation, innovation, and t utrictilum de% vlopo lent related to vocational
ap.1 ocennational education.

I ),.. Ill iggs highlighted the changing employ meta needs. leading to
md liree and' followsto actit it ies, fpr yomurst el s wlio are in vocational
(Om ation programs. Funds are required Iwo ose of the changing needs'
of so-iety. our changing population, and the economic sib tation in
these areas T have cited.
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tion No. 9 is one that is receiving new focus. We believe that the
new VEX amendment ShOpiti take positis,e steps to eliminate sex
stereotyping. -

In New York. City, we have 17 percent of our families headed by
females who need to work in order to buy. the bread, to pay the rent,
et cetufea, two-thirds of the women' working need to work. It is not
merely Au buy sonic of the luxuries .,e9nuectea with living.

We encourage -CcIngi ess-to-try to provide ,ft special incentive in the
new legislation to cities to initiate.prwate prorams.

We also belies e, as action No. 10, that' motional guidance should be
a priority. This was cry emphasized b3 Dr. J3riggs, .11a w ill
not continue discussion in this area.

In closing, I would like to emphasize again the two major areas of
action we believe imperati I e (1) which was full funding at the author-
ization level of $1.:i (J) the distribution ofTEA funds directly
to the boards of wink ation rather than the State, on a formula, one
major component. of w Welt should be total population in the city.

I would like to add that we appreciate this opportunity to express at
this time our 4 kw points, toad also the prior support ive has e received
from this committee in other legislation related to education.

Mr. LEuntx. Thank you Cory much, Ms. Lloyd.
[The tables mentioned earlier follow :3

BOARD OF EDUCATION' OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK \
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT ALLOCATIONS TO NEW YORK CITY AND Nib YORK STATE, SCHOOL YEARS 1970 It

T01971 -i5

Purpose

NEW YORK CITY a. t ^
4'

Pt. Br (1) Secondary, (3) Adult. (4a) Disad
vardagedi S413) ilrgraPPed/ (8) Cuniculum
Development, (6) Cul no _ ,

G)) Consumere e y:lir:411'g g1 2
.

102b) iciandaly disadvantaged .,
, II) Work study.... .., .

D) Exemplary programs.... . .

Total New York City

NEW YORK STATE

Pt. 8;1 (1) Secondary, (3), Adult, (1a) Disad
vantaged, (18) Handicapri,,4 (a) guratulum
Development, (6) Guidance

F) Cmsurrier homemaking..
G)Coonorativeleducatton.
1026) Secondary disadvantaged
H) Work study. - .... -
D) Exemplary programs.,.,

Total New Yo16, State ,

PERCENT NEW YORK CITY OF NEN YORK STATE)

Pt- 13 . ...,

M aoig;sveMivlitTictnaatittli.". . . ......
((1026? Secondary disadvantaged!. . . ,
(H) Work study.
(0) Exemplary programs

Total..

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973.71 .3971-75

',4

14, 850, 958 $5,180, 590 86, 828,189 16, 015, 697 $6, 426,155
151,026 587, 117, 050 541, 263 531, 660
609,266 290,175 525,997 534,175 479, 751

1, OM 569 1,093.941 862, 361 788, 391 650, 000
206, 520 181, 000 215, 000 368,060 287, 063

02, 910 87, 415 121,941 53,750 58, 205

6, 909, 279 7, 723,193 9, 010, 811 8.36!, 176 8. 436, 124

21, 669, 304 25,221, 934 28, 155, 017 27, 186,917 27, 086, 761
1, 431,919 1,683, 411 I, 705,824 2,042.372 2, 034, 836

833. 339 905, 727 1, 217,853 906, 813 393, 132
1, 317,611 1,313, 593 1, 331,083 1,317,471 1,312,591

139,501 474,796 527,971 626,469 613;557
317, 519 315, 402 115,964 315,734 311, 559

26, 059,253 29,914, 863 33, 413,712 32,396, 776 32, 252, 439

22,37 21.73 21.25 72.35 '23.73
10 5
73.11

34.87
32. 04

28. 55
11, 16

25,50
58.91

26.27
53.72

,,, 71.81 83.28 61.79 59,81 49.52
16.99 38.75 10,72 58,71 16.79
26.12 27.73 29.32 17.02 18.68-- -
26, 51 25.12 27,06 25.81 26,16

lamsPt.
B allocation to New 'rook State Illl. 997.17700 funds lot post so.ondaly..unsttuction and State adminishation pro

lams and for contracted 4nstiuct.ott. the Board at Education o1 the ..4 01 New Yulh does nut iecetes any funds No these
rposes-only funds for the pt. B purposes specified for New Yolk City.

0 LI

1
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT ALLOCATIONS TO NEW YORK CITY, SCHOOL YE RS 1970- 71 TO1974 75

1974-75Purpose 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 \f 1973-7(

I) SecOndary
3 Adult)
1A) Disadvantaged,
48) Handicapped
F) Consumer homemaking

(G) Cooperative education
(102b) Secondary disadvantaged
(te) Curriculum development
(H) Work study
10) Exemplary programs
(6) Guidance

Total

$1, 352,3172
681,809

1, 695,160
900,960
'.51,026
1'69,266

I, (08, 569
20, 712

206, 520
82, 940

$1, 525, 405
1,204,763
1, 644, 442

934;050
587,017
290,175

I, 093, 941.
1:930

184, 000
-, 87, 475

$1,534, 266
I, 385, 330
2, 714, 988

, I, 152, 745
417,050
525,997
862, 364
11,160

215, 000
121,941

i
1,343,669
1,642, 824
, 010,485
, 010, 242
541,263
534, 175
788, 391
62,677

368, GOO
53,750

6, 909, 279 7, 723,198 9, 040, 841 8;.361, 476

Mr. LEHMAN. Dr, Whitten. you are next.
1

$1, 6:15,473

2, 112, 937
1.497,1.497,275

874,368
534,650
479, 751
650, 000
68,310

287,063
58,285
68,092

8, 436,124

1

STATEMENT OF DR. BENJAMIN WHITTEN, _RESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF LARGE CITY DIRECTORS OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, MD.

LETIMA X. I have to get to the floor in a few minutes. I just
wonder if you could summarize your statement because whcn the
bell rings, 1' am going to have to leave. The Iitutse is in session, as you
know.

Dr. Wityrnm Let me see if I can do it very quickly.
My name is Benjamin Whitten, and I am director of Vocational

Education for Baltimore, Md., public schools, and president of the
National Association of Large City Directors of Vocational Education.

I m ould like to present other members of the association who have
it possible to be present this morning for this appearance.

Dr. Edward Cooke. of Richmond, 'Va.; Dr. Sizemore Bowlan, direc-
tor of tucational education in Oklahoma City; Dr. ,Donald ITealas,
director of vocational education for Clet shoal. Ohio: Dr, Morton
Margules, who is from Jersey City, and he is director of the
Hudson County schools which include Jersey City ; and Mr. Stanley
Cohen, director of N ut,ationakplwa tiun for Philadelphia.. Pa. public
schools.

You can see front the appearance here today that we are very much
concetned about the N ocational education legislation that is beino; pro-
posed, rwd how it. «ill affect and hopefully impro,e our operation of
the big cities of this country.

We hale cum together as an organization out of a sense of isolation
within our respective States. We intend to learn from each other. to
share insight, innovations, and ideas regarding our ctinunon chal-
lenge-the challenge of assuring the wiglily ability of the y oath and
adults of our Nation's big cities:

4 As wo luvve met together, we has e qui* come to the yealization
twat 1v3 must, as city dim act ors, ',Lynn actis 0, part in stn ngthening the
Nation's focus upon the needs of our urban schoolpopulations.

This includes a gnat commitment of financial resources by the States
and the Federal Gut ernment for programs to meet the critical, oca-
;tional education ne(ells, of the youth amid adults in our major cities. It
is toward this entl'quit I come today to share our \major concerns.
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w ould quickly point out that our organization has no staff to cont
duct extensive research in preparati6n for a meeting such as we have
today, but my presentation does reflect the collective insights and
concerns of our members.

Mr. Imiatax. Dr. Whitten, your statement will be included in the
record, in full.

Wurrux. We are in fas or of a continuation of vocational edu-
cation with three time the Federal leadership. We think that this
leadership has been ery important, and that we has e focused upon
some of the major problems because of the Federal leadership. We
would hope that this would be continued in the new legislation.

Because of the problems which have been cited regarding the sins
of our country, we believe that some crash funding for improving
and, extending vocational education in the cities is quite imperative,
and we are hopeful that the new legislation will include such funding
for the big cities of this country. 1

The National Advisory Council, also= in its testimony addressed,
this matter of crash funding for, vocational education in the large
cities of the country.

We believe that an expansion, of the work-study program is re-
quired, because of the fact, that job market is moving from the cities,
and the unemployment rate is so/high, particularly among the minor-
ities students that populate our; schools. This is, something that must
be_alitessed iii the vocationa1re &ucation permitting-us-to-
expand, greatly increase funds to see that youngsters remain in school
with the support of our work -study proaram.

We think that this is a vital part of the new legislation on voca-
timid education.

We agree with the testimony of other witnesses that the maintenance)
of successful ongoing programs is something that should be encour-
aged in the new legislation., programs are fine, but support for

__programs that do the job in a demonstrable fashion is important as
new legislation for viocational education.

We believe also that we need forward funding so that we can plan
in a systematic fashion to )address the vocational education needs of
the urban Centers of our country. We think that-improved statistics
should be accumulated so that we know vs here we come from, what we
are doing, and where we aro going. This is particular essential if we
are going to Meet the needs of the cities.

We think that the statistics comingout of the cities will help us to
prepare for a letter vuLational program, that would benefit the entire
coun try.

We believe that there should he-continued a single State agency to
administer the affairs of vocational education. We think that we would
be weakened considerably to have two or three agencies within the
Stateto admini4ter vocational education.

We would nothave the kind of linkages that are required, with the
moneys that are provided to be used maximally.

We also think that there should be an improved and strengthened
role for the IT.S.'0ffice of Education in overseeing our programs, to
make certain that the express purposesof vocational education as in-
cluded in the le ;is] tion are carried out.

I\
/
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If, in fact, the big 1 itics and the disadc ant aged and handicapped
populations, a hich are In such large numbers in the (Ales, are to re-
ceive the attention of our States, then we think that they should be en-
forced by what happens in Washington with the agencies that control
and oversee the entire vocational education legislation. .

We applaud. really, the leadership that has been provided 1,3 the
Congress. We think that this should continue. and w e are very thank-
ful for this opportunity of presenting our tistiniony before }flu this
morning., ,

I have rushed through this, and I hope that the parts I lime high-
lighted will be helpful to you, and we would be w Wing to sass el ad-
ditional ca lotions, if you have them, or to appear again with test ithoti3
that would;he helpful to you in your deliberations as Sou present 3o41

rinew legisln ion before the entire Congress.
Mr. I.r.t . INN, I think that the testimony answers most of the ques-

tions that I have in Iiiitol ilifa. T thank the panel for being her today .
and for presenting a A e, '1 t ill. interesting statement on the dii cc( ion
that this committee slay hl take in dealing w ith the '1 oeational educa-
tion legislation.

I want to thank you again for coming.
The subcommittee a ill now recess subject to t all front the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11 Al a.m., the subconunittve recessed, subject to call

of the Chair.]
----PlifirraTaibmitted for iniqusion in the record follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BLAJAMIN C. WRITTEN. PRESIDENT OF NATIONAL -WWI-
.ATION OF LAMM CITY DIRECTORS OF VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION

I am Benjamin Whitten. President of the National Association of Large City
Directors of Vocational Education. This is D ilea ly formed group. comprised of
some seventY live directors from our nation's largest cities. We have come to-
gether as an organization out of a sense of isolation a Ithitt out A speeta e states,
We intend to learn front eachother, to share insights. !limitations, and ideas re-
garding our common challenge- the thallenge of assuring the eniplo abioty of
the youth and adults in our nation's big cities.

As ac hat ye met together, me have quickly come to the realization flint tic ttal-t
phi) an active part la strengthening the nations : A 11, 11011 the needs of our oc-
tal!, sLltool populations, This includes a greater commitment of financial resourt VS
1i3 the states and the Federal governntent for programs to meet the critical ova-
tional education needs of the 3 oath at ml aUlUills in our major .. itiv.s. R is timard
that end that I come before y Oa today to share some of our major 1 I /WWII-.

While our organization has flit Aar to conduct intensitre resent eh In pt.& tram-
t ion fur a meeting such as today s, my, presentation does rt fleet the eoueet.te in-
slat,: and concerns otpur members.

It a ill be 110 doubt dear from the several items that I a ill tllScDRS, that the big
en, directors favor a contiwtation of categorical It gislatton al.it 1, retain the
Federal leadership role in 1 otational t titivation. Wt bellele that the Dull and
M( S Federal lot Wham! legislation has altered traditional patterns and is now
directed at the youth and adults of our cities. Ma% eN er, w,. v.,.. till e\treme*
disappointed that the flow of resources has not folloaed these patterns to the
degree that Congress obviously intended.

It is our experience that the population of OW big cities. %slide 41.1 lining slight bi
with tlte Hight of middle and tipper iheome groups to the ,itlittrit. are rittlit,ally
increasing their percentage of minority and economical!) thsadt antaged group.,
those most in need of vocational education:11 ser% it es. Forthermom Nte observe
that the outnilgrat ion of the more affluent Is beim: nit onipiinied by aotimement
of Indu,try and employment opportunities to the saburbs. :Mb shills, atong with .

knoa ledge a ml assist,rnce in finding jobs In the often unfriendly climat , of the

r
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suburban industrial areas, are eszeotial fur our urban minority youth. Unfor-
tunately the local funds to provide those educational .services are being seterely
constrained by declining tax bases, increasing w clfare,iiad other human servile

A costs, including police protection.
(1) Crol Funding for linproung and ,Expanding i ocational Education in

the Cities. We applaud the recommendation of the National Adtisor) Council un
VoCational Education that a special program of crash funding be enacted to sup-
port vocational education in big cities. We suggest Unit this crash funding focus
on the rapid upgrading of the outmodedo-e- equilaiteot stud phy steal kit attics t' htch
characterize vocational education if) Mg* of our cities. We arc but surprised at
the finding of the GAO that a major portion of Federal funding has gone into
new aild Improved facilities. : xi,e e observed the cuostruction of major and
vocational technical schools in the rural and the new suburban areas of our
states. These haveprovided the basis fur radical grow th in enrollments ut these
areas.

Few of our cities report having received these funds, how ever, Since many
cities had vocational facilities in 1963 when Federal funds became at:ulnae for
construction, first priority was given to the rural and new suburban populations,
which had no vocational facilities. We understood this need, but now vye areap-palled' that. are timse w ho would curtail ail iorther maim and re-lonst
modeling funds.

While we do nor believe that suicessful vocational education is determined
solely by bricks and mortar, we du know that effective school-based vocational
education requires a clean, safe environment and op-to-date equipment. our fa-
cilities are old; we do not have the space to expand to sect e the population is loch
needs training. Several of our cities are planning new twat-omit facilitiesboil'
vocational technical centers and within tannin ehensit e the ex-
pectation thnt Federal funds %sill support their construction, as they have else-
where in our states. Without Federal funds, we knots our city lindgets will nut

A major one time crash funding to upgrade and expand facilities Ulu
more thnn anything else at this time to radically linprot e s ()cation:0 education in
oar big cities, audit done wider separate authority %%wild not diminish support
for ongoing vocational education programs.

(2) Expansion of Work'Study. One of the major problems In the big cities is
the high unemployment rate among minority youth, ranging up to 457c. As has
been correctly pointed out by the National Advisory Council on "i-ocationat Edu-
cation, the sluggishness of the economy, the movement of business to the suburbs,
racial discrimination, and adequnte job skill training are 4thiung the factors con-
tributing.to this rate. By expanding the Rork study program tie eau help those
youth in vocational education programs so that they w ill be better able to
compete for jobs in the metropolitan area as the economy expands and as they
raise their job skill levels; the major resource for overcoming discriminatory
employment practices.

The vocational work-study program has pros en a major tailor in retaining
students in school through tIle completion. of training and graduation. We would
argue that it is much less expensit e in the lung run to int est this nominal ',nil-
port' to studnts in school, than to hive .1 is the major LIRA of out .if-M110111 training
and support programs.

masAre inere:1-e hi Vv.?, total almond of funds at allable for ti,Irk-study tint-
grains for students enrolled in vocational education, programs is required in theies of America.

In addition to cxpanding the mailability of nark- study support. it is necessary
to update the current letfislatite restrit Lions on monthly and-animal payments.
lailationary therein-vs and Federal in the ^'-'mum wage have made
it inumsslitic la provide Allt-anItigrul NS ork-stuil, experiences mailer the current
legislative Constraints of $45 per month and 33:10 per academic year.
, (31 l'Re of Basic Grant Fui.ds. We are sery concerned with the suggestion by
some that Federal vorational edthation funds be limited to new programs. The
growth of quality socational edt.cation programs has been dramatic user the
past &eclat\ and mirth litany shoe the passae,e of,tle lfitici an-RIM:liits. The
state and local contxibution has more titan lila pate With the Federal increases
in funding. We belle% e that t hi- pattern overall dill conti lute. How et er, the
nuilutenance and upgrading, of ongoing so, cet.sful oral:rains in tmoty Ito vs iii

536
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require contused Federal support. We have already pointed out the financial
plight of our cities. Even w here new areas of training should be provided in.uur
Ides, these must be incorporated into a comprehensive training eapacity which

italudes the maintenance of quality ongoing programs. Thu overall expansion of
vocational education opportunities required will need local flexibility in funding
from all sources, including expanded Federal. support.

(4) Put-Kant Funding.and Planning. In the same direction we are concerned
with, the procedures under %Advil Federal v utxttional funds are now commonly
mark avail:41AL to local Wm.:anal agencres.'Basic grant funds and set-aside funds
are currently distributed tu LEI'S by many states un the basis of detailed project
peopusals, tu support new ur ongoing programs. This cast sometimes require as
many as 300 aeparate proposal:. The resulting mountain of paperwork, consump-
tion of staff time, and divcrsiun from lucid comprehensive planning should be
replaced by an azinual plan appruNed by the state and funded by a stnte distri-
bution formula which recognizes local needs and resources. To further this
curicept once the Congress passes its revised Vocational Education Legislation
an immediate request should be made for forward funding so that local and
state education agencies can plan a systematic approach fur assessing needs,
developing prygrams, and monitoring results to Improve and, ur expand program
effectiveness.

(a) Improbea Statistics on Vocational Education in the Big Cities. One of the
nutjur drawbacks to Improving local and state vocational planning and funding
is the Inadequacy of present data gathering procedures regarding vocational
education. The National Ads isory Council on Vocational Education in its recent
Report on Urban Vocational Education" made a recommendation in this regard,

noting that ''data should be available specifically on the center cities, not just
ua the SMSA's," to permit adequate comparison of costs and funding among
urban, suburban and rural areas. We believe that data should be included regard-
ing the unique needs of our urban school populations with their increasing per-
t entage_of inland-UM-1W AN-ell-fto_u_rdhe changing economic and employment.pat-
terns which are making life in our cities more desperate.

We are convinced that the data will validate our sense that' vocational educa-
tion in the cities is not currently receiving the support intended in Federal Voca-
tional Education Legislation. We note that the recent GAO report concluded
that Federal YEA funds are distributerl to all LEA's rather than concentrating
funds in selected LEA's with high needs. We hope that new vocational educe-,
nun legislation will continue to emphasize need, that it w ill provide funding for
gathering the data to validate need, an that either through more effective ad-
ministrntion ur other procedures, the Congressional mandate will he car:led out.

t6j Continuance of a Single State Agency and Stronger USOE.--While we
have expressed our concert for more flexibility at the local level, we are con-
cerned about the need for strung state and Federal coordination of vocational
education. We applaud the expansion which has taken place in postsecondary
vocational education. This Is consistent with both the increased technical
specialization of our society and the need for greater flexibility in options for
uur 3 oath. However, w e are concerned that this question requires increasing coor-
dination and articulation between secondary and post-secondary education.
Outmoded and artificial age barriers must be broken dOwn, and developmental
training designs with vertical and lateral options must be, established to provide
maximum flcalbillt, fc.r initial training and retraining. We believe a single state
agency fur vocational education will best assure students this type of coordinated
program.

Similarly, we support the need for strong vocational leadership in the U.S.
Office of Education. As I have indicated earlier, they must assume greater respon-
sibility for assuring that Federal funds are appropriatley distributed according
to need within the state. We also believe they must provide leadership in edu-
cational personnel training to meet the growing needs of qualified teachers,
particnlarly of women and minorities. We have been greatly distressed at the
decline In curriculum development resources. Few cities or even states have the
resources to prepare the sophisticated training materials required by modern
technology and emerging occupations. We hope that the leadership of USOE in
theite areas will be strengthened and expanded.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we appreciate the efforts which
you and members of your staff are making to carefully rev levy the needs of vout,
tlonal education.
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We applaud the leadership IN he provided in Serving the rights and
needs of minorities, se welcome the challenge *1 designing effective programs
to bring girls and women into the mainstream of our economic systen, We know
the impact Which quality vocational education can base upon individuals. We
are all too uell aware of the economic distress of our cities, .and the desperate
need for upgrading the teclini2a1 competence,61 our urban populations. We be-
lieve that Federal- leadership, and a new and radically expanded level of sup-
port for vocational education, can help to turn the tide of despair which we
see around us.

I thank yott for the opportunity which you have provided me today to bring to
your attention the concerns of the directors of vocational education in our
large cities.,

'BOARD OF EDUCATION,
HUDSON COUNT? AREA VOCATIONAL-TECIINICAL SCUOOLS,

North. Bergen, N.J., May 9, .1975.
lion. &at, PERKINS,
(Sturman, Rouse Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Edu-

. cation, Rayburn Office Building, 1Vashington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. PERKINS : It was a distinctly unique experience for me to be in at-

tendance at the- hearing held on Thursday, May 1', 1975 in room 2175 of the
Rayburn House °film-Building. I wish to-state my thanks and appreciation fnr
tee attention yon, your colleagues and staff members paid to the testimony being
presented. I believe Dr. Briggs, Superintendent of Schools for Cleveland had a
well organized, highly informative, and pointed testimony, I concur with many
of his concerns. Dr. Benjamin Whitten, President of the National Association of
Large City Directors of Vocational Education, also had an opportunityto provide
a prepared statement and make additional comments.

I am taking this opportunity to reinforce some of the points made. The school
district which I represent has a responsibility for County Vocational-Technical
Education in the most urbanized county in the countryHudson County. We
have one of the highest unemployment rates in, the country, with particular con-
cern for minority and Spunish speakinr individuals, whose unemployment rate
far exceeds that of the normal populatiori, reaching a percentage figure of close
to 50 per cent for young black and Puerto Rican individuals. Many of these young
people have not and will not have access to Vocational-Technical Education pro-
grains that begin to meet their 'reds unless the legislation being proposed con-
tains the following :

1. An option to use Federal minds for FACILITY CONSTRUCTION. The use
of Federal funds an the State-of New Jersey for the purpose has, fol. every dollar
so used, generated sa In Teturn.,This area of funding also provides for residual
lung range benefits over many years. I have been told by the Division of Voca-
tional Education, State Department of Education in Trenton, that there could
be planned over 3100,000,000 worth of Vocational Educational construction,
should Federal funds for this purpose be made available on a percentage bads,
New Jersey still needs many facilities.

2. Continued support Jor EQUIPMENT PURCHASE up to 50 per cent matching
level.

3. SUPPORT FOR ON-GOING PROGRAMS which have been proved to be
effective and meeting the needs of both students and the requirements of the
market place.

4. Continued support for the HANDICAPPED and the disabled on a categorl
cal basis. Since all,. indications are that the urban areas are where most of the
handicapped reside, the burden of proiddIng Vocational Technical Education
falls to a great degree on those public educational institutions and agencies in
the urban areas and large cities. There is much to be done in this area, particu
!arty with regard to the multiple disabled.

5. Over the many years since the promulgation of the Vocational Education Act
of 1063, its amendments of 1063, and the Higher Education Act of 1972, imple-
mentation has consistently had three characteristics:

a. Funding has been INSUFFICIENT to meet the mandates required by
law.

J. -o45-75--rot. 2---35
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b. Funding has generally been received too LATE to efficiently and effec-
tively plan.

c. The sequence of providing a State Plan and the guidelines themselves
must be revised in keeping with the above, and also to enable the LEAD
TIME necessary to gather input from all local districts.

6. In the experience that I have had over the past three decades in my rule as
an educator, I have become more and more convinced that the trend tun ard mov-
ing Vocational Technical Education out of the 11th and 12th grade or high sehoul
,aria Is a miscalculation of youthful pottntial and should be reeonsidered.,A1
though many claim that our youth in the county schools are nut equipped to make
career decisions, it, is-my opinion that with a solid foundation of career educa-
tion and an emphasis on clusters and options within cccunational areas, our
secondary youth can well receive training in Vocational-Technical Education
that will enable theta to seek gainful employment immediately Upon completion
of their priigram or graduation from high school. The myth being expressed by
community and four year colleges that they are better equipped to provide yea-
tional Technical Education should be analyzed in light of the followinz,

a. We have too long delayed the educational and vocational process of
our youth and have pushed them out into society ill-equipped for employ-
:nod, making it necessary for them to first start seeking experience and
training. There is no need for this delay.

b. Vocational-Technical training at the post-secondary level in a com-
munity college or four year institution becomes more expensiv e because of
the greater cost of instruction and administration than found at the second-
ary level.

c. The loss of productivity of our youth coupled with the cost of social
programs, such as welfare and CETA additionally place a burden on Federal,
State, and Local budgets. As a matter of fi,t, isn't it time that we con-
sidered very carefully the process nece sary to alleviate the flow into the
I inelifishice:_waluachattl eaktinpower_und_Tralning__
Act?

7. And lastly, I should Eke to reinforce _the feet that there should be ONE
SINGLE STATE AGENCY responsible fin. Vocational Technical Education and
that the 1202 Commission, at least in our state, has not served its purpose, since.
it is composed predominantly of the Board of Higher Education, Also, to my
knowledge and to the knowledge c)f the New Jersey State Advisory Council on
Vocational-Technical Education, there are no minutes available of meetings
which have been hcla, should there have even been meetings of this Commission.

I realize that this letter has become rather lengthy. however, I do beg your
indulgence and respectfully hope that you will give every consideration to the
thoughts I have expressed here. Should you be interested in discussing this
further with me, I shoal be very happy to meet with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,
MORTON MAROVLES, Superintendent.

541.,
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

TUESDAY, MAY, 6, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITITE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

'Washington,D.C.
The sti-zommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant tc call, in room 2257,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William Lehman and Hon.
Tim Hall presiding.

Members present:: Representatives Lehman, Blouin, Simon, 'Mott],
Hall, Quie, Pressler, and Good ling.

Staff members present : John Jennings, counsel to the majority;
Charles Radcliffe, counsel to the minority.

Mr_LEImvx. Let -us-calh tcy order the lieari___n.,of-the subcommittee
on Qementary, Secondary, and ocittional

The first witnesses today are WD would like to have as a panel the
first witnesses, and, if Dr. James Homer Dr. Garry Bice, and Dr.
Charles Jones--If you conic down to the front table and begin
ypur testimony.

You may read or summarize or whatever you see fit, but, without
objection, go will include the written testimony into the record.

[Prepared statement of James T. Homer follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES T. HORNER, PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN, DE-
PARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDLCATION, TJNINERSITT or NEDRASRA.-LINCOI.N

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I atn James T. Horner, Professor and Chairman of Agricul-
tural Education at the University of Nebraska Lincoln speaking as Chairman
of the Committee r,n Legislation for the Agricultural Education Division of the
American Vocational Association, representing 12,000 teachers, teacher educa-
tors and supervisors of agricultural education programs. I am grateful for this
opportunity to present information which si,e hope will be helpful. I respectfully
request that my written testimony be entered in the record. However, in tne
interest of time, I will summarize my statement.

Our interest is in vocational education legislation and appropriations. More
specif!"ally emelinsia in my statement is or. v.:catioirai agriculture -and its im-
pact on thousaridc1 of young and adult students, preparing for entry and ad-
vancement in productkin as well as off farm agricultural jobs in secondary and
post high schools across this nation. In addition, I will comment on vocational
education administration, planning and funding, crater guidance and explora-
tion, currieulani-research and leadership development, student organization
and teacher preparation.

(1311)
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-4 AGRICULTURE TS BASIC

The history of eutnoniiL detelopment in this nation is routed in the produc-
0%14 and strength of its agriculture. Food is one of the substames vital to
life. Food must be produced, processed and distributed for human eoustimption.
history records recurrent shortages of food and fiber. With the expected dun-
Whig of the world population, by the 3 ear ::,000, such shortages could be
repeated.

Mc challenge of nutting food neids of the nation and tem hl is greater than
at any time in recent history!

Vast amounts of various types of energy are essential to modern agriculture.
De( elopments during the past few years, unlieate the Iliipurt.tIlLe of produetion,
processing and distribution of food as effiLleutly as pussilde on the natural re-
sources available and at a minimum unit cost.

Americans receive the biggest food bargain In the world. Not only do they
hav e the must abundant supply of high quality food, but it is at the least cost
only 17 percent Of their disposable income.

rood and, fiber produced by the American farmer and ratteher counter oil in
the balance of trade and in the development of national policy.

During the reef several decades a heavy burden will be un the agricultural
sector for sustaining a domestic food supply as midi as International exchange
purposes.

Forecasts indicate that me mill need twice today's number of agribusiness
perSonnel by MO.

Flow we react to these needs depends, to a great extent, on the support we
kite to Vocational Education In Agriculture and development of Natural Re-
sources. particularly our people.

For the first time in history, majOr toeatiuma legislation is being considered
whielt omits mention of agr' icultural education.

I have Ineluded-as Appendix to-my written-statement-a, short-summation-by
Charles Painter, of the complexity of modern farming In the heartland of this
Luuntrs. It is a brief analysis of the problems American farmers face in at,

_tempting to produce food and stay in business. It points up the high cost of
technology as melt as the uncertainties in agriculture. For example the pleri4ant
dreams of many farmers turned into nightmares when their costs on some
Items doubled (luring 1074. This suggests that agricultural education, especially
for-adults, mast be extended and expanded.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION : A SUCCESS STORY

It is essential that those vv ho provide the necessary services to the pre- and
post production aspects of farmers and ranchers,. as :well as the producers them-.
sel% es, maintain a high lesel of edmittive capacity :a order to take advantage
of and apply the fruits of research and technological advances to meeting the
food, fiber and resource conservation needs of our Nation and world. This, in
essence, is a major function of vocational education in agriculture.

Agricultural education is alive and well la tact having 'growing pains. Tile
total earogment in vocational twriculture has, stimulated by cooperative local,
state and federal fuadings, grown to almost 1,000,000 including high school,
post-secondary and-adult. students.

Still, the program dues not reach Its proportionate share of the labor force.
Ten years ago the primary focus of instruction was on production agriculture.
Now almost pe,reent of the students are studying fur yobs in more than 100
off -farm agricultural occupations not even recognized ten years ago.

More than 12,000 teachers of vocational agriculture are engaged'in one of the
world's most important jobs, preparing people both youth and adults for work
in agriculture, natulal -resources and environmental education in such ,careers
as kl) Farming and ranching; (2) ornamental horticulture and torehdry;
(3) agricultural, resources arid conservation, and (4) ag/lcultural. products,
servicing, processing and marketing (e.g., machinery, feed, seed, fertilizer, and

Enrollments hate grown SO percent in a- ten year period. Post high school en-
rollments doubled in the past five years. Approximately 50,000 female students
are now receiving instruction in agriculture compared to 1,000 in 1003. Of the

bia cities" in the U.S., 43 conduct programs of instruction la vocational
agriculture.
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Nine out of ten sit:titulary students receive supervised, on the-job experiences
and follow up instruetIon..d. phimonittial tiO percent completion rate is reported
alai() percent of our graduates gain employment in agriculture.

Enr011auents of disadvantaged and handicapped increased 50 perant _from
1970 to 1972.

.tgi wallas al,edneation is playing a major role in mulling the. tibia and km:-
es-ship of twain if lb .3 guardians of out nation's ayrwiiltui and natural rows, Co,

Expenditures fur v (relational education in agriculture should be considered an
Investment in the nation's future.
., A recent research study evntlueted in Minnesota on the tattle of an adult
farm business management edueation program- involving butte classroom and
on farm instruction, rf..e.rtIcil that for each dollar spent on the program $1.20
V,i1S revelled in return. It revealed that in addition to the direct benefits, the

reveal ed $9.06 in increased business for et cry dollar charged to farm
business management education. -

TO STRENFIIEN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION

In developing s ouitiumti edm.ation legislation, we ask your consideration of
seine points that we feel strongly about and which we can validate. There is
much good In the Vocational Education. Act of` 1963 and the 190S and 191'2,
amendments, it they were adequately funded, fully implemented and properly'
administered. The progress In vocational education In the past eight to twelve
years has been extraordinary. Though never fully funded, Federal partici-.
'ration has had a terrlffic Impact.

I believe Nebraska reflects the situation nationwide. Since 1969 we have
had phenomenal grow th in enrollment. Secondary enrollments hat e doubled
from 28,013 to 5:1,043. Vocational adult enrollments have almost doubled front
15,727 to 32,420. Postsecondary enrollments have more than tripled, from 2,789
to '9.494.

We credit the Myelitis e ,prov ided by ',federal funds to vocational education as
the moth ating force. The results hal e;exceeded expectations in all respects.

The intention of f ..derai mn,ational legislation has always-been cost sharing
not Just initiating programs. Federal dollars hate stimulated five fold State
and local financing of vocational programs.

While those of us in vocational education are confident that we are doing
a good job, we need more funds to continue our rule and to expand it where
needed. Beta without any expansion of our efforts, as all of us know, it talcs
mach more money now to accomplish. the same task.

). EDUCATION, AN INVESTMENT
4

Vocational education is in a strategic position to kip allet late national un-
employment. There is little unemployment In rural areas in agricultural Ins
dustry rind business. We know of no other educatlogal program that could
eceert a greater Impact on iliLre.ising the employabilitl and thus earning and
tax paying ability of people. treational.cducation is a wise int estment. It does
not cost - -it pays.

SOLE STATE AGENCY

The present sole state agency system of administering vocational funds has
teen a key to the eflicieitc aud success of the current legislation and 111113t
be a feature of the new legislation. To ditidc authority between state agencies
rcxpon.libic fur secondary and postsecondary education is to invite duplication,
deelappinfi, and waste.

xnmINISTRATION

Federal and state administration of vocational education must continuo to
pre% oh! fur a national tab usury council and state advisory councils, la addi-
tion. new should emphasi4e comprehensive shift:stride planning fur
vocational education,

Commits can and have been of great aid In developing successful programs.
Two major criteria should guide the strueture and function of adtisury coma-
ells. First. they must be representative of the occupational area they are asked
to serve; and second. they should be used in an advisory tapaeity rather than
as a policy making body. Our concern is that agriculture mid vocational agri-
cultural education be clearly and spelfically represented ,on sue!' councils.
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EurausENEortsnre

We ask your help in assuring that new legislation recognizes and mandates
training for entrepreneurship. Training fur gainful .employment is a major
objective of vocational 'education. But there M a strategic minority called en-
trepreneurs who ho w ill emerge and put labor, management, capital, land and
other resources together to insure productionfarmers and ranchers, small
business others and others. This group should have membership un state and
national advisory councils, as should representative vocational teacher edu-
&tors.

Somewhere in the process of "decategorization" a point has been reached
where there is virtually no iesource in the U.S. Office of Education to which
we can turn fur coordination of planning, program execution and leadership.
Tragically, too many states have followed the same pattern.

We, therefore, ask your help in stalling the Office of Education in order
that all vocational education disciplines will have a focus of national coopera-
tion, coordination and leadership to enable inure effective program planning,
research and curriculum development.

SPECIFIED FUNDING

The feasibility of decategorization and decentralization is unquestioned. Its
desirability is another matter. We du know, that vocational education did nut
achieve its widespread growth and public acceptance through application of
this principle. Except fur consumer and homemaking education, the earmark-
ing of funds for occupational categories stopped with the 1903 Act. The overall
result was that leadership and technical assistance for regular training pro-
grains not specifically earmarked for funds tended to by ignored.

VOCATIONAL TEACIIER,EDUCATION

Program growth in tocational technical education across these United States
is restricted by the lack of an adequate supply of qualtfled vocational teach-
ers: As was implied earlier, many programs are tou important to risk losing
through a system which dues not specifically provide funds. Included among
these are teacher education and ]eldership development at institutions with
comprehensive undergraduate and graduate programs of vocational education.
The legislators mho developed the Smith Hughes Act of 1917 saw the relation -
slip between quality teachers and vu-atiunal programs to meet the needs of
people in their communities. They built In teacher edueatiun specifically for
that purpose. The inipinientation was a hey factor In the effective vocational
programs resulting from the Act. We urge that funds be stipulated for teacher
education.

CAREER GUIDANCE AND EXPLORATION

A clear distinction should be made between vocational education and career
education and adequate funding provided for each.

BITPORT

We support Increased funding for vocational education programs, in all
occupational areas and at all levels, secondary, post-secondary and adult.
Vocational student organizati.gis which are integral with trotruction should.be
fully veognized in new legislation. They promote leadership, citizenship and
self-reliance and provide an excellent teaching tool.

We support legislation which strengthens vocational education through serv-
ice functions, such as work study, placement and follow up, curriculum develop-
ment, teacher education, leadership, research and innovation.

e"
FORWARD FUNDING

To facilitate,effeethe planning by school administrators and other educators,
'wo.urge forward fundinglegislation.

CLOSING COMMENT

There are many other things that could be said. There is much merit in some
proposed legislation which I have chosen not to highlight. Thank you very
much. We are pleased and 'honored t9 have had this opportunity.
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The fuliowiug is supporting information, restatements or further exPlana
tion of materials presented In my verbal testimony.

Our interest Is in vocationat education iegislailun and appropriations. More
,speclfically, emphasis In nly, statement is on vocational agriculture and its lm
pact.on thousands, of young and adult students preparing for entry and ad
1 anceruent.in production as well us off farm agricultural jobs in secondary and
post high schools across Luis nation. In addition, I will comment on vocational
education adnuniatration, planning and funding, catecr guidance and explora
twit curriculum- research and leadership, ael clupnieut studtt,t orgarilzati pus ,
atilt teacher preparation.

AoalcunTrms If BASIC)

The history of economic development Inf this nation is rooted in the produc-
tivity and strength of its agriculture. No, matter what our job title, the ern-

\ ployment of one In ten i lu production agriculture. It has been estimated that
four in ten of all the U.S. labor force is directly or indirectly engaged in
agriculture.

Food is one of the substances vital to ,Ilfe. Food must be produced, proc-
essed and distribute0.fur human consuniptkan history records recurrent short-

, awes of food and fiber. With the expected doubling of the world population, by
trig year 2,000, such shortages couldhe repeated. The challenge of meeting fo'od
needs of the nation add world is greater that an any time in reedit history!

, I have Included as appendix to this 4tatement a summation by Charles
,Painter regardiag the ,complexity of modern farming in the heartland of this
.country. It is a brief analysis of the prbblems American farmers face in at-
tempting to produce food and stay in business. The information is based on
data from the vocational agriculture adult farm businesS management-prograin
conducted In Minnesota. It points up the high cost of -technology .as.
the complexity and uncertainties in agiteulture andsuggesTS
education must be extended and expanded.'It illuminates the scope of the nits-

* sten of vocational.agriculture.
The agricultural input Industries range from research in agricultural tech-

nology, production of insecticides, herbicides, pesticides and fertilizer to the
manufacture andmalliteuarice of farm machinery and equipment. These Inputs
supply and fuel the production of food and fiber Which Is the basic function
of agriculture. Agriculture Is vital to the nation's social and economic well
being. Production is the key to the total economic process. That is where new
wealth comes Into being to keep the wheels of industry turning.

The agricultural output industries comprise the other step in the agriCultural
equation. These Include the total spectrum of marketing, processing, distribut
ing, and servicing the Products of farm and ranch. To say that agriculture is
more than farming is to belabor the Obvious.1

Vast amounts of various types of energy are essential to modern agriculture.
Developments during the past few years, -Indicate the Importance of produc

processing and distribution of food a$ efficiently as possible on the nat-
ural resources-available and at a- minimum unit cost.

I would b6t remiss not to mention that the rate of growth in agricultural
efficiency has been twice as rapid as that In other segmentis In our economy
resulting, in Americans receiving the biggest food bargain in the world. They
not -only have the most abundant supply of high quality food, but it is at the
least costonly 17 percent of their disposable income. What other field has
had such a rapidly rising output per man? What other sector Is so competitive
on the world export market at floating international exchange rates?

Agriculture has become a significant instrument of foreign polley and inter-
national relations. Agricultural exports have increased from $8.5 billion to $19
billion in two years. Food apd fiber produced by the American farmer and
rancher cotinter oil in the development of national policy. This has resulted
In serious diminution In, resources plus declining stocks of processed foods and
grain. It has been accompanied by steep pike increase S in the materials of
production. Agriculture serves. not only feed this nation and millions
beyond our shores, hilt also its an integral link in the-chain of foreign policy

During the next several decades.a heavy hurden will be on the agricultural
sector for sustaining a domestic food supply as well as.for international ex-

. change puruntes.
Agnelli tire is the number one economic factor in 'America today and to in-

sure 4 continued growth, will assure Americans an opportunity for a better
life.
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Forecasts indicate that we will need twice today's number of agribustncss
Personnel by 1930. lion ne react to these needs depends, to a great extent,
on the support we gibe to Vocational Education in Agriculture and devolop-
ment of Natural Resources particularly our people.

Those who have benefited from and made contributions to agricultural edu-
cation are aware that the pivotal position of food and fiber to the destiny of
the nation and world has not diminished.

We have observed the legislative trends toward .generality and awl), from
specificity. There is claim of decategorlzation but, in fact, new categories are
created, It seems a strange anomaly that the basic, tried and proven Smith-
Hughes legislation had agriculture as Its central impetus.

For the first time in history, major vocational-legislation is being ,considered
talk* oMits mention pf agricultural education.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION: A SUCCCS8 STOUT

It is essential that those nho provide the necessary services to the pre-and-
post proauctIon aspects of farmers and ranchers, as well as the producers
themselves, maintain a high level of educative capacity in order to take ad-
vantage of and apply the fruits of research and technological advances to

`Meeting the food, fiber and resource conservation needs of our nation and
world. This, in essence, is a major function of vocational education in agri:
culture.

Agricultural education is alive and wellin fa having growing pains.
The total enrollment in Vocational Agriculture has, stimulated by cooperative
local, state and,, federal funding, grown to aim t 1,000,000 including high
schoolost-secondary and adult students.

%11L_the_pragram_clacs_nut_ _reach RS_proPertio ate share of tho labor force,
Ten years ago the primaiy focus of instruction was on production agriculture.
Now almost 50 percent of the students arc studying for jobs in more than 100
of farm agricultural occupations not even recognized ten years ago.

More than 12,000 teacher:. of vocational agriculture are engaged hi one of
the world's most important Jobs, preparing people both youth and adults for
work in agriculture, nutmeat resources and environmental education in such
careers as : (1) Par- and ranching; (2) ornamental horticulture and for-
estry ; (3) agricultural resources and conservation ; (4) agricultural :prod-
IItb servicing.,processin and marketing (e.g., machinery, feed, seed, fertilizer
and chemicals).

Enrollments hare grown 30 percent In a ten year period. Post high school
enrollments doubled in the past five years. Approximately 50.000 female stu-
clods are new receiving instruction in agriculture compared to 1,000 in 1903.
Of the "50 big cities" in the U.S., 45 conduct programs of instruction in voca-
tional agriculture.

Agricultural education boasts of instructional programs based on needs. Nine
out of ten secondary students receive supervised, on-the Job experiences and
follon pp instruction. phenomenal 80 percent completion rate is reported and
70 percent of our graduates gain employment in agriculture.

VoentiOnal c2:zeatt,rs in agriculture pride themselves on gearing lost, icetion
to the needs of each student. They have helped thousands of disadvantaged
and handicapped students. Enrollments of disadvantaged and handicapped in-
creased 50 percent from 1970 to 1972.

Anricultural education is piaping a major role in molding the Tito and lead-
ershlp of tomorrow's guardians of our nation's agriculture and natural re-
sources.

F.Npendlhav for vocational education in agriculture should be considered
an investment in the nation's future.

A recent research study conducted in Minnesota on the value of an adult
farm business management cattEation program Involved both classroom and on
farm instrin tion, revealed that for each dollar spent on the program, $4.20 was
received in return. It revealed that in addition to the direet'beneflts. the com-
munity received $0.00 in Increased business for every dollar charged; to farm
buginess management education.

The challenge of meeting future food needs is greater today than, at any
time in recent history. The roved for more vocational education in agriculture
lc ac real and as urgent as is our? need for abundant supplies of food

5 4::
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TO STRENGTHEN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION ,

In developing vocational education legislation, ee ask your consideration of
some points that we feel strongly about and which we can validate. There is
much good in the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the 1968 and 1972
amendments, if they were adequately funded, fully implemented and proi,
erly administered, The progress in v yeational .education in the past eight to
tsv els e years has been estiaordinary. Though sever fully funded, Federal par-
ticipation has bad a terriffic impact,

I believe Nebraska reflects the situation nationwide. Since 1969, we have
had phenomenal growth in enrollments. Secondary enrollments have doubted,
from 28,013 to Notational adult enrollments have almost &ioubled, from
18,727 to 32,426. Postsecondary enrollments iiate more than tripled;Trom 2,789
to 9,494.

We credit the Incentive provided by federal funds to vocational education as
the motivating force. The results have exceeded expectations in a11 respects.

The intention of federal vocational legislation has always been cost sharing
not just mitiattng program& Federal dollars have stimulated five -fold State
and local financing of vocational programs. Justification of the federal recrponsi
Witty in education is based on the Increasing mobility of our population. It
should nut be tle .community's sole responsibility to provide all educational
costs. The cost sharing concept, upon which federal support for vocational edu
cation has been based, Is realistic and eanitable, Federal funds have been cata
lytie s evidneed by the increasing enrollments.

While those a us in vocational education arc confident that we are doing a
good job, we need more funds to continue our role and to expand it where
needed. The General Accounting Office In its report, "Mat is the Role of
Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?" pointed out, among other things

Projections- of national economy indicate increased. demands for
vocationally' mired infinpoiver ,and' (2) Large numbers: of youth leave school
ttithout skills needed for 'employment, and many snbsequently are unemployed

Each without any expansion of our efforts, as all of us know, it takes much
more money now to accomplish. the same task.

EDUCATION, AN INVESTHENT

Focatonal education is in a strategic position to help alleviate national un
employment. There is little unemployment In rural areas, in the agricultural
industry and business. We know of no other educational program that sould
exert. a greater impact on increasing the employability of people. Vocational
education is a wise investment. It does not costit pays. Money spent for
()cannel education provides people with expanded earning capabilities so

they map earn more wages and eonsetinently will contribute more in 'taxes.
Thus, educated ur trained people pay into the economy more than they receIN'e.

SOLE STATE AGENCY

Tin, pent sole state agency system of administering vocational funds has
been ti key to the efficiency and success of the current legislation and must be
a feature of the new legislation since it embraces a 'milled. comprehensive
planning and delivery system for vocational education. It enhances efficiency
and_ accountability. To divide authority lialreen state agencies responsible for
secondary and post secondary education is to bilite duplication, orcrlapping;
and ioastr. An articulated vocational education effort is essential to help
people progres4 through the stages of their education and he properly pre
pared fur) employment, Including entrepreneurshio. We feel that divided re
spousibilir at the State level wonld threaten that effort. ,

MEM I NISTRATION

Federal and state administration of vocational a lu stion must continue to
provide.for a national advisory council pal state adtlsory council. In addition.
new legislation should emphasize comprehensive atatticside planning fur voca-
tional education .

Advisory councils have been utilized at the local community level. Tn recent
years, the role and function ,of advisory councils on the state and national
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level, hate taken oil increased significance In program planning as well as
evaluation. Such councils utu be and bate been of great aid in developing
successful programs. Two major criteria should guide the structure and func-
tion of odvisury councils. First, they must be representative of the occupa-
tional area they are asked to serve, and second, they should be used In an
advisory capacity rather than as a policy making\body.

In this plea it is our concern that agriculture and particularly vocational
agricultural etimmtion be represented. To Insure this, we ask that the rubles
guiding the seisecitm of advisory council niernbers,clearly and specifically iden-
tify agriculture. To lump agriculture with labor and management will nut
insure this-representation,

ExTnErasxnuasiar

W.e ask your help in assuring that new legislation recognizes and mandates
training fur entrepreneurship. Training fur gainful employment is a major
ubjecttte of .vocatitoral education. But there is a strategic nanority called en-
trepreneurs who will emerge and put labor, management, caplia,l, land and other
resources together to insure production. Farmers and ranchers, small business
owners and of ers who desire to risk their futures need a continuing educa-
tional upporti lty from the secondary level throughout their careers. This
group should ace mandated membership on the state and national advisory
council. It is recommended that where advisory council members are identified,
representatives of vocational teacher educators be included.

k'oniewhere in the process of "decategorization" a point has been reached
where there is virtually no resource in the U.S. Office of Education to which
we can turn for coordination of planning, program execution and leadership.
TragIcally,-too many states have followed the same pattern.

We, therefore, ask your help in staffing the U.S. Office of Education in order
that all vocational education disciplines will have a focus of national coopera-
tion, coordination and Teatlership t!.) enable more effective program planning,

research and curriculum development. Programs are offered and teachers teach
in specific fields of endeavor that will be helpful to the individual in acquir-
ing and holding employment whatever his/her personal status or condition.
Bureaucratic reorganization at this point has missed the mark. Homogeniza-
tion does not insure equality or quality any more than averaging assures
equity of educational opportunity.

SPECIFIED FUNDING

The feasibility of decategorization and decentrrilization is unquestioned. Its
desirability is another matter. To a limited degree consolidation might he
effective. There is no way to ascertain the long, run consequences of such. We
do khow that vocational education did not achieve its widespread growth and
public acceptante through application of this principle.

Except fur consumer and homemaking education, the earmarking of funds
for occupational eitte,guries stopped with the 1903 Act. "Freedom" to direct
the use of funds was intended to give state agencies and local sapid districts
inure flexibility in dealing with the needs of their constituents. The overall
result' was that leadership an technical assistance for regular training pro-
grams not specifically earmarked fur funds tended to be ignored. In some
instances this meant diminution of the primary goal of vocational education
preparation for employment. This failure, to provide needed leadership and
technical assistance be the occupational fields raises serious questions.

A reversal of the treiiti toward generality will be required if we are to
move toward speficItywocationally oriented.

VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION

Program growth in vocational technical education across these United
States is restricted by the lack of an adequate supply of qualified vocational
teachers. As was Implied above, many programs are too important to risk
losing through a system which does not Mos ifl ally provide funds. Included
among these are teacher etiol ation and leadership development at institu-
tions with comprehensive undergraduate and graduate programs of voca-
tional education.

The problem does not start at the university. It is caused by people need-
ing vocational education fur improving their lines in their communities. All

5 4 ti
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programs and activities are developed to meet the needs of the people for
whom the local program is designed. The legislators who developed the'
Smith-Hughes Act of ,1917 saw this relationship. They built la teacher educa-
tion specifically for that purpose. not just to include a program at some col-
lege as part of the Act. To make certain that this intent did not go astray
before reaching the intent a the Act, some specific requirements were in-
cluded. For example, note these key points in the Smith-Hughes Act,

1. Provided for a permanent and continuing appropriation for the pr,para-
tion of teachers, supervisors and directors for the subject field (Agri-
culture, Home Economics, etc.)

2. Made it mandatory for each state accepting the provisions of the Act
to use the minhuum amount appropriated for the training of teachers in
order to secure other benefits.

3. Required State Boards tt* prepare state plans for vocational education
including plans fOr training of teachers.

4. Stipulated that funds appropriated for the preparation of teacars be
matched dollar for dollar by the State'or local community or both and
used for the maintenance of such training. Furthermore, that not more
than, (30 nor less than 20 percent of the money apPropriated to any State
in- any year shall be expended for teacher education In the subject field.

5. Prohibited the Use of funds for purchase, erection, preservation, or repair
of any building ei equipment or rental; etc.

O. Required coordination of teacher education programs with the State
'Board.

The mission of vocational teacher education was to -provide leadership for
the local programs of vocational education. Also, that it was to be planned
and financed througi the 3-way process of federal, state, and local concept.
And this was to insure that the local people could 'vork with the teacher in
developing needed vocational programs. The implementation of this concept
was a key factor in the effective vocational programs resulting from the Act.

Some concerns2of! those in the profession regar lug funding of vocational
teacher education are as follow

1. Trend toward Withdrawal of state vocational unds for vocational teacher
education. ,

2. The lack of continuing commitment of vocational funds for pre-service
and in-service Vocational teacher education, research, curriculum, evalua-
tion and professional .development of teacher educators.

3. The trend toward piecemeal funding by ,Proposal of basic vocational
teacher educatiOn functions.

4. The lack of participation of vocational teacher educators in development
of comprehcnsiye state plans. 1

5. The lack of admuate vocational teacher education for existing and emerg-
ingoccupationSand for individuals with special needs.

C. Increasing leek of recognition on tLo part of teacher education institu-
tions of the non credit -hour generating functions of teacher education.

develop-
ment).
(Ex. in-service workships, conferences, nstructional materials develop-

7, The trend toward the application of unit rm qua ,titative standards to all
segments of tbc higher education teach) g function which fails to recog-
nize the unique characteristics of vocal onal teacher education.

S. The trend toward reducing the special!' ed type of preparation required
for vocational teachers. (Ex. methods coarses, student teaching).

9. False admission restrictions in vocational teacher preparation resulting
from wrong assumptions about a "surplus " of teachers.

We urge that funds be stipulated for teach r education in proportion to the
amount of funds allocated to states for mat onal education and that to par-
ticipate in the program authorized by new le islation a State "shall submit,
as part of its State plan, the policies and pro edures to be used by the State
Board in providIngjireservice and insery ice co ationattechnIcal teacher ednea-

,tion programs at accredited Institutions, and t at Teacher 'Educators shall -he
represented in the development-of -such policie find-procedures."

CAREER GUIDANCE: Ala 1:711.0kATION'

We believe that the legiSlation should single out career guidance and career
exploration as an area of priority concern. thus recognizing the import/tribe
of realistic vocational choice. A clear distinction ehould be made between
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votational education and tamer education and adequate funding provided for
each.

SUPPORT

We support funding for ocatiunal education programs in agricultural edit-
etium business and (dike eduuat. oft, distributice education, home economics
occupations, health occupations, tecialleal education, and trade and industrial
eiltxAtion. Because of their unique euntriLolions to carrying out the objectives
of vocntiunal edueation, industrial artsoind homemaking edueation programs
are also\ int ouraged. ,Secondary age! postsecondary programs, including adult
edueation\ should share in the funds requested by the comprehensive state
pia n.

We further support federal vocational legislation which brings into prom-
inence the service functions that support and strengthen the vocational educa-
tion enteroiisc. Provision should be made fura greatly expanded teacher edu
cation program tpreservice and insery lee). continuation of leadership de-
velopment in the forum of awards fur graduate study, and emphasis on place-
ment and follow up. In addition, pros ision for student support programs in the
form of stipends and work-study funds should be made. This latter would be
to ensure a new outreach effort that will bring in adults whose financial obli-
gations would otherwise prevent them from enrolling in vocational programs.
This should be aimed at people in the educational, social, and economic struc-
ture who are unemployed and underemployed and need training or retraining.

Further, we are concerned with the need for a quality dimension in vocational
education, the need fur discovery, innovation and self correction. For this it is
necessary_ that continued support be given for research, curriculum. develop-
ment. exemplary demonstration and Implementation programs, and leadership
development worskhops, symposiums, and other projects.

VOCATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.

Funding support fur vocational student .organizations should also be in-
cluded. Vocational student organizations serve effectively ln the development
of leadership. the promotion of citizenship and self-reliance. They provide an
exeelleht teaching tool and stimulation for ;earning. We ask that those which
are ilife9. a/ with instructional programs be fully recognized In any new legfs-
lation.

FORWARD FUNDING

To fro !Mate effective planning by school administrators and other edu-
cators. we urge forward funding legislation.

CLOSING C0113IEN'T

There are ninny other things that could be said and there is much merit in
sonic proposed legislation which I have chosen riot to highlight. I have hope-
fully mentioned enough points to provide fur an exchange of views should you
have questions. Thank you I cry much. We are pleased and honored to have
bad this opportunity.

APPENDIX

(Adapted from)
A YEAR OF PROSPERITYWAS IT FOR

(By Charles Painter. Adult Vocational Agriculture Education Coordinator,
Austin Public Schools, Austin, Minn.)

Who' Is happening to America's agriculture? Anyone familiar with farm-
ing. how, er slightly, recognizes a situation unprecedented in the natio. s
history. No one expert, however, can see far into the future.

It began in the last half of 1972 and brought to our North Central farnters
a temporary prosperity previously undreamed of. A sudden upsurge in prices
product d n new plateau for grains that was practically double the previous
tear -sear 11%PraZi Favorable livestock prices in 1073 more than compensated
for 111,her feed costs. At the same time, the rise in farm production costs were

Thou ands of film r.pords fri.ni ten Southern Minnesflta groups revealed
some amazing results. The records from Southern Minnesota- are quite repre-
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tentative of corn-belt agriculture. From 1907 through 1971 the Southern
Minnesota groups had yearly labor earning averages usually ranging from as
low as $5,090 to qs high as $11,000. Variations within the group often showed
the high 20% with net wolits several times that of the low 20%. * *

If the differences scent unbelievable, an example may explain the impact of
a sudden. price inerease. A 100-bushel per acre corn crop in 1970 probalby cost
the Southern Minnesota corn grower from $85 to $95 not Including his time.
assuming a $95 cost and a $7.15 price, his returli for labor Would be $20.

'Even if 1973 costs had risen to $105 per acre and the price to $2.45 per
bushel, the return for Jabor would be $140 or seven times what the 1970 cal-
culation shows. If five hours' labor was involved in producing one acre of
corn, the return per hour's work would have been $4 in 1970 as compared to
$26 in 1973. Few people, including the farmer himself, fully comprehended the
magnitude of this gain from price increases.

An expected second phase in this agricultural price revolution has taken
place since 1970. The favorable cost-price situation has changed drastically.
Some of the farmers costs items doubled in 1974. Grain prices kept pace.
Increased grain prices were in part at least influenced by unfavorable weather
conditions. Where yields have been comparable, Southern Minnesota farmers
will show net profits from crops similar to 1973. IloweVer, the increased prices
will not have offset the combination of higer costs and reduced yields for most
of the area.

Twenty-five years, ago the word "farmer" conveyed' tine generally accepted
picture of one operating a crop and livestock unit. The crops produced were
mostly --fed , to livestock. As farming became less divrsified, the term "farming"
began to take on many meanings. Generalizations ..re no longer applicable.
Une may correctly, assume that more and more farms are growing crops only
Others produce only livestock. ,

Specialization has tended to reduce the number of problems common to all
_ farmers. Farmers are finding themselves confronted by the disturbing situa-

tion of working toward different ends. The eroP producer wants a Mg I price
for grains. The livestock grower wants low-priced feed. A corn price f MAO
per bushel is good for the man who raised several thousand bushels f corn.
It spells disaster to the cattle feeder who is finishing out $37-per-hundred
cattle. . ,

The North Central dairy farmer Is still usually a diversified operator. He
generally raises most of the roughage that his herd consumes. Large beef
feeding operations produce little of the total feed that goes into their feed lots.
The farmer who was diversified in 1974 probably got a high return for the
labor spent on the feed he produced, only to at best, break even on the liVe-
stock he raised. Minnesota farmers got an average of about $41 per hundred
pounds of live pork 1/0973. From $20 to $23 of this represented feed cost.
Mousing, equipment. electricity, veterinary, custom work, interest, and miscel-
laneous costs ranged from $5 to $7 leaving the producer from $13 to $15 for
his laborabout one hour. With $3.25 per bushel for corn, 1974 feed costs were
near $28 leaving about $1 to $2 for labor from $35'hogs.

Thewrecent beef-feeding situation has been a disaster. A't $45 per hundred,
1073 ,finished beef would -have returned well over $20 to labor. Most of the
animals had been purchased for slightly less per hundred than the price re-
ceived. gliey were sold on a slight margin. Cattle sold during the first half of
1074 cost considerably snore Per hundred than, the selling price. Feed cots of
$30 per hundred for finishing calves and $40 per hundred for short-fed cattle
resulted in actual losses often exceeding $100 per head. Cattle feeders raid as
much as $250 each. and more. for calves in the fall of-1973. The cattle feeder
who markets 1,000 head each year can go broke fast enough on $31) per head
losses! The operation that feeds out 100,000 cattle lost million,~' in 1974.

It cost about $125 more to feed a dairy cow in 1974 than In, the previous year.
This. vvIth other added costs, left the dairyman with a 1074 labor return of
less than half the 1073 per hour income of perhaps $7 for the most

herds. The average dairyman probably worked for nothing in 1974
The contrnst of $20 to $25 per hour for labor spent on even inferior 75- basher
corn rind, 25-busher soybean yields points up '' " Inconsistency of Tanning
economics in 1974. Farming last year was obtli t y good and very badgood
for the crop producer fortunate enough to have nearaverace yields but bad
for those whose crops failed or those who had chosen the livestock route. For
the livestock proditrer the pleasant dream of prosperity in 1973 turned Into
the nightmare of 1914:

r
t)
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STATEMENTS OF DR. JAMES T. HORNER, PROFESSOR AND CHAIR-
MAN, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, UNIVER-
SITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN; .DR. GARRY R. BICE, DIRECTOR,
RESEARCH COORDINATING UNIT, KNOXVILLE, TENN.; DR.
CHARLES I. JONES, PROFESSOR, VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDU-
CATION, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT or, OCCUPATIONAL, ADULT
AND SAFETY EDUCATION, MARSHALL UNIVERSITY, HUNTING-
TON, W. VA., ACCOMPANIED BY LUTHER LALUM, INSTRUCTOR
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, . KALISPELL HIGH SCHOOL,
KALISPELL, MONT.

Dr. IIonsEn. Mr. Chairman, before I start my testimony; please ,
permit me to present Mr. Luther Lalum, who is instructor of Voca-
tional Agriculture at Kalispell High School, Kalispell, Mont. He is
president of the National Vocational Agricultural Teachers Associ-
ation, some 12,000 strong. He can perhaps assist in answering ques-
tions tbatmay be asked later.

I am James Homer, professor and chairman of agricultural edu-
cation at the tnis ersity of Nebraska, representing the 12,000 teachers
and teacher educators and supervisors of agricultural education pro-
grams.

I am indeed grateful for the opportunity to present information
which I hope will be helpful and, of course, request that the written
statement be entered in the record, as you have suggested. I will
summarize my statement in the interest of time.

Specific emphasis of my testimony will be on vocational agriculture,
its impact"on thousands of young students, adults, posthigh school
students, who alt. off farm as well as agricultural production jobs in

high school and.the postsecondary level.
In addition, I plan to comment briefly on vocational education ad-

min:stration, planning and funding; career guidance and exploration;
curriculum research and leadership development; student organiza-
tion; and teacher preparation.

Agricultural education is basic. Food certainly is one of the sub-
stances vital to life. Food must be produced, processed, and distrib-
uted for human consumption. History records recurrent shortages of
food and fiber. With the expected doubling of the population by the
year 2000, such shortages could well be repeated.

The challenge of meeting fopd needs of the Nation and the world
is greater than at any time in recent history.

Vast amounts of energy are essential to modern agriculture. De-
velopments in recent years indicate the importance of production,
processing, and distribution of food with the minimum of natural
resources, minimum of unit cost, and as efficiently as possible.

Americans, receive the biggest food bargain in the world. Not only
do we have the most itbundant supply of high quality food, but at
the -lca'sr cost. Only:17 percent of disposable income.

Voctantrfil5e-r produced by the American farmer and rancher
counter oil in the balance of trade and in the national policy develop-
ment area.

5
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Certainly a heavy burden is on agriculture for sustaining the
domestic food supply, as well as international exchanme purposes.

It has been indicated that we will need twice the number of today's
agribusiness. people by the year A980. How we react` to these needs
depends to a great extent on the support. we give to vocational edu-
cation in agriculture and development of natural resources, par-
ticularly our people.

For the first time in history, however, major vocational legislation
is being considered which omits mention of agricultural education.

I have included as appendix to my written summation a statement
by Charles Painter regarding the complexity of modern farming in
the heartland of our country. It is a brief analysis of the problems
faced by the American farmers in attempting to produce food and
at the same time stay in business.

It points up the high cost of technology and the uncertainties in
agriculture where certainly the pleasant dreams of many farmers
turn into nightmares when there is the doubling of some of their
costs in 1 year, 1974.

Certainly, this suggests that agricultural education, especially for
adults, must be extended and expanded.

I would like to comment on agricultural education as a success
story, to take advantage of the fruits of research and technological
advances in meeting the food, fiber, and resource conservation needs
of our world. This is the major function of agricultural education.

Ag education is alive and well. In fact it is having growing pains.
It has been stimulated by cooperative Federal funding, State fund-
ing, and local funding. It has ()Town to almost 1 million people, in-
chidinft high school and post-high school and adult programs.

Still, the program does not reach its proportionate share of the
labor force. Ten years ago, the primary focus of instruction was on
production agriculture. Now almost 50 percent of our students are
enrolled in some-100 different jobs in nonfarm occupations not even
recognized 20 years ago.

The 12.000 ag teachers prepare people, youth and adults, in the
agricultural and environmental education areas such as farming and
ranching; ornamental horticulture and forestry ; agricultural re-
sources and conservation; and agricultural products, servicing, proc-
essing, and marketing, such areas as farm machinery, feed, seed,
fertilizer, and agricultural chemicals.

Enrollments have grown 80 percent in a 10-year period. Post-high
school enrollments have doubled in the past' 5 years. Approximately
50,000 of our students are now females, compared to a mere 1,000
in 1963. Of the 50 big cities in the United States, 45 now .offer pro-
grains of. instruction in vocational agriculture.

Nine out of 10 of our secondary students receive supervised, on-
the-job experiences and instruction. A phenomenal 80-percent-com-
pletion rate is reported, and between 70 and 80 percent of our grad-
uates are employed in agriculture.

Enrollments of disadvantaged and handicapped increased 50 per-
cent between 1970 and 1972.

u*. s.,
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Ag education is playing a major rule in molding the lhes and
leadership of tomortow's gnardians of (nu. .Nation's agriculture and
natural resources.

Expenditures for via ational education in agriculture should cer-
tainly be considered an investment in the Nation's future.

A recent research study conducted in Minnesota on the lalue of an
adult farm business management education program indicated that
for each dollar spent on the program, .1.20 Alas received in return.
and also revealed that the benefits to the community were $0.06 in
increased business activity for each dollar spent on the program.

To strengthen vocational education legislation, I comment that
there is much good in the Vocational Educatioh Act of 1063, with
the 1063 and 1072 amendments, if they were billy funded, fully imple-
mented, and properly administered.

Progress in the \ ocational education area in the past S to 12 years
has certainly been extraordinary. Though never fully funded,.Fed-
end participation has had a terrific impact.

I believe nbiaska reflects the situation nationwide on this point.
Since 1069, we have had phenomenal growth in enrollment. Our
secondary enrollment has doubled. Vocational adult enrollments lase
doubled. Postsecondary enrollments have more than tripled.

We credit the incentive provided by Federal funds to N ocational
education as the motivating force.

The intention of Federal vocational legislation has always been
cost sharing rather than simply initiating new programs. Federal
dollars have stimulated fivefold State and local financing of voca-
tional. programs.

While those of us in vocational education feel that we are doing
a good job, we certainly need more funds to continue our role and
to expand it where neededEven without any expansion of our
efforts, cis all of its know, it takes much more to accomplish the same
task.

As for education considered as an investment, certainly vocational
education is in a strategic position to help alley fate the national
unemployment situation.nere.is little unemployment in rural areas
in agricultural industry and business.

We 'know of no other educational program that could exert a
greater impact on increasing the employability and thus earning-
and tax-paying ability of people. Vocational education, as we see it,
is a wide investment. It does -not cost; it pays.

A comment on the sole State agency. Certainly the present sole
State agency system of administering vocational education has been
a key to the eniciency and success of the current legislation and we
feel must be a featureiof the new legislation.

To divide authority between State agencies responsible fur sec-
ondary and postsecondary education is to ins ite duplication, over-
lapping, and waste.

In the area of administration, we believe that legislation must
con:inue to provide for national advisory and State aih isory coun-
cils. In addition, we feel that it must emphasize cornprehensiie state-
wide 'plaguing for- vocatiobal education.

Advisory councils can and have been very helpful in developine.
programs. We feel that there are two. ctiteria which should guide
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the structure and fuhetion. First, they must bet representative of the
.occupational area AN hick they aie asked to serve. Second, the. roust
be advisory, rather than policymaking. bodies.

Our concern is that agricultural education clearly and specifically
be represented on such councils.

A COMMON GROUND ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP

With,} our help, we feel that we must mandate training for entre-
preneurs. They arc a strategic minority. We think they will emerge

imore and more in the future and will put:labor, management, capital,
land. and other resources together to insure production. and that
includes farmers and ranchers,, small business owners. and others.

This group, me feel, should have membership on State and national,
adtisory councils, and, incidentally, representatives of vocational
teacher educators also are in that group.

Somewhere in the process of decategorization, a point has been
°reached where there is s irtually no resources available in the IT.S.
Office of Education to which we can turn for coordination of mien-
fling, program e;ecution, and leadership. Tragically, too many States
have followed the same pattern.

We, therefore, ask your help in. staffing the Office of Education,
so that all vocational education disciplines will have a focus of na-
tional cooperation, coordination, and leadership. which will enable
more effective planning of programs, research, and curriculum
development.

Regarding specified funding, the feasibility of decategorization
and decentralization is unquestioned. Its desirability is another
matter.

We do know that vocational education has not gained and achiesed
its widespread (TM\ th and publk reputation through the application
of this principlZ

The overall results pf noniilentification. of programs has reduced
the leadership and technical assistance for regular training programs.
Some have been ignored.

As to vocational teacher education, program growth nationmillY
across the- country iias been xestticted because of the lack of adequate
supply of qualified teachers.

As it was implied earlier, many programs are too important to
risk losing through a system which .does not specifically provide
funds,Included, we feel, is teacher education and leadership LICN
mint at, institutions wiLli coinprehensir e graduate and underg:triaduatc
programs of vocational' education.

The legislators who -developed the Smith- IIuglies A.ct in 1917 saw
the relativnship between. quabt) teachers and vocational programs to
meet the needs of their communities. They built in teacher education
specifically for that purpose. --

The implementation was a key factor in the effective vocational
pro,,tams resulting from the act. We urge, that funds be stipulated
for teacher education.

Regarding career guidance and cx,ploration, We feel a .clear dis4
thiction should he nutile between vocational education and career edu-
cation, and adequate funding provided for each.
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We support increased funding for all occupational areas and at
all levels, secondary. postseLondary, and adult, and funding for stu-
dent organizations which are integral with instruction promote lead-
ership, citizenship. and Sel f ance and pros ide an excellent teach-
ing tool.

We support legislation and funding for service functions such as
work-study, placement anti follow-up, curriculum development,
teacher education, leadership, research, and innovation.

With regard to forward funding. we urge forward funding to
facilitate effecti% c planning by school administrators and other edu-
cators.s,

In closing, there are many other things that could be said. There
18 much merit in some of the proposed legislation which I have not
chosen to highlight.

We do thank yon very much. We are pleased and honored to have
shad this-opportunity. Thank you, sir.

Mr. TAIIMAN. We would probably let each member of the panel
continue and then we will open it up for questions.

Mr. Sotox. Mr.,Chairman, if I may just ask one question because
I won't be here.1 may have misunderstood you. Did you say that

' there is low unemployment in the rural, areas?
Dr. lIon.xlat. Rural areas in agriculture business and industry.

Right.
Mr. SIMON. You are speaking of Nebraska only.
Dr. Hors` En. No, sir, across the country.

SIMON. Well. I am from a rural area in southern Illinois where
we has e a very high unemployment, and that it why I am curious.

Dr. llorrxr.u. In the agricultural business and hylustry?
Mr. &max. We have generally high unemployment.
Dr. Noirstri. In the ag business and industry?
Mr. St3tox. How do you segregate your unemployment? How do

you gage that? In other words, let us say you have Smith County in
Nebraska or Norfolk County or--

Dr. Iforisiat. The Labor Department, of course. categorizes by
latiety_of areas, manufacturing _housing, construction, agriculture,
and this,would be our categorization as well.

Mr. SIMON. Frankly, I am curious how even the Labor Department
can categorize that way.

Dr. Hou.xlm. I am not sure I understand.
Mr. SIMON. "Aly concern, and I don't want to hold this up, but my

concern is the general picture. There was a conference just last week
or the week before last here in Washington on the problems of rural
America where the picture is quite to the contrary, that there is high
unemployment in rural America.

Dr. Boum= I would suggest, sir, that there may be quite a high
underemployment. I think there is a difference between unemploy-
ment and underemployment. We are talking about a minimum in-
come, forexample. An awful lot of agricultural people--

Mr. Sotox. I am aware of that, but there is also a high unemploy-
wilt rate: people actually out of work, not just underemployed, it
rural America.
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Dr. IIonxEn. In the agricultural business? I am specifying agri-
cultural business and balm- tries.

Mr. LAIX3I. May I interject something? I think maybe what he
might be talking about here is agriculture as still being a real vital
industry and that they are employing, as they have been employing
in the .past. The machinery dealers are doing well. That is, the
farmers are bUying. Elevators are doing as Well as they were before.

The point, I thnik, of this within the agricultural industry; it is
still a busy arek:
`Mr. SnioNIt is a stable area regardless of what happens to the

price of soy beans? You still have to have so many people working
out in the fields and so forth?

Mr. Ithi,trr. t. Eight.
MI. SIMoN. And I agree with the general thrust of what he had

to say. I MS just carious about that. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. tinumAx. The next gentleman may prbceed now.
Dr. BICE. I am Garry Bice of the University of Tennessee. I am

director of the research, coordinating unit for vocational education.
I hale responsibilities to the State Division of Vocational Education
as well as to the university.

I am involred with teacher education, research, curriculum de-
clopment, and support sera ice areas, and I would like, to speak just

to those areas at this time.
You have my statement. for inclusion in the record. I would like

to comment on teacher education. I knpw that at this point in time
that it is possible to use part B funds for teacher education. Some
States are using a large share of-their funds for that purpose. Others
are withdrawing support for teacher education, I think- at a time
when higher ectucation,itself is in a period of retrenchment, if you,
will, putting the pressure on low yield, high cost programs to pro-
duce teachers. Al

It becomes more important that we in vocational education par-
ticularly see that this area has the support it needs, not necessarily
just for the operation of teacher education programs, tut for the
opportunity to experiment with new models for training teachers.

I wouldsuggest that tome of our current programs probably are
outdated, although they Are doing the best they can at this point, and
we need to identify or ,come up with some new ways to train the
large number of vocational teachers that we are going to be needing
this year and in the future.

One of the problems related, here is that States hesitate to use
State funds for teacher educationI am. sorryfor exploring new
teacher education models. They need a more immcdiate output -for
their dollars invested.

I would suggest that perhaps some specific identified additional
support at the Federal level is much needed in this area to develop
new alternatives.and systems for training teachers.

I would support the idea of increased leadership- frnm the Federal
ler el on pi:Liming, and this is planning at the local level among State
agencies and between States in a regional and national basis.

ll'e have some concerns, very specifically, if I can use the State of
Tennessee as an example. Many of our large or higli-employment

OLD
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areas are on the boideis with other States. kcinphis borders Mis-
sour i. A.rkansas, Mississippi, and other States. Chattanooga is close
to Mahatma, Georgia, and so forth_ ICingsport, the tri-cities area,
borders on Kentucky, Virginia, and North Carolina. .

Our problem is that planning stops at the State line and. when
people go to look for jobs, they don't stop at the State line. We can
identify the manposser supply and demand within our own Spite,
but we don't have a handle on theeither the supply or demand that
(roes across the State lines.

I think there is much need to improve the planning effort, par-
ticularly across political boundaries.

Another area that I am much concerned with. is curriculum sup-
port scrs ices. Another example is Tennessee. 'We use a lot of State
funds to pros ide for bricks and mortar for training or for-vocational
education programs. We laic in the neighborhood of $197 million
for a El-year period for bricks and mortar.

Those things look good.,1Ve can identify them. 'We can see them.
We don't have that much ' that kind of support for cluticulum* and
personnel deselopment an audio-risual material des clopment for
use MA° classroom.

I aim afraid, if we don't novice more specific support and leader-
ship, paiticularly for the si pport services, me are going to have new
buildings with old programs and teachers.. I am referring to old
teachers in the sense that they are prepared for teaching in the past
and not necessarily chronological age.

The primary area in which I am concerned, of course, is research
and development. I think that we need a new partnership of some
sort between the 'Federal and State levels to attack the problems that
really affect vocational education at the classroom level.

We at this point have the opimrtunity for a ,few dollars for re-
search. I think it is about $9 million that is divided up among the
States on a formula basis, which would almost buy a third of a 747,
if we want to put it in those terms.

We aretrying to solve all of our problems with those few dollars.
The second probleth related to that is that of Federal funds. The

commissioner's share, for example, of about $9 million again is .lie ided
up on a basis which really provides 'little coordination between the
State and the Federal levels.

We need kconcerted effort to develop a network at the national
and regional level that sort of formsserves as a radar do ice out
there: to anticipate problems, to anticipate the factors that affect the
learning situations in the classroom without adequate Federal sup-
port.

I don't think this be accomplished because-States have .to use
Their funds to solve individual State problems without too much
concern across State lines or regional basis.

There are some ptoblems that can be solved on a regional basis
much more efficiently and effectively than they can on a State level
basis.

I think that we do have an effectise vocational education program
. in the States. We have an inadequacy at this point in our data systems.
I think you haw had some testimony on this previously. I would

rz-c-()Oa
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opt for some additiOnol leadership at the Federal level to develop
a management information .e.telii that mill better provide the infor-
mation we need to make timely decisions which go into the planning
proeess obviously..

I think that in the :ilea of professional development, if I can go
Lack just a little bit. in ielationship to the EPI)A programs funded
tinder part F. I think there is a need to brill°. that specifically back

r into 1 oCIIIi01 iiII vil LICA itilt allill_p I °Cab:JULIA:Or OILJUfiluely basis in
order that IN e 111.t3 I kl the States identify potential leaclers,in voca-

V
tional education earl\ enough in the :sear so that they will not upset
Omit. school sptein1;3- lean lug in 4pril or :gay of the year to go to
school in September.

I .un referring .,1.1etLifically to the problems in relationship to fll-
poundinent of rands and tecision proposals for funding of EPDA
programs.

I know the 'U.S. office people !me been ready to develop or release
information for EPDA programs for following years probably 4 or

months in ad% ante of the upportunk of a legal commission to do
`that. . ^ . D '

I think any thill;._, that this committee could do to improve that
\ituatiott worrldlielp tliis leadership development problem.,

I think that also q0 need to be cognizant of the fact that we need
i ).the area of prufes.stunal do elopment not only people working at
tl e doctoral le el, but me need support for those people at the :Tas-
te .'s Degree level as well.

ha nk you.
.,

The prepared statement of Dr. Bice follows :]

Pm. Ant STA I EsIEN I Or G.untx It. BILE, DIRECTOR, 'nEsEARCII COORDINATING CNIT,
E.:10;011LLE, TEND

'Afr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. It is indeed, a pleasuce
.

to hale this opportunity to discuss wtih you some concerns A have about
ocatiOaland technical education.

It is army firm belief that progress is made In the area:of vocational-technical
eat.ttttilan through a process of knowledge. produCtion and utilliation. It is my
fto1iii th.it knowleilia! production Is the process of research and development.
and emAruklary and demonstration program operation. Utilization gets down
to the ppint of having programs implemented in the classroom.

I'd ithn to take full a few moments to discuss the atilizatidu phase and go
into some detail on the knowledge production (research and development)
phase near the end of this discussion.

First. I wonid like to discuss the areas of teacher education, program plan-
ning. and ,support sera ices as they relate to the operation of 'vocational tech-
nical edueution and ihis country. In addition to the basic grants t9 statest to
operate wiping programs at the secondary and post - secondary levels. I think
It is of crtilcal importance that we not lose Sight of teacher education, or-
mllein derlopment. and planning that is needed to carry ont those kinds of
things, in a classroom that we think should be done. Only if we can provide
the appropriate personnel. currlk alum and support services, can we ever bring
Into line ark( semblance of a balance between, manpower supply and demand.
Teacher eduinition. for example, most be supported with federal funds in order
that we may continue to develop more viable and approplate teacher train-
ing models and/or programs. These are needed to do it hetterAoli of prepar-
ing stile instructor to cope with today's student and empleiyer skill require-
monts on the 'fob. Although Ave ime an excellent teacher training program, we
aro still imperfect in that :iron and need the opportunity to continue to 'de-
tvolop and eNOriment with some alternative systems in brder that we tuf07.
for mamplo, professionalize the teacher in the trade and industrial education

i
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area. Althoug'. IS:permissible for states to Use funds for Nadler educa-
tion, Ithink that this has been viewed as an obligation andinut us a imams of
providing real leadership for I etaitIonal edwattluth lacel that soeviia:
leadership should be provided through set-asides for leacher education, that is
necessary in order that we may continue to develop viable models for Leather
education. -

Another Impe"rect system that we have, although it has been doing an
admirable job at this luirit in time, is that area of program planning. ALM
the constraints we, have Li terms of the ability to gather information, the legal
basis to gather specific kinds of information, and the personnel to du those
jobs, followed by personnel with specific skills to use the data anti informa-
tion in decision making, we have been doing a pretty good job. We have ,teen,
partially, meeting-the ueeds of Individuals and the employer in the field. How-
ever, I feel that it is necessary that we specifically zero in un the problem and
provide funds for program planning lu order that this may become more effec-
tive I realize that each State is required to submit an annual and/long-range
plan, which they do In u. very admirable wily. However, I do feel that there
is need to improve this area. For ,exaiiiple, at this point in time there is,
in my inane state of Tennessee, a critical 11Q:a to assure that the right num-
bers of skilled craftsmen ate available with the right skills to undertake
construction of several nuclear power plants and related facilities, many
sponsored, obviously, by the Tennessee Valley Authority. An effective program
planning operation in the state would be able to identify the manpowe,,r,
where they are loCated, identify the skills or competencies that these people
have and match them to the job opportunities, at least on a regional basis,
if not oh a statemide basis.

Another urea in which I would like to raise some questions and concerns
is that area of support services. Here I'm relating to curriculum develop-
ment, student/ scheduling, program scliedulinr audio-visual instructional
materials and related items. We can do' all that e want in terms of construc-
tion of facilitieS and preparation of teachers but unless we provide an updated,
relevant curriculum with the app,onriate, tijoely audio- visual materials and
instructional techniques and strotegi:s.alKof the knowledge that we hake
prodticed or ideas that we live would be of no value. Therefore, I feel there
is a tremendous need to make the support services area a dynamic and grow-
ing one and .one in which we ,On keep programs in tune with students and
other Persbns, who, in turn, are tune,wIth everyday needs. I think strong
national, regional, and local leadership are needed in this area and that spe-
cific- prOgrains should 'be developed and funds provided to carry out those
progranis.,

Moving !rem the area df utilization, then, I would like to move Into the
area of 4nowleilge production Which I had earlier indicated was, that of re-
search and development.. I would like to indicate some specific concerns whith
I have in this area. I

The Was and information that I am presenting here are-representative of
the views of many of the ReSearch Coordinating Unit directors across the
country. Obviously. some or the information here must he identified with
specific Revarch Coordinating Units, and, therefore. may not be representa-
tive of iiIkRCU's in the country*. but do relate to specific situations and there-
fore most b presented in Hine hearings,

"1

ROLE AND rinIcrioN 0F VOCATIONAL EDUCATION R. & D.

IlaslcaRy, tke RCT"s see their main role to be that of identifying problems
wb:cli n c be solved. coordinating-research and development efforts that
effort those. proldt ins. disseminating Information about results Band problems)
throurTh demonstration and diffusion efforts. stImulhfing the invoic cravat of
those who elm help solve the problem.t. and finally, doing the research and de-
- ailment needed (if no one else (1904 it).
'In more global terms. the role, of It & D in vocational (line:dicta is viewed as
novinz front the identification Of prolebms facing vocational-tvehalcn1 ,eduen-
ion. doing basic research to det rntine the feasibility of solving problems
*bleb are identified. developing a an of actly4 for conducting the rest of

t tc R & D effort, moving;roi* th -Alevelontnent and Pilot testing plinses
and finally into imnlementat which, includes fiel' testing, demonstration.
dissemi onNliffusion, and im dementation,,
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The basic functlua of k & Din vocational education is to bring abqut hfi-
prostanent of tae duality of tocaliunal-technical training progranfs at the
secondary, post - secondary, and adult levels. These improvementA are to be
based upon- an organized, systetuatit. approach to problem solving and must
utilize the results of It & D efforts of any agency which addresses problems,
faced by vueatietati-teenuical education. Other agencies referred to here in-
clude Manpower, Department of Labor, Natitrnal Institute of Education, Bu-
reau of Education of the Handicapped, ESEA, etc. The ItCL"s see one of the
functiuns of It & 1) to be that of dissemination of research results through'
participation and cooperation with other stales through appropriate networks

,such as the Research Coordinating Unit network and the National Curriculum
Development nett\ ark which has been established through USOE efforts.

STATE AND LOCAL COIIIIITUENT TO V0pATIONAL EDECATION R. & D.

For fiscal year 1973, the latest date for which figures are available, there is
evidence that of the appreximately $9,000,000 of federal funds spent for It & D
through the Research Coordinating Units, approximately 5.3 million dollars
of state and local funds were used to support It & D efforts. These funds Were
used for both grants opproximately 4.1 million) and RCU operations (ap-
proxima(ely 1.2 million). Other data indicate that some states contribute
heavily to R & D in vocational education while others do not. In addition,
it is e)wious that for specific R & D purposes, identified to match Part
funds,,the states, are matching only abusit $.50 of state and local funds
each dollar of federal funds. However, it should be noted here that many
states use research and development funds in several of the set asidb areas
which are not identified as research or BCC monies. Eat. example, many
states use some state and/or local funds to do It & .D work in the areas of
Professional Development, Curriculum DeVelopment, and handicapped and
disadvantaged. The point here is 'that state accounting procedures do not ade-
quately identify all of the local contributions that actually go, into vocational

& I) efforts. As far as what would happen to vocational edudation R & D
if there was no federal support, it should be made clear that this would vary
from state to state. This is probably a result of the distribeition formula uti-
lized to allocate funds on a state by state basis. For example, in the state
where approxiniately $12,068 of federal monies are available each year for'
vocational education -R & D, the removal of that money would probably have
little impact upon the It & D effort in that state. However, in the state which
receives approximately $762,090 of federal funds, the impact would be tre-
mendous. Because of the nature of the It & D efforts and accounting systems
in the past, It is difficult to suggest at this point what would' happen to the
Vocational education R & D effort if federal funds were not available. Bow-
ater, since we should represent a feeling of the RCU directors, it is our role
to at least speciilate what might happen. And we can only speculate. With
that in mind it is felt that, as a general rule, the R & D efforts in vocational
mitigation Would be drastically reduced if federal funds were not available
for vocational education R & D. This is based upon the fact that a number of
states use Federal funds to support the administrative costs of their Bars
(that 18 to pay professional staff, clerical and supporting staff, travel. sup-
plies. etc.). As a result this would probably end dissemination, and diffusion
systems that have been so effective among the RCU's in this emintry to date.
Actual research projects completed on a grant basis. may not he affected to
such a large degree. The reason for this is that the dissemination, diffusion
and implementation activities are, essentially, responsibilitie'i of an ongoing
RCP. Tfliose are some of the basic functions of an Iter and are not done on
a grant basis. Those ore done within the organization, (the) RCM and. there-
fore, would most likely be one of the functions to go. This would result. then.
in a return to th" era when research was done. reports were written and filed
on a shelf, vt ith little or no opportunity to distribute the results to the school
systems and/or practitioners in the field.

More sneelficaliy It can be said that probably three years ago. If federal
funds had been removed from vocational education R & D. those efforts would
have ceased due to the following reasons:

1. Funding was of the grant type and there was not much money available.
2. Until fiscal year 1971, no major amounts of fiscal resources were available

to States.
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3. Products of rescind, ere demanded Immediately and must research and
deelopmem. efforts were focused upon major problems which do not
have short term solutions.

, About fiscal year DTI, results began to flow from the R & D efforts and,
products became visible. This brought about a change in attitudes among
aunty State Itnel adatmistiaturs and additional state support fur It & L) efforts
became evident.

R. & D. EFFORTS FOR NPECIFIC i3ROUPS

Basically, Part C funds have nut, been used specifically for handicapped
and dis-adnuitaged research projects. The primary reason for this, is that there
has been a tendency tv use the set asides fur handicapped and disadvantaged
bt title nta for It D purposes in thaVarea. It has been interpreted that Part C
funds w were fur across the board rather than specific purposes and inain-
stteant...e, has been a prevailing philosophy. Therefore, specific projects have
nut been identified although minorities were built into almost, every project.
One would be able to identify minor or small projects in almost every state
that concentrated upon handicapped and disadvantaged individuals but very
few, if any, major projects related,' specifically to the handicapped and dis-
advantaged, have been funded through Part C funds. Oue would be more
likely to find those R & D efforts funded through Part D, which is directed
more toward those groups of individuals.

PROBLEMS CONCERNING FEDERAL SUPPORT

There have been a number of problems that RCU's have been concerned
vv ith. as they relate to, federal support of It & D. Fur the sake of brevity they
will be outlined In this report.

A. There is uncertainty of funding, for the future, from year to year. There
are questions about haw many dollars will be available, priorities that will
be identified at the national level, and when fiscal resources will become avail-
able for use in the states.

B. There Is a problem In the interpretation of the legislation providing funds
for Part C. Fur example, concerning the 30/30 split between the states and
the conanissioner:s share, there has been some confusion over how the com-
missioner must spend his share of the dollars. There is still some concern of
uncertainty of the state's share of funds that it gets from the commissioners
half. In addition, legislation makes It possible for the state board not only to
apply for toe LunanISsluner's share of Part C funds but also to approve and/or
disapprove of projects that are submitted in competition for the commis-
sioner's share.

C. There is no organized network or coordinating agency for vocational
education research, innovation, dissemination, and Implementation. There are
some very guutl compooents operating almost independently of each other but
nut necessarily In nn organized or coordinated approach to the vocational ettit-
tation It & D problem. Each area "does his own thing." For example, per-
sonnel involved with Part C projects and/or funds, are primarily concerned
with Part C efforts. Those Individuals responsible for Part D funds do their
own thing. In.sotrut states for example, the Part C coordinator has no Aden,

,what is happening to Part D funds and vice versa. The same is true wtill
funds provided under Part I. As a matter of fact, some states receive abso-
lutely no funds fur Part I projects. In those states where Part I monies are
mailable land (hose are primarily the National Curriculum De:elopment net-
work centers at this point) few benefits are realized directly in that state
from the Part I efforts. Other states receive virtually no benefits from the
Part, 1 efforts. Again, development projects take considerable time.

D. There is At WI. of understanding on the part of educational administrator;
as to what exactly R & D is. There isno clear definition of Ant is research
end what Is development and how it 11ny be separated from other categories
funded such as demonstration, innovation, curriculum, and etc.

F. There is n problem of determining priorities and the identification and
definition of those priorities within states. within regions. and at the natioual

,le%el. There h no process that has been developed to systematically establish
thme priorities. Therefore. "to each his own."

F. There are no funds available af the national level for R & D to solve
national problems. Because the fiscal resources are allocated to each of the
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individual states, through distribution formulas, dollars for the states _re
used to solve state problems. There tire no funds mailable to solve regional
ur national problems unless they are skimmed off the top of the ,state, alloca-
tions. some states get barely enough money to solve some of their own prob-
lems, Therefore, they don't like to see their state allocations go to i*gional
or national,Projects.

G. The lettere! lot, el has respun.ibility to approve state plans for Vocational
Education, but no authority to enforce what really is there or to insure that
appropriate It & D planning and efforts are carried out.

H. Often there is little responsibility or relationship between RCU program
operations and projects and the commissioners share of Part C funds.

Recommendations 2Ghch Might be implmotted to improve the existing sys-
tem.,(These are not necessarily criticisms of tau existing systems.)

A, Vocational Education It & D should allow L;SOE to use dollais for activ-
ities at the national level. The state share should be used and distributed as
it is now with changes in the distribution formula to allow that each state
would geti a base amount of .$50,000 to $75,000 plus a formula ame;iint. As now
operated, some states get at little as $12,008.

)3. A single national network that ties together Parts C, D, and I, the Na-
tional Centers, Curriculum Centers, and state BCE's should, be implemented.
This would insure a inure systematic approach to the total Ii & D priorities
among states, within regions, and at the national level.

C. National and Regional Centers responsible to vocational education and
funded by vocational education dollars should be established. A National
Center may be within the tSOE or it may be within a state department or a
major university capable of handling such a coordination effort. 'The regional
centers may vary in number from 4 to 10 and would be responsible for co-
ordinating R & D projects within that region and at the nationanevel through

, the national center as well. These regional centers and the national and re-
gional priorities, coordinating national and regional projects, and carrying out
some of the It & D projects on a national and regional basis which cannot
feasibly be done within an IndMilual state. This would make It possible for
regional problems to be solved Without an individual state having to handle
the regional problem.

D. There is need for a center for policy development in vocational educa-
tion.

E. Funding for vocational education It & D should be raised to the 10%
level, or more specifically, perhaps to the $50,000,000 $60,000,000 level This
wonld.make vocational education It & D costs approximately $4.00 per student
on a nationwide basis, assuming 15,000,000 students at the secondary. post-
secondary, and mit level enrolled, Currently there are approximately 12,000,000
students enrolled. (The $60,000,000 figure is somewhat comparable to the cost
of two or three )3-747 airplanes. To give you an idea of the magnitude).

F. There is need for some risk dollars to be available. Now we essentially
have to guarantee success for a project before it is funded. There is need to
have a pool of money available probably at the national level to fund projects,
where personnel and other resources appear to be appropriate, wine,i may or
may not have a pay off in a short period of time. We simply need risk money
if we are going to make any progress.

ISSUES ON PRODLEMS WHICH SHOULD ns ADDRESSED nv VOCATIONAL EDUCATION R &

A number of speakers and researchers have presented ideas on Vie directions
we should go with vocational education It & D. Five will be mentioned at this
point.

1. DiversityOne of the major problems vocational education faces in the
future will be diversitydiversity in terms of social strata. individual stn lent
differences in a single, learning situation : the nearly unlimited types or kinds
of occupations in our society (somewhat over 33,000 different job titles ha ,-e
been identified) : large number of instructional strategies. curriculum guiss
and inStrietional materials; a large number of administrative styles and
rnanageine techniques; and on and on. A prime factor to be concerned about
here is that we have not even identified those major situations which affect
learning.

2. A second faetorftat concerns us is the idea of democracy. or in some
cases, the lack of democracy. I an referring to the need to involve labor,

5 G
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management, parents, students, and educators in developing Nocational-
teLhnleal education programs. How can we provide freedom of choice for
training opportunities equalle in large, metropolitan and small rural settings?
How la II we provide siiitemile leadership in curriculum develup-
merit, for (sample, when so many people and groups want to, and indeed,
should be invuktell? How Lan we provide student, parent, and employer in-
tolvement iu pruoTani planning? And we do nut mean in a superficial way.
They want to andsliuuld be im °Iced. How an we pro ide fur adequate demo-
cratic ins ul, Lulea. in the ginernance and administration of our educational
program? Eieryuneur nearly everyonewants and has the right to be in-

ed, and w e du nut think that we in vocational-technical education have
taken time to consider the "Problems of Democracy."

3. ActivismPerhaps your first reaction here is "that is all gone now,"
or "the campuses and schools have calmed down." We would have to agree
that the militancy has ceased, but activism has not. Today's society is better
Informed, inure alert to what is happening worldwide (those worldwide hap-
penings affect our everyday lives), and more willing to get involved. Students,
parents. and teachers want to be more active in what goes on in the classroom
and how things are dcne. When we observe what is happening outside the
educational system, we should gise thanks that that degree of activism has not
hit us yet. We would. be hard-pressed to say that we have "researched the
effects of activism on vocational education."

1. Accountability This is what legislators, the GAO, arid others have been
zeroing in on. We would like to suggest that aceountaLiity goes beyond the
traditional Ideas of how many people we trained, what percentage of those
people are employed, and other similar issues. Consider the accountability fur
program which includes demographic, _economic, and psychosocial
factors. Can we be accountable fur the energy used to operate vocational-
technical facilities? have sse planned instructional strategies in terms of cur-
riculum, scheduling, etc., to conserve energy? Are we using th most effective
and efficient teaching strategies?

5. The role of vocational technical education in society. Partially because-of
our (ALr changing sociological makeup, changes in our demography, and mod-
ifications in our educational system, there is a critical need to examine the
position in society of uctiiional-technical education. What is our position in
relationship to 'academic" education and career education.? How many re-
sources should be devoted to vocational- technical education and how do we
must effeeiliely compete for those resources? How can we develop, modify.
or adopt curriculums to meet the changing needs of the country's population?
What effect will the declining birth rate have on vocational-technical educa-
tion 10 years, 15 years, 20 years and 30 years from now?

I've attempted to give an overview of sumo of the needs I see in the area
of I.nucs 'cage production and utilization which ranges from teacher education,
program planning, and support services to research and des elopment. Obvi-
ously. ninny of these ideas are quite biased and viewed from my position in
the State of Tennessee. I would hope that soine of the idea here might raise
questions which you has e. I would be happy to i,rovide additional informa-
tion to you Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.

Mr. LEHMAN. The next gentleman?
Dr. Jom:s. I am Charles Jones. I am a professor of vocational

toehnieal education and chairman of the Department of Occupa-
tions, Adult, and Safety Education at Marshall University, in
beautiful Huntington. 1V.Va.

I am also president duct of the American Vocational Education
Pei sonilel Development Association, V% hum I am representing here
today.

I 'do appreciate and the Associaton appreciates this opportunity
to talk to you just a short while about some concerns we have.

IVe are ery glad that you are in business as a committee because
we fed that you are pro% Wing the leadership to develop a new
philosophy of education in the United States, and it is interesting
that we have not real].) had a meeting to develop a philosophy per
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se since the old meetin,, back in the 1920's that developed the seven
cardinal principles of education. some of which have never really
been- implemented.

Tt is good to have this committee working on this type of thing.
We are concerned about your things in looking at H.R. 3937, which

we support in concept. 'We are particularly interested in the state-
wide planning that Is in this bill and some others, as we understand.

One thing that is left out. 'Arr. Chairman, is theThere is no
mention per se in the bills that I have looked at of statewide plan-
ning for personnel development.

Now, Dr. Bice talked about teacher education, leadership edu-
cation, and our association is interested in your considering the in-
clusion in statewide planning of statewide planning for personnel
development. That is. to provide an interface then between the
teacher training or what have you with the needs in the field.

If I may give a case in point here, in looking at the 1963 act and
the 1968 amendments. we are looking at the set-asides particularly
for disadvantaged, handicapped. et cetera. But we approaat this, as

iron know, with prat ticall% no one trained in teaching, disag-antaged
or handicapped in vocational education.

As you know, we certify in vocational education in terms of ag,
home ee, T. R I., DE. et cetera. and We did not have in our several
systems of teacher training specific types-Of training to teach the dis-
advantaged and the handicapped.

Certainly, you would not expect a teacher who was not trained in
the area to necessarily do an exceptional job of implementing the
program, so our question then to you isor for your consideration,
is inclusion of a statewide, plan for personnel tievelopment in that
statewide planning system, assuming that this is one of the concepts
that would be in whatever bill we come up with, again so that we
can plan for the teacher education to match whatever the specific
areas are we have in the field.

Now, the second aspect of this that our association is interested in
deals with providing for coordination at the State level.

Again, there is no mention in any of the bills that we have looked
at that deals with .coordination. We believe it is imperative to co-
ordinate teacher education or leade&ship development for vocational
education at the State

Now, we have had excellent help from the U.S. Office of Education,
particularly the project offices for 552 and 553, and here we are
referring specifically to 553,_ the EPDA, part F, section 553.

Our project office has done an excellent job in Washington here
at the U.S. Office of Eacation, and we have gone through first and
second stageprototypes deg elopment of these programs 'to, interface
the teacher education. That is, to pull out the expertise from the
universities and train teachers in summer workshops, institutes, et
cetera. and we have been able to meet many of the needs that we are
talking about in the 1903 mid 1968 acts through this type of training
program.

Now, one of the problems is that at the university we are set up
by departments, ag, home ec. T. & I., DE,' and some, universities
across the country have coordinated these, but this is a difficult sort
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of thing. and we find ourselves still with practically no kinds of
conrses-that deal with or training programs that deal witho a
Ba.S. degree program, foi example, that deals with the disadvantaged
and handicapped..

Now, the question is raised: Why don't yon go over to the special
ed section? That is a very fine thing to do except that the special
ed section doesn't have that certification in xocational education.

We do kind of stand alone occasionally on this I don't know of
any special ed people in our schools that are certified in vocational
education by virtue of the fact they haven't had 6 years of work
expt lience or 2,000 hours in the case of business and office occupations
that makes for t ocational teachers, so it has been difficult to inter-
fere these training programs with the needs in the field, so we are
asking you to consider somewhere in this bill to suggest or highlight
the idea of coordination of personnel development .programs at the
State level. If you are asking for statewide .planning, we have the
question of risking for statewide personnel development and co-
ordinating this.

The third question we have to ask your consideration forin some
of the bills. particularly II.R. 3037, we are anxious to support the
idea of leadership development in terms of the graduate_programs.
We give very strong support to this.

WI, would raise a question with you whether a)1 of these programs
should be of theof the 20 that. we see in 3037. whether these pro-
grams should necessarily be limited to doctoral level.

As Dr. Bice has suggested here, there is a need, often at the local
level and State levels, for specialist tiaining or master's degree level
training, rather than doctoral level trainin.., and our question is
then: Can we assimilate' back into the systems of the States. the
State vocational systemscan we assimilate 400 new doctorates oery

'3 years?
Now, we need leadership. The question is: What level of leader-

ship do me need? Again, within some of the bills, particularly 3037,
we are concerned with institutes, workshops, this kind of thing.

We are asking for the consideration for highlighting here the pos-
sibility of training individuals, selected people, with some staffing
support for, say, 1 year at many institutions, rather than, say, the

selected for this so-calledthese so-called doctoral programs that
have been suggected in 3037.

This, basically then, is what we wanted to say to you and ask your
consideration fin'. We are highly appreciatil e of this opportunity
to talk. We thank you..

[Prepared statement of Charles I. Jones follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES I. JoNcs

Sly name is Cluirles Irving Jones.. I am a professor of Vocational Tech-
nical Education and Chairman of the Department of Occupational, Adult and
Safety Education at Marshall University, Iluntington, We Virginia. I am
also president elect of the American Vocational EducationTil Personnel Develop-
ment Association. I am accompanied by Dr. Gars Bice and Dr. James Durner.
who are also submitting testimony for your consideration.

I deem it an humor and a privilege to appear before the distinguished, mem-
bers of this subcommittee and to state the views of the professional associa-
tion I represent with regard to the future of socational education. I know of

5 b*
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no group that is V1OL1.115 hart, (I.:apt:LW to provide leadcrshin in meeting Soci-
etal needs with educational plogrants than. are the xucmbers and staff a this
distinguished subetatauttlet. IOU are, in.my Opinion, in the process of defining,
deveivping, and interpreting the philosophy of Anwrican education.

lite American Vocational taut:talon Personnel Development Association
strongly summits Hit 3037, "Vocational Education Amendments of 1075."
The members -vf the association I represent are aware that parts of this legis-
lation may appear in other bills fur vocational education which have or will
collie before this subcomuitttee fur consideration. The membership of this asso-
ciation, after due consideration, is conduced that the approach described in
Hlt 3v37 repreents the best alternative to -meeting the occupational education
needs of the individuals and groups who inahi. up the population of the United
States. We are particularly suppurtative of the mandate stated In the early
sections of the bill NA ith regard to instituting comprehensive statewide plan-
ning and aeetanitabilit3 for v (:tatonal education. We believe that the provisions
of Mt 3037 will provide an opportunity for all youth and adults to be included
in vocational Programs of the nation and that specific target populations iden-
tified in the Vocational Education Act of 1903 and the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1008 would continue to receive due attention. Further, we be-
lieve that the provisions of this bill will provide for the "big-picture" of voca-
tional education raffitr than splintering the effort among a multiplicity of
agencies.

The organisation I represent is concerned with the professional development
of individuals wile will tarry out the intent of the legislation. Vocational Edu-
cation has been criticized for using monies for purposes other than those speci-
fied in the several acts, leaving, in effect, a question as to whether vocational
eilutation has provided for training to the level of competence needed by inch
initials to carry out specified rules in the vocational education system. In
order to provide for the,probability of a higher level of accountability in meet-
ing the national, state, and local goals of vocational education, it is the ex-
pressed desire of this association to request your consideration to further
clarify the language of IIR 3031. We do not want td be tied. hand and foot in
gut li a way that flexibility is not provided for the varying levels' of develop-
ment of vocational education in the several states, but we do want to provide
appropriate training for personnel to accommodate the requirements of the
net for meeting the'goali for specific populations.

In reviewing HR 3037, we are, therefore, asking your consideration for in-
suring the probability of a higher level of accountability through the inclu
sum of language appropriate to providing a more clearly delineated interface
between statewide planning and the populations to he served.

Specifically, We are requesting the language of FIR 3037 require that the
state, plan for Vocational. Editeation indutdt a detailed plan for vocational edu-
(-anon personnel de% elopment. While Mt* states already include such a per-
sonnel deVelopmennt plan, we believe that such an inclusion would greatly en
haute bringing the' personnel ,development resources (people, funds, programs)

.to bear more directly on the needs of persons to be served by vocational
educatioh.

As early as .l070 we were experiencing difficulty in locating parsons quali-
fied to develop. administer and teach in the set asides delineated in the Voca-
tional Amendments of 1908. Specifically, very few states were able then to
demonstrate a capacity to provide through vocational teacher education pro-
grams in the colleges and universities personnel competent in programming for
the disadv antaged and handicapped. We should not and may not expect high
level of suphistiCation of such programs without competent personnel at all
levels in. the vocational system. What we did do as a result of the foresight of
Congre,s was to develop perstualel development programs through EPA Sec.
553. a continuation of which is included in IIR 3037.

It is interesting to note that an evaluation of these programs which is re-
quired to he conducted by the Commissioner of Education in DEEW Wfis
completed jay NCES, several months ago but has not been released. The meni
hers of the association I represent would like to rev itw the findings of the
study to determine the degree to which we are achieving the goals and Objec
tives of the program and therefore are requesting that this study be made
public.

Tn requesting the inclusion of a requirement for a statewide personnel de-
velopment plan the intent is ttlat this plan would tie together target popula-
tion needs and the training of professional personnel to meet these needs.

tr.) t3 e,
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Without such a plan, the records of the past suggests that institutions of
higher educatiuu nut only du nut have information appropriate to program
planning but also demunstrate a hick of initiative and flexibility to provide
appropriate personnel, training. Typically, college and' university vocational
teacher education programs are highly compartmentalized. Colleges and Uni-
versities cuntinue to exhibit traditiunal academic appruaches safeguarded by
the ~veil known principles of bureaucracy, not the least uf which is "substitut-
ing means fur ends." We are challenged to take punitive measure to change
this university-mentality.- Inroads have been made through the cuordinatiun
of See. 553 programs at the state and national levels, but we continue to see
the typical university mode as "there credit hour courses" printed. in an obso-
lete catalogue.

Of equal conc,ern is that these courses are designed to match state, certifiea-
nun requirements based on au obsolete academic philosophy. The certification
obsulenee problems and the expectation fur teachers to meet certification re
ontrements.rather time the needed qualifications for serving target populations
give rise to an additional mentality justifying our consideration.

The Sec. 553 programs hare been and continue to be vital in bringing to-
gether the expertise in the training sector with the professional personnel need-
ing the training. Over the past five years, we passed through first and second
prototype development. We are now embarked on the third level prototype
through the aid of the Center for Occupational Education located at North
Carolina State University. This third stage uf development shows promise of
increased sophistication through needs assessment and.priority ordering.

The key to the success of the See. 553 programs is the coordination pro-
p vided at the state level.. This coordination serves to bring together the per-

sonnel development needs at the local and state levels with the training ex
pertise that can be pruvided by agencies and institutions and to match the
needs of administrators and teachers serving target populations with appro-
priate training programs. Last year approximately 35,000 individuals in the
vocational, education system were supported in 364 projects at the local. state,
regiunal and national levels. Each project is required to have well defined man-
agement, accountability and evaluative components. This coordination is ac-
complished in several steps including the use of vocational education person
net development advisory committees, management inforniation systems, and
program planning on a statewide basis. Much of the .credit for the develop-
ment of See. 553 programs can be attributed to the leadership provided at the
national level, specifically the project officers for 553 programs in the U.S.
Office of Education. One key aspect of the Sec. 553 programs is that the min-
imal amounts of federal monies appropriated have triggered the use of addi
tional state monies to train personnel for serving specific populations provided
for the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Education Amend-
tnents of 1968.

FIR 3037 Wisely includes a continuation of this approach to vocational NM-, cation personnel development. However, it is not clear in the language of this
bill that state level coordination is to be continued. Perhaps it would be, but
the members of the American Vocational Ediicatinn Personnel Development
Association believe that a refer2nce to this type of coordination would be use
ful in insuring the probability that a high level of InterfaCe be continued and
expifnded between vocational personnel needs and the training agencies.

The third concern of the association deals with the activities presently being
carried out under EPDA Sec. 552 and included in rin 3037 as doctoral pro-
grams. The association poses two questions for your consideration: (1) should
these activities be limited to doctoral programs?, (2) what is the prospect for
as:simulating 400 persons with doctorates in the state and local vocational
education systems every three years?

We recognize the need for leadership development and applaud the inclu-
sion of this compvent in FIR 3037. However, all of the persons in leadersh:p
positions may not need, the amount or level of training generally included in
doctoral programs. There is a need for leadership training for selected per
sons, serving specifically identified groups. Such training may be highly spe-
cific, may not require more than 12 to 18 months. and may not be available in
the twenty Institutions provided for in the bill. )4'e are therefore asking your
consideration for providing more flexibility in this section of the bill in order
to provide the probability for a higher level of interfacing leadership training
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with identilleti.stuee !int' local personnel development needs and assimulating
traiued i rruiwei made into the state and local vocational education system.
. (Mr luterprjiation of the section of 1111 3037 dealing with short term insti-
tutes etc.. is that the training of selected indiv iduals would be possible for up
to one. year in selected agencies and/or institutions would be possible. It is
the wish of m. assuc,stiou that language be inserted in this section of the bill
to highlight tiva pussibklity. The insertion of such language, we believe, would
locreasc the fle.sioility in this section and provide au additional av enue for
interfacing personnel training needs and institutions with the capability fur
Such training.

Our assec.latiori is also concerned with providing 1.. a higher level of co-
ordination netween vocational and academic education. Wb strongly belielfe
that in the development of persons, both youth, and adults, with job entry
level slaiis, there must nut be an either /or concept. The integration required
for fanctio441 individual development must be started early in the education
proeess. An additional aspect a the need for coordination between vocational
education and,acaderalc education is apparent in the public education systems
at ail levels including administration, guidance, and program development.
v$uch ct4ordi..ailun must pro.ide flexibility appropriate to individual student
needs inther than systems organization perpetuity.

In summary, the Membership of the American Vocational Education Per-
sonnel ,,Development Association strongly supports HR 3037 and asks your
consideration mailing minor language, changes in this bill to provide visiiglity
for:

1. Requiring that the statewide planning Include a state plan for vocational
edUcation personnel development.

2. The coordination of vocational education personnel development on a
statewide basis.

3,- Providing flosluility in the leadership development sections by opening
VD the described doctoral programs to training for less than doctorates, and
the insertion of language in -the short term training programs to provide for
training individuals in Selected programs for up to one year.

4. Supporting the coordination between vocational and academic education
at all Iesels...

Again, let me expressay-association's support for HR 3037. We believetfiat
with (ally wino,. anidifications described in this presentation the probability
of a higher level of interfacing between the target populations and the per-
aprinel to serve there populations would be enhanced.

1 thank you for the oppOrtunity you have provided to express the support
(..1 -the American Vocational Education Personnel Development Association for
kilt 3037 and to describe our concerns. and beliefs with regard to the needs for
vocational education personnel in, meeting' the challenge for educational and
societal accountability.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Dr. Jones. The fourth gentleman who
joined the panel? Would you have some testimony you wouldlike

Mr. LAMM. No, I haye no prepared testimony. I am just 'here to
support what is being said here, and, if there are any questions I
can help with. I will.

Mr. LEHMAN. I just have a couple of brief questions that I would
like to address to the panel. one which concerns me is not specifically
related. to agriculture, which most of your testimony has been in
regard to, but not all of it.

What I am concerned about is the possibility of doing more voca-
tional education at least at the secondary level, outside of the
custoinary school env ironment and placing it at the point of on-the-
job training: even to the possibility of opening up a classroom at the
jobsite.

Instead of bringing 30 ,young people to an industrial area for part-
time training each day in various parts of the city, with transpor-.

r
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tation as a diffik,ult problem, if 'we could base the young people go
these Akre they all' learning ocational education. and then maybe
perhapsI day a week }on bring in an English teacher. Another day
you bring in a math teacher, and really unload the young people
out of the conventional skhoul cut irounicut to on-the-job training on
the site.

I knot that this maybe doesn't pertain exactly to your testimony.
but, if you couldany of you could give me any input on that. I
notice sonic of the handicapped that lime to overcome some of the
problemsI think ma3be move somecuntrol in vocational education
on people who maybe feel that they are losing some control of the
-whole process of even some of the labor organizations may feel
threatened that you are getting trainees to substitute for those who
have jobs at that particular point.

Do you see any possibilities that we might.at least in a pilot pro-
gram. develop some programs likc'this? I guess the main thing is
that the best place to lean is where you are going to have to go to
make a living.

Dr. Norma. I did report, Mr. Chairman, as you,recall, 9 out of
in of our students in ag education do get involved in supervised
on the-job experience programs and followup. This is on an indi-
\\idual basis, however. We really never lune thought of larger groups
than that beeituse most of your job placement centers really only
involve one or two students in our area.

Ain LEmwAy... And your's is seasonal to a certain extent.
Dr. Hoax En. Right: sir. Now, the administrative problems, sched-

uling problems of other toddlers woldd be sor hurdle.
Mr. LETIMAN. 011't think it woulbe as applicable to agricultural

as it would to
Mr. LAr;r5t. In our own system, we have individuals in agriculture

nn otenpational experience, but alSo in mechanical field at machinery
dealers and automobile dealers, but we find that these students still
line to corm back and get their basic mechanical- skills, salesman-
ship. and so forth, from us at least within our type of an area. be-

'cause the industry of which I am talking does not 'have the time or ,

possibly the skill to put that intoand aren't willing to.
LErrmAx. Most of this pandl deals with vocational edneation.

at the postsecondary 'level?
Dr. Hormuz. No. We, are at all levels: secondary, post-secondary,

and adult.
Dr. 13zcE. Mr. Chairman. I think that the point yon are making

is precisely the kind of thing that I was getting at. I think many
people in vocational education would agree that we need that kind
of training opportunities for all students. However, without the
kind of support we need to retrain teachers to ft that situation, re-
develop the curriculum materials that would fit that kind of a sit-
uation, retrain the English. math, and science teacher to coma out
there to work with that kind of a student, I don't think that we will
be able to do it.

Our current curriculum, materials even our equipmentis made
to be used basically in the classroom, the regular, traditional class-
room seqing, and we need an, opportunity to experiment witii those

Iressman+migesunAcrevat,roreamboacemon.ranwormeams.... SMAIli...;/...-....1111.111.
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other kinds of models and get ,.something into a pilot program, and
that was basically what I wits asking for when I talked earlier.

Dr. Jox Es. I come from an area that has a great deal of heavy`in-
dustiy, steel and this kind of thing, and we have an excellent working
relationship with the_ union, so we provide much of the apprentice-
ship training, but there are a numbei of laws, and I don't wish to get
into the legal aspect because I ai not a lawyer, but there are trnum-
ber of laws relating to this kind of thing,lk, if we could have some
policy from the Federal level that would-give us a chance to put in
sonic pilot programs. I think this 'a ould certainly be a good thing to
do. We certainly approvw of and support cooperative education.

Mr. LEI IMAN. Well. 1,3:,ically it seems likeI was on a school board
in Dade County and two of the problems we had were, one, it was
just the slicer logistics of getting the secondary student without a
car to the jobsite. The second thing is to get the frustrated, non-
academically

to,
minded kids out of the school environment where they

get into-and cause mole trouble for themselves and the rest of the
students. They are not a part of the school spirit, so to speak, in
many cases-They are a different breed and they are not interested in
school activ ities neethsailly in relation to it. They don't have the
time:They are making a living, in many cases.

These are the kinds of people that are not necessarilyshould not
necessarily he on tin' sante track as regular secondary school systems.
- Mr. LALI3t. In other words. ou are kind of saying that we dim't
elpinge our program as ankh as e4pand it to make it reach ,3 broader
atea and still niaidain What we might have within the the school
system.

Mr. LEirmAN. Redirect it in a sense, rather than change it. The only
other thingthe only_ other hangup I have about vocational edit,-
cation is and basically a guidance problem or counseling problem
is. that I feel that we are not really counseling or guiding the really
good students into vocational education, and I think that we really
need to get onto these guidance people and I think part of the prob-
lk in is that, if you put a person in v ocational education and you don't
go inand that persons .goes into, after taking secondary vocational
(Atli at ion and he is trained to be, a sheet metal worker or an air-
conditioning person and then lie goes into a liberal arts college., you
feel as if you have lost hint, which shouldn't be counted as a negative
factor in measuring the success of the program.

What do you call that, Jack? The way they appriiise-these voca-
tional programs?

Mr. JEN-xi:vas. Placement rate.:
Mr. LEHMAN% They call it the placement rate and I think if a

peison goes from vocational education into a liberal tuts college
that that should be a successful placement and not necessarily a
negative placement.

Dr. Honmt. One of the things, sir, th,..t all of us have alluded to
certainly is the need for additional funding and stipulation of prep-
a lation. for counselors, not academic counselors, but vocational and
o. cupational ounselors. There is a real need in that area. and many
of rutr counselors acioss the country simply don't know anything
about the occupational environment around them.

52-91.5-75vol. 2-37
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Mr. Lgumax. in the time I have spent in the school system, I know
there are exceptions to this, bet I never encont6red a single vh.-.a-
tional student in a single honors academic course. That is ridiutions.

Dr:i-IoaNna. Yes, it is.
Mr. LEFIMAN. And I think it is too much that way.
Dr. ,To.xt. Airy I speak to part of this? One aspect of this Old-

.ance-we have been craning on across the country what is called
career education. It real] is a group nidance type of program:,
Incidentally, I began in Florida back in 1967, so it is of interest to
me. It certainly is one way in which we .can approach the group
guidance aspect of whateNer the jobs arc for those people that go
into whatever kinds of fields, and I belies e it has a place in our public
schools.

LEHM,AN. We are going to have a tough farm vote coming up
this week, so I think I u ill leaNe it at this time to Congressman Hall
who also has some questions. I have another committee I have to
go to. .

Dr,, Thom. Could I make one comment in relation to your last
statement? I v mild _like to suggest that all guidance people ark n't
really all bad. One of the problems is the fact that we -in vocational
education halve not had the opportunity to pioN ide them with tall
'of the information they need to properly guide the students.

Therefore. I think the basis of n.i3, idea of providing this additional
support serviceS-'

Mr. HALL. And'you have been beaten down by administration.
Mr. LIALMAN. Is there any NN ay we could write something into this

legislation so that in construing success or failure of a vocational
1,rogram, -that matriculation into a DOHNUtati,inal education program
'would not he considered a negative factor in (Ire placement rate?
That is what I think we need td do.

Dr. Jox.k:s. That,would certainly be helpful, Mr. Lehman.
LEirmax. All right. I will remeinber that one.

Dr. HormEa. Thank you, sir... .

Mr. LEHMAN. Tim, you be presidea
Mr. Haw.. I don't really had e any other questions of this panel.

other than' to ma3 be take it a step farther. I think guidance people
usually follow the lead in the administration. and if you halve the
right administi OA, it certainly makes it a lot easier. I would hope.
instead of retraining teachers, that we would consider educating
them.

Dr. _JONES. May I raise one question, Mr. Hall? In speaking to
the personnel deN ylopment interface that we' are asking,for State
coordination and Slate planning for personnel do Avant to meet
the special needs as well as the usual needs, we have been appreciati%e
of the EP.DA part of section 533. It has been very helpful and I
notice some of the hills have this written into them.

My association is concerned that a report required by the Corn-,
missioner, which has been completed for several muitths, has not
been made public. It would be helpful to us to haNc ibis as a measure
against which we can judge our program progress.

I have with me today Mrs. Phyllis Hamilton from the Stanfod
'Research Institute who did the study, and we believe it would *be

r's
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helpful to tits, Perhaps it would alp be helpful to you, ,if you cUltill
5

Ipa KO this/ public.
Mr. TALL The chairman of our subcOnimititee can send a' ktter

clown sking that they relose this. We will see that,that is dune.
)

Dr. JoxEs, Thank. you.
Mr. HALL. I want to thank"this panet

i/DrAionxt:n. Thank you, sir.
/ 3ftr, HALL: Now, 'Dr. Atichie?

, d.-
Prepared statement of Dr. Jack Miehie follows :3

PEEPAREII, STATEMENT OR Dm JACK MILIITE, DEAN OF 0 CLPATIONAL 1`11EPARAlloN.
LONG BEACII CITY COLLEGE, LONG BEA II, CALIF."

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: Oil behalf of Long Beach
City College and the Dean of Occupational Preparation throughout. the mute
of California, who represent one hundred conannuity colleges serving- vier a
tuillioa students, I wish to that'll you and the incitibers of Congress for 3,,vur
interest in vocational education and for yoar continued support. We am coil-
tinually impressed with the foresight of this Coninuttear, as the laws affecting
vocational education are developed,

A state by State analysis of A ocatiogal education expenditures, conducted
by IIEW indicates clearly that federal vocational edpcation funding vas *
stimulated state nod local expenditures to an extent equal to five tones tile
amount of federal supplrb ancLin soapy cases to tea times the amount. alics
important testimony to the effeetiveikesa of legislation enacted by Congress
on behalf of vocational edpeation. , /

There_ is no question that the Vocational Education AO of 1903 and the INS
Amendments have contributed a great deal to solving the sociological impact
of unemployment during the sixties and early seventies. As vv e Ra: to the
future-of vocational education and the Projections of the late seventies and
eighties, a number of areas of concern arise:

NEED 10I1 OPEN ENEaLNIENT

Enrollments in vocational education are ,increasing at an almost alikrwing
rate, priticipal4 because it is difficult for the educatioual community to re-
spinid to the accelerating demand. This is largely the result of the fact AMU,
incNt educational institutious at all levels are ht11 geared to an agariaa cal-
endar that for the most part closes school doors duping the summer -months.
This condition exists despite the fact that the denaind for vocational tiaining
Is Inc rcasing,,particularly ananig y ming adults and youth. Educational insti-
tutleglt, particularly those offering programs of vocational education, should
he entilluraged to operate on a year-around, full-timb basis.

Cunt at practice prepares citizens for entry into the labor market. Ind un-
fortunately most of them begnThe available for employment in .Tune. a time

...cc hen most schools throughonrthe nation mance their students. It is oh% 11111i
that these rather large numbers of ,grahates cannot be absorbed by the labor
market at one time. The unemployment statistics which result are disa-thats.
It sews kalitillely un'ire desirable to redirect the training efforts to proton. for
a continuous .flo& of qualified graduates jhrough Training Programs w ha ii are
open to entry rrpxl exit at any time during the :man We would encourage
Congress to pro' ineputives which would address this issue.

,

*

NEED FOR PLANNING

It must he recognized that current practice provides little in the way of
cffeto e state or local planning for vocational training. In essence, state pions
natio!, 0-ide ape Uttle, more thali compliance documents, and while they -peak
in bread generalities about the direction of vocational education. they 110 not
truly loam any coordinated effort to illrect'voeational education in a sys-
tematii manner which avoids duplications and unnecessary waste. They do
not pop ide organized appropehcs to addrel.sing the noeds of people.

At the local level the planning situation is little better. Local plans beyond
those required as compliance ducumehts, Are usually of',very short range and

:7 5 ?,t .
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for the Must part are directed at straightening out fur next year what 11.0
gone v rung this ,), ear. Cumpreliensiv e planning is an absolute necessity it
the public bchuul systems and their vocational programs are to relate to other
pubis and prlite agencies and co the needs of citizens uho face a changing
world of mirk. . v

Eat h state should be requited to prepare a plan Iv hicli gives direction to
N ma tioual eilmatitui in that state, and each bhuuld be, hchi accountable for the
eAcentam of that pion n ithin the state. Elanaraid address the priorities of
the state as they relate to national protritt ablished by the eouperativ e
dim is of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Depart'-

, hunt of Labor, The plans shosidd be constituted to pruhibltithe continuation of
_ 'Om Amon' malpractice %Judi perpetuates u ask and falls to Meet the voca-

tional needs of all people ofull ages.
Int.'oided in state plans should be. at minimum, a population vocational

needs assessment, 'a job market Analysis, a ,job performance analysis, a re
stoat ( analysis, provisiofi for leadership and professional development. 1,rov I-

/.-- sum for 1 ueational counseling and guidanee, provision fur follow up and evalu-
ation. and allowance for interface hetWeen deliverers of services.

Mr. t !minium,- mil such planning occurs, the needless duplication and
hast vvill _persist, as mill the petty intermural jealousies which currently
etist between the Mull . uus elenieikts of the A ucatiutial education community
t me...mond:try, post-see findry. and adult). All must be united through a plan ,

Atha Ii trill serve the needs of all people its effectively and efficiently as possible.
IV submit that prat isions for such planning ,exist within the std ucture of

Title :X-I3 of P.L. 92-31S ultich lies dormant as it has since its enactment un
Juno 23. 4972. If the life of apprOpriation canont be breathed into this Act,
then perhaps Its pruvtsitms can be Included in the.lcgislativn currently.tuider
oonsiderdtion. It seems etraigetly that the provisions of Title X-13 have not

. been allowed to flourish as Congress intended. In the opinion of most, this is
one of the most insightful and far-reaching laws ever enacted.

..,

, NEEIS FOR' NATIONAL LEADVRSIIIP

In order to orchestrate the vocational education effilts in the states there
inttst..ne strong leadership at the national level. While Congress made provi-
sion. far this leadership Through creation of thtl Ilureati of Occupational aunt
Adult 1.thication and the definition of its rksponsffiflitles, the "[Wrenn has never
been properly Staffed, If istats and localities are to be held accountable for
the pottier delivery of vleational education services, then the proper stalling
of the Bureau is an absolute requirement, and the Congress %%Well prey ides
the4unds has a right to *Aiwa, the, administration to be accountattle for carry-
ing out Its mandate. We recommend. therefore, that close attention be given
to the area of ,proper nitional leadership through the Bureau of Occupation
anti Adult Education. -

NEED /FOR IMPROIF) STATE ADMINISTRATION

We believe that a single state agency should be responsible for the admin-
istration of federal funds for vocational education and the necessary p!anning
required to use those funds effectively. All elemehis of the vocational eduea-

Attt delivery system must be included as the plan Is developed for the ex-
peittlit toe of funds, ulaither they 'he federal, state. or local. The percentages of
the f (Inds expended at different levels should reflect the needs ,of the people
mho benefit from the tr'lltilitg. Since this will vary from state to state, we can
offer no firm percentages. However, we believe that no state should be per-
mitted to support its 4ntlre vocational education staff and support sers lees
from federal funds. At minimum we reCommend that each state appropriate
the amount required to pay, for fifty percent of the state staff and support
services in-order to be ellgIbre for any federal vocational education funds.

dSa 0
111.:ED 11011 LEDERSIIII° AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

,

The past few years elf grpwth In vocational education have 111411,01W the
fact that there is a aItarth of qualified leadership and instructional person-
nl. Fort F of HMIS 1 as helped to develop the quality of personnel needed,
but the demand Air WI: liflell exceeds the supply. A casual survey ttf
the Deans in %California alone raises the alarming fact that over fifty percent

5:';
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qualiiitti personnel currently employed will reach retirement age within
veto seven years. Current efforts to develop the personnel to replace those

, who will likely,retire are grossly inadequate, mid staff developnient (In service
, and pre sari ice) that is required to inaintant programs of high quality and 10

, de v clop new programs to address the requiriments of a changing World of
AN (irk is woefully deficient. We recommend, therefore, Mr. Chairman, that the
authorizations under I.',,irt F of EPDX and the apprupilatluns be increased to
at least double what is currently being appropriated.

NEED FOR CONSOLIDATION OF ecitrosr.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that the efforts of each state In the development
and implementation of suLational edutattion should be the result of effective
ph-timing toward consolidated purpose. Aeaurdingly, Mates must accommodate
programs of researali, aurriculum develulantnit, emuiplary program design,
dealoastration aativittes, anti other programs covered under parts c, P, and I
of the TUGS Amendments. We recommend that consideration be gam to the
tamsul4l1tt.on of these parts of the act, and that the funds appropriated under
this :action be appurtiunett to the states for development and research, on a
notianataliing basis. Further, Mr. Chairman, we recommend that a sum be
appropriated for use by the Commissioner to disseminate findings of the
r.r.ites mid to establish national priorities to be addressed by the states as they
deveiop their plans. We are recommending that the funris appropriated for the
Commissioner uttitity be separate from those appropriated for the states, and
Mai they not be a percentage set aside as in the pat.

AGE OF STUDENTS SEEV

Mr. Chairman. it is a fact that the average Cage of studentp .enrolled in
California Ltounituaty colleges is. twenty-six years. The 'poptilation served by
these institutions is concentrated in The eiglite(!i fa thirty year band. Of
voirse there are others. both younger and older. Linter current restrictions of
tiAl 11,0 Anientlnients, Work Study programs are limited to students not over
age We r mend that the age restrictions be changed to accommodate'
those student: could profit from. Work Study and who_are twenty five
years of age o k auger.

SUNIIIART

Mr. Cliairtiviti..we feel that the Vocational Amendments of 1008 and the
Act of WW1 1,etre viable anti appropriate to stimulate the growth that has
taken plane ailing the prist4ecride. We feel that additional amendments are
worthy of etbusideration to provide continued growth during the coming dec-
ad. We wish to reiterate that the provisions of Title X-Ti of P.L. 92-315 pro-

tat. for positive advancement In the field of vocational education, particularly
at the post-secondary level. We hope that the recommendations we have Set
forth in this testimony will assist you with the development of new legislation,
alai wo offer our assistance and consultation with members of the committee
and start.

STATEMENT OF DR. SACK MICHTE, DEAN OF OCCUPATIONAL
PREPARATION, LONG BEACH, CITY COLLEGE, LONG
CALIF.

Dr. Mu-mr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I tin from Long; Bench
City College. it is the largest commlinity eollCge in the united
Stith, now. I Jun also representing the deans of -Occupational edu-
cation throughout the State of California. which consists Of over
1.0:) community colleges serving over 1. million students.

I AN oubl like to t.ailmlit, my prelpared testimony for the rwnrd and
just talk to you a littic. hit about a couple of items that we feel very
strongly about.. -

I might mention that last week we had a meeting of nil these
(.1;ans iu Sae] amyato, and-N1,ellad the unanimous opinion of the-deans
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that the it stimony that is submitted is of the nature that we Would
like to see Incorporated into the act. ,

First of O. we believe in very strong- State planning, which we
don't ha. -itt.v'v. With this State planning comes the linkage of all
the elements :' ocat tonal :.dtteation that are fighting among them-
selves. We ha., some conversation about this earlier this morning

,
among the.gronps here that have testified. .,

%

Now, we fear that the Various elements of vocational educatioq,
the delis erers of srvievs, are fighting among theinseh es and not ,

planning very well. .
The community colleges go after a certain population. We have

r.rional occupational pm onants in the State of Califortna which go
after some ,of the same kinds of population. and, as a result,-we
duplicate services and we don't do a very effective job in many eases.

We thiidt that strong Stee planning and local planning with teeth
in it will correct this. and we are of the opinion that the provisions
in Public Law 92 -3l or title X(I)) of that law. which was enacted

, a.couple of years ago, wool dbe a real asset if we could get some
teeth into it.

In the greater Los, Angeles area, which Long Beach is a part of,
we s.411( we have about 20 community colleges,serving that greater .
aria which includes four counties, and we are unable to get the kind
of ooperative dim t between districts because there is no mechanism
that forces districts to plan cooperatively and then deliNer services
cooperatively. We think that is absolutely essential.

Next, we believe that there should be a sole State agency administer-
ing, vocational education, and funds that come into the States, but
we believe that tare States should also support that agency.

In California, for example. 100 percent of the State Staff is pup-
pot ted by Federal funds. Now, it doesn't seem logical that you can
pt tho hind of commitment that is necessary under these dream-

.,

stitnecs. We think that the State should appropriate money to sup-
port at least 50 percent of the staff. ...

We feel also that parts C, D. and I of the old legislation 'which
Iwo:de for research and excmplafv artd, ctrivolum detelonment
sliwtild be delivered to the States. '1,liat is. the funds shoidd be.de-
lkeled to the States without the Commissioner of Education taking
:`,0 noocitt of those funds, and then an appropriation should be set
tsile far the Cumini.-sioner to di.:sentinate findings of reseal 01 and. *''
dm-elopment that takes place within the States.

T think States can addrt ss needs and localities can address needs
of lot, ,1 p'eople better than they can be addressed at the Federal Tea el.
T think it is appropriate at the 'Feder he el to set guidelines and
to estnldi.th national priorities and the allow the States to address
those national priorities as they fit th individual differences that
exist,throughout the couhtry. .

T thiiik that we need to do a great deal in terms of reorganizing
the educational system, so that we don't dump all of the graduates
on the labor matket in June. It is Njrtually impossible to train lar,g6
limulters of people in institutions and then expect them to find jobs
winc ii the schools close duen in June. Tt doesn't make sense. so we
word.] like to see encouragement for open entry, open exit t3pe of
programs.
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We are doing this in Long Beach no and very successfully.
I am sorry that Mr. Lehman had to leave because I would like to

have heard him or spoken to him about the fact that we have pro-
gi anis that link with business and industry. We do the initial train-
Mg in the institutional setting and then place the students in jobs
so That they get onsite experience in the job market.
. This leads to a natitral transition from the jnstitution to the work-
place, and we think that this is the kind of thing that should be
done.

_\s an example, in one of our office occupation programs, which
has. been. as we refer to it. modularized, students can enter any day
of t he4week. stay as long as they want to, throughout each day and
for any period of tune that they desire, to leaial the skills that we
teach there.

In that program. we have gone from serving'87 students the pre-
vious year.to serving over :00 the first semester of ,this year. I think
that is an indication of the kind of demand that is there and the
kind of flexibility that the educational institution can provide. These
people are.gettinp- jobs and they are getting jobs because they filter
into the labor market in a hind of spread out fashion rather than all
up and trying to get a job the bailie day of the week, on June 17 or
something.

Mr. (Indianan. that is all I really have to say, but I 'would be
happy to,try to address any qaestions.

Mr. II.m..,One of the members of the subcommittee. Mr. Doodling,
has a long, lifetime experience - --and' he is a young'man, of course,
but he has a long boilwround as a superintendent and in educidion.
I'm ill defer to him if he has some questions he would like to ask at
this time.

Mr. flooni.ixa. Well, T have one very quick question. If you were
to rewrite the bill or amend the bill, what specifically, in a few
words. would you add or delete from the existing program?

Micarc. Well, f_think I would incorporate more of the pro-
of 92MS. title N.(b). into the bill. That legislation which

I think is not only far reaching, but most insightful, provides for
SOIIIP pf the planninrr and some of the infusion of vocational edu-
cation into all other le% els, that isn't spoken to specifically in 3037
or :1036. 1.

GOODTANG. One other qmstion.:You made a statement that
enrollments in vocational education are increasing at an almost
alarming rate.

Dr. Micurr. That is correct. Tn some ,of our programs in Cali-
fornia, the enrollments have gone, up 45 percent in 1 year.

Mr. (loonnixo. What is alarming about this?
lir, Micirm. Well, we don't the stall'.
Mr. GoontaNa. You don't have the facilities?
Dr. Malin:. We don't have the facilities. , s,

Mr. GoODIAN14. It isn't alarming that lieople want to go into voc ed?
Dr. MrcirrE. Oh. no. No. I think that is great.
Mr. Goontallo. That is what T thought.
Dr. Mn um. I think the au:Wen-e community is a little alarmed

about that, but we think it is wonderful, and all of our students

t) e
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don'tyou know, a lot of them do. transition into 1-year institu-
tions and go into higher lel els of occupational preparation. For in-
stance, welders might go into welding engineering,and start out as
a welder in the puyely locational sense. not of this takes place.

- One of the students that I had the good fortune of having in my
class, in a oentional class, same sears ago when I used to teach,
wound up now as a research scientist; with Ames Laboratory in Can
rtaiu ism. Ile graduated coma laude and got his doctorate from Stan-
fold -University, so, you see, there is some of the higher caliber,
academically- ()Cleated individuals who are pursuing occupations
also.

. \[r. Oootnaxu. One, additional question. In relation to the summer
situation, closed schools, et cetera. Hale you had any experience
where 3ou were taking 3 oungsteis who normally in the regillar high
school during the yearybut using the facilities in the summer to also
give them an opportunity for some vocational education, and then,
in lieu of ,the time they spend in the summer program in the tech
school, eliminating those;day-s back in the local school district?

Dr. Mrcnir. I ant? not sure I understand.
Mr. Goomaxo. We arc fighting a battle with the States. Let us

for instancethere are, some t oungsters who may be hay in
difficulty in the academic setting and could also hhle difficulty in
the more different prdgrams in the tech, school.

If they were in their existing high S- C110016 during the year, and in
order to use the stannicr facilities at the tech school, you have them
come in for certain programs dining the summerhave you done
any of this? If so were you able that to subtract the number of days
that they are in the summer session from w hid they normally ate
required to attend back home in their lol school district?

Dr. "Aficinr. Yes. We have clone that, and it is not a matter of
subtracting days, but the get credit for it as they attend our insti-
tution, so the credit then is subtracted or added to their credit recoid
in the high schools and they can graduate .'arly, for example.

We also have high school students enrolled in the vocational Pi o-
grams throughout the regular school year. Wc are trying to make
the transition to a year-round school. It probably 5 years down
the road because a lot of , l'aue to happen. The attitudes hat c
to be adjusted in that direction because nut (tidy students, but teachers
and parents and o cry one. aye tuned in to the calandar and why they
are is probably just traditional"; so, until we break down these tra-
ditions, me are going to continue to ha% e- the kinds ofproblems that
we had c, and I Think that is au element that this legislation should
address, alld.it should dangle the carrots or put the prods in, as the
ease may be, to cause schools to change in that direction.

We create a lot of our own labor pt oblems simply because w e dump
the labor market folksiout in June from the public pchools.

Mr. Goommo. 'I have no further questions.
Mr. HALL. Going' back to a moment ro, 3ott made some mention

vl out there being no coordinated effort between districts, that the
districts are fighting one another?

Dr. lficitin. That- is right.
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Mr. HALL. And in your mind then, it should be under the direc-
tion of a State ageney? Did I-underStand that to mean that yoft have
a State agency

Dr. Alaartr..N. We have a State agency?but there is ro real clout
there. If districts want to do something, they are going to do it be-
ciiuse primarily their funds come 'from local resources and that is

where the game is played, so. if we want to start a program and one
exists in another neighboring district. we could start it. It doesn't
make sense tack, that. so we ought to be discouraged from starting it.
That is what I am saying:

I think that the planning efforts at the tState and local level, if
given cloutin other words. if the State can say: "If you guys don't
plan and if 'von don't coordinate our efforts. yon aren't going to get
art} money." then they herrin to listen and they begin to plan, and
that is the kind of thing I am talking about.

I still think that we have local control because of local needs, but,
if you are servinglike with 'Long Beach. "We are serving
greater Los Angeles metropolitan statistical area. Our students don't
go-to work in Long -Beach. They might crop to work in San Fernando
or in downtown Los Angeles or at the tong Beach Naval Shipyard.

So it is.not very smart of us to not get together with those people
and. decide lir we are going to coordinate services. because- our
workers work all over the place. They do not work within our boun-
daries necessarily.

M,, Aril you mentioned that you work with stqreral indus-
ties or institutions. Did they take a real bona, fide interest or is it
a token thinol Did they take some of the initiative?

.

Dr:W.1mm They ,really take a bona fide interest and they, do take
`a lot of initiative and it is a mutual kind of benefit that takes place.
We help a lot of industries improve their whole situation through
advanced techniques that we del elop and then they incorporate, and
we runtraining programs for their staff. for example, regular staff
development and personnel management and so on, and I want you
to understand that I speak for more thou lust a community college
dean's background. I was State director of vocational education an
Michigan for a?, years. so nave a feel for what happens, not only at-
the local level. but at the State and National levels.

As counsel knows. was here in Washington for some time too
and had my opportunity to become one of the faceless bureaucrats.

Mr. HALL. We know something of that also.
f Lafigh ter.]
Mr. HALL. My background also is education, and I can remember

talking to a placement officer. and be told me that he had s "veral
representatives from different tapes of businesses that came to him
on one occasion and said that a lot of the things that people are being
trained for now are going to be obsolete. They are going to be obso-
lete by the time that the businesses get them and they would prefer
that the concentration be on basics and let the businesses train thorn.

Do you get any of that ?
,1)r. MicutE. We used to get a little bit of it and, strangly,enough,

. the banking industry was one of the places where we got it.
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I will noel forget the time when in an arb ;SOU Coliallittt.p, one
of the local. ballets taised that tpe of thing. "Well, If will
teach darn to read and write, we will tcach.them to do the othtr
things. lie was louhig fur a seeritar. I said: "I will tell )on w hat.
1Ve have got a girl lure who is teal)) sunlit.. She can read and write
and do all thos, things, but she t.a..ilot tpc. We will :end her over
there to you to fill tha't seeretatial slot:" "Well, hp, y out
can't do that"."-

So they do't realiQ, &eau that when yon'bear them say "lVe will
train them:" The dua`t want to do that. It is sort of a nrvfh.

Mr. HALL I didn't lutow,banketz; were having difficulty.
Lnut. liter.

Mr. hate uo other que,tions. I do appreciate your appear-
ing here and N:Tut . to thank win for coining.

Aftentr. I dial* yoil for asking.
Mr. 11At.i.. Now .31r. Nickels. 'Welcome to the Nation's capitol.
[Prepared statement of Marvin W. Lluelzels

s
STATEMUNT OF MAnvix W. litcums

I am 'Afttnin W. 111100,1s of Deli\ er, C durado, Vice-Citainikan of the Colorado
State lbeird for C1,1fitrikinit Collugt:, and t totapational. Education. With wt' Is
Pr. F. Demi Lillie. the Director omaitunt3 cat gez, I or the Colorado Sta.te
Board. Dr. LI:lie 1.4 at (weer educator auad also set t es curruntly as the Chair-
Man of the Nat:mod-Council of State Du evors of Cialiliallitty Junior Colle;les.
In my rezular capacity I ant Executive V110 Piesident and Treasurer of the

FotIvrall Sal in oild Loan Assotqai oat 111'41(1401310(O in Denver.
I have la t n a mwher of the Colorado Wale Board for Community Col-
,es and lletupatishal Ethwat hat s:litP At a aAs forind by the Colorado Gen-

eral Assembly in 11)(i7. This formation Uel urruti to a IV, Ur a need for establi-di-
Mg a State sy.:',Olit of community 11.11vgw, u idle at the .same time continuing
the &Moulin in of the two -scar colleges upi'tated by local districts.

Our Board has several responsibilities:
1. S,,r17:Ac a, no. State 1:0.ird for Vocational Education. administering Tate

and Federal vocational funds at all to; els secondary, and post-seeondarr.
2. flovcrning a ss:Acui of State comnionitx colleges which now numbers

seven institutions located on nine campuses.
Administering funds and appros Mg programs fur four local Ilistrict com-

munity junior colleges. ;
f. SA ruing as the Colorado regulatory agency for proprietary vocational

Schools.
1. Serving as the approval agency for Veterans Administration programs.
W"e belie we sae a re a strong and effective Board. 'Wo have se; ern! reasons

for this honor:
1. We" have an exeollept Stale 1(.2;1A-dive record. We have been sneeessful in

our requests for funds and for 3weded State leaWat ion.,
2. AVi Lase (1,0, dun' inter-aetion and close cooperation between the .Di-

reet ors of our INNI) DIN 014.0patialial Einicant in and Community Colleges.
3. We hasp develops d a spirit of cooperation beim eon our secondary and pioa-

seeaudry histitutions.
4. We have been able to develop joint use of many voeatioeal faeilitios in 111

pirt of oar state at tooth the ,04,0Ddary aud post-secondary levels including
cooperation in program development."

5. Peepingc of our Board's tollels and actions. administrators of eommuratv
jnaLor colic:as have rc.nhAined req4a.she to ors apa tional education needs. and
have extended training to many people of their communities outside the asaal
rants of "rsAlvt-tu staAleats. They base aewioped occupational programs. in-
clod:tiz short Ulm courses and programs, to meet new occupational require-.
brat.% of the business and industriahconunnnitles.

581
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We have been able to redjice the patiaral tendeney of educators to upgr4le
requirements to the point a heie people must in need of training are tricimied.

To some degree we have been angle to keep amblit" school people better in-
formed on proprietary schools. They are coming to Nierate such institutions
alai in Sutuc eases haw seat students to good propiletary.sehools under con-
tract, when their own facilities ur programs were inadequate.
_We litqe had scone success in dm clonal- eh of euumuddeation between
public and proate vovatiumil schools, so float each can respect and leant ficou
the other sector.

Since the Vocational Education Act of 1 103 began tat exert an impa, t, and,
particularly. since the lobs Afticialtheuts, voeational education has made
tacultar growth in Colorado.

Funding has quadrupled. -
Enrollments hale: more than doubled.
Our growththas consistently exceeded our estimatp.
The emphasis which Federal acts place on the quality of inbtruction and

fatalities lairs enabled us to actin le this rapid pt./Alta. without lowering train-
ing standards. The quality is better than ever.

Job Platt -Meats indicate our plogruais are successful. Fur exaMple. Gi).1 per-
cent of the secondary students who terminated their (taming in 1972 -73 oh
tanned wage-earning employ-meta within six months after termination.

The re have been other results, less tancible, but equally important.
Education has become inure meaningful to thousands of young people and

:idiots al. nete turned of by traditional actuicinic edywinion. Success iii tot a-
tional Irtainitig,has stiniMated many of them to greater interest and stmeess in
academie studies.

OtatiOnai training has helped to prte ide confidence and an improc all self-
image for many a niturally and econontivally disadvantaged audit ideals. i Lela
people could not eorupete aeadenneally with students years ahead of think ill

to rt ittkatul component!. in per.onal discipline and other traits usually
developed in a favorable...home environment.

It is interesting to note that in several of our vocationally- oriented com-
mando the pereetitae of wine/ray students exceeds that of the com-
munity as a whole.

Special vocational programs have enabled many people of limited natural
ability to aelneve the dignity of supporting thenisches in occupations within
their capacity. Similarly, special training has brought new hope and new
careers to many physically handicapped persons.

Wttijin the next fiscal year aye will aclifeve one of. our great goalsM per-
., cent of the 11th and 12th grade students in Colorado will be enrolled in veal-

tional programs.
In 1073-71. vie achieved another goal when the pereentage of community

college shitients enrolled in vocational training xceeded 10 percent of UM
total enrollment. remelting to 52 percent.

in considering vocational legislation It should be remembered that the un-
skilledv the thsathantaged and the handicapped benefit, fair more from voca-
tional training* than from qny other hind of education. It slionld also be re-
membered that in times of economic recession the unskilled and the inept
suffer first and most from unemployment. This,group is the most difficult to
bong back into the ranks of the employed. They need toeational education it
they are to be plIaluetive citizens. Wo believe our successes in vocational educa-
tion are clear in that improved productivity of our citizens has occurred,

in considering Pending propie.als. for new vocational legislation, I 1N wild lite
'to have Dr. Lillie Ofscnss our concerns and issues.

Mr. Chairman. Mr:,arbers of the Committee--Ieis my intent to disenss three
of the bending Prnpoals for vocational legislationDR 6251. Flit 3031, and
7111 3034. We find many objectionable features in II13 6251.

It eliminates inner of the features of the Vocational Act of 1003, as amended
In 111d ender which vocational education has made great progress.

The bill prorides: for fiNeti funding at the -unbelievably low level of A5fi3.-
000 000. less than the amount available daring the current year. Fartbertulre.
It takes no ma-Taint of the ertension of the flseal year to 15 months in 1576,
when the fiscal elosite demo will he moved to September 30. This would moan
an additional reduebion' of 25 percept for that year.

4

5 8 r,;*
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We objet_{ strongly to prusisimis of the bill fur plating discretiunary use of
itit- III funds in the fecleral (ace, lather .tau hl, state agencies nn hich are

monw aware of state needs.
lilt 6'-51 reduces Fedekal participauun in Title III programs

from 50 to 40 percent.
e also ate stiongly opposed to the provision v hich eliminates, the use of

Federal vocational funds for construction.
Iti.oniring the use of .:5 peiccikt, ot all funds---.State, local and ecleralfor

Leeds is a diastic 61alige mbicli nnuuld create munanagealde budget
and progriia;, problem,. This approai.11 overloyks the fail that a great per-
cenaitige of peuple with sin cml needs ale now being successfully trained in

utatiotial j arugtau.s, ns ulh special tutorial and tither assistance. This, ap-
.proar.h enables Them to retain their dignity as regular students.

We like many, of the pros isiulis of IIR 3031, the Vocational Amendments of
' lai.i.

lois measure ;courAton.:. the prov isicons of the 196S Anwiiiiiiivuts, «filch 41 re ,
now heginiiiiig to prow how farsighted the 1963 Act, as aineaded, Las been.

The proposl YE Amendments do the following:
1. continues the sole 41. gull 4. y etaieept fur the achninistration of v uLatiOnal

education,
Provides a much needed thrust tor career edifcation and pre-v va-titonal

\eduea t
1'1'011(1es-for student filiant ;al assistance and work-study programs.

4. Provides flexibility in funding to meet changing needs.
Concurrently we strongly oppose many fttures of lilt 303G, "Tile P.ust-

set toidary Ethicatiun Act of- 1913," which do ales the athninistration of veca-
tumid education at the state and national loch This plop...sea legaplation.
would:

1. Dhide adininistration which would in our opinion hinder effective articu-
lation of programs between secondary and post- secondary education.

2. Eliminate actiountab.lity if the state or national program is v wakened.
'3. Fria ide for State Ads isury Cuuncil's involvunent

program?. -
-1. Raise questions as tv the Authority of administration of area vocational

School' since the schools servt both secondary and post - secondary- students.
Many community eon& ges nationally and ith Culorado are designated as area
vocational schools, raises the-question of jurisdiction..

a. Dhide the responsibility of the administration of vocational funds among
Hire( agencies. Accordingly, this would. we believe. increase the cost- of athnin-
isteiing vocational ethic atluu by spreading the iithninistratiun anumg three
agencies. two of them new.

I mild like to point out that we do favor one provision of 7IR 3030. which
would set aside a 30 percent of v ocatiimal 1UIft fur post-secondary
ot c upational programs, as contrasted with the present Juinimum ,of 15 per-
(ut. Colorado. incidentally. Is presently already Applying Let eon :24 and 23
percent of all vocational funds for post - secondary use.

Ti it proposed legislation is extremely rihhV and provides Mlle flexibility in
admilikteriag and implementation of educational program8 tacit are to be
funded by the Act.

We think it is uuvv i,e to place the responsibility for administration of vocar
ttonal education Program in oxisting bvards of higher education which eon:
skteittly and traditionally Lase pressed for more and Lhher degrees and hate
done little to assist Mow students vv ho cannot suceed in traditional programs.

In summary. as nr, Michels leis pointed out. vocational education is working
in Colorado. Whatever new legislation Is enacted. ,we want it to enable us to
continue and Improve our present system, There are certain basic concepts
whit It we (whine nay new career, aocntiounl and occupational legislation should
embody.

1. We wont to be able to continue the single state art ncy concept which has
been tto successful In our state.

1 We want to continue to articulate vocational training between secondary
and post-secondary levels. which enabiles us to pro\ hie greater opportunities for
students, to achieve maximum use of facilities, nu to better serve the nee18
of employers.

vat))
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3. NI e ttant strong liedei al (blot:Jai support which has epCouragtd local
education agencies, aud.the .rate gowning:lit to gteatlY increase their funding
of taogrunis for students. lite requirements of Federal. funding has assured
more umforla (maid!, of trinulig helped to offset rising cost/ and lute further
aided in the expansion of program:.

. We belle% e-9.111 light of our success in coordinating and articulating secon-
dary and poq ta-secniary programs, that there, should liut be a se nratiun of
secondary and.post-secondary funds.

iwneve Federal /11101111g for construction of %want:mat buildings is es-
sential. In t olorado, rialeral dullars'are all we have to match local construc-
tion dollar, for area tout schools. Additionally, we sea legislation which .
will porind le- to-continue funding post-secondary programs at area vocational
schools operated he dtstriCts. These institutions are located in such
Place, In Colorado that iiithout these sert ices students would not be served. 9

n. We belie% e a thoiough anabsis Colorado's unique State Board for Con!,,,,
mutiny l oilege, and la. Notional Education will-demonstrate thatour struct etre
Imo ides a letnelt! for more effective 'direction and dell%cry of vocational train-
ing at both the.secondary and post-secondary tools. Accordingly, we are de-
sirous o, hat site federal legislation which permits us to operate under our - -
'pri7ent successful structure.

7. We urge enactment of legblatioh which embodies the concepts and prin-
ciples of the vocational Act of 1003, the Amendments of 106S and AIR 3037, 'the
CoratIonat Aniondnients of 1573. We ',clime that vocational eduCation will suffer
if other logall-ng Probo,als for federal legislation is enacted. We must maintain
the progri,s and do eloinnent rte have made nailer the present legislation.

Tnniflt you tort' for this opportunity. We will be pleased to respond to
homirb;s of members of the committee.

COLORADO VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTS

lay levell

Fiscal

190
- 1965 . .

n 1957
196,C.,
1959
1970 ....
1971,, . .
1977

1973 ..........
1974.

dotal Secondary Postsecondary. Adult

.

.
. . ...... .. , . .

- . .
i

. 60.320
73.313
78.027
11.556
65 571
93,301
95,309

101,521 '
109.399
120 196

17. tl 1
21, 631
21,178
23, 753
33.069
31.918
45,994
52,043
53.969
77,710

4, 819
7.892
8, 812
7 415

, 10.601
16.774
14.214
1.1.964
18 136
19,749

I .

37.887
43.799
45,037
47. 368
41,898
41 671
35 041

, 31,511
37.303
27,737

,PT-RCENTMIE 09 11TH AND 14TN GRADES IN APPROVED VOCATIONAL 4AGE-EARNING PROGRAMS

Percent . Percent

1969 to 1970 27 1972 to 1973 40

1970 to 1971 35 1973 to 1974 45,5

1971 to 1972. -.,,_ 37 1974 01975 42

SC11001 DISTRICTS OFFERING APPROVED VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Districts offering Number of programs {percent)
vocatronal
provarns 1 or 2 1 2- 3 or moreYear

1969 to 1970 97 62 , 3A

1970 to 1971.. , 134 33 61

1971 to 1977 . n 143 29 71

1972 to 1973 -- 152 26 " . 74

-1973 to 1971. 156 10 16 74

lJ 8 -I
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ChPITAL.CiiiISTRI1CTION BY SCHOOL

i

Area vocetinnel schools operated by.: Total c Amount Fiscal year

A. OtO.iict luclottollevs:
Pons COI!

Cciorado Mountain eollege

2

..

.

:

..

.

5600,000, 00

172, 650.00

300,000.00

222, !,01.00

405,353.30

731,515.00

803460100

340,000. 00

6E3,000400

600,000.00

-
320, 000. 00

748, GOO. 03

800,000.00

534,500.00

1. 131,863 00

5375,000, 00
225.000.00
10,000.00
15, 030.0)
19,650.00
38,000.00

100,000.00
200,000.00 -,,.
201

,
060.03

22400.00
121,500 00
209 n00,t po
114453.:0

241,537. 04
.499,977.96

153, QCO. 00
300.030.00
203.001 CO
1002001 00
53,600.61

2001001 CO
120, 009.00

7,500.00
12,500.00

278,000.00
405,000.00
220,014.93
276,955.07
100,000.00
20, C0(0 CO
120,00100
300. COO. CO`
60,000.00

160,000.00
40,000,00
59,001 (0.
30,160.00
P. 5CO. CO
37,500.00

161500, 00
131000.00
483, 414. CO
186,500.00
200,0010
50,009 GI
40i,009 (4)
71000.0
25,011

171, 53..(
, . a

228,335.00

-

1963-70
1971-72
19.:-.67

.41972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1665-67
1567 -65
1973-74 '
1970'-, 75
1904.65
1965-66
1967-68

1970.71
1971-72
1966-67
1969-70

1970-71
1971-72
1974-75
1972-73
1973-74

' 1974-75
1914 -75

1972-13
1972.73
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1963-69
1960.70'
1693-70
1970-71

4 1970-71
a f47 i-13
'1972 73

1977 .74
1914-75
1914.75

1912-73
1973-74
1974-75
1954.65
19' i-66
1105+ -67
1972-73

' 1973,24
101!,-75
1970-71
8971-72
1972 -73

Meta Celine. 1

11 orthOstern JuniorCollege

Triridad Junior College

tEStot* system community colleges:
Community College q,00enver

Lamar Community College

Otero Community College

C. Holy is of coonerative sarvIces:
-Selta.stAoatrosa Voc:Tech

Latimer County ,,..
ea

Vonte Vista tfa

San Juan Area Voc Tech

D: Pohl,: schcel districts:
Aurora We Tech ,..

8 cultier area school

..4

Warren CCC and Tech

e to
roe,. educa
Adrta.,,atiatinn).

--

1955 In 0'5
1900 4, l'..u7
11(41 to 1910
WA 44 li"k,9
1'60 t > 1171
1070 tv. 1)71
19/1 to 1974'
19/2 to 1973
1973 to Mt

at,ch VAN ::"'6
1,,ds .01i.ont.iiic DavelopmeaL

Siste and Veal

Nn Sant

53.603 979
5, 20u. 860
6.317, t'0
7 375.230
9, 247. 5S1

19,391,283
244,020, 7 ii
26 055.972
43.637.522 '

Has from

0.

on.qt.c',on piopac:s mayo. eir os 01
1.,1.us lira 4335.6Cti as hum

1 Ipa loc4I lumis, used for 4onstiuctIon

COLORADO VOCATIONAL

....
.... .... ... ,............... .

. ..
-.5-
. . .

.... .... .......... .. ..
.. .....

ma, 140975, equals 54.192p6 of
Four v4rne,a Corr inn.vion
are not shown 10, the ahem totals.

EDUCATION FUNDING.
Federal

Petet0

63. 1
61.2
71.0
71.5
73.8
81 0
83,0
81.0
81.2

Amount Percent

$2.28 067'
2.515. 7CS
2. 55a. 020
2. 511. Oil
3 781.066
4.466.425
4,902.324 ,
5.5/6 22'a
4.871_015

"'

36 9 '
32.8
29 0
25.5
26 2
19.0
17.0
15 0
15.8

Trket too Of e0Oi d 144,4 ha4,,e.te4-4el each en' ere one 4965-66, The tut,41 turl1h4 444.,hnuplo3 Om 1;63 70
to 1973 74 %do the major iocreases in-Stale and Leal Nods,

58)

.
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Pcreentue of roan( tonal to acattt mtc epro:/m ob4FTE basis Colorado Conaitunity
.. J unior Colleges .

c

Year : 4, ^
1970 to 1971 ... .. LT'

1971 to 1979 42
1972 to ,197:3 .-, / 9
1973 to 1974. 4 52,
11174 to 197:5_. .. 1, 59

STATEMENT OF MARVIN W. BUCKEL% VICE-CHAIRMAN, COLO-

RADO STATE BOARD rd. COMMUNITY COLLEGES ADID..94CUPA;

TIONAT, EDUCATION, DENVER, COLO., ACCOMPANIED BY DR.

F. DEAN fILLIE, DIRECTOR-OP 'COMMUNITY COLLEGES, COLO-

:LUDO STATE BOARD

Mr. BucEm.s. Mr: Chairman, I an Marvin IV. Buckehl, the vice
chairman of the Colorado State ItNA-filr Co»ununity Collages and
00enpational Education. ti private life, I am executive vice presi-
dent and treasurer of 'Midland Federal SAN ings in Denver.

With me is Dr. F. Dean Lillie, the director of the Community Cob
IPge Division of the Colorado State Board. He is also currenti:v the
chairman of the Nattonal Council of State Directors-of Community
Junior Colleges. 0 ,

T would rile ,that the written testimony we shbmitted be entered
into the record with oil N'gry obvious correctionT was a little tips
palled last night when we at rued in Washington 'In reading through

materials we sabmitted that we ended up endorsing, 301t1, and
we are very strongly Opposed to 3036 tot/reasons I would like to
eminent on in my testimony. That should. he 303'T.

I would like, if possible, to talk on a couple of major points be-
tween the two of us in the time that is-available .to us. No. 1 is to
talk of a structure that we have developed in the state of Colorado
that I am sure is unique in the ruited Sttaes, but I think it works
pnd we would recommend it to Son for consideration. because
I think in listening to the testimony that I have heard just this
morning, there are some answers in what we have evolved, almost
accidentally in the legislative compromise process, that T thiak is
u-oful both to community colleges and tin: vocational education.

Second, Pt. Lii'lirwill address himself to :Dane of the concerns that
we Nye as a board with the various pieces of legislation before von.

As the test imonv indicates. the Colorado General Assembly in 1967
created our boatal..aud we are a successor agerry to the Colorado
Sl'ate Board for Vocational Education. Prior to that time. Colorado
was one of the very few States in the country that had a scparlde
voatienal education board.

We have several respolusiliditles. We are a nine man hoard ap-
pointed by the Governor with occupational representation desig-
matod in the law, and we serve as the State board for vocational
cducatio», administering all State and Federitl vocational dollars
at all levelse,secondary and postsecondary.

We are the governing hoard for a system of State community col-
leees entirely funded from State funds.

juniorWe administer .the State funds that go intd.local district mior
colleges, and we still have a dual system in the State of Colorado in

5
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that there are still some jutile>r colleges that hat e elocal tax-Lase,
and apputAiniate% ,;() vete, lit .of their operating funds that come
from, the State and the other -:0 .,:ont are generated out of local
tax. revenue:, and this is au optional situation. Those collegys lup e
the option to rlissultc and come into the State system if they wish.

.We- are a iegulafory ,igcney, regulating some 110 filoprietary
schools in the State of ('ohoado, andi mould say that Aro hat e a N et y
'good "inoprietat) ,school. situation in the State. There are certainly
some \ ery Stroittr An'tlNN e hat e an ctiectite I must

ig carrent13 being and I ti Link it is 0110111 11011,3 Calk, thla
this NV; 'el:, the ,Coloiado Assciublt git e us a, little stronger

- istrIttioo. v= .

We at a regulatory agenet . We are a-goterlting agency, and we
ore a State Not.ational education itgenc:s We also.are the agency for
Veterans' Administration program. 41,

One additional thing that I think .is \ ety importlint in terms of
the kind of agency that wi e is that wti have two directors(each
repopPiag directl to the boafd. One is the director of eompiunit)
colleges, and one is the divevtor of \ optional education.t.

Thus. is one of those logrslatit e eunlimailises that wb feel was
almost v0(1(44111. but wt think.it is unique and it.bas given us some
atique kinds of abilit to infhienett what is happening in the State .

of Colorado ion. 1)091 t ottilitnillt, colleges and occupational education.
it repfireS :Mile \ ct rl4isl^ coin ,inlation bet \AY! the Avo directors

be,auso their respamibilit ic& are` t et3 di% arse, bin it has w oriceti well.
We feel that the hate. been cut Otteetite ,State board. We have glit

Very geotl,Nrolits, sup-port fitan.our Slate legislature. both in terms
f liittfltaistte hate recomintittfed and 'which hate been pissed and

of increased State funding, going into both community
colleges atievoeationar education. .

We believe, because of the lame of of responsibility, that we
have achieved a gruitter dew (tit, of cooperation bet-teen our post-
.,emulatv infd our ;teCondar3 institutions, and out tif thi,it is a direct
hvigodUct of structure and part of it is that we hate buds avail-
Ode to-118 through the Ft den! Vocational Att,-for example, for cpu-
straction, and we haveit-0d those:, finals to good advantage in
iiquring cooperation and joint platinum particularly in rural area.

In Colorado. I gues.4, after hearing the rentletnan from .CaliforiNia
-Colorado is artunate in that we inc r a 1- percent Sta.t, and we can

h great deal of things without the massive dollars being coin;
nutted that the larger population'States hate to deal with.

We have, by virtue of Oar unique iesponsibility, been able to use,
the concept of, area vocational stjtools very productiyely, and this is
Particularly true in the rural areas. We start with the assumption
that vocational facilities are extremely expensive to build arid to
operate anal that they ought to be used front l':36 ia'the meriting_
until 10:30 in the evening.

.That is a goal which we wori: toward, and obviously that 1s not
totally possible in the rural areas, but we have area vocational
sehools that sttuid alone, _thatare operated by blapals of cooperative
services in secondary school districts whore there is no' postsecondary "school in the area.

tt.
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We have area vocativaal s,huols tliat are pat t and parcel of coin- ":
ntunit% colleges and. :ett Iocational staools that are as.,ociatertoitlr
the secondary school s Vst etas.

One «Ise. in the )1' II% ct tart copolitlin area, where have tWO-
taCilit IA'S, a younnuniti iAege and a st condary sehosil \ °vat ional

-facilit3, rwe desiunatett tin tit togethei as an an Nth:at:0RM 8011001,
,lint 1'1410111 com.-ataction funds into the constluction or both nu:n-
icks, and rk (pared b,th ill,tittikions to jointly den clop it \ ocational
prograni. awl we ha e the legal structure itittler Colorado law that

, the college students can take oup..;.s at the selad facility and
*WV t 111Cdialkitqll l'X'1:46 in the Colorado law for the

tr.ansfer of the (..(14 fin that student, but it is jointly designated as
et area xocationiil

He think, bee au se of oar stiuctitre, that we have been able to
apply infiscle \Ili: re it %),1, nevi-ledto, first of all, pre%mt, I guess, a

'natural tenth:rick of,acaihmic educatoisjo coutinuall3 upgrade and
to ,xelide and Lo fulfil pLogiam progt am ',Quad the, job entry

, need, so that me had c done, I think, a reasonably good job of en-
«niraging* t shcat progt open entry. open exit, and we
think that is a b,Iptoduct of the muscle that me can exeitise because

k. of ()lir unique structure.
lye also, I belie% c, h.« e been successful -to quite a significant de-

gip. in lainginp- about a ( og t % :e11001 educators and
proplietatry :divot tducatt.ts b,\ \ it tue of our responsibility in this
area.

Be -virtue of the tunes, I think. as much as anything else. the
assistance iTf Fedetal dollars undo the 1963 act and tip 196S Amend-
meats, and the interest and suppoit of' the Colorado lAgislaturO, WO
li.Je had a plieninaciial gtoo th iii all aspects of locational education.

We hunt in the State taw in Our coninutnitx colleges some 50 per-
cent of all of otiihrTE art in N mat tonal programs, and this next
fiscal yetir s% :Whit` our,objecthe of haling 50 percent of all
of our 11tWand 1.2th graders in the seeondany schools lilt oiled in at
least 'one vocational priigram.

We set that as iefiithei iembitiotts goal to the State legislature
551tchl they here enacting fhe Cohn ador.Vocationtil Act, and we pill
achie%a it in a period of I ems. This 'times it from about 27 per -

rq 4 years'ag1).
I might comment' that the l'itIvettl funding corning into the State

Oill0011111 fluids has gone from 53.3 milliort iii 19C5 to SG.S, with
State and local funds in that same period going from $3.9, to $13.6
million, so the Fedex al funds ]tat e diminished in the percentage of all
ocatioind funds for the $tate of Colorado, while other fluids have
increased, but we think more eNtremelv important to usand '1
w Quid emphasize lonsti lit Goa fouls as the ett rot to get local school
di,tricts to make a commitment to o-eational education, to ;itense
t heir commitment, and the State of Colorado, I think, has iiidieated

cry strongly that they are ss Tiling to,pick up tho increased operating
cost as Ii result,

'rite State of Colotaito comuits approximaNy 50 percentt
of the

operating costs for \ .10.1181 btlidelltS through its own Colorado
Vocational Act.

52,915-75vol.

. ;
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Time presses on. and T think those would be my comments, and I
would like to ask D. Lillie, who is director of the Community Col-
lege Divizion, to spkaically comment on spine of the bills pending
before you.

Dr. firma. Mr. Chairman. and members of the committee, as Mr.
Burke lb has indicated. we would like t2i share with you at least some
of our concerns on CAC iSzAlVS, we understand them, having to do

ith three of the pieces of legislation that are being considered by
you and ,others: 7T.Tl. (.'U, the Vocational Education Act of 1975:

3037. the Vocational Education amendments of 1075: and
Fr. ;(ar. the Vostseeondary Vocational Education Act of 1975.

We find several objeetionable features in RR. 6251. In our opinion.
it tends to eliminate many of the features of the Vocational Act of
t:si,3 as amended in 1008. limier which we believe vocational edu-
cation hag made much progress.

mt. 1,41 pros ides for fixed funding at a very low level of $523
million. 'which is less than what is available tc us in the current
11-1.41 year; which is estimated at $578 million.

Furthermore. me believe the bill fails to tape account of the eaten-
4.:011 of the fiscal year to 15 months in 1976, which, as we un lemtand
it. the fii,cal closing; date will be moved to September 30. Thi repre-
sens an additional 25 percent reduction,

There .are prm isions rn the bill under title III that place *ore-
,tionary use a laederal fund-1 increasingly in the bands of the Fedoral
Pfrnev, rather than iu the hands of the State agencies. as we flame
aenipted to ,describe our agency today, and we fee] that we have fi4
better knowledge and information regarding the needs of Colorado
frni the Colorado point of view perhaps than people in Washington,

Aiblitionally. we find that 6251 reduces the Federal participation,
in title ITT proarams from 50 percent to 40 percent.

.kg Mr. Nickels has indicated. this particular. hill also eliminates
Brands for construct ion, mid we have tit-Iliad the funds in Colorado

n. construction of aria Noeational schools and find that to be a very
worthwhile activity.

ouhave addressed earlier in the morning some considerations for
dealing with handicapped and otherwise disath antaged students.
and, all houcrli this bill requires 25 percent of the funds to be u;:pd in
that area. we belie% eat least in Colorado, our experience has been

ith a total inte4ration of handii tipped and disadvantaged hurl-
yolnals into the regular mainstream of the edncational opportunity
that isprovided through the community colleges, as well as the voca-
tional education opportunities in our State.

HAL 3037 contains some features that we must admit that we sup-
port strongly, and you will hear`some of that testimony as we pro-
ceed.

the major feature of 3037 contains the sole State agency concept
rpr the administration of vocational education. Our expetienee ru
( idol ado bears out 'what we belie% e to be the worthmhileness of such
at single State agency.

You have heard others testify this morning, at least, about the
need for coordination, the need for planning, the need for integration

5a;)
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among the levels of secondary and postsecondau, and, a's IN. in Tinckels
has described, our Boni (I's At wore in luta of itself provides'for that
kind of situation in Colorado, and we believe that the single State
or sole Stare agency necessagy and requited.

H.R. 3037 also provides a.much needed thrust for carecr...edu-
canon, as well as.pres oeational education; provides for student finan-
cial assistance and work-stud.y'programs; and a very important
notion is that it provides flexilt,ifity in funding to meet the changing
needs. The dynamics of tothiy's society certainly require that we
have flexibility, as was observed by the committee earlier. We have
to continue to be able to be esponsie to the changing needs of the
business and industrial community. and we seek and need legis-
lation that will provide such

We then come to ITAZ. r,0:16, the Postsecondary Vocational Act of
itr15, obviously, by ' irtfth of earn( r comments, we would speak to
the division or. at least as we understand the division, of the ad-
ministration of socational education,,at both the State as well as the
national lose!, the disision of administration which would, in our
opinion. hinder effectise articuLtion, and, again, I would like to
emphasize the integtation that sse have achined between programs
of secondary and postsecondary nature; 'The joint utilization of
facilities whieh was, commented about earlier; the trading of stu-
(lents between the secondary and postsecondary levels; as well as the

of mOOJIAtil otUdelits Mt() more advanced training at the
postsecondary level.

We believe that this bill could also affect andor eliminate ac-
countability if the state of national programs are weakened. In other
words, we belies e that it mas be very difficult to determine who is
-at fault" if there were this kind of diyision'hetween the secondary
and postsecondary in terms of !he administration.

It proves for the State ads isory council's involvement in ad-
nunstration of programs, and T realize that there has been earlier
tustintony in other days rtgarding that, and, in face, tiler, may be
some changes, but we kteitainly do not need another agency involved
in administration of programs, and we believe the role of the ad-
s ifory council is to ads ise and es allude programs and certainly not
to atlininiAm. programs.

The bill also raises que.:,tions with relationship to the authority of
ridatioistrat ion of area %creational st ltools. We have commented upon
the fact that many community colleges nationally, as well as in
Colorado, are de-ignated .as &ilea Nocational schools, and this sep-
aration of administration could raise many problems.

Well, in addition to the potential tole of the State ads isory conn-
ed, there is ith.o a potential roh under this piece of legislation for

so,e,oled 12.0 eommission. In Colorado, we happen to be one
of the remaining, tttio to Ilse Slates that do not have a designated
11:0.?, commission, and the reasons for tfiat, happen to be that we
kiieve our eurreitt structure pt us ides for the functions of the 12)
commission.

We do support and would like for the record to note that we do
support at least ono prtCs i.ion of f),Nftl, which is the minimum set-
asie provision of 30 pert cut of vocational funds for postsecondarr

) ti
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ocenpational plogianis, as contrasted with the present minimum of
13 percent.

fr`It may be interesting for members of the committee to note that
in Colorado vve are already applying between 21 and 28 percent
of all vocational funds for postsecondary use at the community
college level. and -at, percent of the funds are being allocated for
use at the otherin total, 4S percent for all of postsecondary. and
approximate]) 14,11f of that figure ,for postsecondary in community
colleoes.

Tins bill, as contrasted to 3037, is fairly rigid in our opinion and
provides little flexibility in administering and implementing edu-

-cational programs.
Well, we have attempted to comment briefly to yon,regariling

what we believe to he some of the concerns, oth outages, disad-
\ antages of at, least three pieces of legislation that are before you.

In summary, as Mr. Nickels has pointed out, vocational edu-
cation is working in Colorado. WhatLver new legislation is enacted,
we want it to Pliable us to continue and improle upon our pies4.nt
system for delivering vocational education oppottunities to the
citizens in our State.

There are certain Las4:croncepts and principles that we believe
any new career, \ o,ational, and occupational legislation should
vnibody, and I would like to close on the stuninary of those seven
points.

We wish, as I am sale )ou have noted from our testimony. to be
able to continue the, single State agency concept, which we belie\ e
has been sueLessful in our State. The board structure that we had it
attempted to desclibe today brings all Vocational education to
gether at the same place, that being at the State board level.

We wish to continue to articulate, as well as integrate, vocational
ti tinting between and among secondary and postsecondary insti-
tutions. This gives US the opportimit3 to provide greater oppor-
tunities fur students and to oak\ e maximum use of facilities and'
to better servo the needs of employers.

'We seek strong redo al support of the type which Las encouraged
local education 41gia..iLs and State governments to greatcly increase
their funding of programs for' students.

:You have heard what has happened in ntr State in the last 5, 6..
7 years regarding increased funding that has y:onte from the State
level which we think is important too.

We believe, hi light of our success in coordinating, articulatino.,
and integrating sccondat) and postsecondary programs, that there
,should not be a separation of secondary and postsecondary funds.

We believe Federal funding fur construction of \ motional Build-
ings is tssential. By irtne of location and the geography of our
State, we have sevoial Nay sparsely populated areas in the State
which are served in those Lases by either community colleges and 'or
by area vocational schools, and, in fact, our current State law fur
funding an area xocatiomd school at the postsecondary level rt:-
(pikes a participation by the Federal Government.

We believe a thorough analysis of our unique State Board for
Community Colleges and Ot.cupational Education will demonstrate
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that our structure provides a vehicle for more effective direction,
as well as delivery of vocational training at both the secondary and
postsecoitclary

.veordingly, we are very desirous of having Federal legislation
which permits us to operate under our present successful structure.

We urge. finally. enactment of legislation which embodies the
concepts and principles of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
the amendments of 1968, and MTh 3037, the Vocational' Amend-
ments of 1975.

We urge enactment of legislation which embodies those concepts
and principles.,;We believe that vocational education will suffer if
other Bending proposals for Federal legislation are enacted. We
understand that this committee and others are in the process of
determining. What the Federal legislation will be. and eve have
appreciated very much the opportunity of appearing here today to
share with you our thoughts and concerns on what it perhaps should
be.

Thank you very ranch, and we will be pleased to respond to in-
quiries of the conunittee. if you desire.

Mr. TAm. Thank von, Dr. Lillie. I suppose I should backtrack
just a moment. M:r. Ilnekels, to say that the crack that I made about
bulks probably wasn't and certainly would not extend
to savings and loan associations in Denver.

Mr. BrcitEr.s. If there is a banker present. there is alWays a dis-
tinction between those two industries. When there is no banker
present. we sometimes (vet called "bankers."

Mr. Wm,. Very good. Well. at this point, we do have a thing, up
here where we on orcasion stick our tongues in our cheeks and say
that seniority has some meaning here. With that in mind, I would
yield to the gentleman to my left, since he has seniority, to ask
the first questions. This is Mr. Quie.

Mr. QVIE. Thank yon. Mr. Chairman. Let me ask von just a
few questions. Now. you operate all of your community colleges
and the area vocational schools from that board. or is there a dif-
fetence in your operation between those local district and junior
colleges?

Mr. 13t;ch.s. Well, let me start with the fact that there are two
),:inds of 2-year institutions in the State The first kind are called
conommity colleges and they are fully State-funded with no local
tax base. There are still four remaining junior district colleges
rbich were in existence at the. time our enabling act was passed in,
19C7. which still have a local tax base. For them, the state annropi-
ateq about 50 percent of their operating funds each year. The rest

raised through local tax revenues.
Evil of the four district junior colleges carries tin area school

dt--ignation that we have given to them because of their role in
vo,ational education, and wadi of them. in addition to enrolling
students in the counntiaity college movement, also serves high school
students in that area as the primary, vehicle for delivery of voca-
tional education.

Now. tin; continunitv collegeseach of them has been designated
an .Area vocational school, and in most of those community colleges
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we have put Federal funds into the constriKtion of vocational
facilities, in some cases when they M 10,11 district junior
colleges.

I am not trying to make this unduly complex, but several of the
community eollegeg in the State arc now community colleu-es,
irtue of their decision to dissohe.the likal tax. &Aria and come

into the State system.
In sonic cases, they were still junior colleges when we puti,Federd

funds in for construction of their vocational facilities.
Mr. Qum. Are any of those four local junior colleges &so an

rum vocational?
Mr. Brcrinris. Yes: they are all.
Mr. QtTTE. What are there? Set en State inAillitions? -flow many

area- vocationals do pal hale that are not connuacd with,the se> 4n
State and four-kkals?

Buctuir s. Seven, I believe it is. that are area vocational
schools w ith other kinds of still :bare. One. for emimple, in the city
of Denver is the old Emily Griffith Opportimit School which was.
one of the very early- vocational facilities in the United States
operated ln the Dent Or public schools, tool he vjntue of the desig-
nation becanic a companion Colorado h lon, pro% alt's a vela, 10
through Its to pat State fondit,,, into the Deloyr public schools fur
the opci :Won I if that fasility for the post,econdatry students who
attend the facility.

There are others in rural areas that are operated by Boards of
Cooperative Semites Which is a vehicle of a e0IISOrtillal a trail:2 '-
leellt of 'kid school 44606 \di() Pilch hate put in matching.. flatus
17111cli we have matelaql too out of Veil, lal fund: for etwstrudion.
They arc operated by the Boards of Cooperative F.ervices.

'Arr. Q-cn. You have two divisions, one ill occupational education
and one in community colleges.

fr. Bret:Eris. Right.
Mr. Oro:, ialouhtedly, one division is ri,sponsible for adminis-

tering the seven shictly area vocational schools.
.1fr. Qum. Or is that not true? .arc those a local entity like tho,c

four junior colleges?
Mr. arnithr_s. The area vocational School ,. arc administeied di-

rectly either by the eotrintuttilv or junior colleges or the school d:s-
tricts and depending upon their legal .struetitre. they would fail
tither within the administration of the Community College Di-
vision or the Occupational Education Division.

The Occupational 1,:ittieatifai Dis isiu is ilot an °per-Minn. entity.-
They don't; administer all \ thing directly. Titer Work through other
agencies or ii trumentalitiec.

The commanity ision is wept-rating, agttney because we
area governino; board when we are pilt big that role.

Mr. (Leer:. Well thell, does the cOrliallittity college division actually
operate the occupational in their haitutions?

BucKELs. Well, each of the colleges has a president, again. I
am not trying to make thus unduly complex, but one of the compro-,
raises the Colorado legislatino when our bill was passed was that
each of the colleges has what is called a council which is a little
more undgr our law than. an nth isory committee, but considerably

4.>
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less than a governing board, to the president of each of the com-
munity colleges leis a local council to which he reports.

He also reports to the State board through our director of the
community college dilisium so we are the gcnerning board, and the
power.goes front us to our director to the college president, and he
operates the college, including the vocational education progi aura .

Then we also get. feedback from our wenpational education
people who are professional %motional educators with speciiil trade
specialties. who go into those institutions and ripurt back tlirougli
the occupational education chain of command sinio the board.

Both directors report directly to the hoard and both are equal. -
Mr. Quit. Let us see if I understand. The :nstitutions that are

strictly area yociitional schools provide both sacondary and post-
secondary.

Mr. BucKELs. Right.
Mr. Qu'rr.. You say your State community colleges also proide

both secondary and postsomuclary similar to the strictly area voca-
tional schools?

\1r. Buchsa.s. Well. we use the facilities and open them to both
s-eondary and postsecondary, and the Colorado? legislature through
State funding prom ides the, funding to the local school disltiets oho
in titiji contra( t with the community college. and then time funding
flows from our board to the occupational elm ation division to the
school district melt into the community college, for that secondary
student who is taking a Ol'at 11)11;11 course the campus and within
the vocational facility at the community

Mr. Qt-ii.. Do you finance any postsecondary xocational education
in 4-year institutions in the State?

Mr. BucKei,s. We do some. One of the inA.tititt ions in Southern
Colorado in. the city of Pueblothere is no junior college ,vithin

AGO miles.and this institution is now a baccalaureate institution. It
waspre% iously a 2-year college. are as a byproduct of their con-
version, they made a commitnamnt to the lee:Mantic. that flay mould
continue their junior college role. so they still run a reasonably
strong vocational education program which is shot t term. 2 years,
and that is one Of the areas of problems because we do battle con-
tinually:

They ,continually attempt to upgrade trorrrams and comert
good 6 month program into 2 years, and then 2 y eirs into a 1year
prorram.

We are not the govei,nling board for that 4-year institntion.
Mr. Qui. The criticism in ginnesota front 'Vocational educabies

is that. if You let the community colleges get their hand,: on this,
they will do exactly what you suspect 4-year institutions will do.

Now, how are you able to prevent, as you say here, the natural
tendency of educators to upgrade requirements where people most in
need of training are excluded. since there is suspim ion in the States
Where community colleges are, involved and y vu hal e indicated you
feel 4-year institutions are suspect?

Mr. Bucluirs. We keep our community colleges director honest
and our college presidents honest, bS.; getting a separate reportiriv
system through the occupational education di% ision; by haling
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educators, professional educators, out on campus participating in
the process of evaluation of %ocational edtaation and reporting
through that chain of command also.

It requires a very strong lay board. It requires a very unique
lariety of personal sputlities ou the part of the two directors 11/110
have equal access to the board and equal reporting responsibilities,

But it requires very stroll(' lay control, and I think we have
achieved that. We have to work arit.

Dr. LILLIE. Beyond that, Mr. Quieit would at least be my opinion
that the board, as well its the professional staff. owes a commitment
to the people within the institutions, such that we are concerned
and continue to be interested in the short-term certificate type pro-
trram as a major objective of the public 2-year colleges in Colorado
iii addition to the associate degree level educational opportunities.
so, if we keep the pressure on. so to speak. for the continual respon-
siseness to what the needs of the community arc, then we will find

_those 1-week, -2-week. 3-week. 3-month types of education experi-
ences that are required to bring a person iii. upgrading. retooling.
and back out into the job market, so it is an operational, as well
as an objective that we all seek together to be sure that we don't
let all of those courses float to the iglu.(st possible loci, as has been
he experience in some Ogees.

But I mightexcuse me.
Mr. Qum. T was going to ask you also about your figures that

two-thirds of the :etondaly students «ho teminated their training
n 1972 and 1973 became wage-earning employees 6 months after

termination.
How many or what percentage received employment in the area

in which they were trained and what happened to the other one-
third?

Dr. LILLIE. More than CO percent of those found jobs in the area
for which they were trained or in directly related occupations. Of
the 32.5 percent not employed after 6 tomtits. most had become
housewives. bad entered the military service, or were continuing
their education. Only 11.6 perevit of that sample were still seeking
isage-earning employment, socui specific response, 60 per9ent in the
area for which they were trained or directly related areas.

As one of the earlier people befoic the committee this morning
indicated, we continue to has e some difficulty in getting really,
solid data. This is 3 war-old data, and the follownp land of system
is still a diflioilty. but we belies e that progress is,being made in
the research urea that is so s Cr\ hill/01111a to find out what in fact
is happening.

Are we in fact being successful in doing the kinds of things that
we say IN e are. and the measure is how many people go to work
and then how they do after they'get there too.

Mr. Qt in. What percent of the 11th and 12th grade students
volt say next year you are going. to reach your goal of 50 percent.
This is 2 or 3 years ago. What perceiriage of the total secondary
school students tire we talking about here?

Dr. Liman. This has been creeping from 35 percent' probably 5
years ago to -18 percent in the current 3 car. to exceed :10 percent
projected year.
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Mr. Qum Have you seen any trends to show the percentime of
those students that go out and work right afterward and the per-
centage who.go on for further, education.

It seems to me that the-higher the percentage of students that
is enrolled in occupational courses in secondary school, the hiliber
the percentage that would go on for further education.

Dr. LILr1E. 'There is that; percentage, and I apologize for not
being able to share with- von what those exact figures are. but I
would like to respond that at least at the postsecondary level we are
finding not only in Colorado, bitt across the Nation, that the so-
called new clientelethere are many definitions as to new clientele,
but one of the definitions that we see very dramatically is the 25-
to 35-year Iold person, that person who has, for various and sundry
reasons, completed or maybe didn't complete their formal education,
went into the job market. and now find that they are plateauing at
a fairly early point in their lives and are returning for the acquisi-
,tion of these kinds of skills.

If we relied on the 18- to 20-Year-old person in the community
college field in the next decade. the statistics would say that we are
going to be in a whale of a decline, but we are not relying upon that
population singularly and instead are attempting to serve that adult
population, and they seem to be there in spades in terms of the
retraining, reemployment, and upgrading of underemploxinent, and
activities of that type.

Now, as we e-Jaitinue, pursuant to your commentas we continue
to do. a better job at the secondary level, we will see fewer of those
coming in at the 18- to 20-year-old age group. We expect clearly to
see those return to.the educational scene two and three times during
their professional lives.

Mr. Bucunt.s. H I could amplify an earlier question of yours, sir,
in terms of the community colleges, I think I commented on it, but
it bears going back on, that w e have been able and we currently
have over 50 percent of our full-time equivalent students in the
statewide_coffirminity college moc ement are in vocational programs.

At the two-new urban center institutions, Community College of
Denver and the community college at Colorado Springs, they were
about 50 percent on their opening; date hi 1968 and 199. In Colorado

. Springs, the institution now IS ,111.1111ill.". 601It 70 percent of its
-.,full-tune equivalent; students. not head count_t_but full-time equiv-
alent, in approved vocational programs. _

One of the keys is that. we NVX3f strongly influence the Selection_of
presidents, and we take a very strong hand in their retention, and.
if we find that we are not getting the kind of outreach into the
community in terms of occupational programs and, directed studies
programs to assist the educationally disa7hantaged, we bring about
a change. .

It requires very strong lay direction, but through this vehicle
that we have which is unique and as a. result of one of those in-
evitable legislati\e compromises, we have what we think are some
vehicles for unique kinds of control, and we exercise it.

Mr. Qum. Let me say this As the author of MTh G251, the ad.
ministratio'Cs ocational edthation bill, when I introduced the bill.
I put my own remarks on the record; I find that my views Old
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your views concur on that legislation, and that is the reason I put
it in, by request, in order to indicate a little bit wanting the

Mr. BrcnE ir.s. We eonsider we are in good company.
Mr. (leer. I thought the ideas ought to be considere&before the

committee. One la: t question. You indkate the importance of fleNi-
bility in the programs and that there should not be any separation
between seermdar3 aucl postsecondary funds. Your testimony follows
along that line. eyc-.pt that you say favor increasing the 15 pe &it
-rin;mum for postsewndary occupational progriims. to be Tised to
30 Percent.

Tt seems to me that is a little self - serving.
Dr. T.Lyn. Well, it was not intended to be that way. If I may

-col' a brief moment Sl'parate myself in responding to your question
forn my role 'es director of community collepes in Colorivlo and
turn very quickly to my role as chairman of the National Council
of State Directors of Community Colleges, although I am not here
to represent that group. I would like to comment briefly that there
are some States in ciir country, including your State, as I under.
o',Ind it, Whicfirtlic ye is a need for increased Federal funding at the
1-04tseeoncray level and specifically at the community college level.

Mr: Om. Not in my State for postsecondary.
Dr. Ty'i,rn.:. Yes. sir. So, we can make that kind of a statement in

Colorado -because of the fact that Ivy have already exceeded those
mipirinin requirements that we are supporting as a Stale in that 48
percent of the funds in Colorado go to postsecondary education. Of
that. approximtply half noes to community college education, so it
wonlid not be a major strain for us.

Mr. QrTn.,Don't you think you Nxould continue to do that without
the 30 nercent

Arr. 13remr.s. Yes, we will.
Dr. LILLIE. Yes.
V- Om. Thank you. mr. Chairman.
Mr. HALL Thank you, Mr. Quie. Mr, Pressler?
yr. PRESSLER. T have just a couple o questions. Mr. Qnie has

-en,.erN1 much of the waterfront. One point that I am curious about
isYon mentioned that one of your primary goals is to have 50
percent of the 11th f'141 12th grade students in Colorado be enrolled
in vocational programs.

Why do you have that goal?
Mr. Iiretrur,s. It was set es a challenge to the legislature as we

went in and asked for a new Colorado Vocational '-Act in 1970, I
believe it was, and at that ,time,.we were running somewhere in the
hif.:11 20's and lOw 1)s, and it seemed like a very challenging goalfor us.

Onr of the requirements of the board in the, next year is to revise
our target, since we achieved the last one. I think that the tenor
of 'the times is such that we can substantially raise that goal; en-
coorne local school districts to offer more vocational programs,
which they are appa r6utly willing to do: and justify the need to thernlee TJegislature, for increased funding under the Colorado
Vocational Act, so we will be revising that goal. It seemed like a
very arnhltious goal at the tune we set it. and the legislature bought
the concept and has been funding accordingly.. .4.

JAY t
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PaxssLett. But why do you have that goal?
Mr. wt1:, entirely -arbitrary all°c1 it was one of those

things. We were atteniptiv!, to eons ince the legislature that we
could i1ltrclsC substauntall, the vocational offerings available to
11th nett 12th grade.s in the state, and, if they would provide the
ficotk it could lu? :nte.

Mr. Pmsstnit. But in terms, of pluentional tradeoffsI mean I
am not disputing it. I am just ti?,ing to determineIs thereThere
trust. be an edueatiunal leason to lime a goal such as this. What is
that reason?

Dr. Litutl. Let me attempt to respond to that. I think you are
coming very close to why the goal was set. For 100 years, the em-
phasis or at least in post-11'0dd War II dears the emphasis in edu-
ent ion at both tile i-econtlaty and itostseconllary level has been upon
academie education, In caller words. the total dedication of Operat-
*log budgets, the total dedication of ,taff, was to prepare people to
go to eollege in order that they could otherwise be successful.

When our board came into existence in 1)6T, it was with an
moloistunding, v commitment, and a philosophy that there were
some other parts of the educo.tional scene that were very, very im-
portant, and the pro' is ion of a range of educational opportunities
was neeessary within the public school districts of our State. and
cur board had the full tesponsibility to see thitt that happened.

Without, as Mr. Hall mentioned earlier, proper adininistratorin
:woe of those.seconatto school districts who would go out and bleed
and die for rotational education, then the board had to bleed and
d:c for vocational education to get to the point where there were
some other opportunities, m ailable for the young people in our
State. and that was a very wend educational reason for seeing that
there were both options wail:title for students, both academic and
oeopot ional.

Now. true, the figure of percent was arrived at in a very
genctalired way. Now it needs to be reassessed. W4 did the same
thing-as it relates to community colleges. In 11)07 in our State, 14
petcent or the studouts were enrolled in occupational programs
because the yontntunit colleges were d&licated to prepafing 'people
to trarsfer on to the uni%ensitiv.i. Now. that is tt good part of the
lobe of the commtmitA, college, but we believe the other part is for
preparing people, to go to work .

Now we have e\eectled the 50 pement of those m occupational
piogratos, 111 the el'etslit at en, so that is where we stand.

Mr. Pm,ssma. Now. at the xpotse of what other time allocations
;or students are we doing this'? I mean what is being cut out? Let

'it- say we notice -it ovi goal to lime 100 percent of the 11th and 12th
gunk,. in Collo ado t moiled ilt otdiutial programs; what kinds of
programs are we replaeing?

Dr. Lan.. would not se,ok 100 percb o tt
Mr. Parssuat. Let. us say w:e seek rt0 percent:

Lua.n.. Well. the ,,,,tutleittis in the secondary programs are
fit st of all,. meetio the requirements for graduation from high
4 1141111. Lt other mold,. the gocral education lequirements are either

taken in Dth and 10,11 glade ;Ind on eonetrently with a vocational
ogl all or bet Iv:, of kourscs. It is, I' guess, pretty interesting to

r-0 06
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relate to your thought bout what we are replacing because it is our
siew that we are not replacing any thing except another range of op-
portunities.

'rite funding. in Coloradoyou could quickly assume that perhaps..
with the competition for resources. that you may have to Ow up
this in order to get that. but our ligislatnc has taken care of that
in teryns'of pros iding special fundiug for socatiqnal education at
the secondars lesel which takes account of the dAfferoulial cost. and
they are willing to fund the,difhprential cost and the school districts ,
fund what they would normally fund for the cost of education.
Then the legislature picks up the, differential cost for the incr,,ls,d
cost of vocational education.

We don't belies e that we are gising up anything. but we do
believe that we are gaining much in the process.

Mr. PriEssun. What about in the prisons of Colorado?.15O you
have any programs there?

Dr. Liman Yes sir. We have the Colorado State Penitentiary .a;
Cana on City which is behig served. In fact, we have a location:all
school siithin the medium security part of the prison, is-lriols is
funded through allocations from the State board, and there aro eight
or 10 programs that are mailable hi the, prison. They are of the
ceititicate s ariet that prepares people to go to work upon relesse
from the penitentiary.

There are some relationships attempting to Le developed tlere
between industry and the training piogranis within the pen:ten-
tiaries, so that on do not send inmates through a training, proa! na
and then there are no opportunities when 0,10 go outside.

We had in our State a year ago a Governor's task force to ;look at
tint educational program at the penitentiary both the adult bar4ir.
education, GED evinulary socational, as 11 (,.11 as taistseeondars',
we had a year ago' some of the first inmates gradating wish an
associate degree from the penitentiary.

"Arr., Perssixn. Thapk you.
mr, HALL I would like to backtrack a moment and say I think

it isunique that you mention that 3o-tt would have two director, of
any institution or agency. I wonder what :sou do in the case of a
tie.

Mr. RUCKUS. The hoard has to be' the re feree, and we have had
to play that role, float time to time. and we hale been told many
times if cannot possibly work, but it does, but it requires a commIt-
meat on the part of the two directors that it will work.

Dr.LILLIE. We attempt to see that the board doesn't reface
often.

Mr. ITALt. Very good. You stated also, Mr. 'Michels, I believe.
that one of your goals was ttlfhave all schools, ins olved at least. in
one vocational educational.program?

".\ fr. IlucuraS. Yes.
"Mr. Rut,. Db von have targ,et?
\1r. Rocims. We are there. I am not sure. Aside from. I thin:;:

05 out of our "tS1 school districts lime one or inure; and the majority
Of those other school districts are extremely rural, isolatek,Wir
example, one might he in the San .Than mountain ranoe, and-
whole high school probably has 9 students, and iv besia dive
out of there on schedule during thil winter.
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there are still some cry iscated school diitricts that are not
cokered, and there :1113 about. 75 percept of the school districts that
have three oi'more approved vocational programs.

Mr. Itkr.r.. You would like to see all the students in at least one
vocational

Mr. Butnus. 'No. That w ill never 'be reached and I don't think
it is appropriate.

Mr. HALL. No. it wouldn't be. but I would like to see something
in the way of letting all bxits and girls acquire some skills. _St least I
would like to thirtk- that to e13 boy Who came out of a high school

,,could take a hammer and nails and a saw and make a bosor a bench
or a temporary ladder or something like that.

Mr. BUCIaLS. I think that is the point of career education.
Mr. ITALL. I see on page 3 of your testimony where you report

66.;', percent of secondary students in wage-earning jobs. I would
like to commend you on that.

I have n9 further questions.
We Avill recess then until tomorrow morning. Thank you very

much.
[Whereupon, at :30 a.m., the hearing recessed until 9:30 a.m.,

'Wednesday, May 7, 1075.3
[Material submitted for inclusion in the recoril follows :3

rELPARLD §,TATENIENT OF RICHARD E. MAxnEvn.rE, E0t, c.yrrox CONSULTANT,
PROJhuT ANAL18IS AND DIA ELoDULIST. STATE DEPARLMENT OF EDUCATION,
DIVISION OF POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION, CONCORD, N.H.

Mr. Chairman nod members of the Huuse Subcommittee, my name is Richard
E. Mandeville and I ant an Ethic:italic Consultant for Pruj:ct Analysis and
Dec wipment. I \cork fur the Post-Sec °Witty Education DIN isles of the New
illinoeldre State Department of Education.

1 welcome this opportunity to tcstlf3 on vocational and occupational edu-
cation and thank yott.for the invitation.

My testimony is un behalf ut the Post-Secondary Education Division of the
New Hampshire State Department of Education Weil represents sec en 2 year

pomtsecondary institutions. Ness Hampshire Technical Institute, Con-
cal. New Hampshire Vocational-Technical Colleges in Berlin, Claremont,
Laconia. Manchester, Nashua. Portsmouth (cf. Appendix #1).

The Teehmeal Institute and the Colleges sone 3,28::. full time equivalent de-
gree nod certificate students plus neatly 10,000 credit and non credit students
in the extension division of file Institute ,and Colleges.

t, The New Hampshire Technhal Imitute, :Yew Hampshire Vocational-Techni-
cal Colleges system is hooleNs hat unique in that, nearly 100% of our students are
enrolled in vocationaLtechnleal programs.

SECTION L FUNDING OF POST-SLCONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Tut: Vocational Education Act of 1003 Is a piece of landmark legislation, one
that broke \call maw of the traditions of the mist. The legislation has provided
cuiraordinary ol)DothInaleb fur those Lt vocational-technical education to trans-A
form- old.programs anti to create new programs to meet the needs of contem-
porary students.

Initially t he tone and structure of the law made it difficult f4r post-secondary
2 year iMnitutions to participate fully In the development mid expansion
vocational-technical edit( atiou. Mailing of post secondary programs under the
1903 law was difficult to pro( are doe to the language of the law and a seeming
reluctance oil the -pact of vocational educators to recognize the major contribu-
tions made by post-secondary 2 3 eat institutions In the field of occupational
education. The congressional hitent, as I interpret It, was to place funding
Priorities on the merit of Programs. nut the tele] of institution In which the
programs were located. In practice, this gas a laudable goal, but it has worked
rattler poorly. In a very practical sense. these funds are still largely directed
to institutions, In large- measure secondary schools, 'while 2 year colleges and 0

0'

6 D t;
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histitutes with eligible programs rarely reeelt e the llnatielal support
that uttsintentlial by the Vocational Edocat Al.t Of 1063. The folitm log 1...liart
is indicative of the scope Q1 tlie.probleut 111 New Ilampshire.

ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL FUNDS, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

0

1

Categorized funds Total allocation MIT fillYTC
, share

Petrovt

Fiscal year 1975:
1. Cooperative education
2. Corsumii Homemaking
3. Disadvantaged
4. lit nditapped

Total. ..
0 g .

Fiscal year 1976:
1. Cooperative Education
2. Consumer Homemaking...
3. Disailvantaged
4. Handicapped

Total

241,i00
CI, 020

261,750
133,850

4,600

12.500
4.000

L9

4,7
'2 9a

405.420 21,100

6.600

11, 400
4,000

2 95

2 7

6 .
'3.2

239.900
68.000

159,900
122, 400

620,200 22,000 3.5

"t

The 1068 Anteinlments to the Vocation '1 Edkitat hm -V t hr oatkried t III' iill'allii 7.
of vocational 'Attention to bring it tiler, In t Lille i1 IIII I Lt.' NA litiV, of prep."ea C.." .0

for employment at less t11111 the but lielot's th,4li I!' kid. SUI.111 of fill' Alia r1,1.tetit,
of 'ts,,, proritled, fur a 1(.0 set-aside for post-s,..toatlat,!, . The net oltle Itelpt a 14.,
alienate the IIIIINItlititS In the distribution of funds to post sccoialot' hut ;:t
warty State:3 It has _been a gru(100::: 15%. "

The impact, it terms of quantity anti qua HO . of post ,,eeor.olae.t i'leculdilioil,i1,
education could not easily hare been forts0Vit in liKS WM vi, it 1.1,A su in 39,4,

.t.s._aton, before the contotittee th..t poet 7., , t11,*It has been, shim it in other t "I
occupational eilueatl:m has achleitst reseilis ttriheat d of ill tit, iliSft13 eat' 11.,110..
tional, educAtIott. t

In the State of New lIamoshlre enrollment in tho Neu Hampshire 1u !ati.al-
Instlrute all the New illlIllp,111CP 1 ULtIlkolt.11 rekbrutal cuthgv. hit, to. 0, 111
inure til:,0 lutes ulier its 1.,11LIA total of .10...U. '.16taril t kir z.).11.1it ii,, in the Fall of 1 ;1;1
was 2,1Ss.

ChAur No. 1.Fall day school eneouinent
naYea Grand I,r : e ,

1974 to 1975 r. 2. Iss

4
16:

1973 to 1974 I. 7'11
1972 to 197:3 I. 700

I. 01),

1971 to 1972 r
r 170 to 1971 .,

1968 to 1169
1,28311190910 1070 .
1.211) ,

1967 to 1968
1966 to 191)7 '

8411) 13

1965 to 1060 . 1115

Footing scjieol mrelltmaits isn't' inelea.ta more I ban Mile limes in l'r 1,06 14::1171

1064-to 1965- -,
t

tikr011Cnott };rotting from 5.10 In 1967 to 3.413 ;u 197I tear Ilse full it rill 1110110. Tilt.
14StalAte/V011i'ge 83$feili CibilIbilfb.$ VVI.iillig,Nclilr I term . mot ti,111,).

Ytar:
1q74
1073
1972
1971
1070
3969
190S
1957

VILAILT No. 2. Foil tern& t vetting Avhrod 1.molhn, nt
, .

-t t
...

... ,..
. -

,7,

apoot to 4

:!:: 1!411 4:1 1:11

". 1.222
1, hitt

777
0:S
:; 10,
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Ini)aaa, theFe sere I Ii 11t UtionS In the .J stem. Two of these had bean in ui.lera-.
Hon less Huta 2, years. Its 19i.-, there are 7 in,i.Lutipris, the yotia4esi, aqamed ii-
door,i3 iii,the fall of 1910. In 1900 there were 1,5,probranis oifined or 4 insidIWUII,
as part of the day -school. In .1074 there sstne Oa piogiams wills 7 new programs
Seta:tinted to opa on or befort. Septeuabcr of 19,0. El.:1,1in; acacia pruginnis num?
bored nearly '._'.Slid in 1014. .

In ]? 1960 the Stare of New Hampshire supplied less than $1.1 million fob the/4. fiystem and in ,CY 19ai that ala0111nt ha* grow a in excess of ,1.3 indium.
b Research has het at eunducted lnilicatain; that vcciti,,,tional JIliis waken in.

1u:quirt-thin 2 yilir post secundazy institutions pay kid better toau tiluse via aineu' in high school. There is considerable evidence that both socatioaal and null-
voeall null higu school graduates benefit fruits going on to 2 year post-aecomimy
sera atiomil programs. TW1/4..5 year college t.tickeS ale geneiall) Mole respousis e
tilt i secondary school courses to 'the labor market, uptCdle at, a higher le.ca, and

* art relatively scarce for occupational...miring Iv:A-secondary, but leas Ulan cut-
lege traliiing.

The New Hampshire Vocational Technical Colleges and New Hampshire
Technical. Institute base maintained an excellent placeiliem record for their
graduates. In, 1974, a difficult economic year, only 4,,0 of the graduating class
was seeking employmeat in September ksce Appendix. #2). In fact, bUtio of the
Iteaduates reported full time employment. Of till tlic. gi...luates employed full
time, 775'0 worked in New Hampshire and b3L0 commuted to work. front Weir
home toxin. AN erage entry job salaries by job ,cafegories were Idgher-than the
197:1uverageo, by an average 75'0. It is cstinnittlil that nil graduates employed

1 ...'" full time wills hate a total gross dolittr.earning power to extess of Sci,:itilkioo
,during their 'first year of employ ment. The NesOlinopslitte' 1 ueatimuil lechni. '
Cal Colleges and ('' lialtiPSILlry TCLIIIIivai labattllt. hale gotten the job done.

Melt has beewsaid about the issue of "Sde State Agency" requirement in
ilk pitkcrit It.,;IslaC ..Lint i k<1 it A.EVIll:itt tluu l/C Connuitaity and Junior uotieges
opposes the cruicept in favor of a sytein, Which would be attire sympatheue or
cbgazant of two year college occupational edueation needs. The American \ u-
catlonal Association >imports the sole state agency concept...1116Y support an
agency or state board with the capability, and durability to des elup inlay for
vocational education MO' V.i.uld gdsi in prt,graina ma distiibuttou of funds for
all facets of vocational education la the state ,

To a certain extent. there scents to be no recoAlliation of the views of the
American Association of Community and aunty) Loilege.s and the Amerietin
Vocational Assoclatioq, in this matter. Both points of view hate some credits
and some debits: It is 11( t rssary that two year colleges be more adequately
recognized as effielent dells ery systems for occupational education. The ques-
tion Is Is the Sole State Agency concept to blame for lack u£ recognition of
two year colleges in the law ?, Is a dual state agency the answer or is there a
less'extratne. equally effectual answer?

IMy view is that 'there is Indeed an answer that would nut chance the sole
state agency requirement. That an-as er lit s hi the tone and structure of the
law. The new' law siltould he so structured that two year colleges will be ree-
ocnised as effective &MI.* systems for cceupiitional education. The law should.
contain appropriate tethiiiittr language and amendments designed to recognize
the substinathil elle and contributions of two year occupational educational
cep,e'res and th pros ids them with an adtIlliate and tspentable share of fetierzil
monies. .

- .
Recommendation #1 '.

cs'That c,,pngres establish a setuside requirement fur Post-Secondary uccu-
pationallilditentibit of no less than 30% of all Part IS money.
RecommendotiOn #2

That Congress establish a st t-riffle rcquiretrietit for Post-Secondary (lemma-
tioenl Education of no less than 20% of all money under Parts C, JI. E, G. I
and 271% of all money nnth r, Title II Voqational.Fducation Tamilership and
ProfesslonalDevelcipittent Anteialinent of Higher Etlieation Act of 1065.

1 SECTION It. ARTICULATION'

Elementary Schools, High Schools and Post-Secondary Institu one hate tie -.
veloped reinlively self contained systems. It has come to amain normal and
natural that education be classified as elentintary, secohdais and l °St-set:unitary
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(or higher education). Countless prized es and traditions are based uponind
reinforce these,divisions. Different ca-et alai's, and background are required for
teachers in all three sectors; funding nitterns and strategies 11Yer ; completion

of one is generally required for entri into the other. Major-di erences in teach-
, mg style and methodology general! characterize the three levels.

Although many factors tend o crystallize secondary education and post-,
secondary education in their 1),rn areas, the two systems often interact. The
secondary schools direct supply post-secondary education with a large number
of its students. Post-Secondory Institutions in turn prepare virtually 'all the
professitnal personnel in secondary schoolsi curriculum and administratice
materials used in secondly*, schools are often prepared by post-secondary piff.
tessional personnel; ,higp school counselors, usually, but not always effectively,
constitute a formal p fessionalainkage between the Ilvo sectors of education
and college admission ersonnel.

There is ample ev deuce that secondary and pose-secondary systems of educa-
tion both interfac and conflict many levels. :501110 a this interface and
conflict is necesary because of the nature of secondary and post-secondary
education. Bow ver, some of the conflicts are unnecessary arke dysfunctional
as they effect he student. The basic concern throughout the educational spec-
trum is for st cuts and the Maximum development of their potentials..

The Allied in educational system has -evolved from a historical separatism
as irrationa as the sectarian conflicts of today. Unfortunately, contemporary
educational thinking has not appropriately progressed to an appreciation of the
tragedy an waste of this situation.

Sepal-at' in has many faces. in education. Separatism of sponsorship whether
public or invate; separatism by level whether eleinentary, secondary or post-
secondar _; separatism by discipline Nthether vocational, technical or academic.

If the goal of a true educational continuum is a desirable value, their articu-
lation etween "separatist ei,:nicuts" must be achieved as soon as possible.
Furth delay can be disastrous.

La of articulation between secondary and post-secondary levels illustrates
the naive and misdirected attitudes of society toward education in gederal. °

Terminology alone is witness to the fact. When we use the terms elementary,
secondary, post- secondary anti higher education, we also convey an attitudinal
level of status and prestige. These same ambitions of status and prestige con-
tinnally.make themselves felt in labeling, such as: vocational, academic, sec-
ondary, college, post-secondary, etc.

Articulation refers to the relathoshittl Leh-cc»; within and among educa-
tional programs which are designed to provide a smooth transition for the
student from one educational program to another. Articulation would encom-
pass an organizational structure whose component parts fit into each other to
form a cohesive system of educational opportunity. Artivilation or movement
of the student from one program to another can be either horizontal or vertical.

florizontal articulation includes those relationships between programs, courses
or activities which exist at any one educational competency level and provide
a coordinated educational program for tile student. Vertical articulation refers
to those relationships which exist between institutions, programs, courses or
activities and provisle a coordinated program for a student moving from one
educational competftcy lava: to the next:

Articulation between Secondary Vocational Educational programs and Post-
Secondary Occupational Education worming is not taking place nationally and
is taking plai.c ;,.ally in a haphazard fashion.

Separatism which was the vehicle of establishing identity and strength by
' the pioneers of vocational and occupational education, has reached the point' of

diminishing returns. Society, its legislators and professional educators must
come to realize that each component unit of the educational system must be
In its place. interconnected, and NAM to form a true continuum for people.
This does not mean the loss of special inn-pose, mission, or identity of each unit.

It is crucial to education that the integrity of each unit within the educa-
,.tIonal continuum be maintained. Loss of that integrity would lie a far greater
problem than a lack of articulation. I would not and could not support au
articulation infidel which would obliterate the distinction between the units of

the educational continuum. Elementary Must remain elementary, secondary
uniq remain secondary and post-secondary must remain post-secondary, How-
ever. the educational delivery system cannot have individual components going

in onnositeor independent directions without at least mutual interaction and
knowledge of each others' goals.
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Recommendation #3
That Congress require that articulation be-undertaken by all units of voca-

--tional;netuplititinlillind-technical education.
Recommendation #4

That Congress direct the Office of Education to conduct articulation studies
and implementation programs with the "discretionary" money allowed the
United States Commissioner of Education under Part D of the Act.

SECTION in. ADVISORY COUNOILS

An institution pro% Whig vocational, technical education needs an organized
mechanism fur assuring that its services are acceptable to the clientele and to
employers, and fur keeping its services current with its clientele's needs and
with the needs of the labor market. Public; Institutions frequently are required
by law to haseoa General Advisory Committee to fulfill thisfunction. In addi-
tion, public institutions are normally expected to have Occupational Advisory
Committees to assist each program in keeping current with the requirements of
the occupation fur which It pieparees .and to assure the acceptability of the
program to the clientele.

Whether or not required by law, such committees have been found to be
highly desirable and useful to sucationalitechnical education. It is important

that where the committees exist, they be used effectively rather than per-
functorily.

State and National Advisory Councils could play a very important part in
the planning process fur vocational education. Generally speaking, state ad-
visory councils have demonstrated their ability to serve as a communication
imiteage among labor, management, education, business, industry, the public
at large, and special interest groups.

To facilitate the planning and operation of occupational education programs
at all levels of education, it is necessary that advisory councils represqut oc-
cupational interests, the interests of the clientele and the hitcrcsts of the edu-
cational institutions concerned with occupational education.

The GAO report entitled 'What Is the Role of Federal Assistance for Voca-
tional Education?" indicates that not all Slate Councils 'have been fully repre-
sentative, These councils, nuanced at about $3 million annually, were to be
comprised of persons representative of or familiar with needs for occupational
education..

In New Hampshire only one member nit of 18 on the Stair. Advisory Council
on Vocational Education is from a two year college. Any person connected
with our system of 0 Colleges and a Technical. Institute is excluded by a regu-
lation of the United ,States Office of Education which stipulates that Colleges
supervised by the same board which supervises the State Advisory Council
shall not lie represented on the Council. In New Hampshire, this regulation
effectively excludes the only extensive post secondary occupational education
delivery system from participation in connell activities.

Additionally, the State Advisory Councils have been delegated by the Voga
tional Education Act in 1908 to perform an oversight role. in taCt, their eval-
uations have been imprecise, unscientific, invalid, and lacking A necessary
amount of rigor.
Recommendation #5

That a technical amndmentlie added to the Act that would mandate full
participation mid representation by State supported 2 year colleges and tech-
nical institutes on the National Advisory Councils and State Advisory Councils.
Recommendation #6

That the level of funding for state advisory councils be upgraded to provide
adfiquate financing of precise, scientific, valid and rigorous evaluation and re.
search as directed by the Congress:

In conclusionA want to thank Congressman Perkins for giving me' the op-
portunity to enteg this statement as part of the record. I Pm sure the Congres
will give full consideration to the needs of two year collegeS and the outlined
recommendation when drafting the final langunge to renew the Vocational Edit
cation Aet. Thank you for tne privilege of testifying before your sub committee.

We will be happy to provide, or, attempt to provi further concrete or phil-
osophical information at your request.

52-945-7xvo1.
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VOCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Hon. CABLE). PERKINS,
Chu,/ man, House Education and Labor Committee, Longworth House Office

Building, Washington, O.O.
DEAR Mu. PERA.INS. The hearings on pending legislation for federal funding

of iucational education are of great concern to the Vocational Administrators
of Pennsylvania. They are e.N.trenicly interested in the outcome of these pro-
posals which may well affect the cost and quality of vocational-technical edu-
cation for years to come. The Vocational Administrators work at the local
lei elwhere the actiun is-because theirs is the responsibility of planning for,
budgeting fur, and operating schools, as well as fur placing graduates on the
job, all at moderate costs.

The Vocational Administrators of Pennsylvania, in a meeting held February
26, 1975, directed the Legislative Committee, which represents this group, to
forward.to you their opinions as expressed in the meeting.

First, however, it should be mentioned that the Vocationalct of 1903 (P.L.
b8-210) and subsequent amendments provided much impetus for states and
local districts to contribute their fair share of funds needed for providing fa-
cilities and employ ing personnel necessary to implement the great expansion of

ocational education in secondary, post secondary, and adult training programs.
This legislatiun Ras instrumental in enabling educators to convince. taxpayers
and boards of education to invest locally in this neglected, but much needed
eche:edam Since v uvatiunal education has made lunch progress under P.L. 88-
210 as ainentled, aial since the American Vocational Ae.sociaticn proposal does
not differ greatly Lulu this Act, the Vocational Administrators find this pro-
posal most acceptable by far.

We should like to emphasize our position by stating the following points :
1. We support the traditional federal-state delivery system of chaifueling

funds to local districts, a system which has been very effective in ac
results as evidenced in the greatly increased number Rf secondary and adult
persons receiving quality vbcatithial education since 1903.

2. We are unalterably opposed to the concept of revenue sharing.
3. We raise little opposition to removal of categorical funding within the Vo-

cational Act, but we should like to recommend that funds for vocational edu-
cation be appropriated at the federal level to be used at the discretion of the
local level, since;it is there that needs are most apparei4 and understood.

- 4. We maintain that vocational education at diFievels should be taught when-
ev er.pussible in evicting facilities designed specifically for vocational education
and administered under public control by qualified vocational educators.

. We feel that limitations should be placed upon the amount of money 12001
administratively in disbursing of federal funds.'

These suggestions are respectfully submitted for your consideration.
Very sincerely yours,

NELSON F. GISn,
Chairman, Legishitive Committee.

Los ANGELES CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Leis Angeles, Calif., tie:nue:1,o 23,1975.

son. CARL D. 'Psalms,
Chatringn, house Education and Labor Committee, 7.S. House of Representa-

tives, Washington. D.O.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN Pnintins: As the 94th Congress convened its first session

on January 14, 1975 It was called to my attention that you, as Chairman of the
House Education and Labor Committee, ,introduced three bills, all of which
would continue categorical support for vocational programs now provided by
the Vocational Education Aetwhich pxPires June 30, 1975,

The Los Angeles Unified School District strongly supports the proposed vo-
cational legislation Introduced by the American Vocational Association which,
in essence. would basically leave the 1908 amendment to the Vocational Educa-
tion Act intact. I concur with the AVA that the current law is a "very good
piece of legislation" and should continue. I also agree with the AVA that there
is a great need for increased vocational funding at a time when unemployment
rates are rising and the need for vocational training and retraining is greath
than ever before.

6101
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The AVA bill woul4 also consolidate Part C (research and training), Part
D (exemplary programs), and I'art I tcuniculurn development) and include
funds to strengthen teacher training programs, provide aid to schools for job
placement, and authorize a new program for bta tutwide vocational education
planning, all of which the Los Angeles L'nitied S'eliool District can endorse.

However, the bill which vv us drafted by the American Association of Com-'
inanity and Juilior taiiitges concerns me greatly. Ak superintendent of a unified
school district, I cannot support this bill because it separates the administra-
tion of vocational education programs at the secondary level, calling post
secondary programs occupational education- and high school programs "voca-
tional education. The AACJC's bill would maintain a single appropriation for
both, but prupotis that the state allotments be changed so that 80% of the
funds would be split equally between high schools and college programs, with
the auditiunal 20% dis ided between the two at the discretion of the state ad-
visory councils on vocational education.

When one considers the concept of career education, which is a delivery sys-
g tau desigiled to prepare high bawl students with employable skills, it ap-

pears to inc that the AACJC bill has missed the mark when one considers the,
number of students enrolled ni the high,seliuuls of this nation compared to those
enrolled in the community colleges.

Far too many vocationally trained youngsters choose to enter the world of
worn upon high ssehoul graduation rather than pursue post secondary "occupa-
tional training.' The AACJC formula would definitely mitigate against high
school districts that nut only have a greater number of students to serve, but
also would be subjected to the decisions of state advisory councils which are
influenced and dutuimited with people who are higher education oriented. There-
fore, the discretionary 20%, or a greater part of it, would, in my opinion, be
allyeated to the community colleges leaving the high schools without their fair
share of YEA funds.

As a stalwart supporter of vocational education for ninny sears and one who
greatly Influenced the passage of the landmark Vocational Education Act of
1903 and the 106S amendment, I would respectfully request that you use your
influence and reputation in both houses of Congress to draft legislation which
would extend the pruvisitins.,of the existing Vocational Education Act, devise
a state allocation formula which is fair and equitable to both high school and
community college districts, and Incorporate those recommendations proposed
by the AVA.

riespeeffnily:
WILLIAM J. JONNSTON,
Superintendent of Schools.

Hon. CART. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee, _Rayburn Rouse Office

Building, Wm-thing:on, D.C.
CitAnutsrt PEntuns; Pur the information of your staff and appropriate

subcommittee staffs and members, I have kiticlosed a letter from Mr. Donald R.
Zucco of the Johnstown School District outlining a problem involving federal
funds for vocational schools.

I am sure you and your staff are already aware of this difficulty. but I pass
it along to add strength to the desire fvr change to help schools in this situation.

I thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

CONGRESS OF vu UNITED STATES,
MUSE ov REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., Mara 3, 1975.

Rum P. MURTHA,
Member of Congress.

' TUE GREATER JOUNSTOWN SMOOT. DISTRICT.
Johnstown, Pa., February 1$, 1975.

Congresvintin JACK Mularts,
Federal Building, Johnstown. Pa.

PEAR JAcx . We have been reviewing and evaluating many of the programs
in The Greater Johnstown School District. One that we has e assesred to be in

u-
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need cf much assistance Is our vocational program that we maintain as a part
of our comprehensive high school program.

A problem we have eta:wino:Led is that the federal funds, undefthe vocational
edikatiun amendmeuts of nu- Z,76, snake funds at affable for construc-
tion of area "I ucational-technical schools. The difficulty that we -encounter is
that the t ucationul progiamb, mailitaliml iu aehuui districts are unable to get
sonic f the federal tariffs to assist in the construction costs because we are not
an area vocational-technical school.

W have encountered difficulty when speaking to the Southern Alle-
gheny Planning Commission. It appears again that becausc of guidelines in the
law. priorities are established which utak!: dollars available to area vocational-
technical schools fin cuiistructiun and expansion, host:ter equal amounts to
c:onipieliensive high schools are not available fur expansion and construction.

It apntars that this is a si lions problem to those of us in settings where,
bic,... , Incisased tie-ire fur vocational education, there is a need to expand
prograilis iii curnprelietiso e high schools eten though we participate in an area
vocational:technical school.

I hate testilleal recently before sutural committees in our state to complain
about the problem we have encountered. 1 have also written to numerous dis-
tricts in the state who maintain vocational programs in comprehensive high
schools. most Use experienced the same difficulty we,are encountering.

. I understand the v ULational amendments are presently being redrafted, any
in haling the law modified so that comprehensive high schools could

uhu iict funds fur cxpai...,:un and constructIon for Nuentional programs would
be certainly appreciated by The Greater Johnstown School District.

Sincerely yours,
DONATO B. ZUCCO,

Superintendent of Schools.

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF ERIE,
Erie, Pa., March. 24,1915.

lion. CARL D. PERKINS. -
Chao man, House Education and Labor Committee, Rayburn. House Office

Building, 1Vashington, D.O.
DI.AR COM*RESSMAN PERKINS The Board of Governors of the Manufacturers

Association of Erie reptesenting, over MO firnis in Northwestern Pennsylvania,
has resulied to support amendments to Vocational Education Act of lUttff tP.L.
It)--2,101 as proposed 'uy the American Vocational Association and incorporated
into H.R. 17304.

Industry in Northwestern Pennsylvania, and our Association in particular,
has vi orkeil closely with our vocational education institutions for many years in
bulb set unitary and post secondary programming. We firmly believe that policy
And authority for the administration of federal vocational funds should, rest

with the yennsyllania Board of Vocational Education. Furthermore. we
strongly endorse the principle of having vocational education- at all levels
tati,ilit in existing facilities designed specificallg for vocational education and

,administered by qualified vocational educators.
In 'smirch as adult occupational education is of prime importance to the Il-

an- rls In our erec f..1 many years have been faced with a skilled worker
rf ge. we support fully the additional funding for this type of training ,as

ed forin the American Vocational Association propos4
Sincerely,

RAYMOND G. WEBER,
Executive Director and Secretary.

ATLANTA PUBLIC SOTIOOLS,
OFFICE OF THE. SUPERINTENDENT,

Atlanta, Ga., February'1,3, 1975.
lion. Cam D. Prattlx.s,
i.hairman. House Education and Labor Co»zmittcc, r.q. House of Representa-

tives. Washington, D.O.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : The Atlanta Public Schools supports the pro-

posed vocational legislation introduced by the American Vocational Association,
winch NNotila basically leave the 1068 amendment to the Vocational Education

6 0 u
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Act. in tact, but atrungly opposes the bill drafted by the American Asiociation
of Community and Junior Colleges. Nut only does the AACJC bill propose the
separation of uthuithstratiun of vocational education programs at the secondary'
les el, but further proposes that state allotments be changed so %hat high schobl
and college programs split equally SO percent of the funds. The additional 20
percent would be divided betw eta the two programs at the discretion of the
state advisory councils.

In the best interest a students in the Atlanta Public Schools who pursue vo-
cational. education and those who enter the world of, work upon high school'
graduation, the Board of our administration resiiectfully request that you use
,$our.,expertise and halueme to draft legislation with fair and equitable state
allocation formulas, thereby 'exteiallog the existing Vocational Education Act.

lour continued support of Federal Legislation designed to promote educa-
tional crpwth of all our children will always be appreciated.

Ite.speetfully yours,

tr

Atmczo A. Cans,
Superintendent.
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY MAY 7, 1975

HopsE or REPRESENTATIVES,
4

SUBCOMMITTgE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,
AND VOCATION'AL EDUCATION'

OF TILE COMMITTEE ON 'EDUCATION AND LABOR
'Washington,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m.. pursuant to call, in Room
2173, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins Lchair-
man of the Subcommittee] presiding.

Members present Representatives Perkins, Lehman, Blouin, Miller,
and Mott].

Staff Members present: ,Tolin Jennings, counsel to the majority;
Charles Radcliffe, counsel to the minority.

Chairman PER,KINS. The Committee will come to order.
A quorum-is present. I am going to call on a distinguished member

of this ,Committee, Mr. Motti of Ohio, to introduce the witnesses
that he has brought here from his area.

BefOre I call on lfr. iNtottl, I would like to say that he is one of
the most outstanding members in the Congress and he is one of the
most attentive members. He has persevered through the hearings,
trying to improve it, ever since we canunenced hearings several
months ago, anti these hearings will continue for several more weeks.

I am delighted that the people of Ohio exercised good judgment
in sending Mr. Mottl to Congress. Ha will be most helpful to you,
and I don't think education could have made a better choice if they
had searched the nahole country over.

Mottl, go. ahead.
Mr. Morm-Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for those very

kind remarks.
We hang two distinguished members of the 23a District, superin-

tendents of ,schools in the 23d. First of all, we have Dr. Stuart
Openlander who is superintendent of schools, for the community of
Parma School District, which comprises three communities: Parma,
Parma Heights, and Seven Hills.

Stuart Openlander has certainly distinguished himself as being
one of the most outstanding superintendents of schools in the coun-
try.,He is retiring this year, to our dismay, but he has done a great
job for Parma, just aPaul Briggs, a great friend, Mr. Chairman,
who was former superintendent of schools in Parma before he went
out to Cleveland.

(1381)
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So we have been very fortunate in the Parma School District in
hating some outstanding superintendents of schools. Stuart Open-
lander has just done a peat ,job. Under his careful guidance th3
school system has expanded and uproed. In vocational education,
Parma is second to none in the Stat6 and in the country, so we are
very fortunate, to have for our first speaker Di. Stuart Openlander.

Our second speaker is going to be D. Edwin Boy this morning,
Superintendent of Schools for Strongsv ille. Dr. Boy is relatively
new on the scone in the greater Cleveland area and has done a great
job in the short. time he Las been superintendent Of schools for
Strongsville, bringing it from a i ural to a Suburban school district.

17nder his guidance. Strongsville's education system has improl eel
greatly, so we are very honored to have both of the fine, gentlemen
to testify before the committee on how 11?,cail inpluve Nucational
education.

First of all, we will hear from Dr. Stuart Openlander, Mr. Chair-
man.

STATEMENT OF DR. STUART L. OPENLANDER, `SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, PARMA, OHIO; AND DR. EDNVIN-W. BOY, Si:PERIN-

- TENDENT OF SCHOOLS; STRONGSVILLE, OHIO

Dr. OPENLANDER. Thank you, Mr. Mottl and Mr. Chairman and
members of the Subcommittc% Gr. Elementary, Secondary, and Vo-
cation0 Education. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, your remarks be-
cause in the halls of.our Parma Senior High School hang the, picture
andyecords of the Congressman of whom Sou just spoke, and we are

ieqUally proud that he is here and I appreciate your remarks.
I am Stuart Openlander. I wish to appear before the covimittee

in support of improved vocational education legislation as outlined
in H.R. 3037.

As Congressman Mott; just mentioned. irma comprises three
cities with *a population of about 130.000. Thole are 29 public schools
divided into 21 elementary and S secondary, comprising also 11 ele-
mentary and 3 nonpublic schools. The three high schools-, I am proud
to say, have been invol% ed and participate in the vocational programs
in onr Parma city, schools, in that they may send students there for
vocational programs, but still t eturn to their own high school. get-
ting a diploma from filch. own parochial school, and I think Cliss is
the way it ought to be.

I would like to speak of the progress in vocational education,
much of it due to the possibility that we ha% e gained through Fed-
eral legislation, and I would like to speak first of the growth of pro-
grams from seven in 1963, where 330 high school students and 26
adults .participated, to 39 progyams this fall, with an anticipated
1997 lugbsdhool students and 7,192 adults.

Second, I would like to speak of the growth of scope of our pro-
grams, not including only the 39, but the programs such as occupa-
tional: adjustment, which has gone from one program to five,
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and the occupa ional work experience for those students less endowed
with academic prowess, from one to eight programs this fall.

The plan that we arrived at with the Ohio Department of Voeif'-.
tiohul Education Was calledPride LTit-glainReview Improvement
Development and Expansion] and I oily hold this up to Indicate to
,you that ;volt would be proud to know that out in the field we de-

eloped 148-ptigeplan, using 57 committees in eight broad. areas of
vocational education, using 124 educators, using 137 citizens. which
I think is an iumicnkant balance, with 48 meetings," and under the
guidance of 13 specialists from the Ohio State Department of Edu-
cation

fDrawin=g from our study, the 1.es/tilts-of the Pride study, the Parma
district sribinitted a plan for additions to two of our three high
schools. and again through the possibilities of matching funds se-
cured $3.9 million to make the additions that Congressman ,Iltottl
mentioned a moment ago, both of which will be opened this fall.

One is currently completed. We are using it. We open the
second in Septeniber.

This moves our offerings in vocational to 30. ConoTessinan Mottl
is pretty accurate in sat) ing we. will probably have the most com-
prehensk e progiam, riot the largest, but the most comprehensive,
all-around program of vocational education in Ohio as we open this
fall.

The enrollment has increased from the 18 percent that we had the
last 2 or 3 years to an anticipated 40.5vgercent this fall. That is it
big jump and it pleases us because about 50 percent of our students
go to college; 18 percent were taking, vocational; and 30-some per-
cent were idle, with no particular plan.

We expect an increase in the adult retraining program of Omit
25 percent this fall. I note that our dropout rate,

program
through 12

grades, in 1959 and 1960 was about 7, percent, had dropped
last year to .96 percent. Now, that means we Will have sonic more
problems in school. It also means that we have some better offerings
though for those young people.

To keep,eurrent, the- State has developed with the local 'district
what they call the L.E.A.P. program [Local Education Agency
P lanning], to critique our position. Again, I hope I can make you
fuel

.aued
by saying that the formulas in this book make us keep up

to date. What programs do we have? Are they meeting the needs?
Are there needs that are not being met? It is a critique of our own
local program, and in that we use labor statistics. The State furnishes
a computer management by 'objective printout for us. It also furnishes
the enrollment by departments around the State, so we can make
some comparisons of how we are doing with this suburban area in
comparison with the other suburban areas in the State of Ohio.
'A verbal reportI haven't seen a written one, from your own

Manpower Commissionis a littld frightening in that by the turn
of the centuo , it ht expected that only 10 percent of the jobs tivail-
able will, require a college education.

4
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. If this is true, we have a tremendous job ahead for some other
kind of training, some of which we don't eten understand at the

_moment..
The report also indicates that in the economic slow-down that

we have right now. many people will not go, back to the jobs that
they left because those jobs won't exist and-new ones will take their
place.

'Speaking to tEC urgency specifically of 3037. I see that it delegates
in part' A authority to the State and strengthens their role, and I
feel that is correet.

. Second, in part A. it requires periodic planning. This is a musts'
I notice that section 106 puts the responsibility on the State for

this planning and it must be constantly updated.
In part 13, it includes career guidance and exploration, and my

statement of q moment ago, that there are many uncharted jobs,-
would make this section very important.

In part moneys for the disadvantaged, I notice that there is a
section. repealed. There is a different philosophy stated there on dis-
ti-ibution. I think this would not be harmful to ParmA, as I road it.
I was concerned because it seems to me that in our large cities there
are going to be niore disadvantaged, and I hope that, as they testify,
they will speak to this point, but in part C it increases the appropria-
tions an and does, I think, .another very wise thing, makes the
Secretary of Labor and the Commissioner of Education a partner-
ship in developing a data tank for the type of thing that we need to
know as we make future plans.

I see in part D seed money or incentive for pilot projects. In our
own systemand I am sure our young Congressman hasn't 'bad a
chance to visit this, but we were able to convince the State Board
of Vocational Education that some of our slower, students could run
a bookbinding press and department during the summer.

Mr. Mottl,
bookbinding

bind books for our system all during the summer.
They have been trained. It has been recognized as one of the two or
three in the State as a successful innovation. As a pilot program,
this is the type of thing that is helpful because of moneys wegot
through -this kind of legislation.

May I relate in closing an incident that also should make you feel
the intensity that I feel for this type of program, of something that
happened as an interdiscipline developed in our school b.) stem.

My concern is not just for jobs, but thin kind of young people that
we are building. This is why we feel strongly about the comprehen-
sive high school where a young man can lie in vocational, but he can
also be, if he would like to be, in the orchestra or debating team or
if he wants to take Latin.

Sometimes in the trade school -I think there is a place for trade
schools in the big cities. I think in our time, our philosophy is one
that ouolit to prevailLut in this particular school during this last
year,add I can show you a couple of pictures laterthe discipline
of the electronics division, which is a ;ocational division; th divi-
sion of drafting; the division of automotiv e mechanics; and The di-
ision of weldingall foul (Efferent vocational divisions combined

to take a Vega away from one of the teacher's wives, tear it apart.
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The drafting class drafted plans for an electric car. The electronics
division laid-out-the electricity for an electric car. The welding divi-
sion did the replacement, and the auto mechanics put it together.

We ha; o a very unique electric car der eloped- by sonic seed money
, that we received, and developed the interdisbiplineAnd I use
that term because in our high schools we lime been inclined to keep
the,history'department by itself, the english department by itself,
the electronics department. by itself, and only by interdiscipline corn-
mimication and cooperation do me really develop young ,people.

I. hope we have a moment afterwards so you can see some of these
pictures as a testimony to something that is very unique I am sure

) nationally.
May I say then in closing that House of Representatives Bill 3037

contains continuous positive assistance for students in a metropolitan
community, and I strongly support its passage.

Thank you very much.
Mr..MoTrt. Mr. Champ, may we have Dr. Openlander's testi-

mony andcexpibits made part of the record?
Mr. PERKINS. Absolutely. Without objection.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Stuart L. Openlander follows:]

PREPARED 'STATEMENT OF STUART L. OPErhANDET:, En. D., SUPERINTENDENT Or
ScuooLs, PARMA, OHIO

Chairman and members of the Subcommittee for Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education. I am Stuart Openiantler, Superintendent of Schools,
Parma, Ohio, and I wish to appear before, this committee in support of im-
proved vocational education legislation as indicated in.11.12, 3037.

The Parti; School District comprises the three cities of Parma, Parma
Heights, and Seven Dills. The total population. is approximately, 1.50,000 with
a current public school 'enrollment of 23,800. The community also has one
Lutheran elementary school. 10 elementary Catholic schools and three Catholic
high schools. As one might expect in a suburb of Cle; eland, the school popula-
tion is made up of many nationality groups, predominantly middle class.

In testimony to the current federal support for vocational education may I
cite the following statistics for the aboveschool district.

PROGRESS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN PARMA

I. Growth 9f vocational programs i/n.numbers

High school
Number Year students

7 1963..
7 1968

39 1975

Adults

no
430

1.997

526
4, 439
7,192

(a) 32 programs were added to original 7 In 1943-75.
(b) Student enrollment Increased by 1.667 students horn 1963-75.
(c) Adult enrollment increased by 6.666.

(Number of
A. Year units) Youth Adults *lassos)

1963.
1964
1925

10,20
14.20

111.00

44

543

(a) 101 units were added durfng 1963-75 for high school students.
(b) 499 adult classes were added during 1963-75.
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O. Program Year

Students
.( nu niat
of ungt) Adults

Disadvantaged:
O.W.A.-1 1968 25 0%u national Work Study Adjustment programs

O.W.A. -5 .. 19 75 18 for 14-15 year olds.

0 W.E.-1 1963 30 Occupational Work Experience programs for

. O.W.E.-8 1975 205 youth who need work experience.

There was an increase of 100 students in 14- lb yel old and an mops* of approximately 175 students age. 16 and over:

Handicapped: 1973-48. .
Disadvantaged: or 309. ANP,

Since 1973 similar Increases in programs for Disadvantaged and Handicapped adults have occurred. '

SFITTING UP A PLAN
a Under the direction of the Ohio Department. of Education and the specific

guidance and inspiration of till department of vocational, education, Parma
participated :ism Nucational planning district in 1970. Tile repoit of evaluation
called I'.lt.I.D.E. tProgrem Itsview fur Improvement, Development end Expan-
slow which is contained in a local document of 148 pages as one testimony to
the effectiveness, of the statewide effort. The Vocational Education Planning
District in Ohio call be categorized as'follow,s:

1. The individual school district Which has sumcient student capacity to plan
an adequate program of vocational education ;

2. The contract district which allows any number of school districts to cop-*
tract for.vocational education With a sponsoring school district which is re-

's 89011811de for providit, an adequate program of vocational education;
3. The joint viocatronal school district which requires at least two school

distm's to Join together to provide a common board of education with taxing
authrlty for the specific purpose of providing an adequate vocational education
prograin.

Purina operates under categories 1 and 2 being large enough to be an individ-
ual planning district and was asked to include a statelier neighboring ditricts
for the purposes of the planning unit.

The extensive pionningprovided the following types of information: Student
interest and expectations; data that showed about :10% of the high school stu-
dents were enrolled in a college p.eparation program, 18% enrolled in voca-
tional coursesand the remaining 32% drifting; what the future holds In the
job market.

WitIr such extensive 'Attuning data available and In compliance with Section
3313.90 of Ohio 11.8. 531, the Parma Public Schools submilted a vocational,
education plan to the State Board of EduCation. The plan contained projeldiqns(
for vocational expansion up to and !Wading the year 1,974. Approval of ibis

.Plata in motion a successful bond issue. theopproval of matching funds, and
the successful completing of vocational additions to two of our three high school
buildings. These additioa will Increase the number of vocational offerings from
7 in 191;' to 39 in 3975. As a result of this expansion students enrolled in vo-
cational education courses now total 40.51%of those eligible at the 11th gratle.
The adult eancation program offerings for retraining an& apprenticesliip is ev-
peeted to increase by 25% in 1970.

In 1974 Parma, along with other vocational etlueation planning districts in
the state of Ohio..was involved in developing' L.E.A.P. (Local Education Agency
Planning). This instrument was developed for local use only. The ILEA P. plan
enables the school district to develop 1. 2. and 5-year program plan projections
with statistical data to enable each V.N.P.1). district to re-evaluate their pro.
grains and make future plans. It Includes Information on nem labor market
demand data based on the 1970 census.,

' Secondly. the state provides us with a computerized print-out similar in tor-
. met to "Management by-Objectives by utilizing our own local projerthos as

fldiccted in the L3 .A2P. Report. ,
Third. it also pru-ides a print-out of enrolithents and programs In seven

( Vocational Estimation PIannthg Districts) as well as individual school
d ttriets co that we may ,valtutte programs, In light of employment data avail-
able. The L.B.A.P. ins.mtmcntlhen.is strictly used for local use to enable local
districts to plan more ohje,,Zavely.

110
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Two statements which ,are emanating from the Manpower Commission are
these:

By the turn of the century only 10% of the jobs will require a college
education.

Changes in types of jobs are coming so rapidly that ninny of the people who
are currently employed can't go back to their same jobsthey won't exist.'

This brings the urgency of Federal-State cooperation, and financial support
and specifically to an. 3037.

AGeneral-provisiens, delegates -final authority to State Boards
of Education but which may delegate responsibility for such fiscal management
to State Vocational Departments. Further, wisely requires periodic planning
including submission of planning documents.

Section 100 provides that the State Board assume primary responsibility for
preparing comprehensive statewide plans for vocational educationwith a
provision for updating.

Part B.I support strongly the Section 121 which would include career
guidance and exploration and relates both areas to the %ocatioual education
department. Parma has been one of the leaders in the development of a K-12
career education program.

l'art C.I support Section 131 'which provides, under State supervision, the
authorization of monies for disadvantaged persons. Since 1065, we have con-
ducted programs for disadvantaged youth and adults with federal financial
support.

Part D.- With the increasing speed of change, it Is imperative that there be
Incentives for pilot projects, for exemplary programs. The section by restrict-
ing establishing of standards by the Commission encourages innovation on the
local scene.

May I relate as an example of Innovation and inter discipline cooperation
the creating of an electric car In one of our high schools.

In brief, the idea grew out of experimentations and discussions in an diee
trollies class. The design for such a model was dune in a cocatioaal drafting
class. The mechanics of the change from a gasoline engine to electric power was
accomplished in the auto mechanics class and the necessary welding ens dine
by the welding class. The resulting electric car is on display around our district
by different members of the vocational staff. By-products of this ercative ex-
perience are ninny.

In summary. II.R. 3037 contains continuous. positive assistance for students
in a metropolitan community and 1 lame tliat you can support its passage.

Mr. 'Arum. I just want to compliment Stuart Openlander for the '
outstanding job he has done in testifying here before the committee
here this morning.

Dr. OprxnAximi. Thank you.
Chairman ,Pnrutaxs. Are you going ahead with your next witness?
Mr. Morn. Yes. As I stated before, the next witness is superin-

tendent of schools for the city and school district of Strongsville,
Ohio. The great growth in Cuyahoga County which is nearly Cicro'-
land, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, is going to be
in this community.
. We are very honored to have the distinguished gentleman from
Strongsville be with us to nit e his input into the testimony ill voca-
tional-education.becaust. they are part of a joint vocational school
districtonal I am sure the testimony he is going to give this mornimf
is going to be very beneficial, so, without 'further 'a-do, I would li e

to present to the committee at this time Dr. Edwin Boy, superlin-
tendent of schools for the school district of Strongsville.

Dr. Bor. Thank you, Congressman Mottl. Mr. Chairman and Ten
hers of the Subconunittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, Congressman Mott' has supported vocational educlation
at the State level also and education in general. For that, )4-e are
pleased. We certainly owe him a debt of gratitude.
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Dr. Boy. I am Edwin Boy,.superintendent of Strongville City
Schools in Ohio. I wish to appear before the committee in support
of improved vocational. education legislation as indicated in 1Iouse
Resolution 307.

A.s Dr-Openlander has indicated somewhat about our county, we
are a highly 4pdiptrialized county. Cie %eland is, of course the prin-
cipal city in the area, and Strongs%ille is approximately 15 miles
South-of-that-large-citi:

We are then a part of the vast Pittsburgh/Cleveland/Toledo/De-
troit industrial community, and large numbers a our people work
in these industries located in our area throughout the county and
surrounding counties, and in construction, which is related to these
areas.

We have grown rapidly in the school system. We have approxi-
mately 15,000 students now, and it would still be considered a fairly
small school system in relation to many of the large ones in the
country.

We, by 1000, are projected to be the size of the Parma city schools,
and this growth has caused us a great many interesting problems.

We have grown from a rural school system in the past 19 years
to a suburban school system now, and certainly in the next 10 to 15.
years we will be one q)f the largest cities in the State.

It has not been possible for us to provide much in the way of vo-
cational education until recent times. We have had a great deal of
growth, as I inentioned, and buildings in general have been our first
priority.

Our current enrollment in the high school, 1,200 boys and girls
in grades 10 through 12, really does not 'permit us at this time to
support a variety of vocational offerings that we know through the
various State studies that we have conducted, as described by Stuart
Openlander, that we have a great deal of need far vocational educa-
tion.

Our boys and girls are going into industries untrained. They are
not able to compete with those youngsters who have,had the benefit
of vocational education.

We, therefore, have combined with three other school districts to
establish a joint vocational school district. It is a plan set forth by
our State, Department of Education, and wisely so, to permit smaller
school districts to bring the opportunities of vocational education
to their boys and girls.

I -have described: rather fully the offerings ofthe 41 offerings
that are available 'in September of 1975 to our boy s and girls by this
combined cooperative venture. That is in the written testimony. I
would now like to present it orally hero.

One of the things that we hope to benefit our youngstersand we
have found that youngsters act out some of their feelings. and today
there is a great deal of emphasis on improving the behavior of boys
and girls in the high schools in the country.

We have found that bringing relevant educational programs to
these boys and girls does a. great deal to help them feel that they will
become more productive 1.2ople because of the education we can pro-vide for them.
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Vocational edueation is certainly one of the ways that we can do
this. I have not heard of great disturbances in vocational schools
in our country. It is generally in the other high schools where this
is taking place. dThe program is more relevant to youngsters where we have voca-
tional education at ailable. Many of our 3 oungsters, as I talked with
them, have said that without vocational education they are marking
time until,they can get into the trades or into a job where they can
earn mdre money.

We don't think that the high school should be a holding operation.
It should be a relevant program for boys and girls, and we expect
that our vocational programs can help make these youngsters become
More productive citizens.

One of the side effects here is that they will hay e better behavior
in our schools. They will think more highly of us and of themselves
because the program.is-reeaningful to them.

sow, our cooperative entire has been made possible only because
of two sources of funds. -There, were a number of times when the
'levy to support vocational education in our district was defeated,
but the incentive of 1903 Vocational Act funds and the incentis o
from State funds made it possible for our people to accept the voca-
tional education plan in November of 1972. This levy was passed.
They made it possible for Lip- to begin construction of a building
which will house 1,800 boys and girls from the four districts.

As I hay c mentioned, 11 different vocational programs, including
the T. & I. or trades and industries programs which are generally
more expensive. They require larger student groups in order to pro-
vide enough students to fill a program.

The cost of that facility and its equipment is approximately
million, and it will be occupied in September of 1975. There will
be 1,800 bOys and girls at its full capacity in September of 1976, in
the' day program, and as many as 5,000 adults in the evening pro-
grams. which mill be operating up until late in the evening in that
facility.

At the same time, our school district has been building about $:3
million in school buildings, so y ou see the growth in the area is great.

We feel the provision for Federal support for buildings in House
Resolution 3037 will help other school districts in the State to pro-
vide their needed vocational facilities.

Also, many of the boys and girls hi our State do not yet have the
itavantages that our boys and girl's will have in 1975 in September.

Our State Department of Education has really. driven us hard
for vocational education, We have a State commitment here in the
State Department of Education and in the legislature and with the,
governor of our State, to provide vocational education.

We feel that Federal funds have been wisely used. 1Ve certainly
are accounted for veil often in our school district for any vocational
funds that we use. Our State department people are very careful
in that they are going for the State purpose, and we think that this
is good. We appreciate this kind of accountability.

()ur legislature, as I mentioned, has supported us well. Inflation
has caused us some deep concern fur, of arse, the major part of our

# 011
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support of vocational edcuation is local dollars, and the local citizen
has one way of adjusting his personal finances and that is in the
ballot box. In Ohio we must vote for any funds for education, and
a citizen has the opportunity to adjust ins local budget. He, doesn't
pay any mere taxes Um 'he has to and he can tell us "no" in no
uncertain terms.

In many school distr is in the Statenot Strongsville, fortu-
nately, but in many sc ooh districts in our State, this has caused
some se\ ere problems. I fact, we hac school districts that are faced
with closing doors and that sort of adjustment for finances.

When this happens, there are a variety of ways that those doors
can be kept open. One of them is to cut the educational program.
One of the most expensive educational programs because we have,
of course, a greater cost for equipment and lower class sizes in voca-
tional-education one of the most expensive programs is in that area,
and it could well be one of those that we are forced to cut in many
school districts. We don't like to see this.

One "pf the most important programs that we have, is one of the
pro-grams that could be most easily jeopardized by lack of local
fund's, and we world certainly hope that Congress would continue to
support us with the dollars that we have received in the past and
would see fit to increase those particularly ovcr a 5-year period, as is,
shown in House Resolution 3037, which allows us to do some long-
range planning, and certainly we would be appreciate of that kind
of consideration.

We thank you very much for an opportunity to speak with you
today.

Chairman PERKINS. I would like to compliment both of you dis-
tinguished gentlemen on outstanding statements. I do have a couple
of

dis-
tinguished

I want to ,ask you.
First,: I will ask Dr. Openlander this. If I understood, your testi-

mony correctly, yon stated that 50 percent of the high school students
in your school districts are in college preparatory courses, 18 percent
are in vocational courses, and 32 percent are drifting, as you say.

I would just like-to know whywhat, in your judgment, can be
done about this the 32-percent figure, which you say are drifting.
Can you get them enrolled at vocational comes? How ? How do we
need to go about Wing that type of student, that 32 percent, en-
rolled in vocational education courses, Dr. Oponlander?

Dr. OerxnAxnEn. Mr. Chairman, I think I have two immediate
answers. One is that the testimony, as of fall 1975, when we will
have 39 choices -of that VI percent already going to 40, almost, 41
percent. It leaves us now with 9 percent, so in Parma this fall 40
percent of the high schdol students in our thep high schools will be
in some kind of vocational program.

Now, that has happened over 2 years. That is a big jump. I think
by next year this will reach 49, or -13 because we will still open a
couple of other programs.

T think the seoo d-lispect is dealt with in another portion of vour
bill, and that i. hat We have opened an alternative school which
makes' us counsel with the 9 or 10 pereent that are still left. and we
go out to our Colman:11y and ask emplo, yrs if they are willing to
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take a young person who is having some difficulty. Would they give
him a part-time job and we will in the evening relate his insttuction
to the kind of a job that we have.

The fact that our dropout rate has dropped from 7 0-e-febict down
to less than 1 perceht would illustrate that we are doing that, so I
think, to review the two things, as we open these new programs, our
18 percent will jump to about U.

Second: Your encouraging us and giving us seed money, incentive
money, to experiment with the disadvantaged twill cover most of the
other gap.

Chairman PERICINS. Do you feel then with more adequate funding
and more accessibility to various types of trades and crafts and
other types of training in the vocational area that :.ou will be able
to pick up this 32 percent?

Dr. OPENIANDER. 'Very confident. Very confident.
Chairman Pk:rtKiNs. Do you feel that that is the only way that

yon could pick them up? In other words, you would fail if you
undertook-to send them back to regular high school or college liberal
arts programs where they dropped out? Do you feel that this is
the only way you can solve that problem?

Dr. Ort.xLixfonn.-I see very little change in the programs of our
colleges. I see our communities recognizing that they have an im-
portant part in the education of a young person, and this is making
a willingness on the part of businessmen and businesswomen, in-
duseriar people, to say: "Let us carry a little of this load, if you
can carry part of it, if we can get some money to put these young-
sters in an evenin. o.school and give them some related training." It
has been very effective in our community.

Chairman PEinuxs. Now Dr. Boy, I notice in the Parma pro-
gram you used voluntary committees. What was your experience
with these committees? Were they made up of teachers, business-
men ? Do you feel in writing. this legislation that we should require
,sari committees? Go ahead, Dr. Bay.

Bor. These committees were made up of businessmen in the
various areas. There were a few teachers who were involved, inci-
,dentally, but the vast majority of the membership was of business-
Men in the various areas, people working in the area, office man-
agement, et cetera, so that they could assess the number of jobs in
o,ur conununity and help us to develop a program which best fits
our part of the county and would provide the needed trained per-
sonnel for their industries in approximately the numbers necessary
for replacement and growth through the years.

It was a very exhaustive study.,These people who are lay" people
put in a great deal of time, and I think in part' helped to answer
the 9uestion of how we get the kind, of support from the community.
Their environment therethey see the potential of vocational edu-
cation and there is a tremendous amount of support on this basis.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Mottl?
Mr. Moira. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to com-

pliment Dr. Boy for his outstanding testimony also before the com-
mittee and request of the Chair, that his Statement be entered into
thezecord also.
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Chairman PF.RXINS. Without objection, it is approved.
[Prepared statement. 9f Dr. Edwin W. Boy follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP DR. EDWIN W. BOY, SUPERINTENDENT or SCHOOLS,
STRONGSVILLE, Ouzo

Mr. Chairman, members of the Sub-Committee fur Eknientery, Secondary,and Vocational Education, I am Edwin Buy, Superintendent of Strongsville
City Schools in Ohio. I wish to appear before the committee in support of im-
proved Vocational Education Legislation as indicated in,HouseResolution 8037.

The City of Strongsville is located in Cuyahoga County, approximately fifteenmiles south of downtown Cleveland. The Ohio turnpike and interstate 71 inter-
sect In our city, and we are within a few minutes of Cleveland Hopkins Inter-
national Airport. Cuyahoga County has the greatest density of population inthe state of Ohio, 3,775 persons per square mile as contrasted with the state
average of 260 persons per square mile. The county qualifies under Title IN for
the Pub lie Works and Economic Act of 1065 and exceeds the state average offive percent of total recipient receiving assistance from Federal Participation
Programs. Cuyahoga County is heavily indastrialized.

The city of Strongsville, of all the suburbs in the county, bas had in theperiod 1963 -1973 the most dramatic percentage increase in population of those16 years of age and older, 85%, and increase in labor force, 93.5%. Althoughcounty 4tatistles in these two areas are relatively stable, our high school, With
an enrollment of approximately 1,200 boys and girls in grades ten through
twelve, has been able to offer nine Vocational Programs, principally Home Eco-
nomies. During recent years equipment has been purchased by combining local
participation with state and federal funds on a 50 to 50 matching basis. Be-
tween 120 and 16.' boys and girls have been able to participate in these pro-
grams principally in. the clerical, home economict, and occupational work ex-perience area. It has not be sible to build or equip T and I shops for the
district due to rapid growth wide forces general building to be top priority,
and the number of our enrollment makes,. it inefficient to operate expensivelyequipped shops for as few as 20, 40 or 5() boys' and girls' use during any oneyear.

The need for vocational twilling has been with us for a great many years.
Far fewer than 50% of our graduates attend any form of Post Secondary
Educational Programs, For many years a large number of our graduates have
been turned to the labor force with a general education.

In NoveMber of 1972, our community, with three nearby communities: Olm-sted Falls City Schools, Berea City Schools, and North Olmsted City Schoolsjoined forces to plan and to build a joint vocational school for the Southwest
Cuyahoga area. This school will be completed in September, 1975 on a 51 acre
site in a central location. Where our offerings in Vocational Programs in past
years were few, the joint vocational school is designed to provide vocational
education for 50% of the Juniors and seniors in the combined school district,
approximately 1,800 students, and the school will enroll between 3,000 and
5.000 adult students each year. The school will be staffed by 82 teachers, three
connselors, and three superVisors. Vocational Programs will be offered in Agri-
culture. Business, Agriculture Work Experience, Horticulture, Horticulture
Equipment. and Mechanics, Land Seeping, Nursery, Small Animal Care, Busi-
ness and Office Education, Account-Clerk, Clerk _Typist, Cooperative Office Edu-
cation. Dataprocessing. Computer, High Skilled Stenographer, Supervision-
Administration Management, Distributive Education, Office Duplicating Sim-eialist Senior Intensive Business Core, Intensive Distributive Education, Ittthe Health Occupations. Dent.. Assistant, Diversified Health Occupation, Di.
versified Cooperative Health Occupation, Medical Assistance, in the home

econonileg area. Child Care, Cooperathe HoMe Economics, Fashion Trades,
Fond Preparation and Service'. Environmental Services, and in the extremely
Important area to us in our Industrialized community of trades and industry,
Air Conditioning. Heating. Auto Body Repair, Auto Mechanics, Building Main-
tenance. Business Machinery Repair, Carpentry, Commercial Art, Communica-
tion. Electronics, Cosmetology. Diesel Truck and Bus Mechanic, Drafting,
Graphies. Industrial Electricity. Industrial Electronics, Industrial Mainte-
nance. Machine Trades. Welding and Metal Fabrication. The building, the
equipment, and the staff are provided for by local, state, and most important to
us here today, with federal funds made possible through the Vocational Act of
1963.

6')vdt #.0
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Approximately 000 boys and girls will complete courses each..year at this
school. The vast majority of them would not had an opportunity for
vocational training add none of them would have had the opportunity to make
a selection from such a broad variety of courses. It will lie possible fo-r boys
and girls entering the Job market to be matched with employment opportunities
in the area. A large number of vocational committees composed of citizens of
the total aren, potential employers, people who are well acquainted with the
job market In the area served by various uecupatIons should make it Possible
for buys and girls to loathe better chokes of their Iastructional Program and
should help to provide that motivation necessary for success at any age or
level of our program and beyond.

Thomas Hobbs advised that "Knowledge is Power," and Socrates, "Know
Thy self." Career guidance is predicated on these premials. To merely offer a
program in instruction is nut enough. It is necessary to match the interest of
our boys and girls with the employment opportunities available in our area and
to pros ide the program to make it happen. nusisiun for staff training and lead-
ership training as provided by House Resolution 3037 are necessary. I feel very
strongly that this total program ahould be coordinated within the vocational
education structure. House Resolution 3270 which provides for a separate ef-
fort to pxoside for career guidance and counseling plans and programming is
an overInpairig effort.

The Congress is currently spending approximately $530,000,000 for vocational
education. If recent newspaper accounts are accurate, we have discarded in
South Vietnam military et.ulpinent sallied at approximately five billion' dollars.
I seriously question Lathm! priorities wind* could permit this to °Mfr. As a
school administrator, I have been involved with a wide range of federally
funded program,. The lasestment. by Congress in vocational education in the
schools of Ohio provides, in my opinion,, by far the greatest return dollar for
dollar. In our state, this has always been a goal oriented program with strong
evaluation built in from the lowest level. It is a high quality effort with proven
result,, well planned, excellent instruction by dedicated teachers. In our State
Vocational Education Programs are combinations of the best operating proced-
ures from an academic educational segment and the best procedures from in-
dustry. The result is nn efficient, roles ant program for the boys and girls of
our state, I have seen federal programs wherein it was required that instruc-
tion be provided to deprived children by the same people responsible for their
41eprirntion, not so in vocational education in Ohio. Top flight instruction is
proilded by competent trained teachers, nut necessarily graduates of a degree
program but experienced hi their field, trained by state and local personnel in
techniques of instruction.

I feel that in House Resolution 3037 the emphasis on planning is very help-
ful:; and too, the increased emphasis on education programs of nil levels of
the school makes it necessary for Pre-Vocational Programs for youngsters. We
have attempted to use the traditional Industrial Arts Program for this purpose,
but it has fallen short. planned Pre: Vocational Programs are necessary. The
greater flexibility built into seetion C, Special Provisions For The Disadvan-
taged Handicapped, will be helpful. It ins, inthe past, been frustrating as
school administrator to have youngsters with special needs, monies available
for programs, yet to be unable to reach the exact combination which allows for
participation by these particular boys and girl's in programs designed to pro-
vide additional funds. Section 145. which eliminates many of these require-
ments, will make it possible to provide needed assistance. The increase to
$1200 per year per student is much more realistic than the previous $350

Amendment to the present law which provides a minimum of 304le basic
state grant to be expended for post secondary adult education seems unneces-
sary. I have polled a number of affected persons in our area and the consensus
hefe is that 15% of the, basic state grant is sufficient for post secondary eduen-
lion.

It appears, gentlemen, that your operation is not unlike mine. We sometimes
mast work very hard to determine what the community needs and wants from
its sehoois. We inust establish our priorities and, within our resources. provide
for as many as these needs as possible. I speak with a larger number of citizens
Pi the normal course of my work and they are incredulous na to our national
priorities. Wherein, we dedicate our greatest effort to treatment of our ills and
make gestures toward their prevention, our gfeat country Las developed, I feel,
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because lif our dedication to general education, and we are unique in the tv
in this respect.

Countries -are not unlike the athletes we develop in our school. It is com-
monly accepted that the low grade institution concentrates only on the muscles
and the skill of that athlete but not upon development of his or her mind. Con-
gress bas,elone an outstanding ,job In developing of muscles in the arms and the
legs, but L think, too little attention has been given to developing the head of
this great organization. My plea, gentlemen, is that you help us in our eir,rts
to krovide for the Louiplete development of our LottilIty In supporting eiluea-
den in ever increasing unwinds. The support represented by this bill is a begin-
ning. Congressional support fur general education in this country is rapidly
becoming a necessity. .As the economy tightens, local revenue sources are dry.
lug up. To keep our couittry strong through quality education, Re must a ,,tutee
an ever greater partnership.

Thank you for this opportunity to convey my thoughts to you today.
Mr. Morn. OK.
Chairman PERRIN'S. Is that all?
Mr. Morn. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERIONs. Let me again thank both of you distinguished

educators. Your expviience in this area has been most helpful to the
committee and 3 our ,t,wrgestions to the committee in writing the
legislation Certainly will most helpful.

Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE No, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERRIN& So let me say that we hope you will be hack

again witlytt§.
Dr. OrlirtumnEit. Thank you.
,Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Betty Stephenson, presi-

dent of the National Association at Vocational Home aunt:miles
Teachers, and we are delighted to welcome you here todab Ms.
Stephenson.

PREPARED STATENtE4T OF ELIRABETII (BEM) STIPTIF.SsUN, PRESIDENT, NATIuNAL
ASSOCIATION Or VOCATIONAL 1101IE ECONOMICS TEACHERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalP of the 7,000 plus
members of the. National Association of Vocational Boum Economics Teachers
we welciniie this opportunity to appear before the coruwittee in behalf of Vo-
cational Consumer Homemaking Education and vccupational Home Eeoneruks.
We likewise thank you and members of the Congress for your support of our
programs in the past.

From previous bearings and others yet to come it is doubtfnl this committee
is in want of more of the same. the same being statistical Information on num-
bers of persons reached In Home Economics as well as the other vocational
areas. Besides, any figures mailable to me on the national level you have avail-
able to you through such individuals as Lowell Burkett, Executive Director of
the American Vocational .Association, Mary L. Ellis, President of the A.merican
Vocational Association , and the National officers of the Future Homemakers of
America youth organization.

Since the inception of Vocational Education a good number of years ago we
have experienced in this country vast changes is our social, economic, and edu-
cational development. As we fast approach the entry into the twenty-first cen-
tury it it interesting to note that a large number of basic conditions, situations
and circumstances we face today are similar or the same as we faced at the
beginning of the tentieth century. The differences lie primarily in the nommi
man now has available to him hi coping with these situations.

Home Economics has always been a part of Vocational Education. but only
recently has the term Vocational Home Economics Education been clearly de-
fined. For reference I site the definition as recorded in the Rules and Regula-
tions for Vocational Education Programs, The Federal Register, (Volume AO,
NuMber 38, Tuesday, February 25 1975).
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"The term 'soeationol Mane economics education' (consumer and honiemakt
ing and occupational mane ecoautuies education) meatus instructional programs,
services, and activities at all- edueattiunal levels fur eA) the occupation of home-
making lueludin-b, but not limited to consumer education, food and nutritiuu;
Wally lhing and parent education, child development, care and guidance,
housing amid home fuinisLines , Louie atgement, clothing and textiles,, and,
(11) employment in home economics occupations In the abuse area,. Such pro-

, grams, services, and activities are designed to help belts ideals and families wt-
prose home era in-num:tits, quality of peisvnal and family life .lid to prepare
youth and adults for employ meat in home ecuumnics occupations."

Vocational Hume Economies programs have shown substantial gelds since
the lb03 Vocational Act. was passed. Then with the 1908 Amendments to the
111C3 Act Consumer and Homemaking Education, Part F, P.L. 00 IWO, pro% hit d
greater educational opportunities for people of all age groups. Thee Amend
ments gave additional emphasis to the skill of Menet:inking whucL enriches the
quality of life in the home as well as making it possible for youth and adults,
male and female, to be successful on the job.

About ten years ago I read an article concerned with program offerings by
der country's educational institutions for yuuug people. The bask theme of that
article alluded to the fact that great emphasis was placed on adequate prepara-
tion of buys and girls to enter specific skilled jobs ur such professional fields as
doctors and lawyers, but that little was being dune in the way of preparing all
youth for the greatest vacation of their lines, that of preparation for living.

A quick review of the COUSIIIIMT and Homemaking Education (Part, F, F.L.
90 -SIB) and Occupational Hume Economics Education (Part B. P.L. 90-576)
curriculum, program uniterials and activities indi.cates that it is designed to
prepare indiisiduals for that all important vocation of learning Lois to Ilse.

One thing that makes Consumer and Homemaking Education (Part F, P.L. 00-
Vr6) unique among the other vocational areas is the fact the individual partici-
pates in learning experiences in the six basic areas necessary to carry on daily
life encounters. Preliminary findings oa studies are becoming available now
which indicate those persona who have taken Vocational Consumer and Home-
making Education (Part F, F.L. f00-570) are experiencing greater sum in
yarioos facets of their lives, their job, operation of the home, being a better
family member and, ur parent, improved relationships with coworkers, friends.
family, chabged behavior as a consumer and being Limit ceulugical and health
mindeg about the foods they eat,

',wish it had been possible for this committee to have attended the meeting
I participated in last week. April 30, May 1, and May 2, in Denver, Colorado.
This was a meeting spons red by the Division of Vocational, Technical Edu-
cation of the United States Office of Education, Washington, D.C., for Voca-
tional Home Economics in Region VIII. This was ,pne of ten regional meetings
held this year. Region VIII consists of the following states; Colorado, 'Wyom-
ing, Utah, Montana. North Dakota. and South Dakota. These six states do not
reflect a large portion,of our country's population. bat their Vocational Hume
Economic., Education programs are a good sampling of the things Vocatlenal
Home Economies Teachers are doing in this country.

Had you been at this meeting you would have heard first band ninny excit-
ing things that are being dune in this Region through Consumer and Homemak-
ing Education (Part F, P.I.. 90-,176) funding. and Occupational Home Econom-
ies Education (Part 'El, P.L. 90-570) funding. Following are some of the pro-
grams which should give you-a-better-picturc-of-the-scupc of the ,programs. :he
number:, of persons reached. the segments of our society being reached. and w ill
let you know that Vocational Home Economics Education is on the move:

Examples of home Economics programs in Region VIII, with funding since
the 190 Amendments to the 1003 Vocational Education Act were passed fol.
low:

COLORADO

You have attached at the end of the formal testimony two letters that were
written In my behalf recentlyone by a student Leroy Gallegos. and the other
by his mother. Eleanor Gallegos. I use these two letters to Illustrate an aspect
of education that is continuing to rise in our society- -the potential drop out.

Let me,pose the situation in this manner : Had Leroy not staved in high
school. but continued on his path of cutting out, and the potential of getting
into more trouble Int the law, what might has e been the cost to society ? Cost

9
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In terms of. one less tax payliv, citizen, being a worthy member of a commu-
nity or a contributing ineu.ber of our society In some career. Then look at the.
cost from the negative side. the cost of keeping a drop -out on some type of
welfare role, or in a more extreme situation, an individual who secured his
means of livelihood by breaking the law and then society picking up the tab in
some penal or correctional Institution. Either way it would be costly.

In my own mind it is far better fur us to spend taxpayer' dollars on programs
such as Vocational Houle Economies Education that helps people prepare for
the vocation of living.

In my school, District 27 -.1, _Brighton, .Colorado, the-Program-Improvement
Council Committee has recognized the importance of the Vocational Consumer
and Homemaking Education Mart F, P.L. 00- 576) program for all students.
Beginning with the Incoming Sophomore Class, fall of 1075, the course, Adult
Living. taught by the Vocational Home EcOnomics Teachers, has been recom-
mended as a requirement for graduation. Furthermore the Program Improve-
Inca Council has recommended requiring one semester of Consumer Education
of all students for graduation, witch would be under the leadership.of the Vo-
cational Herne Economics Department.

A Future Homemakers of America, the youth organization for Vocational
Horne Economics Education, projectLeadership Development, provided a stim-
ulating experience for the students in the Consumer and Homemaking class,
and the Future Homemakers of America Chapter activities. This small commu-
nity of 700 population is commonly hnown its a depressed area in the state.
Thromai dedicated guidance of the Mate Economics teacher. the young people
tlisimieted a whole new world. Since the beginning of this project several years
ago, some e.f the students have been involved in state and national Future
llouieninkers of Amcricit conferences. One student helped write a bruchure for
distrinutien through the National Future Homemakers of America office. These
young people now have a different image of themselves, and ,being from a ade-
pressed- area, they know that class and club work are an extension of each
other as n ell as In cols cominunity people awl parents through their ads isory
cominittee,and community projects.

In Jefferson County, Lakewood, Colorado, this past year, in one Junior High
School there were more boys enrolled in ninth grade Boys' Junior Chefs class
than in the ninth grade boys pbysical education class.

Another segment of our society being reached in greater numbers in Colo-
rado Is with the Inner city and disndvantaged persons of all ages. In the Den-
ser. tolurado. schools several programs are showing great involvement with
thesepeople. The Kitchen Classbrings women together within their. homes.
The coordinator instnictor, the instructor assistant 'tpara-professional) takes
the class material's into home where several people in the area gather for the

Muth more is gained than learning how to prepare foods and budgeting.
as new friendships and relationship and understanding of others develops. The
follonhig stntisties show the popularity and scope of this particular project.
During the 1972 -73 school year. seven para professionals were involved, flfty-
ight (lass conducted. and tlre hundred four students enrolled. These stmbnts.

were responsible fur the improved diets of approximately 3,000 net:sons. At this
time. May of 1075, for the 1074-75 school year over 5.000 students have been
enrolled since the program started. and-by the end of the school year approxi-
matelj 15.000 to 20,000 persons ssill have been affected by this progrnm.

An equally popular and growing program for the inner city and disadvnn-
aged is the Pareht,'Cliilil-To:V chasse-s. The, itinethre arid scope of`

t s program is very similar to the Kitchen Class. The attached pages to this
tes iniony will gis e you a better picture of these two programs. and the cooper -
atpe of many agencies in Lialsig these sound and successful' educa-
tiotial eperiences,

Anothor ripe 4 of our society that Vocational Hume Economics tenchers real- s
ize, at lost in Colurado, Is. That in Colorado nod pretty much the same across
the couptry, between ti0--0070. of children in Child Day Care centers are from
one parent families.

This,year in Colurado, over 37,009 young people are currently enrolled in the
Consumer and Homemaking &Inuit-ion and Os.t.iipatienal Home Ecunomics pro-
grams, Ibis Is approximately wee that] of the total enrollment of all vocational

J
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programs and at all levels in the state. In .addition, at the present time Colo-
irado .is .using over 40% of the .monies toward ,programs in depressed areas.
Part F of the 1908 Amendments Act fur Consumu and Homemaking Education
specified that one-third of the money was to be directed towards this group.

-NORTH. DAROTA.
4 -

"Consumers In The. Know". This project is n joint effort between different
agencies within the county, the Vueational Home Economics Teacher, an Older

, Aruerican's-Club, andthe .Extension Service. This-started-in-1070 and-has-con-
tinued to grow iu a number of participants as well as scope of areas covered.
The thrust.of this project ter _:ed on reaching adults in ways other than the-

, on-going adult .home economics classes. However, as the pro^ram, developed,
some regular .home economics -classes were held. Other methods used were:
(a) flyers on consumer helps in grocery stores, (b) public meetings, (c) a traf-

,eling hook service, and (d) working through adult Homemaking groups.
Another project 'aimed primarily toward the older Americans was called,

"Keenagers In the Know". A Home Economies teacher was hired to build the
project -throughout the state, and then programs in the various areas of home'
economies were carried out by the oldta Americans and other cooperating agen-
cies inthat'partleular area.

During its fourth year in North Dakota about 85% of those served by the
various services and,programs were of ,Indian heritage.

in the ,Oetober 1074 issue of the North Dakota Vocational Newsletter, several
.articles alluded.to.program expansion. _There have been eleven new schools of-
fering, Consumer and Homemaking Education, and six new programs in Oven-
,pational Home Economics. in ,addition, a 'report on adult home economics edu-
cation classes shows enrollment increases of 70% during the 1974 year, which
Involved 5,487,peeple-iii 40 communities. e .

Another-article told about- reaching the public through a series of thirty min-
ute television programs, created and produced by college Home Economics m =-
jars. Topics covered were: Historical Development of Home Economics; Con-
sumer Concerns; Home Safety; Child Care; Careers; Metric System; Home
Art ; Community Services; Nutrition and Designer Fashions. Over 6.500 homes
were reached through this series. Still in another area of North Dakota, older
Americans were involved and participated Mom eighth grade Home Economies
class, where they shared their talents with .younger people. Due to the success
and satisfaction this experience will be continued.

A child day 'care class of eleventh and ^twelfth grade boys and girls in an-
\ other school. provided students with the learning experiences of working with

children ina, play school-they organized,,a private day-care and nursery school
center. and in an elementary school. The outcomes observed included career ex-

\ perience,,responsible leadership, and better understanding of children. This class
will be repented for other students during secondsemester.

, Another example: In the area of nutritiontwo different 'home economics
classes consisting of boys and girls combined their efforts in teaching smaller
ebildren. They taught nutrition to kindergarten. third, and fourth grade pupils
in their school system. Not only did the home economics students learn about
nut Ilion, they-also had a look at the career of teaching.

ltotcrx.stA

In 111i:intone great strides have been taken in designing Home Economies
school programs relevant to the Indian youth. This also involved in-service and
other training methods to assist the Home Economies teacher to know better
how to,tene); the Indian people.

Because of the Part -F funding, the Vocational Home Economics teacher was
able to expand services to the Indian population where Indian children make
up a fairly good number, of the school population. In addition the Indian chil-
dren are quite transient and the programs hail to be flexible. Programs have
developed ,around \ child care services, Indian craftsbead 'work, and Indian
foods. to name a few. In one Indian school this year, 31 boys and 23 girls are
enrolled in the Consumer and Homemaking 'classes. They arc involved in n

,
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woik study 1.rogram in the, elementary schools. In another school the Senior
students cce4 with the b spoiling home Eetnitanies students in the seventh
grade.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Pram South Dakota we l;eard about how the Vocational Holne Economics pro-
gr.aus are now incorporated Into the Youth Training, Correction School for
youth during their detention In this saioul. The average is sixteen years, at-
tic ugh some have been as young as ten and thirteen years old. Besides uccu-
parional-Huitie Eunundes,, BusiiiCsS Ofilce,..amia Ant() Medii,,,,,-,-- are also offeieTa
to these youth. The week o1 April 21, 1975, the enrollment in the Ocuipational
lIcuie Economies class was 12 females and 20 amies.vAt one time during this
ithst year there were 21 females and 57 males. Since the tic eragd stay is approxi-
mately five months, the attends's-me caries considerably and individualized in-
straetion is must effective. Due to the newness of .this program, present.offer-
iiis are related ti.) the uod.serc ice area. This is just another example of the
new look of Vocational unit Economics Liaises. They are reaching out to those
segments, of ono society that have been shunned by others.

i tally wish time w mild permit me to elaborate on the many other programs
that have come into e. c.' stence in recent years. These programs were developed
primarily since the 19C Amendments Act, Part F (P.L. 00-570) funding became
:scat:aide. Because of the funding, the new programs were developed while still,
maintaining and enriching the prograins already in existence.

s----how soon will we .provide additional facilities, suit-
In looking ahead, it seems to me the issue we,lu this country need to he ad -

dressing ourselves to
q plies. equmusit, learning materials, and personnel so these programs are made

available to all of outs people, regardless of age? A continuation and marked
expansion of Vocational Home Economics funding would permit the Vocational-
Max Economics Teailier, the grass routs person, to provide these opportunities.

Opportunities would be limitless in providing greeter programs for our peo-
ple In Consumer and Homemaking Education, Part F (P.I..90-57(1), when the,
'follow lug needs common procedure in all school districts throughout
this country: c-

NEEDS FOR THE FUTURE

1. EdUctstion for, responsible parenthood and adulthood through the Voca-
tional Home Economies Education program should be one of the top piltnities
in the public schoOls.

School administrators, counselors, and teachers should help parents recog-
nize that education for family/adult living for their suns as wells as their
daughters is AS ,important as etititnitIon, Vg WO prepares for college or gainful
employme4t. V

Pre-service and in service education for homemaking education teachers
must continue to provide professional pceparation and leadership in all area
of family life and education for adulthood.

For too lung a time now' too many people "concerned" about education have
gotten hung up on terminology, latest educational fads, past archaic teaching
methods. and traditional patterns of what education Is-all about. In the mean-
time ;he ytanli hate passed through our educational Institutions, many deprived
of the plain "learning how to live." Much money has been wasted, but spore
stricusly.. lb the wasted talent, abilities, and potential of our nation's greatest
resource. its people, Another way one may look at our educational env ir011111ClIt
is *bisOur youth and adults haVe learned in spite of us. "VS' being anyone
and everyone yvho directly or indirectly is associated with education.

I am concerned about some of the proposed legislation currently under con-
sideration at the national lovel. The Consumers Education Program width Ims
pas -cd nnd was authorizeti under the Education Amendments of 1972 and 1974
(P.T.. 92-315 and P:L.,93-380) funds are pending under the propOsed softie-
ments. Appropriations for fiscal year. 1910 are at 3.1'milliosi dollars. This would
be a duplication of effort as these programs are already offered under the ex-
isting Consumer and Homemaking Education Program, Part 09 57q.

Proposed legislation: The Child and Nutrition Act of 1975. the CNN rid
Family Services Act, and' the Comprehensive &hoot Health Education Act of
1975 are further examples of what appears to me to be Muth duplication of ef-
fort and therefore a waste of the-taxithyer's money. TII the ease of the Cabspre-

0
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bemire School Health Edw./awn Act, JUL 2600, touch duPikation of effort
arid curriculum_ coverage is es ident. We in sinuous' Consumer and Homemak-
ing Education are in fasur of health education, but %e are °Oust(' to that du-
plication of our effOrts.

There is available cast amounts of current up dated curriculum guides and
materials In all areas of Hume Economies. The tax payees money does not have
to bt used to develop new cuineuhans or pro,ValliS that are already In exist-
ence and being used quiteyffectively.

Nu tit-time, we -pat aside-out-biases -and-get-at -the-task-at ha d That- Is-to-
make fundable w hate% er is necessary and needed iu ',folding the citizens of
,this votary with educational uppurtunitir% from Lirildhuial through adult years.
Opportunities so they may Unction adequately in an ever changing society,
italize some kind of stieeeks throughout their lifetime, cope with the uncertain-
lies in a more responsible silly, and find pleasure in their relationships with
others.

Again. I refer to the Region VIII meeting in Denver last week,where one
speaker provided the folios ing information. In a recent survey ,of young peo-
ple the largest percentage said the status symbol of the future would be"a
:table Iouailit kit." We have to hate better parenting before we have stabig fam-
ilies. No better place du I Loos of to provide educational opportunities in pre-
paring people to experience a stable family ,life.thau through enriched and ex-
panded Vocational Home Economies Education Programs.

In conclusion, n c4 offer our continued assistauce for additional evidences in
helping you with your ueoheratiuns and providing a whereby vocational
education awl 'Pecifically reurtional Home Economics Education, Part F B L.
Ito-:46 van nut only ountume but assume a greater rule in the development of
human resources.

LEROY A. GALLEGOS, ,
February 83,1375.

how I got involved with Home Ec. was when I was a junior a Brighton
High. six guys Ineludaig nosed transferred into Fatally Living from English.
*We all were childish, hitting each other doing nothing in class .hus we should
base failed the .first semester. But Miss Stepbensou gave us C's instead of
'fading us liked we expected. By doing this we were shucked and amazed. We
all knew from this act of doing that somebody cared about its In ihe school
syctem,

The next semester uto. completely different, we worked together as a class &
.classzhates, with respect for each other. In our senior year Florae Ec m was

o the next step, but only fur girls. Miss Stephenson pleaded with the principal,
thus we n'tre iu. Two guy's including myself were in one classroom the others
moved or *ere in a different classroom.

I learned about Home Ec. and its importauts In esvryday living and also won
the Sterling Silversmiths of America Award, never won by a boy at Brighton

Now through Miss Stephenson Fin in college attending T'nirersity of "Northern
Colorado. I'm majoring to be a Vocational Home Economics Teacher. Through'
may experience with her sire has lay down the groundwork of my life & what I
want to be.

FEBRUARY 20. 107g.
Mm LEE MooltE,
Pregidert. Colorado 1Tome Rem: mirk 41soeiation.

bear Mrs. Moore; For the longest time, I have wanted to express may feelings
about Letty Stephenson and her teaching ability. I will never be able to in a
letter, but it will give some indication about the way I feel about her. During
the time my son Leroy Gallegos was in her clpss he learned so much more thait.
I expeeted he would in a family living class.

At the beginning of his Junior year he took the family lliIng class thInklnx
It would lie an easy way to get credit toward graduation. He wanted to drop
out of school and we couldn't convince him to stay in, He told Miss Stephen.
son he would he dropping out and she wouldn't accent that. She took an inter-
est In him and encouraged him to stay In school. TVs wasn't easy, my son is

to
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very stubborn at times. Miss Stephenson has a way of expanding learning ex-
periences to carry out into the home and into`the community.

Example: Project #1.For this particular project. Leroy had to do the
shopping, mbnu planning and cooking for the entire 'fatally. He learned budget-
ing, compared prices, ways to prepare meals and the nutritive value of foods.

Project #2.This project was on home decorating. He decided to do the
bathroom downstairs in colors more to his liking. First. he painted the walls
in a pale plach color. He hung curtains wIth..a malti-color print, then he
bought accessories to match with a gold accent.

Other thine he learned Wert: salving, Illiug income tax, and must Important
of all, how to Thakelecisions and be positiVe in his attitude.

In my opinion Betty ,Stephenson deserves the "humanitarian of the year"
award as well As the "Teacher of the Year." If all teachers were like Betty
Stephenson the educational system would be second to none.

Sincerely',
ELEANOR GALLEGOS.
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PARENT/CHILD TOY LEARNING CLASSES

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD

EMILY GRIFFITH OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
(With funds for di,-;advantaged through

State Board of Occupational Education)

COORDINATOR

COORDINATOR - INSTRUCTOR
(Professional Home iconorist with ;LA. degree and ezp rienee

in Parent Education and EArly Childhood Education)

INSTRUCTOR ASSISTANTS
(PARA4RpyESSiONALS)

r---

r:--1 U r"-]

(frained Nurttel:y Attendanti providz child care for eadt claas)

19747/3Sct,061 tear

4 Para-Profettl,
12 Nnr,ery Attod.nt

-15 C1,0ses (12 sessi:n.; eadt)

Parentr were introduced to appro,inttly 33 !Ail, in pkr(ntla;.

through the use of eight teachin toyt, durine, 4 3.:-.,ts*n

UNIFIED AL

Support devlopment of 4 Intlthy ,c1f-kon,Lpt nf

child and ;,,npport the pirept tr. his patent reI,.

pliProK.1 AG''.6:7.
t

.' -,---------i '''.

... .

."

Head St,tr!
Dev-1. 1,,,Ith & H,spitaln

Deaver Public Sch6ola % s, 4 Ft t Sc hl Health Center

gul'oq Newton 4 Warren Village ' .
Ditve.rtilelth :.,Punpitals

Housing, Center
.

.

.
1.4,:t, Sid. Walth Cvntec

. .

.
.

Denver Public Llerun'aiy Schools Lutheran Covaunity Centers

Etlily Griffith Opporturate Schsyal

claw In nloirf..ry r.,,leAgn,0"

for the Nursery Aitendant. ,

'

.

,-..
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WHAT: A small group of parents 040
meeting in a neighborhood home
or community facility.

The group: Meets once a week
two hours each week for 10-12

, weeks.

. . Tuition free to Denver residents, with child care provided
.during class sessions.

TOYS ON LOAN. . . Each Week, each parent is loaned an educational toy
which /they use with their own children for one week.
The toys are designed to use with preschool children,
ages 2 to 4 years of age.

WRY. . . To help parents of preschool children on limited incomes deal
with their toles as parents. To train parents,to use
specifically, designed educational toys to help their own

children learn.

CHILD CARE. . . Is provided in another home in the neihborhood. A
trained nursery attendant is in charge of the child
care.

110W TO REMSTER: /

Write: Parent Prase:lop.
/ 850 Corona Street
/ Denver, CO 80218

Thcaei 831-7083

Attention: June gorttni

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH (BETTY) STEPHENSON, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS
TEACHERS

Ms. STVIIENSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
it is a re41 pleasure for me to be here today. I am appearing on
behalf of the ocational home economics teachers in the United
States, and, as the written testimony says, we have a membetAdp
of 4wer '1,000 this year.

In the written testimony. I hale tried to present to you some of
the kinds (4 things that we are doing out in the field across the
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cotuitry, but specifically in the testimony I refer to those, examples
of a particular region that Colorado happens to be in in the dIVIS1011
of seven regions here in this country.

I do not wish to repeat verbatim what is in the testimony, but in
summarizing some of the remarks I base for your information,
the history of home economics really goes back 75 years, and it was
a lady by the name of Ije len Richards who was.te founder of this
viable and important segment of our educationalprograms.

She IN as a woman with great foresight into social, economic, and
Human aspects of our society, and those same three things are things
that we are quite concerned about in our society today.

Through her foresightedness, many citizens of this country over
the pasty 75 years hale had the pleasure of participating in some of
the most basic, meaningful learning experiences of their lives.

Now, 75 years later, we find those basic pitemiscs that set forth
at that time regarding the position of vocational lwine economics in
the total education program just as meaningful today, if not more
so, because of the situation we find our country in again.

It was my intent in preparing this statement to give you some
of the kinds of things that really have happened since the 1068
amendments to the 1963 act that have been going on in consumer
and homemaking education.

One of ie things that we in vocational home economics attempt
----4o-do-is-to-provida.-thhasic,skills -that are necessary, to maintain

and improve the life of the family within the home.
This also then. we find. has great carryover with the individuals

who have had these basic skillsfind a great carryover then in their
jobs that may be outside the home, as well as the job in the home.

One of the things that we also have had the opportunity to "em-
phasize more in our programs is to reach a larger segment of oar
society, those people ii-em-dildhood to adulthood, people from last
areas, whether they be disadantaged due to depressed areas or
disiub antaged because of their jobs icing taken away from them.

We also have tried to show you that we are cm,,ring' the areas
that are of great concern: Nutrition education. working with and
try ing to provide programs for better care of our children, pre-
paring our young people to be better parents.

1V4 also have done a tremendous amount of work in consumer
education and, of waist!. we were doing quite a bit in consumer
education previous to the 1068 amendments, but with that Lein,'
included then in the title, a greater emphasis has been placed ill
our schools and by e.more of our people and also coverin a huger
segment of our society, both for the women and also a larger in-
cream of men in our programs.

If we look back through the history very briefly in our country,
IN notice that home economics. it seems like after every period that
we have had some sort of turmoil in our country, and it goes back
actually to the Industrial Revolution, the Depression of the MIN,
World War IT. that home economics grew larger in, numbers, pri-
marily because crthe kind of areas that we cover in our prorams
tended to pros ide the stability that was needed to nu ke families

nu
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more stable and also give the individual the basic skills necessary
to keep this stability within the home.

What I have presented to you today is really through the eyes
of the classroom teacher. I am a classroom teacher in a secondary
school and the people that I represent are basically the classroom
teachers in our secondary schools throughout the country.

One of the things that I as a classroom teacher am well aware of
is that learning materials and the methods we use have to be con-
tinually scrutinized, evaluated, and questioned. One of the joys
that T find in teaching our 3outtg people today is that they have a
lust for knowledge. They has e an ever-inquiring mind and they
are ery honest and they are more straight- forward, and they want
to be told like it is.

share their philosophy and so. as a result of sharing that
philosophy. with testinm3 I submitted to you, I also submit to you

ew.

inquiring minds.
xamples. inst to elaborate a little bit more on themat the

end of the testimony. I haveyou have some copies there of several
of the programs that are currently taking place in the large school
city of Denver, Colorado.

I attached these so that you would see the scope of theof what
one ;,group. called kitchen classesto see that they do work with a
large number of in :Tricks which permits them to reach out and work
with people that could not be reached in othe-F tiliditional means of
our education system.

.:l =o the fact that they do use paraprofessionals and some of the
methods that they use in obtaining and getting out to these people
that do have great needs. This would be some of our disadvantaged
people who hose probably been dropouts in many cases, and the
opportunity to work with the age groups from childhood clear
thomdi to the parents. working with them at the same time.

Therefore. Mr. Chairman. I at this time will ask for you people
to ,Isk questions. anti T want to thank you again on behalf of the
vocational home cc teachers, for allowing us to come before yon and
telling it like it 1-;, as we see it, and, if you have questions you would
like to ask me now.

Chairman Pf.tact.N-s. I appreciate your being here, Ms-Stephen-
son. The settle meat sOlool that I ;law-vied had a very strong home
economies and honwmaking courses which taught at that time
Sett Iluu . cooking. and many other things that go to make up home
life.

It was a great success in those areas and I think those courses
are most essential, but I am sure you realizeI am sure you know
the 'Vocational Education Act now requires separate funding for
our home economics programs which are not geared to producing
job skills.

Do von believe that we should continue support for this non-
ful home economics or should we have a program to be sup-

ported or should we lease the programs to be supported by local
and State funds? This has been suggested by other witnesses row
before this committee. I want to get your response.
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Some witnesses ha% e suggested that we phase out Federal support
for this nongainful home economics because it is nut job oriented in
the minds of some people. I would like to have your response to
those questions, if you don't mind, since you are here this morning
on, behalf of home economics.

Ms. Smesxsox. I suppose it is alway s disturbing to hear the
word nonp.ainful. It disturbs me a little bit to think we have been
doing something all this time and has e it considered that we have
not been gaining anything by it.

I think there are several ways
CilairMitIVPEEKINS. That is not my allegation. A lot of people

come in here and make these allegations. I want you to respond to
them.

Ms. SnimuNsox. I would say that we do in our consumer and
homemaking programthat we do prv.are them for something
painful, whether it is in the home of on the job, and I don't see
how it can be looked at any ether way.

Sometimes we may not see the immediate results, but so often'
what is taught for them to help improve the family life, which. is
gainful in the home, eventually then has also led. them to take on
maybe a specific area of combination of areas that they can be
employ,able outside the home or employ ment within the home where
they:gni n -money.

I think we have to look at it two ways. If they can do the task
well within the home, if they were to pay themselves for that task,
they would be bringing in an income, if you follow me on that.

Likewise, if they had to hire somebody to come in, they would
be payIng out a considerable sum, so I still feel it is gainful and
there are many facets of the home economics progiu, whether you
haw somebody come in and clean the house for you. If they have
sewed their own clothing and they would take the difference of
what it cost thOn to makebuy it ready made as opposed to what
it cost them to make it..by themselves, I don't know how we can
help but look at it as being something that has,gained economic-
wise.

Also these are basic skills that are used in a number of ways.
With-the eNnomic situation as it is, the fact that we also help them
become better consumers of goodswe try to help them understand
how to purchase things more wisely and then how to use those items
that they purchase more wisely.

I think one of the things in consumer education that needs to be
'stressed to a great degree nowadays, particularly with the economic
pinch that cv eryone has, is that we buy both services and goods, and
I think w have it, help realize this. Is it not gainful if we help
them to see that many of the services they are paying for, they also
could perform themselves? We have gotten away from that.

'Chairman PErucms. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. 'RADCLIFFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just to follow up on

your question a little bit and perhaps elaborateand I don't think
anybody -2 would hope nobody on the committee would take ex-
ception with what you have just said, Ms. Stephenson. Certainly
none of us who have wives would take exception to it.

52-945-75vol. 2-41
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It seems to me that lying behind the Chairman's questions and
some of the testimony in which concerns have been expressed in the
fact, nevertheless, that home economies is very well supported by
State and local funds compared with some other parts of the voca-
tional curriculuk I Ahink this is because of the benefits that are
there and are immediately perceived. I would like to get a reaction
from y ou to a particular suggestion. I was glad to see n. the testi-
mony references to community outreach, because home economics is
a resource, available in just about every community in the Nation,
a resource that can be employed, I think, with great imagination
and usefulness in the whole community. You spoke of that.

What would be your reaction if the Federal funding concerned
on that aspect of 3our program, of egmumnity out-reach and leader-
ship development? Plus, of course, those parts of home economics,
that arc related to a compensated job. That might be a better ap-
,proach it the Eyelet al funds although certainly miming a home
is a full-time and a A cry demanding job, and it makes an enormous
mitt ibution, but what would be your reaction to that sort of ap-
proach if the committee considered it.

Ms. SmenEssox. Well. I speak now- for my own situation. My
particular school distiictI sold them on the idea and I would have
no difficulty getting funding. nowever, I think there are many
other school districts aiond the country \Allele the p_rogoms should
be expanded. Both boys and girls should be inehrded in the pro-
grams, and this is done because of the Federal funding. ,

If you will notice, I mention in one place needs of the future.
Not until we had e a huger concensus of opinion among administra-,
tors and school boat ds,,that this is an important part of our program
w ill funding be coming forth from the local level. I think, for these
programs. They will agree that it is imporkant, but, because of its
A err nature, just like the err nature of most of the other vocational
programs, it is an expensile program to operate, and because in the
past, as I had c seen it from seeing it in die classroom, if funds hale
to be cut,' they have not yet, I guess, so far as I am concerned,
really accepted the fact that we have something to offer to these
young people in prepaation for being homemakers. I don't think
of the word "homemaker** as being girls, anymore. I mean this was
our original orientation years ago, but I really feel that Federal
funds would permit Liget expansion and concentration on sonic of
the areas that we really know arc very important nowadays, and
think it is obi ions with the other kinds of bills that are being of-
fered, that really we hale been handling for a number of years, that
there must be a need and that, if this need is coming forth in what
I call, or kind of like to think of as separated segment-, from a intl.!
program, then somewhere, if that need is there. why channel it of
into other areas {Alien the groundwork is there? Why not put that
money and energies and all the efforts that have already been set,
forthwhy not put that money into an established program, and
this is what I mean by some districts would not, I think, funnel
their local moneys into it.
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In Colorado, the funding for the laAne economics programand
I Mime I inn coreet on this---is about CO percent coining front the
local area, from the local dish lets. L feel that, ifwell, I know with
the 1068 amendments to the act, this pros ided my own, department
program with no tleweueluu. 811101.111tb of money, but it certainly
gave Inc the opportimit3 to improke and enrich the learning ma-
terials that I was able make a% ailable and to expand our pro-
grams.

So, even though it may seem to have been a small amount, it
certainly did make a lot of difference.

Mr. RAncmprE, May I just ask one more question. Mr. Chairman?
I think that sour testimony points up a fact I have gathered from
discussions w ith people like Mary Allen Jolly and vocational home
economists around the countrywe have an opportunity to see that
really 3ou have Mitch expanded the scope of home economies, of
what it addresses itself to in terms of the needs of students be3ond
that which those who might hake looked at the program 15 or 9,0
years ago recognize.

Is that an accurate assessment?
Ms. STEra.NsoN. Yes, T would say so. I just remarked the other

day to someone that I can't imagine what it would be like teaching
the way I did 1S years ago when I started in this particular school
:Astern, because I think there has been a tremendous increase and
favorable approach that we are -using. -Our basics are still there,
which is most impoi taut, but %No hake new methods and means and
manners in NS 1116 to present this material, I think, and it is cry
difficult in my own mind to separate out any one- segment because
and.this is why I think it happened for too long a time too often
in our educational prograiw- things got too segmented. Students
no longer could sec how to put it back together, and I knowI
would like to pass this comment on from a student in My class a.
couple of years ago.

They came ill and toward the end of the year they said : "Now I
understand whr it was important to take math and sonic of the
other things. For once I finally see we are -getting somewhere."

As far as home economics go, that is why T think it is very dif-
ficult, sometimes in the serments. There are k arions facets of it and
there are basic skills and it is an occupation.

Mr. RAnchirit. Thank you.
Chairman Pianuxs, Thank 3on 1ecv much, Ms. Steplicri,on, for

your outstanding te,timony. We hake at member from Florida who
came i,n, Mr. Lehman. Mi. Lehman. do you have any questions?

Mr. LimsrAx. Well, I came in Nvithin the last, few minutes, but
I Wunder whether home economies 'should be that much a part of
kovational education if it precludes those educational courses that
can be income-prodireing. That is the only thing, I think.

1-Tome economics is very important, but I am not sure whether
it belongs as heavily in this da:, and age in regards to the type of
vocational education,

have no questions.

63a
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Chairman PERKINS. Do you wish to comment, M Stephenson?
Ms. STEPHENSON. I did refer to that, but maybe I can shorten it

up just a little. It is an occupation and we are preparina them in
the basic skills of operating a home, and in trying to cro that, to
help improve the family life of their family members.

Briefly the way I put it before is .that whether or notjhey are
actually doing the job in the home, if they were to have that par-

, ticular service or piece of work done by burnebody else, they would
be paying out the money, or they would be paying themselves.

iYou couldn't afford them. I guess that is one of the ways you
can put it.

Mr. LEn3rax. I understand. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment Non, Ms. -Stephenson, for

your testimony. You hale been most helpful to the committee and
we appreciate it.

The committee will now recess until 9:30 a.m. tomorrow morning.
[Whexeupon, at 10:30 a.m., the hearing,recessed, to reconvene for

further hearing at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, May 3, 19751
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

s.

THURSDAY, MAY 8, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMTITPED ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF TIlE COM3IPITEE- ON EDUCATION''AND LABOR

Washingtbn, D.C.
The subcommittee met. at 9:25 a.m., _pursuant to recess, in room

217.1, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the committee) piesiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Lehman, Blottin,
Biller, llottl, Gooilling.

Staff present: John Jennitigs, majority counsel, and Charles Rad-
- ----elifferminority-eounsol...---

Chairman l'Enitrx§. For the record, a quorum is present.
.1 am delighted this morning to welcome Ms. Bea Forrest, Na-

tioaa1 American Affairs chairman, of the Women's American OM.
e have beard many witnesses, ana we know that you have to

message. I knov, that the other members will be delighted to hear
from you, and you may proceed.

Without objection, your complete statement will be inserted in the
record,.

[Prepared statement of Bea Forrest follows:]

PREPARED STATEMEIIT OF BLA FORREST, NATION AL AMERICAN AFFAIRS CHAIRMAN,
WOMEN S ANH.R.MAN ORunicilzArIuN FOR RLIIABILITATION Tllaul.ull TRAIMNO
{ORT).

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: It is indeed a Arivilege to
have been halted to participate is the democratic process by testifying in
behalf u: upcoming legislation w hich will further insure and inspire quality
vocational education in our country. 1 du so in behalf of 420,000 members of
Women's American WITOrganization for Rehabilitation through Training-
a volunteer organization w Lich helps support the largest, non-gove...wental
siutilOrk of vocational education prograilib for the Jewish people around the
world.

In recent years, Women's American ORT has been actively engag,:d in a
campaign of public education, to reshape parental and corn,,,,mity at:It:des
about ;-ucational education making le a quality choice for youth who are carv-
ing out new life-styles and no longer feel bound to the prestige status that
isolated academic education offers.

We present this testimony as citizens who are ,grateful for ail the benefits
of public education our democracy affords. as mothers with concern for the
troubled, anxious voices of conth and as ORT VullInIcerS with lute and desire
to serve our communities and country from ,the knowledge we hale gleaned
through our ORT experiences. at home and abrdad.

(1409)
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.sNe Radh to y on the members of this litany important Committee to contimie
Iv pros ide the Congress anti the leadership and legislation now required to
onitiat the grossing crisis of confidence on the part of the -thierican people in
our educational institutions. We sincerely hope that our experiences and oh
seri:dams will prose helpful in your delikr.alonb. We are familiar with many
of the proposals before you IN WO aophl further define and expand the Voca-
tional Amentinmts of 1911,,. Since ue,,ire licitirev educators nor administrators
our comments .1:1 sse progress In this testimony will be rooted in a pragmatic
approach to the philosophy of s ()cantonal education as a way of life in an era
of scientific and technological discus cry. tic (immured that our tested interest

v. Item only in the youth of America as the quality of their liter and livelihoods
will reflect upon the social; eultitial ;nut eventuate future of our Nation.

At the outset let us state that gising definition to the philosophy and role
of ORT at home and abroad gill Maurine 'our support of legislation which
would :

T. insure ,a single State Agencythe State Board for Vocational education
for comprehenstse, long-range planning, for directing special funding and at
tendon to Omani education in urban areas, for coordinating all manpower
efforts and for administering Federal funds.

2. lazoire strengthening and expanding guidance and counseling sem ices.
3. insure job placement _as pu integraLmart of spcationaLeducation.
. insure Out-Reach programs for drop-outs and the unemployed.
5. insure planning and aiticulation beta een secondary and post-secondary

Institutions by adhering to the comprehensive single state agency plan.
U. insure funding for teacher retraining and leadership and curriculum

development.
7. increase opportunities for adult training.

-------- ,&establishresidential-schools - to serve those liming;at .great .distance from
vocational Sehools,and for those ss hose eiritronment is not Ctnifintive to study.

Insure adequate training for the disadvantaged and handicapped.
10. Insure the interdependency of career and tuitional education philosoph-

icall and financially.
II. establish a National Center for research and planning.

AN OVERVIEW OF fill: ORT PROGRAMTO IIELP MAN TO HELP HIMSELF

Our feelings about the %alums of socational education &rise from long years
of experience overseas. The sisionaries of the Organization for Rehabilitation
through Training some 91 y ears ago sensed the impact of the Iudastrial Revo-
lution as the catalyst for ales luting put erty, for' Improving the social condition
of Jess& for freeing them from their ghetto existence by teaching them trades

trieh would integrate them- Into the economic fabric of their communities.
From its beginnings in Russia in 1880 missing to countries of Eastern Europe,
to the Displaced Persons camps after World War IT, to 'Western Europe. to
North Africa, Iran, Israel. India and South America, ORT has held steadfast
to its philosophy of helping ratan to help ijimself. ORT believes in the dignity
of labor, Al the inherent worth of the idditidnal, in stimulating his love of
learning thus (mitt-Heft his right to del clop 10 the fullest of his potential. To
help a »um to help latoself. to Maul his self-rtspeet, to free him from charity
but the skill of his hands, to reinforce his identity ()tabling him to strengthen
the serial and economic fabric of his community it a...siccont a concept today
as tt vat' 04 years aim. Our modern day architects advanced the program to
meet the demands of the Technological, Revolution by developing curricula
and building high schools and Jr. colleges to serve all youth seeldhg row "ve-
nues of expression. The technological age augmented onportunitv and raised
the standards of requirements, infusing manual proficiency with new Intel-
lectual and academic qualities.

Women's American ORT helps support this private. voluntary network of
Annrenticeshin renters. Vocational High Schools and Jr. Colleges in 22 cumin
tries in 8(10 ORT institutions: on 5 Continents with a current, student enroll-
ment of 70.000. From its inception ORT has prolided hope and education for
motor:molt to over 1,250.000 youths and adults. Our experience in reshaping
eritttud,.? er Jewish .parenIs ghoul vocational education nsine it as a social-fool
to break the poverhi eyrie for the et:Miran!, and eennomieally disadtantaaed
has helped release the potential of thousands of teen -alters prepared to take
Alheir place with elitpiity and seenrUp in the world of work.
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ltr students are prepared In caireers,in sumo ninety fields such as tele-
communications, metallurgy, Interior decorating, fashion design, automated
equipment maintenance, nursing, beauty uilture, mechanical drafting; secre-
tarial skills, machine design, its,nilcs and computer technology. ORT Is par-
tially financed at the local level by the government of every country In which
it Junctions in gratitude fur de eloping skilled hands fur their economic
ignuein. h a, Lai rmolula is designed to meet the country's needs..lt the request
of the Agency lot laternatamal Deceloppent ORY"s expettise is being used in
sc eeral del cwptng lean co:claim's. OUT was chosen in 1961 by our goVern-
ment because of its eNtierience in Lleating btliuol systems that meet local needs
and its success ill iu eft:wiling economic, cultural and ling,nistie barriers. Natty
Peace Gw/18 buitinfett,ate yteen laagaafp, aitd skill framing at our 2'eaderS'
Institute in,-Inicres, Switzerland.

ours PIONEER RoLE. soe.vrIoNAL EDUCATION A HUMANISTIC APPROACIL

Although th6 crisis Au education catapulted by our youth is world-wide, It is
one which (MT has been spared. ,18 a system acreing a minority people we
had to overcome mejudwes and forced denials. We, had to excel over given
standulds and in effect be in advance of educational systems in any given coun-
t, y. Ile had to project and study trends in industry and look to fields which
represented future, such as elei.troules, industrial design and computer tech-
nology. As a smaller system ss e were able to ov eruome the bureaucracy that
inhibits -change. New programs are quickly implemented and obsolete ones
discarded. e recognized Audit (dual differences and established training pro-
grams at the apprenticeship, high school and Jr. college levels. We had to
change attitudes of Jewish parents w ho could nut see manual work for their
children.

inr saunas 'hait to he soeclat
the disaihantaged, creating a caring atmosphere for study and personal
grow tit. We focused our attention on the whole child, providing health care,
ieligious study, cultural and recreational activities. Using ORT's unique,moti-
outamal and technical pedagogic skills, we synthesized academic and intellec-
tual paisaits with eucational training, keeping aticayl in the forefront that
man is Mash r of the machine and not its dare. There is a close working rela-
tionship between student and teacher. We benefited from the faCt that we
were constantly confronted as Jews by crises and subsequently the challenge
of training fur Job placement. Our students had to be betters qualified to cotn-

, Pete in the work world. ORT instills in its loath an appreciation of work as
o means towards self-actualization. I have seen ORT schools in France, Italy,

Morocco. Tunisia and Israel and understand more deeply the
process of rehabilitation In every sense of the word. Rehabilitating one child
insures social and eeconomic mobility for the entire family.

oRT IN TUE rANGLTARD OF voCATIONAL EDUCATION MEETING TUE socm
AND INDUSTRIAL NEEDS OF NATIONS

A system of education serving a minority people has to be anticipatory and
Innoattee. For example. At the turn of the century in St. Petersburg, Rus-
sia, there were ORT courses organized for antomechatilcs before there were
automobiles.

In the 19:10's in Iran. ORT had the only courses in refrigeration in this de-
s irutry. When that country was ready for air conditioning the need
for impureing technicians was, minimized. ORT developed a program for hi-
Hngual secretaries to meet needs of the Iranian government.

In the 16u:s ORT France was the first to -train color TV technicians before
volt)r sets were Introdwed. They also offered the first courses for technicians
servicing automated equipment.

Now in the 1970's ORT Argentina has the first Computer Center on the
Smith Amerlean continent. At the request of engineers from Bolivia a, seminar
for computprized oil exploration was held there.4.,

It is interesting to note lucre. that ORT schools were first established In
South Alueriea at the time of World War II to provide rudimentary training
and retraining for Jewish refugees.

.I.argely neglected after the first period 14 emergency, the schools failed to
ads alive w ith changing technology until gradually they assunied the familiar
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role and image ut must trade sclioqls in the C.S....hauls for dropouts, for
pruhlem children, for the pour mid Plitt:late: They became schools to w Inch
Jewish parents would not send their childrim.

To rebuild VT or Latin Amcieca at eras ncassory to change its image, to
prate the saint of waled is teelenulogical celiwation as a sociut /wee fol the
strength, seraretg yid, stability of Theo coninteendira Ott at IOW all Jr ;pm ittd of
the community. Through bold a ad intaginutil proginnis, broad %Won and
great with rstanding (ALT high. si noojs .ca I c II W as 'malt is. There is genetal
introduction to ss.iiitce and technology w ith . full hawanities program, ful
lowtql by adanced ;-pecialkaitivIt In a gheit field. The total I Mit ept is to
Pro% ide mock ation aml ilci clop specific abilitie. through actual W (AL and in-
tegrated blinlIes tLitt. gie the 41,41t, possible cull of intlu.to awl practical
application of is hat Is being teamed. In scinad *skills W !Mie the tiadition is
for learning by .rote, fur demonstration rather than pat titivation, for theory
without practical application, this 4 it real departure.

0/?.1' Argentines's Department off C.:futile( 1,41SCSIOS, in Ica ish Day Schools
has ,aroused the intcrcot of the goi.crnmint a 114111, has i co, sh d 0/:/' to hap
pilot such. grog, (111111 in 00 vcrnmcnt schools. 11,ls '1.W1 alion khan(' upon our
Career Ethuation concept) intrOaces youngsters starting to first grade to
the :world of science and technology by giiing them the materials and the
techniques to use them properly and then an...ming thent to go e free rein to
their curiosity and imagination. Similes 4)1: plant and animal, life, of metals and
mineral, simple del ttlk al as iring and use of imild toas ASA 111ea1,1111144 Ilisti 11-
meats all iambic practical reinforcement of 4(..st.1111114 haul Inalloll. plat child
is learning to learn, to soh e prublenos, In 45011, independently, to gain a benzt,
ut security through creati%e expreSsium Each Cleatue Ildinattio., irepurcmen)
includes a learning center equipped with a library, audio -s 'sun' utaterials
where the Lillki is taught 1u" cad; W here to look fur Information, how to or-
ganIzei document and presaqqat. The_t_cgsher is the orriattizcr of knotelafige
whip kips datalon- this child's intet/cctua/ curiosity and self-exprcssion, Thls
early orientation eases the decision nicking process and moth ates children to
pursue technical studies.

Ratabitahment of that. first ORT Centex of Educational Technology in Buenos
tires, Argentina offers ORT educators and es entually all educators In the
Latin American netw urk the tools,, techniques and programs of inutIcrit edu-
cation. % ideu tape, films, books, Audiu-visual techniques mid methods as well_
as teachers' training 4140 retraining' seminars in miler to rapidly Ampro e the
level and quality of all Oucation. , /

In Casablanca, Morocco ORT offered the first technical courses for the deaf.
In Lima more Ulan. a% of high; school students are carolled in vocational

equcotion. 41.000 ORT students in 73 ORT schools represent ,the backbone of
the Nation. There learning is identified and related to the nuns of the Nation
t.riving for high levels of humanistic, attainment. ...

ORT's major rule in the tit:it:lupine:it of Israel's educittiorixstem has enabled
the country to triple its iocational high tichool capacity in the last decade.

In cooperation with our governmCnt a pilot program for teaching the blind
In textile weaving was introduced.

'ITrepair was taught by OWL' Israel before the mass distribution of TV
sets. 1

01.'!' Adult Education Cc nter a have beet established in Jerusalem, Tea Ay,iv
and Ilalfa for ttaltinig alai retraining. These Centers also offer sueatlinial re-
habilitation for war veterans.

The ORT Cullom of Engineering on the grounds of the Behrew tin% ersity
In Jvrtisolent is a eimperathe sentaire which enables the ORT high school-
graduate to attend college for a year ,and a half and earn gmernment certifica-
tion its ii Dracticul Eligineen W 1th appropriate credit toward a Bachelor's
Degree. A. major Innointion W ill fie the intrudaction of eJurses in environ-
mental technology. f

Many ORT high school graduates continue their education at one of four
ORT. Jr. Colleges. /

ORT Israel has translated many technical tes0ouLs into licbrew and also
published new ones. ' -

Israel's concern fur its minarltleA Is reflected 114 its introduction of ORT
training in many schools for Arab children.
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ORT meets the needs of youth and adults who mist quickly learn a skill
to provide for their own families by offering short-term "crash programs,"
Pre-apprentleeship and apprenticeship courses, and supervised on the job
traintng, turning the educationally diseufranLhised .into productive people.

In moving towards the future ORT is now organizing ,committees In all
countries of operation un a voluntary basis. They consist of experts in edu-
cation, in science and In Industry who meet regularly to review and to help
ORT keep pace with the potential society is reaching.

The Branison school in New York was established after World War II to
train refugees for employment in the garment industry, It is still in operation
giving courses in the use of high powered sewing equipment.

In the very near future we plan to introduce ORT programs into several
Jewish Day schools in New York. We also hope to establish a program at the
Jr. college level applying ORT's unique mutivatienal and technical pedagogic
skills. 11e believe our program will serve us a model to municipal and state
agencies experimenting and searching for solutions to therpoverty issue via
manpower development programs.

The Cottral WIT Institute In Anieres, Switzerland was established after
World War II to train a new cadre Of teachers to replace those who had
perished. The most gifted students from all countries of operations receive
special teacher training li..truction and refresher Courses here. The Institute
serves as a laboratory for the research and production of ORT education
materials. ORT specialists doelop Instructional materials which are adaptable
to each of the many different environments where they are used. Flexibility is
necessary not only with regard to materials lint, even more significantly, with
regard to teacher attitudes. ORT teachers cannot afford to adhere to any rigid
cultural %allies. They need to be able to adapt to the indigenous culture of the
peoples witb %chow they work.

21w li oriel &num, the parent body of the American ORT Federation
to whom Women's American ORT is responsible has its headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland and Is responsible for the financing, administration and direction
of tile Network. Every five years an international Congress is convened to
review and evaluate progress and to project plans for the next five year
period. Directors, and lay members v ho represent business and labor and the
community at large from all.euuntriei of operation. including the leadership
of Women's American 'ORT are responsible for policy decisions and their
iinplementation.

WOMEN'S AMERICAN ORT ON TIIE AMERICAN SCENE VOICE FOR QUAL/Tr EDUCATION
AT X'LL LEVELS OF EDUCATION FOR ALL AMERICANS

For several decades our members have heightened coluzzitinitY awareness
about the value of vocational education as a way of life through community
sponsored events and the mass media in support of ORT. Over and over again
the question was posed"Why don't we have schools like ORT In AincrIcar

TEE 'UNIVERSALITY OF ORT 1

The relevance of our hicalogy became more and more apparent during the
social, economic and educational npheaals of the 60's and 70's. Youth forced
us to take a second look at our society. A good measure of their alienation
was rooted In the affluent communities' inability to use its organized forces
to help the culturally and .cuiluinically, disadvantaged in a constructive and
meaningful w ay. They had doubts about scientific and technological progress
because its benefits were not shared by the poor. They questioned their new
knowledge because IL was too far removed from what was the reality,

Changing .values and life.styles, their cry for relevanee In learning, drug
abuse, crime and poverty, and the Increasing dropout rate in high ,schools
and colleges impelled us to take a second look at mass edutation in America.
Our democracy prides itself in the recognition of individual differences. We
feel. hoictver. that our educational system does not offer adequate, quality'
options which. recognize those differences. Youth are railroaded into the
four -year college track bemuse of pressures inside and outside the system.
Adding to on Nation's problems they drop out of the system with a leek
of earning p wer, with a loss of self-esteem and oftimes in a cycle of

6 4,J
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THE Atom AlING FORI I. FOR C/CII EIERICAN AFFAIRS I'LlISPECTAE IS TWOrOLD

1. to help our country right the social inequities of the disadtantaged by
encouraging quality % outtlunal education as a social tool to break the pocetts
cycle. by sharing our owr experience overseas.

2-17P-Tacourage quality % ocational education as a pertinent option for the
youth of middle Am!,er a 61 silting as the public education arm between school
and elimminilts in helping to rkshape parental and community attitudes about
vocational education.

(nir objeethe is to it pro% the quality of our education and vocational,'
schools us vital to the quality of life in Amer1(.11 and a8 pillars of denwerey's
survival.

DEVELOPING A COURSE OF ACTION IN A VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATION

././IVairCaleat at the national, State, and local levels
At the national Itt.61 'with. The lational Mason, Council on vocational

education. We hat e a close %%inking relationship with the Council, attending
mectifigs, disseminating the content of their rcpd'rts and findings amongst our
naembersidp. We hat e testified at their Public Hearings OH %manorial educa-
tion in urban areas in Washington, D.C.*Atiluatip Georgia and in Pittsburgh,
Pa.

The .1n:erica:I Vocational :Issociation.We hate participated in their last
three Conventions In Chit ago, Atlanta and New 'Orleans where we had a
Booth depicting mi., support of ocational education at home and abroad.

0,9Icc of Education Department IlEIV.--We have had meetings with ninny
government officials. Including our past Assistant Secretary for Education.
Sidney Marland, gin lug him assurance of our grass roots' support for adop-
tion and implementation of the Career' Education concept.

Correspondence n i t h the Prisidmit of the V.S. urging increased funding for
vocational educat ton.

Corremondeme with the Commissioner of Career Education, correspondence
with the Assceinfe Cimiudssitinet fur Adult 1110 'coved. TV and Radio appear-
ances In Mr TOit. as "attitude changers."

it /he Stith 1, Lel a ith. NMI( .1d4 isory Couneils on vocational education.
3Iembers of ORT hate been appointed to se % oral Coma ils. Testimony has been
given in California and Florida. in Des Moines, Iowa ORT women were
trained to he spoke:mot II to the State for familiarizing the community with
the concept of career mho Thvt r perluthe reports are used as Jesource
material HI the process of afrecting change. Mans areas are involved In their
Public Information program.

State Mr( itin ft Of V Ulla if ilia! allege if NCotaet mid cooperation with set-.
era I Directors t% ho look to ORT ON a pressure group for change and iutlucue-
ing legislation.

(Pi; f wf' ronh r ( act Ga roall Hong/ Ed aro tion.MIT members hate at-
tended and north [pitted tai 111111,4S. TeNas. Delaware and Georgia.

.11 the Local I.( tel el OW) 118 a community sert ire nroanization.As a mass
membership organization of 120.000 ot or 99 (loudr:, across Amer-
ica. we determined at the outset that our most As:MINIM emitribution to re-
sult int; the trials In etlutatimi %timid be In reshaping-pareffial and eonimunits
attitudes about % ocatIonal tducation. To this end, we are involved at the
grass rook or local community level us follows:

Nputotoring commimitg minas bringing parents. teenagers. guidance Calla-
St tors. industry And 140,,,r together to eXplorc attitudes and opportunities iu
ttItattonal education. Panels it ere ()Marked in SOM. GO cities. three won'

('outletthut. Houston and San Francisco. Several were organized
fine radio. Nespapereovernee was excellent.

E.rptoring world of iiml, Max.- taking urban anal suburban children to
then the let linical Alibi required at airports. hospitals. banks, computer venters
and imlugtry.

..1)ardina Sat ham Bond., In ontsta Wing roe Ed students at major
luneheons. honoring student and teacher.

Organizing career days.
,Irranainy Marx of vocational zehoo1x.
Tutoring in academie sohjects.
Perrino an advisory ennunittees.
Al( loping talent pools voniprIsvd of menibers and husoands and euninnuilty

to speak to career ednation classes.

4.631
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Sponsoring essay contests in elementary and high schools.
Mobilizing communty in support of bond n-ferendunis for new vac -ed schools

and for letter writing campaigns for Increased funding at Federal and State
levels. /

Delivering T.V. Editorial commentaries as public service.
Compiling: handbook of iocational and technical opportunities available at

post-secondury level for schools, libraries, retention homes, unemployment
offices and-youth programs in Bend, Indiana. This project was carried
out in close cooperation with the Career Research Center of Indiana University
and local schools and gulaance counselors.

Lon coning Guidance Counselors in conjunction with Board of Education in
Cleveland, Ohio to introduce them to educational opportunities at their new

Aviation high school.
-Giving commercial gift wrapping course at San ,thi0Bi0 College.
AS'Ponsoring radio show in Dade County, Florida.--"So You Want To

Be * s *," aired, weekly to acquaint students with various job opportunities
available to them anti the slung and educational background required to ob-
tain them. This iS done in conjunction with the Lindsay Hopkins Skill Center.
A similar show will be aired in :11ilwaukee, Wisconsin.
. Offering" ORT flints which depict boys and girls in vocational education

around the world to local high schools.
ParticFpation in career awareness programs,
Researching postsceondarp technical facilities for guidance counselors who

have only college information available.

WOMEN.S AMERICAN OltT nEviaors ORT YOUTH FELLOUSIIIP GROUPS

To help combat alienation amongst Jewish youth in America we are orga-
nizing groups of teenagers rangini, from 1.1 to 17 years of age. The pnipose of
these groups is to eacourage yoalt to identify with teenagers in vocational
education around the world, to give them greater and varied career awareness
and to aid them in seeking out ,meaningful programs of service to their com-
munities.

:;00 youth are so engaged around the country, helping the elderly, working
with the handicapped:tutoriug. etc. For several summers a program to Israel
has been arranged where groups have visited ORT schools, and witnessed first
hand motiVated, quality programs of vocational education. An exchange 10
month program will be offered in the Fall.

A program called "Project Career" has been initiated. It focuses on a self-
testing program which is designed to heighten the participant's understanding
of eareor and job opportunities and involves a day of actual work experience
in a given field. The Commissioner of Career Edneation, Kenneth Hoyt, is

aware of this program and commended our effinits and activities which "repre-
sent the kind of positive mutual dependency relationship that can and should
exist between career education and vocational education. More importantly,
they repregent the fantastie eimtributions whieii urea niZations IN yours
are making to the goals of both vocational education and career edueation
through volunteer efforts throughout this Nation."

Si/taring oar coerlise with high school, Jr. college and university educators
in Sao Francisco and-Los Angeles last month. ORrs Director of Latin Ameri-
can operations shared the benefit of his experience in dealing with vocational
education for a minority people and his innovative creative education pro-
grams in .Tewish Day Schools.

Neeking retired people to serve in many (infirmities in elementary and upper
level schools near their homes. This project is called DOVES (Dedicated Older
Vollinteprs In Edaeational Services) and is being implemented in Southern
California.
Inviting vocational educators to speak at meetings

Mobilizing our membership in support- of Bicentennial celebrations to depict
the Impact of woe:lib/nal and technical education in the development Of our
country. do

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION SHOWIND PRESSURE FROM STUDENTS AND PARENTS

From our activities around the country we see an Increasing interest in
vocational and technical ednealio on the part of students. parents and mai-
'ullity. Confidence in the value of higher edueation'generally has been badly

6 4
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shaken. The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education at the conclusion of
a six yeait study of the nation's cullt.ges and universities, termed it "crisis of
confidence" in the ability of higher education to give the American people any ,

of the thibgs they really want or feel they need, Liberal Arts students art,
overeducated and underskilled!,

new culture of technology
If the purpose of education is, in,large measure, "to transmit the culture",

we submit that we live in a "culture of technology.' Innovations in technology
have revolutionized education, science, industry, the arts, medicine, the mass
media, travel, the child's world of make-believe and conveniences in our homes.
For th6 fqst Uwe in our history we are able to view in the comfort of our ,

'iring rooms, assassinations, wars, violence, Tebe Midi, rat infested ghettos, the ,

damaging effects of pollution, hunger and poverty and tne ultimate exaltation
of wateMug man reach and walk gut on the moon! Technology is a powerful'
force for good and evil and can be the most powerful force for social justice
yet known, to man. flow arc we preparing our youth to understand the world
in which they live, to adapt to changes deriving from technmogical progress,
to 4 tir their imagination and crcatitity, to help them through education create
a value sihstcm which will define technolegil for human needs, for the better-
mrnt of man?

AN EDUCATIONAL CASTE SYSTEM DEMOCRATIZING EDUCATION

With the ratio of Federal dollars to higher education out of proportion to _

the ratio alloted vocational education, hay e we encouraged a one-track system ,

dtLying individual differences and arAitutles? Hay e we created a caste system ,

between aOuleinicians and vocational educators, between academie students,
and students in vocational education'? Have we built in prejudices in employ,
er's standards and in parental and community attitudes? Are we for the purr
snit of exCellence at all levels of educationlur all Americans? By democrattz-
ikl education, offering quality vocational,clucation to all youth, may we vat
find the Way to effectitcly bridge the g p between our intaketual elite and
out hard hats?

EDUCATION AND OUR ATIONAL rtntrosc

"The Foundation of every Nation is ip the education of its youth " Horace
Mann,

Is education related to our national Purpose? Will it help us share the good
life with all men? If technical superiority Is our Notices greatest resource, how
ure we gqing to secure our supremacy? How will we foster the dignity of
work? How will we develop pride in, workmanship? How can we help build

self-attitudes? How can we inspire a generation of more highly
motivated sand socially conscious youth to partkipate in the human endeavor?

We, in women's American ORT look to you, the members of the House Edu-
cation and Labor Committee to help ur Nation develop its human resources
the young people of our country thr ugh continuing innovative Federal, Legis-
lation for ,the development of caree and vocational education programs.

"In the Skills of work rest the digs ity of man and the wealth of nations".***
Thank ybu,

TESTIMONY OF BEA FORRES NATIONAL AMERICAN AFFAIRS
CHAIRMAN, W014EN'S AMERICAN ORT

Ms. FO 'REST. Thank you very nuch, Chairman Perkins. It is really
is a privilege to be here. and to articipato in the democratic process
of our Government by sharing ith you some of our experiences in
vocational education at home an 1 abroad, and I do so on :behalf of
our 120,000 members in Women's,Ainerican ORT, the Organization
for Rehahilitation Through Train nn, -which is a volunteer organiza-
tion which helps support a networl of ocational schools in 22 coun-
ties arolnd the world; and 700 institutions, which have a current en-
rollment of 70,000.
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In recent years, our organization has been actively engaged in a
campaign of public education to reshape parental and community
attitudes about vocational education, making it a quality choice for
youth who are carving out new life styles and who no longer feel

\bound to the prestige status that academic education offers.
\We present this Testimony as citizens who are grateful for all the

benefits of public education our democracy affords, as mothers with
concern for the troubled, anxious N vices of 3 outh and as ORT volun-
teers with love and desire to serve our communities and country
from die knowledge we ha% e gleened through our ORT experiences
at home and abroad.

We look to you, the members of this vitally important committee,
to continue to provide the Congress with the leadership and legisla
tion now required to combat the gaming crisis of confidence on the
part of the American people in our educational institutions.

We sincerely hope that our observations will prove helpful in our
deliberations.

We are familiar with many of the proposals before you which-
would further define and expand the vocational Amendments of
1968. Since we are neither educators nor administrators, our com-
ments as we progress in this testimony will be rooted in the prag-
matic approach to the philosophy of vocational education as a way of
life in an era of scientific and technological discovery.

Be assured that our vested interest lies only in the youth of Ameri-
can as the quality of their lives and livelihoods will reflect upon the
social, cultural, and economic future of our Nation.

I would like, at the outset, to give you some idea of what ORT
does overseas, and by so doing, I think, will illumine our support of
the legislation That is before you.

The ORT program, which started some '91 years ago in Russia,
came about the time of the Industrial Revolution, when the vision-
aries of the pro gram determined that Jews could be freed from the
ghetto-like conditions, if they were given the tools to economic free-
dom.

The program mos ed from Russia to Eastern Europe, to Western
Europe, to North Africa. -to Iran, to Israel, and -to South America,
and it serves a twofold purpose.

1. It helps the disads antaged, who are culturally and economi-
cally disads antaged, to come into an ORT school. Mostly these are
esidvatial schools. We hit% c dormitories which take youths out of

the glietto-like conditions and put them in a school where they has c
a total health care program; where they have cultural activities.,
religious activities. Also, their socational edakation is synthesized
with the academic education.

By freeing one child in this way, whole families have been taken
out of the economic and social 'ghettos.

As the needs progressed, and in order to meet the needs of the
technological reN Oillt1011, NS e had to raise out sights academically,
and our bellOOIS 11U« attract the youth of middle classes and upper-
level classes in countries around the world.
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S that %ocational education at the outset was used as a seek!' tool
to lice the disath antaged in an eta of scientific iind technological
discovvry.

1Vomen's American ORT helps support this private, voluutnry-
uc tNworlc of appienticeship N ucational high schools and junior
colleges in 22 counti iv:, around the 'world. The careers we ha\ e are
in In his such as telecommunication, Metallurgy, interior decorating,
fashion Alesign. ant, ited equipment maintenance, nursing culture.
mechanical drafting, secretarial skills, machine design, avionics, and
computer technology.

OWL' is partially financed at the local le\ el by the government
'of every country 'hii In it functions, truly in gratitude for the
de elopment Qf skilled hands for their economic development. The
curriculum is designed to meet the country's needs.

ORT, at the request of the Agency for International Develop-
ment. has been using its teachers and expertise in several develop;
ing African CMIllt I a`s. Many Peace Corps volunteers are given
langua,re and skill training at our TeachersInstitute in Ameres,
Switzeiciand.

We believe that ORT has a pioneer role in the future of \TM.-
tional education, using a humanistic approach to education. As a
minority system. y on teally ha% u to excel] ON er any other system in
any given country, and we had to be innovati%e and anticipatory.
As a smaller s%stem,,we can overcome bureaucracy, hich inhibits
change. ,

New programs are .quickly implemented and obsolete ones are
discarded. In our training system we have recognized individual
differences, and establislied ttainiiig programs at the apprenticeship,
high schpol, and junior college, levels.

At the outset. we had to change attitudes of Jewish parents who
could not see manual NS oik for their children. Our schools had to
be special.

We pride ourselves on our unique motivational and technical
pedagogic skills iu s% nthesizing academic and intellectual pursuits
'a iti ocational training. always keeping in the forefront that man
is maSter-OT "lime tremachine, and its slave.

There is a close working relationship between student and
teacher.-We.benefited from the fact that we ivere constantly con-
fronted as Jews by crises and subsequently the challenge of train-
ing for job placement. Our students had to be better qualified to
compete in the work world.

We instill in youth an appreciation of work as a means towards
self-actualization. I have seen ORT schools in France. Italy,
Switzerland, Morocco, Tunisia, and Israel, and really understand
the process of rehabilitation in every sense of the word.

Chairman PiattuNs. I must leave, Ms. Forrest. Mr. Lehman will
preside in my absence. Before I go, I certainly want to congratulate
you on an outstanding. statement.

I know that Mr. Lehman has several questi. ,s, and when I get
back, I want to ask 3 on sclera] questions. You hale been most helpful
in my judgment and I w ant to compliment 3 ou on the work that } on
are doing.

6 4p
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Mr. LEHMAN. Malik you r ery mituh. Was 3 our statement com-
pleted? I would like to ask 3 ott a few questions, if now is the right
time fer it.

Ms. FORREST. I was going to make a few comments Ohl what it is
that we are trying to do on the Amei icon scene, to underscore what
it is that we woad like to see in the legislation.

Women's American Oct has been Ilea% el3 engaged in a public
eampaicrn to charge parental and conlimmit3 attitudes about oca-
tional education. We see this, with our 120,000 members across the
'United States, where rotational education is tolerant and can be role
I ant. and should be a quality choice for the youth of middle America
that are really dropping out of the system.

We have drug abuse, crime, pot ert3 , dropouts, high rate of unem-
ploy ment among the teenagers. We feel that if the system of I ma-
t ional education were put on an equal status with the academic educa-
tion. perhaps some of these problems could be resolved.

:NIany communities are offei U, sett ices for guidance counselors.
We hat e compiled books for guitlance .counselors who arc just college
oiiented thernselt es, listing all the postsecondary technical opportu-
nities in the communities.

We have our own radio show, as you know, in Miami. which is
called, "What You Want To Be," and it is not a disc jockey's pro-
gram, where kids can listen to the various ills and opportunities that
are w 'thin the communities and the kind of education they need to go
out into the comMunitv and get a jpb.

Mr. LEnmAx. May I interrupt ton. You are in a subject with which
T ant ver3 much concerned. I mould like to know how to deal with it
in this legislation.

You mentioned talking to guidance counselors. I think one of the
problems is that the guidance people are channeling less academic
oriented young people into tocational education programs, which in
a sense attaches kind of a.stigina to it.

It is very seldom that I get any positive answer on this. One of
the problems is, that in the present regulations a person who goes
into rotational edmation at the secomlai3 school level, and then
decides to go for liberal arts, or something like that, that is con-
sidered a less successful %motional education student and is counted
against the vocational program.

In the original ORT program in the State of Israel, when I visited
there, they rind a list of stmlcuts'aait,ittg to get into the ORT school.
I would like to see that kind of A direction followed here.

Would 3 oil like to comment on the remarks that I hat e just mad,
Ms. FtacnEsT. I think you are right. What proves it is that by

nig the standards of rotational schools, 3 on do attract a larger
segment of the cominunit3. We hat e seen as much not only in Israel,
but in South Altierka where our program had sort of deteriorated. In
ti3 ing to reconstruct the program, we introduced courses at the
highest let el. As rt matter of fact, we hat e a center for computer
technology in Argentina, w hick is au ORT school recognized by the
government.

So, if you raise the let el of standards of the school, this is the kind
of thing that we are fighting for, because many of our vocational

G I 0
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schools are, in a sense, obsolete. The equipnient is obsolete, the whole
approach-to it is antiquated.

What we would like to see is a more progressive system of voca-
tional education in this country, making it quality and relevant
choice. In this a y , v e think, also to democratize the system of edu-
cation.

Kids are put into one track, and we are not recognizing that people
are different, and that their aptitudes are different. We built an edu-
cational caste system in the United States, also, by the ratio of
Federal dollars that go to an academic school, and those that go to a
vocational school. So, we have a caste system in the schools.

There is a caste *stem among the academic teachers, and the voca-
tional instructors, and even among the students. The kids in academic
courses really look down upon the kids in the vocational. We think
that this is bad for our democracy, and it should not be encouraged.

We think that the Federal Government. through its legislation,
through innovations, can kind of democratize the system of educa-
tion in our country.

Mr. LEn3r,t-s. To get back to the one specific thing in the legisla-
tion with regard to the placement success. If you can do anything
on that. If you could give me ascomment or two that I could use.

Perhaps, we could encourage youngsters to take a look at vocational
education, because even if you do go to college, it will not count
against you as a Uonplacemdnt unit. I was wondering how we could
do that legislatively. Of course, I think that this is something that we
would be more likely to use.

If you could give me some input on that. Specifically since you
have spoken to the counselors with regard to that. I think that this
is the thing that we ought to talk to the counselors on. Then, we could
get honor students into vocational education without it being a
potential detrimental statistic on their own record.

Ms. ,FonassT. I think that this is quite a problem. I don't know
whether Lhold the answers to it.

In terms of the legislation, this is an idea, the separation of voca-
tional eduNtion in terms of funding from the secondary to the post-
secondary. I--think conceptually this is wrong. I think that we
to show that vocational education actually can start through the
career education process at the elementary school level to the second-
ary school level, to postsecondary, and also to postsecondary and uni-
versity.

I think that we have our own built-in prejudices about vocational
education, thinking that it stops at one level, cu it is just the plumber
or the carpenter, forgetting the range of skills that really go through
university.

I think if we keep the flow, conceptually we will be building a
better system of education.

Mr. LETINAN. That is one of the things that I am interested in,
how to get better students into vocational education, more academ-
ically minded students.

The other thing I represent is the possibility of a satellite school
in industrial and commercial plans, where the youngsters Can go
full -time to secondary school. Do any of the ORT Schools in this

ok)
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country, or ORT-sponsored schools in this com.try have a full
secondary education system on'the job site?

Ms. FORREST. We do not have ORT schools in this country, really.
We have one in New York,bnt it is geared to the garment industry,
and was only organized aftdf World War II to accommodate the
refugees who were coming in.

Mr. LEHMAN. It is not a secondary school, but adult education?
Ms. FORREST. It is adult education, and we stress adult training

and retraining in our ORT schools.
Mr. LEI ANA If you have any further comments, I would like to

hear iem.
Ms. FORREST. On the satellite schools, I aul familiar with some

of that in this country. They serve a very, very great purpose, I
think, to attract more people from the academic world into the voca-
tional and technical.

We have to have a real blend of academic subjects together with
vocational education, changing the image of gtudents, parents, em-
ployers. and the entire community in terms of vocational education.

Mr.- LEHMAN. We had testimony yesterday that a good portion
of our vocational education for women is home economics, and that
blows my mind. I just wondered if you had a comment on that,
because I think that home economics belongs in another category.

inMs. FORREST. I know that in our schools in France and n Israel
we have girls in auto mechanics, architectural design, industrial
design. We have boys in home economics courses for the hotel and
catering trade.

So we are encouraging women more and More to get into more
technical spheres.

Mr. LEHMAN. I think that about 50 percent of all the money that
has been going into vocational education for women has been ear-
marked for home economics courses. In:my Intid that is no more
vocational education

Ms. FORREST. In the same .manner for men, people in our thinking
of vocational educators are, still in the field of agriculture rather
than industrial or technology. I think that among the vocational
educators-themselves there has-to be a-kind of-reeducation.

Mr. LEHMAN. Before I came to Congress, the way to get the
legislation through uns to get the home economics people's support.
By combining the home economics and the vocational programs they
could get some kind of vocational prograin established. '-

Now, I, think, there is enough recognition for the need and the
lack, especially 'for women, and the need, for women to develop
salable. skills. Women now have to go into jobs that are no longer
categorized as stereotyped for women.

I would love to gee the funds that are LOW going home eco-
nomics, to be going to teach women to do an3thing,''from computers
to agriculture, or any other kind of work that is more or less within
the stereotyped fOr man.

I would like to see pr do something aliqut getting home economics
courses out of

Ms. FORREST. We aie shaking a lot of people by addressing that.
52-+945-75vol. 2-42 ,
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Mr. LEHMAN. What y ou are doing is teaching women how to be
housewives. That is a pretty good

doing
but most housewives now

have to work for a living. too.
Ms. ForinsT. I agrde with you. In the legislation there are points

on how to expand counseling services. I think that this is very, very
important.

Mr. LEHMAN. If we do it in the right direction. Just expanding
the current guiding counseling hi most schools is just like expandino.
a disaster area. tidess you can redirect the guidance people, and
get them off of their dead center.

If a kid cannot learn to write a good paragraph, perhaps he can
learn to operate a quarter-of-a-million-dollar machine. This is for
the birds now.

)rs. FonuEsT. We see teacher training and retraining as a very
important item in the leoislation. ORT we have our own teach-
ing institute, which is in Geneva, Switzerland, and from that insti-
tute all sorts of pedagogic materials are put together for the entire
network.

Teachers come for refresher courses. 'We think, particularly with
the change in technology, that this is extremely important. Perhaps
if the home economics teachers were retrained or given some addi-
tional technical education themselves, we could have emphasis on
it.

1\fr. L IDIAN. I wonder how the guidance counselors in Switzer-
land guide the people in the secondary schools about vocational

ieducation that is different from the guidance counseling in this
country. If it were, there would never be any Swiss watches.

Ms. F0121iEST. True. We think that opportunity should be increased
for adult training, with obsolescence in industry, and, with women,
particularly. coming back into the job market. We know that we
have used all of our sch9ols for adult training in the evening, and
retraining. In Israel we have a very large program now of adult
education, and these facilities are also used for retraining war
veterans.

This is another problem of our own country as well, using voca-
tional and technical facilities for the unemployed war veterans.

We also recommend the establishment of residential schools. I
think that this has been an item under consideration for a while.
If you What to use vocational education as a social tool to break
the poverty cycle, which we believe from our experience it has
gotten, then it is important to Mite the kids out of their ghetto life'
where they really cannot study under their particular family condi-
tions. put them in a school. There, look to (lel-eloping a total person
health care, psychological care, cultural facilities, recreational facil-
ities, and an environment of really relevant study.

This has proved very successful.
Mr. LiaratAx. Did you take some of the Moroccan so-called dis-

advantaged Jews and put them in these 21-hour-a-day schools out of,,
necessity to get them out of the low ,economic and social environment
there ?.Did you find that this worked better?

Ms. FonimsT. Thidhas.been a very successful program in Morocco ,
itself. I have seen the kinds of ghettos that these kids came out of.
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Most people don't think of Jewish poverty, but there is Jewish
poverty.

To see how these children are rehabilitated, really in every sense
of the word, is a miracle. Once you take one child out of a. disad-
vantaged community, this child immediately can get a job and than
take his whole family out of the ghetto.

So, we feel that we have a message for America in terms of edu-
cation for the disadvantaged.

LinutAx. Have you read the GAO report on the status of
vocational education in the country.

31s. Point Esr. I read a summary of it, and I think the report
probably, insofar as ideational education as it exists today, might
lane sonic validity. But «hat we are trying to say is that the system
should be revamped, and that thei.c, should be more quality put into
it.

There should be time kind of equipment in schools that would put
kids out an the job. That you really have to begin to reshape the
attitude, plobably, of the entire country, beduse it goes from parent
to student, to teacher, to this hiwyer who will only take this 4-year
college graduate, when by the same token the person who may only
have graduated from a secondary school, or postsecondary school,
would have the same capabilities.

So we have built in. really, an educational uneconomic system in
our country. I don't think that the report has total validity, no. I
would disagree with it.

Mr. LEEMAN. I was told yesterday that kids in the vocational
education system in Detroit arc going into tool and die making. Their
fathers hale been tool and die makers for 15 years, and they are
going to go on indefinitely.

I think that we really 'have to bring our counseling people up to
date, because too many of them are guidance counselors for jobs
that were listed 5 years ago, or 2 3 ears ago, or even 2 month's ago,
and it is fast changing. The economy is fast changing.

Ln your schools, are you able to keep up to date with this kind of
(a situation. if so, how do you do it?

Ms. FORREST. How we do it is that we have organized committees
-in almost, every country of operation, which consist of educators,
and from business and industry, who meet regularly on a voluntary
basis to give us input in terms of what the needs of industry are.

111.0feet, our whole system is based on the economy of our country,
and what the manpower needs of that country are, because Von can-
not afford to operate a olunteer system in a private system if it is

not education for employment.
There has to ben certain amount of accountability, but more so we

are trying to rehabilitate yout.1_,1 so that they can find their place in
the work world with dignity. So, we do lune this contact with the
industry.

As a matter of 0, in ahnost every countr.), industry comes to us,
looking foe num wpoei, because they know the quality of our schools,
and the kind of education these kids receive, and the kind of .equip-
meat that we use in our schools, which is really not obsolete equip-
ment.

1
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So, we do have thesu kinds of committees, and these kinds of input.
Mr. LEHMAN. Are you acquainted with any State schools?
Ms. Form EsT. Not personally visiting them.
We are very adaptable, and we can make changes very quickly

because we are not steeped in bureaucracy. It is a smaller system,
and a private system. So, this is one of the advantages.

;Mr. LEumAx. I. guess there are three things that I can do with
this bill, which I would like to do. It would be to get away from-home
economics; gut 60111t3 satellite schools; the guidance counselors : and
not to count as placement between going to college [intl, vocational
education., .

Ms. FoRREST. 'What we did recentlyin Cleveland there is a new
aviation school, which is supposed to be one of the finest in the
country. It cost $3 million. Our ORT man went to the board of edu-
cation, and said:

Why don't we convene a meeting of all they guidance counselors in the city
and the suburban area, to come to the school and see the kind of educational
opportunities that are here at this school.

Such a meeting .was called in conjunction with Women's American
ORT and the board of education in Cleveland. As a matter of fact,
I met the director of \ ocational education for the State of Ohio, I
think, at the National Advisory Council and at an AVA meeting, and
they have very close contact with both these groups.

He said that anytime he wants anything done in Cleveland, in
Ohio, he calls upon ORT women. He can see some kind of an ex-
change program in the future, because we have avionic school's in
Israel, between the students in this aviation and probably stu- .

dents in the avionics schools that we have in Israel.
We work very closely with the national and State advisory coun-

cils. We feel,that these councils are really performing a oTeat service

''
for our country. We (reget a great deal of resource material from
them, which we can then use in our own communities in trying to
effeet change.

We have participated at the convention of the American Voca-
tional Association. We have had, booths in their conventions, and
most educatois are .rcally stunned that women and volunteers are
interested in reshaping attitudes about vocational and technical
education in the country.

The last page of my testimony, which I think is true, we have to
identify what our national purpose is. The great thing that
have is technical supremacy, which is something that every oil
country would like to have. Then, why aren't wo insuring this
supremacy through our educational system.

The attitudes of kids today about work are very poor, if you
talk to employers. We are living in an era of technology. Every-
thing that you touch has some technical significance. We are not
giving our kids the kind of education that will make them under-
stand technology, how to deal with it, how to cope with it, and
how to really make it work for us.

Mr..I.XIIMAN. We are moving from what I think has been an
industrial society to what I would have to call a technological

t. A
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society. There is a difference, and we sure had better get ready for
if, or we are going to be left behind. ..

-kAfs FountsT. V agree with you. This is something that is im-
port for us to consider: What our national purpose is, and how
«e a,,re, going,,:to educate our youth, to that national purpose; how
to keep our technical supremacy' as the. leading industrial nation
of the world.

Our educational s3stern has to respond to this new echnological
society, as you called -it. I flunk that we have to think of democra-
tizing education, bridging the gap betwecn the intellectuals and the
hardhats to find a middle ground for education. I think that this
is.insthe field, of vocational education.

I think that as a democracy we have to give our kids choices. We
cannot put everybody into a one-track system. The systeth has to
offer option6, and they will have to be relevant and quality options.
We all have to feel good about our thinkers and' our doers:

Any legislation ticat you people who are expertswe really are
very new in this fieldany legislation that you can proN;ide, whidh
w ould hisure they 'all of America quality education is something

to, to our Congressir en., to our Senators, using the impact of our
120,00o members th .oughout the country K) support continuing

conceivable suppoathat we, at the grass oots level, will give every con

programs for vocati
is

education:"
We think that it is, the responsibility of the Federal Government

to gil e an innovative, push to vocational education in the country.
Mr. lanrmAN. Thank you very much for a very, interesting- and-

lery informed statement, and I think a beneficial exchange of ideas.
I have no quarrel with any of the statements that 3 on have made.
I just would like to see more events happening at 'the Federal level,
and the kind of a progran?. that we discussed-the-other day.

Ms. FonuEsT. Thank yop very much, "Congressman Lehman. I
want to tell you that your statement which appeared in the Con-
gressional Record about the Vocational education system in Israel
was circulated widely in out organization. You have been quoted
in many, many places. I really would like to thank you for it.

Mr. LEITMAN. Mr. Jennings was there with.us. We were very im-
prssed. The statement I w rote was certainly the reaction and tlf*
feeling that we got from our other countries of operation.

I w ould particularly like to gp to Switzerland, because I under- ,
stand that locatiunal educatiotf there has a status that is not even
approached in Israel.

Ms. Foul:Est This is where our teachers take periodic trips in.
this process of retraining. They go to Switzerland, and actually
they take the best that is here in the

to_
Stateswe do have

fine proaTains,:but they are too few and lir between.
Our directors come to this country. In b ailas for example, there

- is a satellite school, which is a fantastic school, and our directors
take what is the greatest out of American and bring it back, and
immediately' implement.

Sometimes our school systems are, so bogged down in administra-
tion that the limo% talons, which could be copit,d around the country
aro really not impleffiented quickly enough.

A
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MI% LEHMAN. We do hat e sonic good vocational education. Some
of our secondo. schoOls Inuit good %motional training programs
Even In sonic of our secondar3 schools., with not so good a voca-
tional program. we might.ha%e_a pi inning class that is good.

It is amazing, but when ;%ou get t igliCdown to it, the structure
and the relationship of that oung person is Ically Where it is at.

Most of the good %ocational teaehurs that 1 have seen teaching.
have worked pre ious13 in the field. They mere just the kind of
peOpin who had tin; ability' to teach what they knew very well.
Those are the 'kind of people that the kids van respect and relate
to. because they lime been out there, and got it Nvhere it is at.

Thank you very much.
Ms. 'letutimsT. 1 would like you to stay around for just a few

minutes. I would like to talk to you a little bit more. , ,

Dr:Dunlap is our next witne§s.
!Prepared statement of Dr. E. '1'. Dunlap follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF' DR. K T. in F.1.1.0% THE OKLAHOMA Si A rt..
SISTLM OF En.11ER EDUCATION. ON 1,11..IIALI OF THF, SlATF. MUIIER EDULAIION
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION '

-..,

Mr. Chairmaa_and Members of the committee, M name is E. T. Dunlap, and
\ -I-ant= qta iteellor of The Oklahoma state Scsteta of nigher Education anti the

1
current Chairman of the Federal Relation., Committee of the State Iligher Edu

I
withal Executhe officers ASJIA lotion. I want to thank on fur the upportuult3

1
to 'truckle infothation to the SahLonnoittee on the important subject of Career,

1

Vocational and Ovenpatiotati Echwatimi. This subject h,, an area of %ital cow-Inc
1

to the students of all ages. t, the States as well as to the Nation. and to post-
\ sevontlar and higher education as well-as,eleinclottto and scianolary education.

1
The State Higher Education Executic e Officers Association includes the

, 1
Chalwellors. Directors, and Commissioners of statewide postseCondar3 and
higher ethic:Mimi commissions. boards and acting agencies across the
nation charged with statewide planning, coordination and/or governance of

\ all or of major segments of postsecondary education in virtually all of the
k states. While the states differ in the form and scope of their postsecondary
\ commissions and agencic, our common concern is with ,meeting the vilritly
\ of postsecondary educational needs of our citizens within each q the sham

The Testimony w Melt I present to on today. is Lased Upon the .official Nos!,
ion of the State Higher Education Execittice Officers Association. 1111C11 MIS
dOpted III a meeting held on April 2.. 1975, here in Wwiltington. In order to

place our c teas on the ,,ith,leet of %motional education In the ProPth context.
I should like first to share with the Committee certain loasicspritielples to
a deli we an, emundtted and which will form the context of our spec ltie clews
at the subject at Inn(' today.

STATEMENT'OF l'IttNCIPI FS ON rEnfm.o.1.F.OISTATION

. Federal14 Ethleatifal Is a state responsibility, therefore. the 1-ederal Mc eminent
shut ld respeet the right and role of the States to deceloop and mailltdin unique
systms fur planning. emordination and L'Utcruntict of postsecondary education
to trivet the variety of postsecondary ettuvational needs of their citizaus,

2. (Federal programs should be sufficientic flexilole to allow fur dm tooellug
of I/WM(1ml] needs within the stoic. in the light of federal pilorities, rather
than 'coiling for shifting of state priorities to obtain, federal funding,

lb liederul programs should not he enacted Into legislation or initiated.s. ith-
out Hnsonahle aqsnraure of giffieleel Colodny, to ionise them table for the
legkIntive life of the program. Further., all federal programs should be fur
ward funded so as to allow for the most efficient use of resources. To enact
Federal legislation and then fail to fund it. not only creates false eNpectations
Orli no ensuing -credibility-0mo in relatiom to federal action. but contravenes
plItin111 purposes es leoislatic ply entitled and s reatt-4 resuutittent and 'nicer
taltitym t state and institutional levels.

; .
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4. Federal law shuntti recognize the rules, responsibilities and efforts of ,
Slates in planning, ta.uitilliating -aild'iltiaiiclog postsecondary education, in
eluding:

a. itecoguleion of the tliiersity aniung'states respect to fiscal capability,
CCODUllaC coDditiolD, dl epit3 of pustsetanithity etlucation lnstituttuus anal
structures fur covcdinatiuti, administration anti ',tit crlita,c of postsecondary
education; and b

b. Dec elopmetit of Ft:data programs y ilich build upon, and are cuurclivated
with state programs lit cuatrost to, federal programs cc hich l8aure, duplicate
,or- distort state efforts. ,

;I. Federal requirenoints for state planning for segments of postsecondary
education should be related to, be an integral part of and grog out of com-
prehensive state ph-timing fur postsecondary education. The Federal gotern-
meat should recognize and reinforce such statewide l,lanuiug %%Montt.

a. Specifying, the particular structures %%Milli the State v hich shall under-
take it;

b. Predetermining.wilat the outcome shall be ; or
e. Mandating the sPeellic form it shoad take.
At the stone time, the Federal government can amid should offer hicciait es

to,the states to encourage, such eympreheilsice to be as MLitt: 4%e of
the postsecondary placation community as possible and should protitie tuciiiii
cal assistance directly ur indirectly to other agencies to help the states and
their postsecondary agencies accomplish this.

. t.
POSTSE ozinaux occUe.tTe..(.)NAL AND VOCATIONAL tnuczolos LEGISLATION

As intego 1 parts' of the career funct.Nis.of education as it whole, careek
occupational and c ocatiOnal etlycation are and should be of major concerti to
all levels of the education community. From the Land Grant College Act of
1862 to the -ueatiotati Education Anientlnients of 1908 and Title XB of the
Education nenduients of 19'4 the Federal. go (aiment hits prugressic ely
emanated its Interest and support ,for the cutattional components in education
at all lel els, and this has been more than matched by the states in o hid' the
majority of the operating funds for occupational and cucational programs
have and continue to curve. Current levels ti4 state. and federal concern and
interest are increasing rather than decreasill at the present time.

In the Education At.inetulutents of 1972', under Title XB, the federal govern-
ment clearly recognized fur the first time that the states through their pustsec
titulary -education instittltions- technical iustituto, conInitinity colleges, senior
institutions and their branches, and propriettirri schoolsare as heavily. in
calved in occupational programs designed for immediate entry into the %curia
of Murk AS are secondary'', schools. While the Vocational Education Amendments
of .1008 ,recognized postsecondary etIntatfun incitement to soak eitent, the
setting aside of 1:1 per cunt of the futitht or postsecondary cucational education
still placed the primary, responsibility fur sucational education o lilt the sec-
ondary schools. Today, however :

1. ApproMnintely. :10 per cent alto stud ents in community colleges are en
rolled in ocenpatidnal or immediate job 'entry programs ;

2, Teeintienklustitutes, tend to be primarily, If not wholly, postsecondary iu
1111ture;

3. An increasing Handier of baccalaureate and higher institutions and their
branches have technical, occupational and related programs; and

4. The majority of the occupational and technical progratnis at proprietary
Sehools are postsecondary in nature.

The picture has shifted Mid it is critically important that any 0%16.0 ur new
Vocational Education Aet,elearly recognize this fact. r.

The relevance of postsveutithoi occupittional education to, and the !neves:My
of taking it fully Into account In, any effective comprehensive planning foi
higher -dual postsecondary education oithiti the states is clear. This.was recog
sized by The Congress III Title XB Of the Education Amendments of 1972 by
specifically making planning for,,postsecontlary occupational education an in
tegral part of the overall planning process to ha carried out by statepostsecon
dory education commissions 112021. If the educational, career. occupational

. and vocational neeAls of post-high school-age stadents and adults-as yell as
the human resonrHs and needs of the states and nation- ake to be met, then
such postsecondary education comprehensite planning, not for the purpose of

Gti t
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compliance truth feticial regulations but to serve the citizens of The states and
the nation, l essential. 4

The Vueolunal Education Act uf 1963, as amended, in 1968, has made major
euntributiuns with implementation and funding by the states to tile develop-
ment of vocational education in the states and the nation. However, it is time
to reconsider sunie of its basic prutisluils to meet changing circumstances, in-
cluding recognition of the major rule of postsecondary institutions and systems
in the career, occupational anal ruc.ttiunul fields. Simple extension of the-190S
amendments ur modifications uf the ur more of the same are no longer ade-
quate. At the rely least, any extension or new amendments should take into
account Title XI3 of the Education Antepdments of 1972. The emphasis in the
at should he on flexibility to meet the heeds ur citizens of local, state and na-
tional levels.

Aecuidingly, any effective version of a new vocational-occupational educa-
tion at t. ur amendments slwuld include the following considerations that go be-
yond the Vocational .1?altleation Act of 1963 as amended in 1968.

1, A dear statement of national objectives, but with the recognition that
the may he differently realized in the tariuus states in the light of their par-

strip:tures and concerns based upon economic, demographic, se-
em!, etluiAtiunal and business and industrial profiles. Among these national ob-
j0ctives Should be:

41. Access to, appropriate vocational, 'occupational and career education re-
gardless of age or level of educational attainment ;

11 More effective and continuous planning at all levels to meet local, state
.and national needs of citizensplannim; that includes the 'working community

as well as education units and instittitions;
c. Impruted institutional, guidance, counseling and career information in-

cluding information to protect the student as a consumer;
ti. hlo\ Mimi in t utational, ocumatimial and career education to meet tile

changing needs of students of all ages, Including those who because of work or
life etaitlitnals cnilliot attend full time or in traditional schools or campus set-
tings: 4111(1

P. Integration of N utational education with academic education in effective
development of career preparation and renewal.

2. Consolidation uf titles in the light of objectives but milli maximum flexi-
bility in the use of funds in acLurtlanee, with adequate state planning to meet
the unique needs within the states.

3. Increased funding fur postsecondary occupational and vocational, educa-
tion which reflects:

a. The number of people it uhet1 in postsecondary occupational and voca-
tional education ;

b. The types and varieties of programs; and
e. 'rite level and cost of such programs.
Within pistbeeutitlar) editeatiun, federal funds should not be set aside spe-

eilleally fur particular ty pes of institutions la order to pro\ Itle maximum fleXt-
Witty la the use of t (national funds in the light of effective statewide planning.

1. 11(.111UN 411 uf the slate agency" requirement as applied to all vocational
anti otempational education at the state level as flits relates to planning .and
administration. Except in those states where a Angle stag. agency is responsi-
ble fur planning and coordination of all ty pes and levels pf education, the act
should prosithe fur a separate administrative agency on the elementary- second-
airy level and at the postsecondary level. The problems tit each level are an-
alt:1ms but nut the same. Mlle ,there should be. In fact Must be, provision for
common effort and cuortlizaition of planning on the two levels, the mandate
that they be the saint k in actuality to create a Mint branch of education
rather than recognize the integral 111( Ott:milt of vocational and occupational
education in the total educational process.

:"). Planning fur postsecondary occupational and vocational education should
be eau integral part of euilipoltetisite planning fur postsecondary education, in-
cluding higher education as a whole within the states. To make it otherwise
is to encourage fragnieutation, conflict, duplication ands ineffective use of re-
source,. The responsibility fur stall planning should rest with the agency with-
in each state baying primary responsibility for comprehensive postsecondary
planning yr ithin the state. It should not be the function of the federal govern-
ment to require ur cm:mirage duplication of agencies within the states. Likewise

at510
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On the federal level more effective coordination is heeded between the Office of
the Deputy Commissioner for Occupational alai Adult Education and the Dep-
uty Commissioner for Postsecondary- Education, with other areas of the Depart-
,ment of Health Editeation and Welfare concerned with occupational education,
and with the Departments of Labor and Agriculture. Fragmentation on either
state or federal levels leads to ineffectiNe and weakened programs.

U. Of primary importance for planning, cuordilmtlon and implementation at
all levels is more adequate data collection and analysis including education.
program, manpow cr and resources data. The states should be encouraged to
collect and uuulyie sat h data, lit utilize, Um national data w here applicable, and
to integrate otational data into general edueatiou pi/ tinting. at all levels. The
federal go\ eminent as one lieneln Iary of such data toilet (ion and anitlysis
should-prot ale teclauutt assistanee to the states when accessary or desirable.

Mr. Chairniam 1 would lal.e to illustrate the cohLelli which 1 and may col-
leagues hat e by referent e to my awn e of Oklahoma. At the present time
The Oklahoma Mate :.y.stein of Higher Education aliith I serve as Chancellor,
has smile 358 dart tent programs of po,tsee mutiny tei link al and yet upational
edneation enrolling neatly 1:3M0U students requiriag an expenditure during the
eurlent year of some million. Of the total support or these programs,
inure than 0-1 per tent is pi ovided by state funds wit la less than per cent com-
ing from the federal gos ernment through the states' allotatimi of fedi nil Voca-
tional Eduea(ion Act funds. If a e are to volitinue the expansion of our com-
mitment to the ill gently needed ptogtalits of postsecomialy to hill, al 4111I Olt u-
patimnal education, it as of eritieal important e that the 1'2%0 of Federal support
for these programs be increased.

it is also important that those funds whit it are made mailable he made avail-
able in such it way as to give 1111lX111111111 benefit tit the total comprehensite plan-
ning for postseeondary, educathnial opportunity. When funds are allocated to
an agency without responsIbiliiy for postsecondary educational .programs, with
these hinds later reallocated after the basic, operating plan for the year has
been adopted, It is Impossible to make the most efficient use of available re-
sources.

our recommendations to the Committee therefore, are these (1) That the
level of funding for postsecondary technical and occupational education be sub-
stantially increased based on documented need determined by such factors as
enrollment, gradaatvq. relatit,e costs, manpower reguircionts or a combination
of these or other similar factors; and (2) That the funds appropriated for
postsecondary technical and occupational education be allotted directly to the
agency inithin each state legally responsible for postsecondary education. By
such an arrangement the Congress will ensure more efficient utilization of avail-
able funds and will eliminate the possihility of postsecondary funds being di-
verted either for state level administrativ e costs or for other activities unre-
lated to postsecondary technical and occupational education.

Mr. Chairman, again, I wish to express my appreciation to you and the mem-
bers of the Committee fur the opportunity of appearliW. before you today. The
results of your deliberations will have a major impact on education at all lev-
els in this country for some time to come. The members of the State Higher
Education Executive Officers Association offer their assistance in your contin-
ued deliberation to the end that the best interest of all students and citizens hi
the states and the nation will be served.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. E. J. DUNLAP, CHANCELLOR, THE OKLAHOMA
STATE SYSTEM OP GHER EDUCATION; ON MEHALF OF THE
STATE HIGHER EDUCATION OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Dr. DUNTAP. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee and
staff. I am E. T. Dunlap from Oklahoma. My position there is

,eliuncelior of the Oklahoma State system of higher education. My
statement here today is on behalf of the State Higher Education
Officers Association of America, which is an association made up
of the chief higher education officers of the arious States, referred
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to as the chancellors, or in some States as-directors. yet in other
St:Ms as commissioners of higher education and the,,like.

The -tatill lent hick was sent to our committee ()hee yesterday
is based on certain ptinciples of Federal legislation which the
SII,EI:M sort of heliete in. and adopted at Our annual spring
nreeting held in Washington a collide of weeks- ago.

T would like. Chairman. to commend the committee and the
Congt es, for the interest and fur the support you have .given Voca-
tional and tothitical education through the 3eas. As you know,
the Federal intqest in this field "began in 1892 with the adoption--
of the act, which, provided for the land grant colleges.

land grant tulleges were intended to be institution's of the
State with some eacourageme,nt and support from the. 'Federal

nOtmcinicut to pro; isle piograms of higher education for people
of the law]. 'for the farmers and the workers andi industry.

So, agliculture and mechanic arts were two prime purposes of
the land En Nit institutions. 13eginning with that, the Congress of
the a States accepted that pair of the respunsibility for fund-
ing education of the Opt. that we refer to today A vocational, tOi-
Illettl. occupational. career education.

Then, on down the line to the 19(t3 act of the Congress, the Vocui-
tional 'Mutation Act. Following World War II. with the explosion
of-knowledge. with the real ci isis that occurred in America and the
Westem lVoi hi. follow tug the Ritssians' lamiching of Sputnik in
1957. then \\ as a crash al prnach to rev iew our educational patterns.
our objettit s. and one programs in America, and this brought
forth some I or years later, an explosion of knowledge that was
highly oriented in technology and science.

The Congress. in 1963. recognized, therefore. the need for step-
ping up edits talon in the field of technician training. To, 196S, there

° were amendments to the bill which began to recognize that voca-
tional and technical education pertained beyond the high school,
level.

.
So et junior colleges and universities. and other colleges, teclm

ideal vain ation became ntuclt more a part of the objectives and the
assignments of those institutions.

So. there is a contilininp- trend of the technological train-
ing of otu students. and our adults, that, is above the high school

Consequentl3, tliere is, this kind of trend emerges upward in
i he It cls of education. a greater demand on postsecondary insti-
tiltiol Us. 11. post SI:Mild:I mean junior colleges and technical
institution's. universities. and the 'various other schools, even pro-
prietaQ schools and 1.:olleges that offer be3 end high school edu-
Pation.

Tit my own State of Oklahoma, if 3oti will allow me to make
a petsonal Ieference, I know mote about our programs there than
iu other States, ill the last S 3ears we have gone flout 7 programs
of technical education. postsecondary technical 1 and 2 ears train-
ing programs. mutest of which result in associate degree, to 358 such
puograni, being offered this 3ear at our junior colleges, and three
technical institutes operated by Oklahoma State 'University.

r
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We have 3S pro!rrants of training. We hue more tlian IMO
students in those institutions III the technical field. Oklahoma is
financing this operation to the extent of about $16 million. better
than 9i percent of w hick is State funds, and less than 6 percent is
Federal funds.

This brings me to the point of the inteicst of we people who work
iu higlier education. Mkt it% ho are,t ailed 'upon Inure anl more to
pro% Ilk expensk e plogranis of technical and occupational edu-
cation beyond the high school level.

There are two concerns we have. One is that the Federal law
enact to ruutinue the Vocational Education Act of

1963. as antendol in 190. MIN continuing legislation on may have,
we hope that you will consider two points:

First : Of %%Iticli is to provide a greater portion of the funds, of
the supplemental funding, to go to support a postsecondar bona
fide plograni of postsecondak technical and occupational education.

Second: We hope you NI, ill send the funds that would go to bona
(hie postsecondam programs directly to the agency of the State
that administels the postsecondary programs of higher education.

These are our concerns. and our recommendations. YOU have my
paper, and I assume you haN e seen it. -Mr. Chairman, I will be
glad to answer any questions that you have.

Mr. Ltaimax. Oklahoma seems to be doing a pretty good job in
the pyptsecomlan ucational education. I thank von for a very
%aluable and informati% statement. I am sure that it will be of
great help in helping us 1\ rite this legislation. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Eekberg. if you would like to introduce your panel.
(Prepared statement of Arthur R. Eckberg f.ollowsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR R. ECKREEG, PRESIDENT,
COLLEGE PLAEEMNT COUNCIL

My 1111111P is Arthur II. Eekberg. I ani president of the College Placement
CumuliBethlehem. Pomo isahla, and Director of Career Planning and Place-
ment at Roosevelt University in Chicago, Illinois.'

The Council Is a nonprofit educational organization IN hose members also be-
bong to one or more of se% en regional college placement associdtions throughout
the t toted States.' It is the onl;N national professional organization represent-
ing career planning and placement nails iduals in colleges and universities and
and their business, industry and gin ernment counterparts in the personnel field.
sennig about 7,000 practitioners. the Comma has approximately 1,600 members
retiresenting most of the major business, industrial and governmental employ-
ers in the United States. it, o ell as too-year colleges and four year colleges and
universities across the nation.

Eesident of the College Placement Council. I am here today to urge that
sou tort thq uidiiig some of Ow 'rotational Education Act to the thousands

A The College Placement Connell. Incorporated. is a national confederation of seven re
clonal college placement tts.oelations in the U.S . with charter aiisociate representation
from vownpi, The seven consiltilent associations include Eastern College Placement 01)1
eras tE('I'm noddle Atlantic Placement tiosociation INIAPA)Ifidtocst college Placement
I stocontson IMiCPA1. Rock,/ itnuntam College Phu eMent Association lltMCPA) Southern
enii,or Placement as,toclatinn oit('PA). Southwest College Placement Asmoclation
isiWPAI, and the 'Western College Placement Association (WCPA). The Canadian charter
pssocloic member Is the rnieerxito and ('allele Placement Association (reTA)a na-
tional arr,alzation in addition the ropticil membership also includes two affiliate organ!
79tmo. 7 be Association for School. Conrail and roliersitu Staffing (ASCPS)n national
octrunrt tion, and the California Community College Placement Association (CCCPA)a
regional organization.

GGI
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of four-year college and unhetsity students pursuing a baccalaureate degree
and now preparing to enter the nation's labor force.

Why are we advocating the extension of federal support to the senior college
level at a time when any increased federal apenduig is being openly questioned?
Just a moment of reflection on the recent changes in our labor market and
Campus environment answers the question. We are faced with a depressed
(conualy and yd t a continued national conanitinclit for um% ersal access to high-
er education. It is tragic that/ something approaching a million y (mug people
are pow graduating annually from ail four -year colleges and universities with
a critical lack of career planning and counseling. Okthese, nearly Cu percent
are receiving liberal arts degrees each year and leash, the campuses with de-
creasing ,hopes of obtaining employ went. Even those who du find a job may be
woefully underemployed.

United States %react of Labor Sta.istics indicates that among reeent college
graduates polled in October 1972. 21.4 percent of the men and 19.0 percent of
the women were employed, not in the professional fields for which they were
qualified, but in clerical, service and other non-professional vim ations. As these
statistics,gathereiLlefore_the current eccuomic slomp---amply illustrate. the
day of the college graduate's automatic absorption into the professional woi'd
of work is long past. In this situation, it is 1.ital to foster and maintain con-
sistent professional career plannin- and counseling programs on our campuses

]rich will provide college educated persons with current and adequate infor-
mation and counseling regarding the labor market.

In addition, the eumpnsitiun of today's college student body includes minority
men and women struggling to obtain the priceless passport uP- a college degree.
Through a host of circumstances not of their making, they will in all too many
instaik2cs confront the necessity of flailing enipinyment with inadequate orien-
tation as to career options, Mu, decreasing the probability of career fulfillment.
In many respects, these conditions are similar for a very large number of fe-
male college students. Affirmative action programs may prole to be effective in
helping to resolve these problems. but only if adequate career planning assist-
ance is also available.

Still further compounding the plight of the four-y ear students has been the
pressure upon college administrators to tighten and in sonic instances pare
budgets. Even though the carter planning and placement office has a functional
role to play is the studi.nts launching upon lifelong career ubjecti es. it has not
been spared from the budgetary squeeze at the vary time that contributions to
the candidate could be most valuable.

Career planning and placement offices of four-year culhes anti universities
have stretched their limited budgets and resources in an effort to cope with the
need for -noire car..er planning and counseling. Since the turn of the century,
career planning and placement (Acts have e% oh ed from a simplistic jobseeking
activity to one in welch the student i. progresshely encouraged and assisted
in self appraisal. exploratiOn of career options. and ultimate assessment of ca-
reer and employment options. As career education wives toward reality, student
career planning and counseling will become more and more effective.

Already an appreciable number of career planning and placement officers at
the four-year leVyl bate launched halo% afire pric,rams. including ,uch elements
as the development of group career counseling. the application of e i minder pro-
grams and techniques to refine the job set Ling process and expand the market.
and the evolution of minority oriented guidance programs. This is in spite of
limited budgets. ins reasing student requests for assistance and deli asing em-
ployment opportunities.

The College Placement Services Organization, founded and fos'ered by the
College Placement Connell, has established a continuing program of Nisitation
and training for traditionally black colleges. These sees ices mkjit well be ex-
panded to int hide a broad range of colleges and universities through the infu-
sion of filmiest sums of federal dollars.

Research is badly needed for the improvement of future college career coun-
seling programs. The only substantial research to be conducted on the employ-
ment and career satisfaction of the graduates of higher viluoation. in the face
of the most severe employment imbalances of decades, has been dune by the

2 PdsitIon Statement, The College Placement Nandi, "Fair Year Liberal Arta Grad-
uates-7'1101r rtilizatien fa Ilwrinele, Industry and GoLcratuent. The Problem, and Some
Solutions." January 1975.

6 G
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CI,'C Foundation. another Cowa.il affiliate! This has Leen accomplished on an
annual budget ohich bt,1111/ill t Acta:do $2,1,000 and which requires "piggy-backing"
on the data banks of other institutions, due to the lack of funds to launch in-
'width e research of its ow L. Here again, tLe infusion of e'en nominal amounts
of federal monies could yield disproportionately rewarding insights.

The importance of locational planning in the educational process is one
11114A Congress has long reeogill/ed. As early as 1017, Congress iniplemen/ed
a grant program to foster ocational education in seloeted job classification's zu
public schools. The concept has been consistently expanded until today, under
the Vocational Educative Act of 11)6.3, federal assistance is mailable fop train-
ing and counselling in any occupation not requiring a four-year college degree.

The time has come to tint this cm:lush ity pulley and include the college stu-
dent within the ambit of federal iuctitional educational assistance. The Very
concept of an coctiNe career do elupment program in today's terms presup-
poses a continuum through all lecels of formal (including adult) education. To
continue to deny federal support for career planning and placement to students
in baccalaureate education while pruNiding it to all high school students and
di en nun - degree candidates post-secondary education would appear to be in
opposition to the nation's conintitment to career education.

In the present and projected climate of employment, it is obvious that real-
istic career planning at an early stage is a necessity If college graduates are to
fled apprvprlate and satisfying employment. It is equally important that all
students be made aware of the options that may he mailable to them upon
graduation.

The legislation we propose would amend the Vocational Education Act of
1063 as follows:

1. Extend federal assistance programs in career planning, cotpaseling and
placement to include all students at four-year colleges.

2. Provide funding for various model programs which could include:
(a) Orientation .renitnaro, conferences, and workshop sessions in career plan-

ning andplaceinent. These would include special orientation for women, minor.
!ties, handicapped, mid-career job seeking students, and those in continuing edu-
cation programs.

tb) Career development centers. These centers and career planning and place-
ment oflicesusing the latest audio-visual aids and training equipmentwould
be designed, to bring the jobs to the job seekers and would incorporate the lat-
est materials pertaining to career selection, occupational trends, job markets,
decision-making, skills inventory and related'matters.,,

te) Professional training progrants and special courses for career planning
and placement counselors and administrators. Here the objective is to provide
specialized training for,,,the inexperienced person entering the career planning
field; and professional trainiti, programs for the experienced practitioner. An
exchange program would be designed to bring executives and others frombusi-
ness, industry and government to the college campus ; faculty and career plan-
ning and.placement counselors and administrators would bet placed in business,
industry and government Settings.

s CPC Researeh-Reports Include:
"Trends In Academe end rareer Plans of 'College Preshmen", analyzes changes found In
the selection of major fields of study, career objectives, and life goals of three different
entering freshmen clnsses : 1966. 1968. 1979.
"Career Plans of College Graduates of 196J and 1970",examlnes career plans of graduates
in the two years and assesNes the changes which occurred between mntriculation and
grhduation. The differences Ili the plans of men and women are nlso explored.
"Career Plans of Black and Other Non-White College Graduates," concentrates on the
findings pertaining to the nonwhite populiitiorf:"College Graduates and Their Employersa National Study of Career Plans and Their
Outcomes!' The career development of two classes of freshmen is followed through the
first years of employment to determine how their occupations In 1971 compare with the
plans they had expressed while In college.The )lard-ToPlace MajorityA National Study of the Career Outcomes of Liberal Arts
Graduates" A comprehensive assessment of the employment status of libernl arts gradu-
ates as compared to graduates in nonliheral arts fields to determine differences in em-
Plovment outcomes. (To be issued Spring 1975 1
"Careers en the. Private SectorA National Studs of College Graduates in Business and
industry," Career patterns of men and women in private companies are compared to
those of men and women who choose other employment. settings. (To be issued Spring
1975.)The principal investigator and author of the reports is Ann S. Bisconti, research coordi-
nator of university Research Corporation.Suggested amendments are attached as Appendix A. As will be noted, only minor
changes in the wording of existing law are mired to accomplish thp result we seek.
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(d) Computer models. Pros Mita, could Ise made for funding college and uni-
versity and other nonprofit organizations to help det clop career information
and career planning systems. In addition, job and skill identification traits and
job search 'programs might be refined as a means of servicing special employ-
ment needs for local cOmmunities.

3. PhAide funds fur colleges, unit ersities and other uonproilt organizations
to engage in applied career research in areas of direct use to college students
and graduates, faculty and administrators of higher education, and unlpit.s3
Topics could include the factors Mach influence job satisfaction and career
choice, do elopment of vffeethe job descriptions and techniques bit oic ing all--
dation of occupational testing with cniphasis on the special requirements of
minorities.

We urge that the Congress adopt the amendments to the Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 1963. which ue arc submitting today. We strongly believe that the
time has come for federal assistance to ,;% (stational education to be expanded
to iminde the concept of career education, embracing nut only vocational-tech-
nical education, but also career planning and career counseling fur all students
of (alleges and unitersities. These amendments would complete the continuum
of tareer education which Congress has established-at the lower levels by bring-
ing the essentials of career counseling, planning and placement to the thou-
sands of four-year college student, so much in need of these services.

APPENDIX A

(H.R. --]
AMENDMENTS TO TILE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1903, AS AMEIIIItU

A BILL To amend the Vocational Edueatlon Act of 1953. as amended, to improve the
administration of iocationat education progrzrins at the punt- secondary loci including
prograta4 of four year colleges and universities and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and Rouse of Representatives of the Unzted
Staten of 4intericatt in Cony/can assembled, that Title I, Tart A, Section 101

C.S.C. § 1241] of the Vocational Education Act of 1968, as amended (here-
inafter referred to as the "Act") is amended by Inserting after the words "post-
secondary schools" the words. "including those seeking degrees at four-year
universities and colleges."

Title I, Section 104(a) (1), as amended, [20 L'$.C. § 1244(a) (1)(F)] is
amended by striking clause (In and inserting in lieu thereof. ' (F) Having
special knou ledge of post secondary tocational education programs, including
the programs of four-year universities and colleges, mid adult vocational edu-
cational programs, ansl"

Title 1. Part A, Section 10$(1) of the Act, as amended [20 U.S.C. § 124S] is-
;mended by inserting after the Av tad subprofessiunals" in the first clause. or
professionals, or in occupations requiring a baccalaureate degree",

This section is further amended by striking the clause which reads: "But
exeluding any program to prepare indiiieluals for employment in occupations
which the Commissioner determines and specifies by regulations, to be generally
considered to be professional, or u hich requires a baccalaureate or higher de-
gree:"

'17itio I. Part H. Section 122(a), as amended [20 U.S.C. §1262]. is amended
Joy adding thereto. "(9) Vocational guidance and counseling designed to aid
persons set king baccalaureate and pi ofessional degrees at colleges and univer-
sities. in the selection of, and the preparation for, employment in all vocational
areas ;"

References: P-L 88-210, 77 Stat. 403. PL 990-:;76, 82 Stat. 1064, 20 U.S.C. §
1 211 of seq.

CPC ASKS FEDERAL Surma/ FOR CAREER COUNSELING.
PLACEMENT IN POUR-TEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

'AVASIIINOTON A spokesman for the College Placement Council Inc. today
urged a House subcommittee to extend the Vocational Education Act provisions
for career planning and counseling services so that. this federal aid will reacts
students in four-year colleges and universities.

Arthur R. F.ckberg. president of CPC and director of career planning and
placement at Itooso,elt University, Chicago, testified before the House. sub-
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committee on cleinentar3, secondary .and vocational education, lie said such
assistance is needed today because 'e are faced with a depressed economy and
yet a continued national commitment for ersal access to higher education."

it is tragic," Eekberg said, "that something .approaching a million young
people are no graduating annually from all four-)e.:r colleges mid universities
with a critical lack of career planning and counseling."

Ile added that of these, nearly (id percent are receiving liberal arts degrees
each year anti.leaing,the campuses with decreasing hopes of obtaining employ-
ment. Even those who do find a Job may be woefully under-employed."

hi addition, Eckberg cited the fact that today's campus enrollment includes
women and minority group students "struggling to obtain the priceless pasSport
of a college degree," yet through circumstances not of their making, many of
these people mid up facing the job market with inadequate orientation as to
careeroptions, thuedecreasing their employability.

Although existing federal ocatiunal education assistance for training and
, counseling is limited to those occupations which do not require a four-year cal-
.. lege degree, Eck berg pointed out the federal rule in vocational assistance has

'been a changing one since aid programs were inaugurated in 1017.
cle said tliosfe iiiirsning baccalaureate degrees should not bi-: excluded from

other parts of the educational system. Further, Eckberg added, colleges are cut-
tim-,--hudgets because of economic pressures and frequently paring funds for
career planning and placement offices at the very time they are needed most.

"Career planning and placement has evolved," Eckberg said, "from the sim-
ple role of Job-seeking to a continuing process in which the student is progres-
sively encouraged and assisted in self-appraisal, exploration of career options
and ultimate assessment of employment opportunities."

Today, using non-federal funds, many campuSes have launched innovative
programs, including .the utilization of group career counseling, application of
computer programs, and development of minority-oriented guidance methods.

"The-time_cias comae Eckberg said, "to include the college student within the
ambit of federal vocational assistance... To continue to deny federal support
for career planning and placement to students in baccalaureate education while
providing it to all high school students and even non-degree candidates in post-
secondary education .would appear to be in opposition to the nation's commit-
inent to career education."

The CPC -spokesman asked that in addition to extending aid to all four-year
students, the Vocational Education Act be ammded to provide model programs

0 In career planning and placement, including es'ablishment of career information
centers on campuses. Other amendmets sought would provide for applied Ca-
reer research of direct use to college students graduates, educators and employ -
ers.

The College Placement Council isr a non-profit organization and The only pro-
fessional organization representing both career planning and placement officials
in the colleges and universities and their business, Industry and government
counterparts in the personnel' field.

Fong -TEAR LIBERAL ARTS GRADUATES : THEIR UTILIZATION IN BUSINESS,
INDUSTRY, AND GOVERNMENT-- -TILE PROULEif AND SOME SOLUTIONS

A position statement covering: I. The Dilemma: 2. Dimensions of the Di-
lemma; 3. New Directions ; 4. Areas in Which Action is Needed; 5, Conclusions.

FOREWORD

The dilemma of the liber;i1 arts graduate is becoming a well documented sub-
ject. IncreasIttgly, educators, employers, legislators, parents, and students arc
expressing corkern about the problems encountered by liberal arts graduates
in, first, deciding what career paths to follow, and, secondly, Pndlng employ-
merit.

Feeling that there must be answers, the College Placement Council named a
special committee to study all aspects of the problem Including some possible
recommendations for enhancing the employability of liberal arts graduates. The
matter Is of prime interests to CPC, since it is the national professional associ-
ation serving career planning and placement counselors On the one hand and
the college recruitment personnel of employers on the other.
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The CPC committee has studied the dilemma fur a year, leading to the de-
elopmentpf this liberal arts position statement, which was approved by the

CPC Board of Regional Governors in January 1975.

CPC COMMITTEE ON TILE trILIzATIoN OF, AND EltrLoYMENT INFoRlIATION FOR,
LIBERATE ARTS GRADUATES

Members. Alva C. Cooper, Chairperson, Hunter College; John E. Dem low,
Chrysler Corporation, Jerrene Eilinunson, ASsuciated Merchandising Corpora.
tion , William C. Gutman, Temple University, Ronald R. Pariseau, John Han-

0.eock Mutual Life Insurance ; Donald M. Robbins, U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion ;-,,Richard N. Stevenson, Procter and Gamble Company ; Weldon H. Wil-
liams, Exxon Company U.S.A.

Resource Persons. Dominick F. Carbone, New York Telephone Company;
Monte FL Jacoby, Olin Corporation.

Offloo. Robert C. Becker, Mellon National Bank, First Vice President,
CPC; Arthur R. Eckberg, Roosevelt University, Preildent, CPC.

Staff. Robert F. Herrick, Executive Director, CPC; Jean Q. Kessler, Admin-
istrative Coordinatoi, CPC.

THE POSITION STATEMENT I. BRIEF

The tightening employment market during the first half of the 1970s has spot-
lighted a problem facing many college graduates. what can they do after grad-
uation? The problem has become even more acute for liberal arts graduates,
many of whom have difficulty- identifying employment options other than those
traditionally associated with a liberal arts background.

At the root of the dilemma is the age-old phenomenon of supply versus de-
mand. Each year the number of college graduates increases, but the number of
jobs requiring college training is not increasing proportionately. In 1960-01
there were 368,000 bachelor s-de,,b ree graduates. Projections by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare indicate that by 1980-81 the number
will increase to 1,005,000almost three times as many.

The propArtion of students in the humanities, social sciences, and other lib-
eral arts disciplines is increasing also. In 1960-61, only 42% of the bachelor's
graduates were in the liberal arts; by 1980-81, the ratio will be 58%. This
means that there soon w will be almost 600,000 liberal arts graduates a year, com-
pared with 150,000 only 15 years ago.

The dilemma is compounded even further because of the shrinkage of jobs in
two traditional sources of employment for liberal arts graduates, -teaching and
social service. While funny liberal arts graduates continue to enter graduate
schOols to prepare for various processions, a growing number are already seek-
ing immediate employment in business, industry, and governmentoften in vain
for one reason or another. Some are unaware of employment options they
could pursue, some take a passive attitude and procrastinate until latd in the
senior year before gRing serious consideration to post-college plans, most have
no skills of interest to employers. Obviously% the means must be found to make
the graduate with a fundamental liberal arts education more aware of the
work wor'., and more competitive in the employment marketplace.

Employers will litive to do their part as well. A May 1974 survey of employ-
ers by the College Placement Council revealed that liberal arts hiring has de --
creased in the last five years. Three-fourths of the employers respondents Indi-
cated that they tilled less than 10% of their new college hires from the ranks
of liberal arts graduates. Significantly, however, about three-fourths of these
same employers indicated that they would hire more liberal arts graduates if
they- had certain businessrelated courses or if they had done co-op or other
experiential work.

Resolving the liberal arts dilemma- eqires a concerted effort by all parties:
colleges and universities, employers, government, and students. The alternative
is a continued increase in liberal. arts unemployment. A U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics study of unemployed 1971-72 graduates found that humanities and
social sciences bad the highest percentage of unemployment in the surveyed
groupmore than double that of all other fields.

In its conclusions, the .C011ege Placement Council recommends that:
&Mem and' itniveraltics

Make available a broader selection of elective courses that would benefit lib-
erti 1 arts gra,duates in a work environment.
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Provide upportenities for all ty pea of experiential education (cooperative
education programs, scheduled part tune and intermittent work- learn experi-
ence, internships).

Providetlgreater support, from the freshman year on, to the career planning
and placement function as ao importaSt link in the oeerall educational program.

Introduce a career planning course and encourage students to take it to later
than the sophomore year.

Involve faculty members as specialized career advisors.
Employers

Re-exanune job specifications, bearing in mind that a basic liberal arts educa
nun produces a person w ho is capable of grow th and is educable in a continuing
sense.

Participate aetisely in cooperative education, internship, and career informs
tion programs.

Give financial support to areas dearly identified with career planning objec-
tives.
Federal Government

Provide additional financial assis'talice for career counseling programs and
cooperative education -experiences at colleges and universities.

Intensify efforts to develop and disseminate information on occupational
trends.

Create more career materials for college students, utilizing all media.
Students

Take advantage of career planning programs early, preferably by the sopho-
V more year.

Select a minor or electise courses that will demonstrate interest in business,
industry, and government.

Take part. in experiential programs offered by colleges and employers.
Identify employment options and remain flexible regarding career decisions.
Recognize that, once employed, progress will depend upon continuing educa

tion and training.
The liberal arts dilemma has become a problem of deep national concern, and

only a strong national effort can produce ine.eoingful solutions. Hopefully, this
College Placement Council position paper will serve as a catalyst.

TILE DILEMMA

What does one do after college?
This Is a question being asked by many. students, parents, legislators, em-

ploy ersand also by enlightened college administrators and faculty members
seeking to better prepare their students for the complicated, fast changing world
they will enter upon graduation.

Finding the answer presents a dilemma. First, there are many more students
than ever before, and each year the number grows. Not only are there more stn
dents, but many increasingly arc. coining from a wider range of socioeconomic and
ethnic backgrounds. All of this adds up to an enormously large mid lieterugenous
supply of college graduates, unpmedented in the Nation's history.

Then, there is the other side of dip questiondemand. What happens to college
graduates is influenced, of course, by the nation's economic mndition. This is
particularly true in a tight economy when employment opportunities are
diminished.

For those who are nut sure of their career goals, or are haying trouble relating
their college education to types of employers mid jobs, the problem eau become
acute.

This report addresses Itself to one main issue. What call the liberal arts under
graduate do, while in college, au that employment options w ill be mailable upon
graduation? The particular focus Is on options, primarily in business, Industry,
and government.

In the early 1960s, the demand for college educated employees grew by leaps
and bounds. This was Ae impetus for the increase in college enrollments. Total
bachelor's degrees conferred, and prognosticated are as follows t "Piojections
of Educational Statistics to 1982-83," 1973 edition, U.S. Department of Width,
Education, and Welfare) :

1960 to 1961-.... - S 368, 557
11)70 to 1971____. _ 839, 730
1980 to 1981__ -- 1, 005, 000

52-943.0 - 75 vol 2 43 6
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Both the number and the proportion of students in the liberal arts are increas-
ing 1960 -81, 42% (154,875) of the bachelor's graduates ; 1970-71, 51% (427,720) ,
and in 1980-81, projected to 58% (587,14(f). Many of these liberal arts students
opt.for professional careers=w Lich, in fact, may not be available. Furthermore,
the vast majority have been found to be uninformed as to appropriate career
opportunities.

The picture of the '70s is very different from that of the '00s. Tight labor mar-
kets, increased cost of higher education, the curtailment of traditional fields such
as teachingtogether with increased enrollments are causing students, pros-
pective students, and many faculty members to take AI new look at their futures.

There is obviously a need for better and earlier career planningfor definition
of options and then identification of specific jobs. Many-liberal arts candidates
are interested in careers in business or government, but the prime question for
the non-technical, non-bUsiness student is. How can the goal be achieved? How
do majors in the humanities, social sciences, and other liberal arts pursue their
prime fields of academic, interest and still make themselves employable upon
graduation?

Generally speaking, liberal arts faculties have been concerned with "pure edu-
cation" and have felt no need to be concerned with what happens to the gradu-
ateand this, in spite of the fact that most institutions have maintained that
they are educatIbg the "whole' person." If this be so, then is It not logical to give
consideration to what happens when the college course is completed?

Certainly It should be possible to accept the liberal arts concept of "education
for life," bearing in mind that life, for most, includes a high percentage of time
spent in earning a living. However, earning a living includes the achievement of a
degree of intrinsic satisfaction in ones work and a sense of contributing to
society.

The answers need not be "either or's"for no ong has a crystal ball. During
the past few years, important reports on higher education have appeared. The
Task Force on Higher Education of the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, chaired by Frank Newman, issued a.landmark report which bears
careful reading. Some of the points particularly relevant to this report are
"* with the exception of summer jobs, most young peo!ile in college have no
first-hand knowledge of any occupation save that of being a student
There was a time when most faculty could be counted on to provide students w ith
a perspective that extended beyond the limits of the campus. No longer is this the
rule " The report further states . "The sum of all these circumstances leaves many
students unprepared-6i make sound career choices."

There is no intent here to question the value of the liberal arts. If, in fact,
study of the liberal arts increases knowledge, broadens the viewpoint, teaches
how to think, analyze, synthesize, how to express oneself lucidly both orally and
in writing, and leads to an examination of values and attitudes, then the liberal
arts provide the broad base required in a world that changes rapidly, that ...ails
for flexibility and adaptability.

DIMENSIONS of TIIE DILiSIMA

Coacerns for the quality and goals. of higher education in general, as well as
questions about the employability of graduates, have been expressed by a wide
variety of phblics, particularly during the past two to three years.

In his speech at the summer commencement at Ohio State University, Presi-
dent Gerald Ford spoke of the problems facing today's graduates. He said, The
first of these problems is summed up by the editor of your campus newspaper.
,She.reports that the 'one dominant question in the minds of this year's gradu-
ates is very simple: How can I get a job that makes Sense as well as money?"
President Ford also said, "Although this Administration will not make promises
it cannot keep, 1 do want to piedg, ne thing to you here and now. I will du every-
thing in my power to bring education and employers together in a new climate of
credibility ".

Au American CollegeTesting survey of a representative sample of more than
33,000 eighth, ninth, and eleventh grade pupils covered more than 207 questions.
The most significant answer was that these pupils would like help with career
planning. In colleges, however,lhe major emphasis for many years has been on
personal counseling and therapeutic procedures.

The most recent study by Daniel Yankelovich, "The New MoralityA Profile
of American Youth in the ',70s" (1074), states: "Another indication of the new
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careerism is the sharply increased proportion of students who come to collegv
mainly for its practical purposes. As mentioned earlier, since 1968 we have
divided college students into two major segmentkthOso who regard a college
education primarily as a means of advancing their- careers, incoules, and social
status (career-minded group), and tbuse who say they are less concerned with
the practical benefits because they take them for granted and are more con-
cerned' with the intangible benefits of a college education (take-affluence -for-
granted group). The hitter group peaked in 1968 and has slowly declined each
year since then. Simultaneously, the career minded segment has increased, with
the sharpest acceleration occurring in the last year or so." The size of the7career-
minded group" has increased from 55% in 1968 to 66% 1111973. '4

The same study presented respondents with a series of five alternatie actions.
They were first asked to indicate which of the plans-interested them. The levels
of interest expressed by the college group were as follows:

- Choice of
college htude to

(pA Six-Year Job-and-College Program where the person works steadilier'c'eantt)
the job and gets a college degree for both work and formal courses taken 4t
a nearby college 82

A Career-Planning Year exposing the person to ninny different fields and job
opportunities and featuring career counseling 80

New-Types of Apprenticeship Prograbis in industry, the-arts, unions, or serv-
ice organizations, where the person is paid minimum wages while he learns
high-paying skills 60

New Types of Technical Schools offering certified training for skills needed
in expanding industries 47

A Start-Your-Own-Business Program featuring training and interest free
loans ' 44

Respondents were then asked which one of
was

plans they might be most in-
terested in. -The Six-Year College Work Plan as favorite (48%) of the College
group. Next was the Career Planning Yearchosen by one out of four:

In order for the liberal arts student to more into satisfying employment upon
graduation, some skills and familiarity with the work world and its operation
may well make the difference between getting a job and not getting one. The
following statistics relate to this point. In an article in the Spring 1974 issue
of "Collegiate News and Views," a survey of ,100 companies is reported. The
question was asked. "When: hiring, is your company interested in the business
major or the liberal arts major?"

In 1963: 88% were interested in'the Business Major ; 12% were interested in
the Liberal Arts; 50% were interested in either.

In 1972: 81% were interested in the Business Major ; 0% were interested In
the Liberal Arts ; 19% were intergled-in either.

-

In May 1974, the College Placement Council surveyed 1,915 employers con-
cerning,their recruitment of liberal arts graduates. Replies were received from
698 (36%). Over-all, if was found that liberal arts hiring has de-Creased Com-
pared with that of five years ago. During the 1973-74 college year, 32% reported
hiring no liberal arts graduates compared with 24% five years ago.

Of the employers surveyed, 76% filled less than 10% of their total new col-
lege hires from the ranks. of liberal arts graduates. About three-quarters of
these same employers InQicated that they would hire more liberal arts gradu-
ates If they had certain business- related courses or if they had done co-op or
other experiential work. Of the employers who .reported no current liberal arts
hires, half would consider employing these graduates it they had business-
related courses or if they hail dyne co-op or experiential work. This response
takes on added importance In view of.the mad that only about one-quarter of
of the employers have special olograms designed to train liberal arts graduates.

A recent research report of the Western College Placement Association, "Em-
ployer AttitudeS and Opinions Regarding Potential College Graduate Employ-
ees, gives further reinforcement to the concept that a liberal arts major is re-
garded as "neutral or somewhat undesirable" bLetost employer groups. How-
ever. the addition of a minor in business Was rated as positive, and even a.
single course in accounting or administration Was rated as a mild positive in-
fluence by about half the group. Work experience, part time employment, co-
operative education, or intern programs were viewed positively.
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The College Placement Council's newsletter, Lmhzic, October 1973, states that
the Council's June 1973 survey of business, industry, and, government recruit-
ing activity, indicated the proportion of bachelor's,degree graduates hired would
be 25% engineering', 8% science-mathematics-other techni61, 5c/0 business,
13% dater non-technical, and 18% unclassified. On the supply side,,, the propor-
tions of the,1972-73 graduating class were witit, engineering, 16% sciences-math-,
other technical, 13% business, and-J36% other nun-teclinjuti (including educa-
tion). Fer tin. 1980-81 graduating class the' proportions are projected to be.3.6%
engineering, 16% science-math-other technical, 12% business, ad 68% other,nonitechnical. , 1.

10 /
The pl.oportion.of unemployed 1971-72 graduates in each, major field of study,

disclosed in a Special Labor Force Report of the U, S. Bureau of LaborStatis-
tics, pointed up the same weak spots. Ithaianities -and- social sciences had the
highest pereentagea, of unemployment in the survio ed groupmore than double
that of all other fields. I

iliEW 15IRECTIONS , .
tt

*Student reaction to labor market ,

I

Anxiety generated by labor market conditions
iiiia;

well cause over-reaction -.. ,

by students. This happened ducing the period P, hen the employment of engi-
, ,'neers hit a low spot a evv- years ago. Engineering enrollments declined as a

result, and now there is a dearth of engineers. . .

As a direct outgrowth ,of student concern, there are indications of movement
h i

of liberal arts students toward enrollment in business courses and an iaerease
in the winker of arta sophomores declaring. business school _majors. Thus far
this appears to be on a limited scab and at the initiative of the students theln-
selves, rather- than us a result of concern of the arts faculty or administrators.
The most Poltular courses being selected, apparently on a random bAis, are in
the areas of economics, finance, \ manag,ement, and marketing.

If a happy medium is to be acliived, earlier and better counseling of students
is necessary in order to help them plan for "options" rather than absolutes,
i.e. addition a immediately applicable courses to the liberal arts base rather
than abandonMent of the liberal arts., '
Experiential eductOion programs

Cooperative education, internships, and scheduled part-time and-intermittent
work-learn experiences have as their goal, exposure to the woilkof" work. This .
exposure can be particularly benefiCial to the liberal arts student. In the ab-
sence of clear-cut career options, structured part-time or intermittent work can
have a profound influence on the student in shaping valtue standards, la exam-
ining interests, in analyzing'a rens of success and diffiVity, In relating to other
than peer groups, in assisting in course selection, in assessing the relevancy' of
theory, and ultimately in coming to ,grips with career goals. In addition, the
financial benefits of paid experience help many a student to remain in college.

It is interesting to Dote that, while technical education has dominated the
jield of experiential edfication, recent degymdlents suggest mover:Out in, the

reetion'of dion-technical orliberal arts pragranis. '
Basic to successful experiential education. programs is clasp liaison between

the college and the employer, to the lend that Juba tire, specially structured to
include learning componblits, supervision, and reports to the college on the
student's growth and prOgress, Academic 'credit is given for many of these pro-
grams.

Cooperative education programa. -The traditional program provides alternat-
ing semesters of full-time clabsroodi study annul full-time paid work experience.
Frequently, the program is built on a live-year plan, with the first year spent-
in full.time ktudY. I .

Scheduled part-tinie and intermittent Acork-learn`experitnce.The develop-
ment of'scheilided part time or intermittent Wdrk,,experience has assumed new
importance during recent. yetirs. Though the Work activity in this types of ex-
periential' education is sometimes not direutly related to the academic major,
the studsnt Is providd with meaningful, reievant, and interesting experience
which can be identified to varying degrees with ti \e aendemie field.

Internships, Student internships have assumed ninny forms in recent years,
paid and non-paid, volunteer and community service, full-time and part-time
during specific periods of the year, summer work only, or retired one- to two-
semester work site projects prior to graduation. In most cas t however, an in-
ternship involves either a prerequisite work site project related to the student's

i
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" /major or It imultes a series of full-time Murk experiences leading directly to i
an (Ater of employment by the organization which selected the student as an
intern. .

Miscellaneous job czinflence.Equally helpful sad uiten, much more acces-
sible to the liberal arts student may he the wIkle,garnut of miscellaneous part- ,

time or full-time job exploratory experiences v tacit may be arranged by the
student or through the ecillege placement service- These jobs weer the spectrum,
and from expericaces II them the liberal arts btUlltlIt nut only obtains financial
aid,- but also can explore self- identity, screen out likes and dislikes in A real-
life job situation, and pim.eint realistic short- ur long-range career goals.

Many Institutions of higher education offer one ur more of the above types of
eiperiential education , only a few provide uppurtunitles for all variations of
these four types of work learn experience. Notable fur its diversity of work-
learn experiential education programs fur the, liberal arts student is the Pro- -1,)
fessional and Occupational Broadening Experience k PROBE) program of the
University of California, Danis. Beeause of the innue ative concepts present in
the total program, it is being followed with great interest by the academic
community.
Career planning courses . .

I,

One of the problems faced 15y career pliinning and placement offices is that
of trying to reach and help large numbers of students with a small professional
staff.

Group counseling has been one solution. Another Is-Nee use of a careeruilan-
Mug course, particularly during the freshman ur sophomore sears. These courses
vary In content, but have as their prime goal the exposure of students to the
variables Involved in a career choice, such as self-analysis, career information,
decision making, selet him of career areas and establishment of short-and long-

(range goals. .. .
,AREA IN WHIM ACTION IS NEEDED

There appears to be a consensus that there is great value in a broad educa-
tion which Mill produce a 'whole" person, he. one wim possesses an in- depth
cultural understanding, es hu is adaptable, and who is capable of continuing
growth. While many students with a liberal arts background continue into
graduate education, hareashig numbers are seeking Immediate employment in
business ur gov eminent a here that background .eati contribute ultimately and
mutably to their nt.ofessional advancement. But means must be found to Include ,

SNItti the liberal arts such courses as w III make the graduate niure,"marketable" , ,

fur business and ku% eminent. The urgency of prat Whig this capability increases
As traditional tie;ils of liberal arts empluynnAit such as teaching and social serv-
ice become less available. .

I

As mentIonet1 varlier, there has been an ladleatIon that business and govern- ,

ment Increasing* seek graduates who have some alinement to the work world ,

and who can bring sonic inimitably usable knowledge to the marketplace. If ,

progress is to be made, however, action Is needed on the part of academicians,
,

employerS, gus eminent, and students. The following are some suggestions for
action xl i

I

The academia I

Dr. Lester Li. Hale, former vice 1 resident of student affairs, University of
Florida. j.oneluated a study of praetit..,Ily all aspects of that campus community. ,

1' In d. mientim,, on the fa \ally rule he says, "From the standpoint of students,
the 'faculty peestm is 'where its at.' From the standpoint of administration
and funding. ti e faculty is where the line items are and where there is pro-
fessional and s ibstantle v expertise to meet student needs for acadmic advIcei
From the standpoint of the fat WO. then are 'away who have entered teaching
as a profession taut only because of their Interest In subject matter but also for
their Interest in helping students. Faculty personnel must be used more effec-
tively' In out-of;class advising relationships with students if the university is
to be pasonallz(d."

T)r. Hale adds, "The t one vrgence of career choice with curricular planning
Is that crucial point at which a studet most needs a faculty friend. It is en-
tirely possible hat a hie tiny .person la the departmental discipline or career
cluster of a stt tienCs choice tan bcume a new breed of humanitarlan-acade-
mlelan vs ho con d replace the shmillstit dean of the early 1900s. A teacher can
become not only an academic and career advisor, but also a personal friend," ,

1
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Encouragement from both faculty and career counselors is needed to motivate
students to Maude, with whatever major they choose, elective courses or minors
which would be immediately appileable Upon graduation , for example, four or
five "core" courses which could be offered by the economics department or other
departments of a liberal arts college as well as by the college of business at a
university. The following courses would, in all probability, greatly enhance a
student's career options. Communication Verbal, Communications Written,
Principles If .Management, Business Economics, Principles of Accounting, In-
troduction to Data Processing, Human Relations, and Organizational Theory.

Students could use additional electives to pursue interests they might have
in specialized areas. Some example of such courses are. Marketing Concepts,
Retailing, Finance, Sales Management, Fundamentals of Risk and Insurance,
and Quantitative ,Methods /Statistical Analaysis.

Such a nontraditional approach has been instituted at California State Uni-
versity, Los Angeles. In cooperation with the School of Business and Economics,
the English Department has ereated_four mini minors in Accounting, Manage-
ment, Statistics, and Business and Business Economies which English majors
are encouraged to follow in order to add substantially to their employability.

More emphasis by academia should be directed toward the area of career
planning and placemAit on a continuum- beginning no later than the sopho-
mare year for career counseling, continuing with experiential programs, and
culminating in placement. --- ,

Outreach programs should be initiated % here necessary to involve students
in this early career counseling. Further, one of the concomitants of an ex-
panded career counseling prograimis the need to seek out additional and more
varied opportunities wtih employing organ nations which do not recruit on

\ campus.
Such an approach will enable students o set, goals, make career choices

which involve an understanding of existin options, and take advantage of
courses and experiences that help in their to I development and their entrancef;
into the mainstream of employment upOn grad ation.

In addition to increased faculty involvement, more trained personnel are
needed in the career planning and placement offices of the nation if the large
numbers of .students now in colleges and universities are to be reached and
helped 1 a eaningful, realistic manner. In the final analysis, this means ade-
quate bu g. 'allocations.

Dr. H I s report, previously cited, calls for an integrated and well-coordi-
nated WO m of career education, counseling, and academic advising. Essential
Parts of;- t6 proposed study include ". . , a sensibly structured career education
prograni Aid a special cadre of selected faculty members as career and aca-
demic,iniNiors." Supporting these would be a centralized agency, the Career
Counselingi Planning, and Placement Center. This central office would focus on
the full continuum of career counseling, from selfevaluation and vocational
assessment, through vocational information and curricular planning, and ulti-
mately to job placement. ,

Dr. Hale goes on to say that, "The object of all teaching and much research
is the students and their educational ,gyowth and personal development. Pro-
fessional personae' in Student Affairs are academically capable of, teaching
and conducting research that will cot tribute to that growth and development,
and shonld be encouraged to do so. ( ily by giving academic status and credi-
bility to the qualified programs and people in Student Affairs can such en-
couragement be given. Administrative and professional personnel in Student
Affaira should be as much a past of the faculty as are mathematics instructors
and political science professors."

Career planning and academic advisement are important for all students,
but espkially important fur those w ho tiavo no role models and little knowledge
of the areas in business, industry. and government that are open to them.
Women, in particular should be made aware of the oppurtuaities that are avail-
able, 'for they are far less likely to have been exposed to the same academic
and career motivators that function for many men. Women and minorities are
Still thinking in terms of traditional, nun business careers at a time when busi-
ness, Industry, and g,Verninent are actively seeking to bring. -them into the
mainstream of managenient.

The Carnegie Punardssion on Iigher Education reported in 197a that, Most
of the evidence :Indicates that v rational counseling has tended to be a rela-
tively weak coMponeut of college and university student counseling programs,

r
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which have, in general, gi%en greater emphasis to the students' personal and
psychological problems. We beliele that, in view; of the pronounced change's
that are oceurnng in the job market for college graduates, institutions of
higher education should place considerably greater emphasis on vocational
counseling."

These conditions ha% e led the Carnegie Commision to recommend that, "Col-
*, leges and unitersittes should take innuediati steps to strengtheh occupational

counseling.programs available to their students.
Felix C. Robb, director of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

has stated that, Each college and unhersity worthy of survival in the 1980s
should, transform its placement office into what might .be called 'a career devel
opulent center'. This center should not only subsume the responsibilities of the
traditional platetnent office, but %%wild employ modern technology and systems
approaches In becoming a useful learning resource for students, faculty, and
alumni. It would provide career orientation information for individuals and
groups, with an emphasis upon hall% idual exploration of career alternatives and
potentialities. Its special %aim would be in guidance and in the degree of
compreheasiteness, nut now in existence, and the greater reliability of facts
about current and prospective job markets."

Dr. Robb goes on to say . "The career development center should be able to
work producthaily and indi% 'dually with entering freshmen as well as with
seniors and graduates. It can pretest premature or unnecessarily delayed voca
tional decisions, encourage rational career choices, and provide an early warning
system to detect personal problems related to career development. Another val-
4mable future function is the blending of work and study in a manner to fore-
shorten the prolonged period of adolescent dependence now characteristic of
most American college campuses."
The employer

WitlAunximum utilization of human resources as the objective, all employ-
ersbusiness and Industry, as well as government should re-examine their job
specifications, hearing In mind that a basic liberal arts education produces a
person who is capable of growth and is educable in a continuing sense. As a
result of equal employment opportunity regulations and guidelines, employers
are already re% limping selection criteria believed, to have implicit or explicit
sex ur racial bias. At the saute time, many other traditional employer assump
tams regarding employment qualifications are being questioned. Developinent
of realistic job requjrements, based un non-discrimination, in the broadest
sense, could significantly expand the career horizons for liberal arts graduates.

Employers should make at allable carefully planned and well supervised ex
periential work programs to 'amide rele% alley between education and work. In
assuming this responsibility employers make a commitment to the education of
youth, but one that also can be self-serving. Successful programs in coopera-
the education, internships, etc., lia% e -pro% erl that undergraduate students can
be pruductise employ ees, that this training, begun early, pays oft when the
student graduates and becomes a full time worker. If, on the other timid; the
match tarries not to he a good one, terminlition r

at that poiat has advantages
over turnover during regular employment.

Employers hat e a clear obligation to the.academIc community. In cooperation
with career planning alai placement offices and the liberal arts faculty, they
should asaist in the orientation of stmdents through participation as panelists
and speakers In the classroom and In the career planning courses that are
proliferating natiunt% hie. Many corporations already contribute financially in
various ways to Institutions of higher education. However, there are new
areas in which the allocation of e'en modest sums could yield disproportionate
benefits if given to the support of model, career information, and work learn
programs, and to professional let elopnient !riptides for college personnel.
Government

Effective projection of manpower needs Is Indy lacking. It is diffictilt to
identify where opportunities may lie hi the future unless more timely and
more accurate assessment of trends is made. This is a difficult task, but dome
further efforts on the part of gut eminent should be undertaken in cooperation
with appropriate professional groups.

Occupational information prepared with the college student in mind is
needed. While written material prepared by the t.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics has been helpful, perhaps the time has come to think in terms of other
media such as audio and/or audio-visual.

6 "'
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The Federal Government should pros ide funding to .olleges and universities
for expansion of career counseling semmimes at the four-year college level. Al-
though consideration has been gim en to Federal funding for career education at
the high school and two-year Lollege level, it should be provided at the four-
year college level as well. '
The student

It" is imperative that liberal arts students become invoked in early career
amning to insure awareness of available options snice, all too frequently, they
defer career exploration until the senior year.

They must also be made aware that, while preparation for getting a job--
which includes academic planning is of the essence, keeping a job and progress-
ing in a career mvill require continuing education and training.

Additionally, the inclusion of "practical" elective courses, such as those
mentioned earlier, has benefits that apply in areas other than obtaining a be-ginning job These business-related wurses are as much a 'preparation for life"
in today's society as are the humanities, when. fur example, an nuhvalualworks
with volunteer civic agencies, serves on church boards, manages personal or
financial affairs, or simply acquits the responsibilities of an informed citizen.

CONCLUSIONS

The Newman Report on Higher Education concludes that, "...Amere seemsto be a steady increase in the number of those who are capable of successful
college work, but have little sense of purpose in their studies" and that ".. .
many people are in unsatisfactory jobs because of a dearth of information abouttheir options."

U.S. Education CoMmissioner T. Il. Bell has reinforced this conclusion. Inremarks quoted in The Chronich of Higher Education of January 17, 1975, Dr.Bell stated: "I feel that the college that devotes itself totally and unequivo-cally to the liberal arts today is just kidding itself. Today we in educationmust recognize that it ifi our duty to provide our students also with salable
Skills." Additionally, "Many would argue that a student need merely master
the basics in the liberal arts and humanities to be well on 'the way to becom-
ing educated," be said. "As I see it, this is far too narrow a view.of education.
Education is preparation for life, and living without meaningful work is justnot living life to its full meaning and purpose 4 *"

In the present and projected climate of employment, it is obvious timid realis-tic career planning at an early stage is a necessity if college graduates are to
Mid appropriate and satisfying employment. It is equally important that stu-
dents be made aware of the options that may be available to them upongraduation.

Such career planning calls for the involvement and cooperation of a wide
spectrum 'of publics: colleges and universities, employers, government, andstudents.

Colleges and universities.An immediate need exists for expanded choice ofcourses in the forum of minors or electives. for experiential education op-
porfunities (cooperative education, internships, part-time and summer oppor-
tunities), and for career plannibg courses. Particularly Important is the recog-
nition that, in addition to faculty inmolvement wtili academic and career infor-
mation. au adequate corps of specialists in career counseling and placement Is
t.ssential. It is vital that students hate the opportunity to work with counselors
who are knowledgeable about the withe range of careers and jobs, who have no
commitment to a specific discipline, but who will work with students to help
each one develd particular goals. Tlibse who work in the area of career plan-
ning shofild also be Involved In an on-going program of placement so that thecareer planning is done in the context of reality fled not in an academicvacuum,

Employers.- All types of employers should lend their expertise and active
support to special experiential work programs, such as cooperative education,
internship, etc., to career information programs, and to the re-evtauation ofthe employment picture, with special attention to the area of job requirements.
Consideration should also be given to financial support of areas clearly identi-

.lied with career planning objectives.
Government, The Federal Government should Intensify its efforts to develop

and disseminate information on manpower trends to create career materialsfbr four-year college students, and to provide funding for four-year collegecareer counseling programs.
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Fur all three, there is a 'responsibility to maximize the educational experience
for each individual.

Ntudcntr. -General career planning should begat no later than the sophomore
year. w ith recognition 1:y students of the aced for career exploration. Students
must also ak_cept the fact that .emplu)nicta progress ss ill depend upon continu-
ing education and training.

It is 01113 when the career de% elupoleht of sttcents is seen as part of the total
educational process that most went tun ard adequate, professional services will
occur within the colleges and unitersities. Such bemire will benefit the students
for st hum the colleges and unit ersities exist, the emplu3,ing community, and
society in general.
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STATEMENT OP MR. ARTHUR R. ECKBERG, PRESIDENT COLLEGE
PLACEMENT COUNCIL

c,

Arr. ECKBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
aim Arthur Eckbera, placement director at Roosevelt Univer-

sity, and president of the College Placement Council. With me
today are Jerry Straus, representing the firm of 'Wilkins and Craig,
the counciVs_.attorneys; Robert Ho rick, executive director of the
Transportation Council, and its secietaiy treasurer; and Robert C.
Becker, who is the president -elect of the College Placement Council,
and is vice president for employee relations at th,e "Mellon bank.

The College, Placement Council is a e cry unique organization in
this country. It consists of sesen regional organizations whose
members aro. careei and °liege placement directors at all of the
4 year and many, of the 2-yeal institutions throughout the United
States.

At the other end, we have our counterparts in the industry and
business, from many of the industrial firms that come to the camp-
uses and also recruit young men and vt omen, and also young men
and women who are seeking positions after they have graduated
from colleges and universities.

Our organization is a nonprofit organization. It is unique in the
sense that we represent both sides of the coin. We have, on the one
hand, the men and women NS 110 serve on the campuses with the
young men and women, the .older men and women ssho come to the
campides to begin career counseling and placement for those who
leave our campuses and seek possible employment.

g Y,4
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We represent hundreds (If employers in the iirea from business
and Government agencies. I belie% e that we hare an opportunity
to bring the world of work of today to our college men ancOwontn.
Our appearance today is to tnge that you consider extending the
benefits of the Vmational Education Act of 1963 to thousands of
4-3 ear college students as they are preparing to enter the Nation's
labor force.

I know that a great deal has been accomplished over the years
by Congress. ci,ngiessional action has strengthened vocational edu-
cation efforts over many. tears, particularly since 1917.

We urge this action to help assure the continuum of cared edu-
cation-through the -baccalitureat. -

Why we urge the extension of the Federal benefits at a time
SN hen the increase in redend spending is being openly questioned?
I think that this is a good question._ I believethee are several
excellent reasons for this.

One such action w ill do much to assure that expenditures. at the
secondary college levels, that ha% c been in legislation, will be spent
productively.

Career planning, as an integral part of career education, should
be a continual process through all the years of education. The
composition of today's student body encompasses the entire spec-
trunt of our society.

The current oppre=ssed economy, and many of the problems in-
herent with it in kilns of locating positions, and in terms of trying
to find where those options that we are advised to keep open
a cc. The need for programs VS'Ilkhl scrrc optimum utilization of all
of our citizens, but especially those )(mug men and women and
others who attend colleges tmu l universities.

Our colleges 'and universities do not has e sufficient funds to do
this job alcnc. Federal leadership. T believe, is esential, which Cork
grksS has demonstrated to the vocational education let el. We would
:urge this continuation through the baccalaureat.

Existing and proposed legislation does not pros ide support in
career planning and placenowt, and research for upgrading pro-
oTams in this field for baccalaureat candidates, which we propose,
would amend the Vocational Education Act of 1963.

We have planned this out in the paper that the committee has
in its Itimds. Among the programs that we are opting for is a con-
tinuation of fostering of more model itrograms. seed money to
colleges and universities and nonprofit organizations, for the ex-
tension of Federal assistance programs in career planning, and
career placement, to include all students in the, -iyear colleges.

I might add that at the back of our paper we have a series of
selected references. We also have a paper on the 4-yea liberal arts
collies which will be made available to all members of your com-
mittee, and the various research reports that we have published
throirgh the eouncil's efforts. Those will also be made available to
the members of your eommittee.

We are asking for funding of various model career placing pro-
grams fpr 4-year colleges to take into consideration the minorities,
women, handicapped, and all students, as well as those who con-

. tinne career development imd career changes.

t.)
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We would seek the infusion of a modest amount that would help
to considerably expand our operation into occupational trends,
decisionmikin,rtv, health career selection, and better career selection
to help students better understand the job market and the work
world, and to develop-their full potential its citizens of this country,
an interface between education and \\oil, a. residence 'exchange pro-
gram.,where facility members and others might have .experiences in
business did industry, and where people in business and industry
might have a chance to spend some time on our campuses and see
the other side of the coin.

-Proffisional programs for practitioners in career planning and
placement field, both the experienced indi%iduals for updating as
you indicated a few minutes ago, a great need to help in the chang-
ing.job market for these young men and women eager to enter this
exciting field of career planning and counselino-.,

More research is needed to discover the correct utilization of col-
lege persons, and job satisfaction, which motivates career choice.All these are essential factors that you will find in the research
monographs that 'we will make available. A considerable effort has
been devoted to this subject already.

In closing I would like to say that the amendments herein recom-
mended would 'complete the continuum of career education whiCh
Congress has established at the lower levels.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your time. We ap-preciate the chance to respond to any question that the Congress-
iban or other members.of, the committee or staff may have.

Mr. LEintAxr. From what I have been reading in the newspapersand magazines. your organization is going to have its hands fullfor the net 4 years with the kind of job opportunities that. are
iavailable through college placement. It is not what it was, as youwell know.

College graduates are now looking for the kind of jobs that theycould perhaps obtain when they got out of high school.
Mr. EcTuirno. A. great deal is happening. We have a meeting in

Washington at the end of May, which will focus direct attention
to the subject on a national basis. I would ask Mr. Becker, who
represents our employer segment if he would like to comment.onthe statement.

Mr. olincirEa. I would like to say that what you stated is abso-lutely true. It is a tight year for college graduates, when they goout and look fort, a job. T would like to, emphasize that there arejobs, and if you have the right kind of training and education,particularly college level, your chances of getting a job are machimproved.
..I am thinking of people who have courses in accounting, or urbansystems, who conic out with some usable skills and knowledge intheir 4 years of college. T think that this is very important:T think that some of the programs that the director was talkingabout are preparing students much better at the college level foremployment.
Mr. LEIDIAN. One of the statements 'made in either lqewsweek

or Time, along those lines, last week, was: "You find me a Black

r
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woman elmtliCal engineer, and graduated from MIT, *4d I can
'find her 10 jobs quickly."

Mr. Bunn. That certainly would be. trtte.
Mr. ECKBERG. I.tbink the Commission papers that we will, sub-

it to \ our committee go. into a great deal of the problems that
are being faced by the liberal arts graduates in partrdular.

We address ourselves to certain challenges, not only, IO our
"donstitnency--- .

Mr. LEnmAR. I was thinking more In terms of action programs
in relation to your placement.

Mr. ECKBERG. I am glad you raised that point. The college place-
ment council, a number of years ago, fostered. and founded an
organization. This organization has, our the past 10 years, engaged
in visitation programs and professional programs to develop on-
going cared plauning and placement serN ices in the predominantly
Black institutions in this Nation.

In addition, each of 'us in our owl o- ffices, and working in very
close contact with employers, are trying to respond to the needs,
and at the same time bring to our students, our nd women,
particulaily women today, the options open to theae.-_

I think that our men and women must know these options, and
this is where our jobs comes in, to help them to understand where
they are. One advantage is that we are at the scene, attempting to
respolid to that.

Mr. LEir3t,t37. 'What you are trying to say is that you have a
tough problem, and this is part of the problem that_gk have to
deal with..

ECKBERG. This is 011.C. 'Of the problems..
Mr. Lr.1131A3:. I ulna to thank this panel for coining in.
Does Mr. Goodling have any options?
Mr. Goorimmi. I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. We are very happy that you were able to come

here. T think it is 'very interesting to read that 20 .percent of the
people that you are graduating now already have a lob.

Mr. ECKBERG. In your own'State of Florida; a (treat deal is being
done. I have been in contact during the recent, weeks with a number
of representatives from- the State of Florida, and a great deal is.
occurring., addressing itself to the problems that we have outlined
in our position paper.

These are a few copies have on the liberal arts position paper,
and we have a copy of the most recent monograph on career re-
search of college graduates and their employers, a national study,
and it represents a considerable number of students, something like
10.000 students, and what has happened to them over the years.

Mr: LEHMAN. I would like to have it, Mr. Eckbera Thank you
very much.

The, committee is now in recess until the call of the chair.
(Whereupon, at 10:15 'a.m., the committee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the chair.)

0.
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WEDNESDAY,"MAY 14, 1075

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCO3DIPITEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND Y.00ATIONAI, EDUCATION,
OF THE COM,MITFEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

117 askiligton, D.C.

The subcommittee met in Ivoun 2175, Rayburn House Office Build-
ingf at 9:30 a.m., Representative Ronald Mottl (acting chairman)
presiding:

,Members present. Representatis es Perkins, Meeds, Lehman, Mil -4

ler, Mottl,`Quie, amid Goodling.
Staff, members present: John 'Jennings, majority counsel, and

Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel.
Mr. Morn. The Subcommittee on Elementary, S'econdary, and

Vocational Education will now be cotivened.
[Text of MR, 6251 follows:]
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1R CONGIfESS IF IP

INTSL"I". HO R 625)1

1-152 -

IN Tlf E HOUSE OF It EP If ES ENTATIVES

Arial. '22, 11C75

(5t at. tb., st 1 nal totbtetql ((dm as 1(411141 to the
('ontatittee ou l&Ineation and Labor

0.>

'a

)

A BILL
To consolidate existing anthorities,under the -Vocational Edam-

.
tion Act of 1963 in 'order to create a more efficient mecha-

nism for-1'count' assistance to States for \ 0060114d cdnentiou.

1 Be iii enaeleil bi the Senate and House of Represe.ata-
.

2 tires of Mc Unit«1 States of America in Congress assembled,

That this Act may be cited as the "VocationarEducalion

4 of 1075".

:;

.) TITLE IGENElfAL PROVISIONS

NTRPOSE

Sue. 101. It is the purpose ,of this Act to provide foun-

ial assista e 0 States and other public 'tad pri ate agencies

9 and itiitt Lions to assist them,

6
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t.

1 (1) to, operate .and improie existing programs of

5

..
vocational education;

(2) to develop. new.. programs 'of voent:opal edited-
.

tion;-

(3) to provide ocational guidance, enameling. and

6 placement; and

7 (-) to provide part-time employment for those 's..110.
" y,

8 need'sneb financial assistance in order to undertake re
1 . . .
. . . 9 continue participation in progrmns eligible for 41.1AttliCe .

.
10 under this Ace -

11 so that anyone, including penson ith special lens', and

(

regardless of place of qsidual ur tercl ul educatiotutl attain-

13 went, nia3 repare for employment or fur iiihitnced higher
. f

14 I vet motional nistntetnut or acquire t-cw 'occupational

15 p fieiencies through read3 acei,ss to I alt quality (Wilt1011.11

16 education prograufs awl services.

17 ArT001nz.vrrox OF Amtol'ntxrtoNs."
.

SEc. 102. There are authorized to. for

19 tin' 3 ear ending Jime 30, 1976, and each of the lone

20 succeeding fiscal 3 ears, $4,316,000 to c:Irr3 out the purpose

21 of section 106 (1) $358.690,000 to earr3 out the purposes of

22 title ,TIT, and ..,$160,000,000 to carry out the purposes of

23 title IV.

a
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STATE AnniN'isTa.vrrox ,

- 1 .1.;

2 SF.c. 103. (a) Shy Stale desiring to participate in the

3 progpin,' authorized b fhislAct shall, consisteut With State
''4 law, slesiguite bie,tablish a State board or agency ()lyre 11-

eafter referred-to a. the -State board") which will lie the s.
"6 state agency resitensibler for the ailininistralion of stud pro-

'7 gram'. The responsibility of the 8tate board shall inchlt.

8 .d.vviopmenf o f polio with respec.1 to such Programs, duce]-

9 opulent and submission to the Commis...limier of the annual

10 and long-viigc plaqs requii lis title .;IT, :1m1 eoltsul6tlenr-

with the Stale Ad isory Council or Vocational' Educa
.: 6

11

4

V

12 and other appro.priatt, State planning agencies a's egaired

213 by .ection.2. Except \' ith roped to those unctions set

- 14 rforth in the preceding sentente, the State board may tick-
.

15 gate its responsibilities for operating and super visip. soca-.. .,
fatherle) tional education programs to appropriatt; Stk. .

agencies.
.

18 ' (1)) In administering programs linthorized under tlds

Act. tin State lroard shall adopt, procedures' which «ill pro-..

20 Id; opportunit3 for lot al educational agencies and intitu-

21 tious. ho 011 ed in that pro ision of vocational educutiou
4

22 chiding groups of sad) institution) to appeal and obtain a

2: hearing (*null the State board with respect KpolieliN, pro-

19
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cedures, programs, and A11)(111.01' of resourees under this

2' Act.

, AbLommim AMONG STATES

4 SEC. 104. (a) Prom the amounts- appropriated for tiny
. ,

Nea l year pursuant to setlion 102 for the purpeses of title

*" n' 11l anti from 50 per centa of the attenfut appinpliakd for

7 tielt 'Near for the purpose of title 1V, the Commissioner shalt
, -

8 allot to'eaeli State each lineal yearL
.., 4

(1) am amount whit:It bea.. the same ratio to 50

per centutu of th&sums being ajloted, as the produet of

the populatimi aged fifteen to nineteen, ineln,iwe, in the

Staie in the preeeding fiscal year and the State's allot-
ti

.
ntent ratio bears to the _sum of the vorrespenoling prod,

nets for all the States; plus

12), an amount which beat s the same ratio to 20

lu per cent u ul of the,stuns being allotted as,t he ,product of

p )tilation aged tv Nay U1 f// enty-four, inclushe. in

the State in the preding fiseal y,e),ir and (lie State's
d ,

0 allotment ratio bears to the sum, of the corresponding

20 products fortill the States; plus

(3) an it'mount which bears the slime ratio to 15

per eentum of the sums being allottCd, as this product

23 'ofthe'popnlotion aged twenty-five to sixty-five.

2:1 in the Si)th the preceding fiscal Avear aJatl tbe State'ss

1k
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t (It

-,....t.;

1 ..
4----4.1(autenliratio bears to the -stint of

f
die e'orreinunlittg

.
1

,

.i-
troditets for till theStates; pigs . .

.
3 (4). an amount which, 1A.ars tht-sanie ratio to 15

. ,. .
per eentum of the stuns .being allot ted, as tin. sum of the

6

, 8

9

amoants allotted to the Stare under subaparagraphs (1) ,

(2), and (3) for such years bears to the sum of the

amounts allotted to all the States under paragraphs

(2), and (3) for such yetir.

(b) The amount of any State's allotment under sub-

10 section (p) for any fiscal year which the Countrissioner de-
,

u . tormines'will not be required for such fiscal yeai. or the sue-

coding fiscal y ear for yam ing out the program for \filial

eniount has been allotted shall: be mailable, from time

11 to tune, for realhitenent, On such dates during such year as

15 the Commissioner shall fig, on the basis of criteria established

16 by regulation, first among other rogrants authorised by this

17 "Act within that Stutz; and (11(.11 among other States, except

18 knit rand, appropriated fur the porpolea of title IV may only

19 he reailiated for the uses set forth in tha) title. Any amount

20 reallotted to it State under this'subsedion for any fisciil year

''''21, shall remain mailable for obligation during the sucaseding

22 Mal yCar and shall be deemed to be part of its allotment for

23 tlie year in which it is obligated.

't 1
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2 less the product of-

3 ( 0.50, unit

4 (B) the quo'tieut 014;11(1 by dividing the per cap-

5 ita income for the State by the per capita income for

6 all the States (e xclusiN e of Puerto llico, (tuant. Ameri-

7 can Sawed the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory

of the P/acicw Islands) except that (1) the allotment
)

9 ratio in no case shall be more thou uaio or less than

10 0.40, and (ii) the allotment ratio- fbr Puerto Rico, (it

11 American Samoa, the Vitglit Islands, and the Trust Ter-

12 ritory of the Pacific Isla tul.; shall be 0.00.

1457

6

(e) (1) The allotment ratio IL, any State shall be 1.00

13 (2). The allotment ratios shall be promulgatevd kv the

14 Commissioner for each fiscal year between Octob6, 1 and

15 December 31 of the preceding fucal 3 tar. Allotment ratios

16 shall be computed on the basis of the purage of the appru-

17 priate per capita IIWOIlleS for the three most roma con,eco-

18 tive fiscal 3 ears for which,satisfactory dattt are available.

19 (:3) The term "per capita income" means, with respect

20 to a fiscal 3 ear, time total personal income in the calendar

21 Sear ending in such 3 ear, divided by the population of the

22 area concerned in such year.

23 (4) For the purposes of this section population shall

24 be determined by the Commissioner on the basis of the lat-

25 est estimates available to him.

.A)
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL, FOR VOCATIONAL

Et
2 EDUCATION

3 SEC. 105. (a) The National Advisory Council for Voca-

.1 timid Education (hereinafter referred to as the "National

5 ('ouncil) established pursuant to section 104 (a) of the

Vocational Education Act of 1063 shall continue to exist

7 during. the period for wldell appropriations are authorized

8 under this Act. Individuals who are members of the Council

9 Oil the date of the enactment of this Act may continue to

ser e for the terms for which they were appointed. MentbeN

11 appointul to ,cawed cd sto iodiduali, shall be appointed by

12 the President for terms of three years. The Council shall

13, consist of not, more than twenty-one members each of whom

14 shall he designated as opresenting one of the categories set

15 forth in the following sentence. The Coniwil shall include

iti persons=

17 (1) representative of labor and management, in-

eluding persons who lime knowledge of the semiskilled,

19 skilled, aml tecludeal employment in the labor market;

90 (2) representative of new and emerging ()mini-

- 21 lima' fields;

22 (3) in the field of career guidance and counseling':

() familiar with labor market problems and 0(1-

,24 . ministration of employment progrtmz:

25 (5) knowledgeable about the administration of
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1 State and local ocationdl education programs, including

nimbus of local school boards and pri% a te institutions;

3 (6) experienced in the education and training of

4 handicapped individuals;

5 (7) familiar with the unique problems of individuals

6 disadvantaged by their socioecoManic backgrounds;

7 (8) experienced in the education and training of in-

, di% hinds of limited English-speaking ability%%ho require

bilingual vocational training;

10 ,(9) having special knowledge of postsecondary NO-

11 cational education programs; and

12 (10) representing the National Commission for

13 'Manpower Policy created pursuant to title V of the Com-

14 prehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973; and

15 (11) representative of the general public (includ-

16 ing parents and students)

17 (A) who are not representative of .categories

18 (1) through (1G),

It) (B) fifty per centum of whom are not Federal

20 employees, and

21 *(G) who constitute no less than one-third of

22 the total membership of the Council.

93 In appointing the National Council, the President shall

24 insure that there'; appropriate representation of both

-13 t)
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1 sexes, racial. and ethnic Minorities, and the various

geographic regions of the country.

3 (b) ( I) The National Council shall inset at the call of

4 the Chairman, who shall be selected by the President, but

5 not less than four times a year.

6 (2) The National Council shall-

7 (A) advise the Commissioner with regard to gen--

8 oral poliey matters relating to vocational education,

'9 including the administration of, preparation of regulations

10 for, and operation of, ocational education programs sit-p-,
11 ported with assistance under this Act;

12 (11) review the administration and operation of .

13 vocational education programs under this Act (includ-

big the effectiveness of such programs in meeting the

purposes for which they arc established and operated) ,

16 make recommendations with respect thereto, and make
17 annual reports of its findings and reconnnendations

,

(including reed mmendations for changes in the provi-
19 sions of the Art) to the 3eeretary for transmittal to the
20 Congress;

21 (0) make such interim reports or recommemlations

22

23

to the Secretary, the Commissioner of Educatn, or to

the heads of other Federal departments and agencies

as it may deem desirable;

11.11.6251 -2
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1 (1)) identify, after consultation with the National

2 Conuni,i(at for 11.411110er till' vocational edit-

., cation needs of the Nation and assess the extent to which

4 ti °ea tiona I education, employment training, vocational

S rehabilitation, and other programs bider this and re-

late() Acts represent a eothistent, integrated, and coor-
,

(limited approach to meeting such needs;

8 (E) conduct such stadie.,;, hearings, or other activi-

9

10

12

13

14

ties as it deems necessary to enable it to fortimlate ap-

propriate recommendations;

(1?) examine and eNb.,(ate the effectiveness of any

federally assisted vocanynal education 'programs (in-

cluding those assisted took. this Act), with particular

reference to the eontributions of such programs to the ,

.15 achievement of objecti' es sought by the recommenda-

16 awls under clause' (B) of this paragraph; and

(G) conduct independent evaluations of pr-ograms

18 carried out under this Act and publish and distribute the

19

20 e) Members of the No timnd Council who ait. not rep-
.

, «
21 lar full-thne employees of the failed States slum, wont)

results--thereof. ,

22 serving on business of the National,Onmeii, he entitled to

23 receive eompensation iu accordance with section 444 of the

2 Qeneral Education Provisions Act.

25 ((I) The Council, in accordance with the provisions Of
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1 title 5, 'United States Code, governing appointment and

lunpensation of menthe's of the Federal Govertinwnt.

3 authorized to appoint such professional, technical, and

4 clerieal personnel as may be necessary to carry ont its

5 functions.

6 STATE ADVLsou couNciLs roE yocATioNAt. DITATioN

7 Sic'. 106. (a) Any State which desires to receive a

8 grant under this Act for any fiscal year shall establish an

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

92

24

25

independent State advisory council for vocational educa-

tion (hereinafter referred to as du; "Aattc4conneil") whose

inclobers shall he rim esentatit e of both goN ermnent aud

nongovernmental interests. .11einbers of the State council shall

be appointed by the Governor or, in the case of States in

which the members of the State board of education are

elected, by midi board. The State council shall include as

members a person.or persons

(1) representative of. and with the von-

tioual needs alo problems Air. managenwnt and labor;

(2) representing State industrial and ceonoic

development agencies;

(3) representative of comni Junity. and ulifor

colleges;

(4) representative of otln:r institutions of higher

area ocotional schools, teelniVvid

and postsi,condar agencies or institutions, \vhieli pro% ide

G
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1 programs of vocational or technical education and

2 training; 4

3 (5) responsible for the operation at the local or

4 State level' of comlunnity colleges having vocational or

5 technical programs ;,

(6) familiar with vocational teacher education

7 programs;

8 (7) familiar with the administration of State and

9 local vocational education programs;

10 (8) having special knowledge, experience, or quali-

fications with respect to vocational attention but who are

12 not involved in the administration of State or local voca-

13 education programs;

14 (9) familiar with publie prograas of vocational

-15 education in comprehensive secondary schools;

16 (10) familiar with private programs of vocational

17 education;

18 (11) familiar with career guidance and counseling-

. 19 services;

20 (12) representative of locill educational agencies

21 operating comprehensive secondary schools;

92 (13) representative of local school boards;

23 (14) representative of the public manpower agency

2' (employment service) in the State;
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1 (15) representative of the Manppwer Services

2
9 Connell of the State;

3 (16) representing school systems with large eon-.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10.

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

21

22

23

24

centrations of persons who have special academic. bilin-

gual, social, economical; ain't cultural needs;

(17) having special knoTledge, experience, or

qualifications, with respect to the special educational

needs of physically or mentally handicapped persons;

(18) representative of the geueraLpublic, including

a person or persons representative of and knowledgeable

abakt the poor and disadvantaged; and

(19) representative of vocational education students.

who areepot qualified for membership under any of the

preceding clauses of this paragraph.

Members bf the State council may not represent more than

one of the above-specified categories. In appointing the

State enuncil, the Governor or the State board of education

(as the ease may be), shall insure that there is appropriate

representation Of both sexes, racial and ethnic minorities,

and the various geographic regiks of the State.

(b) The functions of tide State council Oa 11 be to
(1) advise the State board in the development of

the annual and forward State plans' for 'vocational

educat ion';

6.;21
h

1/4
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1 (2) advise the State board on policy matters ails-
..

ing in the administration of programs under `the_ State

3 phut, including the preplration of long-range and annual

4 programs plaits;

5 (3) evaluate voeational education pjogranc.4, serv-

6 ices, and activities assisted 'miler this Act and -publish
- k

7 and di4-ribute the results thereof;

8 .

9

10

11

(4) prepare and submi through the State board

to the Conimissioner of Education, the Ooveinor or chief

executive dicer of the State, and the National Council

tut annual m aluatiott repori, accompanied by such addl-
.

12 kiottal comments of the _State board a. the State board

&lents appropriate, which (X) evaluates the effective-

ness of vocational education programs, services, and ae-

th ities carried' out in the year under review iu meeting._

the measurable program objectives set fortlt iu The an-

nual prograM plan, and (B) recommends such changes

in those programs, services, and activities as may be

13

1-1

15

16

17

18

10 warranted by the evaluations; and

20 (5) assist the State' board in encouraging' the de-

21 velopment and installation of local program phi

22 including the establishment of local phi committees,

23 councils, or groups broadly repri,sentathe of the coin-
.

24 !nuttily that will participate in the development of local

25 or area plans and mahe recommendations to the State

.26 board for use in developing the State plan.

11
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, (e) Not less than ninety days pr r (co the be, inning

2 of any fiscal year in which a State desires ve a grant

3 under this Act, that State shall certify the establishment of,,

4 and membership 'of, its State council to the Commissioner.

5 (d) Each State council shall meet within thirty days

6 after certification has been accepted b3 the CoifUnTssioner and

7 select from among its membership a chairman. The time,

N place and manner of meeting shall be as pros ided by the

9 rules of the State coundl, except that such rules inust pro-

10 N ide for not less than one public meeting each year at which

the public is given opportimil. to express dews concerning11

12 vocational education.

13 (e) State councils are authorized to obtain the services

14 of such professional, technical, and clerical personnel as may

15 _,be_necessary.to.enable.them_to_cam out their iimdiuns under

16 this title and to contract for midi services as may be ueces-

17 sary to enable them to carry out their evaluation functions.

18 .(f) From' the sums appropriated for any fiscal year pur-

19 snout to section 102, the Commissioner is authorized to pay

20 to each State athisory council an amount equal to the reason-,
21 able amounts expended by it in carrying out its 'functions

49 under this Act in such fiscal yew, except that the amount

23 available fur such purpose for any State for any fiscal year

24 shall not exceed 1*mm per contain of ,the amount allotted to

25 the State under section 104, but such amount shall not exceed

26 $150,000 and shall not be less than $50,000.

S.
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-of

fields to persoils who are available for study in

preparation for entering eniployment, or

(C) a ,vocatiunal or technic;al school and ex-

elusively or principally for the provision of vow-
,

5 tional education to persons who haN'e completed or

6 le(t high school and who are available for study in,
% .-

7 preparation for entering employment, or
I 8 (I)) the department or division tif a; junior '

9 college or community college or university which

10 provides vsalitional queation in no less -than five

11 different ''occupationlil lields operating under Jl

12 policies of the State board,. leading to inunediate

13 employment or to homeinalniig but not necesarily ,
4

11 Wiring to a baCcalaurchte dedcu,

15 if it is available to all residents of the State or' an area

16" of the State desigualCd and approl ed by the State.board,

17 and if, in the case of a school', department, or division

o8 described in clauses (C) or (D) of this paragritpli, it

19 admits as replaar students both persons who hale coal=

20 pletcd high school Rue, persons who have,left high school;

21. (2) the term "Commissioner means the United.

92 States Commissioner, of Education, and the term "Sod-.
23 tart'" means the Secretary 'of Health, Education, and

24 Welf a re;
,

62:-.)1 3
.1

5

A

0

lo
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(3) the tem et)iieg:e" means ally

43 junior college. ln,et (Aida rt tueatiuuad dw(d. technieal

3a it6sfitute, 'or any other educational inAittIti on (1N111101 11111 ,

include a four - eat institution of higher cducat hat.or a

' branch t)tereof) in any State which

r B (A) is legally authorized within such State to

7 proitle a program of (6.1166'11 beond ..etlaidary

8 education;

9 (B) adinits as reguia7 students pe'rsons who

10 care high school graduatqs or the equivalent, or whip

11 Are beyond compulsory school age;

12 (0) provides a t w`o-year postsecondary cdtica-
.

13 tional program tending -to an associate degree, or
a

, 14 acceptable for credit toward a, bachelor's degree, and

le) also provides programs of postsecondary vocational,

16 technical, occupational, and specialized education;

17. (D) is a public or other nonprofit. private

18 institution;
_

19- (E) is accredited as an institution by a

20 rationally recognized accrediting, agency or assoscia-

.21 : lion, or if not so accredited,

22 (1) is an institution that has obtained ree-

23 ..ognized prtaceredita,tion stkttui from a ttation-

ally recognized acciediting

"Ai.)5 (ii) is au institution whose ercA are

all

5244.5 0 75 -vol 2 45
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19 _7
accepted on transfer. b'y not less than three

accredited institutions, for credit on the tame

ltsis as if twiisferred from an institution so ae-

4 L emlitcd, or

5. (iii) is approved by the State board;

6 (41) the terns "industrial arts education programs"

7 means those education programs (A ) which pertain to

8 the body ()I related subject 'matter, or related courses,

9 organized for the development of understanding about

10 the technical. consumer, omit-116mM, recreational, or-

11 liumd, managerial, social, historical. ,and cultural

12 aspects of industry and t(llll( ,e including learning

13 experiences in oh big activities such as experimenting,

11 designing, constructing, evaluating. and using tools, ma-

15 chines, materials, and processes whkili provide oppor-

16 tunities.for creativity and problem solving and assisting

17 individtials in the makilig of informed and meaningful

18 occupational choices, and (13) which the State board

19 determines will accomplish or facilitate one or more of

20 the purposes of the Act;

21 (5) the term "local educational agency" means a

22 board of education or other legally constituted local

23 school authority having administrative control and diree-

24 tion of public elementary or secondary schools in a

25 city, county, township, school district, or political sub-
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division in a State; orany -other -public dacationt-

2 institution or agency haN iug administrative control and

direction of a 'vocational education program;

(6) the term "nonpublic school" or "nonprofit

5 private school" means a school established by an *hull-
,

6 victual, institution, or agency other than the State, sub-

7 divisions of the State, or the Federal Government,

8 which is supported primarily by other than public funds,

9 and the responsibility for the operation of whose program

10 rests with other than publicly elected or appointed

11

12 (7) the term "operation" used for, the purpose

13 of a residential school facility includes maintenaneo

costs, the cost of salaries, equipment,.. supplies, and

15 _materials, and may include but is not limited to other

16 reasonable Costs of services and supplies' needed by

17 residential students;

18 ' (8) the term "persons with special needs" means

19 persons who are or have been adversely affected by

20 physical, mental, academic, socioeconomic, geof,raphic

21 or other factors and conditions and who require Special.

22 supportive, educational, a guidance assistance in order

23 to benefit from vocational education programs and
4, )24 services;

25 (9) the term- "private vocational training institu-

70u
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1 lion" means a business or trade school, or technical

2 institution or other technical or vocational school, in any

3 State, which (A) admits as regular students only per-

4 sons who have completed or left elementary or secondary

I/ school and who have the ability to benefit from the

training offered by such institution; (B) is legally

7 authorized to provide, and proyides within that State, a

8 program of vocational or technicfil education designed to

9 "fit individuals for useful employment in recognized

10 occupations, including -homemaking; (C) has been in

11. existeiwe fur tcvo years or has been specially accredited

32 bs the Cozntnissioner as an institution meeting the other

13 requirements of this subsection; and (D) is accredited

(1) by a nationally recognized accrediting agc,ney or

15 association listed by the Commissioner pursuant to this

`10 claue, or (ii) if the Commissioner determines that there

17 is 110 nationally recognized accrediting agency or associa-.

lion qualified to accredit schools or a particular category,

19 by a State agency listed by the Commissioner parsiunit

20 to this clause, or (iii) if the Commissioneriletermines

21 that there is do nationally recognized or State agency or

22 41,SOChlti011 t1) accredit schools of a particular

category, by an ad% isory conimittec appointed by him

2 nod composed of persons speiallt qualilicd to calimle

25 training Km ided by shools of that eateguity; whior

0 i
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1 commit tee shall prescribe the ta IA mt. or olutent, scope,

2 and qUalit) which nmst be met those schools and shall

3 also determine whether particular schools meet those

4 standards. For `the purpose of this subsection, the Com-

5 missioner shall publish a list, of nationally recognized

'6 accreditipg agencies or associations and State agencies

7 which be determines to be reliable authority,as to the

quality of education ca- training afforded;

(10) the term "secondary vocational education"

means the level of education or training for stpdents

9

10

11 in grades seven to twelve, inclusive;
c

12 (11) the term "State" includes, in addition to the

13 several States, the District of Columbia, the Common-

14 wealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,

15

10

17

iR

19

21

22

23

24

American Samoa, and the Trust Terrilpy of the Pacific

Islands; ,r,

(12) the term "vocational education" means voca-

', tional, technical, or occupational training n retraining

which is provided in public or privap secondary or post-

secondary institutions or classes, at the work site, or

Under other innovative arrangements (including field,

laboratory work, work experience, and remedial or

related instruction incident thereto, and activities spon-

sored by recognized vocational student ore,anizations)
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:4 -

1 under public supervision and control or under contract

2 with a State board or local education agency and which

3 is designed (A) to prepare individuals at the secondary

4 or postsecondary lo%el for employment as semiskilled or

5 skilled workers, as homemakers, technicians, or subpro-

6 fessiunals in recognized occupations and new and emerg-

ing occupations, or (B) to increase the occupational

8 proficiency of individuals/ or (C) to prepare individuals

9 fur enrollment in advanced specialized vocational or tech-

10 nical education programs, except those which require

11 n baccalaureate or higher degree; and such term includes

12 various supporting services required to maintain and

13 operate effective programs for all persons (including
a

14 those with special needs), such as professional prepara-
/-

15 tion; inservieecjAcation; administration; currieuluin

16 development and dissemination of related information;

17 work experience education "arrangements; job placement;,

18 vocational homy =morales education (consumer and

19 homemaking education and occupational home economics,

20 education) ; prevocational education in such programs

21 as industrial oils; guidance and counseling; programs

22 for training public-service volunteers; vocational research

23 and demonstration programs; travel of vocational educa-

24 tion personnel and students while engaged in a training

.4t
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1 program;eactiities of vocational student youth organiia-

2 tions when their activities are an integral part of the

3 -vocational instructional program; 'the acquisition, main-

4 tenance and repair of instructional supplies, teaching

5 aids, and equipment ; and the equipping and operating

6 of residential vocational schools; and

7 (13) the term "work stialy" means programs which

8 arrange for employment tecessary to assist needy stn-
.. o

9 dents (including tho,e who ate accepted for enrollment )

10 to become or remain enrolled in vocational 'education

11 programs, including programs arranged by a school

12 through public employers to compensate full-time..voca-
,

13 tional education 7tudeuts, who are financially needy, with

11 piddle funds for'perf4ming work aignnytts: the earn-
.

15 hip, from which will facilitate school retention and

16

19

20

enable participating studeutp to complete a job prepara-

tory training program.

. EFFECTIVE DATE; REPEA.DER

SEC. 109. (a) This Act shall become effective on..Tuly 1,

1975.

21 (I)) Tho. Vocational Education Act of 1963, the'

22 tional Education Amendments of 1968, and part 141 of the

23 .Education Profession Development Act arc repealed, Nice-

24 live on awl after July 1. 1975.

..c
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1 (c) (t) a To a SfateTTrom appropriations

2 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, for parts B, F, G,

3 and 11 of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 which are

4 not obligated and expended by the State by that date, and

5 which thereby are available for expenditurO during the fiscal

6 year ending June 30, 1976, pursuant to section 412 (b) of

7 the General Education Provisions Act, shall be available for

8

9

10

use by the State in,carrying out programs described in title

III of this Act during the fiscal year .ending June 30, 1976.

(2) Funds granted to a State from appropriations for

11 the fisbal year ending June 30, 1975, for parts C and D. of

12 the Vocational Education Act of 1963 which are not obli-

13 sated and expended liy the State by that date, and which

14 thereby are available for expendittire during the, fiscal year

15 ending June 30, 1976, pursuant to sc;ction 412 (b) of the

16 General Education Provisions Act, shall be available for use

17 by the State in carrying- out projects and activities which

18 meet the requirements of section 403 of this Act during the

19 fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.

00 Funds appropriated by the first section of the

21 11141-Tfuglies Act (that is the Act approved February 23,

22 1917 (39 Stat. 929, as amended; 20 U.S.C. 11-15, 16-281',

23 shall be considered as funds appropriated pursuant to sec-
.

24 Lion 102 of this Act for the purposes of title III of this Act,

H.R. 6251-4
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TITTILL--_PROGRAX--PLA.-NN^1-NG

2 ANNUAL ASSESSMENT OF NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCA-

3 PION NW:DS AND PRIORITIES

4 SEC. 201. (a) The Cominisioner shall annually conduct

an assessment of the status of vocational educational in tae

G Nation in order to ascertain the critical national needs and

7 high nations' priorities in the field of Nocational education.'

8 In co nducting `that assessment, the Commissioner shall con-

9 suit ivith and consider the recommendations of the National

10 Advisory Council on Vocational E.ducatiolsoYhe. ,results .of

u. 'that assessment shall be published inkir Federal Register

12 not later than March 31, 1976; and not later than March 31

La of each of the four succeeding years.

14 (b) The Secretary of Labor shall provide_ information

15 on National, regional, State, and local manpower needs for

16 the use of the Commisgioner, other Federal, State, and local

17 officials, mid advisory councils charged with responsibilities

18 under this Act.

19

20, SEC. 2Q2. (a) Any State dc3iring to participate in pro-

21 grams authorized ,under this Act for any fiscal year, other
22 than the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, shall prepare,

23 through its State board, a five-year forwd plan for. von-

tional education in the State. Such plan meets the require-

FORWARD PLAN

25 ments of this section if it-
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(1-) is epared-inconsultation7withtheState--

2 advisory council for that State and other appropriate

3 State planning agencies;

4 (91 les a long-range assessment of the voca-

, 5 tioual education needs of the State and est`ablisheS long

fr range program objectives which relate to those needs;

7 (3) considers the requirements of persons with

8 special needs for vocational education opportunities and

provides long-range program objectives designed to meet

10 thoso requirements; and

11, (4) provides for the involvement of other appropri-

12 ate public and private agencies, organizations and insti-

13

14

15'

talons in the development of the plan.

(b) The State five-year forward plan shall be submitted

to the Commissioner not later than June 30, 1976, and shall,

16 .
11 -necessary, be updated in conjunction with the preparation

17 of the annual program plan required by section 203.

18 ANNUAL. PROGRAM FLAN

19 SEC. 203. (a) Each State desiring to participate in pro-

20 grams authorized by this Act for any fiscal year shill submit

21 to the Commissioner at such time and in such detail as he

22

23

24

deems necessary an annual program plan for vocational

education (hereinafter referred to as the "annual program

plan") . Such plan shall be , submitted in accordance with
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the1rocedures set forth in section 411(b)_of_the_Gendral_

2 Education Provisions Act, if apphcable.

3 (b) The Commissioner shall approve the annual pro-
..

4 gram plan submitted by a State if ho determines that the
ry 5 plan--'

6 (0 has been prepared in consultation with the

State advisory council for that State and other ap`pro-
,

8 'priata public aild private agencies, organizations, and

9 institutions;

10 (2) has been submitted only after the State board

11 (A) has given reasonable notice, and afforded a reason-,
12 able opportunity for a-public hearing, and (43) has im-

13 plemented policies and procedures lo insure that copies

1444c. of the State plan and all statements of general policies,,

115 Hos, regulations, and procedures issued by the State

16 board concerning the administration Vf such plan will

17 be made reasonably available to the public;0

18". (3) describes the present vocational education

19 needs of the State in terms of the purposes of this Act,

420 and sets forth a program of vocational education ob-

21 jectives which affords satisfactory assurance of substan-

22 tial progress toward meeting the, vocational education

'23 needs of students and the labor force in the State;

24 (4) indicates how and to what extent programs,

25 services, and activities to be carried out under the an-
.

t41s
u
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1 nud.p.rogiam_pino during the year (414address th

2 critical national needs and priorik; for vocational min-
t.

3 cation as assessed by the.Commissiaer pursuant to see-

4 tion 201, nn' (B) carry out the objectives set' forth

5 in, the State' five-year forwarkplan, for vocational edit-

6 tion`developedpursuant to section 202;

7 (5) sets forth a detailed plan for the use of funds

8 made availabje to the State under title IV of this Act, in-

9 eluding a description of each research, innovative, and

10 demonstration project and activity to be carried out mi-.

11 der that title, And describes the means by, which the

12 State intends to incorporate successful and promising

13 projects, practices, and activities developed under that

title into the basic program of vocational education in

15 the State;

16 (6) provides an assessment of Federal, State, and

local resources available to meet the vocational Awn-(

18 tion needs of the State and describes how those resources

are to be fully utilized in carrying out the annual program

20 plan during the year for which funds are sought under

21 this Act ;

22 (7) provides an assurance that-

23 (A) not less than 25 per centu of the amount.

24 'allotted to the State under section 104 (a) for any

25 i fiscal year for the purposes of title III, and not less

7 0
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1 than 25- per centum of the amount so allotted for
0. -I

2 the purposes ofection 402 will be used to pro-

3 vide vocational education services for forst:111s with

:4 special needs, as defined in §Qclip.u--108 (8') , and
44,

5 . (10 for auy fiscni year beginning after Sep-__
6 tember 30, 1976, not less than 25 per' centum of

7. - the aggregate of the non-Federal contributions re-
.a

8 quired to he made for programs, projects, and activi-

9 ties funded under title III of this Act will be used

10 to provide vocational education services for such

11 persons;

12 (8), sets forth in detail the policies and procedures'

13 to be followed by the State in the distribution of funds

14 to local educational agencies in the State for the pro-

15 grams, services, and activities authorized by this Act,

16 which policies and procedures assure that-L'

17 (A) duo consideration will be given to the

18 results of periodic evaluations of Stale and local

19 vocational education programs, services, and activ-

20 ities in the light of information regarding current

and projected manpower needs and job opportuni-

22 tics, partieularly now and emerging needs and op-

23 portunities on the local, State, and National levels:

24
(B) due consideration will be given to the rola-

25 .tive vocational education needs of all population '
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groups in alI deographic areas and communities in

2 the State,

3

4

(C) due consideration will be given to the rela-

tive ability (3( particular loCal educational agencies

within lite Stare, particularly those in economically

,depressed areas and those with high rates of mein-

7 ploymenf, to provide the resourceAkeeessary to

8 meet the vocational education ,needs in the areas or

9 communities, served by such agencies,

10 (D) duo consideration will be give II to the cost

11 . of the programs, services, and activities provided by

12 local educational agencies which is in excess of the

13 cost which maybe normally attributed to the cost of

14 education'in such local eduerltional agencies,

15 (E) funds made available under this Act will

la not be allocated to local educational agencies in a

17

18

19

20.

21

manner, such as the matching of local expenditures

at asiiTcentage ratio uniform throughout the State,

which, fails to take into consideration the criteria

set forth in partraphs (A), Oh (0),z and (D),,

(F) applications from local educationtil agencies

22 for fund's

`23 (i) have been developed in consultatiOii

24 with representatives of the educational and

-11 r 3
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1 training resources available, to the arettto be-

served by the applicant,

3 (ii) are designed to provide the persons

4 to be serled, t'vitheducatio..programs which
. f V

5 will make substantial progress toward' prepar-
s .

6 .' lug sucli potions foi a career,

7 Mil include assurances of adequate plan-
. et

.ts ning to meet the vocational education needs of

9 ..

10

11

12

15

lli

17

1,1

potential studentg in the area or community

served by such agency;

(iv) include a plan, for meeting the voca-
.

tional education needs in the area or community

served by such agency, taking into account the

relationship of the pipit to the appropriate

comprehensive manpower Blew' developed under

section 105 of the Comprehensive Employment

. and Training Act of 1973, and

(v) !meat° how, and to what extent the

19 vocational education ppgraill, services,. .and

activities proposed in the appliention will meet

21 the needs set forth pursuant to (*blase (iii) ; and

((I) no local cdtpational agency which is mak-

20

:r3 ing a reas(authle taN effort, as defined by regulations,

,24 win be denied funds for the claldizdniunt of new

2:5 iocationaL eLcaiime programs solely bet.ause the,

^4f;
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1 local 'dteational agency is tumble to pay`the non-

2 Federal share of the cost of such new progrtm.de,
3 ......41)12Akes into consideration the State cotnpreli

4 sive manpower plan developed pursuant to section 100 /

5 of the Comprehensive Employment,and Training Act of

6 973; and

(10) provides that any hIcal, educational agency

8 dissatisfied with final action with respect to any applica-

9 tion for funds under this Act shall be given reasonable

10 notice and opportunity for a hearing.

11 (c) (1) The Commissioner shall not finally disapprove

12 any plan submitted under subsection (a) , or any modification

13 thereof, without first affording the State board submitting

14 the plan reasonable notice and opportunity fora hearing.

15 (2) Whenever the Commissioner, after reasonable

16 notice and opportunity for hearing to the State board admit;

17 istering a State plan approved under subsection (b), finds
18 that-
19 (A) the State plan has been so changed that it
20 no longer complies with the provisions of subsection
21 (b), or

22 (B) in the administration of the plan there is a
23 failde to comply substantially with any such provision,

24 the Commissioner shall notify such State board that 110

25 further paynients will be made to the State under this title
4
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1 (or, in his di,erkion, further-payments to the Stale mill be

2 liwitcd .o int.traill., mulct. III portiwit41. . the State plan nott

3 affected by such failure) until he is satisfied that there a ill

4 no longer be any failtue to comp,lt .Until he is so satisfied, the

5 Commissioner shall make no further .pat mutts to such State

6 tutder this title lor shall limit pat wants to plogrants under or

7 portions of the State plan not affected by such failure) .

8 (a)' A State board which is dissatisfied with a final

9 at.,tio,of thy Commissioner under this subsection may appeal

10 10 the United States court of appeals for the circuit in ultielt

11 the State is located, by filing a petition m;t1t such eourt \\ 411,-

12 in sixty days after such littql action. A copy of the petition

13 shall be forthmith transmitted by the clerk of the cbtut to the

14 Commissioner, or any officer designated ha hint for that pur-

15 pose. The Commissioner thereupon shall file in the court

16 .the record of the proceedings on NS hill he baSed his action,

17 as pros ided in section 2112 of title 28, United States Code.

18 Upon the filing of such petition, the court shall I ;orisdie-

19 tion to affirm the action of the Commissioner or to set it aside,

20 in 'thole or in part, temporarily or permanently, but until

21 the filing of the record the Comisioner may modify or set

22 aside his action. The findings of the Cummissionm as to the

23 facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclu-

21 sit c, but the court, for good cause shown, may remand the

25 ease to the,Commissioncr to take further evidence, and the

52.545 ,z) vol 2 - 46
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1 Commissioner ma.) thereupon make tievv or modified,findings

2 of fact and may n9Iify his previous action, and shall file in

3 the court the record of the further proceedings. Such new or

4 modified findings of fact shall likewise be conclusive if sup-
/

5 ported by substantial evidence. The judgment of the court

6 affirming or setting aside, in whole or in part, any action of

7 the Commissioner shall be final, subject to review by the Su-

8 preme Court of the United States upon certiorari or certifica-

9 tion as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United States

10 Code. The commencement of proceedings under this subsec-

11 tion shall not, unless tic) specifically ordered by the court,

12 operate as a stay of the Commissioner's action.

13 (d) ,(1) If any local educational agency is dissatisfied

14 with the final action of the State board with respect to ap-

15 proval Of an application by that local agency for a grant

16 pursuant to this Act, such local agency may, within sixty

17 days after such final action or notice thereof, whichever is

18 later, file vvith the 'United States court of appeals for the cir-

19 cuit in which the Stftte is located a petition for review of

20 that action. A. copy of the petition shall be forthwith trans-

21 witted by the clerk of the court to the Strife board. The State

22 board thereupon shall file in the court the record of the pro-

23 ceedings on which the State board based its action as pro-

24 vided in section 2112 of title 28, United States Code.

25 (2) The findings of fact by the State board, if supported
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1 by substantial evidence ~hall be conclusive; but the court,

2 for good cause shown, may remand the case to the State

3 board to take further 'evidence, and the State board may

4 thereupon make_ new or modified findings of fact and may

5 modify its precious action, and shall certify to the court the

6' record of the further, proceedings.

7 (3) The court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the action

8 of the State board or to set it aside, in whole or in part. The

9- j(ulgnient of the court shall be subject to review by the

.10 Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or-cer-

n tification as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United

12 States Code.

13 AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR PLANNING ACTIVITIES

14 SEc. 204. Funds granted to a State under title III of

15 this Act for any fiscal year may be used by the State board

36 for the following activities in addition to the activities an-

17 thorized by that title:

18 (1) development of forward and annual program

19 &plans; ,
20 (2) planning for innovative projects and activities

21 to be carried out in succeeding years under title IV; and

22 (3) planning for the integration of successful in-

23 novative projects and activities into the State's basic

24 program of voep4mal education:
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1 TITLE IIIVOCATIONAL Ell

2 PROGRAMS A ND SERVICES

3 ArrnomAno:t OF GRANTS

4 SEc. 301. From the sums allotted to each State for the.

5 purposes of this title for any fiscal year pursuant to section

6 104, the Commissioner issautht razed to matke,grants to States

7: to assist than in establishing and carrying out vocational

8 education programs and sm.\ ices designed to pro ide iudi-

9 iduals in all communities in the States Rh readily avail-

10 able high quality ocatiunal education. Grants to States under

11 this title shall not exceed 40 per centum of the expenditures

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

incurred in carrying out the annual program plan in such

fiscal year with respect to the purposes of this title, except

that in the case of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

and American Samoa, such amount shall not exceed 100 per

contain of such oxpenditues.

l'ROGRANIS

SEC. 302. Grants to States antler this title may be used

in accordance with an approved amia] program plan for

the following programs:

(1) vocational-technical programs of instruction,

including the development, installation, and operation of

programs of vocal ional education in public or private

secondary mid postsecondary institutions which are
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1 designed to prepare students for a wide variety of

occupations, including homemaking and home economics

3 occupations. Such programs may include those

designed

, 5 (A) to prepare students for immediate entry

6 into employment;

7 (B) to prepare students to eontinue in an

8 advanced occnpational, vocational, or technical

9 program;

10 (C) to provide those who have completed or

11 left school with new or additional occupational

12 proficiencies;

13 (1)) to enable those,who have entered the labor

14
."

market to increase their occupational proficiencies in

15 order to enter a new field of employment or to

16, improve their advancement opportunities in their

17 present field of emkployment ;

18 "(B) to enable the unemployed to beeome

19 ,employable through the development of skills awl

20 technical knowledge; and

21 (1?) to provide bilingual vocational education

to students who require such instruction in order

23 to benefit from vocational education;

24 (3) work experience program, inehuling programs

25 of instruction which require employment, placement in
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1 a job, or participation in other activities on the premises

2 of, an employer for observation, instruction, work, or

3 work-related experiences. Programs authorized under

4 this paragraph include cooperative or siniilat instruc-

5 timid programs in which the student has a school-

6 approved involvement with an employer, the terms of

7 which may be intermittent, part time, or on an alternat-

8 ing schedule with other school activities and programs.

9 Such programs may also include-

10 (.1) training personnel-to establish,-coordinate,

11 and supervise work experience peograms;

12; (B) the provision of student instruction related

13 to the work experience;

14 (C) the reimbursement of employers for neees-

sary additional costs incurred in .providing training

16

17

18

19

through work experience;

(1)) payurnt of costs for services such as

transportation of students or other unusual costs that

students may not reasonably be expected to assume

20 while enrolled in such a program;

21 (E) the establishment of necessary procedures

92 for cooperation with public and private employment

23 agencies, labor groups, employers, and other corn-
6) t

munity kagencies in identifying suitable jobs 'for
ova

enrollees ill work experien6e programs;
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1 (1')' the development of curriculum materials;

2 and

((c) placement and followup activities required.

4 to ascertain the impact of the piogram on the stn-

5 dent, the area labor market, and the economy;

6 (3) vocational education personnel development

7 and training, including-

8 , (A) the development and maintenance of

9 program's for the improvement of the professional

10 vocational education competence of counselors,

11 . guidance personnel, teachers, supervisors, research-

12, ers, and administrators in public and cooperating

13 private schools, institutions, and State and local

14 educational agencies;

15 (11) programs designed to update the coin-:
16 pCtencies of such pdsons in vocational education,

17 vocational student activities, and other elated activ-

18 ities through exchanges of personnel, short-term

19 institutes and seminars, and Bend trips and related
1.-

20 travel ;

21 (C) inservice teacher and professional pe'rson-

22 nee development ; and

23 (D) programs to improve the quality and

24 effectiveness of vocational instruction through the

1,4 ,-
L)
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installation of new curriculum Mimes, materials,

2 and bilingual vocational instruction; and

(4) implementation of projects and activities pre-

4 . viously supported under title IV of this,Act ald which

5 have proved to be effective in meeting the vocational

6 , education needs of the State.

7 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES

S SEC. 303. In order to provide vocational education pro -
4

9 grams which arc comprehensive' and of high quality and

10 which make the best utilization of all available -resourcesitfor

11 meeting the vocational education needs of the State, grants

12 to a State Under this title may be used to provide the follow-

13 lag sort' ices related to vocational education :

(1) vocational guidance and, counseling, inclnding-

15 (A) the,provision of informations, exploration,

16 and career assessment counseling activities and serv-

17 ices to assist all individuals with an interest in the

18 vocational curriculum in their occupational and edu-

19 eational planning and in arranging for necessary edtt-

20 rational experiences which will help achieve their

21 career goals;

.22 (B) the development of materials for student,

23 teacher, and counselor use relating educational

"`r
l'110
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1 And occupational requirements and opportunities;

and

3 (C) providing opportunities for employers to

4 visit educational settings and for young persons and

5 adults to visit the premises of employers for the pur-

6 pose of observation nt exploration of educational

7 and occupational opportunities and conditions;

8 (2) the provision of vocational education opportn-
!,-

P nines for individuals in private vocational training

10

11

13

14

15

16.

17

18

19

20

institutions through arrangembnts with State and

local educational twenciei

(3) equipping, maintaining, andoperating area vif-

catio' technical schools and residential facilities;

(4) administering, supervising, pinning, and eval-

Dating of vocational education programs;-

(5) acquiring, analyzing, and, disseminating data

related to vocational education;

(6) exchanging personnel between schools, and

other agencies, institutions, and organizations ,partii-

pating in activities to achieve the purpose's of this

21 Act, including manpower agencies, business, and

22 indtstry.;-'

23 (7) use of diversified media and other techniques of

24 student, parent, and citizen involvement to improve or

25 pro\ ide high quality programs and services in vocational

26 education;
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8) operation by schools of business activities in

connection ith MA tiOnal inhtnwtional programs w lien

require(' to increase the availability and quality of such

instruction;

5 (9) placement and follow-up of vocational Nitwit-

tion graduates;

7

8

9

10

11

. 12

13

14

15

16

17

19

(10) main{ nance and operation of industrial arts

courses when the State agency determines that such

instruction will accomplish dr facilitate one or more of

the purposes Willis Act; and

I 1) work-study irrograms operated by a laid

educational agency or other public agency or institution:

Provided, That students employed in work-study pro-

grams financed in whole or in part under this Act shalt

not by reason of such employment be deemed to be

employees of the United States for any purpose.

TITLE TV GRANTS FOR RESEARCH, INNOVA-

TION, AN]) bEMONSTRATION

PURPOSE

20 Stk. 401. It is the purpose of This title to authorize the

21 *Connnissioner to make grants to States and to public and

22 private agencies, organizations, and institutions in order to

23 encourage (1) research into problem, relating to \ ()cation('

24 education, (2) doelopment of limo ails e means of meeting

o
25 the needs of the State and the Nation will' respect to \

O
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1 dont education, and (3) demonstration of pihmising. now

2 projects and activities in vocational education.

3 0nAwrs TO STATES

- 4 SEC. 402. From the sums allotted to each State for the

5 'purposes of this title pursuant to section 104, the Commis-

sioner is guthorizod` to make 'grants to such State to'pay all

7 or part of the cost of -carrying out innovative projects and

8 activities, describedin the annual program plan of the State.;.

9 which would carry out the purposes set, forth in section 401'

10 and which meet the requirements of section 403.

11 REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF FUNDS

12 SEC. 403. (a) Finahcial assistance provided to a State

13 under section 402 may be used for-

14 (1) research in vocational education;

15 (2) experimental, developmental, and pilot pro-

16 krams and projects designed to test the effectiveness of

17 such research findings;

18 (3) demonstration and dissemination of innova-

10 'Live means of meeting vocational education needs;

20 (4) development of new vocational education

21- curricuhuns;

22 (5) establishment of cooperative arrangementi for

23 "training and retraining of vocational education person-

24 nel; and"

0
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1 ;) -evaluation of projects funded in whole or in.

2 part under this title.
..-1

3 lb) Projects and.activities assisted under this title must

4 be directed toward 'pecking one or more of the long-iange,
5 vocational education needs' of the State identified in the

.
6 five-year forward plan of the State prepared pursuant to

1 section 202, ithd \

8 (1) one or mbre of the critical national needs or

9 high nation al priorities identified by the Commissioner
1 0

10 in his anima assessment of vocational education needs

11 of the Nation published pursuan't to section 201; or

12 ' (2) one or more of the following objectives;

13 (A) the drelopment of ltigh quality coca-

1-1 tional education programs for urban centers with

15 -" high concentrations of economically disadvantaged. , ,t
16 individuals,' unskilled workers, and unemployed

17 individuals;

18 (B) the development of training opportunities

19 for individuals inland areas and individuals moving

20 front farms to urban areas;

21 (0) the establishment of guidance and place-

22 mutt centers;

23 (1)) the development and carrying out of

i
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.ect or activity shall indicate the proposed ilisposititfn of the

project or activity following the cessation. of Feder0 support

3 and the means by which successful or promising pMjects or

4 activities will be continued or replicated within the Site.

(d) Funds provided to a Statender this

(1) shall be nsed only to pay for the operation and

7 evaluation of projects and activities described in the

8 annual program plan, and shall not be available to meet

the administrative expenses (as defined by the Coin-

10 missioner pursuant to regulations) of the State board,

lx and

12 (2) may not be used for construction, otherthan

13 minor remodeling or alteration of existing, structures and

14 the acoisitiou, installation, modernization, or replace-

15 rent of equipcnt necessary- to carry out such project or

16 activity.

17 (e) Funds"provided to a State under this title may not

18 be made available to support a project or activity unless the

19 State board determines that adequate , provision has been

20 made to elaluate the etTectiN eness of such project or activity

21 in achieving the purposes of this title and in meeting one or

22 more of the vocational education needs or goals referred to in

23 subsection (b) .

2$ (f) Projects assisted under this title may include such

7 t).
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1 short-term training of personnel as ?may be necessary to

2 implement an otherwise approvable project.

3 SPECIAL PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES OF NATIONAL

4 SIGNIFICANCE

5 SEC. 404. (a) From the amounts appropriated for the

6 purposes of this title fo-r any fiscal year, the Commissioner

7 shall reserve fill amount equal to 50 per contain of the amount

`8M1 so appropriated. The amount so reserved shall be used by

9 the Commissioner to snake grants to, or contracts with, public

10 and private agencies, organizations, and institutions (includ-
e`

ing State, boar& and hi,cal educational ageacio.) to pay not,

12 more than the Federal,shareof the cost of carrying out yam-

13 tional education projects or activities of national significance

14 which hold promise /Of snaking a substantial contribution to

15 meeting (1) one or more of the critical national needs or

16 high national priorities identified by the Commissioner in his

17 annual assessment of vocational education needs of the Na-,
18 tion conducted pursuant to section 201,(a) or .(2) one or

more of the objectives set forth in section 403 (b) (2) .

20 naneial assistance may be made available by the Commis-

21 siondr under this section for any of the activities specified

22 in section. 403 (a) ..The Commissioner may also use funds

,23 re.crvil under this section in connection with the assessment

24 of national Vocational education needs and dissemination of

25 the resints of innovation projects and activities.

726
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(b) The Federal share with respect to projects and

2 activities funded under this i.ection shall be determined b) the

Commissioner in accordance with a 'schedule of priorities

4 eqablished b) him and published ht the Federal Register not

5 later than July 1 of each year. Such schedule shall provide

a Federal share of not less than 73 per cent tun; nor inure than

7 100 pe
1

within) for the first year of projects and activities

ti designed to moot each of the critical national needs -or high

9 national priorities established b) the Commissioner pursuant

to section 201 (a) and each of the objectives set forth in

11 section 403 (b) (2). The schedule of priorities shall provide

12 a Federal! shaft) of not less than 30 per (vaunt nor mire than

13 100 per centnin for the second and third years of such

14 projects and activities.

13 (c) A copy of each application for a grant or contracf

under this section shall be submitted by the applicant to the

17 appropriate State board sinultanyously with submission to

1g the ...oissioner. The Commissioner shall not approve such

19 ail applicalion until the State board has had an opportunity.

.0 for a period of .at least thirty days. to review and make

21 comments to the Commis4oner on the Application.

r It
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Mr. Mom. Mr. Bell, wewant to first apologize, the Chairman is
on his way and will be a few minutes late. He is looking, forward
to hearing your testimony and asking some questions, and lie will

. be here very. shortly.
Our first lead-off witness is the Honorable T. H. Bell, U,S. Com-

missioner of Education.

STATEMENT OF HON. T. H. BELL, U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM PIERCE, DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER, BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION; CHARLES M. COOKE, JR., DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATIONEDUCATION, DHEW;
CHARLES H. BUZZELL, ASSOCIATION COMMISSIONER FOR ADULT,
VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND MANPOWER EDUCATION,
BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONALAND ADULT EDUCATION, OFFICE OF
EDUCATION

Dr. I3Er.L. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We appreciate the opportunit; y on provided us to present the

Administration's legislat e proposal for \ opt:Atonal education,
which is contained in H.I. 0251.'

Vocational Education, as a v Wile and necessary alternative to
young people in our Nation's secondary and postsecondary insti-
tutions, has grown until today the total expenditure at all levels
exceeds $3 billion. This grow th is the result of cooperation between
Congress and the executive branch to support this important com-
ponent of American education. By encouraging program develc.p-

. ment, vv bile pro\ iding emphasis to special groups of people, such
as the disadvantaged and handicapped, we/ lime seen ' ocational
education enrollments grow to more than 11 million students.

H.R. 0251, the "Vocational Education Act of 1975, strives to maxi-
mize the success of past initiatives, while at the same, time more
Amply focusing Federal assistance for ocational ation. Since,
the first vocational education legislation in 1917, Federal funds,
while prodding the catalyst fol program growth and development.
hav e also tended to become almost indistinguishable from State and
loCal funds, espeel.t11,) at the local level. For example, over 40 per-,
cent of the available funds under part B of the piLsent statute are
used for long-term maintenantt, of existing programs. In some
States the amount of Federal funds used for maintenance purposes
exceeds 85 percent.

On proposal more clearly defines the Federal role in vocational
-education by directing Federal assistance toward the provision of
substantial incentives for the development of innovative approaches
to achieving vocational education obectives, including new and
emerging vocational education needs, \sidle continuing assistance
for State and local vocational education programs.

With the advice of local and State practitioners, we have de-
veloped a legislative proposal which addresses several goals, five
in fact:

52 -045 -75 rot 2--47
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First: Continuation of support for basic vocational education
progranis presently pros ided under part P of the Vocational Liu-
'cation Act of 1963.

Second: The simplification of State and local administration of
Federal vocational program funds.

Third: Playing an ineleaswil emphasis on meeting the ocational
(glut ation requirements of indi% iduals w ith special needs, such as
the disadvantaged, and the handicapped.

Fourth: Developing an adequate response to the concerns and
progranunatic weaknesses, including Inadequate planning, ad-
dressed in the recent GAO Report entitled 'What is the Role of
Federal .Assistance for Vocational Education?"

Fifth and finally: More sharply defining the catalytic role of
Federal locational education funds by limiting their availability
for progrqm maintenance and sharp13, inereasiag their
fur hinmation, eapzicit3 building, program improvement, and new
program development.

We belies( this proposal substautiall,accomplishes all five goals
and provides Congress with a clear and, Nre feel, appropriate alter-
native for its consideration.

1-sing the President's recommended figure of $530. million for
fa-cal 1070, our proposal contains the following provisions in four
separate titles.

' TITLE I---nrwErtm, PROVISION'S

Title I is the general pros isions section of the bill and clearly
delineates the purposes of the propostil.

In addition, title I retains the National Advisory Council, while
strengthening the relationship between it and the National Com-
mission for fanpow a Polio established pursuant to title V of the
Comprehensi%e Emplo ment and Training Act of 197:1 by requir-
ing that one member of the National Advisory Council for Voca-
tional Education represent the National Commission.

State ads isor, (-minas ate letained with the postsecondary, pri-
vate proprietar,i, counseling and ,south representation strengthened.
To addition, funds are authorized for these councils at The same
lesel established in the Vocational Education Act of 1903.

Unlike some proposals before sou which ad% orate dual adminis-
tration of socationI education and which ,we strongly feel world
promote reduced voopetation and limit coordinated planning at the
State lel el, we has e retained in title I the sole State agency con-
cept. We lime proposed, how mei., that the sole State agency, which
is l'esp-- .ible fur and coordination, be able to delegate

ii,rational and siq ems isoi3 responsibilities to otter appropriate
tate agencies
For sal,plifh.ation, ti single State allocation formula, patterned

after the' eNi.iting pia 11 formula, is revounnemled for all funds
hicli are allocated to the States under the provision of this bill.

Thete 1110 can rentl. four diffeient allocation formulas. We propose
one.

Fin:1113, because the administration feels that the further con-
struction of, facilities is It State and local responsibility, we are
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proposing tluit the approximately $35 million of Federal vocational
education funds cu rtent13 being expended for construction purposes
be added to the ithproxeinent of vocational programs. State plan
projections show a steadily reduced lea el of expenditures for con-
struction. This suggests that the majority of the construction needs
have been met. Consequently, we ale reewilinenaing that the colt-

, struction authority be dropped.

:TITLE II-ANNUAL S)U OF NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
NEEDS ,AND

_

The American labor market is one of the world's most flexible
and dynamic. The ability to plan and conduct instructional pro-
p-ris and education experiences which prepare youth and adults
for Meaningful occupations within that labor market is one of the

. greatest continuing challenges to vocational education. Although
planning has been a aquirement under existing vocational education
legislation, it must be strengthened at the Federal, State, and local
levels in order to assist in making each person's occupational train-
ing compatible with occupational employment opportunities.,

The GAO report referred to earlier supported our concern over
the need for imprtived planning. Our regislative proposal not only
requires a strengthened 5-year forward phut, developed in co-
operation with other State planning and manpower agencies, but
also requires an animal program plain Ai Bich provides detailed de-
scriptions of how all Federal funds will be,spent. _This-description
must show how the Federal funds will augment, supplement, and
otherwise improve the_ torrent State vocational education program.

Fol the first-time, the expenditure of Federal funds for carrying
out these planning functions is explicitly authorized. Planning is
important to program growth and development, and the States
should be authorized to use funds appropriated under title III for
this purpose.

To assure continual program development for disadvantaged and
handicapped individuals, the State plan must show that at least 25
percent of the State's allotment under title IV will be used for pro-
grams directed toward the needs of these two groups.-

; Finally, to assist State and 'local pdmatioilal agencies in their
long-range planning responsibilities, our proposal requires that the
commissioner orditeation annually conduct and publish for con-
sideration by the States an assessment of critical national needs and
high national priorities. Such critical national needs and high na-
tional priorities. Such an effort will allow 'States to begin to plan
how they will respond to emerging needs before they become a pla-
gram inoperative. To short, the proposal, greatly strengthens the
State and local planning process.

TITLE III-VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAS AND SERVICES

As indicated earlier, one of our major goals was to simplify pro-
gram administration at the State and local level. This can best be
done by removing some of the specific authorizations in the existing
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statute, most of which relate to a type of delRery, system, and con-
solidating the authorized expenditures and program purposes into
as few parts as possible. Consequently, title III retains, most of the
provisions of the current law, with the exception of construction,
which we discussed earlier, but removes all the mandated, expendi-
ture levels and the wide variety of existing matching fund pro-
visions. Instead of stressing percentage set asides, with the excep-
tion of special needs students, or mandating specific, expenditures
for a particular group of institutions, our proposal stresses defin-
able groups of people whose heeds are nor now being met. In short,

proposal concerns itself' with human resource development,
rather than institutional development. The specific way in which
the human needs are ince should, in our opinion, be the prerogative'
of State and, local planners based upon the uniqueness of each State
and each local" institution.

In order to encourage additional State and local contribution to
program operation, the matching ratio for title HI is proposed at
4Q, percent Federal and 60 percent State and local, rather than the
existing 50-50 percentage split.

TITLE /V--GRANTS FOR RESEARCH INNOVATION OR DEMONSTRATION

The Federal role for vocational education funds should be to
improve the capacity of State and local educational agencies to
meet the occupational education needs of their citizens. The 'Voca-
tional Education Act of 1668 allocates only about -8 percent to those-
parts of tlie act which are devoted to innovation,, demonstration,

"and program development. Title IV of MTh 6251 provides that
approximately one-third of the total appropriation be used for that
purpose.

Fift'c percent of the funds alloted under this title would, there-
fore, be granted to the States to meet needs set forth in the State
5-year program plan and one or more of the national critical needs
or priorities established by the commissioner or one or more of the
eight objectives listed in the bill which address areas of special and
critical- need.

The remaining 50 percent of the amount appropriated for the
title' would be used at the commissioner's discretion to enter into
grants and contracts with public and pHs ate agencies, organizations
and institutions in order to conduct research,

agencies,
demon-

stration, or teacher training activities. Hopefully, these projects
will make substantial contributions to one or more of the annual
priorities identified by the commissioner, or one or more of the eight
critical objectives Pentified in H.R. 6 5L

Mr. Chairman, ire feel that it is time to break the traditional
pattern of Federal, State, and local funding of vocational education
in which the Federal role and contribution becomes indistinguish-
able from the State and local efforts and to embark on a new erain which the Federal role is more clearly defined, the resultant

7"
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benefits from Federal funds are more visible, and the results more
easily evaluated. In short, we need to better assure ourselves ilhat
'Federal funds are making the impact that Congress intended. 1Ve
feel this legislative prfeel those ens. We are qttach-
ing to the testiinony a complete section -by- section analysis of our
proposal for the record.

[111ate.ial referred to 'follows:]

SUMMARY OF TUE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT of 1975

TITLE IGENERAL PROVISIONS ,

Section 101 of the bill Would state the purpose of the Act as being to provide,
a variety of vocational education programs and services designed. to provide

,

that anyone, regardless of educational attainment, may prepare for employ- ,

went or enhance occupational proficiencies. .
Section 102 of the bill would authorize the appropriation of a total of

$524,000,000 to carry, out the Act for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, and
for each of the four succeeding fiscal years.

Section, 103 requires each State which desires to participate in the programs
provided by this Act to designate a single State agency ("State board") re-
gponsible for the administration of such programs. The State board may dele-
gate to any other State agency_ any of its functions under this Act except those
of developing policy and developing and submitting required annual and long-
range plans. The State board would be required to adopt appeal and hearing
procedures for use in the event that local educational :.,;encies or other institu-
tions are dissatiSiled with any action of the State board.

Section. 104 would retain the current part B formula for the allotment of
funds among the States. That allotment would apply to all funds appropriated
for basic programs under title III and 50 percent of the funds appropriated
for innovative programs under title IV. The remaining 50 percent of titlg IV
funds Would be for the Cunnuissioner's discretionary projects under section
404.)

Section 105%would continue in existence the Presidentially-appointed National
Advisory Council f..^: Vocational Etlacation. The bill would specify ten interest
areas which must be represented among the 21 miners of the Council. The
functions of the Cou.tcil would include advising the Commissioner of Educa-
tion with regard to the (lodgment of regulations, assisting in the assessment
of national 'vocational education heeds, Lvaluating the effectiveness of Fed-
erally assisted vocational education programs, and making recommendations
for the improvement of such programs.

Section 106 would require each participating State to establish a State
Advisory Council for Vocational Education appointed by the Governor or an
elected State school board. The section would specify 19-interest areas which
would be required to be represented on the State Council. The functions of
the State Cuncil would Include advising the State board on the development
nt annual and long-range plans and evaluating ;ocational education activities
in the State which are assisted under the Ad. The Commissioner would be
authorized to pay each State Council out of the annual appropriations for the
Act, an amount not to exceed the reasonable amount epended by the Cottheil
in carrying out its functions. Such amount could not exceed one percent of the
State's allotment under section 104, but no Stare would receive more than
$150.000 or less than 8410.000.

Ftecti,,:-. 107 %Noah] prohibit the use of any payments under the Act for religious
worship or instruction or for support of so much of any facility as will be used
for sectarian instruction or religious worsbt.p. The section would also prohibit
residential vocational education schools supported under the Act from being
used to incarcerate delinquent juveniles.

Section 108 would provide definitions for the numerous terms used in the
1,111.

Section 109 provides that the effective date of this Act would be July 1,
1975'; and the Vocational Education Act of 1903, the Vocational Education

he.) -
t3 t
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Amendments of 1968, and part F of the Education Professions Del elupment
Act (relating to training programs for vocational education persoili.1) would
be repealed as of that date. Any fiscal-year 1075 funds carried over intu fiscal
,Year 197(1 would Pe requiredito be expended iu that year pursuant to the pru-
visions of-this Act.

TITLE It-PROGRAM PLANNING

Section 201 %%mild require tile Commissioner to conduct and publish in the
Federal Register au aniand assessment of the status of %mankind education in
the country in order to determine critical national needs and high national
priorities for vocational education. The Secretary of Labor would proiide in-
formation on manpower needs to the Commissioner, State officials, and ad-
visory councils charged with responsibilities under the Act.

Section 202 would require each State to prepare a five-year forward plan
for vocational education in the State. Such plan would have to (1) be pre-
pared in consultation with the State Advisory Council and other appropriate
State planning agencies, (2) provide a lung range assessment of vocational
education needs in the State and establish long range objectives to meeLthose
needs, (3) take into consideration the requirements of persons with special
Lads for vocational education, and (4) pruslcle for the 1nvohement of other
appropriate public and 1.riate agencies, organizations, and institutions in the
development of the plan. The first forward plan would be required to be sub-
mitted to the Commissioner not later than June 30, 1976, and would be up-
dated as necessary.

Section 203(a) requires each State to submit to the Commissioner an annual
program plan fur %outtional education. Such plan would be submitted in ac-
cordance with procedures set forth in section 431(b) of the General Education
Provision At (relating to the simplified State application for State-adminis-
tered programs), If applicable. Subsection (b) would require the Commissioner
to approve the animal program plan for any State if he determines that theplan

(J) has beta prepared in consultation with the State Advisory Council and
other appropriate organidtions ;

(2) has been submitted only after it is made reasonably available to the,
public and opportunity has been provided fitr a public hearing( lin the plait, .

(3) describes the present and projected vocational educatiknYNAceds of the
State and sets forth a program designed to meet those needs;

(# 1 indicates how the annual program plan relates to the national needs
determined by the Commissioner and how it will carry out the objectives set
forth in the State's long-range plan;

(5) sets forth a detailed plan for use of funds provided under the Act, in-
cluding .t description of all innovative projects and activities to be carried out
under title IV ; , -%

(0) provides an assessment of State and local resources available to meet
the vocational needs of the State and indicates how those resources a ill be
used to carry out the annual program plan ;

provides an assurance that not less than 2i percent of A) the State's
allocation under title III, (B) the State's allocation under title IV, and, iC) the
Slate's required non - Federal contribution under title III will be used to pro% ide
voentional education opportunities to persons with special needs;

( IN) details the polities and procedures to be followed by the State in allocat-
dug funds under the Act to local educational am mks in the State with due ewe
shlerntion being given to (A) current and pruj led nation% cr needs, B) needs
of vartons population.gruups in the State. partit alarly those with sill

) the financial ability of various loud educational agencies and (D) costs
of vocational education activities in various arena of the State

ilia takes into consideration the State's comprelicushe manpower plan de-
veloped under the Comprehensive Employ namt and Training Act of 1973. and

(101 !amides an aggrieved local educational agency with notice and op-
port unity for a hearing.

Subsection (0 of section 203 would require the Commissioner to give a
State notice and opportunity fur a hearing before disapproving its annual
program plan or before terminating assistance to the State for failure to

( t) t
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comply with its appruied plait. Judieial rem kw by the appropriate United States
court of appeals world be authorized. Subsection (it) of section 203 cyould
authorize a local education ageny to obtain judicial reshm of any final action
by the State board In the appropriate United States court of appeals.

Seaton ;:04 mould Authorize the use of funds made mailable to a State under
title III for planning activities by the State.

TITLE III--vocAnoxAt, EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Settion ,301 would authorize the Conaniasioiter to make grants to States .to
assist theta in establishing and tarrying out cocational edueutiou programs and
sets lees designed to pro), nie bah% Wands In all communities in the State with
high quality emotional education. This Federal share of the cost of !filch pro-
grams and services would be 40 percent.

Section 302 %maid authorize the use of giants for the following programs:
I s ocatioaal-technical programs of instruction, including those related to

homemaking and home ecuauluies ueetmatiOns, designed (1') to prepare stu-
dents fur immediate employ Jaunt, (13) to prepare students fur micanced oc-
eupational, vocational, or teelinical pro-rams, (C) to provide additional oc-
cupational profieleneles fur Abuse who Luce left school, (D) to enable those
mm ho hum e clittired the labor market to crilatimee their occapational proficiencies
ur to ....prove their ad. aneement opportunities, (b..) to provide skills to the
unemployed, and (F) to provide bilingual vocational education.

t.t.) cc mak experience programs ineluding couperntli e histinetional programs
and placement and related activities ;

Om vocational education personnel des elopment and training, including
programs designed to update the euzimpetencies of c ueational education per-
sonnel, imsurc ice training programs, and eurrieulum del elopment programs ;
and

t4) programs to implenieut Innovative midi% ities developed and successfully
demonstrated under title IV.

Section 303 mould authorize grants to a State limier title III torte used for
the following meational education serf iles related to the prograinS authorized
under that title :

(1) vocational guidance and counseling;
m 2i the precision of c ocattonat education opportunities for halividuals in

private vocational training institutions;
Om supporting vea vocational leelinical schools and reLlacntial facilities,
(4) administration of vocational education programs;
GP data acquisition, analysis, and'dissemination ;
(01 exchanges of personnel ;
17) list' of diversified media and other techniques of stud. nt, parcnt, and

citizen involvement in vocational education;
oz:eration by schools of business nett% files in conneetion with vocational,,

education programs ;
(0) placement and follow-up activities;
On maintenance and operation of industrial arts courses related to the

purposes of. the Act ; and
(11) work study programs.

Trrl.F: Dv-GRANTS FOR RF:SEARCIT INNOVATION AND DEMONSTRATION

Section 401 sets forth the purpose of this title, which is to authorize .grants
to States to encourage research Into problanis relating to vocational education,
development of him/move locatiouid education activities, and the demonstra
than of promising new vocational education activities.

Section 02 authorizes the (' missioner to make grants to States out of
the amount alloted to each State fur the purposes of this titli Grants nailer
title IV could be used to pay up to 100 percent of the cost of carrying out in.
novative protects and activities.

Section 103(a) sets forth the types of activties to be carried out under
title IV, including research in vocational education , 12) experimental,
developmental. and pilot programs &Ammo( to test the activities of research
findings ; demonsirat hal amid dls,embiation of innovative projects; (4) do-

,
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velopmene of new vocational education curricula, (3) establishment of co-
operative arrangements fur training and retraining vocational education per-
sonnel; and (6) evaluation of projects funded udder this title.

Section 403(b) sets forth the priorities for which title IV funds must be
used. Projects assisted under this title must be directed towards one or more
of the long range vocational education needs identified In the States forward
plan, and (1) one or more of the critical national needs identified"by the Com-
missioner in his annual assessment of vocational education needs, or (2) one
or more of the following legislated priorities :

(A) vocational education programs for urban centers ;
(B) rural manpower der elopmeht ;
(C) guidadce and placement centers;
(D) Programs for persons with special needs;
(B) correction of sex-role stereotyping;
(F) programs directed at the needs of unemployed youths and adults;
(C) improving the correlation between labor supply and demand and ;
(II) bilingual vocational education programs.
Section 403(c) would provide that title IV funds could be used only to sup-

port the initial three years of a project 461- activity and, that the annual program
plan must indicate the disposition of it project before funding can be approved
for the terminal year.

Section 403(d) would prohibit the use of title IV funds for construction or
administration by-the State board.

Section 03(e) would require _title IV projects to include an evaluation com-
ponent.

Section 103(f) would authorize the use of title IV funds for short-term
training necessary to implement a project.

Section 101 would pro% ide the Commissioner authority to make special
grants (without regard to State all 'cations) for projects of national signif-
icance w bleb hold promise of making a substantial contribution to meeting
citia r one of the critical national needs identified by(t)e Commissioner or one
or more of the legislated goals set forth in section 403(b) (2). The Federal
share of the cost of such projects would be established by the Commissioner in
accordance m Ith a schedule of priorities published not later than July 1 of
each year. Such share could range from 73 to 100 percent of the cost of any
project or tied% ity In Its first year and :it) to 100 percent of such costs in the
second and third your..Any application for a grant mkr this section would
be required to be submitted to the appropriate State board for their review
and comment, but not approval.

Dr. BELL Thank 30u, Mr. Chairman, for allowing us to testify on
MR. 6251. We would be happy to answer any questions you hose at

time.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you. Commissioner. We

have several vestions that concern all of us.
This administration belie% es that \ ocational education should be

expiinded so that more students receiNe the benefits of such training.
You entertain that belief, and there is no eontroorsy along that line.

Dr. BELL. Yes, sir, that is right, Mr. Chairman. I think the con-
troversy is whether or not the load ought to be on the 'Federal, or
State, or local level.

Chairman PERKINS. I take that from your testimony,. Assuming
that you do, why dues your bill propose frozen authorization figure
for the next 5 )s.ars at a lea el of funding AN bidl is almost $32 million
less that has been appropriated for this school. }ear ? We appropri-
ated $551,637,000 this Vi ear, and you propose $523 million for fiscal
1976, and for each of the 4 succeeding fiscal years. Donl, Sou think
you are a little unreasonable there?

r- (1 '
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You want to shift the burden to the local level, but don't you think
you would be going at a rate of speed that would be disastrous to
the vocational schools in the country?

Dr. BELL. This, .its you well know, is the most discussed part of
our proposal. We have discussed this extensively with our colleagues
in the administration. This figure reflects the great concern the ad- '
ministration has for the enormous deficits that we are presently ma-
nila!: on the Federal let el and the recognition that at least in a num-
ber of States they are running surpluses, and a belief that almost
all of the States, if not all of them, are in better condition.

This is the understanding, asiwe have talked about it with other
sources above us in the admmist ration.

Chairman PERKINS. In othe words, the administration, even
sources abme you, the Office of Management and Budget and so
forth, to put it in simple langnage, feel that the States and local
communities lire 'la better fiscal Shape than the Federal Government
to do this job?

Dr. Bmt.'Yes; it was also indicated, .Mr. Cfrairman, that we would
be open to amending this at a future time if fiscal circumstances are
more favorable.

1

Chairman PERKINS. Let's go back to the first matter. I don't know
what happened. The communities alai cities have had a lack of re-
sources and they are trying to get met mute sharing money and they
can't get it. Your statement places great emphasis on the need 'for
better planning, which of course involves use, of current accurate
manpower data. As I understand it, the administration has not once
since 1968 followed the plan contained in section 103 of the Voca-
tional Education Act that the first $3 million of any appropriation
under the act must be used for the do elopment of local. Spte, and
national ,manpower Iprograms0 . Isn't that true? You hive never
spent the first dollar?,

Dr. BELL. I would like to ask Dr. Pierce to respond, irbe would.
\Dr. PrEucr.. That is true, Mu. ;Chairman. That authorization has

HON vr been followt.d thiough b.% tin@ administration, the belief being
this. I ',

Chairman PERKINS. Why don't
;

3 ou immediately mandate the Con-
gress as to the point and se.! what manpower programs there were,
where you were short and so forth, to utilize the money better? Why
didn't von utilize those funds for ;that purpose?

Dr. PIERCE. As I understand, M. Chairman, the reason for it was
the Office of Management and Budget asked the Department of La,-
her to request.thme funds in their budget and would not authorize
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, to request the
funds in theirs, and it became some kind of problem in a budgetary
cycle. .,

/

Cliairman PERKINS. How can you expect, pre-planning to be done
by States amid local school districts w hen s oiti failed to implement
the provision under the Vocational Education At which put a pro-
vision for those States, and local commilnities to do the planning?
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Dr. PIERCE. That is only part of the explanation. I said in several
time, in this. act, is to get around what apparently is a budgetary
problem and a procedural problem. We suggested iii H.R. 624 that
title III funds should be and could be used for planning purposes,
which allows States and local communities to use Federal funds for
planning. That has not been authorized prior.to this.

Chahanan PERKINS. That is your explanation?
Mr. PIERCE. That is only part of the explanation. I said in several

ways it can be (lone. The other way is in title IV, which deals with
the critical- needs and authorizes additional funds to the Cominis-
sione.r whereby he can address these issues. He would then be author-
ized and would have a flexibility to use the Federal funcls for that
purpose. There is no question in our minds that that has to be done.
So we would handle it, through title IV.

Chairman PERRINS. When I came up here many years ago we had
a very "few facilities, and it was obvious if we failed to do something
from the Federal level in the w4 of construction funds that we
would never create the incentive at the local level, at least furnish
the seed money and to get started, and we did just that in the 1963
act which pro% ided IniUls for construction, which has paid off, in
my judgment, 1 million percent, if we could use a figure like that,
and it has been the ehetTest.ingurance against unemplo)ment than
anything I know of, f mustang that construction seed. money.

Why do you propose this action with that provision in your bill?
Dr. PIERCE. Mr. Chairmano-ou were very wise and the committee.

and Congress were sery wise in providing those funds initially, for
construction purposes. You did exact1S what you set out to accom-
plish, to provide incentild to din e1op the programs. Since the 1963
act, the number of area centers has increased 450 to over 2,000, and
we have now ov 900,000 additional training sites.

As we loot: at chat has happened over that 5-year period we find
that many of c States (lid exactly what you intended. They used
the Federal Inds for incentive purposes, but they began to use

- State.funds, Ir. Chairman, and now we have this situation.
Chairman PERKINS. I can see why you are inclined to save money

and are making certain suggestions and recommendations without
any backup data. Do 3ou tiny actual backup data or studies t
show that ) should recommend the discontinuance of constriicti
funds from the Federal lel. el ? Do you have any solid,data al
that line .

Dr. PlEncE. We know, for instanre,Nfr. Chahmah, and ,edon't
know the number, but we can easily determine how many States now
no longer, by State polic3, spend Federal funds for construction.

Chairman PERIUNS. Will you provide that information because I
don't know of a one m3 seW. know they fug saying down home Oat
we have a waiting list, and therethere sonic 1.100 without facilities.
\Ye ha% e. time same kind of waiting list in hazard and Pikeville, Ken-
tucky and I think tla).us is of other communities throughout my
area, and I think that is t e reason I think 3pu arc out on the wiont2
foot here.

,

kJ
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[Information referred to follows:]
The fulluning infurinatiuu is prulitled in`response to a question which arose

at the May 14 hearing conducted by the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education about the number of States which by
policy du not use Federal vocational ...location funds for the construction of
vocational education facilities.

Iu fiscal year 1973, the 1st year complete data are available, 29 States did
` not use l'art B vocational etitteatlyn funds fur construction of vocational edu-

cation facilities. In fiscal 1972, 0 States used no FL,deral vocational education
funds for construction. For two consecutive years, fiscal 1072 and 1973,
seven States used no Federal i:viaotiu.1:uu, thus
suggesting they have a policy not to use such funds for constriction. These
States were. Alaska, California, Hawaii, Illinois, Nevada, Vermont, and Wy-
oming. l Attaelted are summary tables frum the Vocational Education Informs-

- fun Series Nu. III. Vocational and Technical Education Selected Statistical
9Tables fur fiscal years 1972 and 197:4 developed by the Bureau of Occupational

and Adult-Education in the U.S. Office of Education.)

sTATESusiNG NO PART B FEDERAL VOCATIONAL EOUCATION FUNOS FOR CONSTROCTiWI

Fiscal year 1973 Fiscal year 1972

t Alabama ..
2. Alaska X X
3, Arizona. . -.. X
4. Arkansas,_....., X
5, California X X
6. Colorado .
7. Connecticut. X
& Delaware._........ ... .. X
9. Oistrictof Columbia.. X
10, Florida
II. t eoigia
12. Hawaii X , X e ,
13. Id aho X
14.111inok. . X X
15, Indiana
16. Iowa x
17. Kansas X
18. Kentucky ..... ..
19. Louisiafta X
20 Maine -
21.

.
Maryland X

X

22. Massachusetts
23, Michigan
24. Minnesota . .
25. Mississippi 4.
26. Missoutl
21 Montana X
2L Nebraska X
29. Nevada.. . X X
30. New Hampshire ' X(
31 New letsay
32. Now Mexico X \
31 Now York
34. North Carolina. X
35. North Dakota X
36. Ohio.
37. Oklahoma

,

38, Oregon X
39, Pennsylvania
40, Rhode Island
4L South Cayollni
42, South Dakota

44, Texas,.
41, '..........> &We 1.......,1 ........... 0* .............. .

r , .
45. Utah. ..
46, Vermont.- X X
41 Virginia
4S. Washington

49, West Virginia - 4
50, Wisconsin..
51. Wyoming. X X
52, American Samoa X
53, Guam:. 1- X
51. Puerto Rico
55. Trust Territory X
56. Virgin Islands. X

.....

I u
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EMI DifURES FDR GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING UNDER PART B, VOCATIONAL EDUCA-
TION AMENDMENTS OF 1968, FY 1972 TABLE 013

State Total Federal State/local

Total

Alabama
-Alaska

A izona
Ar nsas
Calif ta
Colora
Connect' t
Delaware
District of Co mbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

riMissouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New flamPsIllf
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont.
Virginia..
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
American Samoa
Guam...
Puerto Rico
Trust Territory
VVirgin Islands,

33,055, 426 10, 141, 102 62,914, 324

1

802, 990
250,600250
113, 764
408, 324

5 , 664, 244
569, 452
815. 369
148, 513
116, 848

1, 521, 047
522, 112
432,905
135, 313

0
12a, 986

1, 663, 268
301, 547
127.989,

3,185,737
106,984

3, 084, 287
3, 519. 019

305, 611
741, 179

1,063,518
8.459,249

275,592
5,319

268,180
9, 144

629, 524
318, 579

11, 234, 805
7, 583, 223

70,384
2,A57, 152

445,239
869,182

3, 588, 347
153,092
224, 263
71,007

558,125
3, 185.162

926,893
0

218,273
589,481
293,992

2, 327,994
0

5,950

23 2052312, 499; 2

40, 000
3 ,931,

499, 261
0

97,777
81, 007

0
118,205

186, 039
38, 293
42, 627
29, 844

137, 737
0

32, 378
0

115,979
138,349
95,540
30,856

652,329
0

913, 803
113,796
194,061
192, 706

72, 436

3,519
0

195,124
122, 355
599,335

0
61,376

349,109
126,495
145,355

2, 465,323
76, 596
43, 058
35,194

107,696
432,525
17,292

0

369,888
0

7, 6F4
636,852

20, 000
931

303, 729
260, 000

15, 987
327, 317

5, 664, 244
451.247
629, 330
110, 220

74, 221
1,491,203

384, 375
432, 905
102,935

0
5, 007

1, 524, 919
266, 007
97,133

2,533,408
106,984

2,170, 484
3,405,223

111, 550
548, 473
914,708

8, 336, 813
225, 382

1, 800

4, 509

10, 631865,247204

7, 583, 223
9,008

2,108,043

732138,, 874164

I, 123,024
76, 496

181,205
35,813

450,429
2,702, 637

909,606
0

181,961
412, 320
221 809

1, 958, 106
0

1,200
15,368

I, 862, 429
20, KO

3,000

Source. Vocational Education information lig. iii. VccatiJnal and Technical Education Selected, Selected Slat's:Ica:
Tables: Fiscal Year 1972.

Dr. PIERCE. May I make two other observations, Mr. Chairman ?
The other evidence that IN o have is that 27, only 27, of the States
indicated in their State plans that they were planning to-use Federal
funds for construction purposes.

Chairman PErtkiNs. I don't know that I mould question their word,
but I am going to send out a questionnaire my self and ut. the infor-
mation for that purpose, to do something along this line.

What I ask you, and I ask the Commission, if 98 percent of the
responses came bul, front the local communities, vylicre I don't think
y on hale made a Surrey, to the effect that they VS antcd Federal money
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for construction funds, you would not then suggest that this bill be
vetoed, would you?

Dr. PIERCE. MI': Chairman, in the State plans, under which the
State itself determines how they want to spend their funds, as I said
in only 117 of the States did they indicate they wanted to spend Fed-
eral money.

Chairman PERKINS. There is much disagreement between you and
me on that point. I think the studies we make there show that per-
haps the reason for only 27 States is the inadequacy of your funding,
and you has e put that question to them in such a way that will limit
their funds and asked them. to submit a plan on how they would. use
it. so naturally :v on are going to has e to carry on with your ongoing
programs when you are squeezed and have your back against the
wall with no more funding.

But we would like to liberalize, go forward with more Federal
funding in this billond that is what concerns me when you propose
to cut back 30-some-odd million to below the present level, I am
afraid if we followed your suggestions we would be leading the vo-
cational education people and the institutions and the children in-
s olv al and the adults involsed just down the road, tearing down
what we built up over a period of years. I can't see wily other way.

Now, if my understanding is correct, you are proposing that pos-
sibly one-third of the Federal sok,ational funds must be used for
halo% ative programs which can only be supported for 3 years from
these funds. Won't this requirement result in a termination of fund-
ing for hundreds of on-going programs throughout the ,country,
especially in light of the fact that you are proposing a cutback in
the authorization act of $31 million Jess than appropriated for the
present year?

Now. answer that question.
Dr. PIERCE. I seriously doubt, Mr. Chairman, if it will result in

the termination of litany programs, except thoseprograms that for
a number of years puling's should have been terminated because they
ate no longer mating the needs of the localities and the States.

The thing that this proposal would accomplish is to provide Fed-
eral funds

thing
be used for those high risk high cost, new programs

that need to be stlmrted.
Chairman PERKINS. 'Well. I don't, think you can sell that. I just

think you have gis en a partial answer. It is just not complete.
I ss ill ask you one final question. I don't want to take tip too much

tune. Your bill proposes that Federal support be limited to only 40
percent of program expense instead of the ')() percent prow ided under
the pre6ent law. In other words, sou expect States and local school
dish lets to increase its share of the cost they must hear from 50 per-
cent presently to 60 percent. Why do you belie% that the Federal
Cuternmeut should cut back on support of its vocational pronams,
and is it realistic in this econ(IIII to expect State and local school
districts to increase their costs?

Dr. Bnt,r,. Actually, Mr. Chairman, Lie matching now is about
live-to-one on a 'national average.

Chairman PnitKts. Well, there is a sailance between the States.
Dr. BELL. That is true.

"1t.1
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Chairman PERKINS. And it Varies within the States, in the local
communities, in the locabschuols, and the local vocational education
schools.

Dr. BELL. You see what we did was shift it to the lowest State
which was 60-40, which we don't think will put hardship on any of
them.

One of the things I think this discussion ought to recognize goes
back to the construction. The enrollments are declining. The State
of Illinois, the State superintendent yesterday .told me they antici-
pate a 330 student decline in the State of

Chairman PERKINS. Let ine say you can expect a decline to some
degree in the secondary schools of the country, and certainly in col-
lege attendance, but ocational attendance nationally is up, which
you well, realize, don't you?

Dr. BELL. That is right, Mr. Chairman, but my point is the States
anti locals have had to bear an enormous burden to build their school
buildings because of the enormous growth rate.

Now, not only has the growth rate tapered off, but has gone down.
We think it is reasonable to expect them too employ some of those
funds in the vocational construction.

Chairman PERKINS. Can yon Nvitness the fall-off in higher educa-
tion and increased attendance in vocational schools in the country?
Isn't it reasonable that you should perinit construction and let that
incentive stay there so that all of these adults and youngsters that
want vocational training should have that opportunity?

Dr. BELL. Well, we think that the States and the locals can cer-
tainly take care of that.

Chairman PeaKixs. That is _all I want to hear from you.
Mr. Goodling.

Guueuxu. First of all, I would ask. how do you believe part
(f) funds were used in the past? Part (f) is consumer and home-
making funds. How do you believe they have been used? Do you
believe they have been used effectively?

Dr. PIERCE. I think in many instances they were used effectively.
I am really quite proud of the way the people in home economics,
who oftentimes are categoi ized as being only interested in stitching
and stirring. mov ed into economically depth ed and depressed com-
munities and (lid what that title suggested. and that was to pros ide
consumer education' to people who wene not using their resuutees
appropriately. I think it was very *well used.

Mr. GooDLINo. My- second question, do you have a definition of in-
novative? That is a word that bothers me and always has bothered
me in, the way I have seen it defined. Do you have a set definition,
when speaking of these programs, no matter where it may be used?

Dr. PtLacE2We hay e not defined hum\ ation. or innovative, in this
piece of legislation. But there is a standard definition that dow, out
of title III, ESEA, which I think most people accept as a reasonable
(lentil( ion.

Mr. Goontaxo. ITow closely do von watch it to sec if it is inno-
vative, or do.you consider most everything innovative?

Dr. PJEarE. Well, again I think in terms of strictly sticking to a
definition, what we try to du there in this «hule piece of legislation is
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to suggest that the most flexibility ought to be provided at the State
and local les els. If in i community or in a. State an activity is con-
sidered for those people to he innovative, it seems to me we ought
to accept that. Whereas in another State they may be well beyond it
and it may not be considered innovative in that State.

And so again we would like to see the States and local communities
make those decisions within certain frameworks whith I think are
our responsibility.

Dr. BELL. We have always thought our duty was to provide funds
so that the system can change from the on-going program, if the
State or locals desire to make changes and to move into areas that
they have not had in the past. These funds would be utilized for that
purpose under this particular title, so these moneys would be used'
to change the system and to help defray the costs for launching into
new areas.

Mr. GOODLING. I have a. matter of some concern I guess about the
construction part, not nearly the concern expressed, but I am wonder-
ing whether a complete muse from that idea of helping with con-
struction at this particular time is best. Although realizing at the
same time what you are saying is very true, we are beginning ev en
in public education to see empty classrooms at the present time, and'

iit is very, very expensive. I am wondering whether they should_ not
taper off because this is the one area that is not cost-plus or some-,thin.. or other.

Dr. BELL. I couldn't identify another area of education where the
demand for expenditures, has shifted so dramatically as in school
construction, obviously because of the declining rates and declining
levels of students, and the problem has shifted to an opposite -one
from what it has been.

That is how to utilize the space we have under roof at the present
time. A. year agosI was pondering that problem as a local superin-
tendent, and that was hi a large suburban. school system. All over
the United States the chum,' and huge demand for construction funds
has ameliorated dramatically. So I couldn't identify another area
where I think the Federal Gov erntent could properly shift away
from than in construction.

Now, there may be a rare case here and there where in some situa-
tion and in some district because of unusual economic activity, there
would be demand for building construction, but all of these resources.
and all of these local and State dollars have been dedicated towards
construction. "We think it would take a smaller percentage of that to
make up this and to met the ua that are needed for s ocational
needs so we feel that this demand is passed. We feel that often Fed-
eral proirranas go on and on after the need for them has passed. We
think ieour short priorities, with the scarce resources we have, that
there,are higher priorities than construction.

Mr. Goonr.rxo. Would yon have an objection to - emergency- -type
construction funds for those areas that may still have problems,
severe problems in this area,?

Dr. 13mn. I would not object to that. It may be better to provide
it under Public Law 815 under impact aid w here we has e emergency-
fund provisions and with sumac modification there it might be a more
appropriate place than here,

52-945 75vol. 2-- IS
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Dr. PIERCE. May I add t ne factor, Mr. Good ling, that I think the
committee needs to consider. In his testinion3, the commissioner men-
tioned that what we were pre....,.uted is an alternative, and there are
a set of alternatives, and I think Nye ought to consider this legislation
that way.

But one of the factors in providing you with this alternative is
toitsidering the concern expresstAl by GAO, that in the construction
programs in the States we had not utilized ninny of the facilities at
leady there and atailable to us in mational education and were
ilivolt ed or not haul\ ed in some areas in unnecessary duplication.
That was just another factor that Ns as plugged in to the considera-
tion of this as we\looked at this total piece of legislation.

Mr. GOODLING. In noting pages:, and 6, in many instances the only
tt ay we, can pros_ide the proper education for the disadvantaged is
through Federal funds because if 3uu du it with local funds of ''course
everybody wants the-same.

I am glad to see that. I also think the greatest statement I read
was on page 6: "One of our major goals NN as to simplify program
administration at the State and local level". ,

I would say amen to that.
That is all.
Mr. MILLER. I have a couple of questions.
I too, am very much concerned about the term "innovative," and

I don't know what the definition is in title III. Do you know, or can
you give us annutline, and I won't hold you word for word.

Dr. PIERCE. No; I would really have to go back and look at that
myself. I ,cruess my own definition would be that which is new and
better to the recipient and that leaves it as flexible as I suggested
it ought to be. Ir, in a particular location, something. is being estab-
lished that is new and better to that rcopient, that would lie con-
sidered innovative.

[Information requested follows:]
The following information is pros Wed In response to the question which

arose at the May 11 healing of the House Subcolumittee on Elementary, Sec-
oinlory .and Vocational Education about the definition of "innovation."

Itie Federal Register, vol. 35, no. 143, Friday', July 21,1070, states thatfunds
are atadable under section 131 kg), tallith authorizes the Commissioner of
Education to ass ard grants and contracts to eligible applicants for research
and training in vocational education in accordance with Part C of the Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1905) for "eNperimental, developmental, and
pilot projects designed to test the effectiveness of research landings."

programs operated under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act use the folluaing definition of ' Maus ative:: original, micommon, and
crea tit e. This definition is << i t uped in the booklet, Sharing Educational Sac-

A _Handbook for Validation of Educational Practices which Title III
programs use to validate the success of the programs they operate.

Dr. BELL. Mr. Miller. perhaps the term "innovative" is a bit un-
fortunate. Oar ilaclit in hat ing this title in the act is to provide the
'owlets to change the 53 stein to keep it fioni lolling along in status
quo. These were the kinds of funds that are load to get on the State
and local level. So this would be a useful thing to us.

The general accounting office, in the much 3liscussed 'report, crit-
icized this considerald3 and expressed the nett that the Federal
role ought to be much more in this area. So this money fqr change
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and for a shift of direction, for gearing up, anti preparation of new
emphasis on vocational education was directed towards this.

As I tried to indicate in my testimony, o'ur society is chancing,
and there are enormous technological changes coming in, and this
causes different job demands and diftrent skill demands, so this
particular title was intended to cope with that and to try to help
the bullet,' system to renew itself in vocational education,,alonb.-,:. with
the community colleges and the others that are participating in the
program. Maybe there is a better term than innovative.

Mr. MILLER. I would just say that is not a term that I,.as a mem-
ber of a legislative body, think I would want to leave for definitiOn
and regulations. I think there has to be a decision made about the
definition, if adopted. The idea that we, should put funds in that
area should be defined so we know exactly what we are talking
about.

Second, whom do you envision making the decision as to what is
an innovative program?

Dr. PIERCE. If you recall the proposal, it suggests that ,-j0 percent
of the funds would go to States and 50 percent to the commissioner.
The State's share of that 50 percent to the commissioner. The State's
share of that 50 percent would be determined by the State, by the
agency, and State Advisory Council, and people involved in the
long -ran; e planning for vocational education iii that State. So it
would be a role for State determination. That is unless, of course,
it is defined. specifically. '

I might point out in the 1968 Act the word "innovation" was not
defined, but it was really kind of defined by the things included as
being permissible. There was no specific definition.
definition.

Dr. BELL. I think I should add that the 50 percent that the com-
missioner would administer in the .proposed bill would put the
burden upon us to define what was innovative. One of the things
that we would endeavor to do is to identify those outstanding and
unusual programs that we see going on in just a few place's and
maybe across State lines, to encourage the spread of those programs.

Mr. Mtnnne. Now we are getting to my concern. Before I express
it. I don't want you to forget what was said, I assume "innovative".
in 3 our presentation, world also allow for expansion of a successful
program, and a shop may become innovative because they- -

Dr. BELL We would worry about a change and renewal in the
system.

- Mr. MiLnEn. With regard to potential for your office to identify
a successful programpeaaps turn on another district somewhere
else to that programI would like to believe that you would have
the, capacity to do that. I am not saying you don't, but in light of
3 oar letter, Conunissioner Bellwhich I think is a rather signifi-
cant letter, because I don't think it makes any bones about it.it
seems that in special education we are not able to attribute any
:significant benefit to recipients of those programs. When you sent
us a eon of the study, which looks toward duplication of programs
around the country. we found a lot of its success was based upon
the people putting the program together.
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I worry with the term "innovative", that, we will get into that
same bag. Will we write programs for revenue rather than for
b,enefit? I would. hate to see the vocational education pro; ram go
that route, because I think that is what we are starting to see in
other areas Of education where districts become very adapt in de-
termining how to be, in this case, innovative, and receiving revenues
that may go for creating a new program but may also have a little

portioning off to keeping something else going, and the student
would not end up with an innovative program.

Dr. BELL. I am aware of the grantsmanship game because I par-
ticipated in it as a local and State official, to try to find. out what
mill result in a grant and then you make an application so that you
are successful in getting it.

I think the advantage of vocational education, of course, over a
lot of other educational programs is that it is easy to count the out-
put by looking at the job Pacement opportunities. Again,. I think
what would be an innovative program in one area might be totally
different in another because of the employment oppoEtunities there.

Mr. MILLER. But I would hope if we go down this trail that we
make, some provisions for some kind of coordination and planning
based. on -what may be a broader job market than a school district?

Dr. BELL. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. illy area, the San Francisco Bay Area, I would sug-

gest is the job market and not the school district. I think the State
or your office, maybe preferably a State ii'dviSory boardbut some-
body has to have a handle on what that program is going. to need.

From your last statement, my concern is that perhaps we will
end up ping back in 3 years and takino. a look at it with another
GAO report, and we might find out a lot of money has been spent
with no benefits derived.

Dr. BELL I think one of the things, and I don't think I can
emphasize this too much as I discuss the GAO report, we need to
look at the resources that the office of education has. Our staff is
smaller than several State departments of education, so when we
address ourselves to nationwide concerns we surely have to rely
upon the States and the locals. I would hope that does not sound
like an excuse, because I realize that notwithstanding that we need
to improve the competence and effectiveness of our stewardship.

lint getting to the "innovative"
we

again, these advisory
councilshave value, and. I think we are learning more and more
about how to use them. If they have the right representation, they
keep -us up to date, and keep us current with the einployment trends.
Through this we can make Meaningful changes. These local and'-State vocational, programs would have broad representation on ad-
1-isory councils, and with their role and advice I think we will be
-able to do those things that you mentioned, I think, very appropi-
ately in this regard.

Dr. Nairn. May I answer that. One: In title H it requires that
the States provide the Commissioner with an annual plan as well
FIS a long-range plan for total Federal expenditure which allowsthe Commissioner to take a long look at the kind of things they
plan with tlibSe innovative dollars.

D.
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Second: The hill does not suggest that local education agencies
get this money on a proportionate basis, but they have to make
.application to the State. The State would then see to it that no
proposal or project or program is approached that, in their opinion,
would not lead to anything, and lead..to a change.

Third: And I think one of the 6treiTtl§ in the proposal, we are
say ing that the Federal dollars under that title can only be used
for 3 N ears, and in the case of special consideration for four. There-
fore, they have to take a very hard look at those projects at the
end of about a year or two in order to then plan and see how they
are going to fold those projects into either title III or be supported
by the local and State dollars solely.

For me, that means that the responsibility then becomes greater
at the State les el to look at those projects and to determine whether
or not they arc indeed innovative, because very soon they will have

be picked up by the State and local communities.
Mr. Before we beat this term to death, would innovation

also perhaps allow for reregionalregional career training, say three or four
schools who wanted .to go together to provide this?

Dr. PIERCE. Certainly.
Mr. MILLI:o. OK.
I think yob make. a w ise decision in moving away from extra-

ordinary amounts of money in construction, but tlie only alternati'Ve
is where construction may be needed because it is directly related
to a type of program. I do agree, and I think you agree also with
the GAO report, that we have not searched our communities out to
look at what facilities can be made available, perhaps jointly. And
also the military, and I think we had some rather good testimony
from the military on what they have to offer.

Filially, I hale one other question, but 1- don't want to take up
ton much time. Qn page 7 of the statement you talk about the re-
maning 50 perekt of the amount appropriated being used at the
Conanissioner's discretion for larious research and- development
programs, and also teacher training actin ities. I raised this point in
a couple of hearings, and I am concerned regardinp. sex discrimina-
tion and placing of y.oug women into homemaking programs as
opposed to what I guess is a world of nondivisional vocational
programs.

Could pris ate agencies do some inservice training or counseling
to raise au awaxioness in young wonlen that there are other ctppor-
tunities. Other altetnatis es as tillable to them within the job market,
that they don't have to be a housewife or secretary, that they can
al,o enter a s cry rewarding part of our job market in terms of, say,
the k °la tit,tion trades or entrineering and medical professions and
so on and so forth? And would y ou ens ision some of that funding
being made available for that purpose, so we don't leave it just to
what I am afraid in many cases is just school counselors who are
not in the same place as your committee or office in terms of voca-
tional education?

Dr. Puma. Yes, very definitely.
On page 15 and 46 of our legislative proposal, we list eight areas

of national concern. One of those is limitation or correction of
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,-exual"sterotyping in training and employment 'opportunities. That
s under title IV. .

_ Therefore,..we would see that both State funds pr State innovative
funds, or the Commissioner's discretionary funds would be used for
that purpose.. . .

The way you described getting at that issue is ohe of a whole
series of strategies that would be permissible under that, and. oue
we would support, but there are ether ways to get at that issue
as well. . . .

Mr. Mu.r.En. I just wanted to be sure we realized there are a lot
or different games that can be.played in terms of apprising young
People of alternatives in the job market, so we don't leave At:strictly
to the school system. _..

At least in my State of California there are a number of groups
working closely with high school women and worrien in junior col-,
leges to apprise them of the available job market where they live
in terms of alternatives in ci veers.

Dr. Pr mum We think an ir teresting approach, and one we would
have funded last, year if part I moneyad not been reduced $1 mil-

'
t
hon. is ii, total curriculum retision in home economics which would

use the Value economics progr in to begin to focus on that issue and
to point out that they are all in the community, and we think we
can sell it as h total revision, and under this proposal we can mote
ahead with that effort.

Mr. MILLER. That is very interesting.
Mr. Quie.
Mr. (La/. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Dr. Bell and Dr. Pierce. I would like to ask you a few

questions as I discuss this legislation with yon.
Could you give us an idea of some of the new innovative pro-

grams you would like to encourage to do the things that would.
make us have innovation? ,

I know you talked a lot about the definition, and what it means,
but can you MI me what new things in vocational education 3on are
doing?

'Dr. PIERCE. Well, it takes a number of forms, Mr. Quie, You start
with your curriculmn, and develop_ new curriculum which tt (dd
address itself to new and emerging occupations. That is one NVII.

Another way is to provide from these vocational funds for un-
employed adults. We hate not been doing it Nvr:s, much in vocational
education of hire, and vet with the economy such as it is this is
necessary. Therefore. the creation of cooperative arrangements be-
tween the (-ETA legislation and vocational education legislation
w mild be another example of limo\ lithe approaches using eNisting
facilities more than we have in the past, and usino., prit ate training
facilities in cooperation with postsecondary facilities, being another
example of innovation. ,

To expand cooperative education in a number of ways are all
hm% ative.As I tick them off, I think it leads me to say there is
really nothing new under the sun, and maybe that is true.

,TH one community something that may not be innovative at all is
very innovatit e in another community. But I think this It gislative

A
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proposal. is limited only by our imagination in terms of what can
become innovative in the way we can couple eisting programs.

Mr. QtiE. Fifty percent of the money in the' bill will go for proj-
ects that are approved at y our discretion, and 50 percent will be
made available to be used for any innoative projects in their dis-
cretion.

Now, if you look at those programs that you have just listed,
efforts in that area presently, is it Mostly that they arc not con-
ducting programs in those areas now, or is it operating in some
parts of the country and not in others where you try to encourage
it, areas,. say, where they have been not as involved as they should
be?

Dr. PIERCE. As we discussed before, that varies from State to
State in terms of -the-amount of money- being used for maintenance
of ongoing programs and that being used for innovation and new

\ activities.
About 38.5 percent of'all ()idle Federal funds now in 1973 were

used for maintenance. We are striving, to move into that cutting
.dge to have more of those funds used around the Nation for what
he GlOstRortconsidered catalytic activities, and less for mainte-
i awe iietivities. So I guess my response to you is, insofar as they
c tld, with dollars available, many States have used dollars for
in ovation, and there are examples in every State of innovative
ac ivities going on. We would want to simply increase that level
of effort and that level of activity so that the Congress can say,

y, that is the way the Federal funds are being used", for those
kins s of activities other than being lost in the general funding of
ong mg vocational education programs.

I OUld not want to say that there wis not a great deal of in-
novation accomplished under tilt; 106$ act. It would be a misinter-
pretation and misrepresentation of NI hat we were able to do under
the 10 8 act, which was a good piece of legislation. We are just
propos ng some fine tuning to that legislation, and some amend-
ments o rt that would make it I think more appropriate for the
use of ede,ral dollars.

Mr. ,cm. I gather what we are talking about is use of innovative
money as a means of embarking on something that. the community
had nut done before rather than limo\ sting something that no other
community has tried?

Dr. Pnatcu. Definitely.
Dr. Bra'. An example, Mr. Quie, that comes to my mind is what

many distlets are doing in the building trades field. For some
high beim) s, the build a home or a duplex, or a fourplex, and they
learn all o the trades in that process, including the marketing of
the lome. They turn the moneys over into new projects. This is
going on in\ a number of places. It is going on in my home area.
It is going on out in Fairfax County, suburban Washington, D.C.
However in talking to other place:, in talking to school leaders.
they have not started this ty pe of a program, and many of them
are very-much interested in it.' .

It is just that ext mple. and there iz.; another movement going on
in simulating a total Ace operation rather than the' traditional

101
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alga (melt of teaching a business-secretarial ty pc t1 1:111.9. There
are these types of progiams that we know about that axe in some
places but not extensnely utilized, where we think thele funds
would produce some4eal benefits.

After pay ing for the costs of ,etting a program like this going,
from what I can learn, it does not cost any more after you get the
con %yrsion than other tipes of %ocatimml programs. Ti e costs are
in gearing up and tom erting met: these two examples that I men-
tioued, and there aye some expenses her. For 3 awl foi the most 1
year periods they could make that change. ,

Dr. Pm:u. Another example, 'and, this is front your own State,,
one of the area centers there lia,1 a ti international exchange in their
chic f.'s 011111111g program, and that would, not necessarily be in-
Ito% nth e in this community, but there are a lot of places around the
country that could de% clop similar kinds of act' y ities, and that
would be spreading that innovation.

Our role, the Commissioner's role, would be partially it to use
these funds, or portionS of them, to describe and eltiluate those
act i% ities and those found to be suevessful, then to disseminate.those
around the country and try to encourage w ith his funds the ;topic-
mentation of those programs in some of the other parts of the
nation.

Mr. QUM. The innovative money can be used for 3 years,. and
after operating for 3 yeati.i it will not be called an intim ative pro-
gram, Inky !Imre. You hate to culminate te that effort immediately at
the end of 3 years, or will 3on=hav,e some further.period before this
culminates?

Dr. Ptrateti. 'Well, I can:t answer in terms of maintenance of
9 effort. but in terms of th 'e. bill, the program would then be picked

up under title TIT, which would be. or could ba'. supported at least
percent Federal funds and 60 percent of local. Then it seems to

me, Mu. Qttie, that what would happen is that as the States do
their long-range planning. as they look at the expendituyes of State
and local funds as compared to Federal funds, they would have to
decide whether SWIM of those programs onght to be meted out of
any hind of Federal support at all and be supported only with State
and local funds, or whether they wanted to continue to reduce the
maintenanee level over the long period of time.

Mv feeling. honestly, with this proposal is, start a program with
Federal funds, totally fund the front end, moving it in for some
period of time, whicItI don't really think we need to try to &fin.°
at the moment in toms of years, Support with continued, or !educed
SlIpPOrt toting than w ith Federal funds, and then moving it per-

k haps into a totally funded local program. It seems to me to Ir°
the Federal dollars and the use of Federal dollars into a method of
expenditure that I think Congress could track and could have a

tt better sense of ownership for in the long run, my sense is that this
would improve the ocational education programs around the
comatrY.

Dr. This 3 ears which we have in the proposal, comes into
11110 with an experience of 10 `ears w ith the Tementary- and See-
ondary Education At;.t title III 1110110S. Talkin, ka a number of the

`,
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States, and looking 1 t this limn that perspective, I am convinced
that 3 years are °flung]] to get a new practice installed. After that,
the ongoing money, ought to be paying for the program if it is not
a highly expensive, program and, if it is, maybe it is not the kind of
innovative program that ought to be developed. Those that are
highly cost-eifeetive are the ones that we ought to be seeking:

Dr. Pinnci. One most operation under the the 1968 act in this
context is that in the early stages of that act there was more hind-
vation..40ig on than now, and_ as programs were developed when
they continued _to be maintained by the States with the Federal
money and the State, therefore, gale up its flexibility to continue
to innovate, and their w hole program became essentially, more than
not became a inaintentince.progiam. This proposal would prevent
that from happening.

Mr. Qum. I gather filial your testimony, insofar as the handi-
capped and the tjisadu antaged support, that 25 percent of the money
is going to,each df those,; is that correct?

Dr. Within' each title, yes.
Mr. Qua.. Would you also advocate we require that the State

'pick up GO percent of the cost?
Dr. Pi in,E, .After the first year, the proposal suggestion is that

the State pick up Go percent in the dismay antaged programs and
.the handicapped progianis as well, because, as GAO pointed out,
the States had .not been doing that.

The overall match for oentional education is $5.20 of ,State and
local money to every . dollar of Federal money and in, the dis-
advantaged it is $2.65 or GOO for every dollar and in the handi-
capped program it is $1.50 or ON per el cry dollar. The -GAO report
pointed out that the disadiantaged and, handicapped programs
were essentially being borne by the Federal Government. Our pro-
posal, suggestion is that after the first year that there be a 60-40
match required fm the disathantaged and handicapped programs
as Well in title II.

Mr. Qrrir.. They can put an innovative program, though, in for
them for 3 years?

Dr. Pi ner:. Yes.
Mr. ;acme. In that case, will they continue with .the 100 percent

funding for the first year thereafter?
Dr, PIERCR. They would continue this way.
Mr. Quit:. And then have to go to 60-40 thereafter.
Dr. Pim% No. What I meant to say, was, after the first year

under this proposal any ongoing disaillantaged and handicapped
projects under title HI would lin% e to be funded at a 40 -60 rate,
but that pimp new proposal they would have the 3-year funding
cycle at Ni;hatever lei el was established. and if it was 100 percent
they would be funded 100 percent for 3 years.

Mr. Qum. What about State administration, would they be re-
quired to go 60-10 after the first year?

Dr. PIERCE. We hale not, addressed ourselves to that in this pro-
posal except to say funds mailable undcr title IV could not be used
for administrative purposes an.? that n.,,ans that the second ad-
ministration would have to be picked up under title III. We did not

1,t)
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gu so far as to say that the State administration ought to be matched
on a 60-10 basis specifically. That, to me, however, is the more
aluable proposal if the committee wants to consider it, rather

than to limit the States to something like five percent which has
been considered in here and talked about.

, That would cause some concern and sonic difficulties in some
States at the moment, but it seems to me it Would still provide the
States with the kind of flexibility 9prm ide the leadership they need
in those States to inut,e in these programs because once the prO-
grams are de elOped it takes rpuurces and leadership to move them
frurn one community to another. It does not happen accidentally
or by chance.

Dr. TlELL. So there is no misunderstanding about this, some of
the States now using huge pal is of Federal money for administra-
tion would still he able to do .that unless some change is made in
tle.. proposal we have, which some, I think, would consider to be a
weakness in the proposal.

Mr. Qum. I want to ask you about EPDA.. You recommend we
repeal part F. Could 3ou tell me now what percentage of the fotal
of EPDA money goes for vocational education money as compared
to the, amount being funded by part F. What I say here is, are we

ay tug that EPDA is to be used for vocational education training
more than mandated under part F?

Dr. PitacE. I don't think I understand your question.
Mr. Qum. Let me back up a little bit. At the present time there

ersupply of .teachers but a shortage pf vocational education
professionals. We pelt that EPDA was not being used for granting
of vocational education and that is the reason part F was placed
in there. Yu,. are recommending we repeal part F and Ioassume_
you feel that EPDA will be used sufficiently for vocational edu-
cation training so we don't need to earmark any more?

Dr. PrEacr- No.
Mr. 0),,nn.. I don't have it right?
Pr. "Planer:. No. We are proposing that you repeal EPDA part

1; nuder the Higher Education Act, but move those provisions to
title IV of this proposal.

So we are moving the EPDA port F total over into this.
Dr. That authority would be folded into this legislation.
Mr. QrrE. Then there would be no expectation of receiving money

fr"111 EPDA for vocational education. It would all come under this
authority?

Dr. PIERCE. It would come under this piece of legislation that is
right.

Mr. Qrni. The last question I have is when you refer, on page 3
of our testimony, to lia+,ing one member of the National Advisory
('imicil for Vocational Education 'represent the National Commis-
'on, is that correct?
Dr. Pmin. That is right.
Mr. Qum. Well, we have in all States an advisory commission

on manpower policy, called a governor's commission. I guess, and
we have the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education. We
Li\ e the higher education commission called higher education work-
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ing commission. There are three of them dealing with sore kind of
postsecondary education recognizing, however, that in two of them
they are dealing perhaps with training that might not be called
postsecondary -education. But, at least there are three.

How can w e cause all of them to be working together with a com-
mon goal of assisting people in their careers?

Does that make sense to you because they are all under your
jurisdiction, so to speak?

'Now going ahead, looking at the work in the State of Minne-
sota. I, would have to say that the most comprehensive analysis of
needs and where the people could be placed Is being done by the
Goy T1101iS Manpower Commission.

Dr. BELL. Yes, I think, this is a good example of why States would be
Le tier go\ erned in education if they had oue State level board for all
of education, kindergarten to graduate school, and the more I work
in education the more convinced I am that is what we ought to
have.

Rhode Island just not too long ago adopted a new donstitution',
that provides for that and I think the fact that the Governor is
able to get this kind of coordination from his level emphasizes that
more. I think the more State level boards we hate the more problems
we have in coordinating them. We are finding that M our own
efforts in education on the Federal level, that we are able to co-
ordinate those things that are innnediately under our jurisdiction
better than otherwise.

6o I think that if you can't accomplish that then the more cross-
repiesentation can get on these boards and advisory councils
the better. In that regard, maybe the concept in our proposed bill
of hag jug representation from the manpower council or vice versa
ought to be extended to the higher education commissions and
others.

Mr. QUE. What -would happen if we established one national
athisory council, and that one cow _:11 provided the advice and
el ablation to higher education and in vocational education and in
-manpower, recognizing one of them is over in the Department of
Labor, but by,the same token, do it on the State level as well?

Dr. BELL. I think it would be beneficial. Those councils would
cam ry a very, very heavy load, as I contemplate, in bilingual edu-
cation and the council we have now for school desegregatioaassist-
RlIte and so on. They would have a lot of detail to handle, but I
think as far as accomplishing better coordination, I think, it would
be a move in the right direction.

Mr. QUI . Thank you.
Mr. 1 feeds.
Mr, :11.mos. Mr. Commissioner, let me, at the outset, apologize

to you for not having been here when we started here.
Dr. DELL I know this is a very busy time for all of Congress.
Mr. 'A funs. But let me indicate to you that I followed Ivry closely,

lime% er, the activities of the Office of,Education, particularly with
regard to vocational education.

I am at somewhat of a loss. In your testimony on page 3, you
state that the Presidot has recommended $,30 million fur 1970,

'/01c0
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yet the figures *In the bill, when added, it only comes out to $523
million. It is your statement here?

Dr. PIERCE. It is because of the fact that the 0.1 million in
permanent appropriation under the Smith-Hughes Act is not
included.

rAIKEDS. I see. Thank you.
. Now, also, as I understand, from reading your testimony on the
bill, the $523 million, which would actually be $330 million, you
would ask continuation of the appropriation for a five-year period
at that level, is that correct?

Dr. PIERCE. Yes.
Dr. BELL. Well, the way that happened, Mr. Chairman, is that

the administration requires, in our budgeting projections, that we
make 5-year projections of both revenue and requirements, allo-
cation of resources, and the projection at this time is not an opti-
mistic one.

As we have talked about this, it was indicated by some of our
colleagues in the administration that they would like to keep that
under a tight lid at this time and would entatain a proposal, under
some circumstance. to be changed when the demand changed, to
amend this at a future time.

Mr. Mixos. You are aware that it is approximately $20 million
kiss than we are presently appropriating or spending for N. ocational
education?

Dr. BELL. Yes. This is the figure whia the President recom-
mended in his budget.

Mr. HEEDS. Over a 5-year period of time you recommend a cut
of some $100 million for vocational education?

DR. BELL. 'That is right.
Mr. "MiTos. i assume you do that with heavy heart?
Dr. BELL. Well, it is in recognition of the difficulty and economic

circumstances we are under presently.
"Mmos. Yet the requirements on vocational education are

increasing much more rapidly than the requirements in funding in
other areas of education.

Dr. BELL. If I can identify the two areas growing, I vi-onld say
it is community colleges and vocational programs.

Mr. MEEns, Now, I notice you recommend that we repeal the
requirement for '1,5 percent set aside for .postsecondary vocational
education in community colleges and 'other secondary institutions.
You do that despite the fact that GAO figures in their report indi-
cate somewhere in the area of 10 States, not always the same ones,
but 10 States over a 1 -year period have rather consistently violated
even a 15 percent set aside. Would 3 on please give me the rationale
for that.?

Dr. Plum 'Yes. I am pausing because'I don't know which way
to 'approach this, but let me do it in this way.

iN(r. INIEEDs. I would suggest straightforwardly.
Dr. PIERCE. What I meant to say was, whether I ought to talk

philosophically or factually.
Let me talk facts, first, and then go back to philosophy.
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We disacrree, as you know, with the GAO report in terms of
number of °States that hate N iolated that 15 percent set-aside. They
used and hat e consistently used the expenditure in a particular
year and hate not looked at the appropriation in a year that has al-
lowed them to carry it over into years.

When we look at that appropriation, our figures differ from the
GAO report. Therefore, we don't think the problem is as big as
GAO has suggested that it is, and in every case, w hen a State did
not spend those funds, the funds were turned back.

Second, the GAO report does- not point out that yiere are 22
States that are currently spending °ter 30 percent of their resources
for postsecondary training, and 4liere are another nine States spend-
ing_between 20 and 25 percent. .

Now, to suggest, therefore, that the States have not appropriately
responded to the postsecondary set-aside, it seems to me is really
not quite presenting the picture as it ought to; that is the fact I
wanted to get into the record.

SO and. in terms of philosophy, we tried to say that this bill, the
notational education program, ought to be concerned with people
and not institutions. It ought to be a bill that deals with human
yesomees development and not institutional development.

If; in a particular instance, the State needs are such that they
newt to spend more of their funds in a particular delivery system
thin in another, it seems to us they ought to be allowed to do that.

Mr. MErns. Can I interrupt you right at that point?
If we 1 d followed that philosophy in 1969and Mr. Quic and

T and o ers in this coiranittee were very concerned about how the
S wp.e distributing Federal vocational fundsif we had fol-
loweil the philosophy you are now telling this committee we ought
to be following, we would have left the situation in which we found
some 75 percent of the vocational education funds of this Nation
going into rural schools, rural counties, where one-third to one-
fourth of the stutde.nts were.

Dr. Panto:. Yes, sir. I don't mean' to imply, Mr. Chairman, that
there was, or, that Congress was not very wise in settings that 15
percent set-aside at that time. I am simply trying to point out, I
think, the people of the Nation and vocational leaders in the country
hate responded and understand HOW the need for postsecOndirry.

In addition, we have set out in title IV of the bill a whole host
of problem areas, where, for example, the need for mom vocational
eduoational programs in metropolitan areasand there is no reason
to think with the economy moving as it is, with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics saying by 1980 over 50 percent of occupations in this
coantry will require more than a high school education, but less
than a college degree, when States: program for those, they will not
program in the postsecondary area

Mr. ]]tarns: T don't mean to be contentious, Dr. Pierce, but using
your own figures, let's assume that the GAO was incorrect, and let's
say that to use your own approach, funds which were appropriated
could have been _spent over the next 2 years, there are still four
States, as I, recall in that group, which consistently spent less than
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10 jiercqnt.of their total funds for postsecondary education. Now, I
have two questions.

First of all, what did the Office of Education do about that?
Second, how does that square with what you just told us that

States ha% e the mann ity and the experience now to properly allocate
their funds in the fake of a showing that the lnost rapid increase in
vocational education is taking place at the postsecondary. level?

Dr. PIERCE. Well, in response to your first question, in. every in-
stance, m hen a State did not spend its total set-aside in the area in

hick it should ha\ e, either handicapped or disadvantaged or post-
secondary, the Office of Education went into that State to determine
why that was the case. In every case, they have refunded to the
Treasury those funds that were not spent.

Second, I guess, the thing I have a problem with, Mr. Chairman,
is if 3 on e four States that ha' e, and my figures do not indicate
that it was consistently four States, but there was one State that we
ham, sonic problems with, but it varies from State-to-State. And I
think, therefore, what we are trying, to suggest is, there are other

s to get, at those States that have been recalcitrant than to set
alt atbitrary set aside when the evidence seems to suggest, to me, at
leastand I say "arbitrarily" because you can pick 15 20, 30 any
purcentauethe evidence seems to suggest that the States have in-
deed heard Congress and 22 States are spending ON er 20 perceidoi
their funds in postsecondary, and I don'tthink they will change and
reNert back to putting money into the rural areas. So, I guess we
just really said that we think they have indeed matured, except, as
you pointed out, that there are two or three States-that we need to
make some special efforts in.

But in terms of writing a piece of legislation to fit the national
interests, it was our opinion it was time now to back off the set aside.

Mr. MEt.Ds. Let me ask you quickly, with regard to the positions
m iwhich were mandated under 1972 Higher Education Act, in section

1071(a) (1) (a).
). Three positions to be placed in Grade 17 of such general schedule, one

of ss Well shall be filled by a person with broad experience in the field of
junior and community college education, and

tb) Seven pus Lions to be placed In Grade 16 of such general schedule, at
least tu u of cc hich shall be filled by persons with broad experience in the field
of postsecondary occupational education in commuhlty and junior dollegcs. at
least one of which shall be filled by a person %DOI broad experience In private
proprietary institutions and at least one of which shall be filled by axperson
with professional experience in occupational guidance and counseling.

Have those positions been filled?
Dr. BELL. Not as -yet, they lave not.
Mr. Mums. That was 1972?
Dr. Bt,. Yes.
Mr. MliEns. Would you say that is fulfilling Congress' mandate for

responding with alacrity?
1)r. Bur,. No
Mr. MEEns. What are you going to do about it?
Dr. Bur,. We will continue as we have for 21A years to get those

positions approved by the Civil Service Commission and then get
them filled. We have had people selected in eery one of those posi-

,,

M tJ r
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s for over a year and have been waiting to get them approved for
-ove year, and we have had a great deal of difficulty with the Civil
Servic Comm issiom

LEEDS. Why is that?
;ELL. Well, the Commission has ruled that public law positions
automatic, that the agency must come to the Commission and

ide the Commission with a position description. of each of those
salons.
Now, they ruled that after about a year and a half, after we began

to research and identify .people. We, therefore, had to go back, re-
write all of the jobs' position descriptions in keeping with the civil
secs ice requirements and submitted them to the Civil Sen ice Com-
mission. They ruled then that the positions, As described, were not a
GS-16 level position.

Mr. MEEDS. Despite the fact that Congress mandated this?
Dr. BELL. That is right.
Mr. MELos. So we should have. in addition to them to account to
about this, we should have the Civil Service Commission?
Dr. BELL. When I took office about 11 months ago, I was aware of

vacancies, and wanted to move immediately to fill them. I
,l I could do that much more rapidly than has happened. We are

till struggling with ,that,problem.
Dr. PIERCE. Mr. Chairman, yesterday, I 1.eceivgd a call from one of

the people who had been identified as the individual we wanted to
put in one of those slots, who had had postsecondary experience at
the community and junior college lei el, who liad waited for a year,
but had to withdraw his name yesterday because he can't wait.

We had'to start over again to identity someone for that position.
Mr. Mr.mis. I have instructed the stair that we get the Civil Service

Commission up here to .testify on this. That is because we are all
concerned about those positions, not just the ones that have a back-
ground of postsecondary occupational education in community and
'junior colleges, but all of these positions.

Dr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, this points up an enormous problem in
the Government, and I don't know how you would solve it. But a
person whom you want and prefer to have in a position is not one
that is going to sit around and wait for months and months for his
,positionto be confirmed. This is a serious problem for agencies. and
it is certainly for me, as an agency man, to try to get positions ap-
proved.

The length of time I know is necessary in career civil service
certainly is vital, but this is a big problein certainly for the Office of
Education.

Mr. Mums. Thank you very much.,
The gentlethan from Florida.
Mr. LEHMAN. Sorry I couldn't get here earlier, but we had a

markup in,the Post Office Committee.
Dr. BELL. I know you are assigned to that committee as well as

this one.
Mr. LtarmAx. I wanted to pose two questions that are of concern'

to me. One is in regard to placement of the people that come out
of the vocational schools. In my experience with vocational schools.

Mr.
Dr.

are n
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In my experience with vocational education in the secondary schools,
I find that very few honor students and very few preparatory stu-
dents are directed toward vocational education. You don't find people
with honors in English in vocational education and yon don't find
people in other honors courses in \ ocational education. I have been
a member of the school board and I also taught. I found that per-
haps an indirect reason is, that, in considering the success of a voca-
tional program, the placement percentages are considered negative,
or a negative factor would be attached to a vocational student who
went on to a liberal arts or other college education, rather than into
a job or. job opportunity. The vocational guidance people are, in a
sense, careflilly or perhaps holding back on directing good students
into vocational education because of the reflection on the success of
their program which, irqiirn, would perhaps deal adversely, or ad-
versely affect the funding of these proarams.

tryingI- am tryin to say is this, is there any way we can write
this legislation so that a person who is placed in a college, or who
seeks placement at the college level in college courses, even other than
relates to N ocational education, that this could not be called a negative
factor but -would be called a positive factor in determining the voca-
tional success of a program. I went all around there. but what I want
to do is get our \ ocational education programs on the same kind' of
status as we find in Vocational education in Israel where the better
students go into \ ocational education and not those with academic
problems.

Dr. BELL. This is a continual point of discussion and one that we
have examined a lot in the Office of EducatiOn. We discussed it par-
ticularly as a General AccountingOflice matter and to-some extent
measured the effectiveness of socatioiial education on the basis of the
number of persons that were placed. There are many students that
hist takeone vocational course and take it because they have a par-
ticular need for it. If I car be personal, I took a typing course when
I vas in high school and I have used that for a lot of my work, in-
cluding the writing of five books and a doctoral dissertation, and I
don't feel. that enrollment, personally in a vocational course, was
wasted, notwithstandino. gradua-
tion

fact that following,high school aradua-
tion I was not placed in a position as a typist, except for time I

spent in military, but I would have been one of those negative
faetorg in counting this placement.

But, anothe'r problem related to itand I think it is fair to some
extentif we don't measure it wholly, we should be striving to place
some of our high school graduates, a large number and in larger
numbers than se ' have, in vocational programs. Part of the problem

. is, I think, we need to liae a better placement program and we ought
to have counselors that have, more training in these areas.

Many aof oncounselors g iet training in psychology and testing
areas to the exclusion of this fichl. Su it certainly is a serious problem.
Now, how we can get that in our legislation, maybe Dr. Pierce could
react to that.

Mr. LEumAs. Could I explain, what I, am trying to cpt ",:ori to
say, if I can, is that vocational students that go to college, should not
be considered a negative factor in the placemeht percentage and
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Should not be construed in any way to form a basis for t. reduction
of funds to those 'vocational programs.

Dr. BELL. I alive with that and using my own personal example
as an example of that, I agree with that 100 percent.

Mr. LEUMAN. What 1 would like to have, 1 would like to have
some kind of letter from one of y out staff people going into this So
I could get it into the record, if I could, say ing "don:t consider this
in college placement as ,c neptite haw., but as a posithe factor, in
terms of success in a vocational prog,am" and I think we- can get
more

''aoed
students in vocational courses if we do.

M r.BEhh, 1 recognize that and we can send a statement to you for
the record.

Mr. LELENIA.Y. I would appreciate it.
[Letter referred to follows :]

MAY 22,1975.
Hon. Wunts.m LEnMAn
House of Representatives,
ITIashington,.D.O.

DEAklia. LEMMAN. It was a pleasure to hear your views on vocational edu-
cation at the recent hearings before the House Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education. At your suggestion we are pleased to
comment upon, acid certainly support, your position that.the graduates of voca-
tional education programs is ho (.11004 to continue their education at the post-
secondary level shuuld be considered a "plus" for the vocational education
system.

The tendency is, of course, to give accolades to the vocational education pro-
gram only cu the basis of the numbers of graduates going immediately into
jobs. Although our data system clearly indleates the percentage of graduates
or secondary cueativaal programs who were nut available for work because
they were pursuing postsecondary education and training, and in 1974, this
group comprised 73.7 percent of the total numbers not available for work,
this impurtant data element is usually not weighed in giving vocational educa-
tion its "report card."

In view of the fact that many jobs at the. technical level, and certainly
many of the better paying jobs, require pOstsecondary education,-it appears to
us that those who amuse to continue their education and training represent a
"plus." not only to vocational education, but to the individuals themselves and
ultimtitelY;16 'the productive life of the Nation.

Again, we want to thank you for the Additional opportunity to comment
upon this important aspect of vocational education.

Sincerely, '
WILLIAM F. PIERCE,

Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education.

Dr. PIERCE. We certainly could. We have a credit for the a tthat
one-quarter of they oung people that go through vocationa a-
tion are not eligible for placement and- 70 percent of them go
higher education. What you are saying, if I understand it, is tha
vocational education ought to take credit and that is a positive
feature. But what we also ask is, "How many did you place in the
job for which the;v were trained"? And we didn't do that when you
consider those y (Ring people that went to college as being in a sense
a dropout from the program.

Mr. LEHMAN. It seems that makes their program seem to be less
of a success and that is why I want this.

One other question, and I know the answer is not going to be what
I. wanted, but I have another hangup and that is on the continued
use of home economics as part of the vocational program, especially in
the women's field. I still think that we §hould look -down the road

02-015:-75vol. :A-49
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and think that only income-producing or a salable skill, I think the
term is that only a salable bkilleourse should be considered for voca-
tional education.

Do you think there is any possibility for that, and do you have any
feeling about the relocation of home economics into a consumer-
oriented part of the curriculum or social study part of the curriculum
or health oriented part of the curriculum, rather than as it is in now,
in vocational education. To put this in vocational education consumes
a great deal of their funding gst and has no direct relationship to a
salable skill. I know a penny saved is a penny earned, but let's try to,
or I think we would rather have it targeted toward the penny earned
part, right now.

Dr. BELL. I talked about it when we were up here on the oversight
hearings. I feel strongly thlit the woman who wants to take a voca-

. tional homemaking course and this woman's objective is marriage
and rearing children and managing a home, that this individual is
as much entitled to these vocational funds as anyone else.

I. also feel that this is also an honorable profession and one of the
most highly needed professions tha't we have at the present time and
that managing the home and being an effective housewife is one of

Ithe great demands in this society. would argue as vigorously as I
now how for the millions of housewives in the United States when

they file income tax with their partners that they list housewife there
and I think that is an honorable occupation and ought to be vigor-
ously supported by vocational funds so that the women that want to.
call this their occupation, can do so.,, We should recognize it as an
occupation that needs a considerable amount of 'training and a high
level of skill in today society and I can't say that, sir, -too strongly,
to express my views.

LEHMAN. Well, the results I anticipated are better than I
thought. I am married to one of these people.

Dr.. BELL. I happen to be, too, and I think That we just need to
come on strongly on that. I think there is a place for that in the
Federal Vocational Act and I will argue for that, sir, as strongly as
I can.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
The hearing will now recess, subject to call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene, subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in theTecord follows .3

DEPARTIIKNT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WKLFARE,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C., June 23, 1975.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, Coinmittee on Education and' Labor,
douse of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN Thank you=for your letter of May 28, transmitting addi-
tional questions concerning the Administration's proposal, H.R. 6251. to consoli-
date existing authorities under the Vocational Education At of 1903 in order
to-create a more efficient mechanism for Federal assistance to States for voca-
tional education. Let me apglogize fur the slight delay in fulfilling,your request,
but we have attempted to provide you with very comprehensive responses to
your specific Inquiries. For your convenience and easy reference, the enclosed
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inaterialS have been arranged so as to correspond to the outlined topics and
. numbering used in your letter.

Again, I would like to thank you fur the opportunity ofappearing before the
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Eclueatiun un May 14,
and I look forward' to cooperating with the Congress as deliberations progress un
this area of education w bleb is of sital importance to the eilueation of our Na-
tion's young people.

Sincerely,
T. II. BELL,

U.S. ,Commixsioher of Education.
Enclosures.

Question la. innovalf-a. Your bill places heal y emphasis un funding limos atts e
programs, with a 3-year limit On Federal support. At the end of that period, local
schools are expected to pick tni the cost of the project. Du you feel this Is real-
istic in the light of the, current economic situation and local school budget
problems?

Answer. The purpose fur our khift of emphasis to greater use of Federal funds
for innovative projects is to allow the Federal funds to be used as a eatulyst to
Cover the heavy costs of starting new programs. The implementation of new
programs must overcome frequently encountered obstacles of little or no Jowl
start up funds. Once installed, a program must prose its worth or suffer phase_
out. When a new program meets a demonstrated eumnamity-need, the support
to move it towards continued financing with greater local and State funding can
occur over several years. States and iocalities can then plan budgets which
encompass their option for funding continuation. These are. la) continue with
40 percent Federal funding under Title III, Programs and Seri ices,
billed Federal, State or local financing ; or (c) project termination.

We feel strongly that the combination of State formula matching grants and
innovative project grants give the State a flexible funding arrangement winch
fosters the establishment of new programs where needed and continued Federal
funding a t a lower rate to cover in part the operational costs.

The emphasis under Part D has consistently been that of redirecting local
effort, through inservice training and ocher activities, su that existing local re-
sources can cover the continuation of the program with a minimum of continua-
tion funding from local district and State resources. There is some evidence now
that suggests we should consider lowering our contribution in the last two years to
encourage gradual assumption of the responsibilities by local school district
personnel for the activities rather than having the district suffer the shock of
going from full- funding to no funding at all. This has been an out growth of our
own deliberations with local project staffs and local districts who are attempting
to assume full responsibility at the end of the three year period. We now hale
such strategies under consideration.

One other factor needs to be emphasized at this point. Unlike other federal pro-
grams, the proposed Vocational Education innovative program w ill require an
annual and a five year state plan. Consequently, the states and localities will be re-
quired to constantly esaluate these innovative projects as a part a the planning
process and will. therefore, be forced to systematically be considered if and how
each project will be continued with state and local funds after the three year
initiation Period.

Question lb. Innovation. Since Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act follows the same 3-year funding approach, have you had any experi-
ences with that program to justify aduptingthis approach for the Vocational Edu-
cation Act?

Answer. It is our understanding that the initial structuring of the Part D pro-
gram and its 3-year funding approach was based on a Title III study which
showed that the local ability or willingness to continue the project aetisities past
the period of Feneral landing was directly related to the length of the project.
In other words it appeared that the extent to which the activities had become
institutionalized within the district and bad come to be I Jew ed as an important
part of the ongoing educational program had a good deal to do with their con-
tinuation.

Quastion.2a. Planning. Everyone seems to stress the need for effectis e planning..
Your bill puts a great deal of emphasis on planning. How can we be assured that
real planning will take place in light of the fact that the Commissioner of Edu-
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Ftalt.1 al Wilt nil 11.eill1.1 ieslnutsible fur ilf-sarnig that State plans
are tacaiie mulct tusUug kbi,slatiuli, .slid on liae attegurized these plans as
vgrthiess in your testimony?

Ansuer. Planning is AA uluut a tluui,t one element of effeLliA e program Amin-
isti at ion ((Inch simply must be en touter attention to ensure the most effective
utilization t,l scarce public resuurt es. The C01111111,,Nioller.S nuthurity base for ap-
pros mg State 1fLius is certainly a ppiolitiato and adequate, u hat is heeded is a
process damage in optitattiog wLmlt tit None levaslatiie language ue Litre
proposed.

Littler the current lath, States de% Mop ilial submit fur .t I on% als so as to achieve .
eligibihty status, an State plan uhkli shows how the Federal finds will be used,
and the State needs with ii u ill be met by such programs. The plan contains three
baste elements, LI) a section containing assurances anti pros isions for meeting
legal requirements of guieruame and at.Lonntability, (2) a section describing
idiots for the next fiscal year and 0, a section covering lung range plans. What
is really needed is a planning process which muses States to involve necessary
State and local representatiA es at re% leasing information on the current and fu-
ture needs of students, business. industry, labor, and the economy to arrive at a
total Suite netals.assessment. Then program uNectivts %Ladd be formulated which
mdwate the extent l,4) a 11101 all 41% resources van be deployed to meet sonic
of the identified needs. Nuw must fitates develop a plan which only shows the
Planned use of.Fetleral finals and thuse State aril lot al funds Identified for match-
ing. [he current State plans 0nu be better described as Budget plans, which ad-
dress themselves primarily 1% here and for what a given dollar level will
petaled and what results can be expected.

It is clear that effective planing ties not result only in developing a plan of
action far flw optimal use of available resources to meet a portion of the identi-
'fled needs, it is most useful as a process of managing the use of public resources
throup:h careful involvement of apprmaiate groups and individuals for identifying
needs. setting priorities for meeting the most critical needs first and then
evaluating the results of these decisions to continually improve the process.

We believe the umnpliance elements can be simplified and the pracednres for
awarding grants streamlined. but the whole process of planning which ranges
from the identification of Njationitl priorities by the Commissioner, to State and
local needs assessment, milst become the standard- means of decision making if
the nation's vocational education needs are ever to be met,

Question 2b. Planning. llow does the Office of Education,teview eachState plan
presently required to be submitted under the Vocational EdncatiOn Act?

Answer. A State Plan for Vocational ant; Technical Education is developed
by each of the States' and Territories in conformity with the Act. Regulations,
and a detailed State Plan Guide issued by the 'U.S. Office of Education. The
State plan is made up of two parts.

Part IAn Administrative Plan Is develope-il and submitted for approval by
the Commissioner of Education. Once approved. it does not have to be resubmitted
unless changes in Federal or State laws occur or amendments are required to
keep the plan current. All such amendments must be approved by the Commis-
sinner of Education.

Part IIAn Annual-Long Range Plan is submitted each year and must be
approved by the Commissioner of Education before the State grant award is
made.

Each State's plan, when finalize4 and approved by the State Board for Voca-
tional Education, is submitted to the Assistant Regional Commissioner for Ocett.
patinae! and"Adult Education and Is carefully reviewed for conformity with the
Federal regulations and the State Plan Guide. During this revieWi period, the
appropriate Regional Office works closely with the States in obtaining modi-
fleations and corrections when needed. When acceptable to the Regional, Office,
the State plan-is submitted to the headquarters office with a recommendation
for apnroval. A further review is made by the Division of Vocational and Tech-
nical Education for completeness and any deficiencies found daring thin review

tare corrected before submission to the Commissioner of Education for approval.
When the plan is approved and signed by the Commisaionerconlea are-returned'
to the Regional Office and then to the State Board for Vocational Education.

Question-2C. Planning. The criticism has been made that effective planning
is not always done in a number of States because various interests such as the
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community colleges are not required to be involved in writing the State plan
on vocational eduCation. iluw would -your bill address this problem?

Answer. Included in the planning prueess'suggested in ,uur legislative Prendsal
is the requir,emeti tfiat-a more equitably representatite,State Adv Isms Council.
be substantively involved All assuring that all appropriate interests, ha se access

, to the State policy Makers concerning lire:Atonal edutittlen. We billet': the clari-
fication ot role and function of tfie State Advisors Councils as soldresst d at our
proposal would do much to resolve your euneein stated in this question.

Qat,ition 3. Consulidation. Xutir proposal contains a substantial eunsulabition
of the separate categorical programs authorized in the Vuuttiunal.LtlacattIou
A. What is the evidence you used in reaching this deeision? Please supply us
with afiy studies showing a need for this massive consolidation.

Answer. In our view, \effeetive planning as described for question .2 cannot
take place without adequate legislative flexibility. Unt14 the entreat law'. States
must conduet their planning so as to relles.t the budgetary ceristraints of the
10 different purposes, utteguries and setasides. We view these niafi'y fun ding
cOMpulitlit4 as serious Inhibitions to gaud planning. .*IttOS should be able to
design a State u ide prugrain which meets their Zitionnatted heeds rather than
be forced into a budget mold that is uniform to,the Natidn.

Our legislative proposal retains certain safeguards which w ill ensure that
those with special needs are provided with an appropriate share of all wadable
program resources, but is still flexible enough to take into account the tadque

, differences among. the States. 'Such differences range from size in population "

and number of local school districts and institutions and tile v ars lug amounts
of funding provided by State legislature* ,

We do not have empirical et 'derive upon which to base this consolidation. but
in structuring a law by width a State is held accountable to meet know n needs,
more flexibility Is certainly warranted than is now the case.

QUC8tiOn 4a "Minthium" Requiremcit The .GAO report found that in a num-
ber of States. State and local funds fur e handicapped and disadvantaged have
been 'diverted to other uses when Federal funds .became:available. As a "esult,

. _,, GAO recommended tat these funds be separately matched by State and local
--V. funds. How does your proposal address this Problem?

Answ er. In our reading of the GAO report, we did not find that State had di-
verted limas from disadvantaged and handicapped programs, to other purposes.
However, we share s our ,enncern for .arcking sure that adequate financial re-
"purees are directed to the disadvantaged and handicapped:programs. Therefore, ,
our proposal euatains a requiremC1M that in the first year of finplementatlun 25
percent of the funds appropriated` in Titles III Vocational Education Programs
and Services and IV Grants for Research, Innovation and Dononstration must
be used for Special Needs purposes anti the following fiscal year States will be
required to provide an additional 25 percent State/local matehi g for Special
Needs pup ses in Title III. Hence, there would be at least 129.6 m ilitm mailable
for Specie Needs during the first fiscal year and in exiyss of .2l9 millions In the
secoraks ar follow ing enactment at the level requested in our legislative proposal.

Qiietipti 4b "Minimum." Requiremmeta. A persistent criticism wa have heard
during611r hearings this year has beer_ that theilefinithm of disads !Waged under
the Vocational Education Act is nut vreelse enough -to allow for a ,clear under-
standing of the intention of thdiegisla..on to serve such people. How w Ladd the
Administration's bill sharpen this definition?-

Answer. The criticism of the current definition, of disadvantaged Is frequent' y
related to It being different from other statutory definitionS which are economic
in nature. In other words, a standard means test pr family income level can be
determined as a rigid scree . for determining who in fact Is eligible fur dsignat-
ing as Leith; "disadvantaged.- In the current Vouifiunal EducatiOn,legislatien,
emphasis was placid we 411. IA011411181'8 inability to profit fru& regular.VOutt tonal
Edueltiun and Om unable to participate meaningfully and benefielally inn rug
ular" program without additional assistance or program modification,

Granted this definition has been less precise titan would have been required to
meet a financial needs test, but it haS serv=ed reasonably well. What we tire %A-
te hipther to do In ,our new definition is to eliminate certain ambiguities In the
presenCilefinition. First, the aural regular- In the current definition Is almost im-
possible to codify. For instance, when a regular progranels 'inputted bi. special

. n '
A
/
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tutoringl disadvantage& per ini*, 'is the class.stlil
,

"regular"? When "main-
. I .

,

streaming" disadvantaged st tits there are btill enrolled inthe saute class "reg-
ular" students who don t need the special assistance which creates p. N ery serious
recordkeeping problem to say Hie least. It is for this reason that we emphasize, the
variety of conditions which had or are having adverse affect on students which
prevents them from succeeding In vocational education' programs and services.
The .SeNeritY of the sped& adverse condition must be determined locally by pro-
feseilunal staff, but the pivotal point is such determination is always whpre the
student cannot benefit from the instruction without special supportive, educzt
tional or guidance assistance.

Question 4c. 'Minimum." Requirements. In defining "persons with special needs"
-in-your bill, you seeni to have broadened the definition far beyond the existing
definitions of "handicapped" and "dlsads aatzt,:cti". How can we be sure this!
money will not be diverted from the groups that need it to.s:t

Answer. We belies e that our suggested definition 'To ' uersons with Special
NeAds" will be easier to use with the slight 'changes w made as noted
abuse, This definition would also include peisons whose langfl ge skills were
inadequate, thus requiring bilingual vocational education.

The /flexibility States will be granted in this definition and n the consolida-
tion features of our proposal would enable States. to plan and set priorities
so those groups needing help most would receive it.

Question 4d. :lfininium" Requirements. The present Vocational Education Act
requires that at leasiA15% of every State's, grant must be used for programs for
students who Wye ,completed or left high school. Why do you suggest that we
repeal that requirement? f?

Answer. In this particular question, the relative merits of setting an arbitrary
percentage level minimum restricts States abilities to plan program develop-
ment and !operation in accordance to their differing needs. Data reported by
States show that post secondary tvproliment in occupational education has re-
mained virtually constant at slightly more than 11 percent of the total enroll-
inent over the past several years. The Federal Part /71 funds have ranged between
17 and 20'pereent during the same period, FY'70 Hint 73.

We are mast anxious that States develop balanced programs at secondary
and poit .secondary levels., The arbitrary level in the current law seems to
have established for States an artificial floor and ceiling in that the propor-
tion cat Federal funds meg at the post secondary level has not exceeded 15
percent by msignificant mitigin. '

We firrqt believe that p ogrnm funding decisions should be made on the basis
of documented needs and of on uniform levels across the .iatkon. It is'for this
reason that we suggest epeal of the 15 percent minimum request for post
secondary programs,

i
.

QUestkm 5. State ..4.d4istration. The GAO report found that a number of
States retained a high percentage of their Federal funds at the State level for
administration and other ;sets ices. Hurt dugs the Administration bill respond to
this finding? - I

.

Answer. The GAO report did not distinguish State level administration front
all ancillary services whqh includes a number of expenditure Categories in addi
thin to State level administration. We conducted a brief five item survey on
selected expenditur.s in vocational education subsequent to the GAO report.
The itjtached calidatedational Summary should replace the preliminary sum-
mary shared with you prey 'misty. Tilt, most recent summary substantiates that
States iin the average use 7.6 percent of their Part II nllotments for,Stnte lefel

-administration. Considering thc leadership, administrative, and supervisory serv-
ices purchased with this 'relativiely small percentage of Federal dollars we think
the QA0 obServation wits unwarranted. However, there are 23 States whose
entire State level administration costs are supported by more than 50 percent
froth Federal. sources. Of these 23. eight provide 25 percent or less State funds
for their administrative ?iteration with two States supporting their entire State

Act-el administrative effort with Federal funds.
'We have argued stron ly ngainst a maximum limit...on Federal funds which

may be used for atiminist talon because we feel setting a limit would inhibit the
contitmation of soffit len leadership activities., such as planning, evaluation,
program supervision and the like. In fact, If an arbitrary 5 percent maximum
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were enforced, 35 States who exceed the percent level would in total have to
generate an additional $12.6 million to replace the loss or reduce their effort in
such.eritleal areas as planning and program adnnnistratiou precisely when State
level administration should be improved, not eat back.

We would, however, accept a provision in Which States are required to match
any Federal funds they used for State level 'administration. This might prove

, to be a hardship for some Stoles but may result in stew ardship and accountability
benefits.

Queatton 6. Data Nccda. What methods of gathering, disseminating, and inter-
/ preting data Used by the U.S. Office of Education and the States today are differ-

ent from those employed ten y ears ago? To what extent is technology being used
to provide improved treatment of ail?

Answer. Ten years ago all data had to be collected, analyzed, and interpreted by
hand. Today most States have some computer capability in the gathering, com-
piling, and dissemination of data.

Almost all States are now using computer capabilities to collect, analyze, and
disseminate data to some extent. The U.S. Office of Education computer is being
used V process the raw data from the States into national totals pertaining to
the programs and fiscal data pertaining to expenditures of Federal, State and
loealfunds. The U.S. Office a Education is attempting to provide a balanced data
system for all of Education. In doing so, the National Center for Education
Statistics compiles certain common conducts periodic cross sectional
and longitudinal surveys. In addition to program reports collected, from State
Education Agencies on Federally funded programs, seleetive evaluation studies
collect and analyze data fur deterniining prOgram impact and for reporting to
Congress. In all of these routine add periodic studi and reports, automatic data
processing systems are utilized to store, retrieve ml analyze such statistics.

The National Center for Education Statistics ha also implemented adissemi-
nation technique incorporating online access to var ous data files on educational
programs for internal, public and institutional user roups.

lineation 7. CETA. How has the U.S.O.E. provid d leadership in meeting the
educational needs of the Comprehensive Employme t and Training Act?

Answer, The Commissioner of Education provided leadership in meeting the
educational needs of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act through
the following 1 m1 ations:

la) Establis nn nt of a CETA Coordination Unit within OE
Ohl Transco ss' in to the Deputy Commissioners and Regional Commissioners

of Education f t memorandum entitled "Office of Education Action to Imple-
ment DREW ;comprehensive Employment and Training (CETA) Polley." This

sponsbr and, TI III plans. provision of technical assistance on educational
included such 4e.tivities as the development of,guidelines and criteria for prime

t
omponents'of enn programs, the coordination of OE staff offices to identify and

implement linkages to benefit the program and the collection and analysis of data
to determine the utilization of existing facilities, such as skill centers,

USE Regional Offices diave been involved in res lew and comment on the educa-
tional components of Title I and II Prime Sponsor plans, Title III migrant plans
and Section 112 non - financial agreements and have served as members of the
Regionni Director's "Manpower Information Work groups." In FY 1971 this
has been possible- because Regional Manpower Development and Training star
of BOAE 51$ available to assume sonic Initiatives in support of the transItiOn to
rET.. With -the has of AIDT positions on June 30, our ability to support CETA
'will be greatly reduced;

Action has been hiltiat" by the Office. of Education with the Secretary of
IIEW to discuss means viating this problem of educational support at the
Regional level' for FY 10'

imestion 8d. Iturean orticcupational and 'Walt Eancatipm What part of the
Office of Education salary and eNpnse resources is allocated to the Bureau of
oceupa atonal and Adult Education? Hon does this compare with five years ago?

ce, Of this than 1.0t percentage is allocated to the Division of Vocational and
Technical Ednea .,?

Answer. During FY 1975. the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
was hiloented S.I.S05.-100.60-or 5,7 percept of the total Office of F.ducattonlimiget.
of which $71X529.00 was allocated to lite Diiision of Vocational and Technical
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Education or hi percent 4 tin total amount received. During FY 197o, the
Bureau was allocated $2.5,13.265.00 or 5 percent of the total Office of Education
budget, of which S1,5111.182.00 was allocated to the Division of Vocational and
Technical Education or 59 percent of the total amount received.

Question lib. ROT t1 of Ocenpational and Adult Education. How many profes-
sional stuff occupy positions in the Division of Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion as a full-time assignaent? Has does this figure compare with five -sears ago?

4, Answer. At present. there are 21 pruufessional staff in the Division of Vocational
and Technical Education. Five years ago there were -13 professional staff in the
Division of Vocational and Technical Education, which included i'N professional
staff now assigned in the MI ision of Research and Demonstration.

4 Question Re. Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education. Why did thct posi-
tion of Associate Commissioner of Occupational and Adult Education sit empty
for almost a full year and the position of Director of the Division of Vocational
and Technical Educatiim sit empty for over eight months? It would appear that
these positions are critic al positions and would need early attention if the °thee
of Education truly has an interest in the field of occupational training. Have
)these positions been tilled yet? If someone is "acting" in these positions, when is
it antieiPated that the positions will be confirmed?

Answer To answer the several questions concerning the appointment of key
positiOns in occupational education within the V.S. Office of Education requires
laying out factor:1-'11nd conditions which affected the implementation of P.D.
92-318 requiring the establishment of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education When P.L. 02-318 was enacted into law. there already existed in the
Office of Education a Bureau of Adult. Vocational. Technical and Manpower Diu-

, catioa, headed by it 05-1T. That unit is shown on the attached organizational
chart as the Office of Adult. ,Vocational, Technical and Manpower EdUcation.
That original unit was composed of four divisions, three of which were already
headed by a Division Director at the 0S-16 level. Consequently. with the creationof the Burma' of Occupational and Adult Education, one of the legislatively
established. GS-17 positions and three of the seven legislatively established
0848 positions were already fulled. One of the initial problems confronting the
first Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education. therefore. wasto organize the. Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education in such a way that
the newly authorized supergrade positions would tl i be administratively orn-patible with the existing organization and, therefore, not cause confnsiri and

st divisiveness within the Bureau and (21 be utilized in such a way as to maximize
their contribution to the improvement of Occupational and Adult Education. The
original organization was &signed tri accomplish both of those objectives.

With this brief introduction as a background, the following represents a step-
by-step chronological sequence of events regarding our attempts to fill the saner-
grade positions authorized in P.L. 92-318, as well as the three senior advisor
positions authorized by that same legislation. This information will place in con-
text personnel actions concerning the positions mentioned in your question.

Although PL. 92-318 became effective in July of 1072. the appointment of the ,first Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education -
was not confirmed until January 7. 1973. Prior to that confirmation data andwhile Dr William F Pierce served as!' consultant to the 'Office ofEducation, two
actions took place First, with the help of a number of people within OE andoutside, a list potential candidates ,for each of the remaining unfilled two GS-17positions and each of the four remaining unfilled 08-16 positions. %Addition,
agreement was obtained within the Office of Education on the organizational i,

structure previously discussed. On April 26. 1973, the proposed organizational'
structure for the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education was submitted
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for approval. Although no
official action regarding formal selection of individuals to till the supergradepositions could he taken until the organizational strOture was approved. MO'
Identification of individuals with necessary qualifications, to fill each of the
Public Law positions continued during the interim period!'

On May 11, 1973, the organzational structure of the newly created Bureau of
Occupational apd Adult Education was approved.
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On June 3, 1973, papers otre fit %%faded front the Department of Health,
altiatton. and Welfare to the Coil Sert Jo.Conant...mon on the t andidate for
the ltS-17 pustfitm requiring 'broad experience in the field of Junior and Cont
at unity College Education." This nichtidual t as to sett e as t he Associate

onanissmner for occupational Planning. Since most of the remaining mandated
positions oore to be under the duet t simei %isnot of Mi. GS 17. solo lion of spe
t'l tic 1101%1(111111s for the four GS, Iti s %%as purposely delay ed.until Ciaal Str%It
tumh positoo action on this ropiest. The Diret tom of the hit isitm Of Vocational
and Technleal Education nos one of those GS 16's. We felt that in discussing
employment With potential Latitlitlat es at the GS-16 let el, they o mild need to
loom spec G. o bum they %%mild report. At that time, ate did not anticipate
any inordinate delay a in the appim al of the GS 17 t andidatc. The decision to
delay specific selection, therefore. seemed to be an appropriate one.

au July 1, 1973, the first mandated seniot ad% isury position %%as filled a ith
the appointment of the Senior Advisory for Medical Services.

On August 31, 1973, the Gail Ser %ace Commission raised a question regarding
a potential Hindi Act iolation by the 0S-17 candidate ohile serving tit a
pre% outs position. On September la, 1973, our Oahe of General Counsel ruled
there had not been a iolation of the Jlatt It At t. on October 10. 1973, the Assist-
ant Oteneral Counsel for the Ci%.11 Set toe k.011Litrred %tali the opinion
of Office of general Counsel tuntained in the September 13 memo.

h4 December 21, 1973, aftel set will additional delays and an infoonal, request
1) the fill Set %ne 14,lititti,tott to a tilithao the tandidatt s OW candidate
become totally frustrated and withdrew from contention.

Elba ts a ere (Iwo. immediately inittated to fill the remaining GS 16,pusitions,
stine rt oas obtiolls that, a totally nett search process %could have to be begun

. for the GS-17 Associate Commissioner.
On January 7, 197.1, papers acre processed to the Civil Sort ice Commission

for a preemployment set utily t It ata)it0 fot the authorized GS, 16 hating -broad
experience in education in Private Proprietary Institutions."

1 hr May 1, 1073, Dr. William Smith oas asked by OE officials to fill the posh.
,t not of Associate Conniusslink for the office of Career Edmation, Dr. Smith tt as

a GS-17 a ttUua the office of Education, and in addition to being eminently
a ell qualified to become Associate Cuniniissimaa cur 01, cupational Planning,
afforded us an opportunity to expedite the selet that of an Mill %Wind to till that
Inundated supergrade position,

t to September 3. 1973, Dr. Robert Worthington, the original incumbent in the
Ofro e of Adult, Vueilt tonal. Tot law al and Manpott er Edit( a that, resigned his
position hi Government service.

on October 1. 1973, Dr. Smith oas asked by the Commissioner of Education
to lissome the responsibility of the Director of Teacher Corps.

The net result of all recruitment activity, %% began prior to .Tanuary
197.1 oils that II, of Dceember .21. 197.1,all thict4of the GS 17 inatoli t ed positions
Were once again vacant and a scan for t it Utlitititt.s to fill eatli tit* those three

t.posit ions. had to begin anew.
uu Ntvendior 21. 1973. Mr. Mit hod Russo, a Lo had been st Sing as the At ting

Dire( ter of I1teIncisint of Vol, atiftnal and Technital Mut anon in the 011h e of
Admit, ocational, Tet link:al, and Mittipooer 'Mutation doll suddenly. Mt. RI -so
Mail not bleu eligible, Icy tIrtue of he. bat Lgrotind and lsaiiiing, to be considered
for one Of the four %avant GS lb positions. \11o his dc,atli %ucated the posit jolt,
it %tit:, pt.t,sible to assign wie of the four US lb position it, the Ithectorship of the
Intl....oat of Vocational-Tel:hint al Education. Sun v ihe.statutt required that t %to
of the GS lb positiois %%mild be tilled %chit an iutliudu,tl ha %Mg broad experience
in the field of Potsectaidary .4 t motional Edit( at ion in Community and Junior

olleges. the decision nits wade to tithe IMO of UMW ItaditIduuls titre% lously
a:"60Avtl to the I of ih euputiouul nit timig l and assigh that supergrade posi-
t itto to the Division of V'uuttiulutl -Ttg 1111eill Education. That dot isiou Beet ssitat ed
it it seart h hut a uhl hlah bat Its the appropt Mitt bat ',ground a ml eNperinnee
to manage a division,

on January 11, 1971 paptIrs wt:re processed to the Citil Sur% it e Commission for
a preempt°, meld security t learant e for the authorized GS 17 tt ho It Quid fill
the po,:i I hat of Associate Conimb.isoner for Career Education.
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On January 7, 1971, papers were professed to the Civil Service Commission
fur a preemployment bectirity clearance for the authorized Gs -10 puvttou haN in
"broad experience in education anti Private Proprietary,institutions.

On March 26, 1974, the Ci +ii Sr os ice Coniniissiun limn-used the candidate for
the OS-17 position, as Associate Commissioner for Career Education.

On February 25, 1974. ue revised-a letter from they individual %%hose name had
been submitted fur f lean-once as the GS 17 lia% ing broad CZNIrelitilitU in education
in Private Proprietary institutions- uithdrauing fur candidacy to take amain r
position. Asa result of this af Hon, rather than hosing that particular supert.,rade
tilled by early 31airch, the search process began once tomtit fur the mandated GS -16
having 'broad experience in education in Prhate Proprietary institutions."

On Februhry 21, 1974. an individual uas nominated fur one of the authorized
GS-17 positions to serve as the Associate Commissioner for Adult, Vocational
Technical and Manpower Education and an individual for the GS-17 position
asAssociate Commissioner for Occupational Planning.

On May 10. 1974, the Associate Commissioner for Ucciipational Planning w..ts
approved by the Civil Service Coninfission.

On May 23, 2974, the Commission notified us that the candidate for the GS-17
Associate Commissioner for the Office of Adult, Vocational, Technical, and Man-
power Education did not.possess sufficient experience to niatnage.ati office of 100
people.
. On June 10, 1974, the Civil Sem ice decision Was appealed to the Assistant
Secretary for Administrntion and Management on the basis that the candidate's
experience and qualifications had nut been fully presented to the Cisil Ser% ice
Commission.

to'On August'19. 1974 the name of the candidate u ho had been rejected on May
23, 1974 by- the Civil Service Commission fur the position of Associate Com-
missioner for the Office of Adult, Vocational, Technical, and Manpower

mats
Eflucki-_

tion mats resubmitted to the Commission fur their consideration.aS AtsOrlate
Commissioner fk.. ow Office of Occupational Pituildng to position u hieh requite,.
the management of Its than 20 people and whit e felt oulti remove the
principle objections stated by the Civil Seri ice Commission in their May 23rd
denial). At the sante time. %se requested that the indisidual approved for the
position of Associate Commissioner fur Occupational Planning be approved as
the.Assylate Commissioner fur Adult, Vocatibnal, Technical, and .Taiipou er
Education.

On May 14, 1974, papers were processed for a preemployment security,clear-
. once for the authorized GS-416 position requiring 'professional experience in

Occupational Guidance and Counseling,
On August IS, 1974, the Senior Ad% isory required to have subprufemional tee h-

niclan experience in one of the branches of engineering was employed in the
Bureau.

On September 4. 1974. papers uere drocessed fur a preemployment security
clearance for one of the authorized GS-10 'Positimis requiring "brood perit'llt e
in the field of Postsetundary-Occupatiow.1 'Education in Community an .Tumo
Colleges.

On September 1, 1971. the Seidel Advisor position u high had to he d by
;I person %% ho is a skilled %%faker in a recognised occupation uas d in -
the Bureau.

In summary, 20 months after beginning to Identify and employ the supergr
authorized in P.T.. 92 -81S, No of the GS-17 ppsitions u ere filled and a request
for approval of the other GS-17 position and t%%u of the four GS-10 positions
had been forwarded to the CI% il Service Commission. In addition, tentati% e selec-
tion of the other two GS-16 positions had been accomplished.

On Of tuber 29, 1971, the Cis it Sers ire Cunuuisalun returned to the Department
of Health. Education. and Welfare without approval, the names of the tvo
CS 17 candidates submitted 41,11 August 19. 1971, In addition. on that same date
the Civil Service Commission notified the Department of Health. Education. and
Welfil re that their General Counsel iad ruled that in the process of analyzing
your latest proposals. the mos isions of P.L. 92-31S Here revieued in dela. Our
General Counsel has notified us that the Ak t only provides additional super-

5
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grade spaces but dues not remove the positions for u Lich these spaces art usen
front the classification responsibilities of the CiainidS.siun..,Accordingly. our
determination is that all positions that are established using these bpziLe:, are
subject to both classification and qualifications appro.val by the Cis it Sers ice
Commission." The net affect of this decision was that the sail ities iu the search,
interview, and selection process described abuse, w huh took place over 22 months
were in effect, null,ancluld because of the Ciil &vice Commission clacintinti
fun that we had to resubmit to them complete classifications fur all of the
supergnides authoriztd by P.L. 92-318. In the meantime, submissions for all
supergrade positions were returned to the Department of Flea lth, Education,
and Weliare'by the Civil Service Commission.

HEWS Office of General Counsel was asked to ads ise the Deputy Assistant
Secretary. for Personnel and Training ssliether that of concurred Ilith the
position taken by the Civil Service Legal Counsel. .

On January 11, 1975, HEW Legal Counsel partially concurred NS ith the Civil
Service General Counsel but w ent on ut state that "we belies e that the Cunt-
nossiul s responsibility dues not end by a decision that a particular position
description submitted to it dues nut court oft 2,uffit..ient number ur complex duties
to warrant classification at the specific grade. We Wiese that the Cummis.siun
has a mandate from the Congress to work with the agency in under to get a
position description which will w arrallt tlazssitiLatiull at the plover grade."

Uu January 29, 1975, iequests for the approval of the position of Associate
Cutunti:.sioner of Occupational Planning iGS-17), A.ssuchife Commissioner for
Adult, Vocational. Technical. and itittpuwer Education kGS 17) and the G-16
position, Cqorthilatur for Luille,.eling awl Guidance were resubmitted to the Chit
Service Commission.

Un Mardi 28, 1975, the Commission approved the position of Associate Coln-
IntssiOtter for the office of Adult, Vocational, Technical. and Alai/power Education

position %Illicit had been hlkd at the same les el sshtn P.L. 92 318 NS as enacted
into law).

Un March 31, 1975, the Commission ruled that neither position descriptions
fur the GS-1.T. Associate Conalussionc fur Occupational Planning nor the GS-16
Coordinator fur Counseling and Guidance justified a supergrade classification.

. On April 22, 1975, members of the Office of Eductipor-a*Tul the Office of the
Assistant Secretary fur. Administration load Management 114 with represcnta-
to es of the Ct.yil Sers ice Coninin,sion to determine whether tkere was any w ay
to overcome the objections of the CIA it Sersice Ct nitiaisiun laid at the sante
time tarry tait the clear intent of Cougress, as eN.pressed tit P.L. 92-318. At that
tune, the representatis es, of the Conuitission, afttir hearing haw OE planned
to use those supergrade positions, the purpose to ssIii.Ii they would be put, Mitt
the educational and professional loci of the fah% ideals which would be re-
quired to carry out the responsibilities ens 'slimed, ads ised us to redesign the
position deseriptions and to resubmit them to the Civil Service Commission.
These new job deseritittur14 are now brit..; tstitten and v,111 he .-ubmitted to the
Cis 11 Service Commission front the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare shortly.

N late the efforts just described were designed to imphinent the establishment
of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education-, staffed with mandated
positions, the filet remains that iu June of 1975. tau and a half years after the
appointment of the, Deput3 CoMmihstuner fur the Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education, one of the GS-17 positions and four of the GS-16 positions
authorized by Congress in P.L. 92-318 are still vacant.

Recent discussions with key persons from the Bureau. USOE personnel offit e,
Office of the Seerettiry and the CIA it Sers Ice Commission itulicatte reason fur
expectations that the personnel actions in question w ill be promptly processed
in an expeditious manner.

Question Pa. /6r/tuna/I:Mimi. It k our understanding that litany of the soca-
tional education functions of t.S.O.E. In Washington, D.C. has been moved to
the regional caves. tiic ant indication of how much regionalization has taken
place mud show butt U disulual, in the regional offices have greater expertise
to perform these tutu:dons than individuals in Washington.

77
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Answer. Regionalization has been a part of the vocational edultion operation
shoe the first program specialists under the Manpower Development end
Training Act transferred from the Washington office to regional offices had
others from outside the government were employed to augment the tat!. bur-
ing this period of approximately the last ten yea's, other vocational education
program .pet alists transfered to regional offices from, Washington. These
persons formed a mrdeus or cadre of professionals who l re knowledgeable in
depth regarding the operation iq Washington and they, in turn, assisted in the
development of others who were later employed.

Policy and other important decisions are made in A% ashington ttith the
regional office personnil participatiqg in the implementation thereof. Although
State plans are submitted to the regional offices and rev iewed, there final
approval is given by the U.S. Commissioner of Education here in Washingtim.
In act ordai* w ith the provisions of See, -1(3..P.L. 93-3',C1. Part D. Exemplary
Program & Projet h. of the Vocational Etiolation amendments of P.!, 90-
576. is being recentralized.

Regional office personnel are able to be more responsive tq the needs of
State and local personnel bet nose of their dose proximity to the scene of actual
program operation. These offices, .serve as centers for the dissemination of
information about actiiities of the agencies in the Education Division and pro-
vide technical assistance to State and local educational agent des. Among other
related responsibilities. regional oflhe personnel play a rule in monitoring and
evaluation of Offlee of Edueation program.

The regional office is viewedas pt extension of the central office, as a part
of the central office. and not as a separate entity. To maintain uniformity in
administration and in the (list harge ttf appropriate responsibilities. adequate
contniunii atlon is the key. Frequent workshops and conferenees. involving
central and regional personnel, are scheduled to provide an ,opportunity for
discussion. an exchange of viewpoints, the reconciliation of different views,
and the establishment of the most appropriate procedures. Individual letters
and telephone calls supplement workshop and conference experiences to ensure
proper interpretations.

Fur the past three years. w (play teleconferences. usually one hour in length,
have been scheduled with all ten Regional Offices to prov ale personnel with the
late t information. give them interpretations of law and regulations, afford an
opportunity for di,cussion to ensure understanding. and to receive instant
"feed back" regarding the regions and the states they represent. This' has con-
trilaited much to the effective and efficient operation of our decentralized
programs. '

We recognize that there are inherent problems In decentralization but, on
balan4, the advantages in our operation. the flexibility in approach, and the
immediate responSes to requests for sery ices that are made possible lend us to,
conelude that decentralization has much merit:

Que'Rlion ()b. Regionalizat Ha G9 has mandated the return of certain
aunt tious from the regional offices to the Washington office of U.S.O.E. What
plans ore underway to acconudish this mandate? When will this be effected?

Answer. Regarding Part D. Exemplary Programs and Projects for Vtientional
'ducation, P.T.. 90-57G. action was taken to notify all Office of Fahmation

Conintis'sloners that all funding decisions anti atiftroval, of new and
continuing projei ts would be made hy. the4Deputy Corfitnissioner ,for Occupa-
tional and Adult Education. T'SOE. This system approving new and continua-
tion awards is fully operational.

DEPARTMENT OF ITEALTII, EDUCATION, AND W4FARE,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION.

Washington, D.C.. June 5, 1975.
Dr. via Com,F,Aoi r . We have on 'used a v alidated fiat-hlal summary report of the

inforinati.th pro% ided in the five-item survey on selected expenditures for voca-
tional education.

Yo;

1'. t,

rl
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Please pay particular attention to the reservation statontent preceding the soul-
nutry. This part of the report should tie refcreticeti ts luta:ter the summary data
is used. ....

Thank you for your cooperation in pros Wing 1,-lie ba.ie jitfurutit Gun for this
report. . , -

Sincerely,
WILLIAM FePIERCE,- Deputy Commissioner for Occupational Ind -Wall Education.

Enclosure. 1

RESERVATIONS FOR Use OF SW.t. 1 EU DATA 4,:s, VocAt EDucATIoN
EXPLz.anTURES. FISCAL YEAR 1973

INTRODUCTION

When Congress enactIA the 'Vocational Education At t in 1963. w ith subsequent
amendments in 1965. States were authorized to utilize Federal funds 14r the main-
tenance, the establishment, and, or the iniltroveutca of PrOgralus:lituse Authori-
ties also allowed for tht, use of Federuhfunds fur a purpose called ancillary v-
ices, including many itt ins of a support ur administrative nature. Becaust t on-
gress did nut spetify a particular percentage set-aside fur these different purposes,
it did nut seem iiceessa.) to collect data on these sew eral elenlents. Rather, mita-
Illation was 'Attained oil the totality of such expenditures. However, following the
recent GAO auth un Socatitmal education. questions were raised toneernitu.: the
exi(ui to Mach :a4& ,cre used to continue established prograinsand the ,aluun-
istratitc tusts e(nouniging all vocational education programs. At the tune (a the
release of the GAO audit, oversight hearings were being held on vocational edu-
cation and it was anth imited that specific questions auuid tie raised aml gut.a in-
furmatluu isouhl be n 'mired concerning die use of Federal funds fur ovational
education la the above mentioned areas.

"'" A NALYSN

IL is ,is against this laichground that the Bureita of (letup:nom:II dmi Aduit
Education conducted the flue-itelli, matey on selected expenditures in %mammal
education. To keep:, this survey from being unduly burdensome to States. and to
Mips% the information to be collected and serifted quickly, tie made some uiburary
decisions concerning the Lase y ear for which the data would be vi llected. lie de-
cided that the 12 months comprising fiscal year 1973 would be used as it base for
determining such expenditures. The reasoning being that all reports, vouchers,
and other claims against the ,fiscal year would hose been completed and
finally accounted for, thus, States would 'a! exainIning conclusive documentary
evidence rather than proposed expenditures which had nut beep finally closed-out.
In addition, fiscal yea( 1973 was a year when the 1968 inndnients had been in
full scale effect.

Users of the information contained in the survey must first realize that the
lost was generated from other reports. Information has not been kept in the,

.;:ilflon by StiAtes since it is wit required by the Federal (internment. Thus.
at ''best. these are estimates based in other accounting re( talk Nwnel, one
must take special caution because out, fiscal year y\ as used in taking
'a cross-sectional look at .selet ted expenditures in vocational education. This
caution is particularly necessary because of the Ty dings AIIIVIIIIinent whieh
allows monies to be carried forward into the succeeding fiscal year. When states
exercised this option, they were instructed to consider only such funds that were
available during the 12 months of fiscal year 1973 for obligation and expend,-
hires'. Any funds en tried into 11 cal y ear 1973 from fiscal year 1972 were consid-
ered fiscal year 1973 funds, Yet. funds ca Med iui8 fiscal year !frit were sub.
tracted from the fiscal y ear 1973 base. One third significant reservation is the
fact that the term maintenance eunnotes the continuation of established pro-
grams. In order to understand the complexity of this definithm. tom intIst 1 tIllge

a

V
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that States werb instructed to count as maintenance any funds useAgon-
tititie programs which were established prior to fiscal year 1973. This wiluld
mean that a completely new program started in fiscal year 1972 )could still be
counted in fiscal year 1973 as a continuation of an existing program, and would
be included iii the category of percentage of funds. used for maintenance. Ob-
viously, this is not a complete pictu're of the use of.Federal funds but does gise
grosS estimation of the proportion of funds used to continue programs.

A further reservation needs to be made in the area of State administration.
States vary so considerably In how they manage their program supervision,
administration. and oyerhead, that it wan, necessary forts to use a single defini-

. don for administration, varying somewhat from those used by some States.
!lyre again, an estimate was necessary. We attempted to obtain the proportiuu
of funds used to continue the existence of the State agency for vocational educa-
tion and the provision of services for the establishment, supervision, evaluation
planning, an adnibaistration of programs. As such, ne were seeking to determine
the exact propo on of funds which were not going into the provision of class-
room' or laborato , shop instruction. Such State administration, supervision,
and management Is s cry important for the continuation of good instruction , but,
we were trying ti, obtain, more explicit information un the proportion of funds
used for State level administration.

CONCLUSION

Within the limits mentioned, we feel that the information contained in the
survey will Provide a new measure of how Federal funds are utilized for voca-
tional education and %NM provide new. insights un way, in which different States
make nse of Federal funds.

SELECTED DATA oN 'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES, 'FISCAL YEAR 1973
VALIDATED NATIONAL SUMMARY' AIXY 14, 1975

Survey of selected.expenditures, Pt B., VEA 19G8 for fiscal year 1973 national
. averages

4

.. g 1. Maintenanc (38.3 percent) :
Stares ranged from 0 to 19 percent 7

0 States ranged,from 20 to 59,percent- 13
States ranged from 60 to 89 percent_., 15

2. Improve/extend (18.8 percent) :
States ranged from 0 to 19 percent . 33
States ranged from 20 to 39 percent .. 18
States ranged from 50 to 59 percent 2

.3, Establish/develop new programs (23.7 percent) : .
States ranged front 0 to 19 percent.. ,-c- 33
States ranged from 20 to 39 percent 10
States ranged from 40 to rif) percent 10

4. Pt. It. State level administration (7.6 percent) :
States ranged from 0 to 9 percent ... 25
States ranged from 10 to 19 percent 20
States ranged front 20 to 34 percent (Alaska, 22 percent; New

Hampshire, 21,percent) 8
5. Other ancillary services (11.6 percent) :.

States ranged from 0 to 9 percent 25
States ranged from 1Qto 19 percent 20
States ranged from 20 to .34 percent 8

Improve/extend and start new programs, (2) and (3) compined (42.5
Oreent) : -

States ranged from 0 to 19 percent 16
States ranged:from 20 to tV9 30
States ranged' from 60 to 74 percent 7

Federal percent of all State level adminiAration costs:
Stated ranged from 0 to 9 percent 18
States ranged from 10 to 19 p'ereent 6
States ranged from 20 to 100 percent 29
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FISCAL YEAR 1973 PT. B VEA SELECT EXPENDITURE PROFILES, BY STATE

,x
. Percent

. I
a dtmr ai tni ipso-

Main- Improve oDevelop Pt. B admin- Other Total pt. El which is
tenance 1 extends establish I istration 4 ancillary 4 allotments State

. State (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (thousands) Federal e

(1, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 4`)

nx

i

"

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California,- .......
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia.. -
Florida
Georgia
-Hawaii....
Idaho
Illinois., -Indiana.... ......
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

' 'Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi ..... ....
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire, ..... -
New krsey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio...,.
Oklahoma .
Oregon..._
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island.
South Carolina..
South DSkota
Tennessee
'revs I-Qtah ... ........ ; . _ ..
Vermoni
Virginia
Washington. .., '
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyomirig.-. ..... e.
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

74
59
51
93
51
16
28
12
46

4
.64

53
68
'71
67
81
60
55
40
59
57

2
16
13
47
65
V
3;
o40

39
24
75

,. 20
25
62
33
59
33
17
23
77
64
43
20
52
89
43
33
44
33
50
30
82.

.''

p

.

'

1

10.0
4.0
25.0

0
.25.0

D 030,0
37.0
21.0

8.0
27.0

3.0
9.0

..9,0
9,0

10.0
0

21.0
9,0

40.0
7.3
3.0
6.0

22.0
14.0
4.0

14,0
27.0
24.0
25.0
16.0
,,, 2
2.0

42.0
25.0
5.0
9.0

14,0`,
29.0
39:0
17.0
5.0
L 0 -

8.0
12.0
20,0 '

.5
7.0

26. 0
7.0

25.00
11.0
22.0

0

'
6.0
5.0
7:0

. 6
11.0 '
33.0
12.0
36.0 ,,,,
.1.0

41.0
4,0

21.0
9.0
3.0

12.0-
0

26,0
4.0

16.0
5.0

55.0
39.0
52.0
44,0
16.0
14.0
28.0
15.0
14.0
53.0
le 1
24.0
49.0,
14.0
46.0
8.0

16.0
13.0

.30.0
2.0
2.0
7.0

45.0
20.0

.5
47.0

7. 0
45.0
18.0
24.0
13.0

0

.

10.0
22.0
12.0
10.0
9.0

12.0101
16.0
17.0
12.0
10.0
6.0
2.0
5.0
3.0
9. 0
0
6. 0
3.0
8.2
5.0
7.0
6.0

15.0
5. 0

, 5. 0
,16.0
'4. 0
13.0
22.0
11.0
8.0
7. 0
0
9. 0
5. 0

11.0
9.0
6.0

11.0
5.0
5.0
L 0

11.0
8.0
7.0
0

18.0
3. 0

12.0
14.0
10. 0

6. 0

:

.

0
0
5.0

16.4
4.0
9.0

10.0
15.0
28.0
16.0
19.19.0
11.0
12.0
12.0

8. 0
9.7

19. 0
4.0

13.0
9.5

30.0
30.0
17.0
6.0
V
0

23.0
7.0
7,0
9,0

10.0
5.0
7. 0
r. 0

10.0
7.0
8.0

13.0
25, 0
19.0
11. 0
21.0
34.0
12.0
0
3.0
3. 0

16. 0
1,0

12.0
1.0

25.0
12.0

A

$7,872

5°513, 69
4,091

32,059

54; 267793

898
1,164

12,624
10,257

1:581
1,144

-16,954

3

945i 3°941752

,,, 7,396
9, 634
2,131
6,665
9,300

16,703
8,259
5; 169
8,885
1,879707
2,

726
1,507

10.31.18

8778282:35

12,167

21,135
5,535

, 4,084
24,693

1,995
6,436
1,516
8,641

25,657
2,601

914
9,167

3,932
8,689

691
6,609

384

.

I

1

41.3
74
78
74

100
82
67
54
35
95

9
4

15
53

10.28
52

9
58

8
52

8
5

64
4

94
64
58
50
16

9

575
.6

7
86.45
47
11.75
55
50

8
55

8
100

5.
6 '

2.4
63
47
62
15
5

12

Percentage of fiscal year an pt. B Fedeial funds inumbeied of expended to maintain and operate existing instruc-
tional programs (OE coded) that were approved prior to July 1, 1972.

- Pei.entage oi hz<u yeai 1973 pt, B Federal funds in umbeied ui expended to extend any improve existing programs
approved prior to July 1, 1912.

Penentage of final yeal 1973 pt. B Eedwal funds 'numbered w expended to develop, establish and ppm* new
programs approved alter Nat 30, 1972.

Percentage of fiSCA yen 1973 pt. B Federal funds incumbergd at expended for State level administration.
Percentage of fiscai 031 1973 pt. 13 Fedeial funds anumbilied or expended fol. lout administiatiun, teacher hauling

guidance and counseling and other appropriate ancillary services and activities.
Peicentage of fiscui year 194 allotments hum the vinatiunai Edw...tiun Amendments of 1968 inumbeicd ui expended

for State level administration for all parts of the VEA of 1968.

NOTESP

No data was gathered for the following outlying areas, Ametican Samoa, GUM, Trust Thrritory. '

National averages total: Percent

Maintenance 33.3
Improve/extend 18,8
Establish/develop 23.7

-Part-B administration 7.6
Other ancillary .....),...,,, 11. 6,

Total t. 100,0
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INsTattcroxs FOR CiftIPLETtliii FORNt OMB. No. 51- 87400.1 (St RI }% OF
'
SUM 11,1/

1:NaniN In f ORES 1.. Z. MR I111-. Vo A I luN All ED LA A 1 tuN A NII,NIW EN IS OF 196b)

GENERAL 1.*:sTIteurioNs

Information supplied in response to thcst the Runs should be based untinan-
cial records kept by the State to at:Loma and report Federal 1 ()tattoo/II LtItik.at-
tion alluttilentb. III computing percentage,. deterittint the Part B Federal funds
incumbered or expended' to Fiscal Ye' 1973 or cart ied forward to Fiscal 1.eitx
197.1 tinder the Tydings Amendment.

Except for those y 1973 Past B Federal hinds incttiabcred ur eNfietItleil fur
tut al dillitiltiStrattion. teacher training, gimbal( tt ounsclime anti other ap-
propriate ancillary bel4ICVS and Attii dies. the total. ationiiits used to compute
pert entagts for items 1 throithlt 1 will coital the a tumuli :Irioted to the State
by the Federal government for Pint B, 8f the Voattorial Edut lion Amendments
of 1968.

A program in the context of ti.is ..y means an3 balls 'dually, OE coded
itistrui tional program. Fair purposes of this :quit*. tut existing program itaalts
that the appropriate State AgtItcy or State (Alicial Lail approsed t h e in'ogl.illi
foi operation by official action before July 1, 1972.

tx,synneTioNs FOE Men ITEM

NI). 1.- Determine the percentage ..f the total Fim'al it ar 1973 Part ft Federal
alltaation receised by the State vs nab uiuuabwcd or 0.in:tilled for continu-
ing existing programs. (Os defined above)

:go. determining the percentage, include all 'funds hicumbvred or ex
punted' to extend or improve programs (xisR.:Ate mita- to July 1, 1972 by
such mean, its 'adding, training° statioh,, p 1ogr,nu maudlin atioits, rer Ming
facilities, in.talliag new or additional ciptipuitait, tItt plactit tit or repairs to
eiajog atluipnnvd of La:Iliac:, IN uut.tuu ideied its improsemnt ur extension of
programs) initiating the first useeof tcaching tildes, installing till !lei% histrk
(halal znatertals, for installing a ne a curriculum, or tvtiplo2.ing supplementary
iustrui (hand or guidast. 0 pei.Nianiel. for the progiani. lot lo,fe the (ono Fart B
cost of operating silt It programs, nut 01113 the cost of extending or improag
them.

No. 3.In determining the percentage for this item. include all Fi 1973 tart
B Fethrati funds itt itztihervil or expended fur des elopin.: installing, and operat-

,Ing new Part B programs ninth aeie approved after June 30, 1972. When new
prograws,r(pfaced programs in existence prior to Jh1.3, 1, 1972, count as new
programs lilt, such replacements only a hen their occupational. objectives acre
,nonifitanny changed. for which oh,jectis es acre on13 modified stiould be
ineltnied in N.o. 2 under txtendizig and improving prOgranis. Program approsals
after Julie 30, 1572 nitikli intuntbered or expended funds for construction and
initial equipment purposes should be included in this item.

Nu. determining the percentage ineurrtil or expended for State les el
administration, tone Watt administration is a purpose fur nhich Federal funds
arc...authorized antler alit Maio servleta and actis Uhl:. State level adiallitstrai-
lion is not distinguishable In other Federal report: from other purposes such as
teaulter training and supers islon ; local administration , es aluation , ;pedal
demonstration mid exptrimentation , des elppnivitt of instructional materials, etc.

- In tlettrtnining the alma percentage of Federal Part B funds inennibered or
expended for administration, tit lode 003 State level administration costs. In-

. elude alters; applicable, normal oserhead such as salaries, travel, and office space
of State. A ocatioital Education officials and the Amount paid to other State agen

- cies tsut ii ire budget and persountI offices) fur sersiees provided to the, State
Vocational Education agency and included as an Indirect cost.

No, S.Determine the percentage of all State leci,Vocational Education ,id
ministration cuts $1,11. lr are cos ered by Federal funds pros hied under all parts
of the Vocational Education Antendnitiits of 190S. 'Use ,the same definition fur
administration and the relesant instructions in No. }AMA v. Tilt Item diffi rs from

. No. t only In that \u..1 concerns Itself with that percentage of the Part B Fed -
era l f ands itaumbered or,ex pe tided for State les el atintlitist ration where No. S AAh
the percentage of the total tutsof the State fur State level administraton of the
VEA of 196s i Int hide in No. all fluids Used fur State4eve1 administration from

I

0.
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all amn't Int thow attributable 71 nd itaid to other gigolowoes applit it-
tion of the I), ItIEW imprott.d iinfireetrt,oat rate) (AA ervti allotments
received by the State same set

snc rxwhe ituLou

OMB No. 51-574064
.Expieca January 31, 1975

1.4/:.
,

SURVEY OF SELECTED EXPENDITURES liNDER ynn VOCATIONAL

. EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1968. PART B FUNDS

UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONAL AgD ADULT EDUCATION

Stu

FISCAL YEAR 1973

Person Completing Report TeleOhono ho.

(BEFORE CONFUTING PERC NTAGES, PLEASE CONSULT INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH ITEN)

1. Percen age of FY 1973 Part B Federal fundo incum.bered or
aspen ed to-maintain and operate existing instructional

prop mo (OE coded) that were approved prior to July 1, 1972. 4/

2. Per, etage of FY 1973 Part B Federal funds incumbered or
extended to extend and, mprove existing programs aptoved
prior to July 1,1972.
7 .

3, ;Percentage of FY%1973 Part B Federal funds Acumbered or
"expenad to develop, establish and operate new program°

approved after Juno 30, 1972.
4

Percentage of FY 1973 Part B Federal funds incumbored or

--77---expended for State level adainistration.

5. / In providing Statelevel adminietration for all purto of
the.Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, uhot,peicentage
of.ssch costs were covered by tho Ti 1973 Federal allotments

for all Part° of the VEA"of 1968.
A

For purposes of verifying each response,, indisate the total

FY 1973 Part D Federal gollar amount used in.computidg the percentage°
for items 1 through 4.above, but do not include the Part 11 amount°
which oupported excluded activities* apd services noted in the General

Instructions. $

Thia space for noe by Regional OE officialo.
EXAKPLEs

Indirect Coilt Rate
.,

Total amount the State Vocational Education Agency woo required$

to pay for indirect costs. (Please explain if computing the

. indirect cost rate amount would produce a figure different than
the amount actually aoscsoed. Also indicate non if payment wao

-.'

required of the State Vocational Education Agency.)
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VOCATIONAE AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1975-

A Holm OF liErnEsEsTATtvES,
SulteommITTEE ox ELE3tENTART,

,SixoNnAm AND VocATioNAL Emormorg_,
or 'fins COmmaTHE ox Euuc.vriox AND Loon

Washington2,DIQ.
The subcommitt ee !net in room 2175, Rayburn House Office Build-

ing, at 9:30 a.m., lion. Carl D. Perkins.(chairman of the subdpm-
mittee) presiding..

Xembers present: Representatives Perkins, Lehman,_ Mottl, dnie,
Buchanan, Jegonls and Goodling.
'Staff Members ,present. John Jennines, majority counsel; and

Charles Radcliffq, minority counsel.
ChairMan PERAINS. I am Alighted to weljome the witnesses today.

`We have with us Dr. Charles G. Williams. Deputy Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Columbia,.S.C. and Ms. Ruth Stovall, branch'
director of the Di\ iston of Vocational Education and Colmnunity
Colleges,. Alabama State Department of Educt\tion.

I am glad to welcome you.
We also have Mr; 0.,41. Byrnsidb., Jr., executive' director of Na-

tional Business* Etineatilin Assoeiation and Mr. 'Richard Fulton, ex-
ecutive directoy. Association of IndePendent Colleges and Schools.

We will first hear from Dr. Williams. 6

droll may proceed with NiEnr statements.
[Prepared statement o "nt. Charlie G. Williams follows:]

-PREPARED STATEUENT, OF DR. CHARLIE G. llILI.tAms. DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
.104: roil INSTRUCTION, SQUTII CAROLINA STATE', DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, distinguished committee members. ladies'aild gentlemenI
"ape here tothy Lognizant of the high sense of commitment with which mem:
bets of this distinguished committee ,pursue their appointed duties.

Be advised that I, also, bear, a higlfleN el of commitment to my purpose here
todaywhich is. In part. to offer a ringing endorsement of BIll HR 20which
maim extend threugh 1982 the 1908 Amendments to. the Federal Vocational
Education Act of 1903.

Another* purpose of equal weight and concern-is to apprise this distlp-
guisheil body of the grave linfatenthnis nationally fur quality vocational educa-
tion programs if certain alter anther to IIR 20 arc favored by the "Congress. In
so doing. I represent Dr. Cyr1111., Rushee, South Carolina State Superintendent
of Education, who, joins we Ili extending a gcnuine apprecihtion for.this op-
port:nnity to express our urgent comer:min this context.

(1531)
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To'set my remarks in proper perspective, allow me to present brieflypigny
program area of responsibility 16 the state level. In my role as Deputy Super-
intendent for Instruction, I hale dairctvesponsibility for (1) Vocational Edu-
cation Programs, (2) Programs for the Handicapped, (31 General Education
ElementarySecondary, , 0) Adult Educatiou,.. 0) Instructional Television
Programs, (6) Federal PsfugranisTitles I, II, 1911, ESEA, EPDA, NDEA-III,
(7) Teacher Education and Certification Programs.

Note that references herein to "the basic act anti amendments" connote the
1963 Federal Vacational Education Act (Public Law 90-576) and its 190s
amendments.

"-
FEDERAL. LELtISLATION AND PENDING VOCATIONAL EDEMAIION PRIORITIES

I cone before this distinguished body today aware tat the Congfess has
arrived at a crossroad in its leadership over occupational education at both the
secondary and post-secondary lei els. While I has u every confidence that you
will act in this matter \Nab sound and studied judgment, I cannot overempha
size that the issue at hand should be treated within its proper contextwhich
is, simply stated, the most crucial turning Nint for occupational education inthis century.

That crossroad, of course, evolves around the future of the 1908 Amend-
Inents to the Federal Vocational Education- Act of 1963. A disersity of bills
now pending would have this subconnittep, and eVentually the full Congress,
chart a definitive course of action to carry this vital educational system, past
this crossroad.

Although there may well be other legislative alternatives under considera-
tion, the major ones communicated to us include:

A bill (11.12.1.9 and II.R.20) to extend Public Law 90-570 through 1982, re-Wahl); eNkt ng proviso for a sole state agency .to receive-and administer
vocational education funds.

A bill ILR. 3037 and 11.R. 3021) which would also extend the 106S Amend-
meats and retain that sole state agency proviso, but which would inereasefront
15 to 30 tpereent the amount of funds allutated ftlr post-secondary !programs.

A bill (II.R. 6251) which would extend the 1968 Amendments, and retain
the sole state-agency Iprovlso,tbut delete all set-asides now provided for except
those for ((hinds antagid and handicapped programs. This mini-Sure does call for
sonic reductlon iit funding for bask programs. However, it also provides for
innovational programs of vocational education.

A bill (II.R. 3036) which would split the administration of federal voca-
tional monies now reeelled under the 1965 Amendments by earmarking 40
percent of these funds for post secondary education, 40 percent for secondary
education, and the remaining 20 percent for allocation by state advisory coun-
cils (appointed by the governor).

am aware that bill numbers, and possibly some substantive provisions ithin
bills, may have changed at this point, but these are the major pending alter-
natives to whielir will now add?ess myself.

At the. outset, I would emphatically state that, bwing largely to the bask
act and its 19(18 Amendments, South Carolina has enjoyed more progress in
xpantling mid upgrading Its vocational programs over the past decade than

in all the previous history of vocational education in our state. My comments
later in this testimony will speak further to this dynamic progress.

Suffice it to say. -at this point, that South Carolina's track record over the
past ten years Is but on good example of the sweeping progress made possible
niftier the basic at and atnentlinents. Across the nation, there are many other
good examples -Instances in which vocational etlutatjtat marked invaluable
tritits because federal funds were available when stateilocal-level, funding
wastwoeffilly insuilicient to spur that progress.

Hence. we need no further empirical studies or investigations to attest to
wipat has been acconiplislied through the basic act. That attestinent is as tangi-
ble as the productive and motivated lives of the thousands of vocational grad-
uates who, despite an economic lull, are proud, contributing members in our
free enterprise system. .

Further. in ourstate, the State Board of Education (acting through the state
Department of Mutation) leas been the receiving and administering agent for
Notational allocations under the act. This hoard's proven ability for sound and
farsighted judgment has been a vital link, in fact, in assuring that these fed-
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ma monies are put to the optimum use in consonance with the act and withthe best interests of vocational students.
It should come as no surprise, titer lore, that we forcefully recommend con-thination of the 1068 amendments a retention of the sole ).ate agency provi-sion, with funding at least mum surate with existing levels and some provi-

sion to offset any inflation spiral that would act to reduce those levels.
The implications of two major alternatives before you (H.R. 3037 and E1.11.

30301 are frightening when viewed in proper perspective with the progress
already madeand which critically needs to be made in the futurein voca-
tional education at the secondarY leyel:

I invite your attention to the chart on the following page, which traces, theflow of ninth graders in South Carolina through our secondary education sys-
tem and on into the job market or bigher education.

There are two major conclusions which readily present themselves when thisfi.Uaw -up of ninth grade stutIents ii, viewed relative to occupational training at
the secondary and post-secondary levels.

The first and foremost Aoncliision is that an overwhelming percentage of our
secondary students have a (Urea, pressing need for training at the high school
level that will provide them occupational skills.

Taking data for the most recent groupin"
b

(1970-71 ninth graders projected((ir years later as lost to the system, graduating in 1973-74, etc.), we findthat 301 percent are lost viro the educational system before graduating, while
more than 3ti percent actually graduate and go directly to work. Thus, 00.8percent for 37,035) of those ninth graders in this-grouping will, in the absence
of effective vocational training at the secondary level, enter a challenging job
market without saleable skills.

Further. III this snipe grouping, nearly 25 percent are found to enter non-.,
technical post secondary training. leaving only 8.3 percent who actually pursue
post-secondary occupational training,

This three-year picture shows an Increase (2.2 percent) in the number whogo directly to work after graduation.
There is a second significant conclusion to be drawn from this data which

rotate% to the matter of how much funding should be mandated in any future
federal legislation for post-secondary training, and to the question of whoshall determine this allocation.

The 1905 Amendments currently allocate 15 percent of federal monies for
post secondary programs. However, only 8.3 percent of those 1070-71 ninth
graders are shown to graduate and enter post-secondary occupational schools,
I fmpured to the 60.8 percent who are shown,,to need skill training at the sec-
ciolary Level Thus, the 15 percent allocation to post-secondary programs appears
adequate for South Carolina. -. 4

In planning for the long range future of a system of education, it would
appear that a state system designed to train and prepare its flow of youth
for productive employment would be preferable to a system designed to train
nod retrain its adults. Federal legislation and funding have given leadership
to developing a sound system at the Aecondary level as a top priority. What a
tragedy 'it would he to see the Federal leadership shift its emphasis at thistime.

if pc secondary institutions are experiencing unusual financial problems,
a better answer might lie In studying the costs of the delivery system rather
than reduclug the financial support to the secondary program.

Obviously, the 13 percent formula may hold close to the mark for some other
states. while tor others the figure may fall disproportionately low.

Thu... we final compelling reason fur the Congress to leave this determination
to the A arions states in order that Individual states answer the crustal tines- .
tb,n cf how inui li post .emmlnry funding is essential for their respective man-
power development needs.

Against this tholsground. I ask members of this committee to consider the
Profound Implications of the alternative proposals which would mandate re-
a-.signing the federal allocation for post-secondary programs to 30 or 40 per-
cent.

rshig 510.000 per program as a base, South Carolina would have to close
Approximately 171 s table secondary-level occupational programs under one
are (TI R. 30301, and approximately programs under another proposed
native (ILM 3037 and MR. 3271). c -
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At this time our public school leadership is moving rapidly to assume more
and more responsibility for secondary vmational programs (which has trach-
tionallY been basically academic) , it would be catastrophic for your leadership
to shift emphasis at this time. After decades of Federal leadership and fund-
ing, the secondary system is maturing of its own growth and commitment. For
South Carolina, and many other states in ist probably, this is not the time to
discourage this prograu by changing your emphasis.

The growth in state leadership, local leadership commitment and continued
Federal funding have spurred our State Legislature to help us keep pace with
the rising demand for new secondary' vocational programs. We have been for-
tunate to obtain state funding for new vocational prorgams for the past two
years in the amount of $2,105,388. However, our State Legislature has nearly
exhausted its capacity to help meet our needs fur new secondary-level oceupa-
tional prOgrams.

It is not difficult to perceive, therefore, the dilemma in which South Carolina
would find itself if 100 or 174 Programs had to be withdrawn from the secondary
school delivery system and reassigned to a post - secondary delivery system.

Further, I ask you to examine on its merits the provision in H.R. 3036 for a
cumbersome tripartite adffiiiiistration user Federal vocational education fund-
ing and 'programs. Instead of a sole-state-agency which is experienced and
proficient in the- management of these funds, administration over these monies
would be fragffiented three waysin the case of South Carolina, betWeen the
State Board of Education, the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education, and the S. C. Advisory Council on Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion.

Iv .addition to weakening management control over these funds, such a pro-
posal severely reduces the options for lung -range planning and articulation of
these vital occupational programs.

I would raise yet another vital concern should this com.alttee and the Con-
gress pursue that course charted in H.R. 3036. This proposal would mandate
to the states that state advisory councils move into the direct administration
of occupational-training programs a role-nut-germane to-their-function or the
concept under which they were established.

Our experience in South Carolina has-been that our State Advisory Council
"has bees a decided asset to the administration of our S. C. vocational programs
It has been such for two.baslc reasons:

It is composed of persons exceptionally qualified in th'ir respective fields of
business, industry, education, etc.persons v ho have an abiding commitment
to the vocational concept and occupational programs.

It has steadfastly adhered to its ads isory function, clearly understanding
where the advisory role ends and administration begins.

Long range plan fur developing a meaningful system of education for South
Carolina includes effective programs for the handicapped, the gifted and tal-
thtcd, kindergartens, academically oriented, disadvantagd, as well as the best
we can include in vocational programs.

It is beyond one's reason and imagination to perceive of a meaningful sys-
tem of vocational training which mandates 30 to 90 percent of its resources
to 10 percent of its clientele and has that administered through two boards
and an advisory council. It algid} defies imagination- and tan -serve only one
piiiPoSe jelleve an immediate financial prutlem fur one delivery system and
set the basie.program hack 30 years.

In summary. there is an overwhelming need in South Carolina, and in many
other states, for sustained federal support to secondary-level vocational pro-
grams. This funding has been provided to a sole state-agency under the 1068
amendments a system which is a proven framework for progress in meeting
the need fur such programs. The level of federal support must be maintainea.
at a minimum. and strengthened, if at all possible, because these programs
represent the highest priority for our nation's occupational needs.

Fuither. eijtfision of the 1068 Amendments would continue the vital federal
leadership; support so essential fo these needs. while other proposals w mild
mark a profound step backward by substantially reducing secondary-level
'programs and splitting administration pf, federal vocational monies into a
cumbersome tripartite adminIStrative structure.

VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION..TIIE CONCEPT IN PERSPECTIVE

I' would submit that this committee and the Congress would do well. in
weighing w here to go from here with the 1068 Amendments. to examine where
we have been and where we are in vocational education in this natiRn.

r(0
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Consider, if you will, the concept of vocational education. Passage of the
federal Smith-Hughes Set in 1971 is generally acknowledged as marking the
inception of federal leadership in this sector. The euncept then ,called for skill
programs relevant,to the needs of a largely agrarian economy, with industrial,
programs an emerging need on the horizon.

One premise basic to that concept was to provide skills to people where
they are- skills relevant to needs in their communities. I need not reeonnt for
y,ou how this leadership was translated into viable N ocatiunal agricultural and
home economics progranls at the state and local level. Suffice it to say that
many of the needs lu this sector were met because federal funding and leader-
ship were there end, in many instances, solely because of this assistance.

I ask you not to overlook, however, that these successes were achieved within
an educational community at. the secondary level which remained predomi-
nantly academic (college-bound) oriented.

With the post-WWII industrial boom, this nation was thrust into a rapid
transition from a. predominantly agrarian economy to one rich with opportunity
for tradmand industrial-growth.

It was indeed fortunate that farsighted Congressional leaders reacted to this
economic shifting of gears by providing federal leadership, again, that would
inspire the educational community to meet these evolving needs.

This time, however, there was an exposion of skill needs that demanded
-.seeping federal leadership. I believe that the authors of the 1963 Federal
Voeatiohal Education Act designed that measure to provide the appropriate
leadership. In fact, I feel that authors of the act and amendments were ask-
ing the nation's educational lenders to seize the initiativeto work toward a
truly public sensitise system of career education that is replete with oppor-
tunity for all those citizens it is designed to serve.

In the absence of the basic act, and to some measure in the cra before its
passage, our nation's educational leaders had little hope for achieving this
necessary broadening and updating of the educational system.

One reason was that vocational education was viewed as a second-rate
alternative to the -academic -curriculum, and was seen largely as a need for
adults who had, for Whatever reason, become terminal within that academic
system.

However, with the basic act and its 1908 Amendments, the Congress has
not only set forth the concept of vocational education within its desired and
proper perspective, but bridged the gap between concept and programs. In es
seise. the Congress has provided essential funding and standards for vocational
education to make the goal of a total career education system an achieveable
one.

I strongly submit that the growth and progress South Carolina has enjoyed
in vocational education over the past decade have been unprecedented, and
stand as one of many attestments that the basic act is one of the most pro-
found steps forward ever takets,by the Congress in the field of education.

As I have already established. ours is a state in which more than 66 percent
of our students will enter the job market unskilled without viable vocational
programs at the secondary level.

Consider, then what we have been able to achieve in the past.decade because
the basic act and its amendments provided the crucial leadership :

Our secondary vocational enrollment has boomed from sortie 60,000 students
in 1965 to nearly 119.000 today. With zero vocational centers in 1964, we began
developing a modern network of centers at the secondary level, matching
state,1pcal funds with federal allocations to build and equip the necessary class-
room:0111m. We now have an enviable network of 45 vocational centersa
network that is expanding even now. Further, another 10,000 adults are at-
taining basic and upgraded occupational skills through this same viable sys-
tem.

It would be a mistake to assume that the contributions of the basic act can
be assessed totally in terms of dollars and cents. In fact. itstgreatest contribu-
tion is that it has set forth a compelling incentive for state and local involve.
ment in and support of vocational education.

As you are aware, the 1968 Amendments provided that state plans be de-
vised to Insure the orderly growth of vocational education programs. These
plans have focused the eyes of state-level lenders on the crucial role that
planning must play in furthering these programs. and involved the local public
in this fundamental-process. It should- he noted that not-all state plans have

r".t's. )
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Inspired proper leadership in this sector, but the amendments have properly
set the framework within which to achieve this progress.

Further, many states have been inspired through the state plan -experience
to move beyond this involvement toward the level of integrated planning that_
can maximize program successes within the total secondary education system.

In this eunteg, our State Department of Education, functioning through its
Office of Vocational Education, now has a challenging commitment to voca-
tional education. In South Carolina, Vocational Education has become an es-
sential entity in a secondary education system that Is sensitive, to the continu-
ing need for total career education for the individual.

Toward this end, the South Carolina Board of Education in 1971 adopted a
comprehensive the-year plan to place in central focus the priorities and .goals
of our State's basic secondary education system. In so doing, the board took
a studied look at impending needs,of vocational education to etevelop not only
a structured plan for grow thbut one which is predicated upon measurable
objectives.

Specifically, vocational education programs now serve 119,000 secondary
students in 202 high schools and 45 modern vocational centers. The major goal
we have placed before us, incorporated in our Five-year plan, is to make voca-
eational education available to 100 percent of all secondary students who
choose it by 197G-77. To achieve this, we currently estimate that vocational
education programs must reach 130,000 high school students by the target
year.

Obviously, we would be ill advised to pursue programs for the sole purpose
of expanded enrollments. Solid programsthose which afford a future instead
of merely a job are our goals, and it will be our track record in this depart-
ment that will reflect our ultimate success. We arc well aware that there is
much yet to be done.

However, the -development of a carefully structured plan and specific fund-
ing priorities for vocational education in South Carolina base gis en solid
dimension to what we believe is a viable vocational education system.

More significantly, though, it exemplifies a welling sentiment from the
grass roots level that the vocational skill development program is as important
as 4t1* other part of the total school program. This resolve has its origins in
the increased support gisen vocational education over the past ten years
through broadened federal and state support.

I am sure you can appreciate that today, more than ever before, we sim-
ply cannot afford to plan, fund and administer an educational system which
does not respond both forcefully and directly to the highest priority needs of

..the..penpleit .
Experience teaches that this ,nations' manpower supply is crucial to the suc-

cess of our economy and to our security, collectively and individually. Clearly.
the most logical and efficient means for providing that supply is to train stu-
dents in consonance with their normal flow through our system of education.

That, members of this distinguished committee, is precisely what we began
to do w ith passage of the basic act and amendments. For the first time since
its inception, vocational education has the leadership and the framework

, within which to meet evolving manpower demands.
Fiddle acceptance of,its responsibility to provide meaningful vocational train-

ing at the secondary level is emerging as it must emerge if we aro ever to
succeed in this pursuit. It is no accident that this is occurringit is a direct
result of that federal leadership which I have cited.

Thus. we have arrised at a point in which that leadership Is beginning to
pay, tangible dividends. The message from Congress has been transmitted to
both state/local educational leaders and to the public, and it is now being re-
ceived. accepted and acted upon. ,

It Is therefore inconceivable that the Congress would consider passage of
those measures now pending which mould dilute and till ert Ms vital federal
leadership. As you weigh these proposals, I strongly urge you to sustain the
momentum which we have now achieved. and to be mindful that to do other-
wise would be as i4S% i.uping a step backward as we base made forward through
the basic act and its amendments.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION GROWTH AND MONIENTC:st IN SOUTH CAROLINA

To view the dynamic growth of vocational, education In South Carolina over
thopast decade is to understand how well-the basic act and-amendments base
worked, and why they should be continued and strengthened.

UV.
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I will nosy review some high points in this growth. As I have already con-
veyed, this viable occupational education system has emerged nut through
spasmodic responses to needs as they emerged, rather, we have progressed
through a carefully structured plan width identified existing and pending
needs, settitr, realistic goals to meet those needs and measurable objectives
against which to weigh our successes and failures.

Thus, programs and construction growth have evolved through a corupre-
bensive plan. Fur purposes of this testimony, however, I will detail some high-
lights of that growth under the categories of "Programs" and "Construction."

PROGRAMS

I have spoken already to the need for vocational programs at the secondary
level in. South Carolina. I would reiterate that, from passage of the federal
Smith Hughes Act in 1917 until the mid-sixties, viable skilLtraining programs
on the secondary level were virtually nonexistent outside of Vocational agri-_ initure and home economics programs which represents professional commit-

; --ment to the academically oriented program.
Opportunities

From the- midsixties to the late sixties, we witnessed a gradual growth of
expanded programs. Beginning with the seventies we have experienced a re-
markable explosion of Opportunities in vocational education programs, owing
primarily to Alm momentum spawned and sustained through the basic act and

"".. amendments. ' I
Tangible evidence of this growth is reflected -in the construction of 45 modern

vocational centers during this period, making skill -training in a well equipped
laboratory environment available to many high school students in their respec-
tive communities. This network is among the finest skill training systems at
the seeondarY level in this nation, and it literally would not be a reality
today in the absence of the basic act and amendmentswhich have been com-
mitted over time to developing a secondary level delivery system of voc-ed.

A corresponding expansion of vocational enrollment opportunities ha3 en-
sued during the same period as comprehensive high school have evolvedoffer-
ing similar skill training on campuses which previously afforded little salable
skill training to students, many of whom were thrust directly into the jab
market upon graduation or termination of enrollment. Vocational programs now
extend into 202 of our 224 high schools.

Where only a few skill training programs were available in- scattered loca-
tions prior to the mid-sixties, high school students can now choose from among
some 60 voc-ed offerings in eight broad educational service areas-Further,
and equally significant. what has evolved is a dynamic Improvement in the
quality as well as the number of programs.

Statistically, secondary voced enrollment in South Carolina has boomed
from 73.577 in 1968-60 to 118.040 in 1974-75--an increase.of 62 percent. It is
especially noteworthy that this increase came during the same period in which
total state secondary enrolimept declined from 265.247 to 233,80L

Further comparison reveals that voc-ed enrollment. as a percentage of total
state secondary enrollment. jumped from 27.7 percent in 1968-69 to 50.8 per-
cent in 1074-75. This growth is charted below:

Year

State voced Voced enrollment
State secondary enrollment as percent

enrollment (secondary) secondary

1968 to 1969. 265,247 73, 577 27.7
1969 to 1970 263,715 79, 097 30.0
1970 to 1971 245,791 79. 411 32.3
1971 to 1972 . 238.298 93, 870 39.4
1972 to 1973 237, 675 103, 493 43.5
1973 to 1974 235.139 108.009 45.9
1974 to 1975 233.801 ;, 113, 940 50.3

Please refer to the .summary on the following pages ,for, a stateside picture
of voc-ed enrollment and courses (secondary).
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUMMARY STATEWIDE:1974-75

Vocational course

Vocational program area
Beds activity

code Course title
Statewide,

grades 9-12
Enrollment,

grade 12

Agriculture

Distributive:education

Health__ .........

Home Economics
Occupational)

7 40...-..........-

.

641 Agric_ultural Science
642 Agricultural Production
643 Agricultural productionibusiness management
644 Ornithology Horticulture

-645 Agricultural Sales2pd Service
647 Livestock management..,,

' 646 Floriculture -
648 Agriculture Mechanics I
649 Agricultural Chemicals
¢50 Forestry.

652,653 Cooperative.. /
6% Environmental Science
657 Pulpwood Harvest
658 Turf and Lawn Management
659 Agricultural Experiment '2
660 Agricultural Mechanics II

4,639
3,043

574
1,226

35
73
23

1,225
36

299
45

137
134
118
30

502

63 I..
155
281
270

22
10' 0

234
0'

172
26
28
76
23
0

337

Subtotal 12,139 1,697

682 Introduction to Distributive Education
683 D.E. -Coop
687 Fashion Merchandise --
690 Distributive Education Experimental

3,228
1,56274

241

242
4, 495

52

Subtotal 5,060 1,818

705 Health Occupations
706 Health Occupations II ,
710 Practical Nursing I
711 Health Assistance Program

364
60

343
196

122
60

334
126

Subtotal- 963 642

721 Child CareIn Clothing Ser vice
M Food Service and Commercial Cooking
725 Cooperative Training I
726 Cooperative Training II
727 Home Economics.Experience
728 Housing and Horite Furnishing Service

709
131

1,127
80
29
75
43

397
15

506
0'
0

56
43

Subtotal 2,194 1,,017

741 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration I
742 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration II
851 Air Conditioning and Refrigeration III
743 Auto Mechanics I
744 Auto Mechanics II
745 Brick Masonry I..
746 Brick Masonry II
747 Building Construction I-Carpentry
748 Building Construction II-Carpentry

-.854_ Building Construction-III
751 -Cosmetology I
752 Cosmatology_11
753 Drafting I
754 Drafting II
856 Drafting III. v,
755 Electricity 1. e
756 Electricity II.
757 Industrial Sewing I
758 Industrial Sewing II
759 Machine Shop I
760 Machine Shop H..
859 Machlne,Shop Ill
763 Painting and Decorating I
764 Painting and Decorating II
765' Plumbing 1
766 Plumbing II
861 Plumbing III- e
767 'Radio and TV Repair I
768 Radio and TV Repair II
769 Graphic Communications I
770 Graphic Communications II
771 Diversified Occupation I
772 Diversified Occupation II

_608
344

13
2163
1284
1697
1306
1846
1143

38
789
466
646
239

10
1768

800
1117--

240
647
408

18
20

.10
235
135
37
98
16

464
187
375
163

24
271

13
74

1131
60

1013
134
766

38
28

449
126,
201

10
136
631

___ 470
-__

20

336 6
18

0
10
12

135
0
0

16
35

173
83.

149"

(
r.; ( 7,0
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUMMARY STATEWIDE. 1974-75Continued

Vocational course

Vocational program area
Beds activity Statewide

code Course title grades 9-12
Enrollment

grade 12

... s,
T. & IContinued ° 773 Welding 1_ 824 165

774 Welding II.. 549 255
775 Cooperative Training I 115 0
776 Cooperative Training II 109 31

'778 Appliance Repair I 82 0
779 Appliance Repair II 38 20
780 Auto Body andlender Repair I 328 52
731 Auto Body and Fender Repair II 979 123'
782 Business Machine Repair I.... 97 0,
783 Business Machine Repair 11 34 , 10
784 Cabinetmaking I 41 19
785 Cabinetmaking II 20 20
788 Electronics I. 273 23
789 Electronics II "e- 153 115: 872 Electronics III 13 13
790 Sheet Metal 1. ....... __ .... .... 78 0
791 Sheet Metal II 57 44
792 Small Engine Repair. . ..... .. ....... 541 - 87
793 Tailoring I 51 0
794 Tailroing II 34 34
795 Textiles I.. 465 0
796 Textiles II. 173 160
797 17 0
798 Tilesetting II.-- ..... .. ............ 15 15

7999-1. & I. Exp.. 261 , 27
e 800 Construction and Maintenance Trades ...... r 32 22

Subtotal 23,909 7,990

Office occupations
cluster.

980 Stenographic.......,
A 982 Accounting Cluster

3,290,
1,662

968
430

9S4 General Clerical Cluster . 7,688 2,372
986 Senior !Mans. Prog. Cluster & 226 191
988 Keypunch Cluster.... ........ .. ... 88 , 69
990 Data Processing Cluster. " 80 w 15

Subtotal 13,034 4,036

Occupational total 57,299 11,200

e VOCATIONAL, ENROLLMENT SUMMARY, STATEWIDE, 1974-75

Vocational course

'Vocational program area
Beds activity

, code Course title
Statewide,

glades 9-12
Enrollment,

Grade 12

Consumer amihome- ``0667 Basic consumer homemaking 13.34449 128
making (nortoccupa- 668 Advanced consumer and homemaking 310
tionai). 669 Child development 3, 720 '' 1,254

670 Clothing and textiles 5,026
671 Consumer education.. 2,343
672 Family lite education

6
4i:3949°4104

673 Foods and nutrition. 4.208 1,151
674 Housing and home furnishing

7' 9
519

675 Homemaking experimental 470 312
676 Human sexuality 526 318'

Subtotal 42.378 10,836

lievocational (nom 525 Prevocational I
,..

12.704 63
occupational) 526 Prevocational II 6,257 132

528. Prevoptional experimental 302 0

Subtotal *" 19.263 195

Nonoccupational total..., 61.641 4 11.031

Nonoccupational total 61.641 11.031
Occoational total 57.199 17.200

Vocational education grand total 118. 940 28.231
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Placement
Obviously, enrollment opportunities in Vut. ed programs must yield place-

ments in gainful employment to truly represent a stop forward for occupa-
tional eilucrition. The must current data ii%ailable tau 1973-74 graduates) re-
flects that inure than 51 percent of uur secondary graduates from skill pro-
grams who are available fur placement find placement or enter higher educa-
tion. This percentipere dues out include those students who hit the sehuul sys-
tem prior to graduation with a marketable skill and were placedwhich woud
act to increase the placement percentage. _ -

Refer to UE Form 346- 1 tilt the follow lug page fur more detailed placement
data.
.1(I tat programs I

Due to the placement of training {enters in close proximity to homes, en-
rollnicut opportunities fur adults hive increased significantly through the
voeatiunal center and cumprebensiveIrigh school concep.t.

.ka a result, there is a culitirinim; demand that %ucatibnal centers offer basic
and upgrade skill training to adults. Two key factors in this demand are the
%astly increased public confidence in .ucatiunal programs over the past dec-
ade, and the cont enience uf a .ocatiumil center netwuri -geographically dis-
pt rsed to pro% ide adults. skill training in their ow ii communities. Uur adult
cirr,rilnierit in nun degree programs has now topped 10,000, and demand is in-
creasing for inure of these programs throughout the center network.

In summary. impetus proddedZed by the basic act and amendments, coupled
ith ensuing state Lout local commitment, has been a prime,tfactur in dramati-

cally increasing enrollment opportunities for South Carolina high school
students and adults.

Though curis.iderable grow th,puteritial amid need exist in vc-ed enrollments,
South Carrulina now has the nieelianisui and gruwing de,ire to provide students
%iairle .,ucatIonal courses, gi%ing graduates a lierbtofure unavailable choice for
athuncement through gainful employment or higher education.
.1(Inzinistratiro responsibility

The most signiticant-doelopment tu impact within progranis has been the
shift uf program decision making in %creational education f rum state leaders
to Weal sellout eilueators. Traditionally, the initiation uf new concepts and
financial support for wei.)...thal programs generally originated in state offices,
with responsibility for the implementation usually resting with state personnel
and the local teacher.

Consequently many local administrators assumed little responsibility:3 for
vocational education programs at the high school level.

Probably the most significant result of the 1065 amendments is that re-
sponsibility _for di:Liston making and administration of vocational programs
has shifted tu loud sellout administrators. A direct result is the integration of
v-ocational courses into the total context of the high school educational experi-
ence, since local administrators are row directly responsible fur assessing the
potential job markets, and providing appropriate socatiunal program's.

Local administrators, in choosing the courses to be offered their students,
sensithe to employment opportunities and needs of their

respeithe corninimity fur skill training at the secondary level. In seeking this
information, relationships are fostered with business/industrial leaders which
keep programs relevant to local manpower needs. Numerous opportunities are
also presented fur sellout administrators to defend, support, and create con-
cepts fQr vocational programs.

It should be stressed that the willingness of local_administrators to accept
mei:risibility, for sue administrativii, as well as their success in the role,
%%mild nut has e emerged without the leadership support generated by the
bash: act and amendments It is nut difficult, therefore, to pereehe that &ratite
ued federal support will be essential to sustain the prygressice mumcitnm
which voced has achieved in South Carolina.

0
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Yew curriculum thrusts
We find that the naimentum built and sustained for vocational education

through the bask act is allowing us to progress toward realization of many
vital.goals in this sector.

Yet, we find ourselves struggling equally ds hard to keep pace wtih the
demand fur curriculum upgrade as with the demands fur increased programs
and facilities.

Fortunately, our successes over the past decade have given us renewed con-
fidence that this need, too, can be met/ Toward this end, our State 'ward of
Education approved our entry as uf January, 1975, Into a ninestate v-ircs
consortium effort.

Briefly, I would explain that this is the most sweeping program ior stream-
lining dur voc-ed curricula that we have ever undertaken. Again, we are de-
pendent upon federal support to carry this comprehensive effort to -fruition.

rutpose of the consortium Is to provide a mechanism for sharing, on a.
continuing basis, of the most modern vuc ed curricula materials developed by
,partkipating states. All six voc ed occupational service areas hi South Carolina
will bi.c included in the program, which has as Its major goal to place all voc -ed
instruction on an objective, -measurable basis. Thus, as students graduate, we
Will have a standardized gange on Which to-measure the quality and extent of
theii training.

CONSTRUCTION '
' * '

The broadened scope, direction and relevance instilled within our overall
voc-ed programs through our modern center network are indeed the hinge ut
our dynnmic growth over the past decade.

With the passage of the basic act (of 1903) and its 1908 amendments, South
_darblina seized the opportunity to initiate a commitment to voc ed as repro-.

sinited through the di selopment of what we advance today as one of the }!nest
vocational center net vurks in the nation serving secondary students. That
network now includes 45 area vocational centers, and current plans call for
continued expansion of .this network as we grow toward our major goal of
providing voc-ed to 100 percent of the secondary students who choose it by
1976-77. ^

What this distInglikied committee should know is that the federal funding
provided by the act and its MS amendments was the spark which ignited
this growth. In proper perspective, this funding alone was not a "total solu-
tion" to local needs for such modern centers. Rather, it served as an incentive
to our state legislature and local school districts to muster local funding and
commitment toward the support of an effective voc-ed system.

Obviously, these centers have provided the essential classroom /laboratory
facilities imperative for in depth occuPational instructionfacilities seldom
provided within the traditionaj acaderak school structure. Too, instruction
.within these centers affords students training in three hour blocks daily, as
opposed to one -two hours for voc-ed offerings in (academic) high shools,

Huwev'er, perhaps the most profound impact 6f these centers is the spirit of
commitment to voc-ed which they have evoked. Students, for whom this pro-
gram is appropriate, now increasingly find occupational education affords a
challenge and has a purposea meaningful relevance to their future growth.

Must significantly, local school administrators have become participapts in
this new commitinent, and have given ,desired priority to voc-ed program
growth --both in centers and in'high school facilities.

The attached map Charts our current and projected status in deveYopment
0 of this impressIse center network. Behind this map.you will flnd another which

reveals the 11 South Carolina counties of greatest population density (75,000
or more),

70 r,

a
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"Note that we have erected the 45 modern- c'etylers now 1i operation in/ only
the past decade:" Another -11 centers are currently funded, as . blown, along
with expansions to 19 of Elie 45 centers currently in operation.

Pallier, it is significant that all of the 11 counties of greatest population
density are served by two or more caters, or hose funded construction proj-ecto to reach this .5level of commitment. As well, we find that most of the
cerbters now in operation, in these counties have expansions funded for their
existing voced,centers. 6 , ..

There is 'y'et aitother dimension to sour state's ,J us t a ined ,commitment to-pro-
vide vital voe -ed facilities- that being the construction of vue-ed wings onto
new or exIsti high schools. v , .. . -Again, wi i the Incentive of available federal-state-local monies, more and
more recal ,Thool Districts hive taken the initiative to provide these, wings
where in-depth (three !bur block) training can also be provided. There are 15
of these now wings now funded, and others are being planned td meet the
tremendous need for skill training at the secondary level.

Consider, then, that South Carolina is fast approaching the point when it
will have it network of we-ea facilities suffieitnit to provide those skills so
direly wiled by our high school students. That network nut only includes
those centers hr operation/funded .and the vueed wings already cited, but
viable.vocational offeriRgs in 202 of our 224 high schools. . .

My whit Is not merely that*we have enjoyed' ndiag progress on the
dual -fronts of you ell programs and eunstruetion user the past ten years. -t./)..
Mater, I would en(plinsize to this committee that this progress is a direct
product pf the mums Mum develuped and sushled through the baste voeed
act andiinieluiments. Witbout that numoituni N e would dearly not be where
see are( '10 broil: this momentum by mandating r redirection of federal voe-eil
monies wonidl.e'-a meth rn day trugedy find a step backwad toslard the past.
It would .,oar again Ade./ a vonanitment to von-secondary preparation at the
expense of thi) public high school. . .,. .,

THE FLTNIANG OF VOCATIONAL EI1CCATION
. 4 % %

It takes. not a Ion/ Wet: at federal funding for vocational programs and
construction sin South Carolina to realize how '.tlie basic net and amendments
have beeruhe baCkbone of our success.

Again, fur purposes of this testimony, I ssill present these allocations sep-
arately. . .
1',:dgra mg . , , .' I would direct sour attention 1u the chart or, the following two pages for a
view of voeatiOnV program fending in our state over the lust five, sears.

You will mite that total expenditures (federal/state/local) for secondary
lovational programs have Increased some 50 percent over the past five years
an a Ind to keep puce, with the Pimp in enrollment, which is also up approxi-
mately 50 percent over the same period.

With new. centers, expansions to,denters and voced wings to high schools
yet muter construction, there is no doubt that south Carolina' secondary s oc-ed
enrollment will' contirtue t climb. over the next several years.

Thus, this conibinati./1 of sustained progrant funding -both federal and
state/localwill he uncial to meeting this-demand.

We have already indicated that public confidence In vocational programs
has sastlY increased on the heels of strung federal leadership and support
under the bash. het and amen aients. Attesting thereto Js the allocation in
1973 71 of $13,190.183 in state.'

??cap
funds fur vocational education secondary

programs an all-time high for of state,
s.2- 913 -7 5 rah, 2-2-51

c),

4

a.

O
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM FUNDING IN SOUTH CAROLINA, 1969-74

Secondary =1,901;731 $8, 240. 494 $2, 348. 916 $10. 105, 896 $2, 861, 381 18,757.847
Adult 283.250 984.041 '4'168, 908 531, 876 146.658 161,939
Post Secondary 840.126 810,872 1, 051 676 11, 015, 116 1,069.840 836,188
Disadvantaged 794.448 21. 260 834,-907 33:990 954,566 32,638,
Handicapped 470,637 9,363 635,569 31,670 648.113, 65.705
102(b) ' 182.596 0 294.919 9.417 278.949 22, 783
Coop 0 04 270.880 7,020 505.061 21,301
Work-Study 64,369 16.532 47,850 25.580 63,905 15,976
C. & H 220.792 235.000 436,819 438.789 460,044 2.657.936
Exemplary 118.680 151,300 114 0 172,846 110.905
Research 15.000 16, 431 38.044 20.002 300.798 46, 052

Totals, 4,891.679 10.415.293 6.130, 602 12.219, 356 7, 462,231 13,229.270

Combined annual -

1969-70 1970-71 1971-72

Federal State/local Federal Statellocal Federal State/local

Secondary r $3. 460, 440 $10. 030. 742 82, 702, 446 $13, 490. 183
is,Adult 50, 617 117. 743 194.320 26, 843

Post Secondary 1,004, 676 996.754 1,099.292 1,369. 408
Disadvantaged 949.390 94,944 901,860 - 155. 123
Handicapped 627.289 86,602 682,500 97,813
102 (b) 438.533 13,797 411,553 52.508
Coop 425,009 12.719 343.857 24,143
Work -Study 119,035 30.470 108,342 27,086
C. & H. 429.562 2, 476, 832 592. 145 1, 773, 610

Exemplary . 109.250 0 83. 516 0

Research 147,237 43,564 201,034 51,757

totals 15.3/6. 972 18,349, 958 20.691;501

Totals 7, 761.044 13, 904.167 7, 320, 865 17,062. 534

Combined annual totals 21. 66 k,211 24.389. 399

1972-73 1973174

Federal Slale/local Federal State/local

At the same time, South Carolina's fiscal standing has moved from an over-
all,.budgetary surplus fur 1974-75 to a no-surplus conditivi.,p.rojected for next
fiscal year. there as ample indication that little or.no increase in state
vot-ed funds can be expected for next fiscal year, making a suttained level of
federal support an even greater necessity than it is currintly.

Let mu now briefly address the question of the fiscal efildency and effec-
tiveness of voc-ed programs at the secondary level as against that of post-
secondary programs. -

I lime already advanced the premise that the most logical-and probably
the oply-means by which we can meet our nation's manpower needs is to
train students in consonance with their normal flow through our system of
education.

Further, I have testified that more than 66 percent of South Carolina's
secondary students will enter the job market unskilled unless they can avail
themselves of sluble socationatmlucation programs at the secondary level.
Obviously, I refer to basic occupational.skill training. -

It appears that proponentS of two major alternative bills to H.R. 20 feel
that greater federal emphasis and support should go toward providing this
training at the post- secondary It's 0, and, or for the advanced vocational (tech-
weal) training now provided at that level.

I.
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Not only does this not mesh with the logic of training students in accordwith their normal flow through the educational system, but the best indicatorsavailable tell um that it would- alsp. be-economically -less-desirable-to pursuethis course.
Assessing final efficiency of secondary versus post-secondary programs ofbasic skill training is a difficult science, at best. And I do not profess to havesweeping documentation at my disposal to definitively indicate any comprehen-sive cost analysis of the two systems.
Nevertheless, some insight into the question can be gleaned by consideringoutlays for the two systems in Sohth Carolina.
Consider, for instance, that our state's postsecondary education system iscurrently serving about 90,000 students per year with an annual budget -ofsome $48 milliona total (federal/state/local) outlay per student of $533; oursecondary vocational education. system, for its part, is serving approximately119,0h1 students with a total budget of about $20 million (for secondary pro -grams) ---a total outlay per student of $108.
In essence, our secondary-level programs are providing the essential jobskills at an outlay which is less than one-third that of the post-secondarysystem.
Hence, it would seem 'to follow that the expenditure of federal funds to pro-vide basic skill training at the secondary level not only puts these monies inthe area of greatest need, but at the level where these skills can be effectivelyprovided at a lower expenditure.
Finally, there is another ho- point which should be noted in this context oftotal funding for go.ondary-level occupational programs as against like fund--lug for post - secondary occupational programs.
chattel on the following page is total funding for both skill training sys-kern,: in South Carolina over the past six years. Behind this chart is n budgetsummary for this state's post-secondary programs over the six-year period, asprovided by the administering agencythe State Board for Technical and

Comprehensive Edbeation.
As the chart on the following page clearly reveals, funding for post-secondaryoccupational education in South Carolina has arched steeply upward over thesix-year period. Thus,, in addition to the 15 percent of federal monies underthe 1908 amendments that has been allocated to post-secondary programs,funding deeds for this system of occupational education have been substantiallymet through state allocations.
I would further note that this state's post-secondary occupational educationfunding spiraled from almost $17 million in 1900-70 to seine $48 million thisfiscal yeara jump of nearly 300 percent. Funding for our secondary-level

skill training system increased from $15.3 million to $27.0 million over thesame perioda jump of only some 75 percent.
Against this backgroynd, I would remind you that secondary vocational

'eli011ment in South Ca'rolina has increased 02 percent over the past sevenyears. and Is continuing to climb. Also: I would reiterate that we have nearlycompleted a modern network of centers to accomodate this surging demandfor secondary- levehprogram opportunities.
Add to these considerations the fact that our labor force for tomorrow isflowing through our secondary system of educationand that 00 percent ofif South Carolina's ninth graders tare shown to flow' Into the job market withwhatever SKI 1 Is they have attained at the secondary level.

, --As you weigh these facts, you will find that they evidence a compelling needfor sustained and strengthened federal support for skill training programs atthe secondary leveland not a, shifting of emphasis In the opposite directlqn.

7(1,
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Construction.
One of the most profound indications of what federal leaVership has meant

to our occupational education system in South Carolina Is the construction
investment iu vocationaleduaationfronL_passage_ ofthe_basic-act-in.-1063-to
the present.

The chart on the following page traces that investment during this period,
and you will note that an impressive $55 million-plus outlay has been made in
little more than a decade. The tally represents total investment for voc-ed
construction in our state over the period, including:

Our 4,5; renters now,in operation, and expansions to them completed or under
construction.

Another 13 voc-ed center expansions funded but not under construction.
Ten voc-ed centers funded but not under construction.
Sixteen voc-ed wings which have been funded for our State's high schools.
X special research and development project in career education.
There are two aspects of this total investment whin are most striking. One

Is the overwhelming state and local outlay of nearly $37 millionaccounting
for two-thirds of the total investment. The other is the experience that, without
the incentive of substantial federal funding through the basic act and amend-
ments, that state/local outlay would_ never have been made, or it would have
been at a meager level.

I would ein'thasize, ngain, that the level of,' commitment to vocational educa-
tion through the basic dot and amendments has lent invaluable leadership on
the dual fronts of vocatltmal programs and construction. In South Carolina,
Iv In many other states, voc-ed constructioh allocations hate moved us toward
a long needed sy.tem of classrooms and labs in which to house viable occupa-,
tional programs; likewise, voc-ed programs have been modernized and keyed
to local business/industry needs, and are now proving their effectiveness as
vo ed graduates In increasing numbers move into productive positions within
our labor force or progress into higher education.
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CONCLUSION

As I stated at the outset of this testimony, I feel the decision before this
caramittec -and.-the,CLoogiew in this matter -1s-the-iost 'profound consideration
in this century for our emerging system of occupational education.

Considerable attt Mien is bein- futaised on this matter by educational pro-
fessionals across our Arlie, a. %%31 us by other connuunity leaders at the statemid local level.

Our State Roard of Education, for its part, has gone on record as strongly
opposed to any proposals which Atm la eliminate the sole-state-agency provisionnow in force.

In essence, South Carolinians are keenly aware that their vocational edn-
-cation sptem has, aftt r much commitment and sacrifice, arrived at the point
where it can pay signifitaut dividends on what is a substantial investment.

There IS another group which has asserted its concern over the legislation
now pending before you -that being the South Carolina Vocational Lacectors
Association. This group. Mild, includes directors of our modern voc-ed.centers
and county directors of vocational education, has beLume a respected opinion
leader in our state's occupational educatiomcbmmunity.

On the following page you will find a letter from the president of this asso -.
elation -Mr. T. A. Jackson, Director, Lancaster Vocational Center, Lancaster,
S C.- detailing that body's poSition on the legislation now before you. Jack-
son also serves on the prestigious 21-member National Advisory Council on
Vocational Education.

Finally, I inn sure members of this distinguished committee are aware that
we are only ,somc five years away from the point when 80 percent of the jobs.
In our nation will require less than a four-year college degree, according to
1..S. Dcpartment of Labor estimates. I trust you will not nosy act to divert
funds from or otherwise weaken that system of vocational education at the f
secondary level which can, with sustained federal leadership, shoulder A lion's
sham of the mammoth task before us to provide this strong labor force.

March 26, 1975.
lion. CARL D. Psalms,
Chairman, Hem Siibeommittec on'Elcnientary, Secondary, and Vocational Edit-
, cation, U.S. Congress, 117asAington. D.C.

Dan Sin: I am writing you on behalf of the South Carolina Vocational
Directors Association and urging you and yoilt committee to support us in the
ejfnrt to maintain continuation of the Vecational Amendments for 1068, which
are up for renewal this year.

These amendments havi meant great growth in our State and throughout
the Nation in the area of Vocational and Postsecondary education. We feel
very strongly that the continuation of these amendments in the present form
will enhance even further growth. We do not approve of proposals which would
separate vocational funding into two separate blocks and sole state agency
concept must be retained. Most states a,re giving more than the required 15
Orcent set aside to postsecondary vocational programs. The distribution of
these funds within each state should be based on 'a needs assessment and
effective planning. rather than the results of a tiirfmanship battle. The 15 per-
cent set-aside should be retained as in the '68 amendments. We oppose the post-
secondary education bill in its entirety.

I, as Presid of the Association, as speaking foi the Association-members
as a whole myself as a member of the National Advisory Council on
Vocational tion.

Sincerely yours,

801:

T. A. JAMISON.
President.
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STATEMENT BY DR. CHARLIE G. WILLIAMS, DEPUTY SUPERIN-

TENDENT OF PUBLIS INSTRUCTION, COLUMBIA, S,C.; MS. RUTH

-srorALL, BRANCH- DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDU-

CATION AND-COMMUNITY COLLEGES, ALABAMA STATE DEPART-

MENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. WILLI Ams. It is a pleasure for us to be here. Before I make my
remarks, I would like to introduce bume folks that are with me froM
South darolina.

Chairman PERRINS. We will be delighted if you introduce those
gentlemen.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Our State director of education, Dr. Cyril Busbee,
joins me in 'expressing appreciation for this opportunity to express
our views here.

Also we have Col. Bill i'inson: chief supervisor of ancillary service
in the office of vocational education and Mr. T. A. Jackson, Joon]
iiireetor of the Vocational Center and also a member of the National
Advisory Counsel,of Vocational Education for South Carolina.

.In looking at the present alternatives being considered by the com-
mittee, it appears to me at least that the Congress is approaching
a vast fork in the educational road to progress, at which, point a
decision will have to be math: as to which fork in the road to follow.

I thi i jt is worth noting that probably the congressional leader-
ship which brought us to this point in the road has been depleted
through the varkeis methods of changing the membership of Congress
and a new group will be dealing with the decision as to where we will
take education from this vast fork in the road.

Seemingly, from the thinking that has come before your committee,
from which choices have been made. there 'is a group that is recom-
mending that we earmark, set aside 30 percent of the available funds
in going down a new course that would provide more stoney for the
system.of education, designed to terch occupational skills at the post-
secondary level, but ma;ntain a single State agency as the administer-
ing group.

administer-
ing

a second group that is coming to this vast fork in the road, that
we can do a better job for this Nation, if we set aside 40 percent of
the money for a system of postsecondary training and divide the
l'adership among three groups, as it relates to our State.

There is a third group that T understand is coming before you and
it is a part of the legislation that sit;s, "This fork in the road should
had us to more innovation and lep money in the basic program."

Then, the fourth alternative in this decision is to extend the pro-
0T6ss that has been charted and made up to this point within our
system of education.

My purpose in beimg here is to try to recommend that in these
alternatives that are before you, that you weigh the ultimate and
future results for a system of education, as far as the 30 to 10 percent
set-aside for a system of postsecondary occupational training. with
various agencies making decisions about what is meaningfuCthat it
is probably worth,), of Selious thought and deliberation before you
choose that fork.

0
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The guidance that you would get suggesting that we set aside
mono} for innovation, rather than pros iding, classroom instruction is
probably qi testi= blLW gloulinlain9rp_ nore_
programs. If I had to be honest, we probably wasted more money- in
innovation that we can justify to the people of this Nation. We
know more answers than we ban e money to pros ide programs for.

You do not have to innovate to turn out As elders or mechanics or
nurses, but you need money; people and facilities and I would urge
you, as vou"look upon the alternatives that are being placed before
you, in this fork of the road, that you look seriously

being
determining

if that -is the major problem.
My purpose is to try to provide some thouglIts in support of4de:

feuding what we have done, up to this point in time. Now. to place
my remarks in proper perspective, and in .order for you to under-
stand my biases. allow me to present briefly my prime area of re-
sponsibility at the State level: As deputy superintendent for instruc-
tion, I have responsibility for vocational education programs, pro-
gSlims for fife handicapped children and adult education, Federal
progitms under titles I, II, III, and elementary and secondary edu-
cation programs, for kindergarten, as Weil as teacher education and
certification programs, and I bring somewhat of a different perspec-
tive, than simply relating to one side of the program.

In fact, the day before yesterday, I appeared before the Senate
Educational Committee, in behalf of the handicapped program and
T think I do presentprobably more of a systematic concern than a
biased concern and I would, offer in that respect our perspective in
Smith Carolina in looking at what has happened to our students and
the kinds of grog' s they need.

In my Prepared testimony, which I hope you have a copy of, on
page .4, I have presented a chart of information that follows our
youngsters from made 9 through graduation and what happens to
them after gradniition. I have taken 3 wars of students in order to
emphasize, as you look down these forks in the.road, that you must
choose, or go off between them into- the wilderness, Most probably, I
have-taken' the school year 1968 -69 and followed it through to grad-
uating class in 1971-72.

We had 45,000 children in the 9th grade and before they graduated,
17M0 had left the system, 32 percent. We graduated 37.000 of those
children in 1971-72. Thirty-three percent went directly to work or8 9 percent. Seven percent entered nostsu.ondary teelinkal system,
3.300 children and 1,900 went into our 2-year junior college system
and 10,000 went into the 4-year academic program and 1.900 or 3.5
percent entered other kinds of schools like barber and beauty colleges
and this typd of thing.

As I followed' this, year by year, iebecomes evident what is happen-
ing in our State, is that we are losing from the system of education,
about 30 percent of the children before graduation. We are graduat-ing and sending directly t11) work about 33 percent. If you put those
two groups together and compare it with the group that is entering,
the postsecondary system, which is about 8 percent, or 8.3 percent, it
becomes quite obvious, if you look at these alternatives in the fork

e
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of the road, that those proposals that are being made to yop and your
committee, that you set aside 10 percent\ of

being
money fo serve 10

ree4t of the thildren..atle.ut-tisqt-rolatk,s-to-that-pereentage of it,
it is highly questionable.

It is my thesis and the point of my presentation, we would like to
see that decision left to South Carolina, as we attempt to tr) to pro-
vide a program.

would offer one other piece of information, to show what we have
done, and I think this highlights some of the present controversy. At
about the same time we put forth a converted effort, finally coining
to the realization and acceptance of the fact that all children are not
going to college, all children are not going to some postsecondary
system, we began to expand an offensive program of inschool voca-
tional training and I think in allhonesty, the work that lead us to
this point is the basic fact of this amendment, has been benchmark
that led its to where we are today. But, if I look back to years 1968-69,
we had 265;000 children enrolled.at the secondary levels of 9 to 12
and in our secondary vocational program we had .73.000 children en-
rolled, which is 37.7 percent of the potential enrollmentin occupa-
tional training.'

I would go back to the other figures used earlier. Thirty percent
of those would leave school and 35 percent would go directly to work
and-we had. 27 percent in skilled training programs.

During the preschOol year, our enrollment, and I will not take
time to enumerhte the growth between 1968-69 and the present year,.
but, as we have a reducing secondary enrollment of 233,000 children,
we are enrolling 118,000 in meaningful inschool vocational programs,
representin percent of the secondary enrollments.

My purp.oUNIA: ii citing this to you is to reemphasize the point that
in our State, and I am sure in many States, we have initiated-a- vast
iesehool occupational raining program, designed to Eject the needs
(If our State and at the same time we initiated an expansion of our

%ystem at the postseCondary level.
We live entered. into a time when the State of South Carolina has

' attempted to,expand both the in-school program, which I think you
can see from my information represents a move from 27 percent. to
50 percent of the in-school children,, and at the same time, we in-
itiated a system to improve the pOsts,c.ondary program. It is at this
point, we come to some potential conflict.

Let me Trace for you just briefl3, the budgetary commitments for
these two proarams. In 1969-70, combined Federal, State, and local

' moneys in thesYocational programs of our State, was $15 million. -In
1973-74, the combined Federal and State fund was $24 million, au
inerease of about $9 million, at which time we had almost doubled
the enrollment, moved it from 27 percent to 50 percent of the children
in meaningful high school program's.

As I indicated, we also expanded the postsecondary program in an
attempt to provide a meaningful manpower development program for
all of our childrenond looking at the budgetary commilinent, and I
want to make sure that the cdmmittee hears the contents of this next
remark because it probably is the key to the information that I
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would like to leave for your thought, that is, that in initiating two
vast and costly systems, .an in-school system and a postsecondary

-------sys.temrin-South-Caroli; from..a.SU m .commitmer t
to a 24 million commitmut for the in-schooldprogramS and between
1969 and 1970 and 191'3-74. At the same time, in the postsecondary
pyograrn, in 1909-70, from the information we received from that
agency, we moved from a $16 million budget to an estimated $41
million budget over the same growth period.

I would call to your attention the fact that we have moved from
37,000 in-school,children to 117,000 in-school children on a $9 million
budget increase.

Our postsecondary .system has moved' from $16 million to $17
million over, the same period of time and we will present evidence
to you that your decision should be to choose that fork that would
give them 40 percent of the funds. If you tie the two pieces of infor-
mation I tried to present to s on, in terms of what is happening to our
youth 6 in our State:, with GG percent of the youths either dropping
out of school or going directly to work from the 12th grade, on a
budget of $24 million, with a $9 million increase, to a postsecondary
system that is absorbing about 10 percent of the children, moving
from $16 ntillion to $47 million, is a highly questionable ratio of ex-
Pnaitures. -

T would offer the thesis that if there is a financial crisis at that level
that we would look at the delivery system. The solution does not lie
in removing funds from the in- school procrram, which serves the flow
of childi.en through the educational system to put it into a much
more costly system after one has either dropped out of school or
found themselves- unemployed

I would,urge you, as y on look at the choices before you, at this
vast fork in the road, that you relate to what it is you are trying to
do, iind thAt is create at the Federal level the system of education
that serves this Nation.

We have, and still support, the thesis that any nation that hopes,
to build a manpower system that better trains the youths as they
come throUgh the s% stem, not. plan for training and retraining of its
adult pppulation. That is a losing proposition from the beginning, and
the present provisions of %motional legislation do permit each State ,
to assess its own needs to determine its manpower needs and make
those decisions under a single agency.

I would offer fur you, at least ono other piece of information that
ought to prove encouraging to you; as you ,provide leadership from
this level. and that is lookine. at the construction of vocational facil-
ities in our State, we tare 45 comprehensive tocational centers in
operation oKer our State with 11 already approved for funding and
expansion, scheduled for 17 more.

I would offer ou one piece of information; In 1967-68, when the
Federal legislation per construction, we matched $1.03 for each
dollar you put. in to that program in South Carolina. In the construc-
tion in the present &lad ,car, the State of South Carolina is putting
up $122 for every Federal dollar we put in construction.

I think you can see that the leadership that opened the door for
this program has really, Inisheirit into State support, and we.are now
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. yielding $122 in construction money for every Federal'dollar we aro
spending. When this was initiated, we were spending $1.0p for-each
dollar you put into it. I don't think, in many Jngtances, you can find
that ,Itind;if return-on the Federal investment in any program that
:you funded. " -

Without belaboring the point, I
to

say we have added to the
/evidence in our system of trying to initiate an in-school program as

/ well as a postsecondary program, to ask you to consider seriously
i those decisions in the fork of the road that would leave critical de-

cisions to us, South Carolina, not mandate them into law to lock us
into a system.that won't serve iis very well at this point in time.

Chairman PERKINS, Thank you very much. . , ,-4 .
I will defer my qnestips and call, on the Congressman from Ala-

bama to introduce our next witness.
Mr. BucnAi/An: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
ThiS is a very ;great pleasure to me to present to the committep

M. Ruth Stovalli branch director, division of vocational education
and community colleges in the Alabama State Department of Edu-
cation. I think slip is representative of the fact that our State is at-
tempting to give leadership in various ways. Some of our key leaders
are women. We ,have also had a woman Governor. Ms. Stovall, her-
self, has given .fine leadership. We are trying to live according to
die law ,in terms of the equality of opportunity by sex, as well as lace,
and ourState has profited greatly flour the leadership of people like
Ms. Stoyalt

\[Preptert.:d statemeiit of Ruth 'Stovall follows:]

Par.r.Aarm STATEMENT Or RUTH STOVAII, BRAN= DIRECTOR, PROGRAM SERVICES
BRANCH, DIVISION or VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES,
ALAUAMA STATE DEPARTMENT or'EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:. On behalf of the 235,588 see-
enddry, pushsecundary and adult students enrolled in vocational education in
Alabama, and the 51,000 students in the junior college programs under the
administration of the Division of Vocational Education and Community Colleges
in the Alabama State Department of Education, we thank .you for the leader
ship which you have exercised in making vocational education and junior col-
lege programs available. Perhaps it Is in order to express acknowledgement and
appreciation to your predecessors who were forebearers of the foundation upon
which vocational education has been able to do so much for the citizens of the
State of Alabama and the Nation. In like manner, the next generation will MVO
a debt of gratitude to your Committee because the future of vocational educa-
tion will remain in your hands with regard to the deliberations and subsequent
actions of this Congress. Prospects for the inture will be affected, in no small
measure. by the course et your action. It is to this course that I am here and
'am privileged to speak. We seek your continued help. The package in which
this help comes is alsotof much concernto us in Alabama.

There are those who wculd counsel you to fund vocational programs with
equal percentages to both secondary and post-secondary progrm...;. When con-
indent; equal percentages in appropriations to these vocational segments, we
are reminded of the wise old sage who said, "'Mere is, not anything more un-
equal than the equal treatment of eqiials." The needs of the secondary and post
secondary segments a vocational education are apt equal In Alabama. In FY
'74. there were 127,637 students enrolled in secondary vocational programs.
while 25,004 were enrolled in post-secondary vocational programs.

Alabama d r nks close to the bottom nationally in the number of student's who
graduate 1 ro high school, much less who go to college or to post secondary

i

institution.. -
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0 Between grades 5-and.12, the drop-out rate is 41% in Alabama ; whereas inthe same-grades through the Nation the drop-out rate is 25%.
During the past year, the Alabama Advisory Council on Vocational Ed lica-tion (9, 10) published the brochure entitled"What About Alabama's OtherssVor In this brochure you will notice thAt of_every 1l students tiho enterthe tlrl grade; 20 migrated from state: 22 dropped out before they -Fat hattedfrom high school; 2S did not seek further education beyond high school's; 52 grad-uated from high school ; 24 continued their education beyond high school ; 12drOpzed out of college before they secured a four year college degree; 12 secureda four year cojlege degree.- ,.
You can readily see that with only 12 graduatlhg from a four-year collegeout of 100 entering the first grade, the question"What About Alabama Other88%?"-4s an appropriate consideration. "
As shown on the brochure,tthe projected vocational education appropriations,needed forthe biennium 1974-76, reflects the differences in funds neededfor secondary and post-secondary programs. Forty -three million is a documentedneed in high school.% n's compared with 29.4 million in technical institutes and2.4 million in junior colleges.

3 ,

More recent data shows that the same jelative differential in 'vocational needs
at the secondary and post-secondary levels still exists.

In a survey conducted in September; 1974, local school superintendents in-dicated the need for 5,239 vocational teacher units >by 1980. This represents
an increase of 134% Over the current 2,243 teacher units. (7') 't

There IS a peed for expnridng,the offerings In postsecondary institutions beltthe need is not as pronounbed. In December, 1974, there 'were 4,562 student
applicants which could not be admitted because resources were. not available
In state technical colleges due to Inadequate fundirig.(8)

At both the secondary and post-secondary levels, vocational education is aviable, growing program Which the citizens are demanding and for which in-
creased funding is urgently needed. 'We need, federal fends for all segments
of vocational education, but a set Percentage basis for distributing the funds
would preverit our utilizing the 'funds in keeping with the identified needs in.Alabama. k ' '

We requeit you to give the states the flexibility of allocating the resources' to meet the needs of each segmerit of vocational education.
Le demand for vocational education

Inellbanahasincreased
steadily overtl

m fury programs has Increased from 91,883 in 1970 to 127,037 in 1974-..-a 39%.
in crease. (I) Correspondingly, post-secondary enrollments increased from
1. ,3:54 in 1970 to 25',004 in 1974a 63% increase. (Z) The adult enrollmente ntinuor to reflect the increase In services and quality of the programs nowin offered. , ,..

The vocational enrollment in Alabama per t.000 population increased by 22%
urine these same years.('') Alabama went from below to. above the national
vertige of enrollment per 1,000 Population during this time. ,
The growth in enrollments in Alabama in vocational 'education is exceeding

he corresponding pereerlthge growth in expenditures of funds. From 1971
through 1974, expenditures increased by 24% while enrollments were increasing

,, 53% during the same period of time. (/, 2)
Even with the Increase In enrollments aforementioned. 'there still exists a

tremendous need for expanding vocational edueatlen in Alabama. DUring the
' school year 1973-74. 27% of Alabama's high school students were enrolled In

occupational vocational education. Cl) Titus, the large majority of students In
Alabama, as pointed Irt by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, are. enrolled In acourse of slu whic has, as -its major emphasis, preparations for colleges
even though only two out of ten jobs between now and 1980 will require a
eollege degree. Thus, almost tight out of ten students will receive an education
that will prmartly benefit only two out of ten students. (3) Emphasized an -'
other way, the unemployment rate of graduates from secondary Vocational
programs In Alabama is approximately one-half the unemployment rate for

I graduates frOm academic programs. (3)
in addition to a higher eittployment rate, the secondary graduate of voca.

ttor.91 progranis enjoys .a better earning rate than that of the academic
graduate. For example, the sicomlary vocational graduate can expect to make
about All07 more per year than the academic graduate. This means an in-
creased earning power of $13,340 per year for a class -of 20 students. Approxi-
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mately..30% of this will be returned to society in the form of taxes which will
result in an incidased annual return to society of $,002 in the form of taxes
from one graduating vocational' class. (5) . .,

The services. now being rendered are great; however, -,the- potential for-tomon
row Is even greater. In. II.R. 3036, legislation is directed toward the superior
posement of boards upon super boards that are "ads iscd" already by other
councils and commissions in the administration of vocational funds. Alabama -is-
deeply committed to a wide base of involvement in decision making. Be that as
it may, there conies a time When 1someone" nd/or "some group" roust assume
sulereign responsibility fur %ovationati educat ion, programs. Alabanta applauds
the State of Washington's Coordinating Council I for OcciipatIonal Education _,kr
calling upon itsLegislature to create a single management and planning agency
for weational education. My professional background is home Economies Ed-
ucation. There is an old saying that possesses much, merit ' too many cooks
spoil the broth"or, "too mauy boards, .councils, and/or commissions spoil
andor inhibit the development and implementation of kucational prograrus..
I nadit> this statement based on the premise that there isk a difference between
authoritarianism and authorities In the Held. We deplore autocracy, while re-
specting "authority"the kitl. of autivity that Firmitles othe leadership, for
broad Involvement in decislo nfaking for tieselupinz programs in vocational
education which develop free men and- women -An" and o.ometi..,of dignity
with faith .in the divinity of their own natures-- Men mad women with the
know-how of self-government and the skills of self Support,, rather than men
and women who refer their problems tb centers of -deslotisai %N I kt.:t NI. they be
intlisithials, hoards. councils. or commissions. We tirgtt tau to mak, it possible,
for states to develop programs for now and the faun? SS hich pro ide this ho,pe.

A single state agency for vocational education .is ,seen as ,essentiaj to the
task of planning and adminiStering a comprelitnisise program which will melt
the total vocational needs of the 'population. A tested principle,of atItninistri
arm which involves planning admonishes tile:

(1) Deternining of the priority needs.
(2) Assessing resources.
(3) Allocating resources to meet iiiuse needs most effectively.
We believe that states can best,detennine vocational needs and administer

programs to `meet them thrmigh a single state agency, pro, hied the Federal
Legislation gives the states IlexibillOt to allocate the rsnaiyts to eath seg-
ment of iTentional education where the needs are rather than on a preset, ,.,
percentage basis.

, *
-We applaud you for the provisions in the ocn4nal Amendments of .1968,

which place the responsibility for planning n the states. vested In a single
state agency. We support the proposed legislation in 11.11, 3037. "Thc Vocational
Education Amendments of 1975 . 1., .

In this testimony we have taken issue with some of the provisions of 11.11.
3030Post-Secondary Vocational Education Act of 1975because we do not be-
lieve these provisions to be In the best interests pf post-secondary ,oeational
ediication, much less that of vocational education in Its broad perspective.

. Again, may I thank you as nACommIttee for the Vocational Amendments of
1975 as legislation which will help lift the level .of 'living for my .State of
Alabama and for the Nation. .. ,

soteldti
(1) Report to U.S. Wilco of Education-Forms 3138 and 346.3., 1970-74. FIEW,

Washington. D.O. .
i2i /Report to G.S. Office of Education, Form 31311nd Form 001T., 1970-19A

DEW, Washineton. D.C.
(3) Career Education, What it is and Why we Need it from Leaders of In-

dusffy, Educaticz, Labor and the Prt,f mien, Chamber,of Commerce of tile U.S.,
1975. "...

(4) OcCupational Research rind Development Unit. Secondftry Vocational
Terminees Follew-UpSummery Report, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama.
November, 2074. ..

(5) Ernest W4._ Stromsdorder. Review red Synthesis ot Cost-Effectiveness
Studies of Vocational and Technical Education, Ohio State University, Colum
bus, Ohio, August, 1972. ..-.

a)
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(6) "Current Popthation Report", pg; 25, U.S. Department of Commerce,
§ocial and Economic Statistics Administration, Bureau of Census, September,
1974 (As,referenced in Project Baseline).

(7) Staff Study, 1974,'Division of Vocational Education Form VE
(8) Alabama Advisory Council on Vocational Education General Council

Meeting. April 24. 1975.
(9) Annual Report, Statistical and FinanOal Data Issued by the State Board

of Education..
.(16) American Education, tLS. Department of rlehlth, Education, and Wel-

fare, Office of Education, Washington, D.C., May, 1975.

Ms. SrovALL. Thank you very much, Congressman Buchanan.
Mr. Chairman, Congressman Buchanan and other members of the

committee, it, is a real pleasure to appear before this committee and
we are proud of your leadership, Mr. Perkins, and also yonr leader-
ship. Congressman Buchanan, and this committee in the House of
Representatives.

I understand that von have had some 40 days of hearings with
hundreds of pages of testimony in relation to vocational education
and after hearmg such awesome figures, I can only say:

Bless you and especially bless you for your concern for vocational
education and also for taking the time out of your very busy schedule
to hear the issues which are being voiced throughout the Nation in re-
lation to vocational education.

Now, there is a little poem that seems to describe your Committee
and that poem goes like this:

With the passing of the years, one knack you now possess, you are standing
for more and more, and falling for less and less,

I have been in vocational education, Congressman Buchanan, as
you knoll; long enough to hal e worked as a teacher and as a super-
\ kor and as an assistant director under the pro% isions of the Smith-
Hughes' Act, the George Barden Law, the Vocational Education Act
of ,1963, which we affectionately vaned the Perkins bill for a good
many years; and now under the 1965 amendments.

As von look back at programs that have followed under the
tion through each Si. reding act, your committee has to -en a stand
for more funds and for better vocational 'education fo more and
more. people.

Through your leadership and through your legislative cart, VOU
have made it possible fin-vocational education to 'become such a viable
program for teaching people to live and to earn that it seems now
that everybody wants piece of the ax and you have proposed legisla-
tion that has come to you from many groups and from many corners.

Now, this week I have been here In Washiugton attending the
annual meeting of the State directors of vocational education, and we
have been reviewinA some of the, many bills that are before your com-
mittee. One of the best sessions was held yesterday afternoon when
Jack Jennings and Charley Radcliffe, of your committee, were on our
program and they, together with counsels from Senator Case's com-
mittee, I want you t(slinow, did a tremendous job, in, fact a superior
job in presenting the issues.

Now, although all of the bills that you are considering have some
commendable sections we know also that all of them have some weak
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areas and ilk discussing the various bills this week, it is real easy to
see that you have a very hard job to come up with a bill that is better
than the 1968 amendments. The State director of vocational education
this week seemed to be saying, after .full consideration of all of the
possible alternatives, that if the 1968 amendments were extended,
Ivith the authorization fund for eery part of the act, that we could
oet along very well until 1982, pm% Med Congress would appropriate
funds-in keeping with The .authorizations. -

Now, the formal testimony which I am here to present, is in your
hands, together with a brochure and this is not a brandnew brochure,
it was prepared, I believe, about a year and a half ago, but it is
entitled, "What About Alabama's Other Eighty-eight Percent."

Now, this prepared testimony that you have in your hands, pre-
sents information from the State of Alabama to show you why some
of the provisions in tile bill pi''esented by the American Assviation of
Community and Junior Colleges bill, which is the Post secondary
Education Vocational Act of 1975, H.R. 3036, will really bring about
a hardship in Alabama and in other comparable States.

My testimony is not against vocational education in the 2-year
technical institutes and community colleges. Far from it, in fact. The
di%ision of vocational education in Alabama, rnclu technical insti-
tutes and community- colleges. In this administrative framework or
relationship, articulation of the locational secondary and postsecond-
ary programs has been accomplislked without duplication or competi-
tion or splintering:

The provisions in the bil). to provide 40 percent, as Dr. Willi
testified, in relation to this, 40 percent of the funds for postsecond
and 40 percent secondary and 20 percent to be allocated by a nine-
member appointed board is really unreal for both secondary and post-
secondary education in our State.

On the bottom of the first pane in my prepared testimony, please
correct the quotation of the old sage who said "There is nothing
more unequal than the equal treatment of unequals."

The Federal funding needs of the secondary and postsecondary
se:,:ments of vocational education are not equal in Alabama. Irere-
fore, equal treatment is unequal. In fiscal year 1974, there were
"7.('+37 students enrolled in secondary vocational programs, while
21/104 were enrolled in postsecondary vocational programs.

.1.1abama ranks close, o the bottom natio)thlly the percentages or
f talents who graduate from high school, and much less who go on

t college or to poStsecondary inStitittions.
otween grades 5 and 12, the dropout, 'ate is 41.percent in Alabama

and we are working on this, Congressman Buchanan, but that is a
reality, -whereas in the same grades throughout the Nation the drop -
out.rato is only 25 percent.

During the past year or. past 2 years, the Alabama Advisory
council on Vocational Education published the brochure entitled,
"What About Alabarim's Other 88 percent?" In this brochure you
will notice that of every 100 students who enter the fiat grade: 26
migrated from the state; 22 dropped out before they graduated frpm
high school; 28 did not seek further education; 52 graduated from

p2-945-75vol. 2-52
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high school; 24 continued their education beyond high school; 12

dropped out of college before they secured a 1-year college level; 12
secured a 4-year college degree. .

'You can readily see that with only 12 graduating from a 4-year
vollege,out of 100 ontering the first grade, the question"What about
Alabama's other 88 percent?"is an appropriate consideration.

As shown on the brochure, the projected 1ocational education ap-
propriations needed for the biennium 1971=75, reflects the differences
in funds needed for secondary and postsecondary programs. Forty-
three million is a documented need in high schools as compared with
29:4 million in technicaUnstitutes and, 2.1 million in junior colleges.

More recent data shows that the same relative differential in voca-
tional needs at the secondary and postsecondary levels still exists.

In a survey conducted in September 1971, local school superin-
tendents indicated the need for 5,239 vocational teacher units by 1980.
This represents an increase of 131 percent over the current 2,213
teacher units.

There is also a need for expanding the offerings in postsecondary
institutions but the need is not as pronmmced. In December 1971,
there were 4,562 student applicants which could not be admitted be-
cause resources were not available in State technical colleges due to
inadequate funding.

At both the secondary and postsecondary levels, vocational educa-
tion is a viable, grow ing program which the citizens are den'anding
and for Which increased funding is urgently needed. We need Federal
funds for all segments of vocational education, but a set percentage
basis for distribUting the funds would prevent our utilizing the funds
in keeping with the identified nada in Alabama or in any State.

We request you to give the States the flexibility of allocatinff the
resources to meet the needs of each segment of vocational education.

The demand for vocational education in Alabama has increased
steadily over the }eats on both the secondary and postsecondary
14. els. Enrollment in secondary programs has increased from 91,833
in 1970 to 127,637 in 1971a 39-1Percent increase, which we attribute
largely to the 1968 amendment. Correspondingly, postsecondary en-
rollments increased from 15,351 in 1970 to 25,004 in 1974a 63-
nercent increase. The adult enrollment continues to reflect the increase
in services and quality of the programs now being offered.

The vocational enrollment in Alabama per 1,000 population in-
creased by 22 percent during these same years. Alabama went from
below to above-the-national merage-of enrollment per -4000-popula- ,
tion (hiring this time.

The growth in enrollments in Alabama in vocational education is
exceeding the corresponding percentage growth in expenditures of
funds. From 1971 through 1971, expenditures increased by 24 percent
while enrollments were increasing 53 percent during the same period
of time.

Even with the increase in emollments aforementioned, there still
exists a tremendous need fur expanding ocational education in Ala-
bama. During the school year 1973-71, 27 percent. of Alabama's hligh
school students w ere enrolled in occupational vocational education.

8
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Thus, the large majority students in Alabama, as pointed out by
the C.S. Chamber of Cominerce, are enrolled in a course of study
which has, as its major emphasis, preparations for collegeeven
though, only 2 out of 10 jobs between now and 1980 will require a
college degree. Thus, almost 8 out of 10 students will receive an edu-
cation that\%vill primarily benefit only 2 out of 10 students. Empha-
sized anothe A% ay, the unemployment rate of graduates from second-
ary vocational-programs in Alabama is.approximately one-half- the
unemployment rate for graduates' from academic programs and I
base references in the back of my testimony to substantiate these
figures./

In arddition to a higher employment rate, the secondary graduate
of vocational pfograms enjoys a earning rate greater than that of
the acedemic graduate. For example, the secondary vocational gradu-
ate can expect to make about $667 more per year than the acaCIttrnic
graduate. This means an increased earning power of $13,310 per
year for a class of 20 students. Approximately 30 percent of this will
he .returned to society in the form of taxes ,which will result in an
increased annual, return to society .of $4,002 in the form of taxes from
one graduating vocational class.

We might -gay vocational education in the 2-year postsecondary
schools will bear a similar return for these students who enroll, but
the number of students who go on to this level of education, d )es not
add up to the 40 percent that we have been attacking.

The junior college system in Alabama is new, only about 11 years
old. Earmarked State funds are appropriated for these schools as
well as for technical institutes. All of the 2-year postsecondary insti-
tutions in 1974 are in the vocational division but State funds for
them are more than double the funds for secondary vocational insti-
tutions, thus, 'to make Federal funds available on a. 40-40 percentage
1,1,.1.4 is totally unfair to Alabama, if you want to really put the
money where the peOple are.

In my written testimony, I have also addressed the issue of the
superiinposement of a board upon superboards, who are already ad-
o ised by councils and commissions in the administration of vocational
funds.

Alabama is deeply committed to a wide base of involvement of
dec'sionmaking. Be that as it may, there comes a time when "some-
oni." and:or "some group" must assume sovereign responsibility for
via.ational education programs. Alabama applauds the State of
Washington's:Coordinating -Council for Occupational' Edireation for
calling upon its legislature to create a single management and plan-
ning, agency for vocational education. My professional background
is Home Economics Education. There is an old saying that possesses
much merit"too many cooks spoil the broth"or, "too May boards,
councils and/or commissions spoil and/or inhibit the development
and implementation of vocational programs."

I make1his' statement based on the premise that there is a difference
between authoritarianism and authorities in the field, We deplore
autocracy, while respecting "authority"the kind of authority that
provides the leadership fcr broad involvement in decisionmaking for
developing programs in vocational education which develop free men
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and womenmen and women of dignity with faith in the divinity
of their own naturesmen and women with the know-how of self
government and the skills ,of self-support, rather than men aint_
women who refer their problems to centers of despotism whether they
be individuals, boards, councils, of commissions. We.urge you to make
it possible for States to del, elop programs for now and the future
which provide this hope.

ksingle--State-agency for vocational -eilucationis_seen as e§sential
to the task, of planning and administering a comprehensive program
which will meet the total vocational heeds of the population without
splintering. A tested principle of administration which involves plan-
ning admonishes the: (1) Determining of the priority needs; (2)
assessing resources, and (3) allocating resources to meet those needs
inost-effectively.

We believe that States ean'best determine vocational needs and ad-
minister programs to meet them without duplication and competition

ugh a single State agency, provided the Federal legislation gives
he State flexibility to allocate the resources to each segment of voca-

tional education where the needs are rather than on a preset percent-
age basis.

As we have worked this week with a group of State-directors here
in Washington, we have pushed to concern ourselves with some pro-
visions in the GAO report. One of the attacks made in that report
w ero on the percentage of Federal moneys that was spent for ad-
ministration. I would like to:speak to4hat point just a bit.

Whether the State administration, ancillary services or leadership,
by whatever name, we notice that that is necessary for the continued
progress of vocational education. In the GAO report, the percentage
of Ede, al funds for State administration was questioned. Perhaps
with that consideration of the percentage which this represented of
the total vocational moneys, State and Federal, which were being
administered and when you apply the percentage to the total, then
the ptrcentage. of course. is much less and in many States, the State
monQs i, comingled. so 3, ou are responsible for the two. Since many
State legislatures prefer that State money be used for local programs
and Federal money be used for administration, if you and-the com-
mittee or Congress should all have a sudden cutback on the per-
centage of Federal money, that can be used for administration, the
States would have a serious problem, if this were done and they
would need a spread of 5 to 7 years in order to_get the State legisla-
Iiire-to cempensafe for the cutback that vas provided in the per-
centage for Federal administration.

I would like, in closing, to applaud you again, Congressman
Perkins, I think you were out when I did make this statement, earlier,
for the provisions in the vocational amendments of 1968. It places
responsibility for planning in the States and vested in a single State
-agency and it addresses all segments of vocational education and it is
a miAty, mighty good bill; there is just not enough money in it.

Chairman PERTUNS. May I interrupt? At this time, we will recess
the committee for 10 minutes to go over and vote and we will come
right back.

[Short recess.]

t
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Chairman .PERKINS. I am -going to start with you, Dr. Williams,
and ask you what I consider to be most important questions.

You stated jiiallur State of South Carolina yoirwould live to close
down 175 secondary vocational schools and so on. I would like for
you to go into a little more detail here and explain why.

Dr. Winu.sms. The calculation, emigres:Anon. is based on the 30
percent, on the current appropriations, and there does not seem to be

ia great deal of likelihood there is going to be any increase in ap-
propriations, so our calculation is based on the supposition that the
appropriations bill does not seem to be moving toward a massive in-
cyease. So, working from the foundation of the present appropria-
tion level, the cost of the program, if we earmark 30 percent of the
moneys for postsecondary programs, it would, in effect, mean that we
would have to transfer the amount of money out of 100 in-school
programs, to shift it to the postsecondary program.

On the other hand, if the 40-percent figure prevailed, we would
have to cut down on the same basis, the costs of teachers, material's,
and supplies.

Chairman PERKINS. I think this committee would agree that we
cannot afford, in a State like yours, SoUth Carolina, assuming that
the funding in your State remains-the same, to -have 175-seconlr(yi
vocational programs closed down, if, the junior college bill is ac
and 100 secondary programs, if the American vocational c ication
bill iS adopted.

I know the committee does not want to tear up the oi going pro-
prams in this country and that is the reason that I ask these ques-
tions. .

If I undersilual your testimony correctly, ytiu are saying 30 percent
of South Carolina students dropped out of school before they finished
high school and that of the students graduating from high school
only about 8.3 percent of them

in
on to postsecondary technical train-

,ing. What would the effect be. n your State, of requiring that at least
41) percent of Federal socational money must be used for post-
secondary %motional training and that these funds can be adminis-
tered by State agencies?

You have gone into this before, but I, want to state the question a
little differently and ask you to answer again.

Dr. WinniAms. Congressman, what it means is, in our State, since
we have a separate ageno, that administers the postsecondary pro-
gram, I think 1 could most ea-ily dramatize it. if you look at page 10
Of my prepared testimony, there is n chart there that reflects the
growth in budgets for the two agencies ON er, the past4 years and in
effect, what it would mean, if y on would sharpen the increase in the
budget for the postsecondary system that is serving, at best. about 10
Percent of the ch-firen,.you would drastically reduce the budgets for
the in-school ,programs that Las been grossing and expanding at a
drimiatic rate, over the -past 6 years.

It simply means we would have to close out the in-school prom.=
where we are moving to probably- serve from GO to 70 percent of the
children with meaningful \ ocational programs to funding, ar post-
secondary system and add on to the, rapidly expanding budget.

ci
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You might be interested in looking at, that chart on page 41, as I
sq:d. this was proided from the postsecondary agency. It shows
from 1972-74, the budget has increased $20 million when our total
budget is only $25 million for this purpose. I think that probably
dramatizes the effect in our State to have this decision made at the
Frderal level, rather than leaving this kind of decision for us at
the State 'level.

Chairman PrItioNsLwanttocomplimenthothyou-and-Ms..-Stos-all
for putting such 'important questions before this subcommittee.

Ms. Stovall, you told us that in Alabama 41 percent of your stu-
dents- drop out of school before completion of high school. What
would the effects be in your State of requiring that at leapt 40 percent
of ,the vocational education money must be used for postsecondary
vocational training, and how many students would get far enough in
their education in Alabama to be able to take advantage of the train-
ing with those funds?

In.othdr words, is there a. greater need in Alabama for expansion
bf secondary or postsecondary vocational training?

Ms. STOVALL. Well, the effect would be devastating where we have
most of the 'dropout rate in Alabama and it is in Jlie grades...9f 8 .

and-9- and-10, Where the youngste are old enough to go to work
and they go to work without ma skills, but we have found where
we have vocational training, we have a holding power for those
students in the schools.

"W6 don't have the vocational t aining in enough schools, Congress-
man Buchanan, in our State; we haze it as far as the money goes,.but not enough.

Now the area vocational centers established under the 1968-amend-ments, and Appalachia money, which I think contributed immeasur-
ably to the holding powers in those grades, because they can get train-ing and come out with skills enable them to get better jobs upongraduation.

If we cut, .or iT we have 40 percent for the secondary and 40 per-cent for postsecondary, we would have the comparable figures to
those that Dr. Williams has put forth in relation to number of pro.,
grams we would have to cut out and we won't have any opportunityto expand the secondary programs.

Dr. 117n,r,rams. Congressman, may I add ,to. that because it' is
possibly overlooked and that is the 40 percent earmarked for post-
'secondary in that bill leaves another 20 percent that could well be re-assigned to Other purposes and the reduction would be even moredrastic in that it would be an additional 50 percent of the 10 percent.
and 'you could end up with a reduction of 50 percent in the mschool
program, which ought to be your main manpower development
system in any society, not for a system that waits until you are an
adult just to learn a marketable skill.

As we talk about the 40 percent, there is a slight omission of the
fact that it could well be 00 percent, depending upon the needs and

'biases of the Advisory Committee.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. TitTlIANAN. I would like to join you in complimenting both

witnesses for their very impressive testimony. Ms. Stovall, I know

81(
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it is true you speak not as a partisan for one level of vocational edu-
cation over another.

Ms. STOVALL. No, for both.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Your responsibilities are in the whole area of

vocational education.
Ms. STOVALL. Right.
Mr. BWIANAN. Your testimony makes a good deal of sense to me.

You are speaking-as int-educator as -to what our children 1:111d young._
p(ople must have if they are to avail themselves to employment op-
portunities and be prepared for a useful care ,r.

Ms. SrovALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. IlacHANAN. Not as to one level against another.
'AIL STOVALL. Exactly.
Mr. 13nomvxAN. I think your case i§ very impressive. I am one

of those who believes our society has some obligation to provide op-
portunities for every person'erson for employment commensurate with that
person's ability and I don't see how you can get there unless we do'
something more than we are about vocational education.

Ms. STovALL. Thank you. I speak of both postsecondary and second-
arl programs and 1 humbly_ request that a percentage not be put on
that wouldn't be realistic or not any percentage, but to leave if to,
the States to decide in relation to their resources and needs.

Mr. BUCHANAN. IrtOn't know whether yon got all of your material
in during the testjinuny, but the chairman Indicated that he will
'have it placed in the record, and I believe you may have other ma-
terial that you wish to offer?

Ms. STOVALL. I have a good deal more material I would like to
present, if I may, for the written record.,

Mr. IiKolumvs. Of course, Dr. Williams, your testimony as to
South Carolina's experienqe, it seems to me is quite strong. You both
speak with one yoke. and it does seem to me to be a voice of reason.

Dr. Winra.ms. I think our problems and system of education in
South Carolina aren't greatly different from those in Alabama, and
n4 a .matter of historical perspective I think we do face the same
kinds of problems in terms of the importance of education, the level
of education, and the fact that we lure moved rapidly within the last
few years from lin agrarian to au industrial society; which heightens
the need fur manpuw er skill programs and our experience parallels
Aabama's, except that our greatest loss is in grades 9 to 10 and 10
to 11.

We lose at least two-thirds of all the children we lose from the
systnm of education, either in moving from 9th to 10th or 10th to
11th. One of the things we have done with vocational money is to
institute high school s -redit con ses iu pre% (Rational t a ining, mandat-
ing grades 9 to 10. We have nuide a deliberate attempt to attack the
problem vvhere it appears to be greatest for our system. That is. we
now, by State regulations, mandate the school system to provide a
prevocational program at grades 9 and 10 in order that we begin to
enroll these children earlier into the awareness of the system of oc-
cupational training and this becomes costly,. because the system pre-
viously pros ided for a general education type of program, 1 to 15,,
and 1 to 0, without the shoptype of experience.
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I think this seems to he, thin kind of consideration that is being lost
in the discus.sioli about the national system of education when we are
at least confronted with some decisions about grades 9 and 10, that to
remove this kind of money from ow. system would be tragic at this
po;nt.

Mr. prcnANA-s. I have one other brief thing, Mr. Chairman, that
I would like to mention and that is that, one could view the require-
ment tonen d_a_s_eLper_cen tap on-P_estsespild a ven the statistics
these two witnesses have given, and I expect it would be true at least
in the Southern States, perhaps in other States. as well, ns a subtle
form of discrimination. I don't know if you have statistics on it
but a lot of people that drop out are black and pod'r. People who
are trying to break into the system may be further excluded from
the sy. tern by this kind of legislation.

Ms. ALL. We think we are representing quite a few cases in
the southern gion. South. Carolina, and Alabama.

Mr. Bum hank you; Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEnKucs. I think we had better recess again and go over

to the floor and vote. We will be back in about 0 minutes.
FA brief recess was taken.]

-Chian-an PFRFIxi. Dr. IVilliams, this going to lie one o the
chief items of controversy, when we mark up this bill.

Mr. 3-affords, any questions nt this time?
Mr. 3-Et7ort1s. Not, nt this time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I think now I will ask the other two witnesses

to come around and I will wait until Mr. Quie gets back, but we
can deal with greeting the other witnesses in the meantime.

We have, Mr. O. A.-Byrnside, executive director, National Business
Education Association and Mr. Richard Fulton, executive director,
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools.

It will be interesting to hear your testimony. ,

I think we should have an extra billion dollars lido for these
general programs, but the Congress, in -general, does not entertain
my point of view, and I know the Office of Management and Budget
certainly does not entertain that point of view.

Be that ns it may, we are going to have to work this problem out.
I an delighted to call on you, Mr. Byrnside. Please identify yourself
and proceed. Without objection, y our pre cared statements -will be
inserted in the record.

G'o ahead!

STATEMENT BY 0, J. BYP.NSIDE, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Bnixsnye. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf cif the mode -than 24,000 member of the National Busi-

ness Education Associlition, we thank you.for this opportunity to
testify and to certainly speak out on behalf of vocational education.

The Congress has long recognized the importance of Federal legis-
lation in terms of introducing new programs at the State level and
we commend you for this.



In 1963, business and office education became a part of that legis-
lation, and we certainly want to thank the Congress for that.

I am going to take just a few minutes to indicate some of the points
that we feel are very strong points within the legislation. On soma
of the points we certainly want to agree with the previous witness.

No. 1, we feel very strongly that
agree

single State agency is one
tharshould be included in the 'final bill. We certainly know that COM-
prekensiva. -St ate -pl a n -is-essentiaLand_we_hope_that_when_the
final bill is coining out of the Congress that it will include provisions
for this.

We do, feel very strongly that education should be developed,
planned, and implemented by educators. There are a lot of people
who are in the education business today but we think we are best
qualified to do the job.

:Myr sueond point: We feel that quality of leadership is essential;
quality leadership is essential if we expect to have good programs.
We see a real need at the national level, especially in the U.S. Office
of Education, where we think there should Pe pros iions made for
additional specialists, those people who can provide the leadership
needed to assist the States and not simply to make sure that State
plannin1,-; and so on is in compliance with-Federal regulations.

We need, I think, probably, leadership from the standpoint of
programs in terms of what gees on within the classroom. We do not
lime a vested interest in terms of business and office education.
Certainly, these are the people that our association serves. We think
most importantly we liaise to look at the total of 'Vocational educa-
tion and all of the people that must be served. We are simply one
part of that total group.

The third point is that certainly support of the vocational pro-
grams at the secondaty, pustseconilary, and adult levels should be
continued. "We has e heard testimony this morning regattlingwhether
this should take, place at the postsecondary level or whether it should
lake place at the secondary let el., Our feeling is that it needs to take
place at all let els, and we certainly are supportive of any program
in an State that will make provision for this :-

I do think that specific requirements of percentages of federal
funds to k used for specific programs can tie the hands of any State.
The needs for ,pustseuundary, education are et ident and they must be
met. I think that whether these are met as a percentage figure or not
will depend upon what is best for that particular State.

Again. I think the single State agency certainly can provide for
that, because these are the people that ate actually on the firing:line
and are held. responsible to the people that they sort e within -their
State.

The fourth point: certainly we would encourage y ou to continue
with the lin:lesion of teacher education, placement and followup,
student support, leadership (let ointment, nod so on; and of special
concern to our association, and I thniklo all of the vocational educa-
tion. is that of teacher education. Unless we have good teachers,
teachers well prepared to do the job within the classroom, then we
are not going to get too fat. ] think that certainly a special emphasis
is deserved in that area.
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The areas of applied research. curriculum del elopment, and dem-
onstration programs ire certainly of utmost importance.

One outcome I thibk that the Congress should be commended' for
is the fact that some part D funds allocated by the Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1068 into, ided for demonstration programs
and, as p result of this. the w hole concept of career education was
born. I think that the Congress should be commended for this.

There are-several recommendations we w;ould-like to make.
No. 1, of particular interest to our field and an area we feel that

all vocational educators should be concerned with, is that of basic
economic understanding and consumer education. It is rather dif-
ficult-to give someone the skills, the know ledge, the attitude needed
to go into some type of employment in their chosen field and not
project what is needed in terms of when they go on the job.

jThere is more to vocational education, T think, than just simply
giving the skills to clo a particular job. I think we need to equip our
people, our students, with these kinds of economic understanding.
Consumer education certainly is a very important aspect. We would
lope that the Congress would consider expandinc, this area.'

We know that the home economics field has done a, very effective
job. But there are still students who are not receiving the benefits
from other programs that are available and should be made, avil-
'able.

Therefore, we recommend that consumes education receive this
special emphasis nd that it be expanded into all vocational areas
so that every pe n coming out will be prepared not only to do a
Job but to live wit in their own community and work there. .

A second item th t we think is of utmost importance is business
ownership. All too o ten this area is neglected. There is a tremendous
eed for vocational sti ents, especially those who have plans to go

into business for themse Vts1P-they want to own and operate their
own\ business, and they need to have some kind of program that will
pro 'de them with an opportu 'ty to move forward in that chosen
caneve. '-----.,_ , ,,-, ,

'Unti recently, business ownership as a career option was not even
in our sc ool system. However, today that has changed, and we aro
making pt gross in that area.

Included in H.R. 3037 there is a provision for entrepreneurship
which is very limited, so we would encourage you to expand this so
that secondary and postsecondary programs .,can also be included in
this area. ,, .

Our association has been actively involved in promoting business
entrepreneurship for minorities and an even more concerted effort
is- warranted today 'in this area. All, minority groups have been left
out of the 1?usines1 o-vnership picture for too many years. ,

We think that we must make an effort to bring more of the minor-
ity groUps into the maintream, of our economic system.

Agam, we would encourage the Congress not to limit this field of
entrepreneurship to business and office education or any other
specialty area within our total framework of vocational education,
but to expand, open this opportunity up to all who are preparing
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for specific jobs in career clusters, so that they might have that as
one of the options: 1 ..

Basically, the National Business Education Association is com-
mitted to the, principles that were outlined in the Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 1975 as proposed in H.R. 3037. We know how effective
the State boards for vocational education have been, especially how
active the State directors of vocational education are in providing
leadership in_ the . tetalvocational education:field..

We commend these two groups to you and ask that you renew your
trust that you have exhibited in the past in these individuals and
provide the opportunity for them to carry forward with vocational
education programs,to meet existing and future needs.

W stand ready to assist you in every way 'possible in your deliber-
ations concerning this groposed legislation and offer our assistance
in regard to additional' information or services that you may request.

But most importantly we look forward to another strong vocd-
tional education act which will pnivide us, those of us in the field
of education, with an opportunity to serve young people and young
adults and adults who wish to pursue educational, programs pre-
paring them for their life's work. This is the key to any effective
educational ipriScretim.

We are here to serve, and that is what vocational education is all
about. .,

Again we thank you for your interest. , .Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your fine statement.
[Prepared statement of 0. J. Byrnside, Jr., follows:]

"PREPARE? STATEMENT OF 0. J. BTRNSIDE, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
BUSINESS EDUCATION ASSOCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the more than
24,000 members of the National Business Education Association, we .thank you
and the members of Congress for sour continued interest and support of voca-
tional education, of which business education is a vital part.

The National pusiness Educatioi Astociation exists primarily to provide
leadership, in developing business programs at all educational levels, all across
the nation. Even though not all business =teacherswho number over 100,000
are Members of our Association, they do look to NBEA publications and various
meetings, workshops,.seminars, and conventions dor guidance in the profession.
Our chief objective is to provide this leadership to teachers so that they can
more effectively and efficiently prepare young people for careers in business.
That is our goalto assure that all students enrolled in business and
office program today are being adequately prepared to become productive
citizens in the h Siness world tomorrow.

Congress has long recognized the importance of federal legislation to estab-
lish priorities foieducation and training. Vocational education legislation since
1917 bas provided, the impetus for the establishment and maintenance of high
quality programs that lay ,the foundations to enable young people to meet
the challenges that ,,will face them. In 1903, business and office education was
inelbded in such federal legislation for the first time, and we wish to express
our appreciation to the Congress for recognizing that the business and office
field'is a member of the vocational education family.

Although business programs, existed prior to the'1963-Vocational Education
Act, since that time we have been able to do a, much more effective job in pro-,
viding needed skills, to a greater number of students, who every year are filling
more and more jobs available in the labor market. Again, we express our
sincere appreciation to the Congress and to the many state -and local districts
that made it possible.

o
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DEFINITION NEEDED

Business and office education has been defined in many different ways. By
some, it is narrowl interpreted as pertaining only to those occupations per-
formed in the °ince by an office worker. By others, it is more broadly defined
to include not only the operations performed by Slillee workers but also the
fnnetions of Management and business. ownership. The National Business Edu-
cation Association believes that the definition slitadd include the total vccupit-
tii nal range tIvit rtsulls. (rpm an eilaiiiion for business, including the office.
It is our hope that this was also the intent of the CongreSs in making business
and office education a part of vvcatkonal education In the Vocational Education
Act of 1963.

A definition of the other vocational areas has been Included in legislation
pepvding fir these are is. but none has been included. for business and office
edncation. NBEA would welcome the opportunity to develop such a definition
that might be useful to the Congress in its plans for vocational legislation.

ouJEt.-riv r.s

1

Mr. Chairman. business mid office education is somewhat unique in -the field
of vocational education. A careful exiamlnation of the major segments of the
labor market shows that each ,one contains a thread of business and office
education dint Is essential to' its proper function. These who complete business
and office programs more often provide a service than produce A product. Their
responsibilities include furthering our economic progress, making our free en-
terprise system work, and nroviding- the- needed: link between-labor-and-man-
agement- Everyone, whether engaged in manufacturing, construction, health-
related occupations, marketing, agriculture. or home economics, needs some of
the vocational skills that can best be provided through business and office
education. P

There are two ways In which people can Increase teir purchasing power.
One method is to acquire skills that represent a coml..° ity in the marketplace
and for which someone Is willing to pay. Such shills generate income through-
mit a lifetime and conilderably reduce the Illtellhood of unemployment. A
second way to increhse purchasing power is to be able to perform a certnin
job oneself rather than paying someone else to,do it.
Primary obfectiregainful e ployment

Naturally, the primary con rn in our field is the development of skills, atti-
tudes, and knowicdges peeple eel for "gainful' employment. that is, simply.
using tlielr'businesik and office training ft order to earn a living. One of the
`best ways to illustiate' the immediate value of business programs is to call
attention to the classified section of any daily, newspaper. Want-ads feature
jabs available to clerk-typists, keypunch operators, computer operators, stenog-
raphers and secretaries, managers, and certified public accountants to name
only a few.

There are unlimited opportunities existing in the field today, hnt the need
is for qualifiedneople to fill these mailable openings. We already have some
facilities and programs to do the job. but we urgently need an expansion of
these facilities and programs so that all types of educational institutions can
serve even more people. We know that an effective program of occupational
instruction for business careers. Including on-the-job experience where feasible,
would be a poiverful tool in combating unemployment. Our present unemploy-
ment.rate. which is Intensified because people lack necessary vocational skills
and training. could he considerably reduced if people Were educated for fields
where gainful employment is available. ,

Supplementary obfective--vocational useful skills.
The other unique aspect of business 110 office ednention Is what we call Its

"vocationally nenftil" oblectire. By this we mean, that individnals enrolled in
other vocational proems can supplement their training by taking courses
designed to add to their skills nod aid them is advancing to ownership or man-
agerial levels in their chosen fields..

The same typewriting skill that can lead to gainful employment can also save
Money for an owner who can perform that service { a n d does not need to hire 'an
additional typist. TR nay event. typewriting is the accepted vehicle for all
written communications within the business world, antNit is an incalunhle skill.

821
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Accounting is another business subject that meets both- objectives. Owners,
managers, and workers in all fields auto Mechanics, cosmetologists, manu-
facturers, doctors, lawyersshould understand profit and loss and be able to
communicate in the accepted businesslike manner. Typewriting and accounting
skills need not be the primary tools of a chosen career, but they can generate
income nonetheless. Because many tasks can be performed by individuals hav-
ing these supplementary vocational Plans, there is less need to hire additional
personnel. Because business and of education programs provide options for
either gainful employment" or vocationally useful skills, they should certainly
Le available to everyone yyho wants to take full advantage of such opportunities.

STRENGTHS OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL

After carefully reviewing the bills that have been introduced into the liouse
of Representatives, the National Business Education .Association recognizes
various sections of those bills as being vital to the continued grOwth and de-
velopment of vocational education Among these are the following,
State administration -8010 state agenw

It Is our feeling that the State Bo,,,rd.fur Vocational Education should serve
as a single agency to provide needet. leadership and planning for vocational
education. Business education programs are offered at all levels, from the
middle school to doctoral programs, and In all types of educational settings.
Articulation and coordination of the a programs Is an Important aspect that
cannot be overlooked. Statewide planning Is the key to the effectiveness of any
educational program, and with the Sfate..Board for Vocation leading and im-
Pieinehtlfig ti stfung planning toinponetiCrlhe result should-be that-all -levels'
of vocational education receive the visibility and financial assistance appro-
priate to their particular needs.

The National Business Education As.sociation strongly feels that education
should be planned, developed, and provl.led by educators. Other agencies outside
the field of education often have tremendous funds available for education
programs, and In terms oi the numbers served, the cost is prohibitive, If we
expect to eliminate some of the educational problems that appear to come up
year after year, we must face the fact that the funds available for programs
that prepare young 'people for vocations and careers are inadequate. IfoSt
members of the medical prnfession would agree that "an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of eure9`: It Is ,alw;:ys easier and less expensive to treat
a disease In its early stages than to att.' nipt.a cure after the disease has prop,
ressed. The same is certainly true in eCitication--providing adequate programs
early in the educational experience of young people is much simpler and less
expensive than instituting itigipcost training programs inter on. This is an
other area where the single state agency can make a tremendous contribution.

,Ifeadership in 'vocational educationU.S. Office of Edticatfon
Quality leadership is needed fur any professional activity to he successful,

and this type of leadership is presently lacking at the national level. Over
the past few year, the amount of leaderVilp from the E.S. Office of Education
has deteriorated. lo.s is in no way a ref .ction on present CSOE employees, but
the number of people providing that leavixsidp has been considerably reduced.
There is now, no one individual whose nJajor responsibility Is to assist in the
area of litisinpss and office etlneatIon, for example. This leadership is provided
by someone witty erhas many oth assigned tasks. Miff-Mei of ESOE'speciallsts
In the vocational education field has constantly been reduced to such an extent
that there is tittle leadership left. We would strongly urge the Congress to rec-
ognize the .provisions-for-additional-vocatIonal -education lead-
ership at the national level. If such leadership is pratided, we are certain that
the various states will follow this pattern and continue to provide their out-
standing leadership.
Career guidance and exploration

Career exploration and guidance Is a very important element of the proposed
,legIslatton, and we wholeheartedly support-its inchision in vocational legislation.
The entireicarcer education concept and the emphasis it Is receiving today is a
direct result of Congress making funds available to provide information and
guidance concerning swise career choices on ,the nail of young people.

6
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There are still far too ninny students floundering in an eduenti nal system
'that should be able to meet their career and 'vocational needs. Befere that can
happen, guidance personnel need to underotand ulna jobs and work are ail
about so that they can provide the proper guidance to students. It IS tebsolutely
essential that locationiti education provide leadership in this area, which has
for too long been left entirely in the hands of those nho are oriented primarily
toward academie education.

Business tenchers can convey the necessary information to elementary and
intermediate school teachers so that students can become aware of opportuni-
ties in the field, of business as well as in the "business' of life. Presenting busi-
ness as n pareer choice Is naturally the primary goal, but the praetleal aspects
of business that affect everyone also deserve special attention. Ev .n young
children should know that someday they are going to have to manage budget,
use credit wisely, select the best, buys, keep records, buy insurance, p y taxes,
and so forth. If positive attitudes are instilled in this early stage, students will
learn to recognize the individual as an economic entity, one capable, of pro-
ducing, earning, saving, investing,redistributing, and increasing hisy unique
worth. It is only through an integrated program in business information that
such knowledges and underStandings will be developed. Another goal of career
guidance and exploration would be providing factual information concerning
business management and,ownership. 1

Vocational education program support
Support of vocational education programs nt the secondary: postsecondary,

and adult levels is neeessnry if quality is to be maintained. Vocational (educa-
tion programs are offeredtat all levels of instruction and in a varied number
of settings, and business and ofileeeduention is included in the total vocational
education field at all these levels. Enrollments have increased over the years
as a result of fedeial funds being used as a primer, and current local and state
funds are being subbtantially increased in order to provide even more-programs
for more people. Certa:- ly, the tremendous need for continued expiiiision of post-
tieeonda ry vocational eduentfon should be emphasized, but these programs should
he articulated with those at the secondary level in order to provide the neees-
fin ry continuity and coordination. -

Vocational program support guaranteed by the Congress in the past and re
iterated in the current proposed legislation reflects your concern regarding the
development of programs to provile the work force with skilled and productive
employees and employers, Asa result of this continued emphasis, zaore people
in more communities than evexiiefore will be the beneficiaries.
Vocational education pro ram scruides

Vital program servic s. such as teacher education, Placethent and follow-up
student support. and le dership development, contribute to the orderly develop-
ment of vocational education programs that can meet existing and future needs.
In the past, some of these program services have not been adequately per-fohed ; some. often even Ignored. Because they-' were, considered "ancillar;'
services, their true importance was minimized. )

Of special concern to the National Business Education Association is teacher
education and the greet importance of providing skilled praetittiOners for 'tile
classroom who will in turn develop the skills, attitudes, and knoWledges needed
by vocational students. If Misr:Wiled practitioner is not,iulequately instructed

in the proper ways to transmit his knowledge and skills, the entire vocational
education program cannot succeed. Teachers must know how to effectively con-
vey information and skill development techniques to the students in their class-
rooms, and In order for this to be accomplished, a strong teacher education and
professional development program is needed.

We believe that the primary emphasis in teacher preparation should be on
teacher competencies rnther than on completion of specified courses. Compe-
tency examinations can be employed to determine the level of attainment. and
tencher preparation programs must be appropriately organized on a -compe-
tency" rather than n "course-work': basis. We are committed to the belief that,
firsthand knowledge of tipsiness activities and requirements for employment is
essential toftnll business teachers, and prospective business teachers should be
renufred to obtain this flistlinnd.knowledge.

The Nahm' Business Education Association is proud of the outstanding
leadership Of its teacher education di% ision. Historically, the National .Assoein-

'
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dun of Business Teacher Education, NBEA's institutional division, has been
we of our rgul strengths and n major factor in our ability to produce well-
trained people fur the labor market every prior tu federal legislation making
funds usallabie fur our Teacher edusatiun institutions continue to offer
quality preservice and In-service prOgrtuus for business and office education
teachers even beyond the current scope of reimbursed programs. This is attribut
able primarily tu the quality of teacher educators and their programs in the
field of business and office education. r

Applied research, curriculum development, and demonstration program."
Applied research, or action research, in the field of vocational education is

of the utmost importance in determining future needs and the wags of meeting
these needs through sound vocational education prograws. Applied research is
the vehicle fur gathering needed information and pinking it immediately avail
able to the profession. We In the field of business and .office education feel that
we are realists, and must of our efforts are In the area of applied research. We
prefer not to become involved in theoretical research, so our hope is that the
.Congress will continue to provide for badly needed applied research.

Curriculum development and improvement, ris well as the most effective
changes f.11 teaching pruLedures, result front tipPlied research. Two special proj
eets in winch the business and office education field has been actively involved
are the Business and Witte: Career Education Curriculum Project and the Busi-
ness ownership Carriunhun Project for the Pres ucational and Exploratory Level,
These two projects dealing with curriculum development have led to educa-
tional innovations that are both realistic and relevant. Only through this type
of endeavor can we continue to change our curriculum and Improve vocational
education. It is of the utmost importance that we in the field of business edu-
cation observe the new methods and techniques used In the business world and
immediately restructure our training programs to include the preparation our
students-need-to meet-these changes. I

The ImPorfauce of denmitIstratien peogpiMS cannot be minimized, find-iir are
fully aware of the fact that Part D funds allocated by the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1999 were channeled into demonstration prograins and as
a,resuit gave birth to the concept callediCareer 'Education. The Congress should
surely be Commended for its vision in making this great stride possible.

RECOMMENDATION8 FOR CONSIDERATION

There ,are several areas of the proPosed legislation, however, that we feel
could be strengthened to provide greater opportunities to serve more people.
Consumer education

Of particular interest to business and office education, and an area that
should be toe concern of nil vocational educators, is that of basic economic
understanding-and consumer education. In this time of spiraling prices and
high unemployment, every individual should know how to use his money effec-
tively. A basic understanding of economic concepts and wise consumer prin-
ciples can assist not only students but also professionals in coping with ceo
mimic problems. We are pleased tie Congress included consumer education as a
part of the Vocational Education Act of 1975.

We would, however, encourage the ('(ingress to consider that z7cryone en-
rolled in a vocational education program needs economic education, especially
consumer eduLation. Incorporating consumer education into home economies 'was
an excellent beginning, coo know that liume economics teacherS are doing an
effective job in this Area. Rat we feel there are too many irocational students
being neglected, and we offer the business and office education field as the most
logical place to provide this kihd of training for students not enrolled in home
economics programs. We are hopeful that the Congress will consider expanding
its support so that other vocational specialties might be able to render service
in the economic and .consumer education area, We therefore recommend that
consumer Min:0ton receive special emphasis and that its base be expanded to
grant all vocational programslan opportunity to provide needed skills Mid infer
=non to those they Fan best serve. This seems to us essential if consumer
education is to he a part of eviry vocational student's education.
Business ownership

The area of entrepreneurship. as included in the proposed legislation, iv

another area where business and office education is uniquely qualified to pro-
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vide programs- There is a tremendous need for all vocational students, espe-
cially those who are preparing to own ur manage their own businesses, to
understand our free enterprise system. Teachers of marketing and distribution
have successfully taught about the free enterprise system, but unfortunately,
the number of people enrolled in these kinds of programs is relatively small. ,
The business and office education program does reach a larger number.,of stu-
dents and can also provide this unique service to students in other vocational
areas.

Until recently, business owners'hip as a career option was ignored at the
secondary level by vocational education, and even by business and office edu-
cation. This, however, has changed in the past few years, and we are beginning
to make progress in developing programs fur entrepreneurship. As stated pre-
iously, , the umumai thread of business and office education is woven through-

out every career,,including business management and ownership. We would in,
no way attempt to develop programs in any one particular vocational field, on
the other hand, business and office education can provide information and de-
velop needed skills and knowledges relating to business operations, .manage-
ment, and ownership!, in any vocational field.

Onr Association tins been actively involved in promoting business entrepre-
neurship for minoripes,.and an even more concerted effort is warranted. All
minority, groups hale been left out of the business ownership picture for tuo
many- years, and we ,rnust make a greater attempt to bring them into the main-
stream of our econothic system.

We would encourage the Congress not to limit the field of entrepreneurship
,to any one vocational oe Evict; area, but to provide for its inclusion in all pro-
grams. We do maintain, however, that business and office education can provide
leadership in this area and is in the best position to develop programs fur
future managers and owners. Most businesses thin fait do so not because of a
lack of technical knowledge of the business itself, out rather because the owner
ra4.0, 14Q ifiiii4einent=1.-4--iin.L-kiiZW-h-dgentieded-toLmaintliirilirofits.._This.3
where business and office education can make one of its greatest contributions.
Funding levels

The levels of funding outlined in HR 3037 appear to be most realistic. We
were astounded at the scope of this proposed legislation in terms of funding
dollar-, and the results of our 01,11 investigation of the needs agree with your
hard data.
Need for expanded data base

There is an apparent need for an expanded data base for each area of voca-
tional education, and we would encourage the Congress to include provision fur
this in the proposed legislation. It is difficult to judge the total impact of fed-
eral legislation on the business and office education field because, frankly, it is
only through the foresight of dn. if requesting such hard data that we
have started to gather it. We do have borne figures concerning the number of
students involved in reimbursed programs as out..aed in statistical reports
from the 'U.S. Office of Education. However, there are also many quality pro-
grams in the field of business and office education that are not receiving fed-
eral reimbursement. Only with-the aid of additional facts and figures regarding
the total &Li of Luniness and office education can we make adequate projections
of needed programs and facilities. Right now, however, we simply do not have
a base on which, to figure and compare our progress.

An additional problem is the need, already mentioned, for an acceptable
definition of business and office education. That will be even more important as
we gather facts and figures about all programs rather than simply reimburs
able programs or those receiving fedzrnt funds. Amain, NBEA offers its assist-
ance in developing such a definition for the'Congress.

BUM (ART

The National Business Education Association is committed to the basic
principles as,ontlIned in the proposed Vocational Education Act of MG (HR
3037). We, again, would enconrage the Congress to expand the role of voca-
tional education N provide nut only for gainful employment but also for the
vocationally useful aspects of vocational education as they relate to the total
development of our students preparing for productive, rewarding caree in
-their choseh fields.
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We know how effective the State Boards for Vocational Educationhave beenand especially how active the State Directors of Vocational Education are inproviding leadership in the total vocational education field. We commend thesetwo groups to-you and ask that you renew the trust you have exhibited in thepast for them to carry forward with vocational education programs to meetthe needs of all people, in all communities, all across our great nation.We stand ready to assist you in every way possible in your deliberations" concerning this proposed legislation and offer our assistance In regard to addi-tional information or services that you may request. But most importantly, welook forward to another strong vocational education act which will provide uswith the opportunity to serve young people, young adults, and adults who wishto pursue educational programs preparing them for their life's work.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr.. Fulton, do you want to proceed at thistime?
Mr. Furirox. Thank you, MI. Chairman.

STATEMENT' OF RICHARD A. FULTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND
:GENERAL COUNSEL, ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES
AND SCHOOLS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ftwrox. Tam Richard Fulton, executive director, Associationof Independent Colleges-and Schools, and, if I can depart, I mightadd while many people somehow would go off and outside of the
mainstream, as a fact I think the record aught reflect- that one of myassociates, Dr. Walter Browaikl. of Ryder College, .is the- hicoming,mesidentrekrae-the Niftional nosiness Education Association, Dr.:13yrnside's group, and there is a Jot of interaction between our groupseven thong!' we are not here to testify together this morning.Although my comments are from the viewpoint of residential inde-
pendent, or proprietary institutions, I urge the subcommittee not toconstrue my remarks as representative of all proprietary education
generally. In my opinion, there is far too much hasty generalization
about. proprietary education which fails to differentiate between andamong institutions which-may' be complex in themselves.There are probably more students in one of the large1:orrespond-
ence schools than in the whole 480 schools in MC. In fact, the aver-age student body in ATC's schools is around 200 students and the);are small. local oriented, postsecondary institutions. They quite oftenwill offer remedial work, and NED work and supporting CETAprograms, and T hope rehabilitation programs, but they are post-secondary institutions.

Our concern with the Vocational Education Education Act of11163. as irwas enacted. as it was amended in 1968, and as it may beauthorized, is an opportunity for our schools to realistically par-,tieipate in the success of the Drozram..
in many of these situat"--, we are. also bogged down in defi-nitions. I think that ix little history might help explain our problemthat the concept. under contract. of training with private institutionsmatter than publicly owned and administered iostiNtions, is not new.Tt goes back to 1921 with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. It wasincorporated, in mrr.s. of 1962, and when the present Vocational'Education Art of 1963 was enacted. in old section VIII, I believe,it refers to vocational education as carried' on in public institutionsor under contract.
712- 9 15-75vol, 2 4;2
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Well, for some reason, this was a new and disturbing thought to
some v ocational administrators ,nt the State level and it was inter-
esting to watch, as it was disappointing, that' the same State board
of s ocational education that has long contracted with our schools
for vocational rehabilitation programs, and for the then MDTA.,
used every argument in the books to find some reason why they
Should not use these schools under contract and although the MDTA
m as amended alung,the way to facilitate the use of the schools under
contract, first there was not particular grounds for using them..

Well, then, they said you ought to use them if they can furnish
tallith% that public schools don't have. Then MDTA was amended
to say "If the schools can do it at a lesser cost."

Thensubsequentl? they said "If they can do the same job at com-
partible cost." -'

That is the,language that was carried over into the 1.973 CETA,
Comprehensive Education and Training Act.

I don't want to tuforee that language completely because I say
that the minute you start adding all of these ,conditions, you then
pros Mc people w ith excuses not to & things. But it is ironic that in
1968 when the MDTA. Act was being amended to abandon -the lesser

rcost concept, to incorporate the comparable cost, this net added, the
lesser cost concept. .

So, as things stand,'the authority to contract with priVate schools
L lirnited hy tife requitement they must be able to furnish services
at a laser cost.

In my statement I hose cited the statutory sections. What I would
suggest, most sincerely, is that if we could all go back to .section I
of the act and reread the purposes of the net, which is to pros ido
ready access to socationdkeducation kir all people, I don't think that
declar ition of purposes, stakes out any particular turf or preroga-
tives of any particular type of institution.

The purpose of the act is to heip people get meaningful occupa-
tional and vocational education. ,

As it has been administered, I'do not think that all of the avail-
able facilities hale been used as sufficiently and as expeditiously as
they might be. If this is a State decision then so be it. Let the State
be accountable for it. 1.

If the Congress really does not want the States to have ready
access to our facilities t9 make ready access for vocational education,
more available, so be it. .

Let us be candid, but we are here and our schools are doing a good
job on these other progams and I must say the simplistic language
of the APGA bill just strips away all the advantages of what is vo-
ea ional education tuid what is a private vocational school, what is a
p isecondary school.

I,he APGA. bill very simply just mimes more institutions and
says : These are training institutions and vocational education is
either in institutions under public supers ision and control or carried
oat under contract with the State and local education agencies,
period, .

Because every time you start taking on all of, these definitions of
rights and prerogatives we get bogged down in turfmanship.
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T would like to- emphasize our schools are here, they are available
and maybe the language has been inhibiting to sonic officials and
maybe in others the State officials are happy to have that language,
so they have /cases not to use the school.

There seems to be a lot of concern over whether there should be
a single State agency or a percentage of dollars set aide. Our view
is that it should be a State prerogative to figure out how they want
to spend their money, whether they feel the demands and needs are
at the seconditry school level or postsecondary.

If there is going to be apportionment to the postsecondary level,
I think there should be sonic coordination th the State 1202 com-
mission so there is some greater sensitivity or administration of that
increment which the-State has decided it wants to spend on post-
secondary education. Then I suggest the 1202 commission or a similarbody ahoy have a role.

One of the small concerns which 1 would like to emphasize is-the
arcess to the ancillary services and the training program authorizedby this act, of teacheis and adininistrators in proprietary schools.

I don't know if it was the intent of Congress and I have no record
as to actual practices in every. State, but the attitude expressed tome by the Office of Edwation some years ago was that the ancillary
programs, the-teacher programs, were not available to the facultiesand' in proprietary schools.

I know of nothing in the statutes that says that:and I would re-
spectfully suggest that maybe in the committee report language itmight be herpf ant that is the intent of the committee that thesefaculties and these administrators should not be excluded from an-cillary programs and training programs.

Pani not here to seek out any special prerogatives for my school.I just want to say again that if we can simplify the grounds for par-ticipation I feel tlait then decisions could be made locally and State
officials could stand in judgment as to whether or not they do want
to use these schools which have proven themselves in other programssuch as ('ETA, and the vocational rehabilitation programs.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
I Prepared statement of Richard A. Fulton follows:)

Puve WED STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. Ettf.Tos. ExECIITIVE DIRECTolt AND GENEDALCol'7!ISEI.., ASSOCIATION OF INDERENDENT COLLEGES AND Sc11001.8, 'WASHoarrox,
Mr. Chairman and Mer,nbers of the Subcommittee: Thank you -for your in.itation to share with the Subcommittee some views on the reauthorization ofthe Vocational Education Act 1(813 as amended at these hearings on career,vocationai and occupational edneation. I appear in my individual capacity. Theviews 118(1 opinions presented to the Subcommittee are my own, and not thepolLepposillon of AU'S. The 41ICS Board Of pirectors does not meet until nextweek. and hence. hay not had an opportunity to express an official opinion onthese viewi. Nonetheless. I hope flint my personal views may be of utility tothe Subcommittee. Briefly. 1) way of background, I am RICHARD A. FULTON,

F,veentive Director and General 'Counsel of the Assoelatio of IndepmulentColleges and Selloff's.
Although any comments are from the viewpoint of residential, independent,

or proprietary institutions. I- urge the Subcommittee not to construe my remarksfit representative of all proprietary education -generally. In my opinion, thereis far ton much hasty generallaztion about proprietary edncation which failsto differentiate between and among institutions which may be complex inthemselves.
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Residential, as distinguished from Correspondence Schools.
Short course, single subjeLt institutions, as distinguished from academically

paced institutions with complex programs of education divided by quarters or
semesters.

Participating institutions under ariuthi federal prugraths, as distinguished
from novoentionally oriented institutions.

According to the Federal Trade Commission, there., are approximately 3.3
nuWuu students enrolled in about ten thousand so called proprietary institu
duns. There are approximately 130,000 students in the some 480 institutions of
the Assoviation of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS).

PROPRIETARY EDUCATION OVERLY GENERALIZED

The parameters of what is called proprietary education are indeed far-rang-'
tug. Institutional differences Are enormous. The average AICS school has an
enrollment of about 200 .students, In fact, 72% of the total number of institu-
tions in AICS have enrollments of under 300 students. Even smaller is the
average enrollment in a cosmetology school. According to Afr. Jay Gerber,
Chairman of the Cosmetology Accrediting Commission (CAC), the average en-
rollment in a beauty school is approximately 35 students. on the other hand,
a largacorrespundenee institution may have an enrollment in excess of 100,000
students from all over the United.litates.

Our own small universe of 480 AICS schools Is itself complex and diverse.
It can be concluded that AICS is a non-hoogeneous aggregation of institu-
tions within a nanority ur aberrational increment of higher or postsecondary
education. Though many people do not classify occupational schools as "col-
legiate," 122 of the 480 AICS schools (25%) offer either the Associate or Bach-
elor degree.

Legislation and regulations often go into great detail to distinguish between
and among public tax-consuming and private -tax- exempt institutions denomi-
nating them as land-grant schools, state colleges, private colleges, eommunity
colleges, or area vocational schools. However, with regard td proprietary in-

, stitutions, they often seem to he lumped together in one general category sub-
ject to the same prejudices and pejoratives, hitch without differentiation.

I am here today to talk about increasing through amendments to the Voca-
tional Education Act,,the opportunities for the member institutions of AICS to
expand their services to all persons, the youthful and the mature, the fiditiMe

the part-time students, seeking occupational training through programs
authorized by the S ocational Education Act of 1003 as amended, and as it
might be reauthorized by this Committee. In seeking a greater flexibility for
vocational education programs at the secondary level, and an expansion of
postsecondary, vocational and occupational education programs, I would like
to emphasize that AICS is not here to seek exclusive rights for our member
institutions to participate in this program with the help of federal funds.
share the position su well articulated by the National Association of State
Universides and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) that all institutions legally
authorized to provide postsecohdnry education within the states should be
eligible to participate and to serve.

Itigroatens PERSPECTIVE

The important concept of "under contract" training, through arrangements
between state and local educational agencies, and private proprietary sehools,
was articulated with the enactment of the Vocational Education Act of 1003
Iu Public Law 88--210, in Section 8(1)..

ruder costract trainIns otIl:zIng proprietary institutions is not a new Con-
cept. It has long been utilized, going back to-1021, l the program of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation. It was however, a distur'bingl'y new concept presented
to the Vocational Education Establishment in the several states and to some
administrators in the USOE.

In fact it was as interesting as it was disheartening to watch the reaction
to this legislative innovation by some federal and state administrators of voca-
tional education. it was with great ingenuity that a host of arguments were
marshalled to effectively prevent the implementation and practice of the prin-
ciple legislated by the Congress. In some states, where State Boards of Voca-
tional Education administered hoth the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and the
Vocational. Education Act of 1003, there were completely conflicting ndukinis-

8
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trails° attitudes on the too programs. The Vueational Rehabilitation programs
euothaued to successfully utilize private, proprietary vueatiooal sehouls under
contract," sshereas, through a best of philosophical arguments and adminIstra
the barriers, these same schools were precluded fr-,m offering their services
to expand the Vocational Education Act of 1963 as intended by Congress.
Even today, any comparison of the utilization of private, proprietary
nowtb sellouts in the too programs would support the observations of the recent
Report to the Congress, -What Is The Rule of Federal Assistance For Voca-
tional Education?" by the Comptroller General of the United States. (GAO
Report, December 31, 1974, pp. ill, v, 48, and 66) that private proprietary
schools are not in fact being utilized in the program.

When the Vocational Education Aet of 1963 N fls amended in 1968, two
additional provalons sere nttell into the tunendmeots lilt regard to private,
vocational training institutions. We has e aIssays assumed this N as at o ell-
intentioned effort to clarify and amplify an expanded role fur the private'.oca-
tiuual school, and to eocuttruge, in fact, the utilization of these institutions
authorized by the concept of "under tuntraet" training as enacted hi 1963.
Hooey. er, I might add that our ter:Malian in 1968 did not suggest, either one
of these provisions. These two provisions are:

(1) Section 108t11) delloing the term 'private vocath al training lustitu-
, tion"

12) Section 122(a) (7) Mitch suggests that the gt. nts to states for federal
funds tinder this part may be used for the pros lidon of vocational training
through ,arrangements with private, vocational training institutions.

However 'ell-intentioned these too provisions '.sere ih 1968, we suggest
that they have nut contributed effectively to an expanded use of prfvate, pro
prietary vocational institutions under the program. As at matter of fact, they
may have served as a justification fur very limited utilization of pria ate,
proprietary vocatimati schools under the Act, rather than enhancing and ex-
panding utilization of suet( lostitutions "umitr contract." The "lesser cost"
test for the provision of %motional training through pt is ate m014)144,1 sthuuls
of Section 122(a) (7) o as actually a paraphrase of some oltat oat; then
already abandoned language of the 311)TA. Tilt: expanded otilization of titivate
schools under the MDTA oas evolutionary through at series of amendments.
Originally under the MDTA, in 1962, the option of administrators to utilize
private schools under contract was about as louse acid flexible as had been the
What tinder the Vocational Rehabilitation Act going back to 1921. Then, to
insure further use of the "stituols, the Ad was subsequently amended in 1963
Oa authorize the utilization of private proprietary schools when they had "fa-
t tidies" available ohleh the public institutions lacked. Hence, there was initi
at ed tin- so-called ay allabilitv of facilities test. This o as subsequently amended
to substitute the ' lesser cost test, 'bleb has remained in the Vocational Edit
cation...Act in the Station cited. Hoy% ev er, by tbe time it had been incorpurattd
into the Vocational Education Act, it bad altently been abandoned by a suc-
cessor amemintent to the MDTA width authorized administrators to utilize
private schools under contract under at "comparable cost"lationale, ratlter than
a 'lesser cost." That same A1DTA concept of "comparable cost" 1%as cat fled
forward in 1973 in Section 105(a) (3) (A.). of the Comprehensive Employment
rralning Act of 1973. The particular language reads as follows: " but

mottling elotitIllattl herein shall be constrtwd to limit the utilization of services
and factlitic., of private agencies, institutions and organizations (sir h as pri-
vate 1.....lriesses, labor (organizations, iris ate emphov meat agencies. and private
educational and vocational institutions) which cam at cumparhble ((1st, pro
vide substantially equivalent training ot services "

is the light of the administrative history of the Vocational Education Act of
1963 as amended. e suggest that possibly, perhaps, the time has come for the
language of the Aet to laf simplified rather than expand( 1 by further Complexi-
ties of "authorization." It is fair to conclude that every attempt to "authorize"
the utilization of seine particular ty had of flisfitlItI011 lu MP %nentlelial education
spectrum has la some cases resulted in specious arguments permitting non-
utilization. The stark simplicity of 11.R. 3270,, spousored by the American Per
Moline! and Guidanee Association (AP(L A I sets out most' explicitly two defini-
tions which we suggest could readily replace the two sections vve have just been
dismissing, Adoption of these simple, uncluttered concepts would also tleauly
retiosq responsibility in admioistrators of the program. alai make them answer
able and accountable fur their admildstratloa of federal, tar state funds. 'rite
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two definitions found in the AEGA Lill (H.R. 3270) are found in Section 105 (14)
and (17) which at page 10 state : .

(14) "The term 'postsecondary edueatioal institution' menus any institution
of higher education including colleges and unisersities, utiatiunal, technical,
and proprietary schools as well as adult and community colleges."

/.17) "The term 'Socatiunal education awaits iesaitional ur technical training
or rotraining which is gis en in schools or LIIISSC:, under public supers Isom mid
control or under contract with a State or local educational agency."

If haw ever the Cuminittue feels that addititmal delloitions are necessary, then
I would suggest that the definition of a postsecondary, oceupativnal, edits:awn
Institution" as proposed by the National Assueiation of State Universit tv7 and
Land-Grant Colleges In U.K. 1707 at Section 3 be expanded to incorporate the
definition of a "proprietary institution of higher education" in' Section 491(h)
of Hits Higher Education .1st of 1965 as amended, whiell is the same source fur
the general definition of an "institution of higher education" found in Section
1201 of the same Act. in turn we would suggest that the present delluition of a
"Prhate vocational training Institution" his relaxed to proside for the utiliza-
tion of all types of private institutions and nut merely the restricted definition
of tin present language of Section 108(11). In other words, we think the states
should have all the flexibility possible to administer the program and to Mk-
inent its utilization, ratl,e,-. than be restricted and denied the opportunity to
innovate.

If the position of AK'S were merely to argue for our "fair share" or to seek
a legislative endorsement fur, a "pit:ex of the pie" the extent of our recommen-
dations would be:

(1) That the philoSophy and the language of the Comprehensive Employ meat
Training Act of 1973 reference of "comparable cost" be substituted for the obso-s lete concept of "lesser cost" as it exists iii4he preSent law.

(2) That the presently restrictli e definition of a "private vocational training
institution" remain undisturbed.

INADY ..a:CESS TO ALL issiTrunoNs

lIowever, WC are of the opinion that any fair reading of the Declaration of
Purpose of the Vocational Education Act of 1903 (Section 1) or as amended
In 1008 (Section 101) in its ultimate purpose 6 dedleated to providing all per-
sons, full-time students and part time students, with "ready access to vocational
training or retraining w Melt is of high quality. is hilii is realistic in the light of
actual or anticipated uppurtauillesiur gainful employment, and which Is suited
to the need, interest, and ability to benefit from such training." Therefore, we
suggest that the Committee seriously consider the incisive obseriations And
perceptive recommendations of the GAO Report, (pro Musty cited). This Re-
port, it seems, snbstantiates the %less that the ocational education legislation
Is designed to help people. It 6 not enacted to Kesel.% e the turf of any particu-
lar type of institution or to subsidize auy particular element of state gus em-
inent.

In such c.onnection, I would like to endorse and affirm the analysis of the
issues as presented by the a Lay 15, 1975 testimony- before this Subcommittee
by .1Isses. Rosefiwalb and New ton ,Cattell of the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) in is Ideh they aptly

this complicated subject by stadia; the key Issues ofpostseetelary
voentIonaleducation to he :

(1) '['lie size and the recipients of the postsecondary set aside,
(2) The authorized use'or federal funds,
(3) The eoutrol of federal funds with(' the states
In may (million, this keen analysis fit Y and per,Tptivel, provides the basis

for this ('moilitlee and the Congress ) decide just «hat dues it want 11 V00'-
0011111 Vd1R`11 I Ion. BUM the' StAtt's d the histItut loos iniolved should have a
dear and precise answer. (Mee that poilcy decision Is arrived at, then the
states should. on a hasls of realistic standards, distribute the funds as a plan-
ner and as a spender, rather. than as a supplicant, ha% log been declared in com-
pliance with rsOF, requirements In order to 'Tech e federal funding. We would
logo, that there will be g loiter flexibility in the states fur the distribution of
postsecondary foods. Thin aro thoughtful commentators who feel justified in
as%ertIng that in ;Win states the present system of rtitate Vocational Education
Boards does not contemplate a full comilrehurislon of the needs at the post-
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secondary It of vouationatl and occupational education. It is more important
to understand the basis for the distribution of uIoucy, rather than to identify
the parteular agency charged with the distribution. I suggest that any state
vocational education plait be linked with. the 1202 State Commission for co
opliation. planning, review, nod del elopment. OitI through a necessary linkage
ti ith the State 1202 t'unitutssions cull all Interested parties, public institutions,
'whale. nonprofit institutions, proprietary instituticous, and the general public,
hate an input with the peseid establishment of the State Boards of VoCil-
tiOnal, EilocatiOn.t

PROPOSALS 115.! MAJOR I.:DUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

There are a number of wortim hile suggestions its 3036 proposed by the
Antetican Association of cuwiffiliao, and Junior eulleges (AACJC). However,
Ise wool(' suggest et elk lituit specific expansion of participants in the "planning
atilt ties carried tot by' the State Commission" referred to at page 6, lines 1 -1'
of II.R. 3030 to Meiotic the State Agency ur Board responsible fur the licensing
and chartultigi of '(,rictory institutions. Alan) persons are unaware of the
existeoce of State Boards and of the increasing number of states which
are exercishig their long-tittle authority ht II::; area. We also suggest that at
es wry point AACJC. titeir measure, has suggested the addition of the words
community college," we would suggest adding the w orris "proprietary school."

This. of course, would then clarify any_timbignity,_ for_exanmie,_at_page 1;5, as
to whether or not the term "vocational schools" at line 12 means only public
motional :Atom's I a that It might include postsecondary proprietary schools.

Thus, an additional category of proprietary schools might be included in the
use for membership In the local coordinating committee.

At page 6, beginning at line j2 of Section 120(e), we suggest that the refer-
ence- to Instituttous organized for 'quilt" is inappropriate. That an Institution
may be organized fur profit" is a matter of institutional "motive"-rather than
IpstittitIonal "governance." The Congress has recognized the utility and the
precision of the surd "proprietary" as describing that type of educational in-
stitntion vv Weil Is neither public nor tax-exempt. A specific example is the
reference to the inelusion of proprietaty schools lit the State 1202 Planning
Commissions nutiturized by the Higher Education Act of 196.`" as amended in
1072. We suggest flint any 114in:es to hull tux -exempt institutions,
be eitarauterIzeci i phoprietary fur purposes of revisions and reautlithizatiun
of the Vocational Education Act of 1003 as amended.

)
Acet.ss TO ANCILLARY sr.avicss ANO TRAINING PROGRAMS

Because it has not been made abundantly clear;teachers and administrntOrbs
hi proprietary schools have nut had ready access to the ancillary services and
111:t1V1t/e$ authorized 113 Section 122(a) (8) and the training programs author
ized by Scetion 132. As v.e have read the VoentioneEducation Act of 1003 as
amended, we find no language which explicitly excludes teachers and adminis-
trators in proprietary sthools front the ancillary see% lc,w; ann training programs
authorized by tiw Act. How ever, to clear up this uncedaluty, we would urge the
Committee to make it p.plicit that sot h programs are at ailable to all vocational
educators in !addle, itch/at., nottprofit and proprietary histitaticus. This would
be ,, ; .. with the philosophy of the State Harming Ctolunissions authorized
by Section 1202 of the Higher Education Act,

SUMMARY

seviTill proposals sponsored by large organizations such as the American
N'Nocational Assotiation (AV.% t, the American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion I APGA). the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
7AAtIC), and the National Association of State Universities mid Land-Grant
Colleges IN.181.111C), hale pros Med a mother of excellent vehicles on which
smaller organizations Nu( II as AICS 'can base their gonativilts. We appreciate
having had the benefit of these seitral legisinthe proposals. We of course do
not his titt resourees or the personnel to address ourseh es to such a large
tusk. However, we feel that each of these measures have some very, excellent
proposals. These Include:

ti I The NASUI.GC iNroposal of II.R. -1707 w ithit would provide for the desig-
nation of postsecondary Institutions to provide postsecondary occupational edu

83r, it
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cation, and at the option of the state, to designate an agency for the adminis-tration of postsecondary occupational education. This could include the use ofthe State 1202 Planning Commissions for development, initiation and overviewof any State' Plan for vocational education. In order tv provide an opportunity-for all eligible institutions to contribute to the success of the program, wewould suggest that as an additional definition of a postsecondary occupational
elluchtion institution, there be added the definition of a 'proprietary Institution
of higher education" as defined in :section 491 tio of the Higher Education Act
of 19(f5.as amended. Additionally, the present definition of a "prit'ate vocational
training institution" should be amended to include "such other proprietary in-
stitutions" as are considered necessary In the Judgment of the state.

(2) The simplified, and unincumbered definitions of H.B. 3270 suggested bythe APGA measure seem fo offer, in my opinion, the best hope for a realistic
allocation of accountability and authority in the areas of defining a "postsecond-ary educational institution" and what constitute§ "vocational education." Thelatter term is unincumbered by any special conditions or nuthoritY and merelystates that it either is an activity carried out in a public institution or "under
contract." However, if the Committee feeli that It IS still necessary to "chfrlfz,*and amplify" the terms under which contracting Is authorized, then we suggestthat the obsolete concept of "loser cost" In the existing law be .replaced with
the more modern concept of "comparable cost" as articulated in the CETA. How-ever, we Suggest that even that can be used as an inhIblUng or restrictive de-vice which the GAO Report warnsIgainst.

(3), The proposabi of the AACJC that wherever the term Junior college ap-
pears, the term "isnmunity college" should be added to the present legislationhas great merit. So also should the term "proprietary schnol" be added in the
same sequence of terms. AlSo, that the term 'vocational schools" be clarified toMaude both nubile taN.-exempt and proprietary vocational schools and educators.(4) That State and Federal Advisory Committees and Boards which woulddraw upon other State Boards for membership would include representativesof the State Board of Proprietary Schools when established in a state.

(5) Teachers and administrators in proprietary schools would have equal
access to the-anelliarY services and training programs authorized by the Voca-
tional FAtucation Ael.of 11163.

I would like to endorse a portion of the testimony of Dr. Russell E. Larsen,
Provost of the Pennsylvania State University who testified before this Subs
committee on February 25, 1975 who said: "We support, Mr. Chairman, state-wide planning and state agency distribution of funds. As increased federal
funding is channeled through this mechanism, status are able to serve state and
local priorities and the state citizens are able to help determine how taxpayers'
iminey,, is spent, At the same time, both the distributors of the public funds and
the recipients of the public funds should be held strictly accountable for theuse to which those funds are put."

I feel sure that the member Institutions of the Association of Independent.
Colleges and Seirsols would support a reauthorization of the Vocational Educa-
tion Act Of 19(33 as amended even though the opportunity for their participa-
tion in the contribution to the programs authorized has been severely inhibited,
and. in fact, at times deliberately restricted. We would hope that amendments
would he made to the program that will provide expanded service to citizens,
greater access for full time and Phrt-time students, and comprehensive oppor-tunities for the utilization of all educatIM Institutionspublic, private, tax-
exempt, and proprietary. I feel that the piliposes of the Act address, themselves
to the needs of the stfidents and the possibilities for "ready access" to meaning-
ful vocational educatipm This can be accomplished by greater flexibility- being
reposed In the states to initiate meanIngfol and comprehensive plans of scowl-
ary edocutlau and post secouflary occimathmal education through the utilization
of all available institutions includim public, prh ate, tax-exempt and proprie-
tary.

Chairman PEninNs. Let me thank you. gentlemen.
Mr. Jeffords, do you have any questions?
MT:. JEFFOTIDS. I appreciate very much your statement and I

certainly, with other members of the committq, will read your
written statements submitted fo-r the record.

et
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I would just like to. ask one or two qiiestions in this area, some-
what unrelated because , I assume your statements may already
cover this in your testimony.

I Wonder what your recommendationS would be or whether you
see any problems m the relationship between vocational education
schools and the business community as( to making sure that the
vocational education is relevant to the needs of the business com-
munity and what has been done to try to promote better eoordi-
natiow between the two grouPs? , \

Mr. Brprsmz. I think one of the mot important things is the
fact that business education program are developed, keeping

\ in mind_ the fact that our students must go into the business com-
\munity.

I

_

We have advisor) committees made up ;of businessmen and women
who give us the guidance that we need. )Ve also have a tremendous
amount of research Wit is going on and we find2 through this, what
we call action:research, that there are certain things that are taking
ph cc in the business comniunity today that we must provide for
to orrorwe.

also somewhat behind, I think, in terms of planning!,
.1

programs unless we do this kind of research. So we are making
progress, I think, in terms a having these kinds of programs avail,
able to us the business communities such as.the Chambers of com-
merce, the .3a1. Business -League, MSc types of gragyg twa-tdsly
m orking with our programs and we certftinly at the natibiia level
do this, but most importantly it is 'donej at the local level 'ivitlihr
a certain school -district and that is where you get the feedback.

Mr. l'EFFORDS. Do we have a sufficient, incentive on followup to
determine how many people are employed in the areas for which they
were trained/ Do\we do enough? I -

Mr. 13RNSIDE. Did you say "incentite"4 I am not sure I tind/-
stand the\ question. , t ,

Mr. eTEITORDS'. I mean do you believe,' there are now sufWient
efforts for an incentive to followup to determine whether or not
the education is being provided for the relevant needs?

Mr. BTBNSIDE. No, I don't. I think that there needs to be much '
more emphasis-placed in this area of plitcement and folfowup71
think the school has a responsibility to net only train and prepare
the individual for a job, but I think the school has the responsi-
bility to work with the business community and find jobs for those
people, to find out what those jobs tire np.a how they can best be
prepared to take on these jobs. I

. .

. Then I think that on the other hand we, must have the followup
on them in order to find out if we are doing an effectiveijob, because
in many cases, we may think we are doing, the right kind of thing
and it does not procince the kind of worker that the lushness coin,
immity Wants, so I think the two go hand' in hand. ,

Mr. JimonDs. Thank you.
Mr. Flamm. Mr. Jeltords, I have two pdints. One of the _problems

our sthools 'has e is at postsecondary institutions they participate in
the college work stud) programs, but under the terms of that pro-

83,
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gram the students are litnited to off-campus employment in public
service and nonprofit agencies. So that under the college work study
prilirrain itselfohey are stopped from working in business estaWish
merits as proprietary taxpaying businesses lathe' than public set %ice
agencies. So that is Somewhat of a handicap'.

However, most of out schools are very locally oriented. They hat e
placement ser% ices. They aro not, elaborate sy stems and I suppose
when the Federal Trade Commission and the 'Veterans Administra-
tion gets through with their new proposals, why these small schools
will probably lime to lime elaborate recordkeeping devices, and
mechanisms to proste'that. their people do get jobs.

iThis, of course, raises some question. It is eery easy for,some
auditor, either a Gmernment *way printing, a report. or a
searaer to run out and grab some statistics. But are those statistik.)
edueatior 'n: rele%ont and many of these assumptions by either the
General .Accounting (Nike or the Federal Trade Commission "drop
outs, placement" time not been tested by'eancational expertise.

Now how to defend against this-,1 don't know because, as we all
know, bad news is qiews. ',

Mr. Jr -worms. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pratar-Ns. Mr. Fallon, wets.1.1 you tell us how many States

are presently contracting with proprietar3 ptitools 'anti how much
Federal money is involved; if you know?

Mr. F-r.filltN. let. Chairman, rwouldnof lie in a pohltion-to
you a figure on that, because any contraetiug under the Vocational
Education Act authority is almost minuscule.

There are occasional and t cry effecthe iirograms. I understand.,
uerw cm some area %motional schools and community' colleges and
cosmetologist schools. I belie% e, that may be in Indiana and one or
two other States, but believe the National Association, of Cosme-
toloolst Schools can you the information. I don't believe the
1-.S7otlice of Education has even been able to supply it.

Chairman PrautrNs. I would think that there has been very little
moni.v, Federal money imohed in the contracting with proprietary
schools.

Mr. Fmrox. I would say you are absolutely correct. It is larger
in MDTA and rETA. and then even large where we have invest-
ments in Nabilitation.

Pnarirs-s. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
I do want to make one statement. I regret that the house thi

morning is Alms% and the climes are beipre vse complete the legis,
lation in the final week of hearings whether we can urge, make sure
that we have 100 percent attendance of our subcommittee or there-
abouts, or as nearly as possible.

We may want to get several of you, to call you back just prior to
it to highlight your main points so that we can resolve these differ-
ences the best we can.

want to thank all of von for your,appearances here this morning
and von have been most helpful. Thank you.

'Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m.. the subcommittee was recessed. to re,
,convene, subject to the call of the Chair.]

6,)
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VOCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION.

THURSDAY, MAY 22, ;1975

HOUSE Or EtritEsENTATIN'ES,
SUBc0313ItT1' E ox 14:1,EatENTA1tY, SECoNDAEY.

AND VOCAtoNAE EDUCATION
OF Till: CoM,MITEE EariCATIQN AND LABOR.

.\ "Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee. met at 9:30 a.m., pursAant to call, in room 2175._

Raybitr House Office Building, Hon. Carl 1). Perkins, (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

:Members present; IleprescatitieS Perl4is, Trail,
Qui°, Bell and Goodling.

Stall present. .1olin .Jennings. counsel for the majority; Yvonne
Franklin, minority research associat

ir iin-11,8E1m. ille-Sibooitn ittce. ILI' hunentarx.. 'Secondary
and Vocational Education w ill come to order. A quorum is present.

I sin delighted to w elwine this morning Ate of our most disting-
MA( d eduentors, iu Amt.( lett, a .rentlenian w'ito has perhaps paved the
stay more so tht111 ,tin other Cimunis'sioin_rof 14:attention, with pro-
grams not only ss akin his (MN it State, but ethamands the high respect
and esteem hi es erjbod ss ho happens to know Wilson Riles.

Before I call on 3 on to lead oft this utoFiting, Dr. Riles:I am going
to call on lily fdlow colleague, Congressinali Bell, for any reail(s
he maw want to make at this time. .

Mr.'But.n. 'Blank you. Mr., Chairman.
Dr. Rile:4, Superintendent: of Public Instruction. California. is

w 41100 question one of the great edi.eators in the Nation, I can wily
say to es cry thing you said. Mr. Chairman, "tottehe. I think Dr. Riles
is not only a great educator 'hitt also an humentise educator. It is
indeed a preasure to ss eleorue him before this committee today.

Chairman PtAtKINs. lull just eonw aroluli, Di'. Riles, and, we will
let ton proceed first. The ILAN.. goes in at 10., I bilow there are going
to be interruptions. Then T base to leas l and go before the Ap-
Propihttions .Conimittee this mot hing. They are marking up ,a bill.
They ire try mg to get some more Money and so forth. But T hope
to most intent, and purposes to has e s out testimony through. So
you proceed., in any manner you prefer, Dr. XileS. Without objection
our prepared statement ss ill be inserted in Ow r,-4eord and any ex-

hibits you-brought in there -with. (To ahead'
,(I607)
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STATEMENT, OF HON. WILSON, RILES, SUtERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC

INSTRUCTION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Dr. Rms. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. 13e11. It is a
real pleasure -to hate opportunity to review with you the major
highlights of California's- program of v ocational education and to
share with von some of in thoughts about ways in which existing
Federal legislation could be enhanced in order to enable us to better
eet-the vocational needs of our youth and adults.

Chairman Pinms. I am going to interrupt you since we have
another fellow from California. I know of no gentleman who has
emonstritted a greater ability front the time he has been in Wash-
ington than Congressman George Miller. Since we have Dr. Riles
tat the stand-I thought ma3 be Son would like-to make an introductory
remark.

Mr. Miller?
My. num:. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I simply want to welcome

Dr. Riles. I am well acquainted with his work in the State. I had
the pm 'lege of working with both Dr. Riles and the Department
when I was stair to the Senate majority lender in California. I know
that in3 father also had the privilege-of working with Dr. Riles for
net 3 ears.. I just personally belie\ e that he has been an outstanding
leader in the national education scene and welcome him here today
to hear his testimony on vocational education.

I think that somewhere along the line somebody, has indicated' to
hint that he and I hale some differences on the vocational education.
But I think between now and noon that will be straightened out. So
welcome. Thank you.

Dr. R.Es. Tha,0 you very much, Congressman.
I know that. you have beard much testimony during the last few

months in your efforts to provide greater leadership to vocational
education. I will keep may remarks brief and merely highlight some
of my thoughts and recommendations.-

IA me say at the outset how important your efforts are to us in
California since we are in the process of revitalizing our education
system. Your consideration of changes in Federal vocational edu-
cation legislation also comes at a \ important time in our national
history.

Our economic problems,a re imtnense. Our high rutemploy-ment rates
ithfiwka. F.. en these high national unemployment rates tend to ob-
scure the substantially higher rates betg experiCnced by some
gips. rur example, tlae tinemplo3 meet rate of 3 oath ages 1S to 21
is more than 10 percent with urban auras eNperiencing even higher
rates among 3.oung adults. The need could not be (*renter for telel ant
wot ional :tilling for all our South, meaningful career guidance

anti counseling actit hies in our schools and sti ()tiger ties between
one schools and business and industry.

We lone witnessed significant changes in vocational education
dui ing the last decade. changes in enrollments in tional training
programs. changes in the will hi which training is pros idea by our
sclwols mid changes ie the kinds of t raining 'opportunities which
exist. a result our students are betterprepared to enter the laboi
force. )flich of the impetus for these changes resulted from the new
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directions provided
b3'

thethe 1963 Vocational Education Act. In ad-
dition to expanding vocational education that act also provided a
financial stimulus to States and school districts to develop a compre-
hensive approach. i

Many changes have, taken place in Celifornia's.systein of voca-
tional education since then and much of it can be directly attributed
to that Federal initiative.

In 1963 vocational enrollments totaled 750,000 youth and adults,
In only 12 years enrollments have doubled to nearly 11,(-, million
youth and adults. State and local support for vocational education
DOW totals $335 million. The changes were not limited to sheer num-

.
hers however. i.Prior to 1963, training opportunities were limited both in number
and scope. Meaningful career and guidance programs did not exist.
Little placement assistance was provided to our graduates. There
were few if any piegrams specifically designed to meet the special
needs of the disadautaged and handicapped. Likewise, very little
effort was being made to evaluate the effectiveness of our programs
or to develop 1111101 ative new approaches. In addition, there were
'cry limited opportunities for providino. appropriate professional

,de' clopment acts ities; for our vocational, Teachers in order to improve
their skills.

Today we are continuing to focus on labor market needs. How-
eer, we have come to realize that we must takq into account the
total need:, of the student in relation to those labor market needs.

;Vocational education which operated almost totally outside of the
regular education system, is now beginning to znove into the edu-
cational mainstream. , /

We liae initiated career guidance and placement activities to pre-
pare our students kit making ot,upational choirs and obtaining the
training necessary to ipursuethosta choices. More importantly; we are
making progress in recognizing that all student, een those who are
college bound, should ha% e the opportunity to /develop a, marketable
skill by the time the., lea e high school. Historically in California
1 ocational education ;has been prolided by the public high schools,
adult schools, and l otnnitinity colleges. In addition, the California
legislature in the mid-1960's expanded the flex.ibility of the existing
system by pro% idiot; for regional ok,,,opationql centers -aid programs.

The goal w as to enhance the olio ings of school districts by enabl-
mg them to join together to pro\ isle traini ig opportunities in ^dif-
ferent skill areas winch they could not pr % ile individually. Reg-
ional progiams also hae resulted in a gt ea er flexibili0 to respond
more iapully to pressing community needs ince they can be offered
at different phy til( Ill flocat ions and in real job settings. They can be
implemented !pliel,1 Jana phased out %%hen the training is no longer
needed. 'Despite the ,short tune that regioi;m1 programs lip e been
in existence the% are already sm.% ing .more than 15 pereent of the
xocational enrollments and woman.% recehl,, more than $55 million
in State support. This is but one example f State support for ex-
panding vocational educational opportumtie .

- 011-canipus prog, am: ale another ra vialy atoning and exciting..
of oeational education in Californian Txaniples of these are

%on k expel ;elle', pi ogi aims, community classr Kans,, ad% anceq.place-

8 "ty0
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meats, and expelimental w oik furlough piogianns for potential drop-
outs. Presently more than 100,000 youth and adults are benefiting
from hand's-on work experiences in busiinss, and industry. Com-
munity classrooms have also been initiated whereby whole classes
receive both their classroom and practical experience in real job
settings. We have also incout,tged distiiets to develop community
inter t.hips foi their students a hue ,one semester is spent working
in Ion businesses, industries, and public agencies.

Mr. Q 4E. Dr. Riles, would 3ou elaborate on the connnunity class-
rooms?,I tha not aware of that aspect.

Dr. RILES. 'f of having the programs in a regular school-
setting many af fhe programs now are being taken to w here the peo-
ple are and where it is convenient for them, and in some cases on the
site of tlfe iniustry where the business is. In that way whatever
background training you need can be given thee as well as the hands-,.
on experiences.

Mr. Qum. So for a high school student they receive both academic
work and the work experience in the same location, the factory ?

Dr. ,1Iti.Es. Yes; they would receive their English and their aca-
demic'program, whatever classiooni work is related to the skills that
they are working on. .

Sfr. Quill. Is that part of the clay or part of the year?'
Dr. Ru.r.s. It is part of the day.
Mr. QUIE. Thank you. .

Dr. Ru.Es. I might give other examples later if you wish.
These community programs work two ways. Our students are re-

ceiving unique opportunities through actual work experiences and
training, experiences which cannot be found, in any classroom. Sec.,
ondly we are expanding community awareness and involvement in
our school programs. I am firmly convinced that our schools will be
successful in effectively educating our students only if we provide
many more opportunities for genuine community participation in
our schools.

Your consideration of renewal of the Vocational Education Act
comes at a pivotal time in American education. I believe that we arebeginning to move out of the rhetoric and the pervasive negativism
of the-late 1960's to undertake a positive reexamination of our valuesand our institutions. In California we are moving into the second
stage of a reform effort which we undertook 3 years ago in our
schools. At that time we decided to start our examination and eval-
uation of California's education system at the beginning, where ourchildren start. The result was the development orour master plan--

_for early childhood. education. -
The plan which is being implemented in our schools requires thatparents, teachers, and principals identify the individual needs ofeach child, plan a program to meet those needs, work together toimplement the program, evaluate the results, and change the plan ifit doesn't work. The goal is to restructure the primary grades and

mnke the schools more effective.
The = focus of these first efforts is on providing individualized learn-

ing opportunities for every elementary school child. Let me say thata spark has been ignited and that as a result of these efforts Cali-
fornians are beginning to believe that working together our schoolscan be changed for the benefit of all our children.
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We are now at the threshold of the next stage of this restructurino.
effort. Just last week I rvccived the recommendations of astiiSewicre
commission on reform of intermediate and secondary education,
RISE, which I appointed to look critically at all aspects of grades
7 through 12. The commission's recommendations are far-reachino.
with a common goal of providing the learning experiences our chil-
dren need to be full, acti% e, and participating members of our society
in the latter part of this century and beyond. The concept of the
student as the client is the keystone of these recommendations to
relate lus educational experiences to the world of work, to lifelong
learning and to achieving his maximum_potential.

1 will be studying; these reconunendations over the next few months
as we prepare to reforni intermediate and secondary education.

In light of these 'recommendations and my personal philosophy
and goals fog educatipn I would like to siumnarize briefly some of
the Important elements which I believe need to be addressed in any
new vocational education 'legislation.'

TLANNING

Existing Federal provisions for a State plan for vocational edu-
cation- are sound and have led to closer cooperation between the
Various delivery 53 stems which I mentioned earlier. We believe that
planning needs to be done sequentially at the school site level, the
district level, the regional level and finally at the State level.

However, sound planning to produce desired results is made more
difficult by incomplete knowledge about the levtl of funding which
will be available. On the State level 1, ocational education is finanged
through our existing support system of State and local assistance
and through special or project funds allocated at the beginning of
the fiscal year. These funds ,comprise 90 percent of our support for

ocational education. However, uncertainty about the remaming 10
percent,Lbidi are Federal funds, has created numerous problems at
the State and local level. The present method of allocating Federal
funds has made effective plithning difficult and sometimes impossible.
This discourages .our local adlninistrators who would like to use
Federal money wisely and as a source of seed funds for new and
innovative vocational education programs. I would urge you to de-
% elop some mechanism for forward funding in the new legislation.

CONSOLIDATION

Existing statutes now provide for a myriad of categories to meet
differejit occupational needs and assist special segments of our pop;
illation. I would urge 3our consideration of consolidating of
these Odes into a single broad authorization to give States the x-
ibility to determine how, t he unique needs of their respective popula-
tions should be addressed. Twotypes of 'amsolidation come to mind.

con,olidation of funds for existing vocational education pro-
ft ?' nuts and for ent.ouraging the de% elopment of new programs Sec-
-.

ond, consolidation of funds for research and evaluation and for dis-
semination of exemplary projects.

iCompliance with the intent of Congrc. can be assured if each
State is held accountable for carrying out the actiities mid objectives

8
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of its State 'plan. Such accountability can be inhies cd through s\ s
teniatie Federal review and evaluation.

CAREER EDUCATION'

Much of the recent attention to I ocational education has resulted
from heightened inteicst iu caffein ediaation. Yet at the same time
a maim ers) has dens eloped vivo. the relationship among careen edu-
cation, vocational and auidemic eduuttiou. Tu moo instances we lase
allowed tuifansip and bkkellug among these piuguins to &Aunt
us front doing u hat is best for students. it seems to me that intuit of
this bureaucratic hicketing could has e been as oiled if at the begin-
ning career education had been given a single identit3, and separate
atuthorizatioNfor funds instead of hat tug to compete for existing

ocational 'education funds. Therefore we agplanded Congress' ef-
forts in the Education A.mendnents of 1071 to create a sepal ate s is-

for career education. -
I would therefore recommend that if career education is to be

within the purview of amendments to the Vocational Education Act
it he articulated separately.

SOLE STATE AGENCY

It is extremely important that the sole State agency pros isiou of
the present act be continued. Assigning responsibility for polio de-
cisions to a single State board contributes to accountability and to
the development of a, total comprehensive program.

In California we have developed a successful cooperativ e arrange-
ment between the State board of education and file board of gover-
nors of the California community colleges. The arrangement ins of es
a joint committee for vocational education which includes members
of both boards and representatives of the supelintendent of public
instruction and the chancellor of the community colleges. The re-
lationship is bound together by a cooperative agreement that identi-
fies the role and function of each of the two boards and the staffs of
the two agencies.

INCREASED RESOURCES

The need for increased resources to expand vocational education
is universal throughout California. The problem is compounded how-
eve by the enormity of our present economic problems. Our present
resources are simply not adequate to meet the unique educational
needs of all individuals while serving those hardest hit by high un-
employment and inflation.

The 1063 net represented the beginning,,of a comprehensive ap-
proach to vocational education. We now need to move. forward with
new legislation so that vocational education within the next decade
truly becomes an integral and respected partner in our education
system.

I believe that the recommendations which I lia've made today
represent a necessary next step in this process and would provide
needed direction and flexibility to meet the vocational needs of ouryoung people. I hope you will give them :v

ir during
our thoughtful consider-

ation the next
you

months.

841
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You have had a long line of persons, institutions and groups urg-
ing you to make various changes in the existing legislation. It is
true that all of these groups will be affected_ by the decisions sou
make. However, I would urge you to keep in mind the fact that the
primary purpose of y our deliberations is to improve opportunities
foi those y on may nut lor% e heard from, but w ill be affected most
our students.

I would be happy to answer ally questions which you may lia% c.
Thank you very much.

Mr. .1.1n.LEn. Thank you, Dr. Riles, for your presentation this morn-
in. and for coming to Washington, -W to give the committee the benefit
of jour expertise. I hadn't expected to start DIY the questioning. But
since I have, I will get right down to a subject that you and I hale
correspondea un. That is the question of homemaking within %
timid education as defined in the GAO report as training for non-
gainful employ ment, which undertakes the expenditure by the

.
Fed-

eral Government of some $30 million.
My question has been put to many .of the witnesses :-Should we re-

eA 'dilate nt this time when we see that some 50 percent of our families
are headed by women &siring a place in the work force to provide
for either ,retraining or initial training of those people to become
productive members.ofthe labor force?

One of the arguments that has been made on behalf of homemaking
for nongainful employment is that somehow now it has been linked
to consumer protection and consumer awiareness and it has been help-
ful in urbanized society and low-income areas to teach people how to
get along in a credit society, and so forth.

INfy response is that perhaps that should be a part of the general
education program, just-as we teach health care. I- just wonder if you
might resptind to that. I k.Low my remarks have been interpreted to
mean I want to wipe out, nt least in my district, all homemaking
teachers. That is not what I am suggesting. I am asking %%nether or
not in today's society, in areas such as Compton, Calif., where un-
employment is so high, this is a time when we should be making that
expenditure of mondy! I am not sure' that nongainful employ meat
comes under that title.

1)r. 1311,ES. T. of course, agree with you that this activity should be
ree% ablated. There is no question about it. I agree. As I indicated in
my prepared remarks, prior to 1003. education by the original stat-
utes A% as pretty much ,categorized into four or five different. subject

homemaking 'being one, agriculture being another. On er the
years you build up a constituency.

Mr. Mmum. A. lobby ?
Dr. Mits. The fact of the matter Is that it has to be looked nt and

e aluated'and new goals and objectives set. This is one reason we
appointed the Riles Commission, so that we Can look at the entire
delivery system and then' people are less threatene.d. :gaily of you
just tookthem on one at a time. I think an evaluation must.'be made
and we will proceed to do this. I hope it is clone throughout the
Nation. -

Mr. MILLER. I want the others on the committee to ask questions.
Today we go into session at 10. I just want to compliment y,on on

52 015 75vol. 2-- 54
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you' efforts to Laing the tiaditiunal academic program and the oca-
tional program closer together.

Alt. Lehman. and others. on this committee lime expressed a con-
cern as to why they ha% en't seen any Rhodes Scholars in the voca-
tional education .programs. I think Ca Hot Ina made a real effort to do
that. I think it is an area where we calf set an example for the rest
df the country sphere they are still operating separately.

Mr. Bell?
Mr. 13.r.L. Thank you. Mr. Miller.
Dr. Riles, how does Califot nia work with the labor mallet in the

field of s oeational education? Do you find that labot is willing to
work with the students?

Di'.. RILES. I hate to put it this way. But it is the truth. I have
tumid that industry is more %% Miler to get ins oh ed and assist the
schools and the schools has ea't beat able to gear up and open up and
let them in.

To gi e one example. in your own county, Congressman Miller,
Igot a call from one of the large paper, chains. They said :

We are building a new plant. a facility to serve all of our papers in the
area. We would like to have someone work with us because we are going to
proilde special rooms for studuits to come in for intcrnships, whether they
want to learn trom,the editorial people.

And so on and so forth. By the dine I regained my composure and
put them in touch with people so we could have this interface, the
problem is getting statistics that are sound on what the need is. We
work with our agencies, other State agencies.

We are beginning to produce some reasonably good datit. ISllt
frankly I lune been frustrated Mr. Bell, because no one has really
told us what the needs are because I have told people:

Look, If you will tell me If you can use :IGO programmers nest January I can
go Into Watts, find students. train them and deliver them to you. But if you
don't tell Inc If there Is going to he a specific need and if the person prepares
himself well there Is going to be trouble. -

Many kids in the central city have had things' dangling out in
front of them. for }ears, their brothers and their sisters. And they
just don't believe it.

But if at any time yon can say, "Look, if you will prepare your-
sehes. get qualified, whatever the qualifications are, when 3 on get,
that preparation we have a job for you at so much a month," that
would make our job much easier.

But this business of training people, hoping that there m ill be,
spinetbing out there. particularly central city youngsters. has been so
discouraging and disappointing that they have said, "Why should
T pa? T don't belieVe it."

Rci,r_ Do yon see any answers 10 this problem?
Dr. Rit.rs. Yes. I don't know how you could get a handle on this

through legislation except to point it out, encourage it. write it up
in a way that it is brought to people's consciousness. I think some of
your agencies here in Washington, the Labor Department, the Bur-
eanof Statistics, ought to 1)6 awifre of this.

I don't know exactly,bow to do it. But it seems to me that I see
projections coming out all the time from the Department of Labor

84 ti
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that their counterparts in the States are beginning, to get down to
specifics, that if they would, it would be leery much helpful.

What we are doing at the local level, we have what we call an in-
dustry educational counal. Some of the fop corporate leaders in the
State as well as educators have gotten together to work together at
that loci. But if you don't know what you are educateig for it
makes it difficult for-us to do it.

Let me giveyou a bright note. I don't want to be all negative. One
of the advantages of the occupational centen, the center concept, is
that they are flexible enough that when they find the market is open

.for auto mechanics, for example, that the) can get geared up within
IS hours and havo the program moving and when that need is corn-
pleted gO out of business. We find this -era important because it can
gear up rapidly. It can fill a need and can go out of business.

Our problft in the past has been that it takes some programs too
long to get ;eared up an then once they get geared up they, .never
go out of business, no maer what the needs are. So that flexibility
is very important to keep in mind. Otherwise if you build up and
don't have the flexibility and don't monitor it and don't tie it to the
label' need, then you build up education prograths and then 20 years
later there is no need for that occupation.

As you draw your legislation if you keep this in mind I think it
would be helpful because if we are not all along the line conscious of
these things they may just get out of control or they become a serious
waste of money.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Riles, would you outline your work with the handi-
capped and disadvantaged?

Dr. RILES. Yes. Our record frankly and honestlyI can tell you
about handicapped in other programsI think we have one of the
most exemplary programs that I know about. But in the area of vo-
cational education we have had problems with this in the past. It has
been pointed out to us by GAO and we are going to correct it, for
exampleas I understand it there is just a certain amount of money
indicated for the handicapped. It is not that we didn't do tend job
in California. It is a reporting kind of thing. I think the question
was, "Are you serving; 10, percent of the handicapped and 5 percent"
or what ever it iS? The answer was "Yes" on the reporting form.

GAO was a little upset about that, as they might be. But if this
program was fiexibile eqough to do this, it would hell) us in all our
programs. We are constructing gni relines and requiring that these
students or these individuals, whatever they are, are to be assessed
and determined and addressed and once addressed to evaluate the
effectiveness.

'Phis is what is going to have to happen with the handicapped,
with the disadvantaged, with the bilingual, with everyone.

I have watched while legislators have come up with the categories.
They have come up with them because they haven't been addressed
at the local level. We used to deal ouly with average students. Voca-
tional education we thought of as a stepchild kind of thing. "Juan,

,

you go to vocational." "J(51m, you go to freshman math or something"'
that type of thinking. We have come past that now, at least in our
State. As a matter of fact, what I say to 'audiences whether high

0
Li'l
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economic status or low, el en college-bound students and their parents,
every student, ought to be able to do something when he finishes high,
school, have some kind of marketable skill, whether they are going
on to college or'not. They stand up and applaud. Now we have come
to a different thinking, a different time.

For the handicapped, when we put a quota on it, we are in trouble.
What we have to do is require that whatever the handicapped's needs
are for that training program that they be addressed. That is the
way we intend to go. It As the right way, I Think. I don't know
whether I am making myself clear.

BELL Yes, you are.
Dr. Rms. Let me give you an analogy. We had a prisgram called

special education in the State. We addressed ourselves to this last
year. It is I cry difficult, Congressman, to make these changes. It took
us a year to touch bases with everyone, to draw up the plan. It
started with the mentally retarded. These were broken down into
categories, trainable, educable, mentally retarded, autistic. We went
down the line until we had 28 different categories of disabilities.

Along came a child that didn't fit into one of those categories. The
child was left out. So we said, "Look, why do we have all these cate-
gories?" Because we didn't have enough money in the general pro-
gram to do it. In order to get money to do it we had to go to the

t'
legislature to fret special money to do it.

I said, "What would happenif we found out what the special need
of that youngster is. no matter what you want to call it? Let us get
away from the labels." "Good idea. Let us do it." "Well, we don't
think you can possibly get it done."

So I went to one of your good friends, Mr. Lannethan. I think you
know him.

Mr. BELL. Yes.
Dr.11m.s. Be is not only from your party but once he agrees to do

something lie usually gets it done. lie was N cry interested in this. We
opened up a master plait for special education in which we don't
label the youngsters. But we put the money in there to meet that need.

By the way, something else we fawn!: those borderline youngsters
who can benefit in the main classroom, now me are ablu to do it with
a special support, to keep them there. I would hope that in the vari-
ous arena areas of vocational education we can approach the handi-
capped the same way.

Not to criticize the fact that it was put in there; if you hadn't pnt
it in there it never would have been addressed. The thing to do is to
force the State planners by asking, "What do Sou hale in your State
plan to address this, this, and this? If you have it in there we will
approve the plan. Ifyou do not have it in there we will not a.pprol e
it -and furthermore you will monitor and go back and see that it is
done." That is the way I would like to see it approached.

'Mr. BEM 'Thank you.
Chairman Priums. Let me thank you, Dr. Riled, for shell out-

standing testimony. I ran up, tunic Appropriations Committee just
a moment pgo. One of the main issues facing this committee in mark-
ing up legislation for the assistance that w ill be necessary for post-
secondary and teanical schools and how these funds should be ad-
ministered

a 8 4-g ,
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If T understand your statement correctly, you 'have resolved this
issue in California to your satisfaction. I would like you to elaborate
along that line because that, is one of the issues here. It would not
be a sticky issue if we could get necessary funding to carry on the
ongoing 1rograms.

Before you leave, let me say that Don White is a great legislative
representative and a good photographer likewise. He has done an
outstanding yeoman service for the great State of California over
the years. But knowing you so well I sometimes call you direct"be-
cause.you have ben so helpful to me for so many years. Let us get
a picture.

Dr. RILES. In California the State Board of Education is the 'sole
treneF. There were questions raised about this from time to time.
But what we did eventually was to get together representatives of
everyone, the community colleges and so on, and sat down and said,
"'What is fair? How do tve operate so that we get, the job done?"

So it.was decided to take representatives of both boards, put them
and their staffs together and to decide on what the rules were and
the available resources and what to do with them. There had to be
some good faith there. But it can only happen at the local level by
people doing it.

From the- Federal standpoint the State Board of Education is
held accountable for what happens. That is why I say you have to
have a sole State agency that is already there or can get there and
represents someone, part of the structure, if I may say so, and then
you can hold them accountable.

If you try it the other way by setting up a new situation you, are
likely to get people who are not operational and. can't really make
a difference. In my experience, Congressman, these ended up in sec-
tions where you, kind of divide up the pie. "You take this. I take that
and we maintain our turfs, whatever they happen to be." Then you
can't hold anyone really accountable because most of these. groups
don't control either the technical .schools or the community colleges
or the public education system and 'States differ. In your State you
may have another situation there where it can be effective with an
agency that ex;sts. .agency

plea then would be to write the legislation in such a way where
a sole State agency is accountable and then there is flexibility enough
for the legislature or the Governor or the laws of that State to deter-
mine what that agency will be.

Chairman Priums. That is a good answer.
-Afr. MILLER. Will the Chairman yield?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. I would just like to say that it has worked out very

MUil hi a number of areas. Cdnimunity college oroups from different
States around the country have come in and pleaded their case
really asking for Federal iegislation, to do what California has clone,
is what they were telling us; because apparently the in-house power
.games within the State for these funds have left a number of groups
on the outside looking in. They say things like, "If we had it like
in California, thingswould be all right."

8 4 6
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So think you ought to be complin uteri for puttiug that together
and also for year use of accountability:-,

C miinan PEin:IN.S. Mr. Goodling?
Mr. G000rdso. Just one question. In previous testimony it was

mentioned that your adininistrati% e staff for ocational education on
the State level was 100 permit, funded from Federal fund:, Is them
`any thought to changing that? Is that the best, use of FederaLfunds?.

Dr. I4 Es. Yes. I-shonld state this, tlipt I became superintendent
and I am,just beginning my second 1-3 ear term. I have had to set
priorities over what I was oeing to do. I started with early child-
hood. Now I am at the secondary le,01. I know we should have taken
a look at some situations before. 13ut now we are. I am glad that this
was brOught to our attention. We know it.

Let me give you the rationale for this, not trying to justify it.,
In California we have. 90 yereent, perceutweWlet us say 9(1
to be on the safe side; it is really 95 percentof vocational funds
supplied by the State and local le 'el. We have about 5 percent pro-
vided by the Federal 'for pr grams. Some deternunatten was
made years ago that the administ .ation of, all vocational education
InYls might 1,1q used to get more r oney to administer the .program.
Iflou really want to look alit 'n an objective way without the
buyeaueratie restraints, the Feder. 1 Government is getting a great
bargain. Whatever the adintuistrat ve costs, if you are going to use
that money to administrate, administer, a multimillion-dollar pro-
gram where 95 percent of the money comes from the State.

However, bargain or no bargain, I think that we ought to shift
this around in some kind of way so that it doesn't, appear that we
are using Federtil money to administer programs. Nor do I tltink
it'would even be better to use State, money-to administer Federal,
But that- is what it really is. We are going to change it.

Mr. Geonr.m. I have no further questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me, deviate just a moment. Doctor.
Dr. Itiles 'after such excellent-testimony, I would like to ask you

-if you feel that the Vietnamese refugee problemand I .presume
our State because of its location will most likely carry a greater

builden than any other Statehas in any way interrupted ;vont.
ucatioa prOgram.so that you need additional Federal funds for that
purpose, if you have mlide a study and are able to give us some ideaat this time?

Dr. Russ. We were greatly concerned when we found out that
refugees were coming; I was aware of the education implications and
immediately started inquiries to find out what the situation might
he and what would eur role be in discovered much-to my dismay
that apparently the attitude of many people was,."Dan'tbring them
here." I was distressed because they were already coming. To do
otherwise would be to go against everything that his country has
stood-for. We -welcome immigrants. As a matter of fact I looked
at some statistics and found that in California alone we absorbed
87,000 inunigrants each year.

So havino. 125,000 people coming to the whole 'Nation is not going
to make a Tremendous impact. 13ut feelings were running high about
it. I made a very -forthright statement. I talked to some people in

8 4 ,
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administration and pointed out w'hat the needs were. After making
\. these studies, so far as education is concerned, we found for example,

after milking a survey at Peudleton-athat GO perce,nt of the refugees
are school-aged children and yet little or no thought was being given
in 'Washington for their education needs.

1
We are going to accept refugees. We welcome them. But during

\__ thisfirst year why not have the Federal Government pick up the
cost so that at least in our commurrities, wewon't have -to fight a

\battle by having the FAA al Government In inging these people here
and having to use local money tirdo it.

I must say with great concern that I'have not yet found anyone in
a.position of authority in Wnshington to realize what, to me is a very

---iunple fact, that it is not going to break anyone.
,

\ Chairman ,PERKINS. Suppose you keep this committee informed
about the additional burden that it is placing on your schools out
th(ve. There may be some -way if not general legislation to take care
of Oe overall problem of education and other supportive services.
It may be that this committee should take some action to take care
of 413 educational problem, at least 'that facet of it. .

It would he,Jv hope that the Msident would come along and
sugg cleiislation to take care of the overall problem. But if that
is not done we will sue if We can help him. But you keep this com-
mittee advised.

Mr. A Hier?
Mr.1\IILLEn. Yes; just n- statement. Quickly, t want to compliment

Dr: -Rik\s for his statements. There are many unfortunate statements
made ab ut the refugees coming to California. I think many of the
people w o made those statements, especialk state of our political
leaders, t ow wish, they hadn't; but;they did. I think yours was the
most hum nitarian stathnent that 1% as made on behalf of the refu-
gees.gees. .

Aho in be refugee bill that we passer] last week Mys. Mink of
this commie .tee tried to get the Got eminent to recognize the educa-
tional prob vms that w eru going to be.ongoinc, and that they weren't
going to go` away in 1.. 3 ear, that there would be settlexnent costs,

Unfortunate the California-Haw aii bill represented only 4S votes.
transportati n costs for the kids that are going to go throughschool.

Chairman muc.iNs. I want to state that I was one of those who
supported that.

Mr. MILER, I think the chairman makes a good point, that this
committee can act on very- frshort notice. I think we can get a better
idea of holy th4;y are settling out in the State and whatimrdenthey
are. Ithink .Ne,,,ought..toAnake-a-plea-tliat Veliaed some Federal dol-
lars -beiause I iuow our current Go% ernor is very concerned about
the ability of fhe State to fund any new programs.

Dr. Thus. Thank you very much, Congressman. Some help on
the Valeria le el would lessen the impact and make it possible for
us to do the job that we intend to do.

Mr. MILLER. I Oink it would also lower the temperature level of
the State ;,becanse I think at a time when so many of our citizens
are really' hardpiressedfamilies with both people working and
just getting'by and now' 125,000 refugees, although 3 ou Ind flutow
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what the immigration figures are in ottr State and in the country,
people would feel better if they knew the Federal Government was,
going to bail them out for the excess costs.

I want to thank you for your help on the scltriol lunch program.
:Vire were.trying to work out a compromise. You.Wire, telling us be-
cause of our peculiar laws in California which direction we ought
to take, finally enabled us to get moving. So thank you very much.

Dr. Timm.. Thank you. When your chairman calls I usually act.
. Mr. 'Mum The chairman has a way of getting wires Irom all
over the country. 4

Chairmaii PERKINS. iVhen I first.came to the Congress we word
losing all of our best teachers., They were going to Florida. They
were going to Indiana, Michigan, some of theiq to 3-our State, others
to Illinois. They came. back in their senior years without, retirement
or very little retirement. In fact one State had 6 or 8 years_and they
were forced to leave because of the poor salaries they had in east
Kentucky at that time.

,

We have tried to pass a teachers' retirement bill for some 6 or 8
years. It doesn't seem to me that it should be as complicated as a
lot of people feel. I know Alf. Dent's §ubcommittee in all probability
will study it hi the future.. But T was thinkin4- that we should have ..

a bill which giN es teachers credit ,for their service in their retirement
systems by letting the Federal CioNernment pick up approximately
one fourth of each State and let the teachers pay the other quarter.
II e have preempted in unemplqyment insurance and other areas
over the years and I personally don't'see why we.should not take
care of thls, group of teachers.,Do you favor such a bills

Dr. sltius.-1 would, CongressMan. As a matter of fact, I hadn't
heard zil your efforts here. I haye been aware_ of this problem for
many years. It really 'penalizes ,,ti. teacher who sees an t'opportunitv
overver here, goes there and then loses complettly his retirement. I
think it is unfair. I would certainly be willing to work with your
staff and with you to see if we can come up with something that
would fill. a great need. /

Chairman -P.VIKINS. I was talking with a teacher last weekend wlyo
tau4ht in six, or eight States -in -t0-years and-fold-me he wasn't -going
to I.) able to connect up 15 years retirement. Those are horrible casesi Nyltet people retire and come back to an area. I think there is a simple
way to do this. I will have to get the subcommittee to write a bill
and then we will study it from that time and then approve it.

M. Qum. Will, the gentleman vield? .
Cl airman PERIV 1.NS. es; I yield to my distinguished colleague.
MI Qum. I am always bothered by reporting out a bill and then

stitdving it later. It causes diflieMty that way.
lIoNv would you liandle the retirement situation in New York,

,which
1
has generous retirements for public employees,, but is now a.

, slain°. city?
('ha fillilli PERKINS. They can contribute the sante Sts any other

State. ..

Mr. QuIE. But at what level? ..
Chid man PERKINS. There was a study in the NBA
Mr. L'Ii. Would the New. York teacher be able to cohtitte those

benefits with a move to Pennsylvania?

\

.
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Chairman Num:vs. ertainly. , $

Mr. QUM. Their New York benefits? But? the person who is in
Pennsylvania when he mod es to New York, "would lie continue the
Pennsydvania benefits'? -

CilitirM/111 PERKINS. Those are problems wt would have to decide
here. 'We can do it. /

Mr. QUM. That would rim that,cost up. I suppose it is John Dents
committee. lie is going to ,come up with soul,: public employees' re-
tirement that is goiIu to cause us to take some action. Some of them
are in pretty severe difficulty.

Chairman Pv.mtiS-s. I introduced this bill for 10 years. I referred
it first to the B,radenms committee. I tried I o work something out
with Mr. Quie here and get somtithing on the road. This is something
we should not ,think of as just'something that we continue to pro-
crastinate on. Thewpare way sio_improve it through legislation. We
have studied it enough to.have a:,good sound basic bill. I don't mean
to do something without someoloAndatinn. '

Mr. Qua:. /There are, a lot of bulffic employes. too, police, firemen,
and so forth.

Chairman PERKINS. They arc not in one sense of the word transient
like the school teachers. A. Oldie employee as a general rule stays
ht a certain area, policemen, firemen. That is the way down home.
I think it is pretty uniformly true. The teacher has been more mobile.
They have gone over this country, like after World War II, where
they could get the high dollar. That is theaoint that really worries
me, dicing something for that particttlar group. They are the most
needy in my jUdgment of all the public service employees.

'Mr. Qum If you look at the city police, they don't all 'hail from
that same city. .

May I `ask Dr. Riles some questions .qiii,okly before we quit here?
When yori look at the set-asides for disath untaged and handicapped
how mitch is the State of New York going Acne what is mandated
when made available by the Federal Government? 41

Dr. ML S. I don't have statistics on New Yock to make a compari-
son.

QomCalifornia.. Excuse
Dr. RILES:This is Mr. Sam-I3arrett, Mr. Quie,who.is director of

vocational education in the State of California.
Mr. BAnar.rr. I didn't completely hear the question, Conn Tessinan.

t M. Qtirt. We have a set-aside for the disadvantaged and the
handicapped. In many States they are just at the set-aside le; el. They
don't spend anymore than that for vocational education. I was won-

, dering how dilifornia did.
Mr. Anuturi'rbr. Riles addressed that u sher when you had to

step out. Thisically in California it is a repot Unit problem. The dis-
,trict,s are simuly recording the amounts of funds that they lime to
qualifT for the 10 pet Lent handicapped and 1; nevi:cut disaa% autagcd
rather than through the extra redtape or those moneys. 11-ere
again we. really don't know the total amount of fun,',1 that are being

. e'spended. -Their districts icre reporting just .adequate funds fin
opatehing. I am not comfortable with that situation. Yet that really
is the fact.
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Mr. Qum. What would it do to you if we required a 50-50 match-
ing on the set-asides just as we do on the total?

Mr. B.umnrr. Here again it would just require us ,to report pro-
grams that are already, operating. I have no question but that we
are cm unlatching in these areas just as we ale probably not at the
same rate we are in the basic program. But 50-50 m.aching I don't
think would bother Califoinia at all except additional reporting
problems.

Mr. Qt w. The other question is, What iLwe require that the Federal
money citting into Stati administration mould had e to be matched?

Dr. Rix.t.s. No problem. I don't knoW whether you were hero when
I 6xplained in answer to a question of Mi. Goodlinrr's that this was
set ,up before I came to the department. But I did check into it
after dr GAO report-95 percent or 90 percent of the vocational
education money is generated in the State and local district. About
10 percent is at the Federal level. Someone made the choice several
years ago to use the Federal money to administer the programs.

Mr. Qum.,,That wouldn't cause a difficiilty?
Dr. RILES. It wouldn't cause a difficulty.
Mr. Qum. Thank you.
Mr. B AnnETr. It might make us do our homework a little better.
Mr. Qum. I hope so.
[A fecess was taken.]
Chairman PEnniss. Dr. Riles, let me take this opportunity to

again coMpliment you for the contribution on ha% e made in connec-
tion with the bill pending before the committee. You has.. been most
helpful to this committee. Naturally we will alway s, rely on the great
State of California, healed by such an outstanding educational
leader, for suggestions. You have really been most helpful to the
committee. I just wish all the committee members this morning could
have heard your testimony. It mill be my purpose before we mark
up this bill to take a touil, not only to look at some of the centers,
Nohitional centers, throughout the country but the technical institu-
tions that you hate in your State, the technical training above the
nth grade and any ideas you may have. I know we will get new
ideas from visiting and at the same time we will visit some areas
that are not, as affluent as your particular section of the country. But
at-the same time you have your ghettos and other problems.

We will do our darndest to write the best bill possible. A good bill
could be our .heapest insurance against high unemploy went rates
in this country. Ycu have been most helpful to the committee. I am
thiFe everybody appreciates your appearance here _today--

Rtus. Thank you.
Chairman PEmuuxs. We will see you in the future.
Our next witnesses Will be a panel. Come around, Dr. Arthur Lee,

director of project baseline. Mr. Lowery MeHenr3, senior j)roi. am
planning specialist, Penns) anitt vocatonal management informa-
(ions systems and Dr. William 0. Conroy, A., associate professor of
Lowell Technology Institute, Sfassachusetts.

Go ahead, Dr. Lee. We have so many things going on here today.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Lee follows.:]

t
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PREPARED STATES/ENT Or AR111UR M. Lets, DIRECTOR, PROJECT Risme:v.;

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. When Project Baseline was
undertaken three years ago at the request of ougresa, it was un the assump-
tion that the States knew more, Aunt their uLatiunal education prograths (bait
the Federal Guvernmeut. That assumption was tuirect. Project Baseline has
spent the past three y ears gatheriag all of the information we could get from
the States and outwit/Mg much as we could of that infunnation in a seii,es
of annual and special reports. k

The GAO report on socatiunal education points out that Cungress has ob-
served repeatedly that inforwation about socaitional education 1s inadetwate
for the purpose, of formulating ptlicy and ascertaining whether current pro-,
grams are working effectively.' This is still true, in spite of considerable im-
Provement ill the Past four or ilve,years.

In 1971 when we began our study, not more than half a dozen States were
experimenting with new automated management information *stems. New
more than three-fuurths of them has e suth systems in uperatiun ur in some stage
of devehipmeut, and some of thes'y systems are capable of prutessing all ;of the
data needt d by either the States theinsels es or the Fetleral.Gus eminent. X men-
tion this not to minimize t1n. problems width remain, but to suggest that prog-
ress is being.ndide.

The GAO repeat has one statement in it which I would like especially to call
to your attentiOn. "States administering programs authorized under VFA gen-
erally gather only that quantitathe information required by OEstatewide
expenditures and numbers of persons enrolled by level (secondary, post-
secondary, adult) and instructional category (agriculture, etc)." This unfor-
tunately, is true es en, in many States which has e good automated information
sy stems. I don't think it w cold tahe±a great deal of encuntagement in the fern.
of some Congressional direttion and support to get then, to use their capability
fur inure extensity edutatiolial data ,prutessing, especially in vocational educa-
tion. The Office of Mutation, on the other hand, is severely limited by the
Office of ninagentent and Budget in what it can collect.

The net result- is that information about socatiunal education programs in a
few Sztkes is fairly extensive, in many of the others it is less extensive but
mute than OE requires, in the rest it is only what OE is allowed to require--
all of which adds up to a situation which I beliese w ill call forthe assistance
of ,Congress to resolve.

w leer AVE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT VOCATIONAL. EDKCATION

experience with the Congressional Committees. Federal alai State agen-
t les, and ads isory councils o1 e1 a period of nearly ten 3 cars suggests a wide
dis ergence of opinion about the need for data. Na two Cates agree, and none
of them agree with the U.S. Office of Education. This is true of all educational
programs, not just s ticational education. Under these tirtunistanees the National
Coati-64 Educational Statistics has attempted to compile a CIA11111111II core of
data, Is ginning with the elementary and see/Wary schools. which I understand
t %attains inure than four hundred pages. The troable with this approach is that,
while It lie hides es ery thing any one may w ant to know it also naludes far inure
limn anyone wants to collect.

My MN it approach to vocational Vdtwation data needs Is to list just those
Heins which seem to he necessary for State and Federal agencies (1) to know
if the statutory pros isiuns guscrning Federal support are being carried out, and
(21 ally additional data logically required for irugruin and finaticial aim/mita-
Willy. In the following list, I have attempted to do this in four parts:

Dat a needed under the Voca thaial Education Amendments of 1968.
Data needed under the proposed Vocational Education Amendments of

1975 (11.R. 3037 and S. 911).
('. Data needed under the proposed Post-seunitlary Vocatimml Education Act

of 1975 ( If.R. 30R(1 and S. 939).
D. Datalugh ally required fur program and financial accountability.

A. Data Needed Under the Vocational Thlacatitm Amendment4 of 11)68
1. Accessibility Data. In See. 101 of PT, 90-576 the stated purpose of the Vo-

cational Effitenthas Amendments of 1968 is to assist the States in offering, s wa-
thaml education programs. "so that persons of all ages In all communities " * *
will has e ready access to s ocational training or retraining which is of high

e
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quality, which is realistic in thi light of actual or anticipated opportunities or
gainful emPloyent, and which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability tobenefit from such training."

Accessibility data. therefore, should identify the principal characteristics of
vocational education students in each conmamity (school district) such as sex,ethic' group, disadvantaged, handicapped. grade level, age and career objective;
each vocational education program availble lit each community ; current and
projected employment opportunities in each community related to vocational
education programs (OE code) ; and some measure of the quality of the pro-
gram offered.

2. Student Data. In Sec. 122(a) (4) (A) State grants may be used to provide
"vocational education for persons * * who lime academic, socioeconomic, or
other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding In the regular vocational
education program:' Sec. 122(a) (4) (B) includes "vocational education for
handieapped.persons who because of their handicapping condition cannot suc-ceed in the regular vocational education program without special educational
assistance or %vho required a modified vocational education program."

Sec. 123(a) (4)(C) under "State Plans" requires that a State must submit
annually. "a long range program plan (which] describes the present and pro-
jected vocational education needs of the State in terms of the purposes of thistitle."

See. 12.3(a) (6) requires that the polities and procedures in the State Plan
"assure that * * * (B) due cousideration %vill be given to the relative vocational
education needs of all population groups in all geographic areas and commu-
tildes in the State. particularly persons with academic, socioeconomic, mental,
and physical handicaps that prevent them front succeeding M regmar vocational
education programs."

Student data therefore, should Include for each enrollee the local school dis-
trict (community) vocational program(s) in which enrolled, career objective,
sex, ethnic group, disadvantaged, handicapped, grade level, and age.

3. Instructional and Other Professional Personnel Data. Sec. 123(a) author-
izes the Commissioner to approve each State's animal-plan only if it-meets a
number of conditions, one of them-being that it "(r) provides minimum quain(-
cation for teachers, teacher-trainees, supenisors, directors, and other person-
nel having responsibility for vocational education in the State and the policies
and procedures teve.I Ioped to improve the qualifications of such personnel mid
to insure that such mthlifications cmitinue to reflect at direct relationship with
the need for penonnel in vocational education programs carried out under theState plan."

ProftNsional personnel data should include, therefore. the category Mistime-,
tor, sapervisor. etc. ), occupational program. N% nether full-time or Panther of
hours:per week If part-time, level (secondary, post- secondary, adult), and level
of qualification (years of work experience, recentness of work experience, edu-
cational preparation, years teaching experience, State certification and per-
haps competency rating in field taught).

. Financial Data. Dialer Sec. 122(a) grants to the Slates may be used for
"(1) vocational education programs fur high school students * ,*, C2) persons
who have completed or left high school * (3) persons who have already
mitered t he labor market and who need training or retraining *; (A
persona who hare academic, socioeconomic, or other handicaps * *; () (P)
handicapped persons who cannot NaCeetql III the regular vocational edu-
cation 'migrant without special educational assistance or w ho require a modified
vocational education program . construction of area "%motional education
'4.11001 facilities: (6) vocational guidance mid counseling * * ; (Ti provision
of vocational traluing through arrangements w ith,pris ate vocational training
JIM * " and iS1 ancillary ser% ices [teacher trainiag and supervision,
'migrant (13111101mi. ,pet ill dimionstrationl and experialmital programs, instrue-
tional materials, and improved Slate ildministra Don]."

See. 122(c) provides "(11 That for any malt fiscal year the amount used for
(clhadvantnged vocational education students] * shall not be less than 1:)
perceptual" of the total State allotment ; "(2) That for any such fiscal year the
minima used for 11/M40104 %%Ito base completed or left high school] shall not be
less than 15 percentum of the total allotment of such funds for each State."
and "(3) At least 10 pereentnin of each State's allotment of funds * * shall
be used only for (handicapped vocational education'stittlentsr

See. 123(a) 1:I I (11) authorizes the Commissioner to apprioe a State's annual
plan if it, describes the "alliication of Federal and State vocational education

85
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funds to programs, sea.% ices, and activities to be tarried out under the State
plan during the y ear fur which Federal funds are sought (whether ur nut
supported with Federal funds) under this title,- and (6) assures that due
consideration will be given to (A.) th6 results of periodic evaluation of pro-
grams 'in 'tile light of information regarding current and projected aninpow er
needs * '" (B) "relative vocational education needs of 1111 population groups
la all geogr..phit areas and communities in, the state,- (C) the relative ability
of particular local educational agencies In the State, particularly those in eco-
nomically depressed artas 111A those w ith high rates of uneuiploy Meld, to pro-
Ijile the resources necessary to meet the tut:atonal' education needs * * and
(D) the cwt a the tin:grains, sera ices, and activities paw ided by local educa-
tional agencies which is in excess of the Lust which may be manially attributed
to the cost of education in such local educational agenties."

Sept. 123(a) (11) authorizes the Commissioner to approve a State"s annual
plan if it "provides assurance that Federal funds will be su used as to
supplement, and to the extent practical!, increase the amount af State and local
funds that would In the absence of such Federal funds lie made available * *."

Sec. 123(a) (12) authorizes the Commissioner to approve a State's annual
plats if it "sets forth such fistal control and alai accounting procedures as may
la necessary to assure proper disbursement of,idind accounting for, Federal
funds paid to the State (imitting such funds paid by the State to local educa-
tiOlial agencies) under this title."

Sec. 1231,a) (16) (A) authorizes the Commissioner to approve a State's an-
nual plan if it 'provides that grants shall be allocated within the State
to areas of high contaaitratitk,of youth unemploy went and school drupoiits.

Altogether there are eleyfn-separate authorizations fur funds under the Vo-
cational Education .Amenilments of 1968. These are for (1) Parts B at4d C
grants to.the States with a percentage designated' for research and training),
t2: disadvantaged vocational, education students (two y ears of. additional
fluids). (3) National and State advisory councils, (4) exemplary prob4anis and
projects, (5) residential vocational edimation demonstration facilities in the
States, (6) grants to reduce borrowing costs for schools and dormitories, (7)
tunmituer and homemaking education, (6) cooperative, vocational education pro-
grams, (9) world study programs for vocational education students, antl (10)
curriculum development.

Financial dada should. therefore, laclude expenditures at the State level and
by each local school district fur milli of the above purposes. and fur each in-
structional program. service. or activity , and ,the buurcez, of funds expended,
whether Federal or State/local.
B. Data Needed bruit( the Promoted tot:alio-lad Education Amendment,' of 197,;

J. Accessibility data. Sec. 101 of 1IR 3037 and S. 941, the "Declaration of
Purpose", contains the same pros isions as iii the Amendments of -1068, with
two additions. "stipends to uut-of-schoul youth and young adults. and adults
who need financial assistance to obtain such education to improve their em-
ployability,- and "career guidance and exploration to make an occupational
choice."

cssibility data would thus be the same as under the 196§ Amendments,
wail addition of data identify career guidance and exploration in each com-
munity leleinelitar3, secon(lary. and post-secondary school or district), and
economic status (need fur financial assistance) as a student characteristic.

S. Student data. Sec. 133(b) provides that grants for State vocational educa-
tion programs may be used for (A) "high school students." (B) "persons who
11.1%e completed ur left high school and who are available for study in prepara-
tion fur entering the labor market." (C) "persons who have already entered
the labor market and V ho need training or retraining.* *" (I)) "persons *
who. have academic. 01,Liumoitumle, ur other di:Atli:adages which Nprevent them
from succeeding in the regular vovitional education program" aadf'handicapped
persons who because of their handicapping condition cannot succeed 'without
as4istatiee or who require a modified vocational education program."

Student data need not he as detailed as under the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968, since both the spending categories and piovisions in the
State plan:, are permissive rather than mandatory. Detailed data will be sug-
gestd beius, however, under 1,,pdrements for program and financial account-
ability.

3. Instructional, and Other Professional Personnel Data. TI.R. 3037 and S. 941,
the proposed Vocational Education Amendments of 197.7 contain, provisions for
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teacher education, both -preservice and inservjce, in Sec. 142, and for leadership
development for non-instructional personnel under See. 154. Again, the -uses of
these funds are broadly defined and require no specifie data on persons affected.

'This proposed legislation has no requirement, as the 1968 Amendments have,
that improving the qualifications of vocational eduention personnel must be In-
cluded in each State plan. Professional personnel (luta, therefore, would nut be
needed to know if the law mere being observed. Ilovvever, program and financial
accountability would suggest that certain data should in: made available, and
these will be desCribed under the following section.

4. Financial Data. Detailed requirements regarding Federal and State voca-
tional education expenditures, such as minimum percentages for certain pur-
poses, are omitted from the proposed Vocational Edw.:adult Amendments of
1975. Distribution of funds is also permissive rather than mandatory.

There are thirteen separate authorizatiqns for funds. These are for (1) the
National Advisory Council, (2) Stith. advisory cottimilS, (3) State planning andaccountab::: , (4) career guidance and exploration, (5) vocational education
program support, (0) teacher education, (7) placement and follow-up, (5) stu-
dent support, (9) leadership and development awards, (10) research and train-
ing, (11) curriculum development, (12) exemplary programs and projects, and
(13) institutes and leadership education for administratorsfreducational boards,and other public groups.

Financial data should include, therefore, expenditures, preferably at both
the State and local levels, for each of the above purposes, and the sources of
funds used, whether Federal or State/local. Kiaancial aid program accounta-
bility would require additional data, which will be described under that
designation.
C. Data Needed Ender the ,Proposed Pon-Secondary Vocational Education Act

of 1975
1. Accessibility Data. This proposed legislation Vsuuld retain the Statement of

Purpose in Sec. 101 of the Vocational Education Amendments. amended (ally
to include CV words "and occupational" after "vocational" each time it appears.
Accessibility data should, therefore, be the same as noted is ;the previous sec-
tion under Vocational Education Amendments of 1908.

2. Student Data. The only reference to a requirement making vocational or
occupational data available to particular groups of persons is found in See.
127(a) (4). This provision authorizes the Commissioner to approve a State-
plan for occupational education only if due consideration is given (B) "to the
relative occupational needs of all groups in the State, particularly persons with
academic, socioeconomic, mental, language, and physical handicaps," (C) "toy
the occupational education needs of areas of the State a ith relatively high un-
emplopment rates and otherwise depressed,' and (D) "to the training needs of
oldu perSons in need of employment hicholing elderly persons engaged in volun-

tary service."
Student data, therefore, should also be the same as under the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1968, except that career objectiveS should be
/ changed to employment or other objectives.

3. Instructional and Other Professional Personnel Data. The proposed "Post-
secondary Vocational Education Act of 1975" retains paragraph (7) of Sec.
123(a) of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1908.

Instructional 4nd other professional personnel datn, therefore, should lie
the sajoe as noted in' the previous section under the Vocational Amendments
of 1066.

4.'Finaneial Data. The principal difference between allocation and expendi-
ture provisions of the proposed "Post-secondary Vocational Education Act of
1975" and the 1908 Amendments is in a three-way division of each State's basic
grant. Forty percent would go to the State educational agency for vocational
education through grade 12, forty percent to the State 1202 Commission for
occupational education, in post-secondary institutions, mod twenty percent to
one or the other agency as determined by a State Board for Allotment of Fed-
eral Vocational Funds anointed by the Governor.

Financial data should, them/fore, be the same as under the 1908 Amendments,
with the addition of the above categorical identity of expenditures.
D. Data Loairally Bran hr.! for Program and Financial Acmuntabilit4

1. Student Data. In addition to data already noted, there should be comple-
tion, placement, and follow up data for each student. Student identity need not
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and should not be included, merely individuandata iii ntalm.ed files w Int local
school districts or State agencies retaining the hey Ichich relates file numbers
to actual persons.

It Is Important in accounting for the programs offered and funds spent to
know nqt wily lion mans students completed each program but %%11u these stu-
dents were In terms of the individual characteristics. The same is true of those
who were employ ed. Then It is possible to know if particular. programs are
inure or less successful in preparing-males ur females for employ molt, persons
of one ethnic group or another, disadvantaged, handicapped, ur normal, second
:try, post-secondary, or adult students, and in one ur nattier age bracket. It is
td.su possible to know which combinations of these characteristics may be better
suited for one occupational progranror another.

Accountability for programs offered and funds spent cannot be trade solely
on the basis of completions and employ meat, however. Additional data are
needed. These can he obtained only in a follow-up of individual students, either
all of those who hale completed or dropped out of vocational education pro-
grams, or a stratified random saMple.

Two additional kinds of data are needed about students if vocational educa-
tion programs are going to be assessed according to their purpose and accord-
ing to the relatis e ability to students in different programs and different
uunities to benefit from the training offered. One of these is the purpose a

student has in enrolling In the program, and this can be identified under the
three basic purposes of the 196:.S Amendments. to explore vocational skill train-
log, to prepare fur skilled or semi-skilled employ meld, or to supplement previous
training by acquiring new ur additional skills. The other is sonic measure ut
each student's ability to learn, such as-grade point average or class rank.

Student data should, therefore, include sex, age, ethnic group, handicapped
or disadvantaged, !migrant completed or from IN hich left, purpose (exploratory,
preparatory. supplemental). grade point werpgc, or class rank, employment
status (full-time in field for which trained, part-time, unemployed seeking
work, unemployed nut seeking work, full -time In field other than that for which
trained), (continuing education), opinion of vocational training. and earnings.

2. Program and Financial Data. There are two Oar* omissions in. most
educational data available at all levels, which are essential if not critical in
accounting for the programs offered and funds spent. These are the clock hours
of instruction in each course, and the actual expenditures for each course both
direct and indirect. Whit these data the incremental cost of vocational educa-
tion can lie determined as required under the 1969 Amendments as well as the
cost per program in different school, geographic areas, and States. Cost effici-
ency ratios and cost benefit studies can be made using each of thi: student and
program variables by which these dtita can he tabulated.

Program and financial data needed, then, are for each program, the kind of
instruction (institutional, cooperative, or work experience), sources of funds
used and amounts of each. direct and Indirett costs (actual expenditures, in-
cluding pro rata institutional expenditures fur space, utilipes, administration,
etc t. purpose iexploratory, preparatory, supplementa ry ) grad e les el, and clock
hours of instructional time.

3. *blatant Definitions. Accountability depends in large part on knowing what
the data mean that are being reported. Accountability at the local school level
requires only that student, course, financial and other data are uniforM within
the school. School district accountability requires uniform definitions through-
out the district. State accountability requires uniform data from all school
districts, and Federal accountabillty requires national uniformity in reporting
the same kindS of data.

Project Baseline lonA discussed this nee each of its first three national
reports..In Part 1 of the third yenr rePort a set of definitions of terms most
often used in data collection are suggested. Nationally the existing situation
In vocational education is just short of complete chaos. We have literally fifty -
six,different sots of criteria used W identify the product of vocational educa-
tion programs and expenditures.
E. Summary of Data Needed

In summarizing the vocational education data needed under the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1908. iu t su of the proposed vocational education
bills now before Congress, and what are logically required for program and
financial accountability, I will follow .essentially the categories used under
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each of these headings iu the preceding oections of this statement but with some
consolidation. In the preceding orations I Lace identified lout kinds of data
needed (1) accessibility data, (2) student data, (3) instructional and other
professional personnel data ; and (4) financial data.

In the summary below, accessibility data are included in the student and
program categories. Financial data are included also in the program category,
leaving only three (1) student, (2) prograwanni (3) professional personnel.

1. Student data.--Annual unduplicated enrollment, completion, placement
and follow-up within each local community (school district) for each occupa-
tional program by sex, ethnic group, age, grade level, grade point average, dis-
advantaged or handicapped, and purpose (exploratory, preparatory, supple-
mental) : with earnings and student evaluation of the vocational education
program included in follow-up.

2. Program data.Programs offered (OE Code) in each community (local
seined district) and for each program the kind of instruction (institutional,
cooperative, work experience), sources of funds (State and local, Federal VE
Part 13, etc.), grade level, clock hours of instrnction, direct and indirect
expenditures.

3. prafesslonet perRonnci.- -Numbers of vocational education teachers, teacher-
trainees, (preservice and inservice), supervisors, directors, and other profes-
sional personnel (totals, part -time, and full-time equivalent) in each occupa-
tional program (OE Code) by category, grade level, age, sex. years of work
oxPerienceln teaching field. recetness of work experience. educational prepara-
tion, years of teaching experience (full-time equicalent), State certification,
and if possible skill competency rating in teaching field.

A fimrth category of data clearly needed under the 1968 Amendments and
in both-of the proposed measures before Congress, as well as for accountability.
is employment market demand. This, hopefully, can be supplied by the U.S.

Department of Labor, but it has to be supplied by vocational education occu-
pati6nal codes and for each county or other geographic subdivision in. each
State. These data must be available for lite current year, and on the basis of
one-and five-year projections.

Ail data, must be based on nationally standardized definitions, flexible enough
to allow each- State to develop its own programs to serve its own vocational
education needs, but with enough Aniformity that data about students, costs,
and instruction mean basically the same things in every state.

WIIAT WE KNOW ABOUT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Virtually the only national data we have about students, professional person-
nel, programs or finances are totals. We know the total number of students
enrolled in each State, the total number enrolled in each course or occupa-
tional area, the number in secondary, post-secondary amid adult programs, the
number of adults in preparatory, supplemental, and apprenticeship programs.
the numbew of disadvantaged and handicapped at each !mei the number in
cooperative education in each occupational area or course, the number of work
st udY ,students at each les el and the total number of students enrolled in indus-
trial arts, volunteer fireman, group guidance, pre - post - secondary and remedial
programs at each level.

We know the number who completed their programs or left early with job
entry skills by level and nemmational program . the number euntinning their
cancan& those win) are available or not available for work at each level and
in each occupational area . the number employed in the field for which they
were trained or in other fields at each level and in each occupational areal
the number unemployed who are seeking work at each level and in each occu-
putional area, and the total disadvantaged and handicapped who completed their
programs. are continuing their education, or are employed or unemployed.

We know the mmiber of programs offered in each State by OE Code: we
know the total expenditure & for vocational education from Federal and/or
State/local sources by level Mid legislative purpose, we know ancillary expen-
ditures, carryover, unpaid obligations, contracted instruction, and disadvan- ,

taged and handh aimed expenditures from Federal andlor State /local funds.
We know the total Humber of vocational teachers in each occupational area

(agriculture, distributive education, technical education, trade and industrial.
etc) by full -time equivalency at the secondary and post-secOndary levels and
by the member teaching full-time or part4ime at the adult level. the number

t.o c-
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of adminl'stigive personnel serving full:or part-time at each level; the total
number of "teacher-trainees in preser,vice and inservice for each occupational
area ; the 'number of teachers and teacher-trainees in group guidance, &bath
vantziged, handicapped, remedial. exemplary, and Part, G cooperative education;
and tetilikOr-trainees for each area who are completing State plan requirements.

In addition, however, thirty-eight States had some components of a comput-
erized management information system in operation in 1974, and eight others
were in some stage of developing such a system ; and these States either have
or are capable of hating a considerable amount of additional data about theirvocational education students, programs, and professional personnel.

Twenty -six States can non relate enrollment, follow-up, instructional person-
nel, and cost data with one or more of the other categories in their automated
management information system.

Twenty-three Mates collected student data by individual student, and can re-
late any of the student characteristics with each of the others.

Thirty-one States collect more data about their students, programs, or pro-
fessional personnel than OE requires, and thus already know more about voca-
tional education in their States than is known by the Federal Government. .

To be more specific, I am identifying each State which Collects each of the
separate data elements listed above in the summary of data needed..These have
been restated below in a way that identifies each of them separately. There are
thirty-eight altogether. Following each element is the list of States that to the
best of our kno,wledge at this time are collectinf; that data element. The lists
are not entirely complete because the Project Baseline staff is still receiving
and entering this information in our tabulations. and they have not been veri-
fied by the States themselves. however, they should be reasonably accurate,
and will be verified before being published in our fourth annual report .

The first two items under each of the kinds of data are : (1) Does the State
collect more data than simply the totals required by the Office of -Education,
and (2) Does the State collect individual data? The remaining elements are
data to be identified only if the States are collecting individual data. Under
student data, thirty-one States do collect more data than required on the Fed-
eral forms, and twenty-three collect individual student enrollment data. Twenty-
six-collect individual student follow-up data.

There are twenty separate student data elements listed. Ali twenty-six States
collect one of these, whether a student in the follow-up is disadvantaged or
handicapped. Twenty-two collect the OE Code number of the occupational pro-
gram in Which each student is enrolled. Twenty-one collect disadvantaged, han-
(1To^pped,. and twenty collect cooperative, work study, or regular status for each
student.

Eighteen c'codect the SQX identity of eabli student enrolled, and seventeen col-
lect the sex of each 'student followed up. Fourteen, States get each student's
evaluation, of the vocational education received in the follon-up fourteen get
ethnic group idlentity in the follow-up, and ten get a grade point average or
class rank for each student in the followup.

Thirteen States include the grade level of each vocational education student
enrolled. Elev61 include the local school district identity In the follow-up.
Twelve include the student's age in their enrollment data and ten include it
in their follow-up data. Six States also include the grade point average or class
rank of each student enrolled. There are three student data items about which
we have little knowledge ns to whether the States are collecting them, but we
are in the process of finding out. s

Thirty-three States collect more information about their vocational education
programs than they are required to report to the Federal Government. There
are six data items needed about individual courses, and twknty States-collect
one of thesethe type of class (cooperative or regular). sine g..:t the Indiridnal
programs offered In each school district by the OE occupational code; twelve
get the number of contact. hours each course meets ; and seven include grade
level. We do not yet know how many States are collecting cost data or source
of funds for each course.

Twenty-one States collect more data about their professional personnel than
the U.S. Office of Education requires. Twenty-three States collect individual
personnel data. All of fliese Include the individual's category (teacher,_admin-
istrator. etc.). and twenty-two Include grade level. Thirteen collect the age, sex,
years of mak experience in teaching field, and number of years of teaching
experience. There are five items of personnel dra about Which we have little or
no information at this time.

52-945-75v01.2--55
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TABLE 1.-STATUS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, DATA COLLECTION, APRIL 1975

I. Student Data

I. States collecting more data than totals required by OE.% Total 31.
AR CA HI KS MI MO NY OK TN VA WI (P-S only)
AL CO IL KY -4 MN NV NC O' TX:, WA

? AZ FL IA MD MS fil OH PA VT WV
2. States collecting individual student data. Total 23.

AZ HI MD MT NY PA TX WI (PS only)
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA PR
FL KY MO NM OR TN WV

3. States student data by OE Code of program elgei, occupatvial obie:hye. Ltai 2.Z.
AZ

Arg PAc
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA
FL KY MD NM OR TN WV

4. States collecting individual student data by propose of eniollment (exploratory, propalatoiy, supplementao. 10141 I.
NM

5. States colleting individual student data by sex.' Total 18.
AZ HI . MD NM OR TX
CO KS MD NY PA WV
FL KY NV OK TN WI

6. States collecting indivMO
Nidual

stuY dent data by ethnic group.' Total 16.
AZ KS PA WV
CO KY NV OK TN -
FL MD NM OR TX

7. States collecting indM
Thl

ividual student data by age! Total 12.
CO KY N Ne"HI MD OK 'WV

8. gates coltilling inPdtidualYsituig-n:antirby grade level.' Total 13.
CO KS NV OR WV
FL MS NM A
HI

P
MO OK TN

9. HStates collecting individual student data by grade point average or class rank.' Total 6.
I NV

KT PA
MO TN

10. States collecting individual student data by disadvantaged status.' Total 21.
AZ HI MD MT NY PA TX
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA
FL KY t. MD NM OR TN WI (P-S only)

11. States collecting individual student data by handicapped status.' Total 21.
AZ HI MD MT NY PA TX
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA
FL KY MO NM OR TN WI (P-S only)

12. States collecting Individual student-data by cooperative or wark study status.' Total 23.
AZ HI MD MT NY PA TX
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA
FL KY MO NM OR TN

13. Shies cdtecAngg individual Ighowup intuimatiun leaflet through following, up of each stddent oi using a stratindd ran-
dom §amp!e.tTotal'26.
AZ FL KY Mtl MT NY PA TX WV
AR HI MD MS NV OK RI VA WI (P-S only)
CO KS . MO tIM OR TN WA

14. States collectingmore individual followup data than totals required by 0E.1 Total 21.
AZ HI MD MT tiY PA TX
CO KS MA NV OK RI WA
FL KY MO NM OR TN WV

15. States collecting indieidaal lodowup Ankh mthan by OE Cu le of PlOgidfli campleted of occupatiunal objective, eithei
through tottery/up input or through matching with student files.% Total 24.
AZ HI MD MS NV OK RI VA
CO KS MA MO NM OR TN WA
FL KY MN MT NY PA TX WV

16. Slates collecting individual lollayrup data by purpose (exploiatoiy,prepaiatory, suppleme:ial). Unknown.
17. States collecting individual followup d.ta by lo:al school distilet identity (1,y wee at names.' Tutal II.

AZ HI NM PA WA WI
CO KS OK TN WV

18. States collecting individual followup data h sex.' Total 17.
AZ HI MD NM OR TX
CO KS MO NY PA WI
FL KY NV OK TN

19. States collecting individual followup data by ethnic group.I Total 14.
-AZ KS MO OK TN
CO KY

NNV

OR
FL MD Y PA

TX

20. States collecting individual followup data by age.' Total 10.
CO KY OK WI (P4 only)
HI MD PA
KS NV TN

21. States collMSecting indi
OviK

dual followup data by grade point average or class rank.' Total 10.
CO TN
FL MO OA R

HI NV PA

See footnote at end of table.
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sable 1.-STATUS OF VOCATIDHAL EDUCATION, DATA COLLECTION, APRIL 1975-Continued

I. Student Data

22. Slates collecting indii(vyidual finwup draly. by difslayclvanta;eAd or hagicappecZ Total 26.

AR HI MD MS NV OK RI" VA WI
CO KS MA MO NM OR TN WA

23. States collecting individual follup data by earnings. Unknown.
24. States collecting individual Mimeo data by student evaluation of vocational eduction twining ieusived.. total 14.

AZ KY MN- OK VA .. CO MD MT- PA WI
HI MI NY TN

II. Program Data

1. Sta:tes more data than
KS NH

totals by OE. Total
33.DE OH PA TX WA

AL CO FL IN KY MS NM OK RI UT WV
AR CT HI IA MD MD NC OR TN VA WI

2. States collecting individual course data by programs offered in each school district by OE Code., Total 9.

CO
AZ KS TN

OH N'N
HI PA WI

3. States collecting Individual
WV

course data by grade level. Total 7.
CO
HI PA
KS TN

4. States collecting individual course data by contact hours. Total 12.
CO KS. MN

P WAFL MD NY WI
HI NV OH WV

5. States collecting individual data by tYPeloilIcouiserperative or classroom only): Total 20.

AR HI MD NM OR TN MI
CO KS MD OH PA TX

6. States collecting individual course data by expenditures which inducts both direct and indirect cost of each course.
Unknown.

7. States collecting individual course data by sources of funds for each course (Stateilocal, YE Part B, etc.). Unknown.

III. Professional Personnel Data

1. States collecting more than totals required by 0E.1 Total 21.
AL FL IN MS OK RI WA
AZ GA IA NH OR TN WV
CO HI MD OH PA TX WI

2. States collecting individual personnel data! Total 23.
AZ FL SKY MD NM OK TN WV
CA 111 MD MT NV OR UT WI (P-S only)

CO IA MA NV OH PA VT
3. States collecting individual personnel data by category (teaLhers, teacher -tiainees, a dminishators, director, et cetera).$

Total 23.
AZ FL KY MO NM OK TN WV
CA HI MD MT NY OR UT WI (P-S only)
CO IA -MA NV OH PA VT

4. States collecting individual personnel data by a percent of full-time in Vocational Education assignment. Total 1.

5. States collecting individual personnel data by grade level of vocational education assignment, Total 2
AZ FL KY MO NM OK TN WV
CA

IA MA
MT

'071 UT"
6. SAZ ta

Htes

collecI
Nting

individual
V

personnel
WV
data by age.' Total 13.

OR
CO MD TNPA
FL MO O TN

7. States collecting individual personnel data
WV

by sex." Total 13.
AZ HI f
CO MD OH PA
FL MO OK TN

E. States collecting individual per data by years of work experience In teaching field." Total 13.
AZ HI MO OR WV

# CO KY OH PA
FL MD OK TN

9. WStates collecting individual peisonnel data by number of years since last work experience in teaching field. total 1.
V

10. Setcateenst' gcloelleginLItanif peisonnel data by college defies and number of graduate hours of study since most
1.

WV
11. Sta'es collecting inili.11,J1 personnel data by number of years (fullbme oquivir,,,t) of teaching excellence., Total 12

AZ HI MO PA
CO KY OK TN
FL MD OR WV

12. Stales collecting individual personnel data by State certification. Unknown.
13, States collecting individual peisonnel data by skill competency rating in teaching field. Unknown.

Puerto RIcia is unknown. 0

8 G ),
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WIIAT WE DO NOT KNOW ABOUT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

While we have tarlous total figures of oeational education students, pro-
grams, and professional ptrsounel, we do not know the relationships between
them in most States or at the national level. For example, we know the total
number a students enrolled in each tourse or occupational area, the number
in Secondary, post-secondary, and adult programs, and the number who com-
pleted their programs or left early with job entry skills. But we do, not know
the number of students enrolled in a partmular course or occupational pro-
gramwelding, fur exauttph.,--at the secondary level who complete the program
or leave early with job entry skills. Nor du sa e know the number who drop out
of any particular program or at any level, ur whether they are disadvantaged
or handicapped.

In the same way we know the total number of sotateurial education programs
offered in each State by OE Code, and the total expenditures by level and leg-
islative purpose, but we do not know in most States or at the national level
the cost of each program. Thus it is extremely difficult if not impossible to
know "the cost of the programs, services, and activities pros ided by local edu-
cational agencies which, is in excess of the cost which may be normally attrib-
uted to the cost of education in such local educational agencies." This is in-
formation, as noted earlier, which the 'tut:Anoint' Education Amendments re-
quire "due consideratior be given to in each State plan before the Commis-
sioner is authorized to'approveit.

TLe same situttrAT- exists with professional personnel. We know the total
number of teachers In each of eight broad-categories such as agriculture, and
the total number teaching disadvantaged or hndienpped, but nut the number
teaching disadsantaged ur handicapped students in agriculture. These are just
examples. The mayor problem is that while such additional data can be collected
by totals in each State, the specific totals needed must be requested from local
schools and providing them would be an added burden. A far as I know, 0111V
h, the only State attempting to du this on a broad scale, and only with student
data. Program and profeslatal personnel data are collected indiidually in
Ohio, but student data are collcetans classroom totals.

The way to know spo.ifically which data elements we du not have is to re-
verse tine preceding lists of States that are collecting each of the data elements
needed and show the ones that are nut. This we see that twenty fife States do
nut know which students being followed up a re disadsaintaged or.handicapped
TWenty-nine twinning Ohio) do nut know the occupational program (OE Code)
in which each student is enrolled. Thitt (alma Identify % vcational educa-
tion students who are disadVantagetl, Inudicappedor ini I.:imperial% e or work

6 study programs.
Thirty-three States have no information about the sex of indis Waal students.

Thirty-seven du not get individual] student evaluat,ons of their toothainl edu-
cation In the follow-up. Thirty-seven have no Information about the ethnic
Identity of individual students being followed up, and forty rue du 110.t. -.W%
the grade mint average or class-rank of such students.

Thirty-eight States has e no hnowedge of the grade let els at which individual
students are enrolled in vocational education programs. Flirty do nut know
the local school ill wlm ch individuals being follow ed up hail their trigning.
Forty-one have no infor.nation about, the grade point as owe ur (kiss rank of
former vocational education students being followed up.

Thirty-one States do nut collect individual course data about tlw kind of
class cooperative, w,urk experience. or regular. Forty two States do nAt know
the occupational Identity t OE Code) of the individual %ma tional education

. programs in each local school distrit t. Thirty-nine States du not know the num-
ber of contact hours path course meets.

Twenty -rune States do no hate iudisldual prufessiwail personnel data which
include category n teacher, administrator, etc.) or grade level in the case of
teachers. Thirty-eight has e no Information about the age, sex. years of work
experience ht their, teathing fields. and ,thirty nine do not know the number
nfo years of teaching experience of individual vocational edieatofs. -

8
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TABLE 2.-- STATUS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, DATA COLLECTION, APRI, L 1975

/ 'I. Student Data

.. 1. States collecting only to required by OE) Total V.
AK DC II MA NH RI UT ' .
CT' GA IA MT NM SD WI (Sec. only) '
DE ID 'ME NE ND SC WY

2. States not cOlectIng individual student data. Total 30.
.AL CA DC IL LA MN NH
AK CT- GA IN ME' MS NJ
AR 04 4D IA MI , NE NC

3. States not, Intsfig mdivrdua4 student data by OE. Cude u
Total 30.

CA DC IL LA MI NH
AK . QT GA HI ME .MS NJ
AR/ DE ID 1A MN - NE NC

4. States not collecting indondtAil student data by puipuse at

ND SD , VA
OH UT I WI (Sec. only)
SC VT WY

t:siogiam inziohnihentolledz ov.upational ubiestive:

ND SD 1 VA
OH UT WI (Sec.Ionly)
SC VT s WY

eniullment (expluratoty, ptepatatuty, supplemental).'

5 /States not collecting individual student data by sex) Total 33.
AL CA DC IL LA ' MI MT NJ OH SD VA
AK CT GA IN ME MN NE NC RI ' UT WA
AR DE ID IA MA MS NH ND SC VT WY

6. StAtis nottAollectiliVividuit StudenitAdata bymetAhnic giNolgp.t TotA35.
SC VT ;WI

AK CT GA IL LA - MI MT NJ OH SD VA WY
AR DE HI IN ME MN NE NC RI, UT . WA

7. ,Skttates collecting nfidividiuttl stilc4leEnt data by
MT NJ "ND RI TX VA WY

AK CA DC ID IA NA MS NE NY OH SC 'UT WA
AZ CT FL IL LA MI MO NH NC OR SD VT WI (Sec. only)

E. Stales AlesnotcRollectinNndividal 'l student datadata bu
NE

rade Totail38.
AL NY VT WI
AK CA DC IL KY MD MN \ NH NC RI TX VA WY
AZ CT GA IN LA AIA MT y1 ND SC TUT WA

9. States not collecting individual student data by grade point averagktir class ranks Tota145.
AL AR CT .E1. IL KS MD MN NE 11M OR SD VT WV
AK CA DE 'CA IN LA MA MS NH NY OU RI TX VA WI
AZ. CO DC W IA ME MI MT NJ NC OK SC UT WA WY

O. States not collecttimg indiv ritual studLeIrkit tiatattill disad4aNntagedreiteus.lTscaal 31.
A VA WY

AK CT _GA IN ME MS NJ OH, UT WV
AR DE ID IA MI NE NC SC VT WI (Sec. only)

II. ,Sktetes notDcAollectinedividiutal studell data balandicaviied startitg,1 TotasID31.
VA WY

AK CT GA IN ME MS NJ OH UT WV
AR IX ID IA MI NE NC SC t VT WI (Sec. only),

12. SAtLa nOtcrleclincfdndividIuLal stude6 data by refry. oirzorls stay statul.: Total ,31A.
f WY

AK CT GA IN ME MS NJ OH UT WV
AR DE ID IA MI NE NC SC VT WI

13. States not WIesIssig, individual fullowup utfotmatioa cant through following up ea(.11 student m using a stratified
random sample) Total 26.
AL CT 64 IN ME NH ND SD WI (Sec. only)
AK DE ID IA' MI NI OH UT wy
CA DC IL LA NE NC SC VT

,14, States collecting only the totals required by OE lollNoD,yup.1

VA',
AK CT -GA IN ME MS Ni OH UT WI
AR DE ID IA MI NE NC SC VT WY

15. States not ollesting Individual fiallmtip b OC Code ot_plogiam Lompleted ui uo.upatiunal objectiveyelthet thtuugh
f °Hpoo input or through matching With student hles.IsTotal 27.

AL g tU. DC ID IN LA SD
WI WY

16 States not culleding individual .tud eat followup by puipose text.lotatut y, piepaidtoi y, Unknown.
17. SAL es VACdlectreindeoal Istkluent launupttg localahool (labia scNeyntity wi

SC
nameo) Tota1N4y0.

OH
AK CT FL IL KY MD MN MT NH NC OR SD VT
AR DE s GA s LA MA MS NE NJ .` ND RI TX VA

IS. SAtees notDc,:ilectinandivIdittal studerAtollow tat by sexi.liptal 340
SD VA

AK CT GA IN ME MN NE NC RI UT WA.
MY

AR DE ID IA MA MS NH ND SC VT WV
19. States not collecting indindual student lollossup by ethnic group.' Total 37,

AL CA DC ID IA MA. MS NH NC RI UT WA WY
AK CT GA 'IL LA MI MT NJ ND SC VT WV
AR DE HI IN ME MN NE NM 011 SD OVA WI

20. States not collecting individual student followup by age) Total 42.
AL AR DE GA IN ME MN MT NJ NC OR SD \ VT WV

CT 12 ILAA MAD SD 'A "NT 'A SC Tel. VA
Vikly(Sec.only),

21, Stales noAtRoolltt individual ItA,clent feruphlil gradjemooint rierageN%classftriank. Total 41
TX VA WI

AK CA DC IL KS ME MI NE NM ND SC UT
AZ CT GA IN KY. MD MN NH NY OH SD VT

\WA WY

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLE 2.- STATUS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, DATA COLLECTION, APRIL 1975Continued d
..

.. I. Student Data f.,-. ',
22 States not collecting individual student follbwup by disadvantaged or handicapped. Total 25.

AA

A MI NJ OK UT ,
' 4.. .

i
N AL

81 ?6,- ,. IN
ME NH ND SD WY

, CA IV . IL LA UE NC ' SC ',YT .,
s

23. States not begetting individualsstudent followup by earnings. Unknown. s
10$ Staks not Pollee mg individual student followup bytstuctent evaluation at Vocaynal Education training received.'Total 37. --

....AL CA DC ID IA ME MO NH NC FOR !CI VT WYAK CT FL. IL KS MA NE. NJ NO RI TX WAAR 1-0E GA IN LA MS NV NM OK SC UT WV

II. Progfam bats
. - A ;:! i

- 1. Stales collecting only data required by OE! Total IL_
AK ID MA -NE NY SD t

t.: DC LA MI NV. ND VT . ..
GA ME MT NJ SC WY . , . .

2 States notcrectittindivildou?I course datamwEhl.h allude pa AMSNoyffoiediiinmeach school diflitimt byitiicE Coda Total 42. .
AK CT FL II. KY MD MN MT NH 'NY OK i SC 111' WA irI. AR DE GA IN ' LA MA MS NE NJ NC OR SD VT WY

3. States not collecting individual course data by grade level," Total 4S., l s
AL AR DE GA IN LA ' MA MS NE NJ NC" OR! SO VT ,WI
AK CA DC ID IA ME MI MO NV NM NO RI TX VA WY ,AZ CT FL IL KY MD MN MT NH NY OK SC -.4 UT WA

4, State! not collecling.individual course data by contract hours' Total 39. ,
'A 0 DC

I'? 'KAY '11EA

MSl
IN "fit' 'N ff). Li

AZ CT GA IN LA MI MO 'NH ND -RI TN VT
5. States not collecting individual course data by type of course (cooperativeor classroom only.)' Total 31.

AL GT GA IN ME MN NE NY SC ,, ,VT WY, AK DE ID IA AA MS NH NC SD VA
CA DC IL LA MI MT NJ NO OT WV ,--

6 States not collecting individual course data by expenditures which induds direct arinlect cost of each course.Unknown.
7 States not collecting inilividual course data by sources of funds to each course (Slate,local, Part B, etc.). Unknown.

III, Professional Personnel Data /e

1. States collecting only the totals, required by 0E.1 T)Sta1430.
AK CT ID KY MA MO NV NY SC VT
AR DE 'IL LA MI MT. NJ . NC SD VA
CA DC KS ME, MN NE I NM NO UT WY

2. States not collecting individual personnel dati.1 Total 29.
AL CT GA IN Mt MS'' . NJ RI T3( WI (Sec. only) \.

1), 111
CT Ed 1 a 1 P1L, "P.

NC
g8 WA W

_ r- Total 29:

k OTE ?If,' Ill
ME MS

'A .E
TX

'-WI
AR DC IL ' LA MN NO NO SO WA

A. aTtinsningtcoalnelcntionognIvidual personnel clat by hours per week or perceiit at lud-time in votatiotial education

5 SAtta.tes notcvllectinjAindividivl personnel datadatlAy giadfifgvel ofRvration.arixeducatt,w assignotZ, Tote 9.

-.... -- AK DE ID KS MI NC SC VA WY
AR DC IL LA MN ', NH ND SD WA r

... 6. States not collecting individual p_ersonnel data by age.' Total 38.'
AL . CA DC IL '..- KS ME MN NE NM . e ND SD .VT WI
AK CT GA ' IN `..-4 KY , MA MS NH NY RI TX VA WY
AR DE ID IA c' LA MI MT NJ NC SC UT . WA

7. States not collecting Individual personnel dilliby sex,' Totill8..,
AL CA DC IL KS E MN \ NE . NM NO 'SD VT WI ,

.. .1. ...-

2,i AR DE ID IA LA I MT NJ Ni. ,SC UT . WA

AK CT GA IN KY IA, %Nit" NY RI . "Ts VA WY t.

& States not collecting individual personnel daj by years of work soperience in teaching Peld.i Total 38.
AL CA DC IL KS -Mk MS `NV NM ' ND. SD' VT WI
AK CT GA Ill LA MI MT NH NY RI TX VA, a.'WY

9. States nol colleAing individual peisoniiel da 3 by numbs! of )Tars sinst lest work exiciience in lehhiug field,
AR DE ID IA ME MN NE NJ tic. ' SC UT WA

Unknown.

recent degree. Unknown.

I .4. .
10. Ste' lot collecting indtviduil i,..sonnel data by coke* doves and numbs( at giadusie bouts of study ;ince mostir

11 States not' collecting individual personnel data y number uf years tlulkime equivalent) ut teaching,' Total 39.
titAl, . CA DC IL KS A A MS NVi NM NO .'?Sc UT - WA

AK CT GA IN , LA A I) MT NH NY OH SD VT WI , ..

AR . i NE NJ NC RI . , TX VA WY
l'. States not collOing individual petsonnot.data y Slate cottlIcation. Unknown, i
13, Stajesarot collecting individual personnel data y skill competency rating III leaching field...Uniolown.

5 5' er I. 'I.

I Puerto Rico is tnknown. Ohio does IM ...oiled i dual student data, but dues lo.1;:rstudent data by 61. Code.
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WILY WE DO. NOT KNOW WHAT ,EIL.D8 TO BE KNOWN ABOUT %0CATIONAL EDUCATION
) 1

The ye/ason is not dint the data are too difficult to collect, or that to do so Is
Coo expensive., The number of States already collecting most of the data ele-
rianith needed establishes the feasibility of doing Ju. Moreover, the rapid growth
of aatuniated vocational matittgenteht information systems daring the past four
or five years, and Improventehts being added continually, Jetau to be a dear in-
dicter-Jou that the States are Lapable of supplylog this inforauttion to the Fed-
eral kovernment.

iey du nut do At primarily fur toie reason. it is not required of them. This
0 nut necessarily the fault of the U.S. Office of Education. The Office of Mail-
ageeneut tual.Buel , t leas virtually frozen the data atilt', may be collected from
the States, and it fact rethaed the number of elements within the past two
or three years by diminating aurae of the must tritmully needed information

f . that was being collected.
I refer specifically to the elimination of corullment data by sex and.gilinic

identity, and the ellt...mition of. employment data by occupational code. The
-Totter action has made completely impossible telly national information on the
iniptie.t of vouttional education on the employment market, except through
costly surveys a hid, ettatalniust never measure changes from one year eto the
next orover any given period of time.

While the inability of the U.S. Office of Education to require the Stntea to
((kit the data appears to be the most forEddable problem, it is not the only
um. Individual student and professional personnel dataas well as program
data Lonna be collected and tabulated by hand. It is a j b the size of which,
if nothing else, calls for automatic data processing by c mputhr.

Another reason fur using computers is that the data btained in this way
arc tilmust invainhly more accurate than those from han l reporting systems.
Project Baseline has intuitl in every State that I recall In, the past three and
une half years that data reported the first year from n newly Installed com-
puterized system showed wide variations from the preceding year.

All but fourteen States re now using automation in one or more of their vo-
cational education rep el g subsystemp. Eight of the fourteen are getting ready
to do so. This still let ve' six States. And many of thoef using some automa-
tion have portions of , h r systems still being operated Manually.

Another,problem, ail major one, is lack of uniformity of data being re-
ported. Thus when

:a
CalAo nia ur Arizona ur Illinois _report the number of their

tabeam' education .e411ments, they mean every person they could identify
alai was' en?olled in 4oocntional education course curing the year. When
Peinisylvatilaur Ohio oftiNew York report the number of their vocational edu-
cation enrollments, they mean the number who sera' enrolled in a sequence of
tours es identified, as a vocational education program. The head count, as you
can see. will be considerably greater in the former than in the latter.

The same problem appen,rs in reporting post-secondary and adult students.
completions and early leavers, and to some extent disadvantaged and handi-
capped.

Another somewhat related problem exists in the Interpretation and analysis
or the data being reported. The U.S. Office of Education has attempted to re-
move ally misunderstanding through very elaborate, guidelines,the States are
supposed to follow in filling out their annual reports. This effort, mlille well
intentioned. has been far from satisfactory. Tod often the very attempt to be
specific leads to ambiguity on the one hand or a degree of rigidity on the other
width makes the Federal forms and ,guldellues difficult to use. What usually
happens is that each .State in the curl does the best It enn, but what the Fed-
eral forms and guidelines difficult to use. What usually happenS is that each
State in the end does the best it can, but what the Federal Government asks
for too often has to be inte '^ii 'n thejight of each Stute's own statutes and
school policies. Interpetation . . analysis of the data obtained can onl , fie
made by constantly going back to each State fur guidance, assistance hytnak-
ing chances, and third verification. Because, of the slicer work involi'ml. It
nothing elt-e, annual interpictotion rind analysis of vocational education dntn
before Project Baseline was ,estnItlislicel veers. virtually tient-existent nt the
national level. i

Tt con be argued that neitlier the State etluentional agencies nor the E.S.
Office et Education ,are ennoble it intorprttitg and analyzing their own data
beeatn-e they- pd.. oiddetivity. That may' be one reason the advisory councils

t6
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were established. But the advisory councils, both those at the State level andthe National Advisory Council, have no adequate way to do the work. Some of
them also are nearly as lacking in objectivity as the administrative agencies.

Project Baseline seems to have served a useful purpose in performing thisfunction during the past three years. It has been able to do so, however, only
because it was bound neither 1)3 the special interests and concerns of the Stateeducation agencies and the U.S. Office of Education or the State advisoryeoueils and the National Advisory Couucil. Our only obligations have been tothe terms of our contract and the highest standards of professional integritywhich we attempt to maintain. In the end, I think it is this more than any-thing else which has given us increasing support each year from the State
and Federal agencies and from the advisory councils.

WIIAT NEEDS '10 BE DONE

Since there are some States apparently collecting each individual -data ele-ment needed but very few collecting all or nearly all of them, the, remainingtask is not to inven,t, tipm information system but to 1111 in the gaps of theone we have. It is dot atially realized that we have an information system
which can be expanded to serve the needs of the State and Federal agencies,
including Congress. At the present time it consists of fifty-one State systemsin various stageS,of development.

The ifational t)omponent of this system is the Federal reporting required bythe Offiee of Education supplemented by Project Baseline. Filling the gaps will
require both Stiite and Federal effort. At the State level this means automa-tion of local Motel district data and adding. elements not already being col-lected. At thesFederal level it means a transition from the use of paper forms
to receiving. individual data from the States on magnetic tape and adding the
elements not now being collected.

If the Federal Government does nothing to assist-in this development, it will
nevertheless continue at the State level but with very little value at the na
tional level. Such development would also continue uncoordinated and lesssystematic than if the Federal Government would pros ide some guidance andassistance.

I am reeonunending a cooperative effort by the U.S. Office of Education and
Congress. I believe the U.S. Office of Education should continue the, nationalStudy of vocational educationthe Baseline activitieswithout interruption.In doing go, I recommend the following course of action:

1. Continue the annual examination of vueational education, as Project Base-line is doing for the fourth year, and continue the annual reports. These are
always going to be useful to almost everyone involved in any way, with vo
catlonal education.

2. Begin next year to add some of the data we do not now have through the -
use of stratified random sampling. We could, for exampl,e,,get enrollment data
of disadvantaged. handicapped, males and females, and ethnic groups within
each o&upatIonal program in this way. We could also get completion. place-ment, and follow-up data for the same groups and within each occupational
program. Then we would begin to him national information about the impact
of vocational education on the employinent market. r.2. Continue the publication each year of one or more supplemental reports
dealing with particular problems or areas of interest In vocational education.
These are written by selected authorities in the fields with which they are
concerned or by well qualified scholars In vocational education research.

This year we published eight. and at the end of the current year we will pub-
lish one or two more. One will be a very thorough examination by a group of
nationally recognized social scientists of the expectations for vocational edu-
cation in the snelal. economic, educational. and political environment of 197as compared with the expectations o 9GS in the environment then existing,
and against a Iniftground of the elk nee in vocational education during the
past four years as shown by the Projee I asQine data.

4. ,11so continue next year to work ith each of the, States town greater
uniformity of data and toward increas Jig automation of vocational tzTincation
data systems. With or without additional help from Congress, I think his effort
is extremely Important.

There is much that can be done. Last year we collected information from each
of the States on the criteria they used hi the definition of vocational education
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and a manlier of its components:num that information lie base arrived at a
set of definitions is loch may be feasible on a n,itiun.ii basis, and these were
published in our third a Willa I report. This year each State Director of Voca-
tomal Education has been asked to revert those definitions and offer sugges-
titais.jur nupria emeld or l,ruhlrius they NN Wild encounter in using them.

11e base served as an informal clearing house on information about State
N 41(11111011A !gbh Antal diktil. syatews, phi uuuurous to..i.A1:41011s au LAIC. been nsised
about features that sariutis States. Lase at doit systems by other States plan-
Hi; to t-tablish systems of then visa. This e\thaiige of information helps to
present efforts to ienis est the %sheet in a technical area a lath has been chang-
ing rapidly for a number of years.

luaJor serslee to the States at this, time. nail one we suggested last "year,
would Le to complete it minima ide uitentury of educational data processing fa'
edifies and utilization which Nye bail started but were unable to finish. It

- 'tumid ..peed up ionsidelably. I tidal,. the flow of MAR:nation about a hat is
beiligodone and a here. More Hapoitantly it u Ladd enable etch State to develop
the 1(o -t edit-tent anti ecoluuoe use of equipment already at a ilabe and plan for
additunial commieid as needed. It %sunlit also make possible an accurate esti-
mate of the cost nivfavyil ill expanding, automation in the schools and in the
States.

Begin next year to build it national N ucntional education data base by
what the States already Late and adding to it each year as the States

uontinue to build their own data bases. This means putting into a computer
milts itlual student iharateteristics hum States that lute them. indiviilual pro-
fes,ional personnel data from States that hate these, and halisidual program
data Min-States that have these.

It does not matter what kinds of computers different States are using. what
loads of computer language. what kinds of coding, or in what sequence the
data are arranged. Project Baseline has already demonstrated hi a field test
last .3 ear, that any State's N 06ltill11111 Rata on Magnetic tape can be
converted to a common layout find machine language.

fine thing we did not do. MINI should also he done next year, is to put
111(11 the same computer the totals of all Federally required data from States
where thiss all they ;have. The data base will then be operational within the
11111N01111111 limits of the data currently being collected. Remote terminals in
am number of offices in WashiLligton and in tla1 States would be possible,
although I am not sure they ss odd be N cry useful until more individdaf data
were being collected.

An ads antage to many of the States as soon as even this hind of a limited
data liaise Is established is that they mould no longer have to fill out

diaper forms in making their Federal reports. Their data could be transmitted
unKlinie readable form on magnetic tape and fed directly into the computer.

The national confputer center being used would, of course, send printouts of
each State's data back to the State Director of Vocational Education to be
modified or corrreted, and possibly updated.

6. Finally, someonq somewhere is going to has to bring the national data
base to its full operhtional capability. ithinkjthis can be done within five
years. It 1110811$ luditidual student. professional personnel. and program data
either the complete tails erse, or stratified random Samples with annual or
send-annual middling. It means computer programs uhich,ssill produce any
land of tabulations and analyses in any relationships between .tuflent char
aeteristics, teachers. programs, and follow-up needed by' any of the Federal
agencies including Congress.

I do not believe it has to be too far in the future. There are some who dis-
agree with me. but their concern is usually about either the cost, or the willing
ness of the States to give this kind of data to the Federal Government, or both.

For my part. I do not believe the cost would be as great as is sornethnes
feared. A number of States base made sarsayti of educational data processing
at the local school, State, and sometimes intermediate levels. in every ease
that I know of they have found that educational data processing equipment
Is being under-utilized.

If this is true generally. some local school dIstritts could provide consider-
., ably more computer sersices than they are 11055 doing, and perhaps for other

schools than their own. Counted with this ol.sersation is the apparent continued
evransion of computer facilities in educational invtitutions, so-that in all prob-
ability much of the cost of a national soeational education data base has al-
ready rs'een paid by the States and local schools.

86,6
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The question of nliether the States tt uuld be %%Ailing to gite this Lind oC data
to the Federal Government can be ansnered fairly easily, it seems to me.
I would imagine 014 Would ha% e objection pro% led three conditions exist ;
one, that only statistical data, not personal ur 1)61,11 e information, et er leave

'the State; too. that there nimbi be no great disadvantages to the States
themes ; and three, that time %%wild be some ubt lulls advantages. 1 ant
quite confident that each of these conditions can be established if it dues not
already exist.

Theoonly kind of data I see any seriuns problem in gettino. into the system,
are expenditures by cuuist_ ur pru-i.ini. Must States now fulrun handbook II,
Mangle/ Accounting, deteluped by the National Center fur Educational Sta-
Hales, and they are usually required to du by State law. The national center, .
114weter, has had available sauce 1970 handbook VI. 'Standard T'crminology fur
Clirriculum and Instruction in Laval and Stati, Si,huol Systems, which makes
p ssible school accounting systems in shish expenditures are posted by nn-,
s uctional programs.

A. concerted effort should be made by the U.S. Office of Education through
zilch ovanizations as the 'Education Commission of the States and the -killer-
le n School Board Associat:un to hate State legislatures adopt both handbook
It and Handbook VI for local school financial accounting.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRESS

The cooperative effort by the U.S'. Office of Education and Congress which
I am recommending calls for Congress to remove, through legislative action,
the principal obstacles now in the nay of de.% eloping a vocational education
data base. .These are: (1) the inability of the U.S. trice of Education to re-
quest the data needed because of restrictions by the Office of Management
and Budget; (2) the limitation "of funds is the States anti ,many local school
districts to adopt automatic data processing, t3) indifference to improved
efficiency, better data, and program accountability by some States and local
school districts, and (1) nun (Liguria definitions of suctitivnal education among
the Stites.
, I believe each of these obstacles can be removed through the following Con-

gressional actions :
1. Modification. of 03fB procedures
Under the Federal Reports Act of 1942 and 1916, the Office of Management

anti Budget exercises the function previously assigned to the Bureau of the
Budget of regulating Federal root sts to the States and the public fur data.
It is a necessary function, but Hic cast growth of the Federal Government
since 1916 has made this function extremely difficult for any one, agency to
_handle without seriously crippling the other aguieles in carrying out their own
fiinctions.

Vocational education data collection is a good example. nithough I imagine
the problem extends on a broad front throughout the Executive Branch. In
Sec. 123(a) (17) of the 19CS Amendments, the Cvmmissioner is authorized to
approve a State plan only if it "Nov ides for nitahing cu.cli reports in such
form and Containing such information as the Conunisg101 er may reasonably re-
qffire to carry out his function under this thle and for keepinr, such records

O and for affording sat It access thereto as the Conimissionet may find necessary
to assure the correctness and verification of such reports."

In practice, however. the Cuminksioner hoist submit his requests for data
and the forms to be used to the Office of Management and budget for approval
before they may be ust d. It is Oa) Offitle of Managenient and Budget. therefore.
whit h decides what information the Commissioner may reasonably require.
not the Commissioner nlm nevertheless has to ansner to Congress for s hat
liejinows or dues nut know about the programs he is responsible for.

To correct this situation, nithout doing violence to the intent of the 1912
and 1916 Act, I recommend that t1M law he amended as follows:

The Office ut Management anth Budget shall emnplete its retiew of data
Valles submitted by a federal aaeney to be used in data collection within
thirty days from the date they are reeeived. It in that time they are not ap-
proNed as submitted. or If nioditleations area nut agreed to by the submitting
agency, a (lei Him hill lie arrived at through arbitration by a Board of A rill-
tratiou. The Board it Arbitration shall con.ist of top chief eNeentive officer

83 :
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of the submitting agency. (1w Inre& for of the Office of Management and Budget,
and a third member to be selected Jointly by the Chairman of the Senate and
}louse Subcommittees a here the legislation urginated for which the juror-
minion in question is thought to be needed.

the Board of Arbitiation shall rineet and reach a decision within thirty days
of the date of selection and acceptance of the thiremember.
2. Fedcra/fAs8istante Int DeteMping Stale and Loi al Educational Infwnialion

Systems
The Education .1ineuchnents of 1974 pro\ ide that the National Center for

Educational Statistics shall assist Stdte and loud educational agencies_ in
improving awl automating their sbatistic l and data -collection activities." I
think this has to be Mule in order for the States to take fv1I adlintage of the
latest dev elopments m technology. Smile of the States Oct' more help than
others. but all of them need the extra nicentil e to e and update what
they have.

In the case of vocational educationand this applies to other Federally sup-
ported programs as wellthe Go \trlllllent has tcry substantial tax resources
to be accounted for, anti thus a direct Intel ust in getting the necessary- data.
I suggest thrst_tins may have a high priority in the data collection activities
by the States and local school districts for which the National Center for
Educational Statistics is authorized to provide assistance. It is my recommen-
dation that this subcommittee illatfllut the National Center to that efftet and
authorize a per capita pay nielit of MOO per student for all students included
in any reporting system which has been or is being automated and is using or
will Use individual data elements.
3. A Ti»te Limit In Moldy° The Basic Improvements

This reetunmendation is tied to the second, assisting the States and local
school districts with their data systems. Such assistance should not be an
empty gesture, and should not be received with only token efforts to carry out
its purpose.

Thebasic imprmements are, first autontation at the State level; second, col-,
feet ladle ideal student. professi,s4611 rsonml and program data form each
local school district , third, autfanation of the record-keeping process in local
schools where this is out alreatb, dune , ul fourth. selection and transmittal
of data at the local lel el by computer to the State 'mama)) egular updating,
based on school program cycling.

It usually takes from two to three years to develop an an mated informa-
, turn system using indoidual student data at the State level. Full automation

at the local leve may take longer. Unless insurmountable difficulties are en-
countered, most States could complete the process IN Milli five years. I recom-
mend that each State be required to show satisfactory progress annually. based
on a five-year time-table fur completion. and that failure to do so would result
in suspension of a State's..eligibility to receive vocational education funds.

da Nationally f mform,. Difinitavis Of Vocational Education Aitil Its Principal
romponcnts

There is strong Appal for this among the States. but little agreement on
what the definition should be. Unless this gulwommittee feels that better
definitions can be fontidi those Project Baseline has developed, I recom-
mend that they he' ato the next tocatiouah education legislation. It is
possible that some suggestions tieing received front the State directors might
lend to modifications. lint I doubt if tiles s null be extensive. The list as pub-
lished in our third annual report, and whit II I recommend at this time is as
follows: 0

Vocational education coursc,---Any course of any length above grade six in
a public or private educational itistit Whin taught by a certificated instructor
Who has had work experience in the field or ( chis being taught, based on re-
liable projection-. of employment demand, and w lack uses a linsiness/hlustry/
laboricommunity welt isory 011111(11. Sin lo courses must lie designated as either
exploratory. pleparati ay. or sup) denieinta I. and be conducted under a prescribed
set of minimum perform:int e standatds approved by the local school district
or by the State or both, Performance standards shall be capable of being met
either by normal completion of a fixed tithe schedule, or by examInatton. de-
pending on local celtool polity, For reporting purposes, the total 116nliser of
Mork hours normally required for coarse shall be included in both student
enroifinent and expenditure data.
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Vocational education proylant. One or more vocational or related courle
in a prescribed sequence leading to a specific kind had level of job entry
depending our State or local school district policy or both.

Fridoratmw tocationu/ education. Courses usually but not necessarily below-gratie eleven in with ii students are gh en an introduction to employment sialh
in one or more occupational areas fur carer and interest exploration only, notfor employment.

Preparatory rot atiowtltRilacation.----Courses usually but not-necessarily above
grade ten in a hick students are given basic and, or advanced preparation for
employment or continuing education atz a higher

Supplementary tocatiooJt dmation.Courses at any im el specifically for"
adults and youth out ,of school in a lila students are giN en basic and/er ad-
vanced preparation for employment.

Pic-secondary roralloaat tducation.ExhioratorY courses in grades, '-8.
secondary roe:My:Mal (due:Mon.Exploratory or p(eparatory courses ingrades 9-12.
Post- ccondary roof t ianal da eft iion.r rept rat ory courses in grades 13 -1.

roeatitmal edueat,iM. a Ti16 term is clhainated under the definition of
Supplementary Vocational Education.)

Vocal/mud education comphitiims. All students iN ho meet the minimum
standards established by the local school district or the State or both iu any
Vocational Education course and oho complete either a prescribed 'Vocational
'Education program or 011e designated by the local school district or the state'
or hoth as providing job entry skills.

Early (carers 'rah HiarLl table shill$,--(111.1, term is eliminated tinder the
definition of eompletions.)

/)Iordrantrtmd toeafional education stud( nt.All students enrolled in any
Education ourse'NN ho hwet the criteria fur disathantaged wader

Title I of the Education Act of 1965 as amended.
jramheappcd- a oval/wail cdaottion stadent.All students enrolled in any

Vote Cola] Education couuse o Ito meet the criteria for liatudieupped.nnder Title
of the Education Act of 1965 w aniended.

CONTINUATION OF PROJECT IiASEEINF.

I ITliete both Congres." and the etaninissioner n ant, to continue this effort.
A grout' of natiottall; Loam 11 % matitmal educators, researchers. and authorities
from related, fields mete selet ted, last. summer by the U.S. °dice of Education
and the National AtIN isorj Cumuli an Vocational Education to take it hard
look at Project Baseline. Their report NN as favorable, and our schedule of ac-
tivities in the fourth year is based oh their recommendations.

The isit team had this to Say about its, ono concern over what happeng
after Baseline. "Rather than coin hiding Project Baseline at the end of the
fourth ;% car. ii e uric 1-SOE to continue this effort at a reasonable cost and to
initiate efforts fur whetting sampllun data of siacient,size for State com-
parison regarding the consequent es ofNocational education programs

"It is recommended that Project Itacline be attuned to collect, through a
national sample, data that nould aid iii ausiieniug 'key questions' for which
data (awit non be obtained from states Hon ever, doting ensuing years,
shuilar actii Ries should not be limited to data4 available from states."

The site-% isit report concluded a ith this statement Site train members
left Phoenix loth one Lagging_ question. After Project Baseline, what next?
Mile, the Office of Education plans to (al ob. the resources necessary to con-
tinue an annual examination of N otational education in this country, then a
panel ful Influent e fur the ImproN Olivia of socational edneation be lost. The
oN +tuestion lilts to he lint iiltethcr Project Baseline t indiums for the
fourth ,% ear. but lion .an the continuance of the data collection and analysis
noii iti,' lie assured Iwyto tin' fourth year? Tied to this question has to be

etmtibuing Offort to loTro e the substance, process -and products regarding
the status of vocational- education."

Mr. Chairman. that **includes may statement. Hon-elm I mould like to have
'minded in the record the following information on requests fur Project Base-
line's current publications. since It loth ates.,mine of the impact at least of this
national study on educators and the public. Thank yoll.

813;
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PARTIAL UST OF REQUESTS FOR PROJECT BASELINE 3D YEAR, PUBLICATION Sr

Total requests to date
Universities. -..- - _

State universities 2ml-colleges
Other universities.__.
Medical schools

Community colleges.
Votech centers or schools

'School .. _ .....
Teachers, counselor; in secondary schools.,
Proprietary schools
State department of education or State superintendents.
Statt boards of education
State advisory councils
State Governors.

National organizations

Vocational rehabilitation
Manpower agencies
Private firms

Individuals
Foreign countries

f 3,952
200

85
73

2
65
85

113
1, 353

15
44
15
12
13
64

2
77
30

123
. 3

(Includes Princeton, Stanford, Kent, Northwestern,
Cornell( Syracuse, Purdue, and so forth, Plus
State university branches and State colleges.)

(43.States.)

States.

(This includes 4 departments and 5 regions of HEW,
US, Department of Corrunerce. NIE, Manpower
Institute, National Research Council, National
Academy of Science, National Academy of Engi
netts. American Association Id State Colleges and
Universities, ewish Occupational Council, Carnegie
Council on Policy Study in Higher Education,
AFL-CIO, as so forth).

(Law offices, engineers, psychglogists, manpower
consultants, RAND Corp., and so forth.)

(Philippines, Ireland, and Netherlands).

I These were requests in addition to our mailing list of 1.500.
' Some requests were foi I publication only so total exceeds numbei punted for any single publication Total of request

sources do not equat total requests received as more than I request was received from the same source.

PUBLICATIONS IIIITIEINOPROJEGT BASELINE 3rd TEAR REFORTS

Education Daily (3 separate issues).
2. lligher Education Daily (4 issues).
3. all cnnower and Vocational Education 'Weekly.

Christian Science Monitor,
5. EducationTraining Market Report.

'. U. Report on. Education Research.
T. Health Manpower Report.

8. New York Newsday. o
9. MS- Magazine.
10. Resources in Education.
IL Journal of Research, and Development in Education.
12. il././1.41. Monitor.

I.P/icrican. School Board Journal.
Nit-14. National School Board Journal.
'N-15. American Personnel and Guidance Association Gaidcpo.it.

'16. ACCT -01,LNE, publi4,hed by the Association of Community College
Trustees.

17. Plonat all mut Manayont tat 1 Utt8 fur ruststeondp y Education in 31 ik,higan.
18. Industrial Education.
19. American Association of Community and Junior Colleges P
20. 20 Newspapers across the :Nation.
21. 2 ftadio Stations.
22. tTV Station.
4 Universities made it mandatory reading in Research Courses. ,

2 Mandatory in Teacher Education.

STATEMENT OF DR, ARTHUR LEE, DIRECTOR, PROJECT BASELINE

Chairman PLanus.4Without objection all your prepared state-
ments will be inserted in the record. Since the House is iii session
and we are getting called titer there,.if Sou could summarize your
statements it would be must helpful to the committee. Go ahead.

0,
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Dr. LEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Arthur Lee,.a member
of the administatis e staff of Northern Arizona University and di-
rector of Project Baseline, which is an effort which was initiated
by Congress'to gather as much information about the vocational edu-
cation programs in the States and compile this information and
make it available.

We are in our fourth year. We had a considerable amount of ex-
perience dealing with the problems that exist in collecting informa-
tion about vocational education and other programs.

I am here today partly to discuss those problems as well as the
accomplishment's that haye been made by the States. I do have a
statement. It will be incorporated in the record?

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection we are most interested be-
cause we want to know about the study that has been made. Go ahead.

Dr. LEE. I would just like to touch on,a few of the highlights of
my statement and lease time for the other members of the panel
because they has e dune some of the si ork that I think distinguishes
the des elopment of educational information s3-stems in vocational
education. . -

First I must say that the GAO report's findings on the inade-
quacy of vocational education data is true. But there has been sub-
stantial improvement within the last 4 or 5 years.

In 1971 when we began our study not more than half a dozen
States were experimenting with new automated management infor-
mation systems. Now more than three-fourths of them have such

cs3stems in operation or in some, stag!: of deselopment and some of
these systems are capable of processing all of the data needed by

<either the States themselves or thesFe[h:ral Goserunient. I mention
this not to minimize the problems Which remain but to suggest that
progress is being made.

In my statement I have undertaken to determine and to report to
you what it is that we needIto know about ocationaeducation, what

t it is that we do know, what it is that we do not knop, why we do not
has e the information that we still lack and finally what needs to be
done in order to have adequate socational education data and to
arrive at what we need to know. .

I have gone through the Vocational Education Amendments of
1968 and identified section by section and paragraph each prosisioli
which.seems to require certain. kinds of data in order to hums if the
law is being carried 'out. .1 has e also dom:Aliib with tw o of the bills
ss filch your subcommittee has under consideration. H.R. ;;d37, the
proposed Vocational Education Act of 1975 and H.R. 3036, the pro.
posed Postsecondary Vocational Education Act of 19.7.5.

Finally I have identified those data which would seem to logically
be reqipred for vocational education program financial accountabil
ity regardless of whether there is a categorical aid bill, a consolida-

. tiun bill or is under a Federal 'res enue-sharing support program.
In summarizing the data I have combined them into three cate-

gories. Student data, program data and professional personnel data.
Here is the list? Mr. Chairman. In student data we need to know the
annual unduplicated enrollment, completion, placement and follow-
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up within each school -(listrict for each occupational program by
sex, ethnic group. age, grade level, grade. point average, clisadvan-
taged or handicappell and purpose, which is exploratory, prepara-
ter,% or-supplemental, With the earnings and student evaluation of
their training ineludein the following. ,

In program data we need to know the programs that are offered
in each school district and for each firograin. The kind of instruction,
whether institutional, cociperati% e o.ri work experience, the sources
of f unds, grade level, clock hours of instruction, direct and indi _ect
exptnditures.

Under profesional personnel data we need to know the numbers
of teachers and %ocational education personnel,, including preservice
and inservice eaclier trainees in each occupational program by cate-
gor3, grade level, age, sex, years of work experience in the teaching
field,, recentness of w oik xperience, educational preparation, years
of teaching, State certification and perhaps and if possible compe-
tence rating in the teaching field. Another area of data needed, em-
plc)) merit market. demand, hopefully could be supplied by the U.S.
Department of Labor. But it has to be supplied by vocational eclu-,
cation, occupational codes for each community in the State.

Mr. Chairman, I liay'e heard only last week that the ..Bureau of
Labor statistics has developed a complete employment market de-
mand data listing for 23 States, listing the employment demand by
both the DOD code and the U.S. office occupational codes. This is
what we need. The Bureau of Labor,Statistics sa's it will be avail-
abl:c fOr all 50' States and the District of Colurribm,

Chairman PinsiNs. Let me thank you. I don't want to cut you
short, We have got to move ahead here this morning. Congressman
Quie was instrumental in getting Project Baseline under way to
make a study of everything that transpired in the way of new ideas
and old ideas and the way the program has operated in the past,
where we are going in the future. I imagine your report discusses
all of those. It has been made a. part of the record. Certainly all of
tis will study that report.

program
.

I want to call at this time on Mr. McHenry, senior progtam plan-
, ning. specialist, Pennsylvania yocational Management Informations

Systems. f ',
We will put your statement in the record and you may summarize,

it.
[Propared statement of /gr. McHenry follows:]

PREF.RED STATEMENT OF LOWERY, E. McIIErarr, SENIOR PROGRAM PLANNING
S LrEcLulsr,PENNSY VANIA VOCATIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

',

Mr. Perkins and members of the Subetantnittee on Education: My namo is
Lov,ery INIcIleury. I am head of the Planning Section in the Bureau of Voca-
tional EduLativo, Pennsylvania Department of Education. One of my responsi-
bilities fur the last fireyears has been the courdinalion of the development of
the Pennsylvania Vucdtional Edu,mtitai Management Information System
(VEMIS). - ..

On behalf of our State Secretary of Education, Mr. John C. Pittenger, I am
pleabed tv have the opportunity to present the following information concern.
Ins; Tenusylsania's Vocational Education Management Information Syst3m.
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GENFAIAL DESCIUMON .0F, THE SYS1 k.:St

Historical development . . .

Prior to 1970. Pennsylvania-7-111.e must other statesstruggled with the
;United States Office of Education minuill report requirements by use of a
manual data repurtity system. State supervisors of the various fields of voca-
tional education found it necessary to devote much of thei¢ time and effort
to the many clerieal tasks associated NS it it data-gathering actin itiesfutm de-
velopment, preparation of forms and instructions, distribution, olerlcal editing
of returned forms, mailiqg of nun respondent reit:hider letters, preparation and

. distribution ef preliniiiiag and final reports, aui reaction to special report
requests. These Mini Waal field reports acre then merged iiito.4 ciaaprchensiig
state repent oil all vueatiuhal programs. -fps ie result, little time may have been

3

vailable for state-wide management of vocatioaal education program eNvelop-
mat and operation. Enrollment duplications within program areas Mid be-
ween program areas were) extremely .difficult, if not impossibly,, to determine.

,:Moreover, data were gathered in aggregate form. and after the initial reports
, werePrepared and the forms were filed, they were of only limited further use.

, Special requests for program data nut anticipated at the time the &rills were
developed either remained unanswered or created extreme burdens on state and

7 local -staff by necessitating additional data-gathering activity Occasionally,
special requests could be filled from data contained on the uriginai formes, but
this too, usually required considerable activity pulling thousands of forms
from the file, and compiling the data to conform to }:hat specific request. This
same scene was recreated many times throughout the year. as greater demands
were placed un accountability fur vocational eduCatiun.prugranis, services, and
activities. a

With the enactment of the 1908 Amendments to the Vocational Education
Act of 1903, the subsequeta Increase in report requirements, and the need for
more meaningful state-Wide program planning, it became apparent that s ut a-
tional education information requirements far exceed our capabilities. Congress,
state legislatures, state boards, administrators, and the 'public were becoming
cognizant of the hundreds of area vocational technical schools quietly springing
up thwoghutit the nation. Inirkpg the prior ten years, more than 70 such schools
had been constructed in Pennsylvania alone. Enrollments had increased over
400 percent. and the number of different curriculum offerings had tripled as
expenditures climbed toward the $200.million mark.

,Peuple started asking questiumspruvoiative questions, Important questions,
critical questions. Tu what extent should emphasis he placed un labor marhet
needs in planning new vocational programs? What standards, if any, should be
Imposed on casting and new programs? What really happens to graduateS after
they complete their training? What should be the criteria for admission to Noce-
timid programs? What is the capacity utilization of our present facilities?
What is the profile of our pupils and teachers in terms of race, sex, geographic
mobility, competence, age groupings, earnings, turnover, etc.?

For many Of these Nuehtiotts %te had no answers, and for others we had only
pour ;Ittesse:.. It we were to free key persotatel from being Inundated by clerical
tasks and to Improve significantly oqr data collection and processing activities,
it became apparent that we e must turn to automation. In 1970 our State Director
of Vocational Education/ Dr. John W. Struck, approved the development of Vo-
cational Education Management Information System, or VEMIS, as it is popu-
larly known throughout Pennsylvania and the Nation;
Organizatian, and 71cAign

Figure 1 describes the current organizational structure of VEMIS. The, sys-
tem is being developed under time general. direction of the State Director, The
Coordinator of VEMIS activities in the Division of Administrative and Plan-
ning. Serve es, Low cry E. Mcflenry, , is directly responsible for the "continuing
operation of the system which functious through a cooperative arrangement
with the Education Systems Research Institute (ERI) in Pittsburgh, Penn-
Sylvania. s

Dr. Max E. Eniger, President of EMI, Is responsible for the baste design
and development of the system. He and his staff of analysts, programmers and
techuieians have provided invaluable technical assistance. In the development
and current operation of VEMIS.

s .
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Technical assistance relating to specific system application is pio-
vided by adlisury cuinuttoes representing the carious educational
institutions incorporated itftio..systeimsTIle metubers of the secondary athisoly
committee include state vocational eduuttiun staff in the Bureau of Vocational
Education; regional office chiefs, reps from couperaiing state agen-
cies such as the Research Courdia.a. Unit. the Division of Statistics, the
Management Information Serli, s Bureau, the OM& of Planning in higher
Education, and local athuinisapturs. The Coordinator of YENIIS activities is
also sensitive to suggestion., fronethe State'Adsi.son, Commit, the State Bo.tid,
the Commissioner, field cAisultants, and others.
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tuaujett -coernvorxion equation r4 /-
TheThe nuiskr,_.plaii fur a Loniprelienske manpower development management ,

information system has 'its theoretical starting point In the intilipuwer waver-
eiplatibli shun{( iu Figure .2. The model identifies seven major channel

ur Nt,un,es., for con%trtlag nudeteluped,uatlerdeveloped inanpuner resuitrees4utu
developed, (skilled) manpower resources. They are:

1. Public Secondary Vocational Education;
2. Public Non-College Adult/Postsecondary Vocational Education,;
3.' NMI(' ('allege -Level Ppstsecondory,Vocational Education;
1.Itusiness/Inditstry Personnel Training nod Development;
5:s Printe/Proprietari. Schoolecupational rducation; l
0. loepartment of Labty,.(,)llie lltEC011101lie Opportunity Programs;
7. Approved:Non-Applvated Apptbnticeship,Tritining 'Progiams.,
The foregoing do nut it ludo All pour( es of skilled,,matqmer dct eIonteat iu

I's t 11 -3 l' itla. UY lexscr Moatatee from a quantitath It (output) standpoint arc.
s. Private College Two-Ye , Vocational Education Programs;
9. Correctional institution 00421tional Skill Programs:

10. th,cupational Skill Prografits in Institutions for Handicapped. -

'PM; theoreth ad starting point of the VEM1Sr.ystent is the Manpower Com or-
sion EquatiOXion Figure 2. VENUS I:, Slut merely a s3z.tettt for collecting
and repHrtht itforniathoi about 1.kkationtil etita.itt Ion. It is a ma itagtqueitt in-
ftuation system relating to a h ady of goals and objectives fur vocational edit:
(adult. The model shows audi:uelowit.mattponer resources people wrthout
marketable otoupational skills as input luto Ultima:1s of nuanpuner CLIII1ermon
or deveropment..The notacl also Illustrattp thilt substantial numbers of our
sttadily nattipo'ner resiitifte,,s ,bypas:s. the major sources

imuipunt r iltkiloptuent-. ez,m;ittlally as undo c'ellittyll, utauputver
esotace fur the norlslag liras, holding dun it unskilled ur senagtilled

Juba (then employ cil. Others return b., the. start position anihenter one ut the
major sources of nialipo,uer resources in a later period of their life. Often their
occupational shill deyelopment conies through on-the-job trahting.and,or bust-
ness and *11111'1st ry training programs.

4
t -.4 14-4 ^

74i4t2 2. 1,+ntt C.7.4SAC. ruts.
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FIGURE 2.Manpower Cohyersion Model.
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;the model shows two kinds oi outwit from tl4se major. areas of manpower rt
reseurces: ill Aided ma nptm of teNtmaes, 4.e., persons who have succeSsfully.
compieted .1,Aaar occupational education or trainiutprograms, and (2) un-
developed, manpower resources, ire., persons %%hp have dropped out of their
occuputional education programs a eioupleted their programs without master:__

mg the necessary' occupational skill. Hence.. they arq still an lindevelmied man-
pimer iesonrces.,Notiee..iumeer, That sonic reo de auto one of the major man-
power ileVelopment sources.

(Hi toe tar side of the equation. the Nan. market 1.4 'represented by two broad
calegorws. ski tied nompoeer menpation, and unskilled manpower occupittions.
1 or our purposes the many shades of grey eon these two extremes fire
irrelevant. We know that the (lemma for skilled illamieAer is increasing, and '"4
that for unskilled inaman,er, it is decreasing. The model indicates that the
output Or skilled inalup'ower is absorbed into the occupations of the labor
marketilind that the unskillitti numiamer naturally feeds into the Unskilled
occupations. .15 we have found, lluiieier, the real world dries not necessarily
denude to the ideal of the theoretical mddel. Sometimes, skilled persons end
up in unskilled occupations. .

Not lee, too. that the model is an equation wfticit states that the primary
ohjeczne of ate eollective.anamioner deielopment 4(411 1:,to recruit ,und con--
Vert undeveloped manpower resources into skilled manpower resources in
sufficient kinds and numbers to meet the law market requirements of the
expanding Venwlvania economy, In short, the objiTtive i5 h balance supply'
aim demand for skilled manpower. The achievement of a balance Implies that
tai ivory newly developed, skilled manpower resource there almid be a 11 Niril
able job openinp, and...that for every job opening for alhoccumitionally skilled
ja:rson. th6re %%Mad be an au-inutile and qualified person. serious imbakinee
could mean au excessive supply of certain kinds of skilled manpower, an under-
supply of certain kinds of skilled maupower. or a combination of both.

Th. taeoreticid 'paid dearly relates the problem of manpower development
to (11 the undone( policy of full employment, (21 the eXiqillg 1111(1 projeetve
manimwer remilrements of am expanding and technologie illy (imaging economy.

the existing and projectedoupply of unde%eloped manpower resoprees. and
(.I) the public and ririvate sources of skilled manpower deeloodent.

Primarny.item 0/400th:et
The basic challenge Is to mantio the eollectlie syStenl. t% 1(11111 tine constraints

of our political institutIons,00 as to achieve as realistic balance between, ()Mind
(or supply) and labbr market rouireinents (or demand), for skilled manpower.

.\I the present dine. there is no single gtrvenuneutal agency that is organized
to accept the management challenge for the collective *stenhoIt is vocational
education's role. then, to develo a and implement the IfillnitgemeneinforitatIon

system for state and local manpower development through the following
olijetive;:

1. .supply of itntleioped/underdevelop«1 manpower.---The model dearly
plies that those who, 10 not go on to higher education or develop a markttabid

ni one of the manpnwersconversion channels will Imye int/rowing difficulty
finding and holding jobs In future labor markets charneterizett by, a steady
&vino. for Jinskilled manpower. Such persons are predictably chrohie uu-
emprityed /underenapioyeai, and as such, will be a burden oil the resources of the

Commonw(alth. implivation, then, the following is a major objective of
Vocational Education.

To increase the percentage of nonallege bound youth enrolled In voeational '1

programs: at the' secondary, and postsecondary level, consistent with the pro-
pet(1 requirements of the Pennsylvania labor markets in the raining yeafs.
, n't( increase the percentage of :ipecial need flumdleaPped and disadvantaged).
000-coffiege 1101111(1 yonth enrolled In vocational programs at the secondary and,/..-_,
or po.isecondary level, consistent with the projected requirements of the Perm-
sylv:oda labor markets in the coniing years.

2. (niportanitica for manpower oin development ---11 Is a logical implication
of the manpower conversion model that the collective.systemonnst keep in qtep
witile the labor market requirements by providing the opportunities' to learn
those oecimationtil skills that are required by- the projected labor ,markets. If
the opportunities are not there. tfieoutput (supply) will not be there. While
no can't Infinepce, lamb less cohlrol, the occupational skill development oppor-

.

8 r
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thulties in all munposser development sources, we du have a unique position.
Through the public school system, we have the first opportunity to enroll the
non college'bound in vocational programs. By implicatiun, then, the following is
a second majuppbjective of Vocational Education.

Tn increasekthe range and diversity of learning opportunities hi the public
cebools until such opportunities adequately reflect both projected manpower
reqiirements and the interest and abilities of the students served'

3. Quantity and quality of untput.-It is alp a logical requirement of the
model that the output of the collective sy stem matches projected minium er
requirements in jerms of type, quantity and required skill level. The following
objectives are implied for vocational Education.

To show continuing improvement In the percentage of vocational program
graduates:completors ss who meet employ er standards for entry-level quail:Ica-,
flops. In short, the goal is to improve the quality of the vocational education
product through improvements in the quality, of the vocational education
process.

To show continuing improvement in the percentage of students who are held
to completion of their occupational prograal ; thereby reducing to
the number of students ssho leave school ss ithofit an adequate occupational

-skill.
To show continuing improvement in .the percentage of employment-bound

graduates who are motivated to enter a field {plated to their newly acquired
ocenpationul skills.

To show continuing Improvement In the percentage of qualified and inter-
ested vocational grailuatesicompletors who are placed in occupations related
to thIbin field of study.

The ITsic objeeth'es briefly discussed above ore but the beginning. From
these objectives, second and 'third order objectives way be derived.
The nuatupement functions a -
. One doeti,not have to do an In-depth analysis, of our daily activities to identify
some of the more husky functions. Indeed, virtually all basic functions can be
'derived by implication from the inauposser eunversion equation. Simply stated,
we are in die business of manpower conversion. That's what vocational edu-
cation is all about. It Is a production enterprise, anti one important distinction.
It does not difeetly operate the sources of production, i.e. the schools. Despite
tfile tremendous constraint, it must iiar4Iiiie the same basic management func-
tions as if it dill control the sources 'of production. Here are some of those
management functions:x.stablishing/inllueDeiug piogrnm goals and objectives ;

, l'..Istliblishinggommunleating twileies and guidelijns;
Establishing/applying program approval standards; o
Collecting/reporting prograin descriptive information ;
Identifying /sowing problems concerning objectives;
Foreca'st ing/project log program c ha rifeteris t ;
Planning changes related to program objectives;
Reporting informidlon to other ageneWs;
Cotirdinatthn of ulanning with other agencies;
'Researching for solution to basic' program problems;
Evaluation of vocational programs, re objectives;

'Cmilrolling the quality of voentlaial.education;
Processing applications for speeini .funding;
'Establishing internal standard procedures;
:Reimbursing local educational agencies;
Orgabizing for the accomplishment of objectives;
ProViding iidvisory/consultapve support to the field;
Budgeting kivailuble vocational education Lulu's;
Stimninting change through-information dfssemination;
Planning/controlling constructidn of new facilities;
Assessing short and long-term manpower requirements;
Assessing short and long-term manpower resources;

It should be noted that the goal does not imply that the only way to increase occupational
learning opportunities is by increasing course offerings in pubib. schools. There are other waysto provide such opportunities, c g., diversified occupational ..a-up programs, contracts with pri-
vate/proprietary schools, etc.
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The list is not exhaust e. All of the inactions listed, homes er, bae one thing
In (vitmin, the need fur information about the socational process mid its
Products.

No formal computer-based management information system shoal! aspire
i.rio ale all the information needed to sett -ice the basic management functions.

Indeed. there can be no such system!. It t. the process of management reaction
to Information that must often determines the need fur further information to
kl/lOpl/Je the management. FOC the PrOleb:, of UNOillatioli
may has e its shut in the operational data prioided by a computer- based

ale c suitial to ask those furtlier 40,teztiOrt:. that be asked to complete an
:%441.'414, but / 41 the filial sense expelince and .1114111ellt

11/11uation prvces,s. The some isstrue for the other management functions men-
tioned Larller. The proposed system dues nut make, et en on paper. decisions,

es aluations, etc. It pros ides the initial essential, luf irniation for such
fan Com.. In doing so. it relief es personnel of the Tuts -let el, allpit time-con-
suming effort to collect. calculate and organize basic data.
Craw at calatbiliticg and future pland

T abb.. 1 destribuN the present and liaig-teriti scope of VEMIS. The total system
I. t omposed of 13 integrated subsystems operating in nine different les elsor
institutions of vocational education:

I. Program and and Curriculum Approval Subsystem.
2. School District and School Basic Data Subsystem.
3. Student Basic Data Subsystem.
-1. Personnel Basle Data Subsystem.
51 Curriculum Basic Data S,ubsysteni.

Facilities Basic Data Subsystem.
7. Follow-Up Survey Data Subsystem.
S. Forecast Subsystem.
9. Special Survey Data Subsystem.

10. Tivetylitures Data Subsystem.
Feqeral Projects Data Subsystem.
AdMinistrative Data Subsystem.

13. Urfa puter Assisted Placement Services Subsystem.
lire Otthe subsystems require direct insujtetneut of the local educational

agony. The Federal Projects Data Subsystem and the Administrative Data
Silbsyste are 1116'111AI :%:..teat:, nut requiring forms distribution, and the
Folios\ -Ep Survey Data Subsystem Is eunducted directly us ith the graduate in
the field.? 4

It 441014141 be' noted that 1111 subsystems are not applicable to all institutions
on the Table. The 1111111110user cony ershm model under obith the system

fauttions requires pub that the distrlaischuol, student, personnel. and folluu
up.sobsy stems be operatOe. It Is estimated that VENUS us ill include about 95
percent of all huutsu ocuipationill related programs in the state us hen fully
operational.

introduction
All subsystems are automated. interrelated and integrated. They function

ts.11/. S111/11111. 1/11.Sid lt/1111/11:(1(3 /111(1 procedural 1111/1 Operant/11AI 110W. intent
today I. nut to describe in full detail all aspects of all subsysterah, The testi-
mony %%ill center on just tut, of the subsystems as they operate on the secon-
dary let el only. This rii.presciits about the percent of the total system, but will
provide a basis for perceiving the other subsystems.

A description of 1 the Student Basle Data Subsystem and 2) the Follow-up
sues ey Dnta Subsystem fullous. They are represented in TABLE 1 on line one,
101 1111111 three and

DESCRIPTION OF TWO BASIC SUBSYSTEMS

Objectives
The Student Basle Data System prioldes the Bureau of Vocational Edu-

cation with aggregate data on vocational student enrollments, transfers and
terminations plus sal 11 other information as Is necessary to classify the aggre-
gate data. The requirements tif data organization make it necessary to collect
student infoyination ou ail Indisid11111 411t1u11( 141:4:4 10 permit computer aggre-
gation of data in the many combinations required of the,Blireati. The broadly
stated purpose of the subsystem IN to provide the husk ttitIvilt lamination

8 1.6
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required for state-leN el tocatitatial education management, i.e., program plun-
'Mag. budgeting, relitibursitig, reporting, es altiatton, and other such bash. 'tattle,
agement ftmetions..

The major oiljectite of the annual graduate fulluh,-up surrey is to es
the effetth eness of secuntlar3. postseculitlar3 and adult prepttiatoi3 s of .111441.11
4111'114 lila as a source of qualified. entry -let el skilled maitptmer for the Penn-
s3 la atilia tt3111011*., Bur eati of Vocational Edit( intim is concerned NN itli
ithatitify Mg major makttesses, to tutatlwtal educattuu as resealed tbl'uu,b the
post -se, land elpel knees reported 143 the graduates. The ultimate ubjectis e 1 to
imprtate the afrmtaseuess a,t sutatluutil cd litittioll its a major supplier of skilled
tliatiptatt en in at a ordain e uith the inatipower cunt erst on 144)&1 discussed
Generili it( Cls iption

The sulasy stems %tete des eloped stlitotigh consultathat NN itli the Division, of
Detelopiatetat. Operations, and Platining iu the Bureau of Vol Ammo

Dim:anion, %%ilia tontlintd opetation, et Adulation mid hapruseuteut accanitplislied
through tionalt13 tatCetimts of the t.triuus ads isur3 connitittees. Although the
sith,3 stems hots beetetfully opt tatitaiatil sinee the 1971-72 sehool year, they haN e
itudergotte coatinual Llittiage to hoprote form preparattua, data eullectiam and
reporting procedures.

Ott the secondary lei el the student satbs3steni enrolls user 250,000 students
in about 051 high sit-oohs and 92 area tut ational-tedinical schools. The system
itl.o gather:7a tlatd on another 150.000 postsecuittlar3 and adult students lit 14
tAtIll, tat Mandl campuses, 39 prh ate proprietary school,, youth
development centers., and spoyial education schools.

Is .1 rk gull es tuwpli.tut0 sshh apeufir stuutlards prior toenituultuat
aPprosal to operate and be eligilil for state reinibittsettiont. Reportitig of she

is restricted M these untamed currielula. Enrollments are reportable by
full -term currit ilia meeting at least the wiuiatutii requirements for any other
major Hold of study user a No- ur three.3ear period. We do nut report by
subject ur class, thereby reducing the possibility of duplicate enrollments. A
legal coutbluatioit of eurtilliiitiit iu tisu different fields, Itoaseser, is petaintteal
iti the case of Useful Home Economies and any one of the other sot Annual
fields. This is allowed lawause of the one- period- per -day 111111i11111111 for taunt-Ma
in the home econoutits field. Although such duplication is permitted, the com-
puter eon readily deft:claim. the duplicates through program edit minims, and
unduplicated totals are possible.
Operational description of the subsystem

rigairta 3 illustrates the flow of the Stattleat Basic Ditto g3 stem. Ottly the
sewlnlary leaf is (lest riled here, but the snow procedures apply to all other
lest Is. Must foam,' used are 111414 him. scannable forms as !Itch are fed dire( tly
into the system.,The fiats is sieased as it contitilthig rytie. At the Wain: nag of
eat la salami' 3 ear. at COW pottr-priattet1 3e:it-start taster is sent to tii
the : al llama roster I, generated for each curriculum opt acted to
Operate tit that st11,401 The roster contains the Willies: of all stildelits tetaiuetl

that S3:444111 front the Ireeelliiig 3 ear, i.e.. all student: out terwiuuted or trail,-
ferretl-law ta.o.-cattl._stalattosater_completetLaLlike_euil_of laist St 114/01
personnel s crif3 or update the rosteras required, add any lit.t studeuls tutor -
Iatr the *steal that 3 ear anal stiput's 1st' the completion of at student registration
form for all 1114W enrollees.

The individual stildt tit regi,tration form [amides the possibility of PIM
log, aggregating and repotting data ha thousands of etutilditatitais not tata,illle
mailer the manual .3,1(111. Reports Mt' generated by curriculum, .113 st !tool. la,
school district, by contit3, l.3 legisiatiata unit, by labor It wicket. by .:`.1SA. by
iliter1114114ite 1:;1 etc. It Ulm) pro\ide, fur Chaining on stritkag-
hag yarltilalt-4, to produce lad repotts such i18. 'all the nude blilek, ou t o-
oneratit a. ethica I :4/1( tittII, tit./ a ere tiut hired iti their field trained in at :;lieu
locality of the state."

Ti e 3 ear-toil status roster is at computerpritited form containing a li-t of
all --Indents eortalled f..r that 3 ear in Ilia ittrictilitati. ISeam perstnittel a "itipliole
the form by 11 a t eta.% Mg data ...bled for hew entollees generated from the
s,tittlent regl,tratiou, for that 3..air, a2a imirhltur all stuthatat. who to rnain ated
the eurrittilutat, ittailsing the retkou eillk ifi,i t tat ur transfer. marl,
Log all Ntwkots St 104 as i 4441 4.444,P4'14ill%e 01414'4(14in ...Wits daring the eier. and

8
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(5) =liking the total days wetullep.blp belonged for each student The List
item is used, to calculate the state renubursernent due the sk.huul district fur
that year. At the bottvlu of Figure %%di see svine of the standard piudu,2t,
gtuerated by the subsystem.
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riAtire 4 ilustiates the Pillow -lip Survey Data System whichls operative
for all student:, fu all institutions described III the Student Basic operative
for all otiidelits in all institutions described in the Student Basic Data System.
Folit,55 up surveys are clithicb41 on the secondary, pustsecondary and adult
pra t aratory. les els. Although this illustration describes only the secoutlarY level,
the basic procedur1- are the same fur all levels. This subsystem, the first to be
initiated, has teen in opertition since 1968.
Our t

indicated earlier. the year-end status roster generates the mailing address
file ta .111 completots and dropouts. TLe annual SUB Qs,plucluce various state
inaha,,ement reports 21,, well as the annual federal reports. Comprehensive
anal; -es of the rk ports have created considerable activity for further research
and pr.gialli improvemuit on the state and local levels. For example, federal
fund- has e been reit aced to develop a placement services manual for use by
loud educational agencies. Many project proposals have been generated and
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funded for guidance anti placement se -twice personnel in the area vocational-
technical schools and in the high schools throughout the state. A special study
on placement services was conducted through the Special Survey Subsy-sttua
to provide more specific data on plawitent service activities, or the lack of
them, in the local school districts.

Individual school reports were issued to the local educational agencies to
provide feedback on prograln completots and to stimulate program improvement
where applicable. Highlight reports Oh state-wide results were distributed. fe,
comparative analyses. In addition. ptintouts of all graduates found to be 111.1-
employed and looking for work at the time of the survey were returned to the
Schools for further follow-up aqt1 employment assistance.

We are now conducting surveys of all program dropouts to determine
program and employment problems entututtered by this target group. Also. a
four-year follow-up of the WM graduates was etaiducted to analyze geographic
mobility and occupational vertical and. horizontal mobility. We want to find
out it graduates initially hired out of their field of study eventually gray Rate
back to their field ur really represent a loss iu expenditures, instructional time.
and learning experience. In summary, we are conducting seven different,sut-
TOYS each year. .-

Determinations of information need.,
Information needs are determined through the nanahly advisory, committee

meetings, feedback from system users and future plans of the Bureau. Pigtne-5,
an_subconanittee files) displays the current data sources and uscrs of sy NttAt
information. The Coordinator of VENUS Activities in the Division of Adminis-
trative, and Planning Services is a clearinghouse for Information needs of

. decision-makers., Many reports and directories hale been standardized through
repeated requests for similar information. Examples are the annual federal
report requests, state phut requirements, revolt tequests established by the
VEMIS Advisory Committees and State Advisory Council requegs. The total

. system currently produces over 200 different products containing as many as
a dozen tables use of IN Melt are 20 to 30 pages in length. One such product,
the Secondary Program Enrollment Directory, lists all curricula in the Matte
by region, by Alioul district, by school, by curriculum, by grade, by- race, and
by sex."

Many reports are simply input, output products requiring limited contputui
manipulation of data. Others are considerably more complex and requite merg-
ing of several files and stringing variables to create the needed information.

Must non-standard report requirements and special data requests can be
satisfied by reference to standardized reports or a combination thereof. In-
variably, 1101N ever, requests ace received which _require infunnation not con-
sistent with formats anticipated by the system uperhturs. When this occur-.
special requests must be programmed: with turn-around/time from one day to
several days-dependnig-onvimmagnitude and complrxity of the information
remiests and other demands being placed ua the ystun operators at that thae.
Utilization of Information

It is impossible to list all uses to .,bleb systtnegeneratpl information has
been put. Most of theusers- la this illustration hat e applied standard and
special request Outputs to management decisionS..

For example:
1. The RCU uses follow-up information asAaput to the supply-demand model.
2. The State Human Relations Commission is using the Information to peal

local educational agencies into fain king :greater sere ice to minority group,
3. The Governor's Office of the Budget, is conducting if review of our reim-

bursement procedures based un information provided by the system. It 1, Loped
that the study will result lit state legislation to iberease ruinibursement gAng
to the school districts.

4. Our Executive Assistant for Public Affairs in Washington, D.C., is using
system information to help Influence favorable legislation for vocational
education.

:i. Newspaper reports and perludial articles have helped carry meaningful
information to the public and to local school boards.

tl. our Senior Program Specialists use system generated information to assist
in determining new program approvals.

8 8
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7, Our Operations Dli Won Chid sad his field consultants use system products
to assist in monitoring on-going programs. ° -

c The State Adi isory S.:mined prepares annual ei aluatiuu reports based on
systenngeneiated information.

9 Thi systoim prtarides information (a) in support of annual legislative
1 tulgiq re icu s and hearings and (b) for input to the Pennsylvania Program,
Plawiing, and Budgeting System to support state budget proposals.

This 114 is nut exhaustnc. New at maws for user management decisions are
arising eontinuosiy.
information systen development problems

Generally the 'system is functioning w ell bey and our initial expectations. I
Arkmid not be honest ii ith you, how vier, Ai ere I to imply that VEMIS functions
with, at problem areas. Thery time° that could possibly go wrung has occurred
art cm. time or another tlitutighutit the years of sAten, dcielopmeut, but the
system has emerged stronger from each such eneminta.

Ttl umajor problems do exist and persist, ant. they may continue to plague Lis
itdvi.nitily. Technical problems, although they are extremely frustrating, can

ct.ived by burning the midnight oil until a solution is found. Other prob-
lems. however, cannot.

L EA. nonrcspease.--cue -of our unending problems-is local administrative
l'n"41.14ination rlati%e to forint; completion and submission. Automated in-

systenis,Which are structured to-function in a real-time environment
ri Till't timely response to data requests. One subsystem relies upon another
sui.,3 stun Ai WO), in turn, relies upon another. Ninety percent of the forms
1-a0 ri paused Ai Wan the suggested time frame, the other ten Percent places de-
mand," en the system in time, effort and resources almost equal to the-other
ninety pettent. As a result, we are often faced with a trade off situation of
.1.1-1,1, leg report, that are inaccurate and incomplete or holding production of

puts and internal processing iiliich jeupardize.uther parts of the total system.
lilstabdity of l`cderal support and requircments.the other major problem

ii t t I" the instability, insecurity and' ltnxiety associated with Federal finan-
cial ,upp r t . constant changes in Federal statistical report requirements and
the un.reuli,tit time frame of Federal reporting requirements. Major decisions
iestardiag future plans for i UtAtiollal education and the information systems
cud r ii Lich they function cannot be made until sonic stability is realized on
the Fetb ral lei el and until reporting requirements qablish a time frame which
is realistic for the states.

El cry additional element of dataevery change in report requirements
ts as a ripple iihich creates masslie wanes un the state and local levels. Old

f inns must be destroyed. new forms must be developed, printed and distrib-
utd . t umputer programs mast be redesigned , clerical procedures must be re-
mmitt.ii, associated ducumintation must be discarded or rewritten , new forms
t 4upit *Awl instructions must be established , report and directory formats must

be changed.
All these actin 'ties require enormous amounts of money and-man hours of
,irk which may not be curitemplatcl by those who are responsible for request-

ing the changes. Des elt)pmental costs are at least three times as high as opera-
tional costs.

3. lm porting time frame CT unrealistic. States must be made aware of re-
porting requirements 7...11 In advance of actual reporting dates. Federal report-
ing forms for the 1971-75 school year have not yet been distributed. We have
reed; ed only form drafts with anticipated changes pending O.M.B. approval.
It alit he impossible fur many states.to incorporate the reporting chances into
flair systems pith less than two months remaining in the current. school year.
Rtport rtqulrealents should be established and the forms distributed at least
.lx aihance of the schouLyear subject to those reports. Machine read-
able formic require extensile prtparation ai;t1 considerable printing lead time.
Secondary system forma 4

Clan about 250.000 secondary pupils are enrolled in vocational education
(-unit ultuus in grades 9- 12. The various data elements required on enrollments
for feat ral and state reporting arid for the management of the-vocational pro-
grmis an. too 011111011)118 to rely on forms is Web collect data in an aggregated
manner. Pennsyhatim's system requires data collection by Individual student.
/71 this way we, can aggregate the data bI gompnter to (1) provide more rte-.

0
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Curate uud eoniplete n porting, (2) generate more than 200 standard directories
and reports, and C3) produce spedal reports requested by system users.

AliPetallx A contains copies of report forms presented in figures 3 and 4 of
this testimony. It should be floted,,itgain that they rept eseut only those. forms
u.td on the secundai3 lo el. Aluallied ersiutis of the forms are used On the*
postsecondary and adult levels.
$ipttr rtt product*

standard s3stein three tories and reports., are established by systems Mall-
rza, ad% ;stay committees and sy.,teins users. Appendix B contains a listing

of all products projected to issue from the s3 stem N% hen fully developed.
Appendix C contains sele( ted pages from spike of the reports listed in An-

to illustrate the kinds of information generated fruit* the various re-
port, furies and computer manipulations. Alf reports hate pre( ided. valuable

foiti.ition for impriAlhg sotational educating programs, sere ices and acUvities.

COST OF Ti IE SYSTEM

The system is hil4lugh the state diret tor's office under ti.e p,o1,,)ons of
Paiute 90-576--the 196S Amendment,. nut 13, Aug diary. The estimated
animal operating cost" of the total system is about $2;10,000. This is e,tituated
bet aie.e e are still de% eloping ( a rium, parts of the subsystems, and it Is, not
aha3s possible to kayak out the op.,,rationale.ist, fruni the de( elopment cost,.

expenditures fur kt elopmeat and operation of 1 PIN up to the end of
lust fiscal year are as follows:

1970 to 1971 $146, 042
1971 to 197;: 200,117

11972 to 1978 297, 078
1973 to '1974* '561.4, 525

Total 1, 217, 762

rojectedexpenditures for the urrent ear are approximately $;300,000.
Expenditures hale increased as (1) ne(% subsyStt ins Nue be n de eloped and
add.41 to the operational Ivise, (2) enrollments or pupil, and teachers have in-
eii-ed, (3) additional reports ere regdested and and (4) costs of
equipment, supplies, (*.Hamner ser% ices and salaries Lae laevased with the
general economy.

STATEMENT OF LOWERY 3IcHENRY, SENIOR PROGRAM PLANNING
SPECIALIST PENNSYLVANIA .VOCATIONAL MANAGEMENT

.INFORMATION. SYSTEMS

Mr, 'IcIIENny. Mr.-Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am head of the planning bedion _in the bureau of vocational educa-
tion in the department of education in pennsylvania. One of my
iesponsibilities for the last 5 3 ears has, been coordination of the
development of a management information system.

We feel that 1.)hat, has been needed in vocational education is not
nn,rely a data, collection s, stein. We had that under an older manual
s3 stern. But it had man3 limitations. After ha \ ing gathered the data
the forms generall3 are stacked in drawers and -if Congress or our
State legislature or other adniinistiators need information that is
piepared differently from the \\ ay it was originally compiled it re-
quires sometimes weeks of effort to do just that.

So we needed to de% elop not neeessinily another data system but
a management information s;% stem. Briefly I can indicate that Penn

hania. has wolhed on a frame sork .or it manpower conversion
moth,( as the bask model for do elopment of the system. It currently
has about 40-some systems in the *stem, all of the things that Dr.
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Lee has indicated and much more because we felt that we needed to
know much more in order to manage poorams on a State basis.

Two of these subsstems I brought out in quite a kit-- of detail,
the student' subs.) stein, the follow on subs3 stem of graduates, be-
cause these seem to be two meats tout the Fulei al Gm el
to be most concerned about and most of the other States 'lase de-
veloped more fully.'

We do how e er has e other subs stems dealing witdiEurriculum
facilities, special management reports, administrativ e
a forecasting s3stem and i,ies end others which are watained in nij
written report.

Rather than discuss in detail what the system is. what it does. I
think is entered in the record Will indicate that. It can certainly be
supplemented with much more.

I would like to discuss perhaps one or two or three problems that
we see developing that might be of assistance to the subcommittee

_us they re\ iew this area. One is that the changing Federal require-
-inents and the changing Fedciai report forms create a, problem on

the State and local leel in terms of gearing up to pros isle that kind
of data or information in the time frame of the reporting form.

We need to know for example before the school year begins what
kinds of data information are going to be required.,We this year du
not yet have a standard report form. We will be lating meetings in
June. I understand information will be given .to uS about the kind
of i'eporting that will be expected of us for the School' year \ilia
is drawing. -to a close..

We need to build into the data collection activities at the begin-
. nidg of the school year those items which are going to be required

for that school,year when it is ended.
So I would encourage the subcommittee to do whatever it can to

see that tile reporting requirentents conic to us carlytonough that
we can react to it on the State and local level.

Another thing is the tune frame of the report revstirements. On
sonic occasions we hate not been able to 'next an October 1 repurthig
date for programs that operated in the prior 3 car. Although 00 or
93 percent of all schools report on time them are alwa3s perhaps
percent which create a problem. So it is not alw83 s possible to offer
'complete reports is ithin the time frame that in indicated in the
port form.

Other than -this we haviklad, little.or no difficulty with, Federal.
reporting. -We feel we are probable- s cry faraTtead or the game in
terms of the kinds of information data that are required and what
is required for our program planning act ii ides in the State.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman I'mz:i NS. All right. the next witness is Dr. William 0.

Conroy. associate professor at Lowell Technology Institute. Go
ahead, Dr. Conroy.

[Infetmation submitted by Dr. Conroy follows:]
. ,

A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF DR. 'WILLIAM G. CONROY, JR., ASSOLIATE PROFESSOR,
COLLEGE OF MANAOEMENT SOME, i RisERSITY OF LOWLLL, LOWELL, MASS. .

Mr. Chairman and members of the Ilous.e SubeonanIttte on Elementary, See-
ondary and Vocational Education, the fullusslag is it brief, summarizing presen-1

884
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tation of a more comprehensive recommcndation submitted for your considera-
tion. The purpose of this presentation is to focus upon the substance of my
reconimendation.in an efficient way. I stand ready to respond to any questions
you might raise, or to submit further documentation if you think it appropriate,

The proposed Vocational Amendments of 1075 provide government an oppor-
tunity to initiate a process to support improved planning for, all career, voca-
nunin and occomdional education. This process should be as helpful to those
who plan fur the future of ,occupational education at the national, state and
local ev el under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act as it is to
Muse who set policy fur occupational education within the United States Office
of Education. In fact, this recommendation ought to help coordinate planning
for educational experience designed to help people prepare themselves for a
Productive career among all governmental legislative and administrative agen-

4' cies.
The essence of in reeummendatiUp is to organize information which now

exists and n mild be useful to planning fur occupational edutation in a way that
vsuuld make it immediately available to those responsible for planning the fu-
ture of occupational education. Organizing this information into a single system
allows occupational education planners to capitalize t ti millions of dollars of
previous knowledge developed in areas Ishich explain relationships between
people and jobs.

Because of recent developments in computer science, this information can be
be organized in a way that it becomes available on an as needed basis to Occu-
Pationni education planners within a matter of several months. Not only can
these data sets be assembled together in a way that allnws planners immediate
access to this information now, new information can bt added as it becomes
available. The simple strategy of this reconnuendadon is to take full advantage
of what now exists to support improved planning for future occupational edu-
cation now, and in a way that allows for flexible growth.

Let us briefly suggest several types of information hit might be helpful
to occupational education planners. First, it is necessary to maintain a descrip-
tion of expenditures and a head count of the numbers of students served. We
Sight refer to this as occupational education census infoimafion, since it de-
scribes every unit in the universe. Although sonic oecnpational education census
data is necessary, it would seem unwise to require every school in every state
to provide more census dant than is absolutely vital for cost and pupil account-
ing for planning. Upgrading the federal reporting process now in place ought
to fulfill this data requirement. --

Occupational education planners need to know the Impact of various ()coupe-
tIonal education programs upon students and society. Information vvineh de-
simbes the relationship between specific oectinational education programs and
subsequent career development is not information which should be developed
ou a census basis. but, rather. with a national sample. Not only is it less costly
to assemble such Information on a sample basis, it Is more accurate. For plad-
ning it would be useful to know the Impact of, various oceupational education
programs for specific target groups of students.

Antlemated labor market demand is necessary to occupational education
planning. It is simple funtlemental to planning to be able to estimate the ex-
peeled demand by um:Mallon for both the short and long haul. It is also neces-
sary to know the geographic distribution of ucn 1pnttiuuul demand. It would be
helpful to know the geographic mobility characteristics of the labor market.

Inivrmation which describes the probability of success for target populations
in speeine occupations could provide economies to both those planning for their
own yelper des elopment.and to govdrnment. For exanible, as a perspective stu-
dent. I might want to know my chances of succeeding in an occupation for
which I was about to invest several valuable years of my life. Even if the odds
were long. I still might take a chance, which is quite different that investing
myself in a program without knowing the risk. As a planner, if I knew both the
likelihood of a target group succeeding in,a range of occupations and the labor
market demand for the same range of occupations, Knight be in a better posi-
tion to suggest current policy for future occupational education.

Ac a anal example of useful information. for planning occupational ednea-
non. it would be essential to lie able to know the diStribution pf the population
by certain characteristics which allows focusing services on need. The United
States Census describes the population by occupation, income, sex, family char-
acteristics and education, which mets this planning information need. Let's look

1../8 8 t.
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pt other information ba,es which pro ides estimations of the several informa-
tion types aml could la useful to making.pullcy now for occupational education

rk in the future.
'eit, Project Talent is a national sample of 440,00Q 1960 high school students who

were exhaustively described in terms of ability, aehieventent, family character-
istic, personality and education. These students have been followed for one,
five and eleven years, and there now exists a data base which describes in
enormous.detail relationships among self-characteristics, schooling and career
development. This data base is sufficiently large su that one can now determine
the ability profile of persons Who 110W are successful secretaries, for example,.
while they were in high school. The National Longitudinal Study is essentially
a mini-Project Talent, which began with a national sample pf 18,000 1072
completors.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has developed, a capability to project labor
market demand by industry and occupation un a national, state and SAISA level.
The National AssesSment of Educational Progress has described, among other
things, the attitudes and knowledge of the; citizenry toward work, i.e. youth
and-adults'

o help understand the substance of my recommendation, assume that ' work-
ing mnuter tapes" which have a high probability of being valuable for plan-
ning odCupational education have been "cut" from these substantial data flies.
Further, assume they are assembled on a single computer in a way they can be
simultaneously accessed and analyzed by a hypothetical group making policy
for preparing citizens for productive careers through CETA.

The first interactive probe of the database might be to rank order occupation
by demand, by state (BLS data). Given this information, the next planning
probe might be to develop a psychological profile of a target population must
likely to succeed these otetqattion, and, or at description t,f the eduearunen
programs which have been most effective in preparing people for successful
careers in 'these occupations. One might also want to compare the eziefits to
society of a target group of persons who are employed in the oecupatious.speci-
fled by the ills probe and a similar pbpulatIon of people in terms of ability
traits in the population at large. All this can be estimated from Project Talent,
and, to some extent, the National Logitudinal Study. Finally, in term, of the
characteristics which Project Talent and the U.S. census hate In cc:minium one
might want to describe the current distribution of the popuation.

Certainly, mounting "working tapes" from the data sets how available will
not provide nnsw ers to all the pullt4 relevant problems for occupational educa-
tion planning. The question is. Does organizing this information in a way that
it is simultaneously available to all poicy matters now constitute a process
to improve policy making for occupational education?

As people gain experience in using the Information thus assembled, they will
Very likely want to add to and generally improve the data sets mounted on
the interactive computer system. This is welcomed as progress, and quite do-
able".

'1 strongly recommend that Cpngrest consider organizing new information.
which ecilild be useful now'to planning the future of uecupatipnal education,
while at the same time streamlining expenditures and enrollment accounting
procedures for occupationhl education in America.

A IteroximsND TION RV DR. WILLIAM Cl, CONROY, JR.. ASSOCIATE Paorussom
COVLEGE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF LOWELL, LOWELL, MASS.

The proposed Vocl.tional Education Amendments of 19VI provide an oppor-
tunity to initiate a process to support improta planning foi all career voca-
tioniti. and out upatinhol education in the futu.' The planning supportive proc-
ess to be recommended Is for all educational experiences designed to help man
prpnre bieiself for a productive e9reer, regardless of the funding source or got -
ernmental agency administering the program. The process of developing occu-
pational competencies or job stills does not change from the student's perspec-
tive simply because a program mny be funded from several agencies. For ex-
ample, the stated purpose of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
is "to IToI fait' job training geed emplo.tment opportunities for FeV110111illillt alls-
advantaged, unemployed and underemployed persons, and to assure that train-
ing and other services lead to maximum employment opportunities and enhance
self sufficiency by establishing n flexible and decentralized system of federal,

It
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state, and local programs." The planning capabiity for occupational etimAtiou
to be recommended by tills statement ought to be as useful to CETA platters
at it is to future planners of career, vocational and occupational education ad-
ministered UEW ur by states and 101.411 cumnatedies. Indeed, this recuuttuct,
dation, if implethented, should play n Catalytic orilustrating pluming
for occupational education across government agencies, such that tLe full po-
tential of each agency is maximized in delis ering desired services.

The need to initiate an improved, future planning process for occupational
edueatiunis based on the assumption that the act of altering previous policy Is
rational behavior, essentially designe4-4o "correct a course" set in the past.
"Course correcting "-amendments to pitst policy involve understanding the so-
cietal cupsequences of previOns policy, and analyzing the apptopriateness of
past policy goals in future time. Given thislogic,it would be unreasonable to
assume that the current act of amending legisAtion which specifies national
policy .for career, vocational and occupational. education will not be amended
within "a few years. The purpose of this brief statement is to suggest the de-
velopment of n capability which could support improved policy making for-all
occupational ,educatloa in future time by allowing man to better understand
the outcome of policy past.

33ecause the jargon of social scientists lUis so confused the few useful no-
tions which could be of value to policy making for occupational educatitn, it is
necessary to establish a, clear understanding of the several simple concepts
which constitute the essence of this recommendation. For example, words like
evaluation and accountability have taken on an almost, sinister connotation,
frequently presenting a. barrier to the painful process of man trying to do his
very best to do better. One could argue that the current perverspn of the fun-
dannottal purpose for experience dos.tunentation has created nn environment 14,
which educational pplicy makers are hesitant to take reasonable risks for

. Rogress.
PURPOSE OF EVALUATION RESEARCH

TheJurpose o e numerical information which flows from evaluation re-
sear is to document man's experience in a way that is helpful to planning in
current time, goals fox future time, as well as processes to accomplish: these
(MMJeetly es. The value tof the, aceotintIng valuating funk that fur reasons
other than facilitating future must be placed in a proper perspective.
Little progress can be

righter
unless policy makers for education and eval-

uation,research developer; can together rediscover the mutually supporting re-
lationships between these functions.

In addition to allowing the purpose of as function to be misunderstood, evil-
. nation researchers in education hare enju, cd a conspicuous lack of Influence on

the polley making process for two important reasons:
(a) A failure to provide the policy maker ..with a methodology to hook Up

descriptions of past experience with the policy making process, which is nec-
essarily future oriented;

tb) A suicidal tendency to develop knowledge. In serene isolation. not only
from the policy Making community, but from fellow educational researchers.

Since the recommendation to provide a more substantial knowledge base for
policy making in the future through the Vocational Amendments of 1975 In
volves-a frontal assault on these two specific proplems, some additional Ampli-
fication w ill pros Ide n lausl.s fur, understandhig The need for the reconunetidatIon
contained in this statement.

FUTURE. ORIENTATION

Most evaluation. research makes no provision for eo,nnecting n description
of man's exorlence as stimulated by legi.slatioli to the process of future plan-
ning. This ought to be obvious to those struggling with the second set of amend-
ments to the Votational Education Act of '1963. Policy makers need to under-
stand the probabilities-.for a. range of consequenceS in future time from deci-
sions made in current time. The fundamental question is how much more en-
lighfentd is the policy making process for the Vocational Amendments in 1975
then -was the process in 1i)(33? If improving the planning process for- occupa-
tional education is conceived of as n part of the planning procees, then current
planners might want to provide a better basis for future planning.

All this is not to say that the evaluation research community has not-pro-
duced,useful descriptive information. They have. The problem is that the in-
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formation has been .developed on a. slightly random,basis it is virtually inac-
cessible to policy...makers, and it is organized in a way t t is,not designed to
support naking in occupational edtfcation policy now for ture waves of stu-
dents. Most of this historical information is descriptive, .e. counts of things
like students and expenditures, or relatlonal,,for exa'mple, describing the time
i,,ast 0.ititfrii,liii) hetw eel' specific career patterns and ant edent school expert-
, 110',, sq. iliiid,tic ability, personally characteristics, giimily lifestyle, etc. This
tiLfurmattun is of great value, but what seems to be laokin are communication
and translation functions, so that such information can e available to the
policy maker when he wants it and in a way wIlikhssuppor s causal inferences
from present to future time.

liefure presenting\tt brief example of a capability which allows connections
I,oto viol historicid de:A.111)o% e infornation of :-.pecilic ',pat t periences and the
causal ilbJumptiolib trim future time which ate necessary to the policy making
process, It noglit be helpful to reemphasize the philusuplii al foundation for
this recommendation. If a goal of the proposed Amendments 11975 Is to gimul-
tailetaisly correct the course 'hut previous policy and proild a basis for better
punt* in the future, then a numerical documentation of ex erience should be
organized In a way that is likely to be useful tts, occupation 1 edhcation policy
rankers who follow. If numerical documentation ..1 exeerienc is viewed as wjio
did what to whom and at what cost, without regard for f Lure "course cor-
recting- behavior, then this recuiuniendation ought to be ign red. Such a posl
tion would not seem fa. removed from the Windfulder (Iris who .could only
get Instructions atanit.the ruail,alorad from a companion wl was allowed to
see only through the rear window.

AN EXAMPLE 00 ORGANIZING DATA ,FOR PLANNIN ...
.... I ,

Xppendix. A. is a fitiw diagram which is specified in the Inn tinge of ,Dynamic
Simulation, a forecast mudeling.tlevelupulent of the Massada setts Institute of
Teclinviug). This Is ii.simple model which deals with a speciii societal problem.
Rubbers un the Loose. Boxes represent windier of elements Rhin the inodel
tin this,case.people), while the "tin cans" or valves depict t ie rate of flow of
elements within the model. In this forecast model ms hate V eattiohal and Gen-
eral Education Graduates flowing into the Robbers on the Louse box at differ-
ential rates, i.e. .004 Tut:Atonal Graduates become'Robbers on the Loose, while
.13 General Education Graduates become Robbers on the Loose. Dotted.lines
I prsent as iliftimmtitni net a erl. a hit II 1411)11N111, the rate of flow of *melds
among boxes. For example, an increase of the number of Robbers on the Loose
causes an Increase of stile limber of Rubber Enforcement Dollars, which ia
turn. humps up the Arrest Rate.

our goal with this user-simplified model was to determine a least cost solu-
tion to reducing, the titimOrs of Robbers on the Loose. We had three policy op-
t loons . id) could istitmpulitte the number of Vocational and General Gradu-
ates. ill)) we could manipulate the Arrest Rate, of (c) we could manipplate the
In-Prison Rehabilitation Program, w hich has n direct affect on the Recidivism
Rate. We made 1 manumit' education twice as kexpensive as general education.
established dollar costs for the In rrisun Rehabilitation Program and simeikd
Rubber Enforcement Dollars per thousand Rul4ters on the Lo e. Once a tech-

eNperiment with cartons policies to reduce the nu.Mber of Robbers o the Loose
Int'11111 had translated our model Into mathematical equations, w, ware free to

at the least cost. Appendix B displays that our best solution was a Vocational
Education. Pollee and In-Prison Rehabilitation Program combiption, which we
found to be more eostl, during the first three years, but the least cost solution
over 211 years.

The purpose of this exposition is to make a fundamental point. Polley =k-
ilo: requires eitusail ac.spaiptions, i.e.. that is. if his, than that. Information
about exeprlence in the past helps estimate.what might occur in time future,
within a forecast model. nr example, we might have information about the
relationship between a particular vocational educational rehabilitation prograni
for a specified category of prisoner and desirable post-prisbn behavior. Forecast
modeling is not a crystal ball, hut it provides a mechanism to connect valuable
historkeni data into n -posture which supports planning.

Several other advantages to forecast modeling ought to be noted. Making so-
slat policy is difficult because it is necessary to juggle the anticipated inter-
action among the. arge number of variables over five or ten years. The human
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mind Is simply not (Nostril( std Ina any that-lt can sort out awl rementber.com-
plcx relationships user time. Computer-assisted forecast mudellag allows man
to specify causal relations within the scope of the universe for which policy is
being generated, and then let the computer play out an infinite range of policy,
alternatives over decades, all In a mutter of seconds. In effect, forecast modeling
offers a laboratory for social pulley making. To argue that we_do not know
en0Imit to treaty causal forecast models for experimenting. with social policy
is essentially to argue that we do nut hate mai-lent knowledge to make,suLial
policy. ,

EXAMPLES OF ISOLATED DATA, RASES

A sevund jrfajur evaluation research information has dot had much influence
on the polity waling process is that must research projects might as, well to
t.untlutted on a desert island, Thete is a substantial store of useful information
fur .pulky making in occupational education in existence, most of which is
totally unconnected to the policy making process. As previously suggested,
thcre prattit.11, 110 esai111.14t t lull la all among the developers and inatin-
tainers of -these knowleilgo warehouses.

Tin folloning are aeteral example:. of enormously powerful data bases that F .
are of iiiiniediate usefulness for potic,v making %%latch is vow:rued with pro-

. %iiiiug :date supported int yr% yid ion to facilitate the career preparation of_..
t ritizeit1(. whether through the Vocational Amendnients4 °ETA,

t la of national.aa wade of four hundred apd forty thousand 19GO
h s(hool talent:J. Eat a student W.I. tdmuiisterell a compreliensit e teat

batt() Ii 1960, net ortliiitt, abilities at hie% entent.,aoriivecollomIe status.. User-
.1.411113 et e, rIlfetill.111011 1141S. then ;.;atlit.rt.t1 about the kind of high
schiml experh tay,the atudeht had At nil atudenta stare followed up one, fife alai
let O. hf book Thes 'into stOrlallent ov dread' of career.

grown( 11..S.1111.1' lea 1u ti tta,s that 1, %it111 to I11111.111 l/1% for future oc-
(upati(mail e.lin alb( pro.41.(ina, Aa jut olike Ample, exam], e of the attic of
t1.1 data, it I. iwasible to deivinaine i(a3(ladtvical motili of a perauti Most
Iikt ly to ;at( tues1 is alit ettuthisosta vaage of toot uputiuus, from uutchiuist. am].
6.4Iskek`Pers to a oil The sample, was.sufiiciently large so
that rte Vale now tut ula of the data Ihtz.t suttessful ("let-ironic tycliniciaua, for
x.( mph. and deteriakike their aptitude profile, before ,to becotite -
t S tit 11 iafuruuatiuu ssuuid ht. useful iu supporting. career (lc-
eh minetit eNpelln tit els fir :.111tlellit, potent nab prodding both them and the

)(dt.t' sonstaidiol ecoatalia,.. twit.' I Takla is a liatlaual treasure of knowledge
,I1Inatt career growth and, in gencral, the veldtluusldp hi t (tyell sthooling iii at
working.

lo I The Nit ilIiiitl Longitudinal Study is a national sample of 18.000 atlidlita
and Is ainallar to Projeit 'm mitt (although much more modest in scope). It

`leattil high st.hool (gimlet ing a.ohort, and has l.latrent4 follott t
they hat v exited high,athool and entered the next phaae of thelv career. ',Chia

ion is sa tiable lit tle.t thing liffereiives bet %% eltit target audiences for
1101a0 tIsloa ltulaili t11101114.11. is its the :4101111N &Waal ty astal

isle followed updoring titte next (three or four year:, will yield (lea more Infor-
t iou about reliatlotiAilits. 61%1. vt.it %orlon!. aetuialo pruga mitutii ail At.,,

and ,mbseipient lifestyle and career develmfinent.
The National Assessment of Eilat anion Progress in Colorado la tirtually

mountain of admonition Omni the at itil..111Viii let el of student. and tidults..ko
area of -1311tilt.all1f..111t rt,z.t to 1.111Hitillimill milking is a de...crip-
hail of the attitude of titiZelta tett/1 rs1 %%ark iiath their Nom letlgt. about the
world of wok. Stith Information luta immediate mad olalous %aloe to policies
whit h litteinil to prat ide alteraiditea through white twin eau bettt r guide lune
self into a career.

Tile Bureau of Labor Statistics now has (1( %eloped the capability of project-
. 111.: 0111.103 laellt all 11 Ilat101181, ate sals. 1.3 mi..9pation, %%ithilitlia-

iii.t*. As we alit k111), ttte Pirtilit of tIse Cu liana (le.u%ibe, the poindation,,b3
i tt Illoatital. age, as..ficii(113 charateilatics. wilneathai, ea. The Vulted State..
(since of Ed(01,1,01, lea, dent Cut allot 1st.. 111 eel apatiolial etIllt 11-
11(.11 in Arneeit over the la seVerql yeairs.

,

;rug la:roStmEsn.criox.

Information fetiii the data ba,,,e1rtleacrliwil tibiae relay:lent inilliona of (lona ra
sat tt 1)3 got et qtak.aitjo protide a knot ledge base for Illaptut ta Volk 3.
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Unfortunately, very little of the information is ever available to policy makers
when they need it. The only information policy makers seem to be able to get

------is-aAnal-report which-almost.always-crrives_after_ the _question lilts been for-
gotten or has become irrelevant. It appears that 13olicy makers have almost been
conditioned to delegating the policy making process to the summary section of
the notorious final report, as opposed to allowing themselves to '"reason with
data describing relationships in tulle past and their own experience". This is
probably because the prialuct of the evaluation researcher has been virtually iu-
acessible to the, policy ,maker up to and including now.

Harnessing recent developments of computer scientists will provide policy
makers a way to assemble together numerically described experience so that
it can be available when it is needed, In nontechnical language, tit Is now quite
possible for a policy maker's analyst to sit at a terminal (see Appendix C) and
be able simultaneously to call from a computer (with a local telephone call)
information from a variety of data sets. In fact oLt could cull infahnatim from
any of the data bases described above (if they were maintained on a single
system), perform arithmetic, logical or statistical functions on these data, and
develop instant responses. Appendix I) Is a diagrammatical_presentation of this
process. It simply says teat policy makers, through an analyst, can access data

rt fruun of the files previously described at NOT and instantaneously. Also note
that pulley makers, through an analYst,-have access to a modeling capability
through the same computer terminal configuration. Terminals are quite inex-
pensive, and can be made available to a, broad variety of potential users. Al-
though levels of data may be made secure from ranges of users, recent develop-
ments In computer technology allow the sharing of, the same knowledge anion
the variety of institutions who influence the development of policy for occupa-
tional education in America.

Of course, it woubl be niinecessary to capture all the data front each of the
data sets described above. `slather, one would cut out a "working tr.rc" of infor-
mation most likely to be of value to policy making for occupational education.
thus assembling together millions of dollars of research experience to assist
man in making better policy fur occupational education. This is not a time to
become technical, but current developments in computer science, provide enor-
mous flexibility in altering iadding to or subtracting from)` the stored data
sets.

Let's look at examples of a couple of information policy pr,obes of the data
bases described earlier. One rather simple-minded probe might be to get an
empirieni estimation of role encumbents by occupation over time, perhaps to
estinprte shifts in the labor market. Assume we had mounted a sample from the
&cannot U.S. Census, It would lie exttemely uncomplicated' to count .em-
ployees by occupation for 1900 and 1970, and determine the date of change
among,job descriptors. This would he reasonably gross, and we might want to
Pursue the probe further, browsing BLS. historical tapes from one of their pro-
jection-doeumenting surveys. We might pop oven to the Project Talent data
set and "cut out" students whit graduated from high school In 190-1, did not
attend college, males !ally, and list the number by job title, one year out, five
years out and eleven years oat. These probes itkile help policy makers esti-

. mate If "emerging oetwatioes" are real or imagined. If these "working tapeq-
wc-c awnlited on a single F3,tein. all these probes could occur-- w ithiu minutes,
hopefully rendering the pulley maker enlightened abeet,n_te world for which he
is making policy.

Assume that probes of the data bases indicate that antomechanics are in
Short supply tt.S. Census and 11LS data) and a large demand Is predicted
OILS Oath). At the policy maker's discretion, could we not imagine the aualyst
browstm: the Vrojt Talent file to discover the psy chelogical profile of people
most likely hf be successful autoniechanies and providing a test battery and
;motile to occupational educators or CE't'A administrators. One might also w nun
to discover what fat-tors are related to mobility within the automeciamic job
elassifleation, if one expects trained workers to move where the jobs are.

Not only are these data sets: when gathered together on an interactive com-
puter configuration useful for estimating complex forecast models, they are valu-
able to developing understandings from chaliml probes across data sets. Ole
vlously, the data sets eurreatly available will nut .satisfy all needs. hut, with
imaginative analysts. they should bring an enormous quantity of documented
experience to the fitagOrtips of the policy maker. Such a process should be a
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welcome substitute to the cuirent practice of Initiating cw filtration research
projects. Nut only should such a de% eloping:at enlighten the future pulley making
process-in-a way 'that -takes-advalitagt-of-eNisting-know ledge, it .ilfmld -provide
a focus r /mating further research. 1 ur example, a part of a larger forecast
model IAA Include the earlier destribed Rubbers oil the Louse lout), and it
could be us ill to initiate a data set tat the arlable success rate of In-Prison
Rehabilitation ucattuttal Education Programs. The absence of initiating an
orchestrated la tcess to decelup l,uhty releuuat ittfurtnatluit for all liettwatiunal
education untie the Proposed Amendments of 1975 would nut bl:011 to be con-
sultant whin a g al to prucde puktcy makers uf tomorrow with better tools than
we have today. r

5.0

A CONCLUDING REMARK

Polity' fu umatattiunal education Is influenced by a wide range of people.
.................44tI:, totait -cmtputetized information systems alai the spetilltittiutt of explicit

fore-c- t ansabittudels descrilting t., tarcitt policy utiglit to du much in rendering
polity hacking litute.,s fur uttupattiulull cauuttivii wort; upeti and more

euuiditlitted among gotaitittent agonies. !attained participation should t untrib-
ate to better policy making. since 1L,drimb moil.: systottatieally cal human ex.-
perience. It should also doelup a Luitstituetycy to execute openly do eloped
policy, \chile institutionalizing a capability to "currett the course" of policy
past. One night hope that such action % mild develop a pusith e attitude toward
the process, of progress, one whit' Lutupabbiuliatt.:13 undersfitiiilb that at Datil
thwelopineittal plateau mail tried his best. It is LUDO D. e stopped tising the social
sciences as it wetted of documenting responsibility fur failure, a lid IA:01i to
focus our effort tat Itml we tau mucky better that ulticb now exists. Prodding
for 71, plawang capability to be brought up as redminteittled lit this statement
could euntlibute to progres., for those social serc ices width attempt to help
man prepare fora productive career.

tinnily, until punt., makers Nice alluded thionsehes the experience of
using the cast information now acallable. mounted on a single, interactite,
computer system, it would seem important to Liturgy uff uu new data gather-
ing forays. There are a couple of data gaps u hid' ought to be !Bleck fur example.
au annual follow up math for nct.,ttpatiottal ecinatition giauluates dial dropouts
at all loels thew tat Nitwit sample basis. This should be a retrospective design,

' which* assigns students to IIIIIIVII (Kt-III/II t11)1111,1 VII iLlialUll programs and Is
sillitlit a Imo lisly condo( led fur the graduating cohort amt a i (Alo slx years
ago, Suitt 41 data set z..lunilti, cost lz, than IU per cod of the current fulluu-up
effort of the Oillet. of Education and yield policy-relevant data.

While the polity makers art. gaining ext)erione with using the knowledge
we itact. aud 'state of the art' computer technology, two acthities might he
initiated :

tit Tile reporting process for collating VII rtillilIVIAS Mill expenditures under
the proposed I'm atAututl Aitiuudlueht. uf 197:1 should be made as uticmilitlit.ited
as possitilt;: consistent with legal requirements;

I In A ',tutu..., should Le ;lie' 1111.11 711.11 sect IRA'S prat 11111 6/ States by the
fesleral Aocettintent to fatau intl., phase a reportin4 sy stela willel is desigitell
to meet pidit y ug and reporting requiremotts tit both the state amid federal
lt+, It 4.11(' 41111004S tilt' .4ttattgy that the fuittlantental test of data is its reit,-
cam a to polity making, it ought to be possible to greatly simplify ilie reporting
prmes front every school in ewer} state, by shifting most data to a sampl.
basis. The alteritatie of olIcktitaz data ink every student otrolled is i Will-
Pallollill vit iit at Dili hi ADA: 1 Ica, iiiiilil M (Oa fly, nu matter what. 1t suith.1 re-
quire ocer it bitil.)II Piell'S of information per year to document the bare essen-
tials of sindeld t harm tt tistits ittiu,,,otrolled in occupational education. The
quality of daft colloid' uu stab it 11111,SSI % l' scale %% Wild llh% i*S IR Sa,pect awl
the test and burden oh thel states 41 (al local st.tuuL. would be polithitic. It is
!kiwi' more effluent to des., liln lNiwrIviive on a sample basis %ciliate\ er possIble.
glithei int; :es little data 41.' lioci -lif, oil au every selmol. tw ery state basis. Thest-
distinetiotts heed to be thought through carefully, as states awl local schools
nimirt. (atal deserve) support in bringing along. a reporting tapability, Until
the federal gta eminent brit/hes in it way _that demonstrates it understands that
reporiiiit of oh upaiitottal edittatiou expenditures and enrollments tuust I.
in sttti within a total state information system. and that tottpidrrabli. tilitiotIng
I t. required to establish reasons de bookkeepin g. systems at both the loyal 4 wit
slate leul, hilt tut; wittit by any or reliable infornmtion van be.expeeted.
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Policy makers do not have to wait five years to initiate a knowledge base
and forecast modeling capability to imprme phinning of occupational education
TheycouldAmplement-therecummendation_madelicre in_less_than vear, and
within a year be in a position to decide the next best step. Such incremental
development ought to fore more communication between policy maker.; and
evaluation researchers. Although adopting the recommendation tow made
requires both the pate and glory of des eloping new skills on the part br both
policy makers and evaluation researchers, the major alternative seems to be
to continue to specify policy for occupational education in a way which 0 n-
sciously avoids taking fall advantage of tools which are likely to contribute
to better policy., It is absurd to PN pect that improving the policy making process
for occupational education at the national level is going to be anything hut
painful progress, -occurring one step at a time. It is folly to expect that some-
thing other than a proces1/4 which allots for shared and interactive development
between policy maker and evaluati-n researcher is going to amount to *very
much. It hasn't in the past,,, and there is no reason to believe why it should in
the future. .

.STATEMENTAF DR. WILLIAM G. CONRO,Y, 1R., ASSOCIATE 'PROFES-

SOR, LOWELL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, MASSACHUSETTS

Dr. CoNnArr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Members of the committee, on the assumption that those do-

.,'" meats which I delivered to room 13-3-16 are in the record, let me just
briefly summarize to you that statement.

I believe that the ocational education amendments as proposed
for 19T5 provide the capability to go in for manpower development
of occupational education, whatever the funding agency might he,
whether it be CETA or occupational educ:ition that occurs under the
Proposed amendmentg of 1975.

I think that the essence of my recommendation is this:The Federal
Government has invested over the last 15 or 20 years millions- of
dollars in research which provides information about the relation-
ship betwt;en jobs and people. Projkt Talent, which is a national
treits1111', is a national longitudinal study. The Bureau of Labor Sta-

,- hstics is able to now project occupations by industry and State. MI
this information is lying around unconnected and unavailable to the
policymaker when he is,making policy. It doesn't have to be this
way. If you decide that part of the planning process is to plan for
better planning in the future by ,harnessing recent developnueits- of
computer scientists, you can then organize together these me, dis
parate data bases so they can be accessed simultaneously from the
same computer terminal. That is not a lot of technical jargon. 'that
is just reality. This data base, is, labor demand data, an enor-
mous hunk of information from Project Talent, which is documented
in a (toleration of career growth and is simply umnined gold in terms
of Xeseribing what happens to people, the relationships between
school and work. These data can be at your fingertips in 6 or
months and I would think they would provide enormous enlighten-
ment it the policy making process. All this is documented in my for-
mal submissions.

I suggest strongly: that you consider as a part of planning for
speitie Hint" of programs down the road for several years that you
also decide to improve the planning process.

T notice that- there is loads of information ly ing around that is
not coma/N(4110 get it to the policy maker. vi lien lie is making policy.
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I would think that policy would' be more enlightened and better if'
one planned to use that, knowledge for planning in the future, that
tnowli4Ige-Whiclr-e6sts no .

I willte delighted to respond to any questions.
Chairman PERKINS.u I think you are 100,percent right. We should

utilize knowledge presently :IN ailable that we are not now using.-
Dr. Coxitor. May I ask you a question?
Chairthan PERKINS. Yes, sir: <,

Dr. Co\vnor. Why areid'you?
Chainuarr'PEnxiss. Let me state that we don't administer the

Perhaps you are as imich at fault as 'the Congress by not
being able, to sell it at the local level. It is just one of those things.
We )iiu e he know-how. Hitler karned knoWledge about coal during
World War II. Why aren't, we utilizing that knowledge? It is diffi-
cult to sell, You are as much responsible in your position to sell it as
the Congress. We get your ideas and we write the law. We, write the
best laws that( we can possibly write. But we do not administer those
laws. That is the answer to your question.

Dr. Co.snOr. Thank you.
Dr. Lrx. Alr. Chairman?
Chairman PEaraxs. Yes?
'Jr. LEE.1 ay I comment on a couple of problems that I think this

subcommittee could C

Chairman PEREINs. I w ould hope we could put-something in this
bill that will bring about an answer to your question. Why aren't
we utilizing. Unit knowledge? It is on the shelf. But we are not pres-
ently utilizing it.

DE. CONEM,IS it possible for men to respond briefly.
Chairman PErntiNs. Yes. We need alLthe assistance we can get.,
Dr. Cownov. It seems to me that it is human folly that perhaps

fi...danntally-r-peopie tend to operate on the idea that we plan now,
but somehow it is not in oni best interest for some reason to anticipate
that the plans we now make. .might a year from n-ow not be solid.
Somehow if we ;take the position and say, "Look. this is our best
guess now. But 2',yealES from now we are not so sure that that is going
'td work out?' ,

So I think, as ,people,,,we, tend to not want to be as open as we
ought to be. I suspect if we were less dogmatic, if we understood
that' "change" is really another word for "progress" or that "prog-
res." and "change" are pretty much the same sort of thing, then T
think We could op n ourselves up to using knowledge as a way of
correcting the c line of progress over time..

Butt think t lore is a certain tendency that we have to want to
avoid new .know edge because it is sfrequentiv threatening. Anyway
I would just; co iclude by saying that you do have the -technology
awl the capabill y now to make available to planners in the future
millions of dont s worth of research knowledge which would coTatb,-
isnlinliten the lihood of delivering the services that you f-el need
to b0 delivered ii faure time.
^ Ur. QU1E. Go head\ Art.

Dr, LEE. I won ld like to comment on two or three problems that
I would like,to llktve this subcommittee consider in forming' the new%
legislation. One is the matter of nonuniform information. As I
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pointed out in my statement and as we base noted in our baseline
leports, the members of \ocational education, stioluits fin example,

_ are _r portin n Califosiluin_lxii.iinAn_ktniany Qther States, repre-
sents es cry student enrolled in any kind of a class, at any grade level,
while a number of smational education students reported by Penn-

. sylsamia or Ohio or New York, represents only those students who
ate Val Oiled in a sequence of courses constituting a 'nuptial. This
is only one example thrutighout the reporting; of ocationol education
data by the States. We don't have uniformity. This is one of the
reasons. I think, that we do not know more thiin we do about s otta-
tional education.

I think there should be some kind of legislation to not establish
rigid definitions but to pros isle a framework within which the deft -,
nition of vocational education of handitapped, disads antaged, post-
ss-..ondatiy . adult. would be deter mined halls idually by each State.
I hase made some lecummendations in my statement based on 2 3ears
of w oik that N e base been doing witil the State directors toward an
acceptable consensus of what these terms should mean.

AnothLr problem and a very real one is that the reason WC have
no afore attional data about f o,ational education than we do is that
the Oilier of Eh cation doesn't ',quire the States to report more than
what they are "ow reporting. This isn't all the Office of Education's
fault. In fact to a cousiderailk .ixtent the fault lies with the Office

Maliagement and Budget. The Office of Management and. Budget
apposes the data collection colitis that airy of the Federal agencies
use in collecting data front citizens and State governments. This is
a necessary function that the OMB _performs. However, I am sug-
gesting in, m3 statement that we inouify this function somewhat, to
allow the State agencies to have responsibility given to them by
( ongress, to collect certain data, and allow them to have an oppor-
tunity to Wet with the Office of Management and Budget and a
third parts. designated by the dial' man of the Senate and House
subconunittees. responsible for the legislation that they base to have
data to determine if OMB should in fact Zfisallow them to collect it.
These actions \v,p4,41 help. There is one more.

In the 1971 educational ainendments, Congress increased the au-
thority, the scope, the responsibility, of the National Center of Edu-1
rational Statistics. One of the the autliorizations gave the NOES to
it-:se ss Ow State and local districts in improl, ing and' auto-
mating their information systems.

I would suggest that the 1 .00nnitive eonsidey actually authoriz-
ing a amount per student, for example for StatA- to assist the
local school districts in the automation of their data 's3stems. These
are soitie of the recommendations I am making to this subcommittee
towarl solving some of their problems that exist in the States. and
that eist for the Office of Education and the National Advisory
Council on 'Vocational Education, in knowing just what is going on
in vocational education.

ATI% nett:. Dr Conroy. yon have an intriguing statement here.
Dr. Corm)-v. Thank von.
Mr. Qum. It encourages me. T look at policymakers I guess on at

leaAt four levels because the Office of Education, Congress, the State
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boardl whatever that-single agency is in the State, and whoever is
'planning it on the local level.

When youlallubout the use of the information that we have for
planning, are you talking aboutalTIOui levels?

DT. CONROY. Yes,
Quin. Then I would like to ask you, Me. McHenry, what your

reaction is to Dr. Conroy's statement, because you are it the State
level. Secondly-, what benefit has Project Talent, Project Baseline,
the National Assessment for Educational .Progress, the BLS infor-
mation, and the Bureau of Census information been to you?

Mr. McHnxitY. I totally agree. I firmly believe that any manager
or administrator if git en enough information is going to make the
'wilt kind of decision. I think this is what we do in ciccisionmaking.
We try to bombard -ourself es with all the facts and.then the decision
tends to make itself. The problems seems to be in crettiibg all of that
,information together at the right time when a decision'has to be.
made. If we could do that we could solve just about every kind of
decision that ever lnid to be made.

More specifically as relates to your question, our information, sys-
tem is still developing. We recognize that. We need to learn as-much
as we could about the supply side of the supply-demand model. It
has taken us a good number of years just to pull. together within one
State all of the different occupational educational training activities
because they are fragmented. This is one of the big problems. There
is no real central source for all _kinds of training activities either
on the State level or on the Federal level.

We have a lot of different acr.agencies all training people for jobs, I
guess. One of the things we 11a,ve..been attempting to do is to pull
together alt that kind of information from all different kinds of
agencies. 'We have even ,stretched beyond the areas that we can con-
trol, if I can put that in quotes. We have had a good deal of success
with those agentieS.

Project Baseline, I think, has provided a valuable service nation-
wide if for no other reason than to point out some of the inadequa-
cies that the State and Federal governments have had that have
existed. I have some problem with that Mud' of data simply, because=
T don't say this critically of Dr. Lee and his effortswe in Penn-
sylvania sometimes suffer because of the kinds of reports that come
out. Our Ecourdoic l)&' e]opment Council in the deffitrtment of com-
merce for example came to me with what I thought was a very im-

__portant question. They canted to know why one State could have'
maim more vocational education enrollments than did Pennsylvania
with approximately half of our population.

So I prepared for them a report not only on that particular State
but all the States in our area. When I got the data that was reported
and available in official informal reports to I'SOE and weeded out
and tried to ruilforin that data I found some remarkable kinds of
thi ngs.

(hue State for example that had reported over 600,000 totaPsec-
ondary enrollments in %motional education, when I weeded out en-
rollments below grade 9 because, I really feel that good occupational
training can't, ga on below that period and is an exploration level,
and when I.weeded out home economics, which was discussed earlier
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this morning, v,e found that only 55 puma of those total enroll-
.

ments were actually skill dt:velopinent, enrollments in areas of tekli-
nolwry, trade, industrial education, distiibuti% l: CdUlZiltiMI, biUilleZb.--- _
ed-,trawrim.

So uniformity has a lot to do w lilt it. Dr. Lee attempted to bring
this kind of thing to our attention. I am not familiar with Project
Talent. Perhaps I should lie. Maybe I need to know more about it.
T am not sure whether it is a nitioal concern or whether it, is some-
thing that is specifically Massachusetts.

Dr. Co nor. It'is a national sample of 440,000 students.
Mr. McIIENTY. I would be very interested in examining that kind

of information as well as the other information, that comes to us. If
it cannot be'gc:trcil directly into our automated s3stems; ceitainly it
is considered in any kind of major decision that we do make.

One thing I night say, Mr. Congrean, is that there is so much
information that comes in that it is ei3"htlricult sometimes to make
all of it available to you, as I said earlier, at the right time in order
to make certain kinds of decisions. It is one horrendous task without
havint-, u some kind of centralized astei or total system. I am not
aware of any such thing at this time.

Mr, Qum. Let me give you my reactions and see slat you have to
say, any of the three of you, to the information that is ill ailable to
us. My feeling is that the Department of Labor gives much more
useful information than we ever got out of the Cente for Eduea- .,

tional Statistics and the saute thing is true looking. at Minnesota's
Manpower Council. The report the} .gate lead:, to much more useful
information than I ;At out of the Ad\ isory Council on, Vocational
Education or the Higher Education C9ordinating Council, for
example. . ,..

When I looked at. Project Talent, which I asked one of my staff
people to get to me, it was that thick. When I look ataroject Base-
line I don't find teye all the information I need. When,1 pick up the
NTS booklet they don't lime, what I want. When I pick up the Mi-
t kiwi Assessment for Educationatnogivss it takes four quadrants
of the country so I get sort of a general idea of how they are faring.
over there and over there. But we don't know what Penns3hania is

, doing. So it isn't, that valuable to me. .. .
Then, since we are invohed in all other kinds of legis-

lntion we Inge to pull all that together to effect our policies here in
the , ommittpl You come is and make our decision on what biases

additipiaias ormation.
Iyou have (ltir loped over tht ye,os and try to hone them with n 11111e

But the GAO report.got a lot of attention. It shook a lot of people
lip. They didn't deal With the whole Nation. But they zeroed In on
a few places. A few people felt guilty, judging from the kinds of
letters and infornmtion I got, trying to show me that it wasn't eallN
that bad..The education coanrintu watt shook up about it. Maybe it
is comething that is necessary.

But T would say that the (110 report will have more influence
on actiontiikeii in this committee than all the other ones put together.
NN iiit'll is unfortunate, because when out look at the job done on the
other ones they arc So fat superior t o w hat GAO did it isn't, even the
same ballpark. But it kind of giles you an idea of what I am talking
about here, trying to get the policymakers' attention.

Q ( V"
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I guess I -would ask you, Dr. Coxudr, firstmaybe I ought to ask
a question because it has got to do with Peunsycvania. From what

--you-have suggested. Project Talent is available and Mr. McHenry
isn't :prate of it. 1 don't mean to pick on Mr. McHenry. But on
Project Talent the information isn't something that is readily recog-
nizable by anybody in tliC State. If could be useful to him.

Mr. Mc Humir, I can only say as I said earlier, that there is, just
so much information available. My office is just loaded with shelves

of all kinds, management systems, data planning for vocational Odu-

cation. Onr stalling is limited. There is no question about that. You
are looking of .'Nfr. Planning" in Pennsylvania.,for vocational edu-
cat;,on. So you do the best you. can with the information that seems
to-pop out, to you. There is no lt acstion about that. I agree with yon.

I would like to say one word about the GAO report. If the sub-

committee is going to view that . port with perhaps more emphasis

than some other- -kinds of things hat are available, I think this is
very unfortunate. ,

I know you are getting all kinds of reactions and responses to the
GAO report. The GAO report got attention I think because it was
an expos6 kind of thing. I am really disappointed at GAO's efforts
in their report, because I had always felt that they had, done a much

better job in the past. Muchof what they said was not supported by
'het. Much of the- things the.said was twisted in hinny ways. I would
challenge then and as a matter of fact I have in writing to produce
things to back up the major headlines that came Out of the report.
T think it -wog veil' unfortunate and .very,damaging to vocational
education and totally unwarranted by the didence.

'They would make a headline statement on one thing that they may
find in one State and even then to a lesser degree. It is.a very in-
adequate report, no questipn. I would be happy to spend a lot of
t ime talking about it. I do know this: the States. many of themand
T eriticized. ITSOE on this. toothey took an attitude. "Well. OK.
we have to do somethino- about this." without really analyzing and
taking a good look at what the report. said and the evidence that sup-
ported it. f think they overreacted very prematurely, out of a sense
ofI don't know if it would be "guilt." as yon said. But we need to
do somethhig, because of the GAO report. seems to be the attitude.

'I think there is very little evidence there to support what is in
heodlines. You may have found the samrA "thing.

Dr..-foNnor, Could yon repeat your question? I sort of lost it with
,This response. .

:Mr. 017m. What T was talking about is that all these other reports
and information are not readily' usable by ourselves because of the
time factor involved and the voluminous amount. It doesn't seem to
zero in on the problems for each quadrant b f the Nation. And I men-
Honed the GAO' report. that it did get people's attention. and 'I
mentioned that it will have more impact. I don't know 1% Ma way
Coagress is going to go. But it will have more impact on this legis-
lation than :my other ones we have mentioned. even the ones that are
more readily usable as infoymation from Census and Bureau of
Labor statistics. .. .

Dr. CoN-law. If I am not answering your question I am sure you
will let me continue. I think the first conclusion that I draw from
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this dialog is thad,um ought to be enormously stingy about imposing
on hal rassed and oyeiwulked school personnel the responsibility of
g-enerating more information until there is an explicit policy.or need
for that,Mformation. I think the ship is sinking with so much of a
load of information that the person who has to pull together policy
just.doeSn't know wheiv to go. I think that is a problem.

I think there are factories full of people who run out and gather
information without thinking bey ond that foam or that specific kind
of need. So I think we ought to be careful not to continue in that
direction.

The only kind of response I can make myself that makes se* ib
let. us learn to use the information ;0 have now belOre we charge off
on data-gathering forays, the outcomes of which in our own minds
are uncertain.

I feel strongly that the data bases that are suggested in my testi-
mony, when gathered together in a single computer system and with
some sort, of .a forecast modeling capability, can provide an ontime,
N ery powerful information base to better estimate what might happen
in future time as a result-of something we do in current time.

I think that until we experiment with ways of using information
for planning, how dare we force a reportim or an enormously com-
plex reporting system on the human beings precious time. That is
the way my thinning takes me in terms of using numerical data as a
way of improving services, in this case occupational education.

Mr. Quin. Let rdelhear from you.
Dr. LEE. I would. agree with

you.
completely. I think we have the

technology to, make it possible to gather a great deal more data. If
we had a completely automated recurReeping system in every public
school, the data that arc needed for State management information
systems and the data that are needed by the Ccmgress and. the Office
of Education, these could simply be copied by computer from the
records themselves and the privacy of information could be abso-
lutely maintaiaed at the local ley-el and we would have these data in
a timely and flexible way that would be extremely valuable. I/think
we are capable of doing it and I think we should do it. I think we
can do it m another 5 years.

I do think it would require some action by Congress to assist the
States and perhaps even to insist that the States do" complete their
catching up with technology.

I would like to comment on Mr. MclIenry's system. If....cvery State
had what l'ennsth ania ha. now in the way of vocational education
information fully automated, then Congress would have the kind
of information at your fingertips that you don't have now and that
the CIAO report pointed out that vy;e don't have.

Mr. Om. Dr. Comov, a couple of questions.
Dr. Coximv. Yes, SO
Mr. QUM. In your recommendation you say
The only 'information policRa9kors seem to be able to get is the final report,

which almost always arrives after the ouestion has hcn forgotten. It appears
the polleymakcrs have.almost been couditioned to delegate policymaking prue-
OSSCS to the Summary section of the notorious final report as opposed to allow
lug themseles to reason with the data .described.

That goes back to the relationship that'you indicated is lacking in
some statistical information. Looking at the "National Assessment
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For Ediacalional Progress II you see the summary but ivhen you try
to go back into the data they provide we then can't find it close
enough to where it seems to do any good. I don't know if that same
thing is true in Project Talent or not. But I would say the same
thing about Project Baseline. I look at the end of this and see some
of the interrelatedness. Is it possible for a person to develop a capa-
bility and fit, into a terminal so that you can then through that
mechanism retrieve the information and put it together in a way that
you can use it for planning?

Dr. CONROY. Yes, within a very short period of time.
Mr. QUIE. Of the planners that I have mentioned, I know we don't

have that capability here in Congress, although we haye got a com-
puter at the Library of Congress. I don't l.-now if it is sophisticated
or not, but I doubt it. How about the others? The U.S. Office of Edu-
cation? The State departments? Local schools? To what extent are
they using that sophisticated computer program? To what extent
is it available at the local school?

Dr. CONROY. The state of the art is sort of appalling. In fact 'one
of the things that Project Baseline has done that I salute is to make
it very clear in its report that there is good information available, for

iexample, in Project Talent. I think it is better to speak in specifics
rather than in abstracts or generalities. In Project Tident you can
now look at people who have been out 11 years, who are secretaries
or machinists qr lawyers or whatever. They set it up with 440,000
students.. Before these students were in high school, when they were
entering as freshmen, they were given ft comprehensive .battery of
tests, a-psychological profile.

Now they are successful machinists, let us say, so that from this
data we can look at all the information about what a successful
machinist might look like as a freshman in high school. If I were
a high schoor freshman, I would sure like to know my chances of
5ucceeding a:, a machinist before I imested 3 years of my life to

'learn to become a machinist.
If I were a government planner, if I knew both manpower demand

and the likelihood of a target group to become successful planners, it
seems to me I. would be likely to make better policy.

Project Talent has the capability of providing estimates of that
information. I use the word' `estimates" because it seems that people
want absolutely clear answers. They want to ffo. from zero to 100
overnight. That ain't the way it goes. Increment'-al growth is the wav,
I think, learning occurs, or as a colleague of mine says, "hierarchi'al
restructuring."

Let us take the next step and use the information we have. Only
then will we be restructured in a way that we know where the next
step should be.

So therefore I respond that harnessing these data together in ft
single system and learning bow to use these data before we impose
enormous recording responsibilities is, I would think, the rational
huinan way to proceed, if that is tin answer.

Mr. Ortz. It comes close. Let me try it from another approach. I
have a feelincr that one of the reasons why we pass legislation is to
make certain that money keeps coming where it was going before
and then make some slight changes. When you et to the local school
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there is a tendency to keep programs going. When you look at the -
capability of certain types of students, there isn't enough consider-
ation given to ev en tie Jobs that are available put thert`. YOU want to
keep the teachers. So you want to find studentg who will fit there int (i
those classes to keep them going. How do we ever overcome that
human dileituna?

1)1% Cosuov. That is tht business of allowing ourselves to take a
chance with thugs new, which is indeed difficult. The infrthructure
has a tendency to want to protect itself and maintain itself, which is
I suppose Yery'human.I don't think people do it out of malice or
anythmg like that. simply think that if reliable information were

ailabre that allowed peolile to trust it and in a way that allowed
people to learn to think with it-then we might be more willing to
take a chance with Un unknown future.

After all, we i6k our students to take an enormous chance. to in-
vest themselves in a program. I think the State superintendent of
California just did a mars dons job of verbalizing that. I guess may
response is that the thing I am arguing for is fot the planning
process to take a, chance with itself in terms of using empirical data
in a Tay that educational researchers don't allow them to do it. They
want only tohave a final vepOrt and -say "ge this way or go that
way."

So we have got, four final reports. Do you flip a coin? Do -yon
take the person whose credentials are most solids? Boston University?

f the policy making constituency had an oppottunity to reason with
the data, to be able to assess the information themselves. they would
he much more enlightened. I think it is a question, of harnessing
technology that now exists.'

I would argue that the same data base that is av=ailable at the
Federal level ought to be with a local telephone call and an $,S5
terminal it can be available at the State level. I would say "crawl ,
before you walk." Get' a few data buses organized and try it out.
Dealing with people who hate had that experience, I think they are
then ready for the next step, whatever it might be.

Qum. Is the information that atresearcher provides supposedly
to back up that final report, is that usable by the planneNnow? Or
are you also encouraging the researcher to provide the data in a way
that the planners can use it as well as not just feeding a final report?

Dr. Cosuoy. Right. What I am recommending-is what is commonly
railed in the jargon phrases as "secondary analysis of previously eol-
leeted data." To collect data to dd a followup study for 40,000 stu-
dents: that is a tough job. I am just using Talent now which I think

' is the best secondary data base in America. You say. "I don't want
all that data. I lust want some, °Cit." So you would cut, for example,
for occupational education. You would want the labor market' per-
formance data of the students at 1. i, and 11 years and so on. what
jobs they held, earnings, months of employment, that sort of thing.

This is demostrateil on page 17. You do that with each of the
data bases that I recommend. Then you would be dealing with limited
dat,i for each of the data sets.

So, yes, the answer to your question is indeed, yes. You want to
get beyond the conclusions of the researcher. You v'cant to allow
_ourselves and others to be able to get to the information and draw
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your own conclusions. That is the difference between getting.thedata
, and getting that linal report, .

lire other - essenttal -thing.is that you can vonitine together in tin-
sanelermnal and the balne system, manpower demand data, career

-pattern data. There is useful informat&on out of the national assess-
ment project, although Ivry limited la iny judgment, the national
logndinal stdy-, and so on. You edit pool those information sets
together so they are a% ailable at one time. That is an enorinous Etc')
fat ward, I belies e. I IN Mild lot e to mess with that data and advise
1 tau on the basis and myself on the abasis of flint. But I can't do it
Lecause it just isn't otganizeth. I think it is a restructuring problem.

Dr. 1411E. I think that is very important. There is one thing we
ha\ e to realize though. Each of these p'rograms as collecting -data
flout the past. It is x,t.reiliely ' Amble to hat e this-data. But, uhen
Pt ojeet Talent began, a lot of additional programs that we have now
Inaba et en begun, and many of the metoilolooies and the prograla
tSc If in % ocational education has undergone, Ira changes since then.
So it is really not quite enough' to be able to say that a person with
tettain assessed ellaracitei.istics when he entered a progran would be
the charactetistics a person nould need to cuter the plop= because
Ilic same doesn't exist. I don't say that by na3 of criticism. But I am
M3 lug nu need to kct p up It ith the data jut tocational education. We
hate tidied 'cm a lc:potting s3 stem that has not been, adequate. The
Office of Education knolls it. The Congress knows it. Tile States
kom it. I think me, hate got to make substantial iniprotements in
the epoting ststein. I thiak we can do this with the technology that
exists. L would like to see the subcommittee git e consideration to
this matter. ,

. Dr. CoNuoY. May I make a comment to that?
Mr. Qum Yes.
Dr, Comm,. I belies e a hat 3. on say about the obsolescence perhaps

of data. except that I \Ionia caution 3 on and myself and others that
let us not update except on a sample basis. I think me hat e to be
extremely careful about collecting too much data that me simply
don't hate use for. So if me are going to update diit a before we learn
lion to use data in the planning poc,ess fot education, I sugge,t that
we he extremely cart fill about nut wetly collecting data. ,Let us
take a Small sample of data and use that.

. Dr. Lta. I would agree n ith that. Except that I think we have rot
to hate a small sample in each State, a sample that is adequate to be
representative of the population in each. State.

,:,

We found if nothing else from Project Baseline that there are
great variations qmong the States. This is one of the reasons that
Cpngiv.-.;; is cinu,iliut ig legislation now to determine nhat needs to
be &Nile to assist States. The assistance may, sty \licitly from State
tb State, as the problems N n ry widely from Stilt° to State.

Mr. Qua:. How is Massachusetts doing in their planning, and in
using the data information?

Dr. Commv. It is more difficult to be "a prophet in your own land"
than in someone else's. But they are slowly struggling tlitli Mime-
mentat ion and mounting data on interactive computei s% stems with
a study now going on. But it is a struggle et en where. The idea ofy
having data from hit II they can drat conclusions is not a popular
notion everywhere.
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Dr. LEE. We are in complete agreement on this. This is one of the
things I have been pleadine- for in my appemances before the Office
of Education and committees of Congress, that we do have the capa-
bility, for making the data available to you in a way that you can
then make your own decisions. Wg can give you the flexibility of com-
manding whatever data you need at any given time for any particular
-purpose. -

As it is now what you are gettin,o. are the screenings of the exec-
utive and administrative agencies. You and getting what they want
you to have.

Mr.,Quir.. If the peoPle in Pennsylvania wanted to do their plan
the way yyksuggest, Dr. Conroy, where could they go to see it done
well? .

Dr. CuNROY. To see an interactive computer capability operating?
Not in occupational education? . .

Mr. QUIE. No. In occupational education.
Dr. CONRoli. In oceupational education we could do a demonstra-

tion for them inplassaehasetts. Blit not with real data. But we valid
do a demonstration for them on an interactive computer.

1, would say the military IS really miles ahead. At the Department
of Defense there is a Colonel Adams who ,is completing development
with MIT of an interactive system which is a generation before'the
one that aye are operating on. If one wants to see the way the tech-
nologynology operates, he is the man to see. a

Mr. Qum. I was wonderino. if you would direct us to the military
because I think that they-are''far advanced in the utilization.

Dr. Coxnor. They are just us&l to change. Theyare willing to take
a chance with change because of their environment.

iMr. QUIE. In your table on page 20 you have in sour report for
nstance I sec in the "stuOent data" you have listed States collecting
note data than required by OE, and since 'Wilson Riles was just in

here I wanted to see how California wns doing. I see them listed as a

/State

that is supplying- more data than is required by OE
Then it says "States collecting data by OE code for purpose of

enrollment" and by sex and so forth. I think California isn't listed
II itienti.ni.sc'tili101. tall:

data
about

these

til e..,

NVIIiell is requiring more data than required by OE. But it is repnr-
. _

by
ingDsrolienot(li.ealisi

.fornia does not have an iicliNiaualized data collection
.

s,1:,tein. They are getting some data that I haven't included in my
other questions since these art data that I ba.ve identified as being.
apparently needed for ,the Mire of Education to know if the law
is being\ carried out for accountability.

There are States as 3 on, can see that are listed here that are no;t,
stipph Mg inhumation but do not know anything about their`Voca-
t 1.110l eilwation students other than NNW the Federal forms contain
and ,the way they get that information in most of those C.ii SeS 7:4 to
send copies of the h;rms to the school districts and have them fill in.
Then they .add them up and they go to the State agency. There is
some (lath .1% idyll is fillea in, if it is filled in, by the State agency Rua
is not collected at all. They air just sheer estimates.

at.)
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Mr. Qum 'lake for instance stud nt data of those 23 questions lie
asked, information categutiis. Arc all of these not required by USOli
of the States! Iiidiriafittleilly-Sal

Dr, Lsi. None of these are required by the Office of clueation.
Mr. Quin. They are not?
Dr. LEE. They are not. No.
Mr. And these .are the few States in some categories where

they ask those questions. So the information you are trying to secure,
it seems to me like it is a bit difficult.

Dr. Lm. Very difficult. We do report p4rtial tables. Maybe dre
axe lo States or 15 States.that collect the same data. We report those.
But obviously it is not national dida.

Mr.'QuIE.-When you tro to page 16 and indicate what we don't
know for instance about disadvantaged and so on, how to you get
the total numbers f Am don't have thp information from individual
States?

Dr. LEE. You can only get it if, as in the case of the State of O hio;
they require every classroom. timelier to report the -disadvantacred
and haiahcapped in each class. ,They don't get individual student
'data. But they get class data. And they can glirthat.

Mr. Quit:. 'When you say :sou have national data, are you saying
you octuully have totals for the Nation in each of these categories
that you list?

Dr. LEE. For national data on handicapped, we don't have this
based on individual data. In puny States you simply have a State
total of handicapped and dis4dvantaged students and their State
totals are basvd on, in most cases, or are supposed to be based on
local school district reports.

Mr. Qum. Right. now the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped, giii4.144 on their figures, an_agency of the U.S. Qflice of Edu-
cation, how to yon account for them being so far apart from your
informaqon ? Is your information more correct than theirs?

Dr. LEE. I don't think our information is very accurate at all on
the disadvanta.ed and handicapped. We have the-problem f defi-
nition for one Thing. While .the definition. is spelled out in ie law,
the States find it difficult to apply the definition. So some States
nut, the States but the local schoolsin Oklahoma, for instance, I
base talked with ps&iple there and they say that there are a lot of
people in Oklahoma N111001S y.ho resent beihg identified as "dis-
adiantaged" simply because they fall within a certain category of
income. This will resist being reported. So jemmy cases they arc
not reiported.

11 'c not have a national uniform repotting of thiS data at
There is another problem realb. I think it ig that we are simply not
"0611" indii idual students. Totals represent one thing in once State
miff they represent another. thing in anolher State.

Mr. Quia. The National Center for Educational Progress does its
own stirs ey, scientific surreys. I don't mean large numbers, the,,,way
The ITirrtis,poll operates:

Dr. Li.. I lionfil go along with that in,.individual States. In fact
we are sexy' much in favor of moving in thiskiireetion.

Mr. QrIE. Did you utilize that srstem at all in Project. Baseline?
Dr. Tii:n. The survey techniques?

1
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\1r. Qum. Yes.
Dr. LEE. No. Not at this time.
Mr. Qum. Dr. Conmy ?
Dr. Coxaor. For information T think ion might want to know that

on want to be careful pith the National Assesment project in tel
of its goals. The unit analsis is not a student. It is an item. Let
me explain. An ;item like him students can multiply 9 times 6
and get 51, that data is not connected to student. It says SI percene
of 17-}ear -ohls can do that. So that Is one kind of design, called,
matrix Sampling. Another design is the count design. V-ott ha\ e to be
ea rvful IN hen \ on deal w ith National Assessment'sdata, because they
are like bitapsitots at periods of time, as opposed to connecting the
data longitudinally. It is ninth inure limited from a pulicymaking
perspective. I just 'hake that point for the record.

, Mr. QutE. But the sygtem can have some value.
Dr. Coxaoy. 'Yes. There ale others. The COD battery is technically

extremeb sound. It assesses utcupatiunal knowledge and attitudes of
adults, 1T }eau' -olds and ;t -that -olds and for career guidance. I would
suggest cutting out of that data base as a working tape. The rest
might not be particularly vahtable.

Ortit. Thank you very much, all of -.ou, for your good testi-
-mons, this morning.

11,hereupon at 12.15 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to, recoil-
vow. at the -calf of the ('hair. I

[Material submitted for inclusion in t record follows :1

raLemiED stATElikx-r nt lit Ii, ii E. MAxacitta E. .DUC-AT1ON CI)NSITI.TAN
PROJEcT ANA1.1:46 AND DEtt.I.DI.M.N 1, 51.1 II. DEPART,NIENT OF EDUCATION,
CONeotto, N.H.

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Solo onuoit tee, my name is Richard
E. Mandeville at 1 I ant an Ediiiatiota Consultant fur Projeet Analy and
Development. I work for the Po,t-Sticoudary Edo:aeon Division of tile New
Ilammhie State Department of Education.

I w eleoule this opportunity to testify on spa ational and occupational educa-
tion pad Mud: yon for the invitation. ,

.11,14eAlaiiiie- Is 01 behalf of the Post Seetaulary Education Division of the
New ampshire State Departooot of Etbuititm represents .eyes 2"-year
publit -postseemidary institution.. Neil Hampshire 'Pep Imical Institute, Cop-
t ord . New Hampshire. holt al Collegi,t, in Berlin, Claremont,
Lavonia, Manchester. Nashua, Portsmouth.

The 'rep Mika] Institute and the Colleges serve 3,252 full-time equivalent de-
gree and pectiffizate students plas nearly 10,000 credit and tion-tredit students
in the extension division of the Iwtitute and Colleges.

The New HanipshiN Ted unit n1 Institute, New Hampshire Vpicational-Techni-
i al-Colleges system lit sonaze hat unique in that nearly 100% of our students are
enrolled in voeational-teehnical programs.

minis I. FUNDING OF POST-SECONDAIIY OCUUPATIONAL EDUCATION

The Vocational Edilt atiol At t of 1003 is a pie( e of landmark Id eislntiun, IMO
that brae with loans of the traditions_of the past. The legislation has provided
extraordinary opportunities for those in %Motional-tot hnical edmtion to trans-_
form old 'programs and to create new programs to meet the needs of Lonteni-
porary students.

Initially the tone and. strut tare of the law made It difficult for post-secioidary
2 year institutions to participate folly in the 4(.100111110a anti expansion of
tax ttiemll- teclwitaul education. Funding of post second, ry programs under the
1903 law u as difficult to prim tire tiut to the language of the law and a seeming

t
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reluctance on the part of %motional educators to recognize) th., major contribu-
tions made by postSecondary 2 year institutions iu the field of occupational
education. The congressional intent, as 1 interpret it, was e funding pri-
orities on the merit of...piugrams, not the level of institution in tthich the Pro-
grams were located. In practice. this was a laudable goal, but it has worked
rather poorly. In a Neu practical sense, these funds are still largely directed to
institutions, in large measure secondary schools. w bile 2 year iulleges and is
Weal institutes w ith eligible mograms r.trei recel% t the titian, iii support that
was intended by the S ucational Edina Hon Act of 11163. The fulluwing chart is
Indicative of the scope of the-problentin N'ew-Hampshire.

ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL FUNDS-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

Categorize funds
Total

allocation
NUT hVTC

Shared Percent

Fiscal year 075:
..

1. Cooperative education... 3241,809 34.600 1.9

2. Consumer hommaking..
,

68,020
3. Disadvantaged 261,750 12,509 4.7'
4. Handicapped 133,850 ,, 4,000 2.98

Total.. .. 705,420 21,100 2.93

fiscal year 1976: .
.

1. Cooperative education 239,900 6,600 2.7
2. Consumer homemaking
3. Disadvantzged

68, 000
188,900 --- .11,403_ 6.0 --/

4. Handicapped 122, 400 4, 000 3, 2 I

Total. 620,200 22,000 3.5

The 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act broadened the meaning
of vocational education to bring it. more ht tune w ith the realities of preparation
for employ went at less than the bachelor's degrde level. ,Souse of the Amendments
of 06.provated'for a 1,7i1/4.- set-aside for postsecondary. The sit-aside helped to al-
leviate the feve,inties in the distribution of funds to postsecondary but In many
states it has been a grudging 15%.

The impact, in terms of quantity and quality, of postsecondary' oCcupationa' ed-
ucation could not easily bane been foreseen in 19(88 and even less so in 1963. It
has been shown in other testimony before the committee that postsecondary oc-
cupational education has attained results unheard of in the history of occupa-
tional eQueatIon.

In the tate of New Hampshire enrollment in the New Hampshire Technical In-
stitute and the New Hampshire Via atiimal-Tei II hit al Colleges has Increased more
than 5 tones over its 1964 total of 406. Total enrollment in the Fall .".".1 was
2,188.

CILurr No. 1.--Pall day school enrollment ..^".
Year Grand total

1971 75 0,183
1973-74 1,795
1972-73 , 1,706
1971-72 .. 1,660
3970-71 I 1,470
1969-70 1,283
1968-69 1,210
1967468 930

1966-07 1 / 833
1065-66 .; . 615
1261-65 t. 406

Erening school enrollments hale hit reused inure Oh1 m Illny time, ti) or the 1967
enrollmentgrow ing from 510 in 1067 to 3.103 In 1971 for the fall term alone. The,
instItute/eollege system conducts 3 e cuing school terms annually.

52-945-75vgl. 2-53
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QUART No. 2.kail term evening school .enrollment
Year Grand total

1974 3, 403
1973 9,968
1972 . 2, 031
1971 1, 222
1970 1, 004 "'?.
1969 - 777
1968 - ... _ 658
1967 540

In 1000, there were 4 lastitutiuns in the system. TNN l) of these had been in op-
eration lesS than 2 years. In 1975 there are 7 nistitutiuns, they uungest upened its
deers in the fall of 1970. In 1906 Mire acre 13 prugrains offered ia 4 institutiuns
as port uf the day school. la 1971 there a ere 3s prugrams AN ith 7 nee, prugianis
scheduled to upon en ur bcfure September of 1070. Lv ening schuul programs num-
bered nearly 250 In 1974.

In FY 1966 the State of New Hampshire supplied less than $1.1 million for the
syst.qp and in IT 1975 that amount has grown in excess of $4.3 million.

Research has been conducted indicating that occupatiunal skills which are ac-
quired in 2 3 ear post,secundary lasfltutluas pay off better than those ubtained in
high school. There is considerable es idence that buth Nocatiunal and non-% oca-
tional high schuul graduates benefit fruit going en to 2 year pust-secundary occu-
pational programs. Tao year college courses are benerally more responsive than
secundary schuul courses to the labor market, operate at a higher level, and are
relatively scaece fur ia.cupations requiring cast-beeuifdary, but less than college
training.

The New Hampshire Vocational TechnicalCulleges and New Hampshire Tech-
nical Institute have maintained an excellent placement record for their gradu-
ates. In 1974, a difficult economic year. only 4% of the graduating class NN as
seeking employment in September (bee Appendix). In fact, :i0%, of the graduates
repurted full time employment. Of all the graduates employ ed full time, 77%
worked In New IIIImpshire and 83% commuted to utak from their home town.
Average entry job salaries by lob categories acre higher than the 1973 averages
by an average 7%. It is estimated that all graduates employed full time vv ill
have a total gross duller earning tamer in excess of $3,500,000 during their first
year of empluyment. The Nen Hampshire Vocational Techuical Colleges and New
Hampshire Technicalanstitute have gotten the job done.

Much has been sald about the issue of "Sole State Agency" requirement in
the present legislation. American Azsnmlatiun uf Cuaanimity and Juniur Colleges
opposes the concept in fa vur of a sy stein NN hich mould be niure sympathetic or
cognizant of two year collese occupatiunal education needs. The American Veca-
tiunal Association supportethe sole state agony concept. They support an agency
or state board with the capability and flexibility to develop policy for vocational
education that w ould guN ern programs and distribution of funds for all facets of
vocational education in the State.

To a certain extent, there seems to be no reconciliation of the views of the
American Asseelation of Conanunity and Junior Colleges and the Anwrican
Vocational Association in this matter. Both points of view has e some Eaedits
and some debits. It Is necessary that tau -y ear colleges he more adequately recog-
liked- as -efildent delivery systems -for-ovt upational-education. The-question -is.
Is the sole State agency concept to blame fur lack of recognition of two-year
colleges in-the law? Is a dual State agency the ansuer or Is there a less 'extreme.
equally effectual IltiMNIr ? My N101 is that there_ is Indeed an 11114W-Cr that would
not change the sole State agony requirement. That answer lies In the tone and
structure of the law. The new law should be so structured that t wo-year colleges
will be recognized as effectu e delivery systems for Oct opatioual education. The
law should contain appropriate teehnical language and amendments designed to
recognize the substantial role and contributiuns of too year occupational educa-
tional colleges and to provide them with an adequate and equitable share of
federal monies. ,

Recommendation No, I.That Congress establish a set aside requirement for
postseeondary occupational education of no less than 30,1 of all Part B money.

Recommendation No. 2.That Congress establish a set aside requirement for
postsecondary occupational education of no less than 201 of all money under
Parts C, D, E, F, G, I and 25% of all money under Title II Vocational Education

0`.
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Leadership and Professional Development Amendment of higher Education Act
of 1905.

SECTION II ARTICULATION

Elementary Schools, high schools and postsecondary institutions have developed
as relatively self-contained systems. It has come to appeal AAV1 vial and natural
that 'educatiVn be classified as elementary, secondary and postsecondary .for
higher edu,ation). Countless practices and traditions are based upon and rein-
force these diisionsDiffereat credentials and background are required for
tem.hers ell -three beiiur8 , funding patterns and strategies differ; completion
of one is generally required for entry into the other. Major differences in teach-
ing style and methodology generally characterize the three levels.

Although many factors tend to crystallize secondary education and postsecond-
ary education in their own areas, the two systems often interact. The secondary
schools directly supply postsecondary education with a large number of its stu-
dents. Postsecondary Institutions In turn prepare N irtually all the professional
personnel in secondary schools , curriculum and adatialstration materials used in
secondary schools are often prepareyLby postsecondary petsunnel , high school
counselors, usually, but nut always effectively, constitute a formal professional
linkage between the two secors of education and college admission personnel.

There is ample ev Hence, that seta/Wary and postsecondary systems of educa-
tion both interface i ud conflict on many levels. Some of this interface and con-

necessary because of the nature of secondary and postsecondary educa-
ti.,n. Hoverer, some of the conflicts are unnecessary and dysfunctional as they
effeet-the student. The basic-concern-throughout-the educational-spectruails for
studs is and the maximum development of their potentials.

The American educational system has evolved ftual a historical separatism as
irrational as the sectarian conflicts of today. Unfortunately, contemporary edu-
cational thinking has nut appropriately progressed to an apareciation of the
tragedy and waste of this situation.

separatism has many faces in education. Separatism of sponsorship whether
public or private, separatism by les'el whether elementary, secondary or post-
setaaidary, , separatism by discipline whether N uca tional, technical or academic.

If the goal of a true educational continuum is a desirable value, then articula-
tion between ' separatist elements.' must be achieved as soon as possible. Further
delay can be.disastrous.'

Lack of articulation between secondary and postsecondary loVels illustrates
the naive and misdirected attitudes of society toward education in general. Ter-
nilliologY alone is witness to the fact. When we use the terms elementary, second-
ary, postsecondary an higher uducation, we also convey an attitudinal level of
status and prestige. 'hese same yunbitioas of status and prestige continually
make themselves fel In abeling, such as . vocational, academic, secondary, col-
lege, postsecondary, e c,

Articulation refers to the relationships between, within and among educational
programs which are designed to prostyle a smooth transition for the student from
one educational, program to another. Articulation would encompass an organiza-
tivzial structure whose conyponent parts fit into emit other to form a cohesive sys-
tem of educational opportunity. Articulation or niov ement of the student from one
program to another can be either horizontal or vertical.

horizontal articulation includes those relationships between programs, courses
or actis itiq which exist at any one educational competency level and provide a
coordinated e day...atonal .program fur the student. Vertical articulation refers
to those relationships which exist between institutions, programs, courses or
activities and provide a coordinated program for a student moving from one
educational competency level to the next.

Articulation bet een secondary 'vocational educational firogrnms and post-
secondary occupational education programs, is not taking p>ce nationally and
is taking place locally in a haphazard fashion.

Sepayatism which was the vehicle of establishing identity and strength by
the pioneers of vocational and occupational education, has reached the point of
diminishing returns. Society, its legislators and professional educators must
CO= to realize that each component unit of the educational system must be in it9
place, interconnected, and joined to form a true continuum for people. This does
not mean the loss of special purpose, mission, or identity of each unit.

It is crucial tv education that the integrity of each unit within the educational
continuum be maintained. Loss of that integrity would be a far greater problem
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than a lack of artielation. I ctuuld not and could not saimort uu artielation
nn,clel ccliicli Ntuttld obliterate the distinction ban een the units of the educational
.uutiuualit. Elementary mast remain elementary, sew 1, most ieniaiti set tool
art anti pustseeundary must reitinitc postbecuil:litry. liuttcter, the eiltteational
deli% ei 3 systuu c.uuwt hat tulaixalents going ill opposite vi unit
pendent directions %tabula. at least intattal intei action and knottiLtl,e of e.uii
others' goats.

Rccomilicadation. No. 3.TItat Congress require that artieulation be nutlet-
taken by fill units of vocational, occupational and teeluimal education.

Rceoninicsidation gg. 4.Tlit Congress direct the0111(x of Eilat ation Lo cou-
duet articulation sintiles and implementation programs cc ith the dist
Looney allot ed the (,toted States Commissioner cif Education under Pail. IJ of
the Act. .

0 6E:Otte:I IIIADVISORY COUNCILS

healtution providing cocatIonaliteeluileal education needs an .urgaiiii. d
, met Ii nisei for assuring that its silt ices arc acceptable to the tin:Adele awl to
ejaploy erg, and fur keeping its services current o ith its clientele's needs and
Cc nii the heeds of the labor market. Public institution:, frequentlY tire impart 1

lace to hove a Goityrztl Atli isury Committee to fulfill this function. Ill adtlitiom
iiistitutions are normally expected to hat e Oceupatioual Adc isory low

minces to assist vaeli 'program in keeping current cc hit the requirement:, of the
occupation for a hieh it prepares and to assure the acceptability of the progiii
to the clientele.

\\ ether-or ind,required-hy-lace, -such ecitiiiittees-1..::, been-found to-behighly
desirable and tof to c ma tiwittl, teelinical etlukatioit. It i. important that NN lame
the committees exist, they be used effectively ratio I than perfunctorily.

State and National Ad% t.ory Count:AIN could plug N el (alit part in the
planning process for vocational ethwittriot. Generally spiaking. Stittv, mit IsurY
councils hate demonstrated flair ability, to scree a:, a eiminiunieittion linkeage
among labor, management, eilltut haat, bil:tilleNN !IOLA t), the public at large, and
special interest groups.

To fiteilitate the planning and operation of to-t ttimlion.t1 eduuttiuu progralit.
at all lei eta of ellialito at, it is necessary that iltIN ima3 t cunt Hz. 1.1:PreSI'llt act D-
pa tumid interests. the interest:, of the t lientele and the haul csts of the educa-
tional concerns-wit occupational education.

The GA0 report entitled ' What is the Role of Federal Assistiinci for Vocational
Etineation' ? ates that not all State Councils hate been fully represeutatict.
These rouneiJs, financed at about 83 million annually. tc ere to be comprised it
persons representatite of or familiar N Itli needs for uct upatIimpil mho idiom

In New IIiiinpshi re only one member out of 18 on the State 64,1'3 (:sutural till
Vocational Dint ation is from a taco -year college. Any la ron oakum ted ccitlt our

.system of ti Colleges and a technical institute is excluded by .1 regulation, of the
I, tilted States Oilier of Eilut anon tc hich stipulates that colleges suPerc !set' by
the saute board ,laid, supervises the State Mc 'stay Council shall not be repro
seated on the Council. III New 'lamp:shire. this regulation effectively excludes
the only extensive postset ouilitry uecupational eiltmaitLin delivery system front
participation In council activities.

Additionally, tla. State Ad: 1501'3 Count ids have been delegated by the Vocational
Eilueation Act in 1968 to perform an oversight rote. In fin t, their eNaluation,
hate been iinpreeise, alit], and lacking a necessary amount of
rigor.
- Erromm( ndatiwt .111. .7That a technical aentlinint he added to the Act that
Si mandate full participation and representation by State supported Wu stor
colleges and technical institutes on the National Mt 'stay Count his and State
Advisory Councilq.

Reemumendation. A o. 6.That the level of funding for State advisory count ils
be upgraded to pro ide adequate ithilliting of preeke, st it:faint , cant] and rigorous
evaluation and research as directed by the Congress.

In conclusion, I NN ant to thank Congressman Perkins fur gic ing me the app +r-
Nulty to enter this statement as part of the record. I ant siire the Congress cc ill
gtte full consideration to the needs of two-year college. and the outlined rut oni
'floatation when drafting the final language to renect the VIII ittbnial Education
Act. Thank you for the Kit liege of testifying before your sub committee.

We will be happy to pros ide, or attempt to 'amide, futla r karete or philo-
sophical information at your request.

9 CI
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Aloimosti:nx COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Rockville, Rd., September 19,1975.

D..PERKISS,
Chairman, 'louse Education and Labor Committee,
Washington, A.c. t

Di-cr. Ma. Cursuriists . While the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and
Vocational. Education is approaching the end of as review of information that
ss ill shape the nets sucational-educatiou legislation, nu are writing to expresi
our interest in your important Subcommittee effort, and our desire for the
creation of legislation that both permits and encourages the expansion of seen

education along the lines of past success, and the improvement of voca-
tional education in the light ofspast shortcomings.

As a local citizens ads isory. committee concerned witi career and vocational
education, vv e ha ve.tiet eloped, us er the past few years, some seusitis ity to the
uteri for, and salue of, Nseli-conceivecl and Ss ell des eloped progfams for occupa-
tional preparation of all of our students. We recently reviewed the statement
and position papers presented to your Subcommittee by the National Federation

LrlausSuburban &hoot Districts and feel that those mats:dais, °serail, con
taut maw concepts and propoSals that should be embodied in effecti%e
Based on ourtexperienee and our interests as a local advisory committee, we
WOW(' likelike to underscore the following points:

1. Vocational education is must efficient at the secondary school level, where
stsalents can be pi epared. to begin work the first time around the educatioatti
cycle."

Successful vocational..progranis vv ill require inuch_ieloser cooperation be-
LW cm public education and the cutunicroiad sector, ban een schools and business
and industry. IncentIN es to encourage business and industry ins oh eincnt should ,
be Considered.

3. All forum of couperatis e, work-study programs must be related to the stu-
dents' educational program, to ensure that work and classroom experience in
combination, tontribute to learning.

4. There is a need for active involvement of local education agencies in the
deselopment of the state Plan fur- stantional education. effeettse State Plan
is one in which the interests of.the local schools and the community are fairly
represented.

State ado isur,$ councils uuld be responsible for maintaining communication
NN tilt lUeld eltUllet!j and boards ut education. This, 1009 ensures fair representation
of local selioul s3 stem and community interests in the directiot of vocational
education within a-states .

6. Funding to stimulate and support the schools' utilization ) all community
resources facilities, equipment, and peopleshould be. um( available to voca-
tiolial education programs. Ese of community resources is. Eton the only way
to ensure that it vouttiouatl program is effective. Increased I yolvement of higher
edunitIon, business and industry, in the upgrading of vac tional teaching and
counseling skills should be part of this thrust.

I. Career education should be fully integrated into instructional programs in
the celuouls, and a funding les el sufficient to accomplish this should be established.

We hope that the new legislation will reflect these points, and that it will
enable oar local school systems to Improve and expand the vocational programs
that a re needed by at, tunny students at this time. Their preparation for work, and
life, V1, ill be affected by this legislation. We recognize the difficult Iegislatis
tusk that the Subeu ittee has been engaged In, and we appreciate the effort
t lila has gone into task. We appreciate, as well your consideration of our
concerns ofr tofnereht huhr
concerns for the future of vocational education.

Very truly yours,
Micfmkt, W. Ilnows,

Chairman, Citizen's Adrisorg Committee
on Career and l'omtional Education.
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110CATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 1975

HOUSE' OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUDCOMMEITEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OP TIIE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2175,

Rayburn House 011ice Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding:

Members present : Representati as Perkins, Lehman, Muhl and
Mottl.

Staff members present: John Jennings, counsel; Charles Rad-
cliffe, raj nori ty'courisel.

Chairman PERKINS. A quorum is present.
The Republican's ha% e a conference this morning so Congressman

Quic and others will not be here. I know that Congressman Quie
anted to be here to hear testimony flout the National Advisory Coun-

cil on Vocational Education.
Today the'Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

. Education is continuing its hearings oa ucational and occupational
education. The purpose of today's hearing is to learn about Vie goOd
which has resulted Irvin the use of Federal ocational education funds
since 1963 and 1968.

Congressman Al Quie requested that we hold this hearing. I agreed
with him because «o both felt that during our earlier hem ings there
ine%itably occurred .a concentration un current problems in the pro-
granimitli consequently. too little attention being focused on document

the good results' which have occurred.
"-today, our first witness is Dr. William Pierce, Deputy Commissioner

for Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. I think I will ask all of you to come around, Mr. Lowell Burkett,
executive director, American Vocationta Association; Dr. John E. Tir-
rell, ice president of go ernmental affairs from the American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges; and Mr. JON IV. Thiele,
Cl minna n, National Adv isor; Council on Vocational Education.I also
welcome a former colleague and great friend of ocational education,
Mr. Roman Pucinski, who is cochairman of thc;Leffislative Committee
of the National Advisory Council on Vocational gjducation.

We will lead off with you, if you want to make Some opening re-
marks, Roman. You just go ahead and introduce Dr. Pierce if you
want to.

(1685)
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SWEMENT OF ROMAN PUCINSKI, COCHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
-CaMITTEE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

Mr. PUCINSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to be
able to be here this morning to give you the positive aspects of the
1963-68 aniendmi nts. As y. ou know, I could spend the rest of the day,
which I won't, telling y ou about the good things that vocational edu-
cation is doing in the country. As I travel around the country as a
member of the National Advisory Council I am becoming more and
more convinced that the one thing that really does work .)in America
is vocational education.

I think the great hopes that we had in 1968 are now reaching fruition
and I think that as today's hearing progresses you will see the wisdom
of the Congress in 1963 and 1968 drafting this legislation.

We read with interest the report of the General Accounting Office..
Many of the thinos,that they said we appreciated. But I am pleased
that you are holding these hearings to bring forth the positive aspects
of the programs because there are enormous advances in education
being n lade through the 1968 amendments that will become more and
more clear as we proceed.

Bill Pierce is here. As you know, his position was created under the
bccnpntional Education Act of 1972. Mr. Pierce, of course, is one of
the Nation's top adv ocates of vocational' education. I am pleased that
ho is the lbadoff witness today. To give you in sharp perspective what
this program is doing around the country you couldn't find a better
witness than Bill Pierce to start these hearings off.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM PIERCE, DpPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR
OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, U.S. OFFICE!OF EDUCA-
TION; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD A. HASTINGS, ACTING DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION, (EDUCATION) HEW;
AND DR. CHARLES BUZ,ZELL, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR
ADULT, VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL AND MANPOWER EDUCATION

PiEncn. Thank you very much, Mr. Pticinski.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am accompanied by Dick Hastings,

Acting Deputy. Assistant Secretary for Legislation, and Dr. Charles
Buzzell, the .Associate Commissioner for Adult, Vocational, Technical
and Manpower ,Education.

We welcome the opportunity to appear before this distinguished
subcommittee to discuss some of the_positiv e achievements in vocational
edut,ation accomplished since enactment of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963 and the Vov..vtional Education Amendments (4'1968. From
the vantage point of the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education
we bay e witnessed tremendous strides forward in providing accessible
and relevant education to all individuals desiring to develop skills. As
you aro aware, the Vocational Education Act of 1963 emphasized flaNi-
bility. fur the States to develop programs designed to serve the needs of
indis alual students. The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968
reinforced and strengthened this concern with skill t 'airing programs
which were responsive to changing labor market need.

9'
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The 1968 amendments helped the States to met a variety of stunt
needs. Through`the,110' of part I curriculum funds instructional ma-
terials were developed for new and emerging occupations. Through
part D demonstration projects more students received an opportunity
to explore occupatiOns in deptli. Improved guidance services helped
students to select the vocational program of their choice. Expanded
.work- study programs aided more students in attaining the financial
means to stay in school while other students received invahiable work
experience through distributive and cooperative education programs.
Active placement services assisted the vast majority at vocational
graduates who .were available for emp)oyment in locating jobs. Stu-
dents with special needs, such as the handicapped and disadvantaged,
w ere aided in larger numbers by programs especially designed to meet
their needs.

State departments of education were also recipients of the benefit's
of both the 1963 act and the 1963 amendments. Under the 1968 legisla-
tion the States were able to use part C research funds to develop model
prop anis in such areas as needs assessment, planning and evaluation.
The quality of both State and local stall and vocational teachers was
impru eel through the inservice programs of the Education Profes-
sions DevelopMent Act and the inservice activities conducted to
familiarize vocationalteachers with new curriculum materials
do eloped under part I projects. States were , able to increase their
capacity to serve students, through the use of Federal funds for build-
mg instructional. facilities Sand for updating shops and equipment.

To set the scene for this morning's discussion I would like to hi ;b-
light some of the encouraging trends in enrollments and finance which
«a lia 0 seen unfolding during the last decade as a result of the imple-
mentation of the 1963 and 1968 acts.

CONCENTRATING FIRST ON THE ENROLLMENT TRENDS

Total enrollments rose by 149 percent or more than 8 million sell-
dyfits from 1963 to 1974 when data were last available. We have seen
sucational education grow to more than 13 ,zillion students in fiscal
4974. \

Muri.L§pecifically secondary enrollinentsgrew by almost 200 percent
w ith mug than 8 million students enrolled in 1971 while postsecondary
enrollments Joso more than 659 percent to reach 1.5 million in the
same year.

Adult -enrollments-showed-a- 4,9-percent -giowthiiincreasing-to-more-
than 3.5 million\enrollees' in fiscal 1974.

Under the 1968 amendments the limber of disadvantaged and
handicapped students served in special programs doubled. By fiscal
1971 participants in \ programs fur the disadvantaged number moil
than 1.6 million while those in programs fur the handicapped num-
bered in excess of 234,000.

Turning to finance, the level of expenditures-Tr vocational educa--
tiun programs has risen a greater pace than enrollments under the
two laws.

Total apenditures, including .Fecleriil, State; and local for voca-
tional education increased nfore than 167 percent from fiscal 1965 to
fiscal 1974, exceeding $3.3 W3illIcn in fiscal 1974.
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Federal expendittuss grew by more than 198 percent from fiscal
1965 to fiscal 1974; rising from $156,936,000 in fiscal 1965 Co 468 million
in 1974.

State and local support of vocational education rose by mule than
562 percent during this time. In fiscal 1971 none State and local com-
munities contributed more tbqn $2.9 billion tt otational edutation,
thus overMatching each Federal dollar w ith inure than $6.

At this time, Mr. Chairman. I w ill address it } self to some of the
programmatic gains, made under the 1963 and 1968 nets.

Although the goals of vocational education are quite vat ied we
must be alert to the fact that ocational education's major, fmtaion
is providing students with relevant utettpationtil stalls which qualify
them for jots. This Is especially true situ a mattputtyl Mt masts prole, t
that .the demand for skilled workers ts ill be inc teasing as opposed. to
the demand for graduates with a Hiatt al tuts jegree. The 1963 act
tried to focus vocational education pt ()grams un abut mat ket deniands
by widening the range of the programs which can be de% eloped to
fidfill both the immediate and future manpower. needs of local,,
regional and national scope. Skill training became incleasingl.,acces-
sible as more programs were offered through, tuutprehen,k%c, high
schools, specialized vocational techni lauuls, ;jun.;or and continuality
colleges and public and private 4-year colleges.

The relevancy of vocational piograms- tti the job minket has hwt
improved through caulk ulum,,projects fumtled under the putt I our
riculum program to dev clop nistrudional ,matel ials for new and
emerging occupations. Ft um fiscal 1970 to fiscal 1971 awards totaling
$12.4 million were made to fund 105 curriculum projects. ;along the
priority areas enwhasized for the funding of part I projects isle the
development of 'instructional mann ials in such new occupational areas
as electromechanical technology, nuclear medical .technology, and
allied health. Cam rictawn projects for groups w ith special neutimila%
been designed for Spantshsurnamed with, disath antaged adults.
Indians, and other minorities and for intik iduals in corret tional
institutions. A measure of the impact of this t tit tit alum des elopment
effort is the bilge numbers of students and teathers being reached
through a national network of cut t icultun management cenrets. Since
the establishment of tbe centers in 1972 the dist' ibutiun of tut
guides has served, by April 1974, more than 2.588,000 sttale000
teachers wick over 38.000 State staff members.

Many thousands of students has e expel ienued new g Pes of vot a
fiontilfeditcation programs through the more than 1.100 projects landed
with the States share of part C research funds from fiscal 1970 to 1973
and the 245 projects funded with the Federal portion of the research
monQ,s from 'fiscal 197d to fiscal 1974. Numerous students of all ages
gained valuable careet des elopment eNput ience thlpitgli guidance and
career exploration act it itie, in the school baz,ed.empluser.bat,,ed. home
bas-ed, and residential-based career education models aich wen!
initially funded with Nocatiunal mesenItIt ftlilth,. illhd1001 011th re:
ceiv,ed thcbenefits of suotionnl xplotation expel halm, guidance at
tivities, dropout pre% ention, and °diet instructional pt ()giants designed
to meet their needs through the 118 part D demonstration projects
which have been funded from fiscal 1970 through fiscal 1971.

a
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Efforts to assist stet its ss ith improved guidance and counseling
services resulted in an imrease in total expenditures for these services
from a total of $1.4 million-in fiscal 1965 to more than $94.6 million in
.fiscal 1973. To help improse our base of knowledge about vocational
ollidanee 19 projects were funded in fiscal 1971 with research funds.

Additional Jtudent:s. base been helped, to) remain in school through
,earnings they meek ed through the u ork-sttidy program.

Chairman -14autiNs. I scant to interrupt you for just a moment.
I understand out distinguished tolleague from Iowa, Mr. Blouin, has

wondCrful group of young'studyits, iocutional students; are they?
Mr. BLours. 4H.
Chairman PumiSs. They know something about farming. I

. am delighted to 'mid to my distinguished colleague, Mr. Blouin, at
this time.

Mr. Buidix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to acknowl-
edge that this is at times a ler); confusing process. We appreciate
the interest young, people du bitths in it. I Omni:moil for interrupting
the proceed ings.

Chairman l'unu..s. I slant to thank you for inviting the group.
I -think it is m onderful for a dass of this type to conic to Washington
and observe the operation of the auvernment fitstlitunl. I think it can
be one of the most worthy experiences they can possibly obin.

Co ahead.
1)r. PiEacE. Mr. Chairman, I think it is very appropriate to be

interrupted by young people because we know wary thousands of
yount, people are ins olved in recognize,: youth vc...ational organiza-
tions. The 441 does not happen to be one of diem. But they are an

_ancillary support group.-
When I taught agncultnre at Imperial Valley, Calif., the FIFA.

chapter there worked levy closely w ith the 4-II group. So I am de-
lighted to be interrupted 3uung people in these organized youth
groups. -

Now if I can remember where I was I will continue. I think I was
at the point where I w as sa3ing that additional students have been
-helped to remain in school through earnings they received through the
work-study Arograin. From the 18,000-plus students benefitting from
tha program i't fiscal 1965 participation.rose to 4000 in fiscal 1974, a

o.)131-percent un. ;inlet. 1965 'lore than 327,576 students have been
assisted in sViying in school as iuresult of'this effort.

Other stifdents receiied work experience relating- to their occupa-
tional area through either distributive or cc.,perative -education-pro-

'grams. Under both laws participation in the distributive education
program climbed more than 149 percent; involving more than 832,00d

students in 1974. l'aderithe 1968 amendments enrollments in coopera-
t ive education, including.tliose in parts B and G, then rose from 290,000
in 1971) to over 605.000 in 1974. These prograhis are significant both
in terms of -the learning experiences of the students Mid in terms of
their economic benefits. Students earn wages from their cooperative
or distributive education jobs and pay income taxes on these wages
which in effect helps reimburse the community for their vocational
training.

In addition to giving students opportunities in career exploration,
skill traininff, and work experience, the 1963 get and the 1968 amend-

4
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moats have provided the type of N ocatiunal training which has enabled
the vast majority of the graduates who are available for employment
to be placed in lobs. In 1965, 87 percent of those available for work
wereL placed in jobs while in

1965,
91.4 percent of those available for

work found jobs. This type of result gis es us some indicatiOn that we
.aro succeeding in relating programs to mailable jobs in the labor
market.

As I mentioned pre% iously, vocational education lias,heefi Stiength-
ened under the 1963 act and the 1968 amendincnts to serve those stu-
dents who have special educational needs. Programs and sem ices were

,developed for students ss ith special needs 41ni helped-25,000 students
in 1965 receive vocational training geared to their needs. By 1974 more
than 1.8 million such people were living served in diverse programs,
The number of handicapped students sealed under the 106S amend-

ments roc q 103 percent, reaching 234,000 student's by 1974. Conse-
quentiv 7,452.799 students labelled as disadvantaged andQ1.007.428
labeled as handicapped Base received. vocational education between
1965 and 1971. Economists could undoubtedly calculate the economic
benefits to our country as ti result of this training. The social benefits
are simply incalculable. A group oS disadvantaged students who are
often o% erlooked by the educational community whom 1, want to men- ,
thin. are those in correctional institutions. In 1973 over $14.9 million
in vocational funds enabled ,39,009,offenders-to receive skill training.
Additional vocational training has,been pro% ided offenders through
the manpower des elopment and training program. In 1973 we
furnished almost .54 million in cooperation with

program.
Department of

Labor to.train 5,500 offenders. A number of studies have shown that
the recidivism rate has been vastly reduced when you mitke investments
like this with occupational funds.

Postsecondary socational education, has also made tremendous
strides under the two acts. Not only has e enrollments increased dra-
matically. 659 percent between 1965 and 1974, but expenditures for
such training have also risen. For example. under the 1968 amend-
ments total expenditures for postsecondary training rose 77 percent.
;from $523.22'2,000 in fiscal 1970 to $927.346.000 in fiscal 1973. Of the
funds used for postsecombuy education in f973 more thati 53 pci ent
went to community colleges ss ith the remainder king spent* techni-
cal institute , and other postsecondary vocational, facilities. Of the
Federal share of funds used for postsecondary training in 1973. 15 per-
emit, was directed toward community coil( (*es. Meanwhile, the States
allomted 5Lt 1etcent of all their postsecondary vocational funds to
community colleges in 197:3.

Under the two legislati e measures. the State departments of Voca-
tional education has e iniprosed their planning and evaluation capa-
bilities. Recognizing the necessity for advancement in thiS area the
Bureau since 1968 has been funding State and local projects to improse
planning amid needs assessn Ica. In 1971 we concentrated more than $2
million in part C research finds on 21 projects designed to improve
comprehensive st a toss ide needs assessment The States themselves have
been developing the planning capability of their local educational
agencies. For instance the nail State Department of Education in
cooperation with Oregon, Wisconsin New Jersey and Georgia have
developed and implemented a local planning guide. Other States such
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as Maryland, Minnesota, Kentucky, and North Carolina ;equire each
local education agency to use the same procedures in repprting data
to the State, thus pros iding fur more accurate and compatible data.
reporting. In addition ito, analysis of the States indica4s that the
States ssith more sophisticated planning S.), stellIS also Oar inure of

, their State and local resources in vueatioual education. In each of
the States in this particular analysis, State and local funds omprised
80 to 90 percent of all funds as ailable to s ocational educati n within
the respective States.

Another area of N ocational' education which merits attention is the
leadeiship development effort under part I' of the Educatio4 Profes-
sions Des elopment Act which authorii.es both a leadership des elop-
meat program and a State s3steins program. .n01111970 to 1971, 894
individuals hose received additional graduate training under EPDA.
From fiscal 1970 to fiscal 1973, 61 indis iduals des eloped their leader-
ship skills in a 3-3 ear doctoral program at lb Jails crsities as a part of
the leadership development program. In fscal 1073 and 1974 on addi-

. tional 633 experienced teachers receised awards for 1 year of graduate
study. Coacerning the State *stems program of the EPDA, the State
Boards of Vocational Education of the 56 States and territories aro
all participating in the pi °gram and have clef eloped a commitment
to a statewide system for personnel development.

The 1963 act and the, 1968 amendiacnts also greatly benefited the
States by pr.ovidirig fir -the consti nutlet: of Ite:NY ecxatlanati
the remodeling of old facilities and the purchase of new equipment.
This pros ision has increased; the, Lumber of area sucational schools
over 1,700 percent since 1965 when there wcie wily 405 such schools.
By 1973 these schools increased to 2,118. In hubs of students thit
translates into training stations for more than 000,000 students. Much
of thisc9nstruction taus mk:L t d:Lit in the southeastein States swith
the assistance of the Appalachian Ilegional Commission which in
Fiscal 1974 pros ided in excess of $35,1:36,000 for construction purposes.

Next, I would like to gise you solill3 insight into community rela-
tions, and cooperation bcOveen got et nmelital and nungo's ernmental
agencies within the N,uutioniil education Comm ttititillTe feel that
under the two nets relations Lace gain and an im-
proving. Couperin run has tit veloped bet w ceu busiiivs:,es and lam ersi-
ties and consulta.ilth svoi king on Clitrit 11111111 ii)V0jvt ts. Local emplo3ers
also cooperate v ith school officials its their cuminunitics.b3 poi mitt ing
teachers to talc students on field trips to their businesses and by 1m ing
cooperative and distribatis o education students.

The Bureau has also cooperated st ith s ar:ous titil ci nment and HMV
government, agencies to strengthen s wational education. We hate'
worked for se 0.1 al tears W ith true Detail t ment of Labor on an eXper
ineutal program, "a.urh apel .t'llVe and career exploration,,' to prio% I de
more work t xpei iencu uppoi tunitics for 11-. and 15 year-olds. In the
health field. we has vtUiked out a 'haft Wei agenc3 agreement with
UR Public Health Sets it whereby that agency w ill not establish new
Maid' personnel training plograms tthich duplicate health personnel

' training programs offt red in public t otatamal education program8.
'Training was also gis en students through instrut tion contracted to
proprietary schools. In 1973 alone, in execs.. of $3.753,000 in vocational

.9
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funds was spent for this sera ice. This fiscal year, as a result of a
memor ndum of agreement with the Department of Defense, we hate
funded t. project designed to des elop a system for identifying and dis-
seminatin curriculum materials des eloped by the DOD which could
lie used by 'vilian vocational educational schools. Sire are now in the
process of co stmunating a mcmoiiinduni of, understanding for an
agreement with he L.Thvironmental Protection Agency which would
transfer $300,0Q0 our agency for training ii those areas.

Mr. Chairman, th' has been a lengthy statement. But it. takes a
long time to talk'abou he advantages of N ocational education accra-

jug from the 1063 and 1, S acts. I have tried to summarize briefly the
progre'ss of N ocational edu Lion under the Vocational Education Act
of 1963 and the Vocational 'cation Amendments of 1965,in better
'twaing the needs, of students for skill training for a,changing labor
marker. Both of these acts gat e the States N arytho. degrees of latitude
to deve)op programs which best. meet their pat titular needs. The new
legislatis e proposal; which we presented to the subcommittee on
May 11, vs ill continue and expand the leeway which States have in
desipmina, adopting and res 'sing programs which provide Allis

. needed in the 'labor market. i

Thank you, Mu. Chairman. 4
(t!hairman Piamixs. Dr. Pierce,;to what do you attribute the dra-

matic increase which you talk about in post-seeondary enrollment be-
bet ween 1965 and-1974? Amid do you e.xocet this rate of increase to t'on-
thine in the next decade? You stated that post-secondary enrollments
increased 650 percent from 196:, Ito 1071 while secondary enrollments
increased almost 200 percent. Gift e us 3 our views on the question.

Dr. Puma:. I think there are probably a nuMber of reasons for that,
Mr. Chairman. In the first place; since 1965 the community college net-
work around the Nation has bet4i growing probably more rapidly than
at any other time. As those institutions grew, they recognized the Laced
to rilspond-to,ceminunity needs. They therefore light now have across
the Nation about 50 percent of their enrollment in occupational edu-
cation programs. As the jominunity colleges, across the Nation grew
the enrollmentAbbviously greiv. .

Second, we have become increasingly aware of the fact that as
occupational needs change and entPloyment opportunities change
there is a greater need for additional education bey amid the high school
but less than the baccalaureate level. .1.s States and local' communities
recognize flint, there hat e been greater effints and therefore a greater
incrPase in those ProoTams,

Finally I am sure that it is due partially at least to .the fact that
Congress recognir.ed this need in the 1968 amendments and required
a 15 percent set-aside for post - secondary education. This father
emphasiltd the nct,,t1 .mud required the States to take a further look at
that particular are` of vOcational education. ..

Chairman PERKINS. Oor next witness is Mr. Burkett. Do you want
to Lt.() ahead right now before we submit questions?

Do you want to ask a question at this time, Mr. Blouin?
Go ahead. Go ahem , Mr. Burkett.
[Prepared statemei t of Lowell A. Burkett follows :]
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PREPARED STATEMLNT OF LOWELL A. BURKETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the American
Vocational Association, we thank you and the Members of Congress for your
interest in and support of vocational education. The Congress 'has provided the
stimulus which has initiated, expanded and improved SuentIonal education for
more than a half century,

Congress has recognized the important e of federal legisration to establish pri-
orities for Lducation and training since the pas&uge oC the Smith-Hughes Act of
1017. Legisiation enacted in 1963 and amended in 1968 stimulated great improve-
ments in voeational education and Is a classical example of the foresight of mem-
bers of this committee and the Congress. It Is encouraging for vocational educa-
tors to have the support of you, Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee
and to note the progress you hate made in providing Improved vocational educa-
tion progriims tolthe people of this Nation.

The purpose of tins statement in to highlight sonic improvements Made since
19GS, realizing that within the time allocated tosme, I can document only a few
of the programs in the states. We find, however, the examples uged are indicative
of the improvements made in locational education In most of the school systems
of the Nation. I-testate achivements, it is still evident that vocational education
must assume a greater rol6 in serving more people with education and, training
programs. This greater role can lie enhanced and the programs of vocational
edneation expanded by refinements in existing federal legislation and appropria-
tion of additional federal funds. We as vocational educators look forward to
implementing greater program Improvements resulting from federal vocational
education legislation to be enacted by the 94th Congress.

OVERVIEW OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT

To highlight advances in recent sears, we have projected the current enroll-
hu nt iii vOCatiulinI OTiTICHttoiT to fie in extiess.of1-1 million people including youth,
young adults and those In the labor force who need education and training to
develop or improve their employment skills. The following table Indicates that
vocational education Is serving all age groups.

Enrolled In vocational
education, I fiscal year 1973

Number Percent

Total
12,0;2, 445 100.0

Secondary
7,353, 962 60.9

Postsecondary
1,349, 731 II. 2

Adult
3.368, 752 27.9

"Summary, Data-Vocational Education," Office of Education, Department of Health, Education. and Welfare,

Washington, D.C.

There Is every evidence that vocational education continues to be desired by
more and more citizens of the United States. Substantial increases In enrollment
per 1,000 population is the strongest indicator ue llas'e found to support this
statement. The following table indicates an increase in enrollment from 21 in-
dividuals per 1,000 population in 01 to approximately t18 individuals per
1,000 population twelve years later. -

Enrollment In
Total enrollment vocational I

in vocational education per 1,000 .,
educatiork total population

Fiscal year:
1961

3,855,564 21.4

1966
6, 070,059 31.3

1971
1972

10, 495,411
11, 602,144

51 6
56.

.
3

1973
12, 072,05 58.0

I Ibid.
52- 046 -75 Vol. 2-60

91,-
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While vocatiumd education continues to expand in secondary institutions, the
growth in enrollments in pUbt.ewntlitr2, programs is worth noting. Examples of
this growth pattern are fl)1111(1 ii (la state of New York where there has bccii an
increase of almost 200r/0 in elirulimetlis in postsecondary programs since'littit%.
There are currently user 90,00o students enrolled iu postsecondary vocational
education in the state of New Yuri, Another example can be found in 'Minnesota
where considerable resources has e been expended in revolt years to further
deselup postsecondary programs in technical Institutions. Currently, one of every
five new entrants lido tilt labor force in Minnesota is a graduate of a technical
institute. In addition, Minnesota reports that the postsecondary %matiunal edu-
cation institutions base more students enrolling and a higher completion tote
than any other type of postsecondary institution in .Minnesota. Approximately
25,000 students are, enrolled in postsecondary institutions in Minnesota.

..riotIter example contributing significantly to the growth is the community
college system. As an example approximately :3,000 students are enrolled in
education and training programs in the community colleges in Florida.

The foregoing enrollment chart indicates that stational education is expand-
ing not only in secondary schools and area vocational schools that base tradi-
tionally been a part of the vocational edmatiun deliscry system, but also.in
c.ommunity colleges and in some four yeat colleges. Many delis cry systeurs are
being employed to provide vocational education to individuals of all ages.

There arc also examples of program growth in secondary programs. The largest
city system New York City, reports they curt& annually 40,000 high school
students in 25 vocational high schools. Thcy can accommodate approximately
14,000'new students each year. The vocational schools in New York have almost .

twice as many applicants each year as there are student stations available aid
it is anticipated that the demand will continue to grow.

Illustrated below is the growth in vocational education enrollment and federal
funding since 1960. It is interesting to note that stritightline projections show
vorntl onnl admit 241. -
Increases in enrollment are projected without considerations to refinements in
federal legislation and the point could be made that improvements to existing,
federal legislation may stimulate es-en greater, enrollments in vocational
education.

Federal
expenditures

refoi enrollment
vo-ationat

education I

Fiscal year:
1960 $15 313,216 9, 76,8,149
1964 55, 024 875

,
4,566, 390

VEA 1963.
1965 156, 936,015 5, 430, 611
1966 233 793,671 6,070, 000

VEA 1968.
1970 300, 045,568 8;793, 960
1911 396, 378,405 10,195, 411
1972 466;029, 820 11, 602,114
1973 482 390,800 12, 072, 445
1974 518, 603,000 2 13, 397;000
1975 548, 437, 000 2 14, 461, 000
1976 2 15,700,000

"Summaq Data- %Atonal Eduotian," Office at Educatiun, Depaitmact of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington,
D.C.

2 Projected.

THEIADVANTAGED, HANDICAPPED

The above chart Ii, lodes not only students in regular programs of vocational
education, but also those with sp:.,,eial needs because pf being disadvantaged or
handicapped. According to the U.S. Ofilee of Education, 13% of the enrolled
vocational education students in FY 73 were disadvantaged and 2c40 sscre handi-
capped. These figures Contribute to the 0% growth Tate that sucatiunal educa-
tion has enjoyed over recent years.

Contributia to the efforts of vocational education to serve disadvantaged and
handicapped individuals is an outstanding example' found in New York t.ity
where the State Board tn. Vocational Education contracts with 30 prisate trade
schools to refer dropouts or potential dropouts for enrollment. There are pres-
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catty 250 students in this program who are bc.neficiaries of ui1 outreach proorazu
costing $250,000 and designed to prepare the halls idual employment.

There are many other examples of programs designed for disadvantaged by
the State Boards for ucational Education. Some of them iusolve state correc-
tional institutions and relatloushipl designed to rehabilitate the hicarcel'ated.
The state of Minnesota 'has utilized a portion of their federal money in state
correctional institutions for the purpose of Initiatii.g vocational programs. It is
worth noting that state money wyli replace the federal mow, after this current
year. In addition, Mianesula is continuing to develop disadvantaged Said
capped programs as a result of relationsrtips with v ocationdf rehabilitation and
the Great'Lakes Regional Commission.

The state of Florida la, also utilizing vocational education funds to impact
on programs for individifais in correctional histitutioas. In Florida the, reht'ion-
ship between v,mational education and the State Division of Iouth Services and
Youttional Rehabilitation has been instrumental in prov 'ding iniprov ed suit ices
and additional resources fur the disadvantaged and the handicapped both youth
and adult. Another major thrust fur disadvantaged and handicapped in Florida
has been in des elopilig idualized instruction programs fur the disadvan-
taged. This effort is being augmented by Work Es aluation Centers. These are

centers where students, youth or adult, are tested and, counseled for training
employment.

While the above examples are taken at random, Hwy do indicate an increased
concern for the individual that is disadvantaged, handicapped, unemployed or
underemployed either as at youngster or adult. The states are taking positive
steps to confront a problem.

EXAMPLES OF STATE AND LOCAL EFFORT

Despite the GAO Report, federal funding fur 'vocational education has stimu-
lated-state.and local-expenditurts at an int reasing rate, k etterkLfunclalapigopri-
ated under theatuthurity of the 1963 Act and its Amendments of 1008 are being
matched by state and local funds at a ratio of approximately $1.09 Literal to

$5.00 state and local. As federal funds increase the ratio continues to hold. The
ratio varies among the states and reaches a high of 12 to 1 in one state. The
theory of requiring matching dollar for dollar funds included in the federal
vocational acts has produced results. While all states are not equal in
their contributions to vocational education, state and local governments have
contributed substantially.

In 1903, the state of New York appropriated $07 million for vocational edu-
cation programs. This was a matching ratio of $4.00 to $1.00 state to federal
funds. In 1974 the state appropriated $430 million for suLatiobal education and
proudly boast a ratio of 12 to 1. The state of Florida has moved from $26 million
in state appropriations for suLatlunal education ln 1963 to $229 million In 1075.
This has stimulated a grow th increase of approximately and 13 supporting
897,000 students in socational.mitnation. The state of Ohio has expended $53
million of state appropriations in the last nine years on facilities and equipment
to establish 40 area center: for vocational education as well as to male exten-
sive investments in job training programs in the major cities of Ohio.

While these examples relate some of the more outstanding achievements, they
are indicative of the efforts of the State Boards for Vocational Education anti
the state legislatures to provide funds fur vocational education.

The "dollar for dollar" partnrQ*ip between the states and the federal gov-
ernment hats exceeded expectations. The experience of the past few years would
dictate that if federal funds were greatly expanded, more state and local funds
would be made available for vocational education.

ACCESSMILITY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Because of extrusive state and local effort, and the availability of federal
funds. vocational education has becnine more readily available to the people of
the United States.

The federal and state government partnership has provided access to voca-
tional education in 2,118 area s outtional-tedinical institutions w ith a primary
emphasis on vocational education for secondary students. In addition, 1,756
technical instituto and community colleges enroll a substantial portion (in,
many cases over 30%) of their students in vocational education. Most of these
institutions enroll adults in supplementary and, ur preparatory programs.,

92
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A search for examples relating to accessabijity reveal that the state of New
York has built 56 centas with $150 million iniestthent since 1908. Twenty -eight
million dollars of this w as federal funds. Other reports tell of the 54 cooperative
center's for vocational education serving the 437 school districts in the state of
Minnesota. Kentucky is currently buildings 2,300 student c)cational education
center in Louisville. It is also important to note that the state of Florida has
built over 70 area vocational-technical schools. The State Director of Vocational
Education in Ohio indicates that in the city of Clei clam) over 51% of the school
population is receiving vocational job training programs. Currently in Ohio, 95%
of the high school youth have access to vocational schools providing at least 12
different job training programs. A state taw has been passed in Ohio providing
that 1005, of the secondary school students will have a minium of 12 vocational
education programs available to thein by September, 1970.

'Not only is the accessibility of vocational education improving, but the avail-
ability of specific, locally and nationally critical job training programs is evident.
A prime example is the outstanding minium program dei eloped in Madisonvflle,
Kentucky in cooperation with the mining industry. Programs designed to respondto national priorities have traditionally been characteristic of vocational
education.

Even with excellent progrest reported, we continue to have concerns about
accessibility to vocational education both in the rural and urban areas. It has
been documented that 23 % of the fifth grade school population in 1904 left schoolprior graduating. These individuals are now young adults and may be ill pre.
pared for the woed of work. We have assurances that many of these individuals
are on waiting lists for enrollment in many vocational institutions throughout
the Nation. In addition, we know that vocational education must seek out
thoustinds of others already out of school and provide adequate incentive for
them to enroll in vocational education. It is estimated that vocational educa-
tion should be sys log an additional_100,000 Toting adults this year and perhaps
200,000 bY 1940 the- dtStribution and ati,'essibility of vocational education wereadequate.

sixcess IN PLACEMENT

There are many measures of success for vocational education programs. One of
the more visible yardsticks at the present time is that of placing the programgraduate in beginning employment or upgrading the employed w orker. Every
state can relate a placement record and we have selected. Ohio as perhaps typical.
The following is given as an illustration of the success of vocational 'education
in preparing people for employment in Ohio in 1974.

'Placement of vocational education graduates
Percent.Available for placement (program graduates) 74. 9Of those available :

Placed in full time job for which trained Oi
Placed in full time job related to study

WA
((1121...61))

Placed in full time job not related to study
Placed in part time job for whiehlrained- . (3.3
Placed in part time job related to training (1. 5)
Placed in part time job not related to study (1.4)
Unemployed needing employment (3. 3 )
Unemployed for other.reasons (3.5)

Total _ (100.0)

Not available for employment- 18.0Unaccounted 0.5
Total 100.0

Breakdown of the 18.6 percent not avallablefor employment :
Entered Armed Forces 17.7
Pontinued their education in vocational technical post-secondary 28. 7
Continued education in baccalaureate 24.9
Not available for placement and other reasons

Total
28.7

100.0
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CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENTS

Tiae Nation's productivity cuntinues,to rely on the well being of business, in-
ittistry, aga 'culture and the various supportive services and technologies which
comprise the Natant s work force. It is iniperativ e that job training programs be
sensitive to the needs of a particular business er intlusto as w ell as to the total
work. force. Examples of reactital by vocational education to changes required
for earl ing a living in this Nation include:

The unique pit/grams la heavy etaiiiintent operation found in Hazard, Kentucky
The aeronautical and air frame programs in Somerset, Kentucky
The Kentucky Equine Education programs in Lexington, Kentucky
These examples show the diversity and adaptability of notational eaucation

iu designing curriculum -tu meet employ limit needs both locally and nation wide.
other examples of adapting curriculum tu meet employment needs, include one

from Paxton, Minnesota vv here extensive bistructional efforts have been made to
improve the bloodlines of sheer), a major agricultural enterprise of this area. In
addition, the vocational prugrain in Staples, 'Minnesota is influencing extensive
improvements in the irrigation and conservation later:tilt of itgricultural lands
as a way of adapting instructional programs to local needs. Other programs to
cite include the powdered metal programs in the Tvv in Cities of Minnesota as well
as their enterrency medical aide instruction. All are indicative of adaptations
beingninae in light of changing employment needs throughout the net:lull.

In older tu fuither this process, ninny states report along vv ith hentucky that
they have initiated an exchange program w hereby teachers in vocational-educa-
tion exchange places with employees in industry fur a period of time, This type
of an exchange program upgrades instructiuLal personnel as well as pruvitling
an in depth, luuk at ocntional education by employe.- of business and industry.
Nut only is the curriculum iniprovea, but a great upgrading of teacher com-
petencies l accomp11sheiLaml_m_hetta...warking7reLitionship_Is_achle_ved

COOPERATION WITU OTIIER AGENCIES

There continue., to be a great need for vocational education to cooperate with
other agencies both public and private in order to successfully accomplish Its
purpose. There are excellent examples of cooperation between State boards for
Vocational Education and other agencies that should be brought to the fore-
front. The state of Alabama has developed the highly sophisticated Economic
Development Commission utilizing vocational education programs as a means
of bringing industry into the state. Alabama reports that this cooperative effort
has enticed $2 Million of industrial investment into the state. Other reports show
the states of Florida and Minnesota involved in extensive cooperative efforts
with state correctional institutions %%hereby the resources of those institutions
and vocational education is combined to provide job training programs for the
population of correctional institutions.

Florida reports a regional network of state staff designed to provide voca-
tional technical assistance in all areas of the stale, has contributed greatly
to eouperative efforts between vocational education and private schools. In addi-
tion, he prime sponsors funded under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training net. uf 1573 also have effective couperativ e agreements whit Me regional
vocational advisory staff in Florida. In many instances the .chairman of the
tuentiunal regional sea yes as the vocational representative of the mgrpowzr
planning comical and the availability of their tecnnical assistance to other
agneles has enhanced the atmosphere of cooperat1m. Other activities in Florida
include cooperative efforts between Florida, 10 other states in the Southeast,
the Mr Force and the Army to develop, extensive curriculum changes for the
prograths of vocational education.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, the -Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments of
1068 have been a powerful and vital influenee on the development of vocational
education. There is every indication that federal funding will continue to be
important as a stimulus in the future el en in light of the vast interest and
improved state and local support of the program. There are any timelier of
examples to make the point that vocational education is doing a good job and
that these programs have achieved the parputtes as indicated in feijeral legisla-
tion-la 1068. There appears no doubt as to increased availability of institutions

.

-,;
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an that better planning and eialuation is taking place at the state and
level in order to meet the needs of people a, well as business and Indust*. In ,
addition, Mete is evidence that vocational education is actually related to the ,

needs of the Job market and is a means of obtaining eniplo meat. Ileeause of the ,

success of yovational education and the desire to see these programs es& n more
instrumental in contributing to the welfare of the Nation, we feel that some ,

retho [acids to the, existing, legislation are In order. There is a need for furthpr
txpatlesion of t veational education if the economic and social needs of the Nation
will be met. We offer assistance for further consultation and look forward to ,

continuing to work with members of the committee and staff. .

STATEMENT 01? LOWELL BURKETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Bunnurr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee. I am Lowell Burkett. exteuthe director of the American
Vocational AS6vt.,:litiOn, which has a 1.1embership of some 55,000 voca-
tieual educators. W0 appreciate this opportunity to discuss with.you
thismoraing .

Chairman Przauuxs. I want. to interrupt, Mr. Burkett, to say that
you are doing a wonderful job. We hate all known you so yell we
just feel that you are one of us around hero. '

Mr. Burma n% Thank you very much.
ChitiIIIIRA PERKINS. YOU have been helpful to the committee °ter

a period of_ years. Please go ahead._
Mr. Burman. Thank you so much, Mr. -(-bairman, for those kind,

words. We appreciate this opportunity to share with tau some of
the developments in the field of A Ol'atimal education since the 1063
and 1968 amendments hat e been passed. It would be impossible for
me in the time allocated to me to go into all of the details which
have been so well covered by Dr. Pierce.

But I chose this morning to use a few examples of some of the
developments that hate taken place. I called on a number of the
State directors mid others responsible for programs in the States
to get some ideas as to the new emerging things that are going on.
I want to share some of those with :% on this morning. I will not dis-
cuss any of the convents because prt; iously I complied with this in
testimony.

But I do feel dial prospects for improvement in vocational edu-
cation are good. that the rapport with the comity:titles and with the
people respon,ible for programs are excellent. So I see great hopeg
fon the future for vocational education.

Dr. Pierce has givN von just a general overview wld'ch I think is
much better than hale available in the records that we have in our
office. I will not attempt to do that except to point out a couple of
things. I thiik it is significant that enrollments are increasing so
rapidly. We have presently institutions that are anable to accom-
modate the requests_ for vocational education. I3y 1980 we will
probably have as many as 21 million -people enrolled in vocational
education in this country, barring unforesoen problems or barring
the lack of funds.

Oslo of the great developments has been. as Dr. Pierce indicated,
in the field of postsecondary vocational education. I think this is
good and proper. I could t ite many instances of the increases. Talk-
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ing to the leadership. in New York' State just recently they indicate
that the increase in enrollments lips been .2 I00 percent. thmk that is
typical of imany of the State, although New York had cormuunity
colleges and postsecondary institutions for many years.
, Minnesota is another one that has do eloped an extensive post -

secondary program through the technical institutes. In talking with
the State director there find that one unt of every live new en-
trants in the,labor market in the State of Minnesota is a graduate
of the technical institutes of Minnesota.

Florida is another State that has made tremendous growth in
postsecondary vocational education.

1Vo are finding now that vocational education is ke ming toward
the I-year institutions. This is :A good sign in providing programs of
a technical nature. Prig ate institutions are also, increasing their in-
terest in vocational education. I would like to point out an example
of how this is happening in our big cities. New York City is the
largest city in the Nation. There has been a great deal of criticism
about the program in New York City. However the demand still
continues.to increase. There was a recent article in the New York
Times which indicated that there were about -10,000 students en-
rolled in programs in the city and the number of applkants is twice
what they can take, which is an indication that there is a great de-

the-c,ity.-and tluis-ltle_progyom nectls
I looked again at the purposes of the 1903 act and the 1968 amend-

meats._ One of the purposes was to serve all people. One group that
at as especially concerned w as the disadA antaged and the handicapped.
These people are hard to identify due to the fact that many of them
are integrated with the regular vocational programs.

t'
In New York there is a grant that the State department has given

to 30 private trade schools to take 250 students who have dropped
out of school or are potential dropouts. These are students who are
failing in school and theysdo not want to go back to the institution
where they are failing. So they are going into these private schools.
We think this is a good move and a great experiment.

Another State that. has done a great job in working with students
in correctional institutions is Minnesota. The legislature has appro-
priated enough money to take ON en the program and Federal moneys
will be withdrawn. This is an indication that the Federal vocational
education money is a stimulus. It is the thing that has helped programs
to getUnder way.

One of the things that Florida is doing is rather interesting; they
have established a program of what is called indiN idualized rust ruc-
tion. This was the result of a grant receil-ed by the Technical Edu-
cation riesearch Corporation from the Department of Labor. Under
Mrs. Donna Cie's direction the program has been put to work iii Flor-
ida to provide individualized instruction particularly for the dis-
advantaged. They have established Ni lier evaluation centers where
both youth and adults can conic in and be tested or tried to helpamith
any opportunities.

'A number of steps have been taken to try to,improNe vocational
education for tW,, disimlyantaged d.. Dr. Pierce mentioned State an
local efforts. I will not go into that to any great extent except to

q
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point out two or three examples that have taken place, in the area
of State and local effort. New York State in 1965 the State appro-
priation was $57 million. In 1974 it was $4'40 million.

In Florida In 1968 the Appropriation was $26 million. In 1975 it
was $229 million. Ohio ha, in e.,,ted $463 million in facilities and
equipment in the last 9 years to establish 46 area centers at the sec-
ondary level and base made substantial ins estments in the major cities
to improve facilities there. They has e passed a State law which says
that by 1976 every secondary student shall have access to vocational
education programs. 13y now about 95 percent of the State has been
covered. If the area schools do not develop, the students will be given
the opportunity to go to existing schools. This is, I think, one of the
objectives of the 1968 amendments, accessibility.

We know that there are more schools, more programs. Our count
shows 2,148 area vocational and technical institutions. Over 1,800 tech-
nical institutions and community colleges -has 0 50 percent of -their
students in vocational education. In addition many adults are enrolling
in these' secondary institutions.

In Now York State 56 centers have been built for $150 million, $28
million of that being Feder4lmoneY.

Minnesota has concentrated on primarily postsecondary-education.
They lay.,4348-7 tool district .101 t State. They ha ye _developed

co-op "EefifersfOr s oeatiOnal students. it is Ss ith 87 dis-
tricts to develop programs in each of those.

Mr. Chairman, I was informed' about the development of the build-
ing and construction of a new center, vocational center, in Louisville
which will accdamodate 2,000 students.

Also I was visiting in Madisonville, Ky., just recently. I had the
opportunity to go to the area s ocational school there. I was impressed
by seeing one of the finest programs I have seen anywhere. This is a
cooperatis Q effort, between the mining industry and the schools and the
State of Kentucky. The equipment is furnished by the milling industry.
People arabeing trained and. going right into the Aries.

There are problems still with accessibility the rural areas. We
think that with the growth of the area school (incept we can get fund-
ing for,residential schools and that will im rove as time goes on.'We
still ha %-e students who are not getting tra la 1965, 25 percent
dropped out of school. Many of these are still on the,st reds today, un-,
employed, or underemployed. We need programs for those adults. We
estimate we ought to he serving at least 100,000 of those at this time. We
have made a projection in regard to what the needs are. Thisis ohe of
the responsibilities that vocational education should assume!. Our Lust
projections are that at least 6 percent tl.c ciu eta, work force should
lie in training each year.

My statement shows what is happening in Ohio, even in secondary
programs. The results have been extremely good.

There are many new and emerging occupations in which a great deal
of woi k and effort-has been dune and needs to be done. I was interested
in the heavy equipment program, in Hazard, Ky. and also, Mr. Chair-
man, in the training program that they has e in Louisville. It is called
the Kentucky equine education program for people who handle race
horses.

0
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In one of the Minnesota sthools they have deN eloped a program for
improving the blood line of sheep.

In many States industry people come into the schools. This provides
an opportunity for the student to find out 'm hat is going on in the
industry. Cooperation u ith indotry was mentioned by Dr. Pierce. A
number of things are going on there, particularly State economic de-
velopment corninissions. The State of Alabama has indicated that
within the past few years they have broug:ht billinicapital industry
per school to the State Vased upon trained manpower.

I would like to mention the fact that in some States there has been
good cooperation with the CET_\. program. In other States it is very
poor. The State of Florida has been very cooperative and works very
closely and` have vocational educators on the manpower councils.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the 1968 amendmepts
have been a powerful influence. \V feel that they have been good legis-
lation. We will make vocational education accCssible for more people
and improve the instruction. I look foriN ard to many years of del clop-
ment in vocational education.

We offer our assistance and pledge our support in trying to imple-
ment the program.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr.'Burkett.

[Prepared statement of Dr. John E. Tirrell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN E. TIRRELL, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENTAL
AFFAIRS, A.3tERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CommuNrry AND JUNIOR 601.I.E.GES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is John E. Tirrell,
Vice President fur Guvernntental Affairs of the,Ameritan Association of Com-
munity and Junior Cullegos. I appreelate this opportunity to appear htfure ,s our
Ofthiguished Committee.

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges represents user
950 conanunity, junior and tethnical colleges throughout the nation. Approxi-
mately 1140 community colleges, Junior colleges, technical Institutes and centtrs
offer educational,training to approximately 3,500,000 students. Fur inure than +i
decade. the eminnunity college movement has been the must rapidly grum lag
major seguient of eduiza tion in America.

In 1973, 44% of all community college students initially enrolled in uctupa-
Geial education programs. (This pert.entnge contrasts biglIiikailt15 Ritil the 13',.1
who sere enrolled in similitr programs in 1905, less that 10 years ago.) In many,
statesMassachusetts, California. New York, Illinois, to name a fewat least
halt of all initial enrollments In 1973 mere in occupational programs. Students
are enrolled in hintdreds of ,s11fferent uvolpationfil education programs, ranging
from short-term skill training programs to sophisticated associate degree pro-
grams in new teehnologies and the health selences. Special counseling services,
learning laboratories, developmental programs and touperative rchitluus sslth
business and industry support these programs.

Additionally, n number of federal and state regulations have given impetus to
the need for postsecondary, adult level, occupational training. Factors such as
the increase in the ntinifitum wage rate and coverage, minimum age for licensure
in certain occupations. and the _regulations under the Occupational 'Safety and
Health Act, to name a-few. favor the hiring of adult workers.

Another point to bear in mind is that training bey and ,high school is needed
for an ever-Increasing percentage of assailable Jobs, nut unfy to qualify for work
at an entry-level, but as importantly, for Job mobility as well as upgrading and
promotional opportunities within a given. occupation.

The American Association et Community and Junior Colleges again commends
this Subcommittee and its distinguished Chairman, Congressman Carl Perk:iv,.
fur the significant improvements to the Vocational Education Act of 1903 which

.
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were pruhled in the amendments of ltieSs.Xost cullege admiltistraturS and occu-
pational staff pr, 'pie Estee NN and appreelit Led the substantial advance-
mods filmic possible bY il'ungress in the Vuentional Education Amendments. of
1496$. In my view, specific improvements have included :

Under the antentintents, community colleges, juniur colleges, and technical
experienced imprue t melds in the 111a of money fur the uccupatiunal

etimat ion preparation of persons of postsecondary age.,
Tlae 1;x,4 settisitle under Part B made it matidatury Zu spend at least a mini-

mum proportion of V.D.A. finals uti those persons no longer of high school age.
In many States this minimum has been met and exceeded.

The National Advisory Council un 'v ocathmal Education was given new re-
sponsibilities for oversight of the new etlueatieMal provisions.

State plans fur vocational education have been tit:NI:61mi )n all states. In
With; 'tate:, these plaits ha%,e re fleeted more adequately the cuncerns of ail per-
sons interested in a comprelleitsiv e aysleet of eouteluittil ,,:thication, and many In-\

1 eluded community colltrgeFs.
In wally states the Siate Adv isory Counei s established pursuant to the 1968

Amendments Include diet ,lie representation front community colleges and other
poskeondary institutions.

It be added that under the Education Amendments of 1972, community
\college s and postsecondary utampational ethictiun hay e receiv (Amos recognition
as important components in the total vocational education tiethery system. This
ttioi heti. welt owed by the community colleges,atal is strongly suppurted tullay.

, Finally, we have been pleased tu note many new experiments in cooperative
planning and prograintaing among different types of institutimis concerned with
'the effluent and effectiv e dev elopment of e ocatIonal education systems.

ilowet er. it apptars to us that certain new priorities need reenipitasis. Let me
_inns:010e ourcnneern,

Tut- need for toeational edircatitift and &,itidatice for older citizens has fre
intently gone unrecognized. The nail career ileitipluy ed and underemploy ed and
early retirees are two prominent examples.

Malty new er, higideniantl uccupatiunal grptips, fur example. health-related,
sem ice-related and newer technologies, need fqnding emphasis.

As ,of July 1. the Bureau of Occupational find Adult Education will appoint
three kprofessiunals to -supergrade pusitions who hay e had professional expert
ence,in contututtity colleges. We appreciate the efforts of this Cummittee, an in

' partit filar Congressman Needs, to bring this 1972 requirement of Title X- to
fruition,

We ititplatul the Congress for Its concern for disadvantagetLand handicapped
persons. us denturistratal by the setasides established in the 1968 Amendments.
Wo hope Ant these funds- reset v ations will be retained since they insure that
there vvill be an emphasis on the needs of these pers tis in each state.

I don't a ant to burden you with a sermon on the immunity college philosophy,
bit I do aunt to emphasize that uur cullegessare t eeply cummitted to serving

nth special need:, of all kinds including the disiolvant aged, and the handl-,
capped. Nut only are we "'committed" to this service, but we are actively involved
In it. We are trying bard. and we are doing a pretty good job.

Community and Junior colleges offer these opportunities to altuntlance. Through
gintlienee and counseling, remedial 'and basic ,education programs, pre occupa-
tional and occupational training, as well as open admissions, accessibility, and
recruitment efforts. community and junior colleges have served thousands of
disadvantaged students.

What I am try lug to say is that those persons who are disadvarita0d or handl-
cappett and who are of postsecondary school age nave special needs. They may be
unemployed or tvideremploy ed, 11114 may lack basic skills for employ ability. They
may haw been 'turned off" by traditional eduCation. They may have dropped
out of high stimul without learning a marketable skill. In the/ease of the bandi-
t:tipped. those of adult age need programs and services appropriate to their age,
in Maces where their age-peers are served.

On February 25.,1975.Dr. John D. Rowlett, lice President of Eastern Kentucky
University. testified as tu the growth of less-than baccalaureate vocational pro-
grams in four-year colleges and universities. IIe

Mr. Chairman. y on are familiar with the studies conducted by Eastern Ken-
tiukv rilteersity in 1967 and 1971. in cooperation with the National Association
of .State Universities and Land Grant Colleges and the American Association of,

93u
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State Collegts anti Litit asides. The. htuates hose eitabked uslo get a picture
of the exretit to Mach public, futtoett cullcges alai unit claitits aye ins ulved in
offering programs of less-than baccalau eate

lit litT ttsith 76.6 Pere tit of eligible institutions responding) we found 111
Institutions °tiering WO ILss-lhau. bitet.ttl.turutle ItAtt prukoritias tAirullIng: 31,7,51

1 students.
- t 'In 1571 (with 79.6 percent of etigible institutions responding) we found 112

otritutions offering 1UJi less-tan baccalaureate let el programs carolling 57,115
students,

He went on to estimate there were now more than 55,000 studt.nt iii us t r 100
insittutions.

Local or state education agencies bit uuld be authulized to pro% Ide einplu meat
sshea necessary to 4INNINt Ntkillelltb to remain enrolled in oecupatiunal and

k ititi,tig those N% ho are accented for corullnictit Ittprolde
.)11.,-,,tutb erogi ins adioiltistt red 1)) titt, local cant adult agency anti to make

io tit rt;,ounitbly st hailer the school is in,bessiull or tot, tu'all persons
to the area set tett stitlt agency who are able to meet the rt.tittirTtments for
parmipattan. flu. tsuald he public employ meat, for the local education agency
or prattle other pubileagency or institution.

We hello e It should be a (.0in:tin of public funding agencies to get maximum
ust of the public dollar. "Where% er there is ueulicss dupt kit lion of s Ot a tlutial
usuuu Nti it t.Y3 there is 411...oniptim tug watat e, tluuugh utinecessars de% eluianekt
of fat iittits, too-small (lasses itir ecunuaaal operation, absence of optitual
opportunities for students, among other problems.

el,t etlort should be made to minimize duplication and. encourage cooperation
tnoutitr tit net i toe amt.( taiotaltal and chat:Use :nix of s utational education uppor-
tillittit.t it the tut al It ttI. This authority to use fodural fittiVthrutigli

talon-molts ',sill not, of Itself, >but ,its"presence -lit 7the-law -re-
nu" its tt pu.s:41.11c Motr,,,Ibt- to such tics Litman:id While gising Tt DupTitil. encourage-
ment.

Ill IltuaaN, Prl.NtlIk 1 kt .V.bdii E. Reid of IllaCriflIawl. College descritas a success-
ful cooperative program iutli total proprietary schools in 55 hit It es cry one Nevins to
benefit. The students feet is e collug.e credit fur training recast:a at propriettir
st.litiols.Vittly arc also eligible for state scholaiships. The coat to students is lower
thus If tht ,t had unrolled 411 et ti3 qt the proprietary st 11001. The college benefits b
galltitag students %%l) thil4Itt Late uwtte.4their training solely to courses offered at
the proprietary st.houlo. Tine profirletary schools benefit from es aluation by Ltd-

gt start and the intreasceStalus thatis implied by the contrattural arrangetli
ss ith an attretlited tollege. And, tine taxpay er benefits by not having to stipp,irt
the establishment of thiplitate training progrknis. Recent legislation in
ft-111M pt. tants the 59 (automata) colleges to contract with private school:. and
colleges.'

(initiative and tourist-1111g son lees are our primary concern, as outlined in the
3.:7o. lit sc. rs lees include establishing and providing a broad

range of career Inform:Mum uppurtiailties for vocational explorations, and reha-
bilitation t.taitiselitig atlIs itivs Integrated through the turritultint, as sell as

appruildlUs to assist all inditiduals at all age levels lit their career
planning tool in arranging for tiet_essitry tiducaIiuual experiences which 'will help
at bate anti ittlited tht ir tottir goals. Authorization is needed for des-eloping and
patlaging th,ltutiall:, for Audi lit, teacher and counselor to use lit reliAing educa-
tional and uttttpatlit 411 it:quirt:melds alai oppurtuitItics. Also, future nuthorlza
flow" should la rout 1)50 lag the Lust of bringing employ or and educational repte-/
it lit 41 %k N It/ Nl book It as ss ell 115 transporting y wing people and adults
141 k :1 t.;\ plot() udiluattlinalt and occupational opportunities
and condifiona.

Rena dial cilia Mutual t lees should be an important part of the package, to
help Mt &manumit education modems overt,unie tite defieleueles, if any, in their
earlier echo idiom Rasa lit etatcy and vialipulittlunal shills are Willman:41de hi
foday's elnployinent market.
, Invent t, es I tly emllitligl*. of pertionliel between public and private schools, agen-,

vies. and itcattlit tons. anti with got critintist, )tusiness, and Industry . per:unk-
ind ,exeititiiges van be au t.xtrettiely efTeutive form of communication between

grout,. as well as a 11.40 staff des elopment (lke. Fur extunitie,
fitrwi?tis such excluingt s business and Industry can better understand the cilia-

.
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bilities of vocational and occupational education ali,(1 advise on needed improve-
ments in programs, while In turn, jducaturs can keep up with developments in
the -real world" fur which they are providing ucational and oc,upational
education.

Insert, ice teacher training and staff development programs should be 'autho-
rized anti 'arcuated where ilueded, for example, to improve teacher competency
in prat ssuinal ethicatiomil techniques, understanding of student needs,
and learning of new job market trends. As recommended by the AVA in II R.
3thli the current ILPGA-VF should be included in the nee Vocational education
bill.

Data acquisition, analysis and dissemination . two vital components of this are
labor market data in a form useful' for occupational eduCation planners, and
follow-up stuthesion program graduates to test whether they are employed in an
area related to their training. These two items are at the heart of accountability
in vocational of u.'cupatumal education, and the reason fur the federal interest
in giving It support. I have evereseen it suggested that public funds be
front programs us hick train fur occupations in which there is a surplus of 'trail-
able employ ees. and hence limited employment possibilities. I would be willing to
endorse this suggestion if there. is a data base available to assist planners in
making informed decisions.

.C.A.C.TC strongly urges that those special projects related to prompting improve-
mews and innovative experiments in vocational education which appear in the
pre:wait legislation be retained maid funded at least at present authorized levels.

Presently, these,projects are divided into three categories: Research and
Training (Part C), Exemplary Programs and Projects (Part D), and Curriculum.
Dinelopment (Part 1), each of which is separately funded. However, we believe
-that greater flexibility will result if the program funding for these categories is

Additionally, the projects should prontute cooperation between public education
and manpower agencies. They should enable the Deputy Cummissioncr and the
Comninnity College Unit to 'motile appr,upriate assistance to state and lusod min-,
entional,agencies and community colleges In the development of curricula for nett
and changing occupations and to coordinate improvements in, and dissemination
of, existing curriculum niatterials. Special projects for improvements should

, grants for, the training or retraining of vocational education personnel through
exehange`pr ograms, institutions and inservide education.

First, I isli to re-emphasize one of unrrecommentinflons stated earlier. We
shelleve that euniblning funding for the Cooperative Vocational Education pro-
gram, Part G, and the Work-Study program, Fart H. w ill result in greater flexi-
bility.and freedom of operation for state planners. In the avert Report of the
National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education.,it w as noted that
several 8tato advisory cdbncils recommended consideration of such a
consolidation.

.

. The Iitnak''y Oil Company has participated In an exciting experiment In coopera-
tive eduentionNinsult ing two school systems. I will highlight certain aspects of
Our venture.

Husky's program offered it practVal introduction to all of, the earner oppor
tunities available in the oil intinstry. The program tool, the form of an Indutrial-
education consorthan combining the resources of IItiisy, Northo t,st Community
college and Cody (Wyoming) High School. ca ,

The American Asalociation of Community and Junior Cu dle4k,s rectum:hints
that the, Committee consider the establishment of lot al ad tit.ory coma 11- on
vocational editeation.

imp talents which have resulted from the establishment of NaliOnal amid
ie State Ads sory Cornelis :suggest that similar benefits illight,at l rue from the 1 re.i-

tion of I'm al Advisory Councils:. 4a.

. Local Advisory Councils would encourage the do elopnient of coulprt pensive
local program planning in each community. These igrouns would be DromilY
representative and would represent labor, management. rind every cti,e..iltry of
,ejtuentional institution sponsoring oecupational education. flow (lean Wary
through postsecondary Institution'. They mania part kipat 0 in the format Van
of local or area plans by developing reeommendattions to hien) Planners., reticw
Mg recommendirtions from ocettpationtli advisory committees, and resiew Inn the
planning efforts before their transmittal to the approprinte state organizations
for incorporation into the c'tate plan.

0
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;411 Itialized.nwdian6in-throligh.A%
the various parties to voentional and ovenitaitIonal edauttiun would have to get
together, This might stimulate the detelopment of a wore useful data base on
needs for vocational education and employment opportunities in the area. It
could also promote cooperation among these parties dad help prevent needless
diminution of programs and futilities, ad well as spotlight needed programs
missing in a t_..innunity, and groups not presently being Bel vvd.

these oaneik ...Mond hat e towns touts, itossibly gluing!' overlapping mem-
berslitp, with the Prime 8peutsor Manputter Mooting Coma ils under the Com
Prelielistvc Employment and Training Att. There are tauugh similarities between
the purposes of the %ut ational Etith atom At t mad LTA that coordination
between, the btu systems is needed. Comparable local i,ocatioaal education
councils would help promote this coordination.

As Dr. E. T. Dunlap said on May 8, 1J75 before this Subcommittee In repre-
j seating the State Higher Education Executive talkers A ,,taiation (SIIEEO) :

.,-As integral parts of the Lamer functions of iiimi tt as a %%hole, Career,
oecupational and tot:anoint! education tire anvil litAilld le of major concern to
all let ,4 of the edocatioli, vonounnity. Front the Laud Grant College Act of
istI2 to the 1 ()rational Ltima don Amendments of RON .,ti Title X I3 of the
htineation Amendments of 1972, the redeial got c Mum ot has poAressively ex-
panded its interest awl support fur the oeutional t ompottents In education
at ail levels. and this has tees more than matt Led by, t states in %%Well the
majority of the operating funds fur out upational ot th.il programs have
and continue to come. Current levels of state owl federal t too ern and interest
art% increasing rather than deereasing at the present t Ime."

These are Urged emwerns of society and Congress as intileatt ti by the remarks
by the distinguishethranking minority member of this full C, :,,malt tee Congress-
man Albert (Jule, as long ago as 1ini7 at the T2nd Coogre-s of American 111(111,4 ry
In New York City. Ile stated :

"The development of a mould national mahout% et Ittl,y 1. an urgent and
necessary undertaking. It is important that vie address ;4 OS to doing this
and doing it now. At taw some time that tlw federal Aot ko.o at Is developing
a national policy, state and loyal governments should 1 ,tura0ed to do the
same at their respectit Emit of thew partners eau -1 t .ablisri a policy and
make plans for implementing it. The pasJdng of time o hot resolve our prob
toms. Were moving allot) fast a puce. And au long pl.ut for lip, future. Industry
would not be whtmr it is today, If it neglected to plan. Thls Is what we nal:4
do In the manpower field."

The importance of these hearings cannot be overemilhasized. This %%us elo-
quently expressed by y our Fortner tollcague, the Honorable Roman Puclaski
in representing the National Ad% isory Council on Vocational Education before
tjte Education Subcommittee of the Senate Ctuhmittee on Labor and Public
Welfare on April 11. 1975. Ills opening statement was as follows :

"These hearings Mile at a fateful time in our nation's history. We are on
the rte trf our Bicentennial celebration, 11 hill should be the occasion for
recounting our strengths and achievements. At the saute time our nation's
(Tommy Is in ope of Its uenliesi periods, and uuciaployauttt is Miring to one
of t he highest peaks in our history.

" {u rcetuuuuuiln( on fon% a rded to the Domestic Council last January, the
National Adve.ory eounell on Vocational Education pointed out that 'America
14 rapidly hoot; the ieeholcoll superiority that has been the base of our pros-
perity. and stated. It must he the policy of the 'United States to reclaim the
skills and product [city of the American people.' "

tin February 2ti, 1917) the President of the Massachusetts Board of Regional
Community Colleges entereddhis for your hearing record :

-In occupational education enrollment In our community colleges ac-
vomited for 47.50 e of the, total enrollment, whereas liberal arts transfer students
accounted for 52.5, of the students, Earlier in IOW, Occupational education
students accounted for only 15% of the total enrollment. The role of occupa-
tional education iii the state sum being studied in 111138 by the Massachusetts
Advisory Commit on Edneation %%hit It In Its report stated 'that almost withotzt
exception the community colleges hate relegated occupational education to a
minor role.' Although I originally disagreed strongly' with that judgment. it
cannot possibly lie repeated In Massachusetts again. The Board supported
by state funds provided for nes campuses, larger facilities and technical labo-

c
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-rnhirit-4 during the I h -lung in ri,,d. Not one dollar of federal construe
imam allocated to Ow (4311E111%Ni .IIth under the at toted educalion net uent
for this purpose. The Doard of Community Colleges dal not reque4 any of these
fund., las ..use the greatest need at that time was at the secondary

"Iturieg a ruse reeent prnid. FY 1972 through Fr 1975. u Melt is the cur-
rent aeademie year, oypational education enrollment increased ft,.,
student-, to 16.536 students. a [wood° ge increase of 7:3.11. In any la.iguage.
this in in. doseribed as a draniatie shift in our enrollment."

Later ou that date John .T. Loughlin. the flee President, Pros ost of the Indiana
Vonntional Toelieb al C011eges registered the growth in his state.

"Indiana Vovatittat Teelinieal College is experiencing similar grouth I at-
torus. In 1971-72. lt.1.6',4 shulerit, ti ere teeipiento of ovnpational and t ienal
training. The number Ira reased by 53(-0 in 1972-73, and has inereased pro4re -
sisely through the 1974-75 period. renhing a 25% credit enrollment ink.rease
as opposed to the anticipated 5q, projection.

"Among the ninny reasons for the increased emphasis oil the postsecondary
occupational and socatienal training is the fact that a number of federal and
state regulations has e emphasized the need for postsecondary, adult. occma-
Hotta! traluing. The inrese in the minimum wage rate and coverage. minitann
age for licensing in (pita in n'clipati oils, and the regulations under the,Ort te,n-
Hotta' Safety amt IIeei h At, are but a few advantage, toward hiring adult
worhers."

Our friends from the Land-Grant Colleges and nib ersities in the person of
Newton Cattell presentd the concern fur the part-time student before tie Senate
Subcommittee on Eduation on April 11, 1975. AACJc endorses the concern
voiced by Mr. Cattell oh that occasion;

"Let me deal with the part-time student first. Our Ajssodation belie, es that
the law should consider the needs of part-time students equally u ith those of
full-time students. Indeed, it should be eNident to all that heads44-hauseht
breadwinners, should be considered in federal legislatiii venially with the ycuth.
Employed adults characteristically are unable to latent college full time. Along
with the youths. many, adult ( itizens are seeking ,heichance to studs In post-
5001)mi:try !neat talons. The man who pinups your gas shm111 In able. if he worts.
to become an eletrenbs technielati. The house-u Ire )11th I hula ren may w Ish to
learn real estate sales. Our es idence indleat es that auntinier side working men
and women are tatereited hi upgrading Moir ma uptitional talents. I repeat, the
provisions of OUT lull apply topart-time students as well as to full-time stmlents."

On some occasions. ne placed in the record the, growth of a particular In-
stitution. This was dope on February 26. 1975 when Dr. William II. Feddersen,
President of tlw Williamsport t Pt unsyl nial .Area/ClannittnIty College appeared
before this Subcommittee:

"I am testify ing on behalf of the Pennsylvania Commission for Community
Colleges Mal the Williamsport Area Conommityrollege. The Commission for
Community Colleges represents all 11 community ()lieges in the Commonwealth.
serving over 60,000 falltbae equivalent degree and certificate students. plus
twice as many non-credit students. The William p rt Area Community College
unique in PenaNylvania in that tie Nene over 3,50) secondary and in"tvrontlary
Career education kIldpntS phis :Amoral Monson( community senice and con-
tinuing education students. User 90 percent of () ir students are enrolled in re-
cationnieelmient nrog,rains."

On March 20. 1975 all the Presidents of the cm inimilty anti junior cell. 2,1.s In
Oklahoma had the prililege of presenting testi) may. They told of the recent
growth in that great Slate.

"In the 19(O\ the institutions In the 01.1alloni State System of higher Edu-
cation were offering 7.,) programs which could be described as tedmiod and 'or
oceupational in nature., The overwhelming majori v of these were offered at two
1(w:info's. the I thinhonia State ersity School of '1,..echnivail Training at Oluntil-
gee. azuhthe Oklahoma Pity WAWA] Institute.

"Since that time, the scientific Mai teelmical e plosion of the post Sputnik ,
era has created an almost insatiable demand:1-10'01F,'Ikout oursoclete fnr n new
tPpe of training wale)! is more sophisticated than secondary level vocational
programs yet stops short of the traditional professional programs. During the
past ten years, institutions in the Oklahoma State Sstem of nigher Education
have responded In a dramatic way to the technical a d occupational education

J
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requirements of the citizens of our state. Dating the Current akathlitie .% ear,
1117o1--75, sonic 3,18_progranis are in operation on 27 eanipusb W0.4,110.11. the
state. Enrollment in these programs is in excessaof 12,000 z-imients."

As a follow-up of that. testimow the E..ecutie Vit e esote lit of the Metro-
politan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce m rote rh mairooi Perkins on April 15, Dtio.

"Simi its inception in 1970, Tulsa Junior College has phi." ed unimportant ruse
in our eo ununity'sseonomie development efforts.

"During air negotiations milli liens oho lit t expressed ant - merest in our
area, we ant. t In ninny instancessatisfy tluir column that. elhelekt
manpower is ei ter presently imillable or Wit be reeepti eness
and their abilit, to.t develop programs ... has been a tremenumas heip to as
this regard.

"Anna., those firms that have loutted facilities in Tulsa and mho hate be re-
fitted from TJC's vocational-technical capabilities me American Airlines, Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company, At is Rent a tar mid Cities SUI'l ice Oil Com-
pany, In addition, almost 200 local firms that Late undergone exilAilb1011
also benefitted from TJC's abilities to Implement courses and curriculum tailored
to their particular needs.

"In summation TJC is a vital 'partner' hi Tulsa's economic de% elopment ef-
forts .. . and we wholeheartedly support federal programs that mould pio Joie
more adequate funding fur postsecondary weationed-technical programs.'

And later, on April 29, 1975, the outstanding President of the El Paso COW'
munity College, Dr. Alfredo de los Santos, Jr., culled this Subeimunitiees at-
tention to some special areas of service by the eonanunity colleges.

"In Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas where the 'proportion
of the population is about 20 percent Spanish speaking, there are about 210
two-year colleges. A 1972 report by the College Eno /thee EXaluillation Board iii
Austin, Texas indicated that 17 percent of the students cntulletl w tau -}ear
colleges hate a Spanish surname. This stoney was mth, in Southu estern cities
with a Population of more than .10,000 Chhanos. While this figure might appear
high, other studies indicate that 75 percent of all Mexican -Avert alms attending
postsecondary education are enrolled in poinniunity cone Other states opi.-Lp
report a significant number of bilingual- students in Sea 17ork, Florida, Chicago,
and Washington where large numbers of rut rto Ricans, Mexican-1meg icons,
and Cubans reside.

"In Texas, 90 percent of all technical vocational education at the postsecond-
dary level is being conducted by community colleges. Out of 121,597 students in
Texas community colleges in 191,1, 17,893 (11.0 percent ) were Mexican-Americans.

"Community colleges tan efficiently sere non-English, Spanish speaking adult
populations, but only after a bicultural, bilingual learning environment has been
developed."

Since we sometimes hear comments that vocational programs are rarely dis-
continued, there is information from Dr. Fred L. Wellman, Exp( utio.e Sep room
of the Illinois Community College Board. Thls letter, dated April 1, 1975, in-
dicates that 35 occupational programs mere mithdrawn during 197243 in 9
colleges and 27 a iditional occupational programs mould be discotainoed in 11
colleges during 1974-75.

One of the best sunnioniies of the growth and expansion of occupational pro-
grams in the community colleges is in Manpower Truuuun in ummuntty tullot s.
This was placed In the record during our August 13, 1974 testimony on page
930 of that hearing report. ,5

We wish to thank the Committee and its distinguished Chairman fur the prii l-
iege of sharing our considered opinions on the Via (atonal Edueation Amend-
ment or 1908. We stand ready to assist the Committee in the months ahead as it
continues its deliberations, emitmoring to improve and update this tine

JUNE 25, 1975.
NiestonAlvoult

Ile: New proposals for vocational legislation.
To. House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education.
Frono American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC),

American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCV),
National ASsociation3 of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

(NASULGO)
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ritg ISSUES

There is a wide range of Issues relating to the reauthorization of the Voca-
tional Education Act. AACJC. AASCU and NASULGC are mainly concerned
with those of postsecondary occupational education. To simplify a complicated
Ntifrtect. the hey issues of is.istsecondar) occupational education may be reduced
to the following three:

1. The size of the postsecondary setaside.
2. The control of Federal funds within the states.
3. The authorized use of Federal funds.

TUF: PROPOSERS

Three national education as,oelations tune . sponsored legislation to reauthorize
the \ oeational Education Act of 1963 in the U.S. Senate and in the U.S. house
of Representatives. and a fourth has testified :

AACICAmerican Association of Community and Junior Colleges (H.R.
3036. S. 939).

NASLUGCNational Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges (H.R. 4707, S. 042).

AVAAmerican Vocational Association (H.R. 3037, 13.941).
AASCU-- Testified on February 25, 1975.

TJIE SIZE OF VIE POSTSECONDARY SETASIDE

The Vocational Education Act of 1003, as amended in 1966, requires that each
state set aside a minimum of 151-/I of the program funds (Part B) for postsocand-
ary vocational edneation ". . . for persons who have completed or left high
school and elm are mailable for study in preparation for entering t4 labor
market; . . ." 181973, nationally, 35.7% of the Federal funds was spent voca-
tional education programs that qualified as postsecondary or adult. The pr grams
were conducted in secondary schools and in postsecondary institutions.

PROPOSALS

AA(i3C-40% of program funds are set aside for postsecondary occupational
education. An additional 20% may go, all or in part, to postsecondary occupa-
tional education according to state determination.

NASULGC-40y0 of the program (Part B) funds are reserved for postsecond
ary occupational education programs conducted In postsecondary occupational
education Institutions.

AVA-30% is reserved for postsecondary and adult, vocational education pro-
grams t vocational programs for persons 16 years of age and older, who are not in
elementary or high school).

We believe that postsecondary occupational training at the semi professional
or pare- professional level will be required increasingly if the national interest is
to he served. By targeting the setaside on occupational programs in postsecondnry
institutions, we believe this objective will he met.

We do not believe that?. the proposed 40% setaside for postsecondary occupa-
tional education would depth e secondary schools of needed program funds.

CONTROL OF FUNDS THE STATES

III the existing law and in all proposed revisions,,Federal fatal, are channeled
to Institutions on the pasts of plans prepared by the State. According to the
General Aiminting Office, *state plans today are prepared only for compliance
with OE requirements in order to receive Federal funding. State plans, then, are
compliance documents and do not pretend to resui! from objective research into
manpower and employer needs, student demand, and Institutional capacity. The
state agency for vocational education, as the planner and as the spender, has
nearly unlimited control over the distribution. of Federal funds within the state.

PROFG0ALS
AACJC and NASULGC:

1. Dues not require a sole state agency for the administration of secondary
vocational and postsecondary occupational education.

4 .rt -
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1, The 1202 State Commission (the state's postsecondary education plan-
ning agency), with the help of State Advisory Council, would carry. out the
research necessary to prepare a comprehensive statewide plan for post-
secondary occupational edugation.

3. The state agency for administration would be required to comply withthe plan of the 1202 State Commission.
Airdi :

1. Requires a sole state agency,
2 State agency for vocational education would prepare the plan for the

state's vocational education program (both secondary and postsecondary).
3. The same State agency would adminiSter the state's program -for voca-tional education (both secondary and_postsecondary).

We believe that.planning-for postsecondary occupational education should notbe isolated from planning for all postsecondary education. For that reason alone,the 1202 Commission is the appropriate agency to plan for postsecondary occupa-
tional education. Further, the 1202 State Commission is charged by law (REAX-13) to plan for occupational education. Its participation as the planner will bean appropriate balance to the spending authority of the administrative agency.

USE 07 FEDERAL FUNDS

Should the use of Federal funds be narrowly defined to ensure that the intentof Congress is served? Or should the authorized uses be general in nature so thatany use is CligibiP so long as postsecondary occupatiouaL education is eitherexpandell or improved?

AACJC:
Design, establish, and conduct programs of occupational education, in-

voise secondary schools in placement and counseling, design of high qualityprograms, train teachers and administrators ; lease, rent or remodel facilities.NASULGC:
1. To increase access to (expand enrollment in) postsecondary occupationaleducation ;
2. To pay for all or part of the difference between the cost of conductingoccupational programs and the cost of conducting academic programs.AVA:
Program operation, construction, services to assure quality, special studentaid, vocational education student organizations, residential schools, homeeconomics, and cooperative vocational,education.

We believe that current law and die proposals provide for uses of Federalfunds that ape so general in scope that state agencies and institutions cannot beaccountable for their expenditure of Federal funds. Whether or not NASULGC'ssuggestions of "access" and "extra cost" are finally accepted, we appeal for welldefined and clear-cut authorized uses.
315 a

The three national associationsAACJC, AASCU and NASULGCloolt for-ward to working with you and your staff In bringing forth new legislation thatwill continue to serve the American people, both youth and adult, in view of con-temporary and near future needs of our country, as it has evolved to serve theneeds of our society in different ways since 1017.

STATEMENT OF DR, JOHN E. TIRRELL, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERN-
MENTAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP COMMUNITY AND
JUNIOR COLLEGES

Dr. Tinnetz. Mr. Chairman I will just submit my written state-ment. My colleagues,two distinffuirhed c011eagues Dr. Pierce and Mr. Burkett,haVo alr6ady covered maLy of the points. But I would like to just acida few.
Chairman PERKINS; Without objection your prepared statements

will be inserted in the record. Go ahead.
52-945-75:vol. 2-60

PROPOSALS

\ 9
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Dr. Maur.. Thank you. As you know, Mr..Chairman, the commu-
nity colleges haye been gt o ing N ery rapidly. Last fall we enrolled over
31/2 million students, an increase of 12 percent over the previous year..
Almost unheard of, ve haw e..had giowth again this spring, which, as I
say, is almost unheard of. Part of the reason, we have last discovered,
was an announcement b% the Veterans' Administration between
November 1971 and March 1975 there has been an increase of 200,000
veterans enrolled in postsecondary institutions.

The Veterans' Administration vent on to show that 150.000 of these,
almost three-fourths of them, had enrolled in 2-year institutions. This
will probably mean. as it has in the past, that a significant number of
them chose a community college because of its occupational programs,
so that approximately 50 percent would be in those prourams.

I might just add parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, the Veterans'
Administration says this means that there are now more veterans,
000,000, enrolled in 2-year colleges than the 4-year colleges, which are
about 500,000.

On August 13 of 1971, Mr. Chairman, the A...N.C,Te in testimony
hero indicated that the 1968 amendments brought about these
improvements.

One, under the amendments, community colleges. junior colleges.
and technical institutes experienced improvements in the flow of
money for the occupational education preparation for persons of
postsecondary age.

The 15-percent setaside under part 13 made it mandatory to spend
at least a minimum proportion of VE.A. funds on those persons no
longer of high school age. In many States this minimum has been met
and fxceeded.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education was given
new responsibilities fur oversight of the new educational provisions.
We believe this,has been a great strength.

State plans fur vocational education have been developed in all
States. In many States the plans have reflected mole adequately the
concerns of all persons interested in a comprehensive system of voca-
tional educationand many included community Colleges.

In many State advisory councils established pursuant to the 1968
amendments i mina e elfecth e representation from community colleges
and other postsecondary institutions.

It, should be noted that midettlie Education Amendments of 1972.
community colleges and postsecondary occupational education have
received new recognition as important components in the total voca-
tional education delis ery system. This has been welcomed by the
cdm num ity colleges and is strongly supported today-.

Finally, we have been pleased to note many new experiments in
coope.rative planning and programming among different types of
institutions concerned NN ith the efficient and &cal% e developments of
vAcational education systems.

In 1973, Mr. Chairman, -14 percent of all community college students
initially carolled in occupational education programs. In 1005. before
the 1908 amendments, it was only 13 percent enrolled in occupational
pro rams. We bel icie, the 1008 amendments had considerable to do
with this increase.

9 "t.)
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Now to some specific issues. -VICK strongly urges that the special
projects related to promoting impro ement in 111110N atilt epernnents
in vocational education which appear in the present legislation be
retained, and funded at their present authorized levels.

Another improvement which has resulted front the establishmentof
the National-State ath isury councils suggests that similar benefits
might accrue from the creation of local -advisory councils.

f remind you that Dr. E. T. Dunlap on May 6, 1975, before this sub-
committee in representing the State Higher Education Executive Offi-
cers Association) pointed out the adt, antages in ha% ing occupational
education planning part of the entire State postsecondary educationplan.

Just quickly, three or four others. On February 26 we had three
witnesses- Dr. William Dwyer, president of Massachusetts Board of
Regional Coinmunity Colleges outlined the growth in that State. On
that day also. Dr. William Feclilersen, president of Williamsport, Pa.,
Community College, outlined the arowth of his institution and voca-
tional edneationm that State. Also De. John J. Loughlin, the vice-
president provost of the Indiana. Vocational Technical Colleges, regis-
tered the growth of that State.

On March 20 of this year all 18 of the presidents of the community
and junior colleges in Oklahoma had the privilege of presenting testi-
mony. They told of the recent growth in that great State.

This was followed by testimony of the executive vice president of
the Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce, who wrote Chairman
Perkins on ,April 18, 4975 as follows: .

Since its inception in 1970 Tulsa Junior College has played an Important role
in our community's economic development efforts.

During our negotiations with arms who have expressed an interest in our area
we must in many instances satisfy their concern that efficient skilled manpower
is either presently available or cam be supplied. TJCs receptiveness and their
ability to develop programs has been a tremendous help to us in this regard.

Among those thus that located facilities in Tulsa and who have benefitted
from TIC"4 vocational technical capabilities are American Airlines, Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, Avis Rent A car and Cities Service Oil Company. in
addition, almost 2110 local firms that base undergone expansion hate also bone-
fitted from 'rJC's abilities to implement courses and curriculum tailored to theirparticular needs.

In summation -TX is a vital "partner" in Tulsa"s economic development efforts
and we wholeheartedly support federal prograto$Jhat \solid provide more ade-
quate landing for Postsecondary vocational-technic-Al programs,

We could add many to the record. This is just illustrative.
We applaud congress concern for the handicapped programs, as

shown by the set asides established in..the amendments. We hope these
set-asides will be retained..

Since we sometimes hear continents that vocational programs are
rarely discontinued we have information from Dr. Fred L. -Wellman,
executi2 secretary of the Illinois Community College Board. This
letter, dated April 1, 1975 indicates that 35 occupational programs

iwere withdrawn during 1972-73 in nine colleges. He goes on to list. 27
additional 'occupational programs that is mild be discontinued in 14
colleges during this year.

Also, Mr. Chairman. on February 25, Dr. John D. ilawlett, the vice
president of Eastdrn Xentucky rniversity, testified as to the growth of
less -than baccalaureate vocational programs in 1-year colleges and mini-

9
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verities. Since that date President Robert Martin of that institution
has supplied even later information that indicates that in 1967, before
the 1968 amendments, there were 619 programs, technical programs,
of less than baccalaureate level in these 1-year colleges and universi-
ties, involving 55,000 students. In 1975 it has expanded to 2,123 pro -
grains with an enrollment of 205,000.

One other aspect would like to put on the record is as df July 1, the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education will appoint three pro -
fessionals to positions who have had professional experience in com-
munity colleges.

1Ve appreciate the efforts of this Committee and in particular Con-
gressman Meeds to bring this 1972 requirement of title XC to fruition.

I have,in my longer statement, Mr. Chairman, a quote from a gentle-
man at the table that I would like to -put in, even though he is sitting
here. The iznportanceof these hearings cannot be overemphasized. This
was eloquently esnressed by your former colleague, the Honorable
Roman. Pueinski, in representing the National Advisory Council on
,Vocational Education before the Education Subcommittee of the Sen-
ate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare on April 11, 1975. His
opening statement was asfollows:

These hearings come at a fateful time in our nation's history. We are on the
eve of our Ricentenplal celebration, which should be the occasion for recounting
our strengths and achievements. At the same time our nation's economy is in
one of its weakest periods and unemployment is soaring to one of the highest
peaks our history.

In recommendation forwarded to the Domestic Council last January the Na-
tional Advisory Council on Vocational Education pointed out that "America is
rapidly losing the technical superiority that has been the base of our prosperity"
and stated, "It must he the policy of the United States to reclaim the skills and
productivity of the American people."

'We believe that new legislation can stimulate thc period ahead. Mr.
Chairman, the procedure that you and Mr. Quie initiated at the start
of these hearings in developing widespread discussion about vocational
education has been most successful. We have had hundreds of hours of

discussion within the community college family in meetings with

State, and national groups. Some have generated resolutions sent to

von. This concern is also indicated by the 55 Congressmen who have
cosponsored eight versions of a vocational education bill drafted by

AA0.10.
I have the privilege to submit to you for the record a memorandum

from the American Association fif Community and Junior Colleges;

American Association of State Colleges and Universities and the Na-
tional Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. It

has been attached to my longer statement.
Also, Mr. Chairman, for the record I subinit a letter from the

American -Council on Bilimation and its views on the upcoming voca-

tional education legislation,
(Letter follows:] AMER/CAN COUNCIL QN EOTTOATION,

Illashington, )10,, June 58,1975.

lion. CART. D PERRINEC
Chairman, Ruhrorninittre on, Eirrnentary, Secondary and t'ocational Education,

Onamitti,o on. Education and Labor, U.S. Hope of Representatives, Wash-

- ..' 'ington, D:O. ' -

DEna Mn. Cirxrummg : in your extensive-hearings this Npring on the renewal'

of vocational education legislation, several higher edItcation assoelations presented

9'I u
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separate views concerning the need for specific amendments to reflect the growing
importance of postsecondary occupational programs. The following statement Is
submitted for the hearing record on behalf of the American C.ouncil on Education
to emphasize three general points on which the postsecondary community is
unanimous :

1. Further participation of postsecondary institutions in occupational programs
should he encouraged. The existing 15 percent setside for postsecbutiary occupa-
tional programs Is obsolete. Nationally, a minimum of 35 to 40 percent Of Federal
vocational funds are spent on postsetundary or adult programs, reflecting a
dramatic growth of creative and sophisticated occupational programs in com-
munity colleges, tour-year colleges and universities across the country. There hai
also been a growth in part-time adult students, who now represent a majority
of postsecondary enrollments, and whose relatis e importance is increasing each
year.

However, as testimony before your committee has, indicated, participation of
postsecondary institutions varies widely from state to state. In.soine states the
required setaside has not been met and the enormous potential for postsecondary
programs hag not been realized.

We belittle that the need in our society for postsecondary occupation-al programs
at the ,semi-professional or para-professional level ,is certain to increase In the
future. This will require greater attention to the planning and coordination
of postsecondary occupational programs, such us authorized by Title X-B of the
Education Amendments of 1972. For this reason it seems desirable that the broad
and important purposes et this authority, schich has not yet been funded, be incor-
porated intethe basic vocational authority.

It seems equally desirable to Assure that a more realistic proportion of
Federal vocational funds are directed to the postsecondary sector. At the same
-time we would not wish to deprive secondary schools of needed funds they live
now receiving.

For this reason it would be our intention to support increased authorizations
and appropriations for vocational programs, so that higher funding levels for post-
secondary programs would nut be achieved at the expense of operating and effec-
tive programs at the secondary level.

2. Planning of postsecondary occupational proirants should be coordinated with
other postsecondary programs. The single state agency required by the law to
administer vocational programs may be sound for pufposes of administration and
accountability of secondary programs. In fact, however, )nost state agencies with
responsibility for vocational programs do not share responsibility for post-
secondary education. We strongly believe that planning fur postsecondary occupa-
tional programs should not be conducted separately or in isolation from planning
for the entire range of postsecondary programs and institutions. It is particularly
important for this planning to take into account the broadening occupational
needs and interests of postsoyiniary students seeking to enlarge their employment
opportunities.

Therefore-we-suggest-that-the-present-requirement for-a sole state administer-
ing agency be amended to require appropriate participation Of agencies haviug re-
sponsibility for postsecondary education in the planning and approval of post-
secondary occupational programs.

3. Further steps arc needed- to -overcome SO; bias in / ed n .
Voen nona I lime: mine at aill It'Sels Wive been seriously deficient hLthe provision of
equalopportuni ties to women. To assure that such opportunities arc availdble, the
legislation should be. amended to include (a) an explicit statement of purpose to
overcome sex bias hi vocational. education, (bl a requirement that state plans
identify stein being taken to overcome sex bias In vocational progratn4, (el a
priority in research and exemplary vocational programs for studies to determine
methods to overcome sex bias, and (d) a stated responsibility of the National
and State Advisory Councils to examine problems of sex bias in vocational pro-
grams, and to-include adequate representation of women In their membership.

We appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the American Council
on Fitinention, representing some 179 annum,' and regional associations and 1,38G
institutions,nt higher education throughout the United States,

Sincerely,
°MOLES B. SAUNDERS, Jr.

Director.

a
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Dr. TIHRELL. AACJC wishes to thank the Committee and the Chair-
man for the prig ilege of sharing our opinions oirthe Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 190. We stand ready to assist the Cuniiintteu _

as they consider legislation to impru c and update this fine legislation.
Thank you.

Chairman PERIC.iNS. Go ahead. Mr. Thiele.
[Preilareil statement of John IY.Thiele follows:]

PRE:PARED STATE,AtE.,. I' or JOHN W. THIELE, CUAIRMAN, .NATIONAL AD11$411:
COUNCIL ON VOCATIGNAL EDUEATION

Mr. CumnItxx. 'Wit elcome this opportunity to appear today to point out the
e halal t of the 1965 Amendments, and aurae of the exemplary programs

which have Ina des eloped under Its aegi, nieh of the pre% bum testimony before
this Sarnmmitee` has focused on the problems and shortcomings of % °ea-
tional education programs and the teed for cuTreeti%e action. Coustrueine criti-
cism and ()Wet:the recononendati is for inipro%eutnt are the primary %alms
of hearings soli as tittle. Hower sr, the reconunendotions should be seen from
the broader, as well as the me e specific, perspective, and that includes the

,positive accomplishments in voco ional education.
Time Report of the Comptro.lier Gcneral un totational education received much

attention ty the Subtommitlee, as %%ell it should. Its findings and recommenda-
tions were valid, fur the most part. The unfortunate effect of the GAO report
vas the was it was interpreted in the press and elsewhere as a portrait of the
Callao. of % ecational education, a hich I du not believe was intended or justified.
It should has e been read within the wider context, %shish encompasses the..prug-
ress and achievements in %utational education as is ell. We %%ill try to proside
that context today.

in its previous testimony, the NACVE stated that the best means of meet-
ing tin, %ocational-cdthattion needs of our Nation with maximum effectiveness,
and is ith greattst emphasis on the needs of students. is thruukh extension of
the 100$ Vocational Education Amendments WI, 90-576)." We believe that
90-:;70 is an exemplary piece of legislation and the basic purpose and format
of the .1ct should be retained. The retunainntlations made in our previous testi-
mony fur changes and revisions are made un the basis of the success of voca-
tional edit...Olen under the 1968 Amendments. The needed re% isions and changes
w' suggestid shouhLuthatice that Slu«.sS, hi considering the extension of the
Vomtiimal Education Amendments of 1908, we are operating from a position of
strength, not weakness.

As you know, federal eXpenditues fur vocational education hat e more than
doubled since passage of the 1906 Avembitents. The purpose of the Voeational
Education Act is to insure that ' . . . p t rsons of all ages in all eummunities . . .
wi11 loos ready' nev,: to vocational traittiag_ot retraitting.--LTheIllellesaL
etiii'liTlinCon 'has increased from $:no million in 190t) to more than $515 million
in 1975. Os er the last decade, F«lral funds totaling $3 billion hose been di-
rected to helping. pro% hie socatitmal training. l'aer iliereasIng demands are
hying placed on local %manumit and troth. schools. For the last several years, en-
rollments hate been growing at an annual rate of about nine percent, according
to the latest reports of the Mils(' and Senate Appropriations Committees. States
and local governments reeognize the pressing needs in this area and have re-.
speeded well. On the average. et ei)...,Fetleral dollar of support has been matched
by more than five dollars in State and local hinds.

Enrollments have lea reared from 7.5 million in 1909 to over 15 million Pro-
Ried for the cornet star. Enrollments are expecteil to Increase by one million
more next 3 ear, necordlitg to Appropriations Committee. res,

Today. t hero are titer 2,100 institutions at this secondary lewd that have a
primal y emphasis on % 1wittitmal education. That floes not fueled(' schools %%hid'
offer only one or t%% OCCIIMitlMal Courses. At the post-secondary level, there are
'user 1.700 tot huh al Institute 4410 Community iolleges with a substantial portion
of their enrollment in meat tonal education.

The number of team hers of vocational ;glut atioin has also been increased. Ac-
a ordiog to T'. S. e of Educat Ion figures. there were 160.s itirational t (metiers
in 1909. There are t urrently 917,302 % ocathmal education teavhers, anti naiad,:
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'tithed dam received by Project Baseline front the t arious Stahl's estimate that
tie stuck of %ocational teachers st ill rise to 64657 by 11/$0. Part b` of the Edacti-
thrl'rofessums Development At..t t tutatIonal teacher training) has been instru-
mental in providing teacher training in this area. Authorization and funding for
vocational teacher training must be continued if we, are to meet the growing
demand fur sot:anion:II lustraction, particularly In newly developing occupational
fields. Although there is an oversupply of general edm talon teachers, slit:Wi am!
teacher education still constitutes a special need. The NACU!: has reeoniniendeti
that Part F of KII.M. be incorporated littit, the new Vocational Education Act

din order to help meet that need. -
A look at the list of instructional programs identified by the t'.S. Mice of

Education lit secondary and post-secondary Institution, indicates time tilde range
of 'courses available to students today, In response to the Intent of the 19(18
Amen to (let clop programs in nett and emerging uccapations, as well as
traditional ones. These include various aspects of agribusiness ; distributive
education programs such as nth ertIshig, thiance and credit, Industrial marketing,
International trade, petroleum, and recreation Kid tourism , health profdssions
such as medical lab assistant, oceupational therapist, ens

_health
health,

mental health, and Inhalation therapy , technology programs In aeronautics, en
1 troninent control, btientille data, oc'.anography, police science, and air and water
pollution, trade aid industrial vect tuitions such its at Wiwi, business machines.
diesel ineelittnies, lutinstiltil atomic ttergy, and metallurgy, anti °tiler progrant's

y. such as elalic.C1Ire, (hint processing, tiliti institutional and home management
c. I tan lously;, a strong earriculmn k eselefutient program Is needed to establish

,progranisysuelt as these, and to keep them up to dale. As we stressed In previous
r testimony, we urge that strung emp tads be placed on Lurricultan deielopment,

and that authorisations be increased for this purpose. Partl was it ritten into
the littiS Amendments because Congress realized wt, c!buiti nut modernize %ilea
Heiml education without a strung ourrit alma development component. Part I
has made a signitieuat contribution In the lieeilqilliellt of new programs, and
Its continuation Is essential if It e are to heel, t urrciit w ith the rapid changes In
the st orb! of work. We hat e pollitetrout before our dismay at the action of the
Appropriations Committees of Congress whit it hat e reduced funds for vocational
education ruilriultan din elopment from $1 thillhat to $1 million, on the grounds
that the needed support was being pros hied under other progriuns -molt as
(ueer education.- The t tirrienlinn de% elopuient being done in the name of career
education does not meet the specific skills i raining requirements of vocational

grproams. We urge that the committee "iatike this point clear in the new
legislation.

A survey of reports 'by the State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education
reveals some of the muting programs in operation today to meet local and
national needs, developed under the Impetus of the 1968 Amendments. IInzard,
Kentucky has an outstanding lieny ,equipment program. w lilt 11 is conducted in
cooperation -with-local-industry -ninl-tite,Srt ate-II Igha ay -Departnfent.,ninl, covers
heat y equipment repair and operation. The Kodak by Equine Education Program
at Lex ington is eertaillit MI example of t ilea Maui! education responding. to
needs mid otport unit les in the local t (immunity. This program trains W10(1111119
In the care and handling of horses. as 'horse t ranters and Jockeys. ;Ind other
aspects of the thoroughbred horse industry. Madisonville, Kentucky bus the
Mine Merhaities Institute, and an outstanding health professions program. with
training in seventeen areas of health occupations.

In general, It'entnek3 has an excellent comprehensive system of vocational
education administration, with fourteen staffed regions to assist In the planning
operation unit monitoring of programs. Kent inky also ilati an strive and effect [se
SWOP Ault lspry Connell. w bleb has token the lead ill establishing ail and
local ad% lsory groups to assist In the Planning and et ablation of programs. .,

tine of the most unique programs In response to lieu Hit null technology
is rat I tutellinson. lifinesida. It is a course in non tiNarin1ive testing, a new pros
era by %%Weil any material tan be tested w itiumt distoring its shape or size, or
dectro3 lug the material or article. This Is a highly Important new teclutlune
mllet* Is being utilized Increasing].) throughout the .country. The program at
ilutellinson eurrently has an enrollment of twenty eight students. it has tt one

_ hundred percent placement rate for graduates. The demand fair students comes
from all over the V.S., tvItli starting salaries ranging front 511,060 to $14,000
per year, .

94,J
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Allied health programs are increasing throughout the country. Three come
immediately to mind as examples. The Houston schools in Texas have -an ex-,tensive program operated in conjunction with BaylorMedical Center. Baltimore,\ 3farylarid alio , has an outstanding health occupations program in cooperation\ with local hospitals arid universities. Watertown, South Dakota has one Of

\ percent placement for'studonls completing thgleourse.
the two top dental asSistance schools certified in the U.S., with one hundred

,The administration and effectixe functioning of programs Is as important as
program 'content: In our earlier 'testimony we )(Anted opt the heed for, better
articulation betWeen secondary and` pOst-s condary programs. A greatly 'in-
Creasing amount of vocational training is oCcurring, at,the post-sccundury level,
particularlt in comninnity, and junior colleges. A recent survey by the NAM Eof Si te Advisory Councils Indicates that more than half the states are spending
over wenty-five percent of Federal funds for post-secondary vocational pro-

4 4grams. The 106S Amendments require tt 'minimum of--fittecn- percent fo,r poSt-secondary education. Eleven of the states responding to the survey report.7---- -*ending from fifty to. stiventy-five percent for this purpose, Clearly, the trend Is
'toward greater involvement of post-secondary institutions in vocational educe- ,Bon. For this reason, the NACVE recommended that the minimum set-aside for 1,..ostseeotulary vocational education be increased to twenty-five percent 1 the 4n w legislate!), with a similar set-aside of twenty-flye percent for Secolida edn-ea tion; so that states`cOuld allocate up to, but not more than, seventy-five p reent
'if)oa. isto osft-stieiceosntdrietrnyggsongnrama nsee. Bdsutivtihthisiiheaocuiltdsttlaetie-e.14orti);

elipiroitg
rhavas.stofodrasetee,oOndathrye

an post-secomtary recede-fiat education should he developed Bader- one corn-pre enstvee- 'inn for vocational education, which will improve articulationbetty en the two levels and prevent duplication of programs. The-fact that this
can l'c accomplished is illustrated by a successful prograiii In Pennsylvania. TheLehigi Community College and the secondary Area Vocational Technical Schoollut4 terchangeable facilities and programs. Students from one Institution can
attend classes and receive credits from the other. Secondarystudents can get upto two ears of credit from their high school conesesin certain areas, which are.trantfe 'tilde to the community college. With effective, comprehensive planning,there is 0 reason why this system could not work on a statewide basis. Effectiveplannin is evident in Alabnintt's statewide network qt nineteen junior collegesand twee y;.eight teehnIcal seltools offering one hundred different post-secondary
vocatlinta programs. Students can chooke die courses:they want frorn Any insti-tution,tntio w h free iranspertation 'provided to move them, to tiro schools of their
choice. -Improve planning and, e's'aination are essential for effective vocational edn
cation programs related to job market needs. The NACVE, which believes thatthe. State P an is the heart Of the Vocational Education Act, made a tunubenof is-Tontine clationk in its previous appearances before this Subcommittee for
tightening a d improving the state planning _prnoedure,_ and I refer yon-to.onr.- earlier-t esth oily. Mena-fa-of the State Advisory Councils over the Past years.4 ... have indicate I that in many states the State Plan is treated merely as a con-

. lialice dorm) ent for the receipt of Federal funds. rather than an effectiveplanning pros dare. Many states have not, conducted a thorough needs assess-ment as intern ed by the 1068 Amendments. The,SACVEs have also Complainedthnt the V S, fillice of Education has not conducted a proper review and evaln- 1ration of the' St to Plans and programs. However, the fact that improvements in
planningnial PV Nation are needed is not an indication that the process outlined
in the'106$ Ante' (Intents has been a'failure. , .

T. lielleve T canItgalely generalize and say that the planning in eaolt,sta to is far- superior today to whathilt it was a decade ago. To cite just one specific example,
min hasi'a sttiteWlde plan for vocational education based on state law, which
was ettnmlate0 bA the 10A Amendments, requiring ali, school districts to provide
an adequate voeational education program for all youth In parts of the state,
Eighty-six and seven tenths percent of all districtshave provided such programs.
and the Board of Education has set tyleadline of September of this year for all
distriets to meet the standards. ..

one-,vear and four -near brisis. Depa rt-
Ea ap hErich e foes planning districts has a plan based upon the relationsip

of the statewide goo s to their districts on it
molt of Labor trends doh for occupations are adapt6d stateWlde first, and
then to each local vocational education planning district.

I . ..-
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We believe that the experience gained during the past seven years since
passage of the Vocational Educational Amendments of 1968 Is beginning to pay
off. Programs have grown in ,variety and complexity, enrollments have increased,
and public awareness of vocational and technical education options have come to
the fore Vocational education is finally emerging into the mainstream as a result
of the 1968 Amendments, Along with it there is emerging a new sophistication on

, the part of every one involved in and concerned, w ith 1 wahine! educationthe
educators and administrators, students and their parents, the evaluators, the
business Lind labor community, and, the general public.

There Is an awareness of the need for effective, comprehensive planning, and
the fact that the process has not yet fully evolved as envisioned in the 190b
Amendments is no indication that it cannot happen in the near future. In a
sense, the 1968 Amendments set the stage, and I think that the concept of eeeds
rt4e,sment, planning, and evaluation is now an accepted part of our pattern of
thinking with regard to vocatidnal education. I 'believe that renewed emphasis
on the state planning procedure in the new legislation will yield serprisingly
effective results. The Vocatlotuil Education Amendments of 1068( were, in a
sense, a tooling up process similar to what industry experience, in launching
a new product or diversify tag its operations. It has taken a little longer than
industry could tolerate, but that has to be accepted in a system this slew to
change. But now we're ready to go. The physical plant is in place, the programs
are there or far along in the development stage, the personnel is there to teach
the students, and the students are at the door. In this respect, the 196S.Autend-
tnents.are an unqualified success. No one expected it to happen overnight, and
the fact that problems were encountered along the way is not an indication of
failure. Ai; Roman Pucinski told You last April, the fact that there have been
some problems in the implementation and administration of the 1968 Amend-.
'merits is no reason to scrap themiand start all over again. Now is the time to
move vigorously ahead on the basis of what has been achieved, and to insure
that the Act is effectiN ely implemented. I' du not think you will find opposition
from any quarter with respect to this goal.

The seeds which were planted in 1963 and 1968 are now on the.verge of fruition,
and eveiyone Involved. is anxious to reap a rich harvest. This is particularly
true of the members of the vocatipnal education nth isory councils at both the
national and state levels. They have done a lot of hoeing and weeding and
watering over the past few yearst and now have a good feel for the job they

, were established to do. ,
After a period of uncertainty anti experimentation, and with meager resuert es

to back them up, the Advisory Councils themsebes have now matured and
grown in sophistication. I believe you will now begin to see a much better
product from them, and the advisory council system will now begin to fully

..- reallze and carry out the intent of Congress. ,

As a businessman, I believe that the Athisery Millais ate the best vehicles
,for interfacing the public and.priA ate sectors in the field of education. 'These
Icy cith.cus, representing business, labor, students. nod ether immunity inter-t sty are bringing a new perspective to edut anion, and are interacting with
tducators in a positive w ay to make our cant Atonal pruip ams more relevant
ma meaningful.

sir. Chairman, education should be Job-specific and jar-relevant. The Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1915 hale done meek to lead us toward that
4orti, The career elocution concept is also leen aslog public all AIIVItemt of the

, mortunitles available for yeuth and adults. As This tattnats. tin, tblitMid for
t wational tdueation will far taithtl etch the tatatbillties of our institutions to
p.olide It. We mnst,now build upon the experleoce and saceess of the Vecathmal
I:intention Amentlna ids of 196S and fully laiplelactxt and vNpalid these programs
o that ". . . persons of all ages in all communities .. . will hale ready access

ot \ vocational training or retraining. . . ."

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. THIELE, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
- -....-

\

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION....,

*r. TmELE, Thank von. Mr. Chairman. It is a plastire to be here.
As \cltirnian of the AaN isory Council and particularly as a business-
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man representing a litrge eonq ;an3 in an industry that both li,as* cm-
plo3 ed and presently is employ ing Juan% of the graduates C)f Ow kinds
of programs me are talking about, tts_a latsinessman I get a little lonely
when I am, Sill'uougded by educators. Todd) I must say it is \cr.) I utn-
forting to hat e a man of the calibe.t and 'Ape' truce and background
of Roman. Pucitisk'i nitli rue as legislitti%c chair man. I ant sure Roman
will want to make a felt comments when I fini;11 summatizing our
pulpa red testimony.

We also have with us and m ill introduce % tir3 quickly fruit% our
staff here in Washington Ruth Taterntan, Ira Pressell. George Wall
rodt, our legislati% e liaison and also Bailey sitting behind me, %%ho
is our liaison person with the Mice of Education.

I think it is also particularly pertinent that Roman is %%Rh me
today both as a C(ingressnain and as a person who has MA: a great
cunt to th'is field but pt rhaps mot e bruit t113 as an aide ma n and
represeutage (5f, one of the nrgest urban areas in the countt3 and
.also another businessman.

So T will sun anarize our testimony and then tutu 0% cr to a gentle-
man, to Roman.

Mr. Chairman, rte melcome this opportunity to appear today to
point out t he positive iilipttet of the 1908 amendments and sonic of the
exemplars laogyans m lin 11 hate liven de% eloped under its aegis. *Arthli
Of the pre x ions testimony before this subcommittee has focused on
the p roblen is and shortcomings of % ',rational edut at ion Rrogi anis and
the need for cOrreCtiye action. CoustIllet ire criticism and'objecti%a
ecommentlations fur inipro% ernent are the ininuit3 alues of hear-

ings such as those. llultet ct, the recommendations should be stn it (runt
the broader. as well as the mot especific, perspeeti% e and that in-
cludes the positive accomplitlliments in % ()rational education.

In its pre% ions testimony the N.A.C.VE stated that the hest means
of meeting the -% octitional edtwation needs of pu Nation "with maxi-
mum effect iienessand %vith greatest vitiolia;i0 on the limb of st udt wt s
is through extension of the 196S -Vocational Education A nnquhnents.
Public w 99-576." We believe that Public Law 90-576 kan ex-
emplar% Om., of legislation and the basie purpose and futinaf of the
actshoiOd be retained.

The purpose of the 'Vocational Education Act is to insure that "ter-
sons of all ages in all eonnutin it ies vial ha% e read3 access to %ocatiCiAttl
t raining or ret raining." The Petit.' al cuntt ibitt ion has int teased from
54250 million in 1909 to more than $545 million in 1975. 0% cr; the last
decade Federal funds totaling $3 billion lin% e been directed tO helping
provide % oeatiuual t t 'E% et - iuetcasing &nail& are littj lig placed
on local vocational and trade s. limas. For the last, Sc % etal 'stars en-
rollments Thu e been growing at an annual rate of alma 9 percent
according to the latest, repot is of the Howl. and Senate .1 ppt opt rationsIS
Committees. States and local go% c Fitments get ognize tlw presf,ing needs
in this area and ha%a responded well. Ott the mei tore ever% Federal
dollar of support Las been matt hed by mote than n$5 in State and
local funds. If you look at that bt iefl% we see that in just the last tear
then about $3 billion has been st ieni at the State a ml Federal-Jle% el,
which about equals the total Federal funding in the last decade.

Enrollments have increased from 7.5 million in 1969 to o% er 11,5
a -

9 4 kJ
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million projected for the cadent year. Enrollments are expected to
increase by 1 million more next 3 ear, tteein ding to Appropriations
Committee figures, We lia% e come a long way bolo 1963 and 1968.

Today there are over 2,100 institutiOs at the seeundary le% el that
have a primary emphasis on mational education. That does not in-
chide schools which offer only one or two ocettpatiental course. At
the postsecondary lel el there arc o% yr 1,700 technical institutes and
cialanunity colleges with a substantial portion of their enrollment in
vocational education.

ThQ number of teachers of Aocatiunal education has also been
increased. Aeconling to 1.7.S. Office of Education figures there were
166,898 vocational teachers in 190. There are Zurrently 347,302 I ma-
tional education teachers and unpublished data ievei%ed by Pi ujeet
Baseline fliom the various States estimate that the stoc.lbof mational
teachers will rise to 662,857 ,by 1986. Part F of the Education Pro-
fessiong Development Act, teacher ti aining, has been in-
strumental inproviding teacher training in this area. Autlunization
and funding for vocational teacher training must be continued if we
are to tweet the grow ing demand for ovational int-4 uction, pa t lett-
larly in newly de% eloping occupational fields. Althouuh there is an
oversupply of general education teacheis, Nocational teat-clier edtuatio
still constitutesa speciahneed.,

A. look at the list of institutional programs idelutified by the .17.S.
Office of Education in seEondaty arid postsecondary institutions indi-
cates the wide range of courses available to students today in ieapotiSe
to the intent of the 19i3S amendments to develop programs in new and
cater,- ing occupations as well as traditional ones. These include %
aspects of agribusiness as w ell as distributhe education progkanis such
as ad% ertismg, finance and credit, industrial inalketing, international
trade, petroleum and recreation and toulisni: health professions: such
as medical lab assistant, occupational theutpist. ens irunniental health,
mental health and inlftlation therapy ; teelinolog,y prograins ill aero-
nautics, environment control, :Aientitie data, meanography pul'ata
science and air and water pollution trade and industrial out upations
such as aviation. 'business machines, diesel mei ha nits, industrial
atomic energy and metallurgy ; and other programs such as child care,
data processing, and institutional and home management.
---'01niously a strong ourrhnhint development program is to
establish programs such as these awl to keep them up to date. As we
stressed in pre% ions testimony. we urge t hat...strong emphasis be placed
on curricalum del elopment and that atithoi izations be ineleased for
this purpose.

survey of reportS by the State adv ivory councils on ocational
education reveals some of the exciting programs in operation today
to meet local and national needs, de% duped under the impetus of the
1968 amendments. I would like to add that during my tra% els as a
buSinessman and for the Advisory Council, I take ads mange of these
opportunities in our free time to visit some of these A ocational-teell-
meal schools and see what is going on. It is indeed, as TAW ell pointed
Omit, a very exciting experience. We would like to name two or flat e
exceptional examples from our contacts with. State ad% isory cottacils
in the last week or two.

9 4 ,
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We would also like to point out two very interesting programs.
Hazaid, Kentucky has an outstanding heavy equipment program
which is conducted in cooperation with local industry and the' State
high way depa rtment.

I was ;iiterested to find that Kentucky has an equine education,pro-
gram at ,Lexington which trains people who handle horses, horse
trainers, and jockeys and other aspects of the thoroughbred hem
industrY.

Madisonville, Ky. as Lowell pointed out has a mine mechanics
institute and an outstanding health professions program, with train-
ing in 17 areas of health occupations. .

In general, Kentucky has an excellent comprehensiVe system of
vocational education administration with 14 staffed regions to mist
in the planning operation and monitoring of programs. Kentucky ',
also has an active and effective State advisory council whieNhas taken
the lead in establishing regional and local advisory groups to assist
in the planning and evaluation of programs.

One of the most unique programs' in response to new methods and
technology is in Hutchinson, Minn. It is a course in nondestructive
testing, a new process by which any material can be tested without
distorting its shape or size, or destroying the material or article,This
is ;.highly important new technique which is being used increasingly
throughout the country. The program at Hutchinson currently has
an enrollment of 28 students. It has a 100-percent placement rate for
graduates. The demand for students comes from all over the United
States with starting salaries ranging from $11,000 to $14,000 per year.

Allied health prop ams are increasing throughout the country.
Three come immediately to mind as examples. The Honston schools
in Texas have an extensive program operated in conjunction with
Baylor Medical Center. Baltimore, Md., also has an, outstanding
health occupations program in with local hospitals and universities._

The administration and effective functioning of ppigrams is as im
portant as program content. In our earlier testimony we pointed out
the need for better articulation between secondary and postsecondary
programs. A greatly increasing, amount of vocational training is oc-
curring at the postsecondary level, particularly in community and
junior colleges. A recent survey by the NACVE of State advisory
councils indicates that more than half the States are spending over
25 percent of Federal funds for postsecondary vocational programs.
The 1068 amendments require a minimum of, 15 percent for post-
secondary education. Eleven of the States responding to are survey
report spending. from 50 to 75 percent for this purpose. Clearly the
trend is toward greater involvement of postsecondary iutitutions in
vocational education. For this reason the NACVE recommended that
the minimum set-aside for postsecondary vocational education be in-
creased to 25 percent in the new legislation with a similar set-aside
of 25 percent for secondary.education so that States could allocate
up to but not more than 75 percent for postsecondary programs.

But this should develop, as it has to date, on the basis of the
strengths and needs within each State. The programs for seenndrry
and postsecondary vocational education should be developed under

9 4
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one comprehensive State plan for vocational education, which w ill
improve articulation between the tw o levels and pi es ent duplication
of programs. The fact that this can be accomplished is illustrated
by a successful program in Pennsylvania. The Lehigh Community
College and the secondary, Area 1, ocational Technical School have.
interchangeable facilities and plop anis. Students hum one institution
can attend classes and receive credits from 11 other. Secondary- stu
dents can get up to 2 years of credit from their high school courses
in certain areas, which are transferable to the community college.

Last week we had the opportunity to meet one of the fine superin-
tendents of another school in Battle Creek, Mich., where the voca-
tional-technical school was on one side of the st.cet, across from the
community college.-

:With effective comprehensive plannin. there is no reason why' this
system could not s% ork on a statewide basis. Effective planning is
evident in Alabama's statewide network of 19 junior colleges and 23
technical schools offering 100 different postsecondary s ocational pro-
grams. Students can choose the courses they want 1r urn any institution,
with free transportation provided to move them to the schools of their
choice.

Improved planning and evaluation are essential for effective voca-
tional education programs related, to job market...needs. The NACU,
which believes that the State plan is the heart of the Vocational Edu-
cation Act, made a number of recommendations in its previous appea:-
ances before this subcommittee for tightening and improving the State
planning pruceduie and I refer you to our earlier testimony.

Chairman PERRINS. I wonder if you would have any objection to
putting the rest of your statement in the record. Ses eral of us hav e
meetings this morning. I know you want to call on your friend, :gr.
Pucinsi. Without objection the remainder of the statement will be
inserted in the record.

Mr. Pucissio. Mr. Chairman, I am aware of the time problem so I
will be 'very brief. There is not much that I can improve on Jack
Thiele's statement and the other statements. I think an impartial read
ing of the testimony this morning vs ill show that the bottom line shows
that % ocational education has made extraordinary gains in this country
since the 1968 amendments.

We urge the committee to proceed cautiously and car efully in accept-
ing any amendments to the 1968 act simply because all the materials are
now on the line. The ,truidelines are now there. The State vocational ad-
visory councils are developing some very exciting plans. It seems to
me that the best testimony is the fact that since 1968 the enrollment in
vocational education in this country has more than doubled, from 7
million to 11 million students. I think that speaIs louder than anything
we could say, about the success of the pro.ram.

More important perhaps is the fact that in our postsecondary Snca-
tional schools and community colleges, while most universities around
the country are seeing a very serious decline in population, the com-
munity colleges are over subscribed and throughout the country most
of them or at least many of them have long waiting lists of students to
get in.

9 4 ;)
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, So it seems to me the record is \cry- clear. The 1968 amendments have
been successful.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ast, my former colleaguea great pro-
ponent of vocational education if there ever was onewe have large
waiting lists in some area schools in the country %\ here 3, oungsterslau e
nut completed high schools and simultaneouslt hae large w ating lists
at the post secondary lei el where, they are to compliete grades 13, Id and
specialize in some trade or coat or electrOnics. I ow aie we going to
allocate more funds to the technical schools and at the same time keep
the ongoing programs going in areas where the resources are not pres-
ent without having a flexible formula in this bill? Would you want to
comment on that, Roman?

Mr. Pucrxski. As you know, Mr. Chairman, we have already recom-
mended the 25 percent set-aside for postsecondary instead of the 15
percent because of the additional needs because in most States they are
already spending in excess of 25 percent. It would seem to me that
within that framework.---

Chai man Prinuxs. What me. what bothers me the most, is
the iadequact of the funding. If we had ample funding Iv would
not, al,: any pi oblem here at all. No problem. But with the cutback
that the Administratiou is recommending hall are e going to solve
this problem ?

Mr. Pecixsto. I think that the record of the success of vocational
education both at the secondary and postsecoadart kid speaks for
itself. Obviously it is the function of Congress to set the priorities.
The testimony hen this morning shots butt that uu are on eery safe
ground-in "biting the bullet" awl pro, iding the kind of financial as-
sistane that is necessaly for this program even if we have to do with-
out the expen-e of other plug' ams. there is no question in any mind.

Chairman PEnkiNs. I to leCk with yon. But if we get ly veto, where
woilld we he ?

Pu-ciNsiii. I would like to refresh your recollection trit the
tame Noto we were ,able to over' ide eas the apprilaiation for voca-
tional eduratTon in 1071. I belie\ e it \\ 116, 1972, somewhere through
there. So the Members of Congress are responsive.

Chairman T am,for beefing this amount up. It has got to
be beefed up if we ;tyc going to do our full msponsibility insofar as
the dropouts an conceined.-I would like to see it 111011; tltan doubled
myself.

Mr. Pee-LT.:ski. INTr. Chairman, on that score I would like to put in
the record at this point a chapter from an ecellent book prepared by
the Office of Edwat ion, "Seminars on Occupational Clusters." I mould
hope that perhaps the whole do( (anent can become a part of the record.
But this particular chapter written-b3 Dr. Simpson on the.,part I vo-
cational education amendments of 1068 and what they have been do-
ing in OE, developing curriculum to meet these growing needs, I
would hope that one area where Congress w ouhl i.e responsive t o cor-
recting a great NI. tire of last tear was when they cut down part I
from $1 million requested by t he administration to $1 million.

[Committee insert foliosys:1
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CLUSTER CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, PART I, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1963

-13,y Elizabeth J. Simpson, Dean, School of Family Resources and Consumer
Science, University of Wisconsiu)1

Curriculum des elopment in 15 occupational lusters identified fur socational
and techmeal education, was initiated in fiscal '71. 13 1074, all 15 clusters had
been addressed ss till thynajor objectise of the des clopmetit of transportable cur-
riculum guides foruccupational exploration and ',reparation for c nt r.s occupations
or for further occupational training in the cluster. The follow lug table presents
the distribution of Part 1 funds by occupational clusters, fiscal '71-71.

DISTRIBUTION OF PT. I FUNDS BY OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS, 1971-74

Clustets

Fiscal year-

1971 1972 1973 1974

Agribusiness and natural resources._ _____ ..... $149. 913 S260,05 0 $34,332
Business a ad office 200,000 0 $520,314 0

Communications and media..' , 570.000 -0 241,830 0

Construction_.,._. 150.009 71,705 262,788 0

Consumer and homemaking education.
Frivirerunetit

164,383
296, 236

195,124
0

162, 144
0

0.s.
0.

Fine arts andtumanities. . ' . 0 0 26.10 217, 588

Health, 0 200. Ota 500.0:3 0

-Home ecorochas 0 0 0 575.280
Uospitality and recreation . . .... . _. ........... . 103,012 0 0 277, 126 4

rdanufacturing . 150,001 0 250.000 0

Marine sciences . .. ... .
hlasketing and distribution. _ _ _ ..

..... .
.....

0
0

0
24.0))

0 ',

189,853
' 100.383

0

Personal services, .. 201 031 0 0 249,945

Public services._ .. , __ ... .. ..... __ . .. .. 150. 030s 0 229, 707 499,77i
Transportation_ . . . ......... ._ .. . _ ..... 150,000 49,390 250.001 0

General career education.. 0 1, 137,661 273,729 915,441

Following are descriptions of the major oecupational cluster curriculum proj-
ects (muted under. Part 1. These efforts are resulting in curl/calm materials
whack will help to achieve the ideal of a marketable skill fur each high school

graduate, as well as pros ide a solid foundation for further occupational
Preparation.

AGRIBUSINESS

1 he curriculum project in Agri-business, 'Natural Re.ources, and Ens ironmen-
tal Protection is designed to facilitate the processes of career education at the
various stages of career awareness, orientation, exploration and preparation
Personnel front three oats ersities, State staff member, and 32 teachers !lave been
involved in the development of this project. Field testing of the guide is-currently
underwax. Major tasks include:

1. To identify the major agri-business, natural resources and environmen-
tal protection occupations;

2. To deterniiiie the state-of-the-art in this curriculum cluster ;
:1. To devolop and validate currieulum guides ; and
4. To print and disseminate copies of the guides to each of the 50 States.

BUSINESS AND _OFFICE

Due for completion in 1975 is a project to develop and validate curriculum
guides to comprIpe an instructional system for teacher use in careerdevelopment -

and preparation in business and office occupations, K-11. These guides, adaptable'
for nqo Ihroughout the conatr.5., cos eciwytpational awareness, orientation, and
vocational preparation. Follow ing a lferiod of resiew and revision of existing
materials and the preparation of curriculum modules, field tests began in four
States. After the results of the field tests has e been gathered and further revision,
the project wall set up a dissemination conference for State consultants fur the
business and office occupations.

(At the time of presentation, Br. Simplon unto the Chalet. Curriculum Des elopmettt
Branch, U.S. Office of Education).
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COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA

One of the first occupational cluster curriculum projects undertaken was in
the Communications and Media Clustv. The major Iturpuse is the des eluptuent
of curriculum guidelines fur the,exploration and preparation leads in the cluster.
The project was extended to permit field testing of the bmterials under do dup.
meat, as sell as initial deselopment of materials for the orientation ley el. L-pun
completion these elrurts will result in a -related set of eareer education orients-_ tiun, exploration and preparation learning actisities 42.tilable for publication

_and dissethination through the OuvernMent Pxivting office.

HEALTH

The Allietillealth PrugssiUns Curriculum Project 8% Lith cusers both secondary
and postsecondary leseks'is concerned with the development of curricula for 2b
different allied health tvccupations. Task inventories sere completed for all 26
occupations, occupational amasses on a national basis were completed fur 10
occupations, and- curricula and instructional materials were either completed or
partially completed for seven programs. The greatest impact has been in nursing,
medlcal records, clinical laboratory, prustheticsortitutics, dental hygiene, and the
Secondary Schools Allred Health Occupations.

The basic nursing curriculum had been adopted by approximately 350 nursing
education programs nationwide as of July, 1013. Asof March, 1074, this figure is
estimated to have doubled. Similar impact has occurred in medical _records,
clinical taboret try, dental hygiene, and the secondary school programs.

HOSPITALITY, ItEC5EAV0IDS11
The prim y purpose of this project was to develop comprehensive teacher-

oriented 1 urriculttm guidelines fur leisure occupations at the exploration and
preparation levels of the career education model. The-final products comprise
printed guides for use by teachers in integrating career education for leisure
occupations in curriculum at grades 9 through 12. Since the field of recreation
and tourism may base inherent employment attractiuns.fur the disadvantaged,
handicapped and other minorities, motivation factors causing people to enter,
continue to leave this occupational area Lave been assessed in a pilot study.

Pisscmination of the guides has included 500 copies to the States, ,000 copies
to local education ligencies, afad 500 copies to colleges and universities. In fiscal
'71, a second major project was funded for further work in the Hospitality,
Recreation and Tourism cluster.

CONSUMER AND 110MEMAICING

The development of flexible teaching curriculum modules on consumer educa-
tion, which can be adapted by teachers to serve a variety of learners of varying
ages, 8mM:economic levels, cultural backgrounds, and life styles was funded in
fiscal '72. The following objectives ivere achieved by this project:

1. Identification and review of available curriculum materials in consumer
education and a determination of gaps hi the materials;

2. The development of teaching modules to supplement existing materials,
3. Field testing of modules;
4. Design and development of consumer education teaching modules which

can be, used by- or adapt ed.,hy teachers.or leaders of youth organizations,
teachers of pre-and In service teachers of grade 9-14 or adults, and students
Of any age for self instruction; a nil

5. Dissemination of the curriculum modules for use in vocational-technical
educatiqn programs.

More than 300 home economics, business and office, and distributive education
teachers participating in the field test wail seam. 15,000 students from a variety
of socioeconomic levels and cultural backgrounds. Testing included SC1100iN and
nun - ..,;haul learning cent( rs and involved students In grades 0 -14, adults, senior
citizens, and vocational youth groups. This project resulted in a set of consumer
education teaching module:, w Melt have been printed by the Government Printing
Office.

In fiscal year '74. a contract was awarded for the development of ungraded
curriculum guides for home economics-related occupations in the areas of : if

C
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child development, family relations, and hoinemaker,lunie health occupations,
2) cluthing and textiles occupations, 3) foods and nutrition occupations, 4) home
management find family economics occupations, and Zi) cure of Man% ledges and
skills assuciated with home ecenuniics-related occupations. In this duster also,
further work is needed in the development of curricula fur the homemaking
aspect.of home economics in order to achieve a prugraiii mure responsive to sochil
conditions and needs.

FINE: ARTS AND IIUJIANITIES

A small grant award in fiscal '73 was for the purpose of inquiring into the
relationship between the fine arts and career education. Speciiic.11y, a three-
day conference nab held to exaiaine the theoretical and practicul issues surround-
ing the arts as an. ocenpatiorial cluster. Tsenty participants prepaied paper
identifying the basic educational literature on the arts, problem areas, arid
general. guidelines for the fine arts and humanities Ltirilt.11ifiaL the elementary,
middle and secondary levels. Participants also naiad) zed a lie.% concept, 'Tile
cultural service field," which would afford career preparation in uccupations
which support the fine arts, such as. art dealership, public relations, gallery
management; set design; costuming; lighting.

Over 2,000 copies of "The Arts, Cultural Services, and Career Education; have
been published in a special issue of The Journal of Aesthetic Education.,

In fiscal. year '74, a contract was awarded for the development of curricula
fondle occupational duster of Fine Arts and Humanities, Curriculum guides are
tube developed for occupational exploration, orientation, and preparatiun for
the junior and senior h iglf levels. _r

CONSTRUCTION

The purpose of the Construction duster project which began in 1971 was to
develop instructional materials to be used at the secondary level for career des el-
opment fur construction occupations. The Instructor's guides for grades 5 and 10
and for grades 10, 11 and 12 include. behavioral objectives, suggested activities
for students and instructors, sources of informative, related academic theory,
and examples uZ lesson plan development. Ain in-depth exploratory approach
introduces the student to construction occupations in seven broad' areas wood,
metal, masonry, electu ical, finishing, Leavy equipment_operations, and engineering
and support services. One guide focuses un a choice fur skill doelopment withhr
one of the ses en areas. The student's resource manual for the explui atury phase en-
ables the student to establish a broad base of information about occupations
within the constructionjudustry from which reasonable career decisions can be
made. The student's resource manual for the skill development phase provides
the basic technical information to coincide with and supuplement the develop-
ment of skills relelant to the specific job family within the related occupational
field.

A grant extension, funded in 1973, provided for the validation of the materials
In a number of representatives school systems. In addition, the project is to
develop materials fur grades 7 and 8, develop an inservice training guide, con-
duct inservice training fur instructors In the pilot WI , and collect informa-
tion, which will be used in the de elonnient of a postsecondary articulation guide
covering each of the five 'original cluster areas.

.ENVIRONMENT

Workshops and one half day conferences with a focus on ens ironmental occu-
pattons as a career field w ere held around the country. Conferees included super-
intendents of local school districts or their representatives. The objectives of
these conferences were :

t. To develop a basic understanding of career education concepts.
2. To stimulate environmental awareness among educational personnel

and subsequently students.
3. To promote quality curricular programs in the environmental portion of

career education.
4. To provide a sound basis for sitident career choices through improved

vocational guidance and career counseling information.
Each delegate attending reNelved a completed handbook which contained it

comprehensive overview of the key concepts for which the conferences «ere
organized and a complete library of information on environmental occupations,

62-945--75--vol. 2.41
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two environmental education courses designed for high schools. and an anno-
tated labliograpin of inetatute, auditayual material, and program:, of
cal-environmental content.

A, (publication, Garen Educaltun and the, Ent tronment 1105 printed by the Gus-
eminent Printing Office. Over 35,000 copies have been sold.

liA01tiEliNG AND DISTRIDI-TION -

A grant was awarded for the puruse of del t,Auping an annotated bibliography
of distniutne ethic:Limn materials. to sort e as one basis furl nyriculuto dec.:Mous
in the development of di,tributis e education curricula. Personnel front seven
6totes were a:cc:hest in the review ,tad es ablation of tiulutated materials, and as
a resulta 6)5 page, too tulnine-aiinotated biblicpgrapl* Was dec (loped. Copies
were disseminated to the Stme, departments of education, to lucal education '
agencies as requested, to es cry distribiane education teachcr and ei er,y State
supervisor for distributive education.

A project begun in 1973, is designed to prepare two resource guides, for the
inclusion of (lie marketing and distribution occupational cluster within the frame-
work of career ethicetion. oat: guide pros ides as gencral conceptual framework for
eurriculunt development in marketing and distribution, The other inch:tics all
aspects of a curriculum presentation fur exiauratory eit.pc' acmes in the middle
school year:. Fundamental to the development of materials for this project is the
review t'if literature. programs, projes.ts, and the U.S.O.E. occupational taxono-
miesrela hug to rawer and distribut ive education.

Gullies in draft form Pere presented to a national coofcrenec of 100 educators
for further inputs from the field, Before [Aiding and dissemination, field tests
will 1,e eiimuited in three different settings and will ins (Ave integration with
other occupational exploration materials or In-depth.exploratiun.

St A L7FACTURING

The purpove of the Manufacturing shiAor project is to des slop a nationally
applicable. high ,sehoul lesel curriculum for use at grades 9 and 10, 11 and 12 in
the manufavtairom oecupat ins. The project uses an integrative model is Welt
delineate,: mania:let airing boa 1 bulis, form eS(47, 1111(1 products And pros isles a usef
desagn fur teaching niatisitnet tiring. at the four surges -4%e phase- of career edit a-
non. it represFents it s3iitlie.is of s ocat tonal. industrial a rts and gem i.al education
and also instils es 11 taking relationships between education and intim-try.

Twiehing mites Unlade learning as tis dies. learning objectis es. materials,
mesita, and means: of et iiluati on as well ins guOinito information. Student resource
mono:as are designed for the explorittock. and preParation Is-cols and proside
preparat Pm for job entry. po.t,-et tondary training. or higher education. The man-
uals hula& means for student self-a sqesZinent.

The.niaterials hale been field tested at fit e sites anti final to:al:mg guides and
student reiource ma t eria Is should become available in 975.

. PUBLIC SIIIIVICEN

Son h o duster project int holes a national sea rt 11 for exemplary
pulshe sonless lino:rams and histrattloaal materials, des* lopment of tea hers
guide. for the Lair phases of tatreer,ellticatIon . 'Alta testing of those c

a r011011 of an articulation tumponeot bet mceti seitlor high and post sectaidar3
inKttations. and the dos elm:meat of a "courdli ator's Implementation guide- for
live by loonl school district staff.

'1 ho piddle secs lee occupation!. cluster was an hied Into eight milv busters and
t ,1111111th VW(' was (411111 ishcd fur content material found to Let union n 01 SONS

the full (luster. There is a set of guidelines for an exploratory program at the
junior high Nellitia lest4 as well as materials applicable tus more *Mall/x*1:411413
In Nish of the sub-clusters, These materials base been field tested at eight iota
t ions. his hiding California and New York and have Ins uls ed nearly 5,000 st usleuts.
Jo addition. the projes t has estalilished liaison, channel.. 11 ill' user SO organtm-
t tons and groups and ha. Ins oiled. mer 500 Individuals from 21 States In its de-
velopment and Implementation.

In fiscal '74, a contract IN as awarded for the development of a series of films
rind related print-based instriutIonal materials on the common cure materials
in the Public hers Ice,s, curriculum development project. The films are designed
For delis ery by cable Tv to provide occupational instruction in the tonne,
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PERSONAL SERVICES

A prupusal as funded in Fl '74 fur eurricplum development in the Personal
Sena:es area. 1714 purpoSes of this project ate to determine. the state- of -the-
art, specific bases for curriculum decisions in the area, curriculum in junior and
senior high school le% cds for occupational exploration aid preparation , and to
deielup such modules as may be heeded fur developing auareness and training
fur the personal services occupations. All materials %%ill be field tested at a
minimum of three sites.

TRANSPORTATION-

A project funded iu fiscal '73 as an extension of an existing grant, gas designed
to produce and %alidate curriculum materials, student resource manuals, a
teacher's guide to career orientation in transpurtation,,and a guide directed to
the transitlua from to postsecondary traiispuitatiun occupations education.
Curriculum deielupment ut Phase II and postsecondary articulation materials
%%as planned for January. 1373 to June, 1974. Pilot testing of Phase III and IV
materials was planned for the 1073-74 and 144/1-7.5 Saloul years, and pilot testing
of the Phase II and postsecondary materials as projected fur the 1974-75 school
year. The period front Julie, 1tn5 to December, 1975- sill be used for revision,
updating, and preparing materials for final publication through a commercial
publisher.

The project has generated a great deal of interest in this new occupation0
cluster. Material from the teacher's guides Las been adapted and used in an
information bouhlet, The Shy's Not the Limit for a Career in Tiansportation."
Articles have appeared in se%eral professional journals. .1, secondary and post-
secondary ciaisurtiiiin for trauspurtatiun education in the San Francisco area has'
beenforined'as adirect result of this project.

MARINE SCIENCES

In FY '71, a project was funded fur the purpose of determining the state-of-
the-art of marble science education and the rlt >idhutt linVications for future
educational programs and ci...iculinn decisions 'elated thereto in the context of
the career education theme. The general objective of this project is to develop
a publication tentatively titled Carvcr Edneation in, Marine Science Ovettpa-

etionsGpidclines for Carrieulunt Development in Grades K-14.

ARTICLLAJIGN uE 6h..t.u.NOARI AND POSI:"FiCuNDARY PltutiltANIS,IN 11%E OCCLPATIONAL
CLUSTER AREAS

As secondary school programs in career education become nture sophisticated.
articulatma problems %%ith respi it to postsecondary education may become more
complex. The basic purposes of this project u ere to identify and study the existing
and putential problems of articulation betcsetu high school and post secondary
career VII itca dun programs and to ileclop suggested guidelines to solve the
problems. if they occur.

Projeit staff,niclubers obtained information and materials concerning articula-
tion littilfienis and their solutions from file ongoing occupational education
carriculitin projects and %Lanis postsci outlay occupational progfains in the
(Lister areas of consti tation, manufacturing. public service, transportation, sad
conuntioliations and media. The resultant publication focusses un admissions
politics La pustsecoliilary occupational education programs , open door Ands-
:dials requirements, student testing for entry level ur advanced credit or place-
ment, vounseliag at buth secondary and postsecondary levels, student attrition
rifles adult education programs, and student recruitment and Job placement
activities.

MONITORING OF PART I PROJECTS

Monitoring of curriculum projects funded tinder Part I is shared by specialists
in technical areas throughout 130AE and members of the-Curriculiint Develop-
ment Branch. This Is it particular strength of the Curriculum Development
Program. It-means that technical specialists ni the content fields are contributing
the benefits of their expdrtise to ILe projects and are, in turn, increasing their
expertise through contact with specialists in the field.

953,
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IMPACT OF CLUSTER (ERRICULUIL PROJECTS

Since it takes at least two years to develop anti test a major curriculum
package, anti an additional fuur_naniths or so fur printing and disswilipation, the
impact of much of the early Part Loftin is only now being felt. A number of
projects more recently funded are in the del clopment and testing pliascs. Never-
theless, there are many evidences th.tt, the Part I Curriculum Program is con-
tributing significantly to broadening the concept of 1, ueaLiuffid education and
improving the quality of its programs -and that Is ,the broad purilose of this
program.

Beyond the occupational clusters and building on the cluster cm ricultun efforts
there is neeTfor specific occupational preparation curricula for both secondary
and postsecondary letels. Continuous curriculum development is essential{ fpr
updating and for the achievement of curricula for emerging occupations.

Mr. Pc-cissiu. This to me was a great tragedy because if you look
at this chapter I think spending money for cuiticulum del elopment is
one of the most exciting. i4Sults of the 1968 auiendments. I do hope
that-your staff will look at this.

- Chairman-PERKINS. Our staff will look at it.
Mr. Pucrxsia. We can talk all we want about modernizing voc ed.

But if we don't give them curriculum development you are not going
to modernize it. So I hope the dollars will follow the idea.

Chairman PERKINS. You have no problem with Perkins. We have
got a recommendation from the administration. Go ahead.

Mr. 'AMU. One other aspect in answer to yOur question that you
voiced earlier that I tl ink Is unique in this field, near the end of my
testimony I was pointing out the maturing of the adviz,oly council
concept. t seems to me we Woe a strong netm otk of lidvisory councils.
We have our council along with the AVA and other constituencies
which. can pros ide a great deal of backup and expertise at the State
and. local level as well as the national level through their work with,
the Congressmen and what_have you.

So I feel that with this network we arein a much better position
to support the kinds of things, the kinds of problems, you m ere talking
about than perhaps other groups are.

Mr. Pocxxsiu. Also, Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to re-
member that the 1968 amendments were' missed when this country was
in its eighth.consecutiNe year of prosperity. E en m ith 8 years of un-
interrupted economic growth we still had a 3.2 percent unemployment
rate. One of the great strengths of this .act of 1968 was to try and
retrain.and.train people particularly in adult education-and they were
trained.

So as we had said, as was stated in our earlier statement, this country
is going to a $2 trillion GNP by roughly 1980 or 1981. We are going
to need the kind of skilled help that this Vocational Education Act
provides to run American industry.

I think both the administration and the Congress have to realize
that our greatest single danger, once we roll out of this present eco-
nomic turmoil, is going to be lined help. I know of estimates that
show that by 1980Jess than w percent of the American labor force
is going to be unskilled.

Chairman PERKINS. In certain areas now the shortag&is terrific.
Mr. PUCINSKI. That. is the point. Mr. Greenspan said the recession

is bottoming out. That is not the important thing he said. The im-
portant thing he said is that we are going to have an unemployment
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.rate of i'V) percent, for the rest of this year and it will drop down:to
around 7 percent next year. Thtit is rather interesting, that many of
those people laid off today will have to be retrained through adUlt
education _training programs incorporated in this ifthey are going to
find ,fAinful.emproyment. ;

This is one o f" the great strengths of this legislation.
Chairman PERrr \S. Let me ask a few questions here that I would

hkeeto ask. Mr. Burkett, what do you consider to be the greatest impact,
of the Mb amendments and the present weakness of vocational educa-
tion? Should Congress put a ceiling on the amount of Federal funds
to be used fot State administration? Enlighten us a little.

Mr. BURKETT. Mr. Chairman, of course as I pointed out, the 1068
amenthnents have made a great impact. I think the fact that Congress
addressed the rpeds of people and considered this as a program to put
across the types of institutions has been one of the great strengths. Of
course, the..expanded opportunities as I mentioned earlier, at the post-
svcondary level and the great expansion there have mil programs
more accessible to the public.

One of the`tbings I saw develop that I did not see previously was to
any great extent the cooperative efforts that have been carried on. be-
tween the other agencies and the vocational education program and
the State boards for vocational education. These were mentioned in
my testimony. ,

Another strength has been the expanded curriculum efforts in the --
new fields. Part D of the exemplary progytuns has certainly brought
to new vocational education many changes and showed and demon-
strated that we can do new things, that we are not the same program
that.we wtre, prior to 10Q8.

With respect to the weaknesses, Mr. Ch4rtpan, we have ,got a long
way to go in improving our counseling and guidance programs. We
he ve pegs in round boles that get into ()or programs. I think it is un-

to fortunate for the funds And also for the
So I hope that we can in the new legislation improve the career

counseling and guidance program. I think that is one of the weaknesses
in the program today, although -it has improved a great deal.

Anothemeakness of the program is the fact that we have expanded
so rapidly in'recent years that we have not been able to do the proper *:.
job of upgrading the instructional staffs, although EPDA has clone a
great deal. There have to be more funds, I think, placed along with an
upgrading of the instructors, the profesBonal staff:

The early,faunders of vocational education legislation, the Smith-
,

Hughes act, took 14 percent of the Federal fluids for teacher educa:
non. They recognized that inan3 of the people coming into the field
were not people who were trained the techniques of teaching. 'fiat
is not a bad figure to use even today as we deal with new legislation.

Unfortunately, much of the planning Has been based upon' the
amount of. money that they think they are going to get and the facil-
ities and the instructional staff. Although planning has improved may-
be something could be included.

I think another weakness is the fact that we are not, reaohing lot
of people that. we ought to reach. Perhaps an outreach effort ought to-
be launched as we did under the old Manpower Development Training
Act, to bring some of the disadvantaged into our programs.

/
.1
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You asked a krtion about whether a ceiling should be placed on
administration, as suggemeh3 the General .1.equunting Othee.,I MI Id
hare to, argae against it because if the Congress of the rinted States
eNpeets changes and redirections to take place T NA they WIe gust to
1101(1 somebody responsible for this at the Stato ltu el and for the States
to not have enough people, 4; pro% Ade this rediteet ion I think 'nuuld
be unfo'rtu)nite:. - -. P. ) I

1

1 I afink-that one oi,the problems in the G-4.0 iepoit was that they' clic-hilt find Administration becauge they inchaled taeher eduvatlion,
technical assistance, p-vided iii loeni prow-apes, I yie% v it wuullt lid .
viifortimate to place a ceiling because many Statu legislatures are
treluciant to provide funds to administer federallvdnitiated'ptogranis. At. Mr. Chairman, I think those are the questioiP that you were di-

/ rating toward -file... , ,

Mr. LErimAN., Thank you very Much. I am pursuing a, couple of .
areas in vocatignal education awing theselea i..11,.rs, oim iit s hielt
doesn't relate td-your testimony,. But I am.interested in the possibility ,
of satellite vocational education schools where the groinals are on the
premises where they are learning for instance in full-time classruonis
adivent to or in connection with hospit4 for paiamellii'al.instruc-
tions perhaps a majov metropolitairliewspaper,or al theuitlant itself.'
The county of Dude in Florida, a larg metroPulita a area one, f the
problems in on -time -job training is the inability of young people in
vocational programs nut being able to get to the on-the-job training
site. To me it would be easidr to bring an.EngliA teacher or mat]; or .

social studies in on Wednesday at die location u the WWI eux irouniel it, ,the on-the-job site.
Is there any knowledge of these kind:i of :',progr4 w ithin y our

e44imicres? .° ,

s 1

Dr. Timm:G. Congref,sman, 1 heliele that «mununity ciallgs in
particiilar are starting to move out moroond more, a. you are in-
dicatimg, and in vocational. areas we see Oil, as well: I iteliev there is
a Mt. Sinai Ifospital in Miami? You will hal e to help ik. Well: one r ,of the larg(fhospitals hits turned over.` .

4.,

lEr. tntimAx. Right.
Dr. TUrRECI. The whole haildilig. Dade Com, munitv College goes

there for many oftheii health-related programs. 3E- lig. .u.i,e2..t might be
a bit. fuzzY. But I believe that...in add:tit/a to the three oi four. cam-
pure& Dade goes out to &Rune 200 oilier st (ire trout.", Aoppiog cotew,
and the like. Tt is n concept that is very desirable. I valuient ion a few
othersinound the count t.. I lacy we haik to get greatckc cooperation

, from busiiie§s aid -industry to (Jo scthe'of,these things I'd plants, in
shopping ebnters. ,, 1 ,

Mr. Lmi-A.vs. What I ath concerned about is the kind of 2.-year
degree. Those same students hav'e to take a certainamount of English.
Is that English also done at. the Mt. Sinai location? Or they hale to
collie to the downtown campuses? -i-i

. Br. TIRREI.I.. Sir, to be specific I cannot answet' you. I would hope
' they could bring math and English there. , I

41'. LEHMAN. That is the point "Lam tryinaltol-aise.
p.. 1'mm It is possible audit is liappeninginNume limited pimps

around the country, Mr. Chairman. but not. as mnamm as Congress )lottl.1,
like. I think We are all familiar with the Wtroit Scrotneelpuies-High

. f " \ '
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School, which is tight out at the airport. The total program is di% en
there. There are other actiA ities that could be cited. But probably more
frequently the students have to go back to the campus to receit e the
academic pogrom. Your question is, why is it necessary ?It isn't neces-
sary at all. That can be accomplished. under e.xisting legislatiuu. 'What
ww hose to du is encourage more teachers to go to the students rather
than having students go to the teachers.

Mr. LEHMAN. So far the placement facilities do not count as positive
those students wilt) go unto num motional subjeas or liberal arts, those
kind of college pursuits. What tt..c the possibilities of counting college
entranee.as a fa% (arable pla&met_to eneouracre Lounselors and % uca-
tional people to include that as a success

Dr. PIEIA.,E. I would only refer to the letter that I sent to you in that
renal, at the last hearing. I think for example the data that Dr.
Burkett presented this morning shows that id Ohio of the 1S.0 pqrtent
of the students not aA tillable for employ meat percent of those Aunt
on to baccalattreaM programs. That etrtainly is .1 positir e side to be
counted. But most fiequently those students are mat coajdered as a
part of the success of vocational education.

Mr. Lawmax. Charlie, do you have a question?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just viola to say first of

all that Mr. Quie is genuinely distressed that he couldn't be here..As
Mr. Pucinski knows, one of the perils of a leadership position in the
House is that when the leadership calls at meeting you ha% a tuba: thine.
Su he couldn't make this meeting e% en though la7ltad joined the chair-
man insponsoringit..

Iro and/ other members of the committee on both sides gill mad not
only your prepared stattments but the transcript of these heatings and
the summaries that Mr. Jennings and I will be preparing.

It has been a A ery useful hearing. I have only one question. Loulsing.
down "the line, say, 10 ytnitrsI would address this to the pane
WO sea still today a relatitiely high emphasis on secondary pryg,tas
as.opposed to postsecondacy and adult. Do you foresee and I re, )g-
mire from your testimony that this emphasis has been shifting a
further shift toward postsecondary and adult progiums? Dot uu e
motional education taking over a larger part of a task that isnow

being done by manpowcrilevelopment and training pro".1,:as
Mr. PocrNsia. At the Peak of our drive for higher irducat la unIA

5:-, percent of students went on to higher eau( Aiwa.. So nem) judkailea
you are going to continue to see a great need. fur \ motional education
at the secondary lo el hearse thew re some 15 to 50 percent of Ameli-
tans who for all sorts o1 reasons jnst don't want to go on to nigher
education. It would be a rent mistake to put all of this emphasis tau
pustsmondary edacation. We appreciate the postsecondm ..ffort:be-
cause it doesghe them an associate degree and it does gi,- them
advanced training.

I think the paths that \elaA e suggested, the 25 percent mandatory
and in. some instances as jnuch as TO percent, we feel this4is a decision',
that the local communitiles ought to make, maintaining the balance
between secondary and pdstsccondary.

Mr. BAncram. I am la t hugge4i lig further van marking of real, .yal
funds, I was really thinking about the tetal mix of funds.
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`Mr. PCCINSIU. Charley, I think whatyou are going to find ultimately
F's a dris a to giA e eNery American studentigraduating from high school

1a marketable skill. If that -o naste wants ts, to improve on that. skill3 ut, i ii
through the postsecondary experience or even further, fine. But in my4,
judgment it ought to be--and this is the way they are moving now

, that they ate developing programs all over the country with the exten-
si A e Ube of area voLational centers where the classroom training is given
in the area vocational center.

I would hope that our national policy, our national goal, would be
to lime es cry oungster graduating from high School graduate Kith a
marketable skill. If they never use that skill, that is OK. But at least
they have something to fall back on if things don't work out. ,

Mr. TinEnn. I think the entire educational process is going through
all evolution in terms of early childhood education with different expo-
sures at. the elementaty level. We are getting to the point where this
thing is working out perhaps a little_differealy than it has been. We
could see some changes boon. IA liCrk! perhaps adult and secondary educa-
tion v ill play perhaps a larger rule in occupational and skilled voca-

i, tional training. .
s

-All'. LEHMAN. I am going to have to run flor the quorum call. You
could submit. the rest of your statement for he record and it will be
included. But as of now I am going to ha\ e close this hearing, call
the subcommittee to a close, subject to the call of the Chair.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask R,there is any additional
response someone would like to make to that question that it be in-
eluded in the ec rd?

.Ntr. LEirm., N.,. Vithout objection. .
.

[Material nitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
1

\,

I.:NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

I
.4 Washington, D.C. July 3,1975.

1 '1 (f
-AINMORANDUNI

.,_

To. MS). Carl retkIns, Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and 'Vocational Education, House of Representatives.

From. John W. Thiele, Chairman, National Athisury Council on Vocational
Education. i

Sullject : Addendum to tespMony,
In t.-stiOing heftwe piiir Sub( 11111111it tee Ilb done 25, I Aas nimble to respoial

full, io a iit,ikai by the Mluority Counsel due to n-quorum call on the lion,...
floor. The Ilinotity ei)IlllIq I, 11 r. Radcliffe, raimil the matter of duplication
la t ween CLTA. Mid l'IlIll at iou programs. I request 'hat the following statement
be ,addled as a Fart of CO cilleitil lieurhut as the,conclusion Of my remarks,

IV(' il le . cit.. inly comet nu d about th,, Auld ication, pa rth ula rl, at the, adminis-
trati. l IVI k 14,14 echicatit.mil programs and CETA programs. The CETA hip pro-
%ides that one pert en. of the fund, (IC il'ZATired and used olil fur Institutional
%.aatilliati I liiiI tit 4011. Tine PIA10 ski of that proishm, as I lIfiderNtillid it. % as to
lover , -.4,eration between the prog:rano., and lay the groundwork for even
greater use of existing ocational tIlilll litiun facilities, where noble, in l'ifnjune-
tpin with CE " "Pk desired el/011(.1'116011 IltIS not materialized, for a number
Of reasons. walk ,. . -alit that CETA funds, when used fur training, are going
into heN piogcancs and 111.:u 1...,ll illIWN nth MI appear tv be duplienting existing
operation- in the N ocationid t!,ductilkm pei tor or the l'untIllUillt,!/ . IIII7Igitilt 1' e,
and optimum, law of exIst)tig Winking facilities and programs is not taking place,
as It gent,rai ride. I understalitt that the! Department of Labor is- making efforts
now to brim; CETA. plume spoil:50N and local otational educators together to
try .0 establish better coionamications between the two and realize the intent of
the legishition. I bell9e the Subsvmuilttee should match the outcome orthese

9-6-t)
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efforts, and should consider 1111111t14/11111 action if tlicj should fail to bring about
the desiredtoordination.

Iu addition to coordination, we should also be concerned wait ways and means
of -establishing linkages between all Shill training programs, anti of tilig thcse
Programs to our nutlet/10y went and welfare S.4 z+lcai0, so that w e can build a total,
comprehensive approach to the urgLut need to train and rettain our :Nation's
workforce.

We have the physical plant to do the* job, but we have to Mahe full ask! of it,
and that can only be dune when the people int kill ed start wurhin-; tugctlier.

Front a businessman's point of view the excellent physical plant that has been
created through the country during the last ten years, is, in reality, only blich,
111011/11', and equipineut. At, peopie, the faculty, administrators, and .stuk
that really make the difference. We have created iu the last decade a highly
qualified, Hell training infra-structure of vocational instructors, ckainselo.s anti
administrators. This young people represent a licw gentrailuit in Out 4 uLatiunal
training LAultititai. They rue well educated, highly molt% attAl, and art itshing the
right questions, and are cltAtluping gaud ,111S11er6 anti altLrnatik ts. I ant k
excited by this group of people.

Bill Pierce, Citaxles Buzzel, and many of the aLtiv e participants in AV-1, both
at the national inid`lucal level, as well as many new State Directors, are repre-
sentative of this new generation I alit talking about. I ant very excited about the
potential they offer, and feel strongly that we should du all we can in twits of
giew legislation, to encourage and motivate them.

This country has the finest system ti facilities, and staff to man them, in the
world. Oar challtnyt noel and en the years to conit is to ma/ ,. thou as p. (Audit G
as we possibly can, for the benefit of all the people.

0
SYSTEM SCIENCES., INC.,

Chapel Hill, N.O., July 8, 1975.
Hon. Onat D. Ptik.ms,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
U.S. House of Representatives, Rayburn Building, 'Washington, D.C.

Dear CITAIRNIA.N PERKINS . This letter is concerned with obtaining full benefits
from the "Commissioner's discretionary' Part C research funds authuria.et1 under
Public Law 90 576, yocattonat Education Amendments of IKS, as untended, for
Fiscal Year 1976 and subsequent appropriation yews, The ubJeLtik e 10 not more
we-et' research funds. For a reasonable e:%pettatikat of meeting cue -ktl research
needs, money is nut as crucial as the removal of statutorily-based constraints
andiur the addition of clarifying and directive procedural language.

Four recommendations are iniiikt as follow.s:
1. Remove State-by-State geugiaphital funding quota constraitits that impede

and affect adversely the effit ient use of the Contalwatnier's tilscr,uatta.t,y, Aare
of vocational etitiLatiun research funds. States would Lunitnue to reecio their
re- pectiv e nun-Ctanitiissioliees "formula Aw arils from the Cuittit0slotter's
shamould be based on full, free and open compettillon.

Enclosure A reproduces portions of tit-ORA/11131 anti 132 of P.L. 90-7,76 for
referete e ease, 11, 1tc11 .11S 4 paragraph Atratction from a House Report un ()Lett
patiunal education addressed essentially to this saute ptint. Desp.te thee House
Committee un Education's clarilLatioa of its intent, the 0tatitory languin,e reads
differently, or can be and in fact 1, klmtintiing to be intermeted differently.
Present State-by-State competition award plot:educes iulubit we -ed research
addressed tp national needs.

There is no known lung-range out -ed national research plan. If one were to be
prepared in present tireunistailecs, It Would he a fruitless inefficient exert 1st..
Plan achievement under existing constraints would b«lepentletit on the happen-
stance interest 1/f applicants and their t oimitiental State of resiticine.

2. Condi/et the annual-competition for -tue-ed grants and contracts from the
Oflit e of the Commissioner of Education, anti with a perspective of nutting
lottional,'-regional, and interstate vocational education research needs. The com-
petition 1111011114.1111111tS 11014 show the Commissioner's discretionary.' bill& prt.-
allovated to Statessee Enclosure B. Regardless of proposal nit rat, rarely if
ever w ill tile 'proposers" within a State receive aggregate awards significantly
is excess of the pre proposal State allocation. This allocation obviously discour-
ages compreltenisive national proposals.
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Di,otiragenient is intensified further 1,3 the automated pi ocedure that cad'
Stan...line( taw of 11/t atilnl.1.1 a:41W h.) tune cupiea of each application
originating. from any address sithiti his `tote, and the State Director is invited
tO therepli, alai ill aids ant e of all -other application resiewers.

uutsidt' rt-.It otts are nut net essaril3 Iniumledgezible of the Commissioner's
data, 1,pertuitzial. and administratise needs that could be satisfied by use of
these tbs. retionar3 finals. The el)Ilittli,zatrliel toad Li, staff bear the respunsi-
Wit; lot a t. of these funds.flteir a utliorit). and Judgment should be regarded
as paramount to opinions of "outside" reviesi'er4.

on" ''f the purpose's of the States re, itas is to as old "implication of other
Preiet ts iii the state. Iloss et er, iu ties of the 1,1411).a1 g4.1( r procedure

that. The Culilltilzsiotier call gale :,1)eklall CO11,11.111.lt hill to prugruns
tar tis of national. regional. or interstate significance the priorit3
arta. . . .." it is ..ht haus that these inure compreltensis e perspet t is es and broader
ra .t re better pa rforzlittl at the Commissioner lea t. I. State Director
responsibilities are motel staittlabl oriented to the need, of his particular State.
alai ft as State Diret tors are t.xperts tat either t tirrent priorit3 national
sot ii researt It lietqjs or the t aloahilities of all aut.-v(1 rtst,tetli urgaiti/mtiuns
within their State to meet. those national needs.

fl. iza the annual giants and t ion rat is competition in the t"onimi rte
1 :u'aio at Ittzelp to participation of the professional and taxpaying research

ht urg.tai,aa tpIi. No human professional rest arch organization regards
"the 'ii ash a as a basic routine sour( e of grants and "tat rat ts Announce-
no eel, ,f The researt It and tit-10,4111ton needs of the Federal Gus el ninon. All read
the riontn;ree ntaxitic:fs Daffy carefully.

It is, Ft, gnized that the office of Education retetts sonit 350 applications
tutu.tll fur the t toutilissiontr' share of tot -ed rtsearth-fiiittls. Many anti per -
hasp, Ill t of them' a Itpht atitno: are front State boards, 111):4.4 affiliated 111th ersi-
ties. lot al etlta anon agent les, and other urgaiiiiat ion, collet t is cly tumprising
the alt al researt It establishment. Illtoritall.t, sutlt itatertas hued institutions
iota ia 'amnia e limos researt h and (13 Immo .persptcti es free front entangle-
ments as ith tst.thla,Led procedures. personnel and all gahlA/0114lill

tkat di/ 10aitStantlitig isoi h.' despite their t onipetitis ely sheltered ens irtminent.
ltiah unrestrn ted eutupetItun, the rtsearehi produets on Lelaalf of the C(11111111S-
,:olit r's funds asOkild iiiiabathted13 set mutt It higher standards of,eNeellttite.

1 wool, re, B tot ISrzilp announced competition %stand also introduce the
anistbari of the need for t larititation role of t ost-sharing; as a net essar
urwent in proposal it. t eptanm tilt behalf of the Commissioner's responsibilities.

Ref, rem t again is made to Ent losur A and the requirement for Part C grant
or aontratt apnlicatitms to Unlade 'the portion of the rust to be biome by the
alplit ant. Athilintstrat as ely, this terminology is inexpligably interpreted as
folloss This section of the At t requires that a portion of the cost of each
proleer be borne by the grantee or contractor."

Tice professional. taxpaying research organizations are further inhibited from
substantise long -tern' commitments on behalf of the Co111111hq,h)lier'S

rt sea rt It rt.sp.mihilities by OE's atItninktratile itittrpretation that no
Alfat . to he ant haled in alt) Cola tat t as artled a professional h tag:taint-.

t kik ha eeh, fu male a profit. As Sam knout. fees are the source of taxes,
that frat tion of tests subsequent tql by Go eminent auditing,
and other purposes'.

4 StrA.s applied reqearch ft,n. iseatl Years 1976. 1977. and 1975. Priority is
r. ) Wu% (bit t tat, -ed 11(111111dAnIthe oiler:UW*1S. anal prase,
In: a ohm-m at highest l'ea el of Congressional and Ad millestrathoi interests. tielt
ha. IPItl learned from past so -ed research etatents. It should be put to use
sa int the shortest .posAble t line

Emlbau k to States from .111.113,V:4 of thou, State Plans is in orth r. Feedback.
to f'ofigress from anal3sis of these,State Plans is also appropilate. Even more
,inpoptiatelsant tUlttVsi 14 a rail ortdet lion of cue -ed as aiiiptegral component
of Do, vilaeatitonal statism. anti itletnifitlitlutt of alternathe actions ha Al Melt

+I. -4.1 tail Lase maximum impat t and influence tat States and local school
district.,

.1cceptance and implementation of these, recommentlatIons could greatly
hits tcdse flat, eapubilittev,if or, for ri.sponsis cries.. to findings:mil needed linpros

11.41 as tlito.e detailed in the rottitairtIlet General's 'Report to the Con-
cre4, Tm.ember 1. 1074. "What 1, The Role of Federal .1ssistatice For Voca-
tional Education?"

9U
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I ,,,h1 ie ',ha-& d h, pro% oh. further tlaitilua tion, ur tletath, or to discuss
the above in your office at ziAnt.convenience..

Very truly yours,
Room; 'A. l'Ansoss,

Vice Protident.
blatelo,ure.

17:Nctosnat A. EXTRACTS

((let. 16, Ms. l'ablie Law 90 - 5576, 82 Star. 101781

"PAnT CItusF.Ant it AND TRAINING IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"AUTHORIZATION OF GRANTS AND cozmacrs

c, a) nom 50 per centring of the sums assailable to each State for the
ifurpo.,.. of this hart the Commissioner is authorized to make grants to and

lt rak pith institutions of highir education, public and private agencies and
institutions. State boards, and, nith the approN al of the appropnate State board,
LI local educational agoicies in that State fur the purposes set forth in section
132. except that no grant may be made Whig than to a nonprofit agency or
institution.

bi The remaining 50 per cent um of the sums available to each State for the
of this part shall be used by its State board, in accordance with its

State plan, (1) for ,pioing up to 75 per centimi of the costs of the State research
coorilinatuai unit, add (2) for grants to colleges and 11110 ersities, and other
ptibU r La..1protit private. agencies and institutions, and local educational agen-
tics obtrat (s ss WI private .agent Res, organizations, and institutions to pay

t lit ail, or the coz..ts of programs and projects for ti ) research and training
ugrain, tii i experitut utal, ilt vtlopmental, or pilot programs developed by such

hist:tun, us and agencits and designed to mutt the special Imational needs of
;oaths, youth., in etontnnicalb delit'essed communities who have
at .ali mis s sot iuctmivinit.., or other handicaps that present them from succeeding
in the regular Notational education programs, awl iiii) the_ths.semination of in-
forniatlioa. Lited from the foregoing programs or from research and demon-

'stiations in the field of Notational education, %tint h programs and projects Wye
befit rt louuuendcd by the State research coordination unit or by the State
advisory council.

e

"APPLICATIONS

Si C, 133. (a) A grant or contract under section 131i a) may lie made upon
appli anion 1,, the Commissioner at such time or in.sutli manner, and eon-
IA111111.1,, .t'«miPtinivd 103. $11011 laforluatiOn as the Commissioner deign:, acces-
sary. sueli application. shall contain--=

11 a desk ript ion of the nature. location, purpose, and plan of Illy project ;
'121 the Mullithiitions of the principal staff ullo will be responsible fur

the project;
"i 3 i a jmtifleation of the aniont...of,,grant ton Is requested;
"(4) the portion of the cost to-he borne by the applicant ; and
" t 51 such fiscal control and fund :mounting procedure-. as may tneees-
uy to ',rover tlisbarstment of and accounting Fctlei al inn& paid

to the applicant.
"(1.) 'Phi Commissioner _.mtly not prose an application until such applioa-

t ion n ret ed by a,pattel of expects w Ito are not employees of Federal
Government.

The CAutolt tee would also like to clarify Its intent as regards part C of the
m Ti t tlte= rot at ItattttkesillVat ion -11.wilroh-flintis, ha' NoentIona I-Act

55,15 amended In 1n68. it MILS ilear13 the Committee's intention that 10% of the
sums at tunlic appropilated under part 13, the State grant program, would he

s Pt r grant.. under part C. She reserach program. And these reserved funds
uere to Le divided equally bet wed' the State agencies and the U.S. Office of
Ed 'n atioll for grahts milli the noire having total discretion in the geographical
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funding of its programs. Ili other %surds, the 570 reserved to the Commissioner
dues nut have to be used fur funding programs In each State -according to a
State allocation formula.

ENCLOSURE B, EXTRACTS

DEPARTMENT F HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, OFFICE OF EGFCATION

RESEARCH PROJECTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONNOTICE OF CLOSING DATE FOR
RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS

NVIICO is hereby given that-, pursuant to the authority contained in section
131(a) of Parrt of the

given_
Education Act of 1003, as amended (20 U.S.C.

12k (a) ), applications are being accepted fur vocational educatien project grants
and eontracts.

(2) To be e fur ret iew by the °like of Education, an application from a
local edutation:i agency must be approstAl by the State board. In order to permit
the consideration of an application from a local educational agency by the Ofllee
of Education fur funding, the apprus al of the State board ssith respect to that
application must be receised by the 010ce of Education tsith the application by
the (trailline established abuse. All applications flow other than local educational
agencies must be submitted in accordance ssith 45 CFR § 103.13 (a) of the pro-
gram regulations (20 U.S.C. 1281(a) ).

(3) Ditplicatam.In order to assure that applications do nut duplicate pro-
jects already undertaken in the state, the applicants shall send a Copy of the
application Ay the State Director of Vocational Education and notify the Com-
missioner of Education of this action. The State Director should adsise the Coni
missioner of Edtleation of applications considered to be a duplication of other
projects in the state:

D. Awards fie states:
(1) :Direct grants or contracts are awarded in each State up to the limit of

funding available for the U.S. Commissioner of Education to use in that State
as allotted under section 131(a) of Part C of the Act Subject to §103.1.1 of the
program regulations (45 CFR 103.15), the approximate allocations anticipated
for Initiating new grants during fiscal y ear 1975 are. Alabama $106,913. Alaska
$io,op , Arizona $79,211; Arkansas $88,741, California $688,960, CuloradO $95,-
967, Connecticut $91,000, Delassare $19,133, Florida $207,624, Georgia $214,112;
Hassan $25,307, Idaho $35,174, Illinois $359,519, Indiana $210,363; Iowa $115, -
572; K8111,R% $90.253 ; Kentucky $156,300; Louisiana $180,640 Maine $15,021;
Mary land $142.133 . Massachusetts $197,877, Michigan $333,176 , :NlInnesota $155,-
659, Mississippi $109,731, Missouri $180,094; Montana $32,096; Nebraska $00,
555, Nevada $15,739, New Hampshire $30,731; New .Jersey- $223,106. Ness Me \icil
$51,673, New 'York $536,237 North Carolina $252,311, North Dakota $30,691;
Ohio $412.048 ; Oklahoma .116,881; Oregon $S8,486, Pennsylvania $418,971;
Rhode Island $37,146, South Carolina $135,261; South Dakota $32,5-1;

* *

Dated ; SelAember 19, 1974.
T. II. BELL,

4COMME,481077er of Education.

Purtrar KEARNEY AssoctxTrs.
Queens Village, N.Y Angus' Pl. 1975.

Re: Your August 14th response to no request to appear before committee per
letter August 0,1975.

CARL D. PERKINS,
Chao-mart, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondars and rucatirmal Edueat bake

Rayburn house Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Dan CONORESSNiAN PERKINS It-is-gratify lugand-reassuring for a citizen's

request to be arm ered by a member of Congress In so rapid a fashion thank you.
James G. O'Hara }Mich), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education & Labor, suggested in his recent letter to me that he ssuuld carefully
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examine whatever material I present to your committee. Con ,ressman 4Q:flan's
group seems to list 3 ourself as a niettiber exofficio, this is herpfuLNYou (Nil rend
in my August Pith letter that the thrust ut my argument for upgrading secondary
vocational .S. technical high :3Lbouls aims a reducing costs by eliminating so-called
community colleges and other expensive alternatives to viable, competitive trade
schools at the secondary level. Money, Congressman Perkins, is a good deal of
my interest in this matter.

I am happy that so many parents and students have responded to your invita-
tion to appear'aith testnuon3 , God willing, some elf them stated the goals I seek.

Nevertheless, I and my New York City constituency will feel more at ease if my
own suggestions are included in the record. If I require more than ten minutes
of your time, I shall be re-hashing and 3uu will be justified in thanEing me po-
litely and sending me on my way.

But short as my say may be, Co.agressman, I csant it moat duly considered. I
have no axe to grind, belong to no interest group whatever, and approach the
podium with clean hands. Listen to me.

sincerely,`
ROBERT-C. RIM E%

P President elect; Edison Parents Association,1075-76.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION',
Washington, D.C., June 23,

Hon. CAara D. PERKINS,
1,ho +room, itticoriiiiiitice on Eltinc-iitary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,

Committee on Education and Labor, E.S. Housd of Representatives,
Washington., D.C.

Dian Mn. CHAIRMAN : In your extensive hearings this spring on the renewal of
vocational education legislation, seeral higher education associations j resented
separate views concerning the need ter spccific amendments to reflect the grow.
lug importance of postsecondary occupational programs. The following qtatement
is submitted for the hearing record uu behalf of the American Cauncii on Educa-
tion to emphasize three general points on which the-postsecondary community is
unanimous :

1. Further participation oj postsecondary institutiqns in occupational programs
should be encourapcd.The existing 15 percent setdside for postsecondary occu-,"
pntional programs is obsolete. Natiutii113, a minimum of 35 to 40 percent of Fed-
eral vocational funds are spent un pustsecundary or adult programs, reflecting a
dramatic growth of creative and sophisticated occupational programs in com-
inanity colleges, four-year colleges and universities across the country. There has
also been a growth in part-time adult students, who now represent a majority
of postsecondar.) enrollments, and whose relative importance is increasing each
year.

flowerer, as testimony before your committee has dictated, participation of
postsecondary institutions varies NNidely from Atate to state. In sonic states the
required setaside has nut been met and the enormous potential for postsecondary
programs has not been realized.

We believe that the need in our society for - postsecondary occupational pro- ."

grains at the semi-professional o pare - professional level is certain to increase in
the future. This will require greater attention to the planning and coordination of
postsecondary occupational programs, such as authorized by Title X-B of the
Education Amendments of 1972. For this reason it seemsesirable that the brond
and Important purposes of this authority, w hick has not yet been funded, be in-
corporated into the Neale vocational authority.

It seems equally desirable to assure that a more realistic proportion of Federal
vocational funds are directed to the postsecondary sector. At the same time we
would not wish to deprive secondary schools of needed funds they are now
rd"ceiring.

For this reason it would be our Intention to support increased authorizations
and appropriations for vocational programs, so that higher funding levels for
postsecondary programs would not be achieved at the expense of operating and
effective programs at the secondary level.

2. Planning-of_postsccondary occuptional programs should be coordinated with
other postsecondary programs. The Single state agency required by the law to ad-
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minister iu.4iti,aull piogi anis uray be swim' for purposes of administration and
accountability of secondary progi.tios. In fact, huge ier, must state agi-macs NA ith
responsibility for vocational programs du nut hare fur postsec-
ondary education. We strongly belie-it: that planning for pustset undaly vet-twa-
t:mate programs should be t.t..Iiducted separately or in isolation from planning
for the entire raise of postseLoudaty programs ival institutions. It is partitailarly
important fur till; planning tu take into account the broadening oct.uptiviial needs
and interests of postsecondary students seeking to enlarge their employ went
opportunities. 1

Therefore we suggest that the present requirement for a rule state administer-
ing agency be amended to require appropriate participation of agencies basing
, responsibility for. pustsetuntlary eductition in the planning and approal of post-
secondary occupational programs. 0

3. l'arthcr steps are needed to ovolronie sex Inas in vocational education. Vo-
cational priogranis at all le% els have been seriously deficient in the pros isiun of
equal opportunities to women. To assure that such opportunities are available,
the legislation should be amended' to include (a) an e-A.plieit J tat ement of pur-
pose to overcome sex bias in vocational education, tb) u requirement that state
plans identify steps being taken to UN ert.onie sex bias in suentiunal irrograins, (c)
a priority in research and exemplary vocational programs fur J Utak% to deter-
mine xnethods to overcome sex. bias, and (d) a stated responsibility of the Na-
tional and State Advisory Counals to examine problems of sex bias In vocational
programs. and tolinlude adequate representation of rumen in their membership.

We appreciate this &opportunity tu present the views of the American Conned
on I;ducation. representing some 179 national and regional associations and 1,356
institutionsof higher educatiomthrongliont the United States.

Sincerely,
Ca.kraxs B. S!...tVxmais, Jr., Director':

[Whereupon, at 11 :IS a.m. the stibconunitiee aajournetl, to recoil-
%Tile at the call obthePhair.]
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